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Cellular and Molecular
Biology
RAT MESANGIAL CELLS (MC) SYNTHESIZE A
PLATELET-DERIVED GROWTH FACTOR (PDGF)-LIKE
MITOGEN AND EXPRESS c-SIS mRNA. H.E. Abboud,
P. Dicorleto*, P. Shultz*, E. Poptic*, and B. Silver*.
V.A. Med. Ctr., Case Western Reserve U., and
Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
We have recently reported that serum free medium
conditioned by rat mesangial cells (MCCM) contains a
protein which competes with 125l-PDGF for binding to
human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF). MCCM also contains
mitogenic activity which is only partially inhibited by
anti-PDGF IgG. We now report that this activity is due
to at least two mitogens. Cation exchange
chromatography of MCCM yielded two peaks of
mitogen activity. The first peak contained the bulk of
this activity and very little activity that competed with
1251.PDGF binding to HFF; the second smaller mitogen
peak had comparable amounts of mitogenic and
competitor activity. In additional experiments wefound that MC continue to secrete the PDGF-Iike
molecule into serum free medium over 14 consecutive
days, suggestive of continuous synthesis rather than
release of a prestored pool.
The c-sis proto-oncogene encodes a protein that
functionally and structurally resembles PDGF. To
further demonstrate synthesis of a PDGF-like factor,
we analyzed rat MC polyadenylated RNA by Northern
blotting and hybridization to a radiolabeled v-sis cDNA
probe. MC expressed detectable levels of c-sis mRNA.
Collectively, these data suggest that the c-sis gene
and its PDGF product are at least partially responsible
for the mitogenic activity present in MCCM. PDGF, in
addition to other mitogens, may play a role in the
normal and/or pathologic proliferation of glomerular
cells.
COMPARATIVE METABOLIC STUDIES OF
MESANGIAL CELLS (MC), PERITONEAL EXUDATE
CELLS (PEg) AND ERYTftROCYTES (E). SG Adler,
NA Lachant , PS Anderson , AH Cohen, WD Davidson,
RJ Glassock. Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr., Depts. Med.
and Path., Torrance, CA.
Glomerular MC have been reported to exhibit
phagocytic properties and to secrete oxygen radicals
in—vitro. The present studies were designed to further
investigate these phenomenon using well
characterized, multiply passaged cultured rat MC.
Professional phagocytes, such as PEC, produce l12O
in a pathway linked to the pentose phosphate shun
pathway (PPS). Therefore, II2O2 production and
glucose oxidation were studied in MC, FEC and E
before and after exposure to opsonized zymosan (OZ),
phorbol myristate acetate (PM A), immune complex (IC)
and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Basal H,O2 production
in MC and FEC were similar (p>.O5T. FEC H,O,
production rose by 129% after OZ (p<.Ol), by 116%
after IC (p<.O5) and by 76% after PMA (p<.OOI). MC
H 0 production rose pgligibly after OZ, Klj4and
P4P. DM50 enhance14 CO., production from C-I
glucose but not from C-6 glucose in MC, FEC, and
E indicating stimulation of the PPS. PPS activity was
enhanced in FEC by PMA (p<.05). MC glucose
oxidation was unaffected by OZ, IC and PMA (p>.O5).
The cellular enzyme profile (hexokinase, G6PD,
6-phophogluconate dehydrogenase and pyruvate kinase)
of MC resemble that of isolated colonic smooth
muscle cells rather than FEC. We conclude that under
the conditions of this study, rat MC have a limited
capacity to secrete H20., and exhibit a respiratory
burst following exposure t'b OZ, IC, and PMA. In our
hands, glomerular MC do not behave like professional
phagocytes.
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EFFECT OF NEUTRALIZATION OF THE ANIONIC SURFACE
CHARGES OF RAT GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL CELLS (RGMC)
ON PROSTANOID METABOLISM. N. Alavi. Rush Medical
College, Chicago, IL.
Experimental glomerular injury induced by neu-
tralization of polyanion surface charges has been
associated with alteration of prostaglandin (PG)
synthesis. However the role of various glornerular
cell types, epithelial , mesangial and endothelial
in observed alteration of prostanoid metabolism
is not clear. In the present study the effect of
polycations on PGs and TxB2 synthesis by RGMC has
been assessed. Rat glomeruli were isolated and
cultured in medium RPMI-164O + 20% FCS. After me-
sangial cells formed a monolayer, they were incu-
bated with polycations for 1 hr at 37°C. The fol-
lowing polycations were tested: cytochrome C,
polylysin, ferritin, and protamine sulfate (PS),
PIs >10 at 100 pg/ml . Prior experiments had shown
that these polycations were capable of neutraliz-
ing the surface charges of RGMC measured by cell
electrophoretic mobility. Only PS stimulates syn-
thesis of P65 and TxB2 significantly. Addition of
25 U heparin abolished the effect of PS.
ny/mg prot/h: PGE2 PGF2z 6—keto-PGF1cz TxB2
Basal 4.6±0.5 4.7±0.4 3.2±0.8 3.7±0.5
PS 14.0±1.0 7.8±0.5 12.0±0.2 14.0±1.0
PS+HS25U/ml 2.7±0.5 1.5±0.07 1.4±0.1 1.7±0.1
Addition of 5 pg/ml arachidonic acid (AA) enhanc-
ed basal PGE2 synthesis by 25 folds. PS did not
enhance PGE2 levels any further. Our data demon-
strate that only PS is capable of stimulating PG5
and TxB2 synthesis in RGMC. PS possibly facili-
tates release of AA from membrane phospholipids.
Lack of response to other polycations suggests
that PS effect involves other factors in addition
to the charge neutralization.
cDNA5 ENCODING PUTATIVE ANION EXCHANGERS OF THE
1 , 1 1KIDNEY. EL Alper RN Kopito SM Libresco
HF Lodish'. 'Whitehead Inst. for Biomed. Nez.,
Cambridge MA, and 2Beth Israel Hosp., Harvard Med.
School, Boston, MA (intr. by S. Nosen).
eDNA probes encoding specific domains of murine
erythroid band 3 (Nature, 316:234—8, 1985) detect
multiple mRNA transcripts in renal and in other
nonerythroid tissue. Variable stringency hybridi-
zation suggests that some of these mRNA5 represent
variants of a band 3 gene transcript, while others
are products of different but related genes. Mem-
brane domain—specific cDNA probes have been used
to isolate several kidney cDNA clones. One clone
appears to encode a transcript of the erythroid
band 3 gene. Other clones encode a band 3—
related protein which, though the product of a
different gene, preserves 67% amino acid homology
with the membrane—spanning, anion transport domain
of band 3, while displaying only 35% amino acid
homology with band 3's cytoskeletal—anchOring N—
terminal domain. Amino acid sequence homology is
most highly conserved in those segments proposed
to traverse the lipid bilayer as m—helices, while
sequence divergence is considerable in some of
the putatively exofacial segments connecting
transmembrafle helices.
The hydropathy profile of the band 3—related
protein of kidney is remarkably similar to that
of erythroid band 3. A single 4 kb mRNA encoded
by this band 3—related gene is expressed in many
tissues. We plan to identify and localize the
protein encoded by this gene, with the ultimate
goal of demonstrating its function.
ALTERATIONS IN ENDOTHELIAL CELL ATP LEVELS AFTER
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE OXIDANT INJURY. Sharon P.
Andreoli, IUNC, Dept of Peds, Indianapolis, IN.
Alterations in endothelial cell structure and
function as a result of oxidant injury has been
implicated in the pathogenesis of several animal
models and some human renal diseases. We studied
alterations in ATP metabolism in cultured mono-
layers of human umbilical vein endothelial cells
(EC) in response to the enzymatic generation of
superoxide anion (Of), hydrogen peroxide
(H202) and hydroxyl radical (OH1 with xanthine
and xanthine oxidase (X—XO) and glucose—glucose
oxidase (6-GO). EC ATP levels were measured with
luciferin—luciferase, sublethal damage by release
of 3H—adenine and lethal damage by 5'chromium
(Cr) release. ATP levels in EC exposed to .01 u/ml
XO for 60 mm. or .025 and .05 u/ml XC for 30 mm.
were significantly (P<.Ol) reduced to O.35+.06,
O.3l+.16 and O.08+.04 1moles/pg protein, respec—
tiveTy, compared Eo 2.72+0.81 pm/jig protein in
control EC. 6—GO (.01, .U25, and .05 u/ml) for 60
minutes also resulted in reductions in EC ATP
levels to l.9+.6, 0.13+.Ol and 0, respectively,
compared to 23+.8 pm/jig protein in control EC.
3H—adenine re1ese correlated inversely with
the reduction in ATP levels while 51Cr release
occurred 2—5 hours following oxidant injury.
Catalase (scavenger of H202), but not super—
oxide dismutase (scavenger of O) or mannitol,
dimethyl thiourea or dimethylsulfoxide (scavengers
of OH) prevented the fall in EC ATP levels,
3H—adenine and 51Cr release. We conclude that
(H2O2) generated by X-X0 and 6-GO results in
marked reductions in EC ATP levels sufficient to
interfere with cell function and viability.
INCREASED ORGANIC ANION (CA) UPTAKE NEDIATES
PRGXINAL TUBULAR CYST FORMATION (PICF) IN
IVETANEPHRIC ORGAN CULTURE. (MCC) E.D. Avner,
W.E. Sweeney*, D.Eilis. U.Pgh.Sch.Ned.,Pgh.,PA.
Recent studies suggest that + OA secretion re—
suiting in net intratubular fluid accumulation has
oathogenetic ixport in PICF and progressive cyst
enlargemant. We therefore investigated the patho-genetic role of OA transport in our previously de-
scribed murine N(X mudel of P'ltF in which either
hydrocortisone (HC-CY) or triiodothyronine (T3 -
CY) induces Th Na—K ATPase activity. (Kidney Int 28:
447) Following 120 hours of in—vitro incubation,
the: a) murphomatry of PTCF, and b) uptake of [Ffl
PAR were assessed in control (CON) and cystic ex-
plants under basal conditions and treatmunt with
ouabain 0.2 ir4 (OUR) and probenecid 1 x lO-6M(PBN).
CYSTIC INDEX PAN UPTAKE (pg/pg DNA)
BASAL +OUB +PBN BASAL -1-OUR +PBN
CON 0 0 0 188.2 141.5 69.3**
HC—CY 3.13 0.24** Q39** 340.8* l70.9** 164.O**
T3—CY 3.54 0.31** 0.52** 351.6* 167.5** 145.1**
PAR uptake was increased in cystic HC—CY or T3-CY
explants (*vs.CON, p<.OOl), while OUR and PBN
were equally effective in decreasing PAN uptake in
parallel with inhibiting cyst formation (**vs .basal,
p< .001). The Vmax for PAN uptake (pgmin pg DNA)
was increased in cystic explants (HC-CY 7.44, T—
CY 5.56 vs. CON 3.96, p<.OO1) while the Km did not
differ between groups.
We conclude that + explant OA accumulation mad-
iates PTCF in BX and that active CA uptake is
coupled to + Na+ pus activity. We speculate that
a similar process may be cystogenic in-vivo if
low intratubular flow rates (2° to low GFR,partial
intratubular obstruction) prevent washout of
generated transtubular CA gradients.
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A ODMEONENT OF Ti 1CHINERY WHICH TRANSIOCATES
PI'EINS ACDSS BIOLICAL EMBRANES CAN ACT
rOST-TRANSIATIONIILY. Robert Bacallao' Elliott
Crooke,' Kiyota Shiba William Wickner? and Korea)d.Ito* (intr. by L.G. Fine). Dept. of Biol. Chem.
and Div. of Nephrology, Univ. of California, Los
1ngeles, CA and Kyoto University, Kyoth, Japan.
Many proteins are synthesized in the cytosol
and eventually find their way into specific
subcellular compartments. The sorting process
requires translocation across lipid bilayers. Inpolarized epithelia, e. renal tubule, in which
apical and basolateral surfaces have different
compositions, the complexity of the sorting
process increases. To study the process of protein
translocation in a simplified system, we examined
the conditionally lethal ytS mutant of the E.
coli (K. Ito, 1984). E. coli strains bearing the
mutant secY have defective export of proteins to
the periplasm and outer membranes. It has been
proposed that the gY gene product must act at an
early stage of protein synthesis to allow trans-
location to occur. We have introduced the wild
type cY gene under the control of the operoninto the gYts strain. We now report thatinduction of the wild type gY protein at the
completion of protein synthesis acceleratestranslocation of protein across the inner mem-
brane. Protein translocation was also studied in
membranes derived from cells. In vitro
post-translational translocation was also depen-
dent on I protein tunction. Conclusions: 1)The Y protein can act post-translationally to
enhance the translocation of proteins such as
pro-OmpA across the plasma membrane. 2) Translo—
cation of proteins across the inner membrane of E.
coli is not obligately co—translational.
MECHANISMS FOR ADRENEIIC RECEPIOR STIMUlATION OF
Na-K--ATPa5e ACTIVITY IN RENAL BASOLATERAL
MEMBRANES. R.E. Beach*, J.R. Paynond*, and V.W.
EBnnis. Dike Univ. Medical Center, Dirham, N.C.
Norepinephrine (NE) increases solute transport
and Na—K-ATPase activity in proximal tubules. The
present studies examine which adrenergic recep-
tors and post—receptor mechanisms are involved in
these actions. Changes in Na—K—ATPase activity
were measured in basolateral membranes (BLM5)
from rabbit cortex treated with various adrener—
gic agents. klenylate cyclase activity was deter-
mined in isolated proximal convoluted tubules and
BtNs by conversion of 32P-ATP to 32P—cAMP. NE
increased Na—K—ATPase activity from 380.0 + 50.2
to 457.2 43.9 nnel P1/mg proteinmin. Poth
alpha— (phentolamine 106M) and beta—
(propranolol 106M) antagonists blocked the
effect of NE. Phenylephrine, clortidine, and
isoproterenol (ISOP) had no effect on Na—K—
ATPase. Thus, selective alpha and beta agonists
alone were inetfective. 1kever, the combined
presence of alpha—2 (clonidine) and beta (ISOP)
aqonists increased Na—K-ATPase from 361.4 33.3
to 395.1 + 29.1 (P<0.05). With regard to post—
receptor events, ISOP and NE had no effect on
adenylate cyclase activity of isolated proximal
tubules or BU'ls. l-oleoyl—2—acetyl glycerol (OAG)
2.5 mcg/ml and 1,4,5—inositol triphosphate
(1P3) 2.5 UN increased Na—K-ATPase activity
similar to NE. The addition of OAG or 1P3 with
NE caused no further stinulation. These studies
indicate that 1) the action of NE on the proximal
tubule requires occupancy of both alpha—2 and
beta—adrenergic receptors; and 2) that post—
receptor events involve the phosphatidyl inositol
rather than adenylate cyclase pathway.
CONIORMATI0NAL CHANGES INDUCED BY SODIUM GRADIENT
ON THE PHOSPHATE CARRIER
R. Béliveau and J. Strevey*, Dept. de chimie,
Univ. du Québec a Montréal, and G.R.T.M. (Univ.
de Montréal).
Phosphate transport by brush border
membranes from kidney cortex presents a strong
sensitivity towards inhibition by phenyiglyoxal,
an arginine modifier. Sodium dependent influx
measured in zero trans conditions is inhibited by
60%, with no effect on passive influx. In con-
trast, phenyiglyoxal has no effect on sodium
dependent phosphate efflux, measured in zero
trans conditions. Protection experiments conduc-
ted with sodium and phosphate indicate a strong
protectory effect of sodium from the intravesi—
otilar side (73% protection). Phosphate is also
able to offer a protection from inhibition, but
from the extravesicular side only (63%). Substi-
tution of phosphate by sulfate offers no protec-
tion at all, indicating the specificity of pro-
tection. Addition of both substrates (sodium and
phosphate) offers an additional protection from
the extravesicular side compared to the one
offered by phosphate alone (92% vs 55%). There
is no additional protection for both substrates
when on the intravesicular side. Phosphate
influx measured in the presence of sodium but in
the absence of a sodium gradient is totally
unaffected by phenyiglyoxal modification. There
is no inhibition on phosphate influx measured in
equilibrium exchange conditions. We propose a
model for the phosphate carrier in which sodium
gradient induces a conformational change where an
arginine is essential for the coupled flux of
sodium and phosphate.
EFFECT OF ALDOSTERONE (ALDO) ON
MORPHOLOGICAL AND ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF CORTICAL COLLECTING
CELL MONOLAYERS. Elsa Bello-Reuss and Mark
Weber*. Dept. Cell Biology and Physiol., Wash. Univ.
Med. School, St. Louis, MO and Dept. Med., UTMB,
Galveston, TX.
Primary confluent monolayers of cortical collecting
tubule (CCT) cells were grown from fragments of rabbit
tubules obtained by Percoll gradient centrifugation and
seeded on collagen membranes. The monolayers were
studied in chambers allowing for fluid exchange on
both sides. Transmission electron microscopy revealed
the presence of two types of cells resembling principal
and intercalated cells of the CCT. In monolayers
incubated in ALDO (10-6M) for 4 days the height of
the principal cells increased from 6.3±0.3 to 7.5±0.2
pm (n=64). The basolateral membrane area increased
from 59.7±6.1 to 75.4±5.6 (pm). There was no change
in the intercalated cells. The effects of ALDO (2—4
days) on membrane voltage, in mV, (Vjtransepithelial,
Vb=Basolateral, V5=apieal), transepithelial resistance(Rt) in ohm•cm , apparent ratio of membrane
resistance (Re/Rb), and calculated short circuit current
lc) are shown in the table.
Vb Va V1 Rt Re/Rb lc
C —76 —64 —12 1600 0.43 7.5
ALDO —79 —59 —20 700 1.05 29.0
P NS NS <0.005 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05
In conclusion: 1. ALDO causes increases in the
membrane area and the height of principal cells with
no change in the morphology of intercalated cells. 2.
The increase in 1c suggests an increase in net Na+
absorption. 3. The increase in RafRb suggests that
the conductance of the basolateral membrane increases
more than that of the apical membrane.
PRIMARY CULTURE OF RABBIT KIDNEY CORTEX YIELDS
MONOLAYERS E LECTROPHYS ID IDGICALLY COMPATIBLE
WITH S1 SEENT TUBULES. C.J. bentzel, D.
Schaumann,* S. Younans,* and S. Richards.* East
Carolina Univ. School of Med., Dept. of Med.,
Greenville, North Carolina.
Electrophysiological parameters were measured
in intact renal cell monolayers prepared from
young rabbits by the method of Chung et al (J
Cell Biol 95:118, 1982). TUbules isolated from
homogenized cortex and differential sieves were
plated on Vitrogen in hormone supplemented
media, DME/F12. Some cells received 5% Nu—Serum
or Vitamin A (10M). Monolayers were confluent
after 7—10 days. Gels were rimmed with a sterile
needle at least 12 hrs before mounting and
allowed to contract. Concomitant with a measur-
able transepithelial resistance, Rt, cells
became columnar with more extensive microvillj
and basal infoldings. Monolayers were perfused
on both surfaces with Earle's balanced salt
solution ('40 ml/hr). Bipolar current (133
,iamps/cm2) was passed via Ag—AgC1 electrodes and
transepithelial voltage was measured by calomel
electrodes. Rt was 5.3tO5 0cm2, n14. Spon-
taneous transepithelial potential difference
ranged between 0 and 0.7 mV, lumen negative.
Protamine, which induces tight junction forma-
tion in Necturus gallbladder increased Rt by
22±6% when added to the mucosal bath (50 ug/ml).
Intracellular potential measured in a low K
media was —83±5 isV (n=8).
We conclude that primary culture monolayers
prepared in this manner resemble S1 segment of
proximal tubule electrophysiologically. Mono—
layers respond electrically to stimuli when
mounted in an Ussing chamber.
EFFECI' OF PLa'ELEr AC1'IVM'ThTG FACIOR (PAF) AND
PLTELE DERIVED G1IH FACIOR (PDF) ON C'IOSOLICpp, ([2+) f) AND WOSPHOLIPASE
A2 AND C AC1'IVM'ICN IN GIJLAR MFSANGThL CELlS.Jos V. Bonventre and Peter C. Weber*, Mass.
Geri. Hosp. and Harvaixl Med. Sd-i., Boston, N
PAF and PDF are potential msliators of g1air-
ular ixlflamaatoly and proliferative processes. We
studied the effects of both agents upon 2+,
maasured with fura-2, and ithositholipase A2 aixi
C activation, ixinitored by changes in [3H)
arachidonate (3H—AA) -labelled lipids, in cultured
glQlxular masangial cells.p (]4) increased [2+)f frau 86 5 to 179
11 (r36) within 5 sec. ducing extracellular
free [Ca4] im3.ulated the response but did not
eliminate it (142% of control, r7) and did not
change the thus response. P?,F increased release of
to 372 30% of control (n=6) and increased
diacyiglycerol (D3) levels.
PDF (.5 U/mi) increased to 310 47% of
control but the peak was delayed, ccaspared toAVP
and PAF, cocurring 1.1 mm after addition of PF.
With reduction of extraceUu1ar [2+) PCCF(2+J to a peak level of 216 40% of
control (r7) at 1.5 mm. P1F increased - to
750% of control (n=5) and increased DAG levels.
In conclusion: 1) PAF and PEGF increase [Ca2]f
in glcnerular sesangial cells; 2) The [Ca2]f
response toPF is delayed as caupared to the PAF
or AVP response; 3) Rmzval of extracellular free
2+ imdu1ates the response toboth PAF and PDF;
4) PAP and PF increase cellular os1olipase A2
and C activities; 5) Better understanding of these
mechanisma of cell activation may lead to
strategies to treat glauenlar thflauunatory and
proliferative processes.
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GROWTH RATE OF RAT INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING
DUCT (IMCD) CELLS IS STIMULATED BY LOW POTASSIUM
(LK) AND BY EPIDERMAL GROWTH FACTOR (EGF), AND
DTERHINES EXPRESS IO OF NA/H EXHA}4GE AND
H ATPASE. D.C. Boxer ,R.C. Stanton , J.L.
Seifter. Brigham & Women's Hospital, Boston, MA
Little is known about factors that control
growth of cells from the distal nephron. The
effects of decreasing media [K I from 5.5 meq/L
(CK) to 3.5 (LK) and of EGF(25 ng/ml) addition
were studied in growing IMCD cells in primary
culture . 24 hr H— thyinidine accuismulation
(±SEM,n3), normalized to the rate in CK on
culture days 3—4 were as follows:
Day 3—4 4—5 6—7 7—8
CK 1.00 .75±0.26 .15±0.06 .11±0.01
LK 1.25±0.22 1.38±0.47 .26±0.10 .11±0.04
CK+EGF 2.22±0.65 4.07±1.24 .91±0.34 .53±0.30
LK+EGF 1.73±0.63 2.97±0.86 .96±0.12 .48±0.17
LK and EGF each stimulate growth in IMCD cells
at days 3—7; LK and EGF are not additive sug-
gesting that LK may induce a factor that competes
with EGF. Intracellular pH (pH.) regulation in
IMCD cells was studied by microfluorimetry using
the pH—sensitive dye BCECF. 3—5 day old cells
demonstrated Na —dependent and amiloride—
inhibitable pH. recovery following an acid load.
NO+PH. recovery was eviden in the absence of
Na . quiescent cells Na —dependent pH.
reovery was greatly diminished. Instea a
Na —independent recovery which was inhibitable by
ATP depletion and by 1mM N_ethylmaeimide was
prset suggesting functin of a H —ATPase. Thus:
Na /H exchange but not H —ATPase activity is
expressed during the rapid growt phase of IMCD
cells. Quiescet sells express H —ATPase and a
less active Na /H exchanger.
OFT ICAL STUDY OF p11 R3ULATI0N IN SINGLE CULTURED
GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL CELLS. Boyarskv*, M.
Ganz5. R.B. Sterzel, W.F. Boron. Dept. of Phys—
101. and VAMC, Yale Sch. of Med., New Haven, CT.
The vascular—smooth—muscle—like mesangial cells
(MCs) respond to vasoactive peptides and growth
factors. Because such responses may involve chan-
ges of intracellular pH (plij), we examined P11i
regulation in rat MCs (passages 1—5). Cells
plated on cover slips uniformly showed stellate
shape and fibrillar myosin staining. After being
in 0.5% FCS 1—4 days, cells were loaded with
BCECF, and the dye excited alternately at 440 and
490 mm. P11i was calculated from the ratio of
emitted intensities at 530 nm, using a nigericin
calibration. In nominally I1CO—free solutions
(HEPES buffer) at 37°, P11i was 7.18+0.03 (n=48),
and buffering power (ji) was 17 mM. PTMi rapidly
recovered from an NJ1—induced acid load. Because
this recovery was blocked by Na+ removal or by 5
pM EIPA in 145 mM Na+, it probably is due to Na—H
exchange. Switching from HEP to 5% CO2/HCO at
pH0 7.4 caused P11j to abruptly fall by —0.25, and
then recover to a level —0.15 higher than the
initial P11j• The rate of this recovery was simi-
lar to that observed after an NH pulse inHC0—
free solutions, over the same p111 range (6.8—7.2).
Because KO increases to —40 mM at pH 7.0, the
net flux of acid—base equivalents must have been
about twice as high in HO vs non—HO solutions.
This increased flux, as well as pH1 recovery to a
higher—than—initial P11i. indicate a HO—dependent
acid extrusion mechanism. In RCO—free solutions,
angiotensin II (200 nM — 1 pM) or arginine vaso—
pressin (100 nM) caused an abrupt p11k decrease
(—0.2), followed by a slow recovery to a level
near the initial one. In the presence of HC0. a
better approximation of in—vivo conditions, the
hormones produced only slow, small ((0.05) P11i
decreases, presumably because HO substantially
raises both and acid—extrusion.
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THE STUDDED "COAT" OF MITOCHONDRIA—RICH (MR) CELL
PLASMP A11D TUBULOVESICLE MEMBRANES IS N H4ATPASE.
D. Brown*, S. Gluck, J. Hartwig*. Renal Unit and
HenI3gy—OnCOlOgy Unit, Mass. General Hospital,
Boston, and Dept. of Medicine, Univ. of Chicago
Medical School.
MR cells contain a population of stud—coated
tubulovesicles that are involved4 in shuttling
membrane components, including an H ATPase, to and
from the plasma membrane, and some plasma membrane
domains are also decorated with similar studs. We
have recently shown that this coat does not
contain clathrin, and the present study was
carried out to determine its structure and nature.
We examined apical membranes of toad bladder by
rapid freezing and freeze—drying. Replicas of the
cytoplasmic sides f these membranes had large
areas, < 0.2 um , decorated with studs, 7 ma in
diameter, and packed into heagonal arrays at a
density of 20,000 per um . Similar arrays of
studs coated the cytoplasmic side of vesicls. We
next examined the structure of purified H ATPase
isolated from bovine kidney medulla. Purified
protein bound to a monoclonal IgG—affinity matrix
showed active ATP—dependent proton transport.
Following 4ncorporation into liposomes, the
purified H ATPase produced hexagonal arrays of
studs that were identical to those seen in toad
bladder MR cell membranes,1, In addition, we
applied a polyclonal anti—H ATPase IgG to thin
sections of kidney, embedded in Lowicryl K4M.
Using protein A—gold immuno—electron microscopy
antigenic sites were revealed on the cytoplasmic
side of coated membrane segments in MR
(intercalated) cells, overlying the studs. We
conclude that the studded membrane coat of MR
clls is formed of the cytoplasmic domains of
H ATPase molecules.
EFFECTS OF ANTIMYCIN A ON ATP AND DYE UPTAKE IN
PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS. P. Cadnapaphornchai, D.
Kellner* and ED McDonald, Wayne State U, Dept. of
Medicine, Detroit, MI.
The relationship between ATP depletion and the
loss of cell integrity has not been firmly estab-
lished. Antimycin A (A) is a known inhibitor of
mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation. The
present study was designed to evaluate the effects
of A on cytosolic ATP and ADP in, and dye uptake
by, proximal straight tubule cells from 7—10 day
old cultures. Cells were incubated with 1xl05
M of A in PBS containing Ca for 20, 40 and 60
mm. Cells were then returned to the incubator
for 24 hours in serum—free media. Control cells
were treated identically except for the omission
of A. Levees were expressed as x106 M/l000
cells. (*significantly different from correspon-
ding control)
After antimycin A
20 40 60
.02+.0l* .0l+.0l' .005+.00l*
.09+.02* .05+.Ol* .O7+.O1*
1+3 2+.7 3+1.4
After 24 hours
ATP .744.08 .164.02* .32+.10 .474.05*
ADP .29+.02 .23+.05 .15+.01* .194.03*
% death 2+.4 12+2* 21+4* 33+11*
Data are shown as mean SEN.
The present study suggests that inhibition of
oxidstive phosphorylation decreases ATP. Despite
this, cell integrity appears to be intact. At 24
hours the uptake of dye increases despite the in-
crease in ATP. We conclude that there is a dis-
sociation between ATP and cell membrane integrity
when oxidation phosphorylation is inhibited.
C 3IATFS A NWH CHANGER IN )1FSANGI7L CELlS.
Horaclo F. Cantiello*, Jonathan r1gel*, Dennis A.
Ausiello and Joseph V. Bonventre. Renal Unit,
Mass. Gen. Hasp. and Harvard Med. Sdi., Boston, )
Mesangial cells (MC) may play an isportant rolein glairular proliferative processes. since ca2
and pH have been isplicatef in cellular growth we
examined whether a Na/H exchange process was
present in the cultured mesangial cell and whether
this process was mDdulated by Ca24. MC were acid-
loaded by preincubation in a high K, 1cc', Na
solution contaIning 0 • lnlM HEPES and 1.0 acM ouabain
at pH 6.0. The rate of alkalinization (1/It) was
measured after introducing the cells into a high
Na, locq K solution buffered at pH 7,4. tpH/At was
.18 • 01 pH units/mm (r16) and was independent
of the growth phase of the cells. pH/tt was both
dependent on an Inward Na gradient and an outward
H gradient. Alkalinization was cccccpletely
abolished with amiloride (Km =lO4M). VP (l0N), which increases cytosolic free [Ca2] in
these cells, increased the rate of alkalinization
by 52%. A23l87 and ionanycin, two Ca24 ionophores,
also increased tpH/ tt. MC loaded with the Ca24
chelator BPTA in Ca24 free solution had a slower
rate of alkalinization under both control and AVP-
stisulated conditions.
In conclusion: 1) We have denonstrated the
presence of an anciloride-sensitive Na/H exchangerin mesangial cells; 2) The activity of this
exchanger is adulated by changes in [Ca24). Thisinteraction between Ca2 and Na/H exchange is
likely to be isortant in the understanding of the
determinants of proliferation in the mesangial
cell.
cMP INCREASES INTRACELLULAR CALCIUM IN CULTURED
EPITHELIA, MEASURED IN SITU WITH FURA-2 AND
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY H.Chase and S.Wong"
Columbia University, NY, NY
cAMP and intracellular calcium (Ca1) regulate
transepithelial ion transport by modulating cell
membrane permeability. To see if the action of
cAMP could be due to an increase in [Caj], we
examined the effect of cAMP on [Caji.
We measured [Caj] in cultured epithelial cells
in situ using an upright fluorescence microscope
and the Ca-sensitive dye fura-2. Cells were loaded
for 90 mm at 370 with ester and washed. The
sample was excited at 360 and 38Onm, in
succession, using a mercury lamp and the emitted
light was passed though a 43Onm cut-off filter.
The image was recorded on video tape using a
silicon image intensifier, During playback of the
tape, light intensity of cells was measured with a
video analyzer. We calculated [Ca1) by measuring
the ratio of the emitted light intensity of the
sample when excited at 360 and 380nm, as well as
after adding ionomycin and ECTA to obtain maximum
and minimum signals.
(Caji in NDCK cells, grown on plastic dishes,
rose from 82 to 273 j3nN (n=6) following
the addition of 8-bromo-cAMP (0.5mM). The increase
was prevented by reducing extracellular [Ca) with
EGTA but not by verapamil, suggesting that the
rise in [Ca) was due to an increase in Ca influx
via a route other than a Ca-channel. cAMP also
increased [Cai) in LLC-PK1 cells, grown on
plastic, from 125 to 190 (n=3).
These experiments demonstrate that cAMP
increases [Caj] in cultured epithelia. A rise in
[Caji could mediate the actions of cAMP on transport.
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REGULATION OF CYCLIC -AMP (cAMP) GENERATION IN
RABBIT RENAL MICROVESSELS (RNV). A. Chaudhari,
and M.A. Iurschenbaum, Nephrology Section, Long
Beach VA Medical Center and University of
California, Irvine.
Guanyl nucleotides (GNs) are endogenous com-
ponents of the cell cytosol which are required
for the "coupling" of adenylate cyclase (Ac) to a
variety of hormone receptors. This" coupling"
can be induced by a number of hormones Such as
PCI2, PTH. AVP, catecholamines, etc. Since RMV
have been shown to be a rich source of P612(Kidney Tnt. 27:259, 1985), it would be reason-
able to demonstrate the presence of AC in this
tissue. Thus, in the present study, we have
evaluated the regulation of cAMP generation by
examining the effect of GN5 on AC activity in
isolated RMV prepared freshly using a techniquedeveloped in this laboratory. For the deter-
mination of AC activity, a membrane preparation
derived from RMV was used and cAMP generated
during a 20 min incubation was determined by
RIA. A 2X and 5X increase in AC activity was
observed in the presence of 10 pM of either
GTP or its analog, Gpp(NE)p, respectively. NaP
at 10 mM produced a lox Increase In the enzyme
activity. Similarly, forskolin at 10 pM also
produced a 3X increase in AC activity. These
data Indicate the presence of both the nucleotide
regulatory protein and the enzyme catalytic
moieties In this RMV tissue preparation. Further-
more, these data suggest that the potential vas-
cular effects of hormones such as PCI , PTH,
AVP, and catecholamines in this segmen of renal
microvasculature may be mediated by their inter-
action with the components of the AC system.
MOUSE GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL CELLS EXPRESS
RECEPTORS FOR INSULIN—LIEX GROWTH FACTOR I (IGF—
I) NUT NOT FOR INSULIN. Francesco G. Conti,*
Liliane J. Striker, Karen MacKay,* Maxine A.
Lesniak,* Jesse Roth,* and Gary H. Striker.
NIDDK, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland.
We investigated whether mouse mesangial cells
in culture express receptors for insulin and IGF—
I. Pure populations of glomerular mesangial
cells were established from normal mice. Conflu-
ent cells between passage 5 and 15 were studied.
The cells were preincubated for 12—15 hours in
seruip free media. Binding studies were done with
5x1O cells which were incubated with 125 I—
labeled peptides and a range of concentrations of
the unlabeled peptide; the cell monolayer was
solubilized and cell associated radioactivity
counted. Non—specific binding was measured in
the presence of either 500 fig/al of IGF—I or
10000 ng/ml of insulin. 125—I—IGF—I binds to a
typical IGF—I receptor on mesangial cells. To
determine the specificity of the IGF—I receptor
unlabeled IGF—lI(MSA) and ingulin were used.
Specific binding was 8.8%/jO cells. Tracer
binding was inhibited 501 by IGF—I (8.0 ng/ml);
501 inhibition by MSA (1000 ng/ml); 501 inhibi-
tion by insulin (500 ng/ml). These data and a
linear Scatchard as well as pH and temperature
are consistent with the specificity of the IGF—I
receptor. Using binding criteria for studying
the insulin receptor, we were not able to
identify insulin receptors on mesangial cells.
No specific binding was detectable despite vary-
ing time, tempersture, pH, increasing the number
of cells or using cells in log phase. In conclu-
sion, mouse glomerular mesangial cells express
receptors for IGF—I but not for insulin.
ELEVATED C-MYC EXPRESSION IN MOUSE POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY
DISEASE. B.D. Cowgy Jr*, F.L. Smardo, Jr*, JJ
Grantham and J.P. Calvet*. Univ. of Kansas Med.
Ctr., Depta. of Medicine and Biochemistry; K.C., KS
Elevated mRNA levels for the proto—oncogene c—myc
are associated with normal and abnormal cellular
proliferation. We determined c—myc aREA levels in
two conditions in which tubu1.e cell hyperplasia may
have a central role in pathogenesis. Whole kidney
poly A+ RNA was isolated and hybridized with a 32—P
labeled c—myc RNA probe, using dot—blot and Northern
techniques. Since increased c—myc expression has not
been reported in adult kidney, in preliminary ex—
per iments we injected normal CF—l mice with a 300
mg/kg dose of folic acid, which causes marked tubule
cell proliferation. Twenty—four hours later renal c—
myc levels were increased at least S—fold above
controls. Homozygous C57 BL/6J[cpk/cpk] mice, which
have autosomal recessive polycystic kidney disease
(ARPKD), develop massively enlarged kidneys arid die
of renal failure near age 3 weeks. Renal enlargement
is accompanied by striking tubule cell hyporplasia,
yet tubule mitotic index and thymidine incorporation
assays have failed to show impressive differences
between cystic and noncystic mice. However, renal c—
myc levels were increased at least 3—fold in cystic
mice compared to noncystic littermates, a difference
detected at age 2 as well as 3 weeks suggesting that
azotemia was not responsible for the elevated c—myc
expression. We conclude that c—myc mRNA levels are
increased during tubule cell regeneration following
folic acid injury and in ARPKD. C—myc levels in
ARPKD are increased out of proportion to tubule cell
proliferation, suggesting that this oncogene may be
critically involved in the disease process rather
than simply a marker for cellular proliferation.
EARLY ONSET OF METABOLIC ALTERATIONS IN CULTURED
RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULES (RPTs). Kathleen Dickman*
and Lazaro J. Handel. Duke Univ. Med. Center,
Dept. of Physiology, Durham, NC.
Metabolic adaptation of cells to conventional
culture environments is associated with a decline
in 02 consumption (Q02) and an increase in glycol—
ysis. To study the conditions which prompt these
events, we examined the metabolic properties of
purified RPTs maintained in short—term culture in
either shaking flasks or stationary culture dishes
in an air/CO2 atmosphere. After 6h, dish cultures
showed significant declines in basal (15 1 vs
1), ouabain—jnsensjtjve (10 2 vs 16 1)
and FCCP—stimulated (34 5 vs 74 4) QO2
(nmol/min/mg p) compared to shaking cultures.
Cell K+ (nmol/mg p) was decreased in dish cultures
(128 19 vs 268 10), while % LDH release was
enhanced (16 4 vs 6 1) and lactate production
(nmol/mg p) was markedly elevated (1432 16 vs
258 58). These effects were reversible insofar
as reagitation of RPTs maintained in dishes for
2h caused a rapid cessation of lactate production
and almost complete restoration of cell K+ and
all Q02 parameters within 4 h. Reshaking, however
did not prevent the observed elevation of LDH re-
lease. Because these findings suggested that hy-
poxia may have induced the metabolic changes ob-
served in stationary cultures, we examined the
effects of partial respiratory inhibition in shak-
ing cultures to simulate hypoxia. Treatment with
1O8M rotenone for lh decreased basal Q02 by 77%,
stimulated lactate production 4—fold and caused a
50% decline in cell K+ content. We conclude that
hypoxia may be one of the signals for initiation
of metabolic adaptations in cultured cells.
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THE AGGREPFIORE AS A SOURCE AND TARGET FOR
VESICULAR TRAFFIC IN ADH—SENSITIVE CELLS. B.
, N. Franki*, and R.M. Hays, Albert —Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY.
Following ADH, tubular orqanelles
(aggrephores) fuse with the luminal membrane and
deliver particle aggregates to the membrane. It
is not known how aggrephores are formed, or
whether they are the sole means of aggregate
delivery. Ultrathin sections of toad bladder
epithelial cells show that: 1) Coated vesicles
make up the ends of both fused and unfused
aggrephores; 2) The vesicle coats have the
basket—like structure of clathrin; 3) Helical
particle arrays are visible in the aggrephore
walls, a finding previously limited to freeze—
fracture. The arrays extend into the vesicles,
showing that vesicles contain particles; 4) Thin
necks of some vesicles suggest that these
vesicles are leaving the aggrephores; 5) 15
minutes after ADH, coated and uncoated pits,
markers of vesicular exo— an endocytosis, are
numerous (47 + 19 SEM/100 pm ;5 experiments)
in the lumina) membrane.
Thus, coated vesicles may be important in the
action of ADd in at least two respects: 1)
Particle—carrying vesicles originating from
structures such as the Golgi may coalesce to
form aggrephores, as well as resupplying
aggrephores with particles during and following
fusion; 2) Aggrephores may not be the sole means
of delivering particles to the Jurninal membrane;
vesicles derived from aggrephores may contribute
substantially to this process.
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PHORBOL ESTER AND DIACYLGLYCEROL TRANSLOCATION
OF PROTEIN KINASE C ACTIVITY IN CULTURED COLLECTING
TUBULAR EPITHELIUM, Bradley S. Dixon*,Carolyn
Burke*, Ruth Breckon*, and Robert J. Anderson,
Denver VA, Denver, Cob.
Phorbol esters and diacyiglycerol have pleotropic
biologic effects that are felt to be mediated by a
calcium and phospholipid—dependent enzyme, proteinkinase C (PKC). We recently found that 4)3 phorbol
12—myristate 13—acetate (PMA) and 1 oleyl—2—
acetyiglycerol (OAG) inhibit hormone—stimulated
adenylate cyclase activity in primary cultures of
rabbit collecting tubular epithelium. In the present
studies, we first determined the presence of PKC
activity in these cells by finding phosphorylation of
type Ills histone only in the presence of calcium and
phospholipid vesicles containing phosphatidylserine and
diolein. We next examined the effects of PMA and
OAG on collecting tubular cell PKC activity. In
control cultures, PKC activity is present in both
cytosolic (0.152 nmol32P/mg protein/mm, 65% of
activity) and particulate (0.081 nmol 32P/mg
protein/mm; 35% of activity) fractions. The PKC
activity found in particulate fraction increases to 57%
and 93% following 10—10 and 10'8M PMA, respectively
and to 81% after 2.5 x 10—5M OAG. The
translocation of PKC from cytosolie to particulate
fraction occurs within 30 mm. exposure to PMA and
OAG. By contrast, PMA and OAG inhibition of
vasopressin— and isoproterenol—stimulated adenylate
cyclase activity requires 3—6 hours. These results
demonstrate that PMA and OAG translocation of PKC
activity from cytosol to membrane in cultured
collecting tubular cells occurs much faster than
inhibition of hormone-stimulated adenylate cyclase and
suggest the presence of a secondary mechanism
whereby PKC regulates adenylate cyclase activity.
INHIBITION OF PROTON TRANSPORT (JH) BY ACETA—
ZOLANIDE (AZ) DEPENDS ON STIMULATION OF ENDOCY—
TOSIS (EN). T.E.Dion, C. Clausen*, D. Coachman*,
and R. Derderian. VANC F1orthport, NY and SUNY
Stony Brook, NY.
In the turtle bladder (TUB), AZ inhibits JH
and causes an increased rate of EN resulting in
internalization of proton pump containing apical
membrane. In order to determine whether this
enhanced EN is causally related to the decline
in JR we studied the effect of inhibiting EN
using sodium azide (NaN3), an agent which inhi-
bits EN in other cells. In paired studies, incu-
bation of hemibladders with 1 mM serosal NaN3
had no effect on baseline JR. Addition of .5 mM
AZ led to a 93±5% decline in JH in controls but
an insignificant, 7±11%, decline in the NaN3
treated group (n 4). In the NaN3 group incubated
for 30 mm with AZ, removal of AZ and NaN3 led
to a rapid decline in JH, suggesting that the
NaN3 did not inhibit AZ uptake. The protection
of JR noted could not be explained by a direct
effect on carbonic anhydrase (CA) since in
bladder homogenates 1 mM NaN3 caused a 68±2%
inhibition of CA activity and did not protect
against the inhibition of the enzyme by AZ. Using
impedance analysis we found that the decline in
apical membrane conductance and apical capaci-
tance which follows AZ treatment, could be pre-
vented by pretreatment with NaN3. Using the
uptake of FITC—dextran to measure the rate of
EN, we found that the stimulation of uptake
caused by AZ could be prevented by pretreatment
with NaN3. These studies demonstrate that NaN3
inhibits AZ stimulated EN in TUB and that stimu-
lation of EN is largely responsible for the
inhibition of JR following AZ.
MEASUREMENT OF Cl UPTAKE IN EPITHELIAL CELLS WITH
DOUBLE—BARRELLED IONSENS ITIVE MICROELECTRODES.
Krystyna Drewnowsks* and Thomas U.L. Biber,
Department of Physiology, Medical College of
Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.
Double—barrelled microelectrodes were used to
record continuously changes in intracellular Cl
activity (Cl) in individual cells. Isolated
skins of R. pipiens (Southern Variety) were
perfused separately on apical (A) and basolateral
(B) aides under voltage clamp conditions. The
initial rate of increase in Cl upon re—exposure
of Cl—depleted cells to Cl on either the A or B
side provides an estimate for Cl uptake across
the cell membrane on that side. Since Cl uptake
across A and B sides was correlated with slope
conductance (G) the preparations wer divided
into 2 groups: (I) with G > 0.5 mmhocm and (If)
with lower G. A and B uptake was (in DM/hrcm
1.41 0.55 (n = 7) and 6.16 2.44 (n 4),
respectively, in group I and 0.15 0.06 (n = 3)
and 0.33 0.10 (n =33) respectively, in group
II. Addition of 10 M DIDS on A side caused a
96%3 inhibition of 5A uptake and treatment with
10 M SITS and 10 M bumetanide on B4 side caused
a 99% inhibition of B uptake. 10 M amiloride
blocked Cl uptake on B side. Contrary to the
widely held notion that the Na transporting cells
of this model tissue are Cl impermeable, the
results indicate that these cells are, at least
under the experimental conditions tested here, Cl
permeable on both sides and sensitive to the
above mentioned drugs. The results are
consistent with a C1-HCO3 exchange on A and B
sides and a bumetanide sensitive pathway on B
side.
SUSTAINED EXPRESSION OF BASEMENT MEMBRANE GENES IN
MURINE CONGENITAL POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE
(cpk/cpk). Isao Ebihara,* Paul D. Killen,*
Yoshihiko Yamada,* George R. Martin,* and Kenneth
S. Brown' (intr. by Giuseppe Andres). Lab. 0ev.
Biology and Anomalies, NIDR, NIH, Bethesda, MD
The molecular basis of hereditary polycystic
kidney disease is unknown. Because the basement
membrane limits the distension of tubules,
structural defects of the basement membrane may
underlie these disorders. We have utilized
recombinant DNA probes to examine the expression
of type IV collagen and laminin genes in normal
mice, and murine congenital polycystic kidney
disease (cpk/cpk), a recessive model of infantile
polycystic kidney disease. The homozygous cpk
mice have clearly discernable renal enlargement at
one week and die after 3-4 weeks with deter-
iorating renal function. Histology shows numerous
cortical and medullary cysts with an attenuated
basement membrane which only focally reacts with
anti-type IV collagen, laminin, or heparan sulfate
proteoglycan antibodies. In normal mice, the
levels of mRNA for laminin are maximal at birth,
and then decline rapidly over the next few weeks,
while the mRNA for ml(IV) collagen chains peaks at
2 weeks and then decreases. In affected animals,
the levels of mRNA for the laminin Bl and B2 chain
remained elevated at the one week level, while the
level of mRNA for the al(IV) chain increased
steadily during the first three weeks of life.
Thus there was sustained expression of basement
membrane genes which normally undergo a develop-
mentally regulated decline in expression.
Dysregulation of basement membrane genes may
contribute to the development of renal cysts in
hereditary polycystic kidney diseases.
1-tEPATOMA CONDITIONED MEDIUM FAVORS HUMAN
GLOMERULAN ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH. Sharon J.
Elliot ,* Liliane J. Striker, and Gary K.
Striker. NIDOK, NIH, Betheada, Maryland.
This study was designed to determine if con-
ditioned media from human hepatoblastoma cells
(HepG2) promoted the growth of human glomerular
endothelial cells. Isolated human glomeruli were
plated in Waymouths medium supplemented with 20%
fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 2ng/m]. of platelet
derived growth factor (PDGF, MEL), or a 11 mix-
ture of Waymouths with 207. FBS and hepatoma con-
ditioned medium (CM). Conditioned medium was
collected from HepG2 cells grown in MDCB 107 with
10% F8S. Initial outgrowth in CM was more abun-
dant, and at passage two (P2) the number in CM
was twice that in PDGF. P2 cells were stained
with antibodies to factor Vill—related antigen
and cytokeratin, and with phalloidin for actin.
In the absence of added PDGF or CM endothelial
cells, when present, constitute a small percent-
age of the total population. In contrast, SO and
807. of the total were endothelial cells in the
presence of PDGF or CM respectively. The
remainder of the cells were mesangial cells.
Less than one percent of the cells were cyto—
keratin positive. Subsequent passages revealed
that cell number continued to increase in the
presence of CM. The percent of the cells which
contained Factor Vill—related antigen continued
to increase in the presence of either CM or PDGF.
In conclusion both CM and PDGF favored the
initial outgrowth of endothelial cells, but in
the presence of CM the total cell number was
substantially greater than in PDGF. Both addi-
tives resulted in cell populations which were
progressively enriched for endothelial cells.
GLUCOCORTICOID-INDUCED STItIULATION OF NA-K ATPase
ACTIVITY IN TUBULAR EPITHELIAL CELLS IS MEDIATED
BY GLUCOCORTICOID RECEPTORS (OR). D. Ellis,
S.D. Tran and E.D. Avner. University of Pitts-
burgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA.
The mechanism of glucocorticoid-induced stimu-
lation of renal tubular Na-K ATPase activity was
investigated in cultures of mouse renal tubular
epithelial cells. Starting with confluent cell
nonolayors at 5 days of growth in defined medium,
the cells were grown for an additional 48 or 96
hours in medium containin9 5 nM, 50 nM, or 5 x
i- M hydrocortisone (HC) concentrations. OR and
Na-K ATPase activity were simultaneously measured
in these monolayers prior to and following 48 and
96 hours of incubation with HC. As compared to
control cells grown without HC, OR levels of cells
treated with 5 nM HC decreased by 50% at 48 hours
of growth but remained at this level at 96 hours
of growth. In cells grown in 50 nIl or 5 x lO M
HC, GR levels fell to 49% and 43% respectively at
48 hours of growth and decreased further to 18%
of control values by 96 hours of glucocorticoid
treatment. Na-K ATPase activity showed an inverse
relationship to OR levels at all assay points,
peaking at 230% above control values by 96 hours
of growth in either 50 nIl or 5 x io 11 HC. The
addition of the antiglucocorticoid RU 38486 to HC-
supplemented growth medium resulted in a marked
fall in OR binding activity and no stimulation of
Na-K ATPase activity. These results demonstrate,
for the first time, a time- and dose-dependent ef-
fect of glucocorticoids in modulating OR binding
activity and a direct relationship between this
receptor—hormone interaction and stimulation of
Na-K ATPase activity in intact renal tubular epi-
thelial cells.
OUABAIN INDUCES AN AMILORIDE SENSITIVE,
OUABAIN RESISTANT Na-K PUMP IN OUA'S CELLS.
Jonathan A. Eostein*and Claude Lechene. Harvard Medi-
cal School and Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston,
Ma.
A ouabain resistant, ouabain inducible cell line (Oua6
cells) had been derived by transfection of a 6.5Kb ouabain
resistance gene into CV-l Green Monkey kidney cells by
Levenson et al. (Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 1984). Using elec-
tron probe analysis, we have investigated the characteris-
tics of Na-K transport in cultured CV-! cells, in unin-
duced Oua'6 cells, and in Oua'6 cells induced with lOp.M
ouabain for at least 24 hours. Na-K pumping activity was
measured in cells that had exchanged internal K for Na
during a 4 hour preincubation in media lacking K. Upon
return to media containing 5mM K, simultaneous meas-
urements of cellular Na and K over a 20 minute period
allowed us to measure rates of change of cellular Na (JN,)
and K (.K) Both in CV-! and in uninduced Oua6 cells,
cellular Na content fell and K content rose to control
values, compatible with activation of a Na-K pump.
Ouabain (1mM) totally inhibited this return to control.
Amiloride (500p.M) had no effect. Induced Oua'6 cells
were also able to reestablish control values of low internal
Na and high internal K with rates (mM/mM cell P/mm.)
=
.039
.004S.E., N, = .038 .001. This capacity, how-
ever, was resistant to 1mM ouabain (JK=.042±.0l0,
JN=.04I_.O03), but highly sensitive to 50O.tM amiloride
(JK .012±003, N,,=°14 .005). Separate experiments
showed that amiloride (1mM) was without any effect on
the initial leak of Na (and K) measured after pump inhi-
bition. In conclusion, the functional expression of the
ouabain resistance gene induced by the presence of 10iM
ouabain in the growth media, consists of a Na-K pump
that, unlike the pump of CV-1 cells or of uninduced Oua'6
cells, is resistant to 1mM ouabain but inhibited by 500p.M
amiloride.
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MOLECULAR CLONING OFRAT UVER PYRUVAlE CARBOXYLASE
LouiS Ercolani. John A. Smith', Howard M. Goodman', Lee
Witters', and Maria Atexander'. Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, Departments of Medicine and Molecular Biology,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts.
Genetic deficiency of pyruvate carboxylase, a biotin
dependent enzyme, is associated with lactic acidosis in humans.
To facilitate investigations of enzyme structure and the nature
of the mutation associated with this form of lactic acidemia we
have isolated cDNA clones coding for pyruvate carboxylase.
Sequences of two peptides derived from rat liver pyruvate
carboxylase tryptic digestion were used to construct
oligonucleotide probes for screening a lambda gtl 1 rat liver
cDNA library. Three overlapping clones were obtained.
Nucleotide Sequencing confirmed coding for the two pyruvate
carboxytase peptides and the anticipated Ata-Met-Lys-Met
sequence, corresponding to the highly conserved biotin binding
site. Utilizing each of the clonal inserts as probes, northern
blot hybridization of RNA from rat liver revealed a single 4.2
kilobase mRNA species. Induction of the mRNA for pyruvate
carboxylase was found in vitro after differentiation of mouse
313-Li fibroblasts to adipocytes during culture and in vivo
in rat livers after rats were subjected to fasting followed by
72 hrs of refeeding. mRNA for pyruvate carboxylase was also
detected in rat kidney, consisitent with the anapleurotic role
of pyruvate carboxylase in metabolism. Utilizing these cDNA
clones, the molecular basis for lactic acidemia associated with
pyruvate carboxylase deficiency may now be approached.
CHARACTERISTICS OF CULTURED RABBIT COLLECTING
TUBULE CELLS OBTAINED BY IMMUNOADSORPTION Q
Feies-Tóth* and A. NAray-Fejes-Tóth* (intr. by
O.A. Carretero).Fischer-Bosch Inst. Clin.
Pharmacol. , Stuttgart, FRG and Hypertension Res.
Div., Henry Ford Hosp., Detroit, MI.
Using a monoclonal antibody (ST-35; G.Fejes-
Tóth et.al, Fed. Proc. :4l7, 1986) directed
against a cell surface antigen on rabbit
collecting and connecting tubules, we co-isolated
principal, intercalated and connecting tubule
cells by solid phase imlunoadsorption. Cell
yields averaged l.2±O,2xlO cells per 3 g renal
cortex. Flow cytonietric analysis with cell
specific monoclonal antibodies revealed that the
isolated cells contained —27% intercalated, —34%
principal, —39% connecting tubule cells and <1%
other cells. In primary cultures these cells had
a doubling time of —22 h; formed hemicysts on
solid support and generated a serosal-luminal pH
difference of —0.8 when grown on permeable
support. Imrnunohistochemical staining and
electronniicroscopy revealed that the cultures on
day 7 contained —45% dark and —55% light cells.
The cultured cells retained their responsiveness
for arginine-vasopressin (AVP) and isoproterenol
to stimulate cAMP (up to —4 and —3 fold,
respectively), and for atrial natriuretic factor
to stimulate cGMP accumulation (>20 fold). In
adition, bradykinin (BK) increased cytosolic
Ca + concentration measured either by flow
cytometry using Indo-l or by fluorometry with
Fura-2 on epithelial sheets. Concomittant with
the rise in cytosolic Ca2+, BK increased
prostaglandin E2 production in these cells by
about 6 fold.
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DOPAMINE—1 (DA—1) BUT NOT DOPAMINE—2 (DA—2)
STIMULATED PHOSPHOLIPASE C (PL—C) ACTIVITY IN
RENAL CORTICAL MEMBRANES. Christian Felder*,
Melvin Blecher*, and Pedro Jose. Georgetown Univ.
Hosp., Depts. Feds, and Biochem., Wash, D.C.
PL—C mediates transduction of neurotransaitter
signals across membranes via hydrolysis of phos—
phatidylinositol. ll,5—bisphosphate (PIP2). DA—1
but not DA—2 receptors decrease renal tubular
sodium transport. DA modulates proximal tubular
transport by alterations in cytosolic Ca2', an
event under the control of PL—C. We tested the
effect of Ca2, DA—1, and DA—2 agonists on FL-C
activity in renal tubu4r membranes by determi-
ning the hydrolysis of H—PI2. FL—C activity
(nz3) was Ca2dependent (10 to 1O"2M); iaximum
stimulation, Emax (3.0.5 fold) at 2X10 M free
Ca2, 1/2 Emaxr 1X10°M; inhibition occured be-
yond 103M. DA 1OM(n:3) shifted the Ca k/FL—C
curve to the ,eft; Emaxrll.9iO.8 fold at 3X1O'7,
1/2Emax1X1O M;inhibition occurred beyond 1O M.
BA (n3) and the selective BA—i agonist,SKF 82526
(n3) stimulated FL—C activities (free Ca 3X10'7M)
were dosp related; Emax was 3.6±O.% fold for DA
at 5X1OM, 1/2Eiaxr105M and 3iO.5 fold for
SKF 82526 at iOM, 1/2Emax10°M. In coptrast,
the DA—2 agonist, LY 171555 (iO— to 1O"M) had
no effect on FL—C. SKF (1OM) stimulated FL—C
activity was competitively inhibited by the DA—1
antagonist SCH 23390 confirming a specific DA—1
effect on FL—C. Brush border and basolateral mem-
brane PL—C activities were also stimulated by BA—
1 but not DA—2 agonists. These studies show for
the first time specific DA—i but not DA—2 effect
on FL—C in renal tubular membranes. The relation-
ship between DA—1 effect on FL—C activity and
renal sodium transport remains to be established.
BENZYL ALCOHOL (BA) -INDUCED INCREASE IN MEMBRANE
FLUIDITY (MF) MODIFIES HORMONE -STIMULATED cAMP
ACCUMULATION IN MDCX CELLS. G,Frlediander, C.Le
Grlinellec, M.C.Glocondl, C.Amlel. INSERI'I
U251 and Dept. of Physiol., Fac.X.blchat,
Unlv.Parls 7, Paris, France.
In membrane preparations, the Increase in MF
wag shown to affect the activity of enzymes, among
which adenylate cyclase. However, the influence of
changes in MF on intact renal cells has not been
documented. We studied the effect of increasing MF
with BA on the order of membrane lipids, measured
by fluoregcence steady—state anisotropy, and on
intracellular cAMP accumulation tn intact MDCX
cells, grown to confluence in serum—free medium.
BA dose-dependently decreased anisotropy from
r=O.2730.O03(SEM) in controls to r=0.246eO.003 In
the presence of 80mM BA (p(0.O01). Basal cAMP
content increased with BA concentration, reaching
200% of the control value for 40 mM BA. 10 mM BA
increased by 5, 20, 30 and 40% the cAMP stimula-
tion elicited by O.luM dDAVP, O.luM POE2, luM
glucagon (GLU) and 1 uM forskolin (F),respective-
ly. 40 mM BA increased by 10% the GLU-stimulated
cAMP content, but inhibited by 40, 45 and 55% the
PGE2-, F-, and dDAVP—stimulated cAMP synthesis,
respectively. The 40 mM BA—induced inhibition was
partially reversed by 1 intl Mn2, which blocks
the inhibitory protein N . These data suggest
that: i) the various components of the adenylate
cyclase—cAMP system (hormone receptors, regulatory
N proteins, catalytic subunit), and their
coupling, are affected differently by MF changes,
reflecting differences in their lipid environment
ii) changes in MF can modulate tubular functions
and responses to hormones,
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DIAZOXIDE OPENS AN ATP—SENSITIVE K+ CHANNEL IN
PANCREATIC B-CELLS. A KEY TO ITS HYPERGLYCEMIC
ACTION AND A CLUE TO ITS HYPOTENSIVE ACTION
W. Gee*, K. Gillis*, and S. Misler* (Intr. by
S. Bander), Washington Univ., St. Louis, HO.
Diazoxide (DZ) is a potent hypotensive and
hyperglycemic agent. It hyperpolarizes pancreatic
B—cells and vascular smooth muscle (VSM) by in-
creasing K+ permeability; this reduces Ca2+ depen-
dent impulse activity which triggers secretion or
contraction. Applying patch clamp techniques to
B—cells, we have recently found a 6OpS K± channel,
in cell attached patches, whose closure, following
perifusion of the cell with glucose, coincides
with the onset of electrical activity. In inside—
out excised patches, the channel is closed by
addition of M—mM concentrations of ATP to the
"cytoplasmic" surface. Diazoxide, at concentra-
tions of 30 — 500 iN, abolishes spike activity and
increases the average activity (A) of this channel
several—fold, in cell attached patches, by
shortening the pauses between open channel"bursts".
A is again reduced by adding glucose on
tolbutamide to the perifusate. In inside—out ex-
cised patches DZ alone (up to 500 uN) had no
effect, but DZ reopens channels closed by ATP.
Ca2+ activated K+ channels are uneffected by DZ.
This action on the ATP sensitive K+ channel is
sufficient to account for DZ's anti—secretogogue
action on B, as well as insulinoma, cells.
Benzothiadiazine diuretics should work similarly.
If a similar K+channel exists in VSM, such an
action could account for DZ's hypotensive effect.
excised patch 0.25mM ATP 0.25mM ATP + 0.13mM DZ
—
-
—Tr1um4rr-
IJNYB)IE'IICAL IfXALIZION OF H-#ATASE IN RAT
KIDNEY. S.Gluck, S. Hirsch , and D.Brcwn . Dept. of
Medicine, Univ of Chicago, Chicago, IL, and flecal Unit,
Mass. Den. Hasp., Boston, MA.
An affinity purified olyclataJ. antibody raised
agoinst bovine kidney H*ATPase was used to localize
proton pups in glutarldetiyde fixed rat kidney by
lit microsccy (1miurseroxidase on seni-thin epon
sections) and EM (colloidal gold on Lcwicryl K1 see-
ticns). In connecting tubule and cortical (C) collect-
ing dect (CD), intercalated cells (IC), identified by
characteristic ttorpkiolcy, shed intense staining
either in luminal or basolateral ntrane, and in a
dense population of vesicles near either ttnbrane. In
cedullary (M) and papillary CD, IC staining was ex-
clusively luminal and sublutninal; scattered positive IC
extended into the deep inner zedulla. EM of IC reveal-
ed heavy suthnbrane staining of apical tnarbraries in
nEdulla, and of either apical or basolatenel rasutr'anes
in cortex; gold localized to the distinctive studded
coat on both plasceleai and vesicles. In proxizeltubule (Fr), staining thrceit was intense in
subapical vesicles; brush border staining was nBr4ced in
the convoluted segaents, but weak in the strai.t seg-
cent. The initial part of thin descending llnl shcMed
carked nthrane staining, and thick ascsing lint and
distal convoluted tubule had cederate staining in lumi-
cal nnbrane and subapical vesicles. All staining was
abo1ised by preincubating antibody with affinity puri-
fied H PTPase.
These results 1 )provide direct evidence that 2
types of IC exist in cortex with proton putps oriented
at opposite poles, and support the identity .pf the
studded coat as a cytoplasmic dcnai.n of t.e H lPase
2)suggest H-*ATPase cay contribute to FT H transport
3)suggest a potential role for seunts other than FT
end CD in acid—base regulation.
REGULATION OF CYTOSOLIC [Ca2+] IN SINGLE PROXIMAL
TUBULE CELLS IN CULTURE. M.Goligorsky, D.Loftus*,
and K.Hruska. Jewish Hosp., St. Lou, MO
Microfluorornetric studies of [Ca ]i were con-
ducted in individual fura—2 (F—2) loaded proximal
tubular cells (PTC) grown on glass cover slips and
continuously perfused with an oxygenated Krebs—He—
nseleit buffer. Excitation was alternated at 340
and 38Onm; emitted light was collected at 480—530
nm. Video enhanced images of PTC demonstrated ini-
tial F—2 distribution in the cytoplasm and in en—
docytic vesicles. With continuous perfusion, PTC
exhibited homogeneous cyt9lasmic fluorescence.
At this time, resting [Ca was 71±7nM (n3O).
[Ca2+]1 was not affected by an increase in ambient
Ca2+ up to 5.25mM, and slowly declined during per-
fusion with Ca2+_free buffer. Parathyroid hormone(PTH), angiotensin II (Ang), and phenylephrine(PE) produced Ca2+ transients with a rapid return
to baseline in circa 3 mm:
Basal PTH (lOnM) Ang (lOOnM) PE (lOuM)
71±7 405±45 572±159 2 243±35
PTH—induced desensitization of Ca + transients
was brief compared to that of cAMP production.
PTU—induced Ca2+ transients required extracellular
Ca, while Ang and FE produced 9a2+ transients
in the absense of the ambient Ca . Ca2+ transi-
ents in PTC were necessary events for the hormone—
induced stimulation of gluconeogenesis and for
cytoskeletal modulation of the brush border topo-
graphy. In conclusion: 1) [Ca2+]j. is tightly con-
trolled during fluctuations of ambient Ca2+;
2) PTH; Ang, and PE induced Ca2+ transients vi9
mobilization of different calcium pools; 3) Ca
transients are a necessary step in the hormone—
induced activation of PTC.
POTENTIAL ROLE FOR EGF IN PROLIFERATIVE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS. Paul R. Goodyer, Zarin
Kachra, Cindy Goodyer, Bernard Kaplan. McGill
University, The Montreal Children's Hospital, Montreal,
Quebec.
In rapidly progressive glomerulonephritis,
glomerular crescents of cells are formed by an infiltrate
of monocytes and local proliferation of renal epithelia.
Little is known about the biologic signals which might
mediate proliferation but recent evidence indicates that
mammalian kidney produces EGF (RaIl et al Nature 313
228, 1985), a potent mitogen for certain other cells. We
raised a rabbit antiserum against human EGF and
constructed a radioimmunoassay sensitive to about 200
pg of hEGF. In pediatric patients with acute
glomerulonephritis due to anaphylactoid purpura,
streptoccocal infection and systemic lupus
erythematosus, the level of urinary EGF (90 16 mg/mI)
was elevated (p.Ol) compared to that in patients with a
variety of other renal diseases (17 4 mg/mI). Urinary
EGF was identified in several bands ranging from 6 Kd to
130-140 Kd on Western immunoblots.
If EGF is mitogenic for kidney, renal cells should
bear specific receptors. We found high-affinity binding
sites (Kd = 5 x 102M) specific for mouse EGF on two
renal tubular cell lines (LLCPK1 and MDCK) and mouse
proximal tubular cells in primary culture, but not on rat
mesangial cells in primary culture. Fresh mouse kidney
basolateral membranes were highly enriched in EGF
binding sites, but there was almost no binding to luminal
brush border membranes. EGF cultures (10 mg/mI) was
shown to be mitogenic for LLCPK1 cells under
suboptiminal growth conditions.
In conclusion, we propose that EGF released during
acute glomerulonephritis may participate in the
proliferation of renal epithelia contributing to
glomerular crescent.
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RECEPTOR MEDIATED UPTAKE OF NORMAL AND ABNORMAL
LIPOPROTEINS IN CULTURES OF HUMAN GLOMERULAR EPI—
THELIAL CELLS. H.—J.Groene, A.Walli, M.Clemens,
E.Groene, D.Seidel and U.Helmchen.Dept.of Patho-
logy and Clinical Chemistry, University of Goet—
tingen, West Germany. (intr.by M.J.Dunn)
Various metabolic disorders lead to alterations
of normal lipoprotein profile and lipid deposition
in glomeruli. One example of such disorders is the
familial lecithin—cholesterol—acyltransferase
(LCAT)—deficiency, in which glomerular lipid accu-
mulation induces glomerular sclerosis. In order to
gain an insight into the pathogenesis of lipid de-
position in glomeruli, we studied receptor media-
ted uptake of several lipoproteins from plasma of
normal subjects and of a familial LCAT—deficiency
patient in cultures of human glomerular epithelial
cells. Lipoproteins were isolated by a combination
of ultracentrifugation and gel chromatography.
After labeling withim I, these lipoproteins were
added to primary subcultures of glomerular cells.
LDL binding, internalization and degradation were
specific and saturable. However,the maximum uptake
was only 25% of that observed in human fibroblast
culture. APO—B,E-containing lipoproteins were ta-
ken up with far greater affinity than LDL. At 5pg/
m1125 I lipoprotein the specific amount of degraded
lipoproteins was: LDL 213±24, HDL—Bound—LCAT 509±
57 ng/mg cell protein. Analysis of data revealed a
Km for LDL that was 4—5—fold higher than those of
APO—B,E—containing lipoproteins (IWLDL, HDL—Bound—
LCAT). Our data suggest that APO—B,E—containing
lipoproteins — increased in plasma of various me-
tabolic disorders — are taken up avidly by human
glomerular epitheliall cells and may be responsible
for abnormal lipid deposition in glomeruli.
ION JMP ACTIVTIY IS QDNIT)ILED BY ANCILLARY
NLUCTPN PATHWAYS. Robert D. Gunther* __
C. Rabon* (intr. by L.G. Fine). Center for Ulcer
Research and Education and Div. of Nephroloy,
UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, C.The gastric H, K-ArPase operates via an
electroneutral exchange of H for K. A rate
limiting factor is the concentration of K at the
luminal aspect of the enzyme. We examined the
hypothesis that when a parietal cell is stim.lated
to secrete MCi, the H,K-ATPase is inserted into
the apical membrane, which contains conductance
pathways for both I< and C1. The net KC1 flux
which occurs through these pathways providesluminal K for the pump and Cl as the co—ion for
secreted protons. Measurnts of pH gradientformation and ATPase activity in vesicles isolatedfrom either resting or stimulated stomachs
demonstrated that the H ptatp was inactive in the
absence of luminal K. In resting vesicles, psip
activity required the use of the K ionqthore,
valinomycin (val), in conjunction with a largeinward Cl gradient. Val was not required for Hpump activity in stimulated vesicles. Ion flux
measurements using radioactive tracers revealed
the presence of K1 (86P) Cl(82Br) conduc-
tance pathways in stimulated, but not in resting,
vesicles. When vesicles from either resting or
stimulated stomachs were solubilized and the
H, K-ATPase reconstituted into liposcsmes, the pHgradient formation was val dependent, suggesting
that the 1C and C1 conductances are not associ-
ated with the pl.mip. Thus, in the resting parietal
cell H,K-ATPase is sequestered in an inactive
state in membranes without lC and Cl conductances
and is activated by being united with the ancil-
lary conductances in the secretory membrane.
HETEROGENITY OF ENDOSOMES PREPARED FROM
RABBIT RENAL CORTEX. R.W. Gurich*, and D.G.
Warnock. Depts. of Medicine, VA Med. Ctr., and
CVRI, University of California, San Francisco, CA., and
Univ. Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX.
We previously described an endosoml preparation
with both proton translocating ATPase (H —ATPase) and
Na/H exchange (Clin. Res. 33:585a, 1985). The present
studies examined the distribution of these proton
transport processes and the effects of cAMP in
populations of endosomes. Rabbits were injected with
horseradish peroxidase and sacrificed five minutes
later. Endosomes were prepared from renal cortex by
differential and sucrose density centrifugation. Proton
transport rates (FU/mg/sec) and % change in steady—
state pH gradients with 5 uM cAMP (%+cAMP) were
measured with acridine orange (mean -SEM, n=4 preps).
Fx. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
HtATPase0.53—.06
0.33.050.37—.04
0.33t02
0.21.01
0.18±.02
Na/H Echange
0.87—.17
0.45t14
0.51.08
0.28&04
0.18t02
0.16.04
%+cMP
+7.4—3.6
+4,ltS.5
—2.82.0
—1.9—2.1
—1.32.9
—1.31.0
Na/H exchange and H-ATPase activity at the top f
the gradient (Fx #1) exceeded the other fractions. H -
ATPase was inhibited by 250 uM cAMP in all fractions
(not shown), but 5 uM cAMP increased the steady—state
pH gradient (%+cAMP) in FX I and 2.
Conclusions: 1) Renal cortical endosomes ar
heterogeneous with respect to equilibrium density, H
transporting systems, and cAMP response. 2) Fx #1 is
unique compared to the others. The relativ enrichment
of Na/H exchange and stimulation of H -ATPase by
cAMP in Fx #1 suggests that this population may have a
distinct physiologic role compared to the others.
CHARACTERIZATION OF AN EPITHELIAL CELL (LLC—PK1)
MUTANT EXPRESSING INCREASED Na/H ANTIPORTER
ACTIVITY AND ANILORIDE RESISTANCE. John G.
Haggerty,* Neeraj Agarwal,* Edward J. Cragoe, Jr.*
Edward A. Adelberg,* and Carolyn W. Slayman*
(intr. by Peter S. Aronson) Yale Univ., Sch. of
Med., Dept. of Human Genetics, New Haven, CT
In an effort to isolate a mutant of LLC—PK1
producing increased amounts of Na/H antiporter
protein(s), normal cells were selected for step—
wise increases in resistance to ethylisopropyl—
amiloride (EIPA). Specifically, cells were sub-
jected to repeated cycles of acid—loading with
NH Cl, followed by a short recovery in low—Na
meium containing increasing concentrations of
EIPA. Six clones were isolated from a population
of cells which could grow almost normally at 501111
EIPA. Whe2asssyed for acid—stimulated, EIPA—
sensitive Na uptake at 15 mM Na, the clones had
initial rates ranging from 1— to 4—fold that of
parent LLC—PK1 cells. They had more dramatic
changes in drug resistance: 2 clones splayed a
ca. 10—fold increase in resistance of Na uptake
to EIPA, and 4 displayed a ca. 100—fold increase.
One of the latter clones (PKE2O) was selected for
further study. Its Km for Na uptake (59 mM) was
nearly identical to that of the parent (56 mM),
but its Vuiax had6increased ca. 3—fold, from 35 to
91 nmolesJmin—1O cells. The resistance of PKE2O
appeared to be limited to amiloride derivatives;
there was not a significant change in resistance
to harmaline, an unrelated inhibitor. These
results suggest that the antiporter of PKE2O cells
is structurally altered; whether the Vmax change
reflects an increased number of antiporter sites
or an increase in turnover number remains to be
determined.
IGF Il—INDUCED ALKALINIZATION OF CANINE RENAL
PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS. M.R. Hainmerman,
J.R. Gavin III,* and J. Mellas*. Washington Univ.
Sch. of Med., Dept. of Medicine, St. Louis, MO.
The actions of a variety of polypeptide growth
factors on isolated cells are thought to be ini-
tiated by stimulation of Na+_H+ exchange across
plasma membranes resulting in intracellular alka—
linization. To determine whether insulin—like
growth factors (IGFs) exert actions through such a
mechanism, we incubated suspensions of canine
renal proximal tubular segments with insulin or
IGF I or with multiplication—stimulating activity
(MSA)/IGF II. Changes in intracellular pH of cells
within proximal tubular segments were detected by
measurements of the distribution of [14C]5,5—
dimethoxazoladine—2,4—djone (DM0) using a flow
dialysis technique (Am. J. Physiol. 25O:F451,
1986). Incubation of segments with 10—9 M MA
under conditions such that extracellular [Na J >
intracellular [Na+] effected intracellular alka—
linjzatjon detectable within 1—2 mm. Alkaliniza—
tion was not observed under conditions where this
gradient was not present. Alkalinization was not
prevented by inclusion of 1 mM 4—acetamido—4'—
isothiocyanostilbene—2 ,2 '—dilsulfonic acid (SITS)
or 1 mM ouabajn in incubations, but was inhibited
by amiloride. Incubation of segments with as
little as 10—11 N MSA effected intracellular alka—
linizatjon. Incubation with as much as 10—6 H
insulin or IGF I did not. Our findings are consis-
tent with an action of MSA/IGF II to stimulate
Na+/H+ exchange across the plasma membrane of the
renal proximal tubular cell. It is possible that
the stimulation represents a mechanism by which
actions of IGF II are initiated in growth factor—
sensitive cells.
IDENTIFICATION AND ISOLATION OF PROTEINS INVOLVED
IN THE TOAD URINARY BLADDER'S WATER PERIIEABILITY
RESPONSE TO ADH. H. William Harris, Jr, Helen R.
Murphy*, Mark C. Willingham*, and Joseph S.
Handler. NHLBI, Nd, Bethesda, MD, and Children's
Hospital, Boston, MA
ADH increases apical membrane water permeabil-
ity by causing the fusion of cytoplasmic vesicles
(aggrephores) with the apical membrane. All evi-
dence indicates that aggrephores contain water
channels. When ADH is removed, fused aggrephores
are internalized and water permeability falls. We
internalized lactoperoxidase into aggrephores as
ADH was removed and then labeled proteins on the
inner surface of aggrephores using a lactoperoxi-
dase catalyzed intracellular iodination technique
(Mellman et al, J. Cell Biol. 86:712—722, 1982).
Using SDS gel electrophoresis and autoradiography,
we resolved many iodinated proteins. Of part icu—
lar importance are three (molecular weights 55,
17-14, and 7kD). In the absence of internaliza-
tion, proteins of the same three molecular weights
were iodinated on the apical surface of ADH
treated, but not control bladders. After horser-
adish peroxidase was internalized in aggrephores,
differential and density gradient centrifugation
coupled with a density shifting maneuver (Courtoy
et al, J. Cell Biol. 98:870—876, 1984) yielded a
highly enriched aggrephore fraction. SDS gel
electrophoresis of this fraction revealed major
bands at 55, 17-14, and 7kD. Since the same pro-
tein species are iodinated in aggrephores and on
the surface of ADH treated but not control blad-
ders, and constitute a major portion of the pro-
teins in density shifted aggrephores, we conclude
that they are associated with the water permeabil-
ity response and may be part of the water channel.
Th?URIFI@.TIQ PND 4t.MNJBIOT I'NALYSIS REVEP,IS TIS-
JE HETEBXENEITY OF H ATPASE. S.Hirs2h* and S. Ghx2k.It. of dicine, Univ. of Giica3o, thicapo, IL.
sujht to evaluate the distribution, 1,el of ex-
ression and stru2bxal -etesY1eneity of H ATPase in
resal and othr tissue. H ATPase was prified from heth
tx)vne kidney (BK) rortex and medulla by a noroclonal
irmuroaffinity oDltm. Bth aurces stowed the saie
sr.bunits (ovar 10 diffarent po1yptides) but the
rrevalerce of 56K and 25K bands diffared greatly.
arific r±it ol]onal antihedi (Ps) ware
raised to insuroaffinity BK H PCFPase; irmuro-
b]ot analysis damnstrated binding to 7 stbunits of
pirified BK HATPase, and 6 stbunits of arnlrbilized 13K
microartmss, with highest affinity to 31 & 27K stbunits.
SDlbilized hxrrnenates, rontainirg inhibit-
ors, from rat kidney (K), livar (L), spleen(S), heart
(H) and brain (B), and from cultured Chinese hatar
ovary cells (GD) e next on iimucb]ots with
PPbs. H ATPase was detected in evary sarple; relative
revaleroe was K>>L>B'S)H>OD. 70K and 56K stbun its ap-
peared in evary tissue; 31K in all exct H. K,L, and S
rontained sevaral snbunits around 56K; othar tissues
slowed only one. 33K was pesent slely in K; 27K only
in L and S. H tissue unicpely la*d 1o molecular
weight inmiroreartivity. +
(brs2lueions: 1)Irmuxeartive H ATPase was identi-
fied in all tissues tested, likely reflectirq its role
in vartolar function. Urinary aridification agpears to
be a specific adaptation of this fnction. 2)Signif i—
cant strtxtural hetexeneity of H ATPase was sees in
diffarent tissues and K rortex vs. medulla, and may be
a basis for variation in urdance, cxatpartmentation,
or function 3)70 and 56K sbunits e monsarved, su-
gesti a critical role in enzys furction.
TWO INDEPENDENT PATHWAYS MEDIATE GROWTH FACTOR-
INDUCED Na/H EXCHANGE. Harlan E. Ives and Thomas
0. Daniel Division of Nephrology, CVRI and
Howard Hughes Medical Inst., UCSF, CA.
Mitogens, including PDGF, thrombin, bombesin
and orthovanadate, increase cell pH from 0.05
to 0.15 units by activating an amiloride inhibi-
table Na/H exchanger in Swiss 3T3 cells. Previous
work suggests that kinase C, activated either
by endogenous diacyiglycerol (DAG) or by addition
of phorbol myristate acetate (PHA), mediates
mitogen-induced activation of Na/H exchange.
To test this hypothesis, we measured mitogen-in-
duced cell pH changes (using fluorescence methods)
in cells where kinase C was either maximally
stimulated by PMA or down-regulated by prolonged
exposure to PMA. Under both conditions, we found
no subsequent activation of Na/H exchange by
bombesin and thrombin. We also found that the
basal bombesin- and thrombin-induced Na/H exchange
was eliminated by 3 hr exposure to 20 ng/ml
pertussis toxin (previously shown to inhibit
phosphatidyl inositol turnover and DAG release,
ENBO Jnl. 5:55, 1986). Thus, bombesin and thrombin
appear to activate the Na/H exchanger purely
through kinane C. In contrast, PDGF and orthovana-
date increased cell pH 0.03 0.01 units beyond
the maximal response to acute PNA administration
and 0.05 0.02 units in kinase C down-regulated
cells. Pertussis toxin did not eliminate PDGF
or orthovanadate-induced activation of the Na/H
exchanger. Thus, PDGF and orthovanadate activate
the Na/H exchanger by a pathway which is distinct
from that used by PHA, bombesin and thrombin.
As both PDGF and orthovanadate increase net
phosphorylation of tyrosine residues, this second
pathway may be mediated through a tyrosine kinase.
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DIRECT VISUALIZATION OF INTRACELLULAR PARTICLE/
VESICLE TRANSPORT IN RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULE USING
VIDEO-ENHANCED MICROSCOPY. K.J. Karnaky*, RD.
Allen*, L.T. Garretson*, and E.G. O'Neil* (Intr.
by D.A. Molony). Med. U. of S. Carolina,
Charleston, SC, and U. of Texas Hlth. Sci. Ctr.
Houston, TX.
Isolated killifish tubules were mounted
between two coverslips with a flow-through bath,
examined with DIC optics and video enhanced with
Allen Video-Enhanced Contrast system. Luminal
brush border, luminal cilia, basolateral
membrane infolds and cytoplasmic organelles were
readily observed and subsequently identified
with EM. Within the cytoplasm, punctate
particles (organelles) of varying sizes were
evident and displayed dynamic particle motion
of at least three types: 1) saltatory movement
from a fraction to several pm in one direction,
2) forward-reverse movement in which a particle
moves rapidly in one direction but immediately
returns to the starting position and 3) random,
movement. Some particles were demonstrated to be
endocytic vesicles since they could be loaded
with fluorescien-labelled IIRP from the bathing
medium, Furthermore, particle movement was not
consistently reduced by treatment with 50 PM
coichicine for 30 mm but was markedly retarded
by treatment with 5 pg/mi cytochalasin D. It is
concluded that video enhanced microscopy is a
powerful technique for studying the dynamics of
intracellular organelle transport in renal
cells, and that organelle transport may be
closely associated with microfilaments.
EFFECT OF PUROIIYCIN AMINONUCLEOSIDE (PAN) ON
HEPARAN SULFATE PROTEOGLYCAN CORE PROTEIN (HSPG-
cp) CONTENT OF CLONED GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL CELLS
(GEC). Kasinath BS, Singh AK, Kanwar YS, Lewis EJ,
Rush Medical College, Northwestern University
Medical School, Chicago, IL.
The charge barrier of the glomerular capillary
wall, believed to be due to the presence of an-
ionic species such as HSPG, is said to be impaired
in PAN nephrosis. We have previously shown that
the cloned SEC synthesize HSPG-cp. We examined
the effect of PAN on HSPG-cp content of SEC. Con-
fluent layers of SEC were incubated with 10, 50,
100 and 500 pg/nil of PAN for 72 hrs (n=4—16 ob-
servations at each point), and, HSPG—cp content
measured by quantitative inimunoperoxidase method.
PAN reduced the HSPG-cp content per mg cell pro-
tein by 10% at 100 pg/el and by 28% at 500 pg/ml
(p <0.01); no effect was seen at PAN 10 and 50
ug/nil. PAN did not affect content of Fx1A, a cell
surface associated protein employed as control
at any of above concentrations. The minimal incu-
bation of PAN required to affect HSPG—cp content
was next determined by incubating confluent layers
of SEC with PAN 500 pg/ml for 1, 6, 24, 48 and
72 hrs. Fresh media without PAN was added follow-
ing incubation and HSPG—cp content measured at 72
hrs from the time of PAN addition. Incubation of
SEC with PAN for 24 hours (but not 1, 6 hrs) was
sufficient to decrease HSPG—cp content per mg
cell protein by 30% (p <0.001) and more prolonged
exposure to PAN did not result in a greater de-
crease in HSPG-cp content. We conclude that PAN
selectively reduced HSPG—cp content of the cloned
SEC. This effect say be involved in the altered
glomerular permselectivity seen in PAN nephrosis.
ATP CONTENT IN CULTURED PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS.
D. Kellner*, P. Cadnapaphornchai, P., and F.D.
McDonald. Wayne State U, Dept. of Med., Detroit,
Michigan.
The proximal straight tubule (S3 segment)
appears to be most susceptible to ischemic damage.
Since ATP plays an important role in the cell
integrity in ischemia, the present study was de-
signed to serially determine the intracellular
ATP content in cultured S3 segments from days 7—
25. ATP was determined by bioluminescence and ex-
pressed as X1O6 M/l000 cells. ATP increased
from .68±.O6 on day 7 to l.O8±.O9 (p <
.001) on
day 9 and became stable from days 9—14 ranging
from l.O5±.12 to i.l8±.O7. Thereafter, the ATP
contents began to fall and reached a level of .53
by day 20 and remained stable at this level.
In a separate study, the rate of cell growth was
determined and expressed as logarithmic values.
The rates of cell growth from days 4, 7 and 14
were 1.54±.12, 2.49±.1O and 3.46+05 respectively.
The growth became a plateau from days 14—20
ranging from 3.43±.O7 to 3.64±.O8. The present
study suggests that, in the S3 segments, ATP
content becomes a plateau from days 9—14, whereas
the rate of cell growth reaches its plateau from
days 14—20 at the time ATP level is falling.
These findings should be taken into account in
designing studies involving ATP in cultured S3
segments.
INITIAL EVENTS IN THE FORMATION OF IMMUNE
DEPOSITS (ID) IN PASSIVE HEYMANN NEPHRITIS (PHN).
Dontscho Kerjschki, Aaro Miettinen, and Marilyn
S. Farquhar . Univ. of Vienna, Dept. of
Pathology, Vienna, Austria, Yale Univ. School of
Medicine, Dept. of Cell Biology, New Haven, CT.
Rats were injected with unlabeled (3-5 mg)
or iodinated (500 x 10 cpm) rabbit anti-gp330
lyG and their kidneys were fixed by perfusion
with PLP-fixative at 15 mm, 1 h, and 3—8 d post—
injection. At 15 mm, rabbit IgG, detected bydirect immunoperoxidase, was found only in coated
pits of the podocyte plasmalemma facing the GBM.By 3-8 d, rabbit IgG was detected in larger
deposits often located under the slit diaphragms.
Serial sectioning revealed that each of the ID
maintained contact with coated pits at some
level. When GBMs were isolated from rats with
PHN it was found that by 15 mm post-injection, .
20% of the radiolabeled rabbit IgG present in
whole isolated glomeruli remained bound to the
purified GBM5, whereas at 3 d . 80% copurified
with the GBM5. By double immunolabeling of
isolated GBMs with two sizes of gold particles,
both the antigen (gp330) and rabbit IgG could be
demonstrated in ID attached to the GBM as early
as 15 mm post-injection.
From these findings we conclude that: 1)
Coated pits at the base of the foot processes are
the sites where resident gp33O and circulating
anti—gp330 IgG meet to form the initial immune
complexes; 2) As early as 15 mm after injection
of anti—gp33O, this IgS forms IDs which are
strongly anchored to the GBM (by unknown inter-
actions); and 3) ID remain in contact with coated
pits up to 8 d post—injection. Supported by NIH
Grant AM 17724 (NSF) and FWF P5585 (DK).
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mRNA LEVELS FOR LAMININ AND COLLAGEN IV CHAINS
ARE ELEVATED IN DIABETIC KIDNEYS. P.D. Killen,*
I. Ebihara,* G.R. Martin,* F. Ortola,* and B.M.
Brenner. NIDR, NIH, Bethesda, MD., and Brigham
and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA.
Diabetic nephropathy is associated with thick-
ening of glomerular and tubule basement mem-
branes and altered glomerular permeability. Type
IV collagen and laminin are the principal struc-
tural elements of the basement membrane. We have
used recombinant DNA probes for the al(IV) col-
lagen chain and the Bi chain of laminin to assess
the size and levels of mENA for these proteins in
the kidneys of normal and streptozotocin—induced
diabetic rats. Some of the rats received 1.8 U
or 3.2 U of ultra—lente insulin daily. Two weeks
after the induction of diabetes, the kidneys were
removed, the RNA extracted, and specific mENA
level2were quantitated by dot blot hybridization
with P labeled probes without knowledge of the
animal's treatment.
Group (N) Serum Gluc. Bi niRNA% al(IV)mRBA%
Control (10) 85 mg/dl 100 100
Diabetic (4) 672(p<.OO1) 3l2(p<.OOl) lSB(p<.1)
+ 1.8 U (5) 23l(p<.OOI) 225(p<.OOS) 253(p<.OO5)
+ 3.2 U (5) 84(p>.l) l5l(p>.l) l2l(p>.l)
These studies show that the levels of mRNA for the
81 chain of laminin and the al(IV) chain were ele-
vated in diabetic animals. The czl(IV) mRNA was
further increased with 1.8U insulin treatment,per—
haps reflecting the attendant intraglomerular hy-
pertension. Strict metabolic control restored the
mRNA levels toward normal. These data suggest that
changes in the steady—state mRNA levels of renal
basement membrane components occur within 14 days
of the onset of diabetes, long before morpho—
logically apparent basement membrane thickening.
FUNCTIONAL NOLECULAR SIZE OF RABBIT KIDNEY
Na,K,2 Cl COTRABSPORTER. Roif, N.H. Kinne, Eva
Kinne_Saffran,* Beate Schoelermann," liendrike
Schuetz,* Nax—Planck—Institut fuer Systemphsiolo—
gie, Dortmund and 0. Doell5and E.L. Sattler
Strahlenzentrum der Universitaet, Giessen, F.R.G.
In order to determine the functional molecular
size of the Na,K,2 Cl cotransporter located in the
luminal membrane of the thick ascending limb of
Henle's loop, plasma membranes were prepared from
rabbit kidney outer medulla and the effect of ir-
radiation by accelerated electrons on the chloride
dependent sodium uptake was investigated. This
uptake corresponds to the activity of the Na,K,2C1
cotransporter. Irradiation was performed at —110°C
in a nitrogen atmosphere. Between 1 and 10 Mrad an
exponential decrease of transport activity was ob-
served for chloride dependent sodium uptake but
not for sodium uptake in the presence of nitrate.
From the slope of the decrease an apparent molecu-
lar size of 83±10 kilodaltons was calculated.
Under similar conditions membrane bound enzymes
showed their expected molecular weight, demonstra-
ting the feasibility of the method to determine
the molecular weight of proteins. These data
suggest that the Na,K,2 Cl cotransporter, when re-
siding in its native membrane has a molecular
weight between 80 and 90 000 daltons. Previously
a lower molecular weight of the cotransporter has
been reported after dissoctation of the membrane.
This discrepancy of the molecular weight might in-
dicate that the functional unit of the cotranspor_
ter has a multimerjc structure.
EFFECTS OF MUZOLIMINE ON TRANSEPITHELIAL
Na TRANSPORT IN ISOLATED FROG SKIN.
J. Kipnowski", M. Haas*, A. Waligura*, R. Dusing,
H.J. Kramer. Medizinische Poliklinik, University of
Bonn. West Germany.
The effects of muzolimine, a new sulfonamide- +
free diuretic agent with amphoteric properties, on Na
transport in Rana esculenta skin was studied using air-
rent-voltage analysis of the apical cell membrane to
measure apical Na-permeability ) and the intra-
cellular Na-activity (Na ). Electrica measurements of
short-circuit Current (I j, and amiloride-sensitive cur-
rent )-- voltage (V relationships were carried out
as descr?bed previously (Fuchs et al., J.Physiol. 267(1977) 137-166). Apical muzolimine resulted in a dose
dependent increase of and N without any signi-
ficant change in Na anc transepihelial shunt-conduc-
tance (G ). The dos dependent stimulatory action of
muzolimiie on 'SC was only seen when the diuretic
was added to the apical (outer) bathing Ringer solu-
tion and was independent of the aon composition of
the bathing solutions (CI - vs. SO4 -Ringer made iso-
osmotic with mannitol). Moreover, l5_stimulation by
apical muzolimine was completely amiloride-sensitive.
The time course of the IS after muzolimine revealed
stable values in Cl -free s1utions up to two hours. In
contrast, there was a progressive dose-dependent de-
crease of after the peak in Cl -Ringer solu-
tions. These results strongly support the notion that
muzolimine affects Na - as well as Cl -permeability
by two independent mechanisms. Moreover, the results
imply that muzolimine directly affects the Na chan-
nels or the modifier Sites near the channels and there-
by facilitates Na entry into the epithelial cells.
GLOMERULI (G) FROM RATS WITH STREPTOZOTOCIN—
INDUCED DIABETES (DM) ARE MISSING A HEPARIN—
RELEASABLE HEPARAN SULFATE (HS) PROTEOGLYCAN
(PG). DJ Klein, Brown DM, Oegema TR. U of
Minnesota, MinneapolMN.
PG in glomerular basement membrane (GBM)
participate in the charge barrier to plasma
filtration. A decrease in GBM HS PG occurs in
DM. However, control (C) and Dli G synthesize
similar quantities of PG with similar size and
charge properties in vitro (Klein et a]
Diabetes, October W8)7To studyeTT surface!
tissue receptor bound PG in vivo, Dli (3 wks after
induction) and age-matcneCFjfs were injected
with [35S] sulfate. Heparin (2 mg/al) in RPMI
164U medium released a larger proportion of total
glomerular radioactivity from isolated C 6 than
did medium alone (46 + 7% EN=6J vs. 37 + 4.5%
tN4], p<U.005), whilDM G released siiilar
proportions in the presence and absence of
heparin (46 + 7% [N=63 vs. 48 +6.6% [N=4).
Heparin and medium-released PG were
predominantly HS PG. The size of HPLC DEAE
purified HS PG as well as its glycosaminoglycans
side chains on Sepharose CL-6B chromatography
(Kay 0.31 and 0.61, respectively) were similar in
C and DM. However, a HS PG released from C G by
heparin was missing from DM in 1.8% acrylamide-
0.6% agarose gels. Trypsin treatment then
released similar proportions of membrane
intercalated PG from C and DM 8 (33 vs. 30%
N=4).
Thus, a heparin—releasab]e glomerular HS PG is
missing in DM. Since glycation can affect the
ability of heparin to bind fibronectin and
laminan, matrix interactions may be important in
the pathogenesis of the diabetic nephropathy.
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IMMUNE MODULATION OF SODIUM—LINKED TRANSPORT IN
CULTURED PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS. Donald E.
Kohan* and George F. Schreiner. Washington
Univ., Div. of Nephrology, St. Louis, Missouri.
We have investigated the effect of immune
factors on glucose and aspartate transport by
proximal tubular (PT) epithelium. PT cells were
obtained by enzymatic digestion of renal cortex
of A/J mice and grown to confluent monolayers in
Petri dishes. Apical glucose transport was
assayed by uptake of alpha—methyl glucoside—14C
(AMG); basolateral glucose transport was assayed
by uptake of 2—deoxyglucose—3H (2DG) and api-
cal acidic amino acid transport by uptake of 0—
aspartate—3H (ASP). PT epithelium co—incu-
bated with supernatants derived from LPS—stimu—
lated mouse peritoneal macrophages (M4) had a
2—3 fold increase in AMG and ASP uptake that was
Na—dependent, effective at 1% v/v, required at
least 12 hours of incubation, and was' prevented
by cycloheximide or Actinomycin—D. HPLC of the
M4 supernatant yielded only one fraction, MW
16—20 kD, capable of enhancing AMG and ASP up-
take. Recombinant mouse aipha—interleukin 1
(ILl, MN 17,500) reproduced changes in AMG and
ASP uptake seen with LPS—stimulated M4 of the
same magnitude, direction and time course. In
contrast, both LPS—stimulated M4 supernatants
and ILl decreased 2DG uptake by 30—40%, was
Na—independent, was inhibited by phloretin and
also required at least 12 hours of incubation.
These data indicate that M4, via ILl secretion,
are capable of enhancing apical to basal Na—
linked transport in proximal tubular epithelium.
These are the first observations to suggest cell—
mediated immune modulation of renal tubular
transport.
MODULATION OF CYTOSOLIC FREE CALCIUM LEVELS BY
VASOACTIVE HORMONES IN CULTURED GLOMERULAR MESAN-
GIAL CELLS. S. Kremer,* P. Harper,* and K.L.
Skorecki. Dept. of Medicine, Univ. of Toronto and
Dept. of Clin. Pharmacol., The Hospital for Sick
Children, Toronto, Ontario CANADA.
Cultured rat glomerular mesangial cells were
suspended in a buffered salt solution containing
1.0mM MgCl2 and 0.5mM CaCl2 and loaded with Indo—
l.a.m. (a fluorescent Ca probe). Kinetics of
fluorescent intensity (Fl) were measured in res-
ponse to arginine vasopressin (AVP) and anglo—
tensin II (All). Homologous and heterologous de-
sensitization were examined by subsequent re—
stimulation following prior exposure to varying
concentrations of AVP and All. Basal cytosolic
free [CaI was 301±7.4nM (SEM) n21. Stimulation
by either AVP or All resulted in a concentration
dependent transient rise in cytosolic free Ca with
a rise of 4—6 fold at maximal hormone concentra-
tions (liM). The decay in Fl was multi—exponential
and could be resolved into at least 3 extrusion or
uptake processes. Prior or simultaneous exposure
to concentrations of atrial natriuretic peptide
(ANP) which stimulated guanylate cyclase in these
cells, had no effect on the Ca response to AVP or
All. Prior exposure to AVP resulted in attenuation
of the subsequent response to either repeat AVP or
All. We conclude that 1) the kinetics of the Ca
response consists of at least 3 distinct uptake
and extrusion processes, 2) AMP does not affect
these processes, and 3) the response desensitizes
at a point distal to the receptor.
RELEASE OF BOTH TISSuLAR-PLASMINOGEN ACTIVATOR
AND PLASMINOGEN ACTIVATORS-INHIBITOR BY CULTURED
HUMAN GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL CELLS. Roger Lacave,
Eric Rondeau, Satoshi Ochi, Francoise Delarue,
Jean—Daniel Sraer. H6pital Tenon, Paris.
Cloaerular librin deposits are linked
to local deficient fibrinolysis. We lookedfor fibrinolytic activity(FA) of cultured
human qi omeru 1st mesanqis I cell s(GMC),After SUS—P a ye ye 1 ci cc trophoresi s,supernatants(S) were tested on
fibrin/plasminogen/agar films by reverse
fibrin autography or zysmography. After 6hours, we noted two areas of lysis
corresponding to 7U— and llO—k0a.imsunoprecipitation of S with specific
anti—tissular plasminoqen activator (tPA)Igh suppressed these two areas whereas
incubation with anti—urokinase (UK) IgG
was uneffective. After 16 hours,inhibition of the giontaneOus lysis of thefilm was detected at 55—kha indicating thepresence of a plasminogen activatorsjnhibitor(PA—1). imsunof luorescence on UIIC
was positive for both tI'A and PA—I(endotlielial type) and negative for botUK and PA-I2 (placental type).Characterization of PA—I1 was achieved by
iamunoblotting. Using spectrophotometric
assay, S showed inhibitory activity
against UK and tPA(1 or 2 U/rn I) but not
against plasFnin. We conclude that in vitrohuman GlIC synthetize and release tPA and
'A—li. PA—i1 is released in excess in a
free and in a cornplexed form to tPA.
DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSFECTEL) HUMAN GLOMERULAR CELLS
WITH AN AdS—SV4O HYBRID VIRUS. Mary Ann Lsnge,*
Liliane J. Striker, Sharon J. Elliot,* Kevin Van
Doren,* Kenneth ]Iernstein,* and Gary E. Striker.
NID0K, NIH, bethesda, Maryland.
The purpose of these studies was to develop
stable populations of transformed human
glomerular cells. We infected human glomerular
cell cultures with an adenoviruS 5 (Ad5)—simian
virus 40 (SV4U) recombinant, a virus which haslittle potential to replicate. Cells from six of
twenty—two primary or early passage cultures from
five different kidneys developed nuclear staining
for the SV4O large T—antigen after infection with
Ad5—SV4U. Transfected glomerular epithelial,
endothelial, and mesangial cells were identified
by immunofluorescence staining: cytokeratin for
epithelial cells, cytoplasmic granules containing
Factor VIII—related antigen for endothelial cells,
and transcellular fibrils of actin for mesangial
cells. Endothelial and epithelial cells have
been passaged 23 times; mesangial cells have been
passaged 24 times. Parallel uninfected cultures
from the same kidneys also contained all three
glomerular cell types. However, parallel
cultures of uninfected cells could not be
propagated beyond passage four.
Thus stable transfected glomerular epithelial,
endothelial, and mesangial cell populations were
obtained by infection with Ad5—SV4O, and all
three glomerular cell types retained phenotypic
characteristics of their normal counterparts.
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ONTOGENY OF Na-K PUMP ACTIVITY IN RAT
RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS (RPTC).
Larssont A. Aperia, and C. Lechene. Harvard Med.
School and Brigham and Women's Hosp., Boston, Mass.
We have shown that in cultured RPTC from 40 day
old rats RPTC, terminally differentiated (A), effective Na
permeability: 1. was initially twice as high than in RPTC
from 10 day old rats, during terminal differentiation (Y),
and 2. decreased from 2 to 4 days in culture to levels
equivalent to Y RPTC (Am.J.Physiol., in press). We
have now studied the correlate of these observations on
Na-K pump activity. Cultured Y and A RPTC were
preincuhated in K lacking media. Na-K pump activity
was estimated as the rate of ouabain sensitive Na efflux
(JNa) and K influx (JK) measured after return in media
containing 5 mM K, using electron probe analysis. After2 days of culture JK was 61% faster in A RPTC(.190±.0025E mM K/mM cell P/mi n==5) than in Y
RPTC (.118±014, n=5, p<.05). After 4 days of culture
JK had markedly decreased in A RPTC, and in both, A
and Y, JK were equivalent(.071±.008 vs .068±.006). Cou-
pling ratio JNa/JK was not different from 1.5 in A or Y,
and after 2 or 4 days of culture. Intracellular Na content
(NaM) increased in Y RPTC from .051±.003 mM/mM P
after 2 days of culture to .133± .010 after 4 days of cul-
ture, p<.OS. Na,, did not change in A RPTC between 2
and 4 days of culture. In conclusion, Na-K pump activity
of A RPTC, measured at values of Na close to Vmax for
Na-K-ATPase, is markedly higher than in Y cells, compa-
tible with an increase in functional pumping sites during
terminal differentiation. Na-K pump activity in A RPTC
decrease rapidly with duration of culture, similar to what
we had observed for Na and K leak. In addition, the
increase in Na content observed in Y RPTC between 2
and 4 days of culture may help activate a decreased
number of functionally active Na-K pumps in order to
balance an unchanged Na leak.
EFFECT OF XYLOSIDE ON DEVELOPMENT OF FETAL KInNEY.
B. Lelongt5, H. Hakino* and Y.S. Kanwar. Oept. of
Path., Northwestern University, Chicago, Illinois.
Effect of xyloside on proteoglycans (PGs) in
developing kidney was investigated. Kidneys were
obtained at 13 day of pregnancy and cultored for 1,
4 and 7 days. The PGs were labeled with 35g and
characterized by tissoe aotoradiographic (ARC),
biochemical and histochemical techniqoes.On day 1
and 4, PGs were tocalized in the cleft region of
S—shaped body by immunofloorescence (IH),rothenium
red staining and AKO. The staining and ARC grain
density decreased to about 507 inxyloside treated
kidneys (XTK). In XTK, total radioactivity was de-
creased to half in tissoes and increased by forty
fold in media. In tissoes, on day 1, PGs eloted as
2 peaks on Sepharose CL-6B or 48 chromatography.
Incorporated radioactivity in the first peak (N.H.
>106) decreased by 50L while in second (N.W.%2.5X
106) increased by 507, in XTK as compared to con-
trols. Nost of the radioactivity in both peaks se-
emed to be in heparan solfate-proteoglycan (MS-PC)
fraction. On day 4, a third peak (N.W.%O.5X 106)
emerged and first peak redoced in XTK. On day 7,
the first peak almost completely disappeared in
XTK, and the radioactivity was mainly confined to
the second peak, made op of chains only. In con-
trols, S-shaped bodies normally matored into pre-
capillaries, while in XTK, the interstitial matrix
became loose with obliteration of branches of ore-
teric bod and a dramatic decrease in the nomber of
precapillaries. The PGs were also significantly
decreased as ascertained by IN and AKG techniqoes.
These data suggest that xyloside interferes in the
de novo synthesis of NS-PC and, indirectly, in the
development of the fetal kidney.
ROLE OF CYTOSKELETON IN VOLUME CONTROL OF PROXIMAL
CONVOLUTED TUBULES (PCT) IN ISOTONIC HEnIUM.
Michael A. Linshaw and Cathryn A. Baoman*, Univ.
of CT. Health Ctr. Dept. of Peds., Parmington, CT.
Renal tubule cell volume is maintained by ac-
tive cation transport. Ouabain(ouab), by inhibi-
ting Na—K ATPaae, causes cells to swell to a new
steady state determined by transmembrance passive
forces. In the absence of external protein, a
transmembrane hydrostatic preasure develops suffi-
cient to offset the intracellular colloid osmotic
force and limits cell swelling to only @60% above
control. However, tubules perfused at high hydro-
static pressures(30—5O cmIl2O)can be extended to
90—100% above control. The elaatic, relatively
rigid tubule basement membrane(TBH) then restricts
any further increase in size. To determine if the
cytoskeleton, rather than the TBM limits cell
swelling in ouab, 23 rabbit PCT were crimped
tightly at both ends,incubated in isotonic Ringer
aolution and exposed first to a microtubule inhi—
bitor—Vincristine(Vin) SuM and/or microfilament
inhibitor—Cytochalasin B(Cyto)500H for 30 mm.,
then to ouab inN plus inhibitor. Tubule volume,
assessed by outer diameter, increased as follows:
(Mean SE) Basal Volume Relative Increase
(nl/cm) in Volume
Ouab(N,6) 10.05 0.70 1.56 0.02
Ouab+Vin(N,4) 9.80 1.08 1.61 0.13
Ouab+Cyto(N,7) 9.65 0.43 1.70 0.07
Ouab+Vin+Cyto(H,6) 9.02 0.05 1.89 0.06
Cell swelling with ouab and both cytoskeletal in-
hibitors was significantly greater than in ouab
alone and approached the limit set by the TBH. We
conclude that the cytoskeleton restricts cell
swelling in the isotonic medium in the absence
of active transport.
INTERACTION OF CADTUH (Cd++) WITH THE PTH-ADEHYLATE
CYCLASE (AC) SYSTEH IN BASOLATERAL CORTICAL MEMBRANES
OF CANINE KIDNEY. Ulf Lundberg*, Carmen L.
Hilanes*, Hidia Pernalete*, Jose R. Weisinger,
Virgilio Paz—Hartinez, and Ezequiel Bellorin—Font.
Centro Hacional denialisis y Trasplante and Renal
Division, Hospital Universitario de Caracas,
Venezuela.
The activation of the renal AC system by PTH is
regulated by divalent cations at the allosteric metal
site and by guanine nocleotides at the regulatory
component (C). Therefore, other divalent cations
could also affect the activity of this system. In
the present studies we examine the effect of Cd++
no the basal and 7TH—dependent activity of the AC
in basolateral membranes of canine renal cortex.
Increasing Cd++ concentrations from 1.0 to 300 oH
progressively decreased basal AC activity due
to competitive inhibition with Hg++ (Kact—Hg++
increased from 20 to 120 mM). However, Vmax was
also increased. The kinetics of Cd++—interaction
with ATP showed a competitive inhibition (Km—ATP
increased from 61 to 128 uM). In the presence of
Hn4—I-, Cd-H- inhibited AC at concentrations below
25 oN, at higher concentrations it stimulated AC
activity. In the absence of Hg-i—I- and Nn++, Cd++
supported enzyme activity. However, under these
conditions syn bPTH (1—34) or Gpp(MH)p did not
stimulate AC. These results indicate that Cd++
is a partial agonist of the system, which inhibits
AC by competition with Hg++ at the catalytic unit
and the allosteric metal site. The abolishment of
the atimulatory effects of PTH and Gpp(NH)p indicates
an uncoupling of the adenylate cyclase system by
Cd-I—I-.
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GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL AND TYPE II ALVEOLAR CELLS
SHARE A COMNON ANTIGEN WHICH REACTS WITH ANTI-
Gp600 OF HEYMANN NEPHRITIS (HN). Sudesh P.
Makker, John J. Kanalas* and Robert V. Kotas*.
Univ. of Texas Health Sci. Ctr., Dept. of Ped.,
Divs. of Nephrology and Pulmonary Med., San
Antonio, Texas.
We previously reported that rat lung among all
organs contained the highest amount of a cross
reactive antigen to the antigen (Gp600) of I-IN. We
now report that this cross reactive antigen is
present in Type II alveolar cells and is shared by
glomerular epithelia]. cells. Affinity purified
polyclonal antibody to Gp600 reacted by indirect
immunofluorescence with Type II alveolar cells
both in tissue sections of lung and in cell
culture of Type II cells. No reaction was seen
with alveolar macrophage cells in culture. Cell
homogenates of Type II alveolar cells and glomer—
ular epithelial cells grown in vitro cell culture
were electrophored (SDS—PAGE) and analysed by
Western blot analysis for antibody reactivity with
autoantibody to Gp600 by indirect immunoperoxidase
technique. A common reaction with a duplet poly-
peptide 60—68 k was seen between Type II alveolar
and glomerular epithelial cells. In addition, the
same reaction was seen in Western blots of fetal
Type II alveolar cells. These results document
the existence of a 60—68 k shared antigen which
reacts with the antibody of NH in Type II alveolar
and glomerular epithelial cells and show that this
antigen is also present in fetal Type II alveolar
cells. The function of this antigen in these two
cells remains unknown but it probably is important
for the basement membranes of the glomerulus and
alveolus.
Na-2C1—K TRANSPORT IDENTIFIED IN UTRICLE BY
ACTION OF LOOP DIURETICS. Daniel C. Marcus,*
Nancy Y. Marcus," and Rainer Greger (,ntr. by
Gerhardt Giebisch). Washington Univ., St. Louis,
MO and Max—Planck-Instjtute for Biophysics,
Frankfurt, West Germany
The utricle of the inner ear secretes K and
absorbs Na while producing a lumen—positive
transepithelial electrical potential difference
(PD). Secretion of K and the PD have been shbwn
to be inhibited by the loop diuretic bumetanide
(BU4) (DC Marcus, Am. J. Physiol. 251, 1986, In
Press; DC Marcus & NY Marcus, Workshop on Inner
Ear Biology, WUrzburg, 1985, Abstract). It was of
interest to identify the ion transport process
inhibited by BUM. Jtricles were dissected from
gerbils and the dark-cell region (identified by
rnelanocytes in the connective tissue) was mounted
between two 1/2—chambers (140 pm dia. aperture).
Loop diuretics of the furosemide (FUR) family
(FUR, BUM, piretanide (PIR), 9A of Hoechst) were
flushed through each 1/2—chamber while the PD was
monitored. None of the diuretics was effective
from the mucosal side. Dose—response curves of
inhibition from the serosal side showed the se-
quence of sensitivity of the PD to the diuretics
to be 9A > BUM > PIR > FUR. This is the same se-
quence found in other tissues (e.g. thick ascend-
ing limb & shark rectal gland) in which a
diuretic—sensitive Na—2Cl-K cotransport process
has been identified. On the basis of this simil-
arity, we conclude that the secretory cells of
the utricle contain a Na—2C1-K cotransporter in
the basolateral membrane and that this transport-
er is intimately involved in the production of
the PD.
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GATING ACTIVITY OF CATION-PERMEABLE CHANNELS FROM
BRUSH—BORDER VESICLES RECORDED IN LIPID BILAYER.
S. Marom,* J. Winaver,* D. Dagan,* and Y. Palti*
(intr. by A. Haramati). Dept. of Physiol. & Bio-
phys., Fac. of Med. and Rappaport Family Inst.,
Technion-Israel Inst. of Technol., Haifa, Israel.
The patch—clamp technique has recently been
introduced to the study of ionic currents in
single—ion channels of epithelial cells of renal
origin. In the present study we utilized this
technique to characterize a population of channels
in isolated brush-border vesicles from rat kidney
cortex. Ion channels from microvillous membrane
vesicles were incorporated into a phospholipid
bilayer (phosphatidylethanolamine/phosphatidylser—
me 5:2, lipid/protein ratio 10-50:1) formed on
the tip of a patch electrode. Seal resistances of
>20 gigaohm were obtained. Out of the variety of
gated channels observed, we studied a highly con-
ductive, cation-permeable channel present in most
patches. The channel was characterized by poor
cation selectivity (pK/pNa = 1.13 0.23, n = 7)
and an average conductance of 63 12.5 pS (n
13) in a symetric 140 KC1 solution and was rever-
sibly blocked by 10 mM BaC12. The channel gating
was independent of voltage (in the range of 60
my) and was not affected by changing [Ca2] from
io- to 10-8 M. Preliminary kinetic analysis
showed two modes of gating, differing in their
mean open time, short ('10 inS) and long (>500 mS).
The relatively high conductance and low selectivi-
ty suggest that these channels may participate in
cation reabsorptive processes in the luminal mem-
brane of the proximal nephron.
ADH AND PMA INCREASE IMMUNOLABELLING 08' THE TOAD
BLADDER APICAL MEMBRANE BY ANTIBODIES MADE TO
GRANULES. Sandra K. Masur and Stephen Massardo*.
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, Dept. of Physiol.
& Biophys. New York, N.Y.
ADH stimulates the exocytosis of membrane
bounded granules and tubules while increasing the
apical water permeability and surface area of the
toad urinary bladder. Using immunocytochemistry
to determine the contribution of the granules to
the permeabilized membrane we find that granule
antigens are specifically increased per unit
apical surface area in the ADN—treated bladder.
Antibodies were raised in rabbits to toad bladder
granules, isolated in Percoll gradients ( Masur
et a].. J. Mem. Biol. 89: 39—51, 1986). The
specificity of the resultant anti-granule
antiserum was determined in immunoblots of
isolated organelles: the antisera stained
components of isolated granules and not those of
mitochondrja or lysosomes. The apical surface of
the bladder was labelled by the anti—granule
antiserum as detected with protein A—gold in the
electron microscope. This apical surface
immunolabelling increased when the bladder was
exposed to ADH serosally or phorbol ester (PHA)
mucosally — consistent with their ability to
stimulate apical granule exocytosis (Masur et al.
Biochim. Biophys. Acta 821: 286—296, 1985). The
increase in granule epitopes on the apical
surface was 10—fold greater than the net increase
in surface area. Thus ADH stimulates the apical
insertion of membrane domains enriched in
antigens originating in the membrane-bounded
intracellular granules.
MULTIPLE 13 ADRENOCEPTORS ARE PRESENT IN ADULT
BUT NOT FETAL SHEEP KIDNEYS. Tony McKelvey,*
Christian Felder,* Kenneth Nakamura, Pedro Jose,
and Jean Robillard. Georgetown Univ. & Iowa Univ,
Depts of Feds, Iowa City, IA and Wash, DC.
Epinephrine infusion into the renal artery
during adrenoceptor blockade increases renal
blood flow to a greater extent in fetal than in
adult kidney. This effect can be blocked by
the 132 adrenergic antagonist, ICI 118,551. To
determine the mechanism involved in this age
related response, we characterized the 13
adrenoceptor in fetal and adult renal cortical
homogenates (30,000 xg fraction containing
vascular and tubular membranes) using radioligand
binding studies. Specific binding of the non—
selective 13 adrenergic antagonist 125I—pindolol,
50 pM (defined by 1 uM (—)—propranolcl) was
80%. 13adrenoceptor subtypes were determined in
competition experiments with the 131 antagonist
ICI 89,t106, and the 13 2 antagonist ICI 118,551.
Receptor density from Scatchard plots (Bmax,
fmol/mg protein), inhibition constant (Ki), and %distribution of receptor subtypes using IC1
118,551 in competition experiments (meaniSE) are:
Lu amx % mibtype
131 32
Fetus (nr5) 2j1EM 22.8±3.8 0 1
Mult (n5) 7t2EM 19.6±_3.5 52jL4
Competition experiments with 13 1 antagonist, con-
firmed the presence of one and two 13 adrenoceptor
subtypes in fetuses and adult kidneys respec-
tively. The greater number of 13 2 adrenoceptors
in the fetal kidney may explain the increased
renal vasodilation induced by epinephrine
during a adrenergic blockade in the fetus.
UREMIC CARDIONYOPATHY: FACT OR FICTION. Leonard
C. Meggs, Jack Ben—An, and Alvin I. Goodman.
Dept. of Medicine, New York Medical College, Val-
halla, New York.
Several lines of investigation suggest myocar—
dial adrenergic effector mechanisms and reflexes
are altered in uremia. Alternatively, the exis-
tence of a specific uremic cardiomyopathy has been
debated. To examine the effect of chronic uremia
on regulation of the myocardial beta receptor and
effector mechanisms, we have employed the 5/6
renal ablation model. Beta receptor density and
sffinity was assessed by radioligand binding
technique, adenyl—cyclase activity (AC) provided
an index of beta receptor coupling, and myocardial
norepinephrine (NE) was determined to assess the
effect of ambient neurotransmitter, and sympa-
thetic nerve activity.
Myocardial beta receptor density did not differ
significntly in uremic (70.54±7.6 fm/mg) and sham
rats (78.57±3.6 fm/mg). The affinity of the
receptor for [12511 CYP was not altered. Basal
and flounide stimulated AC were not significantly
different, however maximal stimulation of AC by
1—isoproterenol was reduced in uremic rats 32.8 vs
58.5 pmol/mg/min ( L...Ol) and the dose response
curve was attenuated. Computer modelling of com—
petition curves (1—isoproterenol) did not reveal
a shift in receptor affinity for agonist, or in
the proportion of KH (high) vs. KL (low) affinity
sites. Finally, myocsrdial NE was similar,
uremic (563±40 ng/g) and sham (544±50 ng/g).
The blunted stimulation of AC in uremic rats,
suggests a post receptor defect in coupling.
Further characterization of this defect, may pro-
vide evidence for a specific uremic cardiomyopathy.
ANTI—GP 330 MONOCLONAL ABTIBODY INTERFERES WITH
CELL ADHESION IN PROXIMAL TUBULE CELL CULTURES.
Donna L. Hendrick, Daniel C. Chung*, David M.
Smith*, and Helinut C. Remake. Brigham and Womens
Hospital. Dept. of Pathology, Boston, MA.
Affinity—purified rat proximal tubule cells
or cortical cell preparations were studied for
their susceptibility to damage by monoclonal
antibodies (MAbe). Cells were treated with MAbs
either before primary plating or following
outgrowth in culture. NAb 1(35/9, directed
against gp 330, a component of the coated pit,
completely inhibited attachment of primary cells
Onto tissue culture surfaces treated with
fibronectin, laminin. or type I collagen. This
was not due to immediate toxicity since amino
acid incorporation by the primary cells during
the first day was normal and removal of this MAb
by trypsin treatment renders the cells capable of
partial attachment and growth. However, the
growth of established colonies of cells was not
affected by subsequent binding of this MAb. This
anti—gp 330 NAb was incapable of inducing
complement mediated damage to cultured cells, In
contrast, various NAbs of the same IgG subclass,
directed against a 101 kd brush border cell
surface protein, did not affect cell attachment
and growth but could induce complement mediated
damage in established cultures. We conclude that
anti—gp 330 MA.b blocks the function of a cell
surface component required for the adhesion of
primary cells to various culture surfaces and has
a growth inhibiting effect on proximal tubule
cells. These findings define possible new
functions of this 330 kd cell surface
glycoprotein.
PLATELET-DERIVED GROWTH FACTOR (PDGF)
MODULATES CONTRACTION AND CYTOSOLIC FREE
CALCIUM (ICai) IN CULTURED RAT MESANGIAL
CELLS (MC). Paolo Mene,* Hanna E. Abboud, George
R. Dubyak,5 Paul DiCorleto,* Antonio Scarpa5 and
Michael J. Dunn. Depts.of Medicine and Physiology, Case
Western Reserve Univ., VA Medical Ctr. and
Atherosclerosis Res.,Cleveland Clinic Fdn.,Cleveland, OH
PDGF, in addition to being a mitogen, is a potent
vasoactive peptide for aortic smooth muscle. Human and
rat MC release a PDGF-like molecule. Since transient
changes in [Ca] may couple receptor binding to cell
responses, we studied the effects of highly purified
PDGF on (1) [Ca]1, using the fluorescent intracellular
probe fura-2, and (2) cross-sectional area (CSA) of
cultured rat MC by image analysis microscopy. In soie
experiments PDGF was preincubated for 60 mm. at 37 C
with goat anti-PDGF antibody (Ab) prior to addition to
the cells. PDGF increased [Ca1 of conflyent
monolayers from 90.2±9.0 nM to 152.7±24.1 at I0 M
and to 238.6±31.7 nM at 10-10 M. The effect of PDGF
was very rapid, peaking with in 30 sec. PDGF also
stimulated dose-dependent contraction with a maximum
at 30-40 mm.
—
PDGF. M a % contracting cells.+SE % CSA,x+SEl02 3 23.2±6.9* 20.6±2.3
10_Il 42.5±5.8** 22.0±2.6io0 3 58.3+7.1*5 21.1+2.7
101+Ab 4 14.8±3.2+ 34.0±2.1
sp<o.05;**p<o.ol vs.control;+p<0.OOl vs.10'M alone
In summary, PDGF is a potent contractile peptide for
MC. PDGF-induced Contraction 15 associated with a rapid
increase in [Ca+]i. PDGF synthesized locally or released
by infiltrating cells may be an important factor
modulating not only immune-inflammatory responses but
also glomerular hemodynamics in renal disease.
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HIGH AFFINITY PHLORIZIN BINDING TO THE
LLC-PK1 CELLS EXHIBITS A Na:PHLORIZIN STO!-
CHIOMETRY OF 2:1. Arie Moran,* Larry 3. Davis,*
and R. James Turner. Beer Sheva Medical School,
Israel; Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute,
and National Institute of Dental Research, NIH,
Bethesda, Maryland.
We have previously demonstrated the existence of
two distinct Na-coupled 0-glucose (G) transporters in
the renal proximal tubule - a low affinity system with a
Na:G stoichiometry of 1:1, and a high affinity system
with a Na:G stoichiometry of 2:1. However, only one
high affinity Na-dependent phiorizin (P) binding site,
which was shown to be associated with the lNa:1G
transporter, could be identified. Since the pig kidney
epithelial cell line LLC-PK1 has been shown to express
only the 2Na:1G system, we have studied the P binding
properties of an apical plasma membrane preparation
from these cells in order to further characterize this
transporter. We find a single Na-dependent binding site
with Kd = 2 M at 250 mM NaCI. The rates of both P
association and dissociation are Na-dependent, indicat-
ing that the order of binding of Na and P to the trans-
porter is random. An analysis of the dependence of P
binding on [Nal yielded a Hill coefficient = 2. This
latter observation does not agree with previous studies
which indicated a lNa:1P stoichiometry in LLC-PK1
cells but is in good agreement with a recent determina-
tion of this parameter in the chick intestine where the
Na:G stoichiometry is also 2:1. Our result is also con-
sistent with the genetic evidence of Scriver et ml.
(Kidney mt. 9, 149, 1976) that the dominant 0-glucose
transporter in the intestine (associated with glucose-
galactose malabsorption) is also present in the kidney.
GUANINE NUCLEOTIDE REGULATORY PROTEINS (GI'IRP) IN
PARATHYROID SECRETION. J. Morrissey. Dept. of
Medicine, Washington University, St. Louis, MO
This investigation characterizes the GNRP of
parathyroid cells and their relationship to PTH
secretion. Aluminum fluoride was used to arti-
ficially activate the GNRP. Bovine parathyroid
cells were prepared by collsgenase—DNase diges-
tion. PTH and cAMP were measured by specific
RIA. CNRP were labeled by ADP—riboslation
using cholera or pertussis toxin with [2P]NAD
followed by SDS gel electrophoresis. Phosphs—
tidylinositol bisphosphate (PIP2) metabolism
determined by incubation with t2P)phosphate and
TLC of the extracted lipids. Incubation of
cells with 10 pM aluminum and increasing the
fluoride concentration from 0.3 to 10.0 mM led
to an initial non—significant 13—15% increase in
PTH secretion followed by a significant decrease
in secretion. The cellular cAMP content was
significantly decreased at high fluoride. Alu-
minum fluoride also increased [32pJ phosphate
incorporation into PIP2. Increasing calcium
from 0.5 to 2.0 mM not only suppressed PTH
secretion but also decreased cellular cAMP
levels and increased PIP2 labelling analogous to
aluminum fluoride. Ribosylation of parathyroid
membranes with cholera or pertussis toxin
labeled C5 and respectively with a predomi-
nance of C1. These data suggest that activation
of C at low extracellular calcium by aluminum
fluoride led to a cuppression of PTH secretion,
lowering of cellular cAMP and an increase in
PIP2 metabolism, all of which occurred as if
extracellular calcium increased. Therefore,
calcium may normally control PTH secretion
through changes in G activity.
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EVIDENCE THAT CULTURED MOUSE PROXIMAL TUBULE
CELLS PRODUCE NEPHROCALCIN, A CALCIUM OXALATE
CRYSTAL GRaI4TH INHIBITOR OF RENAL ORIGIN. Y.
Nakagawa,* Dhavee Sirivongs,* W. Keren Vishny,*
and F. L. Coe. Nephrology Program, and
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Nephrocalcin is a urinary glycoprotein that
adsorbs to calcium oxalate crystals and inhibits
their growth. Its cell of origin is unknown.
To determine if proximal tubule cells can
produce it, we established primary cultures of
mouse proximal tubule cells isolated by the
Vinay method, in a serum free medium
supplemented with S u/ml each of insulin and
transferrin, S x 10 M hydrocortisone and 100
U/mi of penicillin. Media conditioned by 4 days
of exposure to cells grown to near confluence
reacted by direct and competitive ELISA to 2
different rabbit antisera raised against
purified human nephrocalcin, whereas control
media did not. Conditioned media was purified
using DEP,E cellulose, and imen.inoreactive
material eluted at the same ionic strength as
urinary nephrocalcin; this material inhibited
calcium oxalate crystal growth assayed both by
continuous recording at 214 nm of oxalate
conmption by calcium oxalate seed crystals andby C—oxalate incorporation into calcium
oxalate seed crystals in a supersaturated
calcium oxalate system. Tamm—Horsfall protein
was undetectable by an ELISA with a sensitivity
of 2 ng/mi. Cultured proximal cells appear to
produce a nephrocalcin—like material, and may
offer a model for study of its regulation.
INTRACELLULAR SOLUTES IN MOCK CELLS UNDER 1-IYPER-
OSMOTIC CONDITIONS. Takeshi Nakanishi*, Robert
Balaban and Maurice Burg. NULBI, Bethesda, MD.
During antidiuresis renal inner medullary
cells contain large amounts of osrnolytes (glycer-
olphosphorylcholine (GPC), betaine, inositol and
sorbitol) which help balance the high extracellu—
lar osmolality. Our purpose was to teat MOCK
cells in hyperosmotic solutions since these cells
might provide a model for control of osrnolyte
accumulation. The medium was isosmotic or hyp—
erosmotic with added MaCi and/or urea. Hyper-
osmolality slowed cell growth, but less so in the
urea-containing solutions. Urea entered the
cells rapidly and equilibrated completely.
MEDIUM INTRACELLULAR
Solute Total Water Sodium Potassium
added mOsm L/kg prot mEq/L mEq/L
None 300 tl145 13.1 159 5
NaC1 600 3.18 2O.1 185
NaC1/urea 900 2.65 •35* 25.3 35* 206
Urea 600 3.93 13.9 151
Mean (n = 8-114). * p<.OO1 versus "None".
Intracellular osmolytes were analyzed by NMR.
When NaC1 was added (with or without urea) cell
water decreased and cations increased, but much
less than the increase in extracellular NaC1.
Intracellular osmolytes appeared in large
amounts, including trimethylamines (like betaine,
GPC and choline) and inositol, but not sorbitol.
When urea alone was added, cell water and cations
changed relatively little, intracellular urea was
high, and there was relatively little of the
other osmolytes. Conclusion: In medium hyper-
osmotic with NaC1, MDCK cells accumulate some of
the same osmolytes previously found in the inner
medulla during antidiuresis.
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• O1AN REt3ENERAPION VS HYPERflPHY: RENAL HYPER-TW IS NO ASSOCIATED WITH DCPRFSSION OF Ct*IMDN
ONODGENES. Jill Norrnan*, Geone Fischmaim*,
and Leon G. Fine. Divisions of Nephrology, UCLA
School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
Regeneration of liver following partialhepatectomy or chemical injury is associated with
an early elevation in transcription of o-fcss (Ih),
c—nyc (12-18h) and c-rasH and c-ranK (36-48h).Renal hypertroy differs from liver regeneration
in that the former occurs by cell enlargeant and
the latter by cell proliferation. We examined
whether oncogene expression in renal hypertroptxyfollows a similar or different pattern to liver
regeneration. Transcription of nyc, ras-H and fos
mRNA in renal cortical tissue obtained from the
remaining kidney of rabbits 6, 12, 24, 48, 72 hr,
and 7 and 14 days after uninepbrectcny (Uni.Nx),
was catpared with control kidneys reived at tine
zero. Kidney weight increased to a maxiitauu of
130% of control at 14 days. Cell cycle analysis of
cortical cells showed that 99.9% were arrested in
G>/G1. Total PNA was prepared by guanidinium
thiocyanate extraction. Ply A+ triRNA was purified
by oligo—dT chronatogray. Northern analysis of
total RNA and poly A+ aRNA failed to show
increased expression nyc, i-as—H or fos in UniNx
kidneys at all time points. Conclusion: In
contrast to the cell proliferation of liver
regeneration, the cell hypertrophy which occurs in
censatory renal growth does not require the
expression of nyc, ran-H and fos oncogenes.
Studies of additional time points are required to
identify whether very early expression (<6 hr) of
certain oncogenes occurs in renal hypertroy.
GLOMERIJLAR BASEMENT MEMBRANE (GBM DEGRADATION
BY GLOMERUI.AR CYSTEINE PROTEINASES Saijf
OConnor, Sudhir V Shah William II Baricos Xavier
IJniversity and Tulane Medical School. Depts of Chem
Biochem and Med. New Orleans, IA
The mechanisms responsible for damage to the
glomerular basement membrane tGI3MI the primary
ultrafiltration harrier, are unknown Because cysteine
proteinases have bcen shown to degrade basement
membranes we determined fluorometrically the specific
activities of the cysteine proteinases. cathepsins II. Ii and
L. in giomeruli and for comparison tubules cortex and
liver obtained from the same rats The mean acti ities(
SEM. n-b) in nml/mg/ mm were
Cathepsin Cortex Glomeruli Tubules liver
B 199±0.1 049±fl 155±02 fl4l±'04
II 2 7fl 0.3 0 3I±O 1 2.20± 01 0 3Q 004
L ll.I5± 7 0.6U.Z lb3s Lb 049.013
Incubation ui GBM with glomerular homogenates at p11
55 at (' for 24 hours in the presence of EDT\ and
dithiothreitol, (kfloWn activators uI cvstelne roteinases)
resulted in significant GBM degradation as measured by
the release of hydroxypruline lOOM alone 21 GBM
glomeruli' 16±2%) No OFIM degradation was observed in
absence of dithiothreitol suggesting that the degradation
was due to cysteine proteinases In addition the hydroxy
proline release was completely inhibited by Z"PhePhe
dIN2 (a specific inhibitor of cathepsins B and I..)
indicating that filM degradation was due to cathepsins B
and/or L The presence of cysteine proteinases in the
glomeruli as well as their ability to degrade GBM suggests
a potential role of cysteine proteinases in glomerular
disease
cAMP-MEDIATED P1t(YTEIN DEPHOSPHORYLATION IN 'lOAD
URINARY BLADDER (TUB). Paul M. Palevsky* and
Malcolm Cox. Depts. of Med., VA Med. Center and
Univ. of Penn. School of Med., Phila., PA.
Vasopressin (VP) activates adenylate cyclase
in renal epithelia. The resulting increase in
intracellular cAMP activates cAMP—dependent pro—
tein kinase (PK—A) which has been postulated to
phosphorylate specific cellular proteins that me—
diate VP—stimulated Na and 1120 transport. 110w—
ever such 'effector' phosphoproteins have yet to
be identified. We therefore examined cAMP-indu-
ced changes in protein phosphorylation in TUI
epithelial cell homegenates.
Epithelial horrogenates were incubated at 30°C
with [i-32P]-ATP in the presence or absence of 10
jiM cAMP for varying times (15 sec to 20 mm). The
reaction was terminated by the addition of cold
acetone and the precipitate was analyzed by 1-
and 2—dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophor—
esis and autoradiography. Three phosphoproteins
(with p1 between 5.4-5.6 and Mr of 46, 52 and 56
kDa) which undergo time dependent dephosphoryl-
ation in the presence of cAMP were identified.
Heterologous PK-A did not co-migrate with any of
these proteins. No proteins undergoing cAMP-de-
pendent phosphorylation were identified.
We conclude that cAMP induces the dephosphoryl--
ation of three proteins in TUBs. Although hormene--
and cAMP-mediated dephosphorylation of the regula--
tory subunit of PK-A is well documented, lack of
co—migration suggests that the proteins we have
identified are not subunits of PK-A. The dephos-
phorylation of these proteins may represent an
intermediate step in the stirrulation of Na and
1120 transport by VP.
QUALITATIVE CHANGES OF LH IN PATIENTS WITH
END-STAGE RENAL DISEASE. S.N. Pavlou,* 3.
Lindner* and W.3. Stone. Department of Medicine and
VA Hospital, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee
In end-stage renal disease (ESRD) gonadotropin levels
are elevated, whereas serum testosterone is either low
normal or sub-normal. In this study we examined the
quality of circulating LH in 30 men with ESRD and 16
normal men of the same age group. LH bioactivity was
measured using a mouse Leydig cell assay. Results
appear in this table as mean SEM. *P<0.005 P0.001
Testo lR-LH bio-LH B/I ct-LH FSH
(ng/ml) (mIU/ml)(mIU/ml) (ng/ml) (mIU/ml)
Norm 4.1±0.3 8.7±0.9 16±2.3 1.8±0.3 1.7±0.2 9.1±1.1
ESRD 3.8±0.4 31±5.4* 12±2.8 0.5±0.l 9.9±l.0 10±1.9
The ratio of LI-I bioactivity to immunoreactivity, an
index of the biological potency of the LH molecule, was
very low in ESRD patients. We first investigated whether
this abnormality is due to circulation of a biologically
inactive form of LH. Chromatography of serum from
ESRD patients on a 5x90 Sephadex G-100 column showed
peaks of at least 2 different molecular sizes of IR-LH.
Only the first peak, coeluting with authentic '251-LH,
was bioactive. Assay for free cs-subunit of LH revealed
a single peak of ci eluting at the region of the second LH
peak. Free B-subunit of LH was undetectable in all
fractions. We then searched in ESRD serum for the
presence of a principle which would inhibit LH action.
Mouse Leydig cells were incubated in vitro with small
amounts of LH and serum from hypopituitary patients or
patients with ESRD being treated with testosterone
enanthate. Testosterone production was partially
inhibited in the presence of uremic serum. These results
suggest that the abnormality of LI-I in ESRD patients lies
either in the circulation of biologically inactive forms of
Li-I and/or in the presence in ESRD serum of a factor
which inhibits LH action at the testicular level.
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PROTEUGLYCAN SYNTHESIS IN RENAL MORPHOGENESIS.
Jeffrey L. Platt, David M. Brown, Theodore R.
Oegema and David 3. Klein' University of
Minnesota, Depts. of Pediat., Lab. Med. &
Patnol., & Orthoped. Surg., Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
Morphology and incorporation of [35Sjsulfate
into proteoglycans were studied in fetal mouse
kidneys at onset of organogenesis. Branching
morphogenesis and nephron development in organ
culture and in vivo were associated with synthesis
of chondroitin—S04 (CS) proteoglycan (PG) and
heparan—S04 (HS)—PG. The role of PG metabolism in
metanephrogenesis was then studied by analysis of
the effects of p—nitrophenyl—-D-xylopyranoside
(-D-xyloside) on renal development and PG.
Incubation of fetal kidneys in 5—D-xyloside at
concentrations of 1.0 mM but not at 0.1 mM caused
inhibition of ureteric branching and markedly
diminished synthesis of an Mr 2.5 x 106 CS—PG.
Incorporation of f35S]sulfate was stimulated at
all 5—D-xy]oside concentrations reflecting
synthesis of xyloside initiated dermatan—5S04
chains. In contrast to dramatic effects on CS—PG
synthesis and ureteric branching, —D—xyloside
had no effect on (1) HS—PG synthesis and
localization; (2) development of the glomerulus
and glomerular basement membranes or (3)
elaboration of differentiation antigens. We thus
characterized P(1 synthesized early in renal
organogenesis and our observations suggest an
association between metabolism of CS PG and
development of the primitive ureter.
BRADYKININ INDUCED CHANGES IN INOSITOL TRIPHOS—
PHATE MASS IN MCDK CELLS. 0. Portilla*, A.R.
Morrison. Departments of Medicine and Pharma-
cology, Washington University, St. Louis, MO.
To determine If the bradykinin induced in-
creases in Ca2 was associated with an Increase in
inositol 1,4,5—triphosphate (IP) we measured the
time course of 1P3 formation in response to BK in
MDCK cells. MDCK cells were grown to near conflu-
ence in DME medium with 10% calf serum. On the
day of the experiment the cells were washed with
serum free defined media, then exposed to brady—
kinin 10 M for 10, 20, 30, 60 and 120 seconds.
The reaction was stopped by addition of TCA. The
cells were scraped from the flask, the suspension
centrifuged and the pellet assayed for protein.
The supernatant was partitioned into aqueous and
organic phases by addition of chloroform:metha—
no]. The aqueous samples were subjected to HPLC
with an ammonium formate gradient pH 4.0 (with
H)P0). The fractions eluting with authentic
[H]1,4,5IP3 were then subjected to acid hydro-
lysis, addition of a d6—inositol internal standard
and desalted by Rexsyn column chromatography. The
eluant was dried and converted to the hexatriflu—
ro—acetyl derivative and quantitated by negative
ion chemical ionization mass spectrometry. Basal
levels of 1P3 observed were 152 pmoles/mg cell
protein. Exposure to Bk 10 M caused a rapid
increase in 1P3 formation to 537 pmoles/mg protein
maxima] at 10 seconds and returning to baseline by
2 minutes. These experiments confirm that Bk
stimulates PLC hydrolysis of phosphatidyl inositol
4,5 bisphosphate with rapid increases in the
release of 1,4,5,IPa and this may be the mediator
of increases in cytosolic Ca2+ observed in MOCK
cells in response to Bk.
SERUM STIMULATED, AMILORIDE INHIBITABLE
Na INFLUX IS EXPRESSED AT TERMINAL DIF-
FERENTIATION OF RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULAR
CELLS (RPTC). S.Rane A.Aperia, and C.Lechene. Har-
vard Med.School and Brigham & Women's Hosp,,Boston,
Mass.
We have shown that effective Na permeability of
RPTC double at the time of terminal differentiation(S.Larsson et al, Am. J. Physiol., in press), and that
mature RPTC express a Na-H exchanger making up for
more than 80% of net Na influx (R.Harris et aI.,Am. J.
Physiol.,in press). We have now observed ontogenic
changes in Na influx pathways using electron probe
analysis of primary cultures of RPTC obtained from 10
days old rats,shortly after determination (R1O),and from
40 days old rats,after terminal differentiation(R40). After
culture for 48h in serum (10% FCS) and 24h serum
deprivation, initial rates of Na influx (JNa) increased
when serum was added at the time of the experiment (DS)
compared to the absence of serum (DD) in both Rio
(.026±.OO2SE mM Na/mM P/mm vs .030±001
n=4,p<.05) and R40 (.023±.002 vs
.029±.003,n=4;p<.05). There were no differences in JNa
between RiO and R40 neither under DD nor DS.
Amiloride(lmM) inhibitable(A-I) components of JNa were
equivalent under DD conditions in both RiO (,015±.002
and R40 (.O16±.002), and under DS in RiO (.015±.O01
but was highly increased under DS in R40(.024±.0O2),p<.O5. Amiloride resistant JNa decreased
under DS condition from RiO (.015±.002) to R40(.005±.002),p<,O1,but remained equivalent under DD
condition (.O10±.OO1 and .008±.00i). In conclusion, from
determination to terminal differentiation, RPTC undergo
a major change in Na influx pathways characterized both
by a decrease in amiloride insensitive pathway, and by
the expression of a serum activated, amiloride inhibitable
pathway making up to 80% of net Na entry.
ENRICHMENT OF ALPHA2-ADRENERGIC RECEPTORS OF
RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULE BASOLATERAL MEMBRANES
(BLT'1). J.R. Raynlond,* J.W. Regan,' R.E. Beach,*
J.S. Li, V.W. Dennis and R.J. Lefkowitz.*
Duke University, Durham, N.C.
Alpha2—AR are present in kidneys of many
marimalian species; however, the anatomic location
and biochemical properties are poorly delineated.
Subcellular fractionation techniques were used
to prepare purified rabbit proximal tubule BLH.
Alpha2—AR were characterized by {3Hjrauwolscine
binding. BLM demonstrated a characteristic 8-fold
increase in Na—K—ATPase activity. Specific binding
was determined with [3H]rauwolscine (.5—l2nM)
in the presence and absence of luM phentolainine.
The specific binding was rapid, saturable,
reversible and of high affinity (Kd1nM).
Enrichment from crude cortical homogenates ias
about 5— or 6-fold (Bmaxcrude62, BmaxBLM=339
frnoles/mg protein). The dissociation constants
of various agents were determined by competition
curve analysis. Agonists were as follows:
p—aninoclonidine (Kp28nM), (—)epinephrine (2uM),
and (+)epinephrine (l2uM); antagonists were
as follows: rauwolscine (2nM), yohirnbine (6ntl),
prazosin (33nM), phentolamine (38nM), and
corynanthine (279nM). These findings indicate
that alpha2-AR are enriched in proximal tubule
BLM of rabbits. Competition data demonstrate
the expected order of potency for alpha2-AR;
however, the affinity of prazosin is much higher
than is typical in other systems. These findings
suggest a potential role for renal alpha2—AR
in tubular function.
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GTP BINDING PROTEINS IN NEPHRON SEGMENTS
AND ISOLATED KIDNEY MEMBRANES. C. Ribeiro*,
F. Ribeiro_Neto*, 3.B. Field* arid W.N. Suki. Baylor
College of Medicine, Houston, Tx 77030.
The possibility that the pertussis toxin (PT) sub-
strate is present in renal tubular membranes in a latent
form was studied by testing the effect of detergents on
PT-catalyzed ADP-ribosylation reactions. Crude (CRM)
and basolateral (BLM) membranes prepared by percoll
gradient density centrifugation of rat kidney cortex
homogenates, and microdissected rabbit tubules seg-
ments were used in experiments in which the con-
centration of detergents, 32P-NAD and PT were varied
in the assay. The ADP-ribosylated 40K PT substrate
(PT-40K-ADPr) was resolved by gel electrophoresis
followed by autoradiography. In CRM and BLM the
formation of PT-40K-ADPr increased in proportion to
the concentration of triton X-l00, with maximal effect
observed at a concentration of 0.06%. In the absence
of detergent, PT-40K-ADPr generation increased with
increments of 32P-NAD. At 0.06% detergent, product
formation was similar at 1, 3 or 10x106 cpm/assay, and
greater at 0.3xl06 than at 10x106 cpm/assay without
detergent. In studies on tubule segments 0.2% lubrol
also resulted in more PT-40K-ADPr demonstrated at a
PT Concentration of 0.78 ug/mI than at 12.) ug/ml in
the absence of detergent. With the use of lubrol it is
possible to demonstrate the PT-40K-ADPr in single S2,
S3 and cortical collecting tubule segments. By contrast,
similar studies with the cholera toxin substrate show
inhibition of ADP-ribosylation. We conclude that 1)
detergents increase PT-40K-ADPr production by de-
creasing the requirements for 32P-NAD and PT and 2)
the PT substrate activity is in a latent form. These
data suggest that the sites of action of detergents are
both on the membrane and on the toxin.
SODIUM AND PROTON PUMP ACTIVITY IN SEPARATED
TURTLE BLADDER EPITMELIAL CELLS. S. Sabatini and
N. A. Kurtzman, Texas Tech Univ, Lubbock, TX.
Indirect evidence indicates that the
mitochondrial—rich (MR) cell of the turtle
bladder contains the proton pump and mediates
proton secretion by that membrane, while the
granular (G) cell contains the sodium pump and
modulates sodium transport. A similar picture is
believed to prevail with respect to the
counterparts of these cells in the mammalian
collecting tubule. Using ficoll gradients we
separated these two cell populations intact with
an enrichment of 2—fold and a cell viability of
92%. Thus, the lighter band contained 66% MR
cells, while the heavier band contained 80% C
cells. The unseparated homogenate contained 30%
MR and 70% C cells. In the heterogeneous cell
population NaK—ATPase activity was 1518 245
pmols/ig protein/hr (n=12); H—ATPase activity was
875 81 pmol/ig protein/hr (n=lO); carbonic
anhydrase (CA) activity was 11.1 0.6 Units/mg
protein (n'8). In MR cells, NaK—ATPase was 756
135 pmol/ug/hr (n=7); }1—ATPase was 2186 394
pmol/;ig protein/hr (n—iD); CA was 29.4 0.5 U/mg
protein (n=8). In C cells NaK—ATPase was 2073
204 pmol/ug protein/hr (n=13); H—ATPase was 308
94 pmol/ig protein/hr (n8); CA was 4.2 0.1
U/mg protein (n8). Given the per cent of cell
enrichment these data are consistent with
NaK—ATPase activity limited to the G cells and
H—ATPase to the MR cells. These data supply
direct evidence that active sodium transport is
an exclusive function of the granular cell; while
the mitochondrial rich cell is the domain of
active proton transport.
CULTURE OF CHICKEN (Ch) NESANGIAL (M) CELLS ((MC).
Marc J. Sadovnic*, and W. Kline Bolton, UVA Med.
Ctr., Dept. mt. Med., Charlottesville, VA
To study in vitro factors leading to M prolif-
eration in an in vivo model of cellular inns.aae me-
diated glanerulonephritis (GN), we have developed
a line of (MC origin. Manirialian MC (MMC) culture
techniques were modified to obtain consistent (MC
outgrowth. Ch glcsneruli isolated by sieving col-
lagenase treated whole kidney hciurgenates were
cultured at 41°C in Waymouth's MB 752/1. Propagat-
ed cells share the following characteristics of
l4tC: stellate and spindle shaped morphology with
peripheral microfilaments; resistance to aninonu-
cleoside of puromycin; susceptibility to mitomycin
C; growth in L-valine free median; absent staining
with polyclonal anti-hurian factor VIII related
antigen (Ag), monoclonal anti-Ch carnon leukocyte
Ag and Ia Ag, and polyclonal anti-Ch macrophage, T
and B lymphocyte; positive fibrillar staining with
polyclonal anti-Ch fibronectin and actomyosin;
and angiotensin II induced contraction. These
characteristics clearly distinguish (MC fran
fibroblasts, macrophages, glcmerular epithelial
or endothelial cells. Ch glcxnerular epithelial
cells and fibroblasts were cultured for caripari-
son. Unlike cyitured NMC, (MC avidly phagocytize
latex beads. 3H-thymidine uptake by (MC results
in reproducible growth curves for comparison of
proliferation induced by soluble factors.
This is the first report of avian MC culture
and docuTlentation of similarities and differences
between MaC and (MC. Development of (MC in cul-
ture should allow us to further examine cell ned—
iated pathogenetic mechanisms which cause prolif-
erative (M in our avian model.
FALL IN PHOSPHATE TRANSPORT CAPACITY AT CONFLUENCE
IN LLC—PK1 CELLS. Steven J. Scheinman, Dept of
Medicine, SUNY—Health Science Ctr, Syracuse, NY.
The LLC—PK1 cell line transports phosphate (Pi),
glucose, and amino acids via carriers similar to
those in proximal tubule. At confluence, hexose
transport increases while activity of the A—amino
acid transporter falls. We studied Na—dependent
uptake of P1 into LLC—PK1 monolaye at various
degrees of confluence. Uptake of P04 (100 pM, 1
pCi/mi) at 5 mm fell sharply upon reaching con-
fluence after 3 days of culture and remained low
for two weeks. Identical results were obtained if
monolayers attained similar degrees of confluence
at 48 hours by seeding at different cell densi-
ties. P uptake was 1.62+0.07 nmol/mg prot/5 mm
in normally seeded cultures at 2 days and fell to
0.42+0.04 at 7 days (p<.OO1). This represented a
halving in Vmax for Na—dependent P1 uptake (5.00
vs 2.33 nmol/mg/5 mm) without significant change
in Km (94 vs 82 pM). From 2 to 7 days, alanine
uptake fell from 34.3+1.6 to 4.8÷0.6 nmol/mg/5 mm
(p<.001), and uptake of a—methyl glucoside rose
from 0.84÷0.09 to 14.85÷0.87 nmol/mg/6O mm
(p<.O01). In subconfluent cultures, cell number
was directly proportional to protein content of
the monolayers, which was inversely related to P
transport (r= 0.985, p<.O01). In a cultured line
of opossum kidney cells that have a P transporter
with properties similar to that in LLC—PK1 and
proximal tubule, no change was seen in P uptake
at 2 vs 7 days.
When LLC—PK1 cells reach confluence, the trans-
port capacity for P declines without a change in
carrier affinity. The mechanisms of this change
remain to be elucidated, but apparently do not
operate in cultured opossum kidney cells.
EPRLY RISE ]N CY'IOSOLIC FRF CAlCIUM CONCENTRATION
2+j IS NOT A REJIRED SIGNAL FOR MI'IOGENESIS
fl RABBIT PNAL UJIAR (PT) CELLS. J.
Schlosser J. Noraan' L.G. Fine an E.P. North
Division of Nephrology, UCLA School of Medicine,
Los Angeles, CA.A transient increment in [Ce2] l'
reported to be an early event in the initiation of
mitogenesis. The correlation between these two
events was tested in a prinary culture of rabbit
PT cells. Cells grown to confluence in a defined
meditmi were brought to quiescence for 24-48 hrsprior to experimentation. thariges ii1 [2+] were
nnitored in a fluoraneter using the calciulu-sen-
sitive probe, FURA-2-AM. T\o hr incorporation of
3H-thymidine was used as a measure of mitogenesis.
Cells were acutely exposed to bradykinin (BK),
angioterisin II (All), or epidermal growth factor(BF) to monitor changes in (Ca2], or incubatedfor 24 hrs in the presence of these factors prior
to exposure to 3H-thymicline. Results are
stutanarizeci below:
d
riM
____
169
193
54
206
53
Thnidine incorporationio protein
100
83
69
98
83
87
control
BK(M) 106
10—8l00
All(M)106l0
10—8 0 82
B3F(M)108 0 1052Conclusion: A dissociation exists in PT cells
between mitogenesis ar a transient increment in
[Ca2J. An early rise in [Ca2) is not a prere-quisite for the initiation of mitogenesis in
these cells.
INHIBITION OF C1—INDEPENDENT Na INFLUX IN RAT
ERYTHROCYTES BY LOOP DIURETICS. Wolfgang Scholz*
and Max Hropot*. HOECHST AG, Frankfurt, Fed. Rep.
Germany (intr. by C. Giebisch).
Loop diuretics of the furosemide type have
been characterized in numerous studies as inhibi-
tors of C1—coupled cation transport, especially
Na—1C2Cl cotransport, but there are limited
data on their possible action on Clindependent
transport pathways through cell membranes. There-
fore, in this study we investigated the effect of
furosemide, piretanide and bumetanide on net Na+
fluxes in rat RBC under varying conditions. Dur-
ing experimentation, RBC were incubated in hyper—
Osmotic saline sucrose media adjusted to pH 7.4
at 37° C. Thereafter, they were centrifuged at
4° C and washed three times with cold MgCl2—oua—
bain solution. RBC sodium Content was determined
by flame photometry. By all three loop diuretics
RBC sodium content was increased at low Concen-
trations and decreased at higher concentrations.
While the increase of RBC sodium content could be
identified as an inhibition of net outward Na'—
K+_2Cl_ cotransport, the decrease was obviously
due to an inhibition of inward sodium transport.
This effect persisted while chloride transport
was inhibited by DIDS and a chloride channel
blocker. The effect was still evident when C1
was replaced by NO3 and it was completely
abolished by dipyridamol which has been found to
reduce Na influx through the so—called "leak".
These results indicate an inhibition of C1—inde—
pendent NaF influx through the "leak" in RBC by
loop diuretics of the furosemide type.
METABOLIC DETERMINANTS OF Na INDEPENDENT H4
TRANSPORT IN CULTURED INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING
DUCT CELLS. J.H. Schwartz, A.M. Selvaggio*, H.H.
Bengele and E.A. Alexander. Thorndike Mem. Lab.,
Renal Sect., Boston City Hosp., Depts. Med. and
Physiol., Boston Univ. School of Med., Boston, MA
Inner medullary collecting duct (IMCD) cells
from the rat grown in primary culture in our
laboratory have been found to possess a sodium
independent H+ transport mechanism. The purpose
of this study was to characterize the energy
requirements for this process. IMCD cells were
grown to confluence on plastic coverslips and
intracellular pH (pHi) was measured with the
fluorescent pH probe 2,7 bis carboxyethyl 5,6
carboxyfluorescein. pHi recovery was etermined
after acid loading in buffer free of Na , CO2 and
HCO3 , pllo=7.2. In 5 aM glucose cel'
alkajinization occurred at a rate of 70±19 nM H
sin
, however, in the abscence of extracellular
glucose cell alkalinization was not observed
(n=5). Similarly cell alkalinization did not
occur with 2—deoxy—D—glucose (5—15mM) but th
further addition of 5 mM glucose supported H
efflux (n=5). Addition of a glycolytic inhibitor,
iodoacetate, (5mM, n=3) or a mitochondrial
inhibitor KCN (5mM, n=7) in the presence of
glucose prevented cell
alkalinizatin. We
conclude that the sodium independent H efflux
observed in IMCD cells grown in culture requires
metabolic energy which can be provided by
glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation. The
data are consitent with the presence of a
primary active H pump in the IMCD cell.
THE GENE FOR INTERLEUKIN (IL)-l IS EXPRESSED BY
RAT MESANGIAL CELLS AND IL-i MESSAGE IS INCREASED
IN KIDNEYS FROM RATS WITH IMMUNE COMPLEX (IC
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (GN). J, Sedor, H. Werber
M. Tykocinski and S. Emancipator. Depts. of
Med. & Path., Univ. Hosps., Cleveland, OH.
Cultured rat mesangial cells (Mc) have features
of immune effector cells which may contribute to
the derangements in GN. Recent reports demonstra-
ted that MC produce a cytokine similar to IL-l. We
predicted rat MC could express the gene for IL-i
found in murine macrophages. MC were cultured by
explant and used in 4.6th passage. Antibodies to
desmin and fibronectin but not cytokeratin stain
the cytoskeleton of all MC examined; no Ia+, LC+
cells are present. RNA from MC and P388D1 macro-
phages but not Sws 3T3 fibroblasts hybridizes in
dot blots with a P-probe nick translated from
the murine IL-l cDNA p1301. MC but not Swiss 3T3
fibroblasts contain IL-l aRNA transcripts comigra-
ting with the 2.0 kb message from P388D1 macro-
phages by northern analysis of polyadenylated RNA.
In situ hybridization of cultued cells demonstra-
tes specific hybridization of H-probe to cells
with the iiorphology of contractil MC (0.713±014
grains/urn vs .06 grains! urn over back-
ground; binding index 10.9) and P388D1 cells
(6.4±.25 vs .62±017; binding index 9.3) but not
3T3 cells (.35± .10 vs .13±08; binding index 1.8).
Total renal RNA from rats with IC GN nduced by
cationic ganimaglobulin hybridizes to 2P-probe
in dot blots, whereas identical amounts of normal
rat kidney RNA does not. We conclude that rat MC
express mRNA with significant homology to murine
macrophage IL-i mRNA and further suggest that
local production of the potent phlogistic mediator
IL-i may be important in the pathogenesis of GN.
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INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT CELLS POSSESS TWO
H SECRETORY MECHANISMS A.M. Selvaggio*, H.H.
Bengele J.H. Schwartz, and E.A. Alexander.
Thorndike Mem. Lab., Renal Sect., Boston City
Hosp., Depts. Med. and Physiology, Boston Univ.
School of Med., Boston, MA
The inner medullary collecting duct (IMCD) is
a sajor source of excreted acid. Our purpose was
to clarify the mechanism of acid secretion along
this segment. IMCD cells were isolated from rat
papillae, cultured and+ grown to confluence on
coverslips. To study H secretion, intracellular
pH (pHi) was measured utilizing the fluorescent
probe 2,7biscarboxyethyl 5,6 carboxyfluorescein.
All solutions, pHo7.2, were free of added CO2
and bicarbonate. In buffered NaC1, pHi was
7.09±0.04 (n=43). By digitonin "null point" a
similar value was obtained; pHi=7.O6±O.Ol,
(n=27). After cell acidification with NH4Cl
about 40% of monolayers tested exhibited Na
independent alkalinization. In Na+ free buffer,
pHi jincreased at an initial rate of 57 nM
mi (n=1O). All monolayers tested exhibited
Na dependent alkalin±zation which was inhibited
by amiloride (1mM). Na dependent H+ efflux
(n=44) was found to be a first order kinetic
process; Km [Na+J=41 mM, Vmax=45 nM (Hi) min
At a constant [Na+] (110mM) Na dependent H
effiux was a first order function of pHi with a
Ks[H].=321nM and a Vsax=182nN (Hf) sin . We
conclue that IM÷CD cells grown in culture have at
least two H transport mechanisms, one
inependent and one dependent upon extracellular
Na . The latter is inhibited by amiloride and
appears to follow first order kinetics for
extracellular [Na+] and intracellular [H+J.
BINDING OF LDL TO HEPATIC MEMBRANES IS ABNORMAL
IN UREMIA. R. Jean Shapiro, Dept. of Medicine,
Health Sciences Centre Hospital, University of
British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
Chronic renal failure is associated with
abnormalities in lipoprotein metabolism which
may contribute to premature atherosclerosis and
early mortality in patients on dialysis. In pre-
vious studies we found that plasma clearance of
radiolabelled low—density lipoprotein (LDL) was
retarded in guinea pigs rendered uremic by 1 2/3
nephrectomy (creatinine clearance 3.43 vs 0.64
mi/sin). To elucidate potential mechanisms of
delayed LDL clearance, we compared LDL binding
to hepatic membranes from both normal (N) and
uremic (UR) guinea pigs. Fresh liver from N and
UR animals was homogenized, and centrifuged to
obtain the 8000—100,000 X g membrane fraction.
100 u of liver membrane protein was incubated
with 25 normal guinea pig LDL (10—75 ug/ml)
for one hr at 37'C. Parallel incubations with
100—fold excess unlabelled normal human LDL were
done to determine specific binding. Membranes
were pelleted and washed twice by centrifugation
for 30 mm at 200,000 X g in a Beckman Ti 42.2
rotor. LDL specific binding to UR hepatic
membranes was markedly impaired compared to N.
The apparent Kd for N liver membranes was 14.1
ug/ml with an apparent maximum binding of 3.83
ug/mg protein. The affinity of normal guinea
pig LDL for UR liver membranes was 4—fold less,
with an apparent Rd of 56.4 ug/ml. The apparent
maximal binding was similar at 3.27 ug/mg.
These results suggest that the diminished LDL
binding to HR liver membranes may contribute to
the altered lipoprotein metabolism in uremia.
MYO—INOSITOL POLYPHOSPHATE MASS DETERMINATION IN
!TAL EPITHELIA. Depart of Intern
Med, Univ of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.
—inositol trisphosphate (1P3) is a puta-
tive second messenger in the mobilization of
intracellular calcium. Studies on inositol phos-
phate metabolism in renal tissue have been limit-
ed by the inability to measure directly inositol
phosphate mass. A novel assay for the chem-
ical determination of inositol phosphates (IPs)
has been developed and applied to rabbit renal
papillary collecting tubule cells stimulated
with bradykinin (BK). This method employs the
acid extraction of IPs followed by dephosphory—
lation with alkaline phosphatase. Free
myo—inositol is then measured enzymatically via
the NAD—dependent oxidation to scyll—inosose
with myo—inositol dehydrogenase:
1) myo—inositol scyllo—inosose
1IAD+
-
NADH NAD+
oxalacetate malate
2) malate,._-" oxalacetate
—ketoglutarate
NAD+ NADH glutamate asparate
When the NADH is enzymatically cycled, IPs in
the range of 1 to 10 pmoles can be measured.
Time—dependent changes in IP mass (pmoles/pg
protein) were (n=3, * p < .05):
control KA1O—7M)
time (sec) 10 300 10 30 60 300
1P1 3.42 3.15 3.01 3.61 544* 4.29*
1P2 0.58 0.68 0.39 1.31* 1.49* 1.48*
1P3 0.9 1.24 1.13 1.75* 2.82* 1.12
Additionally, 1P3 measured 10 sec following
stimulation exhibited concentration dependence
(ED50 = 1010M). In summary, this method
provides a sensitive means for measuring IP mass
in renal epithelia.
ASSOCIATION OF THE REGULATORY SUBUNIT OF CYCLIC
AMP DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE WITH THE RABBIT
APICAL MEMBRANES, Shirish Shenol_ikar Lily Chang
and Edward Weinman . Univ. of Texas Med. School,
Dept. of Internal Medicine, Houston, Texas,
To determine the protein kinases associated
with the rabbit renal apical membranes, membrane
bound polypept ides were extracted with 1% Triton
X—100, Peptides of Mr. 51,53,58 and 60 kDa were
separated by chromatography on calmodulin—sepha—
rose in the presence of Cal+ ions and selectively
eluted with EGTA, The 51/53 kDa doublet represent-
ed the major calmodul in bindin9 proteins in the
triton extract as judged by 12l—caImodulin gel
overlay, Incubation with y-32P-ATP resulted in the
corporation of 32P—label into the 58/60 kDa pro-
teins, These polypeptides showed selective binding
to cyclic AMP immobilized on Sepharose and were
eluted with cyclic nucleotide containing buffers.
Two dimensional peptide sapping indicated a close
resemblance between the 51/53 kDa doublet and the
58/60 kDa polypeptides, The peptide fingerprints
suggest considerable homology between the type II
regulatory subunit of cyclic AMP dependent protein
kiiiase and the polypept ides isolated from renal
apical membranes by affininity chromatography on
either calmodul in—sepharose or cyclic AMP—sepha—
rose, These data suggest that the 51/53 kDa doub-
let may represent the dephosphorylated forms of
the 58/60 kDa polypept ides,
These studies indicate that cyclic AMP depen-
dent protein kinase (type II soenzyme) is tightly
associated with the apical membranes in the rabbit
kidney and may play a role in the control of
membrane associated processes,
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HUMAN MESANGIAL CELLS RELEASE A PLATELET-
DERIVED GROWTH FACTOR (PDGF)-LIKE MOLECULE
AND PROLIFERATE IN RESPONSE TO PDGF. P.
Shultz,* P. DiCorleto,* H.E. Abboud. VA Med. Ctr.,Case Western Reserve Univ. and Cleveland Clinic
Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio.
Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) is a potent
mitogen for cells of mesenchymal origin. This Study was
designed to determine if human mesangial cells (H MC) in
culture release and/or respond to PDGF. Serum-free
medium conditioned by human mesangial cells (H-
MCCM) was concentrated and found to compete with
125j PDGF for binding to human foreskin fibroblasts
(11FF) in a dose-dependent manner. H-MCCM, similar to
pure PDGF, also stimulated 3H-thymidine (3H-TdR)
incorporationinto DNA of HFF. In addition to releasing
a PDGF-like molecule, HMC are target cells for PDGF.
Using 125j PDGF, we found specific binding to HMC
after 2 hrs. incubation at 4°C with a mean of 3.3x104
receptors/cell. Exposure of quiescent HMC to 0.5%
plasma derived serum (PDS), which is devoid of PDGF, or
0.5% pooled human serum for 24 hrs., resulted in 12- and
20-fold increases, respectively, in 3H-TdR incorporation
into DNA of HMC. In the presence of 0.5% PDS,
purified PDGF caused a dose dependent increase in 3H-
TdR incorporation by HMC:
ng/ml PDGF 0 2.5 5.0 10
Fold Stim. 12 18 18 22
25
28
Len counts pertormed on HMC every 2-3 days bra 7
day period confirmed the proliferation of HMC in
response to exogenously added PDGF. We conclude that
HMC in culture release a PDGF-like molecule into their
media. PDGF also binds to HMC and stimulates DNA
synthesis and growth of HMC. PDGF may modulate the
proliferation of glomerular cells seen in many types of
glomerulonephritis.
FATE OF IN-SITU IMMUNE COMPLEXES FORMED ON
GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL CELLS (GEC). Ashok K. Sinqh
and Balakuntalam S. Kasinath, Department of
Medicine, Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL.
Heymann nephritis is an experimental glomerulo-
nephritis of the rat in which it is believed that
nephritogenic in-situ immune complexes are formed
on GEC. In the present study we studied how the
in-Situ complexes were cleared by the GEC. Cloned
GEC and anti gp7O antibody (ab) directed to the
nephritogenic gpJO subunit were used as the model
system. Gp70 antigen was demonstrated to be pre-
sent as a 70 KD protein on the GEC by immunoflou-
rescence (IF) and immunoblot techniques. GEC were
incubated with anti gp7O at 4°, 25° and 37° and
the bound antibody was followed qualitatively by
IF and quantitatively by '251—Protein A binding.
IF staining was diffuse at 4° in contrast to the
patchy staining at 25° and 37° suggesting loss of
in-situ bound complexes. Quantitatively, there was
a uniform increase in ab binding at 4° over a
period of 2 hrs. At 25°, ab binding increased till
30 mint and then started to decrease. At 37°, ab
binding rose marginally till 10 mins and quickly
declined to baseline values. The decline of the
ab binding at 25° and 37° was delayed in the pre-
sence of metabolic inhibitors like O.15M azide.
Biochemical examination of the cell and the super—
natant revealed that approximately 42% of the
1251—ab bound on the cell at 37° was released in-
to the medium in a macromolecular form and 58% as
small molecules. We conclude that in-situ immune
complexes are very rapidly processed by the GEC
by an active process. They are partly endocytosed
and digested, and partly shed outside, possibly,
as intact antigen—antibody complexes.
EPIDER14AL GROWTH FACTOR (EGF) STIMULATES GROWTH,
NA/H EXCHANGE AND HEXOSE MONOPHOSPHATE SHUNT
(HMP) ACTIVITY IN RAT PROXIMAL TUULE (PT) CELLS
IN PRIMARY CULTURE. R.C. Stanton and J. L,
Seifter. Brigham and Women's Hospital Roston, MA
The signals and intracellular mechanisms that
control renal growth are not well defined. In
cultured PT cells addition of EGF (2ng/ml) to
the culture media increased nuclear H thymidine
incorporation 3-6 fold, indicative of enhanced
DNA synthesis. Since an increase in intracell-
ular pH (pIL) may be an important signal to cell
growth, we tudied pH in PT cells by microfluor—
imetry using the pIl.—ensitive dye ECECF. In the
presence of 140 mM la , ECF addition transiently
increased pH. (0.15±0.04 pH units,n=5) with
return to baeline in 2—3 mm. The EGF effect was
prevented by imMamiloride (Am). In contrast, EGF
addition in a Na —free buffer decreased
pH(O.ll±O.O2 pH unita,n7). This acidification
was not inhibited by SITS (an inhibitor of anion
transport), HCO3 removal, or Am. The HMP shunt
generates acid, produces D—ribose 5—phosphate, a
necessary component of nucleic acid synthesis,
and increases in animal models of renal growth.
The specific HMP shunt inhibitor 6—amino—
nicotinamide (5mM) completely inhibited the
acidification induced by EGF in a Na —free
buffer, withou affecting the pH. increase in
presence of Na • We suggest thai EGF siml—
taneously stimulates the HMP shunt and Ns /N
exchange and supports growth in PT cells. Since
EGF induced only a transient alkalinization in PT
cells and alkalinization was no required for HMP
shunt activation, the role of Na /11 exchange in
growth of PT cells may be to maintain pHi rather
than signal growth via increases in pHi.
KINETIC ANALYSIS OF THE NAP—DEPENDENT PHOSPHATE
TRANSPORT FROM KIDNEY CORTEX.
J. Strevey and N. Bdliveai, Université do Québec
a Montréal, Montrdal, Québec and G.R.T.M. (Un. Se
Montréal)
In order to investigate the functional sym-
metry of renal Na—phosphate cotransport we
studied the trans effects of sodium and phosphate
on the influx and efflux of phosphate through
brush—border membrane vesicles. Phosphate influx
was strongly stimulated by an electrical
potential difference (negative on the trans side)
while efflux remained unaffected. In shunted
potential conditions increasing intravesicular
concentrations of Na inhibited phosphate influx.
Under conditions of Na equilibrium, influx of
phosphate was reduced by 75% as compared to the
zero—trans conditions. When 10 mM phosphate was
added to the intravesicillar medium, there was a
300% increase of influx under conditions of Na
equilibrium. Increasing extravesicular concen-
trations of Na° inhibited phosphate efflux by
L5%. Increasing extravesicular concentrations of
phosphate led to a decrease (88%) in efflux.
These results demonstrate that the Nat—phosphate
cotransport is reversible and that influx and
efflux are both Nat—dependent. Trans Nainhibits efflux and influx whereas trans
phosphate stimulates influx and inhibits efflux.
Those results suggest low translocation
probabilities of the binary complexes, except for
the carrier—phosphate (C—P) form in efflux.
These observations led us to present a kinetic
model where the Na—phosphate carrier system
presents a random binding pattern on both intra
and extravesicular sides of the membrane.
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IDENTIFICATION OF ATP AND INHIBITOR BINDING
SUBUNITS OF THE BOVINE BRAIN CLATHRIN-COATED
VESICLE PROTON PUMP (CCV PP). S.-Z. Sun*, X.-S.
Xie*, and D.K. Stone. UTUSCO, Dallas, TX.
The purified CCV PP is a 530 kDa complex
composed of 8 subunits as determined by gel
electrophoresis (GE). These studies were under-
taken to allow for definition of subunit func-
tion. Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCCD) is 50%
inhibitory to both proton pumping and ATPase
activities of the purified CCV PP at 130 pM.
Labeling of the CCV PP with '4C-DCCD (130 pM)
occurred only at the 17 kDa subunit as deter-
mined by GE and autoradiography. N-ethylmalei-
mide (NEM) was 50% inhibitory to proton pumping
and ATPase activities at 140 pM. Only the 70
kDa subunit was labeled with 14C NEM (140 pM).
The Km for ATP was determined to be 79 pM. In
the absence of divalent cations, [a32P]ATP in
the presence of UV irradiation, labeled gply the
70 k0a subunit. In the presence of Mg
,
how-
ever, both the 116 kDa and 70 kDa subunits were
labeled. Inhibition of [a32P)ATP labeling of
both subunits with NEM required high inhibitor
concentrations (5 mM) indicating that NEM inhi-
bits function by blocking ATP hydrolysis, but
not binding.
In conclusion, the finding of two ATP binding
subunits suggests a cooperativity in nucleotide
regulation, analagous to mitochondrial F1. The
finding that the DCCD binding subunit is dis-
tinct from the nucleotide binding subunits
indicates that the mechanism of inhibition is
different from that of NEM and supports the
notion that the 17 kDa subunit is a portion of
the transmembranous proton pore.
STRtCTURAL REQUIREMENT OF PHOSPHONOCARBOXyLIC
ACIDS FOR INTERACTION WITH Na/Pi SYNPORTER IN
RENAL BBM. M. Szczepanska_Konkel* and T.P. Dousa,
Nephrol. Res. Unit, Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
Minnesota.
Using the chemical structural analogs of
phosphonoacetic acid (PAA) and compared with
phosphorioformic acid (PFA), we set out to discern
the structural features needed for competitive
inhibition of Na/Pi synporter in renal BOM. The
effects of compounds on (Na+o > Na+)_gradien_
dependent 32P1 uptake by BBM vesicles were
examined using the different concentration ratios
of inhibitor—to—32pi in the assay. The
replacement of phosphono—with arsono—group in PAA,
or a substitution of carboxylic group in PAA by
NH2— or OH—group abolished totally the inhibitory
action. Decreased electronegativity of
carboxyl—end in PAA by hydrazin or hydroxylamine
lowered the inhibitory potency of PAA. Alkylation
of a—carbon of PAA with ethyl group completely
prevented the inhibitory activity whereas,
cz—halogenation with Br greatly increased the
inhibitory potency. The inhibition of P1
transport across BBM with cz—Br—PAA is higher than
with PFA, the strongest inhibitor known to date.
The inhibition by all tested derivatives were
competitive. These results show that: (a) strong
electronegativity at both enas of PAA molecule is
needed for the inhibitory action, (b) a—aliphatic
substitution probably hinders the access of
inhibitor to the Pi—binding site on BBM, whereas,(c) a—electrophilic substituent — Br — enhances
the inhibitory potency of PAA. These studies also
suggest the feasibility of preparing suitable
covalent affinity label of Na,4'i cotransporter in
renal BBM derived from PAA.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BINDING OF PHOSPHONOFORMIC
ACID (PFA) ON RENAL CORTICAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE
(BBM) VESICLES AND ITS INHIBITION OF Na—GRADIENT—
DEPENDENT UPTAKE OF P1. P4. Szczepanska_Konkel*,
A.N.K. Yusufi and T.P. Dousa, Nephrol. Res. Unit,
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota.
PFA acts as a specific competitive inhibitor of
Na/Pi synport across renal BBM (3,26l:6375, 86).
We used 14C—labelled PEA (14C—PFA) to elucidate
the mechanism of its interaction with Na/Pm
synporter in BBM from rat renal cortex. The
binding of 14C—PFA on BOM vesicles in the medium
with Na+ was time and temperature dependent The
replacement of Na+ in medium by K+, Cs+, Rb+,
choline or by mannitol reduced the binding by
—80%. The extravesicular Na+ increased the
apparent affinity of BBP.i for 1"C-PFR binding
without changing the number of binding sites. The
maximum 14C—PFA binding was reached at 50 n*l
Na0; the app. Km for Na 14 irl. The extent of
Na—dependent binding of '4C—PFA correlated (r =
0.99; P<O.Ol) with the % inhibition of
Na—dependent 32Pi transport across B'l by
equimolar PEA. Prebound '4C—PFA was displaced
from BBMV by various phosphonocarboxylic acids
proportionally (r0.96; P<O.05) to their ability
to inhibit 32Pi,44a synport. However, the
diphosphonates, L—proline, 0—glucose did not
influence the 4C—PFA binding. The Na—dependent
binding of 14C-PFA and 3H—phlorizin on BBM was 10
X higher than binding on renal basolateral
membranes or on mitochondria. These results
suggest that PEA binds onto the same site of BBM
where P1 and Na+ forms a ternary complex with
Na/Pi synporter. 14C—PFA can serve as a specific
probe for studies of' Na/Pi synporter in renal B8M.
lOCALIZATION OF AT1YOSTE}t)NE(Ajjxj) -INDUCED PJFE INS
(AlPs) ID THE LUMINAL SURFACE OF 'TOAD URINARY
BLADDERS(TrjBs). H. Szerlip,*M.Clayman, L.Weisberg'
E.Neilson, and M.Cox. Depts. of tled,VA Med. Ctr.&
Univ. of Pa. Sch. Med., Philade1phja, PA.
We have previously identified a group of TUB
epithelial cell glycoproteins(- 65-70 kDa;pI 5.5-
6.0) that are potential mediators of aldo induced
Na transport in renal epithelia. Since cellular
local izat ion of these putative "effector" proteins
should help to define their role in Na transport,
a series of nDnoclona]. anti--Alp antibodies (NAbs)
were developed for this purpose.
AlPs, partially purified by Wheat genii agglu-
tinin (WGA) affinity chromatography, were used to
irm-iunize SN rats. Standard fusion technology was
employed to make hybridomas from draining lymph
node cells. Ilybridoma supernatants were screened
by RIA for their ability to recognize WGA purifiedAlPs. Positive clones were further screened by
iJimunoprecipitat ion using 35S—methionine—labeled
protein homagenates from aldo—treated TUBs. Irriu-
noprecipitatable proteins were analyzed using two--
dimensional polyacylan-iide gel electrophoresis and
autoradiography. Tao clones were isolated which
uniquely recognized the AlPs. These MAbs were then
employed to examine TUB epithelia, using both im-
munoflourescent and iiruaunoperoxidase staining.
&th techniques localized the AlPs to the luminal
aspect of the epitheliun-i.
Thus, this particular group of AlPs may be re—
lated to the increase in apical cell membrane Na+
conductance that is one of the characteristic
electrophysiological effects of mineralacort icoids
in renal epithelia. Whether these glycoproteins
reresent components (or madulators) of the apical
Na channel remains to be determined.
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EFFECTS OF EXTRACELLULAR pH ON PHOSPHATE(P) UPTAKE
& Na PUMP ACTIVITY IN THE INTACT RENAL CORTICAL
CELL. N.TessitoreR.Panebianco*,G.Maschio — Divi
sione di Nefrologia,Università di Verona,Italy
Acid—base status is a major determinant of renal
tubular handlird of P:both acidosis I, alkalosis in
duce phosphaturia,although the former decreases
the latter increases P uptake by brush border mern
brane(BBM)vescicles. We evaluated the effects of ex
tracellular pH on Na—dependent P uptake(2 min),ATP
content & Na pump activity(as ouabain—sensitive 86—
rubidium influx,,1 min)in a suspension on intact tu
bular cells from the rabbit kidney cortex,incubated
in KRP buffer at 37°C(n=6);to investigate pH effect
at the BBM level,we also evaluated overshoot P upta
ke by ATP—depleted cells(100MM rotenone)(l4a. 0,
Na 100 mM,pH. 6.O,n4).
out in
ATP P influx in ATP—
P influx Rb influx
- gDDf
72+5 76±4
80 + 2 112 + 2
SD of the value at pH 7.4
Our study shows that in the intact tubular cell
both acidosis & alkalosis inhibit luminal P influx:
this seems to be the result of a reduced Na pump ac
tivity,that acts synergistically with pH inhibitory
effect on P transport across BBM during acidosis &
is such to overwhelm the stimulatory effect of pH
on ljminal P influx during alkalosis. Our study a
so suggests that p1-I effect on Na pump activity is
mediated by changes in cellular energy metabolism.
THE EFFECTS OF cAMP ON PHOSPHATE TRANSPORT AND
SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF 32p IN ATP AND PHOSPHOINOSI—
TIDE METABOLISM IN VASOPRESSIN (VP) TREATED CUL-
TURED MESANGIAL (MS) CELLS. Dean Troyer, Manjeri
Venkatachalani, and Jeffrey Kreisberg. Univ. Texas
Health Science Center, San Antonio, Texas.
Our previous studies showed that treatment of
MS cells with VP causes release of inositol tris—
phosphate, increased labelling of phosphoinosi—
tides by 32p, phosphorylation of myosin light
chain, and contraction. VP—induced release of
inositol trisphosphate is unaffected by isoproter—
enol and/or isobutylmethyixanthine (MIX). llowever,
contraction and myosin light chain phosphorylation
are inhibited and 32p labelling of phosphoinosi—
tides significantly diminished by elevations of
cAMP. We have now studied the effects of cAMP
elevating agents on VP—induced MS cell 32P uptake
(transport) and specific activity of 32F' in ATP
as follows, MS cells were preincubated for 5' in
RPMI with or without isoproterenol+MIX, then with
fresh medium containing 32p and the indicated
additions for 1O',
32p DPM/pmole ATP 32P Uptake (DPM)
Control 0.70 0:016 23313 2513
Isoproterenol+MJX 0.33 0.014 16831 1650
VP 0.99 0,014 36790 2014
Isoproter.+MIX+VP 0.145 0.04 19872 1815
The declines of 32p specific activity in ATP and
32p uptake paralleled the decl me of 32p incor-
poration into phosphoinositides found previously,
We conclude that isoproterenol+MIX causes signifi-
cant declines of VP stimulated phosphate transport
and specific activity of 32i' in ATP, and that
increases of cAMP interfere with contraction at a
point distal to both phosphoinositide breakdown
and synthesis.
EFFECT OF EPIDERMAL GROWTH FACTOR (EGF)
ON CULTURED MESANGIAL CELLS (MC). P.
Tsivitse,* H.E. Abboud, C. Saunders and T.C. Knauss,
V.A. Medical Center, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio.
EGF is a potent mitogen of epithelial and certain
mesenchymal cells. In addition, EGF is a potent vaso-
active hormone that contracts smooth muscle cells. We
studied the effect of EGF on rat and human MC. 125j
EGF binds to both rat and human mesangial cells with
>75% specific binding seen at 4°C after 2 hrs
incubation. In rat MC, EGF stimulates PGE2 synthesis
in a dose and time dependent manner with significant
stimulation seen as early as 10 minutes and persisting
at least 6 hrs. Near maximal effect of EGF was
observed at a dose of 10 ng/ml. The effect of EGF on
PGE2 synthesis was independent of extracellular
calcium.
Exposure of quiescent human MC to EGF, in the
presence of 1% serum, resulted in enhanced 3H-
thymidine incorporation into DNA.
Moreover, the addition of EGF to quiescent human MC
in the presence of 0.1% or 0.5% serum resulted in an
increase in cell number counted over an 8 day time
Course.
In summary, EGF binds to rat and human MC via
specific receptors. In rat MC, EGF receptors are linked
to stimulation of PGE2 synthesis. In human MC, EGF
stimulates DNA synthesis and cell proliferation. These
effects of EGF on human MC were observed only in the
presence of serum. EGF in conjunction with other
growth factors may modulate hemodynamic as well as
immune-inflammatory responses within the glomerulus.
AMILORIDE AND AMILORIDE ANALOGUES RETARD THE EN-
LARGEMENT OF MDCK-CYSTS GROWN IN HYDRATED COLLAGEN
GEL. M. IJchic*, J. Kornhaus*, J.A. Grantham*, 3.
McAteerk, E.J. Cragoe, Jr.* arid J.J. Grontham.
Univ. of Kansas Med. Ctr., K.C. KS; Indiana Univ.,
Indianapolis, IN; Merck, Sharp & Dohme, West Point,
PA
We determined the effect of amiloride, a drug that
modifies cellular transport of electrolytes (Na+,
H+, Ca2+) and inhibits cell proliferation, and
several amiloride derivatives on the rate of growth
in cyst configuration within hydrated collagen gels
of MDCK cells. Cysts derived from cells that formed
cavities filled with fluid and enlarged as the
daughter cells proliferated. Growth rate (surface
area of spherical cysts) was determined for in-
dividual cysts from measurements of diameter. Sev-
eral cysts in each 16 mis diameter well of a plastic
plate were fed with modified DME/F—l2 plus 5% fetal
calf serum at 37 C in humidified 5% CO. Measure-
ments of surface area were made for 3 days before
and for 10 days after drug or vehicle addition.
Compound Cyst IC50 tla+ Na+/H+ Naf/Ca2+
Relative Inhibition
Amiloride 800 1 1 1
5--Ethyl—N-isopropy 7 - + +
5-ffl—Methyl—N—isobutyl] 10 — + +
3J4'—Dichlorobenzamil 13 + — +
5-LN—Hexamethylene 26 — + +
Amiloride reversibly inhibited cyst growth. In-
hibition by the derivatives was not associated with
known effects on Na1 Conductance or Na+/H+ exchange,
but was positively correlated with inhibition of
Na+/Ca2+ exchange. We conclude that the enlargement
of renal epithelial cysts in vitro can be reversibly
retarded by amiloride, and with greater effective-
ness by certain derivatives of this drug.
pH 6.9 76 5 71 4
pH 7.8 71 5 75 4
Data are expressed as
EGF ng/ml 0
fold stim. 1.4
1.0 5.0 10.0 25.0 100.0
5.0 12.7 10.9 11.1 12.5
CATION TRANSPORT, ACIDIFICATION, AND ASYMMETRICAL
RELEASE OF LACTATE BY EPITHELIA FROM CORTICAL
COLLECTING DUCTS (CCD) IN PRIMARY CULTURE. Shun—
ya Uchida* and Maurice Burg, NHLBI, Bethesda
Microdissected rabbit CCD were cultured on
sheep amnions with separate compartments for the
apical (1.5m1) and basolateral baths (3.Oml).
Confluent epithelia (3.5cm2) formed in serum-free
medium within a month. Transepithelial voltage
ranged from -5 to -hOrny (apical side negative).
Mean concentrations (mM) in the baths 214 hours
after placing identical medium, initially con-
taining 23mM HCO3, on the two sides (n = 3):
Na K HCO3 Lactate pH
Apical 125 9.1 6.5 1.1 6.83
Basolateral 1140 3.3 15.7 12.7 7.23
All differences between apical and basolateral
concentrations were significant (p <.05).
Decrease in apical HCO3 below basolateral HCO,
indicates selective apical acidification. The
lactate originated from cellular metabolism. The
decrease in the sum of the amounts of bicarbonate
in the two baths equalled the increase in the sum
of lactate, consistent with loss of HCO3 due to
reaction with lactic acid. Lactate flux into the
baths was linear up to 18 hours. At 2 to 6 hours
It was 20 to 30 times greater to the basolateral
than to the apical side. This ratio was unaf-
fected by apical amiloride (1O4.M) which inhibited
the voltage, but the ratio decreased by 30% when
basolateral Cl was reduced to 20mM by replacement
with gluconate.
Conclusions: 1) Cultured CCD epithelia produce
transepithelial gradients of Na, K, and protons.
2) Lactate produced by metabolism is preferen-
tially transported to the basolateral side, pos-
sibly by exchange for chloride.
HORMONE-SENSITIVE ION TRANSPORT BY CULTURED SHARK
RECTAL GLAND EPITHELIAL CELLS J.D. Valentich*l,3
and J.N. Forrest, Jr. 2,3 1: Dept. Physiol. &
Cell Biol., Univ. TX Med. School, Houston, TX,
2: Dept. Med., Yale Univ. School Med., New Haven,
CT and 3: MDI Biol. Lab. , Salsbury Cove, ME.
The dogfish shark rectal gland (SRG) is an
important model for hormone-modulated secondary
active Cl transport. We have developed and
characterized a primary tissue culture system for
SRG epitheliuin. Dissociated SRC tubules were
prepared using collagenase and inoculated onto
type I collagen gels supported with nylon mesh.
Cultures were fed 1:1 DME/F-l2 medium supplement
ed with insulin, transferrin, Se, linoleic
acid-BSA and 5% Nu-Serum. 11-20 day old mono-
layers mounted in Ussing chambers exhibited a
basal positive potential difference (.O.4 mV),
short circuit current (Isc)(—6.4iA/cm2) and
resistance (98 ohms/cm2) . The Isc could be
stimulated (=5X) by basolateral addition of lM
forskolin, lO1M 2-chioroadenosine, or ljM
vasoactive intestinal peptide. These hormones
also increased cAMP accumulation in cultured SRG
cells. 0.11.111 2-chloroadenosine reduced the
forskolin-stimulated Isc by 22%, indicating the
presence of inhibitory (A1) adenosine receptors.
0.1 mM bwnetanide or 5mM Ba reduced hormone-
stimulated Isc and ouabaininsensitive 86Rb in-
flux. Pre-incubation of cells in liN forakolin
enhanced bunietanide-sensitive 86Rb influx without
effecting the ousbain or Ba-sensitive fluxes.
These results demonstrate that long-term primary
SRG cultures can be established routinely and
express the hormone receptors, membrane signal
transduction mechanisms and transport proteins
found in the intact gland or microperfused tubule.
LYMPHOHEMOPOIETIC ANTIGENS AS MARKERS FOR
DEDIFFERENTIATION OF GLOMERULAR VISCERAL
EPITHELIAL CELLS (GVEC> IN CULTURE. Fokko J.
van der Woude*, Alfred F. Michael, Eric Muller*,
Gjalt K. van der Hem*, and Youngki Kim.
University of Minnesota, Department of
Pediatrics, Minneapolis, Minnesota, and State
University of Groningen, The Netherlands.
We have demonstrated by immunofluorescence
(IF) techniques using cflaracterized monoclonal
antibodies (MA) that lymphohemopoietic antigens
are present on human glomerular visceral epithe—
hum at distinct stages of ontogenesis. BA—i,
which identifies B cells and BA-2 (CALLA P24)
react with primitive fetal metanephric epithe-
hum. These antigens are lost as maturation
proceeds, and the common acute lymphoblastic
leukemia antigen identified by J—5 (CALLA GP100)
appears, as well as the C3b receptor (CR1).
Recently we have been able to grow GVEC from
normal human glomeruli in plastic tissue culture
flasks after collagenase treatment and cloning of
colonies. Tnese cells show characteristic
morphologic features of GVEC and lack reactivity
with antimyosin and anti Factor VIII. By IF the
GVEC stained intensely with BA—i and BA—2, but
not with anti CR1; J—b stained variably. In
addition, GVEC were shown by IF to synthesize
laminin, type IV collagen, fibronectin and a
recently identified new basement membrane
constituent reactive with MA MBM15 (KI 24:74,
1983). The study supports the notion that GVEC
undergo dedifferentiation in culture as shown by
the acquisition of primitive GVEC antigens that
react with BA—i and BA—2, and by the diminution
or loss of more mature GVEC antigens that react
with J—b and anti CR1.
INCREASES OF CYTOSOUC Ca2' IN CULTURED
RENAL EPITHELIAL CELLS (LLC-PK1) PRODUCED
BY EXOGENOUS NUCLEOTIDES. JM Weinberg,
MJ Tong*, M Abarzua*, JA Davis*, ond A Lawton*.
VA Medical Center and University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Michigan.
Exogenous nucleotides have been reported to alter
membrane permeability properties and cell cation
homeostasis in a number of cell types. Studies of
sev.çral non-renal cells have indicated that cytosolic
Ca is increased by exogenous nucleotides via 1P3
related mechanisms. We have tested tpe effects of
exogenous nucleotides on cytosolic Ca + measured
with fura-2 (Caf) using intact monoloyers of LLC—PK I
cells grown on coverslips. Basal Caf averaged (±SE)
for all groups was 82.5±3.3. Addition of adenine
nucleotides consistently produced immediate, transient
increases of Caf (Ns=4-6). Potency was AlP
ADP >>> AMP. Peak Caf levels (nM) for 100 PM
nucleotide were ATP: 1000 nM, ADP: 1000 nM, and
AMP: 122.2±8.9. Threshold concentrations were
ATP: <I pM, ADP: <J pM, and AMP: 10 PM.
Chelation of medium Ca" with EGTA immediately
prior to ATP or ADP addition did not prevent the
increases of Caf indicating that they arose
predominantly from intracellular pools. Cyclic AMP
and the nucleotide analogues, 6, y -methylene ATP
and a, 6 -methylene ADP did not increase Cof.
100 pM GTP mildly increased Caf (253.9±51.1 nM);
GDP had a small variable effect, and GMP was without
effect. 00 p M adenosine slightly increased Caf
(137.0±19.2 nM). MDCK cells and primary cultures of
rabbit proximal tubules also show + Ca in response to
AlP. Adenine nucleotides will be useful tool for
elucidating the regulation of intracellular Ca'' in
renal epithelial cells.
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RECONSTITUTION OF cAMP PROTEIN KINASE REGuLATED
RENAL Na—H EXCHANGER. E. J. Weinman, S. Sheno—
likar and W. P. Dubinsky Univ. of Texas Med.
School, Dept. of Internal Med., Houston, Texas
Prior studies have indicated that the renal
brush border Na+_H+ exchanger can be solubilized
and its activity assayed in reconstituted artifi-
cial phospholipid vesicles. The present studies
were performed to determine if the solubilized
renal apical membrane Na4-H exchanger could be
regulated by cAMP dependent protein kinase medi-
ated protein phosphorylation. Octyl glucoside
solubilized proteins from rabbit brush border
membranes were incubated with AlP and the cataly-
tic subunit of cAMP dependent protein kinase.
Proton gradient stimulated (pHn6.O, pHo0t8.O),
amiloride inhibitable sodium uptake was determined
in proteoliposomes reconstituted with the membrane
proteins, cAMP dependent protein kinase caused
sustained protein phosphorylation and a concen-
tration dependent decrease in Na+_H+ exchange
activity, At maximal concentrations (15 mU/ml),
inhibition averaged 28 + 5°/b (p<O,Ol). cAMP depen-
dent protein kinase inhibition of the Na+_H+
exchanger required ATP and was blocked by the
specific protein inhibitor of this kinase. 501—
ubilized membrane proteins exhibited limited
endogenous protein kinase or protein phosphatase
act ivi ty,
These studies indicate that the solubi 1 ized
renal apical membrane Na+_H+ exchanger is inhibit-
ed by phosphorylation of selected proteins by cAMP
dependent protein kinase, These findings also
indicate that the regulatory components of the
Na+_H+ exchanger remain active during the process
of solubilization and reconstitution of renal
apical membrane proteins.
PjIOSTERONE(AJJX))-JNDUCED PIYIFEINS(AIPs) IN 'IOPJ)
URINARY I3LADDER(TUB) ARE NCJP A COlir-ONENT OF THE
Na PUMP. L.Weisberg4,H.Szeriip* ,K.Geering4and M.
Ccx. Dept. Med, Univ Pa Sch Med, Phila, Pa andInst Pharm, Univ Lausanne, Lausanne, Switz.
We have identified a group of proteins (Mr 65-
7OkDa,pI 5.5—6.0) in TUB which are induced as a
late effect(>3h) of aido. Since 1) illdo has been
shown to induce both subunits of the Na pump in
TUB, and 2) the Mr of the native(68kDa) and the
deglycosylated(42kDa) AlPs are similar to those of
the beta subunit of Na,K—ATPase, we examined
whether these AlPs are the beta subunit.
We analyzed antibody—purified toad beta subunit
by 2—dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophor—
esis(2D-PAGE). The Kodavue-stained gel revealed a
group of proteins with Mr similar to that of the
AIPs(G8IcDa) but with a slightly mere acidic p1.
Next, we subjected wheat gem agglutinin—purif led
3S—methionine—labe1ed proteins from aldo—treated
TUBs to 2D—PAGE and then transferred the proteins
to nitrocellulose. We overlaid these blots with
menospecific antibodies to toad beta subunit. The
blotted AlPs were not recognized by these ant i-
bodies, while similarly prepared and blotted beta
subunit was recognized. Finally a menoclonal anti-
body to the AlPs did not bind purified beta sub-
unit using a dot—blot technique.
Thus, we have shown that, despite intriguing
similarities, these AlPs and the beta subunit of
Na,K-ATPase are distinct entities. A1dosterone
induces several different proteins in renal epi—
thelia. The role of these particular AlPs in Na
transport remains unknown. While not a component
of the Na pump, they might regulate pump activity.
Alternatively, they may be a component (or medula-
tor) of the apical membrane Na channel.
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GEMilC (G) CAUSES AN INCREASE IN CYTOSOLIC
Ca [Ca I IN PIG KIDNEY CELLS (LLC—FK1).
P.D. Wi1liaiis*, 0. Laska*, N.E. Trimble, R.
Coulson*, N.J. Kracke*, P.D. Holohan*, C.R.
Ross. Bristol Labs, SUNY Health Science Center,
and VA Hospital, Syracuse, NY.
LLC—P1C1 cells, an established epithelial
cell line derived from pig kidney, were tested
as24 model system for evaluating the role of
Ca in gentainicin—induced toxicity. Viability
was evaWted by a trypan blue exclusion assay
and [Ca I measured using the calcium indicator
fura—2. Over a 120 mm time period, viability
was > 992 in the control cells and in cells
exposed to 1 mM C, but was diminished to 832 and
712 in cells treated with 5 and 0 mM C,
respectively. LLC—PK cells (10 /ml) were
loaded with 10 pM furA—2AM for 15 mm, 37°, and
treated with various concentrations of C (0.1 to
1 n, Ater a 5 mm exposure to 1 mM C, the
[Ca ]4 was significantly greater than controls,268+35M vs 119+23 nM. By 30 aim the value for
C—treated cells was 385+42 mM compared to
control values of 186+15 nH. The effect was
conceatratn dependent. Using a 15 aim time
point, [Ca ] was 488+41 mM at 1 mM C vs 249+27
mM at 0.1 mM &, compared to control values of
125+37 mM. We find that LLC—PK cells are
sensitive to C, and that exposue to2 causes an
early and persistent increase in [Ca ) . We
propose that pathogenesis24s initiated
C-induced increase in [Ca
ANALYSIS OF CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR DEFECTS IN
POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (PKD) USING A NEW IN
VITRO MODEL OF HUMAN CYSTIC CELL CULTURE. Patricia
D. Wilson, K. Hagen, R. Schrier*, P. Gabow*.
IThIDNJ—R.W. Johnaon Med. Sch,, Piscataway, NJ
and *Univ. Cob. Hlth. Sd. Center, Denver, CO.
Epithelial monolayer cell cultures were
derived from Individually microdissected human
PKD cysts, normal renal tubules (PCT, PST, CCI,
TAL) and a renal carcinoma. PKD showed
accelerated growth in vitro, elevated
Nak—ATPase, diminished reponse of adevylate
cyclose to hormone and forskolin stimulation
and abnormal basement membrane morphology.
Ruthenium red electron microscopy showed basal
cellular secretions of unique spherolds
containing proteoglycans. Growth was modulated
by the excellular matrix: Affinity maximal in
a complete basement membrane gel >collagen type
I > fibonectin > laminin > collagen type IV.
Tumor epithelia grow even in the absence of
matrix. Imniunolocalisation of renal epithelial—
specific keratin was maximal in normal > PKD >
tumor. Staining with peroxidase—labelled
lectins which bind to specific sugarsin the all
coat. PKD were high in D—galactose (PNA), and
B—glucosamine (WGA), but low in L—fucose (UEAI)
Growth Keratin NaK—ATPase PNA UEAI WGA
PKD +++ ++ 4+4 ++ + ++
Normal PST + +4+ + — — 4+
Normal CCI + +4+
Tumor ++ +
Since PKD epithelia continue to express
several abnormal characteristics in culture
this provides a valuable new tool for character—
ising cellular and molecular processes involved
in the pathogenesis of this disease.
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ACTION OF CHLORIDE ON NA-DEPENDENT TAURINE UPTAKE
BY RABBIT RENAL BRUSH BORDER MBRANE VESICLES
(bbmv). Natascha A. Wolff* and Rolf K.H. Kinne.
Max—Planck—Institut fuer Systemphysiologie, Dort—
mund, F.R.G.
In order to investigate the mechanism of the
stimulatory action of chloride on Na—dependent
taurine (Tau) transport in the renal brush border
membrane bbmv were isolated by differential pre-
cipitation and Tau uptake was studied by a rapid
filtration technique. Na—glucose cotransport was
followed in parallel to monitor the transmembra—
nal electrical potential difference. Na—dependent
Tau transport, completely inhibitable by other
beta—amino acids, displayed an overshoot in the
presence of an inward directed Na gradient at
Cl inside=Cl outside and/or a K diffusion poten-
tial ( inside negative ). Under these conditions
a specific anion dependence was found, correspon-
ding to the order C1)Br>>SCN>J>NO3. In the absence
of an electrical and/or chemical Na potential no
anion requirement could be detected. At Nai=Na0
under conditions of a negative vesicle interior
Cl gradients enhanced or inhibited Tau uptake de-
pending on the orientation of the gradient, al-
though a Cl gradient alone could not energize an
overshoot. Furthermore, transstimulation of Tau
transport by Cl and Br was observed. The stoichio—
metry for Na and Cl was found to be 3Na:lCl:Tau.
These results indicate a positive electrogenic
Na—Cl—Tau cotransport mechanism driven mainly by
the Na gradient. Cl appears to stimulate Tau trans-
port by facilitating the formation of an Na—anion—
carrier complex, which represents the major route
for Tau translocation across the renal brush bor-
der membrane.
PARTIAL PURIFICATION OF SOIIJBILIZED F- RECEPIORFI1 NR6 CELLS. vid D.L. Woo*(intr. by Leon
Fine). Division f Nerology, UCLA School of
Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
Cell surface glycoproteins that bind transform-
ing growth factor ('B3F- 8) specifically havebeen solubilized in an active form from NR6 cells
with a buffer containing 2% TRI'ION X-100 (NR6
cells have approx 8 x l0 receptors/cell). The
F-B receptors were then purified 400-500 fold
using an iitmtbilized ricin binding subunit based
lectin HPLC affinity column. Fractions containing
IF- B binding activity were identified using a
dextran coated charcoal absorption assay (Fanger
and Sporn, nalytical Biochem, 1986, In Press).
Affinity cross-linking techniques indicated that,
urx3.er reducing conditions, the subunit m.w. of
the major F-$ binding species to be 180,000
kDa. In addition, a minor band migrating at
120,000 kDa were detected. Interestingly, nolower m.w. bands were detected in NR6 cells and
cell extracts. Under unreducing conditions both
bands migrated as diners on StS-PAE. The 120,000
kDa band appears to be a degradation product,
since it is not present in every sample examined.
Although both insulin and PCGF stinilatable
kineses were readily detected in the semi-purified
F- B receptor preparations, no F-B dependent
phosphorylation or kinase activities were detect-
able, suggesting that F-B may not have anyintrinsic kinase activity. Taken together, our
results indicated that large-scale purification
of IGF- B receptors for protein microsequencing
and biochemical analysis is feasible.
LIPID REQUIREMENTS FOR ACTIVATION AND RECONSTI-
TUTION OF THE CLATHRIN—COATED VESICLE (CCV)
PROTON PUMP (PP). X.S. Xie, S.-J. Tsai*, and
D.K. Stone, UTHSCD, Dallas, TX.
We have purified the CCV PP. Functional and
immunocytochemical evidence indicates it is
indistinguishable from the PP of the distal
nephron. Prior reconstitution of the PP re-
quired a crude brain lipid mixture containing
proteolipids and polypeptides. The present
studies define the lipid requirements for PP
function. Activation of the solubilized PP is
dependent on lipid addltion: activity of the
ATPase (imol p. mg pro 1min 1) without lipid
was 0.2; activiIies in the presence of phospho-
tidylserine (PS), cardiolipin, phosphotidyl
ethanolamine (PE) and phosphatidyicholine (PC)
were, respectively, 14.4, 6.3, 0.3 and 0.4.
Reconstitution of the ATPase was achieved by the
cholate dilution method and ATP- generated
acridine orange (A0) quenching was used to
assess acidification. Although proton pumping
was achieved with PC:PE (6:4) liposomes, the pH
gradient spontaneously collapsed and 26% choles-
terol (C) was required for stabilization.
Optimal reconstitution was achieved with lipo-
somes composed of PC:PE:PS:C (40:26.5:7.5:26) at
a lipid:protein ratio of 200:1; 67% of total
ATPase activity was expressed in the proteolipo-
somes. Under such conditions, AO quenching was
150—fold greater, and 32P.-ATP exchange activity
was 100-fold greater thn native CCV. These
findings demonstrate that no protein factors
other than those of the PP are required for
proton pumping. That the optimal liposome
composition matches that of native CCV indicates
that the reconstitution is physiologic.
INSULIN BINDING, INTERNALIZATION AND DEGRADATION
BY A CULTURED KIDNEY CELL LINE. C. Yagil,* U.
Ehmann,* B. Frank,* and R. Rabkin. Stanford
Univ. & VANC, Palo Alto, CA, Lily Res. Labs, IN.
Proximal tubules are a key site of insulin
(INS) metabolism, which is in part a receptor
mediated process. To explore the interaction be-
tween INS and the kiey, binding internalization
and degradation of 1 I—INS was studied with
monolayers of a proximal—like opossum kidney (OK)
cell line (AJP 250:F217, 1986). 125I—INS binding
was competitively inhibited by INS, while gluca—
gon, growth hormone and ACTH were ineffectie.
INS—like growth factor I (IGF) or INS at 10 N
inhibited binding by 38±2% and 85±2%, respec-
tively. This indicates that INS interacts with
INS—specific recetors rather than cross—reactive
IGF receptors. 1 5I—INS degradation exhibited
time and temperatur1dependenc and over concen-
trations from 2x10 to 5x10'M was nonsaturable.
Degrgdation exhibited partial specificity; INS
(10 M) was a more effective inhibitor of degra-
dation (94±5% inhibition) than ACTH (49±11%),
glucagon (38±9%) or growth hormone (0%). Separa-
tion of plasma membrane bound from internalized
INS was achieved by lowering extracellular pH;
this maneuver dissociates INS from binding sites.
Scatchard analysis of membrane bound INS revealed
heterogeneity of INS receptors. At 4°C >90% of
cell associated radioactivity was membrane bound,
while at 37°C in the steady state, 30% was mem-
brane bound and 70% internalized. Bacitracin, an
inhibitor of degradation, increased intracellular
INS while membrane bound INS remained unchanged.
We conclude that the OK cell line provides a
powerful model for studying renal cellular uptake
and processing of insulin.
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DEPOLARIZATION-PCTIVATED CALCIUM NNEL (aCC)
IN UMR-l06 CElLS: UTILITY OF BA2+ IN CHANNEL AMA—
LYSIS. D.T. Yaxragudli,* C. Kleecan, and S. Mua1ler*
VA d Ctr, West Los ?ngeles, Cedars-Sinai Fed Ctr
and OCLA School of !"dicine, Los Angeles, CA.
The rechanism of vectorial calcium (Ca2+) trans-
port across the osteoblast layer between blood and
mineralizing matrix is unknown. Transcellular Ca2+
transport may require the presence of Ca2+ channels
present in the plasma necbrane (PM) of osteoblasts.
We studied the effect of depolarization of osteo-
blast PM on Ca2+ transient in UMR—106 cells, an
osteoblastic osteosarooma cell line, using the
fluorescent Ca2+ probe, Fura2 (F). tepolarization
of the cells was achieved by Ba2+ or by high extra-
cellular K-i-. Ba2+ depolarization in the absence of
rediuo Ca2+ caused an influx of Ba2+ into the cells.
F fluorescence increased as a function of Ba2-i- onn—
centration, thus serving as a marker for DACC.
Ba2+ influx was dose-dependent with ooncentrations
of extracellular Ba2+ from 0.1 to 2.5 cM with a Ed
=0.5 c. To characterize Ba2+ influx through a
DACC, the blockers La3+, verapainil (V) and dilti-
azem (D) were used. The Ki for La3+, V, and D, was
0.13 uN, 0.12 ub, and 0.15 uM, respectively. With-
in 30 seoonds and 2 minutes after depolarization,
channel activity was decreased by 64% and 78%,
respectively. Increasing amounts of nedium Ca2+
inhibited Ba2+--F fluorescence dose-dependently.
Keeping the cells polarized by valinar,cin attenu-
ated Ba2+ by 72%. Conclusions: 1) A DACC can be
stuied in UMR 106 cells using Ba2+ as both depo-
larizing agent and marker of channel activity; 2)
the DPCC is sensitive to small amounts of La3+, V,
and D: 3) channel inactivation is tins—dependent.
VANADATE—SENSITIVE AND —RESISTANT ACTIVE H+
TRANSPORT IN TURTLE BLADDER. Steven J. Youmans,
Catherine R. Barry, (Intr. by Carl J. Bentzel)
East Carolina University, Dept. of Medicine,
Greenville, North Carolina.
Plasma membranes from the bladder epithelium
accumulate H+(or extrude HCO3) in the presence
of AT?. The transport is electrogenic, requires
Mg, and is partially inhibited by vanadate
(v04), all of which are true of the intact
tissue. We report here properties of V04—
sensitive and —resistant transport in isolated
vesicles. Control membranes were suspended in
KCI buffer with valinomycin (val) and acridine
orange (Ao). When AT? was added, AO fluorescence
was quenched (4 F) by 38 fluorescence units (FU),
indicating formation of an inside—acid pH, and
the initial velocity H was 11.5 FU/min.
Vanadste preincubation (1O5M) inhibited 4 F
and J1j by 21%. The same degree of inhibition
was seen with or without V04 when val was
omitted. When NaC1 replaced KC1, V04 had no
effect and AF was equal to that seen in KC1
medium with V04. VO4 had no effect in
choline chloride. The results indicate that a
subset of H-'- transport is due to an EIE2 ATPase
where V04 acts as a P analogue. This is
consistent with the requirement for K+, which
promotes the V04— and Pi—binding E2 form of
these enzymes. Our results imply: (1)
V04—senaitive transport is electrogenic and
requires val in a KCI medium whereas V04—resis—
tant transport is not electrogenic and/or (2) the
E1E2 enzyme has K+ sites inside the vesicle and
requires val + K' to allow expression of V04
sensitivity. The E1E2 system coexists with the
FOF1 H+—ATPase known in this tissue.
THE ROLE OF GLYCOPROTEIN PROCESSING IN THE
FUNCTION OF RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE (Bl)
Na/I{'- ANTIPORTER STIMLIATED BY T3. Ahad N.K.
Yusufi, M. Szczepanska_Konkel*, H.P. Broquist
and Thomas P. Dousa. Nephrol. Res. Unit, Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota and Dept. of
Biochemistry, Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville,
Tennessee.
The role of cotranslational N—glycosylation and
subsequent processing of BBM glycoproteins in
biogenesis and function of renal BBM transporters
remains unknown. We examined the effect of
swainsonine (SW), an inhibitor of
z—mannosidase—II, the enzyme involved in the
trimming of de novo synthetized immature
glycoproteins in medial saccules of Golgi, upon
the function of Na1/-f' antiporter and Na/Pi
synporter of BBM from renal cortex of thyroid
hormone (13)—treated rats. Administration of T3
increased rates of Na+/Pi synport and Na+/H+
antiport in BBM (Endocrinol. 118:2438, 85).
Treatment with SW (0.8 mg/kg/ i.p.) prevented
the increase in rate of an amiloride—sensitive
Na'/H antiport in Bl from the T3—treated rats;
however, the increase in rate of Na/Fl synport in
the same BBM was not diminished. The activities of
BBM enzymes y—glutamyl transferase
leucineaminopeptidase, and alkaline phosphatase,
or transport of 0—glucose and L—proline in the
same BBM were not altered by SW. Administration of
cycloheximide prevented the T3—induced increase of
both the Na'-/H antiport and Na/Pi synport.
Conclusions: Generation of glycoproteins with
N—linked complex oligosaccharide side chains are
essential for T3—enhanced biogenesis of functional
Na+/H+ antiporter but not of Na/Pi synporter, or
other components of renal BBM.
INDUCTION OF MESANGIAL CELL (MC) PROLIFERATION BY
PHORBOL MYRISTATE ACETATE (PMA). A. Zuckerman*,
M. Suthanthiran, A. Novogrodsky and K.H. Stenzel.
The Rogosin Institute and The New York Hospital—
Cornell Medical Center, New York, NY.
MC proliferation is seen in a wide variety of
renal diseases. We attempted to derive a model
for MC proliferation by assessing the response
of murine Balb/c MC in culture to known growth—
promoting agents. PHA, Con A, LPS, recombinant
human ILl, and 1L2 had minimal effect on 3H
thymidine incorporation by MC. PMA (50—100 nglml)
consistently induced a 2—3 fold increase in prolif-
eration. To investigate possible mechanisms of PMA—
induced MC proliferation, we determined the effect
of inhibitors of arachidonate metabolism, scaven-
gers of reactive oxygen species, antibody to ILl,
and hydrocortisone (MC). Aspirin, indoisethacin,
NDGA, ETYA, catalase, SOD and anti—ILl had no
effect on PMA—induced MC proliferation. The hydroxl
radical (OHS) scavengers, thiourea, dimethylurea
and tetrainethylurea, reduced the PHA stimulation
by 17±22% (FL±SE), 37±7%, and 68±9%, respectively.
Itt combination NDCA and thiourea mediated marked
inhibition (81±6%) of the PMA effect. Surprisingly,
hydracortisone augmented PMA—induced oroliferstion
by 57±6%, while having no effect on baseline MC
proliferation. Taken together, these findings
suggest that lipoxygenase pathway products and/or
hydroxyl radicals are involved in MC proliferation
and that approaches which minimize the generation
of such producta might be clinically useful.
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AGE, RENAL HEMODYNAMICS,
AND URINARY PROSTAGLANDIN (PC) EXCRETIONS IN
PATIENTS WITH ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION (EM). Paul
A. Abraham, John A. Opsahl, Charles E.
Halstenson, William F. Keane. Hennepin County
Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN.
Renal PGE2 synthesis appears to be decreased
in patients with EM. Altered production of
renal vasodilatory or vasoconstrictive PGs could
contribute to age—related changes in renal
function in these patients. Thus, in this
study, correlations between age, the clearances
of inulin (CIN) and PAH (CpAH), and the 24 hour
urinary excretions of PGE2, 6—keto PGF1a
(6KPGF), and thromboxane B2 (TxB2) were assessed
in 5] RH patients (aged 30—71 years, 49 males)
without evidence of renal disease. All
antihypertensive drugs were stopped for at least
2 weeks.
Supine mean arterial BP, 116.4±9.5 mmHg
(mean±SD), did not change with age. The CIN
(r=—O.55; pO.0001) and CPAH (r=—0.66; p<O.0001)
declined with age. Although mean duration of RH
increased with age (r=O.29; pO.O2), this did
not correlate with the decline in CPAH or CIN.
Urinary PGE2 excretion decreased with age
(r=—O.41; p=O.OO4) while 6KPGF and TxH2
excretions did not change. Decreased PGE2
excretion correlated with the decline in CPAH
(r=0.34; pO.O3), but not CIN, mean HP, or
duration of EH.
Thus, decreased synthesis of the renal
vasodilator, PGE2, occurs with age in EH
patients and may participate in age—related
renal hemodynamic changes in EH.
TIlE DETERMINATION OF ENDOGENOUS LITHIUM (Li) AS
A MARKER OF PROXIMAL TUBULAR Na AND H20 HANDLING.
A.C. Aifrey, J.A. Durr,* and N. Mlller.* Univ.
of Colorado Health Sciences and V.A. Medical
Centers, Denver, CO.
Although exogenous Li is being used as a mar-
ker of proximal Na reabsorption, it would seem
that endogenous Li would be equally applicable
and more readily available. We have developed a
flameless atomic absorption technique for Li de-
termination (sensitivity of 0.12 and detection
limit of 0.04 ag/L). In controls (C) (n8) plas-
ma Li was l.l5±.45 ag/L, urine Li 45±13 ag/day
and FE (fractional excretion) Li 23±3%. This
latter value is similar to that found with exo-
genous loadings. The usefulness of endogenous Li
determinations are shown in the following studies.
In a normal subject during water immersion FENa
increased from .22 to 1.1% and FELi from 17 to
30%. In a patient with pericardial tamponade
following pericardiocentesis FENa increased from
0.5 to 11% and FELi from 18.9 to 54.5%. In con-
trast, following the administration of atrial
natriuretic factor FENa rose from 0.42 to 2.19%
whereas FELi was unchanged suggesting a dissocia-
tion between these two elements. Six uremic pa-
tients were studied to measure endogenous Li in a
chronic state. Plasma Li was 5.6±1.6 ag/L and
FELl was 37±14 (p<.05 vs C).
In conclusion, endogenous Li determination has
marked advantages over the older method of exo-
genous Li loading in that it allows simple and
rapid determinations of renal Li handling in
steady and unsteady conditions with no prepara-
tion delays or possible deleterious effects from
Li loads.
THE EFFECT OF BLOOD PRESSURE REDUCTION ON THE PROGRESSION
RATE OF CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF). Anders Alvestrand*, Alberta
Guttierez*, Harje Bucht*and Jonas Bergstrom* (intr. by CM. KjeIl—
strand). Dept of Renal Medicine, Karolinska Institute, Huddinge Univ.
Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden.
The effect of blood pressure reduction on the progression rate of
CRF was studied in 29 patients with CRE (chronic glomerulanehritis,
n=12; polycystic kidney disease, n9; and chronic interstitial
nephritis, n=8) entering a prospective study (observation time 7—24,
mean 19, months). Endogenous Ccr was 16—66 (mean 3 1±3) mI/mm.
We aimed for keeping BP below 160/90 mm Hg. Dietary protein was
not restricted. The progression rate of CRF was assessed from the
regression coefficient (H) of the regressions of Ccr(mI/min) and the
Inverse value or s—creatinmne (pmol/1), respectively, on time
(months). Progression rate and the mean of all recordings of mean
arterial pressure (MAP) in each patient during the prospective phase
were compared with retrospecive data from the preceding period
(observation time 4—25, mean 16, months). In 20 patients MAP
decreased from 110±2 to 103±2 (group D) whereas MAP increased
from 105±2 to 08±2mm Hg in 9 patients (group I).
CQlJ b( Cost /s—creatinmne) b(Ccr)
RP PP RP PP
1) -0.75±0.12 030,006a -1.08±0.18 045,012b
I
-0.60±0.09 _069,006ns -0.60±0.09 -O.72±O.O9
RP—retrospective phase; PP—prospective phase; a—p<0.O01 and
b—p<0.0O5 compared with RP (paired t—test).
The less negative b in the prospective phase than in the
retrospective phase In group D indicate that the progression rate of
CRF was retarded. For all patients a significant quantitative
correlation was found between changes in MAP and progression rate
(r—O.58O; p<0O05). it is concluded that lowering of blood pressure
results in retardation of the progression rate of CRF irrespective of
the etiology.
CLINICAL IDENTIFICATION OF NON-DIABETIC RENAL DI-
SEASE IN DIABETIC (DM) PATIENTS WITH TYPE I AND IT
DISEASE. E. P,moah*, J.L. Glickman, B.C. Sturgill,
13. Kaiser*, and W.K. Bolton, Dept. of Int. Med.,
Univ. of VA Med. Ctr., Charlottesville, VA
To determine factors identifying non-DM renal
disease in diabetics presenting with renal dys-
function, a retrospective study was done on DM pta
with kidney biopsy (Bx) fran 1974-84. Of 109 Ots
Bx, 97 had data complete enough to allow discrimi-
nate function analysis for 16 risk factors. Of 47
pts with Type I TM, 41 (87%) had diabetic glaneru-losclerosis (DOS) alone and 6 (13%) had other di-
sease (OD) + DOS. Of 50 Type II pts, 36 (72%) had
DOS alone, T4 (28%) had OD DOS. Multivariate
factors predicting OD DOS in Type I included:
short duration (p<O.OO1), absence of neuropathy
(p<O.OS) and proteinuria (<30 mg/dl by dipstick)
(p<O.OO1); in Type II, late age onset (p=O.Ol) and
performance of biopsies at camn.Inity hospitals
(p<O.OO5). Data on significant factors were avail-
able in 49 Type I and 50 Type II of the original
109 pta. In Type I TM significant factors correct-
ly predicted outcome in 67% (4/6) of pta with 013
DOS and 100% (43/43) of pts with DOS alone. In
Type II EM, correct predictions were obtained in
73% (11/15) of pts with 01) DOS and in 83% (29/35)
of pts with DOS alone. The Bx complication rate
was 11% (3/28) for open and 7% (6/81) for closed
Bx. Improved renal function after therapy occurred
in 33% (2/6) of pta with OD DOS disease in TypeI TM and 60% (9/15) of Type II TM. We anphasize
the need to distinguish between the subgroup of TM
pta with 01) DOS that might benefit from Bx vs
the majority of pts with DOS alone who do not and
are exposed to the discomfort, risks, and costs of
the procedure.
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• DETRIMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF UNTREATED HYPONATREIIIA IN
CHILDREN. Allen I. Arteff & Cosmo L. Fraser. V.A. Fled. Ctr, & Univ.
of California, Divisions of Geriatrics & Nephroloqy, Dept. of
Medicine, San Francisco, California.
It has previously been shown that hyponatremia can cause
seizures, respiratory arrest and permanent brain damage In
healthy adults. In this study, we report the effects of severe
symptomatic hyponatremia in 6 healthy children who were
hospitalized for either minor illness(pharyngitis) or routine
surgery (tonsilectomy (4), Iaparotomy (1)1. There were 3 males
& 3 females whose mean age was 7.3 years (3.5 to 16 yrs) and
admission serum Na (*SE) was 138*1 mM. In all 6 patients, serum
Na fell from 138*1 to 116*3mM 'er a mean of 33 hrs. In 3
patients, hyponatremia was a result of loss of gastric fluid (either
NO suction or emesis) and replacement with free water, while in
the others, to IV administration (143 mI/kg) of 285 mM glucose
(SZD/W) after surgery. All patients had multiple stimuli for ADH
secretion: volume contraction, narcotics, pain, bleeding, general
anesthesia and anxiety. As a consequence of the hyponatremia, all 6
patients developed seizures, respiratory arrest and coma. in all
patients, the diagnosis of hyponatremla was not immediatly m
and was not suspected as a cause of the seizures and coma. Thus, no
'therapy was given (or the hyponatremia in 4 of 6 patients and in the
2 who were treated, therapy was only instituted after 6 hrs of
coma. Four patients died without regaining consciousness, I
remains in a persisent vegetative state and the other is mentally
retarded with a seizure disorder. All 4 patients who died were
autopsied and all were found to have cerebral edema with brain stem
herniotion, and microscopic changes consistent with cerebral
hypoxia.
Conclusions: a) Symptomatic hyponatremle can develop quite
rapidly in healthy children with minor Illnesses; b)The
hyponatremia appears to be due to inappropriate fluid
administration; c) The consequences of symptomatic hyponatremia
in these healthy children ore death or permanent brain damage; d)
These devestating consequences are not related to therapy.
• TREATMENT OF SYMPTOMATIC HYPONATREMIA (SH), A
PROSPECTIVE STUDY: RELATIONSHIP TO BRAIN DAM-.
AGE (BD). J.C. Ayus, R. Krothapalli, A.I.
Arieff, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston,
Texas, and U.C.S.F., San Francisco, Califor-
nia.
There is no definite consensus as to the
best treatment of SH. Some studies favor
rapid correction (AJM 72:k31I8, 1982), where
as, others claim that rapid correction leads
to RD (N Engl J Med 31II:1535_12, 1986). We
prospectively analyzed V4 patients (Group I)
who were corrected rapidly by the administra-
tion of hypertonic saline from serum Na of
111 t lmEq/L to 126 . 1 over 19 2 hours at a
rate of 1.1 0 mEq/L/hr. CT scanning or
nuclear magnetic resonance imaging of the
brain was done in all patients following cor-
rection of SM. None of the patients showed RD
by scanning or clinically. We retrospectively
analyzed 11 patients (Group II), who developed
RD. Serum Na was corrected from 1OI 5mEq/L
•1• + +to V43 — k over kO — ii hz's at a rate of 1.0 —
OmEq/L/hr (same as in Group I). In this
group, three factors could be responsible for
BD. These include correction of SM to normo—
natremic or hypernatremic levels, a definite
hypoxic episode (seizures), and a raise in
serum Na of > 25mEq during initial period of
correction. We conclude that 1) BD is inde-
pendent of rate correction, 2) rapid correc-
tion to mildly hyponatremic level is safe, and
3) BD is related to the magnitude of osmolar
change and the presence of hypoxic episode.
SODIUM LITHIUM COUNTER TRANSPORT IN RED BLOOD
CELLS FROM HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS. V.K. Bansal,
G.L. Pandey*, 0. Kozeny, L. Vertuno, J. Hano.
Loyola Univ. Med. Ctr., Maywood & Univ. of
Illinois, Chicago, Illinois.
The effect of renal fai lure on sodium transport
mediated by several different mechanisms includ—
Lng sodium—I ithium counter transport (SLC) in ery—
throcytes, has been studied by several investiga-
tors with varying results. The SLC in red cells
is believed to be genetically mediated and is re-
ported to be increased in hypertension and decre-
ased in manic depressive illness. We studied SLC
in red cells obtained predialysis in patients on
maintenance hemodialysis. The SLC was studied
according to the method described by Cannessa et
al (NEJM 1980:302:772). The erythrocytes were
loaded with lithium and their efflux in sodium
and magnesium media were studied. The total
lithium efflux expressed as mEq/L cells/hr was
not significantly different in these patients
(mean 0.60 0.25, N=l7) as compared to the nor-
mal control population (mean 0.61 + .06, N12).
However, the sodium dependent lithium efflux (SLC)
appears to be lower in hemodialyzed patients
10.19 -f
.03, N=17), as compared to controls 10.29
+ 0.2, N=12) but was not significant )P.07).
The lithium efflux in magnesium media (passive
efflux) was higher in hemodialysis patients (0.40
+
.04, N=17) compared to controls (0.30 + 0.02,
N14) but did not reach statistical significance.
Our results indicate that SLC appears to be si igh—
tly decreased in uremicu and passive diffusion
tends to be higher although without statistical
significance and needs to be studied further.
• PLASMA (Pavp) AND PLATELET (P1atAVP) ARGININE
VASOPRESSIN IN PATIENTS (pts) WITH CONGENITAL
NEPHROGENIC DIABETES INSIPIDUS (CNDI). J.N.
Barjon*, C. Kortas*, V. Papukna*, M. RazTTR.
Langlois*, M. Lebel, D. Bichet. Research
Center, Sacré-Coeur Hosp., Univ. de Montreal.
CNDI is a rare disorder characterized by
renal tubular insensitivity to AVP. In two pts
with CNOI, earlier Pavp measurements have
suggested a normal osmotic stimulation of AVP.
We measured Pavp and P1atAVP in 6 CNDI pts (4
with severe and 2 with partial CNDI; 3 pts were
male) and in 18 normal subjects during moderate
dehydration and hypertonic saline infusion. By
linear regression analysis Pavp (pg/ml)= 0.36
r= 0.84±0.03 in normal subjects
anli Pavp (pg/ml) 1.78 (P -141.3), r= 0.94+
0.01 in CNN pts. The sles (1.78+0.5 vs —
0.36+0.06, p<O.02) and intercepts (141.3±1.3 vs
137.4±1.0, p<O.05) of these two regression lines
were higher in CNDI pts. Furthermore, P1atAVP
(pg/mi), an index of the long term osmotic
stimulation of AVP, was higher in CNDI pts
(14.1±1.6 vs 5.4+1.3, p<0.005). Female pts
increased their maximal urinary osmolality in
response to dDAVP infusion (0.3 ug/kg in 20
mm). In CNDI the end-organ unresponsiveness
may induce a chronic osmotic overstimulation of
AVP as manifested by an increased sensitivity of
the relationship N /Pavp and by elevated Plat
AVP levels. These esults also extend the
diagnostic value of Pavp and P1atAVP
measurements in the differential diagnosis of
the nonosmotic polyuric states. The response
of female pts to dDAVP suggests partially intact
V2 receptors or post-receptor mechanisms.
PRIMARY LACTIC ALKALOSIS; A NEW SYNDROME. Robert M.
& Allen I. Arleff, Cardiology, Geriatrics & Nephrology,
Dept. of Medicine, V.A.Medical Center & University of California,
San Francisco, Ck
There is a syndrome observed after protracted emesis which
consists of 3 simultaneous acid—base abnormalities; metabolic
lkalosIs , respIratory alkalosis and metabolic acidesis (so—called
"triple ripple" syndrome). The metabolic alkalosis is due to loss of
H+ via emesis, but the causes of both the metabolic ackbsis and the
hyperventilation are unknown.
We studied 4 patients who had hyperlactatemla in the presence
of severe metabolic alkalosis rather than acidesis. All 4 patients
had 61 dIsorders resulting in protracted emesis (4 to 17 d's).
The mean ph was 7.76, the pCO2 = 28 mm Hg, with
bicarbonate=43, 1 mM and an anion gap of 35mM. In these patients,
the arterial lactate was 11.5 mM. The mean BP was 130/75 and
Hct was 34%. The arterio-venous 02 difference was substantially
narrowed (arterial p02=84, venous=64 mm Hg), suggesting
impaired tIssue 02 uptake as the cause of the hyperventilation &
hyperlactatemia.
Possible reasons for the impaired tissue 02 uptake were then
investigated in 5 other patients who had severe heart faIlure
(EF=28%) with Impaired tissue perfusion and hypoxemia
(arterial p02=62 mm Hg). These patients were given IV NaHCO3
(2.5 mEq/kg) to induce metabolic alkalosis, The mean arterial pH
rose from 7.40 to 7.48 (p<.Ol) and HCO3— from 21.3 to 28.0
mM. With the metabolic alkalosis, systemic 02 utIlization fell
from 284 to 173 ml 02/rn in (p.01), while arterial lactate rose
from 1.0 to 1,6 mM. Red cell 2,3 DPG levels did not change. Thus,
metabolic alkalosis was assceiated with a 41% decrease in systemic
02 use.
Conclusions: a) severe metabolic alkalosis results in a primary
impairment of systemic 02 use; b) impaired tissue oxygenation in
turn causes hyperventilation and hyperlactatemia; c) the Impaired
tissue 02 use m' be secondary to increased 02-hemoglobin
binding via a mechanism independent of red cell 2,3 DPO.
PLASMA ARGININE-VASOPRESSIN (Pavp) AND ATRIAL
NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (Panp) RESPONSES TO
ORTHOSTATIC STIMULATION (OS) IN PATIENTS WITH
SEVERE CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE (CUF). D.G.
Bichet, J.L. Rouleau*, C. Kortas, J.N. iJon*,
M. Razi*, J. Marc-Aurèle. Research Center,
Sacré-Coeur Hospital, Université de Montreal.
The hemodynamic (Swan-Ganz) and neurohumoral
consequences of OS (10 mm. of active tilt) were
examined in 26 patients (pts) with severe CHF
prior to (control: C), 2 hours after a single
12.5 mg dose (acute: A) and after one month of
treatment with Captopril (long term: LT). OS
had no effect on mean arterial blood pressure
(MAP, mmHg, C: 91 to 91, A: 78 to 79, LT; 79 to
83) but decreased cardiac index (1/min/m , C:
2.14 to 1.97, A: 2.4 to 2.1, LT: 2.4 to 2.1, all
p<0.02) and pulmonary capillary pressure (PCP)
(mmHg, C: 28 to 20, A: 21 to 15, LT: 22 to 17,
all p<O.OO5) and increased systemic vascular
resistance. OS increased Pavp (pg/ml, C:
5.3±1.0 to 10.1+2.1, A: 4.0±0.7 to 9.1+2.4, LT:
2.7±0.5 to 4.9±1.0, all p< 0.02) and decreased
Panp (pg/ml, C: 353±48 to 282±33, p< 0.02, A:
242±37 to 203±33, p<0.O2, LT: 370±72 to 359÷54,
NS). The stimulation of Pavp was independeit of
plasma sodium, osmolality, the renin-angiotensin
system and MAP but paralleled the decrease in
stroke volume index (r=-0.32, p<0.005). Panp
was significantly correlated with PCP (r=0.39)
but was not correlated to Pavp (r=-0.13). These
results suggest that in pts with CHF, cardiac
ventricular volume or stretch receptors are the
main determinants of the non-osmotic stimulation
of AVP during OS and that AVP release is not
modulated by ANP.
RENAL HEMODYNAMICS(RH) IN DIABETICS(DM): EFFECT OF
GOOD AND POOR METABOLIC CONTROL ON PROTEIN LOAD
(PL). .3 Bosch,* .3 Hertel,* S Lew.* (intr. by P
Kimmel). George Washington Univ., Washington, DC.
The RI-i effect of PL was evaluated in poorly and
well controlled DM as compared to normals(nl).
Good metabolic control was defined by a blood glu-
cose <200 mg/dl, HgBa1c <5.4% and no proteinuria.
Each study involved ingesting 80 gm of cooked red
meat with clearances of inulin, PAN, and creati—
nine for 3 half hr periods prior to the meal
(base) and 5 half hr periods starting 1 hr after
the meal (test). Mean values are shown for base
and test. MAP mHg; GFR, RPF ml/min/1.73m2;
FF = %; TRR = 101 dynes.s.cm5
Nl Diabetics
n=7 poor n=7 good n=7
Base Test Base Test Base Test
MAP 90±1 90±1 @98±4 97±4 90±4 88±4
GFR 122±4 *151±6 130±14 *100±8 111±7 *139±12
RPF 644±26 *791±45 627±8 *567±47 698±76 *761±68
FF 19±1 19±1 21±1 *18±2 17±2 19±1
TRR .637± *.523± .813± *.867± .659± *.585±
.035 .016 .111 .100 .075 .065
Well controlled DM and nl respond to a FL with
vasodilation, decreasing TRR which results in an
increase in both GFR and RPF. FL in poorly con-
trolled DM results in an increased TRR and a fall
in GFR and RPF. Conclusion: Well controlled DM
maintains their renal response to PL. Metabolic
control in DM modulates response to PL.
CORRECTION OF STREPTOZOTOCIN (sTz) INDUCED
NEPHROGENIC D.I. BY INDOMETHACIN. E. Bourke and
V.B. Delaney. Div. of Nephrol., Dept. of Med.,
Emory University, Atlanta, GA.
Isolated studies of the antidiuretic properties
of the prostaglandin synthetase inhibitor, indome—
thacin, have been recently reported in congenital
nephrogenic 0.1. We evaluated this agent in a 14
y.o. female with metastatic carcinoid who, 10
weeks following institution of STZ (log total
dose), developed polyuria which was resistant to
both water deprivation and 5u vasopressin I.V.
(urine vol. 11.5L/24H, Uosm 131 mosm/kg, CH2O
4.5 mi/mm, creatinine clearance, CrC1 60 ml/min).
Indomethacin (50 mg p.o. T.I.D.) was followed by
immediate cessation of polyuria (urine vol 600
ml/24M, Uosm 1160 mosm/kg CrC1 59 al/mm. Urine
volumes remained normal and body wt stable over
the succeeding 14 days on indomethacin. Polyuria
with 1.5 kg wt loss promptly recurred on indome—
thacin withdrawal (urine vol 1200 to 6500 ml/24H,
Uosm 650 to 196 mosm/kg, CrCl stable at 60 ml/min)
Reinstitution of indomethacin restored urine
volumes and osmolalities to normal over the suc-
ceeding 4 months. 5—HIAA and metabolites were
elevated but stable, throughout the period of
observation.
Conclusion: 1. This is the 2nd report of ADD
rosistant nephrogenic 0.1. attributable to STZ.
2. Indomethacin was effective and reproducible
in normalizing urine volume and osmolality inde-
pendent of changes in CrCl. 3. Enhanced ADH sen-
sitivity due to blockade of PgE—induced inhibi-
tion of cAMP and/or indomethacin induced inhibi-
tion of cAMP degradation via phosphodiesterase,
could explain these findings.
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LOSS OF EDEMA-PREVENTING FORCE IN NON-EDEMATOUS
TISSUE OF PATIENTS WITH NEPHROTIC SYNDROME (NS).
B. Braam', H.A. Koomans, J.D. Banga, E.J.
Dorhout Mees. Univ. Utrecht, The Netherlands.
Patients with hypoproteinemia due to the NS ate
able to maintain their blood volume probably by
mobilizing their edema—preventing forces, e.g.,
by lowering tissue—fluid protein concentration.
If this notion is correct, NS patients must to
some extent have spent their edema—preventing
forces in places were no edema exists. ro
analyze this, we studied the effect of increased
venous pressure in the upper arm (Periflow,
Janssen lostrum.) on the volume of the
(nonedematous) forearm (strain gauge
plathysmography) in 8 healthy subjects and 5 NS
patients. Plasma oncotic pressures were 24.3÷2.5
and 14.6-i-2.7 mmHg respectively. Raising venous
pressure in 2 mmHg steps every 15 mm, we found
in the normal subjects a slow initial rise in
forearm volume (0.8÷0.6 Vol%/h), which suddenly
increased 3-fold (to 3.l+O.99o1%/h) when
elevation of venous pressure surpassed 14—16
mal-Ig. In the NS patients this enhanced increase
of the forearm volume (3.4+1.1 Vol%/h) was
already seen when venous pressure was raised by
6 mmHg. These data are compatible with the idea
that in the NS edema—preventing force has indeed
a great deal been spent also in compartments
without visible edema.
ANAPHYLACTOID PURPURA (A.P.) WITH NEPHRITIS:
CAN PATIENTS AT RISK FOR RENAL FAILURE BE
IDENTIFIED? T Bunchman*, R Sibley, SM Mauer, RL
Vernier. University of Minnesota, Dept. of
Pediatrics, Minneapolis, MN.
Renal insufficiency in A.P. occurs in about
1.5% patients and prediction of outcome is dif-
ficult. We've compared 16 patients who devel-
oped end stage renal disase (ESRD) after a mean
of 8.3 years (range 3/4-18 years) with 16
patients of equal clinical severity who recov-
ered. Patients were matched for era of onset,
clinical and pathological findings. All have
been followed for a range of 1—23 years since
onset of ESRD or recovery. Comparison of groups
at onset for hypertension, nephrotic syndrome and
renal insufficiency revealed no statistical
significance. Presentation at onset with gross
hematuria was significantly increased in the ESRD
group (12/16 vs. 4/16). Ininunosuppressive
therapy was equal in the two groups.
Grading of the glomerular changes in initial
kidney biopsies of 13 patients with ESRD and 15
patients with recovery using the International
Study of Kidney Disease in Children criteria
follows:
GRADE I II III IV V VI
ESRO 1 0 2 3 5 2
RECOVERY 1 0 6 4 2 2
Fourteen patients received 20 renal
transplants without clinical recurrence of A.P.
(6 lost due to rejection). We conclude that the
available prognostic criteria for renal failure
in A.P. nephritis are unreliable. We also
demonstrate, in this, the largest reported
series, that recurrence of A.P. following
transplantation is rare.
NEPHROPATHY (N) ASSOCIATED WITH HABITUAL INGES-
TION OF ACETAMINOPHEN (AC). J.M. Burkart and
V.M. Buckalew, Jr. Dept. of Med., Bowman Gray
Sch. Med., Winston—Salem, NC.
Analgesic nephropathy (AN) has been most
clearly associated with the habitual ingestion
of compound analgesics (A) containing phenacetin
(P). AC has replaced P in many over-the—counter
(o—t—c) A. Controversy exists as to whether
habitual AC ingestion can cause AN. We report
two patients with AN who consumed preparations
containing AC. Case #1. A 57 year old white
female presented with hyperchioremic metabolic
acidosis and hypokalemia. She had a history
of anemia, peptic ulcer disease, and sterile
pyuria. She had chronic headaches for which
she used approximately 8 tabs/day of an o—t-c
A containing only AC for 8—10 years (total dose
AC '10 kg). Creatinine clearance was 28 ml/min.
Case #2. A 24 year old white female presented
with sudden onset of right flank pain,
proteinuria, elevated creatinine (1.7 mg/dl),
hyperchloremic metabolic acidosis and anemia.
Intravenous pyelography showed calcified
papillary necrosis and right ureteral obstruc-
tion. She was not diabetic and no other risk
factors for papillary necrosis were found. For
headaches, she had taken 1-4 daily doses of
A powders containing AC and aspirin (AS) and
tablets containing only AC for 3-4 years (total
dose of AC ' 1 kg). Serum creatinine and CO2
returned to normal on removal of a stone. These
observations indicate that habitual ingestion
of AC alone or in combination with AS may cause
nephropathies similiar to those associated with
compound A containing P.
PERCIJTANEX)US S NSLUMN1L ANIOPLASTY (PTA) FDR
M%IEROSCLECPIC PEIX)VI½SCULAR DISEASE (AI'D).
V Canzane1lo', V lilla&', J Spiegel*, P poflce*,
R Kopoljnan* and N Nactias. NE Bee Ctr, Boston, MA
We report technical and long—term functional
outcomes of a single PTA in our first 100 pts with
APD(89% with diffuse atherosclerosis). All had }IBP
(maan#crugs,3)and at least 1 renal artery stenosis
of >75%. They were classified by site of stenosis
as unilateral(IJ,n=42), bilateral(B,n=27)) or
stenosis in a solitary functioning kidney(S,n=31).
Bean age(yr) and known duration ot NBP (mo) were
56(31—75) and 82(1—456) for U, 61(36—76) and
108(1—300) for B, and 60(31—85) anu 109(1—480) forS. Technical success was complete(C) if all resi—
c.ual stenoses were <50% and partial(P) if <70%.IP was cured if DBP<90 on no drugs and iirroved
it >15 aecrease on the same or fewer drugs.
Technical outcomes(C+P) were 76,74 and 68% for U,B
and S. 1.cute renal failure in 3 pts reçuired
dialysis (irreversible in 1); 5 pta required
surgery(1 neath). One pt diec of atheroemboli.
Arrong the technical successes, BP outcome as %pts
cured or improved was:
<6nsD 24no latestF/U meanF/U (range)
U(n=32) 79 80 65 34i (1—72)
S(n=20) 39 67 45 2liro (1—69)S(n=2l) 43 56 48 2lrro (1—52)
l'ena1 outcome as serum creatinine (n/dl,mean±SE):
Baseline latestF/U P meanF/U (range)U(n32) l.4+.1 l.6±.2 NS 29rco (1—63)
B(n18) 2.l±.3 2.4-i-.5 E l6rro (1—60)
S(n=l9) 4.5±.6 4.9+1.0 NS 2lrro (1—52)flonostial lesions had the best technical anu 13P
outcomes in each group. We conclude that PTA has
an n%x)rtant role in the management of ARD.
SEQUENTIAL FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATION CITOLOGY (FNAC)
IN GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (GN). G.Capodicasa,N.G. De
Santo,F.Nuzzi,C.Giordano.Department of Internal
Medicine and Nephrology,lst Faculty of Medicine,
University of Naples,Italy.(intr. by S.C. Massry).
The study aims to characterize the correlation
between the hystology by renal biopsy and the in-
filtrate composition by using FNAC on the native
kidney.We studied 19 patients :5 patients showed
mesangio—proliferative GN with IgA deposit (Ber—
ger disease) ,4 patients showed membrano—prolifera—
tive GN,7 patients showed a minimal change GN and
3 patients focal and segmental glomerulosclerosis.
No therapy was given when Total Corrected Incre-
ment (TCI) and OKT4/OKT8 ratio were normal
(TCI<1.5;OKT4/OKT8<2.O).When only one index was
elevated prednisone (2 mg/kg b.w.) plus cyclopho—
sphamide (2 mg/kg b.w.) were given (standard thera—
py);when both paramethers were elevated methylpred—
nisolone pulses (5mg/kg b.w.) were associated to
standard therapy.In untreated patients spontaneous
amelioration was seen. In patients receiving stan-
dard therapy plus methylprednisolone pulses a pro-
gressive clinical improvement was observed.A varia-
ble outcome was seen under standard therapy (one
patient improved and two deteriorated).
The data indicate that FNAC used on the kidney na-
tive tissue represents a powerfull tool in monito-
ring the immunological activation in order to modu-
late the immunosuppres ion therapy in the course of
GN.
HTLV-III-ASSOCIATED NEPHROPATHY (HTLV-AN): LIFE
TABLE ANALYSIS (LTA). L.Carbone*, V. D'Agati,
G.B. Appel. Columbia Univ., NY, NY.
The clinical spectrum of HTLV-AN and its
influence on the course of AIDS remains
undefined. We compared 14 AIDS pts with focal
segmental glomerular sclerosis (FSGS) at biopsy
(Group 1) to 24 AIDS pts with no renal disease
at autopsy (Group 2). At preaentation of renal
disease in Group 1, 4 pts had AIDS, 4 AIDS
related complex (ARC), 6 no evidence of AIDS or
ARC. Biopsy findings in all revealed FSGS with
typical EM findings of HTLV-AN. The 6 pts
without AIDS developed AIDS or ARC 1 to 19 mos
later. Group 1 when compared to Group 2 had more
black pts (100% vs 46%), pts with IV drug abuse
(33 vs 16%), and hypertension (36 vs 16%). Group
1 pts had severe renal insuffiency (mean SCr 6.1
vs 1.1 mgldl), proteinuria (meanó gm/d), but
normal renal size on ultrasound (mean 12.4 cm).
LTA of pts with AIDS in Groups 1 and 2 revealed
no difference in rate of progression from dx of
AIDS to death (P=. 96) with mean survival 7 wks.
By LTA, Group 1 pts had a mean survival of 5.5
mos from dx of renal disease (range 0 to 36 mos)
and mean time to dialysis 3 mos. The slope of
the reciprocal SCr between pts was variable and
not linear in many cases. Eleven patients
required dialysis, 2 died prior to uremia. We
conclude: 1) FSGS can develop prior to other
manifestations of AIDS or ARC and should be
considered a form of HTLV-AN. 2) Rate of
progression to renal failure is variable and not
always linear. 3) When clinical AIDS develops in
pts with HTLV-AN, overall survival is no
different from AIDS pts without renal disease.
CIPROFLOXACIN FOR THE TREATMENT OF CYST INFEC-
TIONS IN CYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (CKD). N, Carr,*
L. Elzinga, A. Rashad,* T. A. Golper, W. M.
Bennett, Dept. of Nephrology and Microbiology,
Ore. Hlth. Sci. U. , Portland, Oregon.
Cyst infection in CKD is often refractory to
antibiotic therapy because of limited entry into
cysts. Ciprofloxacin (Cip), a carboxyquinolone,
is a new, lipid-soluble agent with broad anti-
bacterial activity eapecially vs gram neg
enterics (NIC <.25 pg/ml), likely pathogena in
CKD. To study Cip efficacy in cyst infection, 48
cysts from 4 patients (3 in ESRD) were sampled
before and after po Cip 750 mg BID x 6-I4d.
Simultaneous blood and urine were taken at cyst
puncture. Cysts were categorized as proximal (P)
or distal (D) by [Nat] . Mean cyst Cip levela
(pg/ml) and cyst/serum ratios (c/s) were P—2.9
(c/s=O.7); 0=4.2 (c/s—2.2). Cyst fluid inhibi-
tory assays (IA) and bactericidal titers (BT) va
potential pathogens were determined. Pre-Cip
(control) IA and ST were <1:2 vs all organisms.
Post-Cip results: 0 — number of cysts.
E. coli Prot mirab
IA IA
l:l28(28) l:l28(38)
Less activity was observed vs Pseud. aer., Staph.
gfl and Strep. fecalis. One patient with ESRD
and clinical cyst infection refractory to pro-
longed cephalosporin therapy was given Cip x 6
weeks with a clinical and bacteriologic cure. No
adverse effects of Cip were observed.
Conclusion: Cip may be added to trimethoprim-
sulfamethoxazole (Elzinga et al. AJKD 6:1985),
chloramphenicol (Schwab et al. , A.JKD 5:1985) as
agents with theoreticel and proven clinical
efficacy in CKD cyst infections.
SERUM AMYLASE (A) ISOENZYMES AND LIPASE (L) IN
CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS (HP). R.J. Caruana,
B. Fowler', K. Altman*, R. Weinstein* and B.
Chaudhary*. Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, Ga.
Hyperamylasemia (HA) in asymptomatic NP is usu-
ally attributed to decreased renal excretion and
cataboliam of A. We measured total serum amylase
(AT), pancreatic amylase (AP), salivary amylase (AS)
and L activity in 44 asymptomatic NP and 22 normal
volunteers (N). The NP were studied further to in-
vestigate the relationship between enzyme activi-
ties and factors thought to affect them including
ionized calcium (CAn), BUN, serum creatinine (SCr),
albumin (AS), triglycerides (TG) and pH.
AT(U/L) AP(.IJ/L) AS(U/L) AP/AS L(U/dl)
(90—324)* (36—198) * (24—240) * (4—24) *
HP 598±78 212±17 386±68 .84±.l2 28±2
N 250±20 95±11 155±15 .73±.ll 17±1
p** <.001 <.01 <.001 NS <.001
*reference range **ttest
AT was elevated in 33/44 HP, Al' in 20/44, AS in
25/44 and L in 23/44. APshowedaaignificantcor—
relation with AS (r=. 51, Pc.001) but not with L.
Al' and AS had similar correlationswith SCr (r=.35,
p<.O2). Neither Al' nor L were significantly cor-
related with BUN, CA, AS, TG or pH.
Hyperamylasemia in HP is coimson and may be due
to elevations of one or both isoenzymes. The normal
ratio of AP to AS and the modest relationship of
Al' and AS to SCr support decreased renal elimina-
tion as one of the factors responsible for HA in
HP. The wide range of A values observed and the
elevated levels of L, an enzyme not eliminated by
the kidney suggest, however, that subclinical pan-
creatic inflammation or decreased extrarenal met-
abolism of pancreatic enzymes cannot be excluded
as factors contributing to elevated A and L in HP.
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EFFECT OF ENALAPRIL ON THE PROTEIN LOAD INDUCED
INCREASE IN GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE. A. Chagnac*,
U. Gafter*, D. Zevin*, Y. Rirsh*, I. Markovitz*,
J. Levi. Dept. of Nephrology, Hasharon Hospital,
Petah Tikva, Israel.
It has been shown that the glomerular filtration
rate (GFR) increases after a meat meal. We examined
in humans whether Enalapril, which has been shown in
rats with chronic renal failure to decrease glomer—
ular capillary pressure, could attenuate the change
in GFR after acute protein load. Twelve normal
volunteers were studied (1) after eating a meal
containing 1.5 g/kg 8W of protein (E—) and(2)
on a separate day, after eating the same meal with
prior administration of Enslapril 20 ag p.o. (E+).
Mean values (±SE) are shown: Creatinine clearance
(CrC1), mean arterial pressure (MAP), and change in
CrCl for the second and third hour after the meat
meal compared with the same time period prior
to the meal (ECrCl).
Baseline CrC1 (mi/mm)
Post—meal CrC1 (mi/mm)
CrCl (%)
Baseline MAP (usnHg)
Postmeal MAO (mmHg)
Enslapril did not affect
one third of the observed increase in CrC1 after the
meal. As changes in CrCl following protein meal
parallel those of Inulin clearance, we conclude that
Enalapril might attenuate the meat meal induced
increase in GFR in healthy humans.
A STUDY OF ASPIRIN AND DIPYRI1MOLE IN StødIt
THE PM)3RESSION OF DIABETIC GLQ'EI8JIDSCLER)SIS
T .G .thristcçer K .Samels Edrrcnds ,Washington
Patients with Diabetic Gkxnerulosclerosis and
proteinuria progress relentlessly to renal failure.
Control of hypertension slows the process .We have
undertaken a prospective,double blind study of
Aspirin 325 imp daily,with DipyridanaDle 75 mg three
tixses daily,against placebo in this condition.
6 control (CTL) and 7 treatment (TRr) patients
were studied for 2 years or until renal function
had fallen to 50% of initial values.
Mean Initial Values Before Treatment.
Diastolic Hgb A1C Creatinine Urine Protein
B.P.nsn.Hg. % imp/di mg/24 hours
CTL 89.2 10.7 2.35 5044
TRI 85.7 10.9 2.86 5289
The groups warm equal by Analysis of Variance.
RESULTS: The rate of loss of renal function as
measured by the slope 1/Creatinine per nonth was:
MEAN CONTRDL SlOPE = - .0126 dl/imp/nonth.
MEAN TREATMENT SlOPE = - .0054 dl/imp/mnth.
These values were significantly different p = .034
by T test.T treated patients stabilised their
renal function.
Mean Values Monitored During Treatment
CTL S.D. TRT S.D. p value
Diastolic B.P. 88.7 3.6 83.2 7.1 .1
Hcoglobin A1C 9.75 1.09 9.66 1.98 .92
By Analysis of Variance these values were not
significantly different .Regression Analysis within
TRF and CIT groups showed that the difference in
outcase could not be attributed to the difference
in mean B.P.
A significant additional treatment effect fran
Aspirin and Dipyridalmle is present.
L(J BLO) URE& NII IN DTBIA1 PA.TIrrS WITh
IrRAL DIA1S INSIPIDUS (CDI). IL Cocntoia, B.
Beauregard, S. Bertrand and P. Vinay. Department
of Medicine, Notre—Dame Mospital, University of
Mentreal.
Dehydrated patients usually present an elevated
BUN in part due to an ADH dependent increase in renal
reabsorption of urea. The present study was designed
to examine if a variation of BUN level can be used
for the early diagnosis of patients with CDI vs Pa-
tients dehydrated without CDI (WCDI). CDI was diag-
nosed when calculated plasma osmolality (P0) exceeded
290 nsin with urinary osmolality (UO) inferior to 200
mOsm together with a rise in U0 greater than 9% upon
the administration of Pitressine Tannate in oil (5
units I.M.). WCDI corresponded to P0 greater than 290
mOsm with U0 greater than 300 mOsm. We studied retro-
spectively 27 episodes of dehydration in 23 CDI pa-
tients and 14 episodes of dehydration in 14 WCDI
patients. In both groups the plasma creatinine was
normal before dehydration (CDI: .95±. 19 vs WCDI:
l.06±.25 mg/dl; 11S). The results are outlined below:
* mean 1SD:
GROUP SERUM SODIUM BUN SODIUM/BUN DO
mEq/L mg/dl mOsm/KgR20
CDI 155±6.6* 8± 3.4 24±15.3 66± 47
WCDI 156±4.3 49±30.9 4± 2.3 918±242
P VALUE MS <0.0005 <0.0005 <0.0005
These data demonstrate that BUN failed to rise in CDI
despite severe dehydration. All patients with CDI had
a Na/BUN ratio superior to 8.65 while this ratio was
inferior to 7.35 in all WCDI patients. Furthermore,
during dehydration there was a negative correlation
between the variation of BUN and Na levels (p<0.03)
in CDI. In conclusion, our data suggest that dehydra-
tion secondary to CDI can be distinguished from dehy-
dration WCDI by the decrease of BUN value.
RAPID IMPROVEMENT OF PLATELET AGGREGATION AND
THROMBIN TIME WITH HEPARIN—FREE HEMODIALYSIS (HFH)
WITH CUPROPHAN HOLLOW FIBER DIALYZER (CHFD) BY A
FREQUENT SALINE FLUSH-HIGH BLOOD FLOW TECHNIQUE.
John D. Conroy,* Regina K. Liboro,* Allan B.
Schwartz, James F. Conroy,* Isadore Brodsky,* Jos-
eph H. Brezin, Larry E. Krevolin, Joel L. Chinitz,
Hahnemann Univ. Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.
Coagulation parameters including platelet ag-
gregation with ADP and serial thrombin times (SIT)
were evaluated during HFH with CHFD. The ration-
al : to detect correctable coagulation abnormal-
ities as early during dialysis as possible. Use
of standard intermittent or infusion H protocols
has not permitted intradialytic assessment of co-
agulation in uremia. HFH permitted testing of the
hypothesis that CHFD rapidly removes platelet, co-
agulation inhibitors, perhaps of low mol. wt.
Fifteen randomized pts. received HFH with CHFD.
An initial flush vol. of 1 L NSS with 2000u hep—
arm was passed through the CHFD and wasted. QB
was 300 id/mm. and QD was 500 ml/min. CHFD was
flushed with 200 ml of NSS every 30 mm. to pre-
vent clotting.
Platelet Aggregation (%) Pre 30 mm. 180 mm.
ADP (50 igm/nil) 65.9 75.1 < .05
ADP (0.5 pgm/ml) 42.4 57.6 < .02
Serial Thrombin Time (sin)
Immediate 4.2 3.7 < .05
10 mm. 4.8 3.9 < .001
20 sin. 6.4 4.3 < .01
Both platelet aggregation and STT significantly
improved durin'j the first 30 mm. of HFH with CHFD
and were stable between 30-180 mm. This suggests
rapid clearance in the first 30 mm. of a plasma
substance of low mol. wt. which alters platelet
function and serial thrombin time.
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CrCl but
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liO6
p<O.0i
125±7
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76±3
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70±3
prevented
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF) ASSOCIATED WITH OPEN
HEART SURGERY: A CASE-CONTROL STUDY.
Howard L. Corwin, Stuart M. Sprague*, Marija J.
Norusis*. Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL.
We performed a case—control study of patients
undergoing open heart surgery to determine
clinical variables which would identify patients
at risk for ARF. The hospital course of 480
patients who underwent open heart surgery were
reviewed. There were 38 cases of ARF identified,
which were then matched with a control population
of heart surgery patients with ARF. A total of
80 variables were used for the subsequent analy-
sis. Patients with ARF had a significant increase
in mortality (23% vs 2%); sepsis (16 vs 0); pulmo-
nary (44% vs 0), CNS (20% vs 0) and total post—op
complications; ICU days (12 vs 4); hospital days
(25 vs 17). We used discriminant analysis to
develop a model which could distinguish ARF from
non ARF patients based upon preop clinical vari-
ables. The model developed could correctly classi-
fy 79% of the patients. The major predictors of
ARF were admission creatinine above 1.5 (55% of
ARF pts vs 10% of control pts), concurrent valve
and bypass surgery (21% vs 0%), valve surgery
(42% vs 26%), heart failure (50% vs 26%) and dia-
betes (32% vs 13%). Pts aged <60 were less likely
to have ARF. A second model in which intraopera—
tive variables were also included could correctly
classify 88% of patients. In conclusion: 1) ARF in
heart surgery is associated with a significant
increase in mortality and postoperative compli-
cations as well as prolonged hospital and lCD
stay. 2) a discriminant model was developed which
will allow the prospective identification of
patients at high risk far ARF.
POTENTIAL ROLE OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF)
AND VASOPRESSIN (AVP) IN HIGH ALTITUDE PULMONARY
EDEMA (RAPE). R.L. Cosby,* J.A. Durr,* A. Sopho—
cles,* C. Perrinjaquet,* B. Yee,* and R. Schrier,
Dept. Med., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med. Denver, CO.
RAPE is associated with pulmonary hypertension
and hypoxia, which may stimulate release of ANF
and AVP. The vascular permeability effect of ANF
and the water retaining effect of AVP could
therefore contribute to the pulmonary edema.
While hypoxia may stimulate renin (R)—angio—
tenain—aldosterone (A) system; ANF may inhibit
this effect. The present studies were therefore
undertaken in 5 male skiers (age 35.0±1.8 years)
who developed RAPE at Breckenridge, CO (3000m)
and 6 healthy age—matched male skiers at the sane
altitude (C). The mean plasma ANF in RAPE was
54.3±17.1 vs 21.2±2.1 pg/mi in C, p<.O5. The
elevated plasma AMP decreased from 54.3±17.1 to
23.1±5.8 pg/mi, p<.O5, during recovery in Denver
(1600m) within 24 hours, and the patients
symptoms subsided. The RAPE patients' plasma R
and A were no different than C. Plasma AVP was
higher in RAPE than C (i.9±.3 vs i.0±.3 pg/mi,
p=.O7) even though the plasma sodium ) was
lower in the RAPE patients (135.0±1.5 vsa
144.0±3.3 mEq/l, p<.O5). After descent to Denver
within 24 hours plasma AVP in the RAPE patients
decreased (i.9±.3 vs 1.4±.4 pg/ml, p<.025) but
the had not yet risen (135.0±1.5 vs 135.8±1.2
mEq/l,S). In conclusion, 1) the rise in ANF with
RAPE and the known presence of ANF receptors in
the lung are compatible with a role of ANF in
RAPE, 2) hypoxia may not stimulate plasma R or A
with RAPE due to the inhibitory effect of ANF and
3)non—osmotic AVP release may contribute to the
hyponatremia in RAPE.
TUBULAR NEPHROPATHY IN AIDS. A. J. Cusand, J. K.
Maesaka, H. L. Thies, F. P. Siegal*, K. Y. Son*.
Long Island Jewish Med. Ctr. Dept. of Medicine.
New Hyde Park, N.Y.
We studied renal tubular function using clear-
ance mthods in 4 volume—depleted AIDS pts, study-
ing 3 before and during partial volume repletion.
All had normal GFR and urine sediment, and no pro—
teinuria. No opportunistic illness (01) or drug
was common to all, and 1 Pt had no 01. None re-
ceived known nephrotoxins. All had weight loss,
postural hypotension, cvp 0 cm H2O, high Renin and
ALDO, and normal or high cortisol. 1 Pt had in-
creased thirst. None had salt—craving. All had
low serum sodium(Na) and uric acid(ua), and low
plasma amino acids(aa). including 1 who had re-
ceived hyperalimentation for 5 weeks. Renal tis-
sue obtained from I Pt was normal by light micro-
scopy. At baseline all had inappropriately high
fractional excretion(FE) Na(O.24—3.5%), high FEua
(13.3—54%), and normal FEphosphate(p) and FEaa.
None had glycosuria. During saline infusion to
cvp of 0.5 cm H2O in 1 Pt FENa and FEua increased,
and abnormal FEp and FEaa were unmasked. Two
other pta abnormally increased FENa during saline
and aa infusion, but other FE could not be inter-
preted under those conditions. One pt received
9264 ml of saline and aa infusion over 24 hours,
gained 3.1 kg, increased cvp to 4 cm H20 and im-
proved symptoms, then lost 3.2 kg and decreased
cvp to 0 cm H2O after the infusion was stopped.
Human immunodeficiency virus infection may
cause generalized renal tubular dysfunction with
characteristics of the Fanconi syndrome, and alter
CNS thirst and salt—craving mechanisms. Renal
solute losses can have significant clinical ef-
fects and may worsen in pts given fluids or salt.
DETERI(I2ThNTS OF REMPL FAIlURE IN PATIENTS RECEIV-
ING ORTHOTOPIC LIVER TR?,NSPLANTS (OLT).
G.M.Danovitch, A.H. Wilkinson*, J.O. Colonna 11*,
R.W. 8usuttil*. Divisions of Nephrology and
Surgery, UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
We analyzed the incidence of renal failure
during the first 30 months experience of or in a
single institution. 73 patients received 87 Oflr;
37 were pediatric (PP) age 0.5—16 yrs; and 36
adult (AP) age 18-60 yrs. Overall survival rates
were: PP 81% and AP 67%. None of 30 surviving PP
required hemodialysis (ND). Two had renal
dysfunction pre-OLIr which normalized postopera-
tively. Two of 7 PP who died required ND. Of the
AP, 46% required ND and a further 20% developed
reversible episodes of renal failure (>100% risein sernu creatinine [5Cr]). AP survival was
not significantly affected by the pre-OLT SCr,
however, ND was required in all AP with a pre-OLT
SCr  1.5 rsg/dl, but in only 30% of these in whos
the SCr was < 1.5 m/dl. 55% of ND patientsdied with septic cceplications contributing to
their mortality (p<O.ol). All patients who died(n=9) in the perioperative period required ND.All 6 AP who received multiple OUr required
ND. For the group as a whole we observed a
significant correlation between the need for ND
and the pre-OLIr 5Cr (p<0.OOl), patient age(p<0.OOl), post-aLT sepsis (p<0. 01) and death
(p<O. 01). There was no correlation with prior
diuretic dependence or perioperative transfusion
requirements. Perioperative mortality for the
last 12 months has fallen frcau 36% to 10% and the
frequency of ND fros 36% to 17%. We conclude
that renal function in the perioperative period
and ND when associated with severe sepsis are
major determinants of overall survival.
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RENAL DISEASE IN THE TERTIARY CARE HOSPITAL
(TCH). N. Davidman, P. Olson,* J. Kohen,* C.
Kjellstrand. Dept. Nedicine, Nennepin Co. Med.
Ctr., Minneapolis, Ninn.
We studied renal disease in a TCN by prospec-
tively classifying consultation patients in
nephrology (CPN) into 8 presenting syndromes
(PS). All were followed to discharge or death
and then classified into 7 etiological groups.
In a 4—month period 100/4569 (2.2%) of all
admissions were CPN; 64 improved, 23 unchanged,
13 died. Acute renal failure (ARF) was the moat
common PS in 59 CPN; 12 died. Of 32 patients who
came to the TCH with ARF, 7 died. Twenty—seven
developed ARF in the hospital, 5 died (pNS). Age
or first creatinine did not predict death, but
more dialyzed CPN (6/8) died than thoae who were
not (6/45), pc0.01. Peak creatinine in CPN who
died was 5.8 va. 3.1 mg/dl (pcO.OO5). The moat
common cause of ARF was volume depletion, moat
often developing outside hoapital (14/18). The
moat common in—hospital cause was druga (11/16)
(pco.02). Noat common drugs were aainoglyco—
aidea, 4; NSAIDS, 4; Captopril, 3; after ARF,
el—fluid problems were moat common; of 14 pa-
tients, 5 had hyponatremia — 3 from diuretica.
Eight patienta had CRF, 8 had hypertension, 4 had
nephritia/nephroaia. 8 had other diagnoses.
The moat common renal disease seen in TCH is
ARF, moat often from volume depletion, occuring
outside the hospital and iatrogenically drug in-
duced in the hoapital, followed by el—fluid prob-
lems, also often iatrogenic. Dialysis and high
peak creatinine, but not age, predict death.
Other renal diaeaaea except for CRF and hyper-
tension are unuaual.
A RANDON SAMPLE STUDY OF THE U.S. END STAGE RENAL
DISEASE (ESRD) POPULATION. Norman Deane, Robert
Wineman, Theodore Schilb. National Nephrology
Foundation, New York, N.Y.
This study'a purpose was to determine whether
reliable clinical data could be derived from a
random sample of the U.S. ESRD patient population.
The Health Care Financing Administration
identified a 5% sample of patients, whose
treatment centers were aaked to provide selected
1984 data. Data from 1565 patienta, representing
2.25% of the ESRD population were analyzed with
the cooperation of the European Dialysia and
Transplant Regiatry. Reaponaea from the 10 Public
Health Service regions ranged from 1—3.2% of the
ESRD patients of each region. Age, primary cauaea
of renal disease, and race were not significantly
different between the sample and the entire ESRD
population. A successful transplant was the most
recent therapy for 34% of patients aged <35, 14%
of the 35—54 group, and 3% of the 55+ group.
Nalignanciea in the ESRD population increased with
age ranging from <107. for <55, to 19% for 56—65,
to 25% for >65. With respect to reuse of
dialyzers, 23% of the responders reused; 35% did
not, while 42% were unknown. Of those reuaing, a
majority reused 5 or more times. Distributions of
the intervals between the date of first dialysis
and 1/1/84 for reapondera who reuse dialyzers and
those who do not were not statistically different.
These initial data auggeat that reuae has no
effect on survival. It appears that surveying a
5% random sample of the ESRD population can
provide timely and reliable clinical information
concerning attributes common to about 10% or more
of the population.
BONE LEAD AND THE ROLE OF LEAD IN RENAL DISEASE.
Marc E. De Broe,* Frank L. Van de Vyver,* Patrick
C. DHaese,* Walter 3. Visser,* Lutgarde 3.
Knippenberg,* Ludwig V. Lamberts,* Monique M.
Elseviers,* and Richard P. Wedeen. Univ. of
Antwerp (UIA), Dept. of Nephrol.-Hypertens.,
Antwerp, Belgium.
The objectives of the study were the
comparison of lead levels in different bones, the
establishment of reference values for iliac bones
in unexposed subjects, the comparison of the
EDTA-lead-mobilization test with lead in
transiliac bone specimens, the study of the
relation between lead and renal failure. Lead
and calcium were measured in multiple bones from
11 cadavers without known excessive lead
exposure, in transiliac bone biopsies from 24 at
risk patients including 13 known lead workers and
in transiliac biopsies from 153 dialysis patients.
Iliac crest, transiliac, and tibial lead/calcium
ratios were not significantly different.
The iliac lead and lead/calcium ratios
reflected body lead stores as estimated by the
EDTA—test (R=O.86, N=24 and R=O.83, N=22 res-
pect.). Bone morphometry in dialysis patients
with normal and increased bone lead was
comparable. Two facts indicate that chronic
renal failure does not cause lead accumulation.
First, urinary lead excretion is not significantly
different in subjects with and without excessive
bone lead. Second, transiliac bone lead in 95 1
of the 153 hemodialysis patients was normally
distributed around the reference values whereas 5
I clearly were outliers with increased bone lead.
It is suggested that in the latter group lead may
be the cause of renal disease.
MODULATION OF ANDINOCILLIN INTHARENAL CONCENTRA-
TIONS AND URINARY KINETICS BY CHANGE IN THE
STATE OF HYDRATION AND URINE pH. F. Delsado*, R.L.
Stout*, P. Lowery*. P.S. Spilman*. S.A. Bill—
stein*, and A. Whelton, Johns Hopkins Univ. Sch.
of Ned., Balto,, ND. & Roche Labs, Nutley. N.J.
Amdinocillin is a 6—beta amdinopenicillanic
acid. Unlike other penicillins that bind to peni-
cillin-binding proteins (PEP) lB and 3. amdino-
cillin preferentially binds to PEP2. We evaluated
the effect of variation in the state of hydration
and urine pH upon the disposition of the drug in
the renal tract of a healthy canine model(n=l7).
Following light general anesthesia, a stable mmdi-
nocillin serum concentration of 6±9,4 pg/ml was
produced. The etate of hydration and urine pH
were kept constant for each individual animal but
overall in the investigations were varied through
a range of 340-3000 mOam/kg and 5.8-8.6 reapec—
tively. As the urinary osmolar concentration was
increased from <500 to >1500 mOem/kg. the papilLa/
cortex ratio increased from 4 to 10 and the urine
antibiotic concentration increased from 58±llpg/ml
to 1736+J44pg/ml. The production of an urine pH
of 7 or > decreasing to 6 or < was associated with
a two—fold reduction in renal clearance of the
drug and a 6-fold increase in the papillary/cortex
gradient thereby indicating an important contribu-
tion of non—ionic diffusion to the modulation of
medu 1 Lary-pap ii lary concentra t ions of aimSinoc i 1—
un. We conclude that upper and lower urinary
tract concentrations of amdinocillin are markedly
influenced by the concurrent state of renal phy-
siologic activity. This drug achieves high renal
tissue concentrations which can be enhanced by
the production of concentrated acid urine.
BrA—2-MIc1oErBULIN fl RI1tM7.L DIAIfSIS prmNI.
Cro1 R. Dii rn*, William J. Stct. Veterans
dministraticn 1ical Center, Nashville, IN.
Beta-2-microlcbthn (B4) anyloidis is a ily
disoere1 fonn of anyloid fcursi in lortenn hen'-
dialysis (HE)) patients. Clinical nanifestaticnsiirlue lytic 1xs lesicns, patlolcxic fractures, ard
carpal tunrel syrdrui. Serun B21 levels are nerkefly
elevatel in d-ircnic renal failure but do rot die—
tinjuish patients with proven B4 anyloid frcrn thse
witkut evidaixe of tha disease. To strdy the drtnic
paritcal dialysis (PD) rcpi[aticzi with regard to
B24, serun B24 es cbtair in 9 draic PD patients
(5 CPD, 4 lID) ard 14 drcriic HE) patients (ijxlxling
2 with B2N an'loidcais). ?ean tise ai dialysis for
(PD patients was 79 ncnths total, Cn PD 22; IPDpatients 66 ronths total, i ID; MD patients 56
nmths. Parallel-plate ctprcçtiare dialyzers ware usei
for HD. Paritcra1 cleararxEs (It) ware thtained in 5
C14PD patients: 2L Irçerso] 1.5% dialysate infus&l; 3h
later serun for B4, creatinire, BUN drawn; at 6h
dialysate drained ard xll&trdfor B21, creatinine,
urea nitrojen (UN). t'ean senin B4 in PD patients,
74.8 ÷ 40.0m/L, was significantly lcr than that of
HI) patients, 99.9 + 5l.2m/L (p<.025, rornal <4.4
ng/L). Vean B24 R.as 0.90 ÷ 0.25ml/mi.n/l.73n?. an
calculatrd B24 lcss via CAPD (4 aexdanges daily)
was 90.6 ÷ 58.0m/24h/1.73n. 1.an ICs of creatinize
EN ware 4.3 + l.2rnl/rrdn/1.73n? ard 5.4 + 0.5
ml/min/1.73m2 reectively. Lreased seusThi in PD
patients is onsistent with iicreasai c1earanr of
hier roleular weight (M,) nolules Ly ti-ia
geritcraal uenbrara wera staedard ctprcçtare MD
nentraras. B1 has r4'J 11,800. t4ather use of PD rathar
than MD can prevent or even treat B2M anyloidrsis
raseira urefii.
PLATELET INHIBITORS STABILIZE DIABETIC NEPHRO—
PATHY: 10—YEARS OF PROSPECTIVE STUDY. James V.
Donadio, Jr., Duane M. Ilstrup,* Keith E. Holley,
and Juan C. Romero. Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.
When renal disease becomes evident in patients
(pts) with insulin—dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM), progessive renal failure is likely and in
95% proteinuria persists (Knowles, H.C. Trans.
Assoc. Am. Physicians 84:95,1971). We tested the
hypothesis that platelet inhibitors will stabilize
renal progression in IDDM. Over 10 yr. 28 10DM
pts with proteinuria (>400 mg/24 hr) and glomeru—
losclerosis were prospectively treated with di—
pyridamole, 225 mg/d, and aspirin, 975 mg/d added
to their standard medicines. Repeated baseline
measures of urinary protein (Uprot, g/24 hr) and
iothalamate clearance (Clot, ml/min/l.73 m2) were
obtained before and during treatment (tx) until
the end of the 10-yr period, dialysis or death.
Ciot remained unchanged and Uprot declined
(mean+SD) in 7/28 pts; stables were followed a
mean of 6.5 yr, progressions, 3.5 yr:
Outcome(n) Ciot Uprot
RL post—tx pre— post tx
Stable(7) 86+17 80+18 3.2+2.3 1.3+1.3t
Progression(21) 50+24 21+11t 5.8+3.6 4.6+4.5
fpre vs post, p<.05; stable vs progress, §p<.O5
24—hr UTXB2 was obtained pretx in 9/28 pts and
decreased after 3 mo of platelet inhibitor tx
(1,501+347 ng vs 809+182 ng, p<.O1) while Clot,
UPGE2 and U6-keto—PGflc did not change (p>.05).
These results suggest that long-term daily
dipyridamole and aspirin tx may stabilize the
progression of diabetic nephropathy in a relative-
ly high percentage of pts. Glomerular hemodyna—
mics may be favorably altered by reduced synthesis
of intrarenal thromboxane during therapy.
THE EFFECT OF HIGH PROTEIN INTAKE ON RENAL
FUNCTION OF PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC RENAL
INSUFFICIENCY. Ab J.M. Donker*, Gijs H. Schaap*
and Henk J.G. Bilo* (intr. by L.W. Statius van
Bps). Free Univ., Dept. of Medicine, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.
Ingestion of protein or infusion of amino acids
increases glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and
effective renal blood flow (ERPF), provided that
renal function is not impaired. On the other hand,
early protein restriction delays progression of
chronic renal insufficiency. Therefore, we studied
the effect of 80—90 g protein/day for 4 weeks on
GFR and ERPF in 30 patients with impaired renal
function after a preceding period of 4 weeks on
low protein intake (= 30—40 g/day). During the
whole study period all medication was kept
constant. According to the 24—h urea excretion
(mean of 3 consecutive days), 24 patients adhe%d
to the diets. GFR and ERPF were measured with
I—iothalamate and 131 1—hlppuran, respectively. A
fixed low protein diet was given on the morning of
the measurements.
Urea CF ERPF FF
(rmol/24h) (nl/ndn/l.Tha) (ml/min/l.72ei2)
n=24 186 367* 49 56* 192 227* .26 .26
n=6 259 288 34 32** 141 134 .26 .26
< 0.01 ; ** < 0.05
Patients who adhered to the advised diets also
showed a significant higher serum phosphate, serum
urea and 24—h urinary protein loss on high protein
intake. It is concluded that although in patients
with markedly impaired renal function a meat meal
does not change renal function anymore, prolonged
high protein intake is accompanied by an increase
in GFR independent of baseline GFR.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RENAL STRUCTURE AND
CONCENTRATING ABILITY IN AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT
POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (ADPKD). I Duley*, P
Gabow, H Manco—Johnson*, E Heard*, P Bell*, W
Kaehny, R Schrier. U of CO Hlth Sd Ctr,Denver,C0.
A renal concentrating defect (RCD) occurs in
chronic renal disease and correlates with the fall
in glomerular filtration rate (GFR). In ADPKD,
however, a RCD occurs prior to a fall in GFR.
Moreover, a vasopressin resistance has been
demonstrated in ADPKD epithelium in vitro. This
study examined the relationship of structure and
RCD in 118 members of ADPKD families, 61 with
ADPKD and 57 normal family members (NPKD).
Urinary osmolality (Uosm) after 12h of dehydra-
tion and 5U aqueous vasopressin was lower in
ADPKD compared to NPKD patients (683 vs 811
mOsm/kg, P <.01); despite similar renal function
(SCr 0.97 vs 0.97 mg/dl,NS) and age (30.0 vs 31.9
yrs, NS). Uosm decreased with age in ADPKD and
NPKD but at any given age was significantly lower
in ADPKD than NPKD patients. Structural
parameters including renal volume (RV), cyst
number (CM), predominant cyst size (PCS), and %
non cystic parenchyma (% NCP) were analyzed
relative to Uosm in ADPKD patients. By regres-
sion analysis there was a significant correlation
coefficient between ilosm and RV (r —.SO,p<.OI),
CN (r= —.52, p<.Ol), and % NC? (r.67, p<.Ol).
With multiple regression analysis the determi-
nants of Uosm in patients with normal renal
function in decreasing order of importance were
CN, PCS, age, % NC?. The r value for the overall
relationship was .78. Thus there is an important
structure—function relationship in ADPKD patients
with a RCD prior to the onset of renal
insufficiency.
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FRACTIONAL EXCRETION OF URIC ACID (FE—UA) AND
ENDOCENOUS LITHIUM (FE—Li) IN CIRRHOTIC PATIENTS
(CIR). J.A. Durr,* B. Yee,* N. Hiller,* A.C.
Alfrey, and R.W. Schrier. Univ. of Colorado
Health Sciences Center and V.A. Medical Center,
Denver, CO.
The finding of high FE—UA has been advanced
as evidence for the overflow hypothesis in CIR,
since volume expansion is known to decrease
proximal tubular UA reabsorption and increase FE—
UA. Like UA, Li is a marker of proximal sodium
handling. However, since tubular secretion of UA
but not Li is known to occur, the present study
was undertaken to compare the FE'-UA and endo—
genous Li in CIR and controls (C). In 7 of 14
CIR, FE—Li was not different from C (28.1±9 vs
23.3±3%) but as previously reported (Decaux et
al. Am J Med 73:328, 1982), FE—UA was signifi-
cantly higher (14.7±4.4 vs 6.5±3.4%, p<O.OO7).
Most important, however, FE—Li was extremely low
in the other 7 CIR, averaging 6.45±3.4%, p<D.0001
vs C; yet their FE—UA was not different from C.
In this latter group, FE of sodium correlated
significantly with FE—Li (r=O.7, p<O.O5), but not
with FE—UA. Thus, in summary, the present re—
suits indicate that FE—UA is increased in CIR in
the absence of evidence of decreased proximal
tubular solute reabsorption as assessed by FE—Li.
Rather, in those patients with profound evidence
of increased proximal reabsorption, failure to
significantly decrease FE—UA suggests enhanced UA
secretion. In contrast to UA, FE of endogenous
Li would seem to be of value in further defining
the importance of over— and underfill states
associated with CIR.
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CORRECTION OF THE ANEMIA OF END—STAGE RENAL DISEASE
(ESRD) WITH RECOMBINANT HUMAN ERYTHROPOIETIN
(rHuEpo): RESULTS OF A PHASE I—I! CLINICAL TRIAL.
J.W. Eschbach, 3.C. Egrie*, M.R. Downing*, J.K.
Browne*, and J.W. Adamson*. Univ. of Washington
and the Northwest Kidney Center, Seattle, WA and
AMGen, Thousand Oaks, CA.
The major mechanism of the anemia of ESRO is
decreased Epo production, although inhibitors of
erythroid marrow function and a shortened red cell
survival may contribute. We have treated 29
stable, anemic (hematocrit [bet] <25) hemodialysis
patients, 6 of whom were anephric, with rHuEpo in
doses ranging from 1.5 to 500 U/kg IV 3X a week.
The response to rHuEpo was monitored by ferro—
kinetic studies (erythroid transferrin uptake
[ETU]), reticulocyte counts (retics) corrected for
the anemia and hct changes. Uniform responses in
ETU, retics and bet were seen at rHuEpo doses >15
U/kg. The rate of rise of the bet correlated with
the dose of rHuEpo given and, at 500 U/kg, the ETU
was 3.6X baseline. At rHuEpo doses of 150 to 500
U/kg, hct increases of 10 points in 2 to 4 weeks
could be seen. All patients are now transfusion—
independent and 6 of 10 who received >150 U/kg/dose
have achieved bet >40; all other patients are ex-
pected to. The uniformity of the responses argues
against the significance of erythropoietic inhibi-
tors in ESRO. To date, there has been no evidence
of toxicity or antibody formation, although arm ef-
fect of the rising bet has been arm increased blood
pressure. These results indicate that the anemia
of [SRD is correctable with Epn therapy. The
ability to correct the anemia of ESRD will
eliminate transfusion—related iron overload, in-
fections and allosensjtjzatjon and should result in
improved patient rehabilitation.
'NOT SO RAPIDLY PROGRESSIVE" CRESCENTIC
GLOHERULONEPHRITIS. lID Feiner, J Neugarten,
If Cluck, B Spinowitz, OS Baldwin. NYU Sch Med
and VA Med Ctr, NY, NY
A spectrum of clinical and morphologic features
is described in 26 patients with idiopathic cres—
centic glomerulonephritis. We emphasize the indo-
lent course to renal failure which was pursued by
16 of these patients, contrasting with typical
rapidly progressive glomerulonephritis (RPGN).
These individuals with "not so rapidly progressivd'
glomerulonephrjtis often have fewer than 50% cres-
cents early in their disease, generally demonstrate
increased numbers of crescents later (mixed cellu-
lar and fibrous) along with progressive glomerular
sclerosis, and almost invaribly advance to uremia
over a period of months to years. The not infre-
quent finding of fresh extracapillary proliferation
late in their course and increasing numbers of
crescents on serial biopsy suggest that crescents
of various ages are being summed which may have
developed in successive waves.
Patients with this form of crescentic disease
may be readily identified clinically. As distin-
guished from RPGN, they have an insidious pre-
sentation with hematuria and renal insufficiency
but without oligo—anuria, frequently develop hyper-
tension and the nephrotic syndrome, and progress
to renal failure oniy after many months to years.
The existence of this more protracted clinical
course in crescentic disease is stressed, since the
view which is widely held currently equates
crescentic glomerulonephritis with typical RPGN.
USE OF 'i RENAL BIOPSY TO PRDBE THE PATHOPHYSIO-
LOGY OF HUMAN RENAL DISEASE: GLC€RULAR BINDING
OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPI'IDE (ANP). Leon G. Fine,
thristopher R. Mantyh, Arthur Cohen, Patrick W.
Mantyh. Depts. of Medicine and Pathology, UClA
School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
Human renal biopsies are ourrently used toprovide information about morphological change,
chronicity of disease, patterns of inflamaation
and inmnsnoglobulin deposition. This has provided
only limited insight into functional aberra-
tions and has failed to lead to disease classifi-
cations based upon pathophysiology. In the
present study we used quantitative autoradiography
on frozen needle biopsy specimens of normal human
kidney to determine ANP binding to glolueruli.
Comparable studies were also performed on autopsy
material [1251) human AMP (1—28) was used as a
ligand. Specific binding was >75% of total
binding. Autoradiographic densitometry readingson 10 m sections were adjusted for non-linearity
of the filis response using a computer program.
Specific AMP-binding was highest in glomeruli butlow levels of specific binding to other structures
were also detected. By incubating sections in
varying concentrations of unlabelled ligand anddetermining gloiuerulax protein content with a
radiolabefled acylating agent the KJ) and riax (per
glomerulus or per n protein) of the receptor canbe determined. Conclusion: These studies
demonstrate the feasibility of studying receptor
physiology on needle biopsy specimens of the human
kidney and should allow glomerular diseases to be
characterized according to differences in hormone
binding and hormone responsiveness.
AIDS ASSOCIATED NEPHROPATHY (AAN): UPDATED
HISTOPAThOLOGY AND CLiNICAL COURSE. E.A.
T.LS. Ran, A.D. Nicastri. SUNY Health Science
Cntr. Bklyn, Brooklyn, New York.
AAN has been observed in increasing prevalence in
hospitalized AIDS patients. Among a total of 700 patients
with AIDS treated at our institutions (adjacent city and
state hospitals) between March 1982 and August 1986, 44
were evaluated by the renal service. Of theae, 38
manifested a nephrotic syndrome (NS) while 6 were
azotemic but had proteinuria of <ig/day. All were black,
ranging in age from 2 to 41 years (mean 32.2±..6.6 yrs),
and 5 were women. The majority — 23 of 44 (52%) — were
IV drug addicts, 4 were homosexual men, 13 had recently
immigrated from Haiti, and in 5 no risk factors for AIDS
were evident. Study of renal tissue obtained by biopsy
and or autopsy revealed focal and segmental
glomcrulosderosis (FSGS) in 24 patienta (12 were lv drug
addicts), and glomerular mesangial changes in 2 patients(both were addicts). No renal histology was available in
19 patients. 34 patients (77%) developed renal insuf-
ficiency, which in 28 patients progressed to uremia in 4
to 16 weeks. All of these 28 died in <1 to 9 months,
despite maintenance hemodialyais (MH) in 24. Of the
remaining 10, 2 are dead, 6 are lost to follow—up, and 2
survive with serum creatinine <2 mg/dl.
An additional 15 patients, (13 men) aged 26—50 yrs
(mean 33.4±..7.3) all formerly nephrotic IV drug addicts,
developed AIDS after 2 to 76 months of MH.. Renal mor-
phology in this subset showed FSGS in 8, and amyloidosis
in one patient. All were noronotenaive when AIDS was
diagnosed, and died within 3 months while continuing MH.
We conclude that uremia in AIDS typically conipicates
AAN, with FSGS a characteristic finding, but may also
appear during MI-I in narcotics addicts who had evinced no
prior expression of immune deficiency.
CAPTOPRIL (C) ATTENUATION OF PROTEINURIA (P) IN
CLINICAL NEPNROTIC SYNDROME (NS). B. Gauthier,
H. Trachtman*, Dept. of Pediatrics, Schneider
Children's Hosp.of LIJMC, New Hyde Park, NY 11042.
Recent experimental and clinical studies suggest
that oral angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)
inhibitors protect against progressive renal
functional deterioration in several disease
states. This beneficial effect is reflected in de-
creased P and stabilization of CFR. We assessed
the impact of C on protein excretion in adole-
scents with various renal disorders causing MS.
Nine children (4M,5F), mean age 14.9 yrs, were
enrolled in the study. The causes of NS included
SLE in 4 patients, focal segmental glomeruloscle—
rosis in 4 and proliferative glomerulonephritis in
1 instance. The patients were treated with C, in
dosage ranging from 75—125 mg/day, and followed at
monthly intervals for a mean duration of 3.3
months. (Results: Mean values).
BP GFR* Uprot# ALE CHOL RENIN+
mmHg. PROT/CREAT gm% mg/dl
INITIAL 122/78 100 3.7 3.4 316 9.8
1 MO. 111/67 94 3.6 3.5 304 46.0
3 1405. 111/60 92 2.2 3.4 263 18.9
*GFR - ml/min/l.73 m2; +RENIN — ng/ml/hr.
#Uprot—protein:creatinine ratio (Nl< 0.18).
The results in the table demonstrate that oral C
therapy attenuates P in a variety of renal
diseases. This response was observed in 7/9 pta.
treated with the drug who had a 60% reduction in
P. No patient experienced any drug toxicity. Non—
responders may have been noncompliant with the re-
gimen since they had no rise in plasma renin acti-
vity. Long term follow—up is required to deter-
mine if this reduction in P is sustained and
associated with preservation of renal function.
ALTERATIONS OF SERUM FREE FATTY ACIDS (FA)
LEVELS IN NEPHROTIC SYNDROME AFFECTED CHILDREN.
G.M. Ghiggeri, F. Ginevri, G. Candiano, G. Delfino,
F. perfume, C. Queirolo, R. Gusmano (Intr. by
W.E. Grupe). Hemodialysis Section Lavaqna
Hospital, Nephrology Dept., G. Gaslini Institute,
Genoa, Italy.
We recently observed in MCN that the partial catioflhtation of
urinary albumin (IA), is dependent on a defective PA content
of this protein. In order to discover whether this actually
reflects a variation in serum—free FA concentrations, we hove
determined serum—free FA and the albumin—bound quota by HPLC
of the 9—anthrildiazomethane derivates. We studied 19 nephrntic
children before and after steroid treatment: 9 responders (group
A), 10 non responders (group B: 4 FGS and 6 mesangial gloine—
rulonephritis). The data were compared with a control group
of 9 normal children (group N). Total serum—free PA values were
l2ga.2g+25o.47 nmoles/ml in gr.N, 1045.67±156.17 in gr.A and
723.10±78.35 in gr.B. Among individual free PA significant dif-
ferences between gr.N and B were mainly fousd for Cl8:2 (p
<0.005), Cl6 (p.v0.005), C18:l (pvO.Ol) and C12 (p<0.01).
Steroids induced a significant decrease of several PA in group
A (Cl8:l, C18:2, C16 and C12), while no change was observed
in graup B. The amount 0f albumin—bound PA in both groups was
unmodified by therapy.
In sum: 1) the serum—free PA levels are markedly reduced, in
nan—responders 2) the serum—free PA decrease in group A after
steroids is not accompanied by an increase in their bound form.
It might reflect the enrichment in PA of other body compartments
(membranes?) 3) A near—normal level of serum—free PA is probably
needed in order ts obtain a positive therapeutic response in
this pathology.
FAILURE OF EPINEPHRINE TO LOWER FASTING
SERUM POTASSIUM CONCENTRATION IN ESRD. 3.
D. Gifford,* Edwin A. Rutsky, and Huey C.
McDaniel.* University of Alabama at Birmingham,
Nephrology Research and Training Center,
Birmingham, Alabama.
ESRD patients may develop hyperkalemia during
fasting due, in part, to insulinopenia (Kidney
International 24:222, 1986). In order to evaluate the
role of other hormones in the control of internalK
balance in ESRD, epinephrine (epi) (0.015 .i/kg/min)
was infused intravenously into normal control (n=7)
and ESRD subjects (n=8) after a 24 hr fast.
Serum K during Epi Infusion (mEqIl)
Duration of infusion 0 15 30 45 60
(Mm)
Control
(Mean SE)
ESRD
4.4 4.1 4.1 4.0 3.8
0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1
5.2 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1
0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
p(Control vs ESRD) 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01
Serum K was significantly lower after epi infusion
in control (p=0.O3) but not in ESRD subjects, in spite
of similar serum glucose and bicarbonate
concentrations, and higher plasma aldosterone levels
in ESRD patients. We suggest that beta-2-receptor
insensitivity to epi contributes to the development of
hyperkalemia in fasting ESRD patients.
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LACK OF RENAL MAGNESIUM (Mg) WASTING IN RENAL
TRANSPLMIT (RT) RECIPIENTS ON CYCLOSPORINE (C).
Daniel_Glicklich.MontefiOre Ned.Ctr. ,mronx,N.Y.
Proximal tubular dysfunction with Fanconi
syndrome has been described in RT recipients.
Recently, clinically significant renal Mg wasting
has been described in patients with bone marrow
transplants (June et al. ,Transplantation 39:620—
624, 1985). To determine whether this also occurs
in RT recipients, a point prevalence atudy was
done, comparing serum Mg and fractional excretion
of Mg (FEMg) in RT patients on C and those not on
C. All patients were tranaplanted<lO wk ago, had
no GI source for Mg wasting, alcoholism, recent IV
treatment,Assphotericin B or aeinoglycoside therapy.
All patients were on prednisone 7.5—15 mg/d.Most
patients were on furosemide and other antihyper—
tensive medicine. Of patients on C, mean whole
blood level at the time of the study was 624±53
ng/ml (dose 3-9 mg/kg/d).
C(n=64) Non—C(n=47) P
Age (yr) 41.44±1.38 43.84±1.63 NS
Tsp duration(mo) 13.25±1.09 65.75±6.43 <.001
Serum creat(mg/dl) 2.25±0.11 2.09±0.24 MS
Serum Mg (meq/L) 1.57±0.04 1.62±0.05 <.025
FEMg (all) .OOl±.0O9 .088±.0l4 NS
FEMg(creat2) .O64±.008 .083±.020 NS
FEMg(creat2) .lOl±.018 .097±.O14 NS
In conclusion, although thre is a small,
statistically significant decrease in serum Mg in
patients on C, there does not seem to be an in-
creased tendency for renal Mg wasting in RT
recipients on C.
EFFECTIVE AND SAFE SHORT TERM IMPROVEMENT IN
NEPHROTIC HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA WITH THE SING CO-A
REDUCTASE INHIBITOR MEVINOLIN. T. A. Golper, D.
R. Illingworth*, W. N. Bennett. Depts. of Neph.
and Cl. Nutr., Ore. 111th. Sci. U. , Portland,
Oregon.
The mechanisms of nephrotic hypercholeaterol-
emia are poorly understood. In a nephrotic rat
model we have shown that the rate limiting ensyme
of choleatetogeneaia, NMG CoA reductase, is
atimulated (3 Lip. Rea, Oct '86). Mevinolin is a
apecific inhibitor of this enzyme which is effec-
tive in treating familial hypercholeaterolemia.
Six nondiabetic adult nephrotic (3 P 3 0)
patients (pta) with normal or only slightly
impaired renal function were administered placeho
and mevinolin in a single blind doae-reaponae
study. All pta tolerated drug and placebo with-
out significant aide effecta, or change in renal
function, blood preasure, or proteinuria. After
4 weeks with the lowest dose of 20 mg/day all 6
pts demonstrated an absolute fall in total cho-
lesterol ranging from 69 to 109 mg/dl, repre-
senting 18 to 32% of their baseline (p<.O5). This
was due to the fall in LDL cholesterol. HDL cho-
choleaterol rose in 4 of 5 patients. Total
triglycerides fell in 5 of 6 pta. With 40 and 80
mg/day doses the lipid lowering effect was even
greater.
Further atudiea including more pta for longer
periods are ongoing. We conclude that for abort
term use, mevinolin is an effective, nontoxic
hypolipemic agent in nephrotics. These results
are consistent with data from animals that 11MG
CoA reductase is important in the mechanism of
nephrotic hypercholeaterolemia.
ABNORMALITY OF URINARY ALBUMIN (PA) CHARGE IN
MINIMAL CHANGE NEPITROPATNY (NCN) MEDIATED BY
VARIATION OF FATTY ACIDS (FA) BINDING. K.
Gusmano, G.M. Ghiggeri, F. Ginevri, G. Cand±ano,
F. Perfumo, K. Oleggini, G. Delfino, C. Queirolo,
(Intr. by W.E. Grupe). Nephrology Dept. G.
Gealini Inat. and Hemodialysis Section Lavagna
Nospital, Genoa, Italy.
Partially catianized ioobands of VA are characteristic of ItI
proteinoria. In a search for as esplanation for the altered
isoelectric point (p1) we esaloated the possibility of as al-
tered bisding of PA to A. VA collected from A MCI children
was firstly porified by pseadoligand chromatography and then
split by preparatioe iooelwctric focasing (is granalated gels)
into 3 fractions with decreasing yl: Al (p1 S.6—b.0), A2 (4.9—
5.5) and A3 (4.5—4.8). PA content of each fractiso was deter—
nised by MPLC after derisatizatios of ootracted FA. The least
anionic fraction Al was thn most defatted (2.8 nsoles FA/nmole
A), followed by A2 (g.y) and A3 (32.8). The mean fA content
of IA in the same patient was lower than that of scram A by
a factor of 4, aod among mediam— and long—chain PA great dif—
fereoces in scram/anne ratios were obaeroed mainly for ClS:2
(7.02±1.78), ClV:1 (4.23+0.83), C14 (3.48+1.09) and CII
(3.41.0.57). Oar data desoootratn that a) the defectioe binding
of PA to A is a datersioant of partial cationization of VA
in MCI, and b) osly partially defattwd A, especially thase
with trace asoant of CIV:2, are eocreted in anne. Therefore
the PA content of A (hydrophobicity of the protein?), along
with electrical charge, mast be regarded as a determinant of
renal persselectioity towards this protein in MCI.
EFFECT OF FRESH FROZEN PLASMA (FFP) INFUSIONS ON
THE DUTCONE OF HEMOLYTIC UREMIC SYNDROME (BUS).
James Hanna*, K.J. Sheth, Joan Gill*, Heinz
Leichter. Medical College of WI, Dept of Pediat-
rics, Children's Hoepital of WI, Milwaukee, WI.
Although FFP infusions have been claimed to be
effective in BUS, possibly by supplying a missing
factor required for proatacyclin activity, there
are no follow—up data of ita efficacy. In a retro-
spective analyais, we evaluated the effect of FFP
on acute resolutions of hematologic and renal
abnormalities and long—term sequalae of BUS (+P,
chronic renal failure (CR1) and neurologic (CNS}
changea) in 12 children (5B,7C, age 4* yr). The
control (C) group conaiated of 31 BUS children
(l3B,18C, R age 3 yr) who had not received FFP.
The severity of HUS in the 2 groups (FFP vs C)
were similar—mild (6 vs 19), moderate (4 vs 8) and
severe (2 vs 4). FFP was given as a loading dose
40 mi/kg followed by 2D mi/kg/day until platelets
were l5D,000/mm3. The results are summarised (it +
SD);
Return to normal vaiuea (Days)) Platelets
>150,000
11gb
>14.5
Creat
<1 mg
Urine
>400
vol
ml/m2
FFP(l2) 7.6 + 3.6 81 + 47 34 + 32 5 + 4.8
C (31) 7.3+4.6 77+66 54+92 5+ 9.5
Deaths Late Seoualae
I
tBP CR1 CNSI
FFP(12) 1 1/5(20%) 1(9%) 5
C (31) 2 3/13(23%) 2(7%) 5
There was no statistically significant difference
between two groups. It is concluded that FFP
infusiona have no effect on the acute resolution
or the long—term sequelae of BUS.
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PITUITARY—THYROID (PT) FUNCTION IN CHRONIC RENAL
FAILURE (CRF) ASSESSED BY A HIGHLY SENSITIVE
THYROTROPIN (TSH) ASSAY.
M.J. Hardy*, S.S. Ragbeer* and L. Nascimento,
Dept. of Laboratory Medicine & Internal Medicine,
King Fahd Armed Forces Hosp., P.O. Box 9862 Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia.
Thyroid function in CRF and other non—thyroidal
illnesses have been shown to be associated with
low free thyroxine (FT4), low free triiodothyro—
nine (FT3) and normal TSH. Conventional TSH
assays exclude the possibility of primary hypothy-
roidism but are not sensitive enough to exclude a
central defect. We have evaluated the PT axis in
31 hemodialysis (HD) patients and in 35 normal sub-
jects using a highly sensitive monoclonal antibody
TSH assay. FT3 and FT4 values were in the hypo-
thyroid range in one third of patients undergoing
hemodialysis: FT3 3.4 0.2 pmol/L (p<O.OO1); FT4
8.6 + 0.6 pmol/L (p<O.OO1) compared with FT3 5.6
0.2 pmol/L and FT4, 15.5 0.5 pmol/L in control
subjects. TSH determined by the sensitive assay
was higher than in controls: 2.04 vs. 1.22 mIU/L
(p<O.OO1) but still within normal limits for most
(26/31) dialysis patients and did not correlate
significantly with FT3 or FT4 in either the dialy-
sis patients or in controls. Our data suggest that
central hypothyroidism is not a cause of low thy-
roid hormone levels in CRF and strongly support the
view that such individuals are euthyroid with arte—
factually low FT3 and FT4. These results show that
the true thyroid status in CRF can only be estab-
lished using a sensitive TSH assay.
SIX YEAR RURAL NEPHROLOGY EXPERI ENCE.
Mavidi K.Hariprasad. ST.James Mercy
Hospital, Hornell.N.Y.
We are not aware of any published
experience of long term solo nephrology
practice in a rural community setting.
The author established a solo clinical
nephrology and internal medicine private
practice 6 years ago in Hornell, NY, a
community of about ten thousand people.
Services included renal biopsy,
intermittent peritoneal dialysis (IPD),
acute hemodialysis, hemoperfusion and
consultations. Following 4 years of
persistent political, administrative,
and legal efforts, licensure for chronic
hemodialysis was achieved.
Acute hemodialysis was performed in 64
patients; 22 had IPD; 18 needed kidney
biopsies; 4 patients had
hemoperfusion;16 were maintained on
chronic hemodialysis; 8 received renal
transplantation; and 6 were on
continuous ambulatory peritoneal
dialysis. For the author, nephrology
work provided a half of total revenue.
Thus solo nephrology work in rural
settings can be challenging, and
rewarding - an essential service which
is greatly appreciated by the public.
Nephrologists should be encouraged to
relocate in rural America.
CLINICAL COURSE OF SEVERE LUPUS NEPHRITIS DURING
THE CONTROLLED CLINICAL TRIAL OF PLASMAPHERESIS
THERAPY (PPT). L, Hebert, E. Nielsen, M. Pohl,
J. Lachin', L. Hunsicker and E. Lewis, Lupus
Nephritis Collaborative Study Group, Chicago, IL.
During a prospective controlled clinical trial,
86 patients (pts) were randomized to PPT (41 pts)
or standard (STD) therapy. Mean length of follow-
up was 80 weeks, 33 pts were followed for >2 yrs.
Seven standardized medical management protocols
were adhered to for prednisone taper and treatment
of lupus exacerbations. 75 pts stabilized and en-
tered the prednisone taper protocol (STD 44 vs PPT
31, p=O.0007). During the follow—up period minor
extrarenal SLE occurred in 18 pts (STD 8 vs PPT1O,
p=O.62), major extrarenal SLE in 9 (STD 4 vs PPT
5, p=O.88). Renal exacerbations included 12 mild
(STD 8 vs PPT 4, p=0.44), 24 moderate (STD 9 vs
PPT 15, p=O.4) and 8 severe events (STD 4 vs PPT4,
p=O.Bl). Mean serum Cr at entry was STD 2.l±0.2(SE)
mg/dl vs PPT 2.0±0.2. Pts in STD exhibited better
renal function than those in PPT: STD@8 wksl.6±
0.2 mg/dl; 32 wks=l.3±0.3; 56 wks=1.0±0.5; 104 wks
=1.0±1.0; PPT@8 wks=2.0±0.3 (p=0.2); 32 wks=2.l±
0.4 (p=0.09); 56 wks=2.3±0.5 (p0.068); 104 wks=
3.5±0.8 (p=O.O68). 28/45 STD pts had abnormal se-
rum Cr at entry, 12 became normal vs 27/41 PPT pts
with abnormal Cr, with 8 becoming normal. Attain-
ment of normal Cr occurred in mean 31 wks in both
groups. Actuarial proportion attaining normal se-
rum Cr at 1 yr: STD 33% vs PPT 25%. There were no
significant differences in normalization of C3 or
C4. C3 normalized in mean 8.5±0.9(SE) wks and C4
in 11.7±2.3 wks. We conclude that PPT had no bene-
ficial effect upon the clinical , renal and serol-
ogic courses of patients with severe SLE nephritis.
INDOMETHACIN BLOCKS THE ARGININE INDUCED
RISE OF RPF AND GFR IN MAN. Raimund
Hirschberg* and Joel D. Kopple, Dept. of Med.,
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center & UCLA, Torrance, CA.
e examined whether renal prostaglandins
participate in the amino acid induced rise in RPF and
GFR. Eight normal adults who underwent 13 inulin and
PAH ciearance periods of 30 mm each were studied.
After 3 baseline (BL) clearance periods, 10 % arginine
HCI (ARG), 250 mg/kg, was infused for 30 mm. At the
beginning of period 6, subjects swallowedindomethacin (IND), 150 mg, and the same ARG
infusion was repeated in period 10. Four controls were
studied in a similar fashion, but did not receive IND.
The results, mean (SEM), in the IND subjects are as
follows:
BL ARG b IND+ARG5) 103(7)
RPF"2 603(29) 753(30)b 597(38)
FF .16(.01) .l6(.Ol) .i7(.0l)
RVR3 .091(.012) 068(007)a .092(.0i6)
1m1/min/ 1.73m2, 2PAH cleara2ce/0.85, 3renal vascular
esistanceb (mmHg*min*1.73m /ml). Change from BL:
p<0.05, p<O.Ol.
ARG alone increased GFR and RPF and decreased
RVR; IND blocked these effects. In the 4 controls,
there was a significant increase in GFR and RPF and
a fall in RVR with each ARG infusion; the magnitude
of the change from BL in each of these parameters
was similar with the 2 ARG infusions. These data
suggest that the amino acid induced rise in RPF and
GFR can be blocked by a cyclooxygenase inhibitor
and, hence, appears to require an intact prostaglandin
system.
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THE URINE ANION GAP (UAG) IN THE EVALUA-
TION OP DISORDERS OF URINARY ACIDIFICATION
LHip* and D.C. Bathe Northwestern
Univ. and Lakeside VAUC Chicago, Ii.
The UAG can be used to estimate urine
ammonium excretion (N114) during hyper—
chioremic metabolic scidosis (HEA) (Gold-
stein et .1. ASN abstracts, p.39A 1985).
This study was aimed to examine the value
of the UAG in the evaluation of SMA due to
normokalemic distal renal tubular scidosjs
(DRTA), hyperkalemic DRTA and selective
aldosteron. deficiency (SAD). The DAG
(Na+K—Cl) was calculated in urine samples
from which NB4 and urine pH were simultan-
eously determined. In normal subjects.
given NH4C1 x 3 days. an inverse relation-
ship between NH4 excretion (y) and UAG (x)
y —O.18x + 21, rO.76 was found. The
UAG decreased to less than 10 (—3±6
mEqil), while NE4 increased and the urine
pH fell to less than 5.5. The UAG of
patients with DRTA (22±5.5 mEqil, n11)
hyperkalemic DRTA (16±5.0, n6) and SAD
(38±4.3 mEqil, n12) was higher than that
of normal subjects with HMA reflecting
their inability to excrete NH4 during HMA.
While all patients had an increased UAG.
the urine pH was increased in those with
DRTA (6.42±0.18) and hyperkalemic DRTA
(6.17± 0.20) but not in those with SAD
(5.28± 0.05). The UAG provides a rapid
tool Lor the evaluation of disorders of
urinary acidification. An elevated UAG
(i.e. above 10 mEqU) suggest DRTA if ass-
ociated with a urine pH above 5.5 sad SAD
when associated with a urine pH below 5.5.
PROGNOSIS OF CHILDREN WITH IGA NEPHROPATHY(IGAN).
REPORT OF THE SOUTHWEST PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY
STUDY GROUP. R.J, Hocig, F.G. Silva, R.J. Wyatt.
Univ. of Texas Health Science Ctr,, Dallas, TX.
IgAN is a leading cause of chronic renal
disease in adults, but long-term studies to
assess prognosis in children are not available.
We have compiled clinical and pathologic data on
171 children with IgAN: 72% were male; 86%
white, 6% black, 7% Hispanic, 1% Indian. The
pathologic data revealed Type 1 lesions (essen-
tially normal glomeruli) in 23%, Type 2 (pure
mesangial hypercellularity) in 35%, and Type 3
(focal, segmental or diffuse proliferative
glomerulonephritis) in 42%. Glonierular capillary
wall (GCW) staining with IgA was seen in 22%, and
42% had ultrastructural evidence of GCW abnor-
malities (deposits splitting). Of great concern
was the finding that 9 of 62 pts (15%) with
follow-up of 4 years or greater have advanced to
end-stage renal disease (ESRD). Their rate of
progression of disease followed a linear pattern
when represented by the reciprocal of serum
creatinine. All 9 pts showed severe histopath-
ology (Type 3 lesions) on the initial biopsy
despite normal or only slightly elevated serum
creatinines (0.6 to 1.1 mg/dl) at that time.
When the analysis was restricted to patients with
Type 3 lesions and follow-up of 4 years or more,
it was found that 27% (9 of 34) had progressed to
ESRD. GCW staining with IgA was observed in 4 of
these 9 pts, and ultrastructural evidence of GCW
abnormalities in 6 of 7 pts. We conclude from
these findings that 1) IgAN is responsible for
progression to chronic renal failure in 27% of
children with Type 3 lesions, and 2) effective
therapy for this group is urgently needed.
COMPARING CLEARANCE OF UNLABELED IOTHALAMATE (C1o)
WITH CLEARANCE OF INULIN (Cm) IN PATIENTS USING
ANT) EXTENI)ED CONTINUOUS INFUSION OF BOIlI AND NO
URINE VALUES. Malcolm Holliday, Patricio Ray,*
Suzanne Young,* and Jean Harrah*. University of
California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA.
Deriving C from an extended continuous infu-
sion and steady state plasma levels gives results
comparable to Cm measured by the conventional
method in children having Cm over a wide range,
Cto, using labeled (1125) or unlabeled iothalamate
(lothal) measured in serum gives values equal to
Cm with a variation of <10% in 4 of 5 studies.
(slope not different from 1.0). It has been
argued that binding of lothal to plasma proteins
and tubular secretion of lothal produce compensa-
ting errors. We measured Cm and Cl0 in 9 patientshaving Cm between 5 and 107 using the extended
constant infusion method. S serum sanples were
collected between 140-270 mm. lothal was measured
on an ultrafiltrate of serum using an I-IPLC method;
inulin levels on whole serum were corrected to
serum water. The slope and intercept of C10 upon
Cm were 1.00 and -.9 respectively (r=.99). The
coefficient of variation among serum inulin levels
was 6±3% of lothal was 5±3% for the 9 studies.
Variations in pump speed using pulsatile pumps
contributed; high quality syringe pumps gave better
results. These findings are consistent with the
premise that unlabeled lothal is not secreted in
significant quantities and that C10 and C1 are
similar. This method for determining GFR has
advantages over that using a conventional
clearance method.
EFFECT OF ARTIFICIAL HEART (AH) IMPLANTATION AND
TRANSPLANTATION ON ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE
(ANP) LEVELS. J. Horsley,* D.B. Olsen,* N.
Levinson,* 3. Copeland,* R.L. Baranowski, and C.
Westenfelder. Univ. of Utah, Div. of Nephrology
and Artific. Heart Res. Lab., VAMC Salt Lake
City, Utah, Dept. of Surgery, Univ. of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona
Patients and animals with congestive heart
failure have elevated circulating and decreased
atrial AMP levels. We observed previously that
replacement of both ventricles with an AH caused
a fall in ANP levels. We proposed that this
relative AMP—deficiency might lead to salt
retention in some AH recipients. In order to
assess whether replacement of an AH with a donor
organ (which provides the recipient with healthy
atrial tissue) normalizes circulating AMP
levels, a 25 year old man with end stage
cardiomyopathy was studied. Prior to AH
implantation, plasma renin activity (PRA) and
aldosterone (Aldo) levels were markedly
elevated, and AMP was 299 pg/ml. After AH
implantation cardiac output was 8 1/mm. and the
patient diuresed dramatically. ANP levels fell
to 209 pg/ml while central venous pressure was
14 nsnHg. After 9 days on the AH, the patient
received a successful transplant. This caused a
sustained rise of ANP levels to 574 pg/nil, while
central venous pressure fell to 1.5 vmnHg and PRA
and Aldo decreased. These data show that the
transplanted heart secreted "large" quantities
of ANP, despite low central venous pressure. It
may be that this post-operative ANP release
contributes to the natriuresis that is seen
after implantation of a donor heart.
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INCIDENCE OF CARDIAC ABNORMALITIES ASSOCIATED
WITH AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY
DISEASE (ADPKD). Kenneth F. Hossack
Cheryl L. Leddy, Robert W. Schrier, Patricia
A. Gabow. University of Colorado Department
of Medicine Denver, Colorado.
ADPKD affects other organs including a sig-
nificant incidence of hepatic cysts and berry
aneurysms. This led to the proposal that ADPKD
involves a generalized connective tissue defect.
The present echo/doppler studies were undertaken
on 87 subjects with ADPKD and 100 normal volun—
teers(N) to evaluate possible cardiac involve-
ment in ADPKD. The echo/doppler interpretations
were done in a random and blinded manner. The
results indicated a much higher incidence in the
ADPKD patients compared to N of mitral valve pro-
lapse (30 vs. 6%, p <.001), mitral incompetence
(32 vs. 9%, p <.001), tricuspid valve prolapse
5 vs. 0%, p <.05) and tricuspid incompetence
(16 vs. 4%, p<.OO5). Aortic incompetence (7 vs.
1%, p<.O5) and pulmonary incompetence (13 vs. 5%,
p=.O5) were also more common in ADPKD patients.
The mitral valve prolapse and incompetence was
found to occur either together or separately in
ADPKD. Although ADPKD patients were slightly
older (40±13 vs. 35±13 yrs. p <.05) and had high-
er systolic blood pressure (130±15 vs. 118±15 mm.
Hg. p<.O5) neither of these differences provides
an adequate explanation for the cardiac abnormal-
ities. In summary, mitral valve prolapse and/or
incompetence occurs in greater than 30% of pa-
tients with ADPKD; tricuspid, pulmonary and aortic
valves are also more abnormal in ADPKD. This dem-
onstration of significant cardiac abnormalities
in ADPKD lends further support that the disease
involves a generalized connective tissue defect.
CHARACTERIZATION OF RECUH4T, AMBJLAItIIY )14D R)STEXERCISE
PROTEINURIA IN TEE ADOLESCENT. Mark T. Mouser. Univ. of
br. Med. Ctr., tt of Pediatrics, Ceaha, braska.
To better characterise the effects of bo,' positicn aral
exercise on urinary protein excretion, cerefully thfired
randan urine sasples were obtained during recumbency and
follcwing both anbulation and exercise in healthy adolescent
student athletes. Glomerular permeability and tubular
function ere assessed using the urinary altunin creatinlne
ratio (UA1b/UCr), the urinary lysozyme creatinine ratio
(tLy/DIr), the urinary NAG creatinine ratio (ttg/UIr) and
the urinary lysozyne albumin ratio (uLy/UAlb).
Urinary Altunin Excretion (UA1b/tCr; sean 1)
fex n Ualb/Ucr (pg/mg) Range f
Racunbelt sale hO 5.4±1.1* t 2.1—16.1
fsaaie 63 7.9±1.1* 2.5—.7
Ambilation sale 40 10.7±1.1 4.4—28.0
fmnale 67 11.7±1.1 4.0—30.2
Postexercise sale tO 10.8+1.1 3.7—20.0
female 69 13.31-1.1 4.3—.5
* Ra preanted as 5th to 95th perrentile
*
rKO.3D1 caiiered to antuiatlcn or pretexercise
* p<O.O1 caar to fenel*
Postexercise LJA1b/UCr varied significantly (p<O.OO1),
depending upon the type of physical activity and urine
specific avity ums fcund to have a significant negative
correlation with UA1b/UCr (r=—0.33, p=0.OOl). Uly/UCr,
tg/Wr and !JLy/UA1b unre unaffected by either posture or
physical activity. This study suggests that in the
alolescent, recumbent altunin excretion is higher in females
and that ambulation increases glcsnerular permeability.
ercise thes nst sppear to induce any additional alteration
in glomerular penneability, althc*igh the effects of exercise
are likely related to the type and severity of physical
activity. Furthermore, renal tubular functiai is unaltered
by either ambulation or exercise and urinary albumin
excretion niay be increased In the fare of diuresis.
AN EPIDEMIC OF RENAL DISEASE IN THE ZUNI IMDIANS,
Wendy Hoy, Lovelace Medical Foundation, Albuquerque,
NM, Donald Megill, Faraington, NM, Michael Hughson,
El Paso, TX.
An epidemic of renal disease is occurring in the
Zuni Indians in Western New Mexico. Of every 100
Zunis, 1.6 have renal disease and 1 has renal
insufficiency. The rates of end stage renal
disease (ESRD) are 10 times the rates for the
U.S. and are 2.8 times the rates of other Indians
in ESRD Network 6. One third of the cases of
renal disease and ESRD are due to Type 2 diabetes,
but the etiology in half the cases is unknown.
Affected subjects range from early childhood to
old age. Early signs are hematuria, minimal or
moderate proteinuria, normal blood pressure, and
low total hemolytic complement in about 80% of
the cases. The course varies from benign to
rapidly progressive renal failure. In some cases
there is a strong familial pattern suggesting
autosomal dominant inheritance or a marked communal
exposure effect.
Biopsies often reflect an immune—complex mediated
meaangiopsthicglomerulonephrjtis, with IgA, IgG, 1gM
and C3 variably present in the mesangium. This may
be a genetic disease educed by the consanguinity
in the ethically homogeneous Zuni population.
Mesangiopathic renal disease is very common in some
Oriental populations, and this phenomenon may
reflect the American Indians' Oriental ancestry.
This disease may also be due to toxic exposures
related to jewelry making, potting, Zuni water, Zuni
salt, or herbal or other products used for medicinal
or religious purposes.
This epidemic is creating much morbidity and
generating huge costs for ESRD treatment. Further
study is needed to better understand its etiology.
PATTERNS OF PRIMARY ETIOLOGIES OF END STAGE
RENAL DISEASE (ESRD) REPORTED TO MEDICARE IN
1982. T.Huntsberger, S.J. Rosansky, K.
Jackson, WJBD Veterans' Hospital, and theUniversity of South Carolina Department of
Medicine, Computer Science, and Public Health,
Columbia, South Carolina.
We analyzed 13,912 primary etiologies (PE)
of ESRD from the ESRD Medical information System
comprising approximately 80% of all new patients
reported in 1982. We examined the age, sex,
race proportional distribution of PE to explain
the greater relative incidence (RI) in blacks
(B) than in whites (W): 2.8; in males than in
females: 1.2; in white sales (W1) versus white
females (WE): 1.83; and in black males (BM)
versus black females (BF): 1.2. The three major
reported PE of ESRD, hypertensive nephropathy
(HN), diabetic nephropathy (ON), and
glomerulonephropathy (GM), comprised 80% of the
reported PE (29.1%, 26.9% and 25.5%
respectively). B/W RI for MM was 5.7, for DN
2.6, and for GM 1.9. The M/F RI for HN was 1.5
and for GM 1.8. H/F RI for cancer, multiple
myeloma and obstructive uropathy were 3.9, 1.6,
and 14.5 respectively. WM/WF RI was 1.6 for both
HN and GM for all age groups and 2.0 for
polycystic kidney disease patients age 25—148.
The BM/BF RI of 1.2 is primarily due to the HN
RI of 2.6 for age 25—814. The relatively smaller
BM/BF RI compared to WM/WF RI Is partly due to
the high diabetic nephropathy RI for BF/BM (age
145—68: 1.5, age over 65: 2.0). In conclusion,
the incidence of the major reported PE of ESRD
varies considerably by age, race, and sex.Further studies should be performed to explore
reasons for these difference.
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INVERSE RELATIONSHIP BEWEEN KIDNEY SIZE AND DIA-
STOLIC PRESSURE (Di') IN DIABETICS WITh REDUCED
CLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE. H. Hurtado,M.H.Avram,
Division of Hephrology, The Long Island College
Hospital, Brooklyn, Hew York.
We measured kidney size, brachial artery pres-
sure, serum creatinine (5Cr) and endogenous cre-
atinine clearance (CCr) in 26 consecutively re-
ferred diabetics ranging in age from 16 to 80 yrs.
Each patient had sonography to determine kidney
length and a 24-hr urine collection for CCr. Hone
of the patients had received antihypertensive
medication during the preceeding six weeks. Pa-
tients were divided into two subgroups on the ba-
sis of their previously demonstrated requirement
for insulin: Group I, insulin dependent (Type I),
Group II insulin independent (Type II). Group I
comprised 17 diabetics, 10 women and 7 men, inclu-
ding B blacks, 5 whites and 4 hispanics of mean
age 54 yrs (range 16 to 80 yrs). Hean data are:
5Cr CCr Diast Renal Size(Rt+Left)
mg/dl mI/mm mmHg mmHg (cm)
I 2.7 43.2 140.9 87.0 20.1
II 3.8 26.6 157.8 85.6 18.1
For Type I diabetics, renal size decreased as
SGr increased (r-.421,p<O.l). Type II diabetics
appeared to have a relationship (r- .675,p<.O5)
between increasing age and lower SCr which bears
further inquiry. There was a clear and signifi-
cant (r-.536,p<.0l) inverse correlation in Type
It (but not Type I) diabetics between DP and kid-
ney size supporting a central role for hyperten-
sion in the progression of nephropathy. We con-
clude that in diabetic nephropathy Type I patients
probably have an inverse relationship between
renal size and 8Cr while Type II patients have an
inverse correlation between DP and renal size.
T—CELLS Arm HACROPHAGES 1W RAPIDLY PROGRESSIVE
LOMERULOHEPHRITIS (RPGN): GLIHICOPATHOLOGIC COR—
RELATIONS. D. Innes*, B. Sturgill, D. Kaiser*,
and K. Boiton. OVA Hed. Sch., Charlottesville, VA
We phenotyped with monoclonal antibodies (MAb)
the cellular infiltrates in kidneys of pts with
RPGN responsive (R) or nonresponsive (NR) to pulse
methyiprednisolone therapy (PM)——8 anti—GBM, 6 no
immune deposits (HID), 3 immune complex (IC), 2
vasculitis, and 1 proliferative GN. There were
glomerular, periglomerular, crescentic, and inter-
stitial T and T—ceil subsets. Few interstitial
and no glomerular B and NK cells were observed.
cells were much more common than T5. Pheno-
types were quantitatively evaluated in 221 nephri—
tic and 32 control glomeruli. T and/or T11 celia
were positively correlated with Ht , r = 0.32 to
0.74, P<O.05 to 0.0001. GBM pta had more TH cells
and Ml in glomeruli than HID or IC and YE/S ratios
were lower in GBM than vasculitis. However, dif-
ferences were not sufficient to distinguish be-
tween subtypes. Analysis of R and HR revealed no
relationship to percent crescents, entry serum
creatinine, oliguria, or requirement for dialysis.
HR was related to presence of anti—GBH disease,
P — 0.001, as was ability to stop dialysis, 0/7
GBH vs. 9/10 other, P<O.O01. Mild infiltrates of
lymphocytes and M correlated with R, P10.02. R
had lower numbers of T and M' in glomeruli, P=
0.0001, in crescents, <O.02, and total T and M
compared to HR, P<O.008. Crescentic and Votal
T / ratios were lower in MR than R, P<0.04. These
fJings demonstrate that components of •the cell
medisted immune (CMI) system are present by MAb
analysis, that subtypes cannot be differentiated
by CMI constitution, and R to PM is related to in-
tensity and composition of CMI involvement.
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EVIDENCE BY URETERAL CATHETERIZATION OF SUBTLE RENAL
TUBULAR DYSFONCTION AFTER EXTRACDRPOREAL SHEK WAVE
LITHOTRIPSY (ESWL). Ph. Jaeger* Ch. Dealarzen*, J.M.
Ginaiski*, W. von Nieoernausern*, University Hospital
and Clinique Cecil, Lauasnne, Switzerland (intr. by
6. Oiebiach)
ESWL in an effective alternative to lithiasis
aurgery, and its reported incidence of renal
complications is very low. It is not known, however,
whether thin method leads to subtle ttbular damages.
To address this issue, 14 patients with unilateral
pyelocsliceal atones underwent catheterization of both
ureters while under rachianenthesia fur ESWL. Blood
and urine samples were obtained before and after ESWL,
and the foliowing parameters were measured urinar
excretion of lysozyme, y—glutamyl—tranaferse ('y—GT
and Ca as well as fractional excretion (FE) of Na, K,
Cl Mg urate and P, TmP/GFR being derived from thelatter. To be jncluded parametgra had to be normal
and identical (± less than 10 %) on both aidea prior
to ESWL.
After ESWL lysozyme excretion increased from
undeteçtsble to above nnrmal (i.e. >17 KU/ge. crea—
tinine) in 3 cases oyt pf 10 on the side which
received the shoclça (5÷), versus in none of them on
the control side (5—) ; in avergge it increased from
O to 49 30 KU/gm. creatinine IX SEN, n 10) on 5÷
versus no change (i.e. 0 to 2 2) on 5—. Similarly,
y—GT excretion increased from 33 5 to 50 7 U/gm.
creatinine on 5+ versus no change (i.e. 35 3to 38
5) on 5—. After ESWL, the FE's of the vsrious ions
increased on both sides, due to intravenous fluid
loading to counteract the hypotensive effect of
rachisnesthesia. However whereas prior to ESWL thedifferences between the ft'5 on one aide and those on
the other side were negligible (i.e. <10 %, inclusion
criterion), after ESWL these differences rose by more
than 10 % due to larger increments on S÷ than on 5—
in a sttstantial proportion of the cases, i.e. 2 out
of 4 for Mg, 1 out of 3 for urate and K, 2 out of 2forCl loutoflforNa,andl outof2 for U—Ca;
Tnf/6Fl was not affected by ESWL.
Conclusion ESWL leads to multiple signs of renal
tubular oystunction which can be detected within
minutes after the maneuvre has been completed ; the
reversibility of the disorder remains to be evaluated.
FAMILY CLUSTERIHC OF IHIRACRAHIAL AHEURYSMS (ICA)
IH AUTOSOHAL DOHIHAHI POLYCYSTIC KIDHEY DISEASE
(ADPKD). W. Ksehny, P. Bell, N. Earnest, J.
Stears, P. Gabow. Univ. of Colorado Health
Sciences Center, VANC, Denver, Co.
The frequency of ICA in individuals with ADPKD
is estimated to be 10 to 40%. We do not know
clinical characteristics that predict the presence
of ICA in ADPKD. Therefore, we analyzed three
characteristics in 17 subjects with ADPKD and ICA
to determine possible relationships: family
history of ICA, hypertension, liver cysts.
Thirteen subjects in 6 families had relatives with
ICA whereas 4 subjects represented the sole
affected family member (3 had relatives with ADPKD
enrolled in this study). Thus 6 families out of
the 63 with at least 2 members with ADPKD (9.5%)
accounted for 13 of the 17 subjects with ICA(76%). The prevalence of ICA in the 10 affected
families was significantly different than would be
predicted for ICA frequencies of either 10%
(p<0.0OI) and 40% (p<O.0O5). Hypertension was
present in 69% of the subjects with ICA (prior to
rupture) and in 53% of 379 subjects without ICA
(HS). Liver cysts were present in 38% with ICA
and 56% without ICA (ES). Hypertension and liver
cysts were not related to ICA in this population.
In addition, 14 subjects ruptured an ICA; using a
rupture rate of 45%, this suggests an overall
prevalence of ICA in this AOPKD population of
about 10%. These findings suggest that subjects
with ADPKD with a family history of ICA may be at
higher risk for ICA; that is, famiiy clustering of
ICA may be present. This clustering is compatible
with either a quantitatively greater expression of
the ADPKD gene or the presence of another genetic
factor that influences ICA formation.
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LONG-TERM FOLLOW—UP OF CHILDREN WITH STEROID—
DEPENDENT MINIMAL CHANGE NEPHROTIC SYNDROME
(MCNS). Clifford Kashtan,* Tyrone Melvin,* and
Youngki Kim. Univ. of Minnesota, Dept. of
Pediatrics, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
A subgroup of patients with steroid—responsive
MCNS are classified as steroid—dependent (SD)
because of repeated relapses of proteinuria
during prednisone taper, or within 4 weeks of
withdrawal of prednisone. The long—term outcome
of this subgroup has not been documented. Twelve
children with SDMCNS (biopsy—proven) have been
followed for 10-22 yrs (mean, 14.8 yrs): 8
patients have been in stable remission for 2—13
yrs (mean, 5.5 yrs); 2 remain steroid—dependent,
10 and 18 yrs after onset; and 2 had steroid—
responsive relapses after 5 and 8 yrs of
remission. In 3 patients SDMCNS remitted without
cytotoxic therapy, 7—11 yrs after onset.
Cyclophosphamide (CYC) was administered to the
remaining 9 patients: 8 had prolonged remissions
(1.1-13 yrs, mean 4.3 yrs), and 1 relapsed 1
month after CYC but remained steroid—dependent.
Of the 8 patients who had prolonged remissions
after CYC, 3 have had no relapses 5—13 yrs after
therapy. In 5 of these 8 patients steroid—
dependency recurred 1.1—3 yrs after CYC and a
second course was given, resulting in remissions
of 1.4—8 yrs in 3 patients, change to a
frequently relapsing pattern in 1 patient, and
remission of 3 months in 1 patient who then
became steroid—dependent again. We conclude that
the long—term outcome of SDMCNS is favorable, and
further that CYC is useful in the management of
these patients.
PROGRESSIVE IN VITRO DECLINE N URINE CREATININE
CONCENTRATION IN SPINAL CORD INJURY PATIENTS.
0. Kaw,* E. Levy,* T. Kahn. Bronx V.A. Med. Ctr.
and Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, New York, N.Y.
In a spinal cord injury (Sd) patient creatin—
me concentration of freshly voided urine was
2lnig/lOOnil and declined progressively in the test
tube over 7 days to 9mg/lOOml. Similar observa-
tions were made on 2 other SCI patients. Urine
creatinine concentration remained stable in nor-
mals, 4 patients with chronic renal disease and
4 other Sd patients. Mixture of the affected
urine and normal urine resulted in a progressive
decline in creatinine concentration in the mix-
ture. Boiling the urine or filtering it through
450 angstrom filter paper prevented the progres-
sive decline in creatinine concentration. Centri-
fugation at 3000g for 10 minutes enhanced decline
in creatinine concentration in the bottom quarter
fluid and minimized decline in the top quarter.
Streptococcus fecalis was grown in the urine of
all 3 patients. Incubation of these organisms in
broth with creatinine resulted in a dramatic fall
in creatinine concentration with time, greater
than the fall obtained with broth plus other bac-
teria. Antibiotics limited the decline with strep
fecalis. Strains of strep fecalis obtained from
different sites in other patients when added to
broth plus creatinine did not lower creatinine
concentration in broth as did the index cases.
Thus in 3 Sd injury patients urine creatinine
concentration declines with time in vitro. The
growth of strep fecalis in these urines may be
responsible for the fall in creatinine concentra-
tion. Reduced urine creatinine concentration
will result in incorrect creatinine clearances.
NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS (NAA): A NONINVASIVE
TECHNIQUE FOR QUANTITATION OF SKELETAL ALUMINUM(AL). S.Kelleher, K.Ellis5, A.Raciti*, G.
Schulnia*, J.Savory5, M.Wills5. SUNY Stony Brook,
Brookhaven Nat. Lab., Upton, NY and U. Va,
Charlottesville.
No noninvasive techniques exist for direct
assessment of skeletal Al in ESRD. NAA has been
employed to Study body composition in ESRD.
However, Al has not been directly measurable due
to interference with the Al signal by activated
phosphorus. We developed a technique for hand
NAA (thermal neutrons only) to assess skeletal
Al. We then performed desferoxamjne (DFO)
testing, total body NAA. and hand NAA in 10 ESRD
patients and compared results of serum Al ( SAl),
increment in SAl after IWO (AA1), skeletal Al/Ca
ratio (Al/Cs) in the hand, and calculated total
skeletal Al (TotAl = TotCa x Al/Ca).
Al/Ca TotCa TotAl
(mg/g) g mg
.05 1127 55
.02 615 12
.03 1200 36
.05 1207 60
.06 839 58
.13 1295 164
.10 886 89
.48 611 294
.76 517 380
.16 NA NA
a significant correlation bet-
ween AA1 and both Al/Ca (r.86) and calculated
totAl (r=.90. both p<.Ol). Histologic con-firmation is necessary. However, NAA is a promis-
ing technique for serial study of skeletal Al in
ESRD.
DRUC THERAPY, DIALYSIS AND TRANSPLANTATION IN
CHILDREN WITH DIFFUSE PROLIFERATIVE LUPUS NEPHRI—
TIS (DPLN). M.R. Khawar, A. Tejani, K.M.H. Butt,
A. Pomrantz, A. Nicastri, C. Chen. Depts of Pedi-
atrics, Surgery & Pathology, SUNY—Health Science
Center at Brooklyn.
27 children diagnosed as DPLN by the WHO Class
IV criteria and continuously followed at our in-
stitution for the last 6 years form the study
group. Patients were treated with 6Omg/m2 predni—
sone for 8 weeks, and then gradually tapered.
Pulse methyl prednisolone was added in acute
oligoanuric states. Oral cyclophosphamide 3mg/kg
was added when serological control was not ob-
tained with prednisone. For the last two years
high dose steroid therapy has been replaced with
intravenous cyclophosphamide given every 3 months.
Results: Using death or end stage renal disease as
the end point, actuarial six year survival is less
than 20%. 4 patients died, 3 of them with super-
imposed infection while receiving steroid therapy.
Dialysis: 62% of the patients required dialytic
therapy. No mortality occurred on dialysis but a
high rate of hospitalization was noted. Lupus
patients on dialysis accounted for 43% of all
dialysis related hospitalization compared to 62%
of admissions for 55 non lupus patients (p<.Ol).
Transplantation: 1 year and 4 year actuarial graft
survival of 12 primary transplants was 80% and 45%.
One recipient of a live related donor kidney has
evidence of recurrence.
Conclusion: The prognosis of DPLN in children is
poor despite aggressive therapy. Since re-
placement therapy — either dialysis or trans-
plantation — has good results, the role of aggres-
sive steroid therapy needs to be reassessed.
Subject SAl AA1
(ug/l) (ug/L)
1 19 41
2 20 90
3 35 32
4 39 133
5 55 52
6 55 108
7 59 157
8 84 376
9 98 450
10 103 321
The results showed
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CONFIRMATION OF LINKAGE OF AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT
POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (ADPRD) TO CHROMOSOME
6. H Kimberling*, P Fain*, P Gabow, J Kenyon*,
E Sujansky*. Soys Town National Institutes Omaha,
NE. and U. of CO Hith Sci Ctr, Denver, CO.
Linkage data were analyzed for one large
kindred with ADPKD whose family members have been
followed for up to twenty years. One or more
ultrasound evaluations were available for most
members of the family. Analyses of at risk
patients by decade from this family and 34 other
families indicated at least 90% of ADPKD gene
carriers could be detected by ultrasonography by
the fourth decade. These data were utilized to
define gene carriers for linkage and analysis.
DNA was extracted from blood samples from 128
family members. Restriction fragment length
polymorphisms were typed using two new gene
probes, zeta and JWIOI, and 3' HVR (Reeders et ml,
Nature, 1985) for the alpha—hemoglobin region
located on the short arm of chromosome 16.
Linkage analysis was done using LIPED adjusted to
account for age dependent penetrance. The results
gave a lod score of +3.6 at a recombination
fraction of 0.05. Thus this linkage provides a
95% certainty of a gene carrier state in a pre—
symptomatic at risk person. These results confirm
the localization of ADPKD to l6p (Reeders). These
data from a different family support genetic
homogeneity of ADPKD. Using the genetic linkage
data for its predictive ability we were able to
clarify the status of ADPKD in 5 patients who had
been considered suspicious clinically, but were
considered not to be gene carriers by gene
linkage. Thus not only has linkage to chromosome
16 been confirmed but clinical application has
been demonstrated.
ABSENCE OF 28kDa TYPE IV COLLAGEN NC! DOMAINS IN
GLOMERULAR BASEMENT MEMBRANE (GBtI) IN ALPORT-
TYPE FAMILIAL NEPHRITIS (EN). M.M._Kleppel*, C.
Kashtan*, R.J. Butkowski*, A.J.TfSI,
Michael. Dept. of Laboratory Medicine and
Pathology, Pediatrics, and the institute of
Human Genetics, Univ. of Minn. Medical School.
Imunohistochemjcal findings in Alport—type
FN indicate an absence of binding of Goodpasture
(GP) and anti -Gi3M autoantibodies to Alport GBM.
OP autoantibodies are known to bind the type IV
collagen NC! domain which in human GBM is
uniquely characterized by very reactive cationic
NC1 subunits (28k0a) in addition to the 26kDa
and 24k0a subunits found in all basement
membranes. We examined the subunit composition
of NC! isolated oy collagenase digestion of 0GM
from X—linKed dominant Alport—type EN and
compared it witn tne NC! from the GBM of normal
kidneys and end-stage renal disease controls
using SOS—PAGE, two—Dimensional gel
electrophoresis and immunoblotting with OP
autoantioodjes Trie 28KDa Nd subunits were
not detected by protein staining or immuno-
olotting of digests of the 0GM from 3 male
patients witfl Alport FN, whereas the 26kDa and
24K0a NC1 subunits derived from alpha 1 and alpha
2 type II collagen chains, respectively, appear
normal. In contrast, the NC1 isolated from
normal and 6 disease control preparations of GBM
revealed the presence of the 24k0a, 2GkDa, and
28k0a monomers. These studies suggest that the
genetic abnormality in X—iinked dominant Alport
EN is a defect in the synthesis, secretion or
membrane integration of the 28 kDa parent
nio 1 e Cu 1 e.
MINIMAL CHANGE DISEASE (MCD) OF ADULTHOOD.
Stephen N. Korbet. Melvin H. Schwartz and Edmund
J. Lewis. Rush Medical College, Chicago, Illinois.
Minimal change disease was diagnosed in 55
adults with the nephrotlc syndrome. In 7 (13%)
this was found to be due to secondary causes
(2—lymphoma,5—nonsterojdals) .We obtained follow—up
in 40 of the remaining patients with idiopathic
MCD. They consisted of 27 females and 13 males
ages 15—78 yrs (AO.7±l9.8(SD)yra). Twenty patients
were <40 yrs of age at presentation. They present-
ed with significantly (P<O.05) lower SCr (0.9±0.2
vs 1.3±0.5) and SA1b (1.9±0.8 vs 2.4±0.7) than pts
>40 yrs. There was no significant difference in
presenting proteinuria (8.7±5.7gm/24h) or length
of follow—up (mean 63.1, range 4—176 mos) between
the two groups. Microscopic hematuria and hyper-
tension were each present in 21% of pts. Thirty—
four pts received therapy with prednisone (P) . A
complete remission (CR) was obtained in 91% of pts
treated with P. The response occurred within 16
wks in 79% of pta. Twenty pta (64.5%) relapsed. A
relapse occurred within 3 months in 70% of pts.No
difference was recognized between pts <40 yrs or
>40 yrs with respect to initial relapse time or
total relapses. Eight patients (26%) were steroid
dependent. A spontaneous CR occurred in 2 pts. At
follow—up, 29 pta (72.5%) were in CR and 8 pta
(20%) were nephrotic. Our observations demonstrate
that secondary causes of adult MCD are frequent
and must be ruled out. Adults with MCD have a re-
sponse to P that is as good as children. Relapses
occurred in a high percentage of adults similar
to that observed in children. No difference in
response to P or relapse could be observed
between pts <40 yrs and >40 yrs.
PIVFEIN INl HYP 1LrIa; 1U OFP1rNDI (PG), NGIiSIN II (A II) nC11)L1*j[NS. G.G. Krishna, E. Mlller,* P.
Chusid,* M. Bushman, * R. Hoeldtke .* Department
of Medicine, ¶Omrple University School of Medi-
cine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The role of the vaSoactjve hornones, PG, AII, norepinephrine (NE) and dopaxnine (DA) in med-iating protein induced hyperfiltratjon and
increased renal blood fl (RBF) is unknown.
Accordingly, a 1 g/kg bw protein load (steak
meal) was administered to 9 healthy male volun-
teers 2 hours after taking a placeho (P), indo-
methacjn (I) 50 my or enalapril (E) 10 my. Each
subject received P, E, I in a double blind ran-
dcsiiized fashion. During the P studies creatinine
clearance (Ccr) rose from 139±7 mI/mm to 157±7
lal/rain at 1 h (p < 0.02) after protein loading,peaked (192±25 mi/nun) at 2 h (p < 0.05) and
remained elevated (167*7 mI/ruin) at 4 h (p <
0.02). PAH clearance (Cpj) and filtrationfraction (FF) rose in response to the protein
neal. The increment in Ccr was similar despite
pretreatment with I or E although the peak
response occurred earlier (1 1/2 h). The incre-
neat in Cp and FF was also similar with P, E
or I. There was a predictable increase in plasma
renin activity with E while it was unchanged with
P or I. Protein feeding increased urinary NE and
decreased urinary DA excretion while plasma NE
was unchanged. These changes were similar with
P. E or I. PG and A TI blockade failed to alter
the renal henrxlynamic response to protein.
Despite decreases in urinary D1 and increases in
urinary NE, protein increased GFR and RBF. Thus,
protein induced hyperfiltration is not mediated
by PG, A II or catecholamjnes.
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SEVERE HYPONATREMIA (SM) IN RATS: THE EFFECT
OF TREATMENT ON MORTALITY. R. Erothapalli,
,J.C. Ayus, baylor College of Medicine, Hous-
ton, Texas.
Our previous study (AJP 28:F711—F719,
1985) has shown that rapid correction of SH to
mildly hyponatremic levels is not associated
with brain damage. However, it is not clear
whether rapid correction improves survival
when compared to SM left untreated. In a
group of 25 rats (Group I) with 311 (Serum Na
<l2OmEq/L), 68% died when left untreated. In
another group of 33 rats (Group II), when SH
(serum Na < 120) was treated with intraperito—
neal administration of hypertonic saline, only
33% died (P < 0.05 vs Group I). Of the rats
of Group II that died, serum sodium was cor-
rected to either normonatremic or hyperna—
tremic levels, and/or serum Na was increased
by more than 3OmEq/L in the first 2I hours
following correction. None of the rats that
survived in this group became either normona—
tremic or hypernatremio following correction.
More over, all the rats that survived had an
increase in serum Na of less than 25mEq/L. We
conclude that 1) SM left untreated results in
a high mortality, 2) mortality in SH can be
improved by rapid correction of SH to mildly
hyponatremic levels with hypertonic saline if
serum Na does not increase by more than
25mEq/L, and 3) correction of SM to normona—
tremio or hypernatremic levels and/or an
increase in serum Na of more than 25mEq/L in
the first 2I hours following rapid correction
of 311 results in significant mortality.
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE FOLLOWING TREATMENT WITH
RECOMBINANT HUMAN-ALPHA—2b-INTERFERON IN ONE
PATIENT WITH METASTATIC COLO—RECTAL CANCER
Erhard Kurschel*, Ulrike Metz_Kurschel*, Norbert
Niederle* West German Tumor Center and Division
of Nephrology, Department of Internal Medicine,
University of Essen, FRG
Because of their antiproliferative and immincnnDdulating
effects hunmn interferons have gained increasing interest in
the treatisent of haimn nmlignancies. In regard of their aide
effects there are only a few reports on their nephrotocic
potential which neinly deal with nephrotic syndrases, protein—
uria and acute interstitial nephritia with the nephrotic syn—
draie.
tkiring a phase I/IT—study e observed an acute oliguric renal
failure in a 57 years old nan with netastatic colo—recal
cancer whe ses treated with s.c. injections of 40 x liP IE of
recanbinant huean-alpha—2b-Tnterferon (Schering—Plough, speci-fic activity of 1 x lC units/ne protein) on days 1, 3 and 5
every eek. After six eeks of treatnsnt S-creatinine rose
draimtically fran 1,0 eg/dl to 5,3 rtejdl within 3 days,
111N rose fran 10 eg/dl to 78 n/dl.
At this tune the petient received no other drugs except fran
acetaninophen during the febrile episodes following injection
of interferon. After discontinuation of interferon therapy
and initiation of supportive care S-creatinine levels and PUN
returned to the normal range. Renal biopsy as refused by the
petient.
This observation of an acute oliguric renal failure associated
with interferon therapy ea to indicate a nephrotoxic
potential of recanbinant himun-alpha—2b—interferon. Investiga-
tions in our institutions descrihed ccinbined glanerular and
tubular injury in absut EL) of our petients treated with
huiun-alpha—2b-interferon during different phase I/TI—studies.
THE IMPACT OF BLOOD PRESSURE ON RENAL FUNCTION
IN INSULIN—DEPENDENT DIABETES. L.M.B. Laffel*,
A.S. Krolewski*, L.I. Rand*, J.H. Warram*, A.R.
Christlieb*, and J.A. DElia. Joslin Diabetes
Center, Boston Massachusetts.
The effect of blood pressure on renal function
was examined in data from the Diabetic Retinopathy
Study. Starting in 1972, 742 patients with pro-
liferative or pre—proliferative retinopathy and
serum creatinine(Cr) values 1.0—1.4 mg/dl were
followed 3 to 8 years with annual measurements of
blood pressure, urine albumin, and serum Cr. Pa-
tients were grouped according to proteinuria sta-
tus: Group A had no proteinuria throughout the
study (N=271), group B developed proteinuria dur-
ing follow-up (N=121), and Group C had proteinurta
from study entry (N=332). Renal function (reci-
procal Cr) did not change in Group A regardless of
blood pressure level. It declined in Group B only
after the onset of proteinuria, at which time dia-
stolic pressures >95 mmHg significantly increased
the rate of decline in renal function. In Group C
renal function decreased from entry with an annual
rate of decline directly related to diastolic
blood pressures as follows: Diastolic BP
Annual Change in 5 85-94 95+
Reciprocal Cr (xlOO) —2.2 -4.9 —7.2
Level of systolic pressure did not affect renal
function in any group. In a multivariate analy-
sis, individuals older than 45 years of age had a
slower rate of decline in renal function.
Conclusion: In the absence of proteinuria,
renal function remains stable regardless of blood
pressure level in these diabetic patients. How-
ever, once proteinuria develops, the rate of
decline in renal function is directly related
to the level of diastolic blood pressure.
SERUM THYROID HORMONES IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC
RENAL FAILURE: EVIDENCE FOR NORMAL THYROID
FUNCTION. Achour Laradi, Rachida Maoui,
Abderrezak Krouri, and Mohamed Drif- Division
of Nephrol. and Endocrin. Dept. Med.- Inessm.-
Algiers, Algeria.
The endocrine system of patients with chronic
renal failure (CRF) and particulary the
thyroid function suffers multiple disturbances
and several abnormalities have been described.
And available informations is in some ways
contradictory .To elucidate this point, we
prospectively evaluated thyroid hormones T3
T4, free 13 (FT3), free 14 (Fl4) in a group of
patients with CRF prior to and during chronic
dialysis therapy with hemodialysis or perito —
neal dialysis. All determination were performedin patients with serum creatinine up 6mg/dI
the patients were matched for age, renal
disease, duration of dialysis therapy . Serum
concentrations of T3 and T4 were between
normal limits (13 :mean = O,96ng/ml, n = 20
O,52(normal(l,6ng ; T4 : mean = 5,Bpg/ml, n=22,
b,7normaUllpg ) . FT3 and FT4 serum
concentrations were also normal, (FT3 : mean =
2,38pg/rnl , n = 43, 2,8(normal6,93
FT4 : mean = 0,95ng/rnl, n = 32; O,73(normal(l,95).
Only two patiens had goiter
These limited data suggest that thyroid
function as invistigated in our patients
is normal
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ThE INQEASE IN GFR M'fER A MEAT MEAL IN HUMANS IS
MEDIATED BY P)STPi3LANDINS (p3). M Lawlor*, W
Lieberthal and R Perrone. Tufts—NE Medical Center
and Boston U Medical Center, Boston, MA.
Protein feeding increases GFR in hunans but
neither the afferent nor the efferent mediators of
this response are kncMn. Because B3 have important
effects o renal henodynamics, we studied the
ability of indcinethacin (INIX)) to block the
increased GFR resulting fran a meat meal. Fasting
water—loaded subjects (N=ll) infused with inulin
(IN) and PAM canpleted successive 30 mm clearance
periods before (Baseline) and after eating 400gus of cooked lean beef. Subjects were studied on
two occasions, once without(—) and once with(+) 75
my INtO given po 15 mm prior to the meal. The
peak response is shcMn belc. Data are mear*SE in
ml/mirVl.73 m . *p<O.05 vs baseline, @p<O.05 +
vs — INtO.
Baselime 90 mm 120 mm 180 mm
C. (—) 99±4 110±3* 109±3* 105±3in() 96±2 lOO±4@ lOO±3@ 104±4
C (—) 629±26 696±34 671±26 659±33
Pah() 632±22 667±37 646±28 675±45
After the meat meal there was a significant risein C. but not in C . In the presence of INtO
the Hcrease in C. caupletely inhibited. BUN
levels rose equa1 in both groups after protein
feeding, but urea production rates were slighuy
lcwer and p1ana glucose levels higher in the
presence of INtO. We conclude that INU) blocks the
increase in GFR follo,iing a meat meal suggesting
that it is mediated trj IC. INtO also slightlydecreases urea production rates and increases
plaama glucose indicating a possible role for IC
in the afferent limb of this response.
RENAL HEMODYNAMICS(RH) IN WELL CONTROLLED DIABE—
TICS(DM): EFFECT OF PROTEIN LOAD(PL) IN CAPTOPRIL
(C) AND INDOMETHACIN(I) TREATED DM. SLew,* J
I-{ertel,* JP Bosch.* (intr. by P Kiminel). George
Washington Univ., Washington, D.C.
The effect of C and I in OM with blood glucose
2OO mg/dl and normals(NL) were studied. An oral
PL, 80 gm of cooked red meat, was given to evalu-
ate drug effects. Three hr clearance periods
(CP) for inulin, PAll and creatinine were collected
prior to PL (base). One hr after PL five hr CP
were made (test). One hr prior to both CP, either
no drug(no med), C 25mg or I 25mg was given. Mean
values are shown for base and test. *p<O5=base
vs test. @p<.O5=medicated base vs no med base.
MAPTmnH;
GFR, RPF rn/min/1.73m2; FF =
TRR1O' dynes.s.cm
No Med Captopril Indomethacin
Ni n=4 Base Test Base Test Base Test
MAP 90±1 88±2 @85±2 84±2 88±3 87±3
GFR 124±1 *144±3 111±7 123±6 117±5 117±5
RPF 687±36 *818±48 810±100 995±183 694±123 7O2t17
FF 18±1 18±1 @14±1 14±2 18±2 18±2
TRR .625±032*.513±D41098±062*.424±D74 $51±.102 £34±
IDDM n=4
.095
MAP 92±4 90±5 *88±5 88±2 @100±3 97±6
GFR 100±9 *123±10 103±8 117±12 110±6 115±15
RPF 688±81 *748±68 694±44 719±58 654±40 593±19
FF 15±2 17±2 15±2 16±2 17±2 19±2
TRR.671±.D95*,592±075 .616±.O48.576±.136 .742±074 .79289
In NL and DM, PL results in a fail in TRR with an
increased CFR and RPF; FF is unchanged. C lowers
TRR in NL but not in DM. PL only lowers TRR in NL
given C. In both NL and DM, I doesn't effect RH
before or after PL. Conclusion: PL produces vaso—
dilation in ML and DM which may be prostaglandin
mediated. DM are unresponsive to the effects of C.
PRIMARY OUTCOMES IN THE CONTROLLED TRIAL OF PLAS—
MAPHERESIS THERAPY (PPT) IN SEVERE LUPUS NEPHRITIS.
E. Lewis, J. Lachin*, and Lupus Nephritis Collab-
orative Study Group (LNCSG), Chicago, IL.
A controlled clinical trial of the value of PPT
in severe lupus nephritis was undertaken by 13
clinics of the LNCSG. 86 patients (pts) were ran-
domized to standard therapy (Sb) (45 pts) or STD
plus thrice weekly PPT for 4 weeks (41 pts). Pred-
nisone taper, treatment of intercurrent exacerba-
tions and maintenance prednisone therapy was stan-
dardized using strict adherence to 7 medical man-
agement protocols. Mean age was 32±12 (SD) yrs.
81% were female. Mean entry serum Cr=2.Ol±l.3 mgi
dl; C3=57±30 mg/dl ; C414±1O mg/dl; proteinuria=
5.5±4.1 Gm/day. There were no significant differ-
ences between STD or PPT groups at entry for these
or 28 other clinical or laboratory variables.
Mean follow—up period was 80 wks. 12 pts died (Sb
6 vs PPT 6), 10 reached renal failure (STD 4 vs
PPT 6). No significant differences were found in
life table analysis of the death or renal failure
rate: STD-l yr=9%; 2 yr=18%; 3 yr=25% vs PPT—l yr
=18%. 2 yr=25%; 3 yr=32%. Stop points were defined
according to development of renal failure, failure
to respond to therapy or serious lupus complica-
tions. Actuarial analysis of 28 pts reached stop
points: 13 SID vs 15 PPT. Analysis of the pts
reaching stop points was: STD-1 yr=14%; 2 yr=25%;
3 yr=33%—vs PPT-l yr=28%; 2 yr=35%; 3 yr=43%. 9/28
pts died after reaching a stop point (STD 3 vs PPT
6). We conclude that PPT did not improve the prog-
nosis of severe lupus nephritis with respect to
survival, development of renal failure or the ap-
pearance or outcome of severe, life threatening
complications of SLE in our study population.
METABOLIC ALKALOSIS DURING FUROSEMIDE INFUSION IN
MAN: ROLES OF VOLUME CONTRACTION AND ACID EXCRE-
TION. NR Loon, CS Wilcox, S Kanthar,atana, and
MA Pham. Division of Nephrology and Hypertension,
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
We investigated the mechanism of alkalosis
induced by an IV infusion of furosemide (F,10 mg
and 15 mg/hr for 2 hr). Hypertensive subjects
were studied after one month of placebo (group I;
or furosemide, 40 mg bid (group II; n=6) or
furosemide, 40 mg bid plus spironolactone, 100 mg
for 36 hr (group III; n=6). In group I, F infusion
increased HC from 25.2±0.7 to 27.5±0.7 mol/1
(p<O.001). 9bwever, net acid excretion (NAE)
did not change consistently (1.5±0.5 to 2.6±0.3
pmol/min; ns) because increased excretion of
ammonia (U V: 1.1±0.3 to 2.6±0.3 pmol mm;
p<O.O5) wdm9natched by increased excretion of
bicarbonate (U V: 0.2±0.1 to 1.0±0.2 ijmol/min;
p<O.05). F inPon reduced ECV (from volume of
distribution of TcDTPA) by 1.4±0.2 1 (p<O.O1). Of
the increase in
CO 108±12% could be accountedfor by contractioI f ECV, but only 10±17% (ns)
by increased NAE. F therapy (group II) increased
plasma aldosterone from 59±8 to 88±13 ng/dl
(p<O.05)÷and spironolactone (group III) increased
basal Na excretion (p.zO.05), yet the response to
F infusion was unchanged in groups II and III. A
water load given to 12 subjects in group I to
increase urine flow to levels of F diuresis did not
change U V. Conclusions an acute infusion of F
does NAE consistently because a rise
in U V is offset by a rise in UHrO3V. F increases
flowanhrough the distal nephroi and increases
aldosterone, but neither appear to mediate the
increased U V. Acute F—induced alkalosis is due
predominantto contraction of the ECV.
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WHAT IS THE EXPECTED DEGREE OF HYPERKALEMIA
DURING METABOLIC ACIDOSIS OF THE HYPERCHLOREMIC
TYPE (HCMA)? P.O. Magner, R. Zettle,* and M.L.
Halperin. Univ. of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
I-i is generally accented that hvnerkalemia
should be present during HCMA but not during the
metabolic acidosis produced by the accumulation
of common organic acids. Furthermore, there
appears to be a quantitative relationship between
the fall in u-I and rise in [K]. The purpose of
this study was to re-examine this relationship
because the hvperkalemia of HCMA should induce
renal mechanisms which lead to enhanced K excre-
tion and ultimately ameliorate the hvperkalemia.
Accordingly, 8 dogs were given an NHtCl or HC1
load (5 mmol/kg bid) for 5 days and K outputs
monitored. Within 1 hr of infusing HC1, the
plasma [K] rose 1.5 mM/O.l5 pH fall whereas the
plasma [K] fell 0.2 nuN with a NaHCO3—induced nH
rise of 0.2. No change in plasma [K] accomoanied
respirator', acid—base changes (PCO2 lL_92 mm Hg).
In contrast, chronic NH4CI acidosis led to pro-
gressive hvpokalemia ([K] 4.0, 3.7, and 3.2 mM on
days 0,2 and 4 respectively). The nlasma aldos—
terone concentration rose significantly on day 1
5 2 and to an even greater extent on days 3—5.
On days 1 5 2 of NHbC1, Cl excretion rose to 322
pnuol/mol creatinine and exceeded that of NHi4+ by
a factor of 2; this led to a Na + K diuresis.
Conclusion HCMA causes acute hvoerkalemia;
however, with normal adrenal and renal function,
K excretion is promoted leading to hypokalemia.
Hence, one needs to know the duration of HCMA
plus aldosterone bioactiyitv before interpreting
the olasma [K] during HCMA.
URINARY CALCIUM OXALATE( CaOx) PND CALCIUM
CARBONATE(CaCO3) SUPERSATUBATIONS INCREASE IN
PREGIANCY(PG). E'.Maikranz*, J.Parks*, F.Coe, and
M.Lindheimer, Univ of Chicago, Chicago,IL.
Hypercalciurja occurs during normal PG and
could predispose to urinary supersaturation(SS)
and subsequent stone formation. To determine
whether supersaturation occurs in gestational
hypercalciurja, urinary calcium(Uca), pH(UpH),
oxalate(uox), citrate(Ucit), urate, phosphate,
sulfate, chloride, sodium and potassium were
measured in each trimester of PG. SS was
calculated by an iterative computer model of the
relevant ionic interactions in urine and expressed
as the ratio of the concentration of CaOx or CaCO3
in urine to its own solubility. Values were
compared to age—matched normal(N) and stone—
forming(SF) non—gravid women.
SF N PG1 PG2 PG3
UcaV 196±3 121+5 233+19* 339÷55* 234+6*
IJoxV 29+0.4 26+1.0 27÷.7 30÷.4 28÷.2
UcitV 55i-12 70-i-36 77+44* l00÷l26* l15÷l22'
11pM 6.1.02 6.0.05 6.4.15 6.4-Tl5 6.2÷Th7
CaOxSS 6.9.l3 4.1.26 5.2.6l 6.2l.2* 6.3Tl.3*
CaCO3SS 3.4+.26 l.3.l7 3.81.3*4.2.89* l.8.17
(PG1,2,and .mean 1st, 2na, and 3rd trimster
data; UV=excretion in mg/d;÷ = SEM;p<.05 PGs vs N)
From the above data we conclude: l)Urine of
gravidas is Supersaturated with respect to CaOx in
spite of increased Ucit(which decreases CaOxSS by
decreasing urine free Ca ion concentration), 2)
The higher UpH is largely responsible for CaCO3SS,
3) PG UpH, Uca, and SS are those of SF and, 4)
Gestational increases in Uca, UpH, and SS put
gravidas at high risk for crystal growth and stone
formation, a risk partly offset by increased Ucit,
and perhaps by increased inhibitor proteins (see
Wabner, et al KI abstract in press).
BLOOD LEAD, BLOOD PRESSURE AND RESPONSE TO
CALCIUM SUPPLEMENTATION. DA McCarron, CD
Morris,* WM Bennett, Div. of Nephrology, Oregon
Health Sciences University, Portland, Oregon.
Increased blood lead (Pb) and low dietary
calcium (Ca2+) have been associated independently
with hypertension. As dietary Ca2+ interferes
with Pb absorption, we explored the inter-
relationship of lead, Ca2+ and blood pressure
(BP). In a controlled trial, we measured SF for
4 weeks and Pb and erythrocyte protoporphyrin
(EPP) at baseline in normals and hypertensives on
no medication. EPP and Pb were remeasured after
12 weeks of 1 gm Ca2* as CaCO3, and BP response
to Ca2+ was calculated as average BP from 8-12
weeks of Ca2* minus average baseline SF.
At baseline, Pb was significantly and
positively correlated with SBP and DSP in males
(N=]6) but not in females (N=64). EPP was
correlated with DSP in males only.
(*p<O5) &. Pb o. EPP S . Pb S . EPP
Supine SBP r=.23* r=. OS r=.l5 r=.O4
Supine DSP r.23* r. 24* r.O6 r—.O2
Standing SBP r=. 16 r—- .01 r—.12 r—. 04
Standing DBP r=. 27* r. 21* r. 01 r—. 01
Adjustment for age did not significantly reduce
these correlations. With Ca2* supplementation,
neither Pb ( 8.0±3.6 to 7.7±3.8, i 6.6±3.2 to
7.2±3.2) nor EPP (i 15.7±8.5 to 15.8±8.3,
t 19.4±15.1 to 22.9±l4.Q changed significantly.
Reductions in BP with CaL* were not associated
with changes in EPP or Pb. Additionally, EPP was
not correlated with Pb overall. We conclude that
blood lead and calcium intake are independent
risk factors for hypertension; however, more than
12 weeks of CaCO3 or supplementation from a diet-
ary source may be necessary to change Pb or EPP.
END STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRD) IN THE NAVAJO, 1971
to 1985. Donald Megill, Farmington, NM, Wendy
Hoy, Lovelace Medical Foundation, Albuquerque, NM.
The Navajo comprise the largest US Indian tribe,
with a 1985 population of 170.000, and an annual
growth rate of 2.67%. To some extent health issues
in the Navajo reflect those of other Indian tribes.
Rates and etiologies of ESRD in the Navajo were
studied from 1971 to 1985. Only subjects who
started ESRD treatment are included in this study.
The ESRD incidence has risen progressively to
29 cases in 1985, or 175.J4 per million. The prevalence
in 1985 was 119 cases, or 700 per million. These
rates are 1ul7% and 226% of the US national rates,
and both rates for the Navajo are still rising.
Type 2 diabetes and renal disease of unknown
etiology accounted for u45.l% and 35.LI% respectively
of all new cases of ESRD over the last 5 years, and
the rates of both are still rising. Chronic glom—
erulonephrltis (CGN) accounted for 11.8% of cases
and all other diseases combined accounted for 7.6%
of cases. The absolute frequency in both these
last two categories is not increasing.
Mean survival after start of treatment was 22
months for diabetics, 36 months for those with
renal disease of unknown cause, and 101 months for
those with CGN.
Thirty—six renal transplants were performed,
with 1 year graft survivals of l2.9% and 95.2%
after cadaveric and live related transplants.
Type 2 diabetes is becoming pandemic in many
Indian tribes and a wave of secondary ESRD is
following. This must be contained through diet
and lifestyle changes. In addition renal disease
of unknown etiology needs urgent investigation. Other-
wise the morbidity and cost of ESRD will soon
become prohibitive.
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NATURAL HISTORY OF ACUTE PYELONEPHRITIS:
CT SCAN STUDY OF 43 CASES. A Meyrier,* P
Simon,* N Rainfray,* MC Condamin,* J Affre,* & C
Rudet.* Hpital Avicenne, Bobigny France. (Intr.
by CS Hill)
Forty—three cases of "primitive" (i.e., without
urinary tract abnormalities) pyelonephritis (PH) were
studied by initial computerized tomographic (CT)
scan. In 6, correlations were made with renal
histology. There were 37 females and 6 males. AU
were febrile at presentation and 12 had positive
blood cultures. Initial CT abnormalities were
visible in 37. (Unilateral in 29, bilateral in 8.)
They consisted of 1) triangular or round hypodense
images, 2) diffuse hypodensity in a grossly swollen
kidney, and/or 3) abscesses. Renal histology showed
acute interstitial nephritis with PMN infiltration,
edema and hemorrhagic streaks. In 7 cases, (4
diabetics and 3 malnourished alcoholics), PN was
painless, diagnosis was delayed and lesions were
severe. In 22, control CT was done within 1 to 14
months. It showed healing in 9 and persistence or
aggravation of lesions in 13. In 3 cases cortical
scars were visible and in 2 others progressive renal
atrophy led to functional loss of a kidney: renal
histology disclosed persistent interstitial
inflammation, This study shows that: 1) renal
lesions of acute PN are grossly underestimated by
conventional radiology, 2) they tend to progress, and
therefore treatment should be distinctly longer in
most cases than commonly realized, and 3) acute PN
without any urinary tract abnormality may lead to
chronic PH in a relatively high 1 of cases.
LOW-DOSE ACETAZOLAMIDE (AZT) REDUCES PROTEINURIA.
DF liddendorf, Fli Cosio, WH Bay, S Cataland* and
LA Hebert, Opt Wed, Ohio St Univ, Columbus, OH.
We have observed reductions in proteinuria in
diabetics treated with AZT for glaucoma. Herein
we tested the effect of low dose AZT (125 mg p0
bid) in patients with proteinuria (1.2 to
25.3g/24h) due to diabetes (N=2) and other
glomerulopathies (10 FGS, 3 MGN, 3 IgA, 1 MPGN).
Clinical and biochemical parameters in blood and
urine were determined before(PRE), 1 month after
AZT therapy and 1 month after stopping AZT
(POST). Compared to PRE levels, AZT resulted in
significantly decreased serum —HCO3 (29 vs 25
mEq/1,**) and serum K+ (4.4 vs 4.1 mEqIl,*) and
increased serum Cl- (104 vs 107 mEq/1,*). BUN
(25 vs 31 my/dl,*) and serum creatinine (1.98 vs
2.1 mgldl,*) were significantly increased after
AZT. In addition:
Parameter PRE AZT POST
Weight 198 ]95* 195
Systolic BP (mmhy) 139 125+ 135
Proteinuria (g/24h) 5.7 3•9** 4.8
U.Prot/U.creat. 3.8 2.6+ 3.1
Creat. Clear.(cc/min) 73 77 78
*p <0.05; **p <0.01; +p <0.001, compared to PRE.
There was no correlation between systolic BP and
proteinuria. In 4 patients, also receiving
captopril, AZT resulted in a mean 38% reduction
in proteinuria. In some patients reduction in
proteinuria persisted for 1 month after AZT was
discontinued. Conclusion: Low dose AZT resulted
in: 1) Decreased proteinuria in 18 of 19
patients (mean of 32%); 2) Decreased proteinuria
in patients already receiving captopril; 3) AZT
may prove to be an alternative and an adjunct to
other drugs known to reduce proteinuria.
TUMOROUS DEGENERATION OF ACQUIRED RENAL CYSTIC
DISEASE IN ESRD:A14 AUTOPSY STUDY OF 155 CASES.
Lawrence Miller*,Oved Soffer and Victor H. Nassar*
Dept. of Med. Div of Nephrol. and Dept. of Pathol.
VAI4C, Emory Univ. Sch. of Ned. ,Atlanta, GA.
Data on 155 ESRD patients autopsied between
1965—l985,excluding PCI<D,were analyzed. Mean age
was 53±13y. Nephrosclerosis, unknown and DM were
the leading causes of ESRD. Dialysis had either
not been instituted or had started within the pre-
vious 6 months in 43%. 45% were receiving hemo—
and 12% peritoneal dialysis. The duration of dia-
lysis ranged from 1 month to 10 years (2.8 l.7y).
Cystic transformation of the kidneys (multiple
cysts) were noted in 58%. There were 24 patients
with adenomas and two with carcinomas. 81% of the
tumors were in patients with cystic transformation.
Tumors ranged from 0.1—3.5cm in size and were
often multiple,papillary and usually arose from
cyst walls. No metastases were noted.
Analysis showed a significant association
(p.Ol) between the presence of cysts and tumors.
Multivariant analysis using logistic regression
showed that the single best predictor of tumor was
age (p.O26). When calculating the odds of tumor—
ous degeneration, advanced age and cystic trans-
formation were additive. There was no relation
between the incidence of either cystic transforma-
tion or tumorous degeneration and duration of dia-
lysis. Nor did these two parameters correlate with
mode of dialysis, cause of ESRD or sex and race.
Conclusions: Cystic transformation of the kid-
neys occurs in about half of ESRD patients, indep-
endent of either duration or modality of dialysis.
Concomitant tumorous degeneration was frequent.
This was usually an incidental autopsy finding.
Malignancy was uncoon and metastases absent.
OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN OF THE COOPERATIVE STUDY,
MODIFICATION OF DIET IN RENAL DISEASE. MDRD
Study Group (Presented by W.E. Mitch, T.I.
Steinman), Bethesda, MD.
Despite reports suggesting that progressive
renal insufficiency can be slowed by restricting
dietary protein and phosphorus, a controlled
Study is lacking. The NIH is sponsoring Such a
study of patients 18—75 y with documented pro-
gression. Its goals are to: 1) compare the effi-
cacy of different low—protein diets on changes in
CFR (isotope clearance) measured quarterly; 2)
determine dietary acceptance and compliance; 3)
determine safety and nutritional effects. Nine
centers have each enrolled 12 patients to evalu-
ate for >12 months the feasibility of a longer
trial. If GFR i 25—80 mT/mm (Study A), sub-
jects will be randomized to 1 of 3 diets: control,
1—1.4 g protein/kg/d; low protein (LP), 0.6 g
protein/kg/d or very low protein (VLP), 0.28 g
protein/kg/d supplemented with ketoacids (KA). If
GFR is 10—24 mi/mm (Study B), subjects will be
randomized to LP or VLP diets plus HA or essen--
tial amino acids. Exclusion criteria include
Type I diabetes and collagen—vascular disease.
All patients will be followed 12—18 months or to
ESRD. Dietary compliance will be assessed from
urea appearance and diet diaries. Nutritional
status will be assessed monthly from anthropo—
metry and changes in serum chemistries. Drop--
nuts and ESRD patients will be examined every 6
months. The Outcome will be judged by intergroup
comparison of: 1) changes in GFR; 2) frequency of
developing HARD: 3) nutritional status; 4) diet-
ary acceptance and compliance. The full scale
phase III trial, scheduled to begin January 1.
1988 will require 540 patients.
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MECHANISM OF ENBANCEMENT OF FUROSEMIDE
(F)—INDUCED WATER EXCRETION BY CONVERTING ENZYME
INHIBITION (CEI) IN CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE
(CHF). J.M. Navarro,* R. Bosch,* S. Casado,* J,M.
Lopez Novoa,* L. Hernando,* C. Caramelo* (intr.
by R.W. Schrier). Fundacion Jimenez Diaz, Madrid,
Spain.
CEI has been proposed to enhance the diuretic
response to F in CHF patients, but the mechanism
for such an effect is not known. In the present
study, the response of 10 patients with CHF to
intravenous F (20 mg) was studied in the absence
(control) and in the presence of CEI with Capto—
pril (12.5—25 mg tid for 3 days). In the 2 hr
period after IV F, CEI was shown to increase
urine flow (318+32 vs 382±43 ml/hr, p<O.O5),
decrease urinary osmolality (292+21 vs 250±13
mosm/kg, p<O.0O25) and increase free water
clearance (—0.1±19.6 vs 53.4±18 ml/hr, p<O.OOi).
Inhibition of the renin—angiotensin system with
CEI was not associated with a significant
decrease in plasma aldosterone (60±22 vs 45+14
ng/dl, NS) or increase in creatinine clearance
(39+6 vs 36+4 mi/mm, NS). Urinary PGE2 increased
with F in the control studies (33+12 to 132+30
mg/h, p<O.Ol), but the increment was significant-
ly greater (p<O.05) with CEI (28±5 to 176+40
ng/hr, p<O.OO5). F was also associated with a
rise in plasma arginine vasopressin (AVP) in
control studies (1.10+0.16 vs 1.78+0.31 pg/ml,
p<O.Ol), but not after CEI (0.94+0.12 vs
0.79+0.12 pg/mi, NS). In summary, CEI signifi-
cantly enhanced the response to F in CHF. This
effect may be due to PGE2—mediated enhancement of
F as well as the effect of CEI to block the non—
osmotic release of AVP during F.
RENAL RESERVE IN NORMAL SUBJECTS, TRANSPLANT
DONORS, AND PATIENTS WITH NEPHROTIC SYNDROME.
G. Newsom,* S. Sabatini, and N. A. Kurtzmsn,
Texas Tech Univ, Lubbock, TX.
The normal kidney has the capacity to increase
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) after the inges-
tion of a high protein meal. The exhaustion of
renal reserve (RR) following nephron amputation
has been postulated to mediate, at least in part,
the progression of renal disease. We studied RR
following the ingestion of a standardized protein
load in 12 normal subjects, in 7 patients with
one kidney (all but 2 of whom were transplant
donors), and in 5 patients with nephrotic syn-
drome (NS) and hypertension (HTN) secondary to
diabetis mellitus, lupus, or membranoprolifer—
ative glomerulonephritis, all of whom had normal
GFR's. Four of the five had their disease for
more than 5 years. The GFR increased in controls
59 12% (range 11—162%). In patients with one
kidney, the increase was 66 17% (range 14—150%),
values the same as observed prenephrectomy. Four
of the 5 patients with MS and HTN had an increase
of 44 13% (range 20—77%); the fifth, a diabetic,
had a decrease In GFR of 13%. RR may be
completely preserved after uninephrectomy, a
finding strikingly different from that observed in
the rat. This may explain why uninephrectomy
rapidly progresses to chronic renal failure In the
latter species, while it is relatively benign in
man. Our study also demonstrates that RR may be
preserved in patients with progressive renal
disease. These data thus suggest that therapy
specifically designed to lower GFR, i.e., restore
RR, should be applied only to patients
demonstrated to have exhausted this reserve.
VANCOMYCIN CLEARANCE: EVIDENCE FOR RENAL TUBULAR
SECRETION AND SUBSTANTIAL NONRENAL CLEARANCE. j
Noonan*, I. Golper, J. Anderson*, L. Elzinga*, D.
Gilbert*, W. Bennett. Pharm Service, Nephrology;
Inf. Dis., Kaiser Sunnyside, Ore. Hlth. Sd. U.
and Providence Med. Ctr., Portland, OR.
The renal handling of vancomydin (V) is un-
known. Previous studies were not conducted during
steady states or at varying serum vancomycin con-
centrations [V] . We measured total body V clear-
rance (Cv) simultaneously with renal clearance of
V (Cp), inulin (C1) and PAR (CpAN) in 9 healthy
subjects at steady state fV] of 7 and 14 mg/l.
For all steady state observations CVR was 89±33
cc/mm (±SD), C1 101± 48, and C 131±29. GIn,
CPAH, and CVR were not altered by [V]. CVR was
slightly dependent on urine flow rate (UFR)(r—
-
.24, p<.O4) and correlated with Cm (53, p<
.00001) and CPAN (r=.70, p<.000l). CVR/CIn W55
.90±.3l, C/Cp was 0.18±05 and both ratios
were independent of [V], UFR and filtration
fraction.
However, Cv was 10% greater at [V} of 14 ag/i
than at 7 mg/i (p <
.05). This was obviously due
to the nonrenal component of the C, since the
CVR was not affected by [V]. CVR/CV was O.76±.i7
at 7 mg/l and O.66±.iS at 14 mg/l (p <
.05).
In conclusion there is substantial nonrenal
clearance of V which is concentration dependent.
The CvR is independent of [V}, slightly depen-
dent on urine flow and only 90% of C1. If
vancomycin protein binding is 50% as reported
elsewhere, there must be tubular secretion. This
is consistent with our earlier observations of
preferential vancomycmn accumulation in proximal
tubular cells (Clin Res 34:52A).
RENAL FUNCTION IS NOT SI(IFTCANPLY CFThNGED AFTER
SIX )NTHS OF TRE!4ENT OF MULTIPLE SCLEJSIS
1I'IH CYCIOSTORINE. KC Norris' AH Wilkinson, BS
Levine, 4 tnovitdi, I'M lburtellotte J Coil ON
Be1endiuk Division of Nephrology, UCLA School of
Medicine and Med & Research Divisions WVA, Los
Angeles, C.
We are studying the renal function of 60
patients with Multiple Sclerosis entered into adouble blii prospective trial of the efficacy of
cyclosporine. The subjects had norsal renal
function upon entry and cyclosporine serun levels
were closely nnitored and maintained between
200-400 ng/ml. We report preliminary data on
renal function at 6 rrnths on 18 of thesepatients, 9 on cyclosporine () and 9 controls(CON). The maan sen.un creatinine concentration
has risen in (SA from 0.99 0.2 m/dl to 1.20.33; CON 0.98 0.2 to 1.04 0.24 Irg/dl.
The maan arterial pressure has increased from 90.6
9 to 93.4 12 nriHg in CSA; by contrast CON did
not change, 89.1 8.5 to 88.6 7.7 mmHg. At 6
nnths DTPA-GFR (CSA 69.7 7.8; CON 81.2 7.2
ml/mirVl.73m2; Mean SF4) and creatinine clear-
ance (A 81.7 12.0; CON 89.7 3.3 ml/min/l.73m2) were not significantly different between
the two groups. There was also no difference when
catparing initial to 6 imnth values in each group.
B2-microglobulin, N-acetyl glucosaminidase and
succinic dehydrogenase excretion as markers of
tubular damage and the maximal tubular capacity to
reabsorb phosphate (ThP/GFR) did not differ
between groups. Conclusion: In this group of
patients on cyclosporine there is little evidence
of renal functional impairment or tubular damage
although there has been a small rise in both serun
creatinine and mean arterial pressure.
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CENTRAL PONTINE MYELINOLYSIS (CPM) FOL-
LOWING ISOTONIC SALINE (NS): IS 0.5 NS
BETTER THAN NS IN TREATING HYPOTONIC
DEHYDRATION (HD)? Man S.Oh, Jaime Un-
barr Daniel Barrido,* Elisheva Landman,*
Ki-Chul Choi,* and Hugh J. Carroll. SONY,
Health Science Center at Brooklyn, Dept.
of Med., Brooklyn, New York.
Excessively rapid increase in serum
sodium (SNa) may cause CPM, especially in
chronic alcoholics. Two such subjects were
admitted with vomiting, dehydration, hypo-
kalemia. and SNa of 104 and 109 meq/l re-
spectively. The first patient, treated
with NS and KC1, raised SNa to 132 meq/l
in 24 hours, and developed CPM, which was
diagnosed by neurological findings, CT,
and MRI. The other patient, treated with
0.5 NS, raised SNa to 126 meq/l in 38 h,
and showed no evidence of CPM. If the qoal
in treating HD is to expand extracellular
volume (ECV) without rapid rise in SNa,
0.5 NS would be preferable to NS. Increase
in SNa with 0.5 NS or NS results mainly
from renal excretion of water as volume is
repleted. If volume depletion persists,
and most of the administered water excret-
ed, 1 L each of NS and 0.5 NS will expand
ECV by 1 L and 0.7 L respectively. If vol-
ume is replenished, and administered water
excreted, NS would increase SNa twice as
rapidly as 0.5 NS. Thus, 0.5 NS can expand
ECV very effectively, with much less risk
of developing CPM than NS.
THE EFFECT OF VOLUME EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION
ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF DIPHENYLTHIAZOLE INDUCED
POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (PKD). M. Okamura,*
V. E. Torres, J. A. Haas, J. C. Romero, F. A.
Carone, K. [. Holley. Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
MN, Northwestern Univeristy, Chicago, IL.
Hypertension and ECF volume expansion, which
frequently accompany autosomal dominant PKD are
treated by sodium restriction and, often, diure-
tics. To determine whether changes in the status
of the ECF volume can alter cystogenesis in exper-
imental PKD, we have studied two groups of pair—
fed, unilaterally nephrectomized rats with PKD in-
duced by 1% diphenylthiazole added to the chow.
The high salt (HS) group was treated with DOCA,
had 0.9% NaC1 in drinking water and 0.8% NaCl in
the chow. The low salt (LS) group was also treat-
ed with DOCA but drank water and received a salt—
free diet. Cystic disease was blindly graded on a
0—4 scale in coronal sections of kidneys fixed
with intra—arterial perfusion of Trumps solution.
Two EXP rats died 5 and 6 days prior to termina-
tion of the experiment and had the kidneys removed
postmortem. Clearances of inulin were obtained in
3 rats in each group prior to fixation.
S.BP UVo1 U.Na ProtU C1 Cyst
Gr(n) ml/d mEq/d ml/min rade
ITT 195 r TT5 235 0.59 .6
LS(7) l4Ot 22t O.lt 23t 0.55
tdifferent from HS, p<0.O5.
Vascular and glomerular lesions occurred only
in HS rats. On the other hand, the cystic disease
was more severe in LS normotensive rats than in HS
hypertensive rats. We conclude that ECF volume
related factors can influence cystogenesis in this
experimental model.
ENALAPRIL THERAPY IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF)
PATIENTS WITH HYPERTENSION MAINTAINS RENAL FUNC-
TION AND DECREASES PROTEINURIA. J.A. Opsahi,
P.A. Abraham, C.E. Halstenson, G.R. Matzke, W.F.
Keane. Hennepin Cty Med Ctr, Minneapolis MN.
Angiotensin converting—enzyme inhibition in
patients with CRF may have beneficial effects on
systemic and renal hemodynamics, although de-
creased GFR and increased K+ have been reported.
The clinical effects and serum concentrations of
enalapril and metabolite (MK422) were assessed
in 10 CRF pts (Ccr 19—55 ml/min/1.73 m2) with
uncontrolled hypertension with or without
concomitant antihypertensive therapy. Results
after 60±8 d (mean±SD) with an enalapril dose of
16.5±5.8 mg/d (range 5—20 mg/d) were: (*p< 0.05)
Sit K+ Scr Ccr
DBP (mEgIL) (mg/dl) ml/min/1.73m2
Pre: 98 4.1 2.6 31
Post: 80* 4.6* 2.7 32
Serum potassium (K+) increased in all pta and
exceeded 5 mEq/L in 5. Serum creatinine (Scr)
increased transiently in 6/10 pts with a maximum
rise of 0.8±0.4 mg/dl (p<.O5) after 37.0±19 d of
therapy. Urinary protein (UprotV) exceeded 2 g/d
in 6 pta and decreased from 3.7±1.1 to 1.8±1.5
g/d (p<.O5). Trough MK422 serum concentrations
did not correlate with changes in diastolic BP
(DSP), Scr, K+, or UprotV. Thus in CRF, addi-
tion of enalapril reduced systemic BP and
proteinuria with only transient decline in renal
function. This suggests that enalapril induced
favorable changes in renal hemodynamic factors
that modulate glomerular permeability.
EFFECTS OF SHORT—TERM ACE INHIBITION, ENALAPRIL
(E), ON RENAL HEMODYNAMIC AND TUBULAR FUNCTIONS
IN NORMAL SUBJECTS. R.C.Pabico, B.A. McKenna*,
J.D. Scandling, J.L. Izzo, Jr. University of
Rochester Medical Center, Rochester, New York.
Suppression of renin—angiotensin system affects
renal functions. To define effects of E on the
kidneys, a double—blinded, crossover study was
made on 6 healthy male volunteers; 80 mg of E was
given for 7 days. GFR and ERPF were measured by
the clearance of inulin and PAIl; tubular maximum
reabsorption of glucose (Tm6) by the saturation
technique; urinary acidification by NH4C1 load;
dilution by free water clearance (CH2O) during
water diuresis.
_______
Enalapril
123+11
651T43 0.002
O.l9.OO83 0.02
25228 0.02
-3.6O.11 0.05
28.54.O 0.005
1O.OT1.5 0.06
9.OTO.6 0.001
O.76T0.18 0.001
ERPF iiicreased by
16%. FIltration fraction decreased signif-
icantly. Proximal tubular function (TmG), and
maximum differences in distal tubular functions
(acidification and dilution) are significantly
lower during the E phase compared with placebo.
The rise in ERPF is due to the pharmacologic
effect of E. The tubular functional changes are
either due to hemodynamic effects, to a direct
action of E on tubular transport, or to aldos—
terone inhibition.
Placebo
GFR(.l/min/1.73 m2) 127+5(SE)
ERPF " 55947
F,F. (GFR/ERPF) O.23.02
Tm glucose(ng/min) 32237
AIJpH(% of control —7.7T0.13
UV(ueq/min) 39.5T2.6
U4V(ueq/mln) 3.0+0.4
CH2O/GFR X 100 11.0+0.8
C20/V O.800.16
E had no effect on GFL but
ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS)—RELAT—
ED CLOMERULOPATHY. Victoriano Pardo, Ruth
Meneses' George T. Hensley' David J. Jaffe and
Jacques J. Bourgoignie. Univ. of Miami School of
Medicine and V.A.M.C., Depts. of Pathology and
Medicine, Miami, FL.
The histopathology and incidence of AIDS—re-
lated glomerulopathy was evaluated by renal
biopsy (N24) or at autopsy in 159 patients, in-
cluding 131 adults and 28 infants and children
with AIDS. Thirty five patients had Overt clini-
cal manifestations of renal disease characterized
by a nephrotic syndrome with focal and segmental
glomerular sclerosis (FSS). Fifteen patients had
diffuse glomerular mesangial hyperplasia (MH)
without clinical renal disease and 109 had intact
or minimally involved glomeruli. Whereas 15 of 30
(50 percent) IV drug users with AIDS had evidence
of renal disease, only one of 53 (2 percent)
homosexuals had clinical renal disease and only 6
(11 percent) had histologic evidence of glomeru—
lar pathology. The study confirms the important
risk of IV drug use as a pathogenic factor of
renal disease and shows a rarity of renal disease
in homosexual or bisexual men with AIDS. On the
other hand, 30 percent of adult haitians with
AIDS had FSS or diffuse MH although IV drug use
is not an important risk factor in this popula-
tion. Moreover 8 of 28 (29 percent) children with
perinatal AIDS had evidence of renal involvement,
including 4 with a nephrotic syndrome and FSS.
The data provide strong evidence for the exis-
tence of an AIDS—related glomerulopathy indepen-
dent of IV drug use but suggest that unrecognized
co—factors may be important in the development of
renal disease in AIDS.
MARKERS OF GFR: PARItI OF 99lO-DTPA TC,
169YB-LYrPA (YB) AND 1251-lon-IALNIATE (10) ¶LO
INULIN (IN). R Perrcne, T Steirknan, H Rcral*, M
Lawlor*, L Hunsicker and the Modification of Diet
in Renal Disease (MDRD) Study Group, Bethesda, MD.
The renal clearance of IN (C. ) is accepted as
the most accurate method to melire GFR. Because
of the need for lv IN and chemical analysis,
isotopic markers have been utilized despite un-
certainty as to their accuracy. In the pilot phase
of the MDRD study, we performed 37 simultaneous
measurraents of the renal clearance of IV infused
IN, IV bolus TC and YB, and sut TO in 20 subjects
encanpassing a wide range of GFR. Isotopes and IN
were given to fasting, water—loaded subjects who
canpieted 3—4 clearance periods before(PRE) and
after(POST) infusion of unlabeled 10. Plasma pro-
tein binding was determined ty filtering with Cen—
tricon—30 miqoconcentrators. Data are rsean±SE in
ml/min/l.73 m ;* p<O.05 vs IN,@ p<0.O5 PRE vs POST
Unfiltered Filtered
IN YB 10 YB 10
PRE 36±5 39±6* 42±7* 41±7* 44±7* 45±7* 46±7*
POST 37±6 40±6 45±8*@ 45±7*6 49+8*6 50±8*6 50±8*6
All isotopic markers overestimated C. n suggesting
the presence of unrecognized tubular secretion.
Correction for protein binding further increased
the clearance of all isotopes. Infusion of un-
labeled 10 increased the clearance of all markers
except IN, particularly when protein binding was
considered. We conclude that the similarity be-
tween C. and C,, C.,,,, and C in previous studies
results1rorn obsir' effecR of protein binding
and tubular secretion. The presence of protein
binding and tubular secretion warrants caution in
using isotopic markers as a true measure of GFR.
FILTRATION, SECRETION AND NATRIURETIC EFFECTS OF
BUMETANIDE (B) AND FUROSEMIDE (F). O.Peterson*,
I.Bekersky*, A.Popick', and R.Blantz. Dept.of
Medicine VA Medical Center and UCSD, La Jolla,
CA and Hoffman La Roche, Nutley,N.J.
B and F are clinically useful loop diuretics.
Paired studies in anesthetized rats examined
filtration, tubular secretion, drug excretion(E) and natriuretic effects (UNaV) both before
and after infusion of B (3mg/kg.hr) and F(2mg/kg.hr) in four groups; 1) control rats (C)
and rats infused with 2) 2 mg/kg'hr indomethacin
(IM), 3) 70 mg/kg.hr probenecid (F), and 4) 3.75
mM/kg•hr lactate (L). Drug levels were measuredin plasma and urine as well as protein binding
and effects of pH on binding. ly F binding
was affected by plasma pH. In C, the secretion
of F was 6.8 times the filtered load, while B
secretion was 1.3 times the filtered quantity.
UNaV increased after B and F in all groups. P
markedly reduced the UN V response to F, but P
had no effect upon the N V response to B.
Excretion of B and F is gven below, * r p<O.O5
vs C.
Excretion (ig/min)
C IM P
B O.25+.O6 O.17i-.07 O.39±.06
L 6.83+,47 5.72+.14 2.72+.21*
Reductions in U V responses correlated
decreased drug and secretion.
Conclusion: The natriuretic activity of F is
much more dependent upon tubular secretion than
is B. Various weak acids encountered clinically
may decrease the response to F, but not to B,
and may help explain the occasional absence of
renal response to F.
CHANGES IN REHAL SIZE, SCHOGENICITY (EcHo) AND
FUIRTION IN PEDIATRIC PATIENTS BEFORE AND AFTER
LIVER TRANSPLANTATION (TPL). U.Querfe1d I.
Boechat J.Vargas B.Berguist R.Hawkins , A.H.
Cohen , H.Rangan 00, R. Bus uti]*, R. N. Fine
Depts. of Pads., Radiol., Nuci. MeL, Surg., 2LA
School of ?ed., Los Angeles, CA.
Among 77 patients (pts) evaluated for liver
transplantation at tLP. Medical Center between
3/84 and 7/86, ultrasound RE) imaging of the
kidneys was performed in 38 pts, aged S months to
16 (mean: 4.1) years prior to TPL. Canparel to
published normal values for age (Rosenbaum et
al., AJR 1983), renal size was normal in 30 pts
(79%), and increased (>2 SD) in 8 pts. Increased
EEHO of the kidneys was found in 12 (40%) and 6
pts had both increased renal size and ECHO. I.E in
7 pt s after 1 iver-TPL showed normal size in all
and increased ECHO in 3; 1, 3 and 13 months after
TPL. Renal size and ECHO were increased before
and normal after TPL in 2 of 3 pts. 1nal func-
tion was evaluated in 5 pts with increased renal
size and ECHO on US before TPL by measuring GFR
with Imliuiu—t1FPA single shot injection clear-
ance. All pts had normal renal function (GFR 77—
120 ml/min/1.73m2). No specific glanerular le-
sions were found in 4 pts on autopsy. We conclude
that increased renal size and ECHO on US are fre-
quent findings in pediatric Its with cirrhosis of
the liver, associated with normal renal function
and no specific pathoanatamical lesions, and
usually rapidly reversible after TPL. Portal hy-
pertension, extending into the renal circulation,
is a possible pathophysiological explanation.
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PROSPECTIVE TRIAL OF CYCLOSPORINE (CYA) IN
REFRACTORY NEPHROTIC SYNDROME IN ADULTS:
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS. T.K. Sreenada Rap. Eli A. Fried-
man. State University of N.Y. Health Science Center at
Brooklyn, New York.
We initiated a prospective study of the efficacy of CYA
in the nephrotic syndrome GIS) refractory to prednisone
and cyclophosphamide in adults. CYA was given to 4 men
and 1 woman, aged 18 to 46 years, (3 blacks and 2
whites) with nephrotic—range proteinuria '4 g/day) for 6
to 19 years. Renal biopsy revealed minimal change disease
in 2 patients and focal segmental glomerulosderosis S) in
three patients. Prednisone and other cytotoxic drugs had
not been administered within the preceeding four weeks.
CYA was given in a single daily oral dose of 7 mg/kg/day
for 8 weeks. Initially, 4 of 5 patients also received
diuretics. The dose of CYA was progressively reduced to
maintain blood levels between 100 to 300 ng/dl (HPLC
method). Creatinine clearance (CCr) was measured weekly.
One patient with a baseline CCr of 40 ml/min was ex-
tremely sensitive to CYA and could not tolerate doses as
low as 3mg/kg without further decreasing her CCr and
had no reduction in protcinuria.
• Each of the other 4 patients responded to CYA within
three weeks with a sharp decrease in urinary protein
excretion to 0 to 7% of baseline values (from 4 to 35
grams per day initially to 0 to 2 grams per day during
CYA treatment). All four subjects also had disappearance
of edema, and normalization of serum cholesterol and al-
bumin levels. In 3 patients, there was a decline in CCr
(mean fall of 40%) which returned to baseline when CYA
was discontinued. Two patients remain in remission for 3
and 12 months, and 2 have relapsed after 3 and 5 months.
We conclude that short course CYA may be useful in
refractory NS in adults. The value of maintenance CYA
in this disorder is undetermined.
NaCL AND NaFICO3 WASTING IN INFANTS WITH IMPAIRED
RENAL FUNCTION (IRF). Patricia Ray,* and
Malcolm Holliday. UCSF, San Francisco, CA.
Nine infants with IRE (residual function 50-10%
normal) (SCr .8-4 mg/dl) were cared for from early
infancy to 2 years of age using a prospectively
planned protocol designed to treat complications
potentially affecting growth. Growth and criteria
for detecting NaHCO3 and NaCl wasting, for poor
calorie intake and for renal osteodystrophy were
checked frequently through monthly visits. All
children were fed a low phosphorus, standard pro-
tein formula (Similac PM 60/40). All children
were given dihydrotachysterol as needed to treat
hypocalcemia. 6/9 children were given NaHO3
supplements to treat acidosis. Four of these and
2 others were given NaC1 supplements (2-10 meq/kg/
da) in response to a) hyponatremia b) contraction
alkalosis and c) empirical use because of unde-
fined poor weight gain. In one case increasing
NaCl intake to 10 meq/kg/da allowed discontinua-
tion of CAPD. Growth, followed by lit SD score at
3 and 9 months was retarded. Ht SDS averaged -2.0
and -2.2 respectively (A lit SDS -.2). Ht velocity
SDS 3-9 months by contrast was -0.8. NaC1 and
NaHCO3 sOpplementation were conanonly associated
with improved growth. An empirical trial of NaC1
therapy was effective in 2 cases. The infants
growth rate was extremely sensitive to incidental
illnesses. Care should be taken to give the
supplements during these episodes. We conclude
that salt and bicarbonate wasting are conuiion in
infants with IRF. Treatment may arrest growth
retardation but does not often lead to catchun
growth. lit velocity SDS is a more sensitive
measure of growth velocity than A lit SDS.
ALUMINUM ABSORPTION IN MAN: COMPARISON OF SUCRAL—
FATE AND ALUMINUM HYDROXIDE. J.A. Robertson,* I.B.
Salusky, E.G. Norris,5 and J.W. Coburn, VA Wads-
worth Med Ctr & UCLA Sch Med, Los Angeles, CA
We observed seizures and the relapse of bone
pain in a dialysis patient with biopsy—proven alum-
inum—related osteornalacia that had responded fav-
orably to withdrawal of Al(OH)3—gels and therapy
with deferoxamine. Prior to her relapse, she had
received sucralfate, a basic Al salt of sucrose
sulfate (21% Al by weight), for dyspepsia. We spec-
ulated that sucralfate (S) was the source of the
recurrent Al toxicity; therefore, we evaluated Al
absorption in volunteers given both S and Al(OH)3—
gel.
Eight subjects with normal renal function inges-
ted on separate occasions S (lg qid) or Al(OH)3—gel
with equivalent Al content (Alternagel — 4m1 qid)
in a crossover study. Each was given for 3 days
after 3 control days, and 3—4 weeks elapsed between
the 2 studies. By day one of ingesting either S or
Al(OH)3, urinary (U) Al rose significantly (p<.O5)
and continued to rise thereafter (Table); U—Al
values did not differ between the two groups.
Medication Control gj Day 2 Day 3
Sucralfate
A1(OH)3
13±3.0
12±2.9 28±6
117±29
100+27
144±30
99±16
(Results are up Al/p creatinine; Mean+SE)
Thus, significant Al absorption, as reflected by
marked increases in U—Al, occurs during therapy
with both S and A1(OH)3. These data indicate that
sucralfate therapy in patients with renal failure
may lead to Al accumulation and thereby produce
complications of Al toxicity.
FACTORS THAT EFFECT DIFFERENCES IN ESRD
TREATMENT INCIDENCE RATES BY STATE. S. J.
Rosansky, T. Huntsberger, K. Jackson, WJBD
Veterans' Hospital, and the University of South
Carolina Department of Medicine, Computer
Science, and Public Health, Columbia, South
Carolina. We reported preliminary results of our
attempt to predict directly adjusted (for age,
sex and race) incidence of treatment rates
(DAIR) from the U.S. End Stage Renal disease
(ESRD) Medical Information System (KI 29:1,
p.201 1986) for ESRD patients treated between
1980 — 1983. DAIR varied from 115/million in
North Dakota to 96/million in the District of
Columbia. Weighted multiple regression analysis
utilizing 19 state specific demographic and
environmental factors was used to predict DAIR
in the new ESRD patients reported in 1980 and
1981 . Percent of energy consumed as petroleum,
gasoline gallons consumer per capita (G), and
percent of the population residing in a
metropolitan area (N), were consistently
significant at the e - .01 level. For the new
patients reported in 1982 and 1983 only G and N
remain significant, and predicted P percent of
the variance of DAIR. Utilizing computerized
mapping, we found that DAIR for blacks were
relatively low in South Central states
(125—15'l/million) compared to Eastern states
(207—2I2/million). DAIR for whites in the
Northwestern states (less than 5'Umillion), were
much lower than DAIR in Southwestern states (all
greater than 78/million). In conclusion,
mapping of DAIR shows regional rate variations
which may be partly explained by metropolitan
living and gasoline consumption, and by factors
related to these predictor variables.
HORMONAL AND GLOMERULAR RESPONSES TO
DIETARY PROTEIN INTAKE IN HUMAN RENAL
DISEASE. Mark E. Rosenberg, Brenda L. Thomas, Joyce
E. Swanson, Thomas H. Hostetter, University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Protein restriction may retard the progression of renal
disease. We discovered an improvement in glomerular
permsclectivity with short term protein restriction in
patients with established renal failure. (KI 29:325,
1986). To examine further the hormonal basis of this
finding, we studicd the renin, aldosterone, and
prostaglandin systems. Twelve adult patients with a
variety of glomcrular diseases were randomly assigned
in a cross-over study to two 11 day periods, one on a
high protein dict (HiPro, 2 gm/kg/day) and the other on
a low protein diet (LoPro, .55 gm/kg/day). On the 11th
day of each period, hormonal measurements and
clearance studies were performed. Results (mean SE;
*p<Ø5):
Plasma Renin
Activity (PRA)
Ing Al/mi/h)
_________
________ ________ _________
HiPro 6.9±1.6'
LoPro 3.5±0.8
Piaoma Urinary Urinary Fractional Clearance
Aldosterone PGE 6ketoPGFia Albumin lgG
(na/dO (n/24h) (n/24h) (x10)
10.5±4.6' 6932±1903' 1376j265' 10.1±6.3' 7.0j5.l'
S.Sjl.3 3340j609 681±159 5.8j3.3 3.6±2.3
The diets were equivalent in Na and K, and there were
no changes in body weight, BP, Fict, serum Na or K or
their urinary excretions at the end of the two dietary
periods. A higher PRA was found on the HiPro. The
accompanying increase in prostaglandin excretion with
HiPro is consistent with stimulation of renin secretion
by prostaglandins. These data establish a direct relation
between protein intake and PRA in humans. Further-
more, the association between HiPro, PRA, and increased
glomerular pcrmselective defects suggests that the dele-
terious effect of HiPro may depend on the intrarenal
hemodynamic action of the renin-angiotensin system.
ASSESSMENT OF THE RENAL FUNCTION IN HEAD AND NECK
CARCINOMAPATIENTS FOLLOWING SEQUENTIAL GENTAIIICIN
AND CISPLATINUM ADMINISTRATION. Philip N.
Rosenzweig and M. Francisco Gonzalez*, University
of South Carolina School of Medicine, and WJBD
Veterans Hospital, Columbia, South Carolina.
In Head and Neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC),
Platinum—based combination chemotherapy has pro-
duced the highest response rate to date, but
decline in the glomerular filtration and tubular
function appear after an accumulative dose of 200
mg/M when the drug is given by rapid infusion.
In spite of an increased therapeutic index to 900
mg/M, when Platinum is administered in
continuous infusion (c.i.), chronic nephrotoxicity
is evidenced in 60% of the patients. Between
January, 1985 and March, 1986, 12 patients with
advanced HNSCC and normal renal function received
at least three cycles of Platinum—based chemo-
therapy in c.i. (25 mg/N2. dx4) and sequential
IV Gentamicin because of granulocytopenic fever.
The latter was begun on the 11th day (loading
dose 2 mg/kg. 8—12h) and was continued for at least
10 days. Followup consisted of BUN, creatinine,
Na, K, CO2, Cl, peak/trough Gentamicin levels
twice a week and Ccr prior to each Platinum
cycle. Twenty—eight Gentamicin courses were
delivered requiring dose modification in two
patiçnts (7.75) who had accumulated 900 and 940
mg/M of Platinum over 7 months. In the remainder
the BUN, creatinine, and Ccr were unchanged. (BUN
median: 26 mg/dl; creatinine median: 1.4 mg/dl;
Ccr median: 51 ml/min). These preliminary obser-
vations indicate that effective Platinum—based
chemotherapy may be given at maximal doses with
expectation of later use, if necessary, of safe
and cost effective aminoglycosides.
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INCREASED URIC ACID EXCRETION DURING CALCIUM
RESTRICTED DIETS IN KIDNEY STONE FORNERS.
M. Rothstein, P. Stein, and K. A. Hruska,
Jewish Hospital, St. Louis, MO.
A portion of the population who form calcium
oxalate (CaOx) stones exhibit hyperuricosuria.
CaOx may nucleate on uric acid (UA) crystals, and
UA may reduce urinary inhibitors of CaOx crystal
growth. Also, allopurinol has been used
successfully in the prevention of CaOx stones.
Since many CaOx stone formers ingest low calcium
diets, we studied the effect of this diet on
urinary inhibitors and promoters of CaOx pre-
cipitation. In 19 consecutive non—hypercalciuric
recurrent CaOx stone formers, we measured urinary
excretion of Ca, P04, UA, oxalate, and citratebefore and after restricting Ca intake from
normal to 400 ng/d for one week. Protein, carbo-
hydrate, purine and sodium intake were unchanged.
UA excretion was increased in the low Ca diet
group from 430±57 to 688±73 (P<O.003), while
calciuria decreased from 217+20 to 167±17
(P<O.001). Oxalate excretion pre (23±3.1), and
post diet (25.5±3), as well as citrate excretion
— pre (506±59), and post (545±92) were unchanged.
We suggest that dietary alterations in CaOx
atone formers may affect stone formation by en-
hancing UA excretion, increasing CaOx nucleation
and crystal growth.
CONTROL OF HYPERTENSION (HPN) WITH A CONVERTING
ENZYME INHIBITOR (CEI) SLOWS PROGRESSION OF RENAL
INSUFFICIENCY IN IIUNANCHR0NIC RENAL FAILURE (RF)
L.M. Ruilope'B.Miranda,J.M.Morales,J.L.Rodicio,J C
Romero, and L. Raij. 1 de Octubre 11osp., Madrid,
Spain,Mayo Clinic,Roch, and VANC/U of MN., Mpls,MN
We studied a group of 10 adult (ages 42 to 68)
non—nephrotic CRF patients whose HPN was treated
with triple therapy (TRX), vasodilator S blocker—
diuretic. TRX controlled HPN (BP l54+4/93+2mmug),
however, over 12—24 mos. renal function progres-
sively deteriorated.Indeed the rate of progression
assessed by the slope of the reciprocal of serum
Cr 1otted vs time (1/Cr ng/dl x mos) was 5.9 x
l0'+l.3xl03 mg/dl x mos, mean SEM.We (A.JM 79:
'85) and others (JCI 77:'86) have shown experi-
mentally that although both, TRX and CEI normalize
systemic HPN, only CEI effectively arrests pro-
gressive glomerular injury. We hypothesized that
CEI may be similarly beneficial in humans with
CRF. Hence, we switched the patients from TRX to
the CEI captopril (25—100 mg/daily); protein and
caloric intake were not changed. After 6 mos. of
captopril we compared individual 1/Cr, predicted
from the slope of 1/Cr while on TRX, with the
actual 1/Cr measured. In addition, we monitored
BP and proteinuria. Mean+SEM tp<O,05 TRX vs CEI
l/Cr(mg/dl) BP(mm Hg) U. Prot(g/24h)
Pred(TRX) Actual(CEI) CEI TRX CEI
O.34+.02t O,44+.03 154÷5/92+2 l.O+.3 0.87+.4
Body weight andThrea excretion ere sinTlar durTng
TRX and CEI.Inulin ci. increased after CEI and re-
mained stable 3 and 6 mos. thereafter. Thus,
early results from this ongoing study suggest that
the CEI captopril but not TRX, can control HPN and
concomitantly slow the relentless progression of
renal insufficiency in patients with CRF.
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RANIX4 URINE PYTEIN-CREt4TININE (P-c) RATIO, IN TIE
DIA(SIS AND F3L.tLM-Up OF NEPHI3TIC SYNDIE.
S. A. Sad-jadi, R. M. Shah*, VA Medical Center,
Wilkes—Barre, PA.Quantitation of proteinuria is usually predicated
upon 24 hour (hr.) urine collection. Multiple factors
influence urine collection and protein (P), creatinine(C) excretion. To evaluate the relationship between
randan urine P-C ratio and 24 hr. urine protein, we
studied 50 patients (49 male, 1 fanale), in 3 groups,
Inactive (I .A.) 8, Sari—active (S.A.) 16, Active (A) 26.
Results are:
IA
Mean age, yrs. 69
C excretion
m9jkg/day 11 12 14
Randan urine PC ratio vs. 24 hr. urine P.
>3500 mg 0.99 0.43 0.43
c 3500 mg 0.95 0.54 0.58
Randciu vs. 24 hr. urine P-C ratio
>3500 mg 0.99 081 0.63
< 3500 mg 0.91 0.54 0.51
Conclusions: 1) There isa very high correlation between
randaii urine P-C ratio and 24 hr. urine protein in
inactive patients. 2) Correlation of randan urine
P-C ratio and 24 hr. urine protein is poor in S.A. andA. This could be due to varying level of protein intake
and physical activity. 3) Of 20 patients with nephrotic
syndrcine, 17 had a randan urine P-C ratio >3.5. This
ratio is highly suggestive of nephrotic syndrana.
4) Overall correlation between randc*n urine P-C ratio
and 24 hr. urine P is 0.74 and between the P-C ratio
of randcsi and 24 hour urines is 0.84.
PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF ORAL—INGESTED CARBONACEOUS
ADSORBENT AGAINST PROGRESSION OF CHRONIC RENAL
FAILURE. Tsutomu Sanaka Nobuhiro Sugino,
Satoshi Teraoka*and Kazuo Ota Kidney Center,
Tokyo Women's Medical College, Tokyo, Japan.
To our knowledge, there are no reports concern-
ing about long term protective effects of oral-.
ingested adsorbent against progression of renal
failure in clinical study. The present study was
aimed to clarify whether oral—ingested carbona-
ceous adsorbent, AST—120, may retard the progres-
sion of chronic renal failure and put off the
initiation of dialysis therapy. AST—120 (3.2—7.2
g/day) were administrated to 27 undialyzed uremic
patients (AST group) until initiation of dialysis
therapy or for 2.4—28.3 months. Control group is
consist of 24 uremic patients who were not given
AST—12O during conservative therapy period before
the initiation of hemodialysis. The subjects of
both group were on controlled diets, and their
serum creatinine levels (SCr) were 4.3—8.1 mg/dl.
The slopes of reciprocal creatinine versus time
plot were —1251±175x1O5 one year before intro-
duction to dialysis therapy in control group and
—1066±200x1O5 before administration in AST group,
while —311±97x105 after administration of AST—12O.
The slopes were becoming less steep after AST
administration. Periods until initiation of dial-
ysis therapy from 6 mg/al of SCr were 6.55±1.11
months in control group and 14.64±1.47 months
in AST group (p<O.01). Red blood cell count (REC)
decreased 36O.62±53.24x1O' from 395. 15±61.73x1O
(p<O.Ol) in 6 months during control period, while
were maintained within almost same ranges with
AST—120. In conclusion newly developed oral—
ingested adsorbent is successful in protection
against the progression of end stage renal disease.
POTASSIIII HOMEOSTASIS DURING ANGIOTENSIN-
CONVERTING—ENZYME INHIBITION WITH ENALAPRIL IN
MAN. JD Scandling, DB Ornt, RC Pabico, BA
McKenna, KJ Radke and JL Izzo Jr. Dept. of
Medicine, Univ. of Rochester, Rochester, NY.
We have reported hyperkalemia in renal
failure patients treated with enalapril CE).
To study the effect of E on aldosterone (aldo)
and potassium (K) handling, 6 normal men were
studied in double—blinded crossover fashion on
placebo (P) or E 80 mg/day. On day 4, subjects
were given an I.V. infusion of KC1 (0.5 mEq/kg
over 45 mm) and, on day 5, an oral dose of 10%
NH4C1 (0.1 glkg).
When E was compared to P, basal plasma K was
not increased (3.8 + .3 vs. 3,7 + .3 mEg/I).
Maximal increases in plasma K during K infusion
(0.79 + .14 vs. 0.75 + .08 mEq/L) and NH4C1
ingestIon (0.13 + .18vs. 0.07 + .13) were
similar. E decreased plasma alo (245 + 49 to
114 + 20 pg/ml, p<.O1) and increased plasma
renIli (1.8 + .5 to 15.9 + 6.5 ng/ml/hr, p<.02),
epinephrine (31 + 4 to 4! + 6 pg/ml, p<.05) and
norepinephrine (!91 + 38 to 409 1- 48 pg/nil,
p<.O5). Plasma insuTin did not change. k
infusion did not further alter aldo, renin,
catecholamines or insulin during E or P.
NH4C1 caused a 50% increase in aldo during
both P and E, but urinary K excretion was
reduced with E (22 + 2 vs. 28 + 2 mEg, p<.05).
Urinary K excretion with K loa1ng was similar
with both E and P.
We Conclude that E does not significantly
Impair K homeostasis in individuals with normal
renal function, perhaps related in part to
increased beta-adrenergic stimulation.
DIAGNOSIS OF CYST INFECTION IN POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY
DISEASE (P1(13). S.J. Schwab & S. Bander. Depta.
of Medicine, Duke Univ., Durham, N.C. &
1ashinqton Univ., St. Louis, MO.
The distinction between cyst and renal paren—
chymal infection in patients with PKD has thera-
peutic isplications. Cyst infections frequently
do not respond to aminoglycosides & penicillinsdespite favorable sensitivities but require
treatment with lipid soluble antibiotics. We
prospectively evaluated multiple diagnostic
studies attenpting to differentiate these two
conditions early in the course of the illness,
thereby speeding specific antibiotic therapy.All 27 patients entering the study had fever
>38°C with signs and synptoms ref errable to the
kidney. lènai ultrasound (27 pts.) confirmed
multiple cysts but was of no value in the
detection of infection. CT scan (22 pts.) was
unable to differentiate between henorrhagic orinfected individual cysts or to define
parenchymal infection. (llium scans were
obtained in 12 of 14 patients who failed initial
antib.otic therapy consistent with cystinfection but were indicative of a discrete
infection in only 50% of the cases. Two of 4patients with cyst infection proven at
nephrectony had negative scans. Cyst infectionshad a higher % of positive bli cultures, 93%
vs 45%, while parenchymal infections shcMed sore
WBC casts, 55% vs 10%, and positive urine
cultures, 100% vs 55%. We conclude that failure
to respond to standard antibiotic therapy,
despite favorable sensitivities, remains the
nost useful criterion for the diagnosis of cystinfection. llium scans are helpful when
positive but have a high false—negative rate.
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CLINICAL OUTCOME OF 3 DISCRETE GLOMERULAR LESIONS
IN SEVERE LUPUS GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (LGN). Melvin
M. Schwartz, Shu—Ping Lan and The Lupus Nephritis
Collaborative Study Group (LNCSG). Rush Medical
College, Chicago, IL.
The spectrum of glomerular pathology in
patients with severe LGN includes (1) diffuse GN
(DPGN) (WHO Class IV), (2) segmental SN with 50%
of glomeruli involved by active segmental inflam-
mation (SEG) (WHO Class IV) and (3) membranous GN
with associated SEG or DPGN (MGN+/MPGN) (WHO Class
V). We examined the clinical and laboratory
characteristics at entry and follow—up of 85
patients in a prospective trial of plasmapheresis
to determine if these morphologic classes had
prognostic implications. At entry, there were 35
patients with DPGN, 24 with SEG, and 26 with
MGN+/MPGN. They were similar demographically and
clinically, and they had similar Scr (DPGN=2.1±1.3
(mean±S.D.) vs SEG=1.9±1.4 vs MGN+/MPGN=2.1±1.3
mg/dl, p=0.7). Significant differences were only
found in the serum C3 (DPGN=46±18 vs SEG=72±43 vs
MGN+/MPGN6O±21 mg/dl, p=O.003) and 24 hour
protein excretion (DPGN=6.0±4.3 vs SEG3.6±2.7 vs
MGN±/MPGN=6.7±4.7 9/24 hours, p=0.O24). At
follow—up, patients with MGN+/MPGN had a higher
Scr (DPGN=1.9±1.9 vs SEG=2.4±3.O vs MGN+/MPGN=
3.2±3.5 mg/dl, p=0.2) and decreased interval to an
adverse outcome (DPGN=177±18 (mean±S.E.) vs
SEG196±18 vs MGN+/MPGN=120±21 weeks, p=0.022).
Excess adverse outcomes included stop points, non-
fatal renal failure and death (DPGN11 vs SEG=4 vs
MGN+/MPGN=13). We conclude: (1) at presentation
the specific glomerular lesion in severe LGN
cannot be predicted on clinical or serological
criteria alone; (2) MGN+/MPGN is asociated with a
poorer prognosis than SEG or DPGN.
EFFECTS OF LONG-TERN SULINDAC THERAPY IN CHRONIC
RENAL FAILURE. Kamaijit Sethi, Rajiv Jam and
Suresh Maihotra Georgetown University School of
Medicine, Georgetown Renal Section, D.C. General
Hosital, Washington, D.C.
The use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAID) in patients with chronic renal
failure (CRF) is associated with a high incidence
of acute renal failure, due to inhibition of pro—
staglandin synthesis. The NSAID, sulindac (SU),
has been shown to be a renal—sparing agent in
short term studies. We undertook this retro-
spective study to evaluate the safety of long—
term SO use in CR2'. Sixteen patients with CRF
on continuous SO therapy at 400mg/day for a mean
duration of 14.8 months were evaluated for renal
functional deterioration before, during and or
after therapy. The mean age was 59.5 years.
Mean serum creatinine (Screat) and creatinine
clearance (Ccreat) were 2.Smg/dl and 37.3ml/min
pre-therapy respectively, and 2.7mg/dl and
33.8ml/min post—therapy, respectively. The change
was not statistically significant (p)O.l). No
changes were seen in serum potassium, proteinuria
and urinary sediment. SO nephrotoxicity, defined
as an increase in Screat> 0.5mg/di when other
causes of renal insufficiency such as volume
depletion had been excluded, occurred in only
1/16 patients (6.8%).
Our study confirms the relative safety of
long-term SU use in CRF and suggests that it may
be the NSAID drug of choice in such patients.
EFFECT OF THYNOSIN AJ.PHA-1(Tal) ON HEPTAVAX-B(HB)
VACCINATION(V) AMONG HEMOOIALYSIS(HD) PATIENTS(Ps)
Steve Y. Shen, John Josselson, Carol McRoy*, John
Sadler, Paul Chretien*. Div. of Nephrology, Uni.
of MD Hospital, Baltimore, MD.
Response to NB V among HD Ps is poor. Previous
studies have shown that hepatitis B surface anti-
body(HBsAb) production following this V is a T—
cell mediated immune response. We conducted this
study to evaluate the effect of Tal on HD Ps' re-
sponse to NB. Twenty—three Ps who did not respond
to a complete course of previous HB V more than 3
months ago were matched for age and randomized
into groups A and B for second course V. Ps in
both groups received 40 ug NB intramuscular injec-
tions in the deltoid at 0. 1 and 2 months. Group
A(ll Ps) also received 5 Ta subcutaneous injec-
tions at a dose of 900 ug/m of body surface area
after each V, while group B(l2 Ps) received pla—
cebo(Tal diluent) at the same schedules. No hep—
atitis was noted on any patient. After the third
V. monthly HB5Ab assays were done by Abbott enzy-
matic method for 6 months. The absorbances were
converted to mIU/ml by Hollinger's formula, and a
titer of more than 10 mIU/ml was considered pro-
tective. The numbers of Ps who have had protec-
tive HBsAb are listed in the fo1lowjg Table.
Patient Months after the third V
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6
/ 5
B L_l 1 2 2 2 2
Group A Ps have higher HBsAb titers than that of
group B. These results suggest that Tal probably
can enhance HO Ps' response to NB; but, more study
is needed to determine the dose and the injection
schedules of Tal.
NIGH DOSE IMMUNOGLOBULIN (IG) INFUSIONS IN
HEMOLYTIC UREMIC SYNDROME (HUS). .J. Sheth, Joan
C. Glll*, Heinz Leichter. Medical College of
Wisconsin, Dept of Pediatrics, Children's Hospital
of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI.
Isolated reports note the presence of platelet
agglutinating factor (PAF) in some children with
HUS. eased on the in—vitro tests observation that
PAF can be inhibited with purified Ig, we used
high dose Ig (400 mg/kg/day infused over 6 hrs x 5
days) in 3 children with IIUS. Patient (Pt) A, 3
yr WF, received Ig on day 16, after fresh frozen
plasma (FFP) was unsuccessful. Pt B, 2 yr WF,
with E. coli infection and Pt C, 2* yr WM, with
renal failure received Ig infusions on day 2 of
illness. PAF was present only in Pt A while E.
coli isolates from Pt B produced verotoxins.
Platelet counts (xlO3) during and after Ig
infusions were as follows:
Ig Infusions
—Il 1 2 3 4 51 6 7 8 9 10
A 54 58 55 63 78 96 118 146 178 — —
B 36 46 56 56 70 118 148 179 190 — —
C 67 72 65 62 73 74 78 84 101 137 197
Renal functions normalized within 1 week in pts A
and B and in 4 weeks in Pt C after therapy. PAF
disappeared at the completion of Ig infusions.
In summary, high dose Ig infusions increased the
platelet count with prompt clinical remission of
HUS. Although the mode of action is unclear, Ig
may neutralize PAF and possibly verotoxins.
Therapy with high dose Ig infusions in early phase
of HUS needs to be evaluated in a prospective
trial.
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CORRELATION BETWEEN URINALYSIS AND RENAL BIOPSY IN
NIL CHANGE AND MEMBRANOUS GLOMERULONEPHRITIS(Adults)
A.Shimizu, R. Manning and V. Alexopoulu: Depts. of
Medicine & Pathology, St.Joseph's Hospital, Ham.,
Ont., and Hotel Dieu Hospital, St.Catharines, Ont.
Canada.
Urinalysis (by 1st author) and renal biopsies were
carried Out Ofl all patients with nephrotic syndrome
(N.S.) or proteinuria greater than 1 guilD. 254
patients had renal biopsies. Retrospective clini-
cal and urinalysis findings on patients with biopsy
proven nil change (N.C.G.N.) membranous glomerulo—
nephritis (M.G.N.) were:
Clinical Presentation No.of Pats.Proteinuria
(gm/Day)
NCGN N.S. 24 12.3
Non N.S. 5 2.7
MGN N.S. 21 10.6
Non N.S. 24 4.1
Urinalysis Findings:
Fatty Caats(FC) Maltese Xs(MS)Oval Fat Bodies (OFB)
NCGN MS 4(16.7%) 4(16.7%) 1(4.2%)
Non NS 4(80%) 3(66.6%) 3(66.6%)
MON MS 21(100%) 19(90.5%) 20(95.2%)
Non MS 16(66.6%) 16(66.6%) 16(66.6%)
83% of the N.C.G.N. patients with N.S. did not have
F.C. and M.C. and/or OFB. 80% of the N.C.G.N. pats.
without N.S. had P.C. and M.C. and/or 0Th. 100% of
the M.G.N with N.S. had F.C.& M.C. and/or OFB.
Conclusions: If a patient presents with N.S. and
F.C. and M.C. and/or 0Th are absent in the urine
then chances are goad that he has N.C.C.N. If these
urinary findings are present their chances are ex-
cellent that he has M.G.N. Uriie must be free of
R.B.C. and R.B.C. or hemegranular Casts.
METOLAZONE-PROBENECID RESPONSE IN MAN. D Sica, D
Brater, R Centor*, J Davis, I Fakhry*. Medical
College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia and
University of Indiana, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Metolazone (M) is a distal tubular diuretic
with a presumed intraluminal site of action. Ii is
an organic acid highly bound to serum proteins and
gains access to its site of action by a proximal
tubular secretory pathway. Probenecid (P) is an
inhibitor of anion secretion whose simultaneous
administration with diuretics has proven useful in
permuting serum and urine drug levels and overall
natriuretic (N) response. We therefore undertook
to examine the effect of P on the N response to H.
6 subjects (3fl,3F) were each given 5mg of oral M
with and without P (500mg-12 hrs and 1 hr before
H) with subsequent isovolemic fluid replacement
and time specific urine and blood samples for 48
hrs (DiO-24h; D224-48h) with values expressed as
mean + SEM (* p < 0.05):
H H—P
Peak-Bl/Ur(hrs) 7.5+1/6.0+1.2 3.3+2.4/10+2.4
AUC-Bl(ng/ml.hr) 115+27 308+90*
Renal Cl(cc/min) 154+32 27+10*
U:1-ng/Nameq-D1 929±194/381±64 325+67/317+48
Url_ng/Nameq_D2 213±36/109±22 201±45/127±40
We conclude that (1) estimated dose response
relationships suggest an intraluminal site of
action for M; (2) M is slowly and erratically ab-
sorbed often not being detected in urine until 4
hours after dosing; (3) the drug excretion res-
ponse curves showed clockwise hysteresis sugges-
ting acute tolerance to the diuretic effect of II
and H-P. Such tolerance probably related to acute
volume depletion (inadequate substitution of
urine) losses during the study.
EPIDEMIOLOGY OF PRIMARY GLOMERULONEPHRI—
TIS IN A RURAL POPULATION OF 400,000. P Simon,
NP Ramee*, G Cam*, KS Ang* (Intr. by GS Hill)
La Beauche Hospital, St. Brieuc, France.
Between January 1976 and December 1985, renal
biopsy was done in 663 adult (>l5yrs) pta living in
a rural area of 400,000 inhabitants. Annual mci—
cidence (Al) was 16.5/100,000. Primary CM was diag-
nosed in 418 pts (63%), a prevalence (F) for 10 yrs
of 1/1000. The results were compared for 2 periods:
A(1976—80) and B(1981—85) for which the number of pts
with primary GM was similar (205 vs 213, Al: 10.2 vs
10.6 /100000). Sex ratio M/F (2.1 vs 1.8) and mean
age at the time of renal biopsy (45+15 vs 48+17) were
not different, P(%) among primary GM, P(/1000) among
global population, Al (/100000) and sex ratio (A vs
B) were evaluated for each histological type:
nephrosis (MC and HSF):9.8%, 0.1/1000, 1.2 vs 0.8
/l00000(ns), I vs 1.5(ns). Membranous nephropathy
12.4%, 0.13/1000, 1.1 vs 1.5/100000 (ns),1.7 vs 0.8
(<0.02). gAGN Berer: 27%, 0.28/1000, 2.6 vs
3/I00000(ns), 3 vs 3.3(ns). kAGN Schonlein—Henoch:
6.4%,0.06/l000, 0.5 vs O.85/I00000(ns), 4 vs 2.5(ns),3 vs 5(ns). MPGN: 5.9%, 0.06/1000, 1 vs 0.25/100000
(<0.01), 2.3 vs. 1.5 (ns). Poststreptococcal AGN:
2.8%, 0.03/1000, 0.55 vs 0.05/100000 (< 0.01).
yoststreptococca1 AGN: 6.7%, 0.07/1000, 0.65 vs
O.7SII00000(ns), 1.2 vs 0.6. 4ppthic crescentic
GN: 4.7%, 0.05/1000, 0.25 vs 0.75 /100000 (<0.01),
1.5 vs 1.5. Focal proliferative GN: 1.9Z,O.02/l000,
0.15 vs 0.25/l00000(ns), 2 vs 0.2. This study 1)
shows that the global frequency of primary GM remains
stable in the last decade, 2) confirms the decrease
of the annual incidence of MPGN and post—streptococ—
cal ACM and shows an increase of the frequency of
IC GM, 3) suggests that immunogenetic factors are
important.
SENSITIVITY OF RED BLOOD CELLS (REC) TO OXIDANT
STRESS IN UREMIA. C.L. Smith and R.O. Berkseth.
Henn. Co. Med. Ctr., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
In uremia there is enhanced REC sensitivity to
oxidant stress. Protecting the RBC from oxidant
injury is the hexose monophosphate shunt (HMP),
specifically glutathione (GSH) and the selenium
dependent enzyme glutathione peroxidase (GSH—Px).
RECs from 19 chronic hemodialysis patients were
studied. Heinz Body (RB) formation and GSH sta-
bility before and after acetyiphenyihydrazine
(APR) and sulfhemoglobin (SHbg) levels before and
after ascorbic acid (NaAsc) were examined. Selen-
ium in plasma and RBC levels of selenium, glucose—
6—phosphate dehydrogenase (G—6—PD), glutathione
reductase (GSSG—Rx), GSH—Px and 2,3—diphosphoglu—
conate (2,3—DPG) were determined. Data is pre—
sented as % of patients with abnormal results.
Table 1: Sensitivity to Oxidant Stress
HB SHgb GSH
(—APH) (+APH) (—APR) (+APH)
%Abn. 90 7 53 0 0
Table 2: Enzymes of HMP Shunt
G—6--PD G5SG—Rx GSH—Px 2,3—DPG
% Abn. 3j3 261' 51- 0
(1-= above normal; below normal)
RBC selenium was 0.30±0.13 pg/gm Hgb (i±SD; ML
0.33±0.18) and plasma 0.107±0.25 mg/L (ML 0.108±
0.24). RBC selenium correllated with GSH—Px ac-
tivity (rO.40; p<O.O5).
Sensitivity of RBC5 to oxidant stress was dem-
onstrated by the positive HB preparations and en-
hanced SHbg production following APR exposure.
Enzyme levels in the NM? were normal or high and
the stability of GSH preserved.
Conclusion: RBCs in uremia exhibit increased
sensitivity to oxidant stress but HMP shunt en-
zyme activities are intact.
LIGHT—CHAIN NEPHROPATHY A1D ACUTE RENAL FAILURE
ASSOCIATED WITH RIFAMPIN THERAPY: A RENAL DISEASE
AKIN TO MYELOMA KIDNEY. Oved Soffer, Victor H.
Nassar*, Wallace G.Campbell Jr. and Edmund Bourke
Dept. of Med. Div. of Neph. and Dept. of Pathol.
Emory Univ. Sch. of Med. and V.A.M.C. Atlanta, GA.
Light—chain proteinuria has been reported in
70% of tuberculous patients treated with rifampin.
It was concluded that it was not of clinical
relevance. We identified 4 cases in the literature
implying a cause and effect relationship between
rifampin induced light—chain proteinuria and PRF.
The present case confirms such a relationship.
A 35 y.o. male with a history of IV drug use
was treated for TB with rifampin and INN. While on
therapy he developed vomiting and was found to
have ARF requiring dialysis for I month. Lab data
included total proteins 9.2g/dl, albumin 2.lg/dl
with polyclonal gammopathy. Urine protein immuno—
electrophoresis did not demonstrate free light—
chains. Bone marrow biopsy on two occasions did
not reveal plasmacytosis. Kidney biopsy disclosed
a variety of tubular casts. In numerous distal
tubules dense eosinophilic casts with fractured,
glassy and crystalline like appearance, similar to
those seen in myeloma kidney, were present.
limnunofluorescence and immunoperoxidase studies
demonstrated intense staining for light chains
and ), but a paucity of heavy chains in these
casts. Several dilated proximal tubuli showed
tubulorrhexis and regenerative changes. The
urinary spaces of many glomeruli were markedly
distended, indicating internal hydronephrosis.
Analysis of the clinical presentation of this
case with reference to the literature, suggests
that volume depletion may predispose to this
unique form of cast nephropathy.
THE BASIS OF IMPAIRED WATER ERCPFTION IN AGING
HUMANS. David Spactor, J. Michael Freiberg,
Jordan Tobin. Div Ren Med, F. Scott Key Med. Ctr.,
Johns Hopkins U Sch Med, GRC, NIA, Balto, MD.
Althouqh hypoosiiolar syndronEs are very ccstnonin the elcieriy,there are few data on the impact
of aqe on renal H 0 handling. He gave oral H 0
loads (20 mi/kg) o healthy hospitalized mals in
the Bait Long Study of Aging. Plasma(P) and urine(U) osnolarity (osm), creat (cr), Na, and K, and
P vasopressin (AVP) were determined before and
throughout 5 hr 1120 load. 13 flow (Uf)) and
clearances (C) were calculated & data on 11 young
(Y, 40 yr) 20 middle aged (M,40—59 yr) & 17 old(0, 60) subjects were compared. *pr<.Ol vs Y.
Pcr was identical (1.1 m/dl) in Y,M,&0, but
Ccr (ml/min) lcwer in 0 (88) * than Y (109) (N 106).
Initial Posm was higher in 0(289)* than Y(285)
(N 287). Post 1120 Posts fell similarly (-9osm) in
Y,M,&0 but 0 IJf and 20 were lower than Y at most
tima points. x max values (range) were:
Uf (mi/mm) c9±ml/min) Costs (mi/min) mm. tiosm
Y 21.3(17—28) 16.1(12—22) 5.5(4—8) 63±(51—79)
M 17.4(5—36) 12.4(3—24) 6.0(3—14) 72.0(46—132)
0 14.5(10_20)*10.1(5_15)* 5.4(3—8) 81.1(57_127)*
Tima to reach max or min was longer in 0.
Lower 20 in 0 was not explained by AVP since
Y&0 initial AVP levels were the sane and fell
equally with H20. Lower CH2O in 0 was due partly
to lower 'R H20/R in Y&0 were equal) and
possibly to lower distal solute delivery, CH 0 +
C (Na+K) /Ccr and reabsorption, C}L,0/CH2O-fC (Na-K).
Conclusion: Cc*ripared to Y, 0 have inpaired
ability to excrete acute waterloads-due partly to
reduced GFR and (possibly) altered solute hand-
ling.
RELATIONSHIP OF NEUROPSYCHOLOGIC ABNORMALITIES TO
SERUM ALUMINUM (AL) AND DEFEROXAMINE INFUSION TEST
(DIT). S.M. Sprague*, ILL. Corwin, C.M. Tanner*,
B.J. Green*, R.S. Wilson*, C.G. Goetz*, Rush
Medical College, Chicago, Illinois.
Aluminum (AL) has been proposed as the etiolo—
gic agent in dialysis encephalopathy. We wished to
assess whether other, less severe, neuropsychol—
ogic abnormalities are also associated with AL. A
total of 19 patients receiving chronic dialysis
were studied. Neurologic function was evaluated by
quantitative measures of asterixis, myoclonus,
motor strength, and sensation. Psychologic func-
tion was evaluated by language (Multilingual
Aphasia), memory (Benton Serial Digit) and the
MiniMental Scale. The mean serum AL was 66ugJL±45,
DII 78ug/L±47, and mean corpuscular volume (MCV)
82±13. There was no correlation between mean
dialysis years (6±6), renal failure years (8±5),
yesrs receiving AL binders (7±6), or pta with
diabetes (7/19) and either the neuropsychologic
measures or with serum AL, DIT, or MCV. There
were 5 patients with a positive DIT (l2sug/L or
greater), which correlated significantly with
memory loss and a score combining measures of
lower extremity weakness, asterixis, and myo—
clonus. Serum AL correlated with DIT (r=.70,
p<.Ol). A serum AL level > 75ugJL predicted 4/5
positive DIT patients while 1/14 patients below
this level had a positive DIT. There was no cor-
relation between MCV and either DIT or serum AL.
In conclusion, serum AL and DIT correlated with
abnormalities on several neuropsychologic para-
meters. These changes may represent early AL—
associated neurologic disease.
BRAIN DEHYDRATION AFTER RAPID CORRECTION OF
HYPONATREMIA. R. Sterns, D. Thomas,* and
D. Carrell*. Univ. of Roch. Sch. of Med.,
Roch. Gen. Hosp., Rochester, New York.
Rapid correction of hyponatremia (HN) causes
demyelinating brain lesions in chronic but not
acute HN; differences in brain solute and water
contents may explain this. Severe HN was induced
in 54 rats over 6—8 hrs and was sustained for
2, 16 or 72 hrs. Animals were sacrificed 2 hrs
after I.P. O.1M NaC1 (UnRx) or lM NaCl (Rx) and
compared to 27 non—HN controls (Plasma Na 138—143
mEq/L) given I.P. O.15M NaC1. All animals sur-
vived the protocol. Brain water (BU) is
expressed as % of control and Plasma Na (PNa) in
mEq/L:
Hrs HN: 2 bra
UnRx Rx
16 bra
UnRx Rx
72 bra
UnRx Rx
PNa 106* 131* 95* 124* 114* 133*
BW lll%* 101%± 1081* 1001± 1021* 95%*
vs control vs control
Brain K content was significantly lower than con-
trols in rats sacrificed after 2 hra of UnRx
severe HN and remained below control levels in
rats corrected after 16 or 72 hrs of HN.
Conclusions: The adaptive loss of brain
solute that defends against brain swelling in HN
leads to brain dehydration if HN is corrected
rapidly, even to mild HN.
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Pt. 2
Pre— post
10.5 11.1)
5.0 5.3
396 196
262 218
39 58
16 15
and
KINETICS OF SULINDAC A}D ITS METABOLITES IN
CHRONIC REN(L INSUFFICIEtY. R.L. Stout*, D.
Kiassea, P. Spilnlan*. A.J. Watson, A, Whelton.
The Johns Hopkins Univ. Sch. of Med., Baltimore,
.
Sulindac sulfoxide, a non—steroidal anti—
inflammatory agent, is an inactive pro—drug
reversibly reduced to its active metabolite
sulindac sulfide, and irreversibly oxidized to
inactive sulindac suifone. We studied the kine-
tics of sulindac and its metabolites in 6 female
patients with renal insufficiency having an
average baseline GFR of 40±!. mi/mm. Drug meta-
bolites were measured by HPLC in serum and urine
after 200 nig BID oral dosing for 11 days. Sulin—
dac was rapidly absorbed with peak serum levels
of 6.7 pg/mi occurring at 45 to 60 minutes fol—
lowing a single dose. Sulfone and sulfide serum
peaks were later (2hrs) and averaged 1.7 and 2.3
p g/ml respectively. Steady state levels were
not reached for any compound during the period
studied. Serum AUC (0-5 hr.. pg mi.n/ml) values
progressively increased from Day 1 to Day ii.
For sulindac they were 834 increasing to 1700,
for sulfone 374 to 3355 and for sulfide 382 to
3030. Sulindac sulfide was not detected in sign—
ificant amounts in the urine. Renal excretion
of sulfone increased 4—fold in parallel with in—
creased serum levels. Despite increasing serum
sulfide levels GFR was unchanged (44ml/min)
by day 11. We conclude that the active sulfide
metabolite accumulates systmnically in renal in—
suffiency but at the level of residual renal
function in our patients did not materially
influence GFR following chronic sulindac
administration,
RECOMBINANT INTERLEUKIN 2 (1L2) THERAPY PRODUCES
AZOTEMIA, SODIUM RETENTION, HYPOALBUMINEMIA AND
EDEMA. SC Textor, K Margolin,* D Blayney*, J
Dorosho Depts. Cons. Med/Nephrology & Medical
Oncology, City of Hope Nat. Med. Ctr.,Duarte, CA
Recombinant 1L2 is a potent biological response
modifier undergoing testing for treatment of
malignancies and other conditions. Its use has
been complicated by widespread vasodilation and
edema. To define its effects upon renal function,
ECF volume and sodium homeostasis, we measured
daily mean pressures (BP), creatinine, sodium
excretion (FENa), n-acetylglucosaminidase (NAGA),
renin activity (PRA), and albumin (Aib) in 12
cancer patients recieving 1L2 (10+5 u/kg q8hi.v.)
over 4 days followed by a 5 day recovery period.
BP support during 1L2 Rx included iv dextrans,
dopamine (2 mcg/kg/min) and indomethacin (75
rng/d). (Mean+ SEM, * P<O.05, ** P<O.Ol vs PRE-RX)
PRERX 1L2 RECOVERY
SBP (fl11 Hg) 124+4 1TO3 130+4
DBP (nm Hg) 772 652** 78T2
Creat (mg/dl) i.Fi.2 2.1.2** 1.2.1
WT (Kg) 76.73.5 8O.73.4** 79.6V3.5**
PRA (ng/ml/h) 2.7.7 5.6l.6** O.3O.l**
FENa (%) O.55T.13 O.2O.O7* 2.99.32**
NAGA(U/mgCr) 2.51.51 5.O5l.O5* 6.OFil.15**
Alb. g/dl 3.60.1 2.2O.1** 2.60.1**
These data demonstrate that TL2 Rx rapidTy
induces hypotension and azotemia refractory to
volume expansion and characterized by intense
sodium avidity and hypoalbuminemia. Although BP,
Creat. PRA and FENa recovered promptly, NAGA, wt.
and albumin remained abnormal despite discon—
tinuing Rx. We propose that 1L2 changes vascular
permeability allowing extravascular protein
leakage which is not immediately reversible.
HYPERAMMONEMIA AND FATTY LIVER DURING ESSENTIAL PARENTERAL CALCITRIOL (C) THERAPY OF REFRACTORY
AMINO ACID HYPERALIMENTATION IN UREMIC RATS. RENAL OSTEODYSTROPHY (RO) IN CHILDREN hITH CHRONIC
Satoshi Teraoka*,KazuO Ota*,Tatsuro Kawai*,Tsutomu RENAL INSUFFICIENCY (CR1). ILTrachtman*,
Sanaka*,Tetsuzo Agishi* and Nobuhiro Sugino. B.Gauthier,Dept.of Peds.,Schneider Children's
Tokyo Women's Med. College, Dept. of Surg. & Int. Hosp. of LIJHC, New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11042.
Med., Kidney Center, Tokyo, Japan. A recent report documented the efficacy of in—
Adverse effects of essential amino acid (EAA) travenous C therapy in reducing secondary hyperpa—
hyperalimentation in uremic rats were investigated. rathyroidism in adults on maintenance hemodialy—
Hyperalimentation with arginine-free EAA Solution sis. Since RU and growth failure are significant
based upon Roses requirement (group I. or newly
developed EAA preparation (group II) was performed
problems in children with CR1, we evaluated the
use of intramuscular C in two patients with severe
in 7/8 nephrectomized rats for 7 days,according to renal metabolic bone disease.
following protocol: total caloric intake 270 kcal/ The patients were evaluated pre— and post—
kg/day, Nitrogen 0.817 g/kg/day. Freely fed 7/8
nephrectomized and wham-operated rats (group III
treatment with serum Ca,P,PTH, 1,25(01-1)2 vitamin
03 levels and x—rays of the hand and knee. The C
and IV, respective) were served as a control,
Nitrogen balance, N uptake into protein, serum
was administered 3 times/wk intramuscularly,for 8
wks. Serum Ca was monitored weekly and therapy
ammonia, plasma aminogram, 151 and blood Chemistry
were determined in each group. Nitrogen balance
and 15N uptake in group II were significantly
superior to those in group I. Serum ammonia was
markedly elevated in group I, while it remained
within normal range in other groups. Plasma
phenylalanine, tryptophan, methionine and gluts-
mine were elevated in group I. Serum triglyceride
(TG) was markedly depressed in contrast with in-
creased TG in the liver tissue in group I. Histo-
logical examinations of liver specimens showed
extensive centrilobular fine-granular fatty degen-
eration with ballooning of hepatocytes Only in
group I. These findings suggest that arginine—
free EAA hyperalimentation causes hyperammonemia
held if the Ca exceeded 11.0 mg/dl. Pt. 1, a
2—10/12 yr.old boy with prune—belly syndrome, re—
calved 0.6 ug C/dose and Pt.2,a 14—7/12 yr.old
girl with obstructive uropathy,received 1.2 ug
C/dose.
Pt._1
Pre— Post
Ca(mg/dl) 10.2 TÔ7
p(mg/dl) 5.1 5.2
Alk.Phos.(U/ml) 502 205
PTR(pmol/L) 386 203
l,25(OH)D3(pg/ml) 28 42
GFR(ml/min/l.73m2) 25 24
Neither child exoerienced any drug toxicity
Pt.1 grew 4 cm. during treatment.
These results indicate that
which may be related to impaired urea Cycle proba-
bly due to lack of arginine and ornithine, and
that extensive fatty degeneration of the liver in
group I may be attributable to impaired transport
of TO synthesized in hepatocytes.
intramuscular
C therapy is an effective treatment of severe
RO in children with CR1. This route of C admin—
istration suopressed secondary hyperparathyroidism,
promoted improved growth and increased bone mineral—
Ization of serial radiographs.
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EFFECTS OF LOW PURINE DIET. HIGH DOSES OF ALUMIN-
UM AND ALOPURINOL IN CHRONIC UREMIA (CRF). A.
Trevio—Becerra,G. Recinos*, J. Velazquez*, M.L.
Gutierrez*, Nephrology Dept. Hospital Especialidades
"La Raza" Med. Ctr. Mexico, D.F.
This study was designed to demonstrate if patients
with low protein, low purines and low phosphates
diets, and receiving high doses of aluminum and
alopurinol produce reduction on blood urea and uric
acid with secondary improvement in glomerular
filtration rate.
12 patients were studied, duration of CRF was at
least 9 months, with serum creatinine between 3 to
9 mg%.
Intake of calories, proteins, purines, and
phosphorus were given by body weight and 100 mg
aluminum and 10 mg alopurinol by kilo during no less
than 6 months.
BLOOD RESULTS STAR END %CHANCE
Urea (mg%) 132 77 41
Uric Acid (mg%) 7.0 4.7 32
Phosphorus (mg%) 4.4 3.8 14
CR/CL (nil/mm) 16 22 37
Conclusions: We notice a marker increase in cr/cl.
with a consistent reduction in blood urea and uric
acid and a slight reduction in serum phosphorus.
Low proteins, purines and phosphorus diets with
high doses of alopurinol and aluminum reduce blood
urea, uric acid and produce an improvement of 37%
on glomerular filtration. It is possible that uric
acid is the 'renal uremic toxin" and avoiding its
increase it could be possible to preserve or improve
renal function.
FRUENCY OF HYPC*4PES4IP (Hypct4g) IN HOSPITALIZED
PATIEfl'S WITH CHONIC OBSTRIrI'IVE PUI1fl'ARY DISEASE
(QPD): K.V. Truong*, S.A. Sadjadi, R.M Shah*,
Wilkes—Barre, PA.
Patients who have (DPD are nore prone to hypo-
magesemia because of variable dietary Magnesium (Mg)
intake and frequent use of diuretic therapy. This
might influence their respiratory function and in
addition may predispose then to cardiac arrhythrtia.
We studied 24 hospitalized patients with ODPD, with
an average age of 66 years, 23 male and one female,
11 on diuretics, 13 on no diuretics, 18 respirator
independent, 6 respirator dependent.
Results:
On diuretics -
No diuretic
Ventilator
Mg load test
') 20% reten-
tion
<20% reten-
tion
Hyxi'4g positively correlates with serum albumin(r=0.57, P 0.004) and 24 hour urinary creatinine
and phosphorous (r=O.54, P 0.004) excretion.
Conclusions: 1) Hypanagnesemia is camon in O)PD
patients. 2) Diuretics are the major cause of
hypc*nagnesenia. 3) Hypanagnesemia may have a
significant effect on well being and respiratory
function. 4) Mg supp1ntation of G)PD patients
is warranted especially if they are receiving
diuretics.
INHIBITION OF DRUG PROTEIN BINDING (PB) DURING
CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE.
R. Vanholder*, N. Van Landschoot*, R. De Smet*, S.
Ringoir*, (intr. by R. Hakim), Renal Division,
Univ. Hospital,Ghent, Belgium
An in vitro study of the influence of renal
failure on the degree of protein binding (PB) of
several drugs was performed by an ultrafiltration
method (Centrifree(R), Amicon).The study was per-
formed with normal serum, serum of patients with
moderate and pronounced chronic renal failure and
serum of patients under hemodialysis treatment.No
significant changes in PB were registered for ci—
metidine and imipramine.A progressive decrease in
PB related to the degree of renal failure was ob-
served for diazepani, theophylline, methotrexate,
phenytoin and prazosine.The alterations were most
pronounced for theophylline (from 64.7 + 0.5 in
healthy controls to 43.5 ÷ 4.1 % in diaTyzed pa-
tients), and fDr phenytoin (from 91.6+0.2 to 75.6
+2.9 %)(p<O.OO1).For the latter two dFugs, protein
Ginding was inversely correlated to the creatini-
nemia (p<O.OO1).Ultrafiltrate, obtained during a
hemofiltration session, inhibited PB of both theo—
phylline and phenytoin in a dose dependent way.
After separation of this ultrafiltrate by high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), It ap-
peared that at least a part of this inhibitory
activity corresponded to the elution zone of hip-
puric acid.Hippuric acid in solution inhibited PB
of theophylline and phenytoin in a dose dependent
way.In conclusion, PB of several drugs currently
used in renal failure is affected in parralel with
renal failure, which might influence their thera-
peutic effectiveness. Furthermore, hippuric acid
is playing an important role in the defect of PB
capacity, theophylline and phenytoin.
FREQUENCY OF HYPONATREMIA(HN),HYPOADRENALISM, AND
NONOSMOLAR VASOPRESSIN RELEASE IN THE ACQUIRED
IMNUNODEFICIENCy SYNDROME(AIDS). K.E. Vitting*,
N.H. Gardenswartz, P.M. Zabetakis, M.L. Tapper*,
G.W. Gleim, M.K. Agrawal*, A.G. Robinson, M.F.
Michelis. Nephrology Section, Lenox Hill
Hospital, New York, New York.
The incidence of HN in patients(pts) with AIDS
was examined by retrospective analysis of 76 ad-
missions in 71 pts. Thirty—seven pts(52%) were
found to exhibit a serum sodium(SNa) <133 mEq/L.
To characterize the HN,a prospective survey iden-
tified 35 new pts with AIDS. Of these,20pts(57%)
exhibited SNa <133,with mean admisnion SNa=l32
and mean nadir SNa127(range 117—132 mEq/L).
The fluid status of pts with HN was assessed
to be normal(nl),"dry" or "wet. Data included va—
sopressin(AVP)levels, plasma and urine osmolali—
ties, urine Na, and plasma cortisol(C) before and
after intravenous cosyntropin(ACTH) stimulation.
Uosm in each of 14 pts was inappropriately eleva—
ted(mean 403) for the Posm(mean 272). AVP levels
were measured in 7 pts during hypoosmolality(mean
265), and were abnormally elevated in all (mean
6.81). Of these, 2 pts were euvolemic, had UNa>20,
and fulfilled criteria for SIADH. Of 5 dry pts,two
had subnormal C responses to ACTH, one had a nor-
mal ACTH response, one had baseline C59 and was
felt to be euadrenal, and one had random C21.4
and was begun empirically on steroids. In all, 9
ACTH tests were performed. Both nl fluid pts ex-
hibited nl C response, 4 dry pts were hypoadrenal,
but 3 dry pts showed nl C response.
We conclude that(1)HN occurs in a majority of
inpatjents with AIDS,(2)AVP levels are often in—
creased,(3)SIADH does occur and(4)hypoadrenalism
is common, but requires diagnostic ACTN testing.
# Pts. Hypcl4g
3 pts.(%)
11 10(90)
13 7 (53)
6 6 (100)
8 2 (25)
3 0
Notinal Mg
# pts. (%)
1 (10)
6 (47)
0
6 (75)
3 (100)
5 2 (40) 3 (60)
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COMPARISON OF LOOP DIURETICS IN PATIENTS WITH
RENAL INSUFFICIENCY. James R. Voelker,* Debbie
Cartwriqht_Rrown,* Shirley Anderson, Jeff
Leinfelder,* Domenic A. Sica, Juha P. Kokko, and
0. Craig Rrater, lJniv Ix HIth Sd Ctr, Dallas, Ix
Furosemide (F) and bunetanide (B) may have
dissimilar pathways for delivery to their sites
of action. This might cause them to differ when
used in azotemia. We assessed their pharmaco—
kinetics and pharmacodynamics in ten patients
with stable renal insufficiency (average
creatinine clearance 14.1 2.0 ml/mln/1.73 m2)
in a randomized, cross—over study during
controlled sodium intake. The dose of F and B of
172 and 4.3 mgs (ratio = 40:1) was sufficient to
produce a maximum resoonse. Despite similarities
in maximal FEN (18.2 2.6% with F vs 19.4
4.5% with B) wich demonstrated an equal tubular
response to both, cumulative natriuresis was 52%
greater with F (108 17 vs 71 7 mEg;
p 0.042). This discrepancy was accounted for
by a more rapid nonrenal clearance of B (113
12) vs 53 5 mi/mm for F (p= 0.001) resulting
in less bt,netanlde available to be delivered into
the urine. Renal clearances were similar (6 1
vs 7 1 ml/min for F and B; p 0.549) but due
to relatively lower plasma levels of B secondary
to preserved nonrenal clearance, 42% less drug
appeared In the urine (5.2 1.0% of the
administered B vs 9.0 1.8% of F, o = 0.021).
In staninary, an IV dose of approximately 160 mg of
F and 4 mg of B produced a maximum diuretic
response. The greater cumulative natriuresis
with F could be explained by differences in the
nonrenal, prestinably hepatic, elimination of
these diuretics.
EFFECTIVE FIBRINOLYSIS RESULTS IN DECREASED
CLORERULOSCLERQSIS (GS) IN ACTIVE LUPUS NEPHRITIS
(LN) WITH GLOMERULAR TMROMEI (GT). N.E. Wadhwa,*
N. Weiss, S. Kim, K.S. Kant, P. Glas_Greenwalt,*
V.E. Pollak. Depts. of Tnt. Med. and Path., Univ.
Cincinnati Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Within 48 hours of starting ancrod treatment,
patients with LN had FDP levels <1 or >1 mg/mi,
defining groups respectively with ineffective and
effective fibrinolysis (Clin Res 34:968A, 1986)
In LN GT, but not inflaxrssstory changes, lead to
increased OS (Kant et al: Medicine 60:71, 1981)
Resolution of GT should prevent progression of OS.
To test this hypothesis, renal histologic analyses
were done blindly by semiquantitstive methods on
coded histologic sections of biopsies before and
after 14 days of ancrod treatment in 22 patients.
Before treatment, the degree of hypertension, the
prednisone dose, and renal function were similar
in the 2 groups defined by initial fibrinolysis
response. The mean (± SEM) of the histologic
activity (ACT) , inflammatory (I) , microvascular
(NT) and glomerular (GT) throsthosis, and glomeru-
losclerosjs (GS) indexes were:
High FDP Low FDP
Pre Post Pre Post
ACT—I 9.3±1.3 6.3±l.3** 11.7±1.2 8±l.0***
I—I 6.3±0.5 4.l±O.5** 6.2±0.8 4.6±0.8
MT—I 4.0±0.9 2.2±O.7** 5.5±1.2 3.5±0.7
GT—I 1.7±0.4 0.8±0.3* 2.4±0.5 1.6±0.5
GS—I 2.9±0.6 2.1±0.5* 1.4±0.4 2.5±O.4**
*p <0.05; **p <0.02; ***p <0.005 (paired t test)
CS—I decreased in 10/12 with high FDP, and
increased in 9/10 with low FDP (x2 = 8.9,
p <0.001) . These data support the hypothesis that
early disolution of fibrin thrombi may prevent
increased GS in LN.
USE OF ALTERNATE DAY FREDNISONE IN IgA
NEPHROPATHY (IgAN). F. Bryson Waldo, Ron
Alexander, Edward C. Kohaut. Univ. of Ala.,
B'ham, Dept. of Pediatrics & Pathology,
Birmingham, AL
Clinical and pathologic findings associated
with disease progression in IgAN are: 1) heavy
proteinuria (HP) > 1 gm/H2 !day, 2) focal
glomeruloscierosis (FGS), 3) interstitial
fibrosis (IF). Alternate day Prednisone therapy
of ten patients with 1 or more risk factors is
reported. There were 6 boys and 4 girls, ages 5—
14 yrs, (m9.4). Four patients initially had
macroscopic hematuria. Alternate day Prednisone
was begun at 60 mg/N2, tapered to 30 mg/M2 over
6—12 mos, and from 30—0 over 2—3 yrs. Duration
of therapy was 12—75 moe (m42). Avg,rage QOD
predisone dosage ranged from 10—50 mg/M (m30).
Followup ranged from 28—84 mos (m57). The table
shows the number of patients with each risk
factor and microscopic hematuria.
IF FGS GFR Micro
1+ 2/3+ 1+ 2/3+ HP >80 Heme
Pre—Rx 4 4 6 3 5 9 10
Post—Rx 7 0 7 0 0 9 1
No patient demonstrated pathologic or clinical
progression of disease. One patient had an
initial GFR of 24 and a 4 year followup GFR of 32
ml/min/1.73 M2 . No patient developed
hypertension, cataracts, diabetes or growth
failure during followup. Growth velocities on
patients followed >2 yrs ranged from 3.6—5.1 cm!
yr (m4.7).
The data suggest that alternate day Prednisone
therapy, at this dose, is without measurable
toxicity and may arrest the progression of IgAN.
COMPARISON OF RATES OF CHANGE IN NEPHROPATHY IN
INSULIN DEPENDENT (IDDM) AND NON-INSULIN DEPEN-
DENT (NIDDM) DIABETES MELLITUS. W. Gordon
Walker, Judith Hermann,* Dong-Ping Yin, Loretta
Young,* and Lillian Rourke*. Johns Hopkins
Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland.
Data on sequential changes in renal function
and microalbuminuria are available on 46 IDDM
and 86 NIDDM subjects as part of an ongoing
longitudinal study currently in its eighth year.
Comparison of slopes of 1/Cr vs time revealed
the same type of accelerated loss of renal
function with elevated blood pressure in IDDM as
we previously reported for hypertensive NIDDM
subjects. Thus hypertensive IDDM lost renal
function at a rate of - .0082 dl/mg/mo ( .0036
SEM) vs - .0024 dl/mg/mo ( + .0015 SEM) for
normotensive IDDM (p=.03). This rate for hyper-
tensive IDDM subjects did not differ from the
-.0099 dl/mg/ml ( + .0023 SEM) exhibited by the
hypertensive NIDDM subjects (p>.7). For both
IDDM and NIDDM subjects the level of
microalbuminuria was more than eightfold greater
in the hypertensive subsets than in
normotensives. These higher levels among hyper-
tensive diabetics were also associated with a
greater rate of increase in microalbuminuria in
this group (hypertensive IDDM 186 'ig/mi/mo;
normotensive IDDM -.5 jg/m1/mo. For NIDDM:
hypertensives 45.5 .xg/ml/mo and normotensives
10.0 pg/mi/mo). Mean values for fasting blood
glucose in hypertensives did not differ from
normotensives in either type. Thus for both
NIDDM and IDDM, hypertension appears to be a
major and probably the most important factor in
determining the rate of loss of renal function.
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PLASMA LEVELS OF BRA1HED-CHAIN KETOACIDS (ECKA)
IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF)
RECEIVING SUPPLEMENTS OF BCKA OR ESSENTIAL AMINO
ACIDS (EAR). Mackenzie Walser, Sylvia Rull*
Frederik Jarskog*. Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland 21205.Plasma levels of valine, leucine and
isoleucine a. well as the corresponding ECKA
have been reported to be low in CRF. To see how
BKA levels are affected by nutritional therapy,
we have developed a HPLC method for BCKA that
give. 93% recovery of labelled alpha-keto—iso—
caproate (KIC). Fasting levels were measured in
12 normal subjects and in 17 CRF patients
consuming a diet containing 0.3 g/kg protein.
Half of the patients were receiving a supplement
of EM and half a supplement containing pre-
dominantly BCKA, including raceic aipha—keto—
beta-isethylvalerate (R,S-1MV). CYR varied from
3 to 25 ml/in. In normals, results (means
SEX) were as follow.: aipha—ketoisovalerate
(KIV), 12±luM; KMV, 18±luM; KIC 30j2uM. In
patients on EM: KIV, l3jjuM; KMV, l2jluM; KIC
17j4uM. In patients on BCKA: KIV 15±juM; KMV
17±2uM; KIC l7j2uM. Thus KIV is normal but KICis significantly reduced in both groups in
morning fasting plasma; KMV is low (p<0.Ol) in
patients on EAA but normal in patients on BGKA;
the difference between these groups is
significant (p<O.Os) as is the difference
between the ratio KMV/KIC (p<0.02). This
increase in KMV relative to KIC in patients
receiving R,S-KMV, way reflect accumulation of
R-RXV in parallel with the accumulation of
alloisoleucine that we have found to occur. The
results imply that the composition of both of
these dietary supplements could be i.proved.
PLASMA LEVELS OF PANCREAS SECRETORY TRYPSIN INHI-
BITOR (PSTI) IN PATIENTS WITH ACUTE AND CHRONIC
RENAL FAILURE. Christoph Wanner, Michio Ogawa,
Peter Schollmeyer, Walter H. Hon (intr. by T.F.
Lüscher) Dept. of Medicine, Univ. of Freiburg, FRG
and Dept. of Surgery, Univ. of Osaka, Japan.
PSTI plasma levels of 82 patients with chronic
renal failure, treated by different modalities were
investigated. PSTI was determined by radioimmunoas-
say in patients with end-stage renal disease (ESRD)
patients undergoing regular hemodialysis treatment(ROT) or continous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis
(CAPD), patients with acute renal failure (ARF) and
patients following kidney transplantation. Plasma
PSTI values were 9.2 '- 0.8 ngf ml in controls (CO),
156.9 s- 16.2 in ESRD, 257.6 + 22.3 in ROT, 376.8 i-
57.5 in CAPO and 2,300 ÷ 276.9 ng/ml in ARF pa-
tients. ROT patients with malignant diseases showed
higher PSTI values (1,014 + 148.7 ng/ml) than RDT
patients without malignoma. Transplant patients
with normal kidney function showed lower PSTI va-
lues than those with impaired renal function (16.7
+ 2.1 vs. 72.8 ÷ 11.8 ng/ml). Daily urinary excre-
tion of PSTI increased from 26.7 + 3.1 ug (CD) to
552 + 54.8 ug in ESRD. In CAPD patients daily pen
toneal loss of PSTI was 164.3 + 58.4 ug. Plasma
PSTI values increased during hemodialysis with
dialyzers made of cuprophan (317.0 -i- 32.6 vs. 442.0
+ 46.2 ng/ml and decreased with polysulfone dialy-
iers (226.6 + 19.9 vs. 86.6 ÷ 18. ng/ml. Our re-
sults document markedly elevated plasma PSTI values
in all forms of renal insufficiency despite en-
hanced daily urinary or peritoneal PSTI excretion.
PSTI levels of ROT patients depend on the membrane
material of the dialyzer used. This data suggests
extrapancreatic production of this inhibitor in
patients with acute and chronic renal failure.
VARIABLE PATHOLOGY AND LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP OF
MINIMAL CHANGE DISEASE (MCD) ASSOCIATED WITH
NONSTEROIDAL ANTI-INFLAMMATORY DRUGS (NSAIDs).
G.V. Warren*, S.M. Korbet, M.M. Schwartz and E.J.
Lewis. Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL.
We have studied the clinical and histologic
features of patients who develop nephrotic syn-
drome while receiving NSAIDs. Fifty-five patients
who had adult onset MCD at our center between
1971-86 were studied and 5 of them (9%) had an
association with NSAIDs. The mean age of the pa-
tients was 57.4±11(SD) yrs (47-71) at the time of
the diagnosis. All of them were female patients.
Four patients had hypertension and were on diure-
tics. They received NSAIDs for a mean period of
28 wks (12—78). None had fever, rash, eosinophilia
or eosinophiluria. One patient had microscopic he-
maturia and two had sterile pyuria. The SCr at the
time of presentation was 2.O±3.22mg% (0.6-5.1).
The 24 hour urine protein was 11.3±10.1 gm (2-24
qm). The renal pathology consisted of MCD in 2
(who received tolmetin sodium and fenoprofen) and
MCD with interstitial nephritis in 3 (who received
ibuprofen and zomepirac, sulindac and ibuprofen,
fenoprofen). They were followed for 66±44 mos (2-
111). The proteinuria disappeared within 3.0±2.2
wks (2—7) after stopping the NSAIDs and there was
no reappearance of proteinuria. The SCr decreased
to 0.9±O.O2mg% (0.8-1.1). One patient was treated
with prednisone 30mg/day for 4 wks. One patient
who received tolmetin was reexposed to sulindac
and there was no reappearance of proteinuria. Our
study showed that 9% of our adults with MCD were
associated with ISAIDs. NSAIDs associated MCD can
present with or without interstitial nephritis.
Prompt and spontaneous remission of proteinuria
after stopping NSAIDs can be expected.
HYPOMAGNESE24IA IN BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT (BMT)
PATIENTS. A. Watson, G. Santos*, R. Saral*,
B. Kone*, A. Whelton. Dept. Med. and Oncol.,
Johns Hopkins Univ. Sch. of Med.,Baltinore, MD.
Rypoinagnesenia is a prevalent finding in
the setting of BMT. The etiology of the hyponag—
nesemia and in particular whether cyclosporine
(CSA) is a causal factor is unclear. To inves-
tigate this further, we monitored serum and uri-
nary magnesium data in 82 SMT recipients rando-
nized to receive CSA (42) or cyclophosphamide
(CY)(40) for the prophylsxis of GVHD. If GVHD
developed, the blind was broken and parenteral
CSA administered. This a total of 30 patients
received only CSA (Group A); 12 patients received
CSA. developed GVHD and were then treated further
with CSA (Group B); 22 patients received C?
alone (Group C). Byponagnesemia (.l.2 mEqIL)
developed in 88% of patients. The incidence
of hyponagnesenia was higher in CSA-treated
patients (Group A — 30/30). (Group B - 10/12).
compared with CT—treated patients (Group C — 16/
22)(p<.OS). The mean nadir magnesium level was
lover in CSA patients (Group A — 0.9L.04; Group
B - 1.1.09; Group C — 1.2t.05) whereas frac-
tional excretory rates were higher (Group A —
l4.4±A.7%; Group B — 16.2±2; Group C - 11.2±2).
No abnormalities in serum calcium, phosphorus
or potassium were noted amongst the groups.
These data suggest that hypoinagnesemia in BMT
patients is due to a defect in renal conservation
of magnesium. Whereas CSA may be related to
the development of hypomagnesetnis, other
factors such as aminoglycoside antibiotics are
also likely to be contributory.
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RENAL EFFECTS OF INTERLEUKIN—2 THERAPY. 0. Webb,*
A. Belldegrun,* H. Austin, W. Linehan,* Ellen
Vaughan,5 and S. Rosenberg.* NIH, Bethesda, FIB.
The systemic administration of recombinant in—
terleukin—2 (IL—2) is a new approach to the im-
munotherapy of metastatic cancer. Renal toxicity
is a dose limiting side effect. A prospective
study of 17 consecutive patienta receiving
parenteral IL—2 every 8 hra. for 4 days included
daily clinical evaluation and serum and urine
chemistries. IL—2 induced fever, chills, ery—
thema, hypotension, tachycardia, oliguria, and
fluid retention. ilaximum change in renal param-
eters occurred in all patients on days 4—6;
median urine volume decreased to 430 ml., weight
increased 9.4%, serum creatinine increased to
2.6 mg%, and fractional excretion of Na (FeNa)
decreased to 0.05%; 4 patients had abnormal urine
sediments with broad granular casts. All param-
eters were reversible following therapy, although
acute tubular necrosis (ATN) has been observed.
Hypophosphatemia prompted a study of alterations
in tubular function. Serum phosphorus (P) and
FeP decreased to 1.9 mg% and 2.0%, respectively.
Serum uric acid increased to 9.8 mg%; ratio urine
uric acid:creatinine decreased to 0.2. FeNg and
FeCa decreased to 0.5% and 0%, respectively. No
patients had glucosuria or aminoaciduria.
We conclude: 1) IL—2 causes intravascular
volume depletion with avid Na retention and pre—
renal azotemia which may progress to acute tubu-
lar necrosis, 2) hypophosphatemia occurs without
phosphaturia or other signs of proximal tubular
dysfunction, 3) hypophosphatemia likely results
from intracellular shift of ion and/or increased
utilization by rapidly dividing lymphoid cells.
IN V11.O X-RP.Y FT1flCE FOR ThE LNTICt4 C*' LEN)
NEIIupm1y. Richard P. 1een, Vecihi Batunan, Frances
jirJess*, John Bagden*, George Schidlc,Isky* and Keith
Jcnes* VM2, East Orarse, bt4l]4J, New Jersey Nedical
Schcol, Newark, N.J. aid Rrrsrhaven National Lafora-
tories, Upton, N.Y.
The E]JTA Pb iu±ilizaticn test has proved of value
in the diajnceis of lead rieg*iropatF' but is unsuitable
for cop.ilatic*-i stixiies or in patients with FERD. Nea—
suraients of Pb and Ca in btie biopsies frun dialysis
patients and onrrelaticns with EEIEA tests in
Helgiun established the validity of the txze FthCa ra-
tio as a sijetitute for the EI)A test (E Bron et al.,
Abstr. ASN, 1986). have therefore used a rue, rat—
invasive technique of in vi tibial X—ray fliorescence
0F) for assessing Fxxly lead stores in 21 ron-pro-
teiriuric sen aJed 38—76 years with creatinines fran 0.6
to 9.1 n4'dl arid bird Pb fran 1 to 38 /dl. XRF
neasutes theftio of Pb characteristic K X—rays stinij—lated by a Cd scxrce to Rayleigh scattered X-rays
with a Ge(Li) detector arid is ].argely independent of
pitionirg, geometry, mineralization and eoft tissue
thidcness. Calibration bj péiysical fectors ss veri-
fied in Pb-dçed plaster phantume arid validated in 6
aiputated lajs frun which Pb and Ca were neasured by
atomic absorption spectrumetry (MS). Eighteen of 21
XRF arid ED%A tests fell within the 95% ojnfidence ii—
slits derived true MS/E])rA tests performed in Belgiun.
These sttidies deionstrate that at the upr liniit of
norual for EUTA tests (600 ix urinary lead che1a par
3 days) the tibial Pb:Ca ratio is about 140 x 10 g/g
arid the [Pb) is 15 i/g wet weight which is measured by
XHF with an error of 20%. XRF can therefore be stb-
stituted for the E11FA test in patients with ESRD and in
epideniokic stixlies designed to detennire the risk of
lead riephropathy.
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THE URINE OSMOLAR GAP: A CLINICAL CLUE FOR
OCCULT KETOACIDOSIS. M.L. West,* B. Margolis,"
L. Robinson," P. Halperin" and M.L. Haloerin.
Univ. of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
The hosnital biochemistry lab provides stat
results for urine Na, K, Cl, HCO3, glucose and
urea. The sum of their concentrations (mM) was
87 9 less than the measured urine osmolaritv
(691 36 mosm/kg H20, n 21, p <.01). This
difference is called the urine osmolar gao. In
contrast, on day 12—20 of the steady—state
ketoacidosis of total fasting, the measured urine
osmolarity (407 + 33 Tnosm/kg H20) exceeded the
calculated value by 2514 + 28 mosm/kg H20 (n r 15).
In this case, all but 70 uiosis/kg H20 were made up
by ammonium (96 + 18 mM) plus B-hydroxvbutyrate(BHB) (86 - 10 mfl). A similar urine osmolar gao
was found during diabetic ketoacidosis (measured
urine osmolarity (843 + 39) exceeded the
calculated value by 25! + 30 mosm/kg H20 and
ammonium (107 + 21 mM) plus BHB (67 + 15 mM)
accounted for ll but 83 inosm/kg H20 Hence, the
urine osmolar gap can helo quantitate ongoing
ketonuris before specific laboratory confirmation
can be obtained. Used in conlunction with the
urine anion gao (to quantitate the urine ammonium
concentration) olus the plasma anion and osmolar
gaps, the urine osmolar gap helps provide a
rather sophisticated bedside analysis for occult
ketoacidosis. A clinical example will be
presented to illustrate these points.
A PROSPECTIVE, RASDOMIZED, CROSS-OVER STUDY OF
THE RENAL 'FECTS OF IBIJPROFEN, PIROXICAM, AND
SULINDAC IN CHRONIC RENAL IMPAIRMENT. A. Whelton,N, LaFrance*, P.S. Spilman*, R.L. Stout*. H.
Drew*. A.J. Watson, J. Hermann*, and B. Kiassen.
The Johns Hopkins Univ. Sch. of Med.. Baltimore,
ND.
The use of non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs
(NSAID) in patients with pre—existing renal im-
pairment may induce sudden clinically significant
deterioration of renal function. In a randomized,
prospective, cross—over study, we evaluated 6
female patients, with a serum creatinine of 1.5—
3.0 mg/dL at the time of enrollment. They were
randomized to receive either ibuprofen 800mg Q8h;
piroxicam 20mg QD or sulindac 200mg Q12h for a
period of 12 days. Baseline and intra—study
monitoring of glomerular filtration rate, effec-
tive renal plasma flow, urinary prostanoid ex-
cretion, platelet thromboxane, plasma renin and
angiotensin activity and drug kinetics were per-
formed. A one month drug 'washout period was
used between drug therapies. The patients
tolerated the study well but in one individual
ibuprofen was discontinued at day 7 because of
a two fold increment in serum creatiajne, The
general renal functional trend induced by each
NSAID was for an acute non—significant, decre-
ment in renal function followed by a return
to baseline by the end of the study. We conclude
that in a patient with approximately 20-30% resi-
dual renal function the use of piroxicsm and
sulindac appears to be safe. These patients
should be monitored cautiously and this is parti-
cularly applicable to ibuprofen in the doses
used in our studies.
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QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF CNS FUNCTION IN INFANTS
AND CHILDREN WITh CRF. Winner, P, Dudley, H.,
Kurtzberg, D.' Vaughan, i' apin, I.' Spiro, A.?
Spitzer, A., and Weiss, R. Albert Einstein Coil.
of Med., Dept. of Pedjat Nephro. & Neuro., Bx.,NY.
Deficits In CNS function have beer', recognized
as an important cause of morbidity in infants and
children with renal failure. Sixteen patients ages
0.5—12 years all with GFR < 25 inhlmin/l.73m2 have
been serially evaluated by neurophysiologic and
neurodevelopmental parameters. Thirteen patients,
including all 7 with congenital CRF examined at
<.3 years of age, demonstrated mild to moderate
developmental delay and globally compromised cog-
nitive function. Twelve of the sixteen had onset
of CRF <.3 years, and all had subnormal cognitive
function, whereas of the 4 children with onset
> 3 years, 3 were normal. Eleven patients under-
went visual and auditory brainstem evoked poten-
tial studies. Visual evoked responses were normal
in all except one with congenital nystaginus.
There were 3 abnormal auditory EP's. One showed
increased central transmission time, one an ab-
normal response to rapid rate of stimulation, and
one a decreased amplitude of wave V. One month
after initiation of PD, 2 of 3 children evaluated,
ages 4.2 and 12.6 years, had normalization of the
auditory EP's with significant improvement in
neurodeveiopmental function.
This is the first longitudinal study in chil-
dren to demonstrate the improvement in auditory
EP's. Parallel improvement in neurodevelopmental
parameters were observed. Sophisticated neuro—
physiologic evaluation, such as auditory EP's,
may provide sensitive monitoring of CNS dys-
function associated with CRF.
ZOLLINGER-ELLISON SYNDRCt1E (ZE) AND MINIMAL CHANGE
NEPHROTIC SYNDRCY1E (MCNS) Melvin Yudis, M.D.,
Robert A. Sirota, M.D., Harold D. Stein, M.D.,
Dept. of Medicine, Abington Mamrial Hospital,
Abington, PA
Neoplasia has become an important cause of
nephrotic syndrome. Both solid tuners as well as
lymphoma and leukemia have been responsible.
Minimal change nephrotic syndrome secondary to
neoplastic disease is nest conlmnly associated
with Hodgkin's disease. We have recently seen an
elderly lady with ZE who developed MCNS. Such an
association has not previously been reported.
Our patient is a 58 year old lady with a stronghistory of neoplasia. In 1973 she had a left
mastectomy for carcinoma with 4 of 19 nodes dis-
sected positive for tuner. In 1976 she had a man-
dibular carcinoma for ressection and radical neck
dissection. In 1984 she developed diarrhea, 40
pound weight loss and both duodenal and esophageal
ulcers. Serum gastrin level was massively eleva-
ted at 23,000 units. Symptomatically she had a
dramatic response to ranitidine. She presented
in 1986 with 11 grams of proteinuria. Percutane-
ous renal biopsy revealed MCNS.
By far the mast connon glomerulopathy in pati-
ents with tnmrs is tmsrbranous glcxnerulopathy.
Our patient however had nephrotic syndrome second-
ary to minimal change disease. Primarily Hodgkin's
disease has been the major neoplasm associated
with MCNS. Although she had a history of breast
carcinoma and mandibular carcinoma, there was no
present evidence of matastases. She did however
have strong evidence of a gastrinoma (ZE). It is
possible that this gastrin-containing tutor was
causally related to her MCNS.
THE EFFECT OF DIETARY PROTEIN MODIFICATION ON
RENAL FUNCTION IN DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY-PRELIMINARY
REPORT OF AN ONGOING STUDY KR Ze11er H Jacobson,
P Raskin' Univ Texas Hith Sd Ctr, Uälias,Texas
Dietary protein restriction has been advocated as
a mechanism to retard the progression of chronic
renal insufficiency,although efficacy in patients
with diabetes mellitus has not been established.In
l984,a prospective,randomized,controlled study of
the effects of a low protein diet with and without
phosphorus restriction in patients with diabetic
nephropathy was initiated at our institution. Cur-
rently,38 patients are enrolled and 6 month data is
now available on 19 patients. Renal function was
assessed by Glofil and creatinine clearance 3 weeks
post—institution of either a treatment or control
diet and at 3 month intervals thereafter. The dec-
line in mean glomerular filtration rate between
groups was compared by linear regression analysis
of GFR as a function of time:
A Cr Cl A Glofil Cl Follow up
(cc/mm/mo) (cc/mm/mo) (mo)
Control
-.60
—.47 10
Low Pro Low Phos -.12
—.22 18.2
Low Pro Ni Phos +.31 +.27 15.3
When compared with 2 previous studies,both treat-
ment groups demonstrated a slower rate of decline
in GFR(Parving,l983,_.39cc/mmn/mo;Mogensen,l982..49
cc/miD/mo) .Our control group,however,demonstrated a
comparable rate of renal function decline.This is
in spite of the fact that our patients demonstrat-
ed more proteinuria and worse renal function at the
start of the study.Biood pressure was well control-
led and comparable in all 3 groups. These early re-
sults suggest that dietary protein restriction may
retard the decline of,or even stabilize GFR in Type
I diabetic patients with significant nephropathy.
Dialysis: Hemodialysis
DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY OF ALUMINUM (AL) INDUCED
MICROCYTIC ANEMIA (MA) IN PATIENTS UNDERGOING
HEMODALYSIS (HD). AKenfleth Abreo George A.
Trapp, Randy Wilson, Stephen T. Brown. LSU
Medical Center and VAMC, Shreveport, LA.
Serum Al (S-Al), red blood cell Al (RBC-Ai),
serum ferritin (S-F) and RBC indices were
measured in 39 HO patients. There was a positive
correlation between S—Al and RBC-Al levels
(r =
.8, p < .001). There was a significant in-
verse correlation between S-Al and RBC-MCV
(r =
.4, p < .01) and RBC-Al and RBC-MCV (r = .4,
p < .02). There was no correlation between RBC-
MCV and S—F, even at S-F levels less than 100
g/L.
Four HD patients with elevated S-Al, RBC-Ai
and MA were administered 2 gm deferoxanine(DFO) weekly. There were no major side effects.
RBC-Al, S-Al, S-F and RBC indices were measured
monthly. There was no change in RBC-Al pre and
48 hours post DFO infusion. After 6.5 .6
months of therapy: (1) S—Al decreased from
418.8 222 pg/mi to 209 54 pg/mi, (2) RBC-Ai
decreased from 27 7 pg/b6 cells to 8 4.6
pg/b6 cells, (3) MCV increased from 68.7 3.8
cunia to 85.7 2.8 cumm, (4) hematocrit (Hct)
increased from 30 7.7% to 38.2 3.2% (n = 3),
(5) hemoglobin (Hb) increased from 9.7 2.4
gm/dl to 12.2 1.6 gm/di (n = 3).
These data show that (1) MA in HO patients
suggested Al overload rather than iron deficiency
(2) OFO therapy decreased RBC-A1 and S-Al , nor-
malized MCV and improved anemia (3) DFO infusion
did not transfer Al from circulating RBCs to
plasma (4) RBC—A1 was useful for detection and
follow-up of Al induced MA.
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HIGH—FLUX (HF) HEMODIALYSIS (HD).
Sergio Acchiardo, Lisa Burk*, Debbie Bannister*.
Univ. of Tennessee-Memphis, Memphis, Tennessee.
Shortening of the dialysis period has become
possible, thanks to the use of bicarbonate dialy-
sis, more biocompatible membranes, and closed
control ultrafiltration (UF).
During the last 6 m. we have reduced treat-
ment time significantly in 30 HO pts, using high
blood flow rate (Q) 400-500 mi/mm, a polysulfone
membrane and bicarbonate dialysis. The only
selection criteria was to have a vascular access
that provides a high Q. We used an optional
sodium variation systetfl and volumetric UF.
Adequacy of dialysis was judged using the urea
kinetic system that permitted us to calculate
K1/V (K = total urea clearance and V = volume of
urea ditrjbution). An index of 1.0 is considered
adequate dialysis. At a Q of 400 ml/min most of
the patients could be dial9zed for 2 to 3 hrs
using tw different dialyzers F—80 or F-80, 1.25
and l.9m respectively and dialysate flow rate
(Qn) 500 to 800 ml/min. The dialyzers were rou-
tiNely reused. We limited the amount of UF to
4.5 L. per treatment.
Intradialytic morbidity muscle cramps and hypo—
tensive episodes decreased significantly with HF,
as well as the administration of hypertonic and
normo saline during dialysis. No changes were
observed in body wt, BP, or heparin used. Four
patients were transferred to standard dialysis
because of repetitive excessive wt gained
(>4.5 L.) in between dialysis.
In sumary: HF HD provides an adequate treat-
cent in a shorter time. It was well tolerated
and accepted by the patients and staff. Dialysis
personnel can be better utilized.
RBC FERRITIN IS INCREASED IN HEMODIALYSIS
PATIENTS. A. J. Adler, V. Mehta, and G.M.
Berlyne. Brooklyn V.A. Dept. Med. Brooklyn, NY.
Despite initial promise serum ferritin levels
have not been accurate in predicting iron stores
in patients with end—stage renal failure. RBc
ferritin has been found to closely reflect total
Fe stores in both normal subjects and those with
disorders of Fe metabolism (Cazzola et al, din.
Sci., 62:1078, 1983). As a preliminary step to
the investigation of the relationship between RBC
ferritin and iron stores in uremic patients we
examined both serum and RBC ferritin levels in 23
patients on chronic hemodialysis and 15 normal.
10 ni of heparinized blood were centrifuged and
separated into plasma and REC fractions. RBC's
were washed 3 times in 10 volumes of normal
saline and then hemolyzed by freeze thawing. A
clear hemolysate was obtained by centrifugation
at 1500g. Both plasma and RBC hemolysate Were
analyzed for basic ferritin by RIA. Results are
reported as median (intraqusrtiie range) and
analyzed by Mann Whitney U test. Plasma ferritin
was 109 ng/ml (60—156) in normals and 70 ng/ml
(34—184) in uremic subjects ( p; NS). RBCferritin, however, was significantly greater
(P<.05) in uremics at 1111 ng/g Mb (362—1517)
than normal at 471 ng/g Mb (297—655). In normals
there was a significant correlation between
plasma and RBC ferritin (r=.54; p<.05), whereas
in uremics no such correlation was found.
Conclusions: RBC ferritin levels are
significantly higher in uremic subjects than
normal and are not accurately reflected
by plasma
levels in uremica. It is suggested that RBC
ferritins may provide a potentially accurate
assessmeot of Fe stores In uremia.
EFFICACY OF L-CARNITINE IN IIEMODIALYSIS: A
MULTI-CENTER CONTROLLED CLINICAL TRIAL. S.
Ahmad, T. Golper, R. Hirschberg*, 3. Kopple, L. Katz,
P. Kurtin, 13. Ashbrook*, and M. Wolfson, Univ.
Washington, Seattle, WA; Univ. Oregon, Portland, OR;
Univ. California, Los Angeles, CA; New York Univ.,
New York, NY; Kendall McGaw, Irvine, CA.
L—Carnitine (C) supplementation in hemodialysis(MD) patients (pts) has been found beneficial in
reducing triglycerides (TG) and intradialytic symptoms.
We studied C vs placebo (PL) therapy in 83 HD pts in
a randomized double blind controlled trial. Following a
4 week baseline period, pts received C (20 mg/kg IV)
or PL at the end of dialysis for 6 months. Plasma and
RBC levels of C increased significantly with C
therapy. No change in serum lipids was seen. However,
9 pts showed >20% reduction in TG; 8/9 of these pts
received C; only 1/9 took PL(p<.002). Of 39 pts
receiving C, intradialytic cramps and hypotension
occured in 14 and 17 pts, respectively, at baseline; at
24 weeks of C therapy these symptoms were each
present in only 8 of the 36 pts who completed the
study (p<.OS). In 44 PL pts, neither parameter showed
any improvement. Blinded assessment of overall
clinical status at the end of the study by nurses and
physicians showed significant improvement with C
therapy (19/36 pts) vs PL (8/44 pts, p<.OO4). During
the study serum chemical and hematological
parameters were unchanged, except for slight but
significant decreases in BUN, creatinine and P04 only
in pts receiving C, but not in those on PL.
Anthropometrics in 24 pts showed an increase in arm
circumference in both groups (p<.OOI). Thus, C
therapy may not have improved serum lipids, but it
significantly improved intradialytic symptoms and
overall clinical status.
DFSFERRIOXTtNINE INFUSIcN TEST (DFO TEST) :IDENFIFI-
CATION OF I ATRY VARThBLES. M.Pndriani*, A.
Piccoli*,M. Ibrdio* ,P .Gilli* ,F .Mslacarne* ,D .Bran—
caccio* ,P.Padavese* ,F .Andriani* (Intr. by N.Tessi-
tore). Nephrology Units of tblo ,Ferrara ,Milano, am
of the University of Padova,Italy.
The DPO test was proposed in recognizing dialy-
sis patients with increased Aluminum(P1) stores. We
submitted 107 unselected dialysis patients to DFO
test in order to identify the variables accoun-
ting for the test results. Basal Al serum level(A-
lE) ,AL serum level after DPO(A1D) ,age,dialytic at
(DA) ,diuresis,body weight,P'rH,serum proteins(SP),
hesnatocrit (Ht) ,MCV,iron (Fe) ,ferritin (FER) and pre-
sence of HBsAg were considered. A1B resulted high-
ly correlated with both A1D (r=.85,P<.001) and AID
—A1B () (r=.68,P<.00l). Between the two groups of
patients obtained considering the threshold 1 8(.ig/
1 for,there was a significant difference (ttest)
in the irean values of A1B,A1D ,Ht ,Fe ,FER,arid SP. A
discrftdnant analysis perforrred (in stepwise) on all
variables allowed a correct allocation of the 88%
of the patients into the two groups with the fol-
lowing discriminant function (standardized coeff i—
dents): .85 AlE + .48 DA + .26 PT}1. It is conclu-
ded that: i)AIB is the rrost iiportant variable ac-
counting for DPO results with a twice bigger weight
than DA and three tines than Pill; ii) the other fac-
tors differentiating the two groups at the univa-
nate statistical analysis become useless when e—
valuated after allowing for the effects of A].E,DA
and PIll with the niultivariate approach.
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SYSTEMIC TYPE OF 1-IEMODIALYSIS—ASSOCIATED AMYLOIDO—
SIS. Masaaki Arakawa Fumitake Gejyo Kazuhiko
Ohara* and Noriyuki Honma* (Introduced by Kiyoshi
Kurokawa). Niigata Univ. Med. School, Dept. of
Med. (II), Niigata, Japan.
Amyloid deposits have been known to play a
causative role in carpal tunnel syndrome frequent-
ly seen in patients under long—term hemodialysis
(HP). We have recently identified the constitu-
tional protein of this amyloid as 02—microglobulin
(02—M)(BBHC 129:101—106,1985). We report further
studies on 52—M—induced amyloidosis, particularly
the evidence for systemic type of it.
(i) Carpal tunnel synovium, tendon and liga-
ments: Amyloid deposition was detected in 31 hands
of 26 cases, which had undergone HP for more than
1 years. l3z—M was confirmed as amyloid protein in
all 4 and 12 cases analyzed by biochemical and
immunohistochemical methods respectively.
(2) Joint synoviurs: Amyloid deposits consisted
of 02—M were found immunohistochemically in a case
under 15.5 years HP complaining of knee 5oint pain.
(3) Bone: It was also identified in cystic
lesions of carpal bone in two cases under 6.8 and
15.5 years HP respectively.
(8) A 36 year—old male under 9 years HP, who
died of cardiac failure, showed marked amyloid
deposits in heart, kidneys, prostate and, probab-
ly, pancreas, which were also identified to be
consisted of B2—M.
In conclusion, it is suggested that amyloid
deposition in long—term HP patients originates
from B2—M, and that it is localized not only in
carpal tunnel area but also in various tissues
and organs. Therefore, it should be considered as
one of the life—threatened complications in HP
patients.
ASSESSMENT OF HTLV-III REACTIVITY IN HEMODIALYSIS
PATIENTS. P.M. Arnow*, S.K. Feilner, R.
Harrington*, M. Leuther*, University of Chicago
and Abbott Laboratories, Chicago IL.
Potential transmissibility of HTLV—III by
blood in hemodialysis (HP) units has prompted
screening with commercial enzyme immunoassay(EIA)
kits to identify infected patients( pts).
However, false positive EIA results (low EIA
reactivity ratio, negative Western blot) have
been reported in about 4% of ND pts in contrast
to 0.17% of blood donors. To define the
prevalence and significance of positive screening
ETA results in HP pts, we performed screening
EIA, EIA for envelope and core antibodies(Ab) and
EIA for 1-ITLV—III antigen(Ag) in 83 MD pts. Pts
who had received 20 or more units of blood pro-
ducts since 1980 or had behavioral risk factors
also had lymphocyte cultures for HTLV—III.
Six pts (7.2%) had a positive EIA for
HTLV—III, all of low reactivity ( 1—2.9); none
was positive for core or envelope Ab or for Ag.
These 6 did not differ significantly from the
other 77 HP pts regarding transfusion history or
other risk factors. Comparison of the 6 reactive
pts with 6 matched HP control pts, showed no
significant differences in total number of blood
lymphocytes or helper/ supressor T cell ratios.
Viral cultures were negative in those pts tested.
Because of low screening EIA reactivity and
failure of confirmatory tests to document
HTLV—III infection, we consider these 6 pts to
have false positive results. The relatively high
frequency of false positive screening results
warrants routine use of more specific
confirmatory tests in HP pts.
CLINICAL TRIALS OF THE BIOLOGIC-HO, AN AUTOMATED
SINGLE ACCESS DIALYSIS MACHINE WITH SORBENT
REGENERATION OF DIALYSATE. Stephen R. Ash, David
J. Carr, Donald E. Blake, Kevin Baker, Kevin
Sweeney, and Terry Echard, Ash Medical Systems, W.
Lafayette, Indiana.
The BioLogic—HD is a dialysis machine designed
to operate by itself, without continued
observation by a nurse, patient, or partner.
Unique features of the machine include: 1) a blood
pathway without pumps, drip chambers, or pressure
gauges, 2) use of membranes of a plate dialyzer to
pump blood to and from a single needle access, 3)
sorbent regeneration of dialysate, using the
HiSorb column, 4) a continuously operating
ammonium monitor to detect column saturation, 5) a
scale which measures the weight increase of the
entire machine, equalling the total weight removal
from the patient, 6) hands—off priming and
rinsing, and 7) monitors of flow, purity, and
bubble content of blood.
The BioLogic—HD has been used in six dialysis
treatments of 5 hours each. Priming and dialysis
proceeded automatically, after input of the
desired parameters. Blood treatment rate averaged
170 el/mm. Chemical changes equalled that of
standard dialysis treatments. Staff interaction
with the machine was significantly less with the
BioLogic-HO than with standard machinery. The
ammonium monitor successfully detected saturation
of the sorbent column, thus allowing maximal use
of each column. Weight removal from the patient
was almost exactly that desired.
The BioLogic-HD can offer effective delivery of
dialysis therapy, with significantly less staff
effort for each treatment. Both acute and chronic
dialysis therapy could be efficiently delivered
with this machine.
BIOCHEMICAL AND HEMATOLOGICAL CHANGES IN PATIENTS
SWITCHED FROM ACETATE (ACET) TO BICARBONATE
(BICARB) DIALYSIS. WH Bay, OF Fiiddendorf, LA
Hebert, M McGroarty*, FO Coslo, NS Nahman Jr*,
Dept of Medicine, Ohio St Only, Columbus, OH.
Long—term followup of patients switched from
ACET to BICARB has not been reported previously.
In this study, 43 hemodialysis patients were
dialyzed for 1 year with ACET and then switched
for an additional year to BICARB. All the
monthly predialysis lab values were analyzed.
If significant changes were found in a given
parameter, the monthly average of that parameter
was calculated to determine when, in relation to
the switch to BICARB, the change began to
occur. After switching to BICARB, the serum
bicarbonate rose from 15.3 to 18.2, p <.005.
Associated with this rise in serum bicarbonate,
hemoglobin levels increased from 8.4 to 8.8, p <
.005. The hemoglobin reached the peak value of
9.1 in the 6th to 8th month. The serum
phosphorus increased from 6.5 to 7.3, p <.005
and the alk-p—tase increased from 256 to 316, p <
.005. The increase in phosphorus and alk—p—tase
occurred within 1 month after switching to
BICARB. There was no change in serum calcium
(9.1 vs 9.2). The changes in hemoglobin,
phosphorus, and alk—p-tase could not be
explained by alterations in medication, a change
in dialysate calcium concentration, a change in
dialyzers, or a decrease in time on dialysis.
Conclusion: These data suggest that an
improvement in predialysis serum bicarbonate
with bicarbonate dialysate improves hemoglobin
levels and may also alter effects of PTH on bone.
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CUPROPHANE MEMBRANES ACTIVATE MONOCYTES AND
GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL CELLS UNDER COMPLEMENT C)-
FREE CONDITIONS. M.Betz, G.M. Hansch, EW.
Rauterberg, and E. Ritz* (intr. by K. Rother),
Departments Immunology and Internal Medicine,
Heidelberg, Germany.
Bioinccmipatibility reactions during hemodialy-
sis are widely thought to he related to C-derived
mediators. To explore the possibility of C-inde-
pendent cell activation by cuprophane membranes,
se tested hun-an rnonocytes and one cell species
sithout endogenous C synthesis, i.e. rat glomeru-lar epithelial cells. Brief contact with cupropha-
ne membranes resulted in increase of intracellular
Ca+*, measured by Quin 2, followed by stimulation
of prostagiandin E (FE) and thromboxcrie (T)2)
synthesis. Release of prostanoids was paralle'ed
by phospholipase A2-dependent phosphatidyicholindegradation. Furthermore, breakdown of phosphati-
dylinositol (P1) was seen resulting in transient
increase of diacylglycerol. 6 hours after contact
of cells with cuprophane membranes, release of in-
Lerleukin 1 was also seen (T-cell proliferation
Lest). The signal for stimulation of cells is not
fully defined, but monovalent L-fucose abolished
stimulation pointing to involvement of carbohydra-
un receptors. in sun-mary, in the absence of comple-
ment cuprophane membranes activated cells to syn-
thesize prostsnoids and interleukin 1.
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PARTICLES FROM DIALYSIS EQUIPMENT STIMULATE INTER-
LEUKIN I PRODUCTION. J.Bommer, Th.Weinreich,D.Gem-
sa D.H.Lovett,' E.RItZ (introduced by E.Friedman)
Med.Univ.Clinic Heidelberg, Institute of Immunol,
Marburg, Med.Vet.Admin.Ctr.', Seattle
Particles from plastic dialysis equipment pose
potential longterm risks for hemodiaiysis patients.
We have previously demonstrated increased release
of prostanoids by silicone (Si) or PVC particle
loaded macrophages (MØ). In the present study, we
examined whether interleukin 1 (IL 1) production
is altered in 140 and spleen cells of rats given
intravenous injections of Si or vc particles.
Material and methods:After randomisation, 220 g
male rats received for 3 weeks daily i.v. injec-
tions of I ml solvent or 1o Si or PVC particles
suspended in I ml 0.95 NaCI; a further control
group of untouched animals was also studied. 4o
days after the last injection, peritoneal MØ and
spleen cell suspensions were prepared as described
previously (Kidney Internat.26,33l,1984).FOr 24 h
lot MØ or 3x1o6 spleen cells/s1 were incubated with
or without in vitro stimulation by LPS or zymosane.
Then, IL I production was measured using the rat
thymocyte assay (J.Exp.Med.l36,l28,l972).
Results: Solvent injections had no effect on IL I
production. In animals loaded with particles of
either plastic (PVC or Si) IL I release was signi-
ficantly increased to a similar extent. An increa-
se of IL 1 release was demonstrable with and with-
out in vitro stimulation by LPS or zymosane.
Conclusion: A number of dialysis—related side ef-
fects have been ascribed to IL I overproduction.
This study identifies particle loading as another
mechanism which may induce IL I overproduction.
IN-CENTER SELF CARE HEMODIALYSIS (SCHD)
IS ASSOCIATED WITH HIGH PATIENT REHABILI-
TATION RATES. Susan H. Bray, Barbara A.
Manion,* Edward R. Jones. Chestnut Hill
Dialysis Center, Philadelphia, PA.
A major goal of therapeutic modalities
for renal failure is the restoration of
patients to their pre—dialysis life
style. We define this as rehabilitation
(B). Sd-ID refers to the education of
patients such that the patient performs
his own dialysis. Forty two patients
have been treated for at least 18 months.
Over a 4 year followup, laboratory
indices, mortality rates and percentage
of patients who are either fully (FR),
partially (PR) or not (NR) rehabilitated
have been evaluated.
Despite unrestricted diets, potassium
(5.2+.3mEq/L), calcium (9.Ol±.2mg%),
phosphate (5.1+.3mg%), and bicarbonate
(22,3±.8mEq/L) were within satisfactory
ranges. Hematocrits were 26.2+1.4%,
serum albumin concentrations increased
from 3.77±.08 to 3.94±.l2gm./dl. Sixty
seven percent of the patients were FR
while an additional 21% were PR. The
yearly mortality rate was 5% while 14% of
the patients were transplanted over the
study period.
In summary, SCHD patients have accept-
able chemical and nutritional indices.
SCHD is associated with high rehabilita-
tion rates and low mortality rates. This
therapy is an ideal modality for ESRD.
VALUATION OF A LCtG L?.STING DAC1JN CUFFED
JUGULPR VENOUS DIALYSIS CAThETER (PERM-CATH).
0. Buller', D. Stickel*, S.J. Schwab. Epts. of
Medicine and Surgery, Unke Univ., Din-ham, N.C.
Currently, double—lumen plastic venous
dialysis catheters are in wide use in the U.S.
The disadvantages of these catheters include a
high infection rate and a short use life (2—3
weeks). We evaluated a tcron cutfed tunneled
double—lumen plastic dialysis catheter
(PEIF4-CA'flI) to determine its ability to overcome
these shortcomings. Seventy—two PERM-CATHS were
inserted during this one—year study in patients
needing temporary vascular access of longer than
one month. All catheters allowed bimod flows in
excess of 200 ml/min. Icirculation was <5% in
10 tested catheters. Clotting of lumens averaged
1 episode/3.4 weeks but was easily reopened withlocal urokinase in 86% of the episodes. Exit
site infections averaged 1/3.9 weeks and were
sucessfully treated topically in all cases.
There were no episodes of catheter—related
bacteremia during the study. Kinking at the
Uncron cuff during insertion was the commonest
single problem, requiring catheter replacement
prior to use in 6 instances (8%). Otly three
sucessfully inserted catheters failed prior to
elective removal (4%). Median catheter use was
6.2 weeks. Two catheters were still in use after
5 months. We conclude the PERM-CATH is a safe,
reliable new device with a low complication rate
and a longer use life than standard subclavian
dialysis catheters. This longer use lire may
allow time for better maturation of primary A-V
fistulas and provide time for healing of
infected gratts. Its primary disadvantage is the
need for surgical insertion.
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NOVEL PUMP DESIGN TO CONTROL CONTINUOUS
ARTERIOVENOUS REMOFILTRATION (CAVE)W.Patrick Burgess, J.A.Diaz—Buxo,J.T.Chandler, P.J.Walker, C.D.Farmer,
Metrolina Kidney Center,Charlotte, NC.
A new piston-cassette pump(CAVH-l) has
been designed and evaluated for the
control of ultrafiltration (UP) in CAVH.
Available pumps do not control the UF
rate adequately or accelerate hemofilter
(HF) clotting by generating brief high UP
flows and thus hemoconcentration. CAVH—l
(IMED Corp.) is a reciprocating piston—
cassette pump that provides uniform,
precise, accurate, and reproducible tip
rates. Evaluated with 10 HF's in 6patients, the HF functioned effectively
for an average of 3.4 days. The set UF
rate varied from 300 to 1100 cc/hr (mean—
800). The absolute variation from the set
rate determined by volume measurement
was 37 cc/hr (n597).
Pre—infusion of replacement fluids was
used. Measurement of ultrafiltrate BUN
(BUNUf) and arterial BUN (BUNa) was found
useful. to predict HF function. BUNuF/BUN
ratio of less than 0.85 correlated wit
clotting of the HF. A theoretical model
supporting these findings was developed.
The new pump is a welcome supplement
for CAVIl introducing: 1. automated OF
control; 2. simplicity; 3. precision; and
4. improved HF longevity. We conclude
that the new UP pump CAVIl-i improves CAVIl
as a dialytic therapy.
HIGH FLUX SHORT TIME HEMODIALYSIS: INITIAL
CLINICAL EXPERIENCE, dames Campbell*, Francis
Dumler, Karen Stalla and Nathan W. Levin. Henry
Ford Hospital, Dept. of Medicine, Detroit, MI.
Hemofiltration, hemodiafiltration and various
combinations of conventional hemodialysis have
been used to shorten dialysis time while
maintaining adequate dialytic therapy. Recent
technology has provided dialyzers with high
hydraulic, small molecule and large molecule
(2O,OOO daltons) clearances. We have compared
conventional acetate hemodialysis (CHD) using
cellulosic membranes with high flux bicarbonate
dialysis (HFD) with polysulfone membranes using
volumetric control machines in 9 patients.
Results are expressed as mean±SEM. Dialysis
parameters were as follows (11 p 0.05):
Parameter CHD HFD
Qb (ml/min) 250±2 378±2
Kt/V 1.04±0.01 1.03±0.01
Td (mm) 210±1 150±111
Despite a substantial reduction in dialysis time
with HFD, pre dialysis blood pressure and weight
remained unchanged, while symptoms and nursing
interventions were markedly reduced:
Parameter CHD HFD
Mean BP (mm Hg): 104±1 102±1
Interdialytic Wt gain (kg): 2.8±0.1 2.9±0.1
Intradialytic Wt loss (kg): 2.7±0.3 2.8±0.1
Nausea&Vomiting (# episodes): 67 211
Hypotension ( episodes) 72 3411Definition of the relative contributions of
membrane, sodium modeling, and bicarbonate
dialysate is necessary. Although the long term
benefits of HFD remain to be determined, short
term results are very encouraging.
SERUM B2 MICROGLOBULIN (B2M) LEVELS IN HEMO—
DIALYZED UREMICS DEPEND ON PERMEABILITY
OF DIALYSIS MEMBRANES. YCaverle,* P Simon,*
KS Ang,* G Cam,* & M Catheline.* La Beauchh
Hospital, Saint—Brieuc, and Pontchailou Hospital,
Rennes France. (Intr. by G. S. Hill.)
Hemodialysis (HD) amyloidosis is due to B2M stor-
age, the degree of which could vary with the permea-
bility of dialysis membranes. We studied long term
variations of B2M in 52 pts who had been dialyzed
from 1.5 to 20 years (m+SD 7.5+5.2), 3x4 h
weekly. Serum samples had been stored at —30°C and
RIA's were done in one run with the same kits
(Immunotech). At least 2 assays were done for each pt
in samples collected 1 to 9.5 yrs apart. Mean B2M
concentration in 26 ESRF patients was 3.1+1.8mg/di.
According to duration of HD and membranes used,
Cuprophane (CUP) versus Polycrylonitrile (AN69), mean
concentrations of B2M were (mg/dl + SD): at 6 mo,
5.5+3.6 vs. 5.4+2.0 (ns); 2 yrs, 5.5+2.4 vs
6.1+2.3 (ns); 4 yrs, 7.9+1.8 vs 6.4+1.9 (ns); 6
yrs, 6.9+1.7 vs. 5.5+1.7 (ns); 8 yrs, 7.6+1.8
vs 5.4+1.2 (<0.01); 10 yrs, 7.7+1.7 vs 5.4+1.4(<0.01). The effect of changing membranes was also
studied: CUP—CUP (mean duration of HD between 2
measurements: 48÷24 mo), 7.2+2.6 vs. 7.0+2.2
(ns); AN69—AN69 (50+39 mo), 6.0+1.7 vs. 5.4+1.7
(ns); AN69—CUP (46+32 mo), 7.1+2.4 vs 7.1+2.6
(ns); CUP—AN69 (69÷28 mo), 7.9+2.1 vs 5.4+1.4(<0.01). Serum B2M 1) increased rapdily after the
beginning of HD, 2) reached a plateau after 2 yrs in
pts treated with AN69 and 4 yrs with CUP, 3) was
significantly lower after 8 yrs with AN69 than with
CUP, 4) decreased significantly after changing CUP
for AN69. These data suggest that high permeability
membranes might prevent or delay the occurrence of
hemodialysis amyloidosis.
PLASMA ALUMINUM LEVELS (UNSTIMULATED AND STIM-
ULATED) CLINICAL AND BICCHENICAL FINDINGS IN 185
PATIENTS ON CHRONIC HEI4ODIALYSIS FOR BETWEEN 4
AND 95 MONTHS. JA Chazan, JG Abuelo & SL
Blonsky*. Rhode Island Hospital, Dept. of
Ndicine, Brown University, Providence, RI.
Plasma aluminum levels (unstirnulated and
stimulated after deferoxamine infusion) along
with signs and synptoms of aluminum toxicity
were evaluated in 185 patients (97 males, 88
females, mean age 58±8 yrs.) who had been on
dialysis for between 4 and 95 menths and who
were still receiving treatment in 1985 at the
Artificial Kidney Center of R.I. This facility
has always used RO water, therefore, the major
source of aluminum armong these patients has been
in the form of oral phosphate binders.
Unstimulated aluminum levels ranged from 7 to
392 mugms/l, averaged 81.5± 554.6 rmogms/l and
did not correlate with the duration of dialysis
or syngtomatology (R=0.07 p >.3l). Stimulated
plasma aluminum levels increased in a linear
fashion (R'.47 p <0.001) with tine (mean 382
232 rrcgms/l beyond 36 rmonths), however, there
was no statistical correlation between the
stiimjlated aluminum levels and musculoskeletal
or CNS syrrptoms, evidence of hyperparathyroidisni,
parathorrmone levels, or biochemical pararreters
including calcium, phosphorus and hematocrit.Conclusion: In individuals who have been on
dialysis for many years, stimulated plasma
aluminum levels increased, but did not correlate
with signs and syrrptoms of aluminum toxicity.Therefore, in order to make this diagnosis bone
biopsies should be perfozTmed to detenTtine the
presence or absence of deposited aluminum.
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SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE (NaOC1) REGENERATES THE
COMPLEMENT(C)-ACTIVATIMG POTENTIAL OF CUPROPHAN
MEMBRANES (CuM). Alfred K. Cheung, Charles .3.
ParkerA, Andrea L. Wayman*. VA Med. Ctr., Salt Lake
City, Utah.
New CuM induce dialysis—related leukopenia
because they activate C. Reuse ameliorates the
leukopenia. This improved biocompatibility, however,
is not observed if NaOC1 is employed to sterilize
the used dialyzer. To investigate the mechanism by
which NaOC1 might regenerate the C-activating
potential of used CuM, a radiolabeled monoclonal
antibody (clone 3) which recognizes an epitope
expressed by C3b, iC3b, C3dg and C3d was circulated
through new and clinically used CuM dialyzers, used
CuM treated with 4% NaOC1, and Cu treated with
NaOC1 which were subsequently exposed to normal
human serum (MHZ). The % of antibodies bound to
the membranes were as follows:
new (n=4) 16.2±0.7
used (n=4) 66.5±2.7 (p<0.0O1 vs new)
used+NaOC1(n4) 23.4±0.7 (p<O.OO1 vs used)
used+NaOC1+NHS(n4) 58.9±1.8 (p<O.O01 vs usedsNaOCl)
Formalin treatment of used CuM did not change the
effects of NaOC1. Further experiments, using clone
3 in excess, showed that there was no increase in
C3 binding to used CuM after repeat exposure to
NHS. These studies demonstrate that treatment of
used CuM with NaOC1 does not merely destroy the
epitope recognized by clone 3 but actually removes
bound C3 from the membrane. In summary: (1) new
CuM spontaneously activate C resulting in binding
of C3 to the membrane; (2) this activation is self-
limited; (3) removal of C3 from the CuM by NaOC1
restores their C-activating capacity suggesting
that accumulation of bound C3 has an inhibitory
effect upon C activation.
REUSE OF DIALYZERS; A MULTIPLE CROSS-OVER TRIAL
WITH RANDOM ALLOCATION TO TREATMENT ORDER. David
N Churchill, D Wayne Taylor*, David L Sackett",
Arthur U Shimizu. Faculty of Health Sciences,
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
A double-blind multiple cross-over design, with
random allocation to treatment order, was used to
evaluate dialyzer re—use. Single use (SU)treatment
lasted 4 weeks with 12 new dialyzera. Re—use (RU)
treatment lasted 4 weeks with a new dialyzer used
every 2 weeks )2 new & 10 re-used dialyzers) . A
wash-out period of 1 week (3newdialyzers)separated
the SU:RU or RU:SU treatment order. No changes were
made in dialysis prescription during the trial.
Hollow fibre dialyzers, either cuprophane or cell-
ulose acetate, were reprocessed by an automated
system (Seratronics) . There were 6 cross—overs,
with 46,39,38,36,36 & 30 patients completing 1—6
cross—overs. There were 5 deaths, 3 dialysis treat—
ment changes, 2 transplants& 6 withdrawals of which
3 were physician initiated. There were no differ-
ences between RU & SU for pre—dialysis serum creab-
mine & NUN values measured after each treatment
period )p>O.05) . Blood leaks occurred only 3 times,
once on RU & twice on SU. Bodytemperatureincread
1°C during dialysis during 603/2772 re—use treat-
ments )2l.7%) & 615/2767 single-use treatments
(22.2%)
Patients graded symptoms during dialysis every 2
weeks. The percentage without symptoms on RU as
compared to SU for the following were: muscle
cramps 80.5/82.2, nausea 88.5/87.4, vomiting 96.6/
96.5, headache 72.2/74.4, chest pain 88.9/88.9,
back pain 83.5/85.8, pruritus 48.1/50 2. There was
no difference between RU & SU, (p>0.05 in each case)
We find no clinical advantages OR disadvantages
of dialyzer re—use over the 60 week period.
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CLEAR SUPERIORITY OF INTERNAL JUGULAR ACCESS
ROUTE OVER THE SUBCLAVIAN VEIN FOR TEMPORARY
DIALYSIS: AN ANGIOGRAPHIC STUDY IN 52 PATIENTS
WITH 102 VENOGRAMS. George Cimochowsk,JoAnn
Sartain, Edward Worley, Rostam Fardin, Joan
Blondin* & W.E. Rutherford* Monroe, Louisiana
The intravenous route for temporary dialysis
is commonly applied but no study has documented
an advantage of either the internal jugular or
subclavian vein. We therefore studied anglo-
graphically the access route 1-27 months after
insertion of temporary dialysis catheters in
52 patients: 32 subclavian and 20 internal
jugular. The two groups were statistically simi-
lar with respect to age, sex and race. The sub-
clavian catheters were left in for a mean of
11.5 days (2—22) while the internal jugular were
inserted for 15.8 days (5—25). One hundred per-
cent of the internal jugular patients were free
of any venogram abnormalities. In marked con-
trast, 50% of the subclavian sites had mild to
severe strictures with 90% having 70—100%
occlusion of the subclavian vein. Six patients
had bilateral severe strictures and required un-
usual new access operations because of a loss of
both upper extremities for access due to these
venous occlusions. The commercial brand did not
differ in respect to occlusion whil 90% were
single lumen catheters.
He conclude that the internal jugular route is
vastly superior to the subclavian due to a long
term unacceptably high stricture rate which in
most instances exceeds 70%. Race, age, sex,
single or double lumen and brand of catheter did
not appear to influence these results.
ACID—BASE PATTERNS OF METABOLIC ACIDOSIS (MA) IN
PATIENTS WITH END—STAGE RENAL DISEASE TREATED BY
CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS (HD). E. Cohen K. Liu' C.
Gutterman D.C. Batile. Lakeside VAMC and North-
western Univ., Chicago, IL.
The MA seen in patients with ESRO is general-
ly felt to be of the high anion gap (HAG) type.
The impact of chronic ND on the pattern of MA has
not been well defined. We studied 32 patients
treated with acetate HO who had MA prior to each
HD. TCO2 and the AG before HO range from 10 to
23 mEq/l and from 7 to 33 mEq/l. At the end of
4 hrs. of HD, TCO2 increased or decreased depend-
ing on the level of TCO prevailing prior to HD
in an inverse re1stionsip such that net alkali
loss or gain could be predicted when pre—dialysis
TCO2 level was above or below 19 mEqIl, respec-
tively. Thus, the pre—dialysia TCO2 determined,
in part, alkali gain or loss during HO. To
characterize the pattern of MA present at each
HD visit we used the ratio excess AG/TCO deficit
according to the criteria: HAG if the raio was
higher than 80%, mixed If between 20 and 80%, and
hyperchloremic when less than 20%. The distri-
bution of patterns pre—dialysis was as follows:
oixed (46%), HAG (30%), and hyperchloremic (24%).
In contrast, the most frequent pattern seen post
dialysis was hyperchloremic (48%) followed by
mixed (33%) and HAG (19%). On average, the ratio
fell from 53±7.1% to 11±8.3%, p<O.O1 with HD.
Thus, the most prevalent pattern of MA in HO
patients is mixed but both HAG and hyperchloremic
types are also frequently seen. During acetate
MD the fall In A.G. exceeds the TCO2 rise so that
a pattern of hyperchloremic MA tends to ensue.
HYPOXEMIA (H) DURING HEMODIALYSIS (HD)
IN PATIENTS WITH AND WITHOUT CHRONIC
OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DISEASE (COPD).
S. 9lamond,* D. Pitcher,* B. Roe,* W.
Vial and W. Henrich, Dallas VA and U.
of Tx S.W. Med Sch, Dallas, TX.
H occurs early in HD and may contri-
bute to morbidity; bicarbonate dialysate
(Bi) is said to cause less H than ace-
tate (Ac). CORD patients on HD may be
at greater risk to H. Thus, we studied
12 HD patients: 6 with CORD and 6 with
normal pulmonary function (NI). Dialy-
ses were identical except for Ac or Bi
buffer; data were obtained pre, at lhr
and 4hr of HD. Results: *=<Q5 from
prior period.
NI (n6) COPD (n6)
Pre lHr 4Hr Pre lHr 4Hr
p02 Ac 93 86* 85 85 76* 75
(mmHg) Bi 97 96 89* 82 79 73
A—a Ac 15 15 18 14 14 19*
(mmHg) BI 14 14 19 29 28 38*
Va Ac 5.4 4,4* 5.0 6.3 53* 5.8
(L/mln) Bi 6.3 5,3* 6.8 6.7 6.2* 7.2
VaalVeOlar ventilation; A—aA—a gradient
Electrolytes, pH, and hemodynamics were
similar in COPD and NI patients. Thus,
a decrease in V8 occured with both dialy—
sates; a widened A—a gradient was noted
In COPD patients at 4Hr. Bi HD reduces
H at 1 hour In NI and CORD patients, but
a comparable P°2 to Ac is present by the
end of HD. The mechanism of H may in-
volve a V—Q mismatch in Bi HD; COPD
patients have more H than NI patients
throughout HD.
SERUM RICARBONATE(HCO3)AND PHOSPHORUS(P)LEVELS
STRIKING CORRELATION IN HEMODIALYSIS(HD)PATIENTS.
M.DratwaR.Wens'C.Tielemans'F.CollartE.De Koster'
C.Lenclud*(intr.by Daniel R.Salomon) .Brugmann Hos—
pital,Free University of Brussels,Belgium.
In several of our HD patients we observed a de-
crease of P under oral NaHCO3 therapy,prescribed
to correct metabolic acidosis.Therefore,we conduc-
ted a retrospective survey in our MD unit,searching
for a reciprocal influence of P and HCO3.
To get rid of a possible influence of a resi-
dual renal function we retrospectively studied 10
anephric(group A)and 10 anuric MD patients with
kidneys left in place(group B);a group C collected
all patients.All were dialyzed 3 times 3 hours a
week using a bicarbonate buffered dialysate.The
last 20 weekly routine pre—dialysis levels of serum
calcium(Ca),P and HCO3 were recorded for each pa—
tient,and the mean value calculated.
In each group,partial correlation tests showed a
highly significant inverse correlation between HCO3
and P(p<.O01)and between Ca and P(p<.001)while no
correlation was found between Ca and HCO3. Moreover,
within each group higher levds of mean individual
HCO3 were associated with lower P(y2 test:group A:
p<.O2S;B:p<.O5 and C:p<.0O5).
The inverse correlation between Ca and P is clas—
sicsl;to our knowledge,the same correlation between
P and HCO3 was surprisingly never described.The
latter seems very interesting as the consequences
of metabolic acidosis in HD patients remains deba—
ted.A presently undergoing prospective study should
demonstrate whether improvement of metabolic acido—
sis could be helpful to control P in MD patients
and maybe in pre—dialysis patients,in preventing
secondary hyperparathyroidism and minimizing the
risk of aluminium intoxication.
(anti)—HTLV—III IN DIALYSIS POPULATION IN BRASIL.
Falcao, H.A., Rebelo, M.A., Tyll F., C., Barros,
V.S., From Clinica de Rim Artificial Sao Joao de
Meriti (CRASJM) and Laboratrio de Analises
Clinicas Carlos Tyll—Rio de Janeiro—Brasil.
We annalysed the serum from 132 patients in
chronic Hemodialysis in an urban area in Rio de
Janeiro, Brasil, to test for the presence of the
Antibody to the HTLV-III virus (Elisa, "Antigen
brute" Abbott), as well as the serum from 19 staff
members. The ELISA test was initially positive in
28 pacients (21%) and negative in all the staff
members. Six months later, the same Elisa test was
repeated in 24 of the 28 previously positives, (3
had died from unrelated causes of the LAV/AIDS
complex and one was transplanted). This time,
only 19 were positive, the others 5 turned out to
be negative. 14 of these natients had history of
previous infections related to politransfusion of
blood and derivatives: 7 had Hb5A0(+), 5 anti-Hbc
() = HbsAg(-) and 2 had imnunofluorescence for
Chagas disease positive. Besides this 4 patients
had ANA positive (rat Kidney). Those 19 patients
were also positive by the Confirmatory test
('envelope and core' ABBOYf).
Up to the present moment, none of the
patients showed any symptomatology related to
the LAV/AIDS complex.
Conclusion: Patients in chronic i-ID in our
area seems to be at the same risk of becoming
serologically positive for the HTLV-III - 14,4%
as others infections related to politranfusion of
blood and derivatives.
THE ROLE OF INCOME ON TREATMENT MODALITY AND
SURVIVAL IN ESRD PATIENTS: A MULTIFACTORIAL
ANALYSIS. CW Ferguson,* NW Levin, FK Port,
RA Wolfe,* DE Lamphiear,* VM Hawthorne.* Henry
Ford Hospital, Detroit, MI & Univ of Mich, Ann
Arbor, MI.
Of the factors influencing choice of
treatment and patient survival in ESRD patients
the role of income has rarely been addressed.
We utilized the data of the Michigan Kidney
Registry and the 1980 census data on household
income by Zip Code for SE Michigan making the
assumption that a patient's income is related to
the average for his/her Zip Code. In 1,821 ESRD
patients aged 20—60 years and starting treatment
during 1977—1983 the following covariates were
analyzed: income, age, sex, race, home dialysis
(HOME), transplantation (Ix) and 4 diagnostic
groups. HOME and Tx were utilized significantly
more frequently with higher income and also
independent of income in white patients. The
average annual death rate was lower in patients
with higher income in the HOME, Tx, and all ESRD
groups. In addition, patients who were either
younger, black, male or nondiabetic tended to
have a lower death rate in this covariate
analysis. This study indicates that living in a
Zip Code area of higher income is associated
with a lower death rate and greater utilization
of HOME and Tx when race, sex, age and
diagnostic group are controlled. The reasons
for these significant findings are unclear but
comparative survival analyses of ESRD patients
should take income into account in addition to
the traditional variables analyzed here.
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DEFECTIVE ANTIGEN PRESENTATION IN UREMIA: A MONO—
CYTE DEFECT. R. Gibbons,* 0 Martinez,* V tim, NR
Carovoy. Immunogenetics & Transplantation Lab.,
Depts. of Surgery & Medicine, Univ. of CA, S.F.
In an attempt to understand the nature of the
cellular defect responsible for the immunoaupprea—
aion of uremia, we have studied the process of
monocyte (Mo) and I cell interaction. Mononuclear
cells were isolated from dialysis patients (pta.)
and controla. The cells were incubated with .27
LFU/ml of tetanus toxoid (tt) and labelled with
3N—TdR. In cell separation experimenta Mo were
isolated by adherence and T cells by E—rosetting.
Twenty controls gave a median response to tt of
36,000 cpm while 25 pta. showed minimal elevation
over background of 1000 cpm (p c .001). Mixing
healthy or uremic Mo that had been preincubated
with tt with I cells from either a dialysis Pt. or
a HLA DR identical control showed a defect in Mo
function as aeen below.
Monocytes Control I cells Uremic T cella
Control 34,5435±475 (CPM) 54,463±371 (CPM)
958±120 (CPM) 1,380± 61 (CPM)
Similar results were obtained with diptheria
toxoid. There were no differencea in the extent of
HLA Class II antigens (OR, DQ, DP) on Mo (control—
DR. DQ, and DP, were 73%, 27%, 20% and pts.—69%,
23% and 18%, respectively). Experiments in which
gamma interferon, R—IL—l, R—IL—2 were added, fail-
ed to reatore normal Mo function. Theae results
indicate s defect in the ability of Mo to present
aoluhle antigen which may in part explain some of
the infectious complications aeen in dialysis pta,
MIDDLE NOLECULE CLEARANCE IN CONTINUOUS ARIERIO—
VENOUS HEI100IALYSIS. Robert Ceronemus, Neil Schnei—
der,August Miale,*Jon Kotler.° Florida Medical
Center, Lauderdale Lakes, Florida.
Over the past 3 years, continuous arteriovenous
hemodialyaia(CAV'dD) has been developed as a treat—
aent oi acute reoal failure (ARF). Saall molecule
clearance has been found to be better than in C&ViI;
middle molecule clearance has nor been previously
reported.
Four patients were arudied (3 patients had ARF
and one had newly diagnosed chronic renal failure).
All patients were treated with CAVHD with the
AN69S flat plate dialyzer. Oialysare was 1.5% dex—
rroae peritoneal dialysis fluid at a flow rate of
15 al/mm. An injection of Techoeriua—99m—OTPA
(molecular weight_5l0)(Tc) was given intravenously,
arterial (dialyzer inlet) blood and dialysate were
sampled periodically and analyzed for BUN, creati—
nine (Cr), and the radioisotope. Dialyaare outlet
volume was measured. Clearances (Cl) of all entities
were calculated from these data.
BUN Cr Ic
Cl
17.5
(n=ll)
Conclusions:l)As expected, the clearance of aolutes
in CAVMO declines with increasing molecular weight.
2)Ihe clearance of the middle molecular weight
substance is substantial. Expressed in Lirera/24h,
the clearance is greater than 2Olfl4h. CAVNO, there-
fore, appears to be superior to CAVIl in both small
and middle molecular clearance. In fact, the
middle molecule clearance in CAVMO would appear to
be superior to a small molecule clearance in CAVN.
RAPID MEASUREMENT OF FLUID STATUS DURING MEMO—
DIALYSIS BY ELECTRICAL IMPEDAMCE. G.W. Gleim,
K.E. Vitting*, P.M. Zabetakia, M.M. Gardenswmrtz,
M. Agrawal*, M.F. Michelia, Mephrology Section
and Institute of Sports Medicine, Lenox Mill
Hospital, Mew York, New York.
Tetrspolar bioelectricml impedance (TEl)
measurements correlate to total body water in
normala and abnormala (Hoffer et al, J.A.P. 27:
531—534, 1969). To aaaaaa the usefulness of this
technique for determining fluid status of chronic
hemodimlysis patients, we performed TEl measure-
ments immediately before and after dialysis in 16
patients. Blood samples for electrolytes, and
plasma renin activity (PRA) were obtained prior
to and after dialyaia. Based on our previous ex-
perience (J Lab Clin Med 96:734—742, Oct 1980),
patients were classified ms "dry" if initial FRA
was > 1 ng/ml/hr and showed an increase with di-
alysis (n=9) or "wet" if PRA did not meet both
criteria. In all patienta, predialysia resistance
(R) and reactance (Xc) correlated with serum
electrolyte measurements. R correlated with both
serum sodium and chloride (r —.615 and —.644,
p < .01) and Xc correlated with serum potassium
and calcium (r= —.71 and .77, p <.01).
R changed significantly more in dry than in
wet patients (82 vs 45 ohms, p=. 009) while the
change in Xc showed a similar trend(13 vs 5 ohms,
p—.1D6). Using both the change in RS and Xc in a
diacriminant mnalyaim, 14 of 16 patients (p. 016)
could be classified correctly as to their fluid
statua. We conclude that TEl measurements made
during the course of dialyaia provide a rapid
non—invasive measurement of fluid status in
hemodimlysis patients.
TIlE MIGM FLUX DIALYSIS (MFD) PRESCRIPTION (P)
Frank Gotch and Marcia Keen*, R.K. Davies Med.
Ctr., San Francisco, CA.
There is currently strong clinical interest in
MFD with treatment time (t) of 120 to 150' uaing
high flux dialyzera with overall urea (U) permea-
bility-area product (K0A) m.750 L/min. An ade-
quate dialysia (0) requirea that the product of
dialyzer U clearance (K) and treatment time (t)
divided by U volume (V) or Kt/V be 1.0 to 1.3
depending on the protein catabolic rate (pcr,
gm/Kg/d) (Kid. lot. 28:526-534) . This definition
is based on kinetic (k) measurement of V and pcr
but Kt/V=l is commonly prescribed for MFD using
whole blood K, V eatimated from .6('Wt) or aurface
area (Vwt,Vsa) and without consideration of pcr.
Also, in view of past clinical practice, it is
likely that the NFD P might consist of 120'QB .400 L/min and a generic' high flux dialyzer.
Our purpose was to compare reliability of these
methods to prescribe adequate MFD. Data was
obtained on 20 patients changed from conventional
o (D=212') to HFD (t=136') . The Kt/Vk P was cal-
culated for these patients from the mean of 4
meaaurementa of yR and pcr and Kt/Vk delivered
was measured monthly from U k analysia. The
ratios of Kt/Vwt, Kt/Vaa and "generic" Kt/V to
Kt/Vk were calculated for these patients.
Frequency analysis showed that, if MFD were gener-
ically prescribed or P calculated from Vwt or Vsa,
the P would have been inadequate in 10% and mar-
ginal in 10—30% of these patienta. We conclude
that reliable P of 1-IFO by the Kt/V criterion
should be based on kinetic measurement of V and
pcr in individual patients.
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Uremic
(mI/mm) 18.0 16.4
ELEVATED HISTAMINE LEVELS IN UREMIA: EFFECTS
OF KETOTIFEN ON PRURITIS. S. Goyal, S. Gittien,*
E.S. Schulman,* 3.P. Burke, A. Besarab, G.C. Francos,
Y.C. Kaugh*. Jefferson Medical College, Department
of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA.
Intractable pruritis is a serious and common problem
in chronic renal failure. Since histamine (H) is a central
mediator of allergic pruritis we measured plasma H levels
in maintenance hemodialysis (MHD) patients and in
normal controls (NC) using a highly sensitive radio-
enzymatic assay. Both venous plasma H levels (368±103
pg/mi, ÷SEM, n=6) and A-V fistula (AVF) levels (324±52
pg/mi, n12) were significantly greater (p<.O5) in MHD
than venous levels in NC (142±16 pg/mI, n=20). In the
subgroup of 6 MHD patients with venous H levels, simul-
taneously drawn AVF samples were significantly lower
(202±52 pg/mI; p< .05). In the face of elevated H levels,
we also found significant (p< .00 1) elevations in activity
of the H degrading enzyme, histaminase (Hase), in both
venous (2.95±0.18 pg H degraded/mm, n=6) and AVF
(3.03+0.22 pg H degraded/mm, n=12) plasma in all MHD
patients, but not in NC. Post dialysis Hase activity in
AVF samples (l.57±.17) was significantly less (p<.Ol)
than pre-dialysis, whereas H levels were unchanged.
Because of significant elevations of plasma H we
examined the effects of the putative mast cell stabiliz-
er Ketotifen (Kf) (2-4 mg/day) on uremic prurtis in 5
MHD patients. All patients had significant (p(.Ol)
reductions of pruritis as judged on a 6 point pruritis
index after 8 weeks on Kf (x=2.3) as compared to
conventional therapy (x=5.9). Despite these improve-
ments, no significant differences were noted in their
pre vs post Kf AVF H levels, Hase levels or histamine
content/g of biopsied skin. We conclude that Kf, a mast
cell stabilizer, may be beneficial in uremic pruritis.
PERFORMANCE AND BIOCOMPATIBILITY — A PROSPECTIVE
STUDY TO COMPARE 5 NEW DIALYZERS
H.Graf*,D.Traindl*,N.P.Schwarz*,G.Mayer*,J.1(ovarik*,
Univ.of Vienna,Austria,introduced by C.Fraser,VA
Med.Center,Univ.of California,San Francisco
Advances in membrane chemistry and sterilisa—
tion procedures have resulted in a variety of
new or modified dialyzers for hemodialysis. In
order to rank the more modern equipment we stu-
died prospectively 5 different membranes in 6 pts.
each pt. being dialyzed with each membrane.
The dialyzers used were: polymethylmetacry—
lat -—ster. (PMMA), celuloseacetat.-eto—ster. (CA),
polyacrylonitrile—eto—ster. (PAN), Cuproprophan —
—ster. (CU), Ethylenvinylalcohol—eto—ster. (VE).
Performance was measured by calculating clearan-
ces of BUN, Crea.,Uric acid and phosphorus at lo,
12o and 3oo mm. of hemodialysis. Biocompatibi—
lity was estinated by measuring complement acti-
vity (C3a), leukocytes and art.pO2 at o,lo,2o,3o,
6o,l2o and 3oo mm. of MD. Statistic analysis
was done by an analysis of variance followed by
a Bonferroni. procedure and paired t—tests where
appropriate. For performance the following ran-
king was obtained: Cl—BUN and Crea (mean values
at 12o min.,ml 1mm.): PMMA/l66/l23) CU (159/128),
CA (156/1221 , VE (137/91) , PAN (l37/llo) . As an
expression of complement activation leukocytes
dropped significantly with CU,VE,CA and PAN, but
did not drop with PMMA. Probably due to relative-
ly high UF-rates p02 did not drop significantly
in either of the groups.
PMMA —ster. seems to be the best combination
of optimal biocompatibility and excellent perfor-
mance.
L-CARNITINE DOES NOT NORMALIZE SERUM CREATINE
KINASE (CR) LEVELS IN HEMODIALYSIS (HD) PATIENTS
(PTS). T. Green*, T. Golper, S. Ahead, M.
Wolfson, D. Ashbrook. Clin. Path.; Nephrology,
Ore. 111th. Sci. U., Portland VA Hospital, U.
Washington and Rendall-McGaw, Irvine, California.
L-carnitine is an important factor in muscle
cell utilization of energy substrates. Some MD
pta. are deficient in carnitine presumably be-
cause of dietary restrictions and dialytic
losses. Furthermore, many ND pts demonstrate an
unexplained elevation of CR of skeletal muscle
origin. We sought to determine whether sup-
plemental carnitine would improve muscle function
and CR elevations in MD pts as a part of a multi-
centered randomized double-blind placebo
controlled study. Following a 4 week baseline (3
data points) 34 pta received either placebo or
carnitine (20 mg/kg iv post HD) for 6 mo's (4
data points). Placebo treated pts (n—20) had an
insignificant fall in CR from base-line 126±28 (
to 88±17 IU/L (Rosalki method). CR in 14
carnitine treated pts was 120±30 at baseline and
121±34 during treatment (NS). Ten pts on
androgens had a CR of 224±53 compared to 24 pta
not receiving androgens with a CR of 81±12
(p<.O2). Carnitine treatment did not change the
CKs of either androgert or nonandrogen pts, but
did significantly lower serum creatinine levels.
Also, anthropometric data suggested that the
carnitine pta had an increase in muscle area.
In conclusion, despite some evidence of
improved muscle function, CR elevations were not
normalized by carnitine supplementation. Andro-
gens continue to be the factor most frequently
related to elevated CR in HD pta.
LIMB GROWTH AND CARDIAC COMPLICATIONS OF A-V FISTULAS
IN CHILDREN. P. Guzzetta*, J. Salcedo, S. Bell*,
and E. Ruley. Children's Hosp. Natl. Med. Ctr.,
Dept. of Surg. and Neph., Washington, D.C.
To assess the long term effects of A—V fistulas
placed in children for hemodialysis, we retrospect-
ively evaluated 26 patients, ages 4 to 20 years,
for: limb growth; evidence of excessive flow through
the fistula (positive Branham's test B+); limb
function and patient acceptance of the limb's appear-
ance. The fistulas were placed 9 to 64 months
(average 31 months) prior to the study. Twelve
children had A—V fistula utilizing GortexR 6mm grafts;
5 femoral—femoral (FF) and 7 brachial artery to
axillary vein (B—A). Fourteen patients had radial
artery to cephalic vein (RC) fistulas. Nineteen
children were off dialysis following successful
renal transplantation at the time of evaluation.
Of the 5 children with FF fistulaa, 3 developed
ipsilateral limb hypertrophy with resultant gait
abnormality, one cardiac failure (CHF), and the other
had evidence of excessive flow (5+). One of the
7 children with B—A fistula developed B+ and edema
without hypertrophy of the upper arm. Two of 14
children with RC fistula had 5+ without other
sequelae but 4 found the prominent venous pattern
cosmetically unacceptable. 6 (23%) patients
required fistula ligation due to limb hypertrophy
(3) or evidence of excessive blood flow (3).
We concluded that none of the patients with BA and
RC fistula developed limb hypertrophy or dysfunction
but these patients must be closely followed long
term and some find the affected extremity unsightly.
FF fistula have a high incidence of complications
long term and should not be the first choice for
hemodialysis access in children.
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INCREASED EXPRESSION OF GLYCOPROTEIN (GP) 115/lilA
DETECTED BY PLOW CYTOMETRY ON PLATELETS (Pit)DIJRING
HEMODIALYSIS (ED). 3. Himmeifarb, 3. M. Lazarus, R.M. Hakim. Brigham &
Women's Hospital, Boston, MA.
We invsstigated the sxprsssion of CR 115/lilA, a Pit receptor for
fibrinogen critical for normal Pit aggregation, on Pit surfaces during HD.
Five patients on chronic maintenance HO were studied using new
cuprophans membranes and acetate dialysate. Blood samples were drawn
predialysis (but after systemic hspariniaation) and intradiatyticalty frnm
afferent and efferent lines at 6,15,30,60,120 and 220 minutes. Platelet rich
plasma was fixed with formaldehyde and assayed for the presence uf CR
115/lIlA complex using a monoclonal antibody (Pit-i, Coulter, FL) and
flouresence flow cytometry. The instrumsnt was calibrated using standardised
flourescent beads such that a difference of 60 flouresence channels is equilavent
to a one order of magnitude difference in flouresenco intensity. Mean (+1-
SEM) predialysis CP 115/lilA activity was 93.6 +1- 11. The resoits for other
sampling times are shown below:
minutes 5 15 50 60 120 220
afferent(mean) 109.8 112.01 132.6 114.21 114.81 121.812
(SEM) 13.8 17.1 10.7 10.6 11.1 10.9
efferent(mean) 125.6 139.0 127.6 141.0 141.2 118.22
(SEM) 11.8 18.2 11.3 12.6 15.0 9.8
1. significantly different from efferent P41.05.
2. significantly different from pre dialysis value P41.05.
Similar studies in 3 patients using PMMA (non-complement
activating) membranes did nut reveal significant increases in CR 115/lilA
expression, either from pre to poet dialysis or from afferant to efferent samples.
We conclude that CP 115/lilA expression, a marker of piatelet
activation, is signficantiy increased during dialysis with cupruphane membranes.
This increased expression may play a rule in the obeerved hypoaggregabitity of
platelets efferent to cupruphane diaiyaem.
COIL VERSUS CAPILLARY CUPRAMMONIUM CELLULOSE (CC)
DIALYZERS: DISCREPANCY BETWEEN INCIDENCE OF
ANAPHYLACTIC REACIIONS AND COMPLEMENT ACTIVATION.
T.S. Ing, J.T. Daugirdas, L.D. Potempa, N. Dinh',
V.C. Gandhi. Hines V.A. - Loyola U. Medical
Center, Hines, IL.
Severe anaphylactic reactions during dialysis
(type A first—use syndrome, type A FUS) have been
linked both to use of CC dialyzers and to comple—
Bent activation. The incidence of type A FUS at
our medical center has been much lower using CC
coil (CC—CL) dialyzers (0/32,500 dialyses) than
when using CC capillary (CC—C?) dialyzers
(8/21,022 dialyses, p< 0.005). To determine if the
difference in type A FUS incidence between the two
dialyzer types could be explained by differences
in complement activation, we measured plasma
levels of C3a des arg by radioimmunoassay in 8
patients undergoing dialysis with both varieties
of dialyzer. Each patient served as his own
control. The CC—CL and CC—C? dialyzers used
had slightly different surface areas, and results
were expressed per square meter of membrane.
Plasma C3a des arg levels (pg/mL/square meter
membrane (mean.tSD) were:
PRE 15'
CC—CL 0.27+0.05 5.6+2.1!
CC—CP 0.33±0.08 11.8±1.1
30' 60'
2.5±0.6 1.6±0.11
3.3±1.2 2.2*0.8
These values for C3a des arg were not different
between the two dialyzer types, nor was there a
difference in the severity of leukopenia (CC—CL:
—73 s 9%; CC—CP: —58 s 12%, p NS). Our results
suggest that membrane—induced anaphylatoxin
formation may be of small importance to the
pathogenesis of type A FUS.
THE EFFECT OF ALUMINUM ANTACID INGESTION ON SERUM
ALUMINUM LEVELS IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS. Puul C.
Jenkins, University of Wiuccnsin, Mount Sinai
Medical Center, Milwaukee, wisconsin.
The measurement of serum aluminum (AL) is now
readily available and screening for AL excess
states in dialysis patients (pts) has become rou-
tine. Guidelines have been established to iden-
tify pts at risk for AL toxicity who are ingesting
AL containing antacids. Little has been written
of the absorption kinetics of AL in man and the
effect of recent or concomitant AL ingestion on
serum AL levels has not been clearly defined. Al-
most no studies of AL toxicity discuss AL antacid
dosing when measuring serum AL levels, either for
screening or for Deferoxassine (DFO) challenge
testing.
We have observed in dialysis pta an often stri-
king change in serum AL due apparently to discon-
tinuing AL antacids for only 24 hrs prior to
sampling. Initial AL levels in 67 pta averaged
80±55 mcg/l. AL levels were repeated in 21 pta
with AL85 (mean 132±39; 16 were > 100). Lower AL
levels were seen in 18 of the 21 off antacids 24
hrs (86%). The mean was only 99±50, a decrease of
27% with only 10 of the 21 (48%) now having levels
85 (all > 100). DFO testing done in 18 pta with
initial AL levels of > 100 were thus unnecessary
in 45%. Only 3 of 18 had a positive DFO test,
with a mean baseline AL level of 162 mcg/l off
antecids, vs 100 mcg/l in the others.
we conclude that if AL antacids are not discon-
tinued at least 24 hra prior to sampling in dialy-
sis pta, serum AL levels say be falsely high near-
ly 50% of the time leading to misdiagnosis, un-
necessary tests and unnecessary cost.
INTRAVENOUS DRUG AEIJSE (IVDA): A MARKER FOR REDUCED
SUCCESS IN PATIENTS(PTS) WITh END STAGE RENAL DIS—
EASE(ESRD) ON HEMODIALYSIS(HD). John Josseleon,
Matthew R. Weir, John R. Hebel James Gardner
Debora Evans *John H. Sadler. Div. of Nephrology,
Univ. of Maryland Hosp. • Baltimore, MD.
We compared 36 confirmed IVDA pta who began
chronic HD between 1972 and 1986 with 358 pta with-
out an IVDA history. Mean sge at onset of ESRD was
32(IVDA) vs 47(non—IVDA) yrs. IVDA pta were more
likely to be msle(81 vs62%), bleck(97 vs 54%) and
have glnmerulonephritis(GM)(81 vs 24%). Actuarial
survival for the two groups was not significantly
different, however 29 IVDA pta with GM had short-
ened survival compared to 85 nnn—IVDA pta with the
ssme disgnosis(p40.007). Of 11 IVDA pta who died
before 12/31/85, 73% continued to use drugs after
reaching ESRD. Death directly resulted from non-
compliance with the ND regimen(pericsrditis, pul-
monary edems ,hyperkalemia ,uncontrolled hyperten-
sion) in 7/11 pts(64%), and sepsis from needle
contamination in 3/11(27%). Mo desths occurred in
9 pta who successfully underwent trsnsplantstion
snd had long termO'l yr) graft survival. 8 of 18
pts who continued IVDA died before 12/31/85 com-
pared to 3 of 18 who stopped. Three pta developed
the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome or AIDS
Related Complex by 12/31/85. Problems related to
non—compliance and continued IVDA(35.5%), and vas-
cular sccese(28.3%) accounted for almost 2/3 of
non—transplsnt reisted hospitalizations.
We conclude that confirmed IVDA predicts red-
uced survival in pts with established GM and inc-
reased difficulty with medical complisnce in IVDA
pts with ESRD who remain on HD. Continued IVDA
after reaching ESRD remains a serious problem in
this group.
)ECREASED NATURAL KILLER (NK) CELL FUNCTION IN
UEMODIALYZED PATIENTS: ROLE OF DIALYSIS
MEMBRANES. Neil E. Kay*and Leopoldo Raij, VAMC
and Univ. of Minn., Minneapolis, MN
MR cell function which is important in the
defense against tumors and viral infections, is
depressed in hemodialyzed (ND) patients. We
investigated the effect of cuprophan (CU) and
polycarbonate (PC) dialysis membranes (DM) on NK
function of human peripheral blood lymphocytes
(PBL). NE function, lytic units/lU6 cells (LU)
SEM, was measured (a) in vitro, using PBL from
healthy humans and (b) ex vivo in PBL from HD
patients. Six paired in vitro experiments showed
that NE function of PBL perfused for 25 sin
through CU but not through PC significantly de-
creased from pre—perfusion values, 39±5 to 18±4 vs
to 37±7 LU respectively. Hence, we studied
ex vivo pre and post dialysis PBL NE function of
HO patients (N=5). PBL NK function signficantly
decreased ('3O%) during CU but not during PC lID.
Next, 5 patients regularly HD with CU DM were
changed to PC DII for 4 weeks and then returned to
CU DM for 4 weeks. After 4 weeks of PC lID, PEL MR
activity increased from 8.4±1 to 19.3±6 LU. These
same patients when returned to CU MD for 4 weeks
had a marked decrease in PEL NE activity to 6.2±2
LU p<O.O5. This study demonstrates an in vitro
and in vivo deleterious effect of DM on NK func-
tion which depends on DII molecular composition.
HO patients are prone to chronic hepatitis B and
to CMV post transplantation. In addition, they
have 3 fold and 7 fold the incidence of non renal
cancers and renal adenocarcinoma respectively.
Therefore, use of DM without suppressive effect on
NK function may help decrease the morbidity due to
these diseases in HD patients.
COMPARISON OF MORBIDITY IN HIO-l FLUX DIALYSIS
(HFD) AND CONVENTIONAL DIALYSIS (CD) . M.Keen*
N. Evans* and F. Gotch, R.K. Davies Med. Ctr.,
San Francisco, CA.
HFD with short treatment time )t) is increas-
ingly popular because of patient preference and
anticipated + in treatment costs. The objective
is to provide adequate therapy with no morbidity
or staff intervention time required. A conven-
ience sample (N=2O) of patients was converted
from CD to HFD with Kt/V prescription of >1.0(product of dialyzer urea clearance (K) and t di-
vided by urea volume (V)) . HFD was kinetically
modeled for t of 120—150' with polysulfone mem-
branes (PM) and HCO3 dialysate (SD) . CD was
modeled for t of 180—240 with cellulosic membrane
(CM) and acetate dialysate (AD) . Tne clinical
data base included: t; total ultrafiltrate (QFT)
Kt/V; protein catabolic rate (pcr, gm/Kg/d) ; pre—
dialysis blood pressure (NP) , BUN, HCO3 and I-Ict;
% of dialyses with symptomatic hypotension (SH,
which was stringently defined as + in BP requiring
any staff intervention including turning off QF)
cramps )C) and nausea & vomiting (N/V) ; total
staff intervention time (Qti) required per dialy-
sis. The last 6 months of CD we-re compared to
the first 6 months of HFD.
There were no significant differences between
CD & HFD respectively for: QFT)2.6,2.7L) Kt/V
(.98,1.00); pcr(.98,l.OO); BP(153/g4,l51/83);
BUN)74,78 mg/dL) ; HCO3(20,2O mEq/L) ; I-Ict(26.4,
27.1) ; N/V)l.3, .4%). There were significant
differences (p<.OO1) for: t(212,l37) ; SH(l8.8,
12.3%) ; C(8.5,2.3%) ; and Qti which was + 38% in
HFD. Thus, HFD with PM, BD & E 137' was accom-
plished with + morbidity compared to CD with CM,
AD & E 212'.
RAPID HIGH EFFICIENCY BICARBONATE HEMODIALYSIS.
P. Keshaviah,* A . Collins, G. Hansen,* K.
Ilstrup,* Regional Kidney Disease Program (RKDP),
at Hennepin County Medical Center, Minneapolis,
Minnesota
Rapid high efficiency bicarbonate hemodimlysis
(high solute clearances + bicarbonate dialysate +
ultrafiltration control) has been practiced at
RKDP since 1983 and we currently have 333 pa-
tients (pts) on this therapy. 20% of the pts
have treatment times < 2.5 hrs and 17% > 3 hrs.
with a mean time of 3 hrs. We have a mean
followup of 18 mos. in 120 pts and a followup of
30 mos. in 30 pts. +Serut chemistries (BUN,
creatinine, Tot CU2, K , Ca , Phosphorus, etc)
have remained stable (N=30 pta). Our approach to
therapy prescriptions is based on both the KT/V
urea index (1.2) and the VB12 middle molecule
index (1.3). Morbidity due to hospitalization
has not increased over a followup period of 98
patient treatment yrs. (N=120 pts), both in terms
of frequency (1.7/yr) and number of days hospit-
alized ('13/yr). Intradialytic symptoms (hypo—
tension, nausea, vomiting, headaches, cramps,
etc.) have either decreased or remained unchanged
(N=333 pta) relative to standard 4 hr. therapy.
Weight removal, dry weight and pre—dialysis
hypertension remain unchanged (N30 pts).
Patient activity and rehabilitation based on the
Karnofsky index (N=86 pta) have also remained
unchanged. Long term survival needs to be
ascertained, but in the short term (2—3 yrs) no
disincentives to therapy shortening have become
obvious despite the 25% reduction in treatment
time with the use of high efficiency dialyzers,
high blood flow rates, bicarbonate dialysate and
ultrafiltration control.
QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION OF DIETARY INTAKE I
HEMODIALZED PATIENmTS• G Kmura, ' Saito,S Kojima, Y Kawano, M Satani, K Ito, T Omae.
National Cardiovascular Center, Osaka, Japan.
A simple method to calculate the amount of
dietary (protein, sodium, potassium and energy)
intake in hemodialyzed patients was developed.
In 8 nutritionally stable patients, the amount of
dietary intake was monitored conventionally by a
dietary record method. In contrast, assuming
that the amount of dietary intake was equal to
the amount of accumulation in the body, the
former was calculated as the changes in the
product of serum concentrations and total body
fluid volume, which was estimated based on the
sex and body build of each patient. The urea
accumulation was converted to the protein intake.
The interdialytic (42.6±0.2 hours) dietaryprotein and sodium intakes calculated by this
method, 120±10 g and 240±40 mEq, respectively,
were not significantly different from those
obtained by the dietary record method, while the
interdialytic potassium accumulation, 60±7 sEq,
was significantly smaller than the dietary intake
110±9 mEq, obtained by the record method,
though the correlation was significant. Thus,the amount of protein and sodium intake can be
calculated simply without diet research or bodyfluid measurements. Although potassium intake
can not be calculated exactly because ofintestinal loss, this simple method gives us a
rough estimate. In addition, multiple regression
analysis showed that the amount of energy intake(3100±300 Cal) obtained by the record method can
be explained by the protein and sodium intake
estimated by simple calculation (r=.988, F=124),
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CALCIUM ATPase ACTIVITY IN RED CELL
MEMBRANE$ OF PATIENTS ON HEMODIALYSIS.
B4rry Klrschbaum. )ed4c4l College of
Virginia, P,ichmond, Viçg.nia.
In. pati,ents receiving maptenance
hempd?.al.ysis, erythrocyte ,Ca -ATPase
activity -has been reported increased
response to elevated intracellular Calevels, a cqnequence of secondar
hyrparathyroidisn. The increased cel
Ca would affect red cell nem)?rane
function and lead to shortened,surviyal.
To study f a relationship existsbetween Ca —ATPase activity and the
severity of the anemia of renal failure,
21 membrane isolates weie prepared from
the r,ed cells of 19 patiqnts (17 blac
2 white). The hydrolysis o AP(Mq +
salt) was %easured after 20 nm incuba-
tion at 37 C in medium containing 1 mM
ATPJ mM Mga 1.0 mM Na)EDTA 1.0 mM
ouain, 100 ink KC1 25 BIN NOS pH 7.
Ca was added to give total concentra-
tiçns of .1, .25, .5 and 1.0 mM.
Bofled ,enzyne blanks and replacement of
Ca with l.0mM EGTA were studied for
each prepration. , Released, phosphate
was quantitated with malachite green.
Results (mean±S.D.) are expressed as
pmoles 4TP hydrolyzed per mg protçin
per 20 nun. Wy simple linear iegression
and Spearnian's ranic corre?.ation test
there yas no association bflween
hematocrit (HCT) .pnd enzyme ,activity at
any lev,el of pa . Comparispn of the
six patients with lowest and highest HCT(19.8±2.0% vs 34.8±5.2%) revealed no
difference in mean ATPase activity(810 vs 96+22) measured at 1.9 mM
Ca . ComparTison of the six pat;ents
with lowest and highest ATPase agtiviy
(73+9 ys 131±18) disclosed no signifi—
canE difference in mean HCT (23.2±5.8%
vs 26.7+6.7%). These, data ip a small
sample 6! dialyzed patients fail to show
a .c.prrelation ketween HCT and membrane
Ca -ATPase activity.
RARE SEROPOSITIVITY TO HTLV—III CHRONIC
DIALYSIS PATIENTS. Lynn Kitchen*, Stephen
Sandroni. Harvard School of Publ:ic Health,
Boston, Massachusetts and Un:iveraity Hospital,
Jacksonville, Florida.
Seropowit:ivity to HTLV—III and AIDS are
currently rare among chronic dialysia patienta
deapite multiple transfusions. The actual in-
cidence of seropositivity ham not been detorsined
for this large group. The labeling of dialysis
patients who are aeropoa:itive by screening meth-
odologies can caoae difficult problems for both
patients and staff of dialysis units. We
analyzed 50 serum samples from 50 adult chronic
dialysis patients for antibody to HTLV—III.
Forty—six patients had received mult:iple trans-
fusions since 1978, and none had evidence of AIDS
related disease. Their renal failure was due to
various causes: hypertension, gloserulonephritia
including that caused by SLE and I.V. drug abuse,
diabetes, polycystic disease, and sickle cell
disease. 33 samples were analyzed using rad:io—
imsunoprecipitation with sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophorea:ia (RIP—SIDS/PAGE)
17 samples were analyzed by indirect membrane
imsunofluoreacence on H9/HTLV—III cells; all
were negative. If peraistent infection with HTLV—
III is disproportionately rare in the dialyaia
population then: 1. Current screening methodol-
ogies may yield very high false positive rates.
2. Further study of dialyaia patients say provide
insights into the pathogeneaia of AIDS. 3. Lon-
gitudinal surveillance of the dialysis population
using more than one methodology is indicated.
RACIAL, SEXUAL AND AGE DISCRIMINATION IN CHRONIC
DIALYSIS (CHD). C. Kjellstrand and G Logsn*.
Dept. Nedicine, Hennepin Co. Ned. Ctr.,
Minneapolis, Ninn.
We studied discrimination in CHD based on
age, sex, race, geographic location, and change
over time by calculating fraction treated (FT)
in various groups.
FT was obtained by dividing the number of
patients on dialysis (HCFA statistics) by those
at risk of dying of uremia (VS—USA).
Moat favored group was white male age 25—44,
where 76% received dialyaia. Least favored was
white female over age 64, where 13% received
dialysis (pc.OD1). Patients age 75+ had 1/13
the chance of receiving dialyaia of patients
aged 15—24, women had 80% the chance of men, and
when age corrected, blacks alwaya had leaa of a
chance than whites, except in patients over age
64. There waa no difference between urban and
rural areas and discrimination against old had
decreaaed almost 100% between 1977—1979,
Similar findinga exist for the artificial heart,
where out of 20 only one haa been placed in a
woman and none in blacks; and in
transplantation, where in certain areaa whitea
have a 4—5 times better chance of receiving a
tranaplant than American Indiana and blacks.
Our findings indicate that conaiderable
diacrimination exists in high technology
medicine, exemplified by chronic dialyaia.
Underlying factors are probably social,
geographic and cultural realities, but alao
intolerable prejudice. Effort muat be made to
eradicate this.
EFFECT OF SEQUENTIAL CHANGES IN DIALYSATE BICARB_ONATE ON DIALYSIS VASCULAR STABILITY. S.N. Kobrin,
S.J. Goldstein, N.S. Kramer, R.N. Raja. Kraftsow
Div. of Neph., Albert Einstein Ned. Ctc., Phila.,PA
It haa been shown that low dialyaate bicarbo-
nate (HO3), 25 mEq/L, may be auperior to high
HCO3, 35 mEq/L, in maintaining vascular atabitity.Effect of varying intradialytic HCO has not been
atudied. This study compared 3 hr emodialyaia
(ND) in 10 pta with constant dialyaate Na+ of 141
mEq/L utilizing HCO; 40 mEq/L decreasing to 30
mEq/L (A), HCO3 35 mEq/L constantly (B) and HCO3
30 mEq/L increasing to 40 mEq/L (C). Each pt had
midweek HD with all 3 dialyaates. Pd, Qb, Qd, TMP
and NKF dialyzer were kept conatant for each pt.
Blood electrolytes, BUN, Cr, Oam, blood gas, Ca++
were determined before and each hr during ND.
Pre—HD blood composition, BP, wt gain were aimilar(p>0.05). NSS was administered for hypotenaion(HP). The mean dialysate changes () in various
groups are:
GROUP aSP NE/ND NSS/HD pH pO2 Ca++
mmHg ml UNITS imuNg img/dlA —12.2 0.4 25 .t23 —3.8 .27B —25.3 1.2 248* .125
—6.6 .16
C —17.7 1.2 200** .J60 —10 .04
HE (Hypotensive Episodea) * pc.O4 ** p.c.0D4
The dialytic changes in body wt, BUN, Cr, Dam, Na,
K, Nct were similar in all groups (p> 0.05).
These changes suggest that ND associated HP and
need for NSS appear less marked in A than 8 or C.
The detrimental effect of B and C on vascular
atability may be due to a more marked increase in
pH and/or a fall in 2 during HD. Dialysis with
sequentially decreasing NCO, as in regimen A,
may be preferred in pta with marked vascular
instability.
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PLASMA INTERLEUKIN-l (IL-i) IS ELEVATED IN ESRD
PATIENTS ON LONG-TERM HEMODIALYSIS (MD).
K.M.Koch, S.ShaldOn*, M.Singel, C.A.Dinarello**.
Univ.Hosp. ,Hannover,FRG, Nimes*,France, Tufts
Univ. ,Roston**,Massachusetts. (intr. by
C.J.Olbricht).
IL-i is the principal mediator of acute phase
responses and a key activator of lymphocytes.
Until now its detection in plasma has been
hindered by circulating protein inhibitor (CPI)
of the murine lymphocyte activating factor (LAF)
test for the assay of IL-i. Using a G 50
Sephadex column separation with individual
assays of the fractions from prealbuinin down to
2kD, it was possible to separate peak IL-i
activity (i5kD) from its inhibitor (30-4OkD).
Results of LAF test on column fractions are
expressed as stimulation index (SI) (integrated
counts above PEA background to PEA background)
for IL-i and inhibition index (II) (integrated
counts below background to PHA background) for
CPI. In 11 anuric ESRD patients maintained on
hemodialysis for up to 10 years, mean SI was
10.7+/-1.4 (SEM) and in 7 normals was signifi-
cantly lower 5.5+1-1.2 (p<O.O2). 1I4.5+/-O.25
for ESRD patients and 4.0+/-0.24 for normals.
These results suggest that IL-i activity is
increased in ESED patients and may be respon-
sible for the chronic inflammatory syndrome
associated with long-term HD patients.
NEW CASTLE DISEASE IN A RENAL CENTER OF
TOKYO. Renjiro Kuriyama*,Akishige Kimoto*,
Kimio Tomita,Yasuhiko Iino,Naoki Yoshiyama*
and Jugorou Takeuchi*, Ohme Municipal
Hospital Renal Center, Tokyo Medical and
Dental Univ. Sch of Med, Tokyo, Japan.
High levels of serum aluminum(Al) among
hemodialysis (HD) patients (n=13 were
investigated and treated with desferrioxa-
mine(DFO). Correlation between serum
Al and duration of HD, spinal fluid(sf) Al,
treatment by HD with highly permeable
membrane with DFO, tap water Al, dialysate
Al were measured. There noticed high
incidence of bone fractures,encephalopathy
and myopathy. One mg DFO was given i.v.
weekly. Initial serum Al of 37.4 +10.9
mcg/dl is increased to 94.2+26.2mcg/dl by
DFO. Al of tap water and dialysate were
13.5, 0.2 to 11.6mcg/dl respectively.After
treatment,serum Al fell significantly from
94.2+26.2mcg/dl to 30.8+13.8mcg/dl(32.6%,
p<.OO1).Removal of serum Al by cuprophan,
ethylene vinyl alcohol,hemofiltration with
cuproammonium rayon followed by charcoal
hemoperfusion were 80.7%, 69.5%, 58.3%
respectively. Correlation between serum Al
and duration of HD was noted (R=0.39) but
tap water Al nor sf Al. Three of five who
showed encephalopathy improved. Symptoms
of bone or muscle were decreased after 4-
8 weeks of treatment with DFO. High
incidence of aluminum intoxication was due
to the high levels of Al in the water.Hemo-
filtration with cuproammonium rayon with
hemoperfusion seemed to be beneficial
HEMODIALYZFR RF—USE AND BIOCOMPATIRILI—
TY EFFECT OF DIFFERENT REPROCESSING
TECHNIQUES. Takashi Kuwahara*, Michèle
Markert*, and Jean—Pierre Wauters.
Division of Nephrology, University
Hospital, Lausanne, Switzerland.
It has been claimed that membrane re—
—use improves biocompatibility. Therefo-
re, cuprophan (CU), cellulose acetate
(CA) and polysulfone (PS) were investi-
gated successively in 4 patients after
reprocessing with formalin 3% (F), hypo—
chlorite 1% —formalin 3% (H—F) or pera—
cetic acid 4% (PA). With F, leukopenia
improved from 26 to 76% on CU, but wor-
sened on CA from 59 to 41%. H—F did not
modify the leukocyte drop on CU (27%)
and decreased it on CA to 44%. PA impro-
ved leukopenia on CU to 92% and CA to
69%. The slight leukopenia on PS (87%)
was not influenced by the 3 techniques.
The beneficial effect of PA was found to
correlate in vitro with a decreased neu—
trophil oxygen free radical formation as
measured by luminol chemiluminescence.
Indeed, when compared to non reprocessed
membranes, treatment with acetic acid
decreased oxygen radical production by
89% on CU, 54% on CA and did not modify
it on PS.
Conclusion : in the present study, re-
processing with PA is the only method
that consistently improves leukopenia
and prevents neutrophil activation in
re—used membranes.
PREDICTING NEED FOR SURGICAL DRAINAGE OF
PERICARDIAL EFFUSION (PE) IN END—STAGE RENAL
DISEASE (ESRD) PATIENTS. D.J. Leehey,
J.T. Daugirdas, S. Popli, V.C. Gandhi,
B. Pifarre*, T.S. Ing. Hines V.A.— Loyola U.
Medical Center, Hines, IL.
The best approach to treating ESRD—associated
pericarditis accompanied by substantial PE is
unknown. We analyzed 27 variables in 147 patients
using univariate and multivariate statistics in
order to predict need for surgical drainage of PE.
The population sample included 11 patients with
uremic pericarditis (UP) and 36 patients with
dialysis pericarditis (DP). Size of' PE as
estimated by echccardiography was grouped into 2
categories (CAT1 < 250 mL; CAT2 > 250 mL).
Pericardial drainage was achieved by subxiphoid
pericardiostomy using local anesthesia.
Of 11 patients with UP, 8/8 with CAll effusions
improved with institution of dialysis, whereas 2/3
with CAT2 effusions required drainage of FE.
Of 36 patients with DP, 22/214 with CAT1 effusions
improved with conservative therapy; however,
12/12 with CAT2 effusions either required drainage
of FE or died of tamponade, with none responding
to intensive dialysis. Multivariate analysis
confirmed that the size of pericardial effusion
was by far the most important variable predicting
need for surgery (p r.0001). Overall, mortality
rate was 0% in UP but was 11% in DP. There was no
mortality and minimal morbidity in patients
undergoing surgery.
We suggest that patients with DP and substan-tial PE are best treated by early pericardial
drainage without prior intensive dialysis, even
in the absence of hemodynamic compromise.
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EFFECT OF REPROCESSING DIALYZERS ON SERUM B?
MICROGLOBULIN IN HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS.
Nathan W. Levin and Francis Dumler.Henry Ford
Hospital, Dept. of Medicine, Detroit, Michigan.
Membrane bioincompatibility (MBI) is an
important issue in chronic maintenance
hemodialysis. Leucopenia, complement activation,
and a variety of acute symptoms typically occur
with the first use of cellulosic dialyzers and
are ameliorated by reprocessing. The association
of elevated plasma beta 2 rnicroglobuiin (B2M)
concentrations and a syndrome of amyloid
deposition and destructive
spondyio-osteo-arthropathies in long term hemo-
dialysis patients have been recently described.
The demonstration of further increases of B2M
with use of celiulosic dialyzers suggests that
this phenomenon may be another aspect of MBI
which may be affected by reprocessing.
Accordingly, 5 randomly selected patients were
dialyzed sequentially with a new cellulose ester
dialyzer(N) and during the first reuse after
reprocessing (R). B2M concentrations were
measured predialysis, at 60 minutes, and post
dialysis. Results were:
Dialyzer Pre B2M (mg/i) Max Increase
N 61.4±25.9 25.1±16
R 73.8±17.9 6.5±3
P ns < .05
The above, in addition to a noted discrepancy
between the incidence of carpal tunnel syndrome
among home (non reuse) and in-center (reuse)
patients suggest that long term MBI may have
substantial chronic effects, and that it may be
improved possibly by dialyzer reprocessing.
POSSIBLE ROLE OF ALUMINUM (Al) ACCUMULATION IN
THE CARDIAC ABNORMALITIES OF HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS.
C.M. London*, M.c. de Vernejoul,* J. Bielakoff,*
F. Fabiani,* S. Marehais,* A. Guerin,* F. MetiVier*
and F. Liach — Centre Hosp. "Fl-I Manhes' Fleury—
Merogis, 1118 INSERN, Hop Lariboisiere and olin.
Chir. Peau, Paris, France
Cardiac abnormalities are the major cause of
death in dialysis patients. Preliminary evidence
of Al as a iatrogenic factor in these
abnormalities has been recently advance. In
order to investigate possible role of aluminium
toxicity on the myocardius, 53 stable,
asymptomatic hemodialysis patients were studied.
Patient's cardiac status was assessed b
echocardiography. A Desferoxamine test (DFO
together with a bone biopsy was performed to
determine the magnitude of Al accumulation.
Thus, an increment in serum Al after DFO
(IA1DFO) and stainable bone aluminium (SHA)
were taken as parameters of Al load.
Desferoxamine was infused, 140 mg/kg body weight
at the end of hemodialysis. Sixteen of 53
patients had no SBA. The duration of the
dialysis treatment was correlated with SBA and
AlDlO (p< 0.001). Patients with SBA as compared
with those without SBA, were characterized by an
increased left ventricular mass (LVM), an
increased LVM—to—Volume ratio (p<0.001), a
decrease in both left ventricular posterior wall
thickness (p<.Ol) and velocity of circumfe-
rential fiber shortening (Vcf), p<.Ol. In the
overall population of dialysis patients : a
correlation was observed between LVM and serum
Al (p<O.O01) and between LVM and ALDF0
(p<0.OO1); This latter correlation was
independent of dialysis' duration ; Left
ventricular mass was correlated with the
duration of the dialysis. An inverse correlation
was observed between Vcf and AALDFO (p<0.01),
and between ejection fraction and ALDF0
(p<0.O2).
In summary, the present data suggest, that, in
hemodialysis patients, aluminium accumulation
may have serious effect on cardiac function.
INEtJCTION OF INTERLEIJKIN—l (IL—i) FI)M HUMAN
MOWOCYTES ADHERING TO HEMODIALYSIS (ND) MEMBRANES.
G.Lonnemann*, K.M.Koch*, S.Shaldon*,
C.A.Dinarello*. Hannover, Fl, Nimes, France,
Tufts Univ, Boston, MP. (intr.by A.S.Levey).
We recently reported endotoxin(tr)—jnduced IL—i
production during in vitro ND. We now have
investigated the property of ND membranes toinduce IL—i production frcm rnonocytes in the
absence of ET. Sheets of two ND membranes a)
regenerated cellulose (RC) and b)
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) were incubated with
monocytes in III free tissue culture medium
containing 2% heat inactivated All serum. IL—i
levels were measured after 24h of incubation. RC
membranes stimulated 1.9 + 0.7 SEM IL—i units
over control (silicon coated dish) whereas PAN
induced 10.6 2.0 SEM (p<0.OOi, N'7), In
additional studies, preformed nonocyte derived
IL—i was circulated in the blood cclnpartment (BC)
of bgth BC and PAN hollow fiber dialysers for 2h
at 37 C. IL—i levels were then determined at
different times in BC and the dialysate
cclapartment (LX:). IL—i levels in BC of RC
dialysers did not significantly change over 2h of
HD whereas IL—i levels in BC of the PAN diaiysers
dropped to 25% within 5 minutes. IL—i gradually
appears in rs: of RC dialysers during 2h whereas
IL—l was found in EC of PAN dialysers within 5
minutes. Incomplete recovery of IL—i from the PAN
dialyser indicated that absorption of IL—i (50%)
was taking place. These studies denonstrate that
PAN itself increases IL—i production in the abs-
ence of ET or complement whereas BC does so signi-
ficantly less. However, the increase production of
IL—l by PAN may be off—set by the ability of
PAN dialysers to renove and absorb IL—i.
EMPLOYMENT, REHABILITATION AND DIABETES TYPE
IN DIABETICS ON MAINTENANCE HEMODIALYSIS (MD).
GM Lowder, NA Perri, R Thiruvengadain and EA Friedman.
Dept. of Med. SUNY Health Sci Cntr, Bklyn, Bklyn, NY.
We surveyed 232 diabetic patients undergoing MD at
fourteen dialysis facilities in Bklyn. The study group
represented 16% of the 1450 patients (all but 6 patients
enrolled as diabetics at the fourteen centers). The group
had a mean age of 59 years and consisted of 130 (56%)
women and 102 (44%) men, There were 138 (59%) black,
59 (25%) white, and 35 (15%) hispanic diabetics of whom
only 4 (1.5%) had received and 25 (12.5%) were awaiting a
kidney transplant. Uremia was attributed to diabetes
alone or combined with hypertension in all but 2 patients
(amyloidosis and glomerulonephritis, 1 each). Patients
were classified as: Group I insulin dependent; Group II in-
sulin independent; Group ifi probably insulin dependent;
Group XV probsbly insulin independent; and Group V in-
determinate type. The majority (72.4%) were not insulin
dependent; a total of 31 (13.3%) diabetics currently are
treated with insulin, Karnofsky scores (KS) (100 normal,
0 dead) by group were:iaff.u Kartfsky Scnre Age Diabetic Current Age
I 12 75 12.2 31.7
II 139 65 46.3 62.6
III 19 70 35.5 52.5
IV 38 61 40.9 60.1
V 24 63 35.6 55.1
KS was strongly linked to sight and was 81 for normal
vision but 53 for blind diabetics. Of 153 patients
younger than 65 years, only 8 (5%) were working outside
the home. Most (58%) dialyzed diabetics needed assistance
to accomplish routine activities while 27% were unable to
do more than care for themselves. We conclude that MD
for uremic diabetics, though life sustaining, permits only
marginal life quality for the majority of treated patients.
MORTALITY AND LONG—TERN OUTCOME IN CHRONICALLY
DIALYZED (D) DIABETICS (DIAB). M. Matson* and
C. Kjellatrand. Hennepin Co. Med. Ctr.,
Minnaspolis, Minn.
Tranaplantation (T) is thought to be auperior
to D in DIAB. We compared 5—year cumulative
survival (CS) in 769 age matched DIAB between D
and cadaver T. Long term outcome of D—DIAB waa
atudied in 233 Type I and 136 Type II DIAB, 68
of whom aurvived over 4 yeara on D.
T patienta were younger, 39 yeara vs. 43 for
long term D survivors (pcO.05) and had fewer
comorbid conditions (1.2 va. 1.3) pc0.05. Five
year CS was 61%—D, 70%—T in 21—45 year olds and
50Z—T and 50%—T in 45—60 year olds (pNS). Too
few older patients were T for comparison. Early,
the D—DIAB died of cardiovascular disease, later
this decreased and infection increased (pc0.01).
Of survivors beyond 4 years of D, 6 were trans-
planted, 37 died, and 25 are alive a mean of 72
months post start of D. Of the 25, 2 developed
blindness, 3 had amputations. One was employed
full time, 6 worked as homemakers, 13 retired
because of age and 4 medically retired. Nine
ranked higher than 70 on the Karnovsky scale, 12
were active outdoors, 9 participated in church,
12 had hobbies, but 6 had almost no activity.
Our results indicate that short—term (less
than 5 years) survival is no different between D
and cadaver T. Long—term survival on 0 is
possible and development of blindness and
amputation probably less than after T, but the
activity of patients is limited. D has taken
its place beside T as an effective treatment of
DIAB. The superiority of cadaver T over D is no
longer evident.
MANAGEMENT OF SEVERE ISCHEMJC NEUROPATHY (IN)
AFTER HFMJACCESS (HA) PLACEMENT. Paul McNeill*,Marc P. Posner*, H.M. Lee , C. Mendez-Picon , Ann
King*, Dominic Sica. Div. of Vasc. and Transplant.
Surg. and Div. of Nephrol., Med. Col. of Virginia,
Richmond, Virginia.
Mosl ESRD p15 will develop chronic IN follow-
ing HA which remains mild although insidious.
Acute, severe IN in this setting remains unconmton
(1-2% in most large series) and risk factors in-
clude: age, diabetes, multiple previous HA, pro-
ximal high flow HA and pre-existing peripheral
neuropathy. We report 2 representative cases man-
aged by prompt surgical plication with salvage of
HA. Both were middle-aged black female diabetics
with moderate pre-existing neuropathy. Case 1 had
progressive IN develop over the 1st yr after up-
per arm native HA and case 2 developed acute IN
in the 1st 10 days after PTFE forearm HA. IN was
well documented by physical exam, doppler pres-
sures (DP), finger photoplethymography (PPG) and
NCV/EMG measurements preop and postop. Surgery
aimed at limiting flow through HA was performed
using UP, PPG, and electromagnetic flowmeter (EMF)
control to determine appropriate flow reduction.
Both pta underwent prompt (within 24 hrs) improve-
ment of IN which continued to improve over ensuing
weeks with continuing patency of HA. We suggest
the following conclusions: 1) Resolution of HA-in-
duced IN is possible by limiting flow through HA
even when IN has a chronic component, 2) Periop DP,
PPG and intraop EMF measurements are useful in
determining appropriate flow reduction, and possi-
bly in assessing reversibility of IN; and 3)
Prompt surgical intervention with attempted HA
salvage is warranted when IN follows HA, before ir-
reversible changes occur.
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LIMULUS AMEBOCYTE LYSATE REACTIVITY, COMPLEMENT
ACTIVATION, AND PATIENTS' SYMPTOMS: COMPARISON OF
DIALYZER MEMBRANES. Alvin H. Moss, Richard M.
Hamrick TTI*, Hui Shen*, West Virginia University
School of Medicine, Morgantown, West Virginia.
Endotoxin is a Limulus amebocyte lysate—reac—
tive material (LAL—RN) and it activates complement.
Cuprophan (Cu) membranes release LAL—RN and
activate complement C3a. Cellulose acetate (CA)
membranes are not known to release LAL—RN and
cause less C3a activation than Cu. This study
examined LAL—RN activation of C3s and the rela-
tionship of LAL—RN and C3s levels to patients'
symptoms (chest pain, dyspnea, fatigue and malaise)
on hemodialysis with CA compared to Cu. LAL—RN
and C3 levels were drawn in 16 patients pre—
dialysis and at 15 and 60 minutes during dialysis
and patients' symptoms were scored after the pa-
tients were on Cu and then CA for 8 weeks.
LAL—RN (ng/ml) pre 15 mm 60 mm
Cu .34±.06 2.8±.29* 2.7±.42*
CA .08±.02** .08±.02** .08±.02**
*p .O0lvsCupre **p .OOlvsCu
C3s (ng/ml) pre 15 mm 60 mm
Cu 583±177 2310±578 1279±320
CA 484±72 1200±300# 900±225#
# p c .005 vs Cu
There was no difference in pre—dialysis C3a levels
and patients' symptom scores for the two membranes.
We conclude that CA membranes do not release LAL—
RN and that LAL—RN does not sctivate C3a. Despite
lower LAL—RN and C3a levels during hemodialysis
with CA, patients' symptoms were no less than with
Cu.
THEEFFECTIVENESS OF CALCIUM CITRATE AS A PHosPHATE (P)
BINDER IN DIALYSIS (ND) PATIENTS. J.F. Neylan, J.M. Lazarus, R.M.
Nakim, Univ of CA at Davis; Brigham & Women's Hospital, 5ostos, MA.
Aluminum (Al) hydroxide containing binders for P control in HO
patients is associated with Al accumulation and consequent intoxication
syndromes. Calcium citrate tablets (Mission Pharm.,San Antonio, TX) were
evaluated for emcacy and patient tolerance in 20 stable chronic HO patientc.
All were previously maintained on AI(0H)3 binders, average dose 6.4 gm (raoge
1.2-20.4 gm). 9 patients also took Ca carbonate, average dose 3.0 gm (range
1.3-1.9 gin) and ie patients were on vit 0 supplement.
After 3 month observation, Al(0N)3, Ca carbosate as well as vit 0
were discontinued. Calcium citrate was substituted and adjusted to normalize
serum calcium and phosphorus. Average dose used 14.3 gm (range 5.7-24 gm)
over 4 months.
17 patients demonstrated control of P(prestudy levels; 2 patients
had hyperphosphatemia refractory to increasing doces of calcium citrate. 3
patients failed because of Ca > 11.0 mg/dl. The recolt, of all patients are
shown below.
Pre Study Poet Study
mean SE mean SE
Ca° 9.4 0.10 9.9 0.11
P 5.1 0.16 1.3 0.14
Co20 18.9 0.31 20.9 0.14Alk P 171 13 155 22
Al3 73.8 14.4 33.7 6.7
N-PTH 31.9 6.1 23.1 1.4
significant by paired t-test to p(0.02
Calcium citrate accomplished re,onable control of hyperphosphatemia.
In addition acido,is, serum A13+, and N-PTH were significantly redoced and
calcium increased. Patient queetionaires also favored calcium citrate so the
binder with the least side effects.
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HIGH BICARBCFIATE DIALYSATE fiR REPIEHW AND MAINTENANCE OF
BICARBCNAIE SIGHES IUUN) 1W) 11(11K DIALYSIS ThERAPY.
Carl W. Oettinger sal Jamie C. Oliver.* Ebrry University
Dept. of bhlicine and Dialysis Clinic, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia.
Dialysis therapy with both acetate and 110)3 Isiffer in
standard concentrations is associated with intermittent peri-
ods of significant acidosis. Therefore, the respiratory and
acid base effects of dialysate containing 40 mEq/L HO), (HBD)
was recently evaluated (1Cr 29:220, 1986). 1181) was well tol-
erated without side effects while infusing significantly sore
EU), into the patient during dialysis. The purpase of the
present study was to evaluate 1) the base deficit of patients
on acetate dialysste and 2) the 110)3 load necessary during
dialysis to achieve normal acid ase balance with two hair
dialysis treatment times. Nine stable dialysis patients were
switched fran dialysate containing 35 mEq/L HO), to 38 isEq,t
of acetate. After aix weeks of acetate therapy, °2 fell
fran 18.0 0.72 to 16.3 0.7 (115). The patients were then
switched to HBD with their custcmary dialyaia tines and hollow
fiber kidneys (Therapy I). After the patients' predialyais
values reached 24 mEq/L, the patients were dialyzed with a
Travenol 170 kidney for two hours three times weekly at a
blood flow of 250 cc/sdn. (Therapy U). Blood flow was then
increased to 3(X) cc/din, after tan weeks (Therapy UI). Blood
pAl, EEl),, Ill), were measured utilizing a Coming 168 blood gas
machine. 110, load to the patient was calculated utilizing
atandard forns.ilas. lAiring Therapy I, lICE), load averaged 262.9
32.7 mFq/treatment. Therapy U 180.1±21 mF1q and Therapy
TCI 165.8 22 sEq. A mean HO), deficit of 393 sEq/pa
dent developed on acetate dialyaste. turing Therapy Ill, pre-
dialysis WD, renamed stable at 23.6 1.3 sFiq/L suggesting
that the EU), deficit incurred while on acetate dialysis was
repleted. Fran these data we conclude that a significant base
deficit' developa during six weeks of acetate dialysis despite
aiiall changes in senss 110)3. A HO), heth of 40 nFq/L with a
3)0 cc/sin blood flow maintains normal acid base balance
during two hair dialysis.
NEMODIALYSIS MITHOUP ANTICU4GUIATION: C*JE YEAR
EXPERIENCE WITH HOSPITALIZED PATIENTS. 3.
Onorato*, P.A. Lnnis*, 5.3. Schwab. Division
of l'èphrology Cake Univ., fl.irham, N.C.
Protocols for dialysis without anticoagula—
tion have been developed. This prospective study
evaluated a protocol for anticoagulant—free
dialysis in a diverse group of hospitalized
patients with relative contraindications to
anticoagulation. We performed 101 heparin—free
heiodia.lysis treatments in 32 patients. A 2—lwn—
en temporary venous catheter was used in 88
cases (87%) for access. Parallel plate cuprophan
artificial kidneys and tubing pretreated with aheparin flush were used. Blood flays were
maintained in excess of 230 ml/min. The kidneys
were flushed with 100 ml of saline every 30 mm.
and arterial circuit pressure alarnts were used
to detect early clot formation. Patients were
converted to iainidose heparin if partial
clotting was observed in the artificial kidney.
Dialysis treatments were completed without
conversion to mini—dose heparin in 86 treatments(85%) with only 3 episodes (<3%) of clotted
kidneys. Clotting tines (VP, P'PT, ACT) did not
change during the dialysis treatments.Vasopressors were used as needed to keep HP
greater than 95 mmflg systolic. There were no
differences in solute clearance or maxistun
ultrafiltration rate compared to anticoagulated
dialysis controls. We conclude that dialysis
without anticoagulation is a safe and effective
hetodialysis method when performed in a closely
nonitored environment using either temporary
dialysis catheters or A—V fistulas. This study
suggests that complex techniques for regional
anticoagulation nay be unnecessary.
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MATHNATICAL AND IN—VITRO MODELS OF CONTINUOUS
ARTERIOVENOUS HENOFILTRATION (CAVH).
Thomas L. Pallone* and Jeffrey Petersen. Stanford
Univ. Ned. Cntr. and VANC, Palo Alto, CA.
A mathematical model which ainulatea the oper-
ation of CAVH has been developed. Pressure—f low
relationship of each circuit component was calcu—
lated according to Poiseuille'a law, and volume
flux from Starling's equation. Factors favoring
high blood flow rate are Tow circuit reaiatance,
high arteriovenous pressure gradient, and low
blood viscosity. Factors which increase filtra-
tion are high CVP, high resistance of the venous
access, large membrane surface area, low protein
concentration, and negative preasure applied as—
ternally to the filter. Predilution ia predictad
to increase urea clearance by 5—15 percent.
An in—vitro model was also investigated. Numan
RBC'a suspended in normal saline containing 5 per-
cent bovine serum albumin were used to perfuse
the system. Good agreement between model and ax—
perinent was found, but with aome tendency to over—
estimate filtrate production. The latter is at-
tributed to neglect of concentration polarization
of proteins by model equations. Pressure—flow
relationships of each circuit component, measured
with 40 percent sucrose aa calibration medium,
were found to conform to Poiaeuille'a equation.
Hydraulic permeability of seven filters showed a
60 percent decline during the first 1—2 hours of
use, whether perfused with blood or albumin alone.
Enhancement of urea clearance by predilution was
verified.
CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE(CHF) IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS.
PS Parfrey. ID Harmett, SM Griffiths. Mil Gault,
amd PE Barre. Memorial Univ of Newfoundland
aad McGill Univ. Montreal.
To determine the risk factors for CHF in
dialysis patients 127 nondiabetic patients had
full clinical review, echocsrdiography and gated
cardiac scan. 15 patients had CHF, 8 of whom
had dilated cardiomyopathy ( DC=left ventricular
(LV) end diastolic diameter > 5.5 cm and ejection
fraction < 55%) and 7 hypertrophic hyperkinetic
cardiomyopathy (HHC:LV end diastolic diameter
< 5.0 cm. ejection fraction ) 70% and LV wall
thickness in diastole > 1.4 cs). Using stepwise
multiple logistic regression the beat predictors
of ClEF were HIIC(p(.OOl). DC (p<.OOl). duration
of treatment (p=.06), and symptomatic ischemic
heart disease (SIIW) (p=.Ol). Significantly
more patients with DC were smokers and none
were hypertensive, whereas all those with fEC
were hypertensive and many were treated with
inappropriate drugs. The prevalence of NRC
was 11% (14/127) and the major risk factors
identified when these patients were compared
to patients with normal echocardiograms. were
diastolic hypertension (p".OOS) and raised serum
alkaline phosphatase suggeative of
hyperparathyroidism (p=.O8). The prevalence
of DC was 18% and the major riak factors were
age (p.OO4) , raised alkaline phosphatase (p=.02)
and smoking (p=.O7). 18% had SlIm. The only
risk factor identified was high serum cholesterol
(p=.OO6). HF in dialysis patients is associated
not only with DC but also with IIHC. a disorder
requiring echocsrdiography for diagnosis, with
different risk fsctors and management. SlED
is an additional independent risk factor.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE BINDING OF COMPLEMENT (C)
C3 FRAGMENTS TO CUPROPHAN (CuM) AND CELLULOSE
ACETATE MEMBRANES (CAM). Charles J. Parker*,
Alfred K. Cheung, Andrea L. Wayman5, VA Med. Ctr.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Dialysis with CAM is associated with less C
activation than with CuM. The biochemical basis for
this difference has not been elulcidated, however,
it has been postulated that acetylation blocks
potential covalent binding sites for activated C3b
and thereby limits C activation. To investigate
this hypothesis, we have characterized the binding
of C3 to CuM and CAM. Studies using three different
radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies suggested that
membrane-associated C3 was present primarily in the
form of C3c and C3d. When the membranes were
treated with hydroxylamine, pH 10.5 (to release co—
valently bound C3 fragments) and the eluates were
analyzed by Western blot, the predominate form of
membrane-associated C3 was found to be C3c. C3d and
iC3b were present in much smaller quantities. There
was no qualitative difference in the nature of the
C3 fragments eluted using 10 M urea, pH 7.4,
compared to elution with hydroxylamine demonstrat-
ing that the majority of the membrane-associated C3
was non-covalently bound. In addition, there were
no qualitative (by Western blot) or quantitative
(by ELISA) difference in the C3 proteins eluted
from used CAM compared with those eluted from used
CuM. These studies suggest that the availability
of covalent binding sites for activated C3 does not
determine the C activating potential of either CAM
or CuM. Rather, it seems likely that C activation
by different cellulosic membranes is modulated by
the biochemical properties of the membrane which
control the interactions of C3 with the regulatory
proteins of the alternative pathway of C.
PERCENT CHANGES IN RED CELL VOLUME (Rcv), PLASMA
VOLUME (Pv) AND COLLOID OSMOTIC PRESSURE (COP)
DURING DIFFERENT DIALYSIS TECHNIQUES. N. Perin*,
J.H. Miller, P.W. Gardner, and J.H. Shinaberger,
Dialysis Unit, Wadsworth V.A. Medical Center,
Los Angeles, California.
The effect of different dialysis techniques on
RCV, PV and COP was evaluated in ID uremic pat i—
ents. 4 patients underwent Bic.HD, 3 High Flux Dia
lysis and 3 Isolated UF. UF rate varied from 0.9
to 2.2 1/h. Percent changes in RCV and PV were mea
sured respectively from Mean Corpuscolar Volume
(MCV) and Mean Corpuscolar Hemoglobin Concentra-
tion (MCHC), and from Hct (by capillary centrifu—
gation) and Hb and Total Protein (TP) separately.
COP was measured by a colloid osmometer (Modei4lOC,
Wescor Inc.,Utah). Our preliminary results are: I)
RCV is not stable during dialysis and RBC can
shrink and/or swell under osmotic and/or acid/base
stimuli (—3 to +3%). This could induce an error in
determining PV changes unless Mb concentration is
determined. 2) Percent PV changes from FIct/t-lb are
significantly (p 0.001) different from those deter
mined from TP. TP concentration underestimates PV
changes, suggesting a net protein loss from intra-
vascular compartment during hemoconcentration. 3)
The pattern of PV changes is similar in different
dialysis techniques i.e. marked decrease during the
first hour (—10.54+4.86%). A concomitant increase
in COP (+18.24+8.36%) afford a better PV preserva-
tion, if UFR is kept constant.
EVALUATION OF NEW SYNTHETIC MEMBRANES FOR HIGH—
FLUX HENODIALYSIS (HFD). Jeffrey Petersen, Scott
Hyver*, and Isabella Yeh*. VANC and Stanford Univ.
Palo Alto, CA
Long term use of the newer synthetic membranes
to shorten dialysis treatment times requires not
only higher clearances to maintain equivalent sol-
ute removal but also improved biocompatability.
We have studied in vivo urea clearances (C urea,
mi/mm), pre and post 32 microglobulmn levels (J.B,
mg/L) and leucopenia at 15 mins (Leuc.) in seven
patients during std& HFD (blood flow 300 vs 400—
450 ml/min; clialysate flow 500 vs 800 mi/mm res-
pectively). Std was performed with cuprophan (CU)
and HFD with polysuiphone (PSP6O, PSP8O, Fresenius)
polyacrylonitrile (PAN, Hospal) and polymethacry—
late (PNM, Toray) hollow fiber membranes.
Results are expressed as mean
Membrane C urea A132 Leuc.% 0 mins.
CU 180±5 +28±11 20± 2
PSP8O 301±3 —24±16 93±10
PSP6O 279±7 —12± 3 93±17
PMMA 286±5 — 5± 1 86± 6
PAN 249±7 — 8± 4 96± 3
The clearance of urea was significantly greater
with PSP8O (>PMMAPSP6O>PAN>CU). 2 microglobulin
levels fell during HFD (PSP8O>PSP60>PANPw.iA) and
increased during std. dialysis. Significant leuc—
openia occurred after 15 minutes of std. dialysis
but not during HFD.
We conclude that since urea clearances increas-
ed, treatment times could be shortened depending
on the membrane used. High—flux membranes appear
more biocompatable than cuprophan and clear 2
microglobulin. The latter may be of particular
importance in the prevention of dialysis associ-
ated amyloid osteoarthropathy.
IN VIVO INTERLEUKIN (IL) 1 AI 2 LEVELS DURING
HENODIALYSIS (ND): EVIDENCE FOR HETEROGENEOUS
RESPONSE. TM Phillips,* PL Kimmel, EA Phillips,*
and JP Bosch.* Department of Medicine, George
Washington University, Washington, DC.
Nine randomly selected ND patients had ILl and
2 measured before and after ND on 2 different days
to study the effect of (ID on activation of the
immune system. Fifteen of 16 treatments were
performed using cuprophane membranes. ILl levels
were measured by tritiated thymidine uptake (TTU)
in ILl dependent fibroblast cultures. 1L2 levels
were performed by TTU in phytohemagluttinin
stimulated lymphocytes, and directly by enzyme
linked imnunoabsorbent assay. Stimulation Index
(SI) was defined as the ratio of the mean post
ND sample to pre ND sample minus background
counts. Responders were defined as patients with
SI>1.5.
Five patients were ILl responders. Of the ILl
responders, only 3 showed IL2 SI>1.5. None of
the ILl non responders were 1L2 responders. We
conclude ND stimulates ILl and 1L2 levels, but
the stimulation is selective on an individual
patient basis.
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ULTRAFILTRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF CAHV FILTERS
UNDER IN VIVO CONDITIONS. M. Pollok1, W. Eckrich2,
B. Schoeppe2, C.A. Ba1damus-. (Intr. by L.W.
Henderson) University Hospitals Cologne1 and
Frankfurt2, FRG
Continuous arteriovenous hemofiltratjon (CAHV)
has advanced to a widely applied renal replace-
ment therapy in patients with acute renal and
multiple organ failure. Impaired ultrafiltration,
i.e. inadequate treatment, is most frequently caused
by hemodynamic instability. Therefore criteria
for optimal filter characteristics were to be
established.
7 commercially available filters were tested in
the same 12 intensive care patients. Blood
inlet pressure (PA) was varied in 10 mm Hg steps
resulting in blood flow (QB) variations from
130-15 ml/min. Three different (-20 to —60 H20)
ultrafiltrate pressures (PU) were applied at
each PA setting. Ultrafiltrate rate (UFR, ml/mm)
QB, inlet and outlet mean blood pressure were
measured. Filtration fraction and flow resistance
(R) were calculated.
UFRs of filters tepted varied under identical
conditions (PA, PU) for more then 300%. The
highest tJFRs were obtained in filters with high
hydraulic permeability and low R. For the
viscosity of blood increasei considerably with
larger diameters of the capillaries (Fahraeus—
Lindquist—effect) smaller lumina are preferable.
Not even at low QB the alleged ultrafiltration
ec,ualibriuin at the filter outlet was reached.
INFLUENCE OF RENAL REPLACEMENT THERAPY ON MONOCYTE
(MO) INTRLEUKIN (IL-i) PRODUCTION
M,Pollokl, H.CKachel2, C.A.Dlnarello3,
C.A.Baldamus1 (lntr. by L.W.Henderson)
University Hospitals Colognl, Frankfurt2 (FRG)
and Tufts Med. Sch., Bostona (USA)
Side reactions during hemodialysis (HO) have been
attributed to IL-i stimulation either by membrane
comDlement activation or by dialysate. If so MO
harvested pre and post treatment should differ in
IL-i production and/or in reaction to stimulation.
Thus in the following experimental set up three
different treatments, equal In treatment time and
urea clearance, were performed in the same 6
patients: HDI MD with Cuprophan capillary
dialyzer (tJ, MD II HD with polysulfone CD and
HF = hemofiltraT with the same polysulfone
device. Leukocytes were harvested pre and post
treatment and incubated with various concentrati
of endotoxin (E. coli) and toxic shock toxin (TS).
The supernatant was analyzed for IL-i in a sensitive
bioassay (0 10 cell line). Results were compared to
a recombinant IL-i standard and expressed as U/mi.
Results:
basal
(medium)
pre
post
HDI
91
56
MDII
94
48
HF
6T
25
ThiT.
(TS) pre
—
2176 228 1256
post 1940 1409
Treatment related differences In basal or stintlated
monocyte IL-i productions were not detectable. Thus
IL-I production is either not stimulated during MD
or the stimulated monocytes leave the circulation.
In the latter case plasma IL-i concentrations
(stored for analyses) will Indicate a stimulation.
THE INCIDENCE OF NEOPLASMS IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS:
A POPULATION—BASED, AGE—CONTROLLED ANALYSIS.
FK Port, AG Schwartz,* N Ragheb,* VM Hawthorne.*
Univ of Mich, Dept of Int Med & Epidemiology,
Ann Arbor, MI
The incidence of neoplasms in nontranspianted
dialysis patients has remained controversial. We
utilized computer linkage of two very complete
(>99%) population based data systems, the Mich-
igan Kidney Registry and Michigan Cancer Founda-
tion. Transplant recipients were excluded from
all analyses. From 1/1/73 to 12/31/84, 3128
dialysis patients residing in Metropolitan
Detroit were followed for up to 12 years and
among them 71 cases of neoplasm other than skin
were first diagnosed after initiation of main-
tenance dialysis. Analysis by site was performed
separately for invasive (n.62) and in situ (n=9)
neoplasms using the population base of the same
area (4.04 Mill.) in calculating the expected
rate of cancer adjusted for age, sex, race and
calendar year. Among invasive tumors dialysis
patients had a 2—5 fold higher frequency than ex-
pected (p < 0.05) for kidney, corpus uteri, mul-
tiple myeloma and prostate. In situ neoplasms
had an overall 4—fold increase including signif-
icant increases for tongue, lung and colon. In-
vasive neoplasms of 14 other sites and overall
were not significantly increased over the expect-
ed rate for the same population base. The higher
rate of in situ neoplasms may be due to more com-
plete surveillance. The significant finding of a
markedly increased incidence of 4 types of inva-
sive neoplasm however, has clinical relevance and
suggests the need of screening patients. Broader
linkage between kidney and cancer registries may
clarify the role of contributing factors.
SALVAGE OF HEMOACCESS IN THE PRESENCE OF STHPTOMA-
TIC SUBCLAVIAN VEIN STENOSIS/OCCL(JSION. Marc P.
Posner*, Paul McNeill*, H.M. Lee , John Dietrick*,
G. Mendez-Picon , Ann King*, Dominic Sica. Div. of
Vasc. and Transplant. Surg. and Div. of Nephrol.,
Med. Col. of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.
Subclavian vein (SCV) stenosis/occlusion is be-
ing recognized more commonly in consort with the
increasing demand for SCV catheters introduced for
various medical necessities. Most patients remain
asymptomatic unless venous hypertension (VH) co-
exists distal to the thrombosis in which case mas-
sive edema and functional disability related to
the upper extremity (UE) are more likely to occur.
The end-stage renal dialysis (ESRD) patient who is
initially dialyzed via a SCV catheter while wait-
ing for maturation of an LiE hemoaccess (HA) may be
at increased risk to develop this problem, al-
though it remains uncommon. We report 3 pts maln-
tamed on chronic hemodialysis (HP) via LiE PTFE HA
grafts who developed symptomatic VH in the pre-
sence of SCV stenosis (1) or occlusion (2), 3 mos
to 3 yrs following graft placement; all had pre-
vious SCV catheters. All were managed successfully
with salvage of HA: 2 with SCV to internal jugular
vein bypass using 10 nun externally-supported PTFE
grafts, and one with percutaneous transluminal an-
gioplasty of SCV web-stenosis. All patients had
immediate (within 1 wk) resolution of edema and
symptoms with continued graft patency for up to 6
mos. Because the survival of ESRD pts maintained
on chronic HP depends to such a great extent on a
Competent venous system and a functional I-IA, we
feel strongly that in the presence of SCV stenosis
/occlusion and symptomatic VH every effort should
be made to find a solution to the problem which
preserves the HA.
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REGENERATED CELLULOSE (RC) VERSUS CUPRAMMONIUM
CELLULOSE (CC) CAPILLARY DIALYZERS: ANAPHYLACTIC
REACTIONS AND COMPLEMENT ACTIVATION. L.D. Potempa*
J.T. Daugirdas, V.C. Gandhi, P.T. Ivanovich, and
T.S. Ing. Hines V.A. — Loyola U. Medical Center,
Hines, IL.
First—use reactions of the anaphylactic type
(type A FUS) during dialysis have been linked both
to use of CC dialyzers and to complement
activation. The incidence of type A FUS at our
medical center has been much lower using RC
capillary dialyzers (0/60,1450 dialyses) than when
using CC capillary dialyzers (11/23,132 dialyses,
p < 0.001). To determine if the difference in type
A FUS incidence between the two dialyzer types
could be explained by differences in complement
activation, we measured plasma levels of C3a des
arg by radioimmunoassmy in 7 patients undergoing
dialysis with both varieties of dialyzer. Each
patient served as his own control. The RC and CC
dialyzers used were those dialyzers specifically
associated with low and high incidences of type A
FUS at our center.
Plasma C3a des arg levels (g/mL; mean±SD) were:
PRE 15' 30' 60'
RC 0.30±0.16 5.1±1.8 3.3±1.3 2.2±0.7
CC 0.29±0.08 5.2±2.5 2.6±0.6 1.5±0.5
These values for C3a des arg were not different
between the two dialyzer types, nor was there a
difference in the severity of leukopenia (RC:
—68 13%; CC: —62 15%, p NS). Our results
suggest that membrane-induced anaphylatoxin
formation may be of small importance to the
pathogenesis of type A FUS.
ALUMINUM (Al) TRANSFER DURING HEMODIALYSIS IS
INDEPENDENT OF DIALYSATE PU $DpH). &Raciti, S.
Kelleher, .LSavory • M.Wills . SUNY at Stony
Brook and Univ. Vs. at Charlottesville.
Dialyzability of Al when low Al (<1O/ig/L)
dialysate is employed is highly variable, rang-
ing from significant removal to zero net trans-
fer to slight addition. One potential factor
affecting Al transfer is DpH. Due to the
amphoteric nature of Al, its solubility in-
creases markedly when pH is altered from the
neutral pH. DpU is quite variable: acetate
dialysate ranged from 6.61 to 7.02, while HCO3
dialysate ranged from 7.10 to 7.71. We there-
fore examined the effect of DpE on Al transfer
during dialysis. All dialyses were performed
with a O.8m cuprophane hollow fiber dialyzer at
a blood flow rate (BFR) of 250 ml/min for 4
hours. Dialysate Al was 1Oig/L in all studies.
Dpil and change in serum Al before and after
dialysis (AAI) were measured and clearance of Al
(CAl) at 1 hour was determined as follows:
CAl ((CBi — CBO) / CBi] BFR.
DIALYSATE n Dpil CA1(ml/min) 11Al(Lg/L)
11C03 10 7.41±.06 19±4 —14±4
Acetate 10 6.79±.06 20±6 —9±3
p value MS .001 MS NS
Linear regression analysis also failed to show a
correlation between DpH and either CAl (r.10) or
AA1 (r=.28. both p>.lO). Thus Al transfer
during hemodialysis is idenpendent of DpH. Of
note, CAl does not correlate directly with AA1.
Studies of Al kinetics during hemodialysis should
report both of these parameters.
LIMITED DERIVATISATION OF CUPROPHAN INCREASES
FACTOR H BINDING AND DIMINISHES COMPLEMENT ACTI-
VATION. Rauterberg,* Eberhard Ritz,1
Helmuth Schulze,1 Klaus 0. Rother. Univ. of Hei-
delberg, Inst. of Immunology, and Dept.Int.Med.,
ENKA AG Wuppertal (FRG).
Contact of blood with cuprophan (CU) membranes
activates complement (C) and generates C derived
anaphylatoxins. Although the role of C activation
in amusing clinical symptoms is undefined, it
seems reasonable to strive for membranes with
minimal C activation and maximal biocompatibill—
ty. Less C activation with derivatised CU mem-
branes has been shown previously in vivo. To
define the mechanism, we prepared beads from non..
modified CU, of diethylaminoethyl (OEAE) deriva—
tized CU and of carboxymethyl (CM) derivatized
CU. Following incubation with human serum or
exposure to isolated human factor H, respective—
ly, the supernatants were analysed for free
factor H (rocket immunoelectrophoresis) or for C3
cleavage (crossed immunoelectrophoresis), re-
spectively. Only the modified CU (DEAE and CM)
adsorbed isolated factor H: 320 ug factor H were
bound per ml soaked DEAE and CM beads versus 0 ug
for unmodified CU beads. Similar results were
obtained when the beads were incubated with fresh
human serum instead of isolated H: While non—
modified CU beads bound 12% of total H in serum,
DEAE or CM modified beads bound 31% or 69%,
respectively. Within 2lI mm, incubation at 37°C
induced C3 cleavage, in descending order CU >>
DEAE > CM. We conclude that limited derivatisa—
tion, by increasing factor H binding, diminishes
C activation and thus increases bi000mpatibility
of CU.
CHOOSING DEATH. J. Roberts* and C. Kjellstrand.
Dept. Medicine, Hennepin Co. Med. Ctr.,
Minneapolis. Minn.
Discontinuation of dialysis is a common cause
of death in patients on chronic dialysis. We
studied 26 competent patients who died because
they discontinued dialysis although there was no
medical reason to do so and compared them to 40
competent patients in whom medical complications
triggered the decision to stop. We also sent
questionnaires to surviving relatives.
There was no difference in sex, age,
diagnosis, time on dialysis, type of dialysis,
or 8 medical complications present, at
initiation to dialysis. Living site and site of
death were the same. More patients who stopped
for no reason were on home dialysis (8/26) than
other patients who stopped in whom complications
developed (3/40) (p<O.Ol). Only 7
questionnaires were returned. All the relatives
thought the decision to stop was the right one,
5 found nurses and 2 found social workers most
helpful, 5 thought physicians were of no help
because they were unrealistically optimistic
regarding treatment.
Our studies indicate that home dialysis
patients are at a high risk to discontinue
dialysis because of the stress of the dialysis
procedure itself. A realistic introduction to
and realization of their dialysis problems are
necessary and a better support system must be
built to prevent this avoidable cause of death
in chronic dialysis.
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82—MICROGLOBULIN (82-MG) ADSORPTION TO
HIGHFLUX MEMBRANES. A Rockel, P Fiegel,
W Perschel, S Abdelhamid, D Walb, Deutsche
Klinik fur Diagnostig, FEC.
The constituent protein of dialysis—
related amyloidosis has been identified
to contain 82—MG. Polyacrylonitrile
(PAN) and polysulfon (PS) hemofilters
decrease 82-MG levels during a single
dialysis session by about 30 %.Filtration of 82—MG during dialysis is
generally accepted as a major way of
elimination. Because of the possibility
of adsorption on membrane surface we
investigated the adsorptive capacity
for 82—MG using PAN and PS. Sieving
coefficients (SC) were studied in time
course in both hemofilters. PAN SC
increased five-fold during the first 60
mm. to reach the level of 0.33. PS sc
increased from 0.39 (at 0.5 mm.) to
0.61 (at 2 mm.) and then decreased to
0.38 (at 180 mm.). Low SC at the start
of HO might be interpreted by
absorption to membrane surface and a
secondary membrane formation. In vitro
studies using a closed extracorporeal
system, where a filtration could be
excluded, confirm this assumption.
DEFEROXANINE (DFO) INFUSION AND IRON (FE) DIALY—
SANCE IN CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS (CHD) PATIENTS.
David Roxe, Frank Krumlovsky, Francesco del Greco,
and Edward Fitzsimons.* Northwestern Univ. Med.
Schl., Depts. of Medicine and Pathology, Chicago,
Illinois.
We have previously reported that DFO signifi-
cantly increases Fe dialysance in vitro (Transac-
tions ASAIO 1982). This study was undertaken to
quantitate Fe removal in vivo in CT-ID patients
with Fe overload (serum ferritin > 2000). Four
such patients received 2 gm DFO i.v. at the Start
of each of 12 HDs over a 10—week period. Serum
arterial (A) and venous (V) Fe concentrations
were determined by atomic absorptioi (AA) and
colorimetric (C) procedures 30, 60, 120, 180, and
240 minutes after the start of HD. Afferent and
efferent dialyaate Fe concentrations were alao
measured. We found no significant A—v Fe differ-
ences; mean v/A Fe for all samples approached
identity at 0.982. All dialysate concentrates
tested contained large amounts of Fe (500—6loug/
dl), so that no changes in afferent vs efferent
dialysate Fe concentration could be demonatrated.
Since DFO decreases Fe concentrations detected by
C but not AA, we calculated the ratio of C/AA Fe
for 15 paired AV samples. The C/AA ratio in
venous blood averaged 32% higher than in arterial
blood, demonstrating removal of inhibiting effect
of 0F0 by dialysis.
We conclude that: (1) Fe removal by DFO dur-
ing dialysis was not demonstrated; (2) DFO did
dialyze, unaccompanied by Fe; (3) dialysate con-
centrates contain large amounts of Fe.
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RAPID BLOOD FLOW SHORT DIALYSIS-ONE YEARS EXPER-
IENCE IN 12 PATIENTS. Jack E. Rubin*, Geoffrey M.
Berlyne. Renal Section, Brooklyn Veterans Admin-
istration Medical Center, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Blood flow rates were increased in 12 chronic
hemodialysis patients to see if their time on
dialysis could be shortened. They were started
on a rapid blood flow, 400 mi/mm, short dialysis
schedule, 3 hours 3 times/week, using Filtral
dialyzers and Monitral volumetric dialysis moni-
tors. Qd 500 el/mm, acetate dialysate was used
and the dialyaate Na was 145 mEq/l.
After 12 months 9 patients were still on this
protocol. One patient developed AIDS and was re-
moved from the study. Two other patients died,
one following emergency abdominal surgery, the
other at home the day after his last dialysis.
The means of the measured serum biochemia—
tries and other values were compared between the
control and study periods using a two tailed t—
test. There were no statistically significant
changes in BUN, creatinine, K, Hct, calcium,
bicarbonate, phosphate, Mg, alkaline phosphatase,
N—terminal PTH, triceps skin fold, mid arm cir-
cumference and albumin between the rapid dialysis
and control periods. Fluid removal, up to a max-
imum of 6.2 liters in 3 hours and with an average
loss of S liters/session in one patient, did not
present a problem.
It is concluded that this type of rapid blood
flow short dialysis using standard hemodialysis
equipment is indistinguishable from regular 4
hour dialysis biochemically, anthropometrically
and clinically and can be used as a matter of
routine.
BIOCOMPATIBILITY OF POLYSULFONE CAPILLARY
MEMBRANE (AMICON D20) IN CONTINUOUS
ARTERIOVENOUS HEMOFILTRATION IN DOGS. 3.R.
Salcedo, C.R. Smith*, Children's Hospital Natir
Med ical Center, Washington, D.C.
The biological activity of products of
complement activation include leukoaggregation,
histamine release from mast cells and an increase in
pulmonary capillary permeability. The production of
these materials as a result of blood contacting
artificial extracorporeal membranes may have adverse
clinical and biochemical consequences. The purpose of
this study was to investigate the temporal
relathionship of extracorporeal blood circulation to
artificial membranes to complement activation during
continuous arteriovenous hemofiltration (CAVH) using
polysulf one membrane filters. Five mongrel dogs
underwent femoral artery to femoral vein CAVH. A
sample of whole blood was drawn from the arterial line
prior to initiation of CAVH (time 0); five subsequent
blood samples were obtained during filtration from the
venous line at 10 minute intervals. All blood samples
were collected in ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid
(EDTA) to prevent further complement activation.
Plasma was separated immediately by centrifugation
and stored at —70 c until assay by Laurell cross
immunoelectrophoresis. Control samples were
obtained from normal mongrel dogs in which
complement was activated with Zymosan and heat
aggregated human gamma globulin. The assay
produced a single C3-anti C3 peak at all intervals in
the experimental samples and smaller C3 peaks and
adjacent elevations in the control samples. This
second elevation represents the different
electrophoretic mobility of split products of C3. Thus,
polysulfone capillary membrane is biocompatible for
extracorporeal CAVH in this animal model.
FACIORS ASS(XATED WITH MORTALITY AMONG 405
CNHCNIC HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS WHO DIED BBTWEEM
1973 and 1985. A. Santiago,* & J.A. Chazan.
R.I. I-lDspital, Dept. of Medicine, Brown Univer-
sity, Providence, RE
The dialysis and hospital records of 405
patients who died between 1973 and 1985 while on
chronic henrxlialysis were reviewed for etiology
of renal failure, ccnorbid factors and causes of
death.
Survival of patients with primary diagnoses
of chronic glonerulonephiitis, polycystic kidney
disease, analgesic nephropathy, and collagen
vascular disease was between and 60-66%, nephro—
sclerosis, interstitial nephritis 40—50% and
diabetes rrmllitus 35%. Presence of diabetes m.,
peripheral, cardio, or cerebral vascular disease
was associated with increased nortality.
Causes of death included cardiac (MI or CHF)
26%, "sudden' 22%, sepsis 21%, CVA 7%, malignancy
7%, voluntary withdrawal 5%. Cardiac or sudden
death was responsible for approximately 50% of
all deaths during the first 3 years on dialysis
whereas sepsis was the cause of death in over 50%
of patients who had been on dialysis for over 6
years. The annual nortality which was 14% during
the first 3 years of dialysis fell yearly to 9.5%
by the 9th yr (p<0.OOl).
Conclusion: The cause of renal failure affects
prognosis primarily through conorbid conditions
such as vascular disease which is responsible for
over 50% of all deaths during the first 3 years
on dialysis. Subsequently, the nortality falls
yearly and death is primarily due to sepsis in
the later years.
ThE BIOCOMPfl'IBILITY(B) OP POLYACRYL(B(IThI1E
(PAlO IS DEPDEW ON ITS ABILITY ID BIND
VASOACTIVE SUBSTANCES(VS). G.Schulman',
C.Cooperberg*. LMason*, T. Holmes5, H. Arias5,
H. Hakim, and L.A.Arbeit, SUNY at Stony Brook,
NY and Harvard Medical School, Boaton MA.
Previously, PAN has been shown in vitro to
bind activated components of complement and
bradykinin. This study examines in vivo in an
awake sheep whether a portion of the B of PAN is
related to its ability to scavenge VS. Blood
from sheep was first incubated in hollow fiber
kidneys of cuprophan (C)(n9) and PAN(n5).
Twenty cc was IV administered. C resulted in a
marked increase in mean pulmonary artery pres-
sure (PAP) 15.±1 to 30*3, p<O.O01, mean arterial
pressure (MAP) 94.*3 to ll6±2,p<O.OO1, and sys-
tem vascular resistance (SVR) 1113±142 to
1746±259 p<O.02. There was a marked fall in
cardiac output (CO) 6.6±.5 to 4.6±.6, p<O.OO5.
In contrast there was no change with blood from
PAN: PAP 18±1 to 18±1, MAP 92±3 to 90*3, SVR
987±164 to 925±124, and CO 6.9±1.1 to 7.l±.9,(all NS). To determine the ability of PAN to
bind VS, we then incubated C activated blood in
a PAN hollow fiber kidney for 20 mm. prior to
IV administration (n8). The hemodynamic changes
seen with C alone were abrogated: PAP 15±1 to
16±1.NS, MAP 95±4 to 94*4, NS, SVR 992±167 to
941±185, NS, and CO 6.4±.6 to 6.7±.7, NS. This
study suggests that C can activate VS. resulting
in pulmonary hypertension. The marked pulmonary
hypertension caused by a C membrane alone is
abolished by passing the blood through a PAN
membrane. Therefore, the ability of PAN to bind
VS generated during blood—membrane interactions
is an important feature of its improved B.
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MODULATION OF PLASMA INTERLEUKIN-l (IL-i)
AND ITS CIRCULATING PROTEIN INHIBITOR (cPI)
BY HEMODIALYSIS (HI)) AND HEMOFILTRATION
(HF). S.Shaldon, K.M.Koch*, M.Bingel*,
C.Granolleras, G.Deschodt, C.A.Dinarello**.
Nimes,France, Univ.Hosp. ,Hannover*,FRG,Tufts Univ. ,Boston**,Massachusetts. (intr.
by J.H.Shinaberger).
Plasma IL-i, the principal mediator of
acute phase responses is raised in ESRD
patients. Using a Sephadex G5O column
fractionation technique with subsequent
IL-i assays employing murine thymocytes
(LAF-test) the effect of HI) and HF on
plasma levels of IL-i and its circulating
protein inhibitor (CPI) were compared in 5
ESRD patients. A polysulphone F80 dialyser
was used for RD and HF. Bicarbonate
dialysate and infusate were prepared online
using sterile filtration technique. Results
are expressed as stimulation index (SI)
(integrated counts above PHA background to
PEA background) for IL-i and inhibition
index (II) (integrated counts below PEA
background to PEA background) for CPI. In
lID and HF, SI did not change during
treatment, however, CPI was reduced by 40%
in HF and by 21% in HI). The possibility
that IL-i bound to CPI was removed by
polysulphone cannot be excluded, but the
reduction in CPI maybe undesirable if IL-i
inhibition facilitates transplant
tolerance.
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PHOSPHATE (P) REMOVAL BY CONVENTIONAL
DIALYSIS (CHD), HIGH EFFICIENCY DIALYSIS (HEHD)
AND HIGH FLUX HEMODIAFILTRATION (HFHDF). J.
H. Shinaberger, J. H. Miller, B. von Albertini5, P. W.
Gardner5, & J. W. Coburn. Dept Med, Wadsworth
VAMC & UCLA Sch Med, Los Angeles, CA
During 4 hr CHD with acetate or HCO3 dialy—
sate, we found P removal averaged only 511+222
mg/dialysis. P removal depends on initial plasma P
and correlates better with dialyzer plasma clearance(Cl) than whole blood Cl (ASN 25:193). We next
studied high solute Cl's and mass removed during i)
HEHD modeled for equivalent urea removal in 3 hrs
at Mt/V 1.06 and 2) HFHDF modeled for equivalency
in22 hrs at Mt/V 1.12. Modern dialyzers 1.2 to 2.5
M with Cuprophan, cellulose acetate, saponified
cellulose ester, polyacrylonitrile, polymethylmethacry—
late and polysulfone membranes were used. P/urea Cl
ratios were .56 to .92 at moderate QB's but fell as
urea Cl's rose with the higher QB's used for 2 & 3
hr Rx. Highest Cl's of urea and P were 514+12 and
399+7 mi/mm with polysulfone membrane in HFHDF
where high convection rates augment P Cl. During
usual clinical treatments with the 3 modalities mod-
eled for body size and protein catabolic rate, P Cl's
(ml/min) and P removal (gm/Rx) observed are:
urea Cl modeled P Cl's P removed
CHD 4 hr 169 105—135 0.5—0.6
HEHD 3 hr 235 135—195 0.6—0.7 (NS)
HFHDF 2 hr 379 247—337 0.6—0.8 (NS)
Thus, high efficiency treatments modeled for
short time do not lead to removal of P that is
clinically significantly greater than CHD. P removal
is modified by plasma P changes during treatment.
To remove P, > 1.0 gm/dialysis Rx, at acceptable
plasma P levels, a longer dialysis time at higher P
Cl's (e.g. 4 hrs at 290 mI/mm) is needed.
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SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN SLOW CONTINUOUS ARTERIOVENOUS
HEMODIALYSIS: A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR TREATING ACUTE
RENAL FAILURE (AEF). Miles H, Sigler, Brendan P.
Teehan, and Denise VanValkenburg*, Div. of Nephro—
logy, Lankenau Hospital, Philadelphia, PA.
Continuous arteriovenous hemofiltration (CAVH)
is used to treat unstable patients with ARF. SucF
patients with high protein catabolic rates may
need higher clearances then can be achieved with
CAVH, a convective process. A pumpless technique
which combines continuous convection and diffusion',
slow Continuous arteriovenous hemodialysis, was
studied in 15 intensive care patients with ARF.
Diffusive clearance was achieved by continuously
infusing 1.5% peritoneal dialysis fluid slowly
(1 L/hr) through the dialysis compartment of an
0.43 m2 (Hospal AN69) hemodialyzer. Whole blood
clearances for urea, creatinine and phosphate
averaged 25.3 24.1 5.5, and 21.3 5.6
cc/mm respectively. Clearances were dependent on
dialysate flow rate and ultrafiltration rate. At
QBi 50—180 cc/mm dialysate and blood fully equili-
brate yielding a diffusive clearance of 16.65
cc/mm equal to the dialysate infusion rate. Dif-
fusive clearance was not influenced by changing
ultrafiltration rates. Median ultrafiltration rate
was 8.5 cc/mm and was correlated with transmem—
brane pressure but not with QB (P0.3). Diffu-
sive and convective clearances were additive. Fil-
tration fraction was 0.134 0.08 (n22). Calcium
and sodium flux were a function of ultrafiltration
rate. Continuous glucose uptake from dialysis
fluid was a source of calories. Conclusion: Slow
continuous arteriovenous hemodialysis yields su-
perior clearances when compared to CAVH. This
technique represents a significant improvement in
continuous renal replacement therapy.
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS IN HEMODIALYSIS
PATIENTS. Larry Slomowitz*, Francisco Monteon*,
Ching Lam*, Stewart Laidlaw* and 3oel Kopple. Dept.
of Med., Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr., Torrance, Ca.
Patients undergoing maintenance hemodialysis (MHD)
are often wasted and frequently have low energy (E)
intakes. Their low E intakes may reflect low E needs;
alternatively, their E needs may be normal or increased
and the low E intake may contribute to their wasting.
Since there are almost no data on dietary E needs in
MHD, we carried out nitrogen (N) balances in 5 clinically
stable MHD patients (3 men, 2 women, ages 47 + 6 SEM
years) who lived in a clinical research center and were
fed 1.1 g protein/kg/day (68% high quality protein) for 64
days. Patients' desirable body weight was 97% ÷ 5%;
serum albumin, 4.3 i- 0.3 g/dl. E intake was varied, in
random order, between 25, 35 and 45 kcal/kg/day; each E
intake was fed for 21 days. Body weight (kg) fell with 25
kcal/kg (-1.5 + 0.6, p<0.05) and increased with 35
kcal/kg (+0.95 + 0.30, p<0.02) and possibly with 45
kcal/kg (+ 1.9 + 0.8, p<.O7). N balance, measured after
equilibration and adjusted for changes in body urea, was
-0.74 + 0.32, +0.57 + 0.52 and +0.76 + 0.12 g/day,
respectively, with the 25, 35 and 45 kcal/kg diets. N
balance was significantly different from zero only with
45 kcal/kg (p=0.O03) and was negative in 4/5, 1/5 and 0/5
of the patients studied with 25, 35 and 45 kcalfkg,
respectively. If N balance was adjusted for estimated
unmeasured N losses of 0.5 g/day, it would be negative
with 25 kcal/kg (p<.02) and neutral with 35 and 45
kcal/kg. Body weight change (r=0.706, p=0.OOl) and N
balance (y=0.075 x (kcal/kg/day) -2.4, r=0.625, p<0.02)
each correlated with E intake. Thus, clinically stable
MHD patients fed 1.1 g protein/kg/day appear to require
about 35 kcal/kg/day to maintain body weight and
between 35 and 45 kcal/kg/day to ensure neutral or
positive N balance.
]RADE IN AND TRADE OFF OF DEFEROXI4NINE( OFO)
ThERAPY IN HEMODIALYZED PAPINTS. A.J. 9mith,
M.C. Faugere,* P. Fanti,* and H.H. Mallixhe, Div.
of Nephrology, Bone and Mm. Metab., Univ. of It',
Lexington, KY.
The effects of chronic chelation therapy with
DO on aluminujn related tone disease (PRBD) were
studied in 14 male and 6 female chronically
dialyzed patients (pts) age 49±10 years. Bonebiopsies (bx) were done before and 10 ns. after
DFO therapy (2&mg/kg/kw i.v. thrice weekly during
dialysis). Serum Aluminum (Al) was 84±14 ugh
before DFO, it peaked after 4 weeks (456±50 ug/l)
and fell thereafter in a sawtooth pattern to
59±6.6 ugh at time of 2nd be. Pm levels
increased (2,391+491 vs 4,112±838 rg/ml; P<.Ol),
anemia improved in 12 pta. (HCT 23±0.8 vS 29±0.9%
and MH 27+.8 vs 31±1 p; P<.05). On baseline
tone histology 9 pts had mixed uranic osteodys-
trophy, 9 low turnover ostemalacia (C11) or
adynamic tone disease and 2 hyperparathyroid tone
disease (HPT). There was an inverse correlation
between stainable tone aluminum (5BA) and PTl
(P<.0l). After DFO there was a decrease in sHA
(55±5.8 vs 11±3.8%) and tone aluminum content(BC) (98±8.6 vs 49±19 ug/g dw). Even though 5BAdecreased in all pta an increase in BN was found
in 3. Histologic parameters of Ctl improved and
parameters of HPT worsened (P<.0l) necessitating
parathyroidectany in 2 pta. In summary, chelation
therapy in pta with ARBD (1) improves tone
formation and mineralization, (2) may improve
anemia and worsen hyperparathyroid tone disease.
Therefore, removal of aluminum should be noni-
tored with reassesament of tone abnormalities for
subseumnt therapy of the underlying renal
osteodystrcphy without aluminum.
PHOSPHATIOYLCHOLINE INCREASES PERITONEAL ULTRA-
FILTRATION IN RABBITS. K.Sombolos*, H.Rodella5,
J.M.Bargman, D.G.Oreopoulos. Toronto Western
Hospital, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
We studied the effect of phosphatidyicholine
(Ph) on ultrafiltration (UF) during 5 hrs of pen—
toneal dialysis in female New Zealand rabbits, Ph,
50 mg/L, was added to Dianeal dialysate containing
1.5 g% glucose (7 rabbits) or 4.25% glucose 112
rabbits). An equal number of rabbits infused with
Dianeal without Ph functioned as controls. Dialy—
sate volumes at 120 sin were calculated using the
dilution of radioactive albumin while at 300 sin
the animals were ki I led and the total volume was
recovered through an abdominal incision. UFOnI/kg)
net glucose transfer 1mg/kg) and dialysate osmola—
lity (mOss/kg) were calculated at 120 and 300 mm
and mass transfer area coefficient (MTAC) for urea
was calculated at 120 sin. Addition of Ph in 4.2
solutions produced significantly (PL0.01) more
UF at 120 and 300 mm (20.3±2.5 and 15.8±5.2 ml/k
than controls (16.1±3.4 and 6.5±7.4 mI/kg
respectively), Similarly with the 1.5% solution
at 300 sin the addition of Ph resulted in signi-
ficantly less reabsorption (—6.6±5.1 mi/kg) than
incontrols(—16.9±6.Oml/kg). To investigate
whether the increased UF was via an effect on
glucose, we studied Ph added to a 2% aminoacid
(AA) solution. Ph did not affect UF with AA
(3.5±6.3 vs 1.2±2.7 mi/kg). Ph had no effect on
net glucose transfer, dialysate osmolality or
urea MTAC.
Our results indicate that Ph increases UF in
rabbits and this effect necessitates the presence
of glucose in the dialysate. These findings may
have implications in patients on CAPD with UF
fai lure.
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G.JrH OF YERSINIA ENTEROCOLITICA (YE) IN SERI.N
FRCM IRON OVERLOADED RENAL FAILURE PATIENTS BEFORE
AND AFTER DESFERRIOXUNE (DFt)) THERAPY. Harold
D. Stein, M.D., William Gaughan, M.D., Melvin
Yudis, M.D., Robert A. Sirota, M.D., Dept. of Medi-
cine, Abington Mairrial Hospital, Abington, PA
YE septicenia is mstly observed in ixmunocom-
prnised patients or in those with iron overload.
Normal human serum has been shown to be bacteri-
cidal for Yersinia organisms. YE is a unique iron
dependent organism that is unable to produce its
own siderophores but can utilize as growth factors
those produced by other bacteria. DFO is a sidero-
phore produced by streptcImes that has increasing-ly been used to treat dialysis patients with iron
and aluminum overload states. This agent has been
shown to enhance the susceptability of iron-over-
loaded mice to growth of YE, invivo. Recently
cases of YE sepsis have been reported in dialysis
patients being treated with DED. To determine if
growth of YE would be enhanced in sera from iron
overloaded end stage renal failure patients, we in-
noculated sera from 12 patients with serum fern-
tin levels ranging from 26 to 6,855n/tnl as well
as sera from 3 controls, with Yersinia organisms.
Innoculated sera was plated on blood agar at 1,2,
3,4,6,8,10,12 and 24 hours. Serum bactericidal
activity was dr,nstrated in all sera tested. Two
iron overloaded end stage renal failure patients
were treated with Desferrioxanth-ie and their sera
were innoculated with YE and assessed for bacteri-
cidal activity which again was maintained. We con-
clude that invitro, sera from end stage renal fail-
ure patients with and without iron overload, are
equally bactericidal to control sera for YE and
that Dfl) therapy does not interfere with bacteri-
cidal activity.
THE EFFECT OF RED CELL TRANSFUSION (Tx)
ON HYPOTENSION DURING HEMODIALYSIS (HD).
Francisco Torres*, Richard A. Sherman,
Ronald P. Cody*. UMDNJ—Robert Wood
Johnson Medical School, New Brunswick &
Piscataway, NJ.
Blood pressures of 25 stable ESRD pts
with chronic anemia (mean Hgb 5.9 gm/dl)
who had received 2 units of packed red
cells during HO were studied. Three HDs
preceding and 3 following the Tx dialysis
were compared. Each Pt's dry wt, medica—
tions, dialyzer, dialysate composition
and temperature were unchanged during the
study period. Pts transfused for acute
blood loss were excluded. A hypotensive
episode was defined as a 25% or greater
fall in mean arterial pressure (MAP) re-
quiring treatment with volume expansion.
Twenty eight hypotensive episodes
preceded and 12 followed Tx (p=O.O2). IV
NaC1 use for hypotension declined from a
mean of 20.4 to 10.2 mEg per HD (p=O.Ol).
Mean dialytic weight loss was unchanged
before and after Tx therapy (2.0 v 2.1
kg). MAP (mm Hg) during HD was:
Tlme(hrs) 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5
Pre—Tx 99.5 95.9 90.6 88.1 88.1
Post—Tx 100.1 98.1 94.2 93.0 92.6
P value 0.4 0.2 0.01 0.01 0.11
The rate of decline in MAP during HD
was significantly slower following Tx
(P<0.01). Thus, red cell Tx raises
intradialytic pressure & reduces the
frequency of intradialytic hypotension.
MUCORMYCOSIS ASSOCIATED WITH DESFER-
ROXAMINE USE IN HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS. .7.
Veis*, R. Contiguglia, M. Klein*, J. MishellS, A.
TFy, and .7.1. Shapiro*. Univ. of Cob. Sch. of
Med., Dept. Med., Denver, Colorado.
Desferroxamine has been increasingly used in the
treatment of aluminum toxicity in patients on chronic
dialysis. Published reports note few major side
effects. In our 75 patient chronic dialysis unit, two
nondiabetic patients who were not receiving any
immunosuppressive drugs developed fatal fungal in-
fections due to mucormycosis while receiving desfer-
roxamine therapy. The first patient received des—
ferroxamine to treat dialysis encephalopathy and
osteomalcin. These problems clinically improved but
after one year of therapy, he had a sudden cerebral
infarct and expired. On autopsy, rhinocerebral mucor-
mycosis was demonstrated with a mycotic thrombus
involving the middle cerebral artery. The second
patient developed sinusitis of unclear etiology while
on desferroxamine. He also developed a cerebral
infarction which was shown to be due to rhino-
cerebral mucormyeosis. The chance association of
fatal mucormycosis infections in two noridiabetie
patients who were not receiving any immunosuppres-
sive drugs in such a small population is extremely
unlikely. As we have not seen a case of mucormy-
cosis in our nondiabetic dialysis patients who have
not been treated with desferroxamine, it seems
reasonable to suspect an relationship. Yersinia in-
fections have been reported to be associated with
desferroxamine. This association has been explained
by Yersinia's iron requirement for growth being ful-
filled by desferroxamine mobilized iron. A similar
mechanism may apply to mucormycosis. We feel that
hemodialysis patients on desferroxamine may be at
risk for potentially fatal mucormycosis infections.
SERIAL AND PARALLEL PAIRS OF DIALYZERS FOR HIGH-
EFFICIENCY TREATMENT. B.von Albertjni J.H.Mjller
J.P.Bosch, P.Gardrier' J.H.Shinaberger. G. Washing-ton Univ.Sch.Ned., Washington,Dc & V.A.M.C. West
Los Angeles, Dpt.Ned.UCIA, Los Angeles, CA.
Shorter, more efficient treatments require grea
ter QB. QD. membrane area and permeability. Avail-
able dialyzers can be used in pairs in a serial or
parallel configuration for greater efficiency.
Based on mass balance, contribution of each de-
vice for solute removal was calculated and
compa-
red to empirical data. For 2 dialyzers in series:
K = Kl + K2(QB — Kl)/QB, where K is overall, and
KI and K2 the individually measured clearances
of
the 1st and 2nd device. For parallel: K Ki + K2.
Clearance data are in—vivo and were obtained dur-
ing clinical High—Flux Hemodiafiltration. The mem-
brane used was polysulfone hollow fiber (Fresenius
F—60, l.25m2). Two dialyzers were used either in
series (Ser) or in parallel (Par). Reported are
means of urea whole blood clearances of 4 periods
each, with mass balance errors<IO%. K2' is the
calculated contribution of the 2nd serial device to.
overall K (mi/mm):
QB QD measured calculated measured
n=4 Ki K2 K2' K K
Ser 500 670 294 234 96 390 39
Par 2x250 685 187 205 —— 393 384Ser 635 986 339 295 139 471 503
Par 2x325 998 252 254 —— 506 494
Conclusions: 1) Efficiency of solute removal in-
creases with greater flows and membrane area, 2)
When using more than one device, solute mass remo-
val rates must be considered for efficiency, 3) For
small solutes, serial and parallel configurations
have similar net effects, 4) Effect of doubled sur-
face on efficiency is more apparent at higher QB-
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THE EFFECT OF VITAMIN 86 DEFICIENCY ON RENAL FUNC-
TION AND OXALATE LEVELS IN CHRONICALLY AZOTEMIC
(AZ) RATS. Marsha Wolfson, Jose Weisenger* and
Joel Kopple. VANC and OHSU, Portland, Oregon,
Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois and Harbor
UCLA Med. Ctr., Torrance, California.
Vitamin 86 (B6) deficiency may occur in
chronically uremic patients who do not receive B6
supplements. Previously we showed that inulin
clearances (CLR) were lower in AZ rats fed a 86
deficient diet as compared to AZ rats fed a
surfeit of B6. To examine the metabolic effects
of 86 deficiency that may explain this, rats made
AZ by 5/6 nephrectomy were randomized to receive
the same diets (30% casein) with either 22 ing
pyridoxine HC1/kg diet (86+, N8) or no B6 (B6—,
N9) and were pairfed for 6 weeks. EGOT index,
plasma and urine creatinine, urea and oxalate
were monitored. At the onset of the study, urea
and creatinine CLR were similar In the 2 groups.
After 6 weeks, In comparison to B6+, the B6— rats
had a higher EGOT index (p<.OO1) indicating B6
deficiency, plasma oxalate (69.8±41.7 1JM[SDI vs
25.9 p<.OS) and urine oxalate (.34+.08 mgi
24h vs .20+.04, p<.OO1). GFR, estimated as the
mean of the urea and dreatinine CLR, rose In both
groups by 3 weeks and then stabilized but the rise
was less in 86— rats and GFR was lower with 86- at
both 3 (p<.Ol) and 6 weeks (.37+.06 mi/min/ lOOg
vs. .30 +.03, p<.Ol). Renal histology was normal
with possibly a greater incidence of scarring at
the surgical site in the 86— rats (p<.O2). Thus,
86 deficiency in AZ rats results in lower GFR and
higher plasma and urine oxalate. It Is possible
that the higher oxalate levels or impaired renal
hypertrophlc response to the high protein diet is
a cause of the lower GFR in 86'- deficiency.
BETA—2 MICROCLOBULIN (02M) AND HEMO—
DIALYSIS MEMBRANES : IN VIVO AND IN VITRO
STUDIES. Johanna Zinqraff. P. Beynr. M. Uzan, P.
UreFa. N. K. Man, B. De;camp'. and 1. Drüekew
(intr. by F. Llach). Hôpital Necker, Paris. France.
Amyloidosis of the 132M type is a recently
recognized complication of dialysis. We studied
plasma arid ultrafiltrate 02M levels in 36 chronic
hemodialysis patients (pts). Long-term dialysis with
standard cuprophan (Cup) membrane in nonoliguric pts
and with the AN69 polyacrylonitrile membrane in
oliguric pts resulted in lower plasma 132M levels(means±SD. 24.4±6.f arid 33.0±8.2 mg/I. res-
pectively) than with Cup in oliguric pts (47.0±13.2
mg/I. p(.Ol). In acute studies, plasma 82M (corrected
for hemoconcentration) increased during Cup dialysis(n=10) from 40.6±12.2 to 53.3±11.0 mg/I but
decreased during AN69 dialysis (n=10) from
3g.4±18.o to 27.2±8.1 mg/I (p<.05). 132M sieving
coefficient in vivo was 0.33 for AN69 but near zero
for Cup membrane. Total mass transfer of B2M
across the AN69 membrane during a 4-hr dialysis was
142±45.8 mg (n7). ANE9. but not Cup. membrane
fragments incubated in vitro with human plasma
exhibited avid 125-l-62M binding (12.9% vs. 0.47% of
total l32M bound at 30 mm). No in vitro generation of
l32M from uremic blood could be demonstrated during
incubation with either membrane. In conclusion,
standard Cup dialysis promotes retention and possibly
release of 132—M in vivo whereas AN69 dialysis leads
to l32M removal due to both transmembrar,ous
transfer and membrane binding.
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Dialysis: Peritoneal
CHANGES IN PERITONEAL SOLUTE TRANSPORT AND
ULTRAFILTRATION DURING LONG-TERM CONTINUOUS
AMBULATORY PERITONEAL DIALYSIS. Sang Yong Ahn*,
Dong Cheol Han*, Seung Duk Hwang*, and Hi Bahl
Lee. Dept. of Intern. Med. Soon Chun Hyang
Univ. Hosp. Seoul, Korea.
Peritorival clearances of urea (Curea) and
creatinine (Ccr), glucose absorption, dialysate
glucose concentration, and peritoneal ultrafiltra-
tion volume (UF) were measured in 21 CAPD patients
who had been on dialysis for 7 days to 41 months
(mean 19.7 mo.) to investigate the effect of time
on CAPD on the peritoneal solute clearance and
ultrafiltration.
Curea, Ccr, and UF all correlated inversely
with time on CAPD. Number of peritonitis incre-
ased with time but did not correlate with Curea,
Ccr or UF. Peritoneal glucose absorption did
not correlate with time on CAPD although a posi-
tive correlation between dialysate glucose con-
centration and time on CAPD suggests that glucose
absorption may decrease with time.
The results of this cross sectional study
suggest that peritoneal solute transport, as
assessed by urea and creatinine clearances, and
peritoneal ultrafiltration may decrease with time
in longterm CAPD patients. Simultaneous decre-
ases in solute transport and ultrafiltration
suggest decrease in membrane area and permeability.
EFFECT OF INCREASING INTRA—ABDOMINAL PRESSURE AND
POSTURE ON LEFT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION TN PATIENTS
ON CAPD. Martin A. Alpert Jay 0. Franklin,*
Zbylut J. Twardowski, Ramesh Khanna, University of
Missouri School of Medicine, Columbia, MO.
To determine the effect of increasing intra—
abdominal pressure (TAP) and posture on left ven-
tricular (LV) systolic function in patients (pta)
receiving continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialy-
sis (CAPD) we studied 15 pts immediately after
drainage of the peritoneum (OL) and after each IL
increment of infused dialyaate solution (up to
4L). We measured echocardiographic LV internal
dimensions in diastole (LVIDd) and systole (LVIDs)
and LV fractional shortening (LVFS, an index of LV
aystolic function) as well aa heart rate, blood
pressure and TAP in the supine and standing posi-
tions. Data were analyzed for all pta, those
with LV hypertrophy (LVH) and those with LV
enlargement. Significant differences (mean SD)
were confined to the group with LVH (n8):
Variable OL 1L 2L 3L 4L
LVFS(%) 26±8 28±9 25±9 18±7* 18±7*
LVIDd(cm)5.4±O.8 5.3±0.8 5.3±0.8 5.0±0.7* 5.0±0.7*
LVIDs(cm)4.O±O.6 4.0±0.6 4.1±0.6 4.1±0.6 4.0±0.6
TAP(mmHg)2.4±1.2 2.8±0.83.6±3.24.7±3.6Th 5.6±4.4Th
* p < 0.01; t p < 0.015 compared to OL
There were no significant differences in mean
heart rate or mean blood pressure during dialysate
infusion. Standing measurements paralleled those
obtained in the supine position. The reaults
suggest that in CAPD pts with Lvii, intraperitoneal
volumes > 2L produce a significant decrease in LV
systolic function due to a preload reduction
(probably from increasing TAP). Standing does not
appear to alter this effect.
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SYNTHESIS OF l,25(OH)2 VITAMIN P BY PERITONEAL
MACROPHAGES (MAC) OF CAPD PATIENTS. C. Chaim—
ovitz*, S. Shany', I. Zuili5, N. YankovitZ*,
J. Rspoport', (intr. by T. Ben) Soroka I4ed
CTR, Beer—Sheva, Israel.
The kidney is the main source of endogenous
synthesis of 1,25(011)203. MAC are the predominant
cells in the peritoneal fluid. Recently it has been
shown that alveolar macrophages from sarcoidosis
patients are able to synthesize l,25(OH)2D. The
aim of this study was to examine whether MAC in per—
itoneal effluents of CAPD patients have the capacity
to hydroxylate 25—OH—D3 to l,25(OH)2D3. MAC were
isolated and characterized according to their
phagocytic activities and adhesiveness. Cells were
kept overnight in RPMI—l64 medium containing 10%
fetal calf serum (FCS). 10 cells/i ml were incubated
in FCS—free medium containing 200 pmol (3H)25—OH—D3.
While no l,25(OH)2D3 synthesis could be determined
in the MAC from healthy controls, all the MAC
preparations from CAPD patients showed a marked 1,25
(OH)2D3 production (range of 3.0—6.7 pmol/106 cells
/3 hrs). The V max was found to be 20 fmol/106
cells/mm. The Km was 62.5 pmol of 25—OH—D3. The
l,25(OH)2D3 synthesis was suppressed by addition
of exogenous l,25(OH)2D3 or by dexamethasone. The
HPLC—isolated l,25(0HY2D3 peak showed cross reactivity
with synthetic Hi, 250H)2D3 towards the l,25(OH)
D3 sheep antibody. In conclusion: 1) MAC of CAPD
patients synthesize l,25(OH)2D3 in vitro. 2) This
may be a potential source of the active vitamin D
metabolite in CAPD patients.
PERITONEAL DIALYSATE (D) TO BLOOD (B) TRANSPORT.
A.S. Chiu', J.1C. Leypoldt', R.P. Frigon*, and
L.W. Henderson, VA Med. Ctr., San Diego, CA.
Previous work has suggested an asymmetry in
peritoneal transport of proteins and other
macromolecules. We studied D to B transport of
creatinine and neutral dextran (13_lb X) during
ii hr isotonic and hypotonio (1:1, isotonic:H20)
exchanges in awake rabbits (n=7). During the
isotonic exchange, diffusive permeability—area
products (PA) were not different from those in
the B to 0 direction when rritoneal volume was
determined by using a 2x10 dalton marker solute.
In these experiments PA was directly proportional
to solute diffusion coefficients in solution, as
previously reported for B to 0 transport.
The effect of ultrafiltration during the
hypotonic exchange on 0 to B transport was
assessed by the change with time of D concentra-
tion relative to initial values (C/C); B concen-
trations were either negligible or constant. For
creatinine at 1 hr, the hypotonic C/C0 was 0.78 j
0.02 and exceeded the isotonic value of 0.68 j
0.03 (P<.05). Hypotonic and isotonic values were
not different after 1 hr. For all dextrans, the
hypotonio C/C0 were higher than the isotonic
values at all time points studied (P<.O1), and
they exceeded unity at 1 hr. Increased solute
concentrations during the hypotonic exchange imply
rejection by the peritoneum during ultrafiltra-
tion, as previously reported for B to 0 transport.
The 0 to B transporting barrier then appears
"open" to diffusion and "tight" to convection.
We conclude that for solutés less than lbO A
tested under these conditions, transport across
the peritoneum is symmetrical.
CAPD IN A CENTER CITY HOSPITAL. BFI Cohen and
S Alexander, Helene Fuld Med Ctr, Trenton, N.J.
Although CAPO has become an acceptable modality
for ESRD, restrictions due to certain socioecono-
mic requisites/past medical hx. may be a contribu-
tor to only 15% of ESRD patients utilizinq this
modality in the USA. Limited hemodialysis (HO) re-
sources and transportation services, patient in-
ability to tolerate HD and non—compliance to MD
have led to less restrictive CAPD criteria. In a
center city hospital 40 CAPO patients were treated
since 1984: 3 used herion, 6rover 70 yrs, 13=dia—
betics, 5rvisually impaired (1 totally blind), 4
hx. of abd. surgery and 2rhx. of diverticulitis.
Thirty three of these patients utilize Delmed
Safelock System. Socioeconomically, patient renoe
from indioent to the affluent. Mean aqe=58 yrs.
Thirty patients now remain on CAPD. The avq. pa-
tient Rx. monthar8 with 13 patients on ? 1 yr. As
for the other 10: 4 who were freciuently infected
and 2 by choice receive HO, 3 died of non—CAPD
complications and 1 was transplanted. The overall
peritonitis rate is 3.02 episodes/pt. yr. (29 in-
cidents in 341 pt. months) with 1 patient account-
ing for 20% of the infections (excludinq that pa-
tient, the rate was .83 episodes/pt. yr.). The
program's success is due largely to: an establish-
ed med/surg unit for peritoneal dialysis (PD), an
RN whose sole responsibility is patient assessment
and teaching, ongoing education for the med/surq
and critical care units, the absence of RN cross
coverage from HD to PD and the use of Delmed's
Safelock System simplifying technique. We feel
CAPO can be utilized safely in an environment of
medical/socioeconomic diversification aiding in
the increase of home dialysis.
EVALUATION OF HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEPATAVAX-B)
IN CAPD PATIENTS. Eugene E. Cunningham, Mary T.
Pasko* and Thomas R. Beam.* SUNY at Buffalo,
Dept. of Medicine, Buffalo, New York.
A total of 44 chronic ambulatory peritoneal
dialysis (CAPD) patients were found to be nega-
tive for Hepatitis B surface antibody (HBsAb) at
the Erie County Medical Center and Veterans Admin-
istration Hospital in Buffalo, New York over the
period from March, 1983 to July, 1986. These 44
patients received 3 doses (4Omcg/dose) of the
Hepatitis B vaccine (Hepatavax—B). Of these, 12
(27%) responded to the vaccine by developing
HB5Ab. Among the 32 (73%) non—responders, 17 re-
ceived a 4th dose of vaccine 6 months after the
3rd. Four (23.5%) of these patients responded to
this 4th dose of vaccine while the others failed
to respond. A total of 16 of 44 (36%) of all
CAPD patients who received either 3 or 4 doses of
vaccine responded. During the same time period
72 hemodialysis (HP) patients were given Hepati-
tis B vaccine. Thirty—four (47%) of these MD
patients responded to the vaccine. Among 276 em-
ployees who have received the full course of vac-
cine (20 mcg/dose), 21 (8%) failed to respond.
Conclusions: Hepatitis B vaccine appears to be
much less effective in CAPD patients than in em-
ployees (36% vs 92% conversion rate). The con-
version rate of CAPD patients was poorer than that
seen in HP patients. The reason for the diminish-
ed response rate in CAPD patients and HD patients
is not known. The long term effectiveness of the
vaccine in CAPD patients remains to be determined.
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CELL COUNTS IN PATIENTS RECEIVING INTERMITTENT
PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (IPD). J.T. Daugirdas,
S. Popli, D.J. Leehey, V.C. Gandhi, H. Lindner,
and T.S. Ing. Hines V.A. Hospital, Hines, IL.
In contrast to CAPD, little information is
available regarding normal values for peritoneal
fluid cell counts in IPO. Over a 12—month period,
we analyzed 1200 cell counts obtained by two
methods from 15 IPD patients. One method (P) was
to sample fluid from the peritoneal catheter prior
to hook—up for dialysis. The second method (D)
was to instill 1 L of dialysate, allow a dwell
time of 5 minutes, and then sample the effluent.
Median values for cell counts were as follows:
Total WBC Total N %N %L %M %E %B
P 670 73 12 10 6 0 0
D 100 12 10 10 65 0 0
r .62 .68 .88 .91 .71 .81 .5
(N=neutro, Llympho, M:mono, E:eo, B:baso)
The ratio of the total WBC count in P samples
to that in D samples (median 7.1) varied widely.
N counts of more than 500/cu.mm. were often found
in P samples, even when the %N count was less than
25%, and evidence of peritonitis was absent. By
multiple regression analysis, the total count of
mononuclear cells was the best predictor of the
total WBC count in P samples, whereas the total
neutrophil count was the best predictor of the
total WBC count in 0 samples. A high correlation
was found between the P and D differential counts.
Our results suggest that both P or D samples can
be used to monitor cell counts in IPD patients,
but that the differential, rather than the abso-
lute, neutrophil count is a more consistent number,
and should be followed to help detect peritonitis.
PERITONEAL DIALYSIS PLASTICIZERS INHIBIT WATER
TRANSPORT IN VIVO AND IN VITRO. A. Fracasso,
G. Bazzato,* N. A. Kurtzman, and S. Sabatini,
Umberto Primo Hospital and Texas Tech Univ,
Venice, Italy and Lubbock, TX
Scierosing peritonitis is a serious complica-
tion in patients on long—term peritoneal dialy-
sis; it markedly decreases transport of water and
solute across the peritoneal membrane. While the
precise mechanism is not known, organic compounds
from plastic tubing and dialysis bags have been
suggested to cause the syndrome. We studied the
effects of three such compounds on water and
solute transport, and morphology in vitro and in
vivo. The compounds studied were didodecyl—
phthalate (DIDP), dioctylphthslate (DOP), and
benzylbutylphthalate (BBP). Water transport was
measured in toad bladder after a 4 hr incubation
(lO-6M — 1O-3M). DIDP and BBP significantly
inhibited vasopressin—stimulated water flow. II'
administration for 7 days in concentrations
approaching those seen in patients, decreased the
transport of water and solute across the
peritoneal membrane in rats with chronic renal
failure. Morphologically, the peritoneum
revealed marked thickening and fibrosis without
evidence of leukocytic infiltration; normal
animals similarly treated showed no functional or
anatomic abnormalities. Our results demonstrate
that plasticizers (to which patients of all sorts
are commonly exposed) inhibit transport across
living membranes in vitro as well as in vivo when
renal failure is present. This study suggests
that scierosing peritonitis in CAPD patients may
be caused by cumulative toxic effects of these
compounds.
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TIDAL PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (TPD). J Frock*, Z
Twardowski, K No1ph, R Khanna, B Prowant*, J
Dobbie, K Serkes*, R Kennley*, D Witsoe*, J
Garber*. D. Med., U. of MO., Columbia, MO and
Traveno] Lab., Deerfield, ILL.
Nightly Peritoneal Dialysis (NPD) is used in
some patients (pts) who cannot tolerate CAPD. A
treatment time longer than 8 hrs is usually re-
quired because of insufficient clearance (C).
A technique called TPD was studied in which a
constant reserve volume (RV) of dialysis solution
(ds) is placed in the peritoneal cavity on top of
which a tidal volume (TV) of ds is cycled. Fac-
tors determining the efficiency of TPD include a
sufficient RF to assure adequate contact between
the peritoneal membrane and ds and the proper TV
to assure adequate mixing of dialysate.
Cs of urea (u), creatinine (cr), potassium (K),
and phosphorus (P) were measured in 6 pts using a
modified PAC-X2 cycler regulated by volume rather
than time. Five TPD schedules (sch) A,B,C,D, and
E were used with RVs of 2100, 1900, 1700, 1600,
and 1100 ml respectively and TV's of 300, 600,
900, 300, and 900 ml respectively. In all schs
23L of ds for 8 hrs was used. TPD Cs were com-
pared with Cs from CAPD using 4 2L exchanges daily
and NPD using 23L of ds over 8 hrs with 2L ex-
changes. Schs B&E provided best Cs in 3 pts each.
CAPD NPD A B C D E Best
u 8.1 7.5 7.8 8.5 8.4 7.5 8.7 9.1
Mean C cr 6.2 4.5 4.7 5.3 5.0 4.3 5.1 5.8
L/Day K 7.3 7.0 6.9 7.7 7.6 6.7 7.6 7.8P 5.8 2.7 4.0 4.5 4.4 4.0 4.5 4.9
The best TPD sch provides a type of NPD in
which C of u and K surpass CAPD and C of Cr may
surpass CAPD if a higher flow rate is used while
maintaining an 8 hr treatment time.
TICARCILLIN—CLAVULANIC ACID FOR THE TREATMENT OF
CEiPD PERITONITIS, R,Grynoch*, R.Ulan*, F,Hariey*,
K,Bettcher*, V.Burns*, K,Kowaleska*, C,Gratton*,
M.Grace*, W,Wenman* (intr, by J,Dossetor), Univ.
Alberta Hospitals, Edmonton, Alberta.
Timentin (TIM) is a combination antibiotic,
ticarcillin and clavulanic acid, active against a
wide range of penicilhinase—producing bacteria,including those often associated with CAPD peri-
tonitis, We initially studied the kinetics of a
single intraperitoneal (12) dose in 4 non—
infected CAPD patients. Mean IP levels of 2,11
mg/mi at 30 mm and 0,65 mg/mi at 5 h post—dose
were achieved with no apparent aide effects, We
next assesaed TIM in a pilot study involving 18
patients with CAPD peritonitis, TIM was given in
a loading dose of 1,2 g/l IP followed by 120 mg/i
dialysate, Peritonitis was defined as any 2 of:
(a) abdominal pain (b) Cloudy peritoneal fluid(c) organisms cultured from peritoneal fluid,
Eleven (617.) of the microbes involved were
Staphylococci (7 S. epidermidis, 4 S. aureus).
Twelve (67%) of the patients were successfully
treated as judged by clinical improvement, by
cleared dialysate by day 10 and with no immediate
recurrences, These results were compared to a
non—randomized control group with 21 patients
treated over the same time period with "standard
therapy" (cephalothin and tobramycin; vancomycin),
Outcomes were identical to TIM: 14 (67%) treat-
ment successes and 7 (33%) treatment failures,
All patients tolerated the TIM regimen well with-
out evident side effects. Thus it appears that
TIM may be a less toxic alternative to "standard
therapy" for CAPD peritonitis, although in an ap-
preciable number of patients antibiotics alone
are not curative and catheters must be removed,
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PERITONEAL CATHETER SURVIVAL IN CHILDREN.
L. Hymes, B. Clowers*, C. Mitchell*, and
B. Warshaw. Emory Univ., Atlanta, Ga.
Chronic peritoneal dialysis requires a
reliable catheter to achieve long—term
success. We compared 2 techniques for
catheter placement in children by analyz-
ing the probabilities for overall cath-
eter survival, one—way outflow obstruc-
tion and peritonitis. 35 children under-
went 56 Tenckhoff catheter insertions for
436 patient months of CAPD or CCPD.
Between 1980—82, catheters were inserted
with a slightly arcuate subcutaneous
tunnel directed transversely toward the
midline. After 1982, catheters were given
a straight tunnel directed caudally
toward the pelvis. 21 catheters required
replacement for outflow obstruction (13),
tunnel infection (4), peritonitis (1),
exit site infection (1), abdominal
abscess (1) and ventral hernias (1).
Actuarial catheter survival at 1 year was
higher in 1983—1985 than in 1980—1982
(76% vs 35% p < .05) and the probability
for outflow failure was lower (17% vs 48%
p < .05). The risk for peritonitis was
similar in both groups (62% vs 77%). we
conclude that a straight subcutaneous
tunnel directed caudally is associated
with improved Tenckhoff catheter survival
and reduced risk for outflow obstruction.
PRESENCE OF AN ANTI-VIRAL FACTOR(AVF)IN PERITONEAL
DIALYSIS EFFLUENT(PE). Z.Korzets*,O.Smetana*,A.
Pomerantz*,Y.Yuhas*,I .Elan*,J.Bernheim* (intr. by
J.Levy). Depts. of Nephrology, Meir Hospital,
Kfar Saba and Microbiology, Sackler School of
Medicine, Tel-Aviv University, Israel.
Viral peritonitis has not been reported to oc-
cur in peritoneal dialysis (PD).Prospectively, PE
was specifically cultured for viruses (Herpes Sim-
plex (HSV), CMV, EBV, Enterovirus) under basal
conditions and in the presence of peritonitis,
yielding no growth.The possibility of an AVF in
the PE was examined via the following investiga-
tions (using PE from 17 PD patients):l. inhibition
of the cytopathic effect (CPE) of Vesicular stoma-
titis virus (VSV) on human Wish amniotic cells; 2.
inhibition of CPE on CMV in human foreskin; 3. in-
hibition of CPE of HSV I in Vero cells; 4. inhibi-
tion of CPE of Coxsackie B in Vero.As control, un-
used Dianeal 1.5 g%, 4.25 g% (Travenol*), 0.9%
NaC1 and 5% dextrose solutions were employed. PE
only contained anti-viral antibodies (Ab) to HSV.
Vero cell cultures (monkey) were used in order to
rule out a possible role for human interferon(IFN).
VSV is a bovine virus and man has no Ab to it. Re-
sults were as follows: PE inhibited the CPE of all
the viruses tested.No CPE inhibition was seen with
control solutions.The addition of PE even after a
2—h incubation of VSV in Vero, resulted in CPE
inhibition.This contrasts with IFN which is inac-
tive once the virus has penetrated the cell.Our
results demonstrate that PE contains an AVF,which
is non species specific, probably not IFN and not
of an ininunoglobulin nature.
DIMETHYLAMINE (DMA), UREA (U) AND CREATININE (Cr)
KINETICS IN PATIENTS ON HEMO AND PERITONEAL DIAL-
YSIS. Jean Lee,* Chris Pittius,* Nancy Picarello*
Stephen Dunn,* and Michael Simenhoff. Jefferson
Med. Coil., Dept. of Med., Philadelphia, PA.
The kinetics of single compartment modeling of
small molecular weight compounds is valid in as-
sessing clinical efficacy of dialysis. Since U
(60 daltons (D) and Cr (113 D) only parallel ure-
mic toxicity and are not themselves toxic, we com-
pared mass transfer (NT) (mg(DMA) and g (U and Cr)
/wk) , clearances (Cl) (L/wk) generation rates(G)
(ug and mg/mm) and protein catabolic rate (PCR)
of DMA (45 D) in stable hemodialysis (HD) and
peritoneal dialysis (PD) patients, and compared
them with U and Cr. The computer model of
Sanfelipo based on Gotch and Sargeant was used.
The patients ranged in age from 15 to 60. Six
were male and 4 female. Results are means of HD
N=6 and PD N=4 patients S.E.M., extrapolated
to weekly rates to compare HD with PD, for MT and
Cl.
ND
DMA
U
Cr
DELINEATION OF THE OPTIMAL DIALYSIS REGIMEN FOR
CHILDREN UNDERGOING CCPD. Heinz E. Leichter,
Tassilo v. Lilien*, Isidro B. Salusky, John C.
Alliapoulos*, Teresa L. Hail*, Richard N. Fine.
UCLA , Dept of Pediatrics, Los Angeles, CA.
The optimal dialysis regimen and the amount of
dialysste protein losses (PL) in pediatric
patients (pts) on CCPD are not well defined. We,
therefore, evaluated 8 children aged 16.1 + 2.7
(SD) years receiving CCPD for 13.6 + 10.7 months.
All pts were admitted to the Clinical Research
Center for 48 hrs snd allocated to 3 different
dialysis regimens for 10 hrs at night with 1.5%
glucose and no daytime dwell. Protocol I included
10 exchanges, Protocol 11—5 exchanges, and
Protocol 111—3 exchanges. The mean inflow volume
per exchange was 36.9 + 5.9 mi/kg l, and was
constant in each Pt per study. BUN and creatinine
(Cr) were obtained at initiation of dialysis and
after each 10 hr cycling period. Dialysate
volumes from each cycle were measured and samples
were analyzed for urea—N, Cr and total protein.
After finishing each protocol, a serum albumin
(Alb) level was obtained.
BUN clear. ii Cr clear. ii PL i AIb
ml/min/7Okg ml/min/7Okg mg/kg bw g/dl
I 19.52 + 3.4 14.19 ÷ 3.0 81 + 21 3.43 + 0.4
II 14.55 ÷ 3.0 9.58 2.3 62 + 22 3.55 + 0.5
III 10.11 + 2.4 7.58 + 2.3 62 + 25 3.52 + 0.5
BUN (p<0.005), Cr clearances (p<O.OOl) and FL
(p<0.025) were significantly higher in Protocol
I. Alb was similar with each protocol. 45% of the
PL occured in the 1st night cycle.
CCPD exchanges with high frequency
ed. The long—term effects of PL on
al status remain to be evaluated.
MT
116
19
66
10
14
In ND
6.3± 1.7
kinetics
PD
Cl G MT Cl G
110 11.83 86.5 51.7 18.38
7
122 6.00 43.6 71.3 5.06
13 1.97
115 1.72 6.4 45.3 0.86
7 L6 6.2 0.28
PCR was 6.62 ,65 and for PD it was
g/kg/wk We conclude DMA shows similar
to U and Cr in both HO and PD.
In conclusion,
are recommend—
the nutrition—
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LYMPHATIC ABSORPTION IN CAPD. R.A. Mactier*, R.
Khanna, Z. Twardowski, K.D. Noiph. Dept. of Med.,
Univ. of Mo., Columbia, Mo.
Since the contribution of lymphatic reabsorp-
tion (LR) to loss of net ultrafiltration (UF) in
CAPD has been neglected, we evaluated the role of
LR in UF kinetics in 10 patients on CAPD for 35
10.9 (SEW) months. Each patient was studied
during a 4 hr exchange with 25% human serum albu-
min (30g) added to 2L, 2.5% dextrose dialysis so-
lution. LR was calculated from the rate of dis-
appearance of albumin from the peritoneal cavity
and transcapillary UF (TC UF) from the dilution of
intraperitoneal albumin. 6 patients (group 1)
with normal (±1 SD) 2hr/Ohr dialysate glucose (D2/
D0 glucose) were compared with 4 (group 2) with
D2/D0 glucose >1 SD below the 2 hr mean of our
CAPD population.
Groups 1&2 Group 1 Group 2 *
TC UF (±SEM)mls 669±90 914±97 417±81 p<O.Ol
LR (±SEM)mls 358±47 399±76 296±24 N.S.
NET UF(±SEM)mls 310±67 514±61 120±62 p<O.OO5
LR/TC UF(±SEM)% 58±7.2 45±6.8 77±8.8 p<0.025
*Students t test; Group 1 vs Group 2
We conclude that: 1) LR was 89.6 11.9 (SEW)
ml s/hr and significantly reduced net UF in all
CAPD patients. Extrapolated to 4x 2L, 2.5%, dex-
trose 6 hr exchanges per day, daily LR was 2.15
0.3 (SEM) litres and reduced the potential daily
net UF (TC UF/day) by 83.2±10.2 (SEM) %.
2) Although LR did not differ
between the 2 groups, LR caused a proportionately
greater reduction in net UF in group 2 since these
patients had rapid dialysate glucose absorption
and less TC UF. Failure of UF in CAPD most likely
occurs when LR equals or exceeds TC UF.
RELATION OF DIALYSATE DEXTROSE TO PERITONEAL
ULTRAFILTRATION RATE. J.F. Maher, P. Hirszel,*
and E. Chakrabarti*. Dept. Med., Uniformed
Services Univ. Hith. Sci., Bethesda, MD.
Hypertonic dextrose (dcx) induces net ultra-
filtration (UF) during peritoneal dialysis (PD)
at the cost of dex abs. Recent studies show UF
rate is limited at high dex in dialysate possi-
bly by rising plasma oncotic pressure. To quan-
tify UF relationship to dcx 15 rabbits underwent
PD with hourly exchanges at initial dcx 1.3 to
7.7%. Indicator dilution measured OF. In 10
rabbits mean UF/animal (21 studies) averaged 233
(±28 SEM) P1/Kg/mm at mean dcx gradient 1143±20
mg/dl. Mean OF/osmotic gradient (nsa) was 7.0 p1/
Kg/mm/nsa and UF/dex abs was 124 p1/mg. With
higher dialysate dex (n6) UF increased but not
quantitatively to 521 il/Kg/mis at a dex
gradient of 4346±126 mg/dl. Mean OF/oem was 2.4
pl/Kg/min/osm and UF/dex abs decreased In most
rabbits to a mean of 66 p1/mg. Calculated UF/dex
abs was high when dcx transfer was unduly low
(ri2). With 4 h dwell (n6) OF was only 84±25
il/Kg/mm, UF/osm 0.4 il/Kg/mmn/osm and UF/dex
abs 13.8 p1/mg with dex 3557±115 mg/dl. After 8
h dwell (n—4) UF was 36±12 p1/Kg/mis, UF/osin 0.2
pl/Kg/mfn/osm and UF/dex abs 8.9 il/mg when mean
dcx was 3400±114 mg/dl. Higher dialysate dcx
raises UF, decreases OF/nsa and UF/dex cbs, but
a ceiling effect was not detected within clini-
cally used dex concentrations. Long dialysate
dwell decreases UF, but dcx abs continues, so
the cost of HF is high. Within clinical limits
raising dex increases UP at only modest cost of
dex abs when dwell is not prolonged. Hourly
exchanges remove fluid as less cost of dcx abs.
PSYCHOSOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS AND COPING SKILLS
IN CHILDREN MAINTAINED ON CHRONIC DIALYSIS. M.
McGrath*, F. S. Brem*, A. Spirito, and A.S.
Brem. Brown University and Rhode Island
Hospital Providence R.I.
Psychosocial character traits and coping
skills were examined in 12 children with end—
stage renal failure. Six of the children were
maintained on in—center hemodialysis (mean age
15+3 years) and 6 were treated with home
peritoneal dialysis (mean age 114+2 years). All
patients were on dialysis for a minimum of 3
months prior to testing. Time on treatment was
not significantly different in the 2 groups.
The locus of control index indicated that both
treatment groups were in the external category
(less able to control life events). The
incidence of anxiety, depression, and
hostility did not appear to vary from a
population of healthy adolescents. While self—
concept scores in both groups were not
statistically different from the mean seen in
healthy adolescents, personal and social
adjustment scores averaged approximately at
the 20th percentile for all the children
tested. Coping skills appeared to be
influenced by the mode of dialysis treatment.
Home peritoneal dialysis patients utilized
self—reliance and friendship development as
coping processes more often than their
counterparts on hemodialysis (p<O.O5). These
data are consistent with the view that
children maintained on chronic dialysis
therapy are not as well—adjusted as the
literature might suggest, and the type of
treatment chosen may influence the development
of certain coping skills.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ANTIBIOTIC PROTEIN BINDING
AND BACTERICIDAL ACTIVITY IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS.
Gene 0. Morse,* Carol A. Rowinski,* Timothy F.
Murphy* and J. Joseph Walshe. SONY at Buffalo,
Depts. of Medicine and Pharmacy, Buffalo, N.Y.
It is generally accepted that the bactericidal
effect of antibiotics is related to the concentra-
tion of unbound drug (Fu) present in serum (S) and
that uremia alters the protein binding of acidic
drugs. To examine this relationship in dialysis
patients (D), the activity of cefamandole (C), an
acidic antibiotic, was studied in sara obtained
from 5 CAPD (PD), 5 hemodialysis (HD) patients and
5 normals (N). 1 gm of C was given intraperito—
neally to PD patients and S was sampled at 4h,lOh
and 24h. C was added to N and HO serum in concen-
tratiOna similar to mean values found in the PD
group, i.e. 30,20 and 10 ug/rnl. Equilibrium dial-
ysis was used to measure protein binding and a
microtiter assay using i05 %2il. CFU/ml to
determine serum bactericidal activity.
Results: The Fu for C in group N was 15 2%, 37
14% in PD and 41 19% in HD sera. (P<O.05, D vs
N). The minimum bactericidal concentration (MEC)
determined for total drug was similar for all
groups (0.43 ug/mi, PD; 0.41 ug/ml, HD: and 0.47
ug/mi, N) but the MEC for free drug was 0.15 ug/ml
in PD, 0.17 ug/mi in ND and 0.07 ug/ml in the N
group (P<O.05, D vs N).
These preliminary studies confirm the Fu for C
is increased in dialysis patients. However, bac-
tericidal activity of C correlated better with
total rather than free drug concentration. This
suggests that altered drug binding in uremia does
not translate into enhanced antimicrobial activity.
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CAPD PATIEN'IS HAVE ENHANCED NPSYCHOLCGIC?L
(NP) FUNCTION O*'A1ED W CENTER H}IODI1LYSIS
(QID) PATIEN'IS (PIS). A.R. Nissenson, D.L.
Wolcott*, D.K. Wellisch*, J. Iandsverk*, UCLA
Neuropsych. Inst. and Div. of Nephrology, UCLA
School of Medicine, los ngeles, CA.
We have previously shown more normal brain
function in CAPD coxipared to CHD patients as
measured by EEG evoked potentials. To see if
other manifestations of the urenic syndrcne are
better corrected by CAPD than CMI), we ccmpared NP
function cross—sectionally in 17 pairs of stable
C1'PD and CHD patients matched for sex, age, total
dialysis tine, diabetic status, and ethnicity.
Metabolic, clinical medical status, psychological,
and social data were obtained. NP measures
included the Number Cancellation Protocol (NCP),
Trailma]dng Test A and B ('IMr A, ThT B), Digit
Modalities (SC), and Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning
Test (RAVEl). C1',PD patients had better performan-
ces on all NP measures, with significant differen-
ces on NCP # seconds, 'IMI B, and SL4 scores.
Senxin Cr was correlated with scores on several NP
measures in CAPD, but not CMI) patients. Few
consistent patterns of correlation between NP
scores and other metabolic, clinical medical,
psychological, and social status variables were
found in the CPD or QID groups. Conclusion:
CAPD is associated with more cooplete reversal of
uremic encephalopathy than CHD, as tested by NP
measures. Longitudinal studies are needed to
exclude patient selection bias rather than
treabtnt modality effect per se as being causally
related to these findings.
KINETICS OF PERITONEAL ULTRAFILTRATION (UF): THE
ROLE OF LYMPHATICS. K.D. Noiph, R.A. Mactier*, R.
Khanna, Z.J. Twardowski, H. Moore*, Dept. of Med.,
Univ. of MO., Dalton Res. Ctr., VA Hospital,
Columbia, MO.
Net UF with hypertonic peritoneal exchanges
(ex) should represent total transcapillary UF
minus lymphatic reabsorption (LR). The latter is
primarily convective flow into diaphragmatic lym—
phatics propagated by diaphragmatic muscle
contraction. In 6 anesthetized rats (group I),
net UF and LR were measured simultaneously hourly
over 6 hr exs after 16 ml instillations of 15%
dextrose dialysis solution. Six other rats (group
II) had direct measurements of reabsorption and LR
over 6 hr exs after 40 ml instillations of near
isotonic Lactated Ringer's. LR was calculated
from the rate of disappearance of albumin (added
to the instilled solutions) from the peritoneal
cavity. Mean intraperitoneal volume (IPV) after
6 hrs increased to 52 ml and decreased to 28 ml in
groups I and II respectively. In group I, the
early maximum transcapillary UF rate was 0.57 ml!
mm decaying exponentially to 0 at 330 minutes; LR
was a nearly steady 0.08 ml/min over 6 hrs; at 6
hrs cumulative LR was 28.4 5.5 (SEM) ml and net
UF was 24.1 2.2 ml; thus LR was 54% of total
transcapillary UF at 6 hrs. Peak IPV was seen at
200 mm when transcapillary UF rate was equal to
LR rate and before osmotic equilibrium. In group
II, cumulative LR was nearly identical to total
absorption at each hour (r=0.98) and not signifi-
cantly different from group I when weight
adjusted. We conclude that net UF is sub-
stantially reduced by LR, especially with long
exs, and almost all reabsorption before and after
equilibrium is by LR.
DIFFERENCES IN TRANSPORT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
UREMIC AND NON-UREMIC PERITONEUM.
D.G. Oreopoulos, J.M. Bargman, K. Sombo1os
H. Rode1la L. Gotloibl Department of Medicine,
University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
We examined peritoneal transport of water and
solutesin normal, mildly uremic and severely
uremic rabbits to determine if uremia affected
membrane permeability. Dialysate, 90 ml/kg BW, was
instilled through a silastic catheter. Samples of
peritoneal fluid were withdrawn during the 60
minute dwell and analyzed for urea, creatinine,
glucose, Na, K and osmolality. 1311-albumin
dilution was used for volume determination.
Results indicate that despite higher baseline
plasma glucose levels in severely uremic rabbits,
the net mass transfer (NMT) rate of glucose from
dialysate to blood was significantly greater at 50
minutes in the severely uremic animals compared to
controls (p(O.02).Control animals demonstrated net
ultrafiltration at 60 minutes whereas mildly and
severely uremic animals showed net water absorp-
tion (controls vs. mildly uremic p<O.0O5). Urea
clearance was significantly greater in severely
uremic rabbits for the first 20 minutes but lost
statistical significance thereafter. There were
no significant differences in creatinine clearance
or NMT of Na or K. However, gradient-independent
transport of urea and creatinine assessed by the
mass transfer-area coefficient was greater in the
severely uremic rabbits compared to controls (p <
0.05 for urea, p(O.O2 for creatinine)and even in
the mildly uremic rabbits (p<O.Ol for urea).These
results demonstrate diminished ultrafiltration
capacity in urelnic animals and increased periton-
eal transport of glucose, urea and creatinine when
compared to non-uremic controls.
PERITONEAL SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN PATIENTS WITH AS-
CITES. R.Mdj_a, M.S. Kramer, S.J. Goldstein and
S.M. Kobrin Albert Einstein Med. Ctr., Phila., PA.
The mechanism of ascites formation is contro-
versial. Peritoneal membrane permeability, sur-
face area and capillary hydrostatic pressure may
all contribute to ascites formation. This study
was conducted to determine the effect of ascites
on peritoneal solute clearance (K) and ultrafil-
tration (UF) during peritoneal dialysis (PD). PD
was performed after complete drainage of ascites
in 5 pts with exudative ascites. Ascitic fluid
analysis revealed high protein, specific gravity
and LDH being consistent with exudate. Cultures
of the ascitic fluid showed no growth. During PD,
2 litre exchange of 1.5% dextrose dialysate was
utilized. A total of 15, 1—hr exchanges were per-
formed (A). The etiology of the ascites was
chronic renal failure in 3 pts and cardiac failure
in 2 pts. These results were compared with 7 CRF
pts without ascites undergoing the same PD regimen
in 28, 1—hr exchanges (B). The solute clearance
and UF during 1—hr exchanges (Mean±SEM) was:
GROUP Ku KCr Ut'
mi/ian el/mm ml/hr
A 20+1.98* 22.62+2.26** 188+40
B 15.3+0.4 11.2+0.4 211÷13
* p <.01 ** p <T0005These results suggest that solute clearance was
increased in A while Ut' was slightly lover than B.Since UF was not increased and solute transport
was enhanced in A, exudative ascites in some pts
may be due to increased peritoneal membrane sur-
face area and/or permeability rather than in-
creased capillary hydrostatic pressure. The rel-
atively lower UF in group A may be due to in-
creased solute transport.
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THE PERSISTENCE OF CLINICAL AND SEROLOGIC
ACTIVITY IN SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS (SLE)
PATIENTS ON CHRONIC PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (PD).
R. Rodby*, S. Korbet, E. Lewis. Rush Medical
College, Chicago, IL.
A persistent state of clinical and serologic
remission is common in SLE patients on hemodialy-
sis. To evaluate their course on chronic PD we
analyzed our experience with 8 patients who were
begun on PD between 1981 and 1986. The patients
were followed for a mean of 90.l±28.8(SE)mo before
PD and 20.8±4.7 mo after the initiation of PD.
Disease activity was quantified in terms of
flares/yr before and after the initiation of PD,
the means of which were 0.66±0.46 and 0.94±0.28
flares/yr respectively. There was no Significant
difference between these rates. Seven of the 8
patients had at least one clinical flare (total of
8 flares) after a mean of 13.4 mo(range:3—25) on
PD. These patients were clinically inactive and
had normal serum complement levels at some time
between the initiation of PD and their flare. The
clinical manifestations included fever, rash,
myalgias, anemia, leukopenia, serositis, and cere—
britis. Five of the flares were associated with
hypocomplementemia. The patients were being ta-
pered from a mean dose of 31.0 mg/d(0-80) of pred—
nisone at initiation of PD to a mean dose of 9.1
mg/d(2.5-25) at their flare and were treated with
a mean dose of 31.3 mg/d(l5-60). Only one patient
was completely off prednisone at any time while
on PD. Our experience reveals that, unlike SLE
patients on hemodialysis, SLE patients receiving
chronic PD continue to show clinical and serologic
disease activity requiring steroid therapy.
ENHANCEMENT OF PERITONEAL TRANSPORT IN RATS BY
DISRUPTING STAGNANT FLUID FILMS (SFF). J.
Rubin, Q. Jones,* A. Planch,* and S.D. Bower.
Univ. of Mississippi Med. Ctr., Jackson, MS.
A peritoneal dialysis "machine" may be con-
ceptualized as a glomerulus residing in a bag of
cellophane. Dialysste is added and removed but
not stirred. This design exaggerates SFF.
Dialysis rate studies were done to evaluate
transport when SFF were disrupted. Following
anesthesia, 30 ml of commercial 1.5% glucose
dialysate containing 75 mg% urea and 25 mg%
inulin warmed to 37.5 C was instilled. Dialysate
was sampled at 5, 15, 30, 45, and 60 mm after
instillation. Experimental rats were vibrated
(V) at 25 Hz throughout the study. Previously we
established a relationship between body weight
and peritoneal surface area, r=O.63: area (cm2)
0.99 * weight (g) + 234.5. Diffusive mass
transfer coefficients (MTC ml/min/1000 cm2) were
calculated. Control (C) and V group means were
tested using Student's t test. The mean MTC
values for C (n=1O) and V groups (n=12),
respectively, were as follows: urea 1.1±0.1, 2.2±
0.3, P<O.O1; glucose 1.8±0.1, 2.3±0.2, P<O.O1;
inulin 0.8±0.04, 0.7±0.10, P=NS. The mean
ratio of MTC inulin/MTC urea for C and V rats
was 0.25±0.02, 0.15±0.03, P<O.Ol. Rats sub-
mitted to vibration had MTC values for urea and
glucose greater than the controls. The lower
ratio of MTC inulin/MTC urea indicates that
the vibratory forces did not create additional
sites for the passage of inulin. In summary,
disrupting SFF augments peritoneal transport.
SINGLE AGENT THERAPY OF PSEUDOMONAS PERIIONITIS.
Stephen Sandroni, Donald Morford, and Karen
Moles*. Nephrology D:ivis ion, University Hospital,
Jacksonville, Flor:ida.
We observed 19 cases of pseudomonas peritonitis
in a 52 month per:iod. These represented 9% of our
total episodes of peritonitis. All cases were
initially treated with a gentamic:in/cefazol:in
protocol. (I.V. load then intra—peritoneal main-
tenance). Centarnicin alone was used once a gram—
negative organism was identif:ied. Two gentamicin
resistant cases were treated with TMP—SMX. Treat-
ment was continued for a total of 14 days of
gentamicin, and for 10 days in the two TMP—SMX
cases. Of these 19 cases treated with a single
agent, 9 or 47% resolved. 10 cases (53%) re-
quired catheter removal. Clinical features of
the two groups were compared. All patients pre-
sented w:ith cloudy fluid, abdominal pain, and
elevated peritoneal WBC count. Cultures resained
positive at 96 hours in 8 of 9 successfully
treated patients as well as in all treatment
failures. For 7 of the 9 successfully treated
patients this was their initial ep.isode of per.i—
tonit:is. The 2 other successfully treated
patients had had multiple prior episodes of
gram—positive peritonitis.
S;Lngle agent therapy with gentamicin or TMP—
SMX successfully treated 9 cases of pseudomonas
peritonitis. It was 100% successful (7 out of 7)
in patients without prior episodes of peritonitis,
but only 17% successful (2 out of 12) in those
previously infected.
AN ANALYSIS OF FACTORS WHICH DIRECT MANAGEMENT IN
CAPD PATIENTS WITH MULTIPLE ENTERIC ORGANISM
PERITONITIS (MEOP). K. Servilla, H. Sollinger,* S.
Zimmerman, 6. Bierne, Univ. of Utah Med. Ctr.,
Salt Lake City, UT and Univ of Wisc., Madison, WI.
MEOP is a serious problem in CAPD. MEOP most
often results from 61 pathology. Identifying
which patients (pt) need catheter removal (CR), or
surgery (OR) is difficult. This study reviews one
centers experience of 14 episodes of MEOP during
350 pt months to identify factors which would
direct therapy (Tx). Episodes were classed
according to mode of definitive Ix. Presentation
and course were evaluated by scoring.
presenting course #pt WBCs #pt x—ray
Tx n= score score PF persist studies+
Rx 4 4.2+1.0 0.5+0.5 0
CR 3 5.OT1.8 2.70.5 3*
OR 7 4.7fl.6 3.9O.8* 5* 5
p<.O5 compared to Rx
p<.05 compared to Rx, p<.0l compared to CR
There was no difference in age, CAPD duration or
history. CR was performed for persistent symptoms
and signs and/or persistent WBCs of the peritoneal
fluid (PF) in stable pt. OR was performed in the
setting of clinical deterioration with antibiotics
(Rx) or if abnormalities were seen on radiologic
exam. Pathology was found in all cases requiring
OR. All 6 patients with polycystic disease (PCK)
required laparatomy (p<.01). This study supports
that conservative Tx of MEOP is an option. Rx or
CR may be successful. The decision to operate
should be made when deterioration inspite of
appropriate Rx takes place or if x-ray evidence of
an abscess, or bowel/viscus perforation exists.
Patients with PCK warrant earlier exploration.
MEDIA ENRICHMENT OF INFECTED CAPD BAGS TO ENHANCE
BACTERIAL RECOVERY. D. L. Sewell*, L. West*, K.
Thomas*, T. Golper. Depts of Gun Path and Neph-
rology, VANC and Ore. Hlth. Sci. U., Portland, OR.
20% of CAPD peritonitis episodes are confound-
ed by failure to obtain cultures or to isolate the
organism. Noncompliance, distance, low bacterial
counts and host-defenses all contribute to this
problem. We propose to have patients add enrich-
ing media to infected dialysate bags immediately
upon drainage. This preliminary study is to
evaluate the amount of trypticase soy broth (TSR)
necessary and its effects on growth in dialysate
inoculated with known quantities of bacteria.
S. aureus (SA), E. coli (EC), Ps. aerusinosa
(PA) and coagulase negative staph (CNS) were ino-
culated (10-100 organisms/mi) into fresh and used
uremic dialysate (< 24 hours old). Ten ml of a
fivefold concentrate of TSB was added per liter
of dialysate. Control dialysate did not receive
TSR. Control dialysate did not support growth and
used dialysate supported limited growth of these
test bacteria. TSB addition to fresh dialysate
led to >106 organisms/ml for all strains by 24h.
Addition of TSB to used dialysate inoculated with
SA, EC and PA resulted in rapid growth by 24h.
CNS in used dialysate from certain patients did
not grow well and only slightly improved with TSR.
From these studies it appears that the addi-
tion of TSR to used dialysate enhances bacterial
growth except in certain patients where CNS does
not flourish, probably because of unique host de-
fense factors. Training patients to add TSR to
infected bags at home seems feasible and should
be pursued to determine if this will increase the
yield of pathogen isolation.
VANCOMYCIN PHARMACOKINETICS AND
OTOTOXICITY IN CAPD. Marcia R. Silver. Patricia
Kroboth*, Michael I. Sorkin, John Durrant',Conrad Wall,
111*. University of Pittsburgh, Pgh., Pa.
The pharmacokinetics of vancomycin have been studied
in CAPD patients - but only in those without infection at the
time of study and never including prospective monitoring
of auditory and vestibular function. We studied 4 patients
with exit or tunnel infections or peritonitis who were treated
with intraperitoneal (IP) vancomycin, 30 mg/kg IP as a
loading dose and 7 mg/kg/day P maintenance dose,
according to the protocol proposed by Bunke et al. (Clin.
Pharmacol. Ther. 3.: 631, 1983) and predicted to achieve
serum levels of 13-17 mcg/ml. Our patients' serum
vancomycin levels averaged 29.5 mcg/ml (range 20.8 -
36.6 mcg/ml) during the first 54 hours. The peak levels
achieved averaged 36.6 mcg/ml (range 24.4 - 43.8
mcg/ml.) The apparent elimination half-life of vancomycin
in our patients averaged 48 h (range 34.3 - 61.7 h.)
Dialysate clearance averaged 1.47 mI/mm (range 0.92 -
2.1 mI/mm.) The fraction of the initial dose absorbed from
the peritoneum in 4 h was 65% (range 45 - 81%.) The
plasma clearance averaged 7.68 mI/mm (range 6.9 - 10.44
mi/mm.)
As part of a larger prospective study of hearing and
balance in CAPD patients, our study patients all had
baseline audio-vestibular testing done prior to receiving
vancomycin, and follow-up studies were completed weekly
for 4 weeks thereafter. Auditory testing, including ultra-
high frequency audiometry (up to 16K Hz) revealed no
significant changes in our patients' hearing. Vestibular
testing also revealed no changes attributable to the drug.
In summary, in our infected CAPD patients receiving IP
vancomycin, we observed serum drug concentrations
about twice that predicted by Bunke et al., but found no
evidence of auditory or vestibular toxicity.
OMEGA—3 POLYUNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS IMPROVE LIPID
PROFILE AND LOWER BLOOD VISCOSITY IN CAPD PATIENTS.
B.A.C. van Acker*, H.J.G. Bilo*, C. Popp—Snijders*,
H. van Bronswfjk*, C. Rustemejer*, P.L. Oe*, A.J.M.
Donker*(intr. by L.W. Statius van Eps).Free Uni-
versity Hospital,Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Lipid profile in severe renal failure shows a
decrease in HDL—cholesterol and an increase in tri-
glyceride levels, contributing to an acceleration
of atherosclerosis. Blood pressure is also often
elevated. Omega—3 polyunsaturated fatty acidsPUFA
(eicosapentaenoic acidEPA, 20:5 omega—3, and
docosahexaenoic acid=DRA, 22:6 omega—3) are known to
improve lipid profile, to decrease blood viscosity
and to lower blood pressure in certain patient
categories. We investigated the effects of an eight
weeks addition of three grams of EPA+DHA ("Super
EPA", Pharmacaps, GB) to the normal diet of nine CAPD
patients.
HDL2—Chol, HDL243—Chol, Triglyc.
(mmol/l) (mmol/l) (mmol/l)
before EPA 0.37 + 0.04 1.05 + 0.06 2.3 + 0.3
after EPA 0.55 + 0.09* 1.26 + 0.11* 1.6 + 0.2*
(mean s.e.m.,Wilcoxon signed rank test, *=pO.O5)
Blood phospholipid P/s ratio increased, The viscosity
of erythrocyte suspensions at HtO.SO decreased at
all shear rates except the lowest. MCV decreased from
92+1 fi to 88+1 El (p<O.O5, mean + s.e.m,). Blood
pressure did not change.
It is concluded that the daily use of a small
amount of omega—3 PUFA by CAPD patients improves
lipid profile and lowers blood viscosity, indicating
an improved erythrocyte flexibility. Long term stud-
ies are warranted to investigate the effects of
omega—3 PUFA on atherosclerosis and cardiovascular
complications in these patients.
MEASURF4ENT OF ULTRAFILTRATION(UF) BY Tc99m DILU-
TION IN CHILDREN ON CAPD/CCPD(PD). T,von Liiien*,
I.B.Salusky, A.R.Nissenson, D.Marciano*,A.Aly*,
R.Hawkins*, R.N.Fine. Depts. Pads. Med. Surg.
Nuclear Med. IXLP. Sch. Med., IA, CA
Accurate methods for measurmuents of net UP in
pts on PD are lacking. Therefore, we measured UP
by Tc99m dilution & by volume (Vol) in 10 pta,
aged 15.8.*3.0 (SD) yrs treated with P!) for 33±20
mos. After 3 flushes, a 180 mm dwell with a
4.25% glucose dialysate (D) solution r3.med with
0.5 mCi/L Tc—99 m- labeled macroaggregated albumin
(MAA) was instilled. Osmolality (Osm), glucose(G) counts (cPM) were obtained at 0 & 180 mm in
serum (s) and in D at 3, 30, 60, 90, 120, & 180
mm after instillation of the solution. UP was
mcpressed as % of initial volume: UF100-CPM
(3min)xlOO/CPM(t), where ttime of sampling.
t (mm) 3 30 60 90 120 180
UF(%)Vol —— —— ————— ——— 31±8
Tc99m 5.0 15.3 19.6 31.0 37.0*
G S—G 3061 2517 2068 1756 1612 1299*
(mg/dl) ±287
S—Osm 451 400 372 354 346 328*
(nosm/kg) ±7 ±12 ±13 ±9 ±10 ±10
* 3mm vs 180 mm P<0.0001,
S—G rose fran 99±16 to 127±15 mg/dl(P<0.005) at
180 mi.n, S CPM was 0.2±0.1% of the CPM(l8Omin) in
D. Pta were grouped according to length of PD
treateent. UP (Tc99m) in 5 PD pta for 17±2 mos,
was 46±10% canparad to 27±11% (p<O.OS) in 5 PD
pta for 51±13 mos; whereas UP (Vol) was 34+6 and
27±10% (pNS), respectively. Thus, Tc99m MA.A
dilution technique may provide a more accurate
measurament of net UP aM serial studies are
warranted.
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THE INFLUENCE OF PERITONITIS ON THE PHARNACOKINE—
TICS OF INTRAPERITONEAL VANCOMYCIN. J. Joseph
Walahe snd Gene 0. Morse*. SUM at Buffalo, Depts.
of Medicine snd Pharmacy, Buffalo, New York.
Vancomycin (V) is frequently the drug of choice
to treat gram—positive infections in CAPD patients.
However, the pharmacokinetic characteristics of
intraperitoneal (IP) V have been described in non—
infected patients (NI). To examine the influence
of peritonitis (P) on IF V, 14 CAPD patients (10
with P and 4 NI) received 3OmgIKgI2L of V IF over
a 6h dwell. Serum and dialyaate was collected
over 1 week. V waa analyzed by HPLC.
Results; During F, 91 9% of V was abaorbed, com-
pared to 46 14% in NI group (P<O.05). Serum
concentrations of V at lb for P were 20 8 ug/ml
and 9 6 ug/ml for NI (FcO.05); by 6h P was 37
8 ug/ml whileNl levels were 30 7 ug/ml (P=NS).
Syatemic clearance, nonetheleaa, was similar, at
7 3 ml!min/70 Kg in P and 5 1 ml/min/70 Kg in
NI group. Net peritoneal clearances ware also
similar in P (1.4 0.7 ml/min/Kg). and NI (1.7
0.9 ml/min/Kg). The volume of distribution was
1.2 0.3 L/Kg in P and 0.6 0.3 L/Kg in NI (P<
0.05) while the mean serum half—life (T½) during
P was 184h vs 91h in NI patienta (P<O.05).
Conclusion: Although clearance valuea were similar
in both groups, P caused a twofold increase in IF
V absorption and in its volume of distribution.
Despite similar serum concentration profiles for
F and NI groupa after 6h, total body exposure to
V and serum T½ doubled during P. These data sug-
gest that vancomycin pharmacokinetica are aignif i—
cantly altered by peritonitis.
ALGAE PERITONITIS MISDIAGNOSED AS FUNGAL. k.
*, T. Golper, A. Rashad*. Nephrology; Clin.
Path., Ore. Hlth. Sd. U. Portland, Oregon.
Toruloosis fungal peritonitis in CAFD
patients is well described and often requires
catheter removal for cure. A diabetic woman had
been in our CAPD program for 9 months without
infections when she developed asymptomatic cloudy
bsgs. This had been self-treated with heparin
for a week when dialysate leukocytosia was noted
and the cosatal community hospital isolated
Torulopsis glabrata from dialysate. Upon refer-
ral here oral ketoconazole and i.p. miconazole
were administered. After 3 days without its-
provement the catheter was removed. Reddish-
brown pus surrounded the deep cuff from which the
algae Prototheca wiclcerhamii waa isolated. Anti-
fungal drugs were continued and new catheter
inserted after another 3 days. The original
dialysate isolate from the local hospital and the
tunnel pus isolate from our hospital were sent to
the CDC in Atlanta where Protothecs was confirmed
from both. Mean inhibitory concentration assays
indicated thst no antifungal drugs would be
effective but we continued therapy for 4 weeks.
Dislysate cleared 10 days after insertion of the
new catheter. She has done well without
recurrence for 4 months.
Algse csn cause peritonitis and tunnel
infections. This particular algae notoriously
looks sod behaves like the fungus Toruloosis
glabrsta end could have been misdiagnosed in
previous reports, as it was at the community
hospital. This could explain the inability to
cure such infections. Despite inadequate
sntibiosis the infection in our patient resolved
without sequelae after catheter replacement.
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REDUC'I'TON OF CAPG PERIODNITIS RATE BY TEE TRAVENOL
CAPI) GERRffCIDAL EXCHANGE DEVICEtm (UV.XG) .Anthony
H. Zappacosta, Susan T. Perras. The Bryn Mawr
HospitaL Bryn Rawr, PA.
We oorrpared peritonitis rate(PR) of patients(PT)
using non—UV,non—PT assist, open CAPD systems
(Group I) with PT using TJV-XD (Group II). Candi-
date selection criteria, socio—econornic level and
training were identical. All PT were taut to
add Heparin to baga for 14 days for dialysate fib—
rin. Group I had 146 PT, 904.75 PT months (ranga
.5—51.5, median i7.25, 19.66). Group II had
142 PT, 480.25 months (ranga 0.25—11.75, median
12.25, mean 11.31). Group I PT were over 18 years
of age and 11 insulin adding diabetics were 25% of
PT months. Group TI were over 18 years of age and
8 insulin adding diabetics were 19% of PT months.
In Oroup II, 17 PT converted from another CAP!)
system (median time per—conversion 32.75 months,
range 1-51.5). 25 PT were first trained on UV—XD.
Group I had 1114 episodes of peritonitis (F) .ving
PR of 1 case every 7.94 PT months. Group IT had
28 episodes P, for PR of I case every 17.15 PT
months(P=.0002). In Group I, 16 cases P were asso-
ciated with same organism exit site infection(EST),
5 cases were probable endogenous origin (PEG)
(one enteric bacteria with diverticulosis or mul-
tiple enteric bacteria alone), and 93 of unknown
cause. In Group II, 16 cases P had same organism
EEl, 8 cases were PEG and 14 cases were of unknown
cause. Group I PR excluding BET and PEG cases was
1 case every 9.73 PT months. Group II PR with these
exclusions was 1 case every l2G.G6 PT months
(p.C.GGG1).
We conclude that the UV-XD was responsible for
a sigaificant reduction in peritonitis rate of
CAP!) PT in our program.
SELGTNGER TECHNIGUE FUR TENCKHGFF CATHETER
PLACEMENT. Anthony P. Zanpacosta, Susan T. Perras,
The Bryn Mawr Hospital, Bryn Mawr, PA.
Prom 1—23—814 to 5—13—86, all acute (ARF) and
chronic renal failure (ESRG) patients (PT) treated
with peritoneal dialysis (PG) in our program had
Tenckhoff catheters placed surgically or by Eel—
dinger Technique (ST). ST involves oeritnneal punc-
ture throup-t 2 cm skin incision with Vents needle.
Wire and dilator follow removal of needle and the
stylet directed Tenckhoff passes thmou a peel—
away sheath. Procedure takes 20—30 minutes in bed
with local anesthesia and Prophylactic antibiotics.
71 catheters were placed by ST. These catheters
were removed electively or for followias reasons.
6were removed for tunnel +/or placement (P) site
infection within 6 months of P. 14 catheters were
removed for poor drainage within 2 weeks of P.
After 2 weeks, drainage problem are/probably not
attributable to P technioue because we have not
had drainage problems first appear after aoprox.
2 weeks post P by any technique. 2 bowel perfora-
tions, sealing spontaneously, occurred with the
first 1414 catheters before the decision to exclude
PT who were likely to have adhesions. After this
decision there were no serious cosplications in 28
P. 1 catheter was removed for subcutaneous leak
within 2 weeks of P.
As of this writing, the remaining catheters func-
tioned as long as needed in ARF. In BERG PT 19
have lasted at least 1 year, 6 have lasted at least
6 months, and 2 at least 3 months.
We conclude that, excluding PT who are likely
to have adhesions, the ST is a safe, effective,
less—expensive and less traumatic method for pens—
anent PG access placement.
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LONG—TERM SURVIVORS ON PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (PD).
Stephen W. Zimmerman, Curtis A. Johnson* and lark
OBrien,* University of Wisconsin Center for
Health Sciences, Madison, Wisconsin.
Because continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialy-
sis (CAPD) is a new dialytic modality, there is
little information on long—term outcome. To
obtain more information, we reviewed all patients
(pts) starting PD who performed CAPO and were at
risk for over 4 years. Sixty-two pts started; 3
recovered renal function, 7 received transplants
and 12 switched to hemodialysis. Twenty-one died
on CAPD in less than 4 years (short-term survivors,
STS) and 19 (12 male, 8 diabetic) survived more
than 4 years (long-term survivors, LTS), for 1 and
4 year survival rates of 89% and 54%. Compared to
STS, LTS were younger with less prior cardiac
disease, but had higher pre—dialysis S. creatinine
and lower hematocrit values. On follow—up (x 65
mo.) LTS has less peritonitis, fewer hospital days
and fewer thromboembolic episodes than 515. Nine-
teen LTS had improved blood pressure control,
stable BUN, S. creatinine and S. albumin. Hemato-
crit and S. calcium increased from pre-dialysis,
S. phosphate fell and HgbA1 values improved in
diabetics. Non-CAPD related infections were rare,
and catheter survival was prolonged. However, LTS
males gained weight ( 10.5 Kg) which correlated
with dialysate glucose instillation. Hernias
occurred in 10 pts, bone fractures in 5 of 8 dia-
betics, and clinical ischemic heart disease in 7.
It is concluded that pts, including males and
diabetics can have prolonged survival on PD, but
further observation and attempts at alleviating
morbidity are necessary.
Hormones/Autacoids
RENAL RECEPTORS AND RESPONSIVENESS TO ATRIAL
NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) IN ISOLATED KIDNEYS (1K)
FROM RATS ADAPTED TO HIGH AND LOW SALT DIET.
F.A.Almeida*, N. Suzuki* and T. Maack, Dept. of
Physiology, Cornell University Medical College.
Chronic salt depletion or loading may lead to
adaptation of renal receptors and/or renal re-
sponsiveness to ANF. To test this hypothesis, we
determined equilibrium binding kinetics and steady
state dose—response effects of ANF in 1K from rats
kept on a high(H) or low(L) salt diet during 15
days (Na excretion/24h: 11=5.90; L=0.O6mEq). Den-
sity (Bmax) and affinity (Kd) of binding sites as
well as dose—response effects of (l—28)ANF were
determined in 1K as previously reported by us
(Suzuki at al., Fed. Proc. 45:680, 1986). ANF in-
creased GFR and UNaV in a dose—dependent manner
and at each dose level (lOpM—O.lJM) to a similar
degree in IK(H)(n5) and IK(L)(n5). Minimal de-
tectable effects were observed at 10pM and maxi-
mal effects at 1—lOnM. Maximal effects as % of
control were: GFR: 79±26% IK(H), 127±50% IK(L)
(p>0.O5); UNaV: 1700±701% IK(H), 1440±343% IK(L)
(p>O.O5). Kinetic parameters of ANF binding to
whole kidney tissue(WK), cortex(C) and papilla
(P) were:
(n=3) B5(pmoles/gm tissue) Kd (pM)
14K C P 14K C P
IK(H) 4.7 6.6 3.4 39 36 519
IK(L) 5.3 7.3 3.3 46 42 418
Results demonstrate that differences in salt diet
of donor rats do not result in intrinsic altera-
tions in kinetics of binding or responsiveness to
ANF in the 1K. This auggesta that salt intake
does not lead to up or down regulation of ANF
renal receptors.
THROMBOXANE PRODUCTION BY ACTIVATED RENAL CORTICAL
MACROPHAGES. I.Altboum*, J. Boswell and VE
Kelley. Brigham and Women's Hospital Boston, MA
Arachidonic acid metabolites (AA),in particular
thromboxane (TXA2) play an important role in renal
injury. The source and regulation of these mole-
cules are unclear. Since macrophages (macs) are
abundant in the lupus MRL—lpr kidneys with increa-
sed TXA2, we hypothesized that these cells
were responsible for enhancing renal TXA2. There-
fore, we cultured macs from murine cortical tis-
sue and examined their AA metabolite profile.
Macs cultured from the cortex of proteinuric
MRL—lpr mice with nephritis, identified by mac
specific antigens, had increased surface Ia MHC
molecules and an abundance of Fc receptors.
(n=3) TXB2 PG12 (pg/ug PGE2 LTB4 LTC4
9.9 0.7 protein) 2.1 0 0
AA 47.9 2.0 13.4 — —
A.A+ rIL—l 71.4 2.8 24.5 — —
Renal maca produced basal levels of TXA2 greater
than either PGI2 or PGE2 and similar to activated
peritoneal (P) macs. By comparison, the main
metabolite of resident P macs was PGI2>PGE2>TXA2.
AA enhanced the synthesis of all metabolites which
was further increased by recombinant interleukin 1
(rIL—l) but not rIL—3 or LTC4. Serum from old
MRL—lpr but not normal mice increased TXA25x in
these maca with numerous Fc receptors but did not
alter TXA2 in P maca with few Fc receptors. Thus,
activated macs increase the renal cortical vasco—
constrictor TXA2 which is then capable of in-
ducing the vaaomotor changes important in renal
injury.
THE BILE SALT TAUROCHOLATE INCREASES
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY AND ENHANCES VASO-
PRESSIN ACTION IN RABBIT CORTICAL
COLLECTING TUBULE. Robert J. Anderson, On S.
Better, and Mark A. DillIiiihifn. Denver VA, Denver,
Cob, and Technion School of Med., Haifa, Israel.
A decrease in renal water excretion occurs in
patients with hyperbilirubinemia and in animals with
bile duct ligation. Although bile salts affect biliary
transport processes, there is little information on the
effect of these agents on renal transport parameters.
We therefore examined the effect of basolateral
sodium taurocholate on basal hydraulic conductivity(Lp, cm/atmsxlO7) in rabbit cortical collecting
tubules (CCT) perfused in vitro. Taurocholate at
103M (but not at 104M or 105M) resulted in a
rapid, sustained increase in Lp (from 18+6 to 53+5,
p<0.025) in 6 tubules. The increase in Ep with
103M taurocholate was comparable in time course
and magnitude to that observed with 50 pU/mI of
arginine vasopressin (VP, n=6) and 104M CIPheScAMP(n=6). To determine the membrane site at which
tauocholate stimulates Lp, we measured Lp before,
during and after removal of peritubular taurocholate
(104M) in 5 VP (50 pU/mb) and in 5 CIPheScAMP
(104M) treated tubules. Taurocholate significantly,
reversibly increased both VP— and C1PheScAMP—
stimulated Lp in each tubule (p<.00l). These results
demonstrate that taurocholate increases basal Lp and
reversibly potentiates VP— and CIPheScAM P—stimulated
Lp in the mammalian CCT. Together, these obser-
vations suggest that taurocholate exerts a direct
effect on collecting tubular cell apical water
permeability. This effect of taurocholate may
contribute to the impairment of renal water excretion
seen in hyperbilinubinemic states.
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N MEDIATED ENHANCEMENT OF CAMP FORMATION BY
LTHIUM (Li) IN CULTURED RAT INNER MEDULLARY COL-
LECTING TUBULE CELLS (RIMCT). N. Anger* and T.
Ben, Dept. Med. Univ. Colorado, Denver, CO.
Studies on the biochemical nature of the renal
effects of Li are conflicting. RIMCT cells
exposed to 5mM Li for 1 hr displayed no altera-
tion in cAMP formation in response to 10 or 100nM
AVP. To assess the effects of chronic Li (CLi)
cells were grown for 72 hr in 5mM Li. CLi cells
displayed enhanced cAMP formation at both lOnM
AVP 114±9.2 vs 7l.7+7.4fmIig in controls, p<.OO5
and lOOnM AVP 182±14 vs 12O+8.3fm/pg in controls,
p<.OO1 n=16. Despite comparable levels of PGE2
production 18±8 vs 16.5+1.2 pg/Jg n8 the CLi
mediated enhancement in cAMP production was
entirely abolished by 5iM meclofenamate as cAMP
declined to 5l±2fm/ig at 1OnM and to l34±lOfm/g
at lOOnIf AVP. To further define the site of Li
action the effect of CLi on forskolin (F) stimu—
lated cAMP production was studied. A catalytic
site of action seems unlikely as CLi somewhat
decreases F stimulated cAMP production 382±18 vs
44l±24fm/ig in controls (n=16). To define whether
Li may act on the guanine nucleotide stimulatory
protein N , cholera toxin (CT) was employed. CLi
enhanced he cAMP accumulation caused by submaxi—
mal exposure to CT (lOpg/ml for 3 hr) from 223±21
to 277±38 fm/ig,.l>p>.O5 n=4, but failed to
enhance cAMP accumulation at maximal CT stimula-
tion (2O/ig/ml for 16 hr) 355±25 vs 377±53 n8
N.S, suggesting that the effect of Li requires a
stiinulatsble N protein. We conclude that 1)
acute Li exposure has no effect on cAMP accumula-
tion, 2) CLi exposure enhances cAMP formation.
This is mediated by a non—PGE2 cyclooxygenase
product acting on N.
DOPAMINE (DA) IS AN INTRARENAL NATRIURETIC
HORMONE. Anita Aperia, Alejandro Bertorello,* and
Istvan Seri.* Dept. of Developmental
Physiol.Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.
We recently demonstrated that if proximal convoluted
tubule (PCI) segments from collagenase perfused rat
kidneys are exposed to DA, the drug will cause a rapid,
reversible and dose dependent inhibition of NaKAlPase
activity. In this study we examined whether DA synthe-
sized in PCT cells will modulate PCI pump activity and
contribute to the control of Na homeostasis. Single PCI
segments were preincubated with the DA precursor L-
dopa 1O4M in the presence and absence of benserazide
(bz), an inhibitor of L-dopa decarboxylase which con-
verts L-dopa to DA. With L-dopa alone, pump activity
was reduced to 62.6 + 3.2 %, but with L-dopa + bz,
pump activity was normal, 101.1 + 5.8 %. (Values for L-
dopa (+ bz) incubated PCI are expressed in % of value
for simultaneously analysed vehicle incubated PCT, n =
6 rats in each group). High sodium (HS) diet increases
renal DA production (3d 54:194, 1974). In rats fed HS
(drinking water replaced with normal saline), for 10
days pump activity was reduced to 44.2 .i. 4.7 %. If HS
rats were given bz immediately before study, pump -
activity was 92.2 7.2 %. (Values for HS rat are ex-
pressed in % of values for simultaneously analysed PCI
from rat on normal sodium (NS) diet, n = 4-6 rats). In
rats studied with clearance technique FENa was 1.7 +
0.2 %, in NS rats and 3.6 0.3 % in HS rats(p < o.oofJ.
If HS rats were bz treated immediately before study,
FENa was significantly reduced to 1.8 + 0.1 % (n = 5-7
rats). Conclusions: Pump activity in PCI is modulated
by locally synthesized DA. DA inhibition of PCI pump
activity is enhanced during HS intake. This will con-
tribute to the natriuresis that follows HS intake.
EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR ON
CYTOSOLIC FREE CALCIUM IN CULTURED RAT
GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL CELLS. R.G. Anoel,
G.R. Dubyak*, and M.J. Dunn. Departments of
Medicine and Physiology, Case Western Reserve
University and University Hospitals, Cleveland, OH.
Atrial natriuretic factor (ANF) has known
vasorelaxant properties. Atriopeptin III (APIII) has been
shown to inhibit angiotensin II (ANGII)-induced
contraction of cultured rat glomerular mesangial cells.
This effect is not seen with the shorter fragment,
atriopeptin I (API). In order to investigate possible
mediators of these effects, CytOsolic free calcium [Cal
was measured in response to these agents in confluent
monolayers of mesangial cells grown on plastic and
loaded with the fluorescent calcium-indicator, fura-2.
100 nM APIII lowered basal [Cai by 21±3% compared
to buffer control (n=8, p< 0.05). 10 nM ANG II
increased [Ca] by 257±8% and 212±11% in
monolayers preincubated with buffer and 100 nM
APIII, respectively. However, due to the effect of
APIII to lower basal [Caj, the absolute increase in
[Ca] induced by ANGII fell from 257±8% in cells
preincubated with buffer to 187±12% in cells
preincubated with APIII (n=8, p< 0.05). 1 uM API had
less effect, lowering basal [CaHi. by 15±9% compared
to buffer control (n=3, p< 0.05'). Additionally, the
absolute increase in [Ca]1 induced by 10 nM ANGII
in cells preincubated with I uM API was 241±29% (no
difference compared to cells preincubated with buffer).
I and 10 uM dibutyryl cyclic GMP had no effect on
basal or ANGII-induced [Ca1 (absolute increase
255±12%, n=4). These results support a role for APIII-
induced decreases in [CaH] as a mediator of the
inhibitory effect of APIII on ANGII-induced
Contraction of mesangial cells, and may partially explain
the vasorelaxant properties of ANF in general.
PLASMA AVP REMOVAL UNDER ISOOSMOTIC AND ISOVOLUMIC
CONDITIONS STIMULATES AVP SECRETION IN HUMANS.
Wojciech PruszczynakiBêatriee
Viron, Annette Bussel Muriel Rainfray and
Francoise Mignon (intr. by D. Schlondorff). Tenon
and Saint Louis Hosp., Paris, France.
Arginine vasopressin (AVP) was measured in the
plssma and its ultrafiltrate in 11 patients with
end-stage renal failure treated byhemof'iltration.
19 1 of ultrafjltrate were produced over 170 mm
and continuously replaced by an isoosmotic
substitution fluid in order to maintain the body
weight constant. AVP concentration was not signi-
ficantly different in the plasma (7.1±0.4 and
7.4±0.6 pg/ml before and after hemofiltration) and
the ultrafiltrate (6.6±0.5 pg/ml) and did not
change with time. The AVP clearance rate resul-
ting from hemofiltration was 114±2.6 ml/min which
represented more than two thirds of the basal
metabolic clearance rate of these patients as
predicted from previous results of this labora-
tory. Plasma osmolality, body weight, blood
pressure, hematocrit and plasma renin activity
(PRA) were not modified during the hemofiltration
session. In a supplementary study, PRA, aldoste-
rone, insulin and AVP were measured before and
after 125 % plasma exchange in 19 patients.
Whereas PRA, aldosterone and insulin fell by 70 %
in accordance with the amount of plasma exchanged,
plasma AVP was not modified significantly (7.2±1.9
and 6.1± 0.5 pg/al before and after plasma
exchange). We hypothesize that stimulation of AVP
secretion, under isoosmotic and isovolumic
conditions, is the consequence of a direct effect
of the rate of decrease of plasma AVP on the AVP-
secreting cells.
ADENOSINE SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION IN RABBIT CORTICAL
COLLECTING TUBULE (RCCT) CELLS: ROLE OF CALCIUN
Lois 2. Arend*, Naria Burnatowska_Hledin*, snd
William S. Spielman. Michigan State University,
East Lansing, Michigan.
Adenosine inhibits vasopressin(AVP)—stimulated
hydraulic conductivity in the cortical collecting
tubule (Dillingham and Anderson, 2. Nembr. Biol.
88:277,1985). In cultured RCCT cells isolated by
immunodissection, A2—specific adenosine analogs
stimulate cAMP production (NECA;ECSDO.SuN), and
Al analogs inhibit basal and AVP—stimulated cAMP
production (CHA;ECSO=5nM). Additionally, elevation
of cellular Ca inhibits AVP—atimulated cAMP
production (Teitelbaum and Berl,JCI 77:1574,1986).
To examine the role of intracellular Ca in
adenosine signal transduction in the collecting
tubule, RCCT cells loaded with the fluorescent Ca
indicator, furs—2, were treated with adenosine
analogs (NECA, CHA, and R—PIA). In contrast to
their action at cAMP—coupled adenosine receptors,
all three analogs (lnN—D.lmM) produced dose—
dependent, transient increases in intracellular Cs
concentration with the same potency (ECSO1uM).
The increase in intracellular Cs was completely
blocked by pretreatment of RCCT cells with 1 ug/ml
pertuesis toxin. Diphenylxanthine (1 uN) and
chelation of extracellular Ca with EGTA attenuated
the increase in Ca by 150%. These results suggest
the presence of a Cs—mobilizing receptor for
adenosine in RCCT cells, with characteristics
different than adenosine receptors coupled to the
sdenylate cyclase system (Al and A2) and are
consistent with inhibition of AVP—atimulated water
movement by adenosine through a calcium—mediated
mechanism.
DETERMINATION OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP)
CONCENTRATIONS IN NICROLITER SAMPLES OF RAT
PLASMA BY RADIORECEPTOR ASSAY. Barbara 2.
Ballermann. Brigham and Women's Hospital and
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
To enable measurement of AMP repeatedly in the
same rat, a micro—radioreceptor assay (RRA) was
developed. For this purpose, glomerular
microsomea bearing AMP receptors were coincubsted
with 10—30 91 of rat plasma at 0°C for 12—16
hours. '25I—AMP was then added, and bound
radioactivity separated from free by filtration 3
hours later. The lowest detectible 9usntity of
ANP, defined as 15% inhibition of 12°I—AMP
binding, was 0.38 0.07 fmole (n=lD). Half—
maximal inhibition of binding occurred at 15 2
pM unlabeled AMP (n=1D). The intra— and
interasssy coefficients of variation were 4.1%
(n=1D) and 13% (n=B), respectively. Recovery of
SD and 100 pM ANP added to plasma was 97 5% and
105 3%. respectively (n=3). Synthetic,
biologically inactive AMP fragments added to
plasma were not detected. In conscious, fasting
rats the AMP concentration of plasma from tail
blood was 28 5 pM (86 15 pg/ml) (n=5), in
agreement with values previously obtained by
radioimmunosssay (RIA). In the same rats, plasma
AMP concentrations averaged 56 8 pM (171 24
pg/ml) in the postprsndisl state (p <.001 by
paired t—test). Thus, AMP is reliably detected
in ID—3D p1 of rat plasma by this radioreceptor
assay. The advantages of the RRA over
conventional RIA are that 1) the small sample
size allows repeated determinations in the same
rat, 2) inactive AMP fragments are not detected,
3) plasma extraction is avoided, and 4) the assay
is completed in less than 24 hours.
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ROLE OF VAS0ACTIVE NORMOMES IN HYPERFILTRATION OF
OIABETES. Norman Bank, Maria A.G. Lahorra*, Bagop
S. Aynedjian* & Detlef Schlondorff. Montefiore
Hospital a Albert Einstein Coll. Med., Dept. of
Medicine, Bronx, New York.
rhe mechanism of glomerular hyperfiltration
(GM) in early lOOM is unknown. We studied the
role of three renal vasoactive hormone systems in
rats 7—10 days after streptozotocin—induced
diabetea. GFR and SNGFR were 25% and 65% higher
in untreated diabetic rats than in normal
controls. I.V. indomethacin (5 ag/kg) reduced
urine and early proximal tubular fluid PGE2
markedly. Mevertheleas, there was no change in
GM. In additional animals, aprotinin was infused
intrarenally (1000 RID/mm/kg) to inhibit renal
kallikrein. Mo change in GM occurred. To
stimulate the renin—angiotenein system, normal
and diabetic rats were sodium deprived for 3—4
days. At the time of study, GFR and SMGFR in
diabetic rats had fallen to values equal to the
normal rats. Intrarenal infusion of saralasin
reaulted in a unilateral rise in GFR and SMGFR
which was greater in the diabetics (43%) than in
the normal rats (24%). Chronically salt—loaded
normal and diabetic rats were infuaed
intrarenally with angiotenain II (All) in a
non—preaaor dose. Before All, SMGFR was higher in
the diabetics than in the normals, but fell by
14% in both groups with All infualon. PGE2 in
proximal fluid rose in both groupe with All
infusion. Me conclude that GM in early lOOM is
not dependent on PGE2 or renal kinins. The
responses to aaralaein and All suggest that the
renin—angiotenain system is functionally intact.
The finding that sodium restriction reduced GM
suggests that GM may be related to Ma balance.
IMMUNOCYTOCHEMICAL LOCALIZATION OF NERVE GROWTH
FACTOR (NGF): LIGHT AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY.
Luciano Barajas, Eduardo C. Salido,* Juan
Lechago,* Nilsa P. Laborde,* Delbert A. Fisher.*
Harbor—UCLA Med. Ctr., Torrance, CA
NGF, a protein essential for the maturation
and maintenance of the sympathetic neurons, is
present in highest amounts in tissues with dense
sympathetic innervation. In the present study, we
investigated the immunocytochemical localization
of NGF in mouse kidney. Swiss—Webster mouse
kidneys were fixed in vivo by retrograde perfusion
with Zamboni's fixative containing 0.1% glutar—
aldehyde. Serial frozen sections were used for
light microscopy. For electron microscopy, kidney
slices were obtained with a vibratome and, after
immunostaining, they were embedded in Epon. Rabbit
NGF antiserum diluted 1:1000—1:5000 was used for
primary incubations and the avidin—biotin complex
immunoperoxidase procedure was utilized for
immunostaining for both light and electron micros-
copy. Controls included primary incubation with a)
10% non—immune goat serum, b) 1:1000 non—immune
rabbit serum, and c) anti—NGF serum( 1:1000, 1:
2000, and 1:5000) preabsorbed with excess NGF (20
and 100 qg/ml). By light microscopy, NGF immuno—
reactivity (NGF—IR) was found in the apical and
perinuclear cytoplasm of cells of the late distal
nephron. There was a close spatial relationship
between the NGF—positive cells of the distal
nephron and the arterioles. By electron micros-
copy, NGF-IR was found in the Golgi complex and
vesicles of connecting tubule (CNT) cells. Inter-
calated cells lacked NGF—IR. The CNT has been con-
sistently observed close to arterioles (Kidney mt
29:965, 1986) and, consequently, to their rich
sympathetic innervation.
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COMPARISON OF GLOMERULAR AND MESANGIAL PGE2
SYNTHESIS AND GLOMERtJLAR CONTRACTIQN IN TWO
MODELS OF DIABETES (DM). R.Barnett , L.
Scharschmidt, and 0. Schlondorff. Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, NY.
Enhanced PG production is postulated to con-
tribute to altered vascular reactivity and
hyperfiltration in DM. Rats with streptozotocin
DM (S/DM) hyperfilter and develop renal disease.
BB rats with genetic DM (BB/DM) hyperfilter, but
have minor renal lesions. We therefore compared
glomerular and mesangial PGE2 production and
glomerular contractility in these models.
Glomerular PGE2 by RIA (ng/mg prot/1O mm)
S/DM (n14) Control IBB/DM (n=8) BB/non—DM
Basal <.05 22+2 I 9+2 8+2
A23187 514 <.05 4O4 I 184 NS 20T4
In contrast, mesangial cells cultured from
S/DM, BB/DM and their controls all had identical
PG profiles by radiochromatography and produced
equal amounts of PGE2 by RIA (basal,
angiotensin—All, and A23187; n=4—6/group).
Planar surface are by computerized morpho—
metry was 15545+293um in T/DM glomeruli (592
glom;5exp) and T476O+2urn in ontrols (790
glom; 5 exp). All (1 to 1O M) progressively
decreased glomerular size; this response was
significantly greater in ST/DM than control
glomeruli (16% vs 11%) Contraction was equal
after vasopressin (10 M; O% vs 11%) or
norepinephrine (NE 5 X 10 M; 10% vs 7%). BB/DM
and BB/Control glomeruli contracted equally
after All or NE. In summary, PGE2 is elevated in
intact S/DM glomeruli but not in BB/DM. Also the
glomerular contractile response to pressors is
not diminished. This argues against PG as a
major mediator of the hyperfiltration of DM.
ANP INHIBITS ALDOSTERONE SECRETION BY A cAMP IN-
DEPENDENT PATHWAY. P.Q.Barrett,* K.Zawalich,*
H.Rasmussen,*, C.M.Isales,5 (intro, by P.Aronson).
Yale Sch. Med., Dept. Med., New Haven, CT.
Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) inhibits aldo—
sterone (Aldo) secretion stimulated by ACTH and
angiotensin II (All). ACTH (not All) stimulates
adenylate cyclase, and All (not ACTH) promotes
hydrolysis of phosphatidylinositol (PIP2). Each
agent elicits a brief rise in cell free [Ca]. Since
ANP inhibits basal and ACTH stimulated adenyl—cyc—
lase but not the hydrolysis of PIP2 or the [Ca]
transient induced by All, we sought to determine
if ANP reduced the cellular cAMP content [cAMP] of
the ACTH and All stimulated cell, and if this was
responsible for its inhibitory action.
In isolated bovine glomerulosa cells, human 4—
28 ANP lowered the [cAMP] of the All stimulated
cell (33%-b nM) and inhibited Aldo secretion
(65%). 25 nM forskolin restored [cAMP] in ANP
inhibited cell but did not restore Aldo secretion.
Pretreatment with pertussis toxin (1 ag/ml) main-
tained [cAMP] but secretion was still inhibited
(84%). ACTH elicited a sustained increased of
[cAMP] by 24%. 10 nM ANP blocked this elevation
and reduced (83%) the rate of secretion. 300 nM
forskolin fully restored this elevated level of
[cAMP] but only partially restored Aldo secretion.
Carbachol increased Aldo secretion 5—fold. 10 nM
ANP blocked this but did not change [cAMP] or cell
4Ca efflux consequent to PIP2 hydrolysis.
We conclude that a reduction in [cAMP] induced
by ANP cannot alone account for the inhibition of
Aldo secretion when the glomerulosa cell has been
stimulated by agents that utilize either the Ca or
the cAMP messenger system.
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CAILUM AMTA I AND R1IN BfILASE IN I)IA1ED I GLl:U-
LI. Julio E. Benate, Juan C. GarcIa,* and Nao.uel Martinez—
tialdonado. UPR, twpts. of Physiology & icine, School of
Madicine, & VA Center, Madical Service, San Juan, Puerto tilco.
Experinental evidence suggests that increasmi intracellular
calcium decreases tiile reluction in caleliss stinulates renin
release (RSR). We hsve sn that intraarterial administra-
tion of calcii.mi antagonists (CaA) increase RSR, renal blood
flow and sodium excretion in anesthetized dogs. To exaidne if
the effect is direct and not nmdiated throogh the macula deowa
or baroreceptor nechanism we neasured the effects of CaA on RSR
in isolated dog glaleruli. Glcneruli were isolated at roan
teserature using sieving techniques. Incubation was perforemd
in 2inl of Krebs-Ha)3 bjffer. After 45 mm of preincubation 1.7
buffer were reinved sat reaced with buffer containing a
10 M concentration of CaA or 10 'M trifluoperazlne (TFP). RSR
(ng A1/ml/hr/ng protein) was neasured and the results were as
follows:
Tine 0' 30 60÷Control 8+1 13+ 2 23+5 +J)iltiazen 14 + 4 56 + 10*÷ 83 15*
Verapanil 14 + 3 481 + 62 + 10*
Nifedipire 11 + 2 53 + 9*i 99 + 16*
IFP ld + 5* 108 + 16* 114 + 18*
*p<O(l)1 canpared to tine control + p <0.C115 cunpared to tine0
These findings support a direct effect of CaA on renin produc-
ing cells in gkaeruli independent of the effects of these
agents on renal nerves, haedynamics or distal sodium delivery.
Furthernore, the data supports the hypothesis that calciisn is a
major factor in renin release; and the results also suggest
that calnodulin amy also play an iniportant role in renin
release.
ATRIAL PEPTIDE: A PHYSIOLOGICAL REGULATOR OF
ATRIAL PRESSURES IN CONSCIOUS DOGS? Peter Bie*,
Bin C. Wang*, Robert J. Leadley, Jr.*, and Kenneth
L. Goetz*. (intr. by L. P. Sullivan). St. Luke's
Hospital, Div. of Exp. Med., Kansas City, Missouri.
The effects of atrial natriuretic peptide
(ahANP) were evaluated in instrumented, conscious
dogs. The cihANP was infused intravenously in
increasing doses of 50, 100, and 200
ng'min—1'kg—' during consecutive 20 mm
periods or at constant rates of 12.5, 25, or 50
ng'min1'kgl for 1 h. The infusions
increased plasma ANP 3—40 fold. At the end of the
step—up infusion, arterial pressure (—6 mmHg, p <
0.05) and right and left atrial pressures (both
—1.9 mmHg, p < 0.01) were decreased while absolute
(UNaV) and fractional (FeNa) sodium excretion ('-67
umOl'nh1fl, and 0.O046, p < 0.01), urine flow
(+117%, p < 0.01), and GFR (+18%, p < 0.05) were
increased. Potassium excretion and free water
clearance were unchanged. One hour infusions of
ehANP at rates of 12.5, 25. and 50
ng'mirr-1'kg' increased plasma ANP levels from
less than 100 pgrnl-1 to approximately 250, 500,
and 1,000 pg'ml', respectively, and caused
progressive decreases in right and left atrial
pressures (all p < 0.01). Each infusion rate also
produced significant increases in UNaV and FeNa
(each p < 0.05), but the two lowest rates produced
very similar increases in these two variables.
These results imply that the effects of atrial
peptide on cardiac preload may be at least as
important as its effects on the kidney.
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PATENT CORONARY SINUS (CS) IS NECESSARY FOR
NORMAL SECRETION OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE
(AMP). F.M. Birch.* R.L. Baranowski, D.B.
Olsen*, G.L. Burns,* C. Kablitz, 3. Riebman,* C.
Westenfelder. Univ. of Utah, Div. of Nephrol.
and Artific. Heart Res. Lab., VAMC, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
We observed previously that recipients of
artificial hearts (AH) had decreased circulating
irTlunoreactive (IR) AMP levels and tended to
retain salt despite "normal" cardiac output (CO)
values. In the present study, we examined
whether this fall in 1R ANP results from the
surgically required ligation of the CS. The CS
appears to function as the secretory duct for
ANP and its occlusion may thus prevent the
release of this peptide. Two calves were
studied. In the control animal (intact heart)
left atrial pressure was raised (by balloon)
from 4 to 7 nwnHg. This caused a rise in IR— ANP
concentration from 101 to 877 pg/ml in CS blood
and lesser changes in the periphery. Blood
pressure and CO remained unchanged. The second
calf was studied three weeks after AH implanta-
tion, at which time IR— ANP levels had fallen by
40%. An acute increase of right or left atrial
pressure by 10—20 rmnHg had no effect on IR— ANP
levels. These data show that an acute elevation
in atrial pressure caused a prompt rise in CS
IR— ANP concentration when the heart is intact,
while ligation of the CS in the All animal
prevents the release of ANP into the
circulation. Because ligation of the CS in All
recipients failed to lower blood ANP levels to
zero, the remaining peptide must enter the
circulation via the atrial wall (or cardiac
lymph) or from noncardiac sites.
MEASUREMENT OF RENIN SECRETION IN SINGLE
PERFUSED GLOMERULI. H.A. Bock*, A. Fiallo*,
R.W. Osgood*, T.A. Fried and J.H. Stein. Univ. Tx.
Hith. Sd. Ctr., San Antonio, Tx.
The isolated perfused glomerulus technique was
modified to measure renin secretion of single glomeruli
with intact capsule and afferent arteriole. Dog gb-
meruli were perfused in vitro via the afferent arteriole
at pressures of 25—35 mmHg for 120 minutes. Bath,
into which the perfusate issued, was collected in 30 mm
periods separated by 15 mm washout intervals. 20 il
samples were assayed for renin by 5 hour incubation
with dog renin substrate and subsequent RIA of gene-
rated Angiotensin I (Al) using the antibody—trapping
method. BSA 0.1% was added to perfusion and bath
solutions to prevent spontaneous renin inactivation.
The overall system detection limit was 5 pg Al
generatecbhour incubation/hour of glomerular perfusion(pg AI.h ). Perfusion rates were monitored by adding
inulin to the perfusate. Glomeruli with long afferent
arterioles2 varied over a wider range (<5 to 362
pg AI.h , n6) tha gbomeruli with short arterioles(<5 to 27 pg AI.h , n=6; p<0.O1). Renin secretion
rates and glomerular-afferent resistances in 4 time
control gbomeruli are shown below (means + SEM):
We conclude that this technique enables serial
measurements of renin secretion in single gbomeruli
under hemodynamically controlled conditions. The
technique is useful for studying physiologicdeterminants of renin secretion in vitro.
CHANGES IN CELL VOLUME AND pH (pHi) DURING PEAK
VASOPRESSIN (VP) WATER FLOW: CHLORIDE (Cl)
DEPENDENCE? A.S. Brem and M. Pacholski*. Brown
Univ. and Rhode Island Hospital, Providence R.I.
The anion transport inhibitor DIDS can
suppress the peak hydroosmotic response to VP
and cAMP (AJP17:F594,1985). This agent also
limits cell swelling and attenuates the decrease
in pHi observed during hormone stimulated water
flow (Clin Res 34:590A,1986). The present
studies, performed in the toad bladder, examined
the role serosal bath C1 plays in the VP-.
induced changes in cell volume and pHi. Cell
volume was expressed as the percent inulin
ace; pHi was assessed by the distribution of
C DM0. Bladders were bathed in standard 2.4 mM
HC03 amphibian Ringer (11'I mM C1) or C1 free
gluconate Ringer containing 10 mM HEPES (pH
7.1). Cl free Ringer inhibited VP—induced water
flow by 145.1+4.7% (p<O.O01,nr6). Tissues bathed
in standard Ringer and exposed to VP (2OmU/ml)
for 30 mm demonstrated a decrease in inulin
space (VP 34.0+2.2% vs unstim cont. 1111.6+2.11%;
p<0.01) and a fall in pHi (VP 7.08+.01 vs unstim
cont. 7.28+.014; p<0.001, nr5). Bladders bathed
in Cl free Ringer and exposed to VP showed a
similar decrease in inulin space (VP 33.5+1.14%
vs unstim cont. 43.14+3.1%; p<0.05) and a fall in
pHi (VP 7.27÷.02 vs unstim cent. 7.11'I+.02;
p<0.001, nr6). DIDS (2.5X10 M) had no effect on
hormone stimulated bladders bathed in Cl free
Ringer (i.e. water flow, cell volume change, or
pHi). Gluconate may not enter unstimulated cells
as suggested by a higher pHi. During VP—induced
cell swelling, it appears to cross the
basolateral membrane lowering pHi (gluconate pKa
3.6) through a DIDS independent pathway.
LOCALIZATION AND PARTIAL PURIFICATION OF
PREPROEGF FROM KIDNEY. J.Breyer*, S.Cohen*.
(Intr. by H.R. Jacobson). Div. of Neph.,Vander—
but University, Nashville,TN.
High levels of EGF are found in urine. Recent
attempts to isolate renal mRNA for EGF (a 53
amino acid protein) revealed high levels of an
mNRA encoding for an EGF precursor with 1217
amino acids. This putative precursor as yet has
not been isolated or purified from any tissue.
Since EGF presumably via its precursor (prepro—
EGF) may have an important but not yet clearly
defined role in renal hypertrophy or proliferat-
ion attempts to localize and purify the pre-
cursor molecule are critical. We have been able
to demonstrate by Western blotting that anti-
bodies to murine EGF recognize a high MW pro-
tein in homogenates of rabbit kidneys. Kidneys
were harvested from New Zealand white rabbits
and cortex separated from medulla by blunt dis-
section. Western blots indicated that the major
immunoreactive protein was found in the soluble
fraction of the cortex with a slightly higher MW
protein found in the particulate fraction.Fur—
ther purification steps include ammonium sul-
fate precipitation, molecular sieving and DEAE
chomatography. We estimate the MW to be approx-
imately 140,000 in agreement with MW predicted
by mRNA.The partially purified protein we have
isolated from rabbit kidney cytosol also reacts
with an antibody (provided by G.Bell) against a
nonEGF fragment of the preproEGF protein express-
ed as a fusion peptide from the cloned gene.
These experiments demonstrate that the soluble
fraction of the renal cortex contains signific-
ant quantities of the precursor for EGF, preproEGF.
Time (mm)
—2
0—30
Renin (pg AI.h )
—l -l +18Resistance (mmHg. iii •min ) 28 + 9
45—75 90—120
47+3 28+6
268 34+15
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SONATOSTATIN LIMITS URINARY PROSTAGLANDIN EXCRE-
TION AFTER A PROTEIN NEAL. Ben H. Brouhard,
Lavenia LaGrone. Univ. of Texas Ned. Br., Dept.
of Pediatrics, Galveston, Texas.
The mechanism of the rise in CFR after a
protein meal is not known, although both glucagon
and renal prostaglandins have been suggested. To
explore potential interactions of glucagon and
prostaglandins, 8 subjects who demonstrated a
normal rise in GFR (inulin clearance) 2 hrs after
a protein meal (5Og/sq m), 57.5±10 ml/min/sq m to
70±8 mI/mm/sq m, were studied. All subjects were
fasting; after an intravenous fluid load, an
infusion of inulin was begun. After stable urine
output was achieved, baseline GFR (average of 3-30
mm clearances) was measured, then a large protein
meal was ingested (red meat). Three of these
patients had urinary PGE and PGT quantitated; with
the rise in GFR, excretion of both PGs rose
significantly 8.4±1 to 15.2±7 ng/min (PCE) and
4.8±. 14 to 9.2±.9 ng/min (PCI, (p<0.05). Subse-
quently 6 more 30-mm clearances were obtained.
Two to 4 months later the procedure was repeated
except that through a separate IV somatostatin (5)
was infused at a rate to decrease plasma glucagon
concentration, 518±300 to 45±9 pg/mi (p<0.05).
During S infusion (n=5) CFR rose only 1.87, above
baseline (65±10 to 66±8 ml/min/sq m). Both PGs
rose but not significantly 7.0±2.1 to 10.1±1.6 (E)
and 4.7±1.9 to 7.1±1.1 ng/min (I). In addition to
decreasing G, S may also influence the rise in GFR
by affecting renal PG production or indirectly by
reduced C secretion.
EFFECTS OF ACUTE CAPTOPRIL ADMINISTRATION ON VAS-
CULAR ANCIOTENSIN II (All) RECEPTORS IN PREGNANT
RABBITS. Gail P. Brown and Rocco C. Venuto. SUM
at Buffalo, Schools of Nursing and Medicine,
Buffalo, New York.
Pregnant (preg) rabbits, similar to preg women,
exhibit blunted pressor responses to iniused ATT.
We have shown that AlT receptor number (N) are
lower in mesenteric arteries and glomeruli of preg
than non—preg rabbita. Further, we found that
intravenous (IV) captopril (C) enhanced the re-
sponse to infused All and increased glomerular N
in preg but not in non—preg rabbits. We now de-
termine whether IV C affects resistance vessel
All receptors. ATT binding parameters were de-
termined using '251—AII in mesenteric artery mem-
branes from paired preg (n18) and paired non—
preg (n14) rabbits 60 mm. after receiving either
IV C, 3mg/Kg, or vehicle. Receptor N and Kd are
shown below. (N is fmol/mg protein)
Non—Preg
_____
Kd(nN) N
Site 1
Vehicle
Captopril
Site 2
Vehicle 2.55±0.2 310±25 1.54±0.2 198±29
Csptopril 2.41±0.9 269±43 1.75±0.2 234±20
MS MS MS NS
Two claases of binding sites were present. The
data show that changes in affinity of mesenteric
artery All receptors accompany the acute reduc-
tion of endogenous All in preg rabbits. Increas-
ed receptor affinity in resistance vessels could
contribute to the increased pressor response to
infused All after C in preg rabbits.
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ATRIAL NATRIUBETTC ?EPTIDE (AN?) RECEPTORS ALONG
THE NEPNRON. Daniel Butlent Danielle Chabardestand
FrancoisNorel*(intr. by Christian Le Grimellec)
Lab. Physiol. Cell., College de France, 75231
Paris Cedex 05, France.
Nicroassaya were developed to measure [12511
rat ANP (a-RAND) binding and cCN? contents in mi-
crodiasected glomeruli and pieces of well—defined
segments isolated from rat and rabbit nephrons. In
both species, high affinity AN? binding sites and
ANP-induced cGNP production were found only in the
giomeruli; no specific binding and no cGM? increa-
se could be detected in any tubule segment tested,
i.e. from the proximal tubule up to the medullary
collecting tubule. Noreover, AN? did not modify
forakolin— and vasopressin—stimulated cAN? accusu—
lations in collecting tubules. Scatchard analysis
of [12Sija_n? binding to glomeruli indicated a
binding capacity of 21 s x io— mol.glom1 and
a dissociation constant of 0.63 0.25 nM. Rat
glomerular binding sites showed the following ate—
reosecificity : RAN? 3_28>[1251]a_RANP = a—RAN? =
(1251] aRANp = atriopeptin III>atriopeotin II.
Binding was not altered by unrelated psptide hor-
mones, adrenergic agonista, dopamine, hiatamine
and carbamyicholine. All AN? analogues induced
dose-dependent cGNP production (VMax = 11 1 x
10—15 mol.4 min1.glom1) and the mean ratio bet-
ween the apparent activation constants for cGMP
increase and the corresponding dissociation cons-
tants for binding was 14.0 0.7. These results
suggest that glomerular binding sites might be
the physiological AN? receptors triggering cGN?
production.
EFFECT OF FERITONEOVENOUS SHUNTING (PVS) ON RENAL
SALT AND WATER HANDLING IN CIRRhOSIS: RELATION TO
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEFTIDE (ANP). P.J. Campbeil,*
L.N. Biendis,* C. Leung,* A. Logan, K.L. Skorecki.
Dept. of Medicine, Univ. of Toronto, CANADA
In selected cirrhotics with massive refractory
ascites, PVS, results in an immediate nstriuresis
and diuresia. The mechanism responsible for rever-
sal of salt and water retention by PVS in patients
with refractory aacites is unknown. The recent
discovery of ANP led us to investigate the effect
of PVS, on plasma immunoreactive AN?. 6 cirrhotics
with aacitea were studied under strict metabolic
conditions, before (pro) and at hourly intervals
after (post) FVS. Results: In S out of 6 patients,
?VS resulted in a rise in right strial pressure
(RAP) and cardiac output, and a significant rapid
natriuresia and diuresis:
ANP Uv UNaV RAP
pg/mi mi/mm ptq/min mmHg
pre 72.8±15.1 0.4±0.1 1.7± 0.4 6.3±1.1
post 222.8± 7.0 3.2±0.6 107.2±48.5 9.9±1.3
p< 0.001 0.01 0.05 0.01
For the entire group the change in ANP (AANF)
correlated with: a) tRAP (r0.56,n'23,p<O.Ol); b)
AUv (r"0.68,n=23,p<0.OO1); c) AUNaV (r"O.5l,n=23,
p<O.05). Of interest peak ANP, RAP, and Uv occur-
red during the first 2 hr period, but peak UNaV
occurred at 4 hrs. tAMP correlated with the AUNsV
of the succeeding time period (r0.65,n=17,p<O.01).
Conclusions: 1) ANP in cirrhotics responds to the
acute volume load of PVS, 2) The AANP is correla-
ted with tRAP, 3) The magnitude of the natriureaia
and diuresia correlate with the tAN?, but the
natriuretic response ia delayed.
NKd(nN)
0.63±0.03 160±16
0.74±0.13 152±18
MS NS
0.62±0.08 132±16
0.44±0.04 113±17
P<O.05 NS
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STIMULATION OF RENAL RENIN RELEASE (RR)
FROM SQUIRREL MONKEY KIDNEY. W.
Campbeil*, E. McAlister*, P. Smith*, J.
Lipton*, W.Hsnrich, Dallas VA and UTHSC
Dallas, TX.
The in vitro study of tissue RR has been
previously examined in rat, rabbit, and
dog, but studies have not been routinely
performed in primates. Thus, we exa-
mined the tissue RR from squirrel monkey
(average age 13 yrs) using a system of
superficial cortical kidney slices (wt2
mg). The slices were incubated for 90
mm in an oxygenated Krebs buffer, and
media assayed for renin and prostaglan—
dm5 (PGE2 and 6—K—PGF1 ). incubation
of the slices with the B—agonist isopro—
terenol revealed significant RR at con-
centrations of 1O"°M (a 1.4—fold in-
crease), reaching a maximum at 1O'4M
(1.83—fold increase). Arachidonic acid
(10"3M) caused a 4.1 fold increase in RR
which was blocked by indomethacin (10
5M) and atriopeptin Ill (2x108M) but
not by dIdeoxyadenoslne (1O5M). The
calcium channel blocker diltiazem (10
4M also caused tissue RR, though the
increment (1.33 fold) was less than with
other agonists. Tissue PG release was
low in these studies, and did not corre-
late with RR. In summary, primate kid-
ney RR was similar in magnitude and pat-
tern to that of rodents, rabbits, and
dogs. Interestingly, atriopeptin Ill
blocked arachidonic acid—induced RR, sug-
gesting a direct inhibitory effect.
ISOPROTERENOL- AND THEOPHYLLINE-INDUCED
RENIN RELEASE ARE INHIBITED BY
INDOMETHACIN. M Cannon*, C Yang*, C Hsu.
Department of internal Medicine, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
The mechanisms of isoproterenol- (I) and
theophy I line (T)-stimulated renin release remain
controversial, in this study we have used isolated
rabbit afferent arterioles (AA) obtained by
microdissection technique to study the mechanism of
increased renin release stimulated by I and T.
Approximately 7-10 AA were placed in a small plastic
ladle and incubated in 100 ul of medium 199+0.1% BSA
for three consecutive 20-mm periods. Time controls
were run concurrently for each experimenj. Bo;al
renin release rate of AA (O.26i.05 ngAlth 'AA'/h
incubation) was increased 62% when AA were exposed
to I lxlO'6M(O.42*.O7,=9, p <0.01). Addition of
indomethacin (lM) IxlO M to the I medium, however,
completely inhibited the I-stimulated renin release,
thas restoring the renin release rate to the basal
values (O.23t.Ok, N=9, p < 0.02). Time controls were
similar throughout the study, and IM lxlO did not
alter basal renin release rate. incubation of AA in a
medium containing T lxlO M produced more than
130% increase in renin release (O.l8±.04 to O.42±.05,
N=8, p < 0.01). The increased renin release stimulpted
by T was also completely abolished when IM 1x10'M
was added to the T medium (O.l6.O4, N=8, p < 0.01).
Dibutyryl cAMP (db-cAMP) lxlOM and forskolin luM
or IOOuM failed to stimulate renin release by AA. We
conclude that both I- and T-stimulated renin release by
AA may be mediated through the prostaglandins
pathway. T-stimulated renin release is independent of
cAMP, since db-cAMP and forskolin have no influence
on renin release by afferent arterioles.
KININASE ACTIVITY IN THE VASCULAR INTERSTITIAL
SPACE OF ISOLATED PERFUSED KIDNEY. Luis F.
Carbonell*, Nobuyuki Ura*, A. Guillermo Scicli*
and Oscar A. Carretero. Henry Ford Hospital,
Hyper-tension Research Division, Detroit, MI.
Kinins formed intrarenally may contribute to
the regulation of renal function. The intrarenal
concentration of kinins appears to be regulated
in part by kininases (Kase). The purpose of this
study was to elucidate the relative contribution
of three known Kase to total Ease activity
(TEase) in the renal vascular-interstitial space.
Isolated, perfused (80 mmHg, single pass) non-
filtering rat kidneys were used. The kidneys
were perfused with modified Krebs-Henseleit
buffer with or without inhibitors of Kase I (2-
mercaptomethyl-3 -guanidoethylthiopropanoic acid;
MGTA), Ease II (ME 422; enalaprilat) and neutral
metalloendopeptidase (NEP) (phosphoramidon).
Bradykinin (BK; 100 ng) was injected in the
arterial line and the TEase was evaluated by the
difference between the BK concentration in the
arterial line and in the venous effluent (one
minute collection) . Infusion of MGTA
concentration up to 50 pM did not modify the
TEase (n—8). Infusion of enalaprilat (100 pM)
decreased TKase 55% from 26.5 1.6 to 12.5 2
ng (n—lU, p<O.OO1). Inhibition of NEP by
phosphoramidon (10pM) reduced TEase 34% from 25
1.5 to 16.6 1.3 ng (n—9, p<O.OO1). We
concluded that both Kase II and NEP are
responsible for most of the renal vascular-
interstitial Ease activity.
TUE EFFECT OF PRYSIOLOGIC CONCENTRATIONS OF ATRI—
AL PEPTIDE ON TUE INTRARENAL RELEASE OF RENIN.
Jaime S. Carvalho. Dept Med, VA Medical Center,
Dlv Biol Med Sd, Brown Univ, Providence, RI.
Short—term infusions of pharmacologic doses
of atrial peptides CAP) lower mean arterial pres-
sure (MAP) and decrease plasma renin concentra-
tion (PRC). The PRC changes have been attributed
to direct inhibitory effect of AP on the intra—
renal mechanism of renin release. In this study,
we investigated the effect on the release of re—
nm of intrarenal infusions of synthetic rat
atrinl_28 in concentrations within the physiolo-
gic range by measuring induced changes in PRC and
MAP. Conscious, freely moving rats previously
prepared with right nephrectomy and cannulations
of left renal artery and abdominal aorta were
used. The animals were studied in normal hydro—
penia and after 48—h of water deprivation. Atrin
solutions were infused to achieve calculated con-
centrations of 100, 250, and 1,000 pg/ml in re-
nal arterial plasma at an infusion rate of 20
Ul/min. Overall baseline PRC was 4.5±0.5 for nor—
mohydropenic and 8.6±0.7 ng Al/al/h for water de-
prived rats. After 30 mm of saline diluent or
atrin solution infusion, the PRC values were:
Saline Atrin (pg/ml plasma)
100 250 1,000
N Hydropenia 4.0±0.6 5.2±0.5 4.1±0.8 4.9±0.6
Dehydration 9.5±1.2 8.4±1.2 — 10.0±2.5
Short—term delivery of atrin in physiologic
concentrations to normohydropenic and dehydrated
kidneys did not change PRC or MAP levels apprecia-
bly. The renin release mechanism of the rat does
not appear to be influenced significantly by the
direct intrarenal actions of circulating AP.
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CYCLIC -AMP (cAMP) INHIBITS CALCIUM-INDUCED
PROSTACYCLIN (P01 ) SYNTHESIS IN CULTURED CELLS
PROM RABBIT RENA1 MICROVESSELS (RJIV). A.
Chaudhari, All Pedram*, and M.A. Kirschenbaum
(intr. by GM Shah), Nephrol. Section, Long Bench
VA Med. Center and Univ. of California, Irvine.
It has been proposed that cAMP may affect
P612 synthesis by regulating intracellular free
calcium (Ca). We have previously shown the pre-
sence of both P61 generating and adenylate cyc—
lace systems in RV. Studies were designed, there-
fore. to examine the interrelationships between
cAMP, PGI2 and Ca in cultured cells derived
from RMV. Cells were cultured from freshly iso—
lated preglomerular RMV using techniques devel-
oped In this laboratory. Monolayers of RMV cells
were incubated in Ca— and protein—free medium (pM
7.4) and appropriate reagents for 15 mm at
370 C. P612 released into the incubation med-
ium was assessed by measurement of 6—keto-P6F10
(6K) by a specific RIA. Addition of 10 pM
A23187 to the cells produced a l3X increase in
P612. The addition of 3—isobutyl—l—JflethylXan—
thine (IBMX), a phosphodiesteraSe inhibitor, in
the presence of A23187 produced a dose—related in—
hibition of 6K (1 mM, 41%; 4 mM, 92%). Thus the
stimulation of PCI2 release by A23187 in the
absence of extraceliular Ca in cultured RMV cells
indicates that the jonophore acted by the mobili-
zation of Ca from intracellular store pools or
binding sites. Since TBMX decreased lonophore
stimulated PGI2 release, this indicates that
the presumed raised intracellular cAMP levels in-
creased Ca efflux out of these cells or decreased
intracellular Ca activity thereby inhibiting Ca-
dependent phospholipase A2 and/or C activity,
which is consistent with previous hypotheses.
VOLUME EXPANSION — INDUCED CHANGES IN RENAL
TUBULAR MEMBRANE PROTEIN PHOSPHORYLATION, Tai C.
Chen, Jeannette Humpierres, Dean Hanna, Susan L.
Tridge, and Jules B. Puschett, Renal-
Electrolyte Division, University of Pittsburgh,
School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA
Expansion of the extracellular fluid volume
(yE) with saline regularly produces a phospha—
tuna. The exact mechanism of this inhibition of
phosphate reabsortion in the nephron is unknown,
but a major locus of the effect is the proximal
tubule (PT). We studied the influence of VE on
the in vitro phosphorylation of membrane protein
in the proximal brush border membrane (BBM) of
the thyroparathyroidectomized (TPTX) rat and com-
pared the results to those obtained in control
TPTX and intact animals, in the presence and ab-
sence of cAMP. The results indicate that the re-
nal PT BBM possesses both cAMP—dependent and
—independent protein kinases which were involved
in the phosphorylation of intrinsic membrane pro-
teins (Mr = 40K, 52K, 72K, and 87K). The cAMP-
independent phosphorylation of a protein band
(Mr=72K) was stimulated both by VE and by the
presence of parathyroid hormone in the circu-
lation, whereas the cAMP—dependent phosphory—
lation of membrane proteins (Mr=40K, 52K, and
87K) was inhibited by the same maneuvers. These
findings taken together with the data previously
available, suggest that (1) there may be a link
between the inhibition of phosphate transport and
the phosphorylation of membrane proteins and (2)
membrane protein phosphorylation may be a comon
mechanism by which a number of agents and maneu-
vers induce their specific biological responses,
including an inhibition of PT phosphate transport.
Cytosolic pH (pH) REGULATION IN GLOMERULAR
MESANGIAL (GM) CELLS: EFFECTS OF VASOPRESSIN (VP)
AND PHORBOL 12—MYRISTATE 13 ACETAT (PMA). Joseph
Y. Cheung and Jana H. Constantine. Harvard
Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts.
Cytosolic pH in GM cells was measured by intra-
cellular BCECF fluorescence. Neither valinomycin
nor rotenone (10pM) affected fluorescence, indi-
cating BCECF was excluded from mitochondria. At
external pH (pHe) 7.4, pH was 6.97±0.02 and
6.93±0.05 in HC03—free and HCO3 ;containing (25nf
media. Choline replacement of Na , amiloride (1m1
or N—ethylmaleimide (NEIl, 1mM) addition lowered
steady—state PHctO 6.72±0.05, 6.76±0.01, and
6.86±0.04, respectively. Choline substitution
inhibited steady—state pH regulation when pHe was
varied from 6.6 to 7.8. These results suggest
that steady;atate pHc maintenance required extra—
celluar Na but not HC03 and was mediated via
Na+/1{ exchange and 11+ pump.
At pH 7.4, pH recovery from acute acid load was
rapid, dependent on Na+ (KDl7mM) but not on HCO3
and partially inhibited by amiloride, choline re-
placement, or NEM. The effects of choline re-
placement and HEM treatment were additive. Thus,
cells recovered from acute acidosis by increasing
both Na+/H+ exchange and 11+ pump activity.
VP (100 riM) increased pHcby 0.15±0.02. Maxi-
mal effect was attained in 8—10 mm. PHA (0.2
pg/nil) but not dbcAMP (1mM) mimicked the effect of
VP. Increase in pH by VP was blocked by amilo—
ride but not NEM. hese results suggest VP in-
creased pHc by stimulating protein kinase C(via
diacylglycerol), which then activates Na /H ex-
change but not H+ pump. The increase in pHc by VP
may be mechanism to amplify the brief intracell-
ular Ca + signal induced by VP.
FAILURE OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) TO IN-
DUCE NATRIURESIS IN DOGS WITH AORTOCAVAL FISTULA
(ACF). S.Y.Chou, I.W. Reiser and J.G. Porush.
Division of Nephrology & Hypertension, Brookdale
Hospital Medical Center, Brooklyn, New York.
In ACF dogs salt and water retension is accom-
panied by papillary machernia and enhanced medulla—
ry tonicity. Recently, it has been shown that the
diuresis and natriuresis produced by ANF in normal
rats is associated with an increase in vasa recta
blood flow and hydraulic pressure. In the present
study we examined the effects of 26—amino acid ANF
(infused into the left kidney at 1.2 pg/mm) on
papillary plasma flow (PPF) (measured by the al-
bumin accumulation method) in 8 normal and 5 ACF
dogs without altering systemic hemodynamics. In
normal dogs ANF infusion induced a significant in-
crease in urine flow (from 0.4±0.1 to 4.0±0.8
ml/inin) and Na excretion (from 56±12 to 538±99
peq/min), whereas urine osmolality decreased sig-
nificantly from 1348±224 to 437±45 mOsm/kg H20.
A significant increase in renal blood flow (RBF)
(from 261±26 to 313±40 inl/min) and GFR (from 44±5
to 66±7 ml/min) also occurred. In ACF dogs right
atrial pressure was markedly elevated, and ANF
infusion had no effect on urine volume, osinolality,
Na excretion, GFR or RBF. In both groups renin
secretion decreased significantly after ANF infu-
sion, but renal PGE2 production was unchanged.
After ANF infusion PPF in ACF dogs was 13.3±0.9,
significantly lower than 30.1±3.8 nil/mm/bOg in
normal dogs. These data demonstrate that ACF dogs
are refractory to the renal effects of ANF, sup-
porting the clinical observation that Na retention
persists despite high plasma MW levels in pa-
tients with congestive heart failure.
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RENAL EFFECTS OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (AN?)
IN THE CONSCIOUS, AGING SPRAGUE DAWLEY MALE RAT.
B Collins,* C Zimmerman,* 0 DePriest,tm C Baylis.
Dept Med, UCSD, La Jolla, CA
The aging kidney exhibits a reduced ability to
excrete a Na load. Since AN? plays a role in
regulation of Na excretion (UNaV) experiments
were performed to investigate effects of ANP(28
aminoacid; 8Ong/kg BW/min,IV) on GFR, renal plasma
flow(RPF), blood pressure(BP) and UN V in young
(4—5m,Y), elderly(18m,E) and old(22.14m,O) chroni-
cally catheterized normovolemic awake rats. Stu-
dies were in control (C), then during 60mm of ANP
infusion. Data: Mean+SE; *p<O.05 paired t—test;
$p<O.05 unpaired t—test; Y vs E or 0.
GFR RPF UNV B?
ml/100gBW/min pmol/mn/1OOg mmHg
Y n:6 C 0.70+0.08 3.5+0.2 0.211+0.09 122+ 6
+ANP 0.83+0.014 3.0+0.2 0.31+0.10* 112+ 14*
E nr5 C 0.72+0.07 3.14+0.2 0.140.0.11 137±6
+ANP 0.75+0.07 2.80.2* 1.1I1±O.32*$ 126+ 6
0 n14 C O.145+O.1O$ 2.2+0.4$ 0.17±0.05 1142+12
+ANP O.470.09$ 2.0+0.5 O.91+0.24*$ 1142+14
AN? had no effect on GFR, produced a decline in
RPF in E and falls in BP in Y and E, but not 0
rats. 30% increases in UN5V occured in Y whereas
300—500% increases were seen in E and 0; this
effect was particularly impressive in 0 rats in
whom GFR was substantially lower than Y or E. '4X
the AN? was required to produce an equivalent
increase in UN V in Y. Thus, aging leads to
increased senshivity to natriuretic action of
administered ANP. Since the aging kidney is less
able to excrete a Na load, these findings are con-
sistent with receptor upregulation of renal,
natriuretic AN? receptors secondary to diminished
endogenous AN? levels.
INHIBITION OF RENAL PROSTAGLANDIN (PG) SYNTHESIS
IN THE ADRENALECTOMIZED (ADX) RABBIT: EFFECT ON
CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULE (CCT) NaIC ATPase
ACTIVITY. Hector R. Cordova*, Juha P. Kokko,
and Diana Marver, UTHSCD, Dallas, Texas.
The mechanism by which PG inhibits Na trans-
port across the isolated CCT is unclear. To
determine whether endogenous PGs mediate their
effects through NaIC ATPase, we studied the ADX
rabbit given chronic indomethacin therapy (INDO,
5 mg/kg/day x 3 days). The ADX model enabled us
to exclude possible effects of mineralocorti—
coids on enzyme activity. Rabbits received a
replacement dose of dexamethaaone (DEX) (15
pg/kg bid) during the course of the study (6
days). This dose of DEX neither decreased urin-
ary PGE2 excretion rates in ADX rabbits nor
altered the hyperkalemia associated with the ADX
state. It did however, improve survival during
the course of the metabolic balance study. ADX
(in Contrast to non-ADX) resulted in a fall in
Control excretion rates of PGE2 from 412 61 to
254 45 ng/kg bw/day (p < 0.02). INDO decreased
the PGE2 excretion further in ADX, DEX-replaced
rabbits to 104 9 ng/kg/day. INDO treatment did
not affect GFR. On day 6, CCT5 were isolated,
freeze-dried and enzyme act, monitored (37°C).
NaK ATPase Mg ATPase
Group mol/kg dry wt/hr
ADX 0.63 0.32 6.92 0.84
+INDO 3.11 0.57* 6.72 0.50
* p < 0.001 vs controls; n=6-9 rabbits/gp.
Thus, the inhibition of PG synthesis with INDO
leads to a significant rise in apparent maximal
NaK ATPase activity. This suggests that part of
the mechanism by which PGs alter transport in
CCTs is via inhibition of the Na pump.
EFFECT OF 1 ,3-DIETHYL—8-PHENYLXANTHINE (DPx) ON
FUNCTION OF THE ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY.
Richard Coulson* and Elizabeth A. Wolszczak* (intr
by Mary Ellen Trimble). VA Medical & SUNY-Health
Science Centers, Dept. Pharmacology, Syracuse, NY.
DPX, an antagonist of adenosine receptors (>>
inhibition of PDE activity), is a probe for adeno-
sine receptor mediated functions. We have proposed
functionally-coupled adenosine receptors in renal
tubules (KI 27:255 '85; FedProc 45:424 '86). Furt-
her proof of this requires demonstration of speci-
fic antagonism of the putative receptors. There-
fore we have assessed the effect of 50 uM DPX, be-
fore and during 1 nM l-34PTH, on renal functions.
Kidneys were recirculated with a K-H HCO3 medium
containing 7% albumin for 100 sin. PTH was added
after 40 mm. DPX (n=8) was present at zero-time,
controls (n=7) received solvent. DPX produced a
slight (40%), insignificant increase in GFR but a
significant 3-fold increase in urinary volume.
With or without PTH, DPX significantly increased:
Ci) FE.Pi 3-fold, (ii) FE.Na 3—fold, and (iii) FE.
K 2-fold. DPX did not affect Fe.Ca. Both urinary
(pmol/ml GFR) and perfusate (pmol/ml) cAMP levels
were elevated 30- and 10-fold, resp., by PTH. DPX
significantly elevated by 3—fold these PTH-stimul-
ated but not the basal cAMP levels. It is concl-
uded that 50 uM DPX exerts profound effects on
renal functions. It appears to have direct effects
on the tubule as evidenced by the Na diuresis and
by the augmentation of PTH-stimulated cAMP. The
latter effect could be due to DPX antagonizing a
tubule Al—adenosine receptor coupled to PTH—sensit-
ive adenylate cyclase or, less likely, to inhibit-
ion of cAMP—POE activity.
ENHANCED GLOMERULAR PROSTANOID FORMATION IN
EXPERIMENTAL MEMBRANOUS NEPHROPATHY (MN) iS
COMPLEMENT (C)—DEPENDENT. W.G. Couser, R.A.K.
Stahl, S. Adler, P. 3. Baker", Y—P. Chen P. M.
Pritzl' Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA.
Glomerular prostanoid production increases in
several forms of experimental glomerulonephritis.
The contribution of infiltrating inflammatory
cells vs resident qiomerular cells is unknown,
and the role of specific inflammatory mediators
has not been studied. To address these questions
we measured formation of prostaglandin E2 (PGE2)
and thromboxane 82 (TxB2) in glomeruli isolated
at 6 days from rats with passive Heymann nephri—
tis (PHN), a model of MN mediated by antibody and
CSb—9 independently of inflammatory cells.
Proteinuric PHN rats (36.5+34mg/day vs controls
3.8, p<.O2) had increased lomerular PGE2 (87%,
p<.001) and TxB2 (185%, p<.OOl) formation vs
control. C—depletion with cobra venom factor
prevented proteinuria and significantly inhibited
the increase in PGE2 (22%, p<.Ol) and TxB2 (75%,
p<.O1) biosynthesis. The TxB2 synthetase inhibi-
tor UK38485 reduced glomerular TxB2 formation in
PHN by 80% without reducing glomerular deposition
of 1z51 antibody, C3 or proteinuria. PHN rats
with a 50% reduction in baseline prostanoid
formation induced by feeding a 20% fish oil
supplemented diet exhibited a 90% increase in
TxB2 formation vs 200% in PHN rats pair—fed 20%
safflower oil, but proteinuria was the same in
both groups.
We conclude that enhanced glomerular production
of POE2 and TxB2 in PHN derives from resident
glomerular cells and is significantly stimulated
by C activation. TxB does not appear to
contribute to glomerular injury in this model.
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DEMONSTRATION OF SPECIFIC SOMATOSTATIN RECEPTORS
IN RABBIT PROXIMAL STRAIGHT TUBULE. B. Crews*,
MD Breyer*,S Mujais, C Chambers*and HR Jacobson,
Divs. of Nephrology, Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville,
TN and Northwestern Univ., Chicago, IL.
The tetradecapeptide somatostatin (SS—14)
regulates numerous physiologic processes in
several tissues. In kidney, stimulation of
gluconeogenesis and antagonism of antidiuretic
action of arginine vasopressin have been
demonstrated. As with other peptide hormones.
clarification of SS—14's biologic role in kidney
can be enhanced by localization and functional
description of specific receptors. Using micro
dissection of rabbit kidney tubules in concert
with classical radioligand binding techniques, we
have demonstrated specific 55—14 receptors in
pximal straight tubules. Specific binding of
'I—Tyr1 SS—14 was assayed in 50 mM TRIS buffer
at pH 7.4 An average of 0.8 cm of tubule was
used in each assay In all assays non—specific
pding ranged from 35—65%. Specific binding of
°I—Tyr1 SS—14 at 37°C and 20' incubation
increased linearly with ligand concentration from
0.5—12 nM. Apparent saturation was reached at
l8nM SS—14 (approx. 500 amol/cm) with half
maximal binding (Kd) at 8nM. Of peptide hormones
tested thus far, 1000—fold excess angiotensin II
and lysl—bradykinin had no effect on SS—14
binding. We conclude that specific receptors for
somatostatin 1—14 are present in proximal
straight tubules. The observed Kd is consistent
with published concentrations of SS—14 that
increase renal gluconeogenesis. These studies
support the concept that SS—14 may be an
important regulatory peptide in the kidney.
CYCLOSPORIN INDUCED HYPOALDOSTERONISM IN
MAN DESPITE NORMAL PLASMA RENIN ACTIVITY
(PRA). Curtis JJ, Luke RG, Jones *,
Dietheim AG. University of Alabama
Medical Center, Birmingham,AL.
The response of plasma aldosterone
(PA) to sodium restriction (Na=9 meq/d)
and loading (Na=3.9 meq/kg/d) was tested
in transplant patients (n=17) on cyclo—
sporine (CSA) (dose 360+38 mg/d (mean+SEI
- blood level 572+88 ng/ml) and compared
to an age and sex matched group (n=17) on
azathioprine (AZA) (dose 119.1+7.6 mg/d).
Prednisone dose was similar in groups
(19+1 mg/d). Patients were studied in a
metabolic ward (GCRC) for 11 days on a 70
meq/d potassium (K) 1jiet. Body weight
and plasma volumes (I albumin) changes
were similar on MaCi restriction. CSA
treated patients had significantly lower
PA on the NaC1 restriction despite
similar PRAs.
Group Low
Na
6.5+1.8
5.1+0.8
4154-60
783+124
<0.01
(p<0.O1
CSA group during MaCi restriction
vs 75+4.9 meq/24hr) although
serum K or HCO3 differed between groups.
We conclude CSA suppresses PA
independently of effects on the renin—
angiotensin system.
INHIBITION OF MEMBRANE Ca24--ATPase ACTIVITY BY
SPECIFIC ATRIAL PEPTIDES. F.B. Davis,* P.J. Davis
and S.D. Blas.* State University of New York at
Buffalo and V.A. Pledical Center, Buffalo, NY.
The biochemical mechanisms by which atriopep-
tins (AP) act are unclear, although inhibition and
stimulation, resoectively, of adenylate and guany—
late cyclase activities have been attributed to AP
in various tissues. To survey possible AP effects
on cellular Ca2+ metabolism, we studied the action
in vitro of AP analogs on. Ca2+_ATPase (calcium
pump) activity in the human red cell (RBC) mem-
brane model. Washed RBC qhosts were prepared, and
ATP hydrolysis measured, by our previously pub-
lished methods (3 Clin Invest 71 :579, 1983). Re-
sults obtained with AP analogs (10—8 to 10—6 N)
were compared with simultaneous diluent controls.
AP-I (residues 127-147 of rat orepro-ANF senuene)
and AP—III (127-150) progressively inhibited Ca-t
ATPase activity by up to 20% (P <0.001), a dearee
of inhibition consistent with other (calmodulin-
independent) inhibitors active in this model.
Thus, the C-ermina1 Phe—Arg is unnecessary for AP
action on Ca'-ATPase. ct-Atrial oeotide (123-150)
was inactive, indicatina that residues 123-126
(Ser-Leu-Arg-Irg) must be cleaved to activate AP
in this model. AP fraqment 129—150 also lacked
activity, defining the critical nature of residues
l27-l2 (Ser-Ser) proximal to the S-S bridge.
AP-I and AP—Ill did not inhibit Na,K—ATPase activ-
ity in this preparation. In summary, a membrane
Ca—ATPase model has been used to explore struc-
ture-activity relationships in vitro of AP and has
highly specific peptide sequence recognition. In-
hibition of membrane Ca2-ATPase in traditional AP
target tissues would serve to amplify intracellu-
lar Ca2-mediated sionals.
IN VIVO INCREASED RENIN SECRETION WITH Mg LOADING
M. Dechaux, C. Kindermans, K. Laborde, I. Blazy,C. Sachs
Department of PhysIology, H6pital Necker,Parls,France.
Perfusion of isolated kidneys with high magnesium concen
tratlon solutions Is known to increase renin secretion, By
contrast, in vivo influence of magnesium therapy on renin
secretion is less studied. As we recently observed that plas
ma renin activity was dramatically increased (from 13 to 106
ng/mi/h) In a chIld with a Bartter's syndrome after magne
sium repletion, we decided to investigate Mg effect on renin
secretion. Fourty four subjects (17 to 65 year old) with ml
nor troubles such as tremulousness, cramps, Irritability, ha
ye been studied during a Mg Infusion for diagnostic purpose.
None from then had any4gn of renal disease. Serum total
and Ionized calcium (Ca ), plasma and Intra globular (IG)
Mg concentrations were frequently In the low normal range.
Magnesium as MgCL,, 0.27 mMole/kg body weight In lOOmI
of an isotonic glucose solution, was infused during a 90 ml
nutes period. Plasma was sampled before and after Mg mt U
sion In the upright position (30 mInutes) for renln and bioche
mical analysis determinations: renin was evaluated with
our usual plasma renin activity assay (PRA) and with a new
renln assay permitting direct measurement of renin concen
tration (RC) with a couple of monocional antibodies (Diagno
stic Pasteur Renin Kit). Mg Infusion Induced a significant In
crease (dbiIng) of plasma Mg but no modification of lG Mg.
Serum Ca was not modified. PRA and RC increased signi
ficantiy (pcO.OO1) respectively 3.24±2.68 (SD) versus 1.71±
1.59 ng/ml/ h and 41.96±23.4 versus 29.22 ng/I. A signifi
cant reiatlonshlp (p<0.001) was found between both renin
values. No relationship was found between basal PRA and
RC on one hand and basal plasma and iG Mg concentration,
basal 24h Na, Ca and Mg urine excretion, on the other hand.
Our data demonstrated an Increased piasma renln concen
tratlon after Mg loading. The physiological Importance of
this Mg—renin effect has to be elucidated.
Control
Na
PRA CSA 1.7+0.6
(ng/ml/h) AZA 1.5+0.8
p value ns
PA CSA 86+15
(pg/mi) AZA 128÷28
p value ns
Urinary K was lower
High
Na
1 • 3+0.4
1 .3+0.4
ns
56+11
72+1 1
ns
for the
(56+4. 3
nei ther
PLATE1E ACTIVATIN3 FACIUR (PAF) AS A MEDIAIt)R OF PFIJrEINURIA
IN IDDLATED PERFUSED KIDNEY (IPK). Federica Jjjj
Tag1iaferri', Reniela Macccni", Rerberto Perico' and Giuseppe
Rssuzzi (intr. by Cosrad L. Pirani). Mario Negri Institute
for Pharmacological Research, BerganD, Italy.
PAF arplifies tissue damage in glcxserulcoephritis and can
prasete proteinuria stirrulating platelet and neula-ophil
caticesic protein release. We need 1F4( to establish whether PAF
directly canees proteinuria. Kidneys (n=5) were isolated fran
sale Sprague—Lawley rats and perfttsed at ccristant pressure
(160 saNg) for 60 sin with a Krebs—Henseleit bicarixtrate
buffer ccotaning glucose, urea, creatinine, hevine sercmi
albunin (1%), Ficoll 70 (3./o) and amino acids. Perfusicn
soluticir was caitinneusly gassed with '2/'2 a 15
sin stabilizaticn period, two basal 10 sin clearances were
followed by PAl' (264 ng) bolus injection into the renal
artery. Results were the following:
Proteinuria (pg/sin)
tine (sin) 15-25 25-35 +
PAl' injection
35-45 45-55 55-65
sean 14.7 11.9 45.3 58.1 E0.7
+1— sd j3.8 l6.7 j17.2
p60.01 as ccnrpared to 15—25 sin (Drncan's test)
Re significant changes in OFR (as creatinine clearance)
were observed during the perfusion procedure (0.666±0.03:)
before versus 0.E6ljO.663 inl/min/g kidney after PAF).
PAF—induced proteinuria can be significantly (p60.601)
prevented by the PAF—specific receptor antagarist L-652, 731
(gift of T.Y. Shen-.NED) poe—injected (60 pg) into the renal
artery. The data indicate that PAF directly increases
glciserular perneability to proteins.
DIETARY PROTEIN MODULATES GLOMERULAR PROSTAGLANDIN
PRODUCTION IN RATS WITh EXPERIMENTL RENAL DIEASE
AND IN NORMAL ANIMALS. B. it. Don, S. Blake,
G.A. Kaysen, and N. Schambelan. SF General Hosp.,
Univ. of Calif., San Francisco and Davis, CA.
Dietary protein (DP) augments intraglomerular
hypertension and the resultant glomerular damage
in several models of experimental renal disease in
the rat. The mechanism whereby this occurs is
unknown. In rats ingesting a standard protein
diet, glomerular prostaglandin (PG) production is
increased in two models with glomerular hyper-
tension: streptozotocin—induced diabetes inellitus
(DM) (JCI 75:404,1985) and subtotal nephrectomy
(NPx) (KI 25:337A,1984). We recently found that
variation in DP intake modulates glomerular PG
production in rats with Iteymann nephritis (KI 29:
344A,1986). In the present study we evaluated the
effect of feeding different DP intakes to rats
with DM (N'36), 3/4 NPX (N'45), and normal animals
(NORM, N47). Rats from each study group were
randomized into two equal subgroups and pair—fed
isocaloric diets containing either 8.52 (LP) or
402 (HP) protein as casein for 10—14 days. Glom—
erular production of PGE2, the major vasodilatory
PG produced by rat glomeruli, was significantly
greater in rats fed the NP intake (DM: 1749±176 vs
1247±126 pg/mg protein per 30 mm, p<O.O5; NPX:
884±94 vs 467±73, p<O.OO5; NORM: 1348±149 vs
956±111, p<o.Os). Comparable increases in PGF2a
and TXB2 were also noted in the HP animals. Thus,
DP inta1e modulates glomerular PG production in
rats with three distinct models of renal disease
and in normal animals. Such changes in vasoactive
elcosanoids may mediate the altered gloinerular
hemodynamics thought to underlie the progression
of chronic renal diseases.
SK&F 101926 Is ANTIDIURETIC IN MAN. Jeffrey
, Nancy Allison, Dianne Tatoian*, Alan
Blumberg*, Kenward Lee*, and Robert Stote, Smith
Kline and French Clinical Research Unit,
Presbyterian Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.
The vasopressin analogue SK&F 101926
[d(CH2)D-Tyr(Et)2Val4-desG1y9JAVP
has been shown to be a potent competitive
antagonist at renal (V2) receptors y.go.
The K1 values for inhibition of vasopressin—
induced adenylate cyclase activation (VPAC) of
membranes of rat, pig, monkey, and human renal
medulla are 0.4, 3.0, 1.0, and 2.3 x109M
respectively. The molelcule is also active in
vivo as an antagonist of the antidiuretic effect
of endogenous and exogenous vasopressin,
producing water diuresis (aquaresis) in rats,
dogs, sheep, and squirrel monkeys. Based on
these preclinical findings, it was surmised that
SK&F 101926 would be an aquaretic agent in man.
In normal subjects, in states of anti-
diuresis, either after 14 hour dehydration or
with exogenous vasopressin infusion (and water
loading), SK&F 101926 did not dilute the urine.
In water—loaded subjects, SK&F 101926 was
antidiuretic: a dose of 25 mcg/kg raised Uosm
from 68 to 792 mOsm/kg over 5 hours. The
antidiuresis was not accompanied by changes in
systemic blood pressure, glomerular filtration
rate, or rise in plasma vasopressin levels. The
only side effect noted was flushing of the face
and upper body with intravenous doses 10 mcg/kg.
In conclusion, 1) there may be marked
species differences in the diuretic response to
V2 vasopressin receptor antagonists, and 2) in
gjtxo inhibition of VPAC may not be sufficient
to predict aquaretic activity in man.
CALCIUM MOBILIZATION BY PROSTAGLANDINS
(PG) IN CULTURED RAT MESANGIAL CELLS.
George R. Dubyak,* Paolo Mene,* Raymond G. Mc
Dermott,5 Antonio Scarpa,* and Michael J. Dunn. Depts.
of Medicine and Physiology, Case Western Reserve
University and University Hospitals, Cleveland, Ohio.
Changes in cytosolic free calcium ([Ca])
concentration are a major signal transduction mechanism
for various hormones and autacoids. Since endogenous
synthesis or local release of PG may regulate mesangial
functions, including contractility and proliferation, we
studied the effects of various PG on [Ca] in cultured
rat mesangial cells, using the fluorescent intracellular
probe fura-2. Confluent monolayers grown on plastic
coverslips were loaded with fura—2 and fluorescence was
continuously monitored at 500 nm with 340 nm excitation
wavelength prior to and after addition of the agonists.
Basal [Ca]1 was 105.7±4.2 nM. PGF20, POE2, and the
TXA2-analog U-466l9 all stimulated a dose-dependent,
rapid (<10 sec.) increase of ECa4i, with peak levels
averaging 683.0±226.1, 331.7±57.1 and 319.3±38.3 nM,
respectively, at 1 uM. Maximal effects were observed at
0.1 uM for PGF2 and at 10 uM for PGE2 and U-46619.
All responses wer followed by a slow return of [Ca]
towards baseline, with continued elevation at 180 sec.
Removal of extracellular Ca by EGTA inhibited only
the sustained phase of responses, suggesting an
intracellular source for the early rise of [Ca]. The
PGI2—analog Iloprost (carbaprostacyclin) had no effects.
These results indicate a novel intracellular signalling
system, alternative to cyclic nucleotides, for eicosanoids
in the glomerular mesangium.
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CORTICOSTERONE STIMULATION OF NA TRANSPORT IN
CULTURED EPITHELIA (A6); AN EFFECT NOT SHARED WITH
ALDOSTERONE. R.L. Duncan* and C.O. Watlington,
Dept. of Medicine, Med. Coil. VA/VCU, Richmond, VA
The stimulation of aètive transepithelisi Ns
transport (short-circuit current; Isc) produced by
corticosterone(B) is twice that of maximal effec-
tive concentration of aidosterone(A). 6$-OH-B, the
major B metabolite produced by A6 celia, also
stimulates 1sc which is additive to the effect of
A but not B. This study tests the hypothesis that
B stimulates Tsc by an additional receptor mecha-
nism to that shared with A and that the agonist is
6$-OH-B made in the effector cell. At concentra-
tions of A and B, which shouid produce similar oc-
cupancy of shared receptors, spironolactone inhib-
ited all of A's effect but only 40% of B induced
1sc stimulation. This latter finding is consistent
with blockade of receptors shared with A and that
B also induces 1sc increase through activation of
additional receptors. The ECSO for the enhanced
1sc stimulation by B, in the presence of maximai
effective concentration of A, was approximately
iO-7M and greater than the Kã (3xlO-9H) for the
nuclear binding sites shared with A. In coid ana-
log competition studies using [3H]-B, A and B dis-
placed nuclear binding equaliy at lD-8M or less,
indicating only shared sites. However, a progres-
sive increase of non-shared saturable sites (dis-
piaced by B but not A) was found as the [3H]-B
concentration was increased above l08M. At l0-7H,
the majority of the non-shared displaceable radio-
label of nuclear extracts cochromatographed with
6$-OH-B on TLC. Thus, A6 cells metabolize B to
6$-OH-B, which in turn may occupy lower affinity
receptors not shared with A or B, to mediate an
enhanced effect of B on 1sc
DIETARY FISH OIL SUPPLEMENTS: EFFECFS ON RENAL
BEMODYNAMICS AND RENAL EXCRETORY FUNCTION IN
HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS. R. Duming, A. Struck*, H.
Scherf, R. Pietsch*, and H.J. Kramer. Medizi—
mische UniversitNts—Poliklinik Bonn, Federal
Republic of Cermaay.
The effect of dietary supplementation of co—3
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) of fish oil
origin on renal hemodynamics and renal excreto-
ry function was studied in 10 healthy volun-
teers on a constant intake of iSO mmol Na and
80 mmol K per day. Clearance studies were per-
formed before and after 6 weeks of adding 3.6 &
of eicosapentaenoic and 2.4 g docosahexaenoic
acid per day to their "western" diet. Studies
of renal function were performed during water
diuresis induced by an oral water load of 20
mi/kg b.wt. followed by an infusion c1f 0.45 1
saline at a rate of 0.2 mlmin.kf during
three 30 mm clearance periods. Dietary 0—3
PUFAs markedly increased RPF determined by the
clearance of PAH (715 45 vs. 559 44 al/mm;
p<O.Ol) and GFR measured by the clearance of
inulin (i09 3 vs. 97 3 mi/mm; pcO.Ol) in
the presence of an unchanged arterial blood
pressure thus indicating a significant fall in
renal vascular resistance. In spite of these
renal hemodynamic changes, urinary flow rate,
UN5V, UKV, UC1V. UphoaV, Cosm and CH2O were
unchanged by the dietary intervention. Our
results therefore suggest that in normal sub-
jects dietary supplements of 0—3 PUFAa induce
marked changes in renal hemodynamics with in-
creases in RPF and GFR. These renal hemodynsmic
changes are accompanied by an increase in tubu-
lar reabaorptive capacity so that overall ex-
cretory function remains unchanged.
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PRESENCE OF VENTRICLIAR IMMLJ\IOREACTIVE "ATRIAL"
NATRIt.RETIC FACTOR (ANF) IN HEART FAILURE. B. S.
Edwards*, D. M. Ackermann*, L.E. Wold*, .3. C.
Burnett, Jr., Mayo Medical School, Rochester, f4'
Previous studies employing imunohistochemical
techniques have demonstrated the presence of ANF
granules within atrial cardiocytes which are
absent in ventricular myocardium of mammals.
Congestive heart failure (CHF) is characterized by
increased circulating levels of ANF while atrial
granularity is reduced, consistent with enhanced
atrial release of the hormone. The present study
was designed to test the hypothesis that chronic
cardiac volume overload in CHF is associated with
development of ventricular ANF which may augment
atrial production of the peptide. In six
cardiomyopathic hamsters with CHF (Bio 14.6, age
231 days) and in six age—matched controls, we
examined ventricular myocardium for the presence
of ANF using a two—stage immunohistochemical
technique. ANF specific rabbit antisera and
peroxidase conjugated goat anti—rabbit IgG were
used with nonirwnune rabbit sera as a negative
control. Two observers reviewed all ventricular
sections under blind conditions. Focal
immunoreactive deposits of ANF were present in the
ventricular subendocardium in all cardiomyopathic
hamsters. No irimiunoreactive ANF was observed in
the ventricles of control hamsters.
This study demonstrates for the first time that
the mammalian ventricle may produce ANF and
suggests that ventricular ANF may develop in
response to chronic volume overload characteristic
of congestive heart failure.
TISSUE SPECIFIC REGULATION OF RAT ANGIOTENSIN
mRNA EXPRESSION IN ONTOGENY.
Kristin E. Ellison*, Julie R. Ingelfinger and
Victor J. Dzau*. Brigham and Women's
Hospital, Division of Vascular Medicine and
Atherosclerosis, and The Children's Hospital,
Division of Nephrology, Boston, MA
Angiotenainogen mRNA sequences are present in
the rat kidney. We have previously shown
thst low salt dtet selectively increases
kidney angiotensinogen mRNA levels without
influencing liver angiotensinogen mRNA
levels. To examine further the tissue
specific regulation of angtotenstnogen
expression, we studied liver and ktdney
angiotensinogen mRNA expressions in the WRY
rat during ontogeny. WRY rats were
sacrificed at ages 35, 63 and 91 days,
corresponding to prepubertal, pubertel, end
postpubertal states. Liver and kidney total
RNAs were extracted using gusntdium
thiocyanate/C5CI2 gradients. Qigntitative
Northern blot analysis with-P labeled
angiotensinogen cDNA (pRang 3) revealed that
liver angiotensinogen mRNA remained
relatively constant during development. In
contrast, kidney engiotensinogen mRNA wes
expressed at very low levels at d35. By d63
and d91 kidney sngiotensinogen mRNA incressed
significantly, coincident with puberty.
These data demonstrate that kidney and liver
angiotensinogen mRNAa are differentially
regulated during ontogeny. The results may
have important physiological implications and
lend further support to the concept of cissue
specific regulation of angiotensinogen gene
expression.
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DISSOCIATION OF PLASMA irANF AND RENAL SODIUM
HANDLING IN CIRRHOTIC HUMANS UNDERGOING WATER IM-
MERSION. M. Epstein, R. Preston*, R. Aceto*, MJF
Camargo*, R. Loutzenhiser*, S. Atlas, Nephrol.
Sect., VANC and Univ. of Miami, Miami, FL. and
Cardiovasc. Ctr., Cornell Univ., New York, NY.
Despite extensive investigation, the mediators
of the sodium retention of cirrhosis remain in-
completely defined. The possible role of ANF in
this disorder has not, however, been studied.
Since we have previously shown that central hyper—
volemia induced by water immersion (WI) augments
ANF release in humans, WI afforded a unique oppor-
tunity to assess simultaneously the changes in
ANF, PRA, and sodium excretion in cirrhotic pa-
tients with ascites and edema. Eight cirrhotic pa-
tients were studied during WI while in balance on
a 10 mEq Na, 100 mEq K diet. Cirrhotic patients
tended to manifest higher mean plasma ANT levels
(in fmol/ml) although the differences did not
attain statistics significance (mean SE):
Pre—study Hr.1 Hr.2 Hr.3 Recovery
Normals 8±2 14±3t 19±4t 16±3t 6±1
Cirrhotics 10±3 31±8t 33±9t 29±8t 13±3
p < 0.05 compared to pre—study (±)
When expressed as percent changes, both groups
manifested similar 3—fold increases in ANF. As in
normals, PRA declined in the cirrhotic group by
71±3% (p<O.OO1). Despite uniform stimulation of
ANF in cirrhosis the natriuretic response to WI
was highly variable. The ability of cirrhotic pa-
tients to augment AMF in response to central by—
pervolemia suggests that failure of ANF release is
not a primary determinant of the sodium retention.
An impaired renal responsiveness to ANT, however,
may contribute to sodium retention and compensa-
tory augmentation of circulating ANF levels.
PROSTAGLANDIN '2 AND GLUCOCORTICOID-HYPERTENSION
IN RAT. Pierre Falardeau and Andre Martineau*.
Clin. Res. Inst. of Montreal, Montreal, Que.
The goal of the present study was to deter-
mine if dexamethasone (DX)—induced hypertension
in Wistar rats is due to an inhibition of the
synthesis of prostaglandin 12 (P612) in vivo.
The urinary excretion of dinor-6-oxo-PGF1
(PGI-M) was used as an index of P612 production?
Dexamethasone caused a profound reduction in
urinary PGI-M (7 1 vs 21 5 ng/24 h) and a
sustained rise in arterial pressure (144 9 vs
103 3 mm Hg after 5 days). Exogenous
arachidonic acid induced a fourfold increase in
urinary PGI-M in normal rats (from 14 3 to 61
6 ng/24 h). Despite a large decrease upon
addition of DX, urinary PGI-M remained in the
high normal range in arachidonic acid treated
rats (21 8 ng/24 h). Arachidonic acid exerted
antihypertensive effects which were small
initially but significant in the later phase of
DX-induced hypertension (124 8 vs 139 8 mm
Hg in arachidonic acid treated vs control rats,
after 7 days of DX). The antiglucocorticoid
agent RU-486 reverted almost entirely the rise
in blood pressure (106 6 vs 124 8 mm Hg) but
only marginally the reduction in urinary PGI—M
caused by DX. Meclofenamic acid reduced urinary
PGI-M to the same extent as DX but did not cause
any increase in arterial pressure.
The results of this study demonstrate that,
in Wistar rats: 1) DX is a powerful inhibitor of
P612 synthesis in vivo; 2) the mechanism initi-
ating glucocorticoid-hypertension is not depen-
dent upon the inhibition of arachidonic acid
metabolism, although this effect may contribute
to the severity of hypertension with time.
DETECTION OF 8, 9— AND 14,15—EPOXYEICOSATRIENOIC
ACIDS AS ENDOGENOUS COMPONENTS OF RABBIT KIDNEY.
JR Falck*,VJ Schueler*, HR Jacobson, AW Sidd—
hanta*,B.Pramanik*,and J.Capdevila*.Div.of Neph,
Vanderbilt U., Nashville, TN. and Dept.of Mole-
cular Genetics, UTHSCD, Dallas, TX.
The cytochrome P—450 epoxygenase reaction, an
alternate route for arachidonic acid metabolism,
generates 4 regioisomeric epoxyeicosatrienoic
acids (EET5). This reaction has been documented
in subcellular fractions and isolated cell pre-
parations from rat and rabbit kidney. A role for
the EET5 in renal function has been suggested
(Ann, Rev. Biochem. (1986) 55, 69). Critical to
determining a biologic rol&7or the EEls will
be the documentation of their in vivo formation.
Rabbit kidney homogenates were tracted with
Cl-ICl3:CH3OH/2:1, the extract bulk purified by
silica gel column chromatography followed by a
combination of reverse and normal phase HPLC.
After catalytic hydrogenation and derivatization
with pentaflourobenzyl (PFB) bromine, the GC/MS
properties of the PFB derivative of the bio-
logical sample were compared to that of syn-
thetic 5,6—, 8,9—, 11,12— and 14,15—PFB. epoxy—
eicosanoates. Based on capillary GC retention
times and mass spectral fragmentation patterns
it was concluded that the sample extracted from
rabbit kidney contained a mixture of 8.9— and
14,15—EEl. Estimates of total EET content per gm
kidney weight range from 1—20 ppm similar to
levels of prostaglandins in rabbit kidney also
determined by mass spectronetry. These results
further establish the cytochrome P—45O Epoxy—
genase as a new member of the Arachidonate Cas-
cade and give credence to the possibility that
EEls may play a functional role in the kidney.
Th'MLJN0HIST0CHE1ICAL LOCALIZATION OF RENIN IN
END-STAGE KIDNEYS. I'. Faraggiang V. Seshan
1. Inagami' J. Churg. Depts. of Pathology and
Biochemistry, Meunt Sinai Sch. of Medicine, Now
York, NY and Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN.
Hypertension in chronic renal failure is
usually due to excessive accusulation of salt and
water. In some cases soditm depletion by dialysis
fails to reduce the high blood pressure. Plasma
renin activity in this group tends to be higher
than in dialysis-responsive hypertension. We
performed a semiquantitative analysis of the
iimnunohistochmnical distribution of renin in the
kidneys of 14 patients with end-stage renal
disease and hypertension, using a specific
anti-human renin antibody and a peroxidase-
antiperoxidase technique on paraffin sections of
nephrecton' and/or autopsy specimens. Normal
kidneys of adults as well as 4 cases of severe
renal artery stenosis served as controls. We
found variable degrees of reactivity to the
antirenin antibody, without any clear-cut
correlation with the duration or the degree of
hypertension. Mewever in all 6 cases with severe,
dialysis-resistant hypertension, the degree of
insaunoreactivity was most striking, exceeding the
one found in renovascular hypertension and
present in arterioles at a distance from the
glc*neruli. 3 cases of advanced ibetic
glomerulosclerosis consistently showed minimal
iminunoreactivity. We conclude that in patients
with hypertension and advanced end-stage renal
disease, ininunodetection of tissue renin is
useful in identifying cases of hypertension with
high renin production. Such patients would most
likely benefit from nephrecton'.
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DISSOCIATION OF RENAL AND HEMODYNAMIC EFFECTS OF
hANF 102—126 (ANF) IN NORMAL VOLUNTEER
SUBJECTS. Jeffrey J. Frflg, Barry R. Walker,
and Harold K. Marder. Wyeth Laboratories hANF
Study Group, Wyeth Laboratories, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
Natriuresis, diuresis and blood pressure (BP)
reduction in association with hANF infusions
have been described previously; however, the
dose—response characteristics of these effects
have not been delineated. Healthy male subjects
in sodium balance on either a 200 mEq (N=15) or
20 mEq (N..9) sodium (Na) diet received, under
water load conditions, a 1—hour placebo infusion
followed by 3 ascending single daily 1—hour
infusions of ANF at doses of 0.003 to 0.3
mcg/kg/min. Significant (p < 0.05) dose—
dependent increases in urine flow (UV) (201. to
501.) and Na excretion (UNaV) (120% to 350%) were
seen from 0.03 to 0.2 mcg/kg/min associated with
an increase in FENa (100% to 300%). Urinary
potassium excretion and creatinine clearance
..were unchanged. Mean systolic and diastolic BP
reductions of 5—10 mmHg occurred at the higher
doses infused. During a 2—hour post infusion
observation period, UV decreased below baseline
while UNaV returned to, but not below, baseline
values. Despite the rapid dissipation of ANF—
Induced natriuresis and diuresis upon
discontinuation of the Infusion, BP reductions
were maintained for the entire 2—hour recovery
period. These results demonstrate a dose—
response curve for IV Infusions of hANF 102—126
for natriuresis, an absence of kaliuresis, and
possible dissociation of the vasoactive from its
diuretic and natriuretic effects.
THE cAMP—BINDING PROTEINS IN MEDILLARY COLLECTING
TUBOLE (MCT) AND MEDU...LARY ASCENDING LIMB OF HENLE
(MAL) OF RAT KIDNEY. S.M Gapstur*, S. Homma and
T.P. Dousa, Nephrol. Res. Unit, Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, Minnesota.
The post—cyclic AMP steps in the action of
vasopressin (AVP) in the cellular mechanism of
regulation of water permeability in MCT, and of
Nl transport in MAL, are largely unknown. We
explored the presence of cAMP—binding proteins in
MCI and in MAL microdissected from rat kidney
medufla us4ng the photoaffinity labelling with
8—N3—L32PJJ—cAMP. After micro—homogenization oftubules in buffer with 0.1% Iriton—X—l00, MCI and
MAL were pIotoa.ffinity—labelled by incubation with
1 M 8—N3- L32PIJ —cAMP and then the incorporated
32P1 was analyzed by SOS—PAGE and autoradiography.
Both in MCI and MAL homogenats te analysis
showed incorporation of 8_N3_L3LPiJ_cAMP into two
bands of apparent molecular weight: Mr = 55 Kd and
a wider band of Mr = 49 Kd, comigrating with
standards of cAMP—protein kinase regulatory
subunits R11 and R1, respectively. The
32Pi—labelling was blocked by addition of
unlabelled 20 jM cAMP but not 20 MM cGMP into the
incubation in both MCT and MAL. In MCI, the band
corresponding to R1 was much more prominent then
band R11, whereas in MAL, the R1 and R11 were
about equal in density. The results show that both
major isoenzymes of cAMP protein kinase are
present in rat MCI and MAL. However, in MCI, the
predominant is protein kinase type—I. We suggest
that the difference between MCI and MAL in
cAMP—protein kinase isoenzymes may relate to the
two distinct end—responses of MCI and MAL to the
same initial stimulus, the AVP.
INHIBITION OF THE TUBULAR ACTION OF VASOPRESSIN
BY SELECTIVE c2-/,DRENOCEPTOR AGONISTS. Miklos
Gellai* and Richard N. Edwards. Smith Kline &
French Labs., Swedeland, PA
The selective c*2—adrenoceptor agonist,
B-HT 933, has previously been shown to induce
diuresis in normal rats. To determine whether
the diuretic effect of B-HI 933 is due to inhi-
bition of vasopressin (VP) action, we examined
the effects of B—HI 933 on the antidiuretic
response to VP in Brattleboro (DI) rats and on
cAMP accumulation in isolated medullary collecting
tubules (MCI) from normal rats. In 5 conscious,
instrumented DI rats, antidiuretic dose responses
to VP were established. The experiments were
repeated on the same rats on different days during
the i.a. infusion of B—HI 933 (2.5 and 25 jig/mm).
The VP dose-response curve was shifted to the
right by B—HT 933. The doses of VP that reduced
urine flow by 50% were 0.19+0.02, 0.46+0.11, and
1.88*+O.2 ng/kg for control, 2.5 jig/mm and 25 jig!
mm B-HI 933, respectively (* p<O.O5 vs. control).
In the MCT, B-HI 933 and norepinephrine (NE) inhi-
bited VP (0.1 nM) induced cAMP accumulation in a
dose-dependent manner. VP—stimulated cAMP levels
were significantly inhibited by 46% with 1 uM
B-HI 933 (137±10 to 74+12 fmol/mm, n=5), and by
66% with 1 uM NE (133+11 to 45+6 fmol/mm, n=6).
The
—i selective agonist, cirazolmne, had no
effect on VP—induced cAMP accumulation. The
results indicate that the diuretic action of
B—HI 933 is, in part, due to inhibition of VP
action via c—2 receptors in the collecting tubule,
that this inhibition takes place at the level of
cAMP generation, and that a2—adrenoceptor agonist
may participate in the regulation of AVP-dependent
water reabsorption.
ATRIAL PEPTIDES DO NOT PLAY A DOMINANT ROLE IN THE
NATRIURESIS ELICITED BY AIRIAL STRETCH OR SALINE
INFUSION. Kenneth L. Goetz,* Bin C. Wang,* Peter
Bie,* Robert J. Leadley, Jr.,* and Pamela Geer,*
(intr. by L. P. Sullivan). St. Luke's Hospital and
Foundation, Kansas City, Missouri
Conscious dogs with denervated hearts do not
increase urine flow or sodium excretion durinq
left atrial stretch even though plasma atrial
peptides (ANP) increase normally (Am. J. Physiol.
250: R946, 1986), thus indicating that the renal
effects of atrial stretch in intact dogs cannot be
ascribed simply to the release of ANP; other
reflex mechanisms also participate. To estimate
the relative potencies of ANP versus other atrial
reflex mechanisms, we infused a—human ANP into
conscious dogs at 50 ngkg1min1 during a 40
mm control period. Then the infusion was stopped
abruptly, and left atrial pressure was increased 8
mmHg. Plasma ANP decreased from a control of
1269*136 to 374±115 and 383±117 pg/mi during two
consecutive 20 mm periods of atrial stretch, but
urine flow increased by 9% and 40% and sodium
excretion by 50% and 70% during these same two
periods (n=5). Resuming infusion of c&—hANP after
stopping atrial stretch appeared to potentiate the
renal response elicited by atrial stretch.
Qualitatively similar results were obtained when
saline infusion (24 ml/kg over 5 mm) was
substituted for atrial distension; increases in
urine flow (530%) and sodium excretion (440%)
occurred during the first 20 mm while plasma ANP
decreased from 148785 to 164±9 pg/mi (n=7).
These results provide evidence that circulating
levels of ANP do not play a dominant role in
influencing sodium excretion either during atrial
distension or in response to saline infusion.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF SPECIFIC ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
PEPTIDE (ANP) RECEPTORS IN RABBIT INNER MEDULLARY
COLLECTING DUCT (IMCD) CELLS. M. Gunning*, B. J.
Ballermaun, B. N. Brenner, P. Silva, and N. L.
Zeidel*. Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass.
We have previously shown that ANP inhibits
transport—dependent oxygen consumption (AJP
251:F379, 1986) and elevates cGMP in suspensions
of rabbit IMCD cells. To characterize IMCD AMP
receptors, we performed equilibrium binding
experiments using l251—rANPI—28 on intact cells.
Equilibrium was reached at 90 mm; binding was
stable for 3 hr, and was rapidly reversed by
addition of acid. Binding was saturable with
increasing concentrations of
Scatchard analysis of these data gave straight
lines (r = 0.971 0.01 SE) suggesting a single
class of binding sites. The equilibrium
dissociation constant (Kd) averaged 74.1 12.8
pM and the receptor density (K0) averaged 3353
497 binding sites per cell (a = 3). Binding in
the presence of increasing concentrations of
nonlabeled rANP1_28 gave apparent K of 156 57
pM, in good agreement with saturation data.
Apparent K for AMP analogs were: hANP4.28, 156
56 pM; rANP527, 637 63 pM; and rANP525, 6.6
3.8 X 106 pM. rANP1427, bradykmnin,
vasopressin, and angiotensin II did not inhibit
binding at concentrations up to 10 uM. Cyclic
GMP accumulation occurred at 300 pM hANP428,
required 106 pM rANP5_25. and could not be
induced by rANP13_28.
[MCD cells possess a specific high affinity
plasma membrane receptor for ANP. The similarity
of sensitivity and specificity for binding and
cGMP accumulation indicate that activation of
this receptor stimulates cGMP generation.
ANGIOTENSIN II (All) EFFECT ON CYTOSOLIC pH (pH1)
IN CULTURED RAT VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS
(VSMCs). Norio Hatori' Burton P. Fine and
Abraham Aviv. N.J. Medical School, Hypertension
Research Unit, Newark, N.J.
This study examined the effect of All on pH
in cultured VSMC5. Serially passed VSMC5 from
Wistar rat aorta were grown on coverslips and
loaded with the pH sensitive indicator 27-his
(carboxyethly)-5,6 carboxyfluorescent ester
(BCECF). A biphasic reaction was seen after
exposure of these cells to All (lO-9-1O-6M); an
initial and relatively brief phase of acidifica-
tion was followed by sustained alkalinization.
The rate of acidification and the magnitude of
alkalinization were dose dependent. This bi-
phasic effect of All was mimicked by subjecting
VSMCs to the calcium inonophore A23187 (5pM) in
1.8mM Ca medium but not in Ca—deficient medium.
The All—induced alkalinization occurred in con-
cert with imulation of the Na-pump (ouabain
sensitive Na washout). Verapamil (1O—5M) elimi-
nated the initial acidification whereas amiloride
analogues as well as Na-deficient medium aboli-
shed the subsequent alkalinization produced by
the hormone. We speculate that the brief All-
induced acidification relates to increase in
cytosolic free Ca and consequent activation of
Ca-ATPase (Ca/H exchange) system. The longer
alkalinization phase is the consequence of acti-
vation of the Na/H antiport which, in turn,
stimulates the Na-pump to hyperpolarize the cell
membrane and thus feedback to inhibit Ca influx.
Thus, the Na/H antiport may serve as a cellular
modulator for the action of All.
METP.BOLISM OF ATRIAL NTRIURETIC PEPTIDE (AN?) BY
KIDNEY MEMBRANES AND ISOLATED TIJBULES. Matsuhiko
yashi,* Jeffrey Berg,* and Adrian I. Katz. Dept.
of Medicine, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
The renal metabolism of homologous, synthetic
AN? (alpha tat ANP, 28a.a.) was studied in the
rat, using cortex homogenates and purified lumin—
al (LM) and basolateral (BLM) membranes, as well
as xnicrodissected nephron segments. Intact and
degraded 1251ANP were determined by polyacryla—
mide gel electrophoresis and autoradiography;
results were confirmed with both radiolabeled and
native ANP by means of reversed phase HPLC. All
preparations (except BLM) metabolized AN? at a
very brisk rate: Cortical homogenates degraded
5.2 fmols AN?.)]g protein-l.minl; whereas LM were
more active in this respect (8.9fmols. pgl.mirrl),
AN? metabolism by BLM was negligible. In isolat-
ed tubules highest degradation rates (1.5—1.9
fmols.cm-1.min-- were exhibited by proximal (con-
voluted and straight) and distal convoluted tu-
bules, but AN? was metabolized to a substantial
degree (0.7—0.85 fmols.cm-i.min-l) by each neph—
ron segment studied (cortical and outer medullary
portions of thick ascending limbs and collecting
tubules). AN? gegradation by PCT was essentially
abolished at 4 C, but a number of enzyme inhibi-
tors (bacitracin, 0.15%; aprotinin, 0.1%, PMSF, 1
mM) were only partially effective, even when used
in combination.
These results indicate that AN? is avidly me-
tabolized by kidney tissue and that the degrading
activity is present along the entire nephron.
The rate of renal AN? degradation greatly exceeds
that of several polypeptide hormones studied by
us, suggesting that the kidneys could play an
important role in the rapid metabolism of this
hormone.
MEDIATORS OF THE RENAL ACTIONS OF PAF—ACETHER.
P. Braquet*, P. Sirois*, and G.E.
Plante (intr. by T. Nawar). Dept. Physiol. Univ.
Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, Canada.
Intravenous PAF—Acether (PAF) is associated
with profound hypotension secondary to increased
peripheral vascular permeability. Recent in vivo
renal perfusion studies indicate that small doses
of PAF alter specifically renal hemodynamics and
net tubular transport of ions. The present study
was undertaken in anesthetized dogs to examine the
eventual contribution of prostaglandins and
angiotensin II in mediating the renal effects of
PAF. PAF (0.78ug/kg) was administered in the
femoral vein during control conditions, during
indomethacin (IND: 3ug/kg) or saralasin (SAR:
lOOug/kg) treatment. IND prevented the systemic
effects of PAF on blood pressure and abolished the
rebound natriuresis (UNaV) seen after cessation of
PAF injection. However, DiD failed to prevent the
PAF—induced fall of UNaV from 156 P4 to 20
uEq/min, as well as the reduction of renal plasma
flow from l01 L to 59 5ml/min, and filtration
rate from 142 2 to 30 3ml/mmn. SAR protected
renal hemodynamics during PAF injection but UNaV
still decreased from 132 9 to 118 8uEq/min
despite maintenance of systemic and renal
perfusion pressures. These results suggest that
the renal vasoconstriction observed during PAF
infusion is mediated by the local release of
angiotensin II, whereas the fall of IJNaV would
likely result from a direct or indirect action of
PAF on the tubular transport of this ion.
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DIRECT EFFECTS OF ATRIOPEPTIN I II CAP)
AND 8—BROMO GUANOSINE 3t—5'—CYCLIC MONO—
PHOSPHATE (cGMP) ON TISSUE RENIN RELEASE
(RR). W. Henrich, E. McAlister*, p,
Srnlth*, and W. Campbel 1*, Dallas VA and
U. of Tx S.W. Med Sch, Dallas, TX.
Previously we had shown a direct effect
of AP to inhibit RR from superficial
renal cortical slices in the rat. This
inhibition of RR was linked to RR stimu-
lated by the B—adrenergic and prostaglan-'
din (P6) pathways. Since AP is known
to stimulate particulate cGMP in target
tissues, we wondered if cGMP could par-
tially account for RR inhibition seen
with AP. To investigate this, we 5timU—
lated RR with isoproterenol (ISO,10
5M,n9) and arachidonic acid (AA,10
3M,n=7) in the presence of AP (2.1x10
8M) and cGMP. Results:
ISO+ ISO+ 1SO+
j$, cGMP(1mMJ cGMP(IPIU
x 224 476 261 164 237
SE 69 107 42 26 41
p .01 .05 .01 .05
AA+ AA+ AA+
A _.AE cGMP(lrnMj. cGMP(1IJM)
x 205 310 256 150 200
SE 36 58 52 38 47
p .01 .05 .01 NS
These results show a direct inhibitory
action of cGMP on tissue RR stimulated
by ISO and AA. This Inhibitory effect
of cGMP may be in part responsible for
the effect of AP on tissue RR.
TOAD BLADDER SODIUM TRANSPORT RATE RESPONSE
TO V1 AND V2 ANALOGS OF VASOPRESSIN. J.T.
Higgins and S.K. Gupta*. Dept. of Med.,
Med. College of Ohio, Toledo, OH.
Arginine vasotocin (AVT) is the natural
antidiuretic hormone (ADH) of anurans, but
most studies of ADH action on toad urinary
bladder (TUB) have used arginine vasopressin
(AVP). Increased sodium and water transport
by TUB in response to ADH involves cAMP as
2nd messenger, but ADH analogs can
distinguish phosphoinositide-mediated (V1)
and cAMP-mediated (v2) receptor responses in
mammals. We used short-circuit current (SCC)
of TUB to examine effects on sodium transport
of AVT, AVP, the V1 agonist Phe2 OVT, the V1
antagonist d(CH2)5Tyr(MeAVP, and the V2
antagonist d(CH2)5[D-Ile Abu4IAVP (analogs
courtesy H. Manning). The V1 agonist Phe2
OVT produced a dose-related stimulation of
SCC. The concentration of agonist causing
doubling of SCC was AVT 4x1O'1° M, AVP 8x10'9
M, Phe2 OVT 7x10'7M. The V1 and V2
antagonists were both weak agonists for SCC,
and both inhibited SCC responses to both AVT
and the V1 agonist Phe2 OVT. For antagonism
of the AVT effect on SCC, the pA2 for the V1
antagonist was 6.49 and for the V2 antagonist
6.04.
It appears that the TUB possesses one type
of ADH receptor mediating SCC. This receptor
fails to distinguish between AVP analogs
which define V1 and V2 receptors in mammalian
tissues.
NO EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR IN
RATS WITH AMINONUCLEOSIDE-INDUCED NEPHRO-
TIC SYNDROME. D.A. Hildebrandt* and R.O. Banks.
U of Cinti, Dept Physiol & Biophys, Cincinnati, OH
Aminonucleoside (AMN)-induced nephrosis is
characterized by fluid and sodium retention. Because
atrial natriuretic factor (ANF) is putatively involved in
fluid-volume homeostasis, we investigated the action of
ANF in AMN-treated rats. AMN (100 mg/Kg i.v.) was
administered to female rats (175-250 gm) either 4(AMN4, n = 5) or 6 (AMN6, n = 7) days prior to
clearance experiments; untreated (liNT, n = 5) animals
served as controls. Protein excretion rates (mean +
SEM) were significantly higher in AMN6 rats than in
either liNT or AMN4 rats (UpV 38.5 3.4, 201.2 +
84.0, 405.9 + 28.5 pg/mm in liNT, AMN4 and AMN6
rats, respectively). The clearance of exogenously ad-
ministered creatinine (GFR) was significantly different
among the three groups (2.65± 0.15, 1.55! 0.10, 0.70 .i-
0.15 mI/mm for liNT, AMN4 and AMN6 rats, respec-
tively) but baseline sodium excretion rates were not
different (UNaV 2.12, 0.68, 0.95 0.61, 1.28 0.47
in UNT, AMN4 and AMN6 rats, respectively). ANF(rat, 8-33) was given as a bolus (1.0 p g/Kg i.v.) andthen for 1 hour as a constant infusion (0.1 pg
Kg'1mmnM. UNaV increased in UNT rats (t 13.94!
2.62 pEq/mm) but not in AMN rats; ANF did not
change the GFR in any group. We then tested the
response of each rat first to an i.v. bolus of ANF (5.0
pg/Kg) and then to furosemide (F, 4.0 mg/Kg). The
ANF bolus increased UNaV only in liNT rats (t = 5.3+
0.93 pEq/mm) but F increased UNaV similarly in all
groups (the average change was 12.2 1.6 p Eq/mm).
Thus, our data demonstrate that ANF is not natriuretiC
in AMN-treated rats and suggest that this lack of
responsiveness may contribute to the sodium and fluid
retention associated with nephrotic syndrome.
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE INCREASES PGE2
AND 6-KETO-PGFIa PRODUCTION IN NORMAL AND
HYDRONEPHROTIC KIDNEYS. S.I. Himmelstein,* W.E.
Yarger, and P.E. Klotman, DUMC and VA Medical Center,
Durham, N.C,
Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) produces renal vasodilation by
mechanisms which have not been elucidated completely.
Because the products of arachidonic acid metabolism are
important regulators of local vascular tone, we investigated the
actions of ANP on prostanoid production by hydronephrotic
kidneys from rats with unilateral ureteral obstruction (UUO)
and kidneys from sham-operated (Sham) animals. Male
Sprague-Dawley rats (175-225 grams) were studied 24 hour
following sham operation or UUO. Kidneys were perfused
cx vivo with non-recirculating, modified Krebs-Henseleit
solution. Following a control collection, ANP (1-28) was
injected into the arterial cannula at doses of 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0
jig, and venous effluent was collected. 6-Keto-PGF1a
(PGI), PGE2 and TXB2, were measured by RIA from
extracted samples of renal venous effluent and are expressed
as pg/ml. Administration of ANP in doses greater than 0.1 jig
stimulated increased PGI production by NL and UUO
kidneys. However, ANP increased PGE2 production by
UUO but not NL kidneys. ANP did not stimulate TXB2
production at any dose.
Control 0.1 jig 1.0 jig 10.0 jigNL POT 172.6 155.2 219.0 589,3
PGE2 1752.3 1125.8 1213.3 1415.4
TXB2 54.1 64.8 69.8 81.4
UUO PGI 460.7 575.0 1155.2 2665.1
POE2 955.5 798.7 1897.1 5087.2
TXB2 201.7 98.2 183.1 237.7
Unlike most vasoactive peptides, ANP stimulated specific
changes in vasodilatory PGE2 and PGI, without altering
TXB2 production. Thus, the effects of ANP in modulating
hemodynamics of UIJO and sham kidneys may be mediated,
in part, by alterations in renal prostaglandin production.
ENDOGENOUS SUBSTRATES FOR VASOPRESSIN (AvP)—
STIMILATED PHOSPHORYLATION IN MEDLILARY CLECTING
TUBILES MCT) MICRODISSECTED FRf THE RAT KIDNEY.
S. Homma , S. Gapstur*, A.N.K. Vusufi and T.P.
Dousa, Nephrol. Res. Unit, Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
Minnesota.
To identify proteins specificallyphosphorylated in intact cells of MCI, namely in
response to AVP, we developed a method for in situ
phosphorylation of microdissected MCI. MCT
segments were subjected to incubation with 45
pg/ml saponine at 300 C for 5 mm. This treatment
greatly increased permeability of cell membrane
for AlP, but did not allow leak of' macromolecules
such as lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) from cells.
Likewise, stimulability of adenylate cyclase by
AVP was not impaired. The semi—permeabilized MCI
were incubated with 32P—y—AIP of high specific
radioactivity (4 X 106 cpm/sample) for 5 mm.
Under these conditions, phosphorylation of only
two major protein bands (band "A": Mr 68,000 and
band "B": Mr 46,000) were defcted by SDS—PAGE
and autoradiography. On the other hand, similar
incubation of MCI with 32P—y—AIP after treatment
of tubules with hyposmotic shock plus freeze—thaw
cycle and stronger detergent (0.1% Iriton—X—lOO)
resulted in phosphorylation of multiple protein
bands. In most studies the incubation with 1 pM
AVP increased 32Pi radioactivity in band A and
decreased 32Pi radioactivity in band B. Ihese
findings demonstrate a novel method for
identification of endogenous protein substrates
for phosphorylations, which are likely involved in
post—cAF.F steps in cellular AVP action on intact
distal tubular segments.
EFFECTS OF HUMAN ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
FACTOR (ANF) IN PATIENTS WITH NEPHROTIC
SYNDROME (NS) AND CIRRHOSIS WITH ASCITES
(CA). Donald E. Hricik, Richard G. Appel, Michael S.
Simonson, Jeffrey Green,* Ronald Smith, and Michael J.
Dunn. Department of Medicine, Case Western Reserve
University and University Hospitals, Cleveland, OH and
Merck Sharp and Dohme Research Labs., West Point, PA
The effects of ANF (continuous infusion at 0.25, 0.5,
2.5, and 5.0 ug/min) on blood pressure, renal
hemodynamics, and renal solute excretion were compared
to those of furosemide (F) (40 mg IV bolus) in 6 patients
with NS or CA. Plasma ANF concentrations (PANF)
during control were 80 40 pg/mI in NS and 53 39 in
CA, rising to 357 171 during ANF at 5.0 ug/min.
Mean arterial pressure (MAP) was not altered by ANF at
0.25 or 0.5 ug/min but fell by 13% at 2.5 ug/min and by
26% at 5.0 ug/min, causing symptomatic hypotension or
syncope in 4 patients. During ANF, MAP correlated
inversely with PANF (r= -0.74) and urine cyclic GMP
excretion (r= -0.96), which increased more than 9-fold
above control at 5.0 ug/min. Inulin and PAH clearances
did not change at low doses of ANF but fell by 11% and
18%, respectively, during the 2.5 ug/min infusion,
correlating with the fall in MAP. Fractional excretion of
sodium increased from 0.25% (control) to a maximum of
0.84% during 0.5 ug/min ANF (thereafter falling despite
increasing ANF doses), and to a maximum of 6.57% 1
hour after F.
In conclusion, patients with NS and CA are very
sensitive to the hypotensive effects of ANF. At low
doses, ANF is weakly natriuretic compared to F. At high
doses, natriuresis is blunted by hypotension and
accompanying reductions in glomerular filtration rate and
renal plasma flow.
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EFFECTS OF 5-LIPOXYGENASE INHIBITOR (TMK-688) ON
PROTEINURIA IN EXPERIMENTAL NEPHRITIS. Yasuhiko
.Iifl2.a Ken Tachibana*, Kimio Tomita, Naoki
Yoshiyama*, Shigeo Tomura*, Jugoro Takeuchi*,
Toshio Wakabayashi*, Ikuo Morita*, Sei-itsu
Murota*. Tokyo Medical and Dental University,
and Terumo Corporation, Tokyo, Japan.
Metabolites of 5-lipoxygenase (LTC4, LTB4)
were found to be increased in experimental
nephritis and were thought to be involved in the
pathogenesis of nephritis. We examined the
effects of 5—lipoxygenase inhibitor (TMK—688,
derivative of caffeic acid, Terumo) on
proteinuria in experimental nephritis which were
induced by BSA (1mg/kg, i.v.) given each day
successively for 3 weeks (Fisher rat) or puromy-
dna (15 mg/kg i.v.) for a single injection (S—Il
rat) . TMK—688 was dissolved in carboxyl methyl
cellulose and administered by gavage every day
(BSA-TMK n=12, P-TMK n=5). As the control, vehi-
cle was administered (BSA-C n=7, P-C n=5). In
BSA nephritis experiments, proteinuria was in-
duced in 4 out of' 12 rats in BSA-TMK and 4 out of
7 rats in BSA-C. In these rats, proteinuria in
BSA-TMK was less than in BSA-C. mg/day * p<O.O5
n Pre Post (3w)
BSA-TMK rat 4 15.2 ÷ 1.8 62.3 + 22.8
BSA-C rat 4 14.5 + 1.4 297.3 + 84.5*
In puromycin induced nephritis, urinary protein
in P—TMK was significantly less compared with in
P-C on 11th day. Plasma creatinine was not
significantly different in each group. In
conclusion, 5—lipoxygenase inhibitor ameliorated
proteinuria induced by either BSA or puromycin.
We considered that the metabolites of 5-
lipoxygenase are deeply involved in the
pathogenesis of proteinuria in nephritis.
MECHANISM OF THE RENAL NATRIURETIC ACTION OF
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP) IN MAN.
WMT Janssen PE de Jong,*GK van der Hem' D de
Zeeuw*(Intr. by LW Statius van Eps). Dept. of
Nephrology, Univ. of Groningen, The Netherlands.
During a stable phase of water loading (WL) and
inannitol loading (ML) the effect and recovery of
1 ug AMP/mm (120 and 80 mm, respectively) were
studied in 7 normotensive volunteers. After ANP
GFR increaaed 9.0±2.0% (p=0.02, WL) and 6.3±4.9%
(p=0.02, ML), and ERPF fell 9.8±4.7% (p40.05) and
6.0±4.7% (ns), respectively. Filtration fraction
(FF) increased 16.9±7.8% (pO.02) and 11.9±9.6%
(p=0.02). Free water clearance (C-H2O/GFR)increas-
ed 10.7±9.1% (p=0.02) and Fe-Na rose 158±153% (p(
0.05). The rise in Fe-Na was correlated with the
rise in C-H2O/GFR (r+0.88,p(0.01). Free water re-
absorption (TC-H2O/GFR),as calculated from the C-
Osm/GFR-adjusted value, fell 10.3±9.8% (p=0.02),
with a rise in FE-Na of 82±56% (p=O.O2). The fall
in TC-H2O/GFR was greater in subjects with higher
increase in FE-Na (r0.95, p40.01). During recove-
ry all parameters returned to baseline. The rise
in C-H20 suggests a proximal site of action, of ANP.
The fall in TC-H2O points to a medullary site of
action, either in the thin or the thick part of
the ascending loop of Henle (ALH). Only a decrease
in (passive) solute reabsorption in the thin part
of the ALH will result in a fall in TC-H2O and in
a rise in C-H20. These AMP induced changes can be
explained by a medullary solute washout, secondary
to a shift of renal blood flow to medullary
nephrons. The fall in ERPF and the rise in FFafter
ANP is in favour of this hypothesis, since medul-
lary nephrons have a lower hippuran extraction and
a higher FF.
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CHANGES IN CARDIAC OUTPUT (CO) OBSCURE THE RENAL
EFFECTS OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP). s.,.
Kablitz, F. Birch,* C. Cuny,' R.L. Baranowski,
D.B. Olsen,* G.L. Burns,* 3. Riebrnan,* C.
Westenfelder. Univ. of Utah, Div. of Nephrol.
and Artif. Heart Res. Lab., VAMC, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
The exact function of ANP in salt retaining
states, such as congestive heart failure (CHF)
is unclear. In CHF Na retention persists
despite high circulating ANP levels. This
suggests that ANP is relatively ineffective or
unimportant in CHF. This issue was further
examined in three calves. In one control animal
(intact heart) cardiac output (CO) was reduced
to 3L/min. by slow hemorrhage. This caused a
69% fall in renal plasma flow (RPF) and
fractional Na excretion (FENa) decreased from
0.9 to 0.02%. Left atrial balloon inflation
raised coronary sinus blood levels of IR— ANP
from 100 to 907 pg/ml, while blood pressure,
FENa(O.02%), RPF and GFR remained unchanged. In
two calves with artificial hearts, the
implantation of which caused low ANP levels, CO
was gradually lowered from 8 to 4L/min. This
reduced RPF, GFR and FENa significantly. An
acute increase of CO to 8 and then llL/min.
caused a prompt rise in RPF, GFR and Na
excretion, while IR— ANP levels remained
unaltered and renin and aldosterone levels
fell. These data suggest that the renal actions
of ANP during states of altered CO are
neglibile. It may be that overall renal
perfusion and stimulation or inhibition of the
renin—angiotensin—aldosterone axis are adequate
regulators of fluid and electrolyte homeostasis
in calves.
ALDOSTERONE RESPONSE TO ACUTE HYPERVOLEMIA IS
CAUSED BY ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE. Yo
Kageyama* and Emmanuel L. Bravo. Clevelaiff
Clinic Research Institute, Cleveland, Ohio.
Acute volume expansion (AyE) is known to
decrease plasma aldosterone concentration (PAC).
We determined whether the rise in plasma atrial
natriuretic peptide (ANP) or the fall in
circulating angiotensin II (All) that
accompanies AVE is responsible for the decrease
in PAC. Studies were performed in 6 trained,
conscious male mongrel dogs on normal dietary
Na. Each dog underwent three separate studies 7
days apart. 1) AVE — infusion of 750 ml saline
over 60 mm, 2) All infusion at doses of 4, 8,
16 ny/kg per sin for 20 mm each, 3) AVE + All
infusion. PAC (ng/dl), All (pg/ml), ANP
(pg/ml), cortisol, Na, and K were measured from
plasma collected at 0, 20, 40, and 60 mm of
study. Average values of relevant humoral
changes at 0 and 60 mm are shown below:
Study Control 60 min*
PAC All ANP PAC All ANP
6.2 6.6 30 2.6 1.2 76
2 6.8 9.0 —— 32.2 139.0 ——
3 5.3 5.7 32 13.8 111.0 87
*Values are significantly different from
control.
Plasma Na, K, and cortisol were unchanged.
Both PAC and All fell during AVE and increased
with All infusion. AVE significantly attenuated
All—induced increases of PAC. ANP values
increased with AVE and remained so with addition
of exogenous All. Results suggest that released
ANP rather than reduced All plays the more
important role in mediating decreases in PAC
during AVE.
Al ADENOSINE RECEPTORS INHIBIT CHLORIDE TRANSPORT
IN THE SHARK RECTAL GLAND BY Nj-COUPLED CYCLIC AMP
DEPENDENT AND CYCLIC AMP INDEPENDENT MECHANISMS. G.
G. Kelley, H. Barron, K. Andreoni, WS Curtis and JN
Forrest, Jr., Yale Medical School, New Haven, Ct.
In non—epithelial tissues, inhibitory (Al) adeno—
sine receptors are coupled to adenylate cyclase, to
the calcium messenger system and to specific ion
channels. We examined the mechanisms of Al recept-
or signal transduction in the in vitro perfused
shark rectal gland by serial measurements of chlor-
ide (Cl) transport and tissue cyclic AMP content.
Following basal perfusion, Cl secretion was 90±15
uEq Cl/hr/g and cyclic AMP content was 15±2 pmol/mg
protein. Forskolin (F), luM, increased Cl aecretion
6—9 fold (830±20 at 30 and 580±110 at 60 mm) and
increased tissue cyclic AMP 20—45 fold (303±40 pmol
/mg at 30 and 686±135 at 60 mm.) The Al receptor
agonist 2C1—adenosine (2 Cl—ado) at 0.1 uM complete-
ly inhibited F stimulated Cl secretion with values
below 110 uEq/hr/g at 30 and 60 miq. However despite
complete inhibition of Cl Secretion by 2—Cl—ado,
tissue cAMP content increased 4 fold to 68±19 at
30 mm and 30 fold to 465±110 at 60 mm. These ef-
fects were also seen with the Al selective agonists
cyclohexyladenosine (CHA) and R—PIA and were revers-
ed by the Al antagonists 8—phenyltheophylline and
cyclopentyltheophylline at concentrations (luM) well
below the IC5O for inhibition of phoaphodiesterase
activity by these agents. In isolated membranes,3H
—CHA bound to an Al receptor with a Kd of 8aM. This
receptor is tightly coupled to Nl since treatment
with pertussis toxin inhibited binding by 80% and
ADP—ribosylated Nj by 95%. We conclude that Al in-
hibitory adenosine receptors in the rectal gland
regulate Cl transport by N coupled post receptor
mechanisms that are both dependent and independent
of cyclic AMP.
INTERACTION OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF)
WITH ARGININE VASOPRESSIN (AvP) AND OTHER HOR-
MONES IN THE RAT NEPHRON. J.K. Kim, S.N. Summer,*
R.W. Schrier, Dept. Med. Univ. Colorado Sch.
Med., Denver, CO.
ANF has been suggested to have a tubular ef-
fect in the mammalian nephron, perhaps in part by
interacting with other hormones. In the present
study the effect of ANF on glomeruli(Gm) and
different nephron segments including medullary
(HAL) and cortical thick ascending limb(CAL) and
cortical(CCT), outer medullary(OMCT) and inner
medullary collecting tubules(IMCT) was examined.
The effect of ANF on nephron segment adenylate
cyclase(AC)(fm cAMP formed/min/ug protein) and
cGMP (fm/jig protein) in the presence and absence
of AVP, parathyroid hormone(PTH) and calcitonin—
(SCT) was examined. ANT did not increase AC in
Gm(l7.5±l.8 vs 23.6+2.1, NS); AL(4.l+.2 vs 4.7
+.3,NS); MAL(4.6±.5 vs 5.5+,4,NS); CCT(l2.7+l.2
vs l0.4+.8,NS); OMCT(ll.5+I.0 vs lO.2+.9,NS5; or
IMCTl7.l±2.9 vs 18.1±2.4, NS). Nor did ANF
(10 M) interfere with the effect of PTH(41U/ml)
on te CAL(50.5±lO.9 vs 46.2±l.4,NS) or AVP
(10 M) on the CCT(40.8+6.6 vs 33.O+3.l,NS),
OMCT(56.O+ll.8 vs 42.l+6.7,NS),IMCT(66.5+4.6 vs
53.5±7.0,NS) or MAL(l5.5±l. vs l4.O+2.6,NS). ANF
also did not affect SCT(lO M) indugd AC on CCT
(69.8+11.3 vs 79,9±7.2,NS). ANF(10 M) signif-
icantly increased cGMP only in the Gm(6.4+1.7 to
121.3±32.4, p<.OO1) and IMCT (0.63+0.16 t
l.46±.29, p<.O5), while no effect In the CL,
CCT, OMCT and HAL was observed even at 10 N.
These results suggest that ANF does not exert a
direct effect on the cellular action of AVP, PTH
or SCT, but may have a significant physiological
role in the Gin and IMCT by increasing cGMP.
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REVERSAL OF HYPONATREMIA IN EXPERIIIENTAL SCHWARTZ—
BARTTER SYNDROME. Lewis B. Kinter and George
Dytko, Smith Kline & French Labs., Swedeland, PA
Hyponatremia is now increasingly recognized as
a relatively common clinical disorder, multifac—
tonal in origin, often associated with excessive
plasma arginine vasopressin (AVP) levels, and
having potentially life-threatening neurological
sequalae. We have previously reported that the
aquaretic vasopressin antagonist d(CH2)5D-Tyr(Et)
VAVP (SK&F 101926) is effective in preventing
development of experimental Schwartz—Bartter
Syndrome (hyponatremia, Kidney mt. 29:418,
1986). In the present studies, SK&F 101926 was
evaluated for correction of induced experimental
hyponatremia in rats. Hyporiatremia was estab-
lished in 15 Sprague-Dawley rats by administration
of a water load (5% b.w.) and AVP (1 U/d, minipump
i.p.). Following establishment of hyponatremia
(0 hr), SK&F 101926 (10 g/kg, n=9) or vehicle
(n=6) was administered, and plasma osmolality
(mosm/kg H20) monitored for 4 hr (± p<.Ol vs.
control; *p<01 vs. vehicle).
Treatment Control Ohr +1 hr +2 hr +4 hr
Vehicle 286+5 264+61- 262+6± 260+6± 258+6±
—
*_ *
SKF 101926 285+4 260+4± 270+6± 279+4 282+5
Hyponatremia was associated with lethargy and
loss of muscle tone. Administration of
SK&F 101926 at a total dose of 10 jig/kg reversed
established hyponatremia within 2 hr; no
hypernatremia was observed. We conclude that
vasopressin antagonists like SK&F 101926 may be
useful in the management of hyponatremia.
VASOPRESSIN RECEPTORS ARE LOCALIZED TO PRINCIPAL
CELLS IN CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULE (CCT): A
*
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPIC STUDY. Kevin L. Kirk
(intr. by J.A. Schafer), Nephrol. Res. & Training
Ctr., UAB, Birmingham, Al.
Image—intensified video microscopy and digital
image processing were used to directly visualize
and quantitate the binding of a fluorescent
vasopressin analog (1—desamino—8—rhodamine—
L—lysine vasopressin or rhoda—LVP) to
microperfused rabbit CCT. Principal (PC) and
intercalated (IC) cells were distinguished by
staining the luminal surfaces of ICs with
fluorescein—conjugated peanut lectin (1 ig/ml).
Exposure o individual tubules to 10 nM rhoda—LVP
(n=8; T=22 C) resulted in a rapid staining of the
basolateral surfaces of PCs that reached a
maximal intensity within 8—10 mm of rhoda—LVP
addition. Subsequent to the onset of rhoda—LVP
binding the lumen—negative, trans—epithelial
voltage hyperpolarized by 5-20 mV; a response
that is also elicited by the native hormone,
arginine vasopressin (AVP). Quantitative analysis
of rhoda—LVP fluorescence revealed no detectable
binding to ICs (n= 5 tubules, 27 ICs) whereas a
980 + 58 % increase in the fluorescence of the
basaT pole of PC5 was detected following exposure
to rhoda—LVP (mean + SEM; n=5 tubules, 47 PCs;
fluorescence correcte for background). Rhoda—LVP
binding to PC5 could be prevented by simultaneous
exposure to 100 nM AVP indicating that rhoda-LVP
binds specifically to vasopressin receptors.
These results demonstrate that the PC is the
target cell for vasopressin in the CCT and show
the utility of rhoda—LVP as an optical probe for
vasopressin receptors in renal tubules.
EFFECT OF CAPTOPRIL AND BRADYKININ ON RENAL
JHCROVASCULAR PROSTANOID (PG) PRODUCTION. LA.
Kirschenbaum and A. Chaudhari (intr. by RL
Winer), Nephrology Section. Long Beach VA Medical
Center and Univ. of California, Irvine.
The mechanism/s by which captopril lowers BP
remains unclear. In addition to blocking the con-
version of A! to All, and kinin degradation, it
has been suggested that captopril may have a
direct effect to increase the synthesis of vaso—
dilator vascular PG5. Studies were performed to
assess whether captopril has a direct effect to
increase vasodilator P05 in rabbit renal microvas-
cular tissue. Two groups of studies were perform-
ed: (1) Cultured cells derived from isolated pre—
glomerular renomicrovessels (Kidney Jn8t. 27:25l
1985) were exposed to captopril (10 to 10
M) for 15 minutes at 37 C either the pre-
sence or absence of bradykinin (10 N). After
the end of the incubation period, vasodilator PGs
were measured in the incubation fluid using spe-
cific RIAs. Control experiments were performed
using diluent instead of the active drugs. Des-
pite over a 3X increase microvascular cell PGE2
production and 7X increase in 6-keto-PGF pro-
duction after incubation with bradykinin w1hen com-
pared to control incubations, captopril had no
direct or additive effect to increase the genera-
tion of these PGs in either the absence or pre-
sence of bradykinin. (2) Similar studies were
performed using freshly isolated preglomerular
renal microvessels. The results of these studies
were identical to those seen in the cell culture
studies. These data, therefore, do not support
the hypothesis that captopril—induced increases
in microvascular vasodilator PG synthesis medi-
ates the antihypertensive action of this drug.
THE EFFECT OF NEPEROTOXIC RENAL FAILURE 014
RABBIT RENAL NICROVASCULAR (RNV) PROSTANOID
(PG) PRODUCTION. M.A. Kirschenbaum and A.
Chaudhari, Nephrology Section, Long Beach VA
Medical Center and Univ. of California, Irvine.
Although GFR falls after nephrotoxin adminis-
tration, RBF frequently remains unchanged. Pre-
vious data suggest that a PG increase may mediate
this hemodynamic compensation by antagonizing the
constrictor influences which may be associated
with renal injury. This study was performed to
determine whether preglomerular RMV are a source
of increased PGs after induction of toxic renal
injury. Acute renal injury was produced in rab-
bits by injection of either uranyl nitrate (UN.
10 mg/kg) or mercuric chloride (MC, 4 mg/kg).
Rabbit preglomerular RMV were isolated (Kidney
mt. 27:259. 1985) and PGE and 6-keto-PGF1(6K) production by these I&V was assessed rn
vitro by RIA 1 and 3 days after drug or diluent
injection. Incubations of RMV were performed at
37 C for 5 min. One day after UN or MC ad-
ministration. RMV 6K was increased by 82% and 91%
respectively (p<O.OOl, when compared to diluent
treated controls). POE2 increased 71% and 76%
respectively (p<0.OOI). After 3 days, similar in-
creases In 6K were seen in both groups but in—
creases in PGE2 were noted only in the MC
group. Mepacrine (3 mg/kg, a phospholipase A
[PLA2} inhibitor) given I h prior to MC or
blocked the toxin induced increase in PG synthe-
sis. In summary, the synthesis of vasodilator
PGs in RMV is increased I and 3 days after nephro-
toxin exposure and this increase may be the re-
sult of enhanced PLA2 activity. Thus these PG5
appear to be capable of mediating the homeostatic
hemodynamic response to toxic renal damage.
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MECHANISM OF ACTION OF ANGIOTENSIN II ON INTRACAP—
ILLARY VOLUME OF ISOLATED RAT GLOMERULI. Eisaku
Kitamura, Yoshihiro Fujiwara, Yoshimasa Orita, and
Takenobu Kamada. Dept. of Med., Osaka Univ. Med.
Sch., Osaka, Japan. (introduced by J.S. Handler).
Angiotensin II (All) reduces ultrafiltration
coefficient. Using 3H—inulin to measure extracel—
lular (largely intracapillary) volume of isolated
decapsulated rat glomeruli we have demonstrated
that All decreases glomerular inulin space (GIS),
i.e.,intracapillary volume (ICV) (Renal Physiol.7:
344,1984). In this study we explore the cellular
mechanism of this action of All. All (hiM) rapidly
decreased GIS, teaching maximal decrease at 5 mm
(20% decrease from control) and remained maximally
decreased for up to 30 mm. When incubated in
Ca2—free (eCa2+(_)) medium and EGTA, or with 1M
verapamil or diltiazem, the sustained phase (after
10 mm) was completely inhibited. The initial ef-
fect (at 5 mm) was only partially inhibited by
these maneuvers but was completely inhibited by
trifluoperazine or W—7, indicating that it is de-
pendent on calmodulin (and thus on Ca2+A probably
released from intracellular stores (iCa)). The
sustained effect was mimicked by phorbol myristste
acetate (TPA) in the presence, but not in the ab-
sence of eCa2+, and was inhibited by an inhibitor
of protein kinase C (PKC), H—7, indicating that
both the activation of PKC and eCa2+ are impor-
tant. Concomitant treatment with TPA and A23187,
but neither alone, could mimic both the initial
and sustained effect of All. The results indicate
that the action of All is complex. The initial ef-
fect on ICV is through calmodulin and iCa2+A while
the sustained effect is through PKC and eCa.
EFFECTS OF SULINDAC ON RENkL PROSTAGIANDIN
PRODUCTION IN REN#L INSUFFICIE?CY. D. Kiassen,
P. Spilman*. R. Stout*, A. Whelton. Dept. Ned..
Johns Hopkins Univ., Sch. of Ned., Baltimore,ND.
The effects of sulindac sulfoxide, a purpor-
ted renal sparing" non—steroidal anti—inflamma-
tory drug, on renal prostaglandin production re-
main controversial. We examined the effects
of sulindac (200 mg/BID) on urinary prostaglan—
dins in 6 female patients with moderate chronic
renal insufficiency (GFR 40+4mls/min). Urinary
PGE2. 6-keto PGF1 and serum thromboxane genera-tion were measured by RIA. Serum and urine levels
of sulindac. its active and inactive metabolites
were measured by HPLC. Patients were followed
for 12 days. Baseline urinary PGE7 and 6-keto
PGF10 excretion was 16.8±2.4 and l.lj2.2 mg/hr
respectively. In these patients, a single dose
of sulindac acutely reduced PGE2 excretion to
63% of baseline and 6—keto PGF10 to 55% of base-
line. Peripheral thromboxane generation was
similarly reduced to 49% of baseline. Thrombo—
xane generation progressively fell to 9% of base-
line by day 12. This correlated with progressive
accuuvlation of the active sulindac sulfide ineta—
bolite which was maximal on day 12. Urinary excre-
tion of PGE2 and 6-keto PGF10 reached a nadir
on day 5 at 37% and 45% of 5aseline respectively.
After day 5, PGE2 excretion remained stable but
6—keto PGF1e excretion showed a significant
rebound to 65% of baseline despite the continued
systemic increase in active sulfide metabolite.
We conclude that in this population sulindac
suppresses renal prostaglandin but with continued
administration, there may be Boise escape from
prostacyclin suppression.
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ARACHIDONIC ACID (AR) METABOLITE(S) INHIBIT AVP
STIMULATED CAMP IN THE LLC-PK1 EPITHELIAL CELL
LINE. 0. Kniaz,* D.R. Leone,* JS Stoff Univ. Mass
Med. Ctr., Dept. Med., Worcester, MA.
Prostaglandin synthesis (PC) is stinulated by
and nodulates AVP-induced CAMP generation as a
negative feedback loop, me LLC-PK1 cell expresses
AVP receptors which are linked to adenylate
cyclase but not to PG synthesis. We examined the
effect of alternative pathways of M metabolism on
CAMP generation. AUP (intl/mi) increased CAMP 20
fold after 10 mm (044±.M5 to 9.8±9 pmles4tg
protein). Addition of AA inhibits AVP stinuiated
CAMP rapidly and reversibly('45 mm) in a dose
dependent manner (%a —41.4± at lo41;-94.l±.7 at
5xiTM) - Indomethacin(I, 5xi04t1) and meclofena-
mate(M, 10t1), inhibitors of cyclooxygenase, enhance
the inhibition of AA 10t1(a-60±5 & -59±5) as did
nordlhydroguiaretic acid(NDGA.. 104t). a lipoxygenase
inhibitor. In contrast, propyl gallate (PGAL, 10M)
an inhibitor of the cytochrone P450 enzyme.
reversed inhibition by AA (A.175±15). There was
no effect of Tx synthetase inhibitors (UK 37,248 &
38, 485), PGE2, PGF25, Tx analogue, or nuitiple
lipoxygenase products.The effect of endogenous AA
metabolism on RVP-stinLJiated CAMP was also
studied. I, M, and NDGA inhibited AVP—stiim.lated
CAMP (%6 -47.9±6.1) while PGAL enhanced the
response (%o .38±14). Forskolin (104M) stinulated
CAMP was also inhibited by AR and nodulated by all
metabolic inhibitors in a similar manner to AVP.
AA metabolism medulates AVP-stinuled CAMP
generation; probably at the adenylate cyci'sse
regulatory subunit. The metabolite(s) is not of
cyclo-or uipoxygenase origin and maybe a product
of the cytochrome P450 nonooxygenase system.
ATTENUATED NATRIURESIS TO ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
PEPTIDE (ANP) IN CONSCIOUS CIRRHOTIC RATS. JP
Koepke, S Jones and CF DiBona. Dept. Int. Med.,
Univ. Ia. Col. Med. & VANC, Iowa City, IA.
The effects of ANP on renal function in con-
scious rats with experimental hepatic cirrhosis
were examined. 3-4 weeks after bile duct liga-
tion cirrhotic rats (C;n—6) had elevated liver
weights and liver function tests, cirrhotic
pathology and ascites. Data are mean±SE; 10 olin.
periods; ANP started 5 mm. before periods;
S=sham control rats, n—4. ANP Pg/kg/mm
Base 0.25 0.50 1.0 Recov
Urine Flow Rate (V) pl/min/g KU
S 21.4±6 44.1±13 52.0±12 63.1±13 19.0±6
C 18.2±6 20.7±6 19.0±5 19.6±4 9.0±1
Urinary Sodium Excretion (U V) PEq/min/g KW
S 1.7±0.4 3.7±0.7 5.8±11 6.1±1.9 2.8±0.9
C 1.1±0.3 1.7±0.4 2.2±0.5 2.7±0.6 1.1±0.1
Clomerular Filtration Rate (GFR) ml/mmn/g MW
S 0.79 0.93 0.89 0.87 0.85
±0.09
C 0.88 0.99 0.96 0.94 0.95
±0.08
Effective Renal Plasma Flow (ERPF) ml/min/g MW
S 4.44 4.45 4.02 3.98 4.40
C 4.48 4.24 4.51 3.72 3.83
GFR, ERPF, and mean arterial pressure changed
similarly in S and C rats during AMP. In S rats
AMP dose-dependently increased V and UNV. In C
rats, V and U V responses to AMP were attenuat-
ed. Conclusign: The diuretic and natriuretic
responses to AMP are attenuated in conscious rats
with experimental hepatic cirrhosis.
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GLOMERULAR PROSTAGLANDINS (PG) in HYPERTENSIVE
DIABETES. R.T. Kopecky*, D. Patchin*, and E.T.
Schroeder. SUNY Health Science Ctr, Syracuse, NY.
In 2—kidney—i—clip (2K1C) hypertensive rats,
unclipped (UnC1) kidneys are more susceptible to
diabetic glomerular injury than clipped (Cl) kid-
neys. To determine if vasodilator PG mediate this
effect, we examined PG production by isolated
glomeruli from Cl and UnCl kidneys of 2K1C—
diabetic (HO) rats 2 weeks after streptozotocin
60 mg/kg. Age—matched normal (N), diabetic (0) and
2K1C (H) served as controls. Systolic BP in HO
and H (171+3 vs 165+3 mmHg) and glucose in HD and
o (542±18 vs 503±15 mg%) were comparable. Glomer—
ular PG = ng/mg protein/30 mm; n=i0—14; meani-SE.
Basal glomerular PGE2 p—value
N 2.4±.2 —
4.0 + .4 <.005 vs N
2.5± .3 NSvsN
2.4± .3 NS vs N
4.2+ .5 NSvsD
<.01 vs H—UnC1 & N
HO—Cl 2.5 .3 <.005 vs 0
NS vs H—Cl & N
HO—UnCl exceeded HD—Cl (p<.01), whereas H—UnC1
and H—Cl were not different. Addition of 3M
arachidonate significantly increased glomerular
PGE2 in H—UnC1, H—Cl and HD—Cl, but not in HO—
UnCl, indicating maximum basal substrate utili-
zation in HD—UnCl. Basal glomerular 6—keto PGFj,,
in 0 (1.9±.3) exceeded N (1.2±.1, p<.05), H—UnCl
(1.2 ±.1, and HO—Cl
(1.1 ±.1,
Conclusion: In hypertensive diabetic rats,
glomerular vasodilator PG increased selectively
in the unclipped kidney, an effect which could
contribute to accelerated glomerular injury.
SYNTHETIC ATRIAL PEPTIDE (APII) FAILS TO INHIBIT
INOSITOL TRISPHOSPHATE (1P3) RELEASE AND CONTRAC-
TION INDUCED BY VASOPRESSIN (v) IN CULTURED MESAN—
GIAL (MS) CELLS, Jeffrey I. Kreisberg, Pravina V.
Patel, Manjeri A. Venkatachalam, and Dean A,
Troyer, University of Texas HSC, San Antonio, TX.
APII has been reported to be a relaxing agent
in vascular smooth muscle. It is thought to exert
its effect via stimulation of cGMP levels. Recent-
ly, APII has been shown to inhibit Ca++ mobiliza-
tion in response to norepinephrine in vascular
smooth muscle. Since receptors for atrial natri—
uretic factor have been found in glomeruli and
cultured MS cells, we wanted to examine whether
API I had an effect on vasopressin—induced P3
release and contraction in MS cells. 1P3 was
measured in cells labelled for 48 hrs. with 3H—
inositol. Contraction was performed on cells
plated onto poly-HEMA coated dishes. APII (0.1
jg/ml) markedly elevated cGMP levels in MS cells
(control No MIX = 0,79 0.17; APII No MIX = 11.9
1,5 pmols/mg protein; control + MIX 0.47
0.08; APII + MIX 120 5.4 pmols/mg protein).
Pretreatment with APII (0.1 pg/ml) did not prevent
AVP—induced lP3 release (control = 220 32, APII
= 207 25, V 1159 147; APII + V = 1494 190
DPM) nor contraction of cultured MS cells. Thus,
although APII elevated cGMP levels in MS cells it
did not prevent phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate
breakdown or contraction in response to V. Per-
haps APII increased a pool of cGMP not associated
with MS cell relaxation,
GLC1ERULAR I½RACHIDONATE 5-LIPOXYGENATION IN
IC2IVE (A) AND PASSIVE (P) BEYMANN NEPHRITIS(MN). E.A. Lianos and B. Noble. Dept. d.,
Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wis-
consin and Dept. Path., State University of New
York, Buffalo, New York.
The synthesis of 5—hydroxyeicosatetraenoic
(METE) acid and leukotriene (LT) B4 were assess-
ed in isolated glc*iruli frco rats with AHN and
PHN. ANN was induced in female Lewis rats (150
g) by iMmunization with fraction Fx1A (10 mg) in
ccxnplete Freund's adjuvant (CFA). Controls were
age matched normal and rats inimunized with CFA
alone. PHN was induced by a single intravenous
administration of inactivated sheep anti—rat
Fx1A serum (750 iil/lOOg). When proteinuria de-
veloped glomaruli were isolated and incubated in
PPMI medium-1640 in the presence of the cationo—
phore A23l87 (2 M) at 37°C for 45 mm. 5—HErE
and LTD4 were analyzed by high pressure liquid
ch.rcsnatography, quantified by RIA and expressedin pg/mg glomerular protein. Glairular anti-
FxlA binding was assessed by irrnunofluorescence.
Groups LTD4 5-HErEAge matched (n 4) 318 67 418 45
CFA (n = 4) 3543 279 9670 723
ANN (n = 5) 8086 947H' 20559PHN (n = 7) 2910 413 5480 850
(t),(t±) p < 0.05 compared to CFA and to age
matched, respectively. The increments in eico—
sanoid synthesis correlated with the extent of
g1rular anti—Fx1A binding. In conclusion:
In HN there is increased glcmrular 5—METE and
LTBA synthesis. This is related to immune de—
posit formation in PHN and is markedly enhanced
by CFA in ANN.
REVERSAL BY ATRLAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (WY 47,663)
OF THROMBOXANE-INDUCED AFFERENT ARTERIOLAR VASO—
CONSTRICTION. R. Loutzenhiser*, C. Horton*, M.
Epstein. Nephrol. Sect., V.A. Med. Ctr. and Univ.
Miami Sch. of Med., Miami, Fla.
The thromboxane A2 mimetic U44069 (U) markedly
decreases GFR (>807,) of the isolated perfused rat
kidney, while only modestly (<20%) reducing perfu—
sate flow (RPF). Both effects are reversed by
diltiazem (DIL) (AJP 250:F619, 1986). In the pre-
sent study, the effects of synthetic atrial na—
triuretic peptide, hANF 4—28 (WY) were examined
under these same conditions. WY reversed the U—
induced decrement in GFR at a threshold concen-
tration near 1 nN, and returned GFR to pre—U lev-
els at 10 nM. In contrast to DIL, WY (100 oN) did
not return RPF to pre—U levels. The isolated
hydronephrotic kidney (HK) perfused under iden-
tical conditions, was used to directly assess the
effects of U and WY on the renal microvessels
(Steinhausen et al, RI 23:794, 1983). U elicited
a vasoconstriction of the afferent arteriole and
reduced RPF of the HR. When administered to the
HK during U—induced vasoconstriction, WY elicited
a prompt dilatation of the afferent arteriole,
and appeared to cause s vasoconstriction of the
efferent arteriole. In spite of a complete rever-
sal of the U—induced afferent vasoconstriction,
WY failed to return RPF of the MX to pre—U levels.
We conclude that WY completely reverses the affer—
ant arteriolar constriction elicited by U and that
this action accounts, in part, for the WY—induced
augmentation of GFR. The inability of WY to com-
pletely return RPF to control levels, in this
setting, may be due to a concomitant WY—induced
efferent vasoconstriction.
0
H—UnCl
H—Cl
HO—UnCl
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INTERACTIONS OF DIURETICS WITH THE REHAL BEHZODI-
AZEPINE BINDING SITE (BBS). I. Scott Lukeman* and
Darrell D. Fanestil. Univ. of Calif., San Diego,
Dept. Hedicine, Div. Hephrology, La Jolla, CA
The renal BBS haa been autoradiographically lo-
calized to the thick aacending limb and early dis-
tal tubule (Beaumont et al., Am. J. Physiol. 247:
P718, 1984). To elucidate further the role of the
BBS in kidney function, we have examined the ef—
fecta of all classes of diuretica on the binding
of labelled ligands (RO5—4864, PK1—1195) specific
to the BBS from rat kidney membranea (13,000g x 10
mi. Druga capable of inhibiting RO5—4B64 binding
by 50% at < 100 pH included: metolazone (HET; IC50
= 1 pM), indacrinone (IC; 40 pH), indapamide (IP;
60 pH), and hydrochlorothiazide (HCTZ; 100 pH).
Inhibition by indacrinone was stereoselective.
Thiazide(like) compounds inhibited RO5—4864 bind-
ing with a rank—order of potencies similar to that
for their enhancement of in vivo natriuresis {HET>
HCTZ>trichlormethiazide>chlorothiazide (CTZ)).
Scstchsrd analysis revealed that HET, IC, IP, and
HCTZ inhibited RD5—4864 binding by reducing Kd,
with no effect on Bmsx. IC50s of 14 metolazone
derivatives for inhibition of R05—4864 binding
correlated well (r=. 71, p<.Ol) with their natriu—
retic efficacies (Shetty et sl., J. Ned, Chem. 13:
886, 1970). Loop, K+_sparing, and carbonic snhy—
drase inhibitor diuretics exerted no significant
effects on R05—4864 binding (IC505 > 1 mH). P1(1-
1195 binding to digitonin (1.2 mg/mg prot.)—solu—
bilized and native membranes displsyed the ssme
sensitivities to snd rank—order of inhibition by
NET, IC, HCTZ, and CTZ. Thus, the renal BBS may
be, or is closely associated with, the site(s)
acted upon by certain diuretics (especially this—
zides) in early distal regions of the nephron.
SID3IFIC BINDING SIltS PUB AThIAL NThIURETIC PEP-
TIDE (ANP) IN MAN: (X*UIELATICI4 WITh ANGICITE}4SIN II
(AM] II) BINDING. Johsnnes P.R. Hsnn, Jeanne Sis,
Rudolf K. Lang, Eberhard Ritz, Dept. Int.Ned., Uni-
versity of Heidelberg, Cern nyQr.by P.C. Luft)
We investigated (a) whether I-AmP (99-126)
binds specifically to human platelets, and (b)
whether binding of AmP correlates with specific
binding of ANG II. Platelets were prepared from
normal volunteers with minimal contamination of
red and white cells (0.1%). Platelets were incu-
bated at 22 C with Ned 199 buffer containing lmg/
ml gitracin. After incubation for 2h no breakdown
of 21-ANP could be detected thin layer chroma-
tography. Specifically hound 21-ANP increasedlinearly with the number of cells/tube. Binding
reached a plateau after 60-90 mm at 22CC, and af-
ter 30 mm at 37 C (no binding at LIC). Specific
binding was saturable. Non-specific binding amoun-
ted1-20%. Scatchard analysis of specific binding
of I-ANP (0.01-1 nN) by platelets of normal
volunteers revealed one class of binding sites with
apparent K0 of 280+83 pH and maximal binding capa-
city of 19÷3 recepto92per cell (n=lO). Competi-
tive displacement of 21-ANP from platelet bin-
ding sites with various (n=7) analoges1owed a
order of effectiveness. Specific I-ANP and
I-ASiC II binding by platelets of normal volun-
teers showed negative correlation (r=-0.8) for
Wflonclude that specific binding of ANP to human
platelets is a useful index for studying AmP re-
gulation in man.
CHARACTERISTICS OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
PEPTIDE(ANP) IN PLASMA AND URINE IN RENAL
DISEASES. F.Marumo,N .Umetani*,H .Sakamoto5,K.
Ando* & T.Ishigami*, Dept.Med. ,Kitasato Univ.Sch.
Med., & Kitasato Biochem . Lab.,Sagamihara, Japan
To examine the influence of renal function or
kidmey disease on ANP metabolism, we studied ANP
levels in plasma amd urine(using a radioimmunoasssy)
and ANP profiles (using gel permeation chromato-
graphy)(BBRC ,137: 231,1986). Patients with creati-
nine clearance(Ccr) from 4.6 to 122 ml/min were
studied. Their plasma and urine ANP levels were
64.0±42.1 pg/ml(mean±SD) and 27.2±24.0, respec-
tively. There was no correlation between plasma
and urine levels(n100,r0.2l9). No correlation was
found between the plasma ANP level and Ccr(n65,
r-0. 158), while a significant correlation was noted
between FEANP and Ccr(n54,r-0. 606,p<0. 01).
Plasma ANP levels in renal artery and vein were
64.3±18.7 pg/ml and 51.4±18. 3(n5) simultaneously
taken at the time of renal transplantation from
living donors. In healthy subjects, e - and y-peaks
were found in gel permeation chromatography of
plasma ANP, but only the u-peak was found in
urine. In nephrotic patients, the plasma y-peak
was much higher than that in normal subjects, arid
there was a high y -peak in their urine as well. In
urenic or dialyzed patients, there was not only a
y- but also a fl-peak in addition to an n-peak inplasma and urine.
In conclusion, the plasma ANP level is not
affected by renal function, indicating that the
kidney has only a minor role in ANP degradation.
Changes of gel filtration profiles of ANP in plasma
and urine of patients with renal disease suggest
that atrial secretion may be altered by renal
diseases.
THE INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS LIPOXYGENASE PATHWAY
METABOLITES OF ARACHIDONIC ACID (HPETEs/RETEs)
ON NaK ATPsse ACTIVITY. Diana Msrver and Jsmes
N. Schaiitz*. mt. Med., UTHSCD, Dallas, Texas.
Previous studies showed that unidentified
aetsbolites of AA inhibit NsK ATPase activity.
While canvasing monooxygensse metabolites, the
lipoxygenase pathway hydroxyeicosstetraenoic
acids (IIETEs) and hydroperoxyeicosatetraenoic
acids (HPETEs) were also tested against purified
NaK ATPase from three bovine tissues: renal
outer medulla, cardisc ventricle, and brain
axolemma, The 3 were compared since heart NaK
ATPsse(s) are thought to contain either o or 0+
subunits, while renal red medulla is a rich
source of e enzyme and sxolemas, e+. Of interest
is that these isozymes may be under independent
cellular control. Thus, NaK/Mg ATPsse was tested
10 10 5M metabolite. 5-,l2-,l5-HETEs were
inactive (i.e. they did not inhibit). HPETEs
were inactive against Mg ATPase activity. Also
10 5fl tert-butyl hydroperoxide was inactive.
However, the % inhibition of NsK ATPsse act. is
given below for the two t concs. of HPETE.
Source Metsbolite 10611 lDM
Kidney 5 HPETE 47 8°% 100 7*%
12 HPETE 39 9* 79 11*
1SHPETE 31±9 73±8*
Heart 5 HPETE 24 8* 38 3*
12HPETE ll±l' 18±1*
15HPETE 20±3* 31±5*
Axolemma SHPETE 0±7 20±8
* p C 0.05 vs controls + diluent; n 3-8.
Thus, 5-HPETE significantly inhibited MaE ATPsse
in rensl>csrdiac, but not axolemmal fractions.
The tissue variability suggests that HPETEs
preferentially inhibit e containing enzyme.
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THE PRE4ENCE OF UNIQUE LOW—THRESHOLD, TRANSIENT
TYPE Ca —CHANNELS IN RAT ZONA GLOMERULOSA CELLS.
A PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS FOR STIMULATION OF
ALDOSTERONE SERETION IN RESPONSE TO ELEVATION OF
EXTRACELLULAR K CONCENTRATION. H. Matsunaga*, Y.
Maruyama*, N. Yamashita*, T. Hoshi* and K.
Kurokawa. Depts Physiol and Int Med, Univ Tokyo
Sch Med, Tokyo, Japan.
+
To understand the cellular mechanisms by which
IC ions regulate aldosterone secretion, electro—
physiological properties of plasma membranes of
single zona glomerulosa cells isolated from rats
were analyzed by tight—seal whole—cell patch clamp
techniques. The÷resting membrane potential was
—73+5 mV when K concentration ([K+]i) of the
piet solution (inside the cell) was 14 mM and
[K ] of the bathing Ringer solution ([K ]o) was
4. mM. In response to the graded increase in
[K Jo from 4.7 to 145 mM, resting membrane
potential depLarized by about 14.5 mV for each
doubling in [K Jo. Wit4i pipet solution containing
Csl to suppress K —channels, volt1a÷ge—gated
Ca —channels were detected. This Ca —channel
current was a low—threshold (threshold
potential—65 to —60 mV), transient type
(inactivated within 100 msec). As the magnitude of
depolarization increased, the kipetics of
activation and inactivation of this Ca + channel
became faster. These data indicate that an
increase in [K+Jo from 4.7 to 8—9 mM will
depolarize membrane potential by 15—20 mV in zona
glomerulosa cells, a change sufficient to reach
th4 threshold potential to activate the
Ca —channels. The present findinsuggest that
the presence of this unique Ca —channel may
explain the stimulation of aldosterone secretion
in response to physiological changes in [IC Jo.
ALDOSTERONE (AL.DO) INDUCES APICAL K-H
EXCHANGE IN RAT DISTAL COLON. D McBride*
and RPerrone. NE Medical Ctr, Boston, MA.
ALDO induces colonic K secretion by
stimulating JKSffl and suppressing Jrn—s.
Although the mechanism of the secrtory
flux is well characterized, little is
known about the absorptive flux. To deter-
mine the role of K—H exchange in conic K
absorption, we measured fluxes of Rb in
voltage—clamped segments of rat distal
colon exposed in vitro to varying pCO2(l%,
5%, 10%) at 25 mM HCO.,. 2 groups of rats
were studied: AL.DO, lw Na chow for 1—3
weeks; Control (CONT) at_e1nor_nl chow. All
fluxes are in uEqhr •cm . In CONT
exposed to 5% CO J bflet was ..O and
neither J rn—s nor J —m were altered by
exposure 10% or 1O2 Rb fluxes after
ALDO are shown below.
Flux 1% C02 5% C02 10% CO2
rn—s 0.37 0.56 0.75
s—rn 1.29 1.30 1.15
net —0.92 —0.74 —0.40
After ALDO net Rb secretion was greatest
in 1% CO., due to suppression of JRrn—s. In
Na—free inger, 3 rn-s from ALDO 'ats but
not CONT increas markedly in 10% CO2
(2.18±0.2) but not in 1% CO., (0.62±0.07).
We conclude that ALDO indutes an apical
Rb(K)—H exchanger in rat distal colon
despite the apparent lack of such a system
in CONT. Although the mechanism has not
been clarified, the absence of Na
dramatically enhances the expression of
this exchanger and provides additional
evidence for its existence.
EVIDENCE THAT THE EFFECTS OF ANGIOTENSION II(AII)
ON PROXIMAL TUBULAR FLUID REABSORPTION (iv) ARE D&
PENDENT ON EXTRACELLULAR CALCIUM AND LIPOXYGENASE
PATHWAY PRODUCTS. 3W McKeown and G Goranflo Lex-
ington VANC and Univ of KY, Lexington, KY.
All has been shown to have a biphasic, concentra —
tion dependent effect on J in the rabbit proximal
convoluted tubule (PCT) (Schuster, et al. JCI:73,
1984). The mechanisms of the effects of All remain
ill—defined. The present studies were designed to
assess the dependency of the effects of All on
extracellular calcium entry and the possible role
of arachidonic acid metabolites.
Segments of rabbit PCT were perfused in vitro
using artificial solutions. After control measure-
ments, All was added to the bathing medium at
either 1012M or 107M concentration. 1O-12M All
significantly stimulated J, l.45O.25 vs l.22O.22
(P<O.O25). 1O—7M All significantly inhibited J,
1.06+0.21 vs 1.46+0.25 (pCO.025). To assess the
dependency of these effects on extracellular cal-
cium, exposure to All was repeated after incubating
the tubules with lanthanum(L) (1mM). In the pres-
ence of L, neither concentration of All had an
effect on 3; l.2lO.l8 vs l.l2O.l6 (lO—'2M All)
(n.s.); l.25jO.24 vs l.32.l7 (lO7M All) (n.s.).
To assess the possible role of leukotriene products,
tubules were exposed to All before and after expo-
sure to nordihydroguaiaretic acid, NDGA (104M).
NDGA blocked the stimulatory effect seen at 1O12M
All, O.85.1O vs 1.O7O.l3, but had no effect on
the inhibition seen at lO—7M All, l.42O.O5 vs 1.82
tO.07.
These data demonstrate that:1) both stimulatory
and inhibitory effects of All are dependent on ex—
tracellular calcium entry and 2) the stimulatory
effects depend on lipoxygenase pathway products.
PLASMA ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP) IS ELEVATED
IN RATS WITH MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION (MI) AND FAILURE
INDEPENDENT OF SODIUM INTAKE. R.E. Mendez J.M.
Pfeffer F.V. Ortoia S. Anderson, and B.M.
Brenner. Brigham & Women's Hosp., Boston, MA
ANP has been implicated as an important volume—
regulating hormone. To study the role of ANP in
chronic heart failure, and its modulation by diet-
ary Na intake, we produced MI by coronary artery
ligation in rats given a low (L,O.6), regular (R,
2.3), or high (H,5.OmEq/d) Na intake. Na excretion
(UNaV) and immunoreactive (i) ANP were measured 17
days post-MI and right (RA) and left (LA) atria
were weighed. MI size was classified as no MI (C,
<5%), moderate (M, >5<30%), or large (Lg, >30% LV
circumference). (mean+SEM;*p<.05 vs C,tp<.05 vs M).
n MI UNaV iANP RA LA
(%) (mEg/d) (pg/mi) (g/lOOg BW)
C L 12 0 0.5+.1 166+31 .14+.01 .10+.O1
R 11 1+.4 1.9.2 158T36 .I1T.oi .ogT.oi
H 10 U 4•5T.3 271T58 .13T.O1 .oT.oi
M L 21 19+2 O.6T.1 4311* .18T.O1 .15T.02
R 9 23T2 2.1T.1 394T118 .16+.02* .17.O3*
H 15 19T2 4.5T.4 406T62 .17T.O1 .12.O1
LgL 7 36T2 O.4T.1 8O4132* .25T.02*t.23T.O3*t
R 6 35+2 1.9+.3 738T155* .25.O2* .21+.O1*
H 6 33T1 4.4T.2 588T88* .23T.04* .18.O3*
All group were Tn Na balance. AN was marVedly
elevated in Lg MI rats, irrespective of Na intake,
as was atrial weight. Furthermore, in separate
groups, LVEDP was increased (p<.005) in Lg(19+3),
but not in M(7+1), vs C(6+lmmHg). We conclude that
the ANP system is chronically activated in states
of cardiac decompensation in relation to increases
in LVEDP and atrial size. ANP thus may play a key
role in counteracting Na—retaining influences in
order to maintain Na balance in heart failure.
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DISSOCIATION BETWEEN ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR AND
RENAL SODIU EXCRETION (UNaV) IN RESPONSE TO
TACHYCARDIA IN THE DOG. W. L. Miller*, B. S.
Edwards*, R. S. Zimmerman, and 3. C. Burnett,
Jr., Mayo Medical School, Rochester, MN
Tachycardia may be associated with increases in
atrial pressure CAP) and WaV. This study was
designed to test the hypothesis that such
responses parallel ANF release. Cardiovascular,
endocrine, and renal functions were assessed in
anesthetized dogs before, during, and following 45
mm of ventricular pacing at 200 bpm. In response
to tachycardia, renal 1t'laV was variable and
characterized by responders (R) or nonresporiders
(NR) defined by the presence or absence of an
increase in UNaV following tachycardla.
(*p<.05; x+SEM; C = control, Rec = recovery)
Responders (n=4) Non—responders (n=4)
C Pace Rec C Pace Rec
MAP 98+2 79+3w 97+2 120+8 92+4k 117+3
(L)AP 5T.6 1l.7* 4.5 4+.3 l3Tl.5 44
RBF 171+20 15916 16918 146+12 85+10* 87+13*
RVR .566 577 .711 .80 1:293 1.676*
+.l05 +.O93 +.12O +.109 +.28O +.285
GFR 27+3 5+2 25+3 Thl+2 2#3 2+3*
UNaV 15+6 22+7 38ll* 36ll 144* 21T8
ANF 58 27744* 9120* 49+7 3222 93+13*
Tachycaria resilts inThniformThncreises in —
(L)AP and ANF. Despite marked increases in ANF,
UNaV does not increase; a response which may be
mediated by reductions in renal perfusion
pressure. Following tachycardia and return of MAP
to baseline, a natruresis is observed only when
renal hemodynamic function is preserved. We
conclude that a natriuretic response to tachy—
cardia is dependent upon intrarenal factors which
modulate renal responsiveness to increases In ANF.
EFFECTS OF PERITUBULAR CAPILLARY INFUSIONS OF
ANGIOTENSINS I AND II ON GLOMERULAR FUNCTION.
Kenneth D. Mitchell* and L. Gabriel Navar. Univ.
of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama.
Previously, we demonstrated that, in the
anesthetized rat, single nephron glomerular
filtration rate (SNGFR) was reduced during pen—
tubular capillary infusion of 10 7M angiotensin
II (ANG II) (22.8±1.7 vs 27.2±2.0 nl/mln,
P<O.O5; n=17). In addition, infusion of 10 5M
angiotensin I (ANG I) resulted in cessation of
filtration in 42% of the tubules examined
(n26). To determine the mechanism of the
reduced SNGFR, experiments were performed
evaluating the effects of peritubular capillary
infusion of ANC I and ANG II on glomerular
capillary pressure estimated from stop flow
pressure (SFP) measurements. SFP was measured in
pentobarbital—anesthetized rats in the absence
of and during infusion into an adjacent
peritubular capillary with an isotonic saline
solution containing either ANG I or ANG II at a
rate of 20 nl/min. Infusion of 10 7M ANG II
reduced SFP from 37.1±1.0 to 25.3±4.0 imnHg
(p<O.05) in 7 tubules. In another 8 tubules, SFP
was not altered during infusion of 107M ANG II
(37.1±1.3 vs 36.8±1.4 mmHg, NS). Infusion of
10 5M ANG I reduced SFP from 39.3±1.0 to
18.3±4.2 mmllg, (P<0.O1; n=9). There were no
significant changes in SFP during infusion with
either 10 8M ANG II or 10 6M ANG I. These fin-
dings indicate that increases, above the normal
endogenous levels, in the postglomerular inter-
stitial ANG II concentration can increase
preglomerular resistance and thereby reduce
SNGFR.
EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP) ON
VASA RECTA BLOOD FLOW (QvR) N. Miyamoto,*
T.S. Larson,* and R.L. Jamiaon. Div. of Neph.,
Stanford University, Stanford, California.
We previously showed AN? increases QVR but
minutes after the increase in urine flow (V) and
Na excretion (UNaV). To explore this finding,
and at a lower, more physiologic dose of AN?,
rats were anesthetized and the renal papilla ex-
posed for determination of VR in descending
(QtvR) and ascending QAVR vasa recta by fluo-
rescent videomicroscopy. Experimental (E) rats
(n=7) were given AN?, 0.8 pg/kg 8W prime and
0.1 pg/mm/kg BW infusion; control (C) rats (n8),
the vehicle alone. Both groups were studied be-
fore (0 mm) and at 2, 4, 15 and 30 mm after AN?
or vehicle, respectively. Results:
v UNaV DVR AVR
(pl/mmn/gKW) (pEq/min/gKW) (nl/min) (nl/min)
Mm C E C E C E C 80 12.1 14.9 0.90 1.02 5.5 6.9 4.8 4.7
2 12.4 62.5tt 0.95 4.8Ot± 6.2 6.5 5.2t 5.0
4 11.8 93.6tt 0.86 19.80Ff 6.0 7.1 5.1 5.1
15 12.9 50.5ff 1.08 7.04ff 5.7 6.8 5.2 5.9ff
30 13.4 41.0ff 1.13 5.63ff 5.9 7.4 5.2 5.3-1-
tp<.05, ffp<.0l, compared to 0 mm.
V and UNaV increased markedly within 2 mm after
ANP and remained elevated at 30 mm; in contrast,
the increase in QVR occurred later and only inQAVR These results show that at a lower dose
AMP still increases V and UNaV well before vR
The increase in QAVR but not in QDVR suggestsincreased capillary water uptake rather than a
vasomotor effect of ANP.
ACI'IVM'ION OF PlYEIN KINASE C AND ADP-
RI8DSYLiTION OF G PTEDiS TIIMLC ThE NHIBITION OF
Na-TRNSRT BY TRIOPEPiN II (ANF) AND (P IN
RENAL EPflLThL CELlS. Matthias Mthrmann,*
Horacio F. Cantiello,* are. Dennis A. Ausiello.
Renal Unit, Mass. Gen. Hcsp., Boston, Wi.
We have recently shown the selective
inhibition of an amiloride sensitive, Na
cooductive pathway by ANF ar 8-Br-alP In the
rena]. epithelia]. cell line LLC—PK1 (BBRC
134(2):852,1986). Using 22Na fluxes we further
investigated the ndulation of Na transport by ANFar agents that increase C4P production or
activate protein kinase C. Na-nitroprusside (NP)
1O6M, increases intracellular concentrations
withinlomin. fronl.l±O.O4to74.5±3.2p1l/n protein (mean SM) without affecting
cA1 concentrations. NP ccmpletely inhibits
amiloride sensitive Na uptake (Na) in a tins aud
concentration depezent way consistent with its
effect on aP production. In contrast, 8-Br-cANP
is without an effect on Na loleoyl 2-
aoetylglycerol (OAG), 1 ug/nil, and orbol 12—
myristate 13-acetate (TPA), lOOnM, activators of
protein kinase C, zntu.bit Na by 93 13 and 51
10% respectively thus nthnicking the effects of ANFand . We next evaluated whether GrP biMing
proteins (G) are involved in the regulation of Na
since G have been shown to be Involved in the
regulation of ion channels. Pertussis toxin,
which induces the ADP ribosylation of G in tw-Pic1
inhibits Na to the sane extent as amiloride. We
conclude that increasing aP, activatin protein
kinase C, and inactivating G, all inhibit NaThese events may be involved sequentially in the
action of ANF.
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NON CYCLIC AMP MEDIATED BETA RECEPTOR
RESPONSE IN SALAMANDER PROXIMAL TUBULES.
N.S. Morgunov* (intr. by D. Hirsch). Dept.
Physiol. & Biophys., Dalhousie Univ.,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.
Electrophysiological response to
isoproterenol (ISO) stimulation was studied
in isolated perfused salamander proximal
tubules. The addition of 1OSM ISO to the
bath superfusate depolarized both the cell
membrane and transepithelial. potentials by
2.2 ÷ 0.2 mV and 0.31 + 0.04 mV respectively
(p<O.O1, n35) and reduced the cell membrane
resistance ratio by 30% (p<O.O1, n7) from a
control value of 3.7+ 0.6. Qualitatively,
similar effects were observed with 1O3M and
1O7M ISO. These depolarizing responses were
blocked by 1O6M propranolol. In addition,
receptor binding studies confirmed the
presence of beta—adrenergic receptors. Over
9O specific binding (4.2 + 0.7 pM mm2
tubule surface area, n1O animals) was
observed using 1 nM of the beta adrenergic
ligand [3H] CCP-12177. However, the ISO
response was not mimicked by 104M cAMP. A
further characterization of the 105M ISO
response revealed a 50% reduction (p<O.O1,
n=9) in the depolarizing response following
the removal of luminal organic substrates and
an absolute requirement for both extra—
cellular sodium and a functioning basolateral
Na—K ATPase. The data clearly show the
presence of functional beta-adrenergic
receptors on proximal tubules and implicate
sodium co—transport mechanisms in the non—
cAMP dependent response.
URINE(U) PROSTAGLANDINS (PGs) IN MALE (N) AND
FE3IALE (F) MUNICH WISTAR RATS; STUDIES UNDER
ANESTHESIA IN CONTROL EUVOLEMIA (E) AND WITH ACIJrE
INWMETHACIN (I) C1PARED TO THE AWAKE (C) STATE.
K.Munger,* C.Grzyboski,* M.Mitchell,* and
C.Baylis. Dept. Med. UCSD, La Jolla, CA
Previous studies have shown that anesthesia
unveils a sex difference In response to I, with F
rats exhibiting renal vasodilatlon (KI 29:386,
1985). The following measurements were made in M
and F rats of UPGE and U thromboxane, IJrXB2, by
specific and sensiive RIA; 214h U was obtained in
C, then in the same rats +anesthesia, when
ureteral U was collected in E and then +acute
1(2mg/kg/h). Deta: pg/h; Mean+SE; *p(O.O5 paired t
test; E vs I; n6—7.
C E +1
PGE TXB PGE TXB PGE TXB
N 838÷97 82+D 8O6+?37 167J4 82+3* 73+2*
F 357+100 '12+19 6111+322 199+71 115+22* 11111+511
Interestingly, there was no difference in UPGE2
or LJrXB in either M or F when comparing awake C
to the state despite previous indications that
abdominal surgery results in increased PGs. Also,
surprisingly, there were no significant differ-
ences in UPGE2 or TXB2 in M vs F rats in either
the awake C or E state. Acute I led to the
expected significant declines in UPGE2 in both M
and F rats, however, tJXB2 production was unaf-
fected by I in the F although it was significantly
reduced in the M. Failure to suppress TX syn-
thesis +1 in F rats wauld not account for the
renal vasodilation seen previously in F rats +1.
These studies indicate that variations in the RE2
and/or TXB0 response to acute I are not the cause
of sex difrerences in the functional responses to
I reported previously.
ADAPTATION OF INTRAVASCULAR VOLUME DURING NORHAL
PREGNA}1CY. A.S. Nadel,* B.J. Ballermann,
S. Anderson, J.L. Troy,* and N.M. Brenner.
Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA.
In the pregnant rat there is a seemingly
paradoxical activation of the renin—angiotensin
system in the face of an expanded plasma volume.
We postulate that effective arterial blood volume
becomes compromised as the uteroplacental
circulation increases, just as if a large A—V
fistula were opened. Assuming that plasma atrial
natriuretic peptide (AMP) levels reflect the
"fullness" of the maternal vascular compartment,
we used a sensitive iaicro—radioreceptor assay to
measure plasma ANP throughout the 21 day (d)
gestation in 7 conscious rats. Nonpregnant (NP)
levels of 96±22 SE pg/ml remained unchanged on d
7—8 (95±10). On d 13—14 levels were increased to
276±33 (P <.05 vs NP) but returned toward
baseline by d 18—19 (150±36, NS vs NP). In 2
rats, AMP increased markedly at id post—partum
from values in late pregnancy (91 to 259 and 55
to 334) whereas in 2 NP time controls, levels
remained constant. Plasma renin concentration
(PRC) varied reciprocally with ANP, being higher
on d 18—20 (19.4±1.8 ng angiotensin I/ml/hr) than
NP (7.6±0.7) or post—partum (6.6±1.6)
controls (P <.05, N=5). These data suggest that
a modest increase in plasma volume is recognized
by atrial sensors in midpregnancy in the rat.
With subsequent rapid growth of the
uteroplacental unit in late pregnancy, ANP levels
return toward baseline and PRC increases —— even
as absolute plasma volume continues to rise.
Parturition, then, is like closure of an A—V
fistula, with a rise in ANP and fall in PRC.
EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) ON
CYCLIC NUCLEOTIDE ACCUMULATION IN CULTURED
CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULE CELLS (CCTC). A.
NAray-Feies-Tôth*. R.W. Grady*, O.A. Carretero
and 0. Fejes-Toth*. Hypertension Res. Div., Henry
Ford Hosp., Detroit, MI.
The cellular mechanism of action of ANF is
thought to involve activation of guanylate
cyclase. Part of the ANF-induced diuresis has
been suggested to be due to inhibition of the
action of arginine-vssopressin (AVP) in the CCT
(Dillingham and Anderson, Science,231:1572,1986).
Therefore, in this study we examined the ability
of ANF to increase cGMP and to alter the AVP-
induced cAMP accumulation in primary cultures of
rabbit CCTC obtained by immunoadsorption with a
monoclonal antibody. ANF caused a dose-dependent
stimulation of cGMP production in these cells.
ANF(M) 0 1O' lO' lO° l08 l0
cGMP* 58±9 315±90 430±97 730±130 982±127 1283±278
On the other hand, ANF (107M) had no effect on
either basal or AVP-stimulated cAMP accumulation.
AVP(nM) 0.006 0.032 0.16 0.8 4 20 100
cAMPt 22 38 83 133 224 265 306
(-ANF) 5 5
cANPt 18 36 84 149 231 273 301
(+ANF) 3
Congruent results were obtained in freshly
isolated CCTC. These data suggest that rabbit
CCTC are responsive to ANF, and any interaction
between ANF and AVP is likely to occur at steps
distal to cAMP formation.
*, fmole/lO' cells; t, % increase
BPADY1NIN (BK) )DBILIZFS CAlCIUM F4 DuRACElL—
UIAR SIORFS fl RABBIT T)L 'IUKIIAR (PT) CELLS.
Edward P. Nord. Division of Nerolagy, UCLA
School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
BK causes a transient rise nfl cytosolic free
calcium concentration [Ca2J in cells of distal
tubule origin. To test whether BK regulates
proxiisal tubular function, its effect on a prisary
culture of rabbit PT cells was stx1ied. Cells
were grown to confluence in a defined medium
and brought to quiescence for 24-48 hrs £rior to
acute exposure to BK. Changes in (Ca ] were
monitored on a fluoraeter using the calcium-sen-
sitive probe FURA-2-AM. In a Ca2-replete vs
Ca2-free medium, resting [Ca] was 232 7nM(n=32) and 157 6nM (r50) respectively. BK,
l0M, elicited a rapid, transient Increment in(Ca2) which peaked to 100—110% of the basal valueIn both the Ca2 replete and Ca2-free media,
indicating that the response was not dependent
upon extracellular Ca2. A dose-response curve
for BK showed the 1( for the process to be5.l0°M. The transint response to bradykinin
aeared to result in receptor desensitization.
Lys-BK evoked a transient increment in (Ca2]; in
contrast Des-rg-BK did not. posure of cells
for 2 mm to ThIB—8 (250iM), a known inhibitor of
calcium ef flux fran intracellular orgarielles,
caspletely blocked the BK-elicited response.Verapairiil (l0M) failed to block the Ca2
transient in both the presence and absence of
extracellular Ca2. Conclusionsl 1. In rabbit PT
cells, ysiological concentrations of BK elicit a
rapid and transient Increment in LCa2]. 2. BK
evokes a response by mobilizing Ca fran intra-
cellular organelles, probably mitodiorria or the
endoplasmic reticulum.
ANGIOTENSIN II (All) AND VASOPRESSIN (AVP)
STIMULATE Ca —ACTIVATED C1 CONDUCTANCE
CULTURED RAT MESANGIAL CELLS BY RELEASING Ca +
FROM INTRACELLULAR ORGANELLAE. T. Okuda*, N.
Yamashita*, I. Kojima*, E. Ogata*, and K.
Kurokawa. IVth Dept Int Ned, Univ Tokyo Sch Med,
Tokyo, Japan
We reported earlier that All and AVP caused
membrane potential depolarization with decreased
input resistance in cultured rat mesangial cells,
which preceded ce1]÷contraction: these responses
were mediated by Ca since Ca ionophore A23187
mimicked the response (Kidney Int 26: 341, 1986).
We thus analyzed physiological properties of
mesangial cells by co÷1ventional microelectrode
techniques and by Ca —sensitive photoprotein
aequorin. When the medium Cl concentration
([Cl Jo) was 140 mM, the reversal potentials (Vr)
of the depolarizing responses to All, AVP, and
A23187 were —27±3, —25±7, and —26±7 mV,
respectively. Reduction in [Cl Jo resulted in less
negative Vr of the responses to All and A23187,
and the Vr became even positive when [Cl ]o was
10 mM. These data indicate that the membrane Cl
conductance was increased by All and AVP, whi
was mediated by in+eased intracellular Ca
concentration ((Ca Ji). Cell contraction and
membrane potential depolarization with a decrease
in input resisnce by All and AVP were also
observed Ca —free medium containing 0.5 mM
EGTA. [Ca Ii measured by aequorin transiently
increased for 20—30 sec in response to All or AVP
both in the prence (1.2 mM) and absence of
extracellular Ca These data suggest that All
and AVP relea Ca from intracellular organellae
and raise [Ca Ji, leading to cell contraction and
activation of Cl conductance of plasma membranes.
GLOMERULAR HYPERFILTRATION IN DIABETIC RATS IS
ASSOCIATED WITH ELEVATED CIRCULATING ATRIAL
NATRIUETIC PEPTIDE (AIP) LEVELS. Francoise V.
Ortola , Barbara J. Ballermann, Elizabeth Adam
and Barry H. Brenner. Brigham and Women's
Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston. MA.
To evaluate the potential role of ANP in
mediating the rise in glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) commonly observed in the moderately
hyperglycemic diabetic state, we measured the
blood glucose concentration (Glu), and plasma
immunoreactive ANP (iANP) in streptozotocin—
diabetic rats treated with insulin to maintain
blood glucose concentration at 300—400 mg/dl
(Group 1, n2O) or < 100 mg/dl (Group 2, n14).
Non—diabetic rats served as controls (Group 3,
n=14). GFR was measured in 4 rats from each
group. All determinations were made 2 weeks
after induction of diabetes.
GFR (ml/min) iANP (pg/ml) Clu (mg/dl)
2.24±0.28* 281±28** 326±13**
1.71±0.13 158±15 89± 3
1.71±0.10 137±11 85± 4
SEM, *p <0.05, **p <0.005 vs. Group 3)
Thus, in moderately hyperglycemic diabetic
rats GFR was elevated well above control values,
whereas GFR did not differ from normal in
diabetic rats with strict blood glucose control.
Also, plasma iANP was elevated in moderately
hyperglycemic rats, but was normal in diabetic
rats with strict blood glucose control. The data
are consistent with the possibility that
hyperglycemia—induced chronic volume expansion
augments E.14P release, which in turn contributes
to the observed hyperfiltration.
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) RESPONSE TO SALINE
INFUSION IN HYPERTENSIVE AND NORNOTENSIVE SUBJECTS
Mark S. Pecker*, Robert J. Cody*, John H. Laragh,
Carla Sals* and Steven A. Atlas*. Cardiovascular
Ctr, Cornell Univ. Medical College. New York, NY.
To evaluate the role of ANF in the accelerated
natriuresis seen in essential hypertension (EH),
we measured plasma ANF (fmol/ml) and urine sodium
excretion rate (UN V, iEq/min) following a saline
load in untreated ¶H (n7) and normotensive con-
trols (NT,n=3). After 60 mm recumbency (t=O), one
liter of 0.9% NaCl was infused over 30 mm; blood
and urine were collected at 30 mm intervals. At
tO, BP (mean±SE) was 162±8/107±2 mmHg (EN) and
113±3/80±2 (NT); plasma renin (PRA, ng/ml/hr) was
1.0±0.4 (ElI) and 1.0±0.2 (NT). Responses to NaCl
were as follows (*p<O.05 vs 0 mm):
to 8.3±2.0* mi/mm at 60 mm), cGMP excretion
rate (from 259±47 to 533±127* pmol/ mm) and tran-
sient kaliuresis (from 63±19 to 116±18* iEq/ mm
at 30 mm). Systolic BP rose by 8.4±3.4% and PRA
fell by 24±4%. Responses were similar in NT except
for blunted diuresis and kaliuresis. We conclude
that NaC1 infusion increases plasma ANF and cGMP
excretion, suggesting that ANF could be involved
in the renal responses to volume expansion.But the
blunted mean ANF response in EN suggests that a
rise in plasma ANF does not by itself account for
the accelerated natriuresis of hypertension.
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(mean
Time ER NT
(mm) ANF U V ANF U VNa Na
—30 6.7±1.4 142± 55 8.4±2.0 279± 75
0 6.3±1.7 133± 59 7.3±1.2 249± 30
30 9.4±2.4 495±203* 17 366± 78
60 11 505±156* 20 343±121
90 8.0±1.9 293± 40* 21 422±108*
ER also showed a rise in urine flow rate (from 4.6
REEtCE]) RENAL REERItSE R) P,NF IN ERINENTAL NEPI-IRCEIS.
f'brberth Perico, Federica Delain.i*, Cristina Lupini and
Gioweppe Remjzzi (Intr. by Conrad L. Pirani). fte-io Negri
Institute, Rergas, Italy.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the renal respxae to
atrial extracts (AE) and synthetic atrial natriuretic factor
(PNF) in control rats and in rats with experimental nephrcois
(NS). was obtained by a single i.v. injection of Adrianycin
(7.5 mg/kg). Figures show the effect of a constant infusion of
AE on diuresis (left) and Na excretion (rit) in control (0)
and RE (S) biassay rats.
ACUTE EFFECTS OF A THROMBOXANE RECEPTOR ANTAGONIST
ON RENAL FUNCTION IN PATIENTS WITH LUPUS NEPHRITIS.
A. Pierucci*, B.M. Simonetti*, C.Pecci*, C. Mavrikakis*
S. Feriozzi*, C.A. Cinotti*, C. Clabattoni* and
C. Patrono* (intr. by F. Pugliese.) Div. of Nephrol—
ogy, Univ. of Rome and Dept. of Pharmacology,
Catholic Univ. , Rome, Italy.
The intrarenal synthesis of vasoconstrictor
thromboxane (TX) A2 is enhanced in pts with lupus
nephritis and correlates with the activity of renal
lesions and with deteriorating renal function (JC1
76: lOll, 1985). We have examined the acute effects
of BM13.l77, a suiphonamide derivative that select-
ively antagonizes TXA2—induced platelet aggregation
and vascular contraction, in 6 pts (SF, lM, aged
21 to 63 yr) with diffuse proliferative lupus
nephritis. The basal urinary TXB2excretion averaged
7.7 4.2 (SD) ng!h (controls: 2.0 0.6, p < 0.001).
Pts were randomized to a 48h iv infusion of BM13.177
(187.5 mg/h) or placebo in a double—blind cross—over
design with a 72h wash—out. Inulin clearance was
71.0 17.7 mi/mm under basal conditions, 89.7±
17.2 (p < 0.001) during BM13.177 and 68.8 18.9
during placebo. The corresponding values of para—
aminohippurate clearance were 322 48, 417 55
(p< 0.005) and 318 48 ml/min. Both clearances
were increased by BM13.l77 in all patients by 15
to 50%. Bleeding time was increased by 40 to 100%,
with no statistically significant changes In
systolic and diastolic blood oressures.
We conclude that increased TXA2 production, either
by the kidney per se or by cells infiltrating the
kidney, has pathophysiological effects on renal blood
flow and glomerular filtration rate in pts with
lupus nephritis.
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PHARMACOKINETICS OF THE THROMBOXANE A2 RECEPTOR
ANTAGONIST BM 13.177 IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF)
Christian Piper,* V. Jumeau,*Ch. Staiger,* V.
Uebis,B. Kaufmann,* K. Stegmeier,* Dr. Horst
Schmidt Kliniken, Wiesbaden, and Boehringer Mann—
heim GmbH, Mannheim, Federal Republic of Germany.
BM 13.177 (4—(2—(benzenesulfonylamino)ethyl)—
phenoxy acetic acid) is a specific, selective and
competitive blocker of Thromboxane receptors. Pre-
vious studies in healthy volunteers have demonstra-
ted renal excretion as the main elimination path-
way. We investigated the pharmacokinetics of BM
13.177 in humans with normal and impaired renal
function.
Methods: 10 healthy volunteers and 25 patients
with stabile CRF were included. All received a
single dose of 800 mg SM 13.177 orally under con-
trolled conditions. Blood samples were taken and
urine was collected for24 hours in volunteers and
for 72 hours in patients. BM 13.177 concentrations
were assayed from plasma and urine by GLC.
Results (median value and range):
Clea Cmax AUC0_ t1,,2 C1R
6iil/min) (mall) (mg x h!l) (h) (ml!min)
0—20
(N=8)
28,6
21,7-51,0
651,4
327,2-902,4
18,9
8,9-39,2
6,5
1,6-20,6
21-50
(N=9)
51—10W
34,3
15,5—46,4
18,4
109,5
39,9—214,4
47,8
2,2
1,3—56,0
1,3
59,5
36,9—201,0
192,2
(N=8) 7,3—30,2 24,5-88,8 1,0—2,2 :03,7—364,7
>100
(N=1O)
14,8
10,6—21,6
28,5
21,1—39,2
1,0 317,0
0,7—2,9 I 9OI—519,1
Conclusions: The pharmacokinetics of BM 13. 177
depend strongly on kidney function. A dose reduc-
tion of 75 % is reconiiiended for endstage CRF.
EFFECT OF PAF—ACETHER ON BODY FLUID COMPARTMENTS.
C. Lamoureux*, R.L. Hebert*, p•
Braquet , and P. Sirois* (intr. by T. Nawar).
Dept.. Physiology, Univ. Sherbrooke, Canada.
PAF—Acether (PAF), a potent peripheral
vasodilator, increases plasma leakage from the
vascular (IV) to the interstitial (IT) fluid
compartments. This effect is associated with a
rise in hematocrit (Ht) and a drop in systemic
blood pressure (BP). In the present study
performed in anesthetized dogs, extracellular
volume expansion (EXP) was induced by isotonic
saline (2.5% body weight). Ht and plasma proteins
(P) were measured 30, 60 and 150 minutes after the
end of the saline load. Following urinary
excretion of each load, and recovery of Ht and P,
the same procedure was repeated during an
intrafemoral bolus of PAF (0.78ug/kg). During EXP
alone, BP remained constant and Ht and P decreased
by 7.6 1.0% and by 1.28 0.l6g/dl,
respectively. Both parameters recovered within
the next 150 minutes. During EXP plus PAF, BP
also remained unchanged but Ht decreased by 10.7
0.7% and P dropped by 1.32 0.09g/dl. The
percent distribution of the saline load into IV
and IT volumes was 35 2 and 65 3% during EXP
and 51 2 and 49 1% respectively, during EXP
plus PAF. The non—parallel reduction of Ht and P
during EXP and EXP plus PAF confirms the increased
vascular permeability to P under the latter
condition. BN—52021, a specific PAF receptor
antagonist, abolished the PAF—induced changes in
body fluid distribution during EXP. The data
suggest that PAF alters the pattern of
distribution of an acute saline load into IV and
IT, presumably through a change in the compliance
and/or the characteristics of IT.
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P11 the results obtained with AE were reproduced in
selected experiments using synthetic ANF—(1O1—126). AE
infusion induced a siguificant xmqarable increase in CFR in
both control and RE animals (percent increase over the basal
values: controls=3i, NS=4C8i) Theme results show that (1)
diuretic and natriurstic response to AE or synthetic ANF,
althousJ present, is markedly attenuated in NS in respect to
control animals; (2) the atnoniml diuretic and natriuretic
response occurs despite a ccsparable percentage increase in
GFR.
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ATRIOPEPTIN RESETS TIJBUL0GLOMERULAR FEEDBACK.
David M. Pollock* and William J. Arendshorst.
Departments of Medicine and Physioly, University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
Micropuncture studies examined the effects of
atriopeptin—28 (AP28) on tubuloglanerular feedback
(TGF) control of stop—flow estimates of glanerular
capillary pressure (Psf) and nephron filtration
rate (SNGFR). Responses of Psf and SNCFR were
evaluated by orthograde microperfusion of Henle's
loop in anesthetized, euvolemic Munich—Wistar rats
before and during infusion of AP28 at 0.25
ug/min/kg. Inflection point (flow rate eliciting
1/2 maximum decrease) and maximal reactivity
(slope at inflection point) were determined frcm
Psf curves. AP28 markedly inhibited TGF activity
as evidenced by significant changes in the
following characteristics:
Control
Arterial pressure (mmHg) 132-i-5
Psf at 0 ni/mm (mmHg) 42±3
Max. Psf change (mmHq) —12+1
Inflection point (nl/min) 8-i-i
Reactivity (mmHg/nl/min) —1.5+0.2
Number of nephrons 14
Mean-i-SE, *p<0.05 vs. control.
During control conditions, increasing loop
perfusion fran 0 to 40 ni/mm significantly
decreased SNGFR fran 30+1 to 23+2 ni/mm
(P<0.001). In contrast, increasing loop perfusion
fran 0 to 40 ni/mm during AP28 infusion did not
affect SNGFR (31±2 vs. 31±2 nI/mm). It is of
interest to note that in the absence of loop
perfusion AP28 did not affect SNCFR. Since 161 is
reset during alterations in sodium balance, these
results support a role for atrial peptides in
control of TGF.
ADRENERGIC AC,ONISPS INCREASE CYTOSOLIC FREE
CALCIUM IN RAT RENAL CORTICAL TUBULES. J.Price*
and J.H. Dominguez. Renal Sect. Dept of
Medicine. Veterans Administration and Indiana
University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, IN.
Alpha adrenergic agonists (AA) regulate
transport in renal proximal tubules. The signal
transduction mechanism that initiates this action
is unknown. We examined if the agonist epinephrine
(EPI) mobilized cytosolic free calcium (Cai) in
rat renal cortical tubules, which were highly
enriched in proximal tubules and loaded with the
Ca indicator aequorin (PT). PT were perfused
and suspended in Krebs-bicarbonate at 37°C. In
three groups of PT (1—3) , EPI 10 nM (n=l0) , 100
nM (n=6) and 1 uM (n=9) increased basal Ca1 by
+26+1-3 nM (Mean+/-SE) from 89+/-7 in 1; by
+39+/-9 from 9l+/—lO in 2; and by +51+/—5 from
69+/—ll in 3. The Cai surge evoked by 1 uM EPI
was maximal in 64+/—3 sec. We also examined if
10 uM propranolol (PRO) antagonized the effect
of EPI 1 uM (n4). Basal Ca1 was 79+/—8 in the
presence of PRO and increased by +36+/—3 in the
presence of PRO+EPI. We then examined if the
AA1 methoxamine (MTX) and the AA2 clonidine (CLO)
(1 uM each, n=5) reproduced the effect of
equimolar EPI. Ca1 was increased by MTX by +23+/—5
nM from 100+/-23; by CLO by +8+/-l from 83+/-12;
by MTX+CLO by +27+/-6 from 105+1-14. The Ca1
surge evoked by MTX was maximal in 296+/—32 Sec.
We conclude: EPI evokes rapid dose—dependent
surges in Cat. The effect is not prevented by
beta blockade. MTX and CLO evoke a weaker surge
in Ca1. We propose that EPI may act by activation
of AA receptors in PT. The PT AA receptor may be
more specific for EPI than for MTX and CLO.
ROLE OF CARDIAC DENERVATION ON ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
PEPTIDE (AMP) RESPONSE TO VOLUME CHANGES IN
PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE. Wojciech
Pruszczynski, Beatrice Viron, Francoise Mignon,
and Raymond Ardaillou (intr. by D. SchlondorfI')
Tenon Hosp., Paris, France.
Plasma ANP was measured by RIA in 10 patients
with end-stage renal failure during two successive
150-mm periods of ultrafiltration and perfusion
of an identical volume (1800-2400 ml). The
subjects were separated in two equal groups of
denervated (D) and intact (I) patients from three
different tests for cardiac autonomic innervation.
Plasma AMP decreased progressively with the volume
ultrafiltered (p<O.OO1) in both groups. The slopes
(sensitivity) of the regression lines were not
significantly different (—0.22 and -0.16 pg/ml/al
in D and I respectively) whereas the y-intercept
(basal plasma AMP) was greater (p< 0.05) in D
(649 pg/ml) than in I (475 pg/ml). Then, plasma
AMP increased progressively with the volume perfu-
sed (p <0.001) in both groups. The y-intercepts
of the regression lines (plasma ANP at the end
of the depletion phase) were not significantly
different (110 and 64 pg/ml in D and I respective-
ly) whereas the slope was greater (p<O.O5) in
D (0.42 pg/ml/ml) than in I (0.27 pg/ml/ml).
Sensitivity of plasma AMP response to perfusion
was greater than that to ultrafiltration in D
(p<O.Ol) whereas there was no difference in I.
These results demonstrate the close relationship
between plasma ANP and stepwise decremental or
incremental changes in extracellular fluid volume.
They also indicate that cardiac denervation is
associated with higher plasma AMP levels and
with a more marked AMP response to volume
expansion.
EFFECTS OF TRIFLiJPERAZINE (TFP) AND NAP}lI'HALE-
SULAMIDE (W7) THE RELEASE OF A3ININE
VASOPRESSIN (AVP) IN HYPOTAl-NUI)HYPHYSEP.L
ODMPLEX (HNC). Noreen F. Rossi and Robert W.
Schrier. Wayne State U., Detroit, Michigan and
U. Colorado, Denver, Colorado.
Since ca1cian influx is important in the re-
lease of AVP, the present studies were undertaken
to investigate the role of calcium-caijrcdulin in-
teract ion on the osnotic and nonosistic release of
AVP frrn rat HNC in culture. HNC were incubated
with osnotic (15 rtosnVkg H9Os NaC1) or nonosno-
tic (angiotensin II (MI) tO H) stimuli either
in the presence or absence of the calnodulin in-
hibitors, TFP or W7 • All HNC responded normally
to osnotic stimulation in the absence of TF': con-
trol 11)0+26% vs_gsno1ali 757494% (nll, p'l).Ol).
TFP alone at 10 11 or 10 did not itself stimu-
late AVP release. TFP 10 M ccinpletely blocked_7
osnotically stimulated AVP release while TFP 10 H
attenuated but did not abolish AVP release. All
alone stimulated AVP release normally: 327±30% of
control (n25, p').0 01). TFP at both doses dd
not block All stimulated AVP release: TFP 10 M
with All gave 476496% of7control AVP release(nl3, p<0.005); TFP 10 M with All gave 40l6%
of control AVP release (n13, p0) .001). W7 alone
did not affect AVP release: 88+l9 of control AVP
release (nll, p'NS). Wi at 2x].0 H inhibited
both osnotically and nonosnotically stimulated AVP
release: Wi with osnolality gave 108±14% of con-
trol AVP release (n=6, pNS) and W7 with All gave
105+19% of control AVP release (n=7, p'NS). HNC
released AVP normally to osnotic and nonosmotic
stimuli given in the absence of Wi. The results
suggest caliiodulin influences AVP release to as—
notic and nonosnotic stimuli.
AP28
*112+7
—*56+5
—*19+3
—0.2+0.1 *
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RESPONSE OF PLASMA ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
PEPTIDE (ANP) TO VOLUME EXPANSION AND
CONTRACTION IN NORMAL MEN. H.Sakamoto*, &
F .Marumo ,Dept .Med. ,Kitasato Univ. Sch .Med. ,Japan
To evaluate the regulation of secretion of ANP,
we examined the effect of volume expansion and
contraction using 12 normal male subjects. ANP
concentrations in plasma and urine were measured
by radioimnunoassay and ANP profiles were estima-
ted gel filtration chromatography( BBRC, 137: 231,
1986). Simultaneous measurement of circulating
plasma volume(CPV) and extracellular fluid volume(ECFV) were carried out using Evans blue and Na
SCN, respectively. After overnight dehydration, 7
males were loaded with isotonic saline (750 ml/hr)
for 4 hrs. Plasma ANP level increased from 49.9±
6.7 pg/ml(mean±SE) to 71.3±9.l(p<0.Ol) at the
peak. Urine ANP concentration did not change.
CPV increased from 2.7±0.4 1 to 3.50.4(p<0.05).
20 mg furosemide was injected intravenously to 5
normal males after overnight dehydration and ANP
levels followed for 4 hrs. The plasma ANP level
decreased from 54.2±13.1 pg/mi to 3l.0±8.6(p to. 05)
with no significant change in urine ANP. CPV dec-
reased from 2.9±0.3 1 to 2.S±0.2(p<0.0S). The inte-
grated concentration of ANP in plasma during the 4
hrs is highly correlated with CPV(n=12,r=0.91,p<
0.001), while it correlated weekly with ECFV(r0.50,
p 41.05). These results strongly suggest that the
plasma ANP level is regulated by the CPV.
In gel filtration chromatography of plasma ANP
in the dehydrated state and following saline infu-
sion, the area of y-ANP was 21±12 and 10±8 % of
total, respectively. The decrement following saline
infusion was 47±14 %(n=3). The results indicate
that ANP secretion manner may change depending
on CPV.
IMMUNOELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF EPIDERMAL GROWTH
FACTOR (EGF) IN MOUSE KIDNEY. Eduardo C. Salldo*
and luciano Barajas, Harbor—UCLA Med. Ctr., Dept.
Pathology, Torrance, CA
Large amounts of EGF have been found in mouse
urine and are not accountable quantitatively via
plasma clearance alone. Recently, we have immuno—
localized E6F in the late distal nephron by light
microscopy (Salido et al., J Histochem Cytochem,
in press). In the present study, we have investi-
gated the immunocytochemical localization of EGF
in the mouse kidney by electron microscopy. Swiss—
Webster mouse kidneys were fixed in vivo by retro-
grade perfusion of Zamboni's fixative with 0.2%
glutaraldehyde. Kidney slices were obtained with
a vibratome. Rabbit EGF antiserum diluted 1:1000
and 1:2000 was used for primary incubation and the
avidin—biotin complex immunoperoxidase procedure
was utilized for immunostaining. Immunostained
slices were embedded in Epon for electron micros-
copy. Controls, at the light microscopic level,
included a) 10% non-immune goat serum, b) 1:1000
non-immune rabbit serum, and C) anti—EGF serum
(1:1000 and 1:2000) preabsorbed with excess EGF
(100 and 50 qg/ml). EGF immunoreactivity (EGF—IR)
was found on the apical membrane of the cells of
the thick ascending limb of Henle (TALH) and the
distal convoluted tubule (DCT). The macula densa
lacked EGF—IR. These findings are fully consistent
with those of the light microscopic study. They
support the hypothesis that EGF precursor is a
membrane—bound protein synthesized in the distal
nephron, and that EGF would result from the
cleavage of the precursor by enzymes present in
the urine.
VASOPRESSIN INCREASES THE SECRETORY FLUX OF Rb IN
CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULES FROM MINER.ALOCORTICOID
TREATED RAT. James A. Schafer and Susan L.
Troutman*. Nephrol. Research & Training Center,
UAB, Birmingham, Alabama.
We investigated the effect of arginine
vasopressin (ADH) on potassium transpor6 i
cortical collecting tubules (CCT) usig Rb
unidirectional fluxes as indicators of K fluxes.
Sprague—Dawley rats were treated with 5 mg l.M.
deoxycorticosterone (DOC) pivalate 5—9 days before
CCT segment were perfused a 38°C with solutions
in which Rb replaced all K . Addition of 100
ilJ/ml ADH to the bath increased the bath—to—lumen
flux (J—bl) from 16.9 + 2.3 pmol/(min—mm) (mean +
SEM, nl6) to 43.2 + 4.6 (16), and the
transepithelial voltage (V ) hyperpolarized from
—13.6 + 1.9 mV (lumen—negatve) to —38.7 + 2.2
(16). Both J—bl and V reached maxima within 10—20
mm and were stable fg 30—40 mm after which they
slowly decreased. But even 180 mm after ADH both
J—bl and Ve were higher than control (p<O.05).
When ADH was removed 40—50 mm after addition,
J—bl and V returned to control levels within
10—20 min.e ADH decreased the lumen—to—bath flux
(J—lb) from 3.2 + 0.7 to 1.3 + 0.4 (6), which was
exlained by the hyperpolarization of V , but the
Rb backflux permeability was unchangedt 0.20 +
0.06 1m/s. Addition of 2 mM luminal Ba had no
effect on J—lb but reduced J—bl by 54% + 8% (4),
and hyperpolarized V by 4.8 + 1.3 mV. Although
the results show that a fraction of the Rb flux
is Ba +_sensitive, the fact that J—bl remains 18
tis higher than 7—lb in the psence of lumina
Ba suggests there is a Ba —insensitive K
pathway in the luminal membrane.
ANGIOTENSIN II (AII)—STIMULATED PGE SYNTHESIS
IN MESANGIAL CELLS OCCURS VIA ACTIVTION OF BOTH
PHOSPHOLIPASE C AND A .D. Schlondorff, S.
DeCandido*, J.A. Satrano*, Albert Einstein
College of Medicine, Bronx, NY.
The interactions between All and PGE are
important in modulating glomerular funtion. We
examined the mechanism for stimulation of PGE2
by All using the diacyl glycerol (DAG)—lipase
inhibitor RHC 80267 and trifluoperazine (TFP), a
calmodulin inhibitor. In spite of inhibiting
DAG—lipase, RHC did not influence PGE2. In
contrast, TFP (5OuM) inhibited basal GE and
the stimulaon by All and A23187. TFP a'so
decreased [ C] release1n response to All from
cells prelabeled with [32C] arachidonic acid. In
cells prelabeled with [ P] orthophosphate All
caused a rapid hydrolysis of phosphatidylinos—
itol 4,5, bisphosphate, which was 5ot inhibited
by TFP. In cells prelabeled with C H]
myolnositol All stimulated formation of [ H]
inositol trisphosphate (IF3), which also was not
decreased by TFP.Thus, All stimulates phospho—
lipase C for phosphatidylinositolbisphosphate, a
process not inbited by 1FF. All caused marked
increases in [ F] lysophospholipids, indicating
activation of also phospholipase A9. This
process was inhibited by 1FF. Thes results are
consistent with stimulation of both
phospholipase C and A2 by All, the latter step
being responsible for the release of arachidonic
acid and PGE formation. The activation of
phospholipas A2, but not that of phospholipase
C, is inhibited by TFP, perhaps by interference
with calmodulin—dependent steps.
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RENAL-CAROIOVASCLIAR—ENDOCRINE ACTIONS OF ATRIAL
NATRIURETIC FACTOR CANE) IN HUMANS WITH CONGESTIVE
HEART FAILURE (CHF). T. R. Schwab, B. S.
Edwards*, R. S. Zimmerman*, B. .J. Gersh*, R. D.
Smith*, D. M. Heublein*, and .3. C. Burnett, Jr.,
Mayo Medical School, Rochester, MN
Previous studies in animals with CHF have
demonstrated ANF administration may increase
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and sodium
excretion in association with inhibiting the
renin—angiotensin system (RAAS). We evaluated
these parameters in humans (n=4) with NYHA Class
III CHF before and during a two—hour infusion of'
synthetic ANF (0.008 ig/kg/min). ANF infusion
increased both GFR (M'49÷17 mi/mm, p<.O5) and
renal plasma flow (+l4l+43 ml/min, p<.05). Renal
vascular resistance decreased (ls_.25+.07
mmHg/(ml/min), p<.O5). Fractional reabsorption of
lithium, a measure of whole kidney proximal tubule
reabsorption, decreased (A—5.l+ 1.2%, p<.05) in
association with an increase in fractional
excretion of sodium (+.l4+.O3%, p<.O5).
Medullary washout occurred with a decrease in
urinary osmolality (—2O5+47 mOsm/kg, p<.05).
Plasma renin activity (—l.4+O.9 ng/mlA'r, p<.2)
and plasma aldosterone (&-4.6+l.2 ng/dl, p<.06)
tended to decrease. At the dose employed, no
changes were observed in cardiac output, cardiac
filling pressures, systemic arterial pressure, or
systemic vascular resistance. The present studies
demonstrate that in humans with CHF, ANF at a dose
which does not alter systemic hemodynamics is a
potent renal vasodilator. ANF also promotes
sodium excretion by mechanisms which in part
include an increase in GFR, decrease in proximal
tubule reabsorption, increase in medullary
washout, and possible inhibition of the RAAS.
THE EFFECT OF INTRARENAL SUBSTANCE P (ISP) ON
SODIUM AND CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION IN HYDROPENIC
(H) AND SALINE LOADED (SL) CANINE. Mouin G.
Seikaly*, Philip L. Calcagno, Gilbert N. Eisner,
& Pedro A. Jose. Georgetown Univ. Hosp. Dept. of
Pediatrics, Wash, D.C.
SF, a potent renal vasodilator and natriur—
etic, can modulate catecholaminergic function. We
studied the effect of ISP (ng/kg/min) on renal
blood flow (RBF, ml/min), glomerular filtration
rate (GFR, mi/mm/gm), fractional sodium
excretion (FeNa %), urinary dopamine (UDA,
ng/min/ml GFR) and norepinephrine (UNE, ng/min/ml
GFR) in dogs during H (n11) and after SL (n9);
3% body weight. The results (mean SE are:
HYDRPEIC (H)RW R Fa
HC 211±12 O.6O±.111 .73±.13
0.1 2113±10* O.87±.O6* .5&t.09
1.0 268±16* O.90±.07* .73j.12
10.0 276±26* O.91j.117* .59±.08
B 2532Ll O.72±.37 .68j.09
SALINE LOIDED (SL)
C 228±15 O.79.1O O.87*.1O
SL 256±24 O.91.09 3.02±.39
0.1 282±11* 1.15±.05* 2.35±.115*
1.0 333±12* 1.32t.12* 3.37j.72
10.0 329±10* 1.111.1O 11.85±.79*
R 250±29 O.9'4*.12 2.29±.52
vs HC or SL, tXnnett's test,
During hydropenia, SF increased RBF and GFR
without affecting FeNa; UDS decreased but not
In contrast, SP (10.0) during SL increased
RBF, GFJI, FeNa, UDA and UNE. We suggest that the
natriuretic action of SP in SL is in part a
function of its effect on
LIPOXINS: NOVEL ARACHIDONIC ACID METABOLITES
WITH POTENT GLOMERULAR EFFECTS. Charles N
Serhan*, Bengt Samuelsson*, and Kamal F Badr. Karolinska
Institute, Stockholm, Sweden and Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville,
TN
Lipoxins A and B (LX-A, LX-B) are recently discovered
biologically active products of 5- and 15-lipoxygenation of
arachidonic acid isolated from human leukocytes (Serhan et al.
P.N.A.S:USA 81:5335, '84). We examined the systemic and renal
hemodynamic responses to intrarenal arterial administration of
750 ng/kg/min of LX-A in 10 euvolemic male Munich-Wistar
rats. No significant changes were observed in mean systemic
arterial pressure or hematocrit. GFR, however, increased from
1.00±0.07 to 1.33±0,12* mI/mm and RPF from 3.09±0.21 to
3.91±0.22 ml/min* during LX-A infusion as compared to
vehicle. Micropuncture measurements of glomerular dynamics
revealed a similar increase in single nephron GFR (38.4±1.7 to
45.5±3.0 nl/min*) and plasma flow rate (95±6 to 127±9
nh/min*). The latter was due to a selective and dramatic fall in
afferent (2.55±0.16 to 1.75±0.20 lOlOdynscmS* ), but not
efferent arteriolar resistance. Mean transcapillary hydraulic
pressure difference increased from 33±1 to 43±3* mmHg due
mainly to a rise in intraglomerular capillary pressure, while the
glomerular capillary ultrafiltration coefficient, Kf, fell from
0.060±0.013 to 0.033±0.005 nl/(smmHg)*.
Thus, LX-A induces glomerular hyperperfusion, hypertension,
and hyperfiltration, the latter being partially offset by the
concomitant fall in Kf. These effects of LXA are in sharp contrast
to those of the other vasoactive lipoxygenase products, the
leukotrienes, and may represent the first example of
counterregulatoiy (constrictor/dilator) vascular interactions within
this pathway.
* p'z0.O5 versus baseline vehicle infusion.
THE RENAL RESPONSE TO ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR IS
DEPENDENT UPON THE ACTIVITY OF THE INTRARENAL
RENIN—ANCIOTENSIN SYSTEM. C.J. Showalter*, R.S.
Zimerman*, T.R. Schwab, B.S. Edwards, and J.C.
Burnett, Jr., Mayo Medical School, Rochester, MN
Previous studies have demonstrated a blunted
natriuresis to atrial natriuretic factor (ANF) in
states of sodium and/or volume depletion,
suggesting the hypothesis that activation of the
intrarenal renin—angiotensin system may mediate
the attenuated increase in sodium excretion in
response to ANF. To test this hypothesis, renal
hemodynamic and excretory responses to
systemically administered ANF (0.3 iig/kg/min) were
assessed in 8 anesthetized dogs in the presence of
mntrarenally infused angiotensin II into the left
kidney (AIIK) at a dose without systemic action
(1.5 ng/kg/min) while the contralaterally saline
infused right kidney served as control (CK).
Intravenous infusion of ANF resulted in a markedly
attenuated peak increase in both urinary sodium
excretion (176.6÷44.9 vs 424.9+65.8, p<.O5) and
fractional sodium excretion (3.17+0.58 vs 5.42+
1.00, p<.O5) in the AIIK as compared to CK.
Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and fractional
lithium excretion, the latter a measure of whole
kidney fractional delivery of sodium from the
proximal tubule, increased only in the CK. Urine
osmolality decreased in both the AIIK and CK.
These studies demonstrate an attenuated
natriuresis to ANF in the presence of intrarenally
fixed All. This attenuation is associated with a
blunted increase in GFR and whole kidney delivery
of sodium from the proximal tubule. These studies
importantly demonstrate that the renal response to
ANF is dependent upon the level of activity of the
intrarenal renin—angiotensirt system.
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EFFECTS OF AMINES, MONENSIN, AND NIGERICIN
ON RENIN RELEASE (RR) IN VITRO. Ole Skott*
(intr. by J Briggs). University Institute for
Experimental Medicine, 71 N$rre Alle, Copenhagen,
Denmark.
The acidity of secretory granules has been
hypothesized to be of general importance for
exocytosis. RR is mediated through exocytosis, and
therefore it was of interest to examine the effect of
intracellular alkalinization at a constant extracellular
pH on RR from isolated superfused rat glomeruli. The
method has been described previously, (Baumbach,
Scott, Pfluegers Arch., 406, I 986).
Weak permeable bases at low concentrations (5 mM
NH4CI or 0.2 mM Chloroquine) caused a delayed
progressive ithibition in RR. At higher concentrations
(IS and 30mM NH4CI or 10mM Methylamine)
inhibition was preceded by transient stimulation of
RR, which was inhibited by addition of 20 mM
sucrose. The Na+/H+ ionophore Monensin (10 uM) also
inhibited RR after a transient stimulation. These
procedures alkalinize both the cytosol and intracellular
organelles. The K/H ionophore Nigericin acidifies
the cytosol, but alkalinizes acidic organdIes. At
10 mM if also produced a transient increase followed
by a prolonged decrease in RR. It is therefore
concluded that alkalinizing agents inhibit RR by
increasing pH of an acidic organelle, probably the
secretory granules. The transient stimulation seen
after granule alkalinization may be a consequence of
granule swelling leading to chemi-osmotic exocytosis
at the plasmalemma. The sustained inhibition of RR
may be caused by an interference with the intra-
cellular granular traffic towards the plasmalemma.
RENAL PROSTAGLANDIN E2 RECEPTORS. W.L. Smlth*,
T. Watanabe*, K. Umegaki* (intr. by William S.
Spielman). Michigan State University, Department
of Biochemistry, East Lansing, Michigan.
To analyze the molecular bases for the
inhibitory and stimulatory effects of PGE2 in the
kidney, we characterized PGE2 binding activities
in membranes from canine renal outer medulla and
papilla. In each case PGE2 binding occurs via a
single, GTP sensitive, high affinity site;
however, PGE2 binding activities in the outer
medulla and papilla have different properties:
PGE2 Binding Activity In:
Outer Medulla Papilla
KD
KD(1 mM GTP)
K1(PGE1 )/K1(PGE2)
pH Optimum
[POE2] required to
stimulate GTPase >0.01 iM >1.0 iM
GTP effect after:
(a) pH 11.5 Eliminated No change
(b) pertussis toxin Eliminated No change
We have solubilized and partially purified the
outer medullary PGE2 receptor in a form which is
associated with Ni. This latter receptor is
presumably involved in mediating inhibitory
responses to POE2 in the thick ascending limb
and/or collecting tubule. The papillary POE2
receptor has properties consistent with those of
a stimulatory receptor coupled to adenylate
cyclase via N5. Our data provide evidence for
compartmentatlon of distinct inhibitory and
stimulatory POE2 receptors in the kidney.
INTRARENALLY GENERATED ANGIOTENSIN II (All) MODU-
LATES GLOMERULAR All RECEPTORS: IMPLICATIONS FOR
GLOMERULAR FUNCTION IN RENAL DENEFOJATION AND GOLD—
BLATT HYPERTENSION. Steven Sollott*, Ira Pion*,
Sabrina Michaels* and Barry Wilkes. Div. of
Nephrology/llypertension, North Shore University
Hospital, Manhasset, New York.
All action at its target tissues is directly
proportional to the number of specific receptor
sites. We have previously shown that plasma All is
a potent modulator of All receptors in rats with
normal kidneys. These experiments were performed
to determine whether intrarenal All regulates the
number of glomerular All receptors in rats with
asymmetric renal dysfunction independent of sig-
nificant variation of plasma All. In one protocol,
rats were studied 1 wk after a L renal artery clip
(2K1C); half the rats also received the ACE inhib-
itor enalapril 3h before receptor studies. In a
2nd protocol rats were subjected to denervation
(dnx) of the L kidney for I wk; half the rats also
received an i.v. infusion of All (50 ng/min) for
30 nun prior to receptor studies. Results (X±SE):
RECEPTOR It (fmol/mq)
Model No d_ +ena]april -u-All infusion
2K1C L: 731±194* 1784±252 ND
R: 1299±144 1626±181 ND
Dnx L: 148O±l7lt ND 511±35
R: 1028±148 ND 524±68
*p<O.02,L vs R tp<O.O1,L vs R NDrnot done
The reduced number of All receptors in the L clip-
ped kidneys compared to the R was obliterated by
ACE inhibition, and the increased number of All
receptors in L dnx kidneys compared to the H was
obliterated by All infusion. The data suggest that
intrarenally generated All is a more important mod-
ulator of glomerular All receptors than plasma All.
HUMAN CLOMERULI RELEASE SATURATED FATTY ACIDS
WHICH STIMULATE THROMBOXANE SYNTHESIS IN PLATELETS.
Josée Sraer Jean-Paul Oudinet Claude Wolf
Marcelle Bens Raymond Ardaillou and Jean-Daniel
Sraer*(int. D. Schlondorff). Tenon hosp. Paris,
France.
The cell-free supernate of isolated human gb-
meruli (GS) stimulated TXB2 synthesis in human
platelets (P) in a dose-dependent manner. The
amount of TXB2 measured was 16 fold higher than
what could have been predicted (TXB synthesized
by P under control conditions plus present in
GS). The lipid extract of GS and its purified
fraction including the fatty acids (FA) also sti-
mulated TXB, synthesis in P. Stimulation was
abolished aTter treatment by charcoal or albumin.
CC/MS analysis demonstrated the presence in the
purified fraction of several long-chain saturated
or monoenoic FA (80.iM, total concentration)
atearic > palmitic > myristic > oleic acid. Addition
to human P of these same synthetic FA resulted in
stimulation of TX synthesis. This effect was dose-
dependent and maximum with three or four FA tested
in combination but still present with myristic
acid alone. Arachidonic acid was absent in GS.
Thus, the stimulation observed could not be
related to a greater availability of' substrate.
The combination of' FA from glomerular origin iden-
tified in the present study represents a novel
factor involved in the control of intracapillary
hemostasis but different from the procoagulant
activity common to many tissues and also present
in GS. In vivo, damage of the glomerular cells
could via this mechanism activate P functions
independently of collagen and thus result in the
local accumulation of TXA2.
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CYCLOSPORIN A (CSA) INHIBITS PROSTACLANDIN E2
(POE2) FORMATION BY MESANGIAL CELLS (MC) IN
CULTURE. R.A.K. Stahl, S. Adler, P.3. Baker*,
V—P. Chen*, P. Pritzl* and W.O. Couser. Univ. of
Washington, Seattle, WA.
Reduction in OFR is a major side effect of
CSA. The mechanism of this effect is unclear. We
postulated that CSA may reduce OFR by inhibiting
glomerular production of vasodilatory POE2. The
effect of CSA (800 ng/ml) on MC POE2 production
(pg/10jg/3O mm) in response to All (1O—6M) and
the CA lonophore A23187 (lpg/ml) was measured:
Control AIl* A23187* CSA+A1I**CSA+A23187**
1367+164 196T83 11095+1180 1337+187 8453+2114
*p <.001 vs ontrol **p< .05 vs All and A23187
alone.
CSA, in the concentrations used, had no effect
on MC viability assessed by Cr51 release.
To study the mechanism of this CSA effect,
POE2 production by MC microsomes was measured. In
the presence of arachidonic acid (AA, 75 pM)
production was increased (6080 +1090 pg/8Opg
protein/5 mm). This increased production was
significantly inhibited by 104M indomethacin
(3045+417, p<.05) but was not inhibited by 3200
rip/el CSA (5637÷632, p>.5). In contrast, when
MC were prelabelled with 13H1—AA and incubated in
CSA (1600, 3200, 4800, 6400 ng/ml) for 24 hours,
the stimulatory effect of A23187 on the release
of 13H1—AA and I3Hi—PGE2 was significantly
inhibited (CSA 3200 ng:65%, 4800 nci:67%, 6400
nci:B1%).
We conclude that CSA inhibits POE2 formation
in glomerular MC, probably by affecting AA
release from cell membranes rather than by
inhibiting cyclooxygenase. This effect may
contribute to CSA nephrotoxicity.
DIETARY SALT INCREASES DAHL RAT KIDNEY
RESPONSES TO AN ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEP-
TIDE. T.H. Steele and L. Challoner-Hue
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI.
We perfused kidneys isolated from
Dahl salt sensitive (S) and resistant
(R) rats, which had been stabilized on
high (H) and low (I.) Had intakes, at a
constant perfusion pressure (105 mm Hg)
and pH (7.4). The recirculating perfu—
sate contained electrolytes, glucose,
amino acids, inulin and albumin. Blood
pressures of HS rats exceeded those of
HR. LS, and LR rats (P=O.012).
Synthetic rat atriopeptin II (APII),
60 ng/ml, increased the glomerular f ii—
tration rate (GFR) only in H rat kid-
neys (P<O.OOl), irrespective of their
Dahl subtypes (P=O.9). Norepinephrine
(NE) decreased the GFR in all 4 groups,
but more in H than L (P=O.006), indepen-
dently of Dahl subtype (P=O.3). Super-
imposition of NE on APII increased the
GFR in all groups (28—134%). but to far
greater values in HR than HS (P=O.00l)
and similar values in LR and LS (P=0.2).
NaCl intake (P=0.02) and Dahl subtype
(P=0.00l) influenced natriuretic respon-
siveness to APII independently, with
H>L and R)S.
These results indicate that APII has
the potential to reverse renal circula-
tory changes accompanying hyperadren—
ergic states. Antecedent NaC1 intake
and Dahl rat subtype can influence the
renal responses to APII independently.
INSULIN-ANCIOTENSIN II INTERACTION AND DEPENDENCE
ON PROSTAGLANDIN (P0) BIOSYNTHESIS. J.S. Stoff,
D.R. Leone*, A. Cohen, Univ. Mass. Med. Ctr.
Worcester, MA.
The renal henodynamic effects of insulin and
interaction with angiotensin II (All) were studied
in the isolated perfused rat kidney and in primary
culture of the rat mesangial cell. Infusion of
angiotensin 11(100 ng/min) decreased renal plasma
flow(RPF) from 25.4±1.1 to 12.4±.9 ml/min/gWW. Co-
administration of insulin(lOOiiU/min) increased
basal RPF to 31.6±1.8 and attenuated the All
induced decrement by 2l.5%.Indomethacin(l0'1)
prevented insulin-vasodilation in the basal state
and following AII(27.2±l to 12.2±1.3). These data
suggest a role for PG synthesis in the mediation
of the insulin effect. To test this hypothesis we
studied the mesangial cell,a target of All action.
Mesanglal cells were grown from glomerull iso-
lated by graded sieving, partially digested in
collagenase-trypsin and plated into RPMI. Cells
were identified by structural appearance and
1251-AII binding. Cells were studied after a single
passage and PGE measured by RIA(pg/LIg prot).
XJMI[TI0N ÷1 —I —1/+1
BASAL 8.47±.l 9.97±.5 9.04±.6
All 108M 57.9±4 l.75±.2 51.0±4
AVP 109M 64.5±11 57.3±14
In the presence of insulin(+I)lnhJ/ml PGE2 increas-
ed after All end AVP(3omin). Removal of insulin(—I)(l8hr) led to loss of All responsivity without
a change in the basal state or response to AVP.
When insulin deprived cells are repleted with
insulin (-1/.1) the response to All returns.These
results indicate that insulin modulates All action
by the regulation of All-dependent PG synthesis.
DOSE-RESPONSE RELATIONSHIP OF RENAL EFFECTS OF
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) IN ISOLATED RAT
KIDNEY. N. Suzuki*, F.A. Almeida* and T. Maack.
Dept. of Physiology, Cornell Univ. Medical College.
To better define the physiological role of ANF
and verify the relationship between its renal
hemodynamic and natriuretic effects, we performed
steady—state dose—response studies in functioning
isolated perfused rat kidneys. Renal vascular re—
sistance(RVR), filtration fraction(FF), GFR, V,
UNSV and UKV were determined in control periods
and at increasing perfusate concentrations of
(l—28)ANF from 10pM to O.l3iM in isolated rat kid-
neys (n=4) perfused as previously described
(Camargo et al., Am. J. Physiol. 246:F447, 1984).
ANF increased all measured parameters in a dose—
related manner with small but already detectable
effects at the low concentration of 10 pM. Maximal
effects were obtained at l—1OnM and amounted to
('I, increase vs control): RVR, 16±11; FF, 118±59;
GFR, 93±33; V, 618±268; UN5V, 1667±627; UKV, 650±
262. The ED50 of the effects on GFR (65pM), RVR
(7lpM) and FF (7OpM) were slightly but not sig-
nificantly lower than the ED50 of the effects on V
(28OpM), UN5V (420pM) and UKV (200pM). In no in-
stance, at concentrations from 10pM to lnM, was
there a dissociation between the renal effects on
GFR and Na excretion. The results demonstrate that
the minimal effective dose of ANF in the isolated
kidney is near the normal plasma concentration of
the hormone, suggesting an important role of AMF
in the regulation of renal function and Na—volume
homeostasis. The results further support the view
that renal hemodynamic effects of A1'TF, particular-
ly the increase in GFR, are an important component
of its natriuretic action.
VASOPRESSIN (AVP)—SENSITIVE cAMP PRODUCTION IS
DEPENDENT UPON CALCIUM—CALMODULIN IN BOTH
MEDULLARY THICK ASCENDING LIMB OF HENLE (MTAL) AND
MEDULLARY COLLECTING TUBULE (MCT) OF MOUSE KIDNEY.
Kenmei Takaichi* and Kiyoshi Kurokawa. IVth Dept
Int Med, Univ Tokyo Sch Med, Tokyo, Japan
AVP plays a key role in maximal urine con-
centration by stimulating NaC1 reabsorption in
MTAL and by increasing water permeability in MCT:
these effects in both MTAL and MCT are mediated by
cAMP. Although Ca—calmodulin has been shown to
stimulate AVP—sensitive cAMP production in
cuured kidney cells, we reported that effects of
Ca on AVP—sensitive cAMP production are quite
different in MTAL and MCT (Am J Physiol 250: F77O,
1986). Thus, we examined whether the Ca—calmodulin
is involved in AVP—sensitive cANP production in
both MTAL and MCT using chemically dissimilar
calmodulin inhibitors, W7 and trifluoperazine
(TFP). MTAL and MCT dissected from collagenas—
treated mouse kidney slices were incubated at 37 C
in Hanks' solution containing methylisobutyl—
xanthine for 6 mm then with AVP for 2 mm: cAMP
generated was measured by RIA. W7 and TFP both
inhibited AVP—sensitive cAMP production in a dose—
dependent manner. Maximum inhibition was more than
65—75Z by both agents, and the half inhibition by
W7 and TFP was at about 40—90, 30—50 jiM in MTAL,
and at about 20—40, 20—40 pM in MCT, respectively.
The inhibitory effect of W5, a compound chemically
similar to W7 but less potent calmodulin
inhibitor, was significantly less than that of W7
in both MTAL and MCT. These data show comparable
inhibition of AVP—sensitive cAMP production in
both MTAL and MCT by calmodulin inhibitors, and
suggest AVP—sensitive cAMP production is dependent
upon Ca—calmodulin in both nephron segments.
EARLY DETERIORATION OF GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE
(GFR) IN RATS WITH NEPHROTOXIC SERUM NEPHRITIS
(NSN) ON DIETARY FISH OIL (FO) INTAKE
F. Thaiss, P.J. Germann, P.Schollmeyer,S.Batsford,
R A. K. Stah I
Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of Freiburg, F.R.G.
Dietary FO improves autoimmune mediated glomerular
injury. We therefore tested the hypothesis that
FO could also modulate GFR (uI/lOOgrBW/min) and
proteinuria in a model of heterologous glomerular
immune injury.Rats were pair fed for 12 weeks with
diets containing FO or sunflower oil (SO). In rats
on FO GFR fel I from 596+66 to 297+51 (after th)
and to 64+63 (after 2h) following anti rat glome—
rularbasement membrane serum (AS). GFR in SO rats
was not different from control (404+88) lh and 2h
after AS, but fell to 229+36 24 h after AS.
Glomerular prostanoid formation(ug/mg/min)waslower
in FO rats (PGE2: 121+36, TxB2: I.I±O.3,p 0.001)
compared to SO animals (PGE2: 706+82, TxB2: 32+6).
Two h after AS injection POE2 synthesis decreased
in both animal groups by about 50%. After 24 hours
PGE2 formation was stimulated in SO rats(l324±2l2)
and returned to control levels in FO animals. In
contrast to PGE2 the formation of Tx82 increased
i n both animal groups after 2h (6 to IS fold) and
24 h(2 to 5 fold).Proteinurla was not different
between SO (200+5Omg/24h) and FO rats (198 + 50).
The data demonstrate that GFR in FO rats fal Is I
and 2 h after AS injection, probably due to FO in-
duced reduction in glomerular PGE2 synthesis.
There was no effect on GFR in SO rats at these
time points following AS injection.
The data do not support a role of dietary FO in
the mediation of protelnuria in this animal model
of immune mediated glomerular injury.
THE EFFECT OF VASOPRESSIN ON Na-K-ATPase IN
CORTICAL COLLECTING DUCT FROM RAT. Kimio Tomita,
Akira Owada*, Yasuhiko lino, Naoki Yoshiyama*,
Tatsuo Shiigai, Jugoro Takeuchi*. Dept. of mt.
Med., Tokyo Med. & Dent. Univ., Tokyo, Japan.
Vasopressin (VP) persistently stimulates Na
reabsorption and K secretion in isolated cortical
collecting duct from rat. Increased Na
reabsorption may have some effects on Na-K-ATPase
in the nephron segment. The effect of short-term
administration of VP on Na—K-ATPase was examined
in isolated cortical collecting duct from rat.
Male Sprague-Dowley rats (80-100g) were used.
For the experimental rats, O.2U of vasopressin
tarinate in oil was intramuscularly injected into
the back muscles for 7 days. For the control
rats, vehicle was administered in the same way.
Tubule segments were collected as follows:
medullary thick ascending limb of Henle's loop
(MTAL), cortical thick ascending limb of Henle's
loop (CTAL), cortical collecting duct (CCD),
medullary collecting duct (MCD). Na-K—ATPase was
measured by coupling the hydrolysis of AT? to the
production of the fluorescent nucleotide.
Na-K-ATPase was as follows (pmole/mm/min):
control(n=8) VP treatment(n=7) P value
MTAL 81.9+k.1 8'.8÷3.9 n.s
CTAL 66.8÷i.5 69.8+3.9 n.s.
CCD 21.7+1.6 3k.l+3.k p 0.05
MCD 12.7÷1.9 lk.5÷l.k n.s.
Vasopressin stimulates NaCl reabsorption in
MTAL and CCD. However, Na-K-ATPase was increased
only in CCD. It remains to be solved whether VP
directly stimulates Na-K-ATPase or indirectly
stimulates enzyme through the increased Na
permeability in the luminal aspect of CCD.
EPOXYEICOSATRIENOIC ACIDS (EEls) IN HUMAN URINE
(HU): DETECTION OF 8,9— AND l4,15-REGIOISOMERS.
R. D. Toto, J.R. Falck*, A.S. Siddhanta*, and J.
Capdevila*. UTHSCD, Dallas, TX and VUMC,
Nashville, TN.
The EEls, metabolites of arachidonic acid
formed from the cytochrome P-450 mediated epoxy-
genase reaction, have been identified as endo—
genous compounds in rabbit kidneys. Synthetic
EEls have been reported to inhibit ion transport
in the rabbit cortical collecting tubule
(Jacobson, ASN Abstr l93A, 1983) and vasopres-
sin- stimulated water transport in the toad
bladder (Schlondorff, Clin Res 33:588, 1985).
We have previously reported the presence of EEls
in HU but the regioisomeric composition was not
elucidated. Accordingly, 1.5 L HU from healthy
subjects was subjected to extraction and sequen-
tial chromatographic purification. The purified
urine extract was then derivitized to form
hydrogenated pentafluorobenzyl (PFB) esters.
Capillary column gas chromatography! mass spec-
trometry of the derivatized extract revealed the
following: a) presence of the characteristic
ions at mass/charge (m!z) 325, 307, 157 and 141
of the PFB 8,9—EEl which coeluted at a retention
time identical to a PFB— 8,9—EET standard; b)
presence of the characteristic ions at m/z 325,
307 and 225 of the PFB-l4,15-EET which coeluted
at a retention time identical to a PFB—l4,15—EET
standard; c) fragmentogram patterns of the
coeluting materials similar to those of the
respective PFB-8,9-EET and PFB—14,15—EET stan-
dards. These findings establish the presence of
at least two regioisomers of the EEls in HU.
The biologic role of these compounds in human
renal function remains to be determined.
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WATER METABOLISM IN MIJRINE LUPUS. H. Trschtman*
Dept. of Peds., Schneider Children's Mosp. of
LLJMC, Mew Hyde Park, N (Intro, by B. Gauthier)
Clinical studies have demonstrated that
patients with SLE have progressive elevations in
plasma vasopressin (AVP) concentration with in-
creasing duration of disease. In order to deter-
mine the impact of this abnormality on water
metabolism, we measured AVP secretory response,
water balance and thirst in NZB/W F1 female mice,
an analogue of SLE, and control NZB/B counterparta.
Animals were atudied at a mean age of 205 days.
Changes in weight and water intake were recorded
following 24h ad lib fluid availability or water
deprivation (WD). Animals were then sacrificed by
decapitation and plaama collected for determina-
tion of osmolality (Poam) and AVP level. Urinary
oamolality (Uoam) and protein excretion (Uprot)
were measured. Latency to drink was assessed in 14
pairs of mice following 24h WD.
MZB/B (n=24) MZB/W (n=23)
Ad lib WD Ad lib WD
Poam 312±6.7 311±3.7 295±5.1 303±4.8
Uoam 1992±237 2604±270 2705±432 3025±168
Wt.Loaa (%) —4.0±1.4 —10.1±0.9 —3.6±0.9 _8.3±D.6*
PAVP (pg/ml) 3.0±0.5 3.4±0.2 13.3±8.2 12.4±6.1
Uprot.(mg/24h)0.8±0.2 — 3.8±1.2* —
Drink LaL(aec) — 83± 18 — 158± 39*
Results: Mean 'p<O.OS NZB/W vs NZB/B
These results suggest that murine lupus is
characterized by enhanced AVP secretion under
basal and WD conditions. This chronic antidiuretic
state is asaociated with less weight loss, better
preservation of Poam and leaa stimulation of
thirst following WD. The abnormalities in AVP
aecretion may result from immune complex deposi-
tion in the neurohypophyaia.
ADENOSINE (AJE) RECEPTOR REGULATION OF
ERYTHROPOIETIM (Ep) SECRETION. Munehisa Ueno*,
Jesse Brookins*, Barbara Beckman* and James W.
Fisher. Dept. of Pharmacology, Tulane Univ. Sch.
of Med., Mew Orleans, Louisiana 70112
Adenosine (ABE) has been demonstrated to in-
hibit renin secretion through A1 receptor activa-
tion and to increase secretion of renin by acti-
vating A2 receptors. The present studies were
undertaken to determine the role of ABE receptor
activation in Ep secretion in vitro in an Ep—
producing human renal carcinoma (RC) cell culture
and in vivo in exhypoxic polycythemic mice
(EHPCM). ABE (10—7 to lO3M adenosine hemisulf ate
or free base) produced a significant dose—
dependent inhibition in Ep secretion by RC cells.
In order to clarify the mechanism of ABE inhibi-
tion of Ep, the in vitro effects (10—7 and 103M)
of N—6cyclohexylsdenosine (CHA), an A1 receptor
agonist which inhibits adenylate cyclaae (AC),
and 5'—N—ethyl—carboxamideadenosine (NECA), an A2
receptor agonist which stimulates AC, were com-
pared on Ep secretion in 24, 48, 72, and 96 hour
RC cultures. CHA produced a significant inhibi-
tion of Ep secretion and NECA produced an increase
in Ep secretion in NC cultures. ABE reduced the
intracellular levels of cAMP (RIA) at lO7M. NECA
(100 and 200 nM/kg, i.v.) also produced a signifi-
cant (p<O.OS) enhancement in 59Fe incorp. in NBC
in EHPCM in response to hypoxia. % 59Fe incorp.
in EHPCN treated with 200 nH/kg NECA plus hypoxia
(14.2 2.9%) was significantly (p < .05) higher
than that of hypoxia alone (4.0 1.3%). These
data suggest that ABE decreases both Ep secretion
and cAMP production through Al receptor activation
whereaa NECA produces an enhancement of Ep secre-
tion via A2 receptor activation.
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EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP) ON
Na REABSORPTION IN THE RAT COLLECTING TUBULE.
Anja van de Stolpe* and Rex L. Jamison. Div.
of Neph., Stanford Univ., Stanford, California.To determine if ANP directly inhibits Na
reabsorption in the terminal collecting tubule(CT) in vivo, rats were anesthetized and the
renal papilla exposed for micropuncture of CT
at base and tip of the papilla. Experimental(E, n10) rats received ANP, 0.8 pg/kg BW prime
and 0.1 pg/kg 9W/mm infusion; control (C,
n=1O) rats the vehicle alone. Each group was
studied before (Period I) and during (II)
ANP or vehicle, respectively. Results: GFR (p1/
min/g NW), Na excretion (UNaV, pEq/min/g 1(W),
CT Na ooncentration (CTNa, mEq/L) and fraction
of filtered Na remaining [CT/P(Na/Inulin) x
100] (%) were (means):
U V CT [CT/P(Na/In)]GFR Na' Na x 100
ka
C I 1264 0.58 87 53t 0.83 O.34tII 1143 0.48 76 61t 1.26 O.6Ot*E I 1195 0.51 70 47± 0,77 0.35tII 1322 3.17' 122' i2o'P 4.6O 3.86*t
*p<O,O1, compared to I and CII; tp<O.05, base
vs tip; t not significant, base vs tip.
Comparing E to C, GFR and UNaV increased after
ANP. At the base, CTNa and Na delivery, [CT/P(Na/Inulin) x 100], were increased, indicating
an ANP effect upstream. Despite the high Nadelivery to the CT at the base in ElI, there
was no statistically significant CT Na reabsorp-
tion and tip CTNa remained high. These
findings suggest that ANP directly inhibits Na
reabsorption in the terminal CT.
IN-VITRO RENAL PROSTAGLANDIN (PG) SYNTHESIS DUR-
ING PREGNANCY IN RABBITS. Rocco C. Venuto and
Gail P. Brown. SUNY at Buffalo, Schools of Nurain
and Medicine, Buffalo, New York.
Vasodilator PG5 could contribute to the in-
crease in renal blood flow and glomerular filtra-
tion rata that characterize pregnancy. We measur-
ed de novo synthesis (37°C—4°C) of immunoreactive
PGE2 in media after incubation of glomeruli with
and without arachidonic acid (AA) (Table I) and
of PGs in renal slices from pregnant (preg) and
non—preg rabbits (Table II).
Glomerular PGE2 (ng/30 mm/mg protein)
Table I Non—Preg
Basal (8) l7O.4 1.1 0.3
AA lOug (3) 4.7 2.0* 3.0 1.0*
All lO"6H (5) 1.8 0.5 1.3 0.4
(*pco.o5, Basal vs AA) Values for PG synthesis
in renal slices are ng/g cortical tissue/3D mm
and ug/g papillary tissue/3D mm.
Table II Cortex Pspilla
Non-Preg Non—Preg t±a
PGE2 (7) 40±10 * 80±10 14±2 * 21±2
6KF (5) 30 + 10 * 60 10 4 .6 5 .7
TXB2 (5) lD + 2 10 1 1.2 .3 1.5 .3
*p<D.Ds (non—preg vs preg) ( )"No. of rabbits
6 NT is 6 Reto PGF1 , TXB2 is Thromboxane B2
We found increaaed synthesis of PGE2 by corti-
cal and papillary alices but not by glomeruli of
preg rabbits. Cortical 6KF synthesis was enhanc-
ed but TXB2 synthesis was unchanged in both cor-
tex and papilla. Increased synthesis of vasodila—
tor PGa or an altered ratio of vaaodilstor to
vaaoconatrictor PGs may have important role(s) in
the regulation of renal hemodynamica during
pregnancy.
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PI.ASIA ATRIPL NTRI1RETIC FNT€R IS EEG1E.ASED PIll3 cWONIC
SILtl RETENTION IN 0(115 WI1H L0I1-OJ1PIJ1 HEART FAILLRE. K.M.
*R.l.l FreaMn, D. V11larreal' R.C. Van *ar1 M.W.
Brands.'1iept. of Physiol., Univ. of Missairi, Coltathia, ).
Chronic constriction of the thoracic na cava results In
decreased cardiac filling pressure and the syndrcee of lcw
cutput heart failure. The cjective this stteb' s to eva-
luate the chronic tenporal changes in the plasre concentra-
tion of innunoreactive Nf (jAW) and its relationship to
fluid and electrolyte balance and the renin-aldosterone sys—
ten In conscicus b folling caval constriction.
Days post—constriction
control 2 6 10
70 *24 *26 *34
*5 *7 *10
65 *18 *14 *22
*17 *2 *2 *4
70 + daily inte; *SEM, n=4 *p4).05
Folling caval constriction, the plasna [iAW] decreased
fran control in parallel to a chronic decrent in central
veno.is pressure (GyP). At the sanE tinE, the plasnE al&tste-
none concentration (FC) Increased, avid Na retention occur-
red and all do develcped ascites. These results suggest
that a chronic rediction of cardiac filling pressure results
in a decrenant of circulating NF which in turn n contri-
tute to the inability of cb with caval constriction to ex-
crete sodiun nortmlly. (,e possible nechanisni hy which this
nay occur involves the activation of renin-aldosterone systan
folling a chronic decrease in Atf-nedlated suppression of
this hornEnal axis.
ANGIOTENSIN II (All) BINDING STUDIES IN ISOLATED
GLOMERULI FROM CIRRHOTIC RATS. L.M.
Villamediana,* M. Veio,* E. Sanz,*J.M.LopeZ
Novoa,* L. Hernando,* C. Carame1o' (intr. by R.W.
Schrier) Fundacion Jimenez Diaz, Madrid, Spain.
An in vivo resistance to All has been reported
in cirrhotic rats. This study was therefore
performed to examine the characteristics of All
binding in vitro to glomeruli isolated from
control (C) and cirrhotic (CR) rats. Cirrhosis
was induced by the CC11—phenobarbital method and
the glomeruli were isolated by the mesh tech-
nique. Time—binding equilibration curves were
obtained and binding characteristics were deter-
mined at 30 mm by Scatchard plot. The binding
studies were performed on glomeruli from C and CII
rats on a normal Na (0.25 mEq/kg) and high Na
(1.25 mEq/kg) diet. The All receptor affinity
(Kd,nN) was not different on either a normal Na
(C9.9±3.7 vs CH=8.8±3.O,NS) or high Na diet
(C=9.5+2.8 vs CH+6.7+l.8,NS). However, the number
of receptor binding sites was higher in the Cli
than C rats on normal Na (1134+99 vs 726+64
fmol/mg prot,p<0.01) and high Na diet (1070
vs 896+62,p<O.Ol). Increased Na intake
enhanced receptor binding sites in C (726+64 vs
896+62,p<0.Ol) but not in CR rats (1l34±9 vs
l070±l12,NS). In summary, CH in rats is associa-
ted with increased All binding sites on glomeruli
but no change in Kd; the increased binding sites
are not modulated by Na intake in Cit rats. Thus,
All resistance in CR appears not to be due to
either decreased Ed or receptor number; rather,
inhibition of All—receptor binding or a post—re-
ceptor defect may be involved.
ENDOTOXIN STIMULATES PROSTAGLANDIN
RELEASE BY CULTURED RAT GLOMERULAR
MESANGIAL CELLS. J. Wanp, and M.J. Dunn. Case
Western Reserve University, University Hospitals,
Department of Medicine, Cleveland, OH.
The renal response to endotoxemia, including acute
renal failure, may be partially mediated and/or
modulated by eicosanoids. We therefore investigated
the effect of E. coli lipopolysaccharide endotoxin
(serotype 0l27:B8) on prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) and
thromboxane B2 (TxB2) release by cultured glomerular
mesangial cells from Temale Wistar rats. PGE2 and
TxB2 were measured by radioimmunoassay.
Endotoxin, dissolved in Earle's balanced salt solution,
significantly stimulated both PGE and TxB2 synthesis
in subcultures of mesangial cells in a dose- and time-
dependent manner. The stimulation was observed at
as low as 2 ug/mI endotoxin, and varied from 1-4 fold
for PGE2 and 2-9 fold for TxB2 with a maximum
seen at 60-70 ug/mI endotoxin for PGE2 and TxB2.
60 ug/mI endotoxin stimulated both PGE2 and TxB2
release as early as 1 mm. The stimulation was maximal
between 10-20 mm, followed by a decline at 30 mm
to the levels comparable to those at 1 mm. Mesangial
cells were viable, as determined by trypan blue
exclusion, following exposure to different doses of
endotoxin.
These results show that endotoxin is a potent
stimulus of eicosanoid synthesis in cultured rat
glomerular mesangial cells, suggesting that
PGE2/TxA2 released within the glomerulus may
mediate an5/or modulate the endotoxin-elicited acute
renal failure in the rat.
EVIDENCE FOR FUNCTIONAL ANGIOTENSIN RECEPTORS
Olt THE APICAL SIDE OF RAT PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED
TUBULES (PCT). Tone Wane* and Yun L. Chan.
Univ. of Illinois Col. of Medicine, Chicago,
Illinois.
Previous binding studies have demonstrated
that high affinity angiotensin II (Ang II)
receptors exist on both bruab border and
basolateral membranes of the rat kidney. We
have shown that a high dose of Ang II perfused
in the capillaries inhibits fluid and
bicarbonate absorption. This study was
designed to investigate the apical effects of
Ang II on fluid and bicarbonate absorption in
the PCT. Rat PCT wee perfused with Ringer's
solution containing H.inulin as a volume
marker. Bicarbonate flux (JHCO3) was
determined by total CO2 changes between the
collected fluid and the original perfusate as
analyzed by Picapnotherm. Luminal perfusion of
Ang II caused either stimulation or inhibition
of .JHCO3 and fluid absorption (Jv) depeding
upon the dose administered. Ang II (1 M)
caused maximal inhibition whereas 1O M
resulted in maximal stimulation of JHCO3 and
Jv. The effects of Ang jI werg blocked by the
Ang II antagonist, (Sar , lie )Ang II.
Moreover, removal of calcium from the perfusate
attenuated the inhibitory effect of Ang II. In
contrast, calcium ionophore simulated the
inhibitory effect of Ang II.
These results suggest that Ang II interacts
with its receptors on the apical membrane
leading to modulation of the transport
processes in PCT. Additionally, calcium may
play a role in the inhibitory effect of Ang II.
[1ANF]
(pg/ml)
CVP
(m H20)
UN V(nq/day)
PAC
(ng%)
59
3.2
*0 •5
*3 9
*1.3
*58
*1.4
*0.5
*66
*21
•3
*39
*17
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THE EFFECT OF DIETARY CALCIUM INTAKE ON
RENAL PROSTAGLANDIN PRODUCTION IN EXPERIMENTAL
HYPERTENSION. Steven Weisman*, Sophie Seniuk*,
Mary Lou Corbett*, R. Ernest Sosa*, Diane
Felsen*, E. Darracott Vaughan, Jr., Lawrence M.
Resnick*. Cornell Univ. Medical Center, NY, NY.
To study the mechanism by which increased oral
calcium (OCAL) lowers blood pressure (BP) in
sodium dependent hypertension while it exacer-
bates BP in renin—dependent hypertension
(Resnick, Sosa, Laragh 1986), we examined
prostaglandin excretion in different models of
experimental hypertension.
Urinary PGE2 and TxB from DOCA—saline (DS)
and renin—dependent 2 hdney—l clip Goldblatt
(2K—lC) hypertensive rats on low (0.2%, LC) and
high (1.8%, NC) calcium diets were extracted
using ODS—silica columns and levels quantified
by specific KlAn. Values obtained (mean±SEM) in
ng./d.:
DS
TxB2 PGE2 TxB2
We conclude that OCAL induces opposite
alterations in urinary PGE2 and TxB2 excretion
in sodium vs renin—dependent experimental hyper-
tension. These changes may either reflect or in
part underlie the effects of calcium on blood
pressure, thus further linking calcium
metabolism with the pathophysiology of the
hypertensive process.
ANGIOTENSIN II (All) IS A POTENT SECRETAGOGIJE OF
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (AMP) IN
NEPHRECTOMIZED (MX) RATS. C. Westenfelder and
R.L. Baranowski. Univ. of Utah and VA Medical
Centers, Salt Lake City, Utah.
We showed previously that clamping of both
renal pedicles (MX) caused a significant fall in
plasma irenunoreactive (IR) ANP levels and plasma
renin activity. Morphine or volume expansion
elicited no rise In IR—ANP levels in MX rats,
whereas both stimuli increased IR—ANP levels in
intact rats. These data suggested that the
kidney releases an unknown factor that tonically
maintains IR—ANP levels and that facilitates
stimulated AMP release. In order to examine
whether All functions as this co—factor, two
groups of adult Sprague—Dawley rats were
studied. In group I (n=6) the mean SEN plasma
IR-ANP level fell 1 hr post MX from 364±5 to
295±5 pg/ml (p<O.05), whereas IR—ANP levels in
sham operated animals (group II, n=6) remained
unchanged (350±7 vs. 340±5 pg/ml). All infused
at 0.4 ng/minhlOO gin b. wt. for 30 mm. gaused a
transient increase in aortic pressure of 16 rmnHg
in group I and IR—ANP levels returned towards
control (366±5 pg/ml). All subsequently infused
at 125 ng/mmn/l00 gm b. wt. for 30 mm. caused
only a 8 iHg rise in aortic pressure, whereas
IR—AMP levels rose sharply to 1,996 17.5 pg/ml
(p<.Ol). Right atrial pressure was unaltered
during both A!! infusions. These data suggest
that All may be an important co—factor or
mediator for the secretion of AMP under basal
and stimulatory conditions.
DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE ENHANCES VASOPRESSIN—
STIMULATED WATER FLOW THROUGH A NON—OSMOLAR
ACTION. 3. Wharton, S. Sabatini, H. K. Lim and
N. A. Kurtzman, Texas Tech Univ, Lubbock, TX
Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) is a highly polar
solvent commonly used in studies of membrane
transport. While the precise mechanism of action
of DMSO is not known, it has been stated to exert
an effect on tissues solely through an osmotic
action. This study was designed to examine the
effects of serosal DMSO at three osmolar con-
centrations on basal water flow and vasopressin
(AVP)—stimulated water flow in toad bladder. The
results were compared to equi—osmolar concentra-
tions of mannitol and NaCl. All agents signifi-
cantly enhanced basal water flow (to 180 mm).
The effect on hormone—stimulated water flow was
different. At 300 mOan, DMSO increased
AVP—stimulated water flow as compared to AVP
alone (288.2 16.4 vs 130.3 20.3 ijl/cm2/hr,
respectively, n—8, P<O.Ol). Mannitol and NaCl
(300 mOsmol) yielded the same results. DMSO
(600, 900 mOsmol) markedly increased AVP—
stimulated water flow; however, mannitol and MaCi
significantly inhibited hormone—stimulated water
flow. Virtually identical findings were obtained
when water transport was stimulated by cyclic AMP
indicating that these effects are mediated at a
post—cyclic AMP step. These results demonstrate
that the effect of DMSO on water transport is not
mediated solely by its osmolar action. While the
mechanism of the inhibitory effect of salt and
mannitol on hormone—stimulated water flow is not
known, it is likely not due to cell shrinkage as
it is not observed with DMSO.
EARLY AND LATE EFFECTS OF NEONATAL LEAD EXPOSURE
ON IN VITRO RENIN RELEASE. Lee Wilke, Department
of Physiology, Colorado State University, Fort
Collins, Colorado.
Early and late effects of a transient lead
exposure on basal and isoproterenol stimulated
renin release from renal cortical slices were
studied. Litters of male Sprague—Dawley rats
and their foster dams were given drinking water
containing either 0 or 0.1% lead acetate begin-
ning when the pups were 2 days of age. All
animals used for studies at 34 weeks of age
received distilled water for drinking beginning
at 7 weeks of age. Thus, lead exposure was
restricted to the first 7 weeks of life. Plasma
renin activity was not significantly different
between lead exposed (Pb) and control rats at 6
(Pb—3.84 0.51, Cnt3.49 + 0.38 ng Angio I
ml1 hr1) or 34 (Pb—3.54 + 0.59, Cnt—3.93 +0.64 ng Angio I ml' hr1) eeks of age. The
basal level of in vitro renin release was signi-
ficantly higher in lead exposed rats at both 6
and 34 weeks of age. Isoproteremol (105M)
increased renim release but no significant
difference was found between lead exposed
and control rats in the percent of basal renin
release stimulated by isoproteremol at either 6
(Pb—475 + 88%, Cnt483 + 128%) or 34 (Pb452 +
116%, Cmi.319 71%) weeks. I conclude thaE
during early life while the remin—angiotensin
system and the kidneys are developing, short—
term exposures to lead have a long—lasting
effect on in vitro renin release from the kidney.
The lead exposure induced alterations in renin
release could represent long—lasting changes in
renal renin content and/or the regulation of
in vivo renin release.
2K—iC
PGE2
LC 81.4±12.1 22.9±7.7
HC 24O.0±18.O*** 40.1±6.7*
*p<O.O5, **p<O.O25,
732±89 74.5±18
386±41*** 25.0±7**
vs LC
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IMPAIRED AUTOREGULATION OF GFR IN SYSTEMIC
CIRCULATORY DERANGEMENT: A PREDISPOSING
FACTOR FOR PRERENAL AZOTEMIA. T. Yoshioka*.
A. Yared* and I. Ichikawa. Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN.
While GFR is well preserved in acute ECF depletion (AD) and
congestive heart failure (CHF), these conditions create a predispo-
sition to the prerenal azotemia dunng relatively minor hypoten-
sive episodes. To explore the underlying mechanisms, we studied
autoregulation of glomerular plasma flow (GPF) and SNGFR by
micropuncture in 3 groups of Munich-Wistar rats (n=l7) during
experimental reduction of renal perfusion pressure (RPP) to 75
mmHg. Groups were normal rats (N), AD rats deprived of water
for 48 hrs and rats with CHF induced by ligation of left coronaiy
artety. (Mean 1SE % change from baseline; * P<0.05 vs N)
Pgc GPF SNGFR Ra Re
N -8±2 -15±3 -15±3 -25±2 +16±4
AD 29±2* -20±4 38±3* -23±5 - 22±4*
CHF 26±2* -19±6 47±8* -18±5 - 9±7*
Owing to marked and similar reduction in afferent arteriolar
resistance (Ra), GPF changed only modestly but comparably in
all groups. SNGFR fell slightly in N, while falling markedly in
AD and CHF, a change attributed to a concomitant profound fall
in glomerular capillary pressure (Pgc). The fall in Pgc of AD and
CHF, in turn, was due to a paradoxical reduction in efferent
arteriolar resistance (Re). Moreover, while the rise in Re of N
could be abolished by angiotensin II (All) antagonism with
saralasin, the Re of AD and CHF was insensitive to All given
exogenously. Thus, 1) GFR (but not blood flow) autoregulation
is impaired in AD and CHF, accounting for the predisposition of
AD and CHF to develop prerenal azotemia. 2) The insensitivity
of Re to RPP, which underlies this impairment, may reflect the
inability of efferent arteriole to further constrict in response to
All. 3) In AD and CHF, All is already maximally acting at their
baseline condition to preserve high filtration fraction.
ALKYLDIHYDROXYACEI'ONE PHOSPHATE (DHAP) SYNTHASE
ACTIVITY AND ETHER PHOSPHOLIPID SYNTHESIS IN RAT
MESANGIAL CELLS (MC). A. Zanglis* and E.A.
Lianos. Dept. Med., Medical College of Wiscon-
sin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
We studied the ability of cultured rat MC to:
a) incorporate a fatty alcohol to glycerophos—
pholipids via an ether linkage, b) synthesize
alkyl-DHAP from palmitoyl-DHAP and c) metabolize
the platelet activating factor (PAF) precursor
acyl-PAF. MC were incubated in RPMI medium-14
1640/ESA at 37°C for 10 mm 2 h with: a) C—
hexadecanol (ND, 2 uCi), b) C—ND in the3pres—
ence of l—palmitoyl—DHAP (120 1114) and c) H—
lyso—PAF (.7 pCi) for 3 h, in order to form the
precursor H-acyl-PAF and, subsequently, with
A23l87 (2 pM) for 1, 2 and 3 ii to assess product
formation. Lipids were extracted by the Bligh—
Dyer method, separated by TIL and identified by
enzyatic and chemical treatment. MC incorpora-ted C—ND primarily in the phosphatidyl choline
lipid pool via a bond resistant to base and acid
hydrolysis and enzymatically synthesid 1—0—
alkyl-DHAP from 1-palmitoyl—DHPP and C-ND.
The specific activity of alkyl—DHAP synthase was1.5 0.2 aisles/min/mg proten. In response to
3 h stimulation wish A23l87, H—PAF—acether was
released from the H—lyso—PAF labelled clls.
There we5e concomitant decrements in MC H—acyl—
PAF and H—lyso—PAF, indicating a precursor—pro-duct relationship. We conclude that MC: a) syn-
thesize ether—linked precursors of PAF—acether
and therefore are capable for the de novo syn-
thesis of this ether—phospholipid and b) form
PAF—acether via deacylation/reacetylation of its
precursor acyl—PAF.
BRADYKININ (BK) INHIBITS TRANSPORT—DEPENDENT
OXYGEN CONSUMPTION (QO ) IN RABBIT INNER
MEDULLARY COLLECTING DCT (IMCD) CELLS.
Mark L. Zeidel Julian Seifter, Kathy Jabs*,
Barry N. Brenner, and Patriclo Silva. Harvard
Medical School, Boston, Mass.
We have previously shown (AJP 25l:F379 1986)
that atrial natriuretic peptides inhibit
transport—dependent QO2 in IMCD cells. We
examined the response of these cells to BK
because this peptide causes natriuresis and is
believed to act on collecting duct. IMCD cell
suspensions were prepared by protease digestion
and density gradient centrifugation. BK (10—7 M)
inhibited QO2 by 24.7 0.9 % (SE; n18) in
IMCD cells but gave no significant inhibition
(3.4 1.5 2, n=4) in cells isolated from the
outer medullary collecting duct. Half maximal
inhibition occurred at a [BK] of 10—11 N,
suggesting a receptor—mediated mechanism.
Ouabain pretreatment prevented inhibition of QO2
by BK, indicating that BK did not directly
inhibit cellular metabolism. BK gave no
inhibition in the presence of amphotericin,
indicating that BK did not directly inhibit
Na/K—ATPase and suggesting that it reduced entry
of sodium into IMCD cells. Ibuprofen (10—5 M)
reduced the response of IMCD cells to BK by 56
13 2 (n 5), without altering responsiveness to
atrial natriuretjc peptide. These results
indicate that, like atrial peptides, the
natriuretic effect of BK is due, in part to
direct inhibition of sodium transport in the
IMCD. In addition, arachidonate metabolites may
mediate IMCD cell response to bradykinin.
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) IS NATRIURETIC AT
PHYSIOLOGIC CONCENTRATIONS. R. S. Zimmerman*, 3.
S. Schirger', B. S. EdwardS*, D. M. Heublein*, and
3. C. Burnett, Jr., Mayo Medical School,
Rochester, MN
This study evaluates the physiologic renal and
cardiovascular effects of 30 minute infusions of
a—human ANF (a—hANF). ANF was administered at
concentrations which mimic circulating ANF (iANF)
observed during 0—10% body weight saline volume
expansion (i.e., control, 65+10 pg/mi; 3.3%, 98+18
pg/mi; 6.6%, 143+31 pg/mi; and 10%, 154+25 pg/ml)
and at pharmacologic concentrations in
anesthetized dogs (n=1O).
ANF dose IANF LaV FEN MAP
(i.ig/kg/min) (pg/mi) (jEq/rnin) (%ff (mmHg)
Control 68+8 22+6 0.41+0.11 120*4
.0025 100T8* 66+15* 1.30*0.33* 120*4
.005 163T18* 131+26* 2.61+0.55* 121+4
.01 282+22* 171+26* 3.76+0.54* 120+4
.3 519+35* 397+151*6.81+0.60* 106+4*
Recovery 7O1O 70+10* 1.31+0.41* 120+4
*p<.O5, compared to control
A natriuresis was observed at the lowest dose of
ANF infused, which resulted in an increase of ANF
(31+3 pg ml, p<.05). An increase in ANF of 96+12
pg/si was required to produce a cardiovascular
action with a decrease in right atrial pressure
(0.9+0.2 mmHg, p<.05), and cardiac output (0.6+0.2
L/min, p<.05). Arterial pressure was maintained
until the highest dose due to an increase in
systemic vascular resistance. The present study
demonstrates that physiologic concentrations of
ANF are natriuretic. Furthermore, the renal
action of ANF is observed at concentrations which
are lower than concentrations required for its
cardiovascular effects.
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EFFECTS OF CAPTOPRIL ON ZINC STATUS AND TASTE ACU-
ITY IN MALE HYPERTENSIVE PATIENTS. D. Abu-Namdan,
H. Desai', .3. Sondheimer, .3. Felicetta*, S. Maha—
jan and F. McDonald. Allen Park VA and Wayne
State Univ. Dept. of Medicine. Detroit, MI.
Hypogeusia is one of the side effects of capto-
pril therapy in hypertensive patients (HPT) . Cap-
topril, because of sulfhydryl group in its struc-
ture, can cause hyperzincuria which may result in
subnormal plasma Zn levels. Nypozincemia has been
associated with abnormal taste acuity. To deter-
mine the presence of hypogeusia and its relation
to Zn status in captopril treated (CPT) patients,
we measured taste detection and recognition thres-
holds for sodium chloride (salt) , sucrose (sweat)
MCi acid (sour) and Urea (bitter) , plasma Zn lev-
els (Zn1 and 24 hour urinary Zn (Uz0) excretions
in 17 CPT and 14 non-captopril—treated (N-OPT) HPT
male adults. Abnormalities of taste were present
in 12 of 17 (70%) in CPT. In contrast, only 4 of
14 non CPT had abnormal taste. Uzn excretion in
CPT were significantly higher than those in non
CPT HPT patients (1063 vs 622 pg/day, p<.005).
The mean plasma Zn were subnormal in 9 of 17 OPT
patients (87±3 pg/dl) . All of these had mild re-
nal failure(RF) (S.Cr 1.5—3 mg/dl) and were on
higher OPT dosage (255±38 mg/day). In 2 of these
9 patients, captopril was discontinued. Abnorma-
lities of taste, hypozincemia and hyperzincuria
almost normalized. There was no significant dif-
ference in p and S. creatinine between N-OPT andZn
OPT without renal failure on smaller dose capto—
pril 144±40 mg/day. The resulps of this study
suggest that abnormalities of taste are common
among OPT patients, especially those with RF and
receiving high dose captopril. Hypogeusia may be
related to captopril effect on Zn status.
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE AFFECTS FIJROSEMIDE SENSITIVE
Na+_K+ COTRANSPORT (FSC) IN ERYTHROCYTES OF
HYPERTENSIVE PATIENTS. WC Arnold, J Bayliss,
A Little, D Floyd—Gimon, C Winter. University of
Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock, AR.
Alterations in furosemide—sensitive Na+K+
cotransport (K—FUR, Na—FUR) have been reported in
erythrocytes from adults with essential hyperten-
sion (EHT). The incidence of essential hyperten-
sion increases dramatically in adolescent patien-
ts. Little data is available comparing Na+K+
cotransport in prepubertal children and adults.
We measured furosemide—sensitive Na+_K+ cotrans—
port in erythrocytes from 212 patients, including
63 normotensive (NT), 37 patients with EHT, and
31 with secondary hypertension (2° HT). The fur—
osemide—sensitive component of Na+_K+ efflux was
assayed in RBC loaded by the p—chloromercuriben—
zoate method. The furosemide induced changes in
Na+_K+ efflux were measured in mmol/liter cells!
hour for each group (mean SD). We found that
normotensive prepubertal children (N=21) had sig-
nificantly higher Na+_K+ cotransport (K—FUR 1.9
1.0, Na—FUR 1.7 1.7) compared to NT adults (N
42) (K—FUR 1.2 0.8, Na—FUR 0.7 1.4, p<O.O2).
In addition, Na+_K+ cotransport increased in pa-
tients with both systolic and diastolic hyperten-
sion while an opposing decrease was found in nor—
motensive patients.
In conclusion, Na+_K+ cotransport is increas-
ed in prepubertal children and decreases at appr-
oximately the time of puberty. A steady level of
Na+_K+ cotransport is maintained into the geria-
tric age group. This change in Na+_K+ cotrans—
port correlates with both systolic and diastolic
blood pressure. These changes may explain, in
part, the increased incidence of EHT noted in
adolescent children.
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MATERNAL SALT INTAKE ALTERS GLOMERULAR
MATURATION IN SPONTANEOUSLY
HYPERTENSIVE (SHR) AND NORMOTENSIVE (WKY)
SUCKLINGS. S. Azar, V. Kabot R. Cliek' and R.
Vernier. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
\Vc wanted to know if renal development was altered
by genetics and maternal environmental factors as is HP
(Clin Res 33 (4):882A, 1985). Thus, we assessed
glomerular maturation (GM) in SHR and WKY pups by
using a cross-suckling multifactorial design. Females
were stratified by pre-study BP and BW for assignment
to a high, 4%, and to a low, 0.3%, NaCI diets to be given
during lactation. Dams received .3% from conception to
delivery. At birth we reduced litter size to 8 pups, then
we cross-suckled (Cx) SHR and WKY pups with mothers
of the other strain. Control pups (C) remained with
their mothers. We graded GM in cross sections at birth
and at 7 days; Stage 0: metancphric mesenchyma; Stage I:
S body vesicle; Stags II: spherical cup shape, capsular
cpithclium, 1.2 capillaries, early Bowman space; Stage
III: 6-8 capillaries or more, Bowman space. Results are
means SEM of percentages of each stage/section. At
birth SHR had more stage 0 glomeruli: 51 2%, n=l0,
than WKY's: 43 2%, n=l0, p<.025 indicating a genetic
or an in-utero effect. At 7 days SHR C .3% had more
stage ti gloms than SHRC 4% (29 ÷ .8%, n=7 vs 25 .7%,
n=9, p<.05 respectively, while WKY C .3% had lower
values 25 .5%, n8, than WKY C 4%, 29 .5%, n=8,
p<.05. WKY nurses on either diet did not affect GM in
SHR pups. However, SHR nurse increased Stage II
gloms in WKY Cx pups independent of dietary salt;
\VKY Cx .3: 29 1%, n=8 and WKY Cx 4%: 30 .9, n=8.
Thus, genetic and environmental factor (s) alter
glomerular maturation in SHR and WKY offspring.
These findings could have implications on the offspring
BP development as well as renal susceptibility to injury
in genetic hypertension.
CHRONIC CONVERTING—ENZYME INHIBITOR (ENALAPRIL)
DURING EVOLVING CANINE NEONATALLY—INDUCED
COARCTATION HYPERTENSION (NICH). Susan
Eugene Fuchs, Portland VANC and Oregon Health
Sciences University, Portland, Oregon.
Following neonatal aortlc banding in inbred
dogs, gradual aortic constriction yields proximal
hypertension with volume (ECV) excess and
inappropriately "normal" plasma renin activity
(PRA) over the first year. Since PRA was never
detestably increased, we postulated cumulative
intrarenal angiotensin II (All) excess to explain
ECV expansion and hypertension. To test this
hypothesis, 8 banded and 8 littermate control
pups were randomized to receive placebo or MK421
(3 mg/kg po BID) through 110 days post—banding.
Serial BUN, creatinine, K+, and GFR (-4C inulin
plasma disappearance) did not differ among
groups. Results for forelimb systolic BP (mmHg)
and PRA (by RIA, ng AI/ml/hr corrected for basal
Al) are (means averaged across time + Std, Dev.):
MK421 PLACEBO SIGNIFICANCE
Banded Control Banded Control Band
SYSBP 129+36 110+26 146+38 126+24 .02 .01
PRA 32+11 41+25 6+ 4 4T 4 .001 NS
Since 111(421 lowered BP similarly in banded and
control dogs, the degree of relative
hypertension in coarcted dogs was identical in
placebo and MK421 groups. Thus 111(421 does not
alter evolution of BP increase in NICH. We
conclude that All either plays no role in
genesis of NICH or non—All pressor factors are
activated during MK421. Etiologic
interpretation of treatment interventions in
hypertension requires assessment of normotensive
control responses.
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AMLODIPINE MONOTHERAPY REVERSES RENAL
VASCULAR ABNORMALITIES IN HYPERTENSION.
John H. Bauer and Carry P. Reams, Dept.
of Medicine, Univ. of Missouri and VA
Hospital Columbia, Missouri.
Calcium antagonists may increase
glomerular filtration rate and renal
plasma flow by antagonizing the
intrarenal effects of angiotensin II
and/or norepinepbrine. We studied the
effects of amlodipine, a once—a—day
calcium antagonist, in 14 essential
hypertension patients. Mean arterial
blood pressure (MAP, mmHg) inulin (Cm,
ml/min/1.73m2 and p—aminohippurate (Cpah,
ml/min/1.73 m2), 24 hr urinary protein
excretion (Uprot, g/g creatinine) and
renal vascular resistance (RVR, dyne sec
cm —5/j.73 2) were determined. Results
(mean SEM) are:
Placebo 6 wk Amlodipine
MAP 117±2 104±1H
Cm 92+6 102+6#
Cpah 379+27 440±33#
RVR(xiO3) 10.8±0.8 8.4±O.6##
Uprot 0.30+0.18 0.25±0.12
#P<O.05;##P<O.0O5 compared to placebo
Although MAP was reduced, there were
improvements in Cm (÷11%) and Cpah
(+16%). Filtration fraction (Cin/Cpah)
and Uprot were not changed. RVR was
reduced (—22%). The improvement in renal
hemodynamics may reflect a reversal of
either angiotensin II induced mesangial
vasoconstriction, or norepinephrine
induced vasoconatriction of the mesangium
and/or afferent arteriole.
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) IN NORNOTENSIVE
(NB?) AND HYPERTENSIVE (NB?) PATIENTS WITH
AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE
(AD?KD). P Beil*, K Hossackk, E Heard*, J Durr, P
Gabow, K Schrier. U of CO Hith Sci Ctr, 1)enver,CO.
The failure of HEP patients with ADPKD to
respond to angiotensin antagonism suggested that
sodium handling and thus ANF may be involved in
the NB?. In the present study plasma ANF concen-
trations were examined in 4 nonazotemic NB? and 6
HBP patients with ADPKD on a high and low sodium
diet. On a low sodium diet (20 mEq/d) there was
no difference between the ANF in the NBP and HBP
patients (29.8 vs 34.2 pg/ml,NS. On a high
sodium diet (300 mEq/d) ANF increased
significantly in the HBP patients (34.2 vs 89.8
pg/mi, p<.OOI), but not in the NB? patients (29.8
vs 48.0 pg/mi, NS). Moreover, the increment in
plasma ANF from low to high sodium intake was
significantly greater in the HBP patients (55.6
vs 18.2 pg/mi, p<.Ol). The cardiac index (CI)
increased significantly with the high sodium
intake in the NB? patients (2.6 to 3.1 limin/m2,
p<.O5), but not in the NB? patients (3.3 to 3.6
l/min/m2, NS). Even on a low sodium intake the
increase in CI with exercise was significantly
greater in the HB? than NB? patients (3.46 vs 1.87
l/min/m2, p<.O4). The plasma volumes, aidosterone,
renin, norepinephrine, and responses to converting
enzyme inhibition and adrenergic blockade were not
different between the HBP and NB? patients. In
summary, ADPKD patients with NB? respond in a
significantly different manner to increased sodium
intake than those with NB? with respect to ANF and
CI. These results therefore suggest that
differences in pre—ioad and venous compliance may
be important in this variety of hypertension.
'IHE FFFFXF OF Nat, K -ATPase IlI1IBlT1Q (14 hUE
VAS(1JL4R SM]JIH MUIE RESP(14SE '10 CAIC1Ul
Vito M. camoese, Kunitoshi Iseki,and
Shaul G. Massry, Division of Nephrology,
Department of Med., University of Southern
California, Los Angeles, california.
The inhibition of the Na, K- ATPase activity
with ouabain potentiates the vascular response
to various agonists including norepinephrine
and angiotensin II. It is not known, however,
if inhibit ion of the Na-K-ATPase activity
also augments the vascular contractile response
to hypercalcemia. In these studies we examined
the effect of ouabain on the pressor response
to calcium infusion both in vivo and in the
hind-lirth preparation i Sprague-Dawley rats.
Oabain in doses of 10-' to 10-3M, potentiated
the pressor response of calcium infusion
(7Omg/kg/2 h, i.v.). High concentrations of
calcium also caused a dose—response increase in
perfusion pressure in the hind-limb
preparation. The addition of ouabain (0.2 mM)
in the perfusate, potentiated the pressor
response to calcium infusion.
+ +It is suggested that the inhibition of Na —K
ATPase activity may lead to decreased Na
extrusion out of the sells, thus reducing the
dr4ving force for CaL+ - efflux through the
Na -Ca4 exchange mechanism. Thus, a possible
greater rise in cytosolic calcium in the
presence of hypercalcemia and ouabian than with
hypercalcemia alone would provide plausible
explanation for these findings.
GLOMERULAR HEMODYNAMIC (GM) RESPONSE TO ATRIAL
NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) IN RATS WITH GOLDBLATT
HYPERTENSION. J.L. Cerme&', N. BobadiI1a",
L. Romero, J.A. Alvarado', F. Gabbai*, J. Herrera—
Acosta, Dept. of Nephrology, Inst. Nac. Cardiologia
"I. Chavez,' Mexico City.
Systemic infusion of ANF lowers mean --
blood pressure (NBP), and increases glome-
rular filtration rate(GFR) and natriuresis
(UnaV) in normal rats. Renal response to-—
AUF has not been evaluated in experimental
hypertension. This study evaluates GH in -
the unclipped kidney of rats with 2 kidney
one clip Goldblatt model. Forty five days-
after renal artery stenosis (0.2mm silver-
clip),8 Wistar rats underwent micropunctu-
re under euvolemic conditions in control -
and during ANF infusion(O.5ug/kg/min). MBP
(mmHg), single nephron GFR(SNGFR,ni/mjn),—
transcapillary hydrostatic pressure gra --dient (P,mmHg), single nephron filtration
fraction(SNFF), afferent(AR) and efferent-
(ER) resistances(dyn.sec.cm_5)and UNaV
(uEq/min) were measured, Mean values are-—
shown .*p<O .05.
NBP P SNGFR SNFF AR ER UNaVControl 163 39 32 .23 3.6 1.3 0.7
ANF lL1* 46* 44* .26* 2.2* 1.7*5.2*
Changes in GH ( iSNGFR, +SHFF, +AR, +ER,--
+UNaV, +MAPfre similar than in normal
rats. The unique property of ANF to increa
se ER and P resulted in a rise in SNGFR -in this model in which SNGFR does not res-
pond to maneuvers that normally increase —it, like IV Captopril or hyperoncotic plas
ma (Hypertension 8:suppl,1:105-l09,l986.)
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HYPERTENSION IN KIDNEY DISEASE: DOES ITS TREAT-
MENT HELP TO BETTER PRESERVE KIDNEY FUNCTION?
Jhoong S. Cheigh, John Wang, Rudy Haschmeyer*,
Robert R. Riggio, Luis Tapia, Kurt H. Stenzel,
and Albert Rubin. The Rogosin Kidney Center, The
New York Hospital, New York, New York.
Hypertension (H) In kidney disease evidently
affects kidney function adversely. It is not
clear, however, whether treatment of H can restore
kidney function of H patients to that of normo—
tensive patients. To examine this, we retro-
spectively studied the clinical course of 144
kidney transplant recipients whose kidney func-
tioned for 3—13 years (6.3±0.1) and compared their
kidney survivals among three groups of patients:
normotensive (n=32); normotensive with anti—
hypertensive treatment (n49), and hypertensive
despite treatment (n=63), over a 12 year period.
The data revealed that from the outset H patients
had lower renal function than normotenajve
patients and the more severe the renal dysfunction
the more likely H was refractory to treatment. H
did affect kidney function and survival adversely
but only mildly. The control of H, however, did
not improve kidney function and survival to that
of normotensive patients. On the other hand, an
overwhelming risk factor that determined kidney
survival was the severity of renal dysfunction at
the outset of the study regardless of blood
pressure status (BP). In conclusion, in kidney
transplant recipients, 1) the incidence and
severity of H are closely correlated with the
severity of renal dysfunction, 2) H patients have
a significantly lower kidney survival and
3) control of BP within normal ranges with anti—
hypertensive therapy alone does not improve kidney
survival to that of normotensive patients.
EVIDENCE FOR HEMODYNAMIC PROTECTION AGAINST DEVEL-
OPMENT OF GLOMERULOSCLEROSIS(GS)AND PROTEINURIA
(PU)AT THE LEVEL OF THE INTERLOBULAR ARTERY(IA)IN
MILAN HYPERTENSIVE RATS:P.Cullen,A.Brandis,H.Claus
K.M.Koch,K.KOhn and G.Bianchi.(Intr.by C.J.Ol-
bricht) ,Hannover Med.School,Nephrc'l. ,FRG arid Mi-
lan University,Italy.
We recently reported that glomeruli(Gl)of Milan
hypertensive rats(Mi-IR)paradoxically do not develop
an age—dependent GS and PU seen in Milan normoten—
aive rats(MNR).Persson et al noted a higher sensi-
tivity of tubuloglomerular feedback in MHR(Acta.
Physiol.Scand. ,123,139—146,85) .To investigate the
hypothesis of a preglomerular protection of Gl
against development of GS in MHR we performed mor—
phometric analyses on perfusion—fixed kidneys:(1)
Media(wall)thickness(WT),and WT/vessel radius ra—
tio(WT/VR),of IA in 8 and 13 months(mo)MHR and
MNR,(2)WT and WT/VR of afferent arterioles(AA)in
13 mo MNR and MHR.
IA AA
8mo WT(it) WT/VR WT(r) NT/VP
MNR 3.2+0.6(52)0.18+0.02 — —
MHR 4.2+0.6(58) 0.24+0.04 — —
l3mo
—
MNR 2.3+0.4(69)0.14÷0.02 2.1+0.4(32,,O.21÷0.
MHR 4.0+0.4(60) 0.23+0.05 1.7+0.4(31) 0.17+0.05
* p<0.O1 ** p<O.OOi + S(n)
—
9. of sclerosed Gl was greater in MNR than in MHR
at 8mo(10.0%vs.1.6%,p<0.005)and at l3mo(22.0%vs.
2.6%,p<0.005),at which time PU in MNR exceeded
thst in MHR(288+134mg/24h vs.21+6mg/24h,p<0.001).
We suggest that a mild hypertension in MHR induces
in contrast to MNR,a NT hypertrophy of IA,thus,
paradoxically,proteeting distal structures(AA,Gl)
from development of sclerosis.
IS THE RENAL SENSITIVITY FOR ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
PEPTIDE (ANP) INDEED INCREASED IN ESSENTIAL FIYPER-
TENSION (EN)? D. de Zeeuw*,WMT Jsnssen' GKvan der
Hem PE de Jong*(Intr.by LW Statius van Eps).Dept.
of Nephrology, Univ. of Groningen,The Netherlands.
We studied the renal response to exogenous ANP(1 pg/mm infused for 120 mm) in 10 patients with
EH and 8 normotensjve volunteers(NT) in balance on
a 200 mmol sodium diet. One NT subject experienced
symptomatic hypotension: her data were excluded
for analysis. Baseline data were different between
both groups only for MAP (110±9 in ER and 84±7 in
NT, p(O.O1) and ERPF (430±93 in EH and 533±74 in
NT, pO.O2). The effectof AMP is given as the mean(±SD) per cent change from baseline.
EN NT
MAP -3.1 4.6 ns -2.1 4.2 ns
Uvol +112 83 <0.01 + 86 122 ns
Una V +112 125 <0.02 + 79 86 =0.05
GFR +6.7 5.1 <0.01 +3.5 3.3 =0.05
ERPF -11.1± 7.6 <0.01 -10.5± 9.6 <0.05
FF +19.4±11.5 <0.01 +17.5±13.6 =0.05
The responses to AMP were never significantly
different between both groups. Since ANP has been
found to influence medullary salt transport, and
since in EH an abnormality in medullary sodium
reabsorption has been documented, we also tested
the effect of AMP on free water excretion (C-H20)
and free water reabsorption (TC-H20) during a
stable phase of water loading or mannitol loading
In all EN and NT subjects C-H20/GFR increased(+20
in EH,n=6 and +11±9% in NT,n7), and in allTC
-H2O/GFR fell (-8±7% in EH,n—5 and -10±10% in NT.
n=7). We thus conclude that the renal responses
to AMP are not different between EN and NT.
MEMBRANE Na—H EXCHANGE I N PLATELETS OF SPON-
TANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHR). P.U. Feig.
U. of Connecticut School of Medicine, Farmington
and VA Medical Center, Newington, CT.
In previous work we have shown evidence for an
increase in Na—H exchange activity in both lympho-
cytes and neutrophils of SHR. Because this sug-
gests that this characteristic may be shared by
cells implicated in the pathogenesis of hyperten-
sion, we extended our studies to platelets, which
bear similarities to smooth muscle cells.
Platelets from 9 SHR, 9 normotensive Wistar
Kyoto (WKY) and 7 domestic Wlstar (DWR) rats were
studied. Uptake of Na by the exchanger was mea-
sured as the osmotic volume gain (by electronic
cell sizing) after suspension of the cells in
Na—propionate and consequent intracellular
acidification by the permeant weak acid.
Cell volumes in NaCl medium were similar for
the three strains, Fractional volume gains at 4
minutes (mean SEM) are given below, at extracel—
lular [Na] (Nae) of 140 ni4; components sensitive
to 1ir4 amiloride (AS) are given at Nae2OmM (K re-
placing Na) in order to achieve maximal inhibi-
tion. p values are for comparisons of DWR and WKY
to SHR. Results In DWR and WKY did not differ.
Nae DWR WKY SHR
140 1.63±.O8 1.61±.O3 1.94±.04
p <0.0002 <0.00001
20(AS) 0.79.04 0.77+.03 O,9O+.05
p <0.1 <0.05
We conclude that Na—H exchange is increased In
platelets of SHR. This abnormality may be rela-
ted to the reported Increase in Intracellular Ca
in these cells. If shared by smooth muscle cells,
this alteration may have a pathogenefic role in
genetic hypertension.
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PRJrEJN BESI?ICrICM IN ThE StCf4rANEEUSLY NYIRIIVE PAT
(liNK). Lecriaad G. Feld, Jaises B. Sprmgate* aid Jidith B. Van
Liaw, SUN? at B.iffalo, Depts. Pidiatrics ard Pbysioly aid '9
Wedical Center, 9ffalo, NY.
Previous shxlies frcm our latoratory have descriard a
distinguishiri pattern of protarmnuria (albininuria) aid
giceermiLar lesions in normotensive SUR hich are
indistinguishable fran thair hypertensive oDunterparts. We
have teidarl this stidy to examine the influence of a ire
protein diet on the ocurse of tha renal injury in both
untreated {R aid treated -iR (Si-IsO). liMBO (l18), untreated
SHR (l8) aid Wistar-Kyoto (PAY) cxntrols (rl2) were placed on
a rornwl(N) (24%) aid lre(L) (10%) protein diet at 5 weeks of
age aid were follcar1 to 70 weeks. Treatrent ccnsisteii of
reserpine (1.sj/L), hdra1azine (80 rrg/L) aid chlorothiazide
(1003 nmg/L) added to tha drinking water at 5 weeks of age.
Urinary protein excretion (gradient gel e1ectroore5is)
creatinine clearance, aid HP were recorded at intervals for
each group. ¶freatmnent reduced HP in all SUR fran 200 to
lCCmddg. Ibore are no significant differences in HP, HP aid
serun creatinine Isetween animal graipa on a rnorriel or iran
protein diet. Ibo pattern of urinary protein excretion (rp/24
hrxlOOHP) in SHPD aid OWN on a ire protein diet is similar to
that of SHR on a norniani. protein intake.
Group 5 Weeks 40 Weeks 70 Weeks
N 1.6-Hil 3.04-0.3 2.1+ 1.3
1.3+0.2 1.9+0.1 3.2+ 1.4
1.6+0.3 11.5+2.4 29.6+17.8
1.6+0.2 7.3+0.9 30.3+ 6.2
SHIt 1.6+0.2 5.1+0.3 14.1+ 3.9
SHIOL 1.3+0.1 3.8+0.2 16.3+ 5.1We ocucli.de that if a ire protein diet mediates its
beneficial effect on renal injury by a reducticn in glcamrular
capillary pressure (P) aid renal please flue, then an
elevation in 02P is either rot tie major cause of renal injury
in the SUR or the (IT is normalized with drug therapy alone.
PREDNISONE (P) POTENTIATES CYCLOSPORINE (CSA)
INDUCED BLOOD PRESSURE (BP) CHANGES IN
NORMOTENSIVE BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS.SJ
Forman*, SC Textor, JE Carlson*, City of Hope NIT
MéW Ctr, Duarte, CA.
Hypertension has been common during CSA Rx in
allograft recipients. To define mechanisms in pts
without prior renal abnormalities, we prospec-
tively studied 22 normotensive bone marrow
transplant (BMT) recipients:12 pts. ultimately
developing clinical hypertension (H) (DBP>90 mm Hg
and rising >10 mm Hg/wk,mean: 36+4 days after BMT)
were compared to those remaining normotensive (N)
(n=1O) before, during CSA alone, and during CSA+P.
Daily ave. BP, creat (CR), weight (Wt), renin
(PRA) were measured. Renal blood flow (RBF, iodo—
hippuran) and GFR (iotha—lamate) were determined
before and 60 d post BMT.
(Mean + SEM, * P<.01, H vs N)
—
PRE—BMT CYA CSA+P
BP (mm Hg) H: 11i7743 127J83+1* 13i79+3*
N: 1153/72+2 1172/742 1172/73T3
Cr. (mg/dl)H:1.O3.O9 1.25+.13* 1.25T.11*
N: .93+.04 .87+.04 .90+.15
UNaV: H: 195T73 254T40* 254+57
(meq/d) N: 14948 116T2O 16738
Wt. rose only in (N) during this period. PRA
fell in both (H) and (N) and did not change with
P. CSA reduction and BP Rx in (H) led to a fall in
Cr. RBF was reduced in both groups after 60 days
(750+_61 vs 603+38 mi/mm, p<.Ol), although GFR
was unchanged. These data demonstrate that the
early BP rise during CSA enhances sodium excre-
tion. We propose that steroids potentiate
CSA—induced renal vasoconstriction and azotemia
and produce clinical hypertension by limiting
sodium excretion despite rising pressures.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RENAL STRUCTURE AND
HYPERTENSION IN AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT POLYCYSTIC
KIDNEY DISEASE (ADPKD). P.A. Gabow, N. Heard*,
D. Pretorius*, I. Du1ey', P. Bell*, W. Kaehny,
R. Schrier. Univ of CO Hlth Sd Ctr, Denver, CO
Hypertension (HBP) occurs commonly in ADPKD
patients (Gabow, et al, Ann Intern Med, (984);
the etiology of the HBP is unknown. In the pre-
sent study 51 ADPKD patients >16 years old with a
serum creatinine <1.2 mg/dl were studied. 18 of
these were hypertensive (35%) and 33 (65%) were
normotensive (NBP). Sex distribution and age
(36.2 HBP vs 34.0 yrs NBP,NS) were not different
between the two groups. The serum creatinine
concentration was comparable in the NB? and NBP
patients (.98 vs .94 mg/dl, NS). Thus factors
other than renal functional deterioration must
account for the HEP. Structural parameters were
analyzed relative to the presence of HEP: renal
volume, cyst number, predominant cyst size,
maximal cyst size, and % non cystic parenchyma.
Renal volume was significantly greater in the HEP
than NBP patients ((364 vs 707 cm3, P <.04).
Average cyst number per kidney was also greater in
the HBP than NBP patients (23 vs (5 cysts, p <
.002). The maximal cyst size was also larger in
the HEP than NEP patients (6.2 vs. 4.7 cm, p <
.03). The predominant cyst size and the % non
cystic parenchyma were not different in HBP and
NEP patients. These results support an important
relationship between structural alteration in
kidneys of ADPKD patients and hypertension prior
to the onset of renal functional deterioration.
Thus, a search for pathogenetic mechanism should
focus on renal excretory, vasoconstrictor and
vasodilatory factors rather than extra renal
factors.
THE USE OF AMBULATORY BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORING IN
TIlE DETECTION OF AUTONOMIC INSUFFICIENCY.Bruce
N. Garrett, Stefan Doss, and Anne N. Thompson.
The Medical Research Center, Washington, DC.
We postulated that 24 hour ambulatory blood
pressure monitoring could detect autonomic
insufficiency in patients with essential
hypertension complicated by advanced age and/or
diabetes.We studied 56 patients;28 with
complicated hypertension (14 with diabetes(D);
14 with age>65 yrs(A)) and 28 uncomplicated
hypertensives(U). Ambulatory blood pressure
monitoring was performed using an ICR 5200
recorder with readings taken every 10-12 minutes
over the 24-hour period. Mean 24-hour blood
pressure was divided into two time periods for
a,alyais: 8:00 AN-8OO(M) and 8:00 PM-8OO
AM(R).Mean variability was defined as one standard
deviation of the mean systolic and diastolic
blood pressure recorded in each time period.
Mean 24 hour B? was 142/87 in (D), 151/89 in
(A) and 139/86 in (U) (P<.O5 (A) vs (U) systolic;
PNS diastolic). Mean lip in (M) was 141/88
in (D), 158/94 in (A) and 144/97 in (U)(P<.05
systolic (A) vs (D)&(U); PNS diastolic). Mean
BP in (E) was 142/87 in (D), 145/84 in (A) and
125/80 in (13) (P<.Ol (U) vs (D)&(A) systolic;
PNS diastolic). In (B), mean variability was
16/10 in (D), 15/11 in (A) and 12/8.5 in (U)(P<.O5
(U) vs (D)&(A)). Elderly and diabetic
hypertensives exhibited no reduction in either
variability or pulse pressure in (E) and no
significant difference in mean B? between (N)
and (N). We conclude that 24 hour ambulatory
BP monitoring is useful in detecting autonomic
insufficiency in elderly and/or diabetic patients
with hypertension.
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BLOOD PRESSURE IN UNINEPHRECTOMIZED SUBJECTS.
FAMILY HISTORY OF HYPERTENSION AND RENAL FUNCTION.
E.Guidi, C.Grillo and L.Minetti (intr. by N.K.
Hollenberg) - Divisione di Nefrologia, Ospedale
Niguarda - Ca Granda - Milano (Italy)
-
In a study on long-term effects of unilateral
nephrectomy on the functional parameters of the
remnant kidney, 19 subjects were selected accor-
ding to the following criteria : Screat less than
1.5 mg/dL and Uprotein less than 150 mg/24 hrs.
11 subjects were hypertensive (HT5) : Mean Blood
Pressure (MBP) 126.7 i- 14.1 (SD) and 8 were normo—
tensive (NT5) : MBP 104.2 i- 5.3 mmHg. In 9/11 HTs
and in 2/8 NTs there was a family history of hyper-
tension (p<O.O5). There were no differences in
age, months after nephrectomy, Ccreat, Cinutest,
CPAH, FF, TmPAH, SNa and ECFV between the 2 groups.
The HTs had a lower CNa (p=O.O2) and a lower NaFE
(p<O.O5), while UNaV was lower but did not reach
statistical significance.
The relationship between hypertension and a
family history of hypertension suggests that uni-
nephrectomy is a powerful trigger for the develop-
ment of high blood pressure in predisposed sub-
jects. Moreover our results seem to suggest that
an impairment of the renal excretion of Na is
responsible for the development of hypertension,
but the hypertensive process does not impair the
adaptive changes after a 50 % reduction of the
renal mass.
SEX DIFFERENCES IN THE SHR'S BI' RESPONSE TO
DIETARY CALCIUM (DCa). 0, Hatton,* N. Muntzel,*
K. Scrogin,* J. Metz,* D. McCarron, Div. of
Nephrology, Ore. Hlth. Sci. U., Portland, OR.
Offspring of SHR dams maintained on high Ca2
diets have significantly lower levels of blood
pressure at weaning than pups reared by dams on
low Ca2+ diets. To determine if early exposure
to altered Ca2+ diets has a lasting influence on
blood pressure, male (16) and female (16) pups
born to dams on high (2.0%) or low (0.1%) C5L+
diets were weaned to the solid diet of their dams
at 28 days of age. Indirect blood pressure
measurements through adolescence (21 weeks of
age) showed that male rats on high Ca2+ diets
have lower RI' (p<.OS) than male rats on low Cs2+
diets (mean A — 10 mmHg). BP of female SHRs was
significantly lower (p<.OS) than male SHR (x = 25
mmHg) and there was no difference in BE' of
females on the two diets (mean — 0.96 sisHg). By
30 WOA a difference (A 14 mmflg) in female BE'
had emerged and was maintained through week 38.
Difference in male BE', in contrast, continued to
increase further (A — 25 mmNg) by wk 30-38.
Serum electrolytes taken at 15, 17 and 21 WOA
indicated that females had higher levels of
ionized Ca2 (1.17 Eva 1.0 o' mM/L) snd total
calcium (10.30 1 vs 9.751 mg/dl). Overall the
data suggests that differences in blood pressure
established at weaning are maintained throughout
adolescence snd adulthood in male SHRs, but not
in female rats. These results suggest that age-
related differences exist between males and
females in their BE' response to dietary Ca2+.
These differences may be due to sex differences
in electrolyte metabolism.
EVIDENCE THAT THE ANTI—HYPERTENSIVE EFFECT OF A
HICH CA DIET IS ASSOCIATED WITH PARADOXICALLY
REDUCED TISSUE CA AND P CONTENT: SIMILARITIES TO
A LOW P DIET. H. Holtz,t P. Rodriquez,* D. Salvi,*
S. Tan,* and K. Lau. Michael Reese Hospital and
The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Both augmenting Cs balance and reducing P re-
tention have been proposed to mediate the anti—
hypertensive effects of a high Cs diet. We
evaluated these iaaues by measuring tissue Ca and
P after treatment for 8 weeks with a high Cs diet
(2 vs 0.87%) or with a mildly P—restricted diet
(0.45 vs 0.60%). Conscious awake syatolic blood
pressure (B.P.) was directly messured from the
femoral artery (I, pcO.O5 vs normal diet).
B.P. Femur Csrcsss
Diet (torr) Cs (ng) P (ng) Cs (gm) P (gm)
Normal 175 5 68 2 35 1 1.68 1.08
High Ca 155 41 61 21 29 2 1.501 0.921
Low P 146 51 63 21 20 11 1.521 0.851
Contrary to prediction, femur Cs and P were redu-
ced by the high Ca diet. This was corroborsted
by the sssocisted decreases in minerals of the
carcass, from which ingested but unsbsorbed Ca
or P was eliminated by excision of gut before
analysis. These tissue changes mimicked those
which were produced by reducing diet P by merely
25%.
These data indicate thst 2% Cs in the diet is
a pharmscologic amount since it produced mineral
effects opposite to that of physiologic supple-
mentation. In addition, since the hypotensive
action of a high Ca diet and a low P diet were
associated with similar reduction in skeletal sod
soft tissue Cs and P, the results suggest a
common mechanism.
HIGH K DIETS MARKEDLY REDUCE HYPERTENSIVE HYPERTRO-
PHY OF HEART & ARTERIES EVEN THOUGH BP IS NOT RE-
DUCED. M A JDhnson,* L Tobian, S Hanlon,* Univer-
sity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota
High K diets greatly reduce the hypertensive hy-
pertrophy of the heart & arteries. Study.I: In 13-
wk SHRsp hypertensive rats on either a .75% normal
K diet(n=24)or a 2.11% high K diet(n=36)for 8 wks,
the dry wt of the aorta averaged 15.4 mg on .75% K
(avg BP 207)vs 12.1 mg on 2.11% K(avg BP 225),a 21%
reduction (pc.OO1). In these same groups of rats,
the dry wt of mesenteric arterioles averaged 9.7 mg
n .75% K vs 7.5 mg on 2.11% K, a 23% reduction (p
<.001). Thus when BPs are similarly hypertensive,
the high K diet markedly reduces hypertrDphy in the
aorta & mesenteric arteries. Study II: In another 2
groups of hypertensive, 1O½-wk SHRsp rats, after
eating the .75% K diet or the 2.11% K diet for 5½
wks, the BP was measured intraarterially under in—
actin anesthesia. One rat was removed from each
group so that the 2 groups were perfectly matched
for BP, each group averaging 200mmHg. The dry car-
diac ventricular wt/body wt ratio averaged 98 mg
per 100 gm of rat on .75% K(n=18)vs 85 mg per 100
gui on 2.11% K(n=l5), a 13% reduction on the high K
diet(p<.O01). In these same 2 groups, the dry thor-
acic aorta averaged 55.3 mg/kg body wt on .75% K vs
44.7 mg on the 2.11% K diet, a 19% reduction on the
high K diet(p<.0001). In these same rats, the dry
wt of the mesenteric arterioles averaged 37.0 mg/kg
body wt on .75% K vs 28.8mg on 2.11% K diet, a 22%
reduction on the high K diet(p<.O5). Thus there is
strong evidence that a high K diet will greatly re-
duce the hypertrophy of heart, aorta & mesenteric
arteries in hypertensive SHRsp rats, even when BPs
are precisely the same in the two groups being
compared.
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ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME INHIBITION(ACEi) IM-
PROVES DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURE FOR RENAL ARTERY STE-
NOSIS(RAS).GJ JonkerD de ZeeuwRM Huisman'PJ
VeldkampGK van der Hem*(Intr.by LW Statius van
Eps).Dept of Nephr,Univ of Groningen,the Nether-
lands.
Rapid sequence-IVU and hippuran renography(RE)
fail to diagnose patients with RAS in 20%.To im-
prove the sensitivity of IVU and RE the effect of
acute ACES. on these methods was tested in 8 salt-
depleted,chronically instrumented,conscjous dogs.
Two wks after surgical instrumentation(arterial &
venous catheters,bilateral flow sensors,andanuni-
lateral constrictor)control studies were performed
neither IVU nor RE showed left-right differences
before and after ACEi.Two wks following induction
of a light(n=4),moderate(n=3)or severen=l) renal
artery constriction(l0-25,40-60 or>75% reduction
of RBF,respectively)the studies were repeated.In
the light HAS dogs ACEi reduced BP by 14%,contra-
lateral(c)RBF rose 34%,ipsilateral(i)RBF rose 207..
Differences between the kidneys in appearance of
contrast(Tivu) increased after ACEi from 0 to 3.6
min,and the difference in reaching the curvetop at
RE(ATre) increased from 0 to 10 min.In moderate
RAS,ACEI decreased BP 19Z,cRBF rose 51Z,iRBF fell
18%;aTivu increased from 0 to 2 min,Tre from 1.5
to 12 min.In severe RAS,BP decreased 13%;cRBF rose
22Z,iRBF did not change;Tivu increased from 1.5
to 14 miri and Tre from 5 to 15 mm.
In conclusion,in dogs with an unilateral HAS
ACEi results in a rise of cRBF,whereas IRBF re-
sponse varies with the degree of stenosis.Interes-
tingly,all fals-negative IVU s(4 out of 6) and all
fals-negative RE's(3 out of 7) became positive
after ACEi.ACEI clearly improves the sensitivity
of IVU and RE in diagnosing RAS.
CLONIDINE SUPPRESSION TEST AND HYPERTENSION.
Surinder K. Kad, Dept of Medicine, S.U.N.Y.,
Health Sciences Center, Syracuse, New York
34 year old white male was seen with history
of uncontrolled hypertension and fronto-bitemporal
throbbing headaches. Headaches started during
childhood. Hypertensive episodes were associated
with headaches, anorexia, profuse sweating ner-
vousness, palpitations and nausea. BP 186/110
mm Hg; Pulse 86/mm; no orthostasis. Fundoscopy
revealed Grade I Retinopathy. No abdominal bruit
audible. Palpation of abdomen or flank compres-
sion did neither exacerbate headache nor accentu-
ate hypertension. Hematocrit, electrolytes and
renal function normal. IVP, Renal Flow Scan and
Thyroid functions normal. Pheochromocytoma was
a strong consideration. 24 hour urine collection
revealed VMA = 13.3mg (2.2-10.0); Metanephrine =
0.7mg (0.3-0.9); Free Catecholamines = 460 mcg
(<103). Plasma Catecholamjnes (total = 1200 pg/ml
(150-750); Plasma Norephinephrine 1094 pg/ml
(125-700); Plasma Epinephrine = 66 pg/ml (<90);
Plasma Dopamine 40 pg/mi (<30). Thoraco-abdomi-
nal CAT scan to evaluate any mass in adrenal and/
or sympathetic chain are a was negative. Clonidine
0.3mg was given orally and Plasma Norephinephrine
fell from baseline level of 1435 pg/mi to 288 pg/
ml (180 minutes later). Clonidine suppression test
results rule out pheochromocytoma convincingly.
131 I-MIGB scan was also negative. This charac-
terizes Benign Neurogenic Hypertension. Blood
Pressure dropped to 128/80 mm Hg on Labetalol 200
mg p0 BID and Clonidine 0.2mg po BID and has stayed
under control. Fall in Plasma Catecholamine levels
following Clonidine Administration but not the
antihypertensive effect differentiates Benign Neu-
rogenic Hypertension from Pheochromocytoma.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HUMAN RED CELL Na-Li COUNTER-
TRANSPORT AND RENAL OR VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE
Na—H EXCHANGE. Andrew H. Kahn, University of
Texas Medical School, Houston, Texas.
Several laboratories have reported elevated
activities of Na—Li countertransport in red cells
from patients with essential hypertension. Based
on the many similarities between this transport
system and the renal brush border Na—H exchanger,
it has been proposed that elevated red cell Na—Li
countertransport activity may be a marker for
elevated renal brush border or vascular smooth
muscle Na-H exchange activity. Transport abnor-
malities in those tissues could cause hyperten-
sion, We wished to determine whether red cell
Na—Li is mediated by the same transport system as
renal brush border or vascular smooth muscle Na—H.
The 10 second uptake of 1mM Na0 in human renal
brush border vesicles and canine vascular smooth
muscle sarcolemmal vesicles was stimulated 7 and
3 fold, respectively, by an inside acidic pt-I
gradient (pH0=5.O, PHnut=7.S vs pH0=pH0 t='•5)
1mM amiloride inhibited pH gradient-stimuTated Na
uptake in vesicles from both tissues by over 80%,
However, Na—Li in red cells from man and rabbit
(Na0—stimulatecj Li efflux) was insensitive to 1mM
amiloride, even at low Na . In rabbit red cells,
Na—H and Li—H (H—stimulaed Na or Li efflux) was
abolished by 1mM amiloride. Thus, red cell Na—Li
may be a distinct transport system frori renal
brush border or vascular smooth muscle Na—H. These
data detract from the proposal that red cell Na—Li
countertransport activity in patients with essen-
tial hypertension is a marker for Na-H exchange
activity in other tissues.
CHANGES IN NA—K—ATPASE IN DISTAL NEPHRON SEGMENTS
OF RATS TREATED WITH HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE (HCTZ).
Maciej Kapturczak* and La] C. Garg. Dept. of
Pharmacol., Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
Na—K—ATPase activity in 4 segments of the
distal nephron from 12—week—old rats treated with
HCTZ for 1 week (15 mg/kg BW/day in an osmotic
minipump) and the control rats treated with the
vehicle alone was determined by a fluorometric
assay described previously. HCTZ treatment pro-
duced a maximum increase in Na+ excretion on day
2 but the natriuretic effect of the drug was
fully compensated by day 7.
Treatment n CTAL DCI CCD MCD
Control 6 81 3 190 21 34 7 8 1
HCTZ 8 88 9 121 16* 69 10* 22 3*
Values are mean SE of n animals expressed as
pmol.min.—lmm—l. *p < 0.05 vs control.
There was no difference in Na—K—ATPase activ-
ity in the CTAL (cortical thick ascending limb)
between HCTZ—treated and control rats. However,
Na—K—ATPase activity in the DCT (distal convo-
luted tubule) was significantly lower in HCTZ-
treated rats than in controls. On the other
hand, Na—K—ATPase activity in the CCD and MCD
(cortical and medullary collecting ducts) was
significantly higher in HCTZ—treated rats than in
controls. It is concluded that the renal compen-
sation to the diruetic action of HCTZ occurs by
an increase in Na—K—ATPase activity (and Na+ re-
absorption) in segments distal to the site of its
action and not by development of resistance at
the site of drug action (DCT).
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PREFERENTIAL INJURY OF DEEP GLOMERULI IN LONG—
TERM DIABETIC RATS WITH SYSTEMIC HYPERTENSION.
W.F. Keane, M.P. O'Donnell, B.L. Kasiske. Menu.
Co. Med. Ctr., Univ. of Ninn., Mpls, MN.
Systemic hypertension accelerates the rate of
decline of renal function in diabetic patiente,
although the mechanism is unknown. We induced
diabetes in spontaneously hypertensive rats
(SMR) 6 weeks of age by i.v. alloxan. Diabetic
SNR received daily insulin to provide either
good (Group I) or poor (Group II) metabolic
control. Nicropuncture studies were performed
2—3 months after alloxan. Superficial (5) and
deep (D) glomeruli were evaluated for meaangial
matrix (NM) expanaion and glomeruloaclerosia
(GS) and scored. Results (Mesn±SE; different
superscripts indicate p<O.OS):
Glucose BP U V MM—S MM—D
(mg/di) (mmM) (m?4h) a a
Group I 249 165 1.8 25.0 45.2
(nlO) 3 1.0 3.8 7.1
Group II 461b 179a 154b 336a 896b
(n7) 6 3.7 3.2 9.0
c a a a aControl 157 172 1.7 31.6 60.0
(n8) 4 7 0.4 4.2 7.1
Superficial nephron GFR and superficial
glomerular capillary pressures were not
different between groups, nor was MM—S. In
group II, urine albumin excretion (U 1 V) was
markedly elevated, and MM expansion sn S (1%)
were confined to D glomeruli. Metabolic changes
alone do not explain damage in 0 glomeruli of
poorly controlled SHR, since S glomeruli were
intact. Altered glomerular hemodynamics in D
glomeruli may have been critical to development
of glomerular injury.
PLASMA MaK--ATFase INMIBITURS IN MYPERTENSIUN (NT)
AND CHRONIC RENAL INSUFFICIENCY (CRF). jçjl,
D. O'Mara,* W. Hitch, T. Steinman, R. Goldazer,*
N. Solomon, T. Smith, Harvard Med. 5th., Boston,
MA.
Endogenoua digitalis—like factors have been
implicated in the adaptations that accospany CRF
and in the pathogenesis of LIT. We isolated
several fractions from human plasma that have
digoxin—like immunoreactivity and inhibit NaK—
ATPsse (Kelly K, et al, JBC 260:11396, 1985). To
determine whether LIT or CR7 were related to
plssms levels of these factors, 4 patient grops
were examined: normotensive controls (C); hyper-
tensive with normal renal function (H); hyperten—
sives with moderate CRF (MCRF); and chronic dialy-
sis patients (D). Digoxin—like immnnoreactivity
and NaK—ATPase inhibitory activity were highest
in 21 ILCRF patients (7.6±1.1 ouabain equivalents
(U.K.), mean vs 4.1±1.1 in 20 C, p<O.O5).
Compared to C, 20 N patients with normal renal
function tended to have higher NaK—ATFase inhibit-
ory activity (5.5±0.7 O.K., p<0.07), but less than
JLCRF patients. D patients had plasma inhibitory
activity similar to C, but NsK—ATPase inhibitory
activity increased during dialysis (+1.8±0.7 0.E.,
n=22, pcO.03). This increase with dialysis
occurred in LIPLC fractions that contained low
molecular weight, protoaae— and heat—resistant
compounds. Thus, non-peptidic inhibitors in-
crease in CR7 but not in MT alone. Although
dialysis may acutely increase levels of these in-
hibitors, long—term dialysis returns them to
normal. High plasma levels of endogenoua inhibi-
tors of NaK—ATPsse may play a role in the patho--
physiology of uremia.
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INCREASED EFFERENT RENAL NERVE ACTIVITY (ERNA)
ENHANCES BASAL AND STIMULATED ACTIVITY OF RENAL
MECHANORECEPTORS. U.C. Noon, L.A. Smith* & G.F.
DiBona, Dept. mt. Med., Univ. Ta, Col. Med. & VA
Med. Ctr. Tows City, IA.
In rats stimulating renal mechamoreceptors by
increasing ureteral pressure (tUP) increases ip-
silatersl sfferent renal nerve activity (ARNA),
decreases contralateral ERNA end increases
contralateral V and UN5V. Decreasing ERNA 80% by
i.v. hexemethoniuis, saline volume expansion or
inflation of a right atrial balloon abolishes the
ipsilateral ARNA mnd the contralatersl V and UN V
responses to tUP, suggesting that ERNA exerts5a
facilitory effect on ARNA. To further test this
hypothesis the effects of increasing ERNA on ARNA
were tested at UP=O msHg (Group I, n—6) end at
UP—30 saNg (Group II, n—l0). ERNA was increased
by placing the rat's tsil in 53' C water for 10
mm. Tail immersion (TI) resulted in a peak
increase in ERNA and ANNA during the first mm of
TI. In group I, TI for 10 mm increased ERNA
42%, from 3.7±0.9 to 5.0±1.1 resets/sin
(integrated voltage) (p<O.OS) and ARNA 165%, from
0.8±0.3 to 1.8±0.5 resets/sin (p<O.OS). In group
II, tUP 32 mmHg for 10 mm increased ipailateral
ARMA from 0.5±0.1 to 0.9±0.2 resets/sin (p<O.Ol).
TI for 10 isin during tUP increased ERNA 118%,
from 3.1±0.6 to 4.7±0.6 resets/sin (p<O.Ol) and
increased ANNA a further 56%, from 0.9±0.2 to
1.3±0.2 resets/sin (p<O.Ol). TI caused a
transient riae in blood pressure and heart rate.
These data chow that increases in ERNA increase
basal ANNA and enhance the ANNA response to ftP.
These findings show that ERNA and ANNA are
positively related and suggest that ERNA has a
facilitory effect on ANNA.
INCIDENCE OF HYPERTENSION (MT)IM CYCLOSPORINE(CS)
TREATED PATIENTS (PTS)WTTM MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (MS):
A DOUBLE BLIND RANDOMIZED STUDY OVER 2 YEARS:
K.KOhn,U.Patzold,K.M.Koch,J.Msas,Lc.wonigeit,
R.Brunkhorst,Mannover,Med.Schnol ,Nephrol. ,FRG
(Intr. by M.Lorenzen)
The incidence of MT was investigated comparing the
effects of CS(Smg/kg/day)snd azathioprine(AZ) (2.5
sg/kg/day)over a 2 year period in pts with MS.CS
and AZ treated pta were comparable regarding age
and body weight(BW).A1l pta studied had a normal
creatinine clearance,no signs of cardiac inauff i—
ciency and were normotensive prior to treatment.CS
dose was adjusted according to CS whole blood le—
vale Within 2 years 24/41 CS pts and 2/36 AZ pts
developed MT(systolic blond pressure(BP)>l6DmmMg
and/or diastolic BP>9SsmMg).In CS pts MT was re-
gistered in 6/41 pta after 6 months(Mo),inl7/4lpts
after 12 Mo and in 20/41 pta after 18 Mo treat—
ment.Mean values of the mean arterial blood pres—
sure(MAP)at 6,12 and 18 Mo were significantly
higher(p<0.01)in the CS group than in the AZ group
N MAP OMo MAP6M0 MAP12M0 MAP1BM0
mmMg mmMg mmMg raoMa
CS 41 93+9 1O3+13 1O2-l-12 103+12kAZ 36 91-i-B 8 95±10 921D
SD; * p< 0.01
There was no significant correlation in CS and AZ
pta between the development of MT and an increase
of serum creatinine levels.2 months after stopping
CS treatment RN normalized in 82%of CS induced ca-
ses of MT.Devalopment of MT has to be considered
as a major aide effect of long—term CS treatment
since 59% of normotansive MS pta developed MT in
a 2 year treatment period.The mechanism of CS in-
duced MT is probably not related to an impairment
of renal function.
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HIGHER AMILORIDE-SENSITIVE Na TRANSPORT IN CUL-
TURED VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS (VSMCs) OF THE
SHR THAN WKY RAT. Satoru Kuriyama, and
Abraham Aviv. N.J. Medical School, Hypertension
Research Unit, Newark, N.J.
It has been shown recently that cultured VSMCs
of SHR exhibit innate differences from WKY cells
in Na homeostasis. These include higher passive
Na transport and accelerated Na-pump activity
(Am. J. Physiol. 250: Cg39-Cg47, 1986). To gain
a further insight into this differences, we
studied the overall and amiloride-sensitive 22Na
washout in serially passed VSMCs of SHR, WKY and
American Wistar (W) rats. All experiments were
performed under steady state conditions at physio-
logical intra— and extracellular Na and K concen-
trations. 22Na washout was described by three
exponents. The overall initial 22Na washout rate
constant k (x102/min; mean SEM) was signifi-
cantly higher (pcO.OO5) in SHR vs WKY but not vs W
(-61.0 1.5, -53.8 1.24, -57.4 1.31,
respectively). There were no statistical differ-
ences among.the three strains in the amiloride-
resistant k values (-41.3 1.13, -41.7 1.96
and -43.4 1.38 for SHR, WKY and t, respect-
ively). The amiloride-sensitive k was signifi-
cantly higher in SHR vs WKY (pcO.O5) and SHR vs W
(p<O.O2S) (-18.6 1.04 for SHR, —12.1 2.00 for
WKY and -13.3 1.84 for W). We suggest that the
greater activity of the amiloride-sensitive Na
transport (presumably the Na/H antiport) accounts
for the higher passive Na fluxes in SHR VSMCs. As
this transport system is closely linked to cel-
lular Ca status, our findings may reflect innate
differences between SHR and WKY with respect to
VSMC Ca homeostasis.
DIETARY CHLORIDE AS A POSSIBLE DETERMINANT OF
NaCl-SENSITIVE HYPERTENSION (HTN) IN MAN.
T.W. Kurtz*, H. Al-Bander, and R.C. Morria.
Univeraity of California, San Francisco.
To inveatigate whether the preasor effect of
NaCl dependa on Cl as well ss on Na, we compared
the effects of oral NaC1 and Na-citrate (Na-cit)
on blood pressure (BP) and Na balance in four
men with essential hypertension under strictly
controlled metabolic conditions. After
restriction of dietary NaC1 to 10 mmol/fty, when
BP was normal, supplementing dietary Na with
NaC1, 240 mmol/day for one week, induced clearcut
increases in syatolic (SaP), diastolic (DBP), and
mean arterial pressures (MAP) (* p <.01), whereas
supplementing with an equimolar amount of Na-cit
induced no change in BP:
Induced Change in BP (mmHg, mean 150)
Supplement SBP DBP MAP
Na-chloride 16 4* 9 4* 11 4*
Na-citrate 1±2 -1±2 0±1
Both salts induced substantial Nat retention and
weight gain. NaC1 induced increased urinary
excretion of calcium; Na-cit did not. Replacement
of NaC1 with Na-cit reversed the increased BP
induced by NaCl despite minimal changes.÷or even
increases, in the external balance of Na , and
minimal changes in blood volume, plasma renin
activity and$ldoaterone, serum K, and blood PH,
HCO3, and Ca . These findings: 1) demonstrate
that in at least some patients with essential HTN,
the anionic component of the Na: salt consumed can
determine whether or not the Na salt will
increase, or even decrease, BP and 2) are
consistent with the hypothesis that the presso
effect of NaC1 depends on Cl as well as on Na
BIOLOCIC VARIABILITY IN WISTAR-RYOTO RATS (WRY):
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH WITH SPONTANEOUSLY
HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHR). T.W. Rurtz* and
R.C. Morris. Univ. of California, San Francisco.
It is not clear why, from one study to another,
certain biologic differences between SHR and WRY
often vary greatly in magnitude and even in
direction. To investigate whether differences in
growth rate and blood pressure (BP) exist between
WRY from different vendors, we systematically
compared growth rates and BP of WRY obtained from
two major commercial suppliers of SHR and WRY.
Four week old male WRY were housed three to a
cage, given a atandard rat diet and tap water
ad lib, and kept in the same room throughout the
experiment. Over the firat 2 weeks, mean weight
(wt) gain of the WRY from supplier A, 50 1
g/week (n—9), was significantly greater than that
of WRY from aupplier B, 32 1 g/week (n'=9),
p<.OOl. Throughout the study, body wt of WRY from
supplier A was significantly greater than that of
WRY from supplier B. Mean arterial pressure (MAP)
in WRY from supplier A, 117 2 mm Hg, was
significantly lower than in WRY from supplier
B, 129 3 mm Hg, p <.005. In SHR from supplier A,
wt gain and MAP were similar to those of SHR from
supplier B. It would appear that the NIH
distributed breeding stocks of WRY (but not SHR)
before the rats had been fully inbred, i.e.,
before 20 generations of brother x sister mating.
If so, substantial genetic variability could exist
among WRY from different sources. Such
variability could underlie the differences in BP
and wt gain we obaerved. These considerations
raise further, important queationa about the
interpretability of studies comparing SHR to WRY.
PROSTAGLANDIN EXCRETION, RENAL VASCULAR RESISTANCE
AND SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIVITY IN SODIUM
LOADED BORDERLINE HYPERTENSIVES. William Lawton,
Christine Sinkey*, Annette Fitz, Allyn rlark*.Clin.
Res. & VA Fled. Ctrs., U of IA, Iowa City, Iowa.
High (400mEq) sodium(Nat) and low (lOmEq)Nat
diets were given to normals(NL) and borderline hy—
pertensive(BHT) subjects. The effect of standing
on renal vascular resistance(RVR), blood pressure
(DBP),urinary prostaglandins(PGE and PGF2a),plas-
ma catecholamines, renin and ADH were studied.
Supine sympathetic nervous system activity(SNA)
measured directly (bursts/mm.) fell less in BHT
in response to Nat loading (35.1±3.9 low Nat to
25.7±2.6 high Nat)compared to NL(32.2±3.6 low Nat,
14.1±3.5 high Na1.DBP tended to fall 73±1 to 74±
3mmHg with standing in NL on high Nat and increas-
ed slightly in BHT from 84±3 to 87±4mmHg. After a
high Na diet renal blood flow(CpAH)decreased more
with standing in BHT(—30±4%) than in NL (-16±4%),
P<O.05 and RVR increased more with standing in BHT
(+51±11%) than in NL (+1O±7%),P<O,O2. After stand-
ing plasma renin, catecholamines and ADH were not
different between NL and BHT. BHT tended to retain
more Nat with standing(-143±34mEq/L) compared to
NL (—69±l9mEq). Urinary PGF2a fell slightly in BHT
with standing (l.37±O.2ng/mg Cr to 1.15±0.2) com-
pared to no change in NL (2.0±0.24 to 2.l±O.4ng/
mg Cr).
Resting SNA is less suppressed in BHT after a
Na load. CPAH increases and RVR falls with stand-
ing more in Nat loaded BHT. After standing DBP
tends to fall in NL and rise in BHT associated
with a tendency for PGF2a to decrease and Nat re-
tention to occur. These changes in BHT after a
Nat load may contribute to hypertension.
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1'ggpLJggyrgp T .lZI(F A3P ANJAL 'P2flPJ3!AGE J'
PAggg If JOT TPITJOL 'fl1)°fiF OYYC TTIf (If7fl.
Lamer,0 1.1.. PelI ,° 1.O. Vlein,' C.C. t'hittlesey,* I.E.
rleisdnn, 6.1. Gnokin. T)apartraants of Pediatrics and
Purgery, 'ayne tate Pnivorsity OChOOJ of Oedicine and The
Qalaren's T!ospitni of Oichigan, 1troit, Pichigan
igg10 is ise in the rrenageasnt of neonatal respiratory
failure with persistent pulinenary hypertension. (haplications
include hanerrbage ro1at& to systcriic hoparinization arid
severe systolic hyperten.ci on (0J'). To date we have treated
35 neonates with 112 P. 'incty—one percent of thea devel.orxid
lJl' (systolic "17/10) and ?/iO of thai developed intracranial.
baenrrhage (lOT). A °ytx'rtension Tndex (ltrs 1ystolic "17/0/
Ph-s on TIP) sea significantly different (P<.05) in patients
with TO (.37) caopare'T to those without JO' (.10). This
prospective pilot study van designed to evaluate bath the
aggressive treatrisnt of PE' during 11110 and the role of
radiators including plan-u renin activity (P06), epinsphrine,
norepinep'Irine, and angietensi n converting anzyrra(A(T).
Thirteen patients have been evaluated. Ten of 13 were
hypertensive and 3 of 13 hod 110' dncurrrrnts' by ultrasound.
ITA levels at the ties of TPr were statistically different
(P<.02) in the TO' group (00.1 26.6 pg/al, na3) ca-ipared to
the non—TOT group ((1.0 4.7 pg/mI, n=4). Other radiators
such as epinephrine and norepi.nephrine were not significantly
different, probably because rust patients were on dopanane at
the initiation of FOIl. ACT levels (lid not differ between
groups. The incidence ci lIT prior to the study i-us NT
ccnpared to 23' during the study. Ourthenure, the riurtality
in patients with TO' prior to the stiirly ins NT7 capered to
(P during the study. hi i.gnant PT, viii dl las well -.docursanted
ITS nonbirlity, has been shoe to exhibit elevated "01 levels.
'"0' on T appears to be TI-radiated therefore i.e feel early
treatjiarit with captopril has contributed to an improve't
outccra. Since the application of these traiL-ant principles
there have been no TO' in the last 4 hypertensive patients on
ry p.
FURA—2 MEASUREMENTS OF CYTOSOLIC CELL Ca2+ IN
RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULES (PT) AND CIRCULATING
LYMPHOCYTES (L) OF RATS WITH GENETIC HYPERTENSION.
J. Llibre Vt. LaPointe and D.C. Bathe, tlerth—
western Univ. and Lakeside VANC, Chicage, IL.2+
The finding of an increase in cytosolic Ca in
platelets and lymphocytes from hypertensive humans
and spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) has been
interpreted as evidence for a generalized cell
defect which has a causate role in the develop-
ment of hypertension. Ca in PT cells from 2
hypertensive rats is unknown. We measured Ca + in
PT cells and blood lymphocytes (L)from SHR with
sustained hypertension. Normotensive rats (Wistar
—Kyoto, WKY) ef identical age (20—24 weeks) were
used as controls (Table). Cell suspensions of PT
and blood L were prepared by standard density
gradient centrifugation procedures and incubated
with the acetexymethyl ester of Fura 2, a sensi-
tive flurorescent2ye which binds specifically
with cytesohic Ca . Furs 2 fluorescence was
monitored at 5lOnM using excitation wavelengths
of 340nN and 380nN.
2+ 2+BP (mmHg) LCa (nM) BP (mmHg) PT Ca (oN)
SHR 176±7.0 124±14(8) 180±7 254±54(9)
WKY 123±5.0* 72±7(11;*117±5.0* 226±25(10)
*p(Q.t305, etherwise NS
The data shows that Ca2+ in PT cells, unlike
lymphocytes, is not significantly increased in SHR
as compared t WRY. In beth types of rats,
cytosohic Ca2 was higher then L cytosolic Ca 2+We thus conclude that an increase in cytosolic Ca
is not a generalized cell phenomena associated with
genetic hypertension.
METABOLIC ACIDOSIS IN THE SPONTANEOUSLY
HYPERTENSIVE RAT: POSSIBLE RELATION TO
ALTERED INTESTINAL BICARBONATE FLUXES
P.A. Lucasw A. Ben Mansour", J-F. Desjeux'. T.
Orüeke" (intr. F. Llach) INSEAM ugo, Hôpital Necker
& INSEAM U290. Hôpital St. Lazare. Paris. France.
We have recently reported reduced circulating
L25(OH)2D3 and in-vitro duodenal calcium fluxes in
Okamoto-Aoki SHA compared with WKY controls. As
acidosis in the normal rat may cause such perturbations
acid-base status was investigated in the SHR. Blood
was collected from unanaesthetised animals and plasma
bicarbonate and pH were measured before and after the
induction of metabolic acidosis by 7 days 1.5% NH4CI
in drinking fluid. Bicarbonate and pH were reduced in
the SHR before (20.8±2.6 vs 25.3±2.1 mmol/I"", 7.46
vs 7.51± 0.03"". mean±SD. "p<O.05. ""p<O.Ol)
and after acid loading (1 6.7±2.7 vs lg.3±2.0 mmol/I",
7.40±0.03 vs 7.45±0.03"") indicating a metabolic
acidosis. To investigate the possible role of bicarbonate
absorption, short-circuit current (lsc) and isotopic Na
and Cl fluxes were measured simultaneously in isolated
duodena from SHR and WKY in-vitro in the voItae-
clamped Ussing chamber. sc was reduced in SHR (4.1±
o.g vs 5.8±1.5 imol/cm2.hr""). Net Na absorption and
net Cl secretion were found in both strains. [Jnet(Na+)
+ Jnet(CI—)] was reduced in SHR (4.4±1.9 vs 8.2±2.7
MmoI/cm2.hr""). Mean residual electrogenic ion flux
(most probably representing bicarbonate ion absorption)
was not different from zero in SHR but was 2.4±2.8
imoI/cm2.hr" in WKY. Thus the SHR's duodenum may
absorb less bicarbonate than the WKYs. possibly con-
tributing to the observed metabolic acidosis.
Cl-IRONIC EFFECTS OF NITRENDIPINE ON RENAL
HEMODYNAI'IICS AND EXCRETION PATTERNS IN
HYPERTENSIVES. L. Lupinacci, C. Palomino, A.
Greenberg and J.B. Puschett. Renal—Electrolyte
Division, Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA.
We have previously reported that the
investigational dihydropyridine calcium channel
blocker, nitrendipine (NI), is not sodium re-
tentive in normal man. In this study, we exam-
ined the effects of the drug (10 mg, during acute
clearance experiments) on glomerular filtration
rate (CIn), effective renal plasma flow (CPAH),
percentage excretion rates of sodium (%ENa) and
phosphate (%EP), and free water clearance (CW)
acutely and after two weeks of administration.
At the initiation of therapy, NI caused an
increase in CIn (161 16 -'- 172 16 mi/mm,
P < 0.025), CPAH (637 57 699 67 ml/min,
P < 0.05) and %ENa (0.9 0.2 1.5 0.3%,
P < 0.001). %EP also rose (10.2 2.0 -'- 13.2
1.8, P < 0.001). CW increased modestly (9.0
0.9 -- 10.6 1.2 mi/mm, P < 0.01). After two
weeks of NI therapy (20 mg/day), repeat acute
clearance studies showed that the drug no longer
increased Cm or CPAH, and that a trend toward an
increase in %ENa (0.9 0.2 -'- 1.5 0.5%) did not
reach statistical significance (P > 0.05).
However, %EP rose (9.4 1.1 -- 10.9 0.7%,
P < 0.05). CW was not altered. We conclude: 1)
NI is not sodium retentive in hypertensives, even
when studied after two weeks of therapy. 2) The
acute increases in %ENa, %EP and CW observed
after its initial administration suggest a
proximal tubular effect, but alterations in
filtered load could have played a role.
CYCLOSPORINE-A HYPERTENSION: A UNIQUE FORM OF
NYPERRENINEMIC HYPOALDOSTERONISM. S. Lustig,
N. Stern,* D. Petrasek,* P. Eggena,* and D.B.N.
Lee. Sepulveda VA and Olive View Medical Centers,
and UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles,
California.
Hypertension is an important s]de—effect of
cyclOsporine—A (CSA) in allograft recipients. We
studied the effect of CSA on renin—aldosterone
(ALe) axis in 300g, male SD rats. Two weeks
intragastric vehicle (V, olive oil), CSA 5 (CSA5)
or CSA 20 (CSA2O) mg/kg/day caused significant
increase in plasma renin activity (V 235; CSA5
70±12; CSA2O 79±11 ng/ml/h) and inactive renin (V
49j7; CSAS 77±12; CSA2O 101±9 ng/ml/h) while
plasma renin substrate and ALD levels remained
unchanged. In vitro angiotensin II
(AlI)—stimulated ALD secretion by isolated
glomerulosa cells (ICC) was attenuated in CSA5
rats and aborted inSA2O rgts. In vitro
addition of CSA (10 — 10 M) to ICS from
non—CSA treated rats, caused a dose—dependent
inhibition of All—stimulated AkD secretion, but
failed to block the ACTH— (10 M) or the K—
(5.7 and 8.7 mM) stimulated ALD secretion. Thus,
CSA induces an unusal state of renin—stimulatjon
associated with ALD-inhibjtion. The ALD—secretion
blockade is selectively directed against All but
not against ACTH or K.
PROSTAGLANDIN SYNTHESIS INHIBITORS POTENTIATE THE
ANTIHYPERTENSIVE EFFECT OF HEPARIN IN SPONTANEOUS-
LY HYPERTENSIVE RATS. Anil K. Mandal and Dinko
Susic*, Dept. of Med., VA Med Ctr., and Med.
Coil, of Georgia, Augusta, GA and Inst. for Med.
Res., Beograde, Yugoslavia.
Heparin (H) lowers mean arterial pressure (MAP)
in hypertensive rats (Hypertension 6:262, 1984).
This study was initiated to examine whether pros—
taglandin (P0) has a role in H effect by treating
spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) with PG in-
hibitors. Therapy included H (150 units BID),
indomethacin (I) (5mg/kg), aspirin (A) 200mg/rat,
H+I, H+A and vehicle (control) (C), daily for 4
wks. MAP, plasma and extracellular fluid (ECF),
urinary sodium (UNa) and creatinine clearance
(Ccr) and plasma renin activity (PRA) and al—
dosterone (AL) levels were measured. Kidneys
were fixed for light microscopy (LM) and findings
were scored from 0 to 39. Results were analyzed
by multiple comparison test. H SHR had signifi-
cantly lower MAP than C SHR (135 vs 190; P< .01).
11+1 or H+A group had significantly lower MAP than
did H alone (103 vs 135; P< .05). Plasma and ECF,
UNa and Ccr were not different among groups. H
SHR had significantly higher PRA than did C (.224
vs .l23±O05pmol/L/sec; P< .01) however, AL
was not different. PRA and AL in H+I (.077±.017
pmol/L/sec; 1.44±.l7mol/L, respectively) and H+A
(.092±.O27pmol/L/sec; 2.02±2lmol/L, respectively)
were significantly lower than H SHR. The LM
score in H SHR was significantly lower than C
rats (3.4±1.3 vs 11±1.7; P< .01). The scoring in
H+I or H+A was similar to H rats. The results
indicate that H effect is not PG mediated but is
probably determined by vascular changes and/or
renin—angiotensin axis.
EFFECT OF SODIUM (NA) INTAKE ON CARDIAC
AND RENAL ENLARGEMENT (CE,RE) IN DA}{L
RATS. C.P. McCormick*, A.L. Rauch*, and
V.M. Buckalew, Jr. Bowman Gray Sch. Med.
Depts. of Physiol./Pharmacol. & Med.,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
Factors other than increased blood
pressure (B?) may influence CE in hyper-
tension. Since high Na intake causes RE
of normotensive animals, we investigated
the effect of high salt diet (HS) on CE
and RE independent of its effect on BP in
Dahl rats. Weanling Dahl salt-sensitive
(DS) and resistant (DR) rats were fed HS
for 3 days. Systolic blood pressure
(SB?) was measured with tail cuff. Cardi-
ac and renal indices (CI,RI) were calcu-
lated as organ weight/body weight ratios.
RI in both DR and DS rats on HS increased
ll7 vs low salt controls (DS: 11.7±0.3 vs
l0.6±0.2,p0.0l;DR: 12.l±0.4vslO.9±
0.2, p<O.O5). CI was increased in DS but
not DR on HS (DS: 51.2±1.3 vs 46.8±0.9,
p<0.05; BR: 46.1±0.9 vs 45.2±0.8, NS).
Analysis of variance showed a significant
effect of HS on CI in DS only (pO.Oll).
No difference in tissue water content was
found in any group. Although SEP rose in
DS rats on HS (128±2 vs 121±2 mmHg, p<
0.01), linear regression showed no cor-
relation between SB? and CI. Our results
suggest that HS is a stimulus for RE in
both DS and DR and for CE in DS rats. CE
and RE occur after only 3 days of HS and
before B? rises to hypertensive levels.
CE induced by HS may contribute to the
onset of hypertension in DS.
ABR4PL 1 ,25(a1)D REcEI'It STAllS IN GE7.IEFICAL-
LY HYFE]i'1SIVE J. Merke, A. Slotkowski,
H. Mann, P.H. Lukas, T. Drtleke, E. Ritz, Dept.
Internal Medicine Heidelberg (Germany) and INSERM
U 90, Hopital Necker, Paris (France) (intr. by
P.C. Luft)(hr recent demonstration of l,25(cU)7D recep-
tors and actions in aortic smooth musctecefls and
abnormal calcium and vitamin D metabolism in gene-
tically hypertensive rats prompted us to study
l,25(C*fi) D metabolism in genetically hyperten-
sive rat SHR) and their norniotensive WKY con-
trols. 11 week old male SI-LB and WKY controls were
raised on 1% Ca and 0.46% P. 1,25(c-I)2D2 receptors
were analyzed in parathyroid glands andintestinal
mucosa by sucrose density gradient analysis, DNA
affinity chromatography and Scatchard saturation
analysis. In SHR (n=15), parathyroid weight was
increased (137 + 34 s 55 ÷ 2.4 ug) and 1,25(C*)2D levels dreased (130 + 22 vs 190 45 pg/ml).In parathyroids and intestinal nucosa of' SHR un-
changed1vedberg constant (3.2 S), affinity (K0
2-3x10 '1i) and elution from DNA cellulose (at
0.22V1 XCl) were found for the 1,25(cII)2D recep-tors. In contrast, in parathyroids and ir{testinal
niucosa, increased specific binding of' l,25(C*I) D
(B ) was measured (intestinal mucosa 30.1 -'-
vs.5 ÷ 2.2 fmol/mg protein; parathyroids 32.6
+ 1.2 vs 18.3 ÷ 0.44). The data further extend
evidence of abnormal metabolism of' calcium regula-
ting hormones in genetic hypertension of' the rat.
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INCREASED ENZYMURIA IN PRIMARY HYPERTENS ION ANT)
ITS NORMALIZATION AFTER SUCCESSFUL TREAThENT
WITH ATENOLOL; HYDRALAZIN AND DIURETICS Metz—
Kurschel,_U.*,Kurachel, E.*, Anlauf, N.* Bock,
K.D.* (introduced by R.E. Bulger) Department
of Internal Medicine, University of Essen,
Hufeiandstr. 55, FRG
In 15 patients with prijeary hypertension and noneal renal
function the urine excretion of ganma-glutamyl—transferase
(WT), N-acetyi--glucosuminidase (NAG), leucine-eminopeptidaae
(LAP) and galactosidase (GAL) was investigated before and
during antihypertensive treatsent. According to previous
investigations all patients had an increased excretion of LIII
(3)3() 770 niJ/3h),WT (8140 2740 alJ/3h), LAP(17)X) 95)
ntj/3h) and NAG (3320 91) alJ/3h).
All patients received atenolol. If reanotherapy was not
sufficient a diuretic (second step) and hydralazine (third step)
ware added. The duration of the trial was 6 — 15 annths(x 11,5)
firing the observation period blood pressure norimlized in 14
patients. In these also enzymuria gradually retumd to noneal
values (11*1 136i) 340, 0)1 393) 1240, LAP 113) — 710, NAG
150) — 420 nIJ/3h) after 6 annth. In the non—responder
enzyimiria rareined unchanged.(Air data show that increased excretion of urinary enzyaes is
a hint of renal involvarent in hypertension.
Noniaiisstion of blood pressure nonializes the exa33erated
enzyiiiirin.
ON THE MECHANISM OF NIFEDIPINE-INOUCED NATRIURESIS
IN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION (EH). Alberto Montanari'
Emilio Sanit Paolo Schianchit Paolo Coruzzi* and
Almerico Novarini* (Intr. by James P. Knochel)
Istituto di Semeiotica Medica University of Parma,
Parma, Italy.
To Clarify the mechanism of natriuresis induced
by calcium—blockers in EH, mean arterial pressure
(MAP,mmHg), clearances of inulin and PAH(CIn,CPAH,
ml/min.), filtration fraction (FF) and % frac-
tional excretion of Na (FENa) were measured during
90 mm. before and after sublingual nifedipine (N)
20 mg in 9 normotensives with no family history of
EH (NT-), 8 NT with at least one first degree EH
relative (NT+) and in 7 untreated EH subjects.
b. NT- a. b. NT+ a. b. EH a.
MAP 89 86 93 89 133 116
+7 16 121 114°5
GIn 120 121 116 111 110 107
+20 +17 +12 +16 +20 +14
CPAH 633 674 671 677 670 637
+105 +95 +45 +87* +161 +208*
FF .T9 .18 Tig .13 .19 .13
+.04 +.03 +.04 +.01 +,05 +.04*
FENr1.3 174 172 T.s 79 L3
+•5 +•4 +.4 +.5 +.4 +,9
*p<.DU5,OpcTOl vs bifore NTIp<.001T,s NT— md NT+
after N. N induces comparable renal vasodilation
in both EH and NT+, thus showing exaggerated renal
vasodilating response in both groups. Despite
increased CPAH with unchanged GIn and reduced FF,
no natriuresis occurred in NT+. EH patients,
whose MAP was still elevated after N, showed a
marked rise in FENa. This suggests that high
perfusion pressure in the presence of renal
vasodilation is the major determinant of N—induced
natriuresis in EH.
IS RENIN PREDICTIVE OF IONIZED CALCIUM OR BLOOD
PRESSURE RESPONSE TO CALCIUM SUPPLEMENTATION? CO
Morrist L Resnick, J Sealey' DA McCarron, Depts.
of Neph. & Med., Ore. 111th. Sci. U.; Cornell U. -
New York Med. Ctr., Portland, OR and New York.
To demonstrate if plasma renin activity (PRA)
is predictive of baseline ionized calcium (iCa)
or a decrease in blood pressure (BP) with calcium
(Ca2+) supplementation, we observed hypertensives
at baseline and after 12 weeks of Ca2+ in 2
controlled trials. We measured B? for 4 weeks in
patients on no antihypertenaive therapy and
assigned them to 1 gram of Ca2 as CaCO3 for 12
weeks. IGa, PITA and urinary sodium were deter-
mined at baseline and after 12 weeks of Ca2+. BP
was measured every 2 weeks and response to Ca2+
calculated by comparing BPs after 8-12 weeks of
Ca2+ compared to average baseline gp
At baseline (N=87), iCa was significantly
lower (p<.OS) in the low renin (2.48±08, n—19)
than the normal renin (2.53±08, n=54) or high
renin group (2.56±.06, n—14). This distribution
was not influenced by age or sex. After 12 weeks
of Ca2+, there was no significant relationship of
PRA to iGa (low renin 2.5l±.lO, normal 2.54±10,
high 2.52±05) though PRA was unchanged; iCa did
not change consistently with Ca2+. Baseline PRA
was not predictive of BP reduction with calcium
supplementation as seen below.
Renin ASuoine (SBP/DBP) AStandina (SBP/DBF)
Low (N=16) -5.6±5.5/-4.O±5.2 -4.2±lI.2/-2.8±4.2
Norm (N=39) -l.6±9.2/-O.8±4.9 -4.O±8.4/-2.2±5.3
High (N—B) -3.9±6.7/-2.4±7.3 -3.5±7.0/0.2±6.1
We conclude iCa differs significantly by FRA at
baseline but Ca2+ supplementation alters this
association. However, neither baseline FRA nor
iCa predicts BP response to Ca2+ supplementation.
DIETARY CALCIUM ALTERS BLOOD PRESSURE IN WEANLINC
SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS. M. Muntzel,* K.
Scrogin,* 0. Hatton,* J. Metz,* 0. McCarron,
Depta. of Med. Psych. and Med., Div. of Neph.,
Ore. Hlth. Sci. Univ., Portland, Oregon.
Recent studies have shown a link between low
dietary calcium (Ca2h intake and high blood
pressure (BF) in both humans and spontaneously
hypertensive rats (SHR). In adult SHRa,
restricted dietary Ca2+ elevates BP while high
levels of dietary Ca2+ reduce BP. Studies in our
laboratory have shown that newborn SHEa fostered
to lactating dams maintained on diets differing
in Ca2+ content develop significantly different
BPs by 28 days of age. Specifically pups
fostered to dams on a diet low in Ca have
hiher BPs than pups nursing from dams on high
Ca + diets. Theae findings suggest that the
development of BP in the pups is influenced by
the maternal milk diet. However, since pupa
begin to ingest solid food at 16 days of age, it
is possible that BP differences among the pupa
were due, in part, to the effects of eating the
mother's solid diet. To address this question,
pupa from dams maintained on 1% Ca2+ diet were
weaned to either low (0.1%), intermediate (1.0%)
or high (2.0%) Ca2 diet at 21 days of age. At
28 days of age, pupa weaned to the low Ga2+ diet
showed significantly higher mean arterial BPs (98
mmHg, n=8) than pupa maintained on either the
normal (89 mmHg, n—6) or high diets (84 mmHg,
n=8). The reaulta demonatrate that one week of
exposure to the different Ca2+ diets is
sufficient to alter BP in young SHEa. Therefore,
it seema likely that alterations in BP seen in
the previous study may have been due, in part, to
ingestion of the mother's aolid diet by the pupa.
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Na/H EXCHANGE REGULATES ANGIOTENSIN Il (All)-
MEDIATED INCREASE IN CYTOSOLIC Ca (Cai) IN RAT
VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELL (VSMC).
Akitoshi Nakamura*and Abraham Aviv. N.J. Medical
School, Hypertension Research Unit, Newark, N.J.
All exerts a biphasic effect on cytosolic pH
of VSMC; an initial and brief acidification,
presumed to represent stimulation of Ca-ATPase in
response to rise in free Cai, is followed by
sustained alkalinization. The latter process,
which reflects stimulated Na/H exchange, is
inhibited by 5-(N-ethyl—N-isopropyl) amiloride
(5EIPA). To examine the link between Na/H
exchange and All—induced alteration in VSMC Ca
regulation, 45Ca washout experiments were
performed in 1.8mM Ca medium. The washout was
described by two expçpents with coefficients
a1<a2 (representina 'Ca pools) and their
respective factors -k1 and k2 (representing 45Ca
washout rate constants). All (7M) produced a
marked, overall stimulation of Ca washout with
a 24% decline in a2, 126% increase i a1 and a
65% fall in k1. The presence of 1OM 5EIPA
resulted in a greater effect of All, namely a
dramatic increase in the overall 45Ca washout
with 74% drop in a2, 421% rise in a1 and 81%
decline in k1. Thus, a1 is likely to represent
Ca pool. The decline in k1 in concert with
increase in a1 is consistant with saturation of
a high affinity low capacity Ca transport system
which is characteristic of Ca-ATPase. We specu-
late that Na/H exchange serves to attenuate All—
mediated rise in Ca by increasing Na entry and
stimulating the Na-pump to hyperpolarize the VSMC
and inhibit All-induced Ca influx.
ACUTE REDUCTION IN BLOOD PRESSURE REVERSES SIZE—
SELECTIVE BARRIER DYSFUNCTION IN HYPERTENSIVE
NEPHROTOXIC SERUN NEPHRITIS (NSN). J. Neugarten,
P. Alfino, RG Schacht, DS Baldwin. NYU Med Ctr
and VA lied Ctr, NY, NY.
We examined tile effect of acute reduction in
blood pressure on urinary protein excretion and
the fractional clearance of polydisperse neutral
dextrans °ND in hypertensive NSN. Sequential
dextran sieving studies were performed after 2
weeks of hypertension in 10 uninephrectomized
nephritic rats at their basal elevated blood pres-
sure levels (154±3 mmllg) and at a lowered renal
perfusion pressure of lOS—llOmmHg, achieved by ad-
justing a ligature around the aorta above the
origin of the renal artery. GFR decreased from
1.35±0.24 to 0.95±0.19 ml/min (p<O.OO2), and uri-
nary protein excretion (factored for GFR) declined
from 0.7±0.2 to 0.4+0.1mg/mm per ml/min (p<O.OO2)
at the lower pressure. In the hypertensive State,
for molecular radii exceeding 48A was elevated
in nephritic rats as compared to uninephrectomized
controls. With reduction in renal perfusion pres-
sure, ND in nephritics uniformly decreased toward
control values. The calculated fraction of glomer—
ular filtrate passing through a non—size discrimi-
natory shunt pathway was 0.90% during the hyper-
tensive period and was reduced at lower perfusion
pressures to 0.55% (to be compared to 0.15% in
uninephrectomized controls). Natural pore radius
decreased from 54 to 49L These studies demonstrate
that glomerular size—selective barrier dysfunction
in NSN can be reversed acutely by correction of
hypertension. The findings suggest that increased
glomerular capillary pressure in the hypertensive
nephritic rat is directly responsible for altered
glomerular basement membrane permselectivity.
CATECHOLAMINES INTERACT WITH CHROMOGRANINS (Cgs),
THE MAJOR CATECHOLAMINE STORAGE VESICLE (cSv)
SOLUBLE CORE PROTEINS. D.T. OConnor, M. Mezger',
Y.M. Chang*, Dept. of Med., VA Medical Center &
Univ. of Calif., San Diego, CA
Catecholamines are concentrated at 6OOmM in the
core of CSV5. Are they stored by binding to Cgs, a
group of acidic CSV core proteins of otherwise un-
known function? CSV were prepared from adrenal me-
dullae and isolated Cgs were equilibrium dialyzed
against 3H-L-norepinephrine(i-i—L—NE)under reducing
conditions using 6—8KD cutoff membranes. 3H-L-NE
bound reversibly and saturably to Cgs. Bound cii
were analyzed by RP—HPLC and eluted as L-NE with
95% recovery. By Scatchard analysis, one slope was
noted with KD=2.O7xlO3! and Bmax=4.76xlO-moles
NE/gm Cgs(32mol es NE/mole chromograninA). Thus,
the prevailing NE concentration should saturate
the sites in CSV and l6% of total NE would be
bound to Cgs. Hill slope=l .08 suggested noncooper-
ative binding. Binding was PH-dependent and pres-
ent at in vivo CSV pH(=5.5). Prior Cg boiling did
not influence binding. Cold L—NE and L—epinephrine
displaced 3H—L—NE with equal affinity. Stereose—
lectivity was suggested by 2-fold higher affinity
for cold L—NE vs. D—NE in displacing 3H—L—NE. A
variety of other cations effectively displaced 3H-
L—NE from Cgs at high cation concentration, in-
cluding NaC1 . We conclude:l )Catecholamines inter-
act with Cgs in a reversible,saturable,low affini-
ty,high capacity,non—cooperative,pH—dependent,
stereoselective,protein conformation independent
fashion. 2)A large electrostatic component to the
binding was suggested by the ionic and pH depend-
ence. 3)Since NE is the major CSV cation, the re-
sults are consistent with binding or osmotic inac-
tivation of l6% of the CSV NE by Cgs.
RENAL DENERVATION (RDx) ALTERS THE DEVELOPMENT OF
DOCA HYPERTENSION IN YUCA'AN MINIATURE SWIN
(YMS). Kathleen P. O'Hagan , Susan A. Fennell
and Edward J. Zambraski. Rutgers Univ., New
Brunswick, NJ.
Conflicting evidence exists on the effects of
chronic RDX on the development of DOCA hyperten-
sion in the rat, and the ability of an animal to
adapt to a low sodium diet. We investigated the
effects of sham treatment or bilateral surgical
RDX in YMS on mean arterial pressure (MAP),
sodium (Na) and water balance prior to and after
Na restriction and DOCA treatment. In normal YMS
(n=3) dietary Na restriction from 2.0 to .55
mEg/kg/day significantly changed Na balance from
1.27±.06 to .411.04 mEq/kg/day. After RDX, this
response was unaffected (1.65±.13 to .37±.03
mEq/kg/day).
Values below are MAP (mmHg), days post—DOCA
treatment, and * p<.O5 versus control (CTL).
CTL 1 3 5 * * 9 * 11
INTACT 106±3 103±2 115±3 124±713I±4 129±3 131±4
RDX 95±3 90±3 98±6 114±5 100±5 96±1 101±6
DOCA treatment resulted in similar changes in
MAP through day 5 but it continued to rise in the
intact animals (n=4) while returning to baseline
in RDX YMS (n=3). Time courses of acute Na and
water retention (days 1—2) and DOCA escape (days
3—4) were similar between intact and RDX YMS.
After day 3 water turnover increased signifi-
cantly only in intact YNS. Efficacy of RDX was
verified after 4 weeks by renal cortex NE content
(RDX—10±3; intact—368±43 ng/gm). In summary, in
YMS the renal nerves are not necessary for
adaptation to a low sodium diet, but are requi-
site for the early development of DOCA hyper-
tension.
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TIME COURSE OF ACHIEVING SODIUM BALANCE AFTER
DECREASING SODIUM INTAKE: ROLE OF RENAL
INNERVATION. Jeffrey L. Osborn, Dept. of
Physiology, Med. Coll. of Wis., Milwaukee, Wis.
The functional importance of the renal
innervation as a controller of sodium (Na+)
balance remains to be clarified. This study
evaluated the time course of achieving normal
Na balance following a step decrease in Na
intake in conscious, chronically instrumented
rats with innervated (INN;Nrll) and denervated
(DNX;Nr5) kidneys. Animals were initially
placed on a high Na intake (3,72 nEq/min) by
i.v. infusion (50 ul/min). Hourly changes in
Na+ excretion (UNAV) then were determined before
and after a step decrease in Na+ intake (208
nEq/min). In rats with INN kidneys, hourly UNAV
averaged 3936 + 131 nEq/min for 24 hrs (range
5215—3080 nEq/min) and 3159 + 163 nEq/min (range
L1278_25O7 nEq/min) in rats with DNX kidneys.
When Na intake was reduced, rats with INN
kidneys decreased UNAV in 2 hrs and reached
steady state UNAV in 25 hrs. Reduction of Na
intake in DNX rats decreased UNAV significantly
in 3 hrs and reached steady state in 16 hrs.
Cumulative Na' loss in the first 2 hrs after
reduction of Na intake averaged 6.20 +O.7mEq
in DNX rats but only 1.82 +0.4mEq in rats with
INN kidneys (p<O.O5). The data indicate that
the onset of renal Na+ loss after reduction of
Na+ intake is not influenced by renal nerves.
The overall rate of Na+ loss however is reduced
in rats with INN kidneys compared to DNX rats
allowing a net Na retention in INN rats. This
acute Na+ retention may influence body fluid
homeostasis and arterial pressure regulation.
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIVITY(SNSA)IN HYPER-
TENSION: ARE THERE RACIAL DIFFERENCES? RJParmerDT
O'Connor.Dept.of Med.VA Med.Ctr.&U.of CA,San Diego
Previous biochemical assessment of SNSA has sug-
gested racial differences in the contribution of
SNSA to the pathogenesis or maintenance of hyper-
tension in black(B)versus white(W)hypertensives(HT).
We therefore performed physiologic and pharmacolo-
gic studies in 14 BHT and 47 WHT(untreated, essen-
tial HT)and their age—matched normotensive counter—
parts(N)to assess several indices of SNSA:systolic
and diastolic blood pressure(SBP,DBP,in mmHg);
heart rate(HR,bpm);cold pressor test(CPT=tJ'IAP,nimHg;
pulse interval ;tRR,msec);baporef1ex sensitivity
(BRS,msec/mmHg)to amy] nitrite(ANI)and phenyleph—
rine infusion(PEI); and phentolaminecz blockade
(Phentol=ailAP,mmHg). Results as mean
Parameter WN BN WHT BHT
SBP 114±2 110±8 148±3 156±6
DBP 72±2 74±3 97±2 105±3
HR 70±3 66±3 77±3 73±4
CPT:RR 85±17 146±31 70±15 157±33
tMAP 20±2 21±2 22±2 17±3
BRS:ANI 17.8±2.3 15.4±2.5 9.4±1.2 8.8±1.9
PEI 21 .1±2.9 23.4±3.2 15.1±1.3 14.1±2.4
Phentol 14±1 15±3 26±3 26±4
HT exhibited a decrease in BRS(p<O.05),an exagger-
ated response to Phentol(p<0.05),and a normal re-
sponse to CPT compared with N. There were no dif-
ferences between W and B in these SNSA abnormali-
ties. We conclude: 1)Both WHT and BHT show abnor-
mal SNSA. 2)The exaerated response to Phento]
suggests increased SNSA participation in BP main-
tenance in both WHT and BHT. 3)The results do not
suggest racial differences in SNSA in hypertension.
CALCEMIC RESPONSE TO PARATHYROID
HORMONE (PTH) IN SPONTANEOUSLY
HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHR). S Patel*, E Young*,
C Hsu. mt. Med., Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml.
Spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) display
lower ionized calcium concentrations (PCa)
compared to normotensive Wistor Kyoto rots (WKY).
Calcemic response to PTH infusion (3 u/h/bOg) for 5
hours was used to study the hypocalcemia. The
calcemic response involves skeletal mobilization,
intestinal absorption, and renal preservation of Ca.
Pre-PTH PCa of non-fasted SHR (4.68i.06 mg/dl,
N=8) was significantly lower than that of WKY(4.84i.03, N8, p < 0.05). PCa rose in both non-
fasted WKY and SHR at the end of PTH infusion, but
the increment of PCa' in SHR (O.29j.05 mg/dl, N=8)
was lower than in WKY (PCa, O.60i.07 mg/dl, N=8,
p < 0.01). Urinary Ca excretion (UçV) and creatinine
clearances (Car) before and after PTH infusion were
not different between WKY and SHR. Pretreatment of
SHR with calcitriol 50 ng IV bolus injection which had
no effect on PCa (O.02j.03 mg/dl, N=7) corrected
the lower calcemic response to PTH in SHR, and the
PCa increment was no longer different between
WKY (O.57.07 mg/dl, N=7) and SHR (0.62±.09, N=7).
In order to exclude the influence of intestinal Ca on
calcemic response to PTH, the same studies were
carried out in WKY and SHR fasted for 18 hours
overnight. Skeletal mobilization of Ca was similar
between WKY and SHR, since the post -PTH increment
of PCa was not different between WKY (0.26j.02
mg/dl, N=8) and SHR (0.30*.0l, N=8), and UaV
remained the same before and after PTH infusion in
both WKY and SHR. We conclude that the decreased
calcemic response to PTH in SHR is due to altered
vitamin D metabolism and decreased intestinal
calcium transport in response to PTH.
ACUTE RENAL DYSFUNCTION IN 1-KIDNEY, 1 CLIP
HYPERTENSION (1-K, 1C HT) DURING Na NITROPRUS—
SIDE REDUCED BLOOD PRESSURE (BP). D.W. Ploth
and V. Woolverton*. Nephrol. Res. andfrig Ctr,
VA and UAB Med. Center, Birmingham, AL.
We studied the role of decreased blood
pressure and renal vasodilation in the mechanisms
of acute renal failure of solitary kidneys with
renal artery stenosis. Renal hemodynamic,
clearance and excretory function were assessed
in two groups of 1-K, 1C HT rats (3—4 weeks post
clip; 5-6 weeks post-nephrectomy). Under
pentobarbital anesthesia identically prepared
1-K, 1C HT animals of both groups (Group 1
animals— usual hydropenic conditions; Group 2
animals — rats treated 12—18 hrs previously with
2-4 mg furosemide ip) were studied during a
control period, diring conditions of reduced BP
achieved with Na nitroprussjde infusion and
during recontrol conditions. With reduction of
BP from 188±3 to 141±2 mmHg (x±SEM) animals of
Group 1 (n=8) exhibited no changes of clearance
(GFR, 1.2±.1 to 1.1±.1 ml/min/g) or estimated
real plasma flow (RPF,3.9±.2 to 3.8±.2 ml/min).
Na nitroprusside reduction of BP (from 194±5
to 148±5 mmHg) in Group 2 animals resulted in
marked decreases in GFR (from .94±.l to .46±.2
ml/min/g) and RPF (from 2.9±.4 to 1.8±.9 ml/min).
Renal vascular resistance increased during
reduced BP from 34±3 to 47±20 mrnHg min/m].
Outer cortical blood flow measured with a laser
doppler flowmeter paralleled RPF. During
conditions of volume depletion renal function of
1—K, 1C HT rats is exquisitely sensitive to
reductions of renal perfusion pressure.
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LONGITUDINAL EFFECT OF CALCIUM LOADING (CaL) ON
BLOOD PRESSURE (BP) & MESENTERIC ARTERY (MA) RE-
SPONSE TO KC1 (K) AND NOREPINEPHRINE (NE) IN THE
SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RAT (SHR). MS.
Pressley,* R. D. Bukoski,* D. A. McCarron, Div.
Nephrology, Ore. Hith. Sci. U. , Portland, OR.
CaL lowers BP in essential and experimental
hypertension but the mechanism of action is not
understood. To determine if CaL has an effect on
MA reactivity, 72 SHR, 6 weeks of age (woa) were
placed on diets with 0.5, 1 or 2% Ca. BP was
measured every two weeks. At 12, 16 or 22 woa, 8
rats from each group were sacrificed, MA isolated
and isometric force response to K & NE measured.
l2wk n 0.5% Ca 1% Ca 2% Ca units
BP 24 163±3.2 158±2.9 155±2.2 mmHg
1<max 8 1.16±0.05 1.03±0.06 l.34±O.O4*f N/niL E4
NEmax 8 2.58±0.09 2.47±0.19 2.76±0.09 N/rn2 E4
16 wk
BP 16 159±3.7 163±2.9 152±3.5* mmHg
Emax 8 1.49±0.06*1.15±0.05 1.43±0.04* N/mi E4
NEmax 8 2.71±0.14*1.98±0.07 2.40±0.09* N/rn2 E4
22 wk
BP 8 152±4.8 150±2.7 150±4 nimflg
Kmax 8 1.37±0.06 1.40±0.07 1.41±0.20 N/mL E4
NEmax 8 2.51±0.13 2.20±0.09 2.50±0.14 N/m2 E4
*Denotes a difference at p<O.O5 from l%Ca, t from0.5% Ca. We conclude that BP falls as the SHR
ages and the decline occurs sooner with the 2% Cadiet. CaL enhances maximal MA contractile abili-
ty; the effect precedes the EP lowering effect of
2%Ca; and is absent when BP is no longer differ-
ent at 22 woa. The finding that maximal tension
at 16 woa of 0.5% Ca = 2% Ca 5 Consistent with
either CaL acting in concert with other fixed
nutrients or the existence of a discontinuous
response of the animal's MA to levels of CaL.
hIGH DIETARY POTASSIUM (K) PREVENTS THE DECREASE
OF ENDOTHELIUN—DEPENDENT RELAXATIONS IN HYPERTEN-
SIVE DAHL SALT—SENSITIVE (OS) RATS. L. Raij, TF
Luscher PM Vanhoutte' VANC, U of MN, Minneapolis
& Dept. of Phys. & Biophys, Mayo Clinic, Roch, MN
Epidemiologically, populations of hypertensive
humans who consume low K diets have high Incidence
of strokes and renal failure. Experimentally,
hypertensive OS rats fed high K diet have strik-
ingly less strokes than similarly hypertensive DS
rats not fed high K diet (J of Hyp. 2:'84). This
suggests a K related protection of vessels from
hypertensive injury. We studied endothelium de-
pendent relaxations in DS rats fed standard chow
containIng 8%, 0.1% or 8% NaCl supplemented with
3.6% K Citrate (KG) for 8 weeks. Rats fed 8% NaCl
and 8%NaCl+KC became similarly hypertensive 187+6
vs 177+4 respectively, mean + SEM, p:NS; rats fed
0.1% remained normotensive, l27+8imnHg. Aortic
rings with and without endothelium were suspended
in organ chambers for isometric tension recording.
Endothelium—dependent relaxations induced by
acetylcholine, adenosine dyphosphate and thrombin
were significantly reduced In hypertensive 135 rats
fed 8% NaCl compared with normotensive DS rats fed
0.1% NaCl. The endothelium dependent relaxations
to all agonists were significantly increased in
hypertensive DS rats fed 8%NaC1+KC compared with
DS rats fed 8% NaCl, and analogous to normotensive
rats fed 0.1% NaC1. Relaxations to sodium
nitroprusside were similar in hypertensive DS fed
8% MaCi and those fed 8% NaCl+ KC. Thus high K
diet specifically enhanced endothelium—dependent
relaxations in hypertensive DS rats. The
protective role of high K diets in hypertensive
vascular injury may be exerted, at lgast in part,
upon (and/or through) the endothellum.
CHARACTERIZATION OF A CIRCULATING INHIBI-
TOR OF NA,K ATPase. Albert L. Rauch* and
Vardaman M. Buckalew, Jr. Dept. of Med.,
Bowman Gray Sch. Med., Winston-Salem, NC
A putative hormone with Na,K ATPase
inhibitory activity has been implicated
in the regulation of plasma volume and
pathophysiology of hypertension. To in-
vestigate the nature of this factor, its
Na,K ATPase inhibitory activity was char-
acterized. Extracts were prepared by de-
naturing plasma with ethanol and extract-
ing activity with a Cl8 column. Extracts
produced a dose-dependent inhibition of
both Na,K-stimulated ATPase and K-stimu-
lated p-nitrophenylphosphatase activity
while having no effect on Mg-stimulated
ATPase activity. Preincubation of ex-
tracts and enzyme with Mg enhanced inhibi-
tory activity. Other combinations of Mg,
Na and K did not influence inhibitory ac-
tivity. Extracts produced a displacement
parallel to a ouabain standard curve for
both Type I (3.0 mM Mg and Pi) and Type
II (3.0 mM Mg, 2.0 mM ATP and 80.0 mM Na)
ouabain binding. The EC50 for displace-
ment of Type I ouabain binding was almost
1007, greater than for Type II. The EC50
for displacement of Type I binding was in-
creased by increasing amounts of P1. Dis-
placement activity of the extracts was
not reduced by removal of lipids by an
organic solvent extraction. These results
suggest the existence of a previously un-
characterized factor that specifically
inhibits Na,K ATPase activity but is not
identical to ouabain.
ALL ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME
INHIBITORS ARE NOT ALIKE. Garry P. Reams
and John H. Bauer, Dept. of Medicine,
Univ. of Missouri Columbia, Missouri.
Short—term angiotensin converting
enzyme inhibition (ACEI) with captopril
or enalapril produces an increase in
effective renal plasma flow and a
decrease in renal vascular resistance
(RVR). Glomerular filtration rate is
unchanged or increased, and urinary
protein excretion (Uprot) is decreased.
We studied the renal effects of
lisinopril, a lysine analog of enalapril,
in 19 essential hypertension patients.
Inulin (Cm) and p—aminohippurate (Cpah)
clearances, RVR (dyne sec cm5/1.73 m2),
and Tiprot were determined after 4 wks
placebo and 12 wks of lisinopril (mean
dose 48 mg/day). Results (mean + SEM)
are: Placebo Lisinopril
Cm (ml/min/1.73 m2) 92±6 88±7
Cpah (ml/min/1.73 m2) 324+23 321±23
Cin/Cpah x 1OO() 29.3±1.5 28.0±1.9RVR x io 13.1±0.9 11.6±0.8
Uprot (g/g creat) 0.05±0.01 0.06±0.01
Mean arterial pressure (MAP) was
reduced from 115+2 to 101+2 mmHg (p <
0.005), and plasma renin activity (PRA)
was stimulated from 2.6±0.4 to 14.9±4.6
ng/ml/hr (p < 0.01). In contrast to the
changes in MAP and PRA, there were no
changes in renal function. This suggests
that lismnopril lacks renal tissue
avidity, and supports the concept that
the renal response to ACEI is drug, not
class, specific.
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LINOLFIC ACID INHIBITS RENIN IN VITRO TND IN VIVO.
S.D. Reddy," R. Talwalkar*, and T.A. Kotchen.
Dept. of Medicine, Ijniversity of Kentucky,
Lexington, KY.
Human plasma inhibits the enzymatic activity of
renin, The purpose of this study is to identify
and evaluate the significance of circulating renin
inhibitors. Piama was fractionated with sephacryl
S-300 chrrmatography. One fraction with low
protein content inhibited the in vitro enzymatic
activity of human renin by 76%. Inhibitory
activity was not altered by protein denaturation.
This fraction was applied to an affinity column,
using purified souse submaxillary renin as ligand.
Inhibitory activity was recovered quantitatively
after elution with hypertonic NaC1. Linoleic acid,
a previously identified renin inhibitor, was
present in physiologic concentrations (0.59 ugAnl)
in the eluate, To evaluate renin inhibition in
vivo, the effect of acute i.v. infusion of 10 mg
linoleic acid on direct nean arterial pressure
(MaP) was determined in high renin and low renin
anesthetized Sprague Dawley rats. MAP was
decreased (VU .01) in 9 norsotensive NaCl deprived
rats (135 nTnHg+4SF to 109±8) and in 5 2—kidney
1—clip hypertensive rats (148±4 to 138±5); 50 eqlinoleic acid further decreased (p<0.Ol) MAP to
105±3 in the hypertensive rats. In contrast, after10 and 50 asp linoleic acid, MAP did not change in
normotensive rats on "normal" or high NaC1
intakes, or in 5 anephric rats. Linoleic acid
infusion (10 asp) also inhibited (p<O.Ol) the
pressor response to exogenous renin, but not to
angiotensin. Thus, linoleic acid inhibits renin in
vitro and in vivo. In vivo, the activity of renin
may be codified by alterations of plasma linoleic
acid concentrations.
GLOMERULI FROM DAHL SALT—SENSITIVE (5) RATS
PRODUCE LESS POE2 THAN GLOMERULI FROM DAHL
SALT—RESISTANT (R) RATS. C. M. Reid* and
N.J. Dunn. Case Western Reserve University
and University Hospitals, Dept. of Medi-
cine, Cleveland, Ohio.
The kidneys of S rats demonstrate exag-
gerated afferent arteriolar constriction
and a decreased capacity to vasodilate in
response to salt loading compared to their
R counterparts. We tested the hypothesis
that S rats may have an intrinsic altera-
tion in dilator and constrictor eiconsanoids
controlling glomerular perfusion. Normoten—
give R and S rats were studied at 4—5 wks
of age. Glomerular incubations were carried
Out for thirty sin in duplicate at 37' in
MEM medium. PGE2 and TXB2 were measured in
the supernates by RIA. PGE2/TXB2 ratio is
expressed as the Glomerular Index of Vaso—
active Eicosanoids or GIVE factor.
R S n P*
2489±263 1980±197 13 .01PGE2
TXB2 1307±134 1387±168 13 .58
GIVE FACTOR 1.96±.11 1.49±.11 13 .001
*Paired T test.
PGE2 and TXB2 are pg/mg protein/30 mm.
TXB2 aa measured in the supernates re-
flected equivalent TXA2 production in S
and R glomeruli. However, PGE2 in the same
samples was significantly less abundant in
the S than the R group. GIVE factors indi-
cate a decreased dilator/constrictor ratio
in the S glomeruli compared to the R. This
may contribute to the exaggerated vasocon—
striction seen in the S kidneys.
INCREASED ORAL CALCIUM INTAKE PREVENTS THE
PRESSOR EFFECTS OF DIETARY SALT IN ESSENTIAL
HYPERTENSION. Lawrence M. Resnick, Beatrice
DiFabio, RoseMerie Marion, John H. Laragh.
Cardiovascular Center, Cornell U. Med. Center,
New York, NY.
Since changes in calcium metabolism may
mediate the pressor effects of dietary salt,
and since oral calcium supplementation (OCAL) is
most effective in lowering BP in subjects with
higher dietary salt intakes (Resnick, 1984,
1985), we measured BP, plasma renin activity
(PRA) and 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D (1,25 D) in
salt—sensitive (Ss) vs salt—insensitive (SI)
individuals with essential hypertension (EH)
after either OCAL (CaCO3,500 mg. q.i.d.) or
placebo (P) for 1 month each on low and high
(U V K 50 vs > 200 mEq.fd.) salt intakes.Na
Results obtained (mean SEM):
DBP;P(mmHg) DBP:OCAL(mmllg) DBP(mmHg)
Low Na Hi Na Lo Na Hi Na OCAL—P (Hi Na)
SS 88±6 104±5* 88±8 96±8 _8±6**T 100±3 99±5 96±5 106±8 +7±6
—
*p<O.O5 vs Lo Na, **p<Ø,05 vs SI
SS subjects had a lower PRA (1.1±0.8 vs 2.6±0.5,
p<O.05) and a greater OCAL—induced suppression
of 1,25 D (—22±7 vs 3±6%, p<O.OS) than did SI.
We conclude: 1) OCAL has little effect on BP
in EH on low Na, and 2) OCAL on hi Na sup-
presses the rise in 1,25 0 snd blunts the
pressor effect of dietary salt in SS, but may
exacerbate BP in SI. Altogether, these data
emphasize the linkage between sodium and calcium
intake in EH, and suggest the selective benefit
of OCAL in low renin, salt—sensitive
hypertension.
Ca2 INFLUX OF SHRS' ISOLATED ENTEROCYTES: NOR-
MALIZATION BY DIETARY Ca2 (DCa). Chantal
Roullet,* Tilman DrQeke,* David McCarron. Inserm
U9O Hôpital Necker, Div. of Nephrology, Ore.
Hlth. Scj. U., Paris, FR and Portland, OR.
Impaired duodenal Ca2+ transport and reduced
serum l,25(OH)2 vitamin D levels in the spon-
taneously hypertensive rat (SHR) have been re-
ported by our laboratories. From adult (28-32
wks of age) SHR5 (n=lO) and WKYs (n—lO) we iso-
lated proximal, duoden enterocytes and used a
two-phase analysis of Ca influx (J) between 1
and 15 sin, to determine if the membne m) or
cytosolic (J0) phase was impaired. Ca influx
(mean SD) was lower (p<.Ol) in the SHR (520±160
vs 700±250, pmol Ca/ mg prot/min) with m being
similar, but c lower in the SHR (450±280 vs
650±170). This finding suggested a defect in the
SHR's cytosolic (Ca ATPase dependent) phase of
duodenal Ca transport. To determine if DCa could
induce changes in the SHR's Ca influx, we studied
isolated duodenal enterocytes from 12-14 week old
SHRs (n—lO) and WKYa (n—ll) on either 1% or 2% Ca
diets since 4 weeks of age. Ca Influx (J)(pmol
Ca/mg protein/sin) was:
Diet Ca 1% 2%
SHR 495±ll8t 652±144*
WRY 629±116 675±35
fp<.OS, SHR1% vs WKY1%; *p.(.O5 SHR, 1% vs SHR 2%.
6 weeks of increased DCs normalized the SHRs' im-
paired Ca influx, independent of any change in
dietary 1,25 (OH)2 03. These findings confirm an
impair-ment of the SHR's duodenal enterocytes
Ca transport and suggest a direct effect of DCa
on the cytosolic phase of Ca absorption in this
model of Ca2+ sensitive hypertension.
RENAL EFFECTS OF FENOLDOPAM (F) TN REFRACTORY HY-
PERTENSION. L.N. Ruilope, R. Garcia-Robles,
B. Niranda, J. Sancho, J.L. Eodicio, A. Martinez,
T. Beck.* i9 de Octubre & Ramon y Cajal Hospitals
and SK&F Laboratoriea. Nadrid, Spain & Phila. USA
The present study was undertaken in order to
assess the effects of iv F, a dopaminergic agonist,
on blood pressure(BP), heart rate(HR) and on
inulin(GFR), PAH(RPF), uric acid, calcium and phos-
phate clearancea,UVNa, UVE, PRA and plasma
aldoaterone(A) in a group of 8 patients diagnosed
as having refractory hypertension (diastolic B?
llSmmHg while on triple therapy). After overnight
recumbency F infusion was started at a rate of
0. fig/Kg/mm and increased every 30' until DBP fell
by 3Ommllg and then maintained for a 6 hour period.
The expected fall of DBPwas obtained in every
case with F doses oscillating between 0.1 and 0.5
ug/Kg/min. Meanwhile HR increased (p<O.Ol) as did
GFR and RPF (p< 0.01) but filtration fraction fell
(p<O.O2). The renal hemodynamic changea were
accompanied by a marked increment or uric acid,
phosphate and calcium clearanc(p <0.01). UVNaand
UVK increased with a A above 200%. The natri—
uretic properties of F were observed since the
initial infuaion rate. PRA increased significantly
(p<O.Ol) but A did not change. After F withdrawal
a significant diuretic and natriuretic effect
persisted at least for two hours while BP did not
return to basal values in the following 24 hours.
We concluded that in refractory hypertension
F had potent renal and ayatemicvasodilstory prop-
erties through which blood pressure falls. The
hypotenaive action ia facilitated by the marked
natriuretic effect of the drug. The increase of
urinary output of uric acid, calcium and phosphate
point to a direct tubular effect of F.
INTERACTION BETWEEN VAS0PRESSI(AVP) AND ATRIAL
NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) ON CA NOBILIZATION AND
CONTRACTION IN VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS
(VSMC). R.W.Schrier, H.Meyer_Lehnert,* P.Tsai.*
Dept. Med., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med., DenveE, CO.
The efects of ANF 4$triopeptin III, 10 N) on
AVF (10 N)—induced Ca fluxes and cl contrac—
tion3were examined in cultured VSNC. Ca ef flux
(10 cpm/mg prot/30 sec) was stimulated by AVP
(1.23+0.24 vs 2.59+O.37,p<.OOS) but not by ANF
(1.23+0.24 va l.17+0.22,NS). *F. however,
blocked the effect of AVF on Ca efflux (1.23±
0.244a 1.39+0.lO,MS). Intracellular free Ca
([Ca )) as measured by the Quin—2 method in
nN, increased with AVP (141.0+11.7 vs 310.0+
28.4,p<.Ol) but not with ANF (141.Ofll.7 vs
154.0±lO.0,MS). The increase in [Ca I. with AVP
waa however significantly less in the esence of
AMF91O.0+28.4 vs 234.O+l4.8,p<.Ol). Ca influx
(10 cpm/mg prot/5 mm) was increased by AVP
(9.6+0.8 vs 13.O±l.4,p<.Dl) but this increase was
blocked by ANF (9.6±0.8 vs 9.8±0.1,NS). The
effect of ANF to block or attenuate AVP—induced
Ca mobilization was associated with an inhibition
of VSMC contraction. Since cyclic guanosine
monophosphate (cGMP) may be the second messenger
for ANF, the effect of the stable nucleotide
8bcGMF was examined. 8bcGNP (1mM) diminished the
AVF—atimu1agd Ca efflux (2.59+0.37 vs 2.04+0.28,
p<.O5) and Ca uptake (13.0±1.4 vs 11.2+0.9,
p<.O5) and attenuated cell contraction. ANF may
therefore vaaodilate blood veasels in part by
blocking the cellular action of AVP, an effect
which may be mediated by cGMP. Since the cellular
action of norepinephrine and angiotensin on VSNC
is very similar to AVP, ANF may exhibit a similar
interaction with these hormones.
SODIUM (Ne) TRANSPORT BY ISOLATED RENAL
BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLES (BBMV) FROM
SPONTANEOUSL HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHR): IN-
CREASED Na/H COUNTERTRASPORT (CT)
0. Sheikhamad , 0. 0. Jo , N. Yanagawa,
and 0. B. N. Lee. Neph. Div., Sepulveda
VAMC, UCLA Sch. of Med., Los Angeles, CA.
Red cell lithium (Li)—Na CT ia increaaed
in patients witheasential hypertension
EM) . Since Me/H CT in renal proximal
tubule (PT) may be analogous to redcell
Li/Ma CT, it waa propoaed that Ma/H in
PT may also be increased in patienta with
EM (Circ. Rem. 56:773,1985) . Recent report
of decreased Li clearance in patients with
EM supports much notion (M.E.J.M. 314:198,
1986). It is not clear, however, whether
or not such is due to disorder intrinsic to
PT. We have compared Ma transport by BBMV
isolated from SMR (5 week old) and from
star—Kyoto (WRY) rats of same age. BBMV
Na uptake was measured by rapid fil-
tration technique with an outward proton
gradient generated by preincubation of BBMV
at pH 6.0. Ma uptake was higher in BBMV
isolated from SHR than from WRY rats (2.69
0.56 vs. 2.10 0.41 nmol/mg/30 sec.,
n=6, p< 0.02). The difference in Ma uptake
was proton—gradient dependent. Addition of
amiloride (AM, 1 mM) had a greater inhibi-
tory effect on SHR BBMV with AM-insensitive
Na uptake similar between the two groups
(1.86 0.52 vs. 1.72 0.39 nmol/mg/3Osec,
n=5, p>0.5). These results thus show the
presence of intrinsic derangemet in PT
function with an increased Ma/H CT
during the development of EM in SMR.
ROLE OF SYMPATHETIC MERVOUS SYSTEM IN
CYCLOSPORIME MYPERTEMSIOM FOLLOWING ORTMOTOPIC
CARDIAC TRAMSPLAMT TM MAN. Susan P.
Steiperwalt, Robert McCurdy*, Stephen Smith*
and Warren Locketce*. Division of Mephrology
and Hypertension and Hypertensinn Research
Division, Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, MI.
The mechanism of cycloaporine (CSA)
associated hypertension affecting a high
percentage of cardiac and renal transplant
recipients is unknown. To determine if an
elevation of plasma norepinephrine (ME) or e
decrease in the number of alpha2 adrenergic
receptors (which modulate neuronsi ME release)
contribute to the hypertension associated with
CSA use, ME and platelet alpha2 adrenergic
receptors were measured in a group of patients
with severe congestive heart failure (CMF)
Similar determinations were made in a group of
patients who had orthotopic cardiac
transplantation for severe CHF and received CSA
for 1-12 weeks.
Syst B? (mm Hg±SEM)
Diast 81' (mm Hg±SEM)
ME (pg/ml±SEM)
a2 (receptors/platelet)
(*p<O.05, n5)
CSA does not induce hypertension by increasing
ME or decreasing plstelet alpha2 adrenergic
receptors.
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CHF
106 7
70 3
501 124
178 32
Transplsnt
147 4*
99 4*
74 20*
311 35*
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DOPAMINE 1 (DA-1) AGONIST SKF 38393 (DA-1-AG) IS
NATRIUHETIC IN NORMOTENSIVE WYSTAR KYOTO (WKY)
BUT NOT IN SPONTANEUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHR).
Charles L. Stewart, Pedro A. Jose, and Philip L.
Calcagno. Georgetown Univ. Hosp. Dept. of
Pediatrics, Washington, D.C.
We have demonstrated reduced renal cortical
DA—1 receptor density in SHR compared to WKY. To
determine functional correlates of this finding
we infused DA—1—AG into the left renal artery of
WKY (n=5) and 3MB (n5) and measured renal blood
flow (EUF, ml/min/g), glomerular filtration rate
(GFR, ul/min/g), mean arterial pressure (MAP, mm
Hg), fractional (FeNa, %) and absolute sodium
(UNaV, uEqlmin) excretion. The results (MiSE):
DA—1—AG 1111!
C 3.8±.O14
1OM 3.8t.014
1OM 3.9*.08
1O1M 3.9.07
B 3.8t.09
C 14.0±0.9
109M 14.1j.12
lO14 3.9±.06
1IY7M 3.9.O6
B 14•Qj•05
WKY, Left Kidney
(FR MAP
1477.14143.7 97.6j5.t4
1451.1±141.7 96.14±14.3
1476.5±148.8 97.2±11.6
1196.1*58.1 9O.O5.O
1499.2*514.3 91.2±14.8
-IR, Left Kidney
5O8.66O.3 159.6±14.14
1156.114O.9 151.2*.32
14014.2*69.7 1118.14±14.0
419.8±66.1 1148.14*2.9
4O8.l17.3 151.2±3.9
* = P
.05 vs C, ANOVA, C control, R recovery
The DA—1 defect may be specific since furosemide
was natriuretic in SHR. DA—1—AG produced no
effect in the right kidney of either group indi-
cating absence of spill—over. (Placebo had no
effect). Conclusion: There is a DA—1 receptor
related defect in sodium handling in SHR. This
may explain in part the proximal tubular defect
of sodium handling in hypertension.
COMBINED INHIBITION OF THROMBOXANE SYNTHASE AND
CONVERTING ENZYME IN STROKE-PRONE SPONTANEOUSLY
HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHRSP). Charles T. Stier, Jr.
and Ibrahim I3enter. Department of Pharmacology,
New York Medical College, Valhalla, New York.
Thromboxane A (TxA ) is an elcosanoid having
potent platelet ggregtory and vasoconstrictor
properties. We examined the role of TxA in severe
hypertension in SHRSR under conditions here any
compensatory stimulation of the renin—angiotensin
system was blocked by converting enzyme inhibition
with enalapril (Enal). Studies were conducted In
male SHRSP given a Japanese-style chow and l7 NaCl
to promote the incidence of stroke. Chronic treat-
ment with the thromboxane synthase inhibitor UK-
38,1185 (UK)(lOO mg/kg/day P.O., nrlO) was started
at 8.5 weeks of age. Systolic blood pressure (sBP)
elevation was delayed by UK versus control (n=lO)
at 10 weeks of age (220 vs 205 mmHg, p<0.Ol) and
at 11 weeks of age (239 Va 210 mrf-Ig, p<O.O1) but
establishment of severe hypertension was not pre-
vented. Mortality was 7/ in both UK-treated and
control SHRSP at 14 weeks of age. Enal alone (15
mg/kg/day P.O.) or combined with UK starting at
8.5 weeks lowered SBP for 1-4 weeks (Table,mmHg).
Treatment 8weeks lOweeks l2weeks l6weeks(survival)
Control(S) 178*6 216±9 2'48±6 --- (40%
Enal (5) 163±5 193±10 215±11# 250±5 (100%
Enal+UK(5) 163±3 l69±8# 2l0±5# 251±3 (100%)
Means G.E., # p<O.Ol vs control,(number of rats)
The ultimate development of severe hypertension
was not prevented; however, survival was markedly
prolonged (>22 weeks of age) by either treatment.
These results indicate a minor role of TxA2 in the
elevation of SB? in SHRSP. Enal alone or in com-
bination with UK does not prevent severe hyperten-
sion but markedly improves survival in SHBSP.
EFFECTS OF DIETARY VITAMIN D DEPRIVATION (—D) ON
BLOOD PRESSURE (B.P.) AND ABNORMAL CA METABOLISM
IN THE SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RAT (SHR).
S. Tan,* C. Negley,* B. Eby,* M. Pesigan,' and
1l.Lau. Ilichael Reese Hospital and The University
of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
The role of abnormal Ca and Vitamin D metabolism
in B.?. regulation is unclear. We therefore stu—
died the response of SHR and Wistar Kyoto (Wily)
rats to 10 weeks of —D diet supplemented to 1.8%
Ca to maintain normocalcemia. At 13 weeks, weight
was reduced by —D diet, but the loss was compara-
ble between WKy and SHR (31 vs 33 gm). Awake fern—
oral arterial systolic B.P. was mildly reduced by
—D diet in WKy rats (12111 vs 132 torr , p<Q.O5
vs +0 diet in the same strain). In contrast, H.P.
was almost normalized by —D diet in SHR (13211 vs
171 tnrr). At similar intake (75.4 vs 78.5 mg/d),
net intestinal Ca absorption was higher in —D SHR
(28.11 vs 22.2 mg/d) (I , p<O.O5 vs —D WKy), cur—
roborated by increased absorptive fluxes across
duodenum and cecum measured in vitro. Hypocaiciu—
na also persisted in —D SHR (0.681 vs 1.47 mg/d),
increasing Ca balance (27.41 vs 20.4 mg/d). Femur
ash weight (1261 vs 106 rng) and Ca deposit (441 vs
38 mg) were increased in —D SI-IR. Urine Ca remained
lower in —D SHR than —D WKy despite deletion of Cs
from the diet for 6 days, arguing against a renal
Ca leak. Conclusions: (1) Vitamin 0 deprivation
does not elevate B.?. and it appeared to reduce
B.P. of SHR by degrees more than attributable to
weight loss. (2) Abnormally high Ca transport
rates, inherent in intestinal and renal epithelia
of SUR, resulting in increased body Ca retention,
are independent of diet vitamin 0 and changes in
serum 25DHD or 1,25(ON)2D3 levels.
SALT FEEDING INDUCES RENAL LESIONS & REDUCED GFR &
RBF IN BORDERLINE PRE-HYPERTENSIVE RATS. L Tobian,
S Han1on T Wilke MA 3ohnson J Lange KU1mL
Wo1d U Iwai Univ of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
Study I. When Dahl S rats are fed a 4% high NaCl
diet, hypertension may be delayed for 4 weeks.
Isolated kidneys from 10—week-old Dahi S rats were
blood perfused at a constant l3OmmHg. After 5 days
of feeding 4% NaCl to 12 S rats (BP 160), their
isolated kidneys had a mean GFR of 36.2 & an RBF of
275. After 20 days of feeding 4% NaC1 to 10 other
S rats (BP 171), GFR & RBF averaged 17.4 & 241.
Thus, from early to late in the delay period, GFR
decreased by 52% (p<.O05) & RBF decreased by 12%
(p<.01). Thus a 4% high NaC1 diet causes progres-
sive reduction in intrinsic GFR & RBF as observed
in isolated kidneys. These changes may account for
triggering a good portion of the subsequent rise of
BP. The reduced intrinsic GFR could be a stimulus
for a rise in BP in order to normalize GFR & Na
excretion in vivo. Study II. 10 rats were fed 4%
high NaC1 for 20 weeks followed by .11% low NaC1
for the next 7 wks. 12 other rats were fed .11% Na
Cl for the whole 27 wks. Conscious intraarterial
BPs were equal in these 2 groups, 136.8 smUg vs
135.5. The low salt rats showed poor correlation
between BP & urine albumin, r= .03. In contrast, the
high salt groups had a strong correlation between
BP & urine albumin, r=.83 (p<.0001). These 2 rs
were strikingly different, p<.D5. Thus, borderline
hypertension with a 4% high NaC1 diet produces ir-
reversible renal lesions; whereas with low salt, no
renal lesion. With 23% protein in the diet, urine
albumin/creatinine ratio averaged 3.1 (n=18). With
12% protein (n=17), it averaged 1.3 (-58%, p<.003).
Thus, a low protein diet markedly lowers albumin-
uria in post-salt borderline hypertension.
F1a
1.59±. 18
1.58±.22
3. 78± .39
3. 10j.31
2. 10± .25
1. 28*.07
1. 20± .13
1 .28.08
1 .27j.21
1.25±. 16
UNaV
1.16±.07
1 .08±.l0
2.77j.29
2.37±.26*
1 .57j.08
.914j. 15
.78±. 13
.72±. 11
.63j.08
.72±.08
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MICROALBUMIN EXCRETION IN NONDIABETIC ADULTS WITH
ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION(EH). R.TownsendJ.Ferraro
E.Weber J.Ctello D.DiPette Allegheny General
Hospital, Pittsburgh, PA.
38 nondiabetjc pts with mild-mod EH (90-ll5mmH
supine DBP) were evaluated for microalbumin (MALB
excretion by a 24h urine collection. Diabetes was
ruled out by history and normal FBS. All were drug
free at least one month.37 were "neg by Albustix,
1 was "trace". MALB excretion was measured using
an ELISA. All pts were then treated for a minimum
of 4 weeks with B—Blockade (atenolol or labetalol).
Normotensive controls (n=ll, mean BP=l28177)
excreted 6.6±z.8mg MALB/24h. Pts with EH excreted
29.6±6.9mg/24h (data expressed as MEAN SEM) with
a p<.O5 difference. Those with EH were divided
into two groups: Gp 1>l5mg/24h MALB excretion, Gp
II were < l5mg/24h:
n 5DBP(baseline) Fall in sDBP 8-Block
GROUP I 18 1O3.2±l.3mmHg 5.3±l.6mmHg
GROUP Il 20 98.3±l.5mmHg* 8.6±2.OmmHg**
(*p<.O2 IvsII) (**p.2 IvsII) (sDBPsupine Diast
BP) Linear regression plot of all EH pts sDBP by
MALB had r".4, and was significant p<.O2. MALB ex-
cretion dd not co—rc't with age, race, sex,
CCr, uric acid, FeUr, renin levels (available in
26/38)or known duration of hypertension.
This data suggests that MALB excretion is assoc-
iated with hypertension, but does not readily dis-
criminate EH pt subpopulations. The fall in sDBP
after B—Blockade therapy tends to be greater in pta
who excrete less than 15mg MALB as compared with
those who excrete more. The amount of MALB excre-
tion is related to the degree of supine diastolic
blood pressure elevation.
THE ROLE OF PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH) IN
THE ENHANCED RENAL TUBULAR CALCIUM (Ca)
TRANSPORT IN THE SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTEN-
SIVE RAT (SHR). R van der Mer, P.
WI isOn*, and M. Levi. VAMC and UTHSC,
Dallas, TX.
We have previously reported Increased
renal tubular Ca reabsorption In the 4
wk old prehypertensive male SHR. The
present study investigated whether simi-
lar alterations in tubular Ca transport
also occur in the 8 wk old (developmen-
tal phase of HIM) and 16 wk old (estab-
lished phase of HIN) male SHR when com-
pared to sex and age—matched WKY pair
fed a normal (0.6% Ca) diet, In the 8
wk old SHR in spite of similar plasma
uitrafliterable Ca (PUFCa, 5.13 vs. 5.42in WKY, pNS), fractional excretion of
Ca (FECa) Is decreased (1.04 vs. 0.39 in
WKY, p<.O1). FECa is also decreased in
the 16 wk old SHR (0.46 vs. 0.25 in WKY,
p<.05) In spite of a similar PUFCa (4.84
vs. 5.00 in WKY, pNS). Chronic parathy—
roidectomy (PIX) abolishes the alter-
ations in tubular Ca transport as FECa
in the 8 wk old (0.82 vs. 0.87 in WKY,
pNS) and 16 wk old (0.37 vs. 0.37 In
WKY, p=NS) SHR—PIX are not different
than in Wl(Y—PIX. Thus, In the SHR renal
tubular Ca transport is enhanced in the
prehypertensive as well as developmental
and established phases of hypertension.
The results of our study furthermore
indicate that increased PIN activity
modulates enhanced renal tubular Ca
transport in the SHR.
INVERSE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN BLOOD PRESSURE AND
POTASSIUM IN ThE ELDERLY. Paul K. Whelton, Alex
Seidler*, Kathy Salaita*, W. Gordon Wãlker*,
Michael Klag*, Matthew Tayback*, and Susan
Leavitt*. The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions
and Baltimore County Department of Aging,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Potassium deficiency has been suggested to play
a role in the development of hypertension but this
hypothesis has not been examined in the elderly.
To Study this, 419 free living white adults > 58
years (median age = 69 years) participated in a
cross-sectional study. Measurements of height,
weight, blood pressure, and serum and urine
electrolytes were obtained. An average of 3
random-zero blood pressure measurements was used
to estimate systolic blood pressure (SBP). In the
overall sample of 145 males, SBP was positively
related to age (P=.013), serum creatinine (P
.020), serum glucose (P=.O30), and serum so-
dium/potassium (Na/K) (P=.025). SBP was nega-
tively related to serum (P=. 019) and urine
(P=.017) K. In the 90 medication—free males only
the positive relationship with serum Na/K
(P=.039), and the negative relationship with serum
K (P=.O34) remained significant. In the overall
sample of 274 females, SBP was again positively
related to age (P=.019) and negatively related to
serum K (P=.O82). In the 140 medication-free
females SBP was positively related to age (P=.029)
and serum Na/K (P.016) but negatively related to
serum K (P=.023). In both sexes the inverse
relationship between K and SBP persisted after
multivariate analysis. Our study confirms the
presence of a relationship between K and BP in
older white persons and suggests that K
supplementation may be a valuable treatment.
HYPOTHALAMIC GABA—ERGIC MECHANISMS
PARTICIPATE IN REGULATING SYMPATHETIC
TONE. H.Wib1e J.A.fljMjcco andF.C.Luft., Depts. Med. and Pharm.
Indiana University Med. Ctr.
Indianapolis, IN.
To investigate the role of GABAergic
inhibition in the sympathetic regulation
of conscious rats, we microinjected
bicuculline methiodide (BMI; 25 ng), and
muscirnol (MSC; 100 ng), GABA antagonists
and agonists respectively, into the
posterior hypothalamus of rats equipped
with arterial and venous catheters as
well as bi—polar splanchnjc nerve
electrodes in conscious rats. Mean data,
heart rate (HR; b/mm), mean blood
pressure (MAP; mmHg), and nerve activity
(NA; %change) are below:
BMI MSC
anesthetized (n8)
pre post pre postHR 3115 460* '416 411
MAP 101 130* 108 104
conscious (n9)
HR 473 502* '458 407*MAP 109 118* 108 102*
NA +281%*
* (t test; p<O.O5)
BMI effects were greater in
anesthetized rats, while MSC effects
were seen only in conscious rats. We
conclude that GABAergic mechanisms in
the hypothalamus exert a tonic
suppression of sympathetic tone. This
inhibition may be less in the conscious
than in the anesthetized state.
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THE ROLES OF DIETARY CALCIUM (Ca) AND
PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH) IN THE CONTROL
OF ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE (BP) IN THE
SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RAT (SHR). E...
WIIson*, and M. Levi. VAMC and UTHSC,
Dallas, TX.
Dietary Ca supplementation lowers BP
In the SIIR. This effect of dietary cal-
cium may be mediated through suppression
of PTH activity. To determine the roles
of dietary Ca and PTH in the control of
BP in the SHR, 4 wk old male SHR and WKY
with parathyroidectomy (PTX) or sham sur-
gery were pair fed either a normal (0.6%
Ca) or a high (3.6% Ca) Ca diet for 12
wks. Dietary Ca supplementation signifi-
cantly lowered systolic (SBP, 173 in 3.6
Ca vs. 193 in 0.6 Ca, p<.O1) and mean
(MAP, 148 in 3.6 Ca vs. 167 in 0.6 Ca,
p<.Ol) BP in the SHR. PTX caused a more
marked lowering of BP in the SHR (SBP,
156, p<.O1 and MAP, 130, p<.Ol). In
fact, the BP in the SHR—PTX were not dif-
ferent than the BP In the WKY—PTX (SBP,
157, pNS, and MAP 132, pNS). Dietary
calcium supplementation in the SHR—PTX
did not cause a further reduction In BP
(SBP, 156, pNS, and MAP 130, pNS).
Thus, dietary Ca supplementation signifi-
cantly lowers and PTX normalizes BP in
the SHR. The results of our study indi-
cate that PTH plays an important role in
the development of hypertension In the
SHR, and that the BP lowering effect of
dietary Ca supplementation is, at least
in part, mediated through suppression of
PTH activity.
Immunology/Pathology—Basic
or Experimental
BIPHASIC EFFECT OF OXYGEN RADICALS ON PROSTAGLAN—
DIN (PG) PRODUCTION BY RAT MESANGIAJ. CELLS. S.
Adler, R.A.K. Stahl, P.J. Baker*, Y.P. Chen*,
P.M. Pritzl* and W.G. Couser. Univ. of Wash.,
Seattle, WA and New York Medical College, Valhalla,
NY.
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) have recently
been shown to be important mediators of glomerular
injury. To further explore the effect of ROS on the
metabolism of arachidonje acid (AA), cultured rat
mesangial cells were exposed to an ROS generating
system (xanthine+xanthjne oxidase;X+XO). Cell via-
bility was not affected by the concentrations of
X+XO used (0.5mM X; up to 7.5 mU/ml XO). PGE2 pro-
duction following exposure to increasing quanti-
ties of X+XO was significantly reduced to 38.1±9.7%
or 30.8±6.9% of control levels (pO.O5) when cells
were stimulated with calcium ionophore A23187(lug/
ml) or AA(1O-6M) respectively. Maximum suppression
of production was seen within 10 mm of ROS expo-
sure. Thromboxane B2 production was similarly de-
creased tp 83.l±7.6%(O.O5(p<O.1o) or 54.9±2.5%
(p(O.O5). This effect was reversed by addition of
catalase but not superoxide dismutase or mannitol,
suggesting 11202 as the responsible metabolite,
High levels of 11202 (5x10—4M) suppressed PGE2 pro-
duction to 44.0±4.1% or 17.6±6.2% of A23187 or AA
stimulated production (p<O.05). Lower levels of
11202 resulted in significant stimulation of base-
line PGE2 production (1.9±0.1 fold at 5x107M) as
demonstrated by others. Analysis of release of
3H—AA labelled metabolites from A23 187 Stimulated
cells showed no effect of 11202 on phospholipase
activity, suggesting an effect on cyclooxygenase.
Thus, ROS can stimulate or inhibit AA metabolism
in the glomerular mesangium which may have impor-
tant effects on glomerular hemodynamics during
glomerular injury.
RELATION OF PROTEINURIA IN IMMUNE GLOMERULAR
INJURY To NEPHRON NUMBER. ,& Alpare,
J.W.U. Fries*, D.L. Mendrick, and E.G. Rennke.
Brigham and Womens Bospital. Dept. of Pathology,
Boston, Massachusetts.
It has been shown in the rat that the degree
of proteinuria is dependent on single nephron
hemodynamic parameters, and these in turn are
influenced by the number of nephrons. To examine
whether this relation can be extended to glomeru—
lonephritis, we studied the functional response
in SD rats (n—28). Cationized ferritin was
planted in the lamina rara externa via ex—vivo
perfusion of the left kidney. Rats were immunized
with Freunds adjuvant and rabbit IgG and given 1
ml of rabbit anti ferritin 1 hour later. Protein
excretion wa, measured daily for 2 weeks. Protei—
nuria (>3Omg/d) was observed during the heterolo—
gous (day 1—3) and autologoua (day 5—14) phases
of injury in 75% and 57% of rats, respectively.
Left kidneys from 16 rats were subsequently
perfused with India ink and maccrated for the
determination of the number of glomeruli. Total
number of glomeruli/kidney ranged from 30,264 to
50,292; there was no correlation between nepbron
number and total protein excreted during either
phase of the disease (heterol: r—0.29; autol:
r0.13). Left kidneys from remaining rats showed
uniformly intense glomerular binding of rabbit
and rat IgG regardless of severity of protein—
uria. All rats had markedly elevated titers
against rabbit IgG; titers (by RIA) did not cor-
relate with proteinuria (r0.21). We conclude
that the variability of the glomerular sieving
defect in this model is independent of nephron
number and immunoglobulin titer and may be in-
fluenced by alternate hemodynamic factors.
CONTRIBUTION OF THE LEUKOCYTE Mol/LFA—1/LeuM5 GLY-
COPROTEIN FAMILY TO GRANULOCYTE/MOMOCYTE—ENDOTHE-
LIAL CELL ADhESION. M. Ainin Arnaout & Douglas V.
Faller*. Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
Adhesion of granulocytes/monocytes to vascular en—
dothelial cells is an essential step in inflamma-
tion & pathogenesis of certain vascular disorders.
Leu—CAM is a family of 3 leukocvte adhesion mole-
cules, Mol, LTA—1, Leu M5, each consisting of a
distinct cx subunit noncovalently associated with
an identical subunit. Previous studies identi-
fied a role for Leo—CAM in leukocvte—endothelium
adhesion but did not define the relative contribu-
tion of each of the 3 antigens. '11lndium—labeled
human granulocytes (PMN) or monocytes (MO) were
incubated in triplicate, with human confluent umbi-
lical vein endothelial cell monolayers (HEC), in
the absence or presence of monoclonal antibodies
(MAb)(at l5ug/ml) directed against Molcx,LFA—lo,Leu
M5cx, the S subunit, and to irrelavent antigens.
After 45 mm., 37°C., adhesion was assessed by
microscopic evaluation & by quantitation of endo—
thelial—cell associated radioactivity. The effects
of anti—Leu—CAN NAb on phorbol—ester (PMA,l2ng/ml)—
induced PMN adherence & on baseline MO adherence
to NEC were as follows:
Inhibition ( X
anti—Molcx anti—LFA—lcx anti—LeuM5cx anti—S
PNN—HEC 67.1±13.2 13.3±15.6 1.0± 0.2 90.7±6.4
(n=6) (n=5) (n2) (n=3)
MO—HEC 17.4± 7.1 46.3± 2.2 19.5±17.9 53.3±0.7
—
(n3) (n3) (n=3) (n=3)
Similar results were obtained using Fab)'2 frag-
ments. These data suggest that, depending on the
stimulus, PMN & monocytes utilize distinct sub-
units of the Leu—CAN complex in their adhesion to
endothelial cells.
THE RIBOSOMAL INACTIVATOR, CELONIN, REDUCES THE
COMPLEMENT (C) DEPENDENT PROTEINURIA OF EXPERI-
MENTAL MEMBRANOUS NEPHROPATHY (MN). P.3.
Baker*, V—P. Chen*, M. Schulze*, R.A.K. Stahl,
R.F. Ochi*, R. Johnson*, C. Campbell*, W.G.
Couser. Univ. of Wash., Seattle, WA
In the passive Heymann nephritis (PHN) model
of MN antibody reacts with a glomerular
epithelial cell (CCC) membrane antigen to
produce subepithelial immune deposits and
proteinuria through a C5b—9 dependent mechanism.
Celonin, a 30 kd ribosomal inactivator, may
enter cells Vj8 the C5b—9 channel and increases
C cytotoxicity of lymphoblasts (3 immunol
135:3648, 1985), but is non—toxic to intact
cells. We reasoned that if C5b—9 attack of CEC
causes proteinuria in PHN, gelonin might modify
the disease. Celonin isolated from C. multi—
florum seeds was shown to inhibit protein
synthesis in a cell free translation system and
did not alter C hemolytic activity in vitro. PHN
was induced with lJ ant.i—Fx1A in 10 gelonin—
treated rats (1 mg/100 g/12 hi, IP) and 11
controls. Gelonin had iio effect on glomerular
antibody deposition at 5 days (gelonin .203
039 pg/76,000 gloms; control .210 054,
p>.8), serum CH50, or IF deposits of sheep lgG,
rat C3, or rat CSb—9, but it significantly
reduced urine protein excretion (18 + 5.6
mq/24 hr) vs controls (41.6 ÷ 7.3, p = .02T.
This data suggests that CCC ribosomal inacti-
vation by gelonin during antibody—induced C5b—9
attack significantly reduces the abnormalities
in glomerular barrier function in PHN, providing
additional support for the hypothesis that C5b—9
mediated glomerular injury may occur through
non—lytic alterations in CCC metabolism.
DEGRADATION OF GLOMERULAR BASEMENT MEMBRANE
(GBM) BY GLOMERULAR METALL0PROTEINASES William H
Bariçps. Hung H. Nguyen, Sudhir V. Shah Depts of
Biochemistry and Medicine, Tulane Medical School, New
Orleans. LA
The mechanisms ultimately responsible for proteinurla
in glomerular diseases that lack infiltrating leukocytes
remain unknown The aim of the present study was to
examine the ability of homogenates of isolated rat
glomeruli to degrade GBM and to identify the type of
enzymes responsible for the observed effects Homo-
genates of glomeruli were incubated with GRM at pH 75 at
37C for 36 h The GBM degradation was quantitated by
calculating the percentage of hydrosyproline released in
the supernatant based on the total hydroxyproline
content in each individual sample
HYDROXYPROI.INE (up)
(n) Supernatant Total 7. release
(SI 1.4404 29.7429 5l(5) l74±3 32.54211 32
GBM degradation was a function of glomerular protein
concentration (51F200 ug) and time of incubation (12
36 hI. The degradation by glomerular homogenates was
unaffected by serine proteinase inhibitors PMSF (1mM)
Soya Bean Trypsin Inhibitor (1mg/mi). a-l--proteinasc
inhibitor (250jig/mI) and inhibitors of cysteine protein
ases E-64 (200 UM) and leupeptin (200 M) In contrast.
GBM degradation by the glomerular homogenates was
markedly reduced by the addition of metal chelators.
10mM EDTA (-95t5%,n=7) and by 2mM 1,lO
phenanthroline I -96±57., n4) These studies indicate the
presence of metalloproteinase(s) in glomeruli capable of
degrading GBM at neutral pH and suggest a potential role
of these enzymes in glomerular pathophysiology
A RAT CELL HYBRIDOMA MODEL FOR STUDY OF AUTOLOGOUS
IMMUNE COMPLEX NEPHRITIS. N. Behar,* A. Katz, and
M. Silverman. Univ. of Toronto, Canada.
A unique peptide of mol. weight 330,000 (gp330)
has been implicated (PNAS 79, 5557—5561, 1982) as
the pathogenic antigen in Heymann Nephihis (HN).
Previous studies from our laboratory (Kidney Inter-
national 30, 9—15, 1986) confirm the pathogenic
role of gp33O. To explore whether other BBM anti-
gens might also be implicated in the pathogenesis
of RN we have developed a novel rat hybridoma
model. Active MN was induced in Sprague Dawley
rats using standard immunization protocols with
FX1A. When the rats exhibited proteinuria, they
were sacrificed. Spleen cells from a (MN) nephri—
tic rat were fused with a non secretor rat myeloma
cell line. The hybrids were then screened for the
production of antibodies (of the IgG class) to BBM
with an immunodot ELISA using BBM antigen on nitro—
cellulose. Positive hybrids were further screened
for antibody activity against renal tissue by in-
direct jmmunoflouresence. Positive hybrids were
then cloned twice. Two monoclonal antibodies have
been obtained which give positive staining of the
proximal tubule BBM. (125—I) radio labelled rat
BBM were then solubilized, immunoprecipitated with
each of the monoclonals, and the immunoprecipitate
then analyzed by SDS—PAGE, followed by autoradio—
graphy. Both monoclonals react with the same
polypeptide which is also identical to the antigen
precipitated by IgG eluted from glomeruli of MN
rats and by a mouse monoclonal known to react with
gp33O. These results confirm that gp33O is the
sole pathogenic antigent in BBM. As a corollary,
we deduce that any smaller mol. wt. fragments in
BBM that are pathogenic must be derived from gp33O.
SIEVING OF MACROMOLECULES BY GLOMERULAR BASEMENT
MEMBRANE (GBM) IN VITRO: EFFECT OF POLYCATION.
John A. Bertolatus. Depts. of Med., VA Med Ctr
and Univ of Iowa, Iowa City, IA.
The polycation hexadimethrine (11DM) causes heavy
proteinuria after infusion into rats; in vivo
sieving studies show a predominant effect on size
dependence of glomerular capillary permsel-
ectivity. To confirm an effect of 11DM on GBM
filter function, multilayer filters of detergent-
extracted dog GBM in Tris buffer were constructed
in ultrafiltration cells. The rejection(R)(—l-
[filtrate solutecell solute]) of GEM filters was
determined for 1 51-neutral bovine albumin (nBSA-
p1 7.5), 1-311-anionic BSA (BSA, p1 4.9), and
human IgG (p1 6.0-7.5), quantitated by ELISA
assay. Flow(ul/min/cell) and R were measured
before(Con) and after (11DM) exposure of 15 GEM
filters to 11DM, 1 mg/ml. Data (mean±1SE):
Rx Flow R-nBSA R-BSA R-IG
Con 28±2 0.955±0.005 0.969±0.004 0.983±0.004
11DM 27±2a o.884±o.016b 0 9210 012b 09470007b
a<O.O5, 11DM vs Con; bp<0001, 11DM vs Con(ANOVA)
In the control period, filters displayed charge
and size selectivity (R-nBSA < R-BSA < R-IgG,
p<O.OO1). After 11DM, the R of all solutes fell
significantly; all remained significantly
different (p<O.Ol). The difference (R-BSA)-(R-
nBSA), an index of charge dependence of permsel-
ectivity, actually increased significantly after
11DM (Con, 0.014±0.001; 11DM, 0.037±0.008). The
difference (R-IgG)-(R-nBSA), an index of size
dependence of permselectivity, fell slightly,
although not significantly (Con, 0.019±0.003;
11DM, 0.017±0.005). As in in vivo studies, 11DM
lowered solute rejections principally by increas-
ing total pore area, not by reducing charge.
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A COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS OF PROTEIN RESTR{CTIqN
AND CAPTOPRIL (CAP) ON PROTEINURIA. J.J.B.Beukers,
Ph.J.Hoedemaeker J.J.Weenin'. State University of
Leiden, The Netherlands (Intr. by R.S.Cotran).
The development of glomerular sclerosis and pro-
teinuria (UP) in aging rats can be retarded by
protein restriction and by longterm treatment with
CAP. We compared the effect of protein restriction
and CAP on UP and glomerular lesions (GL) in rats
with chronic nephrosis induced by Adriamycin (ADR).
Six groups of female Wistar rats were given 3mg/kg
ADR Lv. on day 1. Groups 1 and 2 were fed a 6*
protein diet and groups 3 and 1+ a 22* protein diet
starting at day 2. At day 38, groups 2 and 4 were
reversed to a 22* and a 6* diet resp. Groups 5 and
6 were fed a 22* protein diet and CAP was added to
the drinking water (500mg/L) , startmg at day 2.
CAP was omitted in group 6 from day 38 on. At sa-
crifice, GL — defined as epithelial cell prolifera-
tion, capsule adhesions and capillary collapse —
were quantified by I i9ht microscopy (see table).
grou UP(mg/2khrs) — — — — * GL
n4—6 day 0 day 36 day 57 day 71 day 71
1 195±891 18l±E840 178±4440 6±340
2a 13±4 210±3211 627±22711 665±14211 30±1111
3*- 13±7 442±121 589±2438 633±2l4 26±148
4-a 11±6 544±200 179±107 182±91 7±6
5 1- 12±6 508±138 758±234 793±200 31±17
6 m 11±4 595±238 662±144 757±33 30±11
Values:mean±s.d. Analysis of variance:groups 1, 2,
3 and 4 (a) and groups 3, 5 and 6 (t) . p<O.O5 for
llvsk; ¶2vsk; 41vs3;01vs2; and 83vs4.
The results show that in ADR nephrosis protein res-
triction lowers UP and GL. CAP has no overt effect,
in contrast to what has been found in the remnant
kidney model , in which CAP has a beneficial effect
similar to that of protein restriction.
SIZE—SELECTIVITY OF GLOMERULAR CAPILLARY BARRIER
IN EXPERIMENTAL PROTEINURIA. ABidani, AK Singh,
& NM Schwartz. Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL.
The mechanism of non—selective proteinuria is
poorly understood and is usually attributed to
morphologic injury of glomerular capillaries. Ac--
cording to recently proposed heteroporous model of
glomerular capillary barrier, proteins larger than
albumin enter urine through a non--size selective,
large pore pathway. The selectivity index (SI) of
proteinuria (CIgC/Calb)in heterologous nephrotox—
Ic nephritis with severe inflammatory lesions (NTS
at ld and lwk) was compared to protein overload
(P0) model with minimal morphologic changes (1 g/d
rat albumin IF at 1 and 2 wk). Ualb and 5alb were
measured by Bromocresol green and UIgG and SIgG by
radial immunodiffusion. Results: Mean SEll,
nnumber Sprague—Dawley rats.
NTS NTS P0 P0
(ld,n4) (1wk,n5) (lwk,n4) (2wk,n4)
Uprot mgi24h 60+9 128+33 82±11 95+4
SI .19+.05 .21+.07 .19+.02 .47+.O8*
The effect of acute hemodynamic manipulation on SI
was examined during clearance experiments in the
NTS model. After basal (40 mm) C11-1, CPAI.l (mi/mini
kg) and SI measurements, indornethacin was given (5
mg/kg bolus + 6 mg/kg/h infusion). These measure--
merits were repeated 20 mm later (n4).
lJprotV(mg/40m) CI0 CPAH SI
Basal .96±.19 6.4± .9 29.9+4.9 .38+.13
Indo .55±.O6 3.7±l,3** 15.9+5.4* .18+.08**
*p <0.05, Anova; *5p <0.05 paired t test
These results show that morphologic injury is not
required for the production of non--selective pro-.
teinuria and are consistent with a hemodynamic
modulation of the size—selectivity of the glomeru-
lar capillary barrier.
ACTIVATION OF GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL CELLS (MC)
BY BACTERIAL ENDOTOXIN (ET): INDUCTION OF ACUTE
SHAPE CHANGE. S.Bursteo*, L. Lo*, D. Lovett;
Medical Service, Seattle \'ANC, Seattle, WA.
ET is an important activator of macrophages and B
celia, resulting in the release of prostanoids
(PG), Interleukin 1(IL—1), and in mitogenesis.
Recent evidence indicates that MC respond simi-
larly, with release of several inflammatory
mediators including IL—i and PC. These events
were found to correlate with morphologic changes
characteristic of cellular activation. Rat and
human NC were exposed to 500 rig/mi ET and
examined by scanning electron microscopy(SEN).
Within lb of exposure to ET, the MC exhibited
elongation, rounding, and membrane ruffling.
By 4h extensive filopodia and evaginations were
prominent. This response was dose—dependent.
with a response seen with as little as 500 pg/nil
El. A toxic effect of ET was excluded by
experiments with chromium labelling and conven-
tional EM. Membrane turnover was markedly
enhanced as determined by a 3H—sucrose pi000yto—
sis assay. These findings indicate that ET,
in concentrationa relevant to human disease, may
act as global activatora of MC. ET activation
of MC may be of significance in States of septic
renal injury or in post—infectious glomerular
disease.
A RECEPTOR ANTAGONIST OF PLATELET ACTIVATING
FACTOR (PAF) INHIBITS INFLAMNATORy INJURY IN-
DUCED BY "IN SITU" FORMATION OF IMMUNE COMPLEXES.
G. Camussi, I. Pawlowski*, R. Saunders*,J. Brentjens and C. Andrea, Dept. of Pathol.,State Univ. of New York, Buffalo, NY; Platelet
Dept., Sandoz Research Inst., East Hanover, NJ.
Experiments were designed to test the effect
of a receptor antagonist of PAF, SR163072, on in-
flammatory injury induced by "in situ" formation
of immune complexes. The models studied in the
rat were unilateral glomerulonephritis induced by
perfusion of the left kidney of preimxnunized
animals with cationic human IgG, and passive re-
verse Arthus reaction. Three days after perfusion
the left kidneys of rats not treated with SR163O72
(Group I) showed severe proliferative glomerulo—
nephritis. Granular deposits of human IgG and
rat IgG and C3 were seen by immunofluorescence
microscopy (IFM), and subepithelial deposits were
visualized by electron microscopy (EM). The ani-
mals were proteinuric and had increased levels
of PAF in the circulation. In contrast, rats
treated with 5R163O72 (Group II) developed only
mild, focal glomerulonephritis. By IFM the gb—
merubar deposits of human IgG and rat IgG were
similar as those observed in rats of Group I.
However, the deposits of C3 were smaller and more
focal. EM revealed subepithelial electron dense
deposits that were smaller than those seen in
rats of Group I. Proteirruria was slight and PAF
was not detectable in the circulation. SR163072
also suppressed the exudative changes character-
istic of Arthus reaction. The results indicate
that PAF is an important mediator of inflammation
in experimental immune complex disease.
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SPECIFICITY OF ANTIBODIES TO STREPTOCOCCUS MUTANS
IN RABBITS. fgy Castellazzo, Ingrid Clurich,
Murray Stinaon, and Boris Albini. Depta.
Microbiology & Medicine, SUNYAB, Buffalo, NY
Administration of S.mutana(S) to rabbits(R)
over a prolonged period of time leads to severe
nephritia(Ais.J.Path.118:408,l9B5). S antigens can
be detected in kidneys of these R between wks. 7—
26. The nephritis develops in 4 clearly defined
stages. It seems of interest to analyze the reac-
tivity of antibodies(A) produced by R at various
times during the disease and to compare the pat-
tern of A specificities to disease activity.
Six R were injected i.v. thrice weekly with
disrupted S. R were studied for up to 3B wks. Sera
obtained weekly were tested in immunoblots against
alkaline extracts of S. Sera obtained in the first
1—3 wks showed reactivity with only 1—5 bands.Few
wks preceding proteinuria, there was a marked am-
plification of A specificities. Eluates of dis-
eased kidneys obtained at various times during the
observation period showed restricted A specificity
when compared to aera obtained at the same time.
As the disease progressed, eluates increasingly
showed higher reactivity with high NW components
of S when compared to serum A. Thus it takes sev-
eral wka to produce the full complement of patho-
genic A and the A most strongly associated with
immunopathology seem directed toward high MW com-
ponents of S.
CATIONIZED BOVINE SERUM ALBUNIN (BSAi—INDUCED
GLOMERULOPATNY IN TME RAT. J.Cerda, R.E. Urizar,
A. Reilly, NYS Department of Health and Albany
Medical College, Albany, NY.
Cationized antigens promote formation of immune
complexes (IC). We compared immunization with BSA+
and BSA, with and without anti—BSA, and the elim-
ination from the circulation of BSA+ and BSA IC.
Wistar rats received weekly (8) injections of 10
rag BSA (p1<5.0) or 10 ag BSA+ (p1>10) or 0.5 ml
saline; 9 rata were sacrificed immediately after
the last injection; 12, following injections of 3
mg anti—BSA/48 h x 3. Baseline and before anti-
body injection platelets, 24 h proteinuria and
creatinuria, serum creatinine and creatinine clear-
ance (Ccr) were measured; renal tissues were eval-
uated both before and after antibody inoculation.
Disappearance of affinity—purified 1251 antiBSA+
and BSr IC was studied in multiple blood samples
obtained at 3, 24, 48 and 72 h. Group 2 was
thrombocytopenic and showed the highest protein—
uris measured within 24 h of injection, a signi-
ficantly elevated serum creatinine and the lowest
Ccr (p<D.Dl). BSA+ with and without anti—BSA
induced glomerular PMN infiltration, expanded
mesangium thickening of the capillary wall exten-
sive deposits of BSA+, of rabbit IgG (anti—BSA)
and of rat IgG well correlated with aubendothelial
and aubepithelial deposits. The t½ of BSA+ IC was
52.5 h while that of BSA IC was 42.8 h (p<O.DD1).
These studies demonstrated BSA+_induced serum
sickness glometulopathy and prolonged t½ of BSA+
IC over that of BSA IC probably reflecting im-
paired function of the mononuclear phagocytic
system.
DISSOCIATION OF GLDMERULAR AND VASCULAR INJURY IN
EXPERIMENTAL HYPERTENSION. Praveen Chander,
Leonard G. Meggs, Jack Ben—An, and Alvin I.
Goodman. Mew York Medical College, Dept. of
Pathology and Medicine, Valhalla, Mew York.
The kidney is a primary target organ in system-
ic hypertension. Several factors may participate
in the pathogenesis of hypertensive renal injury,
including severity of systemic hypertension (SHT)
and glomerular capillary hypertension (GCM). The
importance of these factors in the distribution
of glomerular and vascular injury may vary in
different experimental models. We have examined
the effect of systemic hvnertension on glomerular
and vascular injury in 2 groups of rats maintained
fur 6 weeks; A: 5/6 subtotal nephrectomized rat;
B: uninephrectomized salt doca rat.
A(M=lD) B(M=l0) P
BP(mmHg) 185±20 196±21 MS
BUN(mg/dl) 62±8 21±9 C.Dl
Ridney Wght(gm) 1.7±46 5.0±93 t.Ol
Evidence of glomerular and vascular hypertensive
injury: (insudation, sclerosis, fibrinoid necro-
sis, cellular proliferation) was assessed semi—
quantitatively (0—4+). B demonstrated more evi-
dence of glomerular injury (1+) than A (0—1+);
the severity of vascular injury was striking in
B (3+), compared with A (1+).
We conclude the major lesion in B, vascular
injury, is associated with SHT. Despite evidence
that GCH occurs in A and B, dissociation of vas-
cular from glomerular injury occurred in B. The
disproportionate vascular injury in b, suggests a
dichotomy in pathogenetic mechanisms; the roles
of SHT vs GCM may be dependent on functional renal
mass.
ANTIBODY (Ab) TO A MESANG1AL CELL (MC) MEMBRANE
ANTIGEN STiMULATES PROSTAGLANDIN PRODUCTION BY A
COMPLEMENT (C)—DEPENDENJ MECHANISM. Y—P. Chen*,
R.A.K. Stahl, S. Adler, P. Baker*, P. Pritzl*
and W.G. Couser. Univ. of Washington, Seattle,
NA.
The role of Ab to antigens on resident
plomerular cells in the pathogenesis of gb—
merulonephritis is increasingly recognized—
models involving the glomerular spithelial,
endothelial and MC have now been described. In
some models, glomerular injury does not appear
to involve cell death or participation of
circulating inflammatory cells. To test the
hypothesis that sublethal concentrations of Ab
to cell membrane antigen, with or without C,
sight stimulate production of potential inflam-
matory mediators, we studied the effect of Ab to
a rat MC membrane antigen, with and without C,
on prostaglandin E2 (POE2) and thromboxane
(TxB2) production in vitro. Rabbit anti—rat
thyeocyte Ab (ATS), reacted with rat MC in
tissue sections and in culture, but at .06 mg/mb
190 had no effect on MC viability assessed by
5'Cr release compared to 1/20 normal human serum
(NHS) which served as the C source (ArC—inacti-
vated). Results of 6 experiments are expressed
as means and SD in pg/iD pg/3D mm.
NHS ATS ATS+NHS ATS+NHS (A)
POE2 4Z7B 7±3B 1418±69* 195±36**
TxB2 3.0±0.4 3.5±1.1 9.0±0.8* O.9±0.1**
*p < .001 vs NHS **p K .001 vs ATS+NHS
We conclude that Ab to a MC membrane antigen
significantly stimulates MC production of POE2
and TxB2 by a C—dependent mechanism. These data
confirm results obtained in vivo with Ab to a
glomerular epithelial cell membrane antiqen.
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PROSTAGLANDINS IN EXPERIMENTAL LUPUS tEPHRITIS.
William F. Clark, Anwar Parbtani, Jack W.
McDonald, Nancy Taylor, and D. Ian Turnbull.
Department of Medicine, University of Western
Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada.
One hundred and twenty NZB/NZW F1 hybrid fe-
male mice were studied to assess the effects of
prostaglandins (POE1 , carbacyclin — ZK36374) and
a thromboxane synthase inhibitor (TSI) on this
spontaneous model of lupus nephritis. Cohorts of
20 mice received either no treatment, vehicle
only, POE1 (200 jig/mouse sc), ZK36374 (10 ig/mouse
sc b.i.d.), TSI (30 mg/kgm Sc b.i.d. and 100 mgI
kgm Sc b.i.d.). Mortality at 41 weeks was signi-
ficantly reduced in the PGE1 (30%) and ZK36371
(35%) mice as compared to control mice (80%), and
there was a 10 week delay in the onset and
severity of proteinuria in these mice. Mice re-
ceiving TSI did not differ from controls. Urinary
measurement of 6—keto—PGF1ci and thromboxane B2
at 18 and 41 weeks indicated a significant rise in
thromboxane B2 production in all animals. The
ratio of urinary thromboxane 2 to 6—keto—PGF1 a
did not correlate with the preservation of renal
function or reductIon in mortality in the POE1
and carbacyclin treated mice. However, these mice
did demonstrate a significant rise in 6—keto—PGF1 a
levels in the urine unlike the control or TSI
treated mice. We conclude that POEI and ZK36374
reduces mortality and delays the onset of pro—
teinuria which is directly proportional to a rise
in urinary 6—keto—PGF1 a levels as well as a rise
in thromboxane 2 levels. Unlike the PGE1 treated
mice the ZK36374 cohort did not experience
diarrhea, skin rash, or hypotension.
IDIOTYPIC NETWORK IN EXPERIMENTAL ANTI—TUBULAR
BASEMENT ANTIBODY (czTBM-Ab)-ASSOCIATED INTER-
STITIAL HEPHRITIS: DOCUMENTATION OF A BROADLY
CROSS—REACTIVE IDIOTYPE (XId) AND MODULATION OF
DISEASE EXPRESSION THROUGH aXId ANTISERA. Michael
D. Clayrnan*, Mae Jane Sun, and Eric G. Neilson,
Renal Section, Univ. of Pa., Phila., PA.
We have previously characterized the B cell
repertoire in BN rats with aTBM disease by analy-
zing a library of 22 monoclonal aTBM—Ab (MAb) and
showing that a rabbit antisera to one of the NAb
(m53R—4) was cross—reactive with 5 of 7 MAb, im-
plying recognition of a XId. We now report that
this antisera is capable of protectin9 BN rats
from aTBM disease following immunization with
renal tubular antigen (RTA) in complete Freund's
adjuvant (CFA). BN rats injected with clxld anti-
sera at the time of inmiunization with RTA/CFA
developed essentially no interstitial damage at 4
wks (score=O.3±O.3 on a scale of 0—4+ vs. BN rats
receiving no antisera (3.9±0.1) or normal rabbit
serum (NRS) (3.5±0.3; P<O.OO1). The delayed—type
hypersensitivity (DTH) response to RTA was also
specifically abrogated (incremental swelling in
1O' inches; cIXId antisera=5.5±1.9 vs. no
antisera=23 .0±4.1 vs. MRS=26 ,8±4 .8; P<O .001 ).
Animals immunized with CFA alone had a score of
0.0±0.0 and DTH of 3.7±0.3. Two groups of rats
immunized to produce disease were also given ciX Id
antisera or NRS at 2 wks post—immunization, when
scores were already 1.8±0.3. Two wks later clx Id
treated animals had scores of 1.6±0.3, whereas the
NRS—treated group had progressed to severe
interstitial injury (3.8±0.1; P<O.OOl). Of note,
all groups displayed a strong positive DTH
reactivity to PPD, and all made a strong
serological aTBM response, as gauged by solid—
phase radioimmunoassay with the target antigen of
disease. In conclusion, antisera to a XId in ciTBM
disease blocks the induction of renal injury, can
arrest disease progression and specifically
abrogates T cell—mediated immunity to RTA.
THE ROLE OF PLASMA AND TISSUE FIBRONECTIN (FM) ON
THE CLEARANCE AND TISSUE UPTAKE OF FM BINDING
ANTIGEN (Ag) AND IMMUNE COMPLEXES (IC). FG Cosio,
A Bakaletz*, Dept of Wed, Ohio St U, Columbus,OH.
A number of important Ag, such as DNA and
bacterial Ag, bind to FM. Herein we assessed
whether FM binding capacity affects the clear-
ance and tissue uptake of Ag and IC. The FM
binding Ag l25j phenylated gelatin ([)NP—GL) or
IC of DWP-GL and l25 IgGl monoclonal anti—DNP
were given IV to rats. Controls received non FM
binding Ag DNP-bovine serum albumin (DMP—BSA) or
DNP—BSA IC formed with the same anti—DNP anti-
body. Compared to DNP-BSA, DNP—GL was cleared
from blood significantly faster (96+.4 vs l6+.6
%/30 mm p <.001 ) and accumulated sTynificanE'ly
more in liver (5.3i-.3 vs .8+.l % injected dose(ID)/g p <.001) an kidney t5.O+.4 vs .4+.l %
IDly p <.001). Nonlabeled GL, D1IP—GL but not
DMP—BSA, inhibited the clearance, catabolisi and
hepatic uptake of 1251 DNP—GL. By irnuno—
fluorescence injected DlJP—GL was present in
hepatic sinusoids and glomerular mesangium whereit persisted for at least 6 h. In vitro, DNP-GL
bound to the glomerular mesangium iWTFozen
kidney sections and the binding was inhibited by
GL and FM. DWP—GL IC were cleared from blood
significantly faster than DNP-BSA IC (76+3 vs
0.7 %/30 mm). Nonlabeled GL significantly
inhibited OMP—OL IC but not DNP—BSA IC clear-
ance. Conclusions: 1) FM binding Ag bind to
plasma FM and are cleared from blood and
catabolized Dy a specific hepatic process. 2)
Binding to mesangial EN results in striking
accumulation of EN binding Ag in kidney. 3) FM
binding Ag contribute to the clearance from
blood of IC formed with that Ag.
THE EFfECTS of GLUWWRTIWILiS ON THE DEVEWkING
NEPH}aI4 OF THE MOUSE. J.F.S. Crocker, M.k.
Odern*, C.O. Ozere*, K.E. Chalmers*., lept. at
Peas., Ualhousie Univ., Halifax, N.b.
Models ot poiycystic kidney disease (PKu)
have teen produced in newborn ariirna1s ry the in—jection of glucocorticoics. These rroels may
resemble human infantile PKi) which arises in the
oeveloping kidne in utero. He wished to deter-
mine if cyst tonuStion could be induced in uteroby ntnitication of the corticosteroid environ—
sent of the fetoplacental unit. NLx,rn Cfe micehave previously shown a high taco inducibility
index after injection with hyarocortisone ace-
tate (HCA). Adult mice were mated and the timed
pregnant teoales given a single 250 lr/kg subcu—
taneous injection ot HCA on one of days 2
tnrcxigh 19 of gestation. Newborn mice were sac—
riticeci anti sections or the kidneys were cut and
examineu eiicrmecoplcaliy for cysts. Kidneys
from 1,2 ottspring were graded by severity or
cystic oisease (0—4+). All kidneys from oft—
spring after rE2A injections on days z through to
cay 10, aria day lb ann 19 of pregnancy were his—
tologlcaliy negative for cysts. Litters pro-duced after maternal injections on clays II to 17
all showed scire degree of cystic pronuction,
with the highest incidence (51%) trcici injection
on day 12 (n9). Mortality in pups was also
highest on day 12. Oftspring frtzn placebo in-jected controls on these nays uerez)nstratea no
PKD. These results confirm that changes in ins—
terna! hornonal environment can produce law in
mice. This specific response to HCA may aepersi
on critical "tue windows" of organ susceptibil-
ity.
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IN SITU DEPOSITION OF A CYTOPLASMIC STREPTOCOCCAL
ANTIGEN, ENDOSTREPTOSIN (ESS), IN RAT KIDNEY.
William Cronin*, Au Azadegan*, Richard Bovie*,
Gene Seligson and Kurt Lange. Lenox Hill Hospital,
Renal Immunology, Dept. of Med., New York, N.Y.
Endostreptosin (ESS) is the cytoplasmic antigen
derived from group A and to a lesser extent, group
C and S streptococci. We have reported it to be
the probable etiologic antigen of poststreptococ—
cal glomerulonephritis (PSGN). It is not immuno-
logically related to streptococcal exoenzymes. It
has been detected subendothelially along the GBM
of kidney biopsies of patients with acute PSGN du-
ring the early phase of the disease.Specific anti-
bodies are present in high titers in patients with
acute disease and in lower titers in patients in
convalescence.
Immunoaffinity isolated ESS was injected i.v.
into the tail vein of Wistar Furth rats for five
successive days. The animals were sacrificed on
days 1,2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11 and 12. Frozen sections
of the rat kidneys were tested with rabbit anti—
ESS-antibody or sera from patients who had recent-
ly recovered from ASGN as well as with FITC label-
led anti-rat IgG and C3. The basement membranes
of rat kidneys were strongly positive for ESS de-
position from day one on but were negative for
anti-rat IgG and C3 during the first 4 days. Rats
sacrificed on days 8-12 showed increasing deposi-
tion of rat IgG and C3 with decreased staining for
ESS. The sera of rats sacrificed on days 1—3 had
no detectable anti—ESS antibodies whereas animals
from day 4 on had low levels of anti-ESS anti-
bodies as determined by microcomplement fixation.
Control animals showed no staining for ESS, IgG,
C3 as well as no detectable anti-ESS antibodies.
ANTI—FX1A INDUCES ASSOCIATION OF HEYMANN ANTIGENS
(HA) WITH MICROFILA}IENTS (MF) OF GLOMERULAR EPI—
THELIAL CELLS (GEC). A.V. Cybu1sky R.J. Quigg,
D.J. Salant. Boston Univ. Ned. Ctr. Boston, MA.
Crosslinking of HA by anti—FxIA on rat GEC in-
duces their capping and disappearance from the
cell surface. This process may contribute to the
in situ formation of subepithelial immune deposits
in Heymann nephritis in vivo. We differentially
extracted GEC to determine if HA redistribution Is
mediated by cytoskeletal components. Observations
were made by phase—contrast and Immunofluorescent
microscopy on primary and passaged GEC In mono-
layer culture, and by cytofluorlmetry on CEC in
suspension. GEC—bound sheep anti—FxIA IgG was de-
tected by fluorescein—anti—sheep IgG. HF were
Identified by rhodamine—phalloidin staining of F—
actin. After crosslinking HA on GEC by anti—Fx1A
at 0 C, GEC demonstrated diffuse granular staining
of the plasma membrane and agpeared nolygonal in
shape. Treatment of GEC at 0 C with hypotonic
buffer containing 0.5% Triton X—100 (TX) produced
HF—rich cytoskeletons that contained stress—fibers
and retained the shape of unextracted GEC. Further
incubation with pancreatic DNase I at 37°c removed
HF (mean fluorescence declined by 90%) and resul-
ted in the rounding of many cytoskeletons. SDS—
PAGE confirmed that actin was the major component
in the DNase I soluble fraction. 85% of initial
GEC—bound anti—Fx1A remained after TX treatment,
but only 29% remained after DNase I. Anti—Fx1A did
not bind to GEC pretreated with TX. Thus, cross—
linking of HA by anti—Fx1A converts HA from a de-
tergent—soluble, membrane—associated to an insolu-
ble, cytoskeleton—bound form. Attachment of cross—
linked HA to the cytoskeleton is mediated by HF.
TINE COURSE AND CHARACTERIZATION CF
COLLAGEN FORNAC ION IN A RABBIT MODEL OF
NEPHROTOXTC NEFBRITIS. Greg Downers Scm
Fhan Roger Wiggins. Univ. at Michigan,
Dept. of Nephrology, Ann Arbor, Michigan.The progression of glomerulonepbritis
to glomerular sclerosis is incompletely
understood. We studied collagen formation
in a rabbit model of nephrotoxic nephriti
Crescentic nephritis was induced in NZW
rabbits by subcutaneous immunization with
guinea pig 1gB in CFA followed in 5 daysby IV injection of guinea pig antibody to
rabbit GEM. Collagen content measured by
hydroxyproline assay and rate of collagen
synthesis using 3H—proline were determined
at intervals up to 8 weeks after disease
induction. Immunofluorescence microscopy
was done using goat antibody to different
rabbit collagen types. Rate of colLagen
synthesis in cortex was increased by day
(135% control, p.O5), piateauing by day
8 (247% control, p.O5). Corte.:c cllagen
content was increased by day 7 (136% con-
trol, p=.26) and continued rising at 8
weeks (404% control, p=.07). Glomerular
collagen was increased by day 14 (256%
control, p=.06). Tmrnunofluorescence showed
interstitial—type collagen in predominant-
ly glomerular, crescent IC and periglomer—
ular distribution. We Conclude: (1)rate
of collagen synthesis in cortex begins in-
creasing by day 3 (2)collagen content be-
gins increasing by day 7 (5)the collagen
is of interstitial type and is primarily
glomerular and periglornerular in distri-
bution.
ACUTE TUBULOINTERSTITIAL NEPHRITIS ASSOCIATED WITH
AMINONUCLEOSIDE NEPF-IROSIS. Allison A. Eddy, and
Alfred F. Michael. Depts. of Pediatrics, The Hospi-
al for Sick Children, Toronto, Ont. and University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
The aminonucleoside of puromycin (PAN) induces
nephrotic syndrome in rats. We studied the tubulo—
interstitial cellular (TIC) infiltrate previously
unrecognized in this model. Rats received one
i.p. injection of PAN (l5mg/lOogm) and were sacri-
ficed at 1,3,4,5,7,14,20 and 28 days. Frozen
kidney sections (4u) and peripheral blood cells
were stained with a panel of anti-rat monoclonal
antibodies and quantitated by epifluorescence
microscopy. An increase in Ja+ cells (60/1000TIC)
(p<.001) and 0X42+ macrophages (MØ) (18/1000 TIC)
(p<.05) were observed on day 5. On day 7 the in-
filtrate consisted of OXl9+ T—lymphocytes (29/1000
TIC) (p<.OO1), the majority of which expressed
the 0X8 cytotoxic T cell marker (23/1000 TIC) (p-
<.05) and 0X42+ ttø (68/1000 TIC) (p<.001). The
severe mixed cellular lesion present on day 14 was
dominated by 0X42+ MØ (113/1000 TIC) (p<.OOl).
With resolution of proteinuria on days 20 and 28,
the infiltrate decreased although 0X42+ MØ per-
sisted on day 28 (46/1000 TIC) (p<.O0l). The se-
verity of the cellular lesion correlated with the
degree of albuminuria (rO.57 to 0.81 for the
antibody panel). Increased deposition of C3 and
IgG was not detected. Expression of Ia antigens
on proximal tubular epithelial cells markedly de-
creased during peak proteinuria but normalized by
day 28. There was no significant change in the
subsets of peripheral blood mononuclear cells.
Reversible tubulointerstitial nephritis develops
with nephrotic syndrome in PAN—treated rats and
may account for the polyuria and decline in GFR.
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I CELLS IN THE GLOMERULUS, PERIGLOMERULAR
REGION AND AROUND VENULES EARLY IN
CRESCENTIC NEPHRITIS IN THE RABBIT.
EVIDENCE FOR GLOMERULO-INTERSTITIAL
SIGNALS. C Eldredge* and RC Wiggins. Dept. Int.
Med. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Primary glomerular diseases are frequently
accompanied by interstitial collagen accumulation.
T cells induce fibroblast proliferation and collagen
synthesis both directly and by monocyte/macrophage
activation. We used a pan T cell monoclonal antibody
(Lll/l35) and an anti Ia (DO) monoclonal antibody
(2C4) to follow accumulation and activation of T cells
in a nephrotoxic model of crescentic nephritis in the
rabbit that progresses to sclerosis of both glomeruli
and interstitium. By day 4 (onset of proteinuria)
glomeruli contained numerous monocyte/macrophoges
and T cells. However, the major accumulation of
T cells was in the immediate periglomerular regions
and within and surrounding venules next to glomeruli.
These T cells were mostly ( >95%) Ia negative. By
day 7 I cell accumulation was widespread in the
interstitium with many T cells being La positive
(activated). We interpret these findings as being
consistent with the hypothesis that monocyte/
macrophoge/T cell accumulation and activation within
glomeruli leads to the production of signals that cross
Bowman's capsule and cause T cells in venules next to
glomeruli to adhere to the endothelium, diapedese, and
migrate towards the glomerulus to be halted by the
barrier of Bowman's capsule. T cells then become
activated in the interstitium and cause subsequent
accumulation and activation of monocytes and
fibroblasts leading to collagen synthesis and sclerosis.
This mechanism could explain the association of
interstitial sclerosis with primary glomerulor diseases.
AMELIORATION OF IMMUNE COMPLEX MEDIATED MURINE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (GN) BY A SYNTHETIC PROTEASE
INHIBITOR. Ronald J. Falk, Richard Tidwell*,
Dieter Geratz*, J. Charles Jennette, UNC Sch Med,
Department of Medicine and Pathology, Chapel
Hill, N.C.
Immune complexes localized in tissues attract
leukocytes which release proteolytic enzymes. We
investigated the effects on murine GN of a
protease inhibitor bia (5—amidino—2—
benzimidazoly) methane (BABIM). BABIM is an
inhibitor of trypsin—like proteases, including
kallikreins, which stimulate leukocyte
degranulation. Sixty BALB/C mice were given
intraperitoneal injections (IP) of 4 mg horse
apoferritin (HAP) daily for 12 days. On days 7—
12, twenty mice received IP 20 mg/kg/day BABIM
and 10 mice received a lower dose of 5 mg/kg/day.
Thirty mice received HAP but no protease
inhibitor (controls). BABIM treated and control
mice developed proliferative glomerulonephritis
with extensive glomerular HAF, IgG, and C3
deposits. All had comparable plasma HAF levels.
Compared to controls, all mice receiving BABIM
had a 90% reduction in the amount of glomerular
necrosis but they had similar degrees of
glomerular hypercellularity and immune complex
localization. The serum creatinine was
significantly less (p<.Ol) in the BABIM treated
mice than in controls. In a survival study, 7 of
10 control mice died of renal failure within 33
days whereas 6 of 9 RABIN treated mice were still
alive. In conclusion this protease inhibitor did
not reduce glomerular hypercellularity or immune
complex localization but significantly reduced
glomerular necrosis, decreased the degree of
renal dysfunction and improved survival.
Abstracts
EFFECT OF FISH OIL ON IMMUNE PARAMETERS IN SLE
PRONE 61W MICE. G. Fernandes'and 0. Troyer,
Depts, Medicine and Pathology, Univ. Texas Health
Science Center, San Antonio, Texas.
Fish oil containing diets ameliorate the renal
disease in B/W mice compared to mice fed diets
high in saturated fats. This study was undertaken
to analyze immunological and pathological changes
in 61W mice fed diets containing 20% menhaden oil
or lard, Animals were killed between 8—12 months
of age. Splenic lymphocytes were studied for
mitogenic responses, natural killer cell activity
and subsets assayed by FACS, The percentage of
lymphocytes with T cell markers was higher in
fish—oil fed mice (Thy 1.2, 449%; L3T44, 448%;Lyt—2+
144%), In contrast, the percentage of cells with
surface immunoglobulins was low (244%). Lard—fed
mice had fewer lymphocytes with T cell subset
antigens and more B cells (38%). Two—color FACS
analysis revealed a much lower proportion of Ly—l
B cells (2—5%) in fish oil fed mice whereas the
lard—fed mice showed higher (10—20%) Ly—l B cells.
Mitogenic responses of T and B cells were higher
and NK activity lower in fish oil—fed mice com-
pared to mice fed lard. Histologic grading of
renal disease (0—44+) showed fish oil = 1—2+ and
lard = 3+. In summary, the protective effects of
fish oil diets on renal disease in 61W mice may be
related to a reduction in autoantibody producing
Ly—l B cells and maintenance of a higher propor-
tion of Ly T—2+ (suppressor) cells, Supported in
part by NIH grants AG-034417 and AM—3442344,
MATRIX CONSTITUENTS PROMOTE ADHESION AND PROLIFER-
ATION OF GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL CELLS IN CULTURE.
H.G.Foellmer*, M.Perfetto*, M.Kashgarian and R.B.
Sterzel. Yale Univ.-VA Med.Center, New Haven, CT.
To better understand the role of extraoellular
matrix components in modulating glomerular cell
growth we examined in culture the adhesion and
proliferation of mesangial cells (MC) on plastic
dishes coated with laminin (LM), fibronectin (FM),
collagen types I,III,IV or fetal bovine serum. In
attachment assays, rat MC (passage 2—5) were la-
belled with 3H—leuoine, aliquots counted and
seeded onto coated 96—well plates. At 5 and 24 h
unattached cells were removed and attached cells
counted. By 5 h MC adhered only minimally to un—
coated (6%) or serum coated (5%) plates. Maximal
attachment of MC to FN and LM substrata at 5 h was
18% and 25%, while collagen types 1,111 and IV had
57%, 61% and 57% respectively. At 2l h, data for
MC attachment showed no further changes. Prolif-
eration of MC was studied by 3H-thymidirie (cpm)
uptake. On day 1, MC grown in medium containing
.5% serum on plates coated with collagen types I,
III and IV showed a 5—fold increase of cpm compar-
ed to uncoated or serum treated plastic and up to
25—fold increase at day 2. Coating with FM or LM
induced mild inoreases, peaking at day 2 with 3—
fold rise of opm for FM and a 2—fold rise for LM.
Results indicate that low—passage rat MC in cul-
ture show stronger preference in adhesion to in-
terstitial and basement membrane related collagens
than to FN and LM. Moreover, presence of collagena
in the substratum greatly enhances MC prolifera-
tion, while FM and LM have relatively little ef-
fect. These findings support the ooncept that
adhesion and growth behavior of MC is modulated by
various extracellular matrix constituents.
RESIDENT T-LYMPHOCYTES IN RABBIT CLOIIERULI.
Foster*, T.E. Zrelje*, P.J. Vreede*, L.G.
Hunsicker, VAMC/Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Glomerular inflammation in rabbit acute serum
sickness nephritis (ASSN) is due to infiltration
by monocytes, but the mechanism remains disputed.
To evaluate the role of T-cells in ASSN monoclo-
nal antibodies (XIID23, VIIIE1O) directed against
rabbit T-cells were prepared by standard techni-
ques. Lll/135 was obtained from NIH. Specificity
was confirmed by flow cytometry using peripheral
blood lymphocytes, lymph node and spleen cells
and by staining tissue sections of lymph node and
spleen and suspensions of peritoneal exudate
cells. Monocytes and B-cells were not stained by
these clones, while all three stained T-cells
strongly. Intact glomeruli obtained by differen-
tial sieving of well perfused normal and serum
sickness animals or from rabbits receiving 800
rads total body irradiation with right kidney
shielded were stained for T-cells by indirect
fluorescent antibody technique with above clones.
In 6 normal animals, each clone stained the
following number of cells/whole glomerulus
(mean±SD) XXIID23 11.4±4.0; Lll/135 14.1±5.5 and
VIIIE1O 18.0±9.5. Studies in irradiated animals
with all three clones showed equal depletion of
stained cells from shielded and unshielded
kidneys in parallel with a decrease in WBC,
consistent with origin of these cells from the
circulation. Studies in 4 rabbits with ASSN 1 day
post immune clearance showed no increase of T-
cells. These studies confirm presence of T-cells
within glomeruli of normal rabbits, consistent
with a role in the pathogenesis of acute serum
sickness nephritis, although the number does not
appear to increase in ASSN.
NEPHRITOGENICITY IN SHEEP OF THE NC1 DOMAIN OF
TYPE IV COLLAGEN FROM HUMAN GLOMERULAR BASEMENT
MEMBRANE (hGBM). LS Fouser*, AF Michael, MM
Kleppel*, RL Vernier, AJ Fish. University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
The noncollagenous globular domain (NC1) of
Type IV collagen from GBM is immunoreactive with
Goodpasture (GP) autoantibodies. We tested its
nephritogenicity by immunizing 3 sheep with NC1
isolated from hGBM by collagenase digestion and
chromatography. Two other sheep were immunized
with whole hGBM. In 4 of 5 sheep the Nd and
hGBM were solubilized in 4M urea and SOS prior to
emulsifying in Freunds adjuvant (FA). A sixth
sheep received control injections with FA and
urea/SOS only, and a seventh sheep, found to have
spontaneous glomerulonephritis (GN) on preimun—
ization biopsy, was a nonexperimental control.
Animals were immunized at 2—6 week intervals and
received 6—10 injections. Total immunizing doses
were 0.8-1.1 mg for MCi and 12—18 mg for hGBM.
All animals given MCi and hGBM developed protein—
uria, hematuria, and uremia. LM revealed cres—
centic GN and interstitial nephritis. IF showed
intense linear GBM staining for IgG. Four of 5
sheep also had prominent subepithelial deposits
of IgG, confirmed Dy EM in 3. Control sheep did
not develop clinical disease or histologic
progression from initial biopsy. Citrate eluates
of perfused kidneys from diseased animals con-
tained antibody reactive with GBM on kidney sec-
tions by IF and with the 28 kd monomer of MCi by
immunoblot. This study demonstrates that NC1
induces autoimmune GN in sheep with antibody
specificity similar to that observed in GP
syndrome, associated with both linear and
granular immune deposits.
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DETERMINA1TS OF THE EXPRESSION OF IMMUNE COMPLEX—
MEDIATED GLOMERULAII INJURY. J.W.U. Fries*, D.L.
Mendrick, and E.G. Remake. Brigham and Women's
Hospital. Dept. of Pathology, Boston, MA.
Immune complex (IC) mediated glomerular dis-
eases have variable clinico—pathologic presenta-
tions, including the acute nephritic syndrome
with an exudative glomerulitis and the nephrotic
syndrome with a membranous pattern. We have stud-
ied the influence of steric factors on this vari-
able expression, utilizing ferritin (F) as an
exogenous planted antigen. The left kidney (LE)
of SD rats was perfused ex—vivo either with cat—
ionized F, resulting in F planting in the lamina
rara externa (LRE), or Concanavalin—A F leading
to endothelial cell surface (E) and lamina rara
interna (LRI) binding. Animals were given rabbit
anti F antibodies i.v. and immunized with rabbit
IgG in Freund's adjuvant. LEE planting (n'43)
resulted in non—inflammatory injury with heter—
ologous and autologous proteinuric phases (day
2115±l6mg/d; day 9l83±l6mgId), lasting 4—5
weeks. IC persisted in the tHE for more than 7
weeks. GFR of LE was reduced 19% at day 3, and
20% above control RK values at day 12. IC deposi-
tion at K and LRI (n47) led to acute transient
anuria with a 38% drop in GYR at 1 hr, massive
platelet accumulation and endotbelial injury,
followed by strong inflammatory infiltration at
1—2 hrs. No proteinuria was detected in this
model. Functional and structural integrity was
restored at 8—24 bra with complete clearing of
IC. We conclude that the distribution of exog-
enous antigens within the capillary wall and sub-
sequently bound antibody and complement compo-
nents determine the structural and functional ex-
pression of glomerular immune mediated diseases.
THE ROLE OF H-2 IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MURINE
APOFERRITIN IMMUNE COMPLEX GLOMERIJLONEPHRITIS
(ICGN). Paul A. Frymoyer and Arthur H. Tatum*.
SUNY-Health Sciences Center, Departments of
Medicine and Pathology, Syracuse, NY.
To study the role of the major histocounpati-
bility locus in the development of IcON, congenic
BlO mice differing only at H—2 were injected with
4 mg of apoferritin qd I? for 28 days. The
pathological lesions varied strikingly among the
three different strains studied. In the 810.D2
(H_2d) animals, all mice had marked diffuse
proliferative glomerulonephritis and 55% had
crescentic glomerulonephritis. The BlO.BR (H_2k)
mice developed mesangial proliferation of a
modest degree and the BlO (H_2b) mice had minimal
mesangial expansion or no lesions at all.
Immunofluorescence revealed striking mesangial
and capillary loop deposits of IgC, 1gM, C3 and
apoferritin in the 810.02 (H_2d) mice, but the
B10.BR (H_2k) mice had predominantly mesangial
deposits. The BlO (H_2b) mice had minimal or no
deposits. The electron microscopy demonstrated
mesangial and subepithelial deposits in B10.02
(H_2d) mice. These morphological differences
correlated with protetnuria, hematuria and
elevations in BUN. The antiapoferritin antibody
response in the BlO.D2 was higher than in the
B1O.BR and BIO (13.1 +6.0 mcg/ml vs. 3.6 + 1.4
and 2.1 +0.4, respectively) at 32 days. fn
conclusion, these experiments demonstrate that
dramatic differences in susceptibility to ICON
can be seen in animals that differ only at the
H-2 locus with H_2d being the most susceptible
H-2 type. This model will lend itself to the
study of the role of the major histocompatibility
locus in the development of ICON.
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GLOMERULAR IMMUNE DEPOSITS IN RATS INJECTED WITH
MERCURIC CHLORIDE (HgCl2). A. Fukatsu*,
J. Erentjens, P. Killen*, H. Kleinman*,
G. Martin*, and G. Andres, Dept. of Pathol.,
State Univ. of New York, Buffalo, NY; Lab, of
Developmental Biol. and Anomalies, Nat. Inst. of
Dental Research, Nat. Inst. of Health, Bethesda, MD.
Brown Norway (SN) rats injected with HgC12
develop circulating basement membrane (BM) anti-
bodies (Ab) and BM lesions with linear and, then,
granular immune deposits. The aim of this study
was to characterize further the specificity of the
BM Ab and to investigate the mechanisms responsible
for formation of granular immune deposits in the
subepithelial part of the glomerular BM. The
results show that BN rats injected with HgC12 have
significant levels of circulating Ab reacting with
laminin, type IV collagen, heparan sulfate pro—
teoglycan and entactin, the major components of
renal BM. The highest titer found in serum were
to laminin and type IV collagen, and were also
present in renal eluates from nephritic kidneys.
These Ab from sera and renal eluates reacted with
antigens secreted by cultured glomerular visceral
epithelial cells. These data indicate that HgC12
induces a broad immunoreaction to BM in BN rats.
The continuous deposition of Ab against BM
components may result in the granular deposits
observed in BM in this model.
ThE EFFECT OF RENAL FMIAJRE CISI fl1E FORMkTICISI OF
PNTIRODIEM IN bIDRL AND ALYIDIM4JNE MICE.
Raysonde F. Gagnon* and Joyce Rauch* (intr. by
Peter Somerville). t'bntreal General Hospital,
Hontreal, canada.
An increased incidence of autoantibodjes has
been reported in endstage renal disease (ESRD)
patients. Th study the effect of renal failure
on autoantibDdy formation, circulating levels of
anti-ENA antibody and H13O idiotype were oaipared
in normal C57BL/6 mice and in autoimxane MRL/lpr
mice with surgically—induced renal failure. The
autoantibodies were sought in unoperated, sham—
operated and renal failure mice (right kidney
electrocoagulation and left nelthrectomy 2 weeks
apart). Results (mean±SD) in 13 week old female
mice 6 weeks after the onset of renal failure
No Sham Renal
surgery surgery failure
Normal C57BL/6(n) 8 8 7
JN (ing/dl) 29±4 28±4 124±26*
Anti—DNA Aba (xlOO) 12±8 9±9 6±6
H130 idiotypeb 14±6 10±6 9±4
Autoinunune MRL/lpr(n) 8 8 6
BUN (ing/di) 39±22 59±41 160±44*
Anti—DNA Aba (xlOO) 87±38 72±42 52±33
Hl30 idiotypeb 31±5 26±9 14± 13
*p<0.Cn., renal failure vs controls. Measured in
aDNA binding and bidjotype inhibition assays.
As expected, in all groups autoimnune mice
formed more autoantilxxly than normal mice. In
renal failure mice, despite marked BUN elevation
no increase in autoantibody formation was
observed regardless of strain. ? conclude that
renal failure per se is not responsible for the
increased autoentilxxly formation observed in ESRD.
DEFECTIVE IN VIVO INLAM4PJORY RESPCE'TSES OF RENAL
FAILZJRE MICE. B. Gallinore*, R.F. Gagnon*
and G.K. Richards , (intr. by P. Somerville).
bbntreal General Hospital, t'bntreal, Canada.
The ability of renal failure mice to mount an
in vivo inflammatory response to intraperitoneal
(ip) injection of either viable Staphylococcus
epidermidis or the eliciting agent,
thioglycolate, was investigated. Sham-operated(right kidney eletrocoagulated, left kidney
mobilized) and renal failure (right kidney
electrocoagulated, left nephrectomy) C57BL/6 mice
underwent ip inoculation of 106 cfu S.
epidermidis and were monitored seriairy over the
next 72 hours. Inflammatory response was
measured by enumeration and differential counting
of peritoneal and peripheral leucocytes.
Peritoneal inflanunatory response was markedlydiminished in renal failure mice, the early
polymorph response being practically abolished(p<O.05). In all animals there was a profound
fall in the number of peritoneal leucocytes
isunediately following inoculation, lqever, this
decline was significantly greater (p'0.05) and
more prolonged in renal failure mice. Systemic
inflammatory response was similar in both groups
of animals. The same pattern in peritoneal
inflammatory response was observed in renal
failure mice following ip thioglycolate
injection, with a marked attenuation of early
polymorph response.
This animal nodal has facilitated the
identification of a major defect in the
development of in vivo inflanunatory responses in
renal failure. Such a defect may contribute to
the high incidence of peritonitis observed in
continuous ambulatory peritorieal dialysis.
GLOMERULAR ME5ANGIAL CELl S SECRETE INTERLEUKIN 1
(IL-i) AND PGE IN RESPONSE TO BACTERIAL ENDOTOXIN
(El). D.Gemsa*, K.Resch*, S.Bursten*, and D.Lnvett.
Med.Hochshule, Hannover,FRI3, IJniv.Marburg,Marburg,
ERG, and Seattle VAMC. Seattle WA.
Glonierular rnesangial cells (MC) secrete a number
of biologically active inflammatory mediators in re-
sponse to hormonal and other stimuli. To date, the
influence of bacterial cell wall components on this
secretory response has not been examined. These
products are well known as potent activators of macro-
phages and B lymphocytes. We therefore examined the
effects of purified El on the mesangial release of PGE
and the autogrowth factor, mesangial IL-i. Cycling rat
MC were found to release increased amounts of IL-i
with concentrations of ET as low as long/mi. A greater
than 3D-fold stimulation was obtained with lmcg/ml El
(control:65110 U/mi vs. El: 1490165 U/mI). ET also en-
hanced PGE release by cycling MC. A maximal stimula-
tion was obtained with iOOng/ml ET(control: 2.6.ing/m1
vs. El: 571.7ng/ml, 26 h values). In contrast, non-
cycling (Go/Gi) MC were less responsive in terms of
El-induced PHE release (control: ?.i+.lng/ml vs. El:
iO.1t.6ng/mI; El at ThOng/mI, 24 h values). Calcium ion-
ophore induced the release of equivalent amounts of
prostanoids from cycling and Go/Gi cells, indicating
that the prostanoid synthetic pathway remained func-
tional in the non-cycling cells. We conclude that at
least one bacterial cell wall component, ET, can induce
the mesangial secretion of IL-i and PGE. The influence
of the cell cycle status upon this process may be
related to differences in membrane receptors or intra-
cellular processing mechanisms for bacterial El.
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ALBIEIN ISCELECTRIC P01141 IS A DETERMINANT CF ITS RENAL tIllS
IN FXF'ERIMFNrAL NEPHEFEIS. Gian Rerce Ghiggeri*, Carlo
Queriolo*, Fabrizio Ginevri *, Thllio Bertani* and Giuaeppe
Reruzzi (thin. by Cthrad L. Pirani). Renal Sectiar, 1-bepital
of tavagoa, Dept. of Nephrology, G. Gaslini Institute, Genoa
and tte'io Negri Institute for Phanrmcological Research,
Bergaro, Italy.
Re studied by isoelectric focoaing (IEF)—ailver stain the
effect of isoelectric point of alburdn an its renal handling
in norrrml (Nl) rats and in rats with adriarrycin nephrcpathy
(ADR-N). In Nl rats (n=8) senm (5) alburrin (Alb) was
microheterogerarus over a wide range of p1 fran 4.7 in 6.1, but
in urine (U) ctly the rrrret anicrric isoforrrm (p1 4.7) were
present (range of U protein excreticn 8-15 rug/day). By
ccntrast in ADR—N rats (n=4) Alb was harogenous and snicrric in
S (p1 4.7), but rrricroheteropenous and caticnic in U (p1 4.7 —
6.1) (range of U protein excreticrr 182-333 rig/day). Fooled
4DB—N U Alb sarples were frertioned by preparative lEE in 4
isoforrrm (Al—A2-.A3.-A4) with decreasing p1 (Al=6. 1, A4=4.7) and
processed for ccrrfonratian (uluoriiretric spectra) and fatty
acide (FA) binding. Al was the rrcet defstted frertic*-r,
followed by 42, A3, 44 with s progressive decrease of the
flusriaretric quanta yield of srcznstic residues. These results
isrply that in ADR—N: 1) More catianic sibunin is freely
filtered probdaly for s size selective defect of the
glarrerulsr lasses-it rserbrane. Most of the anionic alburrin is
retained in the circulation suggesting thst the charge
selective barrier say still prevent the filtration of
negatively charged rrolecules. 2) The heterogeneity of U Aib is
s frncticn of FA ccntsnt the mat caticcic frerticn being the
mast defatted.
ISOLATION OF A BEFARIN—SEPNAROSE AFFINITY—
PURIFIED STREPTOCOCCAL COMPONENT TBAT BINDS
TO KIDNEY. Ingrid Glurich,Nurrsy Stinson, and
Boris Albini. Dept. Microbiology & Medicine,
SUNYAB. Buffalo, NY.
Injection of disrupted Streptococcus pyogenes
N type T 12(5) induces a mild glomerulonephritis
in rsbbits similar to acute poststreptococcsl
glomerulonephritis (APSGN) in man (Fed. Proc .44:705,
1985). An alkaline extract of S was shown to have
binding affinity for hepsran and chondroitin sul-
fate glycosaminoglycsns(GAG) by ELISA. To isolate
these binding components,the S extract was run
over a heparin—sepharose column and eluted by a
discontinuous salt concentration gradient. Each
eluate was tested by SOS—PACE and immunoblotting
using high—titered antisera to S raised in rabbit.
In addition,ELISA was performed on plates coated
with GAG. A single component(1O,SOO 0) was seen
by immunoblotting in the 1.5 N eluate.Thia eluste
bound to GAG in ELISA and on kidney sections of
healthy rabbits by indirect immunofluorescence.
This fraction was perfused through a normal rab-
bit kidney ( 5 microgram/b mm). Strong tubular
and segmental glomerular staining was observed in
the perfused kidney with antisera to S. These
results suggest that S contains a GAG—binding
component reacting with renal tissue in vivo and
in vitro. Patients with APSGN frequently have
antibodies to GAG in their sera(J.exp.Ned.161:277
1985).Whether the GAG—binding component of S de-
scribed here plays a role in the induction of
such antibodies and in the pathogenesis of strep-
tococcus—associated nephritides remains to be
determined.
CLSARANCE 17W SOLTI53LE TM'ATINP COMPL5IXNS(IC) IS IMPAIRED IN BXSE MICE WITi-ri TIJOITS
NEPHRITIS. Norman \. Oranholmt, Eerrv
Grsves*, Rodney Nrinlei*, soil Tito Cavslln.Univ. of Texas Medicsl granch, '3ent. of Es—
thologv, Galveston, Texae.
To investigate whether a defective olearance
of IC might he a contributory factor tn the
pathogeoeeis of UN in RESE mice, we studied
the clearance of s subsatrrrating dose (9.1 c's/c
h.w.) of IC before (2 'no. of age), during (3.5
'no. nf age), and sfter (5 'no. of age) the
development of IN. Imnauooloqicallv onrirl
mice aerv1 an rnntrols. The curr°s f tc'nr
oearan';s 'if IC were resolved h-' ne.'Iioc tot) 3
cornoonontn: transient (equilihratinn of IC
between the Tntrs— and extraysqcrf-rr 1nnsrt
meota), internrr-'rjiate (clesrance nf lance lsttic I
IC) , and norsistent (-netaholism i rn-ill lattired
IC). The tro"eient and intermefntn nni
nents of the curve were comosrehl-' mvcm
and control mice. The clearance time (hr.) cx—
oressed as the mean tI for the nersisteot
component of the curve is shown below.
Age ('no.) 7.0 3.5 5.0
Gror'n
BXSR 12.7±9.6* 13. 7±1.? 14.
Control 10.6±0.6 17.9±0.7
P value** 50.213 50.301 9.014
*valuen are mean SEM; **Studentls t test
The dsts indicate that the orrrcesioo of
small latticed IC is impaired in BXSB mice sod
that this innairment is oresent befo—e rand
neraista after the onset of UN. Thus, a defer—
tive clearance of soluble IC is a contrihutnrv
factor to the pathogenesis of GN in gNarl nine.
TERMINAL COMPLEMENT PATHWAY (TCP) IN ACCELERATED
AUTOL060US ANTI-GBM NEPHRITIS (AAGBM) IN RABBITS.
G.C. Groggel, 1. Palmer*, Univ of Utah Medical
Center, Salt Lake City, UT.
The TCP, including the membrane attack complex,
has been demonstrated to play an important func-
tional role in the mediation of experimental
membranous nephropathy and heterologous anti—GBM
oephritis in the rabbit. In these studies we
examined its role in AAGBM in normocomplementemic
(CM) and C6—deficient (C6D) rabbits. C6D had
0.01% of C6 hemolytic activity of controls. Rab-
bits were immunized with sheep IgG 5 days before
being injected with a subnephrotoxic dose of the
y2, non—complement—fixing, fraction of sheep anti—
rabbit GBM and were sacrificed 5 days later. At 5
days there was no difference in proteinuria be-
tween CM and C6D, 11.1 +3.64 eg protein/mg creati—
nine, N=ll vs 12.2+6.21, N=11, p >0.05 while at 3
days CM had signTficantly greater proteinuria,
15.2+8.83 mg/mg creatinine vs 2.6+ 2.12, pcO.O5.
C6D iTad a greater rise in serum creatinine at day
5, 2.3+0.49 mg%, n=11, vs 1.3+ 0.42, n=10, p<0.05,
whileTht 3 days there was no significant differ-
ence. C6D had more sheep IgG deposited in their
glomeruli at day 5, 0.95+0.118 pg sheep IgG/b0,000
glomeruli, P1=11, vs 0.57+0.075, P1=11, p0.O14, and
also at day 3, while there were similar amounts of
sheep IgG at day 1. C6D had higher blood levels
of sheep IgG at all time points from 1 hr to 120
hr. Both groups had similar deposits of sheep
IgG, rabbit IgG and rabbit C3 by IF. Light mi-
croscopy showed marked proliferation and crescent
formation with C6D having more severe changes.
Thus in this model of AAGBM C6 and the TCP
appears not to play a role in the mediation of the
glomerular injury.
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SOIUBILIZATION OF GLOMERULAR IMMUNE COMPLEX
DEPOSITS IN NZB/W MICE BY ADMINISTERING DNA.
A.O. Haakenstad* (intr. by C. Westenfelder). VA
Medical Center and Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
NZB/W female mice develop glomerulonephritis
associated with glomerular deposits of antiDNA
autoantibodies by 4 months of age. Previously,
glomerular deposits of preformed innune
complexes were solubilized in NZB/W mice by
administering excess antigen (Fed Proc 45:950,
1986). In the current study 5—6 month NZB/W
female mice were injected i.v. with 9.0—10.0 my
sonicated, calf thymus DNA twice daily, 5 days
weekly for 2 weeks. A 1 nephrectorny was
performed prior to DNA or PBS (control mice)
injections. R kidney was obtained 2 days after
the last injection. Kidneys were scored (0—4+)
for glomerular deposits of 196, 1gM and C3 by
ininunofluorescence microscopy.
Mice(n) Admin. Kidney IgG 1gM C3
10 DNA day 0 3.6±0.5 1.6±0.9 3.6±0.7
day 14 2.6±1.1 1.6±1.5 2.1±1.2
p value 0.016 n.s. 0.003
5 PBS day 0 2.6±1.5 2.8±0.8 2.6±1.5
day 14 3.0±1.2 2.6±1.5 3.0±1.2
p value n.s. n.s. n.s.
Significant decreases in glomerular IgG and C3
deposits occurred in DNA treated mice and were
more striking in a few mice treated longer than
two weeks. However, proteinuria increased
similrly in both groups, and BUN increased
significantly only in DNA treated mice.
INDUCTION OF ACTIVATION ANTIGENS ON HUMAN GLOMERU—
LAR ENDOTHELIUM BY INTERLEUKIN 1 (IL-i), INTERFERON
GAMMA (IFN-g), AND ENDOTOXIN (LPS).Wayne )4. Hancock
& Ramzi S. Cotran, Dept. of Pathology, Brigham &
Women's Hospital, Boston, MA.
Exposure of cultured umbilical vein endothelial
cells to IL—i and LPS induces increased leukocyte
adhesion to endothelium, expression of endothelial
tissue factor—like (TF) procoagulant activity and
the appearance of an "activation" antigen recog-
nized by monoclonal antibody (mAb)H4/18(Bevilacqua,
et al., Ms J Pathol, 1985; Pober, et al., J Immunol,
1986). These findings are potentially relevant to
mechanisms of glomerular injury. Accordingly, gb—
meruli from 5 normal human kidneys were isolated
and cultured for 4—24 hrs. alone or with recombi-
nant IL—i (rIL—1), rIL—2, rIFN—g, orLPS. Immunoper—
oxidase staining of sections of glomeruli was per-
formed using rnAb H4/i8,and mAb Al—3, which recog-
nizes a nionocyte antigen related to IF. H4/i8
labeling was induced in gbomerular endothelium by
either IL—i or LPS, peaking at 4—6 hrs., and dis-
appearing after 24 hrs. No staining occurred in
untreated glomeruli or those treated with IL—2 or
IFN—g. Like H4/18,Ai—3 stained gloinerular endothe—
hal cells after stimulation by IL—i or LPS; but
unlike H4/18, Ai—3 labeling also occurred after
IFN—g, and peaked at 12—24 hrs. Renal biopsies of
patients with glomerular disease have thus far
shown minimal focal staining with H4/i8—-possibly
due to its transient expression——butsignificant
staining with A1—3 of leukocytes and endothelium
in proliferative glomerulopathies. These findings
suggest that endothelial activation may play a
role in the gboinerular response to injury.
THE LATE COMPLEMENT COMPONENTS C5b-9 STIMULATE
THE TYPE IV COLLAGEN SYNTHESIS IN CULTURED RAT
EPITHELIAL CELLS (GEC). G.M.Hansch*,I.Tor_
bohrn*,A._M.Wingen*,J.GUnther* and K.O.Rother,
Institut für Immunologie der Universitat
Heidelberg., W-Germany.
Progressive glomerular sclerosis in many
forms of chronic glomerulonephritis is attri-
buted to an increased production of extra-
cellular matrix, e.g. type IV collagen. Since
deposits of C5b-9 were found in sclerotic
areas of the glomeruli (Parkinson et al.AJP
120,121,1985) a possible influence of C5b—9 on
the production of type IV collagen in GEC was
analyzed. To quantitate type IV collagen
production,3M-proline, a precursor of type IV
collagen, was added to cultured cells and the
radioactivity associated with the collagenase-
digestible proteins was measured. To three
parallel cultures sublytic dosis of C5b-
9,inactivated C5b-9 or medium respectively
were added. After 24 h, the amount of the
radioactive, collagenase-digestable protein in
the supernatant of the C5b-9—treated cells was
7 or 15 fold higher than in the controls.
Thus, in response to C5b-9, GECs significantly
increased the production of type IV collagen.
The present in vitro observation is in line
with a recent paper by Adler at ml (AJP 123.
553, 1986). The authors reported on a depen-
dency of the development of sclerosis on the
presence of C8. We propose that C5b—9, by
stimulating the type IV collagen synthesis in
local epithelial cells, contribute to the
progression of sclerotic glomerular lesions.
EPITOPIC SPECIFICITY OF HUMAN ANTI—TUBULAR BASE-
MENT MEMBRANE (aTBM) ANTISERA. William H. Hines*,
Michael 0. Clayman, Laure—HeleneNoe, and Inc 8.
Neilson, Renal Section, Univ. of Pa., Phila., PA.,
and Hospital Necker, Paris, France.
We have previously described the 48,000 Mr
target anti9en (3M—i) of human aTBM antibody (Ab)—
associated interstitial nephritis its similarity
to the anti9en of experimental cxTM disease, and
cross—reactive paratypic specificities among mice,
rats and humans. We now extend these obser-
vations to 2 additional human aTBM antisera and
report that all such antisera thus far character-
ized are reactive not only with a sin9le IBM
antigen (3M—i), but that this reactivity is pre-
dominantly focused to a single epitope on 3M—i.
3M—i was prepared by passing human collagenase—
solubilized renal tubular antigen over a mono—
clonal niTBM—Ab immunoaffinity column and eluting
specifically bound material. Antisera from 2
patients with aTBM disease were shown to be IBM
specific by indirect iniiiunofluorescence and were
analyzed for reactivity with 3M—i in a solid—phase
radioimmunoassay (RIA). Specific binding was dem-
onstrated to dilutions of greater than i:500. In
contrast, there was no appreciable binding of
either normal human sera with these target anti-
gens or of sTBM antisera with filtrate of the
immunoaffinity column. In a competitive inhibition
RIA, eluates from nephritic kidneys of BN rats
were able to inhibit more than 65% of human aTBM
antisera binding to 3M—i. Furthermore, for the
first time, we demonstrate that a rat a3M—i mono—
clonal Ab is capable of inhibiting more than 50%
of the 3M—i binding reactivity of all 4 polyclonal
human niTBM antisera tested. This suggests that the
czTBM serological response is largely specific for
a single epitope. In conclusion, of 4 human aTBM
antisera characterized to date, all are reactive
with a single TBM antigen, appear to focus to a
single epitope on 3M—i? and cross—reactive with
aTBM—Ab from rodents with experimental disease.
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E.COLI ENDOTOXIN (LPS) SELECTIVLY STIMULATES
PROSTAGLANDIN E2 (PGE2) PRODUCTION FROM
CULTURED RAT GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL CELLS.
RL Hoover*, IA Blair*, HR Jacobson, and KF Badr. Depts. of
Pathology, Pharmacology, and Medicine, Vanderbilt Univ.
Nashville, TN.
Administration of LPS to the rat results in a progressive fall in
renal blood flow and GFR reaching a nadir at 60 mm. At this
time, renal histology is normal, but cortical generation rates of
PGE2, 6-ketoPGFla, and TxB2 are markedly increased,
suggesting LPS-stimulated eicosanoid generation from intrinsic
renal elements (Badr et al., Kid. mt., in press). To define possible
cellular sources for eiccosanoid production, we stimulated cultured
rat glomerular mesangial cells (in RPMI, 20% fetal calf serum at
37C) with LPS (1 and 10 ig/ml) and measured, using gas
chromatography and negative ion chemical ionization mass
spectrometry, the generation rates of PGE2, PGD2, PGF2a,
6-ketoPGFla, TxB2, and leukotriene B4, 60 mm after addition of
LPS. With the lflg/ml dose, PGE2 generation rate was increased
from a baseline control value of 90.3±21.4 (mean±SE) to
477.8±68.2 pg/mg protein/mm ( n=4, p<O.O25 ). No additional
stimulation was observed with the 10 ig/ml dose (489.5±63.4
pg/mg protein/mm) and no significant stimulation was observed
for any of the other eicosanoids measured.
Thus, LPS directly and selectively stimulates PGE2 production
from glomerular mesangial cells independently of other locally or
systemically acting lipid mediators and of renal hemodynamic
alterations. This may represent an important local defense
mechanism aimed at attenuating the effects of mesangial and
vascular constrictor stimuli also known to be activated during
endotoxemia.
ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
CIRCULATING IMMUNE COMPLEXES (CrC) FROM
RATS WITH HEYMANN NEPHRITIS (HN). Mark Hori*,
C. K. Abrass, VA Medical Center, Seattle, WA.
Studies from this laboratory have demonstrated
elevated levels of CIC in rats with HN. In addition, rats
immunized with isolated CIC develop HN. The present
study was undertaken to characterize the components of
these CIC and compare them to glomerular eluates from
HN rats. Serum and kidneys were harvested 9 weeks
following immunization with Fx1A. CIC were isolated
using two methods and studied by SDS-PAGE and
immunoblotting. Method 1: Heat inactivated serum was
incubated with Clq. CIC were precipitated with 2.5%
polyethylene glycol. Immunoblotting vs. rat antibody to
Fx1A demonstrated tubular antigen (Ag) in the 70 and80 kD bands. The CIC also contained IgG and
complement bands. Method 2: The IgG fraction from
serum was separated by gradient salt elution using
DEAE-Affi gel blue and applied to a ConA-sepharose
column. Non-antibody IgG appeared in the void
fraction. Antibody IgG was eluted with alternating acid
and basic washes. Eluted antibody bound to the tubular
brush border and not the glomerulus by indirect
immunofluorescence. Con—A-bound Ag was eluted by
competition with rt-methyl mannoside. The eluted Ag
corresponded to the 70 and 80 kD bands detected in
Method 1. When used as an immunogen, antigen isolated
by this method induced HN. There was no evidence of
other tubular Ags in the isolated CIC. Ag contained in
CIC was compared to FxIA antigens and those in acid-
eluates by SDS-PAGE, immunoblotting and peptide
mapping. These analyses demonstrated that CIC from
rats with HN contain the same tubular Ag as is present
in glomerular immune deposits. These data suggest that
CIC contribute to glomerular immune deposits in HN.
MECHANISM FOR RESISTANCE OF RABBIT RENAL PROXIMAL
TUBULE SEGMENTS (PTS) TO HYDROGEN PEROXIDE (H).
H.D. Humes, R.P. O'Connor*, D.A. Cieslinski*. VA
Med. Center and Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, MI.
PTS have been recently shown to be resistant to
the cytotoxicity of H. Tumor cells utilize either
the glutathione (G) redox cycle or catalase as
defense mechanisms against lysis by H. To test
which mechanism PTS may utilize against H induced
cytotoxicity, PTS were preincubated for 15' with
1.5 mM diethylmaleate (D), 100 uM BCNU (B) and 20
mM aminotriazole (A) followed by exposure to 10 mM
H for 15' or 60' at which time lipid peroxidation
(LP) (nmol MDA/mg prot (P)), total cellular G
(nmol/mg P), potassium (K) (nmol/mg P) and CCCLP-
uncoupled respiration (R) (natoms 0/mg P/mm) were
measured. Data are presented as means. * denotes
p <.05 or better compared to control (C); +
denotes p <.05 or better compared to H; n = 5.
G LP K R
15' — 60' 15'60' 15' 60' 15' 60'
C 8.2 13.8 1.1 0.8 291 300 207 230
H 8.0 10.8* 1.5 1.8* 232* 246* 196 213
H+A 8.2 8.8+ 1.6 2.2+ 201 212+ 176 205
H+D 0.6+ 1.1+ 2.8+ 3.8+ 132+ 124+ 180 168+
H+B 3.7+ 2.9+ 2.1 2.6+ 175 196+ 177 180+
H resulted in time dependent declines in K assoc-
iated with decreases in G and increases in LP.
Inhibition of catalase with A, depletion of G with
D, and inhibition of G reductase with B resulted
in higher LP and more pronounced deterioration of
cell viability parameters produced by H. These
results suggest that both catalase and G redox
cycle are important mechanisms for the resistance
of PTS to H induced cell injury.
NATURAL HUMAN IgA IMMUNE COMPLEXES OR IGA
AGGREGATES DO NOT ACTIVATE THE COMPLEMENT
SYSTEM. H. Imai*, A. Chen*, A. Rifait, R.J.Wyatt. Univ.
Texas Health Science Center Houston and Univ. Tennessee,
Memphis.
Complement activation has an important role in renal
injury associated with glomerular deposition of immune com-
plexes. Ability of naturally occurring human IgA complexes
(IgA-IC) and covalently cross-linked purified normal human
serum IgA aggregates to activate complement were examined in
vitro and in vivo. Large and medium-sized IgA-IC containing IgA
rheumatoid factor were isolated from a patient's serum by affinity
purification (Jacalin-Sepharose) and gel chromatography
(Sephacryl S-300). Stable A-IgA were prepared by cross-linkage
with a heterobifunctional reagent, SPDP. Treatment of fresh
normal human serum with up to 300 jsg/mI of IgA-IC or A-lgA
for 30 mm at 37 ' C failed to activate C3 or Factor B. In con-
trast, heat aggregated human IgG and C3NeF, respectively,
resulted in 42% and 83% 03 conversion. The 03 consumption
was assessed immunochemically by the decrease in the B antigen
of 03. Factor B cleavage was measured by generation of Ba.
Administration of human A-lgA or IgA-IC to mice, sacrificed
after 6 hours, resulted in glomerular deposition of IgA. Despite
IgA fluorescent intensity of 1+ (51% of glomeruli) and 2+ (32%),
no C3 was detected.
Collectively, these in vitro and in vivo findings suggest that
factors other than IgA in the human glomerular immune deposits
are responsible for complement activation.
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A MURINE MODEL OF IgA NEPHROPATHY INDUCED BY A VI-
RAL RESPIRATORY PATHOGEN. Robert H. Jessen * John
G. Nedrud,* and Steven N. Emancipator. Inst. of
Path., Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, Ohio.
IgA nephropathy in humans is often associated
with viral syndromes. We sought to establish a mo-
del of IgA nephropathy induced by a common respir-
atory pathogen. Male 129J mice were divided into 4
Groups (G). 5 1 and 2 (both n=11) were immunized
intranasally with inactivated Sendai, iO virions
on d 1 and iO on d 7 and then with live virus:
10" on d 14, 106 on d 28 and 10 on d 35. G 1 re-
ceived live virus containing 0.5 mg viral protein
and 8 2 received the same amount of purified viral
envelope iv on d 42. 8 3 (n=9) was an infection
control; mice were housed in cages with heavily
infected B6D2 carrier mice, actively shedding vi-
rus. G 4 (n=1O) were naive controls. 5 1 and 2 had
markedly increased serum anti—Sendai titers by
ELISA; IgA (110±12 and 120±22 respectively), IgG
(8000±274 and 9800±1146) and 1gM (21.3±7.5 and
6.8±1.3) were all different (p<.Ol) from the un-
detectable levels in 5 4 controls. 0 3 had modest
but significant increases in all classes. Mice in
8 1 had bright deposits of IgA (11/11 mice), IgG
(8/11) and Sendai antigen (10/11) and 8/11 of
these mice had hematuria by urinalysis at the time
of sacrifice on d 44 (all p<.Ol vs control). De-
spite identical frequency of mesangial IgA and
IgG, 5 2 mice did not have an increased incidence
of hematuria (1/11) vs control (0/10). Only G 1
mice (3/11) had C3 deposits above background. 8 3
differed from control only in IgA deposits (9/9).
We conclude that the intense IgA antibody response
in highly immunized mice results in hematuria only
if there is concomitant systemic exposure to virus
capable of replication.
CROSS REACTIVITY OF THE HEYMANN NEPHRITIS (MN)
ANTIGEN (Gp600) AND GLOMERULAR ELUTED ANTIBODY
WITH SERUM ANTIGENS. John J. Kanalas* and Sudesh
P. Makker. Univ. of Texas Health Sci. Ctr., Dept.
of Ped., Div. of Nephrology, San Antonio, Texas.
The mechanism of autoimmune response in active
MN of rat induced by immunization with Fx1A is not
known and the pathogenesis of its glomerular mem—
branous lesion not entirely understood. We report
the reactivity of Gp600 and glomerular eluted
antibody with identical antigens in serum. Gp600
was isolated from DOC solubilized FxlA by lectin
affinity and gel exclusion chromatography. Gb—
merular antibody was eluted from MN kidneys and
affinity purified on a Gp600 column. Both were
labelled with 1125 and reacted with serum electro—
phoresed by SOS-PAGE under nonreducing conditions
using Western analysis. Normal and immune sera
were also fractionated by gel filtration and
sucrose density gradient centrifugation. Western
analysis of fractions demonstrated reactivity with
120 k and 130 k bands present in the 250 k isol.
wt. range of the gel filtration column and reac-
tivity with a 43 k, 50 k, 76 k and 80 k bands in
the 90 k mob. wt. range. Although there are
differences in the intensities of the respective
bands obtained from normal versus immune sera,
there appears to be no shift in the mol. wt. of
the fractionation range of these antigens in nor-
mal versus immune sera. This is the first report
of documentation of antigens in normal and immune
sera which react with the nephritogenic autoanti—
body deposited in the glomerulus. Elucidation of
the importance of these antigens in the mainte-
nance of tolerance against autoimTsune response and
the generation and accumulation of subepithelial
deposits will require more studies.
ANTI—INTERLEUKIN 2 RECEPTOR ANTIBODY SUPPRESSES
LUPUS NEPHRTTIS. V.E. Kelley+, T.B. Strom.
+Brigham and Women's Hospital and Beth Israel
Hospital, Boston, NA.
In order to assess the importance of activated
lymphocytes and macrophages in the pathogenesis
of murine lupus, we tested the therapeutic effi-
cacy of the anti—interleukin—2 receptor mono—
clonal antibody (IL—2R Mab). Since this Mab
targets to recently activated immune cells, we
hypothesized that treatment would reduce renal
injury in murine lupus. Hence, we treated
NZBxNZW F1 female mice with 5ug of the rat anti—
mouse 1gM anti—IL—2R Nab (M7/20) 5 d/wk beginning
at 2 mo. of age. Control mice were given a rat
anti—mouse Forssman 1gM Nab or phosphate buffered
saline. Nice were monitored for urinary proteins,
sacrified at 8 mo. of age, and renal immuno—
pathology was evaluated.
protein— 1-listo— IgG* gp7O*
uris (1) logy+ (%) (%)
M7/20 44 1.1 37 12
control 80 2.5 85 50
aperipheral capillary loop +(0—4) n7—8
Treatment with M7/20 decreased proteinuria,
reduced the amount of IgG and gp7O deposited in
glomeruli and diminished renal pathologic changes
characteristic of the NZBxNZW mice (p<.05). In
conclusion, treatment of murine lupus with the
anti—IL—2R Nab suppresses renal disease in
these mice. This study indicates that highly
selective targeting to activated lymphocytes and
macrophages expressing the IL—2R provide a dis-
crete method of dampening immunologically medi-
ated forms of renal disease.
LONG—TERM CULTURED SUPPRESSOR I CELLS (Is) INHIBIT
THE INDUCTION OF NEPHRITOGENIC EFFECTOR CELLS AND
RENAL DAMAGE IN INTERSTITIAL NEPHRITIS (TIN) C.
)çjjy*, H. Mok*, E. Neilson. U. of Pa., PhilaPA.
have reported that tubular antigen (SRTA)—
derivatized lymphocytes induce a disease protect-
ive suppressor I cell network in SJL mice
immunized with RTA in adjuvant to produce TIN. We
now report the functional characteristics, specif-
icity, and immunochemistry of long—tern (> 1 yr.)
cultured Is cells (M40) and their secreted factors
(M4OF). M40 cells are I-J, L3I4 I cells which
directly bind tubular antigen. They proliferate
specifically to the purified antigen (3M—i) of
aTBM TIN. Administration of M4O cell lysates for
2 wks following immunization completely suppresses
histologic TIN at 8 wks (histologic severity (0—4
scale): 0.0 vs. 3.2±0.5 for immunized mice vs.
3.3±0.5 for immunized mice treated with normal
spleen cell lysates.) Using an in vitro culture
system in which nephritogenic T cells mediating
delayed hypersensitivity (DTH) to SRTA are
induced, we tested the functional effects of M4OF.
M4OF suppresses effector T cell induction when
present from day 0, but not ay 4 of culture (0TH
to SRTA 3.3±0.7 inches X 1O with M4OF present
at day 0 vs. 16.3±1.0 with M4OF added at day 4
P<0?001); it is also capable of inducing Lyt—24,
I—J Ts with effector phase activity (Ts—2),
although induction of Ts—2 cells is not crucial
for suppression of effector cell inductipn. l'flOF
activity is blocked by indomethacin (1O—°M) and
aPSE1 , but not ctPGF7a antibodies. M4OF activity
is absorbed by an aT_JS immunoabsorbent DTH to
SRTA with aI—J5 eluate 4.7±0.6 in. X iO
vs. 19.0±1.3 with aI_JS filtrate, P<O.O01);
mI—J5 also blocks suppression and uncovers helper
activity by 11401 from cloned suppressor cells.
aTSF1 monoclonal antibodies block NflOF-mediated
suppression and precipitate a 70 kd protein by
SDS—PAGE. NflO is the first cultured T cell line
reported to suppress an autoimmune disease.
IMNUNE CONPLEXES(IC)STIMULATE MESANGIAL CELL PROS-
TAGLANDIN(PG)SYNTHESIS VIA Fc RECEPTOR LINKED PHO-
SPHOINOSITIDE(PIINETAEOLISN. T.Knauss and J.Sedor
Cleveland VA Ned. Ctr. ,University Hospitals and
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH.
Glomerular immune injury is frequently associated
with immunoglobulin deposition in the mesangiuxs.To
study the effect of IC upon mesangial cell active—
tion,soluble IC were prepared using bovine gamma
globulin(RGG)and the IgG fraction of rabbit anti-
EGG(AE) and were incubated with cultured rat mesan
gial cells. PGE2 and TxE2 release as assessed by
RIA were both stimulated in a time and dose depen-
dent manner.Naximum stimulation of each was 20 fold
increased over a non—complexed IgG control. When
cells were prelabeled with 3H—arachidonste(AA) and
then exposed to IC, increased radiolsbeled PG and
AA were identified.To determine the mechanism of
PG activstion,cells were exposed to complexes con-
sisting of F(sb) fragments of EGG and AR. No sti-
mulation of PG synthesis was seen, suggesting a
critical role for the Fc fragment of AR. Cross lin
king of Fc receptors in other cell lines has been
sssocisted with P1 hydrolysis. Cells were prelsb—
eled with 3H—inositol and exposed to IC. Inositol
mono,di and tri—phosphste release were all increa-
sed by 66—72%. F(sb) fragments did not stimulate
P1 hydrolysis. In summary, soluble IC are potent
stimulators of P1 hydrolysis and PG synthesis in
cultured messngisl cells, an effect mediated by
crosslinking of Fc receptors. Mesangial cell acti-
vation by IC with s resultant rise in cytosolic
calcium, activation of protein kinase C and stimu-
lation of prostsglsndin synthesis may be an impor-
tant determinant of the immunologic and hemodyns—
mic effects of IC.
MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES AGAINST LANININ A CHAIN
AND B CHAIN IN TNE NUMAN AND NOUSE KIDNEYS.
Hiksru Kcide snd Sstoshi Horikoshi5. Div. of
Nephrology, Dept. of Nedicine, Juntendo Univ. Sch.
of Nedicine, Tokyo, Jspsn.
tsminin is a non—collsgenous extrscellulsr
glycoprotoin consisting of one A chsin snd three
B chains. However, monoclonsl sntibodies sgsinst
laminin A chsin hsve not been reported yet. We
isolated three monoclonsl antibodies against lsmi—
nm A snd B chains from mouse EHS sarcoma, desig-
nated Lsm 1, Lam 2 snd Lam 3. Lsm 1 recognized
lsminin A snd B chains, whereas tsm 2 snd tam 3
rescted with only A chsin. Ry using immunofluo—
rescence method, three monoclonal antibodies
equally atsined the human skin basement membrane
and Descemet's memtrsne of cornea. In the kidney,
however, these monoclonal sntibodies showed the
different distribution; Lsm 1 stained the glomeru—
lsr bssemont membrsne, the messogium, Bowmsn's
capsule sod tubulsr basement membrane in the mouse
kidney. In the humsn kidney Lam 1 stsined the
messngium very slightly and not stained glomerular
bssement membrsne. Both Lsm 2 snd Lam 3 stsined
the mesangium, Bowman's cspsule snd proximsl tubu-
lar bssement membrane in the mouse kidney. In the
humsn kidney, however, Lam 2 stsined the mesangium
ss well as glomerular basement membrsne, although
Lsm 3 stsined only the mesangium. Oxidstion of
the kidney sections by sodium periodste chsnged
the staining pattern of Lsm 2 and Lam 3 in the
human kidney, wheress it did not chsnge the atsin—
ing pattern of Lsm 2 snd Lsm 3 in the mouse
kidney. The staining psttern cf Lam 1 was not
changed in the mouse and humsn kidneys by this
trestment.
TRNN HORSFALL PROTEIN (THP) INHIBITS LECTIN
INDUCED MIWGENESIS OF HUMAN LYMPHOCYTES. S.
Kumar,* H. Jensen,* A. Noronha,* and F. L. Coe.
Uiilof Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
me, the major glycoprotein found in human
urine has been implicated in the pathogenesis of
renal tubulointerstitial diseases. One mtudy
showed stimulation of proliferative responses of
human peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) by THP.
In contrast, three other urinary glycoproteins
have recently been shown to inhibit lectin
induced mitogenesis.
We investigated the effect of THP on
lymphocyte mitogenesim induced by the lectin,
Phytohemagglutinin (FUR) and by the mitogenic
monoclonal antibody, OKT3. PBL prolieration was
measured after 3 days of culture by H—Thymidine
incorporation.
PUP alone did not act as a mitogen. No
prolif1ption was seen at concentrations 10 H
to 10 N. PUP inhibited FUR induced lymphocyte
mitogenesis but not OKT5 activation of PBL. PHA
mitogenemis was inhibitgd by 30—80 %. Thim
inhibition wam8dose dependent and was not seen
beyond 5 X 10 H concentration of THP.
These results show that PUP is inhibitory to
FUR mitogenesis but not to mitogenesis which is
due to activation of T3—T1 complex. The
mechanism of TifF induced inhibition of lectin
mitogenesis remains to be elucidated.
CELL CYCLE—DEPENDENT EXPRESSION OF IL-i mRNA
IN HUMAN MESANGIAL CELLS (HMC). 0. Lovett and
Alt Larsen°, Medical Svc. Seattle VAMC and Immunex
Corp. Seattle, WA.
Glomerular NC secrete a polypeptide which closely
resembles macrophage (NP) IL-i in terms of biologic
activity and physicochemical properties. Most signif i-
cant may be the finding that Il-i acts as an autocrine
growth factor mr NC, thereby contributing to the
mesangial hypercellularity typical of many forms of
glomerular disease. In order to more closely compare
the NP and NC IL-i's and to examine the cellular regu-
lation of NC IL-i, Northern blot analysis of I-INC RNA
was performed using specific probes for NP IL-i alpha
and beta. Noosynchronized HNC expressed mRNA which
hybridized with both IL-i probes; non-cycling HNC had
no detectable IL-i mRNA of either type. Synchronized
NC expressed both IL-i mUNA species within 2 h of
stimulation with serum or purified growth factors; this
peaked at 6 h and thereafter returned to nondetect-
able levels. Secretion of biologically active IL-i into
the medium correlated with the period of maximal IL-i
mRNA expression. HNC IL-i mRNA comigrated with NP
IL-i mPNA but was less abundant. These findings pro-
vide further evidence for the biochemical similarity
of HNC and NP IL-i. As with stimulated NP, HMC ex-
press both discrete IL-i species. The correlation of
HNC IL-i mRNA expression with the stage of the cell
cycle provides further evidence for the important
role of this cytokine in mesangial proliferation.
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MONOCLONAL(Mo) ANTI—DNA ANTIBODIES(Ab) BIND TO
GLOMERULAR(G) ANTIGENS(Ag) AND THEY INDUCE Ab
THAT SHARE GLOMERULAR Ag BINDING PROPERTIES.
MP Madaio, J Cataldo, 0 Pankewycz, P Nigliorini.
Tufts—New England Med Ctr Boston, Ma.
H241 and H130 are Mo anti—DNA Ab, derived from
MRL—lpr/lpr mice, that were previously observed
to bind to isolated normal glomeruli. After ad-
ministration to normal mice, 11241, but not Hl30,
formed G immune deposits. To further evaluate
these interactions we examined the capacity of
these anti—DNA Ab to bind to solubilized C ex-
tract. For this purpose lysed human glomeruli
were treated with DNAase, RNAase, and staphloco—
ccal nuclease, separated by SOS PAGE, transferred
to nitrocellulose and then incubated with Mo Ab.
Both H241 and Hl30 bound to multiple mol. wt.
fractions from 17 to 87KD, whereas binding was not
observed with other Mo anti—DNA Ab or control MoIg.
Rabbits hyperlinmunized with 11241 produced both
anti—idiotypes (vs H241) that did not bind to C
extract and a separate population of Ab that re-
acted with C extract but did not bind to H24l or
to DNA. In contrast rabbits immunized with other
Mo anti—DNA Ab produced significant titers of anti-
idiotypic Ab, however they did not produce Ab that
reacted with G extract.
We conclude that certain autoAb cross—react with
DNA and antigenic determinants normally present in
glomeruli. Furthermore these autoAb induce both
an anti—idiotypic Ab response and Ab that share Ag
binding properties with them. We suggest that
this phenomenon may occur through expansion of the
B cell repertoire in a network—like fashion, and
that activation of these pathways may be responsi-
ble for the production of Ab that bind directly to
glomerular Ag in individuals with lupus nephritis.
IMMUNE COMPLEX PROMOTION OF MESANGIAL & CAPILLARY
CELL MEDIATED NEUTROPHIL ACTIVATION. John Mahan,
Cynthia McAllister, Barry Shannon, Children's
Hospital, Dent, of Pediatrics, The Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio.
Many types of glomerulonephritis (GN) involve
subendothelial & mesangial immunoprotein localiza-
tion with subsequent inflammatory cell infiltra-
tion. Capillary endothelial & mesangial cells
secrete a number of mediators (eg., prostanoids,
fibronectin) that affect the function of inflam-
matory cells. Thus, stimulated resident glomeru-
lar cells may influence the development of immune-
mediated GN.
We examined the effect of precipitating rabbit
ant ibovine serum albumin-bovine serum albumin im-
mune complexes (BSA-IC) on the function of rabbit
brain capillary endothelial (BCEC) & mesangial
cells (MC) in virto. MC & ECEC were grown separ-
ately in culture on fibronectin-coated plates &
exposed to BSA-IC for 18 hrs. Cell supernatant
activation of control rabbit neutrophils (PMN) was
determined by luminol dependent chemiluminescence
(CL). Fresh media & supernatants of unatimulated
cells (5) & IC alone (IC) were used as controls.
Percent Control CL
Cell S-IC S IC
MC 259 113 1059
BCEC 667 792 1000
BCEC & MC monolayers exposed to BSA-IC for 18
hrs also demonstrated increased adherence of un-
stimulated PMN (percent increase adherence: MC'
2851,BCEC 2481 after 15 mm). Conclusion: Mesan-
gial & capillary endothelial cells release media-
tors that induce PMN activation, These phenomena
may have a role in the pathogenesis of GM.
MOVEMENT OF ANTIBODY tN GLOMERULAR EXTRACELLULAR
MATRICES. H. Makino5, B. Lelongt* and Y.S.Kanwar.
Dept. Path., Northwestern University, Cicago,IL.
In certain forms of glomeruloiiephritis the im-
mune-complexes (ICs) are formed in the subepithe-
hal space (Sbs) of glomerular basement membrane
(GBM). The mechanisms of formation of ICs in Sbs
are not well—understood. We investigated these me-
chanisms in a nephrotoxic model, where the lCs are
formed in the Sbs as a result of administration of
antibody directed against core-protein of heparan
sulfate-proteoglycan (HS-PG),(JCI 77:142,1986) in
presensitized animals (RI 29:283,1986). Rats were
injected with anti—HS-PG antibody and sacrificed
S & 15 mm, 1 & 6 hr, 1, 3 and 3 days later. Their
kidneys processed, thin sections made and incubat-
ed with anti-rabbit IgG conjugated with colloidal
gold. GBM was divided into hamina interna (LI) and
externa (LE) and gold particles counted in each
compartment and expressed as per um length of GBM:
5m 15m lh 6h ld 3d 7d
EX 5±0 12±1 16±1 22±1 20±1 15±1 17±1
IN 11±1 18±1 17±1 16±1 11±1 8±1 5±0
E/I 0.5±0 0.7±0 1.0±0.1 1.5±0.1 1.8±0.1 2.0±0.2 3.8±0.3
In addition, the concentration of antibody increa-
sed in mesangial matrix 3rd day onwards. The data
indicate that antibody in LI is cleared, whereas that
bound to LE persists for days or weeks. This dif-
ferential and constant residence of the antibody
in Sbs of GBM may be responsible for the formation
of ICs in this region, with antibody acting as a
core—nidus on which ICs lattice evolves subsequent-
ly.
EFFECT OF PHORBOL ESTERS ON Fc RECEPTOR (FcR)
AND C3b RECEPTOR (CR1) MEDIATED BINDING AND
CATABOLISM OF SOLUBLE IMMUNE COMPLEXES BY U937
CELLS . R.L. Mehta, J.A. Sloand' J.F. Leary*and
D.W. Knutson. Dept. of Medicine and Pathology,
Univ. of Rochester Medical Center, Rochester, NY
We have previously shown that CR1 enhances FcR
mediated binding and endocytosis of soluble
Immune complexes by 3937 cells, however CR1
Itself does not lead to endocytosis (J. Immunol.
1986, 136:1765). We have now studied the effect
of phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) treatment on
the function of FcR and CR1 on U937 cells. C3b
was incorporated (.C3b) Into soluble heat
aggregates of IgG (AIgG) and 1gM (AIgM) using
classical pathway of activation. U937 cells
were incubated with buffer alone or buffer +
varying doses of PMA for 3-60 mm at 370C.
PMA treated cells demonstrated a dose dependent
decrease In FcR mediated binding and endocytosis
of AIgG and AIgG C3b which appeared early (3
mm) and persisted (60 mm.). Conversely CR1
mediated binding of AIgMC3b was enhanced In a
dose dependent manner In cells treated with PMA
for 3—5 mm. However binding was reduced below
untreated cells on incubation with PMA for 60
mm. PMA treatment did not result in endo—
cytosis of AI9MC3b. Low Ionic strength
caused marked increases In both FcR and CR1—
mediated binding but did not abrogate the effect
of PMA. We conclude that FcR mediated binding
and catabolism of soluble immune complexes Is
reduced by PMA treatment of U937 cells. CR1
mediated binding is influenced in a biphasic
manner, however CR1 mediated endocytosis is not
induced.
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COMPLEMENT ACTIVATION EXCITES AFFERENT AND
EFFERENT RENAL NERVES AND CAUSES SODIUM RETENTION
IN RATS. Nicholas C. Moss*, Susan L. Powell*
and Ronald J. Falk. University of North Carolina,
Depts. of Physiol. and Med., Chapel Hill, N.C.
Cobra venom factor (Naja naja) (CVI, 20 units
iv./lOOgmBW) was used to study the effects of
complement activation on renal function after
acute unilateral renal denervation in rats. Can—
plete activation of complement was confirmed by
assay of plasma hemolytic activity. Data shown are
CFR and lENa before CVF(CON), during the first 20
mm after CVI (EXP1) and the next 40 rein (EXP2).
nalO INNERVATED (INN) DENERVATED (DNX)
CON EXP1 EXP2 CON EXP1 EXP2
CIR (ml! 1.3 0.5* 1.2 1.6 1.0* 1.5
min/gmKW) i-.1 ÷.1 +.1 +.1
lENa (%) 2.8 1.5* 1.01! 5.6 1.6* 2.81!
÷.2 -i-.2 +.1 -i-.2 +.2
*:p<.05 vs CON, #p<O.O5 vs CON and EXP1. Means+SEM
A difference in the recovery of lENa between INN
and DNX kidneys is apparent. Arterial pressure
increased during CVI (114+8 to 119+3 mmHg) and
fell to 102+3mmHg in EXP1 and EXP2. Recordings
of efferent renal nerve activity in the same rats
showed a significant excitation during CVI, with
a peak of 40.2+8.9% (na6) over control in EXP1.
Afferent renal and afferent adrenal nerve
activities were also excited during CVF with
increases of 72.5+12.9% (na8) and 42.6+ 15.5%
(nr6) during EXP1. In complement depleted rats
(CVI ip. 24hr beforehand) CVI infusion had no
effect on nerve activities or renal function.
These data are evidence for a sympathoexcitatory
effect of complement activation and suggest that
renal nerve activity alters the recovery of lENa
after acute activation of the complement cascade.
IDENTIFICATION BY MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES (Mab) OF
A 280 kD PROTEIN SPECIFIC FOR RENAL BRUSH BORDER
(BB) COATED PITS (CP) EXPRESSION ON THE YOLK
SAC (YS) AND TERATOGENIC EFFECTS OF Nab . Mulliez
N,* Ronco P,* Sahali D,* Chatelet F,* Roux Ch ,
Verroust P. INSERM U64, Hôpital Tenon and
Hôpital Saint—Antoine, Paris, France. (intr. by
C. Le Grimellec).
Whereas most BB proteins are diffusely
expressed on microvilli, gp 330 (the major
antigen of Heymann nephritis) is restricted to
the clathrin backed intermicrovillar domain. It
is also expressed within CF of the epithelial
cells from glomerulus, epididymis, lung and YS.
In this study, we report 3 Nab which
immunoprecipitate a distinct 280 kD protein
exclusively localized within the intermicrovillar
domain by immunoperoxidase and immunogold
techniques. This antigen is not expressed on
podocytes and in extrarenal sites in normal adult
rats
,
but is detectable on visceral epithelial
cells of the YS. It could be purified by affinity
chromatography of solubilized YS extracts,
whereas gp 330 did not copurify during this
procedure.Experiments were carried out to analyse
the in vivo effects in pregnant rats of
antibodies specific for the 330 and 280 kD CP
antigens. There was no teratogenic effect of mono
or polyclonal antibodies to gp 330 whereas Nab to
the 280 kD protein regularly induced foetal
resorption or malformations in a dose dependent
fashion. In conclusion 1. On the basis of
immunochemical properties and distribution, the
Nab defined 280 kD protein is distinct from gp
330. 2. It seems to play a critical role in the
endocytotic function of the YB and may also be offunctional significance in the proximal tubule.
UPTAKE OF MACROMOLECULES BY CULTURED ESAN6IAL
CELLS IS ENHANCED BY THE Fc PORTION OF ANTI-
BODIES. R. Neuwirth*, P. Singhal, and
L) Schlondorff, Albert Einstein Coll. of Med.,
Bronx, NY., Long Island Jewish Med. Ctr.,NY.
Uptake of macromolecules by glornerular
mesangial cells may be important in a variety of
renal diseases. We have previously reported that
serum—coated colloidal gold can be endocytosed
via a coated vesicular mechanism in cultured rat
mesangial cells. We now examine the role of the
Fc component of antibodies to endocytosis.
Radioactive colloidal gold particles were
prepared, and coated with bovine serum albumin
(BSA). Particles were then incubated with rabbit
anti—BSA (IgG), with the F(ab')2 fragment of
that antibody (lAB), or with BSA alone (BSA).
Cultured mesangial cells (3rd subculture) on
glass overslips were incubated for 30 mm with
1.2xlO CPM of these particles, washed exten-
sively and the radioactivity measured.
After 30 mm of incubation uptake of BSA and
FAB particles was equivalent (637+175 vs
768+117 CPM/coverslip n=12 pNS). Uptake of
IgG particles was increased (1117÷179 p<O.Ul
vs BSA). This occurred in a time dependent man-
ner between 5 and 120 mm (n3 at each time point)
TIME(min) 5 15 30 60 120
CPM/slip 550 898 1245 1301 1501
+/-SEM 89 167 128 157 181
Our results suggest that Fc receptors on
cultured rat glomerular mesangial cells may
mediate enhanced uptake of macromolecules and
may be relevant to the pathogenesis of immune
renal injury.
SUDDEN ONSET OF PROTEINURIA IN CHRONIC SERUM SICK-
NESS. Bernice Noble, Judith Van Liew & Janet
Gorfien Depts. of Micro. & Physiol., State Univ.
of New York, & VA Med. Ctr., Buffalo, New York
In rats, chronic serum sickness glomeruloneph—
ntis progresses through three discrete stages,
mild, moderate and severe. The severe stage is
always fatal. Discontinuation of daily bovine
serum albumin (NSA) injections at the abrupt
transition from the moderate to severe stage
results in survival, with kidney function improve-
ment and a change from proliferative to membranous
nephritis. In this study, BSA injections were
stopped at the first indication of overt protein—
urla (>4mg/24hr/100gBW), which began after 3—4
weeks of daily BSA injections. Neither microal—
buminuria nor plasma composition abnormalities
preceded the onset of proteinuria. Within 48 hr,
proteinuria rose to >l5Omg/24hr/100gBW, with
equally rapid development of hypoalbuminemia
(1.8g/dl) and hypercholesterolemia (200mg/dl).
Subepithelial dense deposit formation, foot pro-
cess fusion and inflammatory cell accumulation
also developed over the same 48 hr. coinciding
with, rather than preceding proteinuria. Despite
discontinuation of NSA injections within 48 hr of
proteinuria onset, basement membrane thickening
with 'spike" formation and mesangial sclerosis
were evident 8 weeks later; proteinuria persisted
and hypercholesterolemia increased. In this form
of immune complex nephritis, abrupt, closely link-
ed changes make it impossible to predict the onset
of proteinuria from observations of kidney func-
tion or immunopathology. Brief periods of active
immunological injury to the peripheral capillary
wall cause persistent abnormalities of glomerular
structure and function.
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HgC1 INHIBITS THE DEVELOPNT OF HEYMANN
NEPHITIS (RN) IN LEWIS (LEW) RATS. Pelletier L,*
Ronco P,' Pasquier R,* Verroust P,* Bariety J,'
Druet Ph*. INSERI4 U 28 Hôpital Broussais and U 64
Hopital Tenon , Paris , France.(intr. by C. Le
Grimellec).
We have previously shown that HgC12 induces
membranous glomerulonephritis in various rat
strains but not in others such as LEW rats which,
on the other hand, are highly susceptible to FIN.
This study thus compares the induction of RN in
hEW rats either untreated (group A) or receiving
HgC12(group 8). 3 weeks after immunization, all
group A rats developed proteinuria (100 mg/day)
and abundant immune glomerular deposits detecta-
ble by immunofluorescence and electron microscopy
In contrast, proteinuria remained within normal
limits in all group B rats and immune deposits
were absent or minimal . The inhibitory effect of
HgCl2was not related to altered expression and
or accessibility of the 330 kD nephritogenic
glycoprotein antigen since treatment with
HgCl2did not decrease in vitro and in vivo
binding of heterologous anti gp330 antibodies. By
contrast, whereas serum titers of anti gp 330
antibodies rose significantly in group A rats
(p<O.005), there was only a mild and insignifi-
cant increase in group B rats. The latter had a
marked increase in 0X8+ (sup/cyt) cells (p<0.005)
and a profound depression of T cell functions.
This study thus demonstrates that HgCl2 can
suppress a nephritogenic autoimmune response in
LEW rats whereas in other strains it induces
nephritogenic polyclonal stimulation. These
observations are akin to those made clinically
with drugs which exert immunostimulation in some
patients and immunodepression in others.
THE NEPIIRITOGENIC ANTIBODY (AB) OF PASSIVE HEYMANN
NEPHRITIS (PHN) DIRECTS COMPLEMENT (C)—MEDIATED
CYTOTOXICITY OF CULTURED GLOMERULAR VISCERAL
EPITHELIAL CELLS (GEC). R.J. Quig, A.V. Cybulsky'
D.J. Salant. Boston Univ. Med. Ctr., Boston, MA.
Altered glomerulmr permselectivity in PHN is de-
pendent upon the formation of the C5b—9 membrane
attack complex (MAC) and is associated with morph-
ologic evidence of GEC injury. To substantiate the
hypothesis that the MAC inserts into the plasma
membrane of the GEC with consequent cytotoxicity,
we assessed Ab—directed effects of C on rat GEC in
primary and passaged cultures. GEC were sensitized
with the nephritogenic Ab of PUN (yl sheep anti—
FxIA IgG), and utilized to generate titration
curves, measuring cytotoxicity as a function of C
dose (fresh human serum, FHS). Cytolysis was de-
termined by release of cellular lactate dehydrog—
enase (LDH). Incubation of passaged Ab—sensitized
GEC with 2, 4, and 6% FHS resulted in 6.5 1.3,
81.7 2.5, and 95.3 0.1% of maximum LDH re-
lease, respectively (mean SEM; n=3). The pres-
ence of sublytic Injury was shown by wide separa-
tion between simultaneous release curves of cell—
incorporated biscarboxyethyl carboxyfluorescein
(BCECF; MW °52O) and LDH at limiting doses of C
(at 2% FHS, BCECF release was 51.1 0.6% of max-
imum vs. 3.2 1.3% for LDH; n—3). Cytotoxicity
was not evident if preimmune sheep IgG was used
in place of mnti—Fx1A, or if heat—inactivated
serum or C8 deficient plasma (C8D) was substituted
for FHS. Reconstitution of C8D with purified C8
restored cytotoxicity in a dose—dependent fashion.
Similar results were also seen with GEC in primary
culture. Thus, the pathogenic Ab of PHN directs
MAC insertion into the CEC plasma membrane result-
ing in sublytic as well as lytic cytotoxicity.
PREVENTION OF RETINAL MICROVASCULAR ALTERATIONS
BY DIETARY PROTEIN RESTRICTION IN LONG TERM EXPE-
RIMENTAL DIABETES MELLITUS. C.A. Ragaleysky*,
D.J. Sandstroin*, .J.L. Troy*, R. Zatz, LW. Meyer,
B.M. Brenner, and H.G. Rennke. Brigham and
Womens Hospital, Boston, MA.
The role of dietary protein restriction in the
prevention of hemodynamically mediated progres-
sive glomerular injury in Streptozotocin—induced
diabetes mellitus (DM) in the rat has been repor-
ted previously (PNAS 2.: 5963,1985; KI Za:289,
1986). We now present ultrastructural morphome—
tric results obtained on the retinal microvessels
in the same rats followed for 12 months: D5O and
Dl2 groups are equivalently insulin—treated mode-
rately hyperglycemic rats maintained on 50 or 12%
protein diets respectively; N5O and Nl2 are non—
diabetic rats on similar diets. Average thickness
of the basement membranes of retinal and glomeru—
lar capillaries (tRBM, tGBM), % segmental glome—
rulosclerosis (SS), and albuminuria (Ualb.V) are
shown below:(x±SEM);* p<.O5 vs D5O by 2—way—ANOVA
n t RBM t GBM SS Ualb•V
(am) (urn) % (mg/d)
D5O 6 128±6.2 348±18 19.6±3.9 196±35
D12 6 96±1.5* 286± 8* 2.3±0.4* 18± 3*
N50 6 100±0.5* 289±12* 2.1±0.4* 29± 9*
N12 7 94±1.4 258± 5 0.7±0.2 1± 0.2
All differences between D5OvsDl2 and D5OvsN5O
were highly significant. Linear regression ana-
lyses show strong correlation (0.78< r <0.92)
between retinal and renal parameters. The fin-
dings indicate that 1) combined renal—retinal
injury occurs in diabetic rats as in humans and
2) lesions at both sites are prevented by dietary
protein restriction, implying hemodynarnic rather
than metabolic causation.
COMPLEMENT- AND LEUKOCYTE—INDEPENDENT PROTEINURIA
AND EICOSANOID SYNTHESIS IN RAT MEMBRANOUS NEPHRO—
PATHY. M. A. Rahman, C. N. Liu,* M. J. Dunn, and
S. N. Emancipator. Hines VA Hospital, Hines, IL,
and Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH.
We examined the effect of complement depletion
(CD) and leukocyte depletion (LD) on an experimen-
tal model of membranous nephropathy in 200 g male
Sprague—Dawley rats. After priming with 1 mg cat—
ionic bovine gamaglobulin (CBGG) in adjuvant by
footpad on d 1, rats were challenged with 2, 4, 6
and 8mg CBGG iv 12 h apart starting on d 10. CD
was induced by cobra venom factor and antiserum to
rat C3 starting on d 8; hemolytic C3 and CS were <
5% of normal at sacrifice. LD was achieved by 1000
R x—irradiation on d 7; at sacrifice, ID rats had
1270±462 wbc/Ml vs 10375±1652 in nephrotic rats
given no other treatment (NT), with unaltered dif-
ferentials. Controls included 5 naive rats (CON)
and 5 rats (ID—CON) given 1 mg ovalbumin on d 1,
1000 R on d 7, and CBGG iv on d 10 and 11. CON and
ID—CON rats had no immunofluorescent deposits in
glomeruli and urine protein < 10 mg/24 h; TxB2 was
658±64 ng/mg glomerular dry weight in CON and 613±
90.4 in LD—CON. In contrast CD, LD and NT rats had
intense granular capillary wall deposits of rat
1gB and BGG; ID and NT rats also had C3 and C5 de-
posits. CD, ID, and NT rats had severe proteinuria
(183±24, 202±30 and 196±20 mg/24 h, respectively)
and > 3—fold increases in glomerular TxB2 (2477±
361, 2358±189 and 2087±394 ng/mg) vs CON and LD—
CON (all p<.Ol); there were no significant differ-
ences among CD, LD and NT groups. PGE2 did not
differ among the 5 groups. We conclude that pro—
teinuria is independent of complement and leuko—
cytes in this model, and that measured eicosanoids
are derived from endogenous glomerular cells.
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BRUSH BORDER (SB) HYDROLASES ERFSSED BY GLOME—
RULAR EPITHELIAL CELLS (GSL) ARE TARGE'T ANTIGENS
FOR THE FORMATION OF IMMUNE DEPOSITS (ID). Ronco
P,* Van Leer EHG,* Chatelet F,* Tauc M,* Verroust
P.* INSERM U64 and 0256 , Paris, France. (intr.
by C. Le Grimellec).
We have previously shown that, in the rat,
antibodies specific for a 90 kD BB antigen
diffusely expressed on GEC and subseciuentl
identified as dipeptidyl peptidase IV (DPPIV
could induce short lived ID Further analysis in
the rat was difficult because the antigen is also
present on endothelial cells. In addition, the
system is overshadowed by the glomerular expres-
sion of the 330 kD coated pit antigen of Heymann
nephritis. We therefore decided to search for
similar system(s) in the rabbit, a species in
which gp 330 is not detectable on GEC. Two
monoclonal antibodies (Nab) specific for 85 and
90 kD BB proteins also expressed on GEC andidentified as enkephalinase and DPPIV were
obtained. Both antigens are localized over the
entire surface of GEC and can serve as targets
for the formation of short lived ID. The latter
decrease less rapidly in rabbits injected with
anti DPPIV Nab . Furthermore, repeated injections
of polyclonal antibodies to DPPIV induce typical
electron dense immune deposits containing rabbit
IgG. A search for similar antigens in the human
kidney showed that enkephalinase and DPPIV are
also present on GEC. In conclusion : 1. Some SB
hydrolases are expressed by GEC of rat, rabbit
and man. 2. They can play an immunopathological
role.3. The short lived course of ID is more
likely related to diffuse expression on the cell
surface or rapid turn—over than to Ig enzymatic
digestion.
ESSENTIAL FATTY ACID (EFA) DEFICIENCY IN RATS
REGULATES THE LOCALIZATION OF MACROPHAGES
(P1$) TO THE GLOMERULAR MESANGIUM. G. Schreiner
and J. Lefkowith. Nashington University School
of Medicine. St. Louis, MO 63110
EFA deficiency prevents glomerulonephritis
(GN) in animal models of lupus. The basis for
this protection is unknown, as humoral and
cellular immunity remain intact. He report
that an EFA—deficient diet depletes rat
glomeruli of their resident M4 and prevents
M$ infiltration in GN. In a typical experi-
ment, Lewis rats were placed on an EFA—defi—
cient diet, 9 mg linoleate/g food and no
arachidonate. Mead acid/arachidonate ratio
exceeded 0.4 for all glomerular phospholipids.
Control rats had a mean of 19 M+/glomerulus;
EFA—deficient rats manifested a marked deple-
tion to 3 M4/glomerulus. In 5 experiments,
administration of nephrotoxic serum increased
glomerular M4 content of control rats 3—4
fold In 3 days, while EFA—deficient rats showed
no significant increase. Peripheral monocyte
counts were equal. Concurrent analysis of
arachidonate metabolism in EFA—deficient
glomeruli revealed complete inhibition of PGE2
synthesis in response to All, compared to
controls, while PGE2 response to PAF was
equivalent. Nor could EFA—deficient glomeruli
increase PGE2 synthesis in GN, as seen in
controls. By impairing migration of M$ to
the glomerulus and altering arachidonate
metabolism in response to physiological and
inflammatory agonists, EFA—deficiency may alter
or inhibit the course of GN.
URINARY EXCRETION 01 COMPLEMENt C5b—9 IN EXPERI-
MENTAL MEMBRANOUS NEPHROPATHY (MN). M. Schulze*,
P. 3. Baker*, R. Ochi*, R. Johnson*, R.A.K.
Stahl, V—P. Chen*, 0. Perkinson*and W.G. Couser.
Univ. of Washinqton, Seattle, WA.
In the passive Heymann nephritis (PHN) model
of MN, subepithelial deposits result from anti-
body (Ab) binding to rat qiomerular epithelial
cell (CEC) membranes followed by C5b—9 assembly
and capping and shedding of immune aggregates. To
test whether this would result in urinary excre-
tion of C5b—9 which could serve as a marker for
this mechanism, we developed a sensitive ELISA
using monoclonal antibodies to rat C5b—9 and
measured plasma and urine C5b—9 levels, qlomeru—
lar C5b—9 deposits and urinary protein excretion
in C5b—9—dependent PHN, a model of MN with C5b—9
deposits induced by another mechanism (cationized
lgG—anti lgG), con A—anti con A nephritis with
subendothelial deposits of C5b—9 and anti—GBM
nephritis (no C5b—9). In PHN C5b—9 was detect-
able in urine within 48hr of Ab injection and in-
creased in parallel with development of glomeru—
lar deposits for 3 days without detectable tubu-
lar deposits of C5b—9. In contrast, C5b—9 was not
detectable in urine from any other model despite
plasma C5b—9 levels and proteinuria comparable to
or greater than those in PHN. in rats with amino—
nucleoside riephrosis and heavy proteinuria,
infusion of zymosan activated serum to raise
circulating C5b—9 levels to 5 times greater than
those in PHN, no C5b—9 appeared in urine.
We conclude that elevated urinary excretion of
CSb—9 is a specific marker of MN induced by Ab to
GEC membranes, preceeds development of functional
glomerular disease and may have diagnostic
implications in man.
VASOCONSTRICTION DURING THE FIRST HOUR OF PASSIVE
HEYMANN NEPHRITIS (PHN) IS DUE TO COMPLEMENT ACTI-
VATION. I.Sekse,B.M.Iversen and J.Ofstad.(indr.by
L.G.Navar).Med.Dept.A.University of Bergen,Norway.
Earlier we have shown that RBF and GFR are re-
duced during the first hour of PHN.In this study
the role of complement activation was investigated
using non—complement fixing antibodies,F(ab')
(Fab).PHN was induced in 2 groups of male Wisar
rats by infusion of rabbit—antirat brushborder
antibodies (anti—Fx1A) into the left renal artery.
Group 1 (n=7) was given IgG—fraction, and group 2
(n=7) lab-fraction of IgG in comparable amounts.
Control groups (C) were given IgG or Fab from nor-
mal rabbits.RBF (flow probe) and GFR (1—125—Na—
lothalamate) were measured in the left kidney
(ml/min/g kidney weight).
Before After infusion
infusion 20—30 mm 50—60 mm
RBF-IgG 6.9+0.9 NS 3.5+0.7 pO.O5* 3.2+0.7 p<O.O5
Fab 6.8O.4 NS 6.3O.5 NS 5.7O.4 NS
GFR—lgG 1.OO.2 NS O.3O.1 p0.02 O.2O.1 p<O.02
lab 1.1TO.1 NS O.9O.1 NS 1.OO.l NS
*p_values indicate difference from C
Glomerular immune complex deposition limmune
fluorescence) was present 10 mm after the infus-
ion in both groups. Electron microscopy showed
subepithelial immune deposits after 1 hour.These
findings indicate that the immediate vasoconstric-
tion when anti—Fx1A antibodies are infused into
the renal artery is mediated via the complement
system.
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DIMEI'HYLTHIOUREA (DMTU). A HYDROXYL RADICAL SCAV-
ENGER, REDUCES PROTEINUPIA IN PASSIVE HEYMANN
NEPHRITIS (PHN) IN RATS SudjjrV.Shah, William H
Baricos, Shirley Schwartz. Patrick 1) Walker. Depts. of
Med Biochem.. Path Tulane Med School. New Orleans. LA
The ability of complement membrane attack complexes
to trigger the generation of reactive oxygen metabolites
(ROM) by mesangial cells has been recently shown
However, the role of ROM in PHN, a complement-
dependent and neutrophil-independent model of
glomerular disease. has not been previously examined.
We. therefore, examined the effect of catalase. a
scavenger of hydrogen peroxide, and DMTU, a scavenger
of hydroxyl radical, on proteinuria in the PHN model in
the rat. Four groups of rats were studied group I. saline,
group II, anti-FxIA alone; group Ill, anti-FxIA catalase
(polyethylene glycol-coupled catalase. 1500(1 units iv
once a day) group IV, anti-FaIA • DMTU (125 mg/kg IP
twice a day). Our results show the l'ollowing.
a Iy ps
Group I S 19 5 21 4
Group II S 60 21 172 z 23
Group Ill S 68 lb 194 34
GrouplV S l74 60±19"
p 11111 p 0 001
Experiments with 1251 -labeled anti-Fx IA antibody
demonstrated that DMTU did not affect the amount of
antibody deposited in the kidney Semiquantitative
estimation of complement deposition in the kidney showed
no differences between the DMTU-treated and control
rats l)MTU did not affect renal function as measured by
plasma creatinine These results, along with previous
reports of diminished proteinuria in PHN-rats treated
with DM50 (a scavenger of hydroxyl radical) suggest a
potential role for the hydroxyl radical in this model.
DRUG-INDUCED HYPERSENSITIVITY NEPHRITIS IN MICE.
Toshiaki Shibasaki, Kensuke Joh, Naohiro Watanabe,
Shigeo Aizawa, and Tadashi Miyahara (intr. by
Victoria S. Lim.) Jikei Univ. School of Medicine.
Dept. of Internal Medicine, Pathology & Para—
sitology., Tokyo, Japan.
It has been postulated that drug-induced hyper-
sensitivity nephritis (DIHN) is induced by cellu-
lar and humoral immunity. We tried to induce DIHN
in mice, where the mechanism depended on the
humoral immunity. The first attempt was done in
mice actively producing antibodies against cephels
antibiotics, ie cephalothin(CET) . Acute inter-
stitial nephritis(AIN) morphologically similar to
human cases was obtained by injecting CET-protein
conjugate into renal cortex in the mice producing
anti-CET IgE and IgG antibodies. AIM was also
induced when normal mice transferred with anti—
CET IgG antibody were received intrarenal chall-
enge with CET—protein conjugate. These preliminary
results indicate that IgG antibody seems to have
an important role for DIHN. Further experiments
were performed with monoclonal antibodies against
haptens instead of antibiotics to clarify Ig
isotype concerned. In mice transferred with anti-
Dansyl IgG2a or anti—DNP IgG2a monoclonal anti-
bodies, challenge injection with appropriate
hapten—protein conjugates to renal cortex resulted
in the AIM. However transfer with anti—Dansyl IgE
and anti—DNP IgE monoclonal antibodies could not
induce AIM. In these experimental systems, the
involvement of cellular immune mechanism is elim-
inated. Therefore, the results suggest that IgG
antibody, but not IgE antibody, is essential for
the induction of DIHN by humoral immune mechanism.
THE PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF DAILY CVCLOSPORINE (CV)
ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF TUBULOINTERSTITIAL
NEPHRITIS (TIN) IN RATS. W.V. Shlh* and E.G.
Neilson, Renal—Electrolyte Section, Univ. of Pa.,
Phila., PA. 19104.
Brown Norway rats immunized with renal tubular
antigens (RTA) in adjuvant develop ctTBM—Ab and
severe TIN after 14—28 days. In the present study
we evaluated the effect of daily CV (6 mg/kg/day
SO) administration on the development and extent
of TIN in this model of autoimmune disease. In
the first set of experiments, rats received CV
from the time of immunization through to
sacrifice on day 27. Rats receivin9 CV did not
develop aTBM-Ab nor histologic lesions (HL). (HL:
graded from 0 to 4 RTA=2.8±O.4 vs. RTA/CV
0.1±0.1, P<O.001; &A/CV=O±O). Serum creatinines
(Cr) were also concordantly different (RTA=
1.60±0.50 vs. RTA/CV=0.72±O.02, P<O.O1;
CFA/CV=0.72±0.01). T cell—mediated immunity as
judged by DTH footpad reaction was non-
specifically impaired in CV treated rats (RTA:
RTA=17.8±1.1 X 10 inches/PPD27.8±2.4 vs.
RTA/CV: RTA=2.8±0.9/PPD=4.5±1.6, P<0.001 for both
groups); Cell admixture experiments indicated
that the impairment was not the result of active
suppression. In additional studies we also gave
CV from days 15 to 35 after immunization and
compared the treated group to time controls.
Animals receiving CV beginning on day 15
(HL1.4±0.3; Cr=O.8±0.01), at day 36, had less
disease (HL: RTA/CY=0.4±0.3 vs. RTA3.4±O.2,
P<O.O01, and better Cr (RTA/CV=0.79±0.03 vs.
RTA=1.21±0.15 P<0.O1). czTBM—Ab were also
substantially reduced in CV groups in both exper-
iments. In summary, our findings indicate that CV
can inhibit the development and progression of
experimental TIN as well as inhibit both cell-
mediated and humoral irranune responses to tubular
antigen. Futhermore, treatment of control rats
with CV did not produce any detectable kidney
damage, nor did it impair renal function.
INCORPORATION OF C1g1311 INTO SOLUBLE
AGGREGATES OF IgM'2I(A-IgM) AND Clq RECEPTOR
(Clq—R)-MEDIATED BINDING OF A—IgMC1q BY U937
CELLS. J.A. Sloand*. R.L. Mehta, D.W. Knutson
and S.I. Rosenfeld*. Univ. of Rochester School
of Medicine and Dentistry, Rochester, New York.
The presence of complement in circulating
immune complexes (Icx) affects the biological
properties of those Icx Including their binding
and degradation by mononuclear phagocytes of the
reticuloendothellal system, and possibly their
tendency to deposit in glomerular and other
tissues. The presence of Clq, a subunit of Cl,
on Icx can mediate Interaction with phagocytes
via the Clq receptor. We report successful
incorporation of C1g131I (.Clq) IntQ soluble
aggregates of IgMl2bI(AIgM, MW=6X10') In low
Ionic strength conditions with Isolation of
AIgMC1q by sucrose density ultracentrifugatlon
(UCF). Up to 143 molecules of Clq were Incor-
porated per AIgM molecule as shown by co—
sedimentation of AI9M and Clq during UCF. This
incorporation was both tIme (5—60 mm.) and dose
(1—20 ug) dependant. Isolated AIgM.Clq was
subsequently utilized to study the function of
C1qR on a human monocytoid cell line (U937).
AIgM.Clq or AIgM was incubated with U937 cells
at 37°C for 3 hrs. Binding of AIgM.Clq was
2.5 fold greater than that of AIgM alone.
Minimal AIgM was bound In the absence of Clq.
C1qR—mediated binding was Inhibited by excess
unlabeled Clq. Low Ionic strength enhanced the
amount of binding of AI9M.Clq. We conclude
that soluble AIgM•Clq may be a useful probe for
studying the function of C1qR on cells.
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MESANGIAL OVERLOADING IN EXPERIMENTAL
MEMBRANOUS NEPHROPATHY. V. Soares*, C. Sun, 1.
Yang, and H. Ward. Dept. of Med., Harbor—UCLA Med.
Ctr., Torrance, CA.Studies of mesangial function in experimental
membranous nephropathy (MN) have previously been
normal in acutely proteinuric models of Heymann
nephritis. To further study mesangial processing of
macromolecules, we investigated the effects of
angiotensin II and thromboxane blockade in a rat model
of MN induced by daily injections of cationized bovine
albumin (cBSA, p1 >9.1). Saline-injected control and
cBSA groups received injections for 30 days, while
enalopril (Ena 15 mg/L po) or OKYO46 (12 1/kg s.c.
BID) were administered beginning day 14 and I-native
Ferritin (*Fer) was injected on day and glomeruli
isolated and gamma counted six hours later.
Group
Proteinuria Glom. *Fer GFRa RpFb
(mg/d) (cpm/mg) (mi/mm) (mI/mm)
PBS Control
cBSA
cBSA + OKY
9.04÷.35
144.+15.7°
102+20.7°
236+76
791+75°
638+9
.37+.05
.67+05°
27+.28
2.8+.30
cBSA + Ena 111.3+22.3° 3t2÷l34? ,,,
÷SEM;op<O.01 vs control; a=11 inulin; b=C-PAH
The mesangial uptake of *Fer was markedly increased
compared to controls despite comparable nephron
plasma flows. Peak serum *Fer was no different among
groups. Ena treatment tended to diminish *Fer uptake
and proteinuria, but not significantly. We conclude that
mesangial overloading in this model of MN is not
modulated by thromboxane or angiotensin U. Our data
suggest that intrinsic alterations in mesangial channels
resulting from immunological capillary wall injury may
predispose to increased macromolecular traffic and
glomerulosclerosis.
PLATELET ACTIVATING FACTOR (PAF) INFUSION
AND GLOMERULAR PERMEABILITY TO ANIONIC
AND NEUTRAL DEXTRANS IN RATS. John E. Stork
and Steven N. Emancipator, Rainbow Babies and
Children's Hospital and CWRU, Cleveland, Ohio.
Platelet activating factor (PAP) is a potent inflammatory
mediator released by basophils and produced by other
tissues, including the kidney. Actions include platelet
activation, vasodilation with resultant hypotension, and
stimulation of eicosanoid synthesis. PAP may be a mediator
of glomerular immune injury, and can cause proteinuria in
rabbits, possibly due to release of cationic proteins from
platelets. PAF also directly affects cutaneous permeability.
We examined the effects of PAF infusion on the
glomerular permeability to a graded size series of anionic
and neutral dextrans in male Sprague-Dawley rats. Tritiated
dextrans of diffuse molecular size and labeled inulin were
infused. Urine and plasma were collected at steady state, and
fractional clearances(FC) were calculated after chromato-
graphic separation. Aortic infusion of 1 jig/kg PAF over 15
minutes resulted in a transient decrease in BP of 20 mm Hg;
samples were collected 15 mm. later by which time BP had
returned to baseline. PAP infusion did not affect the FC of
neutral dextran; however, as seen in the figure, the FC of
smaller anionic dextrans increased significantly. (Stepwise
regression, p<O.Ol). This implies a change in the charge
barrier of the
glomerular wall,
rather than in the
size selectivity
Since rat platelets
are essentially
insensitive to
PAP, this may be
a platelet
independent
action of PAP.
Fractional Clearance ot Dextran Sulfate
1.20
1.00
0.80
(U/P) dexj7 0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00 18 22 —-
Molecular radius (A)
Control
PAF
ANTIBODIES TO RNA POLYMERASE I: POTEN-
TIAL ROLE IN THE INDUCTION AND PRO-
GRESSION OF MURINE LUPUS NEPHRITIS.
Dean A. Stetler* and Tito Cavallo. Univ. of
Kansas, Dept. of Biochemistry, Lawrence,Kansas, and The Univ. of Texas Medical
Branch, Dept. of Pathology, Galveston, Texas.
Murine lupus—like disease is associated with
antibodies to a variety of autoantigens. We
sought evidence for the nephritogenicity of
antibodies to RNA polymerase I in NZB/W mice.
To detect such antibodies in plasma and kidney
eluates of NZB/W mice, we used a solid—phase
radioimmunoassay. Plasma concentrations of the
antibodies were highest in mice with incipient
nephritis, lowest in mice with progressive
nephritis, and intermediate in mice withdrug—attenuated nephritis. The concentrations
(ng/ug IgG) of anti-RNA polymerase I
antibodies in kidney eluates were significantly
(10— to 70—fold) greater than their
corresponding plasma concentrations. These
results indicated that the decreased plasma
concentration of the antibodies in mice with
more advanced disease was at least partially due
to selective concentration of anti—RNApolymerase I antibodies in the kidneys. The
degree of this selective concentration was
directly proportional (r=0.9962) to the severity
of renal disease, as reflected by the concen-
tration (ug/g tissue) of IgG eluted from the
kidneys. These findings strongly suggest that
the RNA polymerase I/anti-RNA polymerase I
antibody system may play an important role in
the pathogenesis of murine lupus nephritis.
CIRCULATING ANTIBODY TO SOLID PHASE Clq IN
PATIENTS WITH MEMBRANOPROLIFERAT1VE GLOMERULO-
NEPHRITIS. C. Frederic Strife, Kim Forshey, Amy
Kleesattel and Diane Hauck. Children's Hospital
Research Foundation, University of Cincinnati,
College of Medicine, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Material containing IgG has been detected with
a solid phase (sp) Clq ELISA assay in half of 66
patients with MPGN (19/27 Type 1, 7/16 Type II
and 13/23 Type III). This sp Clq—binding mate-
rial has been presumed to be immune complexes.
However, in serum from 12 MPGN patients (7 Type
I, 1 Type II, 4 Type III) containing large
amounts of sp Clq—binding material, sucrose
density gradient analysis and sieve chromato-
graphy showed the sp Clq—binding protein to
sediment at 7S or cofractionate with IgG. Greater
than 19S Clq—binding material was not detected.
Isolation of sp Clq—binding material from MPGN
serum by NH4(SO4)2 precipitation and DEAE
chromatography yielded IgG as indicated by
SDS—PAGE. In addition, incubation of EDTA MPGN
serum with BSA—anti BSA immune precipitates re-
moved the sp Clq binding material. Acid eluates
of this precipitate contained IgG which bound to
sp Clq. Incubation of MPGN serum with 1—125 Clq
followed by sucrose density analysis resulted in
a peak of radioactivity at IIS, the sedimentation
rate of Clq, giving evidence that material
binding fluid phase Clq is not present. Pepsin
digestion of NH4(SO4)2 precipitates from
MPGN serum did not destroy sp Clq—binding. The
results suggest that circulating immune complexes
are not present in MPGN serum and that the 7S sp
Clq—binding IgG moat likely represents antibody
to a cryptic antigen revealed when Clq fixes to a
solid surface.
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GLOMERULAR BASEMENT MEMBRANE SYNTHESIS IN VIVO.
Hiroyuki Tochimaru,* Sue Sisson_Ross,* and Robert
L. Vernier. Univ. of Minnesota, Dept. of
Pediatrics, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
It is known that glomerular epithelial cells
(EPC) synthesize components of the glomerular
basement membrane (t3BM). Electron dense
inclusions within large EPC vesicles have been
proposed to represent GBM precursors. We
evaluated the composition and frequency of these
structures in normal rats and in experimental
groups treated with Indomethacin, Captopril,
Adriamycin and Aminonucleoside. In normal rats
EPC inclusions were present in two forms with a
frequency of 1.35/glomerulus (G). The number was
significantly increased in all experimental
groups to 2.94/B. Type I EPC inclusions are
rings of homogeneous material within dilated RER,
while type II are dense granular ribbon—like
laminations of GBM—like materials. The EPC
inclusions bound the lectins Con A and wheat germ
agglutinin but not peanut agglutinin. These
staining patterns are quite similar to those of
GBM with same lectins. The peroxidase labelled
antibody method revealed staining of the EPC
inclusions by anti—GBM and laminin antibodies,
but EPC inclusions were negative for collagen IV.
Anionic sites were not demonstrable within the
lamella of the EPC inclusions.
These studies indicate that the EPC inclusions
are conison, and that production is stimulated by
various drugs. We have shown that EPC inclusions
contain some GBM components and demonstrated that
they are newly synthesized incomplete GBM within
the EPC.
GLYCOCONJUGATES OF NORMAL HUMAN GLOMERULUS.
Luan Truong*, Van Phung*, Yasuji Yoshikawa*,
Carlos Mattioli*. Dept. of Pathol., Baylor
College of Med., Intr. by Wadi Suki, Houston,
Texas.
The avidin—biotin—peroxidase complex techni-
que was used with 13 lectins to study the glyco—
conjugates of normal human glomerulus. The
evaluated lectins included Triticum vulgaris
(WGA), Concanavalin ensiformis (ConA), Phase—
olus vulgaris leukoagglutinin and erythroag—
glutinin (PHA—L and PHA—E), Lens culinaris
(LCA), Pisum sativum (PSA), Dolichos biflorus
(DEA), Glycine max (SBA), Arachis hypogaea
(PNA), Sophora japonica (SJA), Bandeiraea sim—
plicifolia I (BSL—I), Ulex europaeus I (UEA—I)
and Ricinus communis I (RCA—I). Careful exam-
ination under oil suggested that WGA and PHA—L
stained predominantly visceral epithelial cells;
ConA stained predominantly basement membranes
and UEA—I stained exclusively endothelial
cells. Other lectins did not stain glomeruli.
Digestion by sialidase before staining caused
marked changes of the binding patterns for
several lectins including a loss of epithelial
staining by WGA; an acquired staining of endo—
thelium by PNA and SBA, of visceral epithelial
cells by PNA, SEA, and of basement membrane by
PHA—E, LCA, PSA and RCA—I. The known saccharide
specificities and binding patterns of these
lectins partially elucidated the nature and
the distribution of the sugar residues in the
oligosaccharide chains of glomerular glycocon—
jugates. Processes in which glycoconjugates
have been known to play important roles may
be evaluated, using the reported technique.
STUDIES OF CELL TRANSFER (T) OF EXPERIMENTAL AUTO—
IMMUNE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (EAG) IN CHICKENS (Ch).
T Tyson*, M Chandra*, BC Sturgill, and WK Bolton.
UVA Sch. of Med., Charlottesville, VA.
Immunization of Ch with GBM produces EAG, which
is T with cells but not antibody. Bursectomized
(Bsx) Ch do not make anti—GBM antibody but develop
EAG. Ch GBM produces blast transformation of sen-
sitized kidney (K) cells. K derived cells T di—
sease > spleen Cs). To further study cell T and
any role of GBM antigen (Ag) in EAG cell T, Ch
GBM Ag was given iv and incubated 3d with Freunds
adjuvant (CFA) control cells which were given iv.
Thirty donor Sax Ch were immunized with GEM or
CFA. K or S cells irradiation were T to 2—4 wk
old syngenic Ch iv. EAG (0—4+) developed:
Donor Cells Rads Recipient N UN
GBM (Ag only) — — Normal 4 0
CFA+Ag K — Normal 4 0
CFA K — Normal 4 0
Bsx—GBM S — Normal 6 0.75
Bsx—GBM S 1000 Normal 8 1.50
Bsx—GBM S 2000 Normal 6 1.80
Bsx—CFA S 0—2000 Normal 12 0.45
Bsx—CFA K — Bsx 2 0.88
Bsx—GBM K — Bax 4 2.33
Bax—GBM S — Bsx 4 2.0
Bax—GEM 5 2000 Bsx 4 1.75
These findings confirm the necessity for T with
sensitized cells and show 1) non—T of EAG with
soluable GEM Ag directly or by CFA cells after Ag
incubation; 2) paradoxical enhancement of T by
irradiated Bsx—S cells; and 3) comparable T using
flax donors to Bsx recipients vs ni recipients.
This suggests a perturbation of the immune system
by irradiation/Bsx may enhance T of EAG.
HUMAN T LYMPHOCYTE SIGNALLING VIA CD3 MOLE-
CULES. N. C. Wacholtz5 and P.E. Lipsky5 (intr.
by J.P. Kokko). UTHSCD, Dallas, TX.
One of the earliest detectable signals in
the activation of I lymphocytes+is an increase
in intracellular calcium ([Ca2 ].). We have
used the +calcium-sensitive dye fdra-2 to mea-
sure [Ca2 ]. in freshly prepared human lympho-
cytes after' addition of monoclonal antibodies
directed against CD3 (0KT3, 64.1). T lympho-
cytes were prepared from human blood by gra-
dient centrifugation, glass adherence, and
nylon wool column passage. Resting calcium was
approximately 100 nM. The antibody 64.1 .aused
a rapid and sustained increase in [Ca2 J of
60-100%. By contrast OKT3, a monoclonal di-
rected againsta different CD3 epitope, did not
stimulate [Ca2 3. by itself. However addition
of Q1(T3 plus 6411 gave a greater increase in
[Ca2 3. than that observed with the same con-
centration of 64.1 alone. Addition of goat
anti-mouse antibody (GAM) to cells pre-inu-
bated with OKT3 caused a rapid rise in [Ca2 3.
comparable to OKT3 plus 64.1. In the absenc
of extracellular+ calcium, only a transient
increase in [Ca2 3. was seen with both OKT3
plus 64.1 or 0K13 1us CAM. Responses in the
presence of CAM were specific for anti-CD3
monoclonals (OKT3, 64.1) as no increase was
noted with GAM alone or when a number of non-
CD3 antibodies and CAM were tested. These
results suggest that aggregation of CD3 cell
surface antigens is important in generating the
early transmembrane signal involved in acti-
vating human T cells.
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PROTEINURIA IN EXPERIMENTAL MEMBRANOUS
NEPHROPATHY INDUCED BY CATIONIC ANTIGEN:
DEPENDENCE ON LOW AVIDITY ANTIBODIES. H.
Ward and V. Soares, Dept. of Med., Harbor-UCLA Me?
Ctr., Torrance, Ca.
It is now well established that in Situ localization of
immune complexes containing cationized antigens
predisposes to membranous nephropathy (MN) in
experimental animals. We investigated the role of the
immunochemical parameter of relative antibody avidity
in two rat models of MN induced by the daily injection of
cationized bovine albumin (cBSA; p1 >9.1) or human IgG
(cIgG; p1 >9.1). Avidity to anti-cBSA and anti-cIgG
antibody was determined by the dilution effect on
antigen-binding capacity-33 assays (ABC-33) using
antigen concentrations that differed lO-fol Specific
glomerular binding of the respective I-labelled
antigens (KBag) and a nonantigen control (cR-alb)
determined after 17 days of daily injections.
Group N Albuminuria ABC_33a(meld) (avidity %)
PBS Control 6 l.79+.65
cBSA 10 829309a 15 22.2+7.4
cIgG b 10 l2.2+3.6 80 8.96+1.9
cR-alb 10 6.18+1.52 6.34+1.8
÷ SEM; a p <0.01; a= 1 ug and 10 ug N Ag/mI; b='251
cationized rat albumin (p1>9.1)
All rats from the cBSA and c/gG groups developed
typical epimembranous deposits of Ig, whereas the PBS
and cR-Alb controls did not develop deposit or
proteinuria. Albuminuria in cBSA rats correlated with
the quantity of KBag and low antibody avidity. We
conclude that low avidity antibody and high specific
glomerular binding of cationic antigen are molecular
factors which predispose to the albuminuria resulting
from membranous capillary wall injury.
THE BENEFICIAL EFFECT OF CAPTOPRIL IN MRL/l MICE
IS NOT CAUSED BY ACE INHIBITION.Gunnar Westberg,
Hans Herlitz*, Andrej Tarkowski*, Christian Sva—
lander*. Depts of Nephrology and Pathology,
University of Gdteborg, Sahigrens Hospital, Gdte—
borg, Sweden.
We have previously shown that the ACE—inhibitor
captopril retards the development of nephritis and
lymphoid hyperplasia in MRL/l mice, which strain
develops a disease similar to systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE). Four groups of animals were
studied: Control (group A, n=35); captopril 30
mg/kg (group B, n=25); bretylium 120 mg/kg (group
C, n=15); and enalapril 6 mg/kg (group D, n=15).
Tail systolic BP was measured with a strain gauge
technique. The survival at 9 months in groups A—D
was 26, 56, 22 and 18 %, respectively. The diffe-
rence A—B was statistically significant (p=O.035).
Systolic BP after 2 months treatment was 138±2,
124±3, 124±3 and 130±2 mmHg in the four groups.
Cumulative proteinuria >2+ and hematuria >2+
occurred in 63 and 86 Cin group A, 28 and 36 % in
group B, 30 and 92 % in group C, and 40 and 85 %
in group 0. The differences A-B were stastistical—
ly significant, p<0.01 and p<O.OO1 respectively.
Lymphoid hyperplasia was estimated as lymph node
size (sum of all nodes) and found to be 13±1, 2±1,
7±1 and 11±2 mm in groups A—D at the age of 4
months. Cutaneous dermatitis occurred less fre-
quently in group 8 compared to group A, C and 0.
It is concluded that captopril improves survi-
val, development of proteinuria and hematuria and
lymphoid hyperplasia in MRL/l mice. As enalapril
is without this beneficial effect it does not seem
to be related to ACE-inhibition.
MONOCYTE/MACROPHAGE HETEROGENEITY AND
MIGRATION INTO BOWMAN'S SPACE EARLY N
CRESCENTIC NEPHRITIS IN THE RABBIT.
RC Wiggins and C Eldredge*. Dept. of Int. Med., Univ.
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
The monocyte has been shown to be a key
component in several models of experimental
glomerular injury. We examined monocyte influx and
differentiation in a telescoped anti GBM model of
crescentic nephritis using the monoclonal antibodies
60.3 (95 Kd subunit of CDwI8 adhesion complex.
J Harlan, Seattle), 2C4 (Ia, DO, K. Knight, Chicago)
and RAM II (Rabbit macrophage, A. Gown, Seattle).
By day 2 rabbit IgG was bound in the glomerulus but no
change in cellularity or function (proteinuria) had
occurred. By day 3 60.3 positive, Ia negative, RAM II
negative cells began to accumulate in glomeruli. By
day 4 (onset of proteinuria) glomeruli were pocked
with 60.3, Ia positive cells but only patches of RAM II
positive cells were present. By day 7 60.3, Ia, RAM II
positive cells had migrated out of glomerular
capillaries into the proteinaceous casts formed in
Bowman's space and within tubular lumena. These
results are compatible with the hypothesis that
monocytes accumulate and become activated within
the glomerulus, but that there is heterogeneity of
monocyte differentiation with only a small population
of monocytes progressing as far as macrophages as
defined by RAM II posifivity (shared by alveolar and
hepatic macrophages but not by circulating monocytes
or resident glomerular or renal interstitial cells of
marrow origin.) This population of macrophages
behaves differently from RAM II negative cells with
respect to movement out of glomerular capillaries.
The degree of monocyte differentiation may therefore
be important in determining progression of glomerular
injury to crescent formation.
MESANGIAL CELL (MC) INJURY AND PROLIFERATION PRO-
DUCED BY ANTIBODY: A ROLE FOR THE MEMBRANE ATTACK
COMPLEX (MAC). 1. Yamamoto* and C.B. Wilson,
Dept. of Immunology, Research Institute of Scripps
Clinic, La Jolla, CA.
Rabbit anti—thymocyte serum (ATS) reactive with
Thy—i—like antigen causes complement (C)-dependent
selective MC injury (1 hr), followed by mesangial
(M) hypercellularity (4 and 7 days) in rats. No
involvement of leukocytes (L) in the C—dependent
MC injury was shown by irradiation depletion or
anti—polymorphonuclear L sera. Invivo at 1 hr C3
and MAC components were found in the it area. In
vitro ATS + C killed cultured MC (84.8% 51Cr re-
lease) in comparison with ATS alone (3.7%) and
membrane holes of approximately 90 A in diameter
by negative staining suggested MAC lesions. M
hypercellularity at 4 days was shown to be largely
of MC origin by staining with ATS, anti—Thy—i,
ant i—desmin and human anti—proliferating cell
nuclear antigen (PCNA) antibodies. L depletion
reduced the mean glonierular (G) L common antigen!
Ia positive cell count at 4 days after ATS from
3.50/3.43 to 1.33/1.34 per C without affecting
PCNA positive cells (6.06 vs 5.83!G). The uptake
of 3H—thymidine by cultured glomeruli increased
after prior in vivo ATS treatment when examined at
4 (1.83 times) and 7 days (3.05 times) in culture.
This day 7 increase in the uptake and in MC number
under electron microscopy were not suppressed by
aminonucleoside, again suggesting enhancement of
MC proliferation. The M hypercellularity could be
inhibited in vivo by additional ATS administration.
The selective initial antibody/MAC injury of MC by
ATS results in a proliferative response of the
remaining MC with only a minor contribution of L
or other glomerular cells.
KBag(ug/g)
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GLOMERULAR EICOSA1'OID PRODUCTION IN ACUTE SERUM
SICKNESS NEPURITIS. W. Yamashita,* 1. Ito,'
M.A. Weiss, B.S. Ooi, V.E. Follak. Depts. of
Medicine and Pathology, University of Cincinnati
College of Medicine, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Recent studies suggest a role for glomerular
generated thromboxane in the genesis of pro—
teinuria and renal functional deterioration. We
investigated the glomerular eicosanoid production
of NZW rabbits induced with acute serum sickness
nephritis. Six male rabbits were injected with
bovine serum albumin (NSA) intravenously at a con-
centration of 250 mg/Kg at day 0, followed by 10
mg/Kg at days 4, 8, and 12. Control 5 male rab-
bits were injected with physiologic saline solu-
tion. Five of 6 BSA rabbits developed severe
proteinuria during days 10 to 15. All rabbits
were sacrificed at day 15 and examined for gb—
merular eicosanoid production. At day 15 the
results were as follows:
Proteinuria PGE2 PGF1G TXB2
(mg/24 h) (ng/mg glomerular protein/h)
BSA (n=6) 120 0.06 0.14 0.52
Control (n5) 18 1.21 2.09 0.87
T—test (p) <0.018 <0.0001 <0.002 <0.03
The study showed that the development of acute
serum sickness nephritis was associated with
marked reduction of glomerular PGE2 and
6—Keto-PGF1O production with a mild reduction of
TXB2 production. Analysis of the data showed
that the ratio of TXB2/PGE24-6—Keto—PGF1O was
significantly correlated with the 24 h urinary
protein excretion, suggesting that the balance of
glomerular eicosanoid production may be important
in the genesis of proteinuria in this model.
GLOMERULAR IMMUNE DEPOSITION OCCURS INDE-
PENDENTLYOF GLOMERULAR MICROCIRCULATORY
DYNAMICS. A. Yared*. D.J. Salant and I. Ichikawa, Vanderbilt
Univ., Nashville, TN, and Boston Univ., Boston, MA.
It is currently speculated that glomerular microcirculatory
dynamics may modulate glomerular immune deposition, and
thereby modify functional impairment. Thus, renal plasma flow
rate and GFR are believed to govern glomerular immune
deposition by modulating, respectively, the delivery of antibody
or immune complexes to, and their convection across, the
glomerular basement membrane (GBM). To validate this
prediction, we quantitated glomerular binding of anti-GBM
antibody following intravenous injection of various tracer doses of
radiolabeled non- complement fixing anti-GBM antibody in
kidneys of normal rats (N) and kidneys hypoperfused by partial
aortic constriction (AC).
Within each group, glomerular binding of anti-GBM was found
to be directly proportional to its widely (3-4 fold) ranging serum
level (N: r=.95; AC: r.97). However, micropuncture assessment
of glomerular hemodynamics revealed that, although N had
substantially higher values of glomerular plasma flow rate (GPF,
130±17 nllmin) and single nephron GFR (SNGFR, 36.9±.l.7
nI/mm) than those of AC (7 6±7 and 19.9±2.6 nI/mm), this was
associated with undiscernible difference in anti-GBM binding,
which averaged 1.67 ng/glomerulus per jig/mI serum
anti-GBM in N and l.49±.16 in AC. When an angiotensin II
antagonist was given in a separate group of rats with severe AC,
SNGFR (10.9±3.3 ni/mm) was further compromized below that
of rats with AC alone, while values for GPF (70±22) remained at
comparable levels. Yet, glomerular binding of anti-GBM
(l.62±.l 1) remained at a level equal to that of N and AC rats.
Thus, glomerular binding of anti-GBM antibody is determined
primarily by its serum level, and the prevailing pattern of
glomerular hemodynamics has little influence on this process.
CELLULAR AND NON—CELLULAR COMPOSITIONS OF
CRESCENTS IN HUMAN GLOMERULONEPHRITIS. Kazuo
Yoshioka,* Teukasa Takemura,* Norihisa Akano,*
Hiroyuki Miyamoto,* and Sunao Maki.* (intr. by
A.J. Fish) Kinki Univ. Sch. of Med., Dept of
Pediatr., Osaka, Japan
We examined the composition of glomerular
crescents (CR) on the kidney sections from 10
patients (5 patients with IgA nephropathy, 2 with
Nenoch—Schonlein purpura nephritis and 3 with
glomerulonephritis due to undetermined etiology)
by immunofluorescent staining using mono— and
poly—clonal antibodies to coagulation proteins
(fibrinogen/fibrin related antigen, crosslinked
fibrin and von Willebrand antigen) and extra—
cellular matrix (type III, IV and V collagens,
laminin and fibronectin). Cells composing CR were
characterized by monoclonal antibodies to inter-
mediate filament protein(cytolceratjn and vimentin)
and immune cells (monocytes and T and B cells).
Cros8linked fibrin or von Willebrand antigen was
not present in CR. Staining for type IV and V
collagens, laminin and fibronectin was consist-
ently observed in all stages of CR. Type III
collagen was weakly positive in cellular CR, and
strong positive in fibrocellular and fibrous CR.
Cytoke in was demonstrated in cellular CR, and
vimentin was found in all stages of CR. None of CR
cells reacted to monoclonal antibodies to
monocytes, T or B cells. These findings support
the concept that CR are of epithelial cell origin,
and indicate that accumulation of basement
membrane components followed with infiltration by
type III collagen plays an important role in the
development of CR scarring. It seems that, at
least in our patients, fihrin or monocytes are a
minor factor contributing to CR formation.
Immunology/Pathology—Clinical
EVOLUTION OF LUPUS NEPHRITIS IN MRL/1 MICE.
H. Austin, T. Antonovych, S. Sabnis and J. Balow.
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD; Armed
Forces Institute of Pathology, Washington, D.C.
Differences in immune dysfunction and types of
glomerulonephritis observed among the strains of
lupus—prone mice facilitate studies of the various
immunopathogenetic mechanisms that may effect the
diverse expressions of lupus nephritis (LN) in
mice and humans. Early—life LN of MRL/1 mice (50%
mortality at 5 months) is associated with massive
proliferation of abnormal T—cells. Early glomer—
ular lesions (increased mesangial matrix and
cellularity) are often associated with mononuclear
cell infiltrates at the vascular pole. Many gb—
meruli with more advanced mesangial and endocapil—
lary proliferative lesions show peri—gbomerularinfiltrates of cells which by immunoperoxidase
staining are T cells identified by Thy 1 mono—
cbonal antibody. These infiltrates appear to
originate at the vascular pole and then encircle
the gbomerulus. Quite large peri—glomerular sod
pen—vascular lymphoid infiltrates develop. Many
are Lyt 1 cells. Diffuse endocapillary prolifera-
tion evolves. Mesangial, subendothelial and sub—
epithelial electron dense deposits are seen.
Extensive cellular crescents occur in many NRL/l
mice by 5 months of age. Typically, these cell-
ular crescents are associated with pen—
gbomerular T—cell infiltrates. Not infrequently
one can also detect Thy 1 cells within the cres-
cent. The immunopathobogy differs from that ob-
served in NZB/W female mice and the possible role
of lymphoid cells in the endocapillary and extra—
capillary proliferative processes of MRL/l mice
merits further investigation.
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ACTIVATED LYMPHOCYTES AND PRIMARY MEMBRANOUS
GLOMERULONEPBRITIS: THERAPEUTIC IMPLICATIONS.
F.C. Berthoux*, V. Buisson*, P. Berthoux*, J.P.
Aubry*, J. Banchereau, and T.B. Strom. Service d
Nephrologie, Centre Hopital Universite de St.
Etienne, France; UNICET Laboratory Daidilly,
France; Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, MA 02215.
We probed for evidence that autoreactive T cells
are present in primary membranous glomerulo-
nephritis (MGN), a disease linked to HLA-B8 and DR
genes. In 10 nephrotic and 10 age matched control
patients, purified peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMC) were stained with the OKT3 pan-P cell
monoclonal antibody mAb marker and indirectly
stained with the following mkb that define markers
on activated, but not resting, T cells: 4F2, TS2/7
49.9 (IL-2 receptor) and anti-DR framework as well
as a non-lymphocyte binding control mAb. Only
staining for DR and OKT3 differed in MGN and
control subjects. A decrease (56.7% vs. 68.1%; p
0.01) in OKT3 cells and increase in DR cells
(23.3% vs. 17.2%; p 0.05) was noted in MGN
patients. In MGN patients and controls, 7d
autologous mixed lymphocyte cultures were
undertaken. On day 7 of culture, the number of T
cells recovered was similar (58% vs. 60.5%); DR+
cells were increased (22.8% vs. 12.3; p = 0.004)
in comparing MGN and control cultures. These data
suggest, but do not prove, that autoreactive with
the nephrotic T cells are present in MGN patients.
3 patients with >1 yr history of steroid resistant
nephrotic syndrome were treated with 8mg/kg/d of
cyclosporine po. Two HLA-DR8, -DR3+ patients
responded; one with a complete remission after 2
wks; the other now having only 0.5 gross
proteinuria/day. A HLA-B8 and -DR3 patient failed
to respond.
ULTRASTRUCTURAL MARKERS OF AIDS NEPHROPATNY.
Praveen Chancier, Gerhard Treser. Dept. of Pathol-
ogy, New York Medical College, Valhalla, N.Y.
Renal tissue of 14 patients with Acquired Im-
mune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), were examined:
Group A(7) had proteinuria (AIDS Associated Neph—
ropathy)(AAN), Group 5(7) had no clinical renal
involvement. Controls(C) were 7 patients with her-
oin associated nephropathy(H), with proteinuria
but without AIDS or related complex(ARC). Tubulo-
reticular inclusions(TRI) were seen in endothelial
and interstitial cells of all group A biopsies.
Inclusions such as membranous profiles, test tube
and ring shaped forms (TRF) and others were found
in nuclei and cytoplasm of different cell types.
None were present in group C. The case and cell
frequency of these inclusions were greater in
group A than in group H. Focal segmental glomerulo—
sclerosis was found only in groups A and C. Nucle-
ar bodies (NB) were seen in greater frequency, com-
plexity, size, heterogeneity and of budding config-
uration in group A than in groups B and C and were
of simple types (I & II) in group C. A granulo fi-
brillary transformation was present in group A in
tubular and interstitial cell nuclei. This trans-
formation was rarely seen in group B but absent in
group C. Since complex NB (type III to V) and in-
tracytoplasmic and intranuclear inclusions present
in group A are associated with viral invasion,
their presence in kidneys of AIDS patients with
proteinuria suggests a viral etiology for A2\N. TRI
and TRF were present in kidneys of 3 addicts with
ARC and 2 with severe proteinuria but without AIDS!
ARC at time of biopsy. The latter 2 developed AIDS
6 and 22 months later. This observation indicates
that TRI and TRF precede the recognition of AIDS
and may be predicting diagnostic indicators.
STUDY OP NATUR.PJ. KILLER ACTIVITY IN PA-
TIENTS WITH PIELOI'TEPHRITIS. Vera
botareva Vitaly G.Maidannik, Elisavetaf,Ischenko, Lubov P.Glebova.Kiev Med.Inst. ,Dept.of Pediatr. ,Kiev,
USER.
Attention of the researchers develop-
ing problems of pathogenesis in pyelonep—
hritis (FI) was focused on the study of
immunoregulatory component of the immune
response to the rena]. infection.At the
same time, it seems reasonable to study
the activity of effector Ce].]. populati-
ons affecting final stages of inununogene—
sis as a direct mediator of renal injury.
In this study natural killer (NK) cyto—
toxicity against 51Cr—labelled chicken
erythrocytes mediated by lymphocytes
from patients with PN were investigated.
The mean levels of NK activity in the pe-
ripheral blood of the patients with PN
proved to be significantly lower as com-
pared to those of the normal subjects.It
was found that an average NK activity le-
vel in H patients was 8—10—fold lower
than in normal children, In convalescence
normalized NK activity was found only in
a part of children with chronic R. In ca-
ses of acute R this decreased NK activi-
ty is regarded as a prognostically uiffa—
vourable sign, it is coimected with the
disease lingering. Thus, in accordance
with our data we may suspect that the pro-
tective action of cyclophosphaniide in PN
reported by various authors is explained
enhancing NK activity by cyclophosphamide.
TUBULAR DAMAGE IN TUBULO—INTERSTITIAL NEPHRITIS
(TIN) : A ROLE FOR TUBULAR DR EXPRESSION ?
H—F Cheng, J.S.Cameron, F.Nolasco, G.Hildreth
and B.Hartley. Depts. of Pathology and Renal
Medicine, Guy's Campus, UMDS, London • UK.
( introduced by R.J.Glassock)
The phenotype of cells infiltrating the kidney
in various forms of primary TIN has been studied
using monclonal antibodies, but in general, few
patients have been studied and the results expr-
essed only semi—quantitatively.
We have studied 26 patients with primary TIN,in
10 of whom the disease followed use of NSAIDs.The
number and phenotype of infiltrating cells was
assessed using frozen biopsy tissue, a panel of
monoclonal antibodies, and a quantitative counting
technique which related numbers of cells to tub-
ular cross—section. In addition, using the mono—
clonal antibody M7O4, the expression of HLA—DR
antigen in renal structures was assessed.
Up to 1500 cells or more /100 tubular X—sections
were present in acute TIN, compared to 6 in nor-
mal kidneys. The majority of these cells were T
lymphocytes, followed by monocytes. Only in acute
drug—induced TIN did T suppressor/cytotoxic cells
predominate over T helper cells; in all other
groups, and in inactive drug TIN T helper cells
were in the majority. Up to 1000 tubular cells
/100 tubular cross section expressed visible DR
antigen, and tubular atrophy, assessed blindly.
correlated with DR expression; there was no corr-
elation with either numbers of cells infiltrat-
ing the interstitium. or interstitial fibrosis.
Since expression of DR antigen allows the cell to
function as an antigen—presenting cell, this ex-
pression may play a role in continuing the tubul-
ar damage in TIN.
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DIAGNOSTIC AND PROGNOSTIC SIGNIFICANCE OF
GLOMERULAR EPITI-IELIAL CELL VACUOLIZATION
(ECV) AND FOOT PROCESS FUSION (FPF) IN CHIL-
DREN WITH MINIMAL LESION NEPHROTIC
SYNDROME (MLNS) AND FOCAL SEGMENTAL GLO-
MERULOSCLEROSIS (FSGS), Myra Chiang*, Edith
Hawkins*, Phillip Berry, and Leighton Hill, Baylor
College of Medicine, Houston, Texas.
Children with MLNS may later develop FSGS. It
has been suggested that a low percentage of FPF and a
high degree of ECV in non-sclerotic glomeruli presage
FSGS and that extensive ECV in biopsies clearly
showing FSGS portends a poor clinical outcome. To
investigate this contention, we examined by electron
microscopy three glomeruli from each of the first
biopsies of 30 patients. Patients were grouped
according to their biopsy diagnoses. Groups 1,2, and 3
each contained 10 patients with MLNS, FSGS, and
MLNS progressing to FSGS respectively. Clinical data
was obtained by retrospective review of medical
records. %FPF was calculated by computerized linear
tracing and ECV was scored semiquantitatively from
0-3.
%FPF ECV Score Ccr
Group ÷SD z÷SD +SD
1(MLNS) 62.6+20.9 1.2+.79 132.2+42.1
2(FSGS) 70.1+24.6 2.2+.91 86.7÷77.6
3(MLNS-sFSGS) 56.5+23.2 1 .8+.79 60.7+43.7
+creatinine clearance in ml/minfL73 m2.
The %FPF in each group was the same. Group 2
had more extensive ECV than Group 1 (p<.O4) and the
same as Group 3 (p=.16). The extent of ECV did not
correlate with Ccr at latest follow up. Therefore
%FPF does not distinguish MLNS from FSGS and ECV
although more prominent in FSGS, does not predict
clinical outcome.
GLOMERULAR BASEMENT MEMBRANE (gbm)
DlSOIANlZATlON: RENAL MANIFESTATION OF A NEW
FAMILIAL SYSTEMIC DISORDER. Arthur H. Cohen and
Miriam C. Turner. Depts. Pathology end Medicine,
Harbor—UaA Medical Ctr., Torrance, CA, and Div.
Pediatric Nephroiogy, Children's Hospital, Los
Angeles, CA.
Two infant sibi ings presented at birth with
manifestations of renal (nephrotlc syndrome,
azotemia, low and fixed specific gravity,
glucosuria), neurological (severe hypotonIa),
and ocular (anterior chamber cleavage syndrome)
disease. Both children died, one at 11 weeks,
and the other at 19 months follcwing 15 months
of dialysis. Renal biopsies (at 3 weeks in one
and 8 weeks in the other) showed identical
findings. By light microscopy, glomerular
mesangial hypercellularity. segmental and
complete sclerosis, and crescents coexisted with
interstitial edema, Inflammation, end tubular
necrosis. Gbms stained in normal fashion.
Ultrastructure (EM) disclosed marked gbm
disorganization: thin, thickened, absent,
irregular, and virtually replaced by fibrils
(6—8 nm) haphazardly arranged without clear
demarcation of or presence of normal iaminae.
Similar structures comprised mesangiai matrix.
Tubular basement membranes (tbms) were
unaltered. Laminin and collagen IV were
normally present In gbm and tbm. Antl—gbm sertin
did not bind, while antl—tbm serum bound to
tbms. More advanced glomerular sclerosis but
similar EM changes were present at autopsy.
These findings indicate a profound defect of gbm
formation. The relationship to non—renal
lesions in this new disorder is currently
unknown.
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HTLV1II ASSOCIATED NEPHROPATHY: A COM-
PARATIVE PATHOLOGIC STUDY. Vivette
pti, Jung—Il SUh*, Laura Carbone*,
Gerald Appel. Columbia Univ., Dpts. of
Path. and Med., New York.
AIDS-associated nephropathv (AAN) has
been reported to be morpholorlicallv in-
distinguishable from idiopathic focal seg-
mental glomerulosclerosis (IFSGS). Me
studied LM, IF and EI.t findings in 13 bx
of AAN and compared them to 13 bx each of
IFSGS and heroin-associated nephropathy
(HAN) matched for age and proteirluria. All
3 groups showed FSGS and similar IF find-
incTs. By LM, AAN was distinguished by
greater 1) % of "collapsed" glomeruli; 2)
hypertrophy and vacuolization of visceral
epithelium; 3) microcystic dilatation of
tubules; 4) tubular degeneration. Dis-
tinctive EM markers of AAN included: 1)
many tubuloreticular inclusions in endo-
thelial cells and leukocytes; 2) more tub-
ular (TC) and interstitial cell (IC) nu-
clear bodies; 3) granular transformation
of TC and IC chromatin. Glomerularelec—
trondense deposits were present in7/l3
cases. Reversed IC T4/T8 ratios (x .35)
were noted in all 6 cases studied. In 6
pts. onset of AAN preceeded clinical dx
of AIDS by 1-14 mos. 1-Ye conclude: l)His—
tologic and clinical features of AAN in-
dicate a more rapidly progressive form of
FSGS than in IFSGS or HAN; 2) the distinc-
tive ELI features of AAN support a viral
etiology; 3) since AAN often precedes
clinical AIDS the term 'HTLVIII associated
nephropathy"is preferred.
THE GLOMERULAR IMMUNE DEPOSITS IN PATIENTS
WITH SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS (SLE)
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (GN) CONTAIN A COMMON
IgO IDIOTYPE. Betty A. Diamond* and Melvin M.
Schwartz. Albert Einstein College of Medicine,
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, Bronx, NY
and Rush Medical College, Department of Pathology,
Chicago, IL
The sera of patients with SLE contain anti-native
(anti-ds) DNA antibodies which share a common idiotype
identified by the monoclonal anti—idiotypic antibody
(MAB), 3!. The MAB was produced against idiotypic
determinants on human anti-ds DNA antibodies using
hybridoma technology. A series of renal biopsies from
patients with SLE and non-SLE GN were assessed for 31
reactivity by indirect immunofluorescence. The FITC
affinity purified sheep anti-mouse IgO used in the second
step did not stain human IgG in known positive kidney
sections preincubated with saline or mouse serum.
Controls included FITC rabbit anti-human IgO (always
positive) and MAB which were irrelevant or directed
against an idiotype found only on anionic IgG (always
negative). We found 31 reactivity in 9/11 biopsies with
SLE proliferative (F) GN and 9/13 with SLE membranous
(M) ON. The pattern and intensity of staining for 31 was
similar to that seen with FITC rabbit anti-human IgG. 31
was also present in 8/17 patients with non-SLE MGN, but
it was absent in 7 patients with various IgO mediated
non-SLE P glomerulonephritides. The presence of 31
reactivity in 75% of the renal biopsies from our patients
with SLE ON suggests the existence of a common genetic
mechanism for the production of nephritogenic anti-ds
DNA antibodies in unrelated patients with SLE ON. In
addition the presence of 3 I reactivity in the glomerular
immune deposits of patients with SLE and idiopathic
MON raises the possibility of a common pathogenesis in
these two diseases.
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IDENTIFICATION OF GLOMERULAR IMMUNODEPOSITS IN
ESSENTIAL MIXED CRYOGLOBULINEMIA (EMC) -GLOI4ERULO-
NEPHRITIS (GN). A. Fornasieri, R.A. Sinico,
C.G. Winearis, D. Grennan, E. Sabadini, A.
Castiglione, G.D'Amico, J.P. Sissons (intr.
by G.E. Striker). Dept. of Nephrology, S. Carlo
Hosp., Milan, Italy and Dept. of Medicine, RPMS,
London, U.K.
Renal involvement in EMC is likely due to deposi
tion of circulating cryoglobulins but only indirect
evidence supports this hypothesis,as suggested by
the finding of the same Ig classes in cryoprecipi—
tate and in renal deposits,by their characteristic
ultrastructural appearance and by their antigi obu-
lin activity.To provide definitive evidence of the
nature of 1gM deposits in EMC-GN we used 2 mouse
monoclonal antibodies(MoAb) against cross—reactive
idiotypes(CRT) present on monoclonal rheumatoid
factors(MoRFs) from pts with type II-EMC. Ab C8 re
acted with 8/15 circulating 1gM/k M0RFs tested,and
Ab L8 with 4 of the remaining MoRFs .Using indirec-
ted iimiunofluorescence we could identify the same
CR1 of the MoRF in the renal biopsy specimens from
11 of 12 pts with EMC-GN.Kidney specimens from the
3 pts whose M0RF was not recognized by MoAbs C8
and L8,as well as 23 pts with other forms of prima
ry and secondary GN,were negative.
We conclude that circulating cryo-M0RFs parteci
pate in the formation of glomerular iminunodeposits
in pts with type II-EMC. MoAbs against CR1 of RFs
could be of diagnostic value and contribute to elu
cidate the pathogenesis of renal damage in EMC-GN.
AUTOANTIBODIES AGAINST GRANULOCYTE CYTOPLA4:
CORRELATION WITH TYPE AND ACTIVITY OF
GLCt.IERULONEPBRITIS (GM). 3. Charles Jennette,
B. P. Burgess, 3. E.. Kylander*, & B. 3. Falk.
U.N.C. Med. Sch., Dept. of Pathol. & Med.,
Chapel Bill, NC.
The diagnostic and prognostic utility of
detecting anti-granulocyte antibodies (AGA)
has been demonstrated in Wegener 'S granuloma-tosis (140) (Lancet 1:425, 1985). We evaluated
AGP in 50 normal blocd bank donors and 98 sera
from 43 patients with a variety of renal
diseases identified by renal biopsy. AGA
titers were compared with pathologic features
and clinical activity. AGA were not detected
in the 50 blood bank donors. The frequencies
of positive AGA tests (titer l:50) at the
time of biopsy during active disease were: 5/5
143 GM, 2/2 polyarteritis nodosa(PAN) ON, 4/5
lupus proliferative ON, 0/3 anti-GEM GM, 6/28
other biopsied patients. The 6 positive
patients in this last group had GM pathologic-
ally indistinguishable from that in 14(3 and
PAN: i.e. all had crescents, segmental
necrosis, and scanty or no immune deposits.
Although there wes no clinical evidence for 143
or PAN in these patients, their GM may be
pathogenetically related to 140 and PAN ON.
The titer of AGA correlated with the clinical
severity of nephritis and declined concurrent
with immunosuppressive therapy. AGA tests are
useful for diagnosing and assessing disease
activity in certain foxm of ON.
DIFFERENCES IN I9A SUBCLASSES IN THE
GLOMERULI OF BLACKS AND WHITES WITH
PRIMARY IgA NEPR0PATHY (IgAN). Julian
BA, Mestecky J , Wyatt RJ, Waldo PB,
Galla JH. University of Alabama,
Birmingham, AL and University ofTennessee, Memphis, TN
I9AN is the most common primary
glomerulopathy, but is uncommon in
blacks. Controversy has surrounded the
identity of the IgA subclasses in the
glomeruli and thus, their hypothetical
role in the pathogenesis of IgAN. Using
monoclonal subclass —speci fic fluorescent
antibodies we examined renal biopsies
of 48 whites in our studies and 12
blacks in the region. IgA1 was detected
in all biopsies. One white had
detectable IgA2 compared to 7 blacks.
Six of these 7 biopsies from blacks were
re—examined using a second monoclonal
antibody for IgA2; positive staining was
seen in 4. .3 chain was detected in only
trace amounts in some biopsies. The
patterns of staining for IgG, 1gM, and
C3 were similar in whites and blacks.
Blacks were younger at onset of clinical
disease and had greater proteinuria at
the last visit. Both groups had a 2:1
male predominance and similiar rates of
renal insufficiency and macrohematuria.
The difference in the staining for the
IgA subclasses between blacks and whites
with IgAN may reflect different
compositions of circulating immune
complexes or the origin of the IgA.
EFFECTIVE FIBRINOLYSIS IN LUPUS NEPHRITIS (LN) IS
ASSOCIATED WITH RAPID IMPROVEMENT OF IMMUNOLOGIC
AND HISTOLOGIC ACTIVITY. S. Kim," N.K. Wadhwa,*
M. Weiss, S.K. Kant, P. Glas_Greenwalt,* V.E.
Pollak. Depts. mt. Med. and Path., Univ. of
Cincinnati Med. Ctr., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Within 48 hours of starting ancrod treatment,
patients with LN had FDP levels <1 or >1 mg/mi,
defining groups respectively with ineffective and
effective fibrinolysis. Before 26 treatments in
22 patients, C3, IgG, and serum creatinine (Cr)
correlated with histologic activity (p = 0.001,
by multiple linear regression) . Following effec-
tive, but not ineffective, fibrinolysia there was
improved renal function and glomerular fibrin
resolution (Clin Res 34:698A, 1986) . In vitro,
FOP are immunosuppressive (J Immunol 134:471,
1985) . We examine herein the relationship between
fibrinolysis and short-term LN activity measured
by: 1) 2-week changes in C3, IgG, and anti-dsDNA
Ab; and 2) changes in renal histologic activity
and glomerular immune deposits (Igs and C3),
measured 'blindly' in aerial biopsies, on average
3.5 weeks apart. Mean values were:
High FDP
Pre Post
2.48 1.97*
70 94**
1227 966***
26 19**
9.27 6.33*
13.27 8.91*
<0.005
_____________
Low FDP
Pre Post
2.11 2.00
68 74
705 596
38 20*
11.73 8.05***
11.36 9.83
*p <0.05, **p <0.01, ***p (paired t test)
Thus, there was striking concordance between
improvement in these parameters over 2—4 weeks and
effective fibrinolysis within 48 hours. In LN,
FDP may have in vivo immunosuppressive effects.
Mean Cr (mg%)
C3 (mg%)
IgG (mg%)
dsDNA Ab (%)
Hist. activity
Igs + C3 score
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THE GLOMERULAR DISTRIBUTION OF TYPE IV COLLAGEN
AND LAMININ IN HUMAN MEMBRANOUS GLOMERULONEPURITIS
(MG). S. Matsuo*, A. Fukatsu*, G. Andres, P.
Killen*, G. Martin*, and J. Brentjefls*, Dept. of
Patho].., State Univ. of New York, Buffalo, NY; Lab.
of Develop. Biol. and Anomalies, Nat. Inst. of Den-
tal Research, Nat. Inst. of Health, Bethesda, MD.
In a previous atudy we have shown that subepi—
thelial basement membrane (BN) extensions or
"spikes" that develop in mice with autoininune anti—
EM glomerulonephritis contain laminin but not type
IV collagen (S. Matsuo et al.,Ain.J.Path. 122:36,
1986). The aim of the present investigation was to
assess the distribution of these BM components in
human MG, a disease also characterized by the for-
mation of apikea. Ten cases of idiopathic and 4 of
lupus MG were studied. For the localization of
anti—human type IV collagen and anti—murine laminin
antibodies by immunofluorescence microscopy, frozen
as well as formalin fixed kidney sections were
used. Type IV collagen was observed linearly along
the inner side of the EM and in a mottled pattern
in the immediately adjacent area of the BM. In
contrast, laminin was present not only along the
inner aspect of the EM but also in the spikes
(Stage II MG) and in newly formed EM on top of the
immune deposits (Stage III MG). Pretreatment of
frozen sections with 6M urea (K. Yoshioka et a]..,
Am.J.Path. 121:156, 1985) did not change the re-
activity of either BM component. It is concluded
that in human MG type IV collagen and laniinin are
not codistrihuted. This may be the consequence of
an excess production of laminin by visceral epi—
thelial cells in MG.
REGRESSION OF DENSE DEPOSITS IN MPGN TYPE II IN
6 CHILDREN. P.T. McEnery and A.J. McAdams.
Children's Hospital Research Foundation,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
We have reviewed the clinical course and renal
biopsies in 6 children with idiopathic intramem—
branous dense deposit (D.D.) disease (MPGN II)
who had 2 or more follow—up renal biopsies 2 to
11 yrs after initiation of a high—dose alternate—
day prednisone regimen. At disease onset 4 had
nephrotic syndrome, 4 were hypocomplementemic and
2 demonstrated C3 flephritic factor. All had a
proliferative glomerular lesion and ultrastruc—
turally an unusually electron—dense deposit—like
material replacing the lamina densa of the glo
merular basement membrane. Follow—up third renal
biopsies in 2 pts. after 9 and 11 yrs of the
therspy showed capillary loops to be free of
lamina densa D.D. and residual D.D. present only
in submesangial and mesangial locations, not
intramatrical. Two other pts. after 6 and 11 yrs
of the regimen demonstrated a decrease in the
extent and number of loops bearing D.D. In these
pts. much of the D.D. material was present within
the lamina rara interna and paramesangial lemma
densa. The remaining two pts., biopsied after 2
and 5 yrs of the regimen demonstrated an
amelioration of proliferative features of the
glomerular lesion, but minimal change in extent
or electron microscopic appearance of the D.D.
This long—term follow—up demonstrating slow
regression of D.D. material from glomeruli sup-
ports the experience with the alternate—day
prednisone regimen in that it ameliorates the
morphologic signs of glomerulonephritis and, over
the long term, preserves renal function.
ANTIBODIES REACTIVE WITH A RENAL GLYCOPROTEIN
AND WITH DEPOSITS IN MEMBRANOTJS NEPHRITIS.
Bernard Collins*, Lynn Baird*, Mark
Erikson*, Deborah Bradford*, Guoli Pan*, C.K.
Hsiung*, Eveline Schneeberger*, Atul Ehan,
Robert McCluskey. Massachusetts General
Hospital, Dept. of Pathology, Boston Mass.
Acid eluates containing immunoglobuljns were
prepared from isolated glomeruli from a kidney
with idiopathic membranous nephritis.
Radioimmunoassays detected immunoglobulins
reactive with deoxycholate soluble subfractions
of FX1A obtained from normal human kidneys and
prepared in ways used in studies of Heymann
nephritjs. The reactivity increased sequentially
with fractions obtained after size exclusion
(SF1), lentil lectin affinity (SF11), and anion
exchange (SF111) chromatography of the FX1A. The
most reactive fraction, SF111, included a
prominent band migrating at 95kd on SDS PAGE.
After iodination of the eluate and precipitation
with Staph A, 3 bands were seen by SDS PAGE:
25kd (light chain), 5Okd (heavy chain), and
95kd. These findings suggest that the eluate
contained immune complexes with a 95kd antigen.
Immunoperoxidase studies, using biotinylated
eluate, showed staining of glomerular immune
deposits in 4 of 9 cases of idiopathic
membranous nephritis, but no staining of
deposits in 9 cases of other forms of nephritis,
including proliferative lupus, IgA, HSP, DDD,
MPGN type 1, post infectious, and anti-GEM. The
results indicate that autoantibodies reactive
with a renal glycoprotein, probably derived from
cell membranes, participate in the formation of
glomerular deposits in membranous nephritis. We
propose that the deposits form in a manner
analagous to that in Heymann nephritis.
INCREASED IMMUNOGLOBULIN—SECRETING CELLS IN THE
BLOOD OF PATIENTS WITH ACTIVE IDIOPATHIC IgA
NEPHROPATHY (IgAN). F. Paolo Schena,* Gi Mas—
trolitti,* A. Rita Fracasso,* Angelo Pastore,*
and Nic Ladisa* (intr. by Steven N. Emancipator),
Univ. of Ban, Polyclinic, Ban, Italy
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC)
from 33 patients (pts) with IgAN were stimu-
lated in vitro by Protein A from Staphylococcus
cowan iT ThiUoglobulin (Ig) production was
Iirred by a reverse hemolytic plaque assay to
evaluate the quantity of cells secreting 1g.
In addition, serum Ig levels, circulating IgG,
IgA and 1gM imune complexes (ICs) and the Fc
and C3b receptor—mediated phagocytosis of PBMC
were measured. The laboratory findings of
different phases of the IgAN were compared.
The mean level of IgA-plaque forming cells
(IgA—PFC) in IgAN pts with normal renal func-
tion was significantly higher (p<O.OO1) than
the mean control value. In contrast, they were
reduced significantly in those pts who were
subjected to periodic hemodialysis (p<O.OOl).
Disease activity produced a significant increase
in IgG—PFC and IgA—PFC, high IgG and 1gM serum
levels, high circulating IgG ICs, and low C3b—
mediated phagocytosis. These findings demon-
strate that IgAN is associated with an increased
number of IgG and IgA—secreting cells in the
blood of pts during the active phase of the dis-
ease and the concurrent presence of high levels
of circulating IgG ICs may be responsible for
the gross hematuria, as their deposition in the
glomeruli could activate the complement system.
ROLE OF' IgA RHEUMATOID FACTOR (RF) IN IDIOPAThIC
IgA MESANGIAL NEPHROPATHY (IgA-N).
R.A.Sinico, A.Fornasieri, R.Civardi, P.Maldifassi,
G.Fellin, G.Colasanti and G.D'Amico (intr.by G.E.
Striker). Dept. of Nephrology, San Carlo Hospital,
Milan, Italy.
Several findings suggest that IgA circulating
immune coinplexes(CIC) may play a major role in the
tissue deposition of IgA in IgA-N, but attempts to
identify a specific antigen have been so far un=
successful.Recently our group (J.Immunol. 137: 536,
1986) and others (J.Clin.Invest.77:1931,1986)repor
ted a higj frequency of IgA-RF in serum of pts with
IgA-N,suggesting an involvement of antiglobulin ac
tivity in the pathogenesis of this disease. Using
a specific and sensitive ELISA,IgA-RF was found in
52/115(45%) pts and in 72/224(32%) serial determi=
nations.There was a good correlation between the
presence of IgA-RF and IgG-CIC ( Clq-solid phase,
p<O.OO1), but not between IgA-RF and other clini=
cal or immunological parameters. Using aggregated
human Ig, we could not demonstrate RF activity in
renal biopsy specimens from 36 pts.
Our data suggest that IgA-RF does not play a
role in renal damage in IgA-N,but reflects rather
a response to IgG-CIC in a disorder characterized
by abnormalities in IgA production. Furthermore,
the presence of circulating IgA-RF in a substan=
tial proportion of pts may represent an antigen-
specific system to study regulation of IgA synthe=
sis in this disease.
LOCALIZATION OF EOSINOPHIL MAJOR BASIC PROTEIN
(MBP) IN KIDNEY DISEASES. R. M. Ten*, V. E.
Torres, 6. M. Kephart*, K. E. Holley, 6. J.
Gleich*, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.
The cellular and extracellular localization of
MBP, an esosinophil granule cationic protein, was
studied by IF in formalin fixed paraffin embedded
renal biopsies of normal kidneys (Ni), membranuous
glomerulopathy (MGP), idiopathic nephrotic
syndrome with minimal change (MCD) or focal gb—
meruloscierosis (FSGS), NSAID induced nephrotic
syndrome—interstitial nephritis (NSAID), allergic
interstitial nephritis (AIN) and acute rejection
(TXR). Two types of cells, with weak or strong
granular staining for MBP, were observed (PC).
Interstitial PC infiltrates (IPCI) were graded on
a 0—4 scale and the presence of active degranula—
tion was recorded. The percentage of glomeruli
(G) containing PC (%GcPC) and the number of PC per
100 6 (PC/100G) were calculated.
Group(n) IPCI c degran #6 %GcPC PC/1006
Nl(6) 0 — 84 1+1 1+1
MGP(5) 0.2+0.2 0 68 9+6 96
MCD(4) O.5T0.3 0 220 24T9t 38T18t
FSGS(6) 1.5O.4t 1 174 4513t 10654t
NSAID(4) 3.3T0.3t 4 42 48T16t 1O765t
AIN(4) 3.5O.3t 4 31 11 11
TXR(6) 3.2O.5t 6 107 2011 2111
Mean + SEM t = different from Ni, P < 0.05
IPI infiltrates with degranulation were always
present in NSAID, AIN, and TXR. Weakly stained PC
were often observed in 6 of ND, FSGS, and NSAID.
Deposition of MBP was noted in areas of segmental
sclerosis. Segmental linear deposition along the
capillary wail occurred in few 6. These observa-
tions suggest the participation of eosinophils in
the pathogenesis of these diseases.
EFFECTS OF VITAMIN 03 ON L8(JKOCYTE FUNCTION IN
HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS. F. Venezio, G. Kozeny, C.
DiVincenzo and J. Hano. Loyola University
Medical Center, Maywood, IL.
Impaired leukocyte (NBC) function is seen in
vitamin D3 (D3) depleted mice and patients
with rickets. Since chronic renal failure (CRF)
patients have low 03 and a variety of NBC
dysfunctions, we studied NBC function in vitro in
10 CRF pta before and after 03 incubation. NBC
were obtained from normal controls and CRF pts
before dialysis. NBC were separated into
inonocytes (M) and polymorphonuclear leukocytes
(PMN). They were incubated with 100 pg/ml 03
in minimal essential media (MKM) (+D3) or with
MEN alone (—03). Chemotaxis (Cx), random
migration (RN), phagocytoSiS and candidacidal
activity (CA) were measured. Serum 03 in
controls was 50.7 + 10 pg/al compared to 5.7 2
in CRF pts before D3 therapy (p <0.01). Cx and
RN of both N and PMN from CRF patients before
D3 was significantly depressed. 5/9 CRF pta
(—03) had improved Cx after in vitro incubation
with D3 (3.7 + .5 to 4.3 .4, p <0.01),
likewise after 6 weeks of D3 replacement in
vivo, Cx significantly improved in 4/6 CRF pts.
The CRF pta 03 levels post treatment were 18 +
4 pg/ml. Phagocytosis and CA were within normal
limits before D3 and therefore were not
re—evaluated. In summary, CRF pts exhibit
defects in Cx of both M and PMN's. The defect is
lessened in a significant subset of CRF pta after
in vitro and in vivo administration of 03.
HISTOGENESIS OF RENAL CYSTS IN POLYCYSTIC KID-
NEY DISEASE (PKD) OF INFANCY. A REPORT OF THE
SOUTHWEST PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY STUDY GROUP
R. Verani, F. Silva,P. Walker (with the technical assistance of L.
Davis). Dallas, Texas.
The purpose of this study was to document the site of ori-
gin of renal cysts in 11 infants with PKD. Entry into this study
was restricted to patients who survived at least 1 mo. Histochem-
ical techniques (HT) utilizing Tetragonolobus lotus (T) for proxi-
mal tubules, antibodies against Tamm-Horsfall protein (THP) of
thick ascen.ding limb of Henle (TALH) and Arachis hypogaea (A)
for collecting duct.s (CD) were performed in 9 cases. 7/9 cases
with HT had liver tissue for light microscopy. The specimens
consisted of wedge renal biopsies in 8 cases, autopsy in 1 case and
nephrectomies in 2 cases. 7/11 cases were classified as autosomal
recessive (AR) based on the negative family history and presence
of liver portal fibrosis with bile duct proliferation. The other 4
cases were unclassifiable (U). There was no case with autosomal
dominant (AD) PKD. There was a correlation between the larger
amount of renal parenchyma replaced by cysts and poor prog-
nosis. In these cases the cysts were larger with different shapes.
Elongated cysts were seen mainly in cases with less number of
cysts. 6/7 cases with AR-PKD were positive for A (> 60% of the
cysts in 5 cases), 4/7 cases were positive for T (< 30% of the
cysts in 3 cases) and in the 7 cases THP was seen inside the cysts.
Glomerulocysts (GO) were present in 2/7 cases. One case had
only GO and the HT were negs five. Ducts or cysts surrounded
by smooth muscle were observed in the cortex and medulla in 5/7
cases. 2/4 cases of U-PKD were poutive for A and 1/4 was posi-
tive for T and TifF, respectively. Ducts surrounded by smooth
muscle and GO were present in 2/I cases. We concluded that the
majority of the cysts in PKD of infancy originates from the CD.
The presence of THP inside the cysts is an evidence of free com-
munication between the cysts and TALH. The observation of
periductal smooth muscle in several cases remain unclear. There
was no distinctive histological renal features between cases of
AR-PKD and U-FED.
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REGRESSION OF METASTATIC RENAL CA}CER FOLLOWING
ADMINISTRATION OF PERIODATE—LYMPHOKINE ACTIVATED
AUTOLOGOUS LEUKOCYTES AND LOW—DOSE RECOMBINANT
IL2. J. Wang, A. Walle*, B. Gordon*, A.
Novogrodsky*, M. Suthanthiran, and K.H. Stenzel.
The Rogosin Institute and The New York
Hospital—Cornell Medical Center, New York, N.Y.
Anti—tumor effects were reported using IL2—
activated killer celia and systemic IL2, but
associated with significant toxicity. We reported
(Wang, at al, J. Immunol., 136:4735, 1986) that
treatment of mononuclear leukocytes with the
oxidizing mitogen, periodate, (I04). induced
1L2 receptors and enhanced killer cell activity
generated by IL2. Pre—clinical studies indicated
that periodate— lymphokine activated killer
(PLAK) cells had significant anti—tumor effects.
We determined the anti—tumor effects of PLAK
cells plus conl3inuous infusions of low dose IL2
(IT dose-45 xlO u/kg/24 hrs) in 4 patients wih
metastatic renal cancer. Leukocytes (5—lOxlO
were removed by pheresis 3 times per week,
mononuclear cells separated, activated with
10 and cultured in medium containing 1L2
(5Ou/ml) for 48—72 hrs. The cells were
re—infused following the next phereais procedure.
IL2 was administered 5 days/week. Treatment was
continued for two 3—week cycles. Two patients
had marked (>50%) regression of pulmonary
metastases, one patient has stable disease and 1
patient had progressive disease. The latter was
the only patient whose primary tumor had not been
removed. None developed severe fluid retention
and none required ICU care. We conclude that
PLAK cells plus continuous infusions of low dose
1L2 can result in regression of metastatic renal
cancer without life—threatening toxicity.
IDENTIFICATION OF GOODPASTURE TARGET ANTI-
GENS IN BASEMENT MEMBRANES OF HUMAN GLO—
MERULI, LUNG, AND PLACENTA. M. Weber*, H. Köhler*,
M. Manns*, H.-P. Baum*, K.-H. Meyer zum Buschenfelde*,(intr. by E.I. Feinstein). 1st Dept. of mt. Med. and Institute
of Pathology, University of Mainz, D-6500 Mainz. F.R.G.
Goodpasture's syndrome is characterized serologically by
autoantibodies to glomerular (anti-GBM AB) and alveolar
basement membranes. Several laboratories including our own(Weber et al., Proc. EDTA-ERA 22: 746-751, 1985) partially
characterized the presumed target antigens in glomerularbasement membrane (GBM). It was the aim of this investi-
gation to identify the target antigens of anti.GBM AB in
alveolar (ABM) and placenta (PBM) basement membrane.
GBM was prepared according to Westberg and Michael (1970).
ABM and PBM were prepared as described by Meezan et al.(1976). Collagenase-digests of the basement membrane (BM)
preparations were separated by gel filtration columns and the
fractions rich of Goodpasture(GP)-antigens were identified
by an antibody-inhibition enzymimmunoassay. SDS-poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis followed by blotting to nitro-
cellulose membranes was performed with the antigen-rich pool
of each basement membrane preparation and lgG bound to the
nitrocellulose membranes was detected by immunoperoxidase
staining. Sera from patients with floride GP-syndrome and
anti-GBM AB (4) as well as sera from these patients in clinical
remission and without anti-GBM AB were investigated. In
addition, sera from patients with systemic lupus erythe-
matosus (5), autoimmune chronic active hepatitis (5), rapidly
progressive glomerulonephritis (4), and sera from healthy
blood donors (10) were investigated. Sera with anti-GBM AB
identified target antigens with molecular weights (MW) of 24,
26, 44 and 50 KD in the GBM and of 44 and 50 KD in the
ABM and PBM. No corresponding reactivity was observed
using GP-sera in clinical remission or the other sera. The
antigens were sensitive to reduction. We conclude, that anti-gens of similar MW can be identified in basement
membranes of human glomeruli, lung and placenta as well.
Further investigations on basement membranes of other organs
should clarify, whether the GP-antigens may be common to all
basement membranes.
EFFT OF SERA FRC8I SLE PATIENTS CN IL-2
PRODUCTIGN BY T-CELL LINES, AND NOPMRL PBL
D.R.Wigfall,* RSakai,* and S.C.Jordan, Dept. of
Peds., Div. of Pad. Nephrol., Cedars-Sinai-UClA
Med. Ctr., Los Angeles, Ca.
It has been suggested that derangements in
interleukin-2 (IL-2) production might explain
cellular abnormalities observed in systmmic lupua
erythematosus (SLE). The aim of this study was to
investigate the possible existence of a circula-
ting factor in patients with SLE which might
influence IL—2 production.
Jurkats, Hut-78 (T—cell lines) and normal PBL
were cultured with sera obtained from 12 SLE
patients during active and inactive disease states
with (and without) mitogenic stimulation (phyto-
hemagglutinin (PEA)). The calls were also cultured
with normal human sara (NHS) as a control. After
48hrs incubation, the supernatants were harvested
for IL-2 determination by a CTLL-2 bioassay.
Levels of IL-2 produced by cell lines in the pre-
sence of SLE sera were expressed as a percentage
of maximal IL—2 production in the presence of
NHS/PHA.
There was no spontaneous production of IL-2 by
PBL, Jurkats, or Huts in the presence of SLE sara
or NTIS. With the addition of PEA, all cell lines
produced IL-2 in the presence of NHS. However,
with SLE sera, there was significant enhancement
(119—1350%) or suppression (30—98%) of IL—2 pro-
duction which appeared unrelated to disease
activity or therapy.In surrmary, this study demonstrates a factor(s)
in sera of SLE patients which affects IL-2 pro-
duction by normal PBL, Jurkats, and Huts, however,
this did not correlate with the clinical course.
BSA ANTIGEN IN CIRCULATING IGA IMMUNE CCtYIPLEXES
(dc) OF PATIENTS WITH IGA NEPHROPATHY. H. K YAP, *
R.Sakai,* K.T.Woo,* C.H.Lim,* S.C.Jordan. Dept. ofPediatr., Div. Of Pediatr. Nephrol., Cedars—Sinai—
UCLA Med. Ctr., L.A., Calif. and Dept. of Renal
Med., Singapore Gen. Hosp., Singapore.
Food antigens, such as bovine serum albumin(BS7), have been postulated to have a role in the
pathogenesis of Ig nephropathy. The aim of this
study was to examine the relation between IgA CIC
and BSA. IgA CIC levels in the sara of 49 patients
with IgA nephropathy were measured by the Raji
cell ETA and F (ab 1)2 anti—C 3 ETA. Anti—BSA Igl\
antibody (An) levels were also determined by an
ETA. In addition, 26 healthy controls ware studied
to determine the upper 95% confidence limit for
these assays.
Elevated IgA dC levels were found in 33% of
patients. Elevated anti-BSA Ig1 An levels were
found in 29% of the patients (p<0.05). There was a
positive correlation between the levels of anti-
BSA TgA An and IgA CIC (p1O.OOOOl). Of the 11
patients with high IgA dC levels by the Raji cell
ETA, B also had high anti—BSA IgA An (p<0.002).
Tn 3 patients with high IgA CIC and anti-BSA
IgA An, we attempted to demonstrate the presence
of BSA antigen in the 1q/1 CIC by dissociation in
antigen excess. Using the Raji cell assay, the
Ig/1 CIC levels decreased significantly after pre—
incubating the sara with serial concentrations of
BSA. No corresponding effect was seen with human
serrm albumin used as a control.
Hence, BSA may be the antigenic stimulus in
the formation of Ig/1 dc in some patients with
IgA nephropathy.
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ALUMINUM-ASSOCIATED DISEASE IN CHRONIC
HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS. L, Adan, D. Zack-
son, B. Hainline, M. Ban?fl71 Sullivan,
J. Chami, J. Healey, N. Alcock, & P. Bul-
lough. The Rogosin Kidney Center, New
York Hospital-Cornell Univ. Med. Center,
and The Hospital for Special Surgery, N.Y.
To characterize aluminum (Al)-associa-
ted disease, 22 patients underwent: des-
ferrioxamine (DFO)-infusion test; double
tetracycline-labelled bone bioosy with
qualitative (stain) and atomic absorption
(cuanc) assessments of Al; PTH profiling;
EEC, and detailed neurological exam. We
found that: 1) Al-associated bone disease
(AABD) correlated with the baseline serum
Al as follows: A) under 50 mcg/L: AABD
unlikely but not ruled out; B) 50-100,
with low PTH and alkaline phosphatase: PA
BD very likely; C) greater than 100: AABD
invariable (all such patients had (+) Al
stains and very high quant bone Al). 2)
Patients with dialysis encephalopathy (DL)
had from very low to very high serum Al,
and variable Al stains and PTHs. 3) Se-
vere hyperparathyroid (lIFT) bone disease
frequently was associated with a (-) Al
stain despite markedly elevated bone Al
(false negative). We conclude: 1) The ma-
jority of our patients had mixed disease
with no specific PTH or alkaline phospha-
tase pattern; 2) In the absence of extra-
high serum Al, biopsies are essential. 3)
When Al stains are (-) and PTHs high, di-
agnosing AABD requires quant bone Al which
also best determines DFO rx. 4) DL may be
present with any PTH or serum/bone Al level.
PREVENTION OF THE PHOSPHATURIC ACTION OF PTH BY
INSULIN. M. Allon*, P. Dass*, E. Bourke,
J. Guntupalli. Div. of Nephrology, Dept. of
Medicine, Emory University School of Nedicine,
Atlanta, GA
Recently, we have demonstrated that superim-
position of insulin abolished the phosphaturic
action of 1—34 PTH (Am. J. Physiol. F610—18,
1985). To test the hypothesis that in the
presence of physiological hyperinsulinemia, the
phosphaturic action of PTH is prevented, acute
clearance studies were performed in four groups
(n6) of acutely PTXed rats. Group I: 1—34 PTH
3.0 U.kg'.h1 decreased the TRPi/GFR (92±4 vs.
63±2 ug/min, PcO.Ol) and increased the FEPi
(0.59±0.10 vs. 26.78±2.1%, P<O.OOl). Group II:
Euglycemic hyperinsulinemia (EH) (insulin 0.1
U.kg-.h-) had no effect on the TRPi/GFR (82±4
vs. 80±2 pg/mm, NS) or FEPi (0.22±14 vs. 0.18±
0.11%, NS). Group III: Superimposition of PTH
infusion on EM failed to decrease the TRPI/GFR
(94±3 vs. 92±2 pg/mm, NS) and the FEPi (1.1±0.64
vs. 3.2±0.86%, NS) was unchanged. The GFR and
plasma phosphorus (PPi) were stable throughout the
experiments within Groups I. II, and III. The
TRPi/GFR fell by 29±4 pg/mm in Group I compared
to a 2±1 pg/mm fall in Group III. Group IV:
When saline alone was infused, the PPi (7.7±0.89
vs. 9.4±0.62 mg/dl, P<0.05) and the TRPi/GFR (78±2
vs. 94±3 pg/mm, P<0.05) increased, and the FEPi
was stable. The renal cortical Na—K ATPase speci-
fic activity in Groups III vs. IV (0.06±0.01 vs.
0.07 Units/mg protein, NS) were similar.
The present studies demonstrate that euglycemic
hypermnsulinemia prevents the phosphaturic action
of PTH. This effect is independent of changes in
the GFR, PPi and Na+ excretion.
ELEVATED PLASMA SOMATOMEDIN INHIBITOR IN OSTEO-
PENIC DIABETIC DIALYSIS PATIENTS. D.L. Andress,
L.S. Phillips,* D.J. Sherrsrd. VA Medical Center,
Seattle, WA and Emory University, Atlanta, GA.
Osteopenia is a variable finding in uremic diab-
etic patients. Recently it has been shown that
plasma somatomedin inhibitors (5—mnhib.) are in-
creased in diabetes and in uremia. Because somato—
medins enhance bone cell proliferation in vitro we
measured plasma 5—mnhib. in 10 diabetic dialysis
patients to determine if low bone mass is associa-
ted with increased 5—mnhib. Bone biopsies were
used to evaluate bone area (BA), osteoblastic os—
teoid (Obl;%) and bone formation (BF; u3/u2/day).
Plasma S—inhib. was measured by bioassay after
separation on Sephadex G—25. 5—inhib. was express-
ed as % inhibition of normsl 35S04 uptake into rat
cartilage. Plasma somatomedin—C (S—C) and PIll were
determined by RIA. Five patients had a BAC1S% (low
BA; 12±1%) and S had a BA>15% (normal BA; 24±2%).
Both groups were similar in age, body weight, dur-
ation of dialysis and disbetes and serum calcium,
phosphorus, albumin, PTH and S—C.
HF Obl 5—inhib.
Low BA 0.014±.01 0.5±0.2* 117±13+
Normal BA 0.O69±.O3 3.4±1.7 - 40±10
Values are mean±SE. *p<0tj +p<.Ol
Both groups had similar amounts of bone aluminum.
5—inhib. correlated with BA (r=—.81, pCOl) but not
with BF (r—.30) or Obl (r=—.35). Plasma S—C did
not correlate with BA, BF or Obl. In conclusion,
diabetic dialysis pstients with low bone ares and
decreased Obl have elevated plasma 5—inhib. This
suggests that osteopenia in uremic diabetics may
in part result from circulating somatomedin inhib-
itors possibly by decreasing bone cell prolif era—
tion and/or bone cell function.
HISTOMORPHOMETRIC CORRELATIONS OF ALUMI-
NUM (Al) -ASSOCIATED BONE DISEASE (AABD)
IN CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS. M. Bansal, D.
Zackson, L. Adan, B. Hainllhe, .7. Sulli-
van, J. Chami, J. Healey, N. Alcock, and
P. Bullough. The Rogosin Kidney Center,
New York Hospital-Cornell Univ. Med. Ctr,,
and The Hospital for Special Surgery, N.Y.
Bone biopsies from 22 patients were
studied by routine histomorphometric and
atomic absorption quantitative (quant)
techniques. RESULTS: 1) In pure hyper-
parathyroid BD (HPTBD) , osteoblasts (Ob)
were very active, hyperosteoidosis (hy-
perost) was mild, and quant Al was very
high despite frequently negative (-) Al
stains; 2) In pure AABD, hyperost was
moderate to marked, with consistently (÷)
Al stains; 3) In mixed BD (MBD), the by-
perost was mild to moderate and active Ob
were present despite AABD. Vitamin D g/or
phosphate (P) deficiency resulted in pro-
found hyperost (osteomalacia) distinguish-
able from AABD and iron BD (FeBD) by a
smudged versus sharp mineralization front,
respectively. CONCLUSIONS: 1) Pure HPTBD
was usually associated with a (-) Al stain
despite elevated quant bone Al (false neg-
ative stain), mandating quant measurement:
2) High bone turnover in MBD was main-
tained despite an increased Al burden: 3)
Histologically, D and P deficiency simu-
late AABD and FeBD, but are distinguish-
able by mineralization front patterns: 4)
Bone formation and resorption parameters
generally, but not invariably, accurately
predict the dominant lesion.
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CHANGES IN IMMUNE FUNCTION INDUCED BY 1,25-DIHY-
DROXYVITAMIN D3. J.M. Bargman, S. Kuzniak*, M.H.
Klein*. Dept. of Medicine, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Canada,
Previous in vitro studies have suggested that
1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 (VII D) has immunoregula-
tory properties. The purpose of this study was to
determine the effect on immune function of in vivo
administration of VIT D. Fourteen patients were
studied prior to and 14 days after commencing
therapy with VII D. Seven patients were on chronic
hemodialysis, 3 on CAPD, 2 had chronic renal fail-
ure, and 2 had metabolic bone disease and normal
renal function.A1l patients showed a significant
increase in plasma ionized calcium and VII 0 con-
centration and a significant decrease in plasma
PTH concentration.
After in vivo administration of VII D PHA—stim—
ulated peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL)demon-
strated a marked increase in interleukin—2 (IL—2)
production (mean±SEM) (19.5±5.3% pre vs. 33.7±6.1%
post, p<O.O5) and a downward trend in the % of
cells expressing the IL—2 receptor (52.8±6.5 pre
vs. 38.1±7.0 post).Results of PBL phenotyping
were:
Pre VII D Post VII D
Total I cells(x106/L) 1183±124 1203±152 p=NS
%T4+(helper)cells 38.1±3.0 45.9±2.2 p<O.OOS
%I8+(suppressor)cells 20.0±1.7 14.6±1.2 p<O.OOS
14+/18+ 2.2±0.3 3.4±0.3 pO.OO1
The significant increase in the ratio of I
helper/inducer to I suppressor/cytotoxic cells was
the result of both an increase in 14+ and a de-
crease Iii 18+ cells.
Our study demonstrates that administration of
VII D for 14 days significantly changes circulat-
ing I cell subsets and lymphokine production.
EFFECT OF PHOSPHATE DEPLETION (PD) ON
BRAIN CATECHOLAMINES CONTENT IN THE RAT
Devarajan Bhaskaran, D., Shaul G.
Massry, Vito M. Campese, Division of
Nephrology, Dept. of Med., University of
Southern California, Los Angeles.
In severe PD, a sundry of central
nervous system (CNS) symptoms have been
reported. However, there is no evidence
of biochemical abnormalities in the brain
related to such symptoms. Since increased
plasma catecholamines have been shown in
PD rats it is possible that abnormalities
in neurotransmitters may partially
account for these symptoms. We examined
the effect of PD on brain cateeholamines
in Sprague—Dawley rats.
Controls (ng/mg protein) PD Rats
DA NE DA NE
cxl 0.1+0.01 2.2+0.14 0.1+0.01 1.9+U.U75
CB 0.1+0.01 1.3+0.06 0.1TO.01 1.2T0.09
0.2T0.02 3.4+0.01 0.2+0.01* 2.80.13*
HS 3.9T0.14 4.6T0.19 3.3+0.08* 4.0+0.19*
SM 56+0.92 1.9+0.06 49+1.91* 1.2+0.11*
MB 2.0+0.08 3.6+0.07 1.6+0.07* 2.7+0.10*
DA = Dopamine, NE = Norepinephrine; CC =Cerebral Cortex; CB = Cerebellum; MO =
Medulla Oblongata; US = Hypothalmus; SM =Striatum; MB = Midbrain; * p<0.O5
Epinephrine levels were decreased only in
the hypothalamus. These data indicate
that PD leads to substantial alterations
in brain catecholamines levels; these
biochemical changes could be partly re-
sponsible for the reported CNS symptoms.
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COLLAGEN SYNTHESIS BY OSTEOBLAST-LIKE
CELLS IS AUGMENTED BY ALUMINUM. HC Blair,
3 Lewis-Finch, EC Crouch,* SL Teitelbaum, and E
Slatopoisky, Washington University Medical Center,
St. Louis, MO.
Although aluminum (Al) plays a role in the develop-
ment of osteomalacia in patients with CRF, the cellu-
lar mechanisms are not fully understood. Since osteo-
blasts are the cells responsible for the formation of
osteoid tissue, which is greatly increased in patients
with aluminum-induced osteomalacia, it is possible
that Al could affect the number of osteoblasts, or may
alter their function. To characterize the mechanism
of Al-induced osteoid accumulation, we determined if
Al directly effects osteoblast growth and collagenous
matrix deposition. We found that in medium contain-
ing 10% serum, 200 jig/L Al suppresses 3H-thymidine
incorporation by the osteoblast-like osteosarcoma cell
line UMR 106-01 (UMR) by 60% with half maximal inhi-
bition occurring at the modest concentration of 20
gIL. Despite its antiproliferative effect, Al enhances
total protein synthesis and matrix collagen accumu-
lation. Specially, as determined by hydroxyproline
analysis, cultures of UMR cells maintained for eight
days in the presence of 800 ig/L Al, accumulate
approximately 50% more matrix-associated collagen
than control. Hence, exposure of osteoblast-like cells
to Al leads to decreased proliferation and enhanced
total protein synthesis and collagen accumulation.
The mechanism of these changes is unknown but is not
associated with alterations of basal or PTH-stimu-
latecl, cAMP accumulation or with shifts in free
intracellular calcium concentrations. Interestingly,
these findings are in keeping with our observations
that Al administration to non-uremic dogs promotes
bone collagen synthesis and marrow fibrosis.
AND Mg2 DEPENDENT ATPase IN THE DISTAL CONVO-
LUTED TUBULE (DCI) OF MOUSE KIDNEY, Brunette M.G,
Chan M. Maisonneuve Hospital and University of
Montreal, Quebec, Canada,
Renal Ca2+ ATPase is suspected to be involved in
calcium reabsorption by the nephron. Most of the
studies concerning this enzyme were performed on
basolateral membrane preparations, originating from
proximal convoluted tubules (PCT), However, the
active hormone—dependent transport occurs in DCI.
Using micro dissected DCT, we studied the kinetics
of Ca2'—dependent ATPase along with the effect of
Mg2 at physiological concentrations, At negligi-
ble concentrations of Mg2' (l0''8M), increasing free
Ca2+ concentrations from 0 to 2uM induced progres-
sive ATP hydrolysis according to Michaelis kine-
tics, compatible with a single enzymatic activity
with a Km of 0.18 + O,O6uM and Vmax 101 + l2pmol/
mm/2Omin, Addition of Mg2+ above lO7M progressi-
vely diminished the sensitivity of Ca2'—dependent
AlP hydrolysis, so that at Mg concentrations above
105M, Ca2+ ATPase was barely measurable. In con-
trast, 1O'4M, Mg2 induced a strong ATP hydrolysis
also following Michaelis kinetics with a Km of
11,3 + 2,4uM and Vmax 219 + 2,ópmol/mm/20min. In
the presence of luM Ca2+, Vmax was diminished by
one—half. Comparison of DCI and PCI did not reveal
any fundamental differences, We conclude that 1)
the Ca2+ and Mg2'dependent hydrolysis are probably
due to the same enzyme with a common site of acti-
vation, 2) If the enzyme is the Ca2+ carrier, then
Mg2 should be the main activator, 3) differences
in Ca2+ transport in PCI and DCT are not due to va-
riations in the Ca2+ Mg2+ AIPase, but rather to re-
gulating factors or to differences in the permeabi-
lity of the luminal membrane,
EFFECT OF l,25(OH)2-VITAMIN D3 (D3) ON TENSION
RESPONSE OF AORTA (AO) AND Ca UPTAKE OF CULTURED
AO SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS (ASMC) OF SPONTANEOUSLY
HYPERTENSIVE (SH) AND WISTAR KYOTO (WK) RATS.
R.D. Bukoski,* H. Xue,* S. Plant,* D.A. McCarron,
Div. of Neph., Ore. Hith. Sci. U. Portland, OR.
A role for D3 in the antihypertensive action
of Ca loading has been proposed. To determine
whether 03 affects vascular smooth muscle (VSM)
AO rings were prepared from SHR and WKY for
measurement of isometric force development. A 20
mm. response to 1 M norepinephrine (NE) was
determined, then the ring was incubated with 1
ng/ml D3 or 0.01% ethanol (ET) for 3 hr. and the
challenge with NE repeated.
n CNT (03) CNT (ET) D3 ET
WKY 5 1.52±0.11 1.41±0.19 1.31±0.15 1.32±0.12
S}{R 8 2.47±0.27 1.72±0.17* 1.23±0.03 1.27±0.06
Values are 20 mm. responses to NE. CNT=.N/m2 E4;
D3 or Et — ratio of response before and after
treatment. *Indicates a difference from CNT (D3)
at p<O.O5. To determine whether long-term expo-
sure of VSM to 03 alters Ca metabolism, ASMC were
enzymatically isolated from SHR and grown in DMEM
+ 10% fetal calf serum. After 14 d. they were
incubated in serum-free medium with transferrin/
insulin ng/ml D3. 4ça uptake was determined by
incubating ASM5with Ca for 5 mm. and removing
extracellular Ca with Ca-free medium + EGTA at
4°C for 5 mm. No differences in Ca uptake
(7.6±1.6 nmol/mg prot (D3) vs. 6.9±1.5 (CNT) or
cell protein (0.14±0.03 mg (03) vs. 0.15±0.01
(CNT), n—8&7) were observed. We conclude that D3
has no acute effect on NE-induced contraction of
AO and no long-term effect on early Ca uptake by
ASMC of SHR in primary culture. These results are
not consistent with a vascular action of D3.
SCANNING ION MICROPROBE DETERMINPTION OF BONE
SURFACE ELEMENTS: EFFECTS OF BONE CELL FUNCTION.
David Bushinsky, Jan Chabala,* Robert Lechleider*
and Riccardo Levi_Setti*. University of Chicago,
Chicago, IL.
The effects of bone cell function on bone
mineral surface elements has not been determined.
We used a high resolution scanning ion microprobe
to study the effect of bone cell function on the
bone surface (outermost 10 microns) composition
of sodium (Na), potassium (K) and calcium (Ca).
Calvariae from neonatal mice were dissected and
randomized into three groups; bones were
incubated without (Cm) or with (VITD)
l,25(OH)2D3 (10—8 M) or were subjected to 3
freeze—thaw cycles (—70 to ÷23 C) prior to
incubation (DEAD). All bones were incubated for
24 hr at pH 7.40 and 37 C.
The CU surface had abundant Na and K relative
to Ca (both p < 0.01), while K was somewhat less
abundant than Na (p < 0.05)(Na, K and Ca 10,
6.6 and 0.14; values are corrected counts per
second of detected secondary ions). Compared to
CU and relative to Na, VITD caused a decrease in
bone surface Ca (p < 0.02) and an increase in K
(p < 0.05) (Na, K, and Ca 10, 8.8 and 0.05)
while DEAD bone exhibited a marked increase in Ca
(p < 0.01) and a decrease in K (p < 0.01) (Na, K,
and Ca 10, 0.3 and 0.73).
The decrease in bone surface calcium with VITD
treatment can be understood as a consequence of
the stimulation of cell mediated Ca egress from
the mineral surface into the medium, while the
lack of cellular function in DEAD bone causes an
accumulation of surface Ca. Cellular function
maintains a high surface mineral K which is
significantly depleted with death of the bone
cells.
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POSSIBLE ROLE OF PENTOSE CYCLE(PC) IN
RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLE(BBMV)
UPTAKE OF PHOSPHATE(P): EFFECTS OF INSULIN
(I). A.Capperrelli*, 0.0.30*, N.Yanagawa.
Neph.Div., Sepulveda VAMC, UCLA Sch. of Med.
Since PC serves to provide NADPH which
maintains GSH level in cytosol and sulf—
hydryl(SH) level on BBM, and our recent
finding suggests a regulatory role for BBM
thiol redox on BBMV P uptake, effects of I
(10 uU/rnl) on PC and BBM P uptake were ex-
amined. The amount of glucose(G) metabo-
lized through PC in purified rabbit proxi-
mal tubules(PT) was quantitated by msur—
ing thejimultaneo productions of CO2frm 1— C—C or 6— C—G and H 0 from
3— H—G as described(J.Biol.ChJ.238:5l7,
1963). I increased the amount of C metabo-
lized through PC(779.5 49.7 vs. 365.3
33.6 pmol/mg/hr, n5, p 0.05). Such I
effect was abolished by 2-Deoxyglucose(DG,
10 mM) (236.5 98.1 pmol/mg/hr) and by
G—6—PD inhibitor, 6—aminonicotinamide(AN,
0.1 mM) (234.7 + 58.5 pmol/mg/hr). The in
vitro effect of I on BBM P uptake was
studied by incubating PT with I prior to
isolation of BBM. I pretreatment increased
BBM P uptake(1880.6 + 194 vs. 1696.3 180
pmol/mg/2min, n=6, p 0.01). The I effect
on BBM P uptake was abolished when DC or
AN was also present during PT preincu—
bation. These results suggest a possible
role of PC in the stimulatory effect of I
on BBM P uptake. It remains to be testi-
fied whether or not change in BBM thiol
redox with an increase in SH group is
involved in such hormonal action.
HISTIDINE DISSOCIATES THE EFFECTS OF PTH ON cAMP
PRODUCTION AND PHOSPHATE EXCRETION. Christos P.
Carvounis, Richard Coulson and Steven J. Schein—
man. Depts of Medicine and Pharmacology, SUNY
Health Science Center and VAMC, Syracuse, NY.
Histidine has been shown to enhance the hydro—
osmotic effect of vasopressin at steps distal to
the generation of cAMP. In order to evaluate if
this naturally—occurring amino acid also modu-
lates the effects of other peptide hormones, we
studied the effects of histidine on PTH actions.
Isolated rat kidneys were perfused with Krebs—
Henseleit buffer containing6 g% albumin and 2.4
mM phosphate (P1). After a baseline urine col-
lection, histidine (His) or vehicle—control (C)
was given, followed 4Omln later by synthetic
bovine 1—34 PTH, 5x10 M. Histidine had no
effect on GFR or on fractional excretion (FE) of
Na. After PTH, FEPi was higher in His than C
(35.1± 4.8, n=13, vs. 22.9±4.9, n=8, p<.O5).
Inclusion of 7 amino acids resulted in lower
FEP1 and FENa overall, but no change in the
effect of His on PTH—induced phosphaturia (His
vs C: 20.7±3.0, n=8, vs. 13.3±2.3, n=6, p<.05).
Histidine significantly reduced the urinary cAMP
response to PTH (His vs C: 18.6±3.5 nmol/ml GFR,
n=14, vs 44.8±6.3, n=1O, p<.OO1). This effect
was similar in each of the two perfusion
protocols. FEK fell after PTH in His but not C.
These data suggest that histidine enhances the
phosphaturic effect of PTH while blunting the
cAMP response. Thus histidine appears to act at
steps distal to or independent of cAMP
generation. Histidine may modulate the effects
of peptide hormones in general.
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CALCIUM CITRATE AS AN EFFECTIVE THERAPEU-
TIC AGENT FOR RENAL OSTEODYSTROPHY.
Cushner MM, Lindberg 3*, Copley JB,
Foulks CJ. Brooke Army Medical Center,
Fort Sam Houston, Tx, and San Antonio, Tx.
Al(OH)3 traditionally has been the
drug used to bind dietary phosphorus(P04)
in patients with chronic renal failure;
however, concern for the potential of Al—
associated bone disease has led to the
search for alternative agents. Calcium
citrate was used in 43 patients on dialy-
sis and biochemical control was compared
to 38 dialysis patients taking Al(OH)
Patients were taking calcium citrate or
9.1+3.1 (mean+SD) months and Al(OH)3 for
10+2.3 months. Serum values in calcium
citrate and Al(OH)3 groups respectively
were: calcium(Ca) 9.55+1.15 mg/dl vs.
8.87÷0.8(P<0.001), PU4 5.49÷1.89mg/dl
vs. 7.0÷2.3 (P<0.005), and [CaxPO 1 52+
17.7 vs. 61.4+20.6 (P<O.05). C—PH and
alkaline phosphatase were not different.
Siteen patients were crossed over to
Al and biochemical contro on calcium
citrate was compared to Al . No signifi-
cant difference in Ca, P04, alkaline phos-
phatase, or C-PTH was observed. Calcium
>11 mg/dl was observed in 9.3% of 214 pa-
tient months and no patients were sympto-
matic. Bone radiographs and densitome—
tries were obtained and will be discussed.
We conclude that calcium citrate provided
biochemical control comparable to Al(OH)3
without excess aluminum exposure.
TAURINE (T) UPTAKE BY RENAL CORTICAL BRUSH BORDER
MEMBRANE VESICLES (BBMV) IS BLUNTED IN PHOSPHORUS
(P) DEPLETION IRRESPECTIVE OF VITAMIN D STATUS.
Shermine Dabba h* and Marilyn Epley* (intr. by
Ellis 0. Avner . Children s Hospital of Pitts-
burgh, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA.
The taurinuria of vitamin D deficiency has been
demonstrated to manifest at the BBM independent of
PTH. To investigate the mechanism underlying this
tubulopathy, BBMV were prepared from rats fed one
of the following diets: 1. DP (1.2% Ca, 0.1% P,
no D); 2. DP (1.2% Ca, 0.1% P, 5.5 g 0); 3.
DP (1.2% Ca, 0.3% P, no 0). Control diet (CD)
is 1.1% Ca, 0.7% P, 5.5 ig% D.
All diets induced hypercalciuria, the severest
being on DP- (15.06±1.55 mg/24 hr/100 gm body wt
>10.07±1.09 in D-P>l.58±O.55 in D-P>0.2 0.06 in
CD). Plasma Ca was normal in DP and DP, and
increased in DP- (16.58±0.76 mg%). Plasma P was
normal in DP-, but decreased in D-P- and DPI.
Urinary cAMP excretion and creatinine clearance
remained unchanged.
The uptake of T by BBMV was blunted throughout
except at equilibrium. The peak overshoot was
shifted to the right occurring at 12 sin in exper-
imental diets compared to 6 mm in CD, and was de-
creased by half that seen in CD. There was no
difference in vesicle size or Vmax among all diets.
There was an increase in Km (2.74-fold in D-P- to
9.47-fold in DP, p<O.O2) that correlated with
degree of hypercalciuria (r=O.625, pzO.Ol). These
experiments demonstrate a dissociation between the
inhibition of I uptake by BBMV and affinity of the
carrier The defect, while manifest at BBMV, may
involve leaky membranes and/or mechanisms af-
fecting handling at the basolateral membrane.
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SUBCELLULAR LOCALIZATION OF ALUMINUM (Al) IN
PARATHYROID GLANDS. Marc E. De Broe,* Armand H.
Verbueken , Frank L. Van de Vyver,* Patrick C.
DHaese,* Etienne J. Nouwen,* and José B. Diaz,*
(intr. by Richard P. Wedeen). Univ. of Antwerp
(UIA), Dets. of Nephrology-Hypertension and
Chemistry , Universiteitsplein 1, B-2610 Wilrijk-
Antwerp, Belgium.
Accumulation of Al in the narathyroid olands
of chronic dialysis (CD') patients has been
reported. Interference of Al with parathyroid
hormone synthesis or secretion is a possible
exnlanation for the hyponarathyroid-like status
of patients with A1-indiicerf bone disease.
We have performed microanalytical studies on
parathyroid pland tissue from two CD—patients by
means of laser micronrnbe mass analysis (LAMMA).
LAMMA was nreferred in view of its hiph
sensitivity for simultaneous multiple element
detection with a spatial resolution of 1-2 IJm.
The technique was aoplied to unstained plastic-
embedded sections and. combined with EM to identify
the analyzed subcellular fra9ments. Bulk concen-
trations of Al were measured by electrothermal
atomic absorption snectrometry (2.4 and 4.5 pg/q
Al with resnect to the fresh tissue weiqht, for
both CD-patients). LAMMA demonstrated Al in
lysosomal bodies as identified by acid nhos-
nhatase cytocheeistry, and in groups of numerous
secretory oranules in the parathyroid cells.
CIRCADIAN RHYTHM WITH PEAK AT NIGHT OF URINARY
CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM EXCRETION IN CHILDREN AGED
3-16 YEARS. A POPULATION BASED REPORT-•THE
CIMITILE STUDY. N.G. DeSanto, 5. Dilorio,
C. Capodicasa, C. Capasso, J. Stamler, University
of Naples and Norhwestern University, Chicago
(Intr. by D.G. Oreopolousl
In adult subjects urinary calcium excretion shows
a diurnal rhythm with a peak at mid day (coincident
or preceding the peak of urinary sodium.Also magne-
sium excretion shows an acrophase in the morning.
None of the reports deals with population based
data .The study was designed to assess the existen-
ce of circadian rhythm in urinary calcium and ma-
gnesium in the course of the Cimitile Study,in220
children( 126 M ) by evaluating Ca/Cr,Mg/Cr,Mg/Ca
in overnight urine and daily urine collected on
Sundays in April—May 1985.Ca/Cr averaged 0.062+
0.039 in daily urine and 0.087+0.052 in overnight
samples(p<.Ol).Mg/Cr averaged 0.057+0.024 in the
day and 0.076+0.030 at night (p>.Ol) .Mg/Ca was
identical in daily and overnight urine.In 20 hyper—
calciuric children identified in the Cimitile Stu-
dy Mg/Cr,Ca/CR and Mg/Ca behaved identically to
controls.A circadian rhythm with scrophase at
night may be related to 1.Exercise in the day,2.Im—
mobilization at night,3.Intrarenal variations of
the Na—K pump,4.Blood pH at night and 5.Bone
growth.
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DESFERIOXANINE (DFO) TEST, BONE ALUMINIUM AND BONE
LESION IN 28 HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS WITH MILD ALU-
MINIUM (Al) LOAD. MC de Verneioul,* J Marchais,***
J Bielakoff,* P Chapuy,** C London,*** F Liach
INSERN U18,* Laboratoire de Biochimie,** Hopital
Lariboisire, CM Manhes,***_Paris, France
Aluminium bone disease is a frequent
complication of dialysis pts. The desferioxamine
test has been advocated as a non—invasive
procedure for the diagnosis of Al toxicity and
bone lesion. However most of these studies have
been performed in symptomatic pts with a
significant Al load. The present study evaluates
28 asymptomatic dialysis pta in regard to Al
toxicity and bone lesion as related to the
Deferioxamine test. Patients age ranged from 23
to 65 years. Duration of dialysis was 5.6 + 3.2
years. Deferioxamine was infused, 40 mg/kgThody
weight at the end of dialysis. Serum Al was
measured before DFO (SAl1) and prior to next
dialysis (SAl ). Bone biopsy was performed in
all pta. Cort!cal bone Al (CAl) was determined
biochemically ; trabecular (TA1) and cortical
bone Al (CBA1) were also determined
histochemically. Mean SAl1, (43.5 + 30.6 Ug/di)
and CAl (25.6 + 36 Dg/g) wer moderately
increased. There crere correlations between SAl1
and CBA1 (r .83), SAl and CBA1 (r
.68),
SA11—SA12 ( SAl) and CBA1 Cr = .45), TA1 and
SAl1 (r = .77), TA1 and SAl2 Cr = .71) and TA1
and ASA1 Cr = .66). There was no correlation
between SAl. CAl, TA1 or CBA1 and histological
parameters such as bone formation rate (BFR) or
resorption surfaces (RS). Serum PTH waa not
correlated with any parameter measuring Al but
was correlated with RS Cr .72) and BFR Cr =
.56).
In summary : 1) Patients had moderate Al load,
2) There was a correlation among serum, tSA1 and
bone Al measurements, 3) Al meaaurementa did no
relate to bone lesions. 4) PTH correlated with
parameters of bone resorption and formation.
In conclusion : In patients with mild aluminium
load : 1) The magnitude of the load seem to be
closer related to baseline Al than SAl and 2)
DFO test and bone aluminium measurements do not
predict primary bone lesion.
MODULATION OF NA:CA EXCHANGE IN RAT PROXIMAL
TUBULE. J.H.Dominguez and J.Price*. Renal Sect.
Dept. of Medicine, Veterans Administration and
Indiana University School of Medicine, Indiana-
polis, IN.
Activation of Na/Ca exchanger (EXR) increases
cytoaolic free calcium (Ca1) in cells. If EXR
operates in forward mode, Ca1 surges may be
caused by decreased calcium (Ca) efflux. But,in
reverse mode, CA1 surges may be due to enhanced
Ca influx, dependent on intracellular sodium
(Nai). We tested the hypothesis that increases in
Ma augment Na/Ca exchange. EXR was studied in
rat proximal tubules loaded with the Ca probe
aequorin, perfused and suspended in Krebs—bicar-
bonate at 37°C (PT). In 9 PT, substitution of
extracellular sodium (Na0) with TMA, increased
Ca from 82+/—15 nM to l6O+/—2l (Mean+/-SE),
followed by plateau, l29+/—28; returning Na0
depressed Cat, 40+/—l2. Repeated cycles of Na0
substitution attenuated Ca surges. We then
tested the effect of 1 mM ouabain (OU) on Ca in
8 PT. OU increased Ca from a basal of l03+/-l6
to 187+/—20, followed by a plateau, 146+/—21,
removal of OU decreased Ca1. We also tested if
the combined effect of Na0 substitution and OU
was additive. In 6 PT, basal Ca1, 97+/—21, was
increased by OU+TMA to 218+/—36. The change,
+12l+/—l8, was greater than that evoked by TMA
alone, +78+/—lO, p( 0.05. In contrast to the
result in the absence of OU, in its presence,
returning Ma0 evoked a large transient increase
in Cat, 3O6+/-35. We conclude: activation of EXR
in PT by Na0 substitution increases Cat. OU also
increases Caj, and it magnifies the effect of
Mao substitution. We propose that alterations in
the ratio Nai/Nao may regulate Cat.
REDUCED CALCIUM FLUXES IN ENTEROCYTES
FROM THE SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RAT:
RELATION TO REDUCED SERUM 1,25(OH)2D3
T. Orüeke. P.A. Lucas*, L. Ben Nasr', D.A. McCarron.
INSEAM UO. Hôpital Necker, Paris. France.
We have recently reported reduced serum 1.25di-
hydroxyvitamin D3 (1.25(OH)203) and reduced trans-
duodenal Ca absorption in the 12-14 week-old SHR. In
the present study we have shown that the prevention of
hypertension in the SHR by hydralazine does not
increase reduced Ca absorption measured in the Ussing
chamber. To investigate the mechanisms involved in
this reduced transport, we have studied Ca influx and
efflux in duodenal enterocytes isolated by mechanical
vibration. In influx studies. 45Ca uptake was measured
over 15 mm. Ca influx velocity was reduced in the SHR
compared with the WKY (mean±SEM): 334.4±25.1 vs
488.1±5g.3 pmol/mg protein.min. n14 pairs. p<O.Ol.
In efflux studies, after in vivo preloading with 45Ca.
efflux was measured over 50 mm. Ca efflux rate
constant in SHR was lower than in WKY: 0.343±0.014
vs 0.61± 0.014 per hr. n11 pairs. p<O.Ol. Duodenal
brush-border alkaline phosphatase activity, measured by
a microdensitometric method, was also lower in SHA
than in WKY: 0.145±0.002 vs 0.186±0.002 lE/minJ
j.im(3)xlO(3) brush-border, n10 pairs. p<O.OO1. Such
activity has been established to be dependent on
1.25(OH)203. In summary, in 12-14 week-old SHR. we
have found 1) decreased in-vitro Ca transport in intact
duodenum despite prevention of hypertension 2) reduced
Ca influx and efflux in isolated duodenal enterocytes.
3) diminished duodenal alkaline phosphatase activity.
Our data are thus consistent with impairment of
several 1,.25(OH)2D3-dependent processes in the SHR.
THE EFFECT OF 25(OH)D3 ON THE PRODUCTION
OF l,25(OH)2D3 IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE.
Adrianna Dusso,* Silvia Lopez_Hilker* and Eduardo
Slatopolsky, Department of Medicine, Washington
University, St. Louis, MO.
It has been demonstrated that the activity of the
renal Ihydroxylase is tightly regulated in normal
humans and intact animals. There are no significant
changes in serum l,25(OH)2D3 levels in response to
vitamin D challenge. However, conflicting reports
have appeared in the literature with regard to
l,25(OH)2D3 production after 25(Ol-I)D3 administration
in uremia. To provide further insight to this issue,
25(OH)D3, 100 pg every other day for two weeks fol-
lowed by 50 pg every other day for the next two weeks
were given to 7 uremic mongrel dogs. A low calcium
diet was given to prevent the development of severe
hypercalcemia. After two weeks of 25(OH)D3
therapy, serum l,25(OH)2D3 levels increased from 16.4
÷ 0.9 pg/mI to 28.0 ÷ 1.9 (p < 0.001) in parallel with a
four-fold increase in 25(OH)D3 levels from a basal
value of 50.1 + 6.5 to 203.2 13.1 ng/ml. Linear re-
gression analysis of the relationship between serum
concentrations of l,25(OH)2D3 versus 25(OH)D3
showed highly significant correlation coefficients
during this period (p < 0.001). To further evaluate the
possibility of an extra renal production of l,25(OH)2D3
similar studies were performed in two anephric
patients. Serum l,25(OH)2D3 levels were 4.1 and 8.5
pg/mI during control studies and increased to 13.3 and
32.9 pg/mI respectively after 2 weeks of 25(OH)D3
administration. Same therapy in 4 normal volunteers
showed no significant change in l,25(OH)2D3 levels.
Our results suggest that substrate delivery to the
diseased kidney and/or extra-renal sources play an
important role in the production of l,25(OH)2D3 in
chronic renal failure.
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PAThOPHYSIOLOGY OF THE REDUCED SERUM 1,25(0H)2D3
IN ADULT SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RAT (sHR).
B. Eby,* D. Thomas,* M. Pesigan,* B. Brommage*,
and K. Lau. Michael Reese Hospital and The Univ.
of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Reduced serum 1,25(OH)2D3 levels reported in
adult SUR can be primary or secondary. To dif-
ferentiate between these two potential mechanisms,
balance studies were performed in weanling rats
from 29th through 85th days of age fed a metabolic
diet (0.81% Ca, 0.6% P & 2.2 I.U. vit. D per gm).
Serum 1,25(OH)2D3 at 87 days of age was reduced in
the SHR (2O vs 40 pg/ml in Wistar Kyoto control
§, p<O.O5), while fasting serum ionized Ca (4.9
vs 4.9 mg/dl) and P (5.7 vs 6.4 mg/dl) were not
different. Femur (328 vs 248 mg) and tibia were
heavier in the SHR, associated with increased
deposits of Ca (73( vs 55 mg) and P (38 vs 30
mg). Despite comparable weights, carcass Ca
(1.96 vs 1.67 gm) and P (1.24 § vs 1.09 gm) were
also elevated in the SHR, arguing against the no-
tion of a primary defect in 1,25(OH)2D3 production.
At similar intake, net Ca absorption (32.4 § vs
28.6 mg/dl) by the SHR was increased, while urine
Ca (1.4 vs 2.5 mg/d) was reduced, producing
greater external Ca balance (31 vs 26 mg/d). Al-
though P absorption was similar, hypophosphaturia
in the SHR (16.5 § vs 20.5 mg/d) led to a greater
retention of P (18.7 vs 15.7 mg/d). These data
contradict the hypothesis of a primary defect in
1,25(OH)2D3 production. Instead, they support
the concept that the fall in serum 1,25(OH)2D3
levels in adult SHR reflects physiologic down—
regulation by greater Ca and P retention. The
excess minerals are attributable to increased
Ca absorption and reduced P excretion.
REMAL cF LtXtNtl4 (Al) IS ASSIATED WITh IN-
CREASED PRODIXTIcV l,25(OH)2Vit D IN DIALYSIS
PATII'1S, P. Fanti, M.C. Faugere,* A.J. &nith and
H.H. Mallixthe, Div. of N,hrology, Bcne & Mineral
Metab., Univ. of KY, Lexington, KY.
The effects of manoval of Al on endogenous
production of 1,25 1) was studied in 7 male hmnodia-
dialyod patients (pta), age 44+6.4 yrs. Bcnebiopsies revealed low turnover ostecnialacia in 3,
mixed urmnic osteodystrophy in 2 and predcminant
hyperparathyroid bone disease in the other 2 pta.
Stainable bone aluninuin (SEA) was seen at 51±11.4%
of the trabecular surface. After 9.7±1.1 mo. of
defernine(DFO) therapy at a dose of 28.8 ng/Je
be i.v. thrice weekly during dialysis, an increase
in circulating levels of 1.25 D was found in all
pta (12.6+2.2 v.a. 16.3±1.7 ggAnl; P<.05). This in-
crease correlated with the decrease in SEA after
thera (9.3±6.9% of trabecular surface; R= —0.89).
This was associated with higher serum parathyroid
hormone (2337+ 946 v.s. 4968±1325 pgAnl; P<.O1).
Histologically, there was an inprovmnent in bone
mineralization (mineral apposition rate 0.64+0.07
v.a. 0.96+0.09 uVthy, P<.05) and an increase in
parathyrold hormone activity on bone (osteoclastic
index 181+45 v.s. 285+61). These data show that
rmnoval ol Al by DFO therapy is associated with an
increase in parathyroid hormone and increased
endogenous production of 1,25 D, which could be
attributed to the increased levels of PTh. These
findings suggest that 1,25 D is still under
regulatory control of PTH despite lack of excretory
kidney function in dialyzed pta. The 30% increasein circulating 1,25 D results in an iinprovenent inbone mineralization, hver, it is not sufficient
to avoid the observed increase in parathyroid gland
activity.
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BLOOD IONIZED CALCIUM MODULATES LEFT VENTRICULAR
CONTRACTILITY IN HEMODIP.LYSXS PATIENTS. S. K.
Fellner, D. A. Bushinsky, R. Lang*, A. Neumann*
and K. Borow*. Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
The force of myocardial contraction varies
directly with intracellular ionized calcium
concentration. To determine whether intentional
variations in arterial blood ionized calcium
concentration (Ca++) affect left ventricular
(LV) contractility, we dialyzed 7 stable
hemodialysis () pts with acetate dialysate
containing 0.5, 1.75, or 2.5 mM Ca+-,-, chosen in
random order, performed in a single week,in a
blinded fashion.
We employed the preload independent end
systolic stress—rate corrected velocity of
shortening (Vcf ) relationship to assess LV
contractility. y correcting for a conunon2level
of afterload (end systolic stress = 50g/cm ), we
eliminated blood pressure and LV size as
variables in assessing LV performance.
Post HD, sirmiltaneous 2D targeted N—mode echo
and calibrated carotid pulse tracings were
obtained over a broad range of afterloads
created by infusion of methoxamine or
nitroprusside. Ca++ did not vary significantly
during the 2 hrs of the echo study. Pre— and
post—dialysis wt, hematocrit and potassium were
not significantly different among the 3
different bath Ca++ levels. Vcfc was directly
correlated with blood Ca÷+.
Bath Ca+÷ 0.5 1.75 * 2.5 *
Blood Ca++ O.99÷.02 l.37+.03 l.69+.08
Vcf 0.89.03 l.Ol+.04 l.lO+.04
Ca$ in mM; *, p <0.01 vs .5; 9, p <.0l vs
1.75
LV contractility in ND patients varies
directly with blood Ca++.
PARATHYROID HORt(ThE STIP4.L.ATION OF CYTOSOLIC Ca21
IN THE RAT RENAL PROXIMAL TUBIJ..E. Charles R.
Filburn,1 and Stephen Harrison.1 (intr. by Gary
M. Kiebzak). GRC, NIA, NIH, Baltimore, Maryland.
The effect of PTH on cytosolic Ca2' was exa-
mined in rat renal proximal tubules loaded pith
the fluorescent Ca°' indicator Quin—2. Tubules
obtained by collagenase+ hyaluronidase digestion
and Percoll gradient purification were suspended
at 40 mi/gm wet wgt in Krebs-Henseleit
bicarbonate medium (gassed with 95% 015% C02)
containing lnM HEPES, pH 7.4, 2.5r4 CaCl2, 5*4
pyruvate, and 0.5% fatty acid free bovine serum
albumin. After preincubation (2O mm at 35°),
tubules were loaded with l5uM Quin2—A14 for 10 mm
inuliediately before use, washed and monitored with
a Perkin—Elmer LS—5 spectrofluorimeter. Rat 1—34
Pill caused a rapid 40—50% increase in basal cyto—
solic Ca2 (117±2.4nm) within 20 see, followed by
a fall to a slightly elevated level by 3 mm.
Stimulation by PTH was dose—dependent, with half
maximal and maximal doses of 3x10' and 3x107M,
respectively. Removal of external Ca2' reduced,
but did not abolish the Pill induced increase.
Both nonpinephrine and angiotensin—Il caused
faster and larger increases in Ca2+, and
prevented a subsequent stimulation by PTH. In
tubules labeled with °H—inositol, PTH increased
'H—IPi 1P2, and IP3 levels to the same extent
as 10 N norepinephrine. Neither forskolin nor
dibutyryl cyclic A.F increased cytosolic Ca2'.
These data are consistent with a PTH—receptor
mediated stimulation of cytosolic Ca2
independent of cyclic At'F, possibly involving 1P3
generation and action.
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PAPATHYROID HOP.IIONE FACILITATES CALCIUM TP.ANSPOP.T IN PAT
BRAIN SYNAPTOSOIIE5 BY cAMP INDEPENDENT PATHWAY. Cosmo 1.
Fraser, and Philip Sarnacki V.A. Med. Ctr and Univ of California,
Division of Nephrology, Dept. of Medicine, San Francisco, California.
We have previously shown that calcium transport in synaptosomes from
uremic rat brain is increased, and that the increase is parathyroid
hormone (PTH) mediated. This Study was thus designed to investigate the
mechanism by which PTH regulates calcium transport in synaptosomes.
Synaptosomes are membrane vesicles isolated from rat brain cerebral
cortex by homogenization arid differential centrifugation, on a
discontinuous Ficoll gradient. In the presence of 0.1 uM of either 1-84 or
—34 P13'), uptake was significantly increased, p0.005, by 191i at 3
seconds. To investigate the role of cAMP, studies were carried out in the
presence of I .0ul1 of either 0-bromo—cAMP or dibut—cAMP. At 5
seconds uptake was increased by 63 and 44 respectively. To
determine if cAI1P production in synaptosomes stimulates calcium
transport, uptake sludies were performed in the presence of 0 OuM
forukulin, an activator of membrane adenylate ':yclase activity.
Forukolin significantly increased calcium uptake by 41 05, suggestino
that intravessicular CAMP generation enhances syraptosomal calcium
transport, Finally, to determine if PTH stimulated calcium uptake is
CAMP mediated, we determined cAMP production by measuring adenylate
cyclane activity during conversion of 32P-ATP to 32P—cAFIP in the
presence of either forskolin or PTH. Forskolir increased adenylate
cyclase activity by 10 fold while 1—34 or 1—84 PTH had no effect. This
in in contrast to the 4—5 fold Increase in adenylate cyclase activity
which we observed with PTH in canine renal cortical plasma membranes
These data suggest that; a) Soth 1-04 and '-34 PTH stimulate calcium
transport in synaptosomes in-vitro; hi The PTH effect does not appear tm
be cAMP mediated. Thus. PT)') appears to stimulate calcium transport ir
synaptosomes either by an intracellular messanger other than cAMP, or
it may alter synaptosomal membrane permeability to calcium
independently of intracellular messangers.
CALMODULIN (C) ANTAGONISTS (AN) ABOLISH ACUTE
ANTIPHOSPHATURIC EFFECT OF 25(OH)D3. Michael N.
Friedlaender*, David Darmon*, Manna Wald* and
Mordecai M. Popovtzer, Nephrology and Hyper-
tension Services, Hadassah University Hospital,
Jerusalem, Israel.
C-AN block vitamin D—induced Ca++ transport
in gut and P uptake in renal BBMVs. To examine
whether C—AN affect acute antiphosphaturic action
of 25(OH)D3, in vivo and in vitro experiments
were performed in 1. PTH—infused parathyroidecto—
mized (PTX) rats pretreated with trifluoperazine
(TFP) . 2. PTH—infused PTX rats receiving 25(OH)
D3. 3. As 2. after TFP. 4. As 2. after prometha—
zine. In vitro PTH—jnduced activation of rat
renal adenylate cyclase (AC) was studied, a) +
25(OH)D3 +TFP, b) + 25(OH)3 +promethazine, and
c) + 25(OH)D3 + R 24571. In 1, TFP reduced CP/CIn
from 0.325+0.029 to 0.230+0.023 (p<O.025) without
changing UcABP. In 2. 25(OH)D3 reduced CP/CIn
from 0.292+0.024 to 0.195+0.018 (p<O.005) and
UcANP from 149+20 to 78÷10 pm/mm (p<O.Ol) . In 3.
TFP abolished the effects of 25 (OH) D3 both on CP/
Cm and UcAMP. In 4. 25(OH)2D3 reduced CP/CIn
from 0.333+0.015 to 0.212+0.022 (p<O.0l) and
UcA.NP from 79+12 to 50+10 pm/mm (p'cO.05). In
vitro TFP and R 24571 abolished the blunting
effect of 25(OH)D3 on PTH—induced activation of
AC while proosethazine did not. Thus, 1) TSP
blunts the phosphaturic effect of PTH. 2) TFP
abolishes both the antiphosphaturic and AC/cAMP-
related actions of 25(OH)2D3. 3) Promethazine
does not have these effects. 4) R 24571 similarly
to TFP abolishes the effect of 25(OH)D3 in vitro.
These results suggest that the antiphosphaturic
effect of 25(OH)D3 acting via the AC/cAMP system
is calmodulin-dependent.
MARKED INCREASE OF INTRACELLULAR Ca (I—Ca)
IN HUMAN UREMIC ERYTHROCYTES (RBC), EVIDENCE FOR
DECREASED Ca EFFLUX. U. Gafter°, T. Malachi°,
H. Barak" and J.. Levi. Nephrology, Hasharon
Hosp. , Pethah—Tikva; Tel—Aviv Univ. Med. Sch.
and the Biology Inst., Nes—Ziona, Israel.
A low RBC I—Ca is crucial for RBC deformability
and survival. Since deformability and life span
are decreased in uremia, a Ca homeostasis study
in RBC from uremic patients was undertaken. I—Ca
was measured by atomic absorption spectrometry in
18 patients on hemodialysis (HO) and 19 matched
controls (C). CaATPase activity was determined in
RBC ghosts of C and RD patients before and after
HD. Basal and calmodulin stimulated activity were
measured and expressed as nmol Pi/rng protein/h. Ca
efflux was determined in RBC pre and post RD. The
RBC were preloaded with 45Ca by inophore. I—Ca was
increased in HD patients 27.35±14 vs. 5.17+0.28
pmol/L cells in C p.O.OO1. Basal ATPase activity
was reduced before RD but rose to C level after
HD. With calmoduljn the same pattern was followed
albeit at a higher level p<O.O1.
CaATPase Control Before HO After HD
Basal 846.5+55.5 452.8+1O8.Oa 7g87÷1203b
+Calmodu]jn 1123.0+77.3 552.4+l27.8a 982.7142.1b
a:p<O.O1(before HD/C);b:p<O.OO1(after/before HO)
Ca efflux rose from 2.53+0.22 before HD to 3.14+
0.21 mmol/L cells/O.5h after HD p<O.O05. The inc-
rement in Ca efflux correlated with the increment
in CaATPase activity after HO r=O.502 pO.O05.
In conclusion: 1) RBC I—Ca is increased in ure-
mia. 2) This elevated I-Ca results from decreased
Ca efflux secondary to decreased CaATPase activi-
ty. 3) CaATPase is inhibited by a dialyzable fac-
tor.
GENDER AND ACIDIFICATION IN CALCIUM PHOSPHATE
AND CALCIUM OXALATE STONE FORMERS. H Gault,
P Parfrey, W Robertson*, V Prabhakaran, M Paul,
J Harnett, L Chafe, 3 Morgan, S Griffiths,
Memorial University, St. Johns, Newfoundland and
King Faisal Hospital, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia*.
3119 calculi of renal origin were analyzed
by both qualitative wet chemical and infrared
methods. In the absence of ammonium, 11% were
found to have phosphate equal to or exceeding
the amount of oxalate. The oxalate:phosphate (O:P)
ratio was determined by IR (Gault et al , Urolith—
iasis:Clinical and Basic Research, N.Y. Plenum
993, 1981) and validated by comparison with a
quantitative wet chemical procedure in another
lab (r=O.92). Fifty-one percent of the phosphate
stones were formed by females, compared with 24%
of predominantly oxalate stones. There was a
strong association between gender and O:P ratio
for all stones (X2=147, p'z108) and even for the
predominantly oxalate stones (X2=27, p<.O01).
Correlating log % females with log O:P ratios in
12 groups, r was -0.98.
Studied prospectively, 6/15 patients with re-
current phosphate stones as defined, had
incomplete renal tubular acidosis (urine pH >5.3
after 0.1 g/kg ammonium chloride), compared with
0/15 patients with recurrent calcium oxalate
stones (X2=7.5, p'zO.Ol). Mean first morning
urine pH for phosphate stone formers was 6.28 and
for oxalate stone formers 5.56 (p<.OO1).
These results provide further evidence that
non—infective calcium phosphate stones have, in
part, a different pathogenesis from calcium
oxalate stones and should be considered
separately.
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US GUIDED PERCUTANEOUS FINE-NEEDLE ETHANOL INJECTION
(PFNEI) AS ADJUVANT TO MEDICAL TREATMENT OF SECOND-
ARY HYPERPARATHYROIDISM (sHPT). Alberto Giangrande*,
Luigi Solbiati* (intr. by C. Orlandini). Medical
Renal Unit, Busto Arsizio, Italy.
Reduction of gland mass by PFNEI has been demon-
strated effective as temporary alternative to surgery
in selected patients affected by sHPI (Solbiati
and Giangrande, Radiology 15:607, 1985). We
therefore extended the procedure to 26 symptomatic
uremic patients unmanageable with vitamin D (1511,
lOP, age 19—72) with the aim to improve responsiveness
to medical treatment. A total of glands 35 was
injected 2—4 times at fifteen days interval with
1 ml of absolute ethanol per 2—2.5 cu. cm. of
parathyroid volume under US guidance-. The tech-
nique, always well tolerated, induced an evident
change of echopattern already present after 1—2
weeks and a reduction of gland size maximum after
2—3 months in 26 glands.
The iirproved control of calcemia allowed to in-
crease the doaage of vitamin D. A decline of symptoms
and a persistent reduction of bone alkaline
phosphatase and parathyroid hormone were obtained
at 4—6 months in 70% of patients with single para—
thyroid hyperplasia of less than 15 mm of diameter.
PFNEI seems to be a useful procedure for inter-
mediate sHPT with limited gland mass, allowing dietary
and medical therapy to be delayed for a long time
before submitting patients to surgery.
SINGLE CHANNEL FLUCTUATIONS FROM BONE CELLS:
EVINCE FOR Na, Ca2' AND K PERJEABILITES.
S.E. Gugino,* and B. Sacktor.* (intr. by W.B.
Guggino). GRC, NIA, NIH, Baltimore, MD.
The influence of hormones on the electroconduc—
tive properties and Ca2+ metabolism of bone has
only recently received attention but the ion chan-
nels which are responsible for cell conductances
remain to be investigated. The patch—clamp
technique was used to characterize the channels
present in two osteoblast—like cell cultures, the
clonal rat osteosarcoma cell line ROS 17/2 and
primary cultures of human bone (HB) cells which
show osteocalcin secretion. The most frequently
occurring channel in excised patches from ROS
cells is a Na+ conducting channel with a single
channel conductance of l2pS which decreases to 4pS
in the presence of CaZ+ and Mg2+. D888 verapamil,
1pM, decreases the fractional opening of this
channel. A larger channel of 3OpS conducting Na+
and K equally well is observed less frequently,
probably accounting for the 35pS inward currents
observed in cell—attached patches with K Ringer
in the pipette. Under cell—attached conditions
with K Ringer in the pipette an inward current of
5lpS is also observed but channels which are
solely K+ selective are not observed in excised
patches suggesting inactivation upon excision. HB
cells possess 8OpS CaZ+_activated K+ channels in
cell—excised patches. We conclude that both ROS
and HB cells display channels which can contribute
to monovalent cation conductances. In addition,
ROS cells possess a small channel resembling the
Ca2+ channels found in excitable tissues. Future
studies will determine if these channels are
involved in hormonally regulated Ca2+ homeostasis.
MALEIC ACID (MA) INDUCED TUBULAR DYSFUNCTION:
EVIDENCE FOR THE ROLE OF PHOSPHORUS HOMEOSTASIS.
J. Guntupalli, M. Allon*, L. Miller*, P. Dass*
and E. Bourke, Emory Univ. School of Med., Div.
of Nephrology, Dept. of Medicine, Atlanta, GA
Maleic acid administration is known to cause a
tubular dysfunction similar to Fanconi Syndrome.
To test the hypothesis that enchanced tubular re-
absorption of Pi attenuates MA—induced tubular
dysfunction, acute clearance experiments were
performed in four groups of rats. Group I: In
PTH—intact rats, MA 50 mg.kgi.h-. reduced the
TRPi/GFR (63±3 vs. 32±2 Hg/mm, P<0.OOl) and in-
creased UHCOSV (107±40 vs. 1784±157 pmols/min,
P<O.0Ol) and glycosuria (UG1uV)(lO±2 vs. 93±10
pg/mm, P<0.0l). Group II: Acute PTX prevented
the reduction in TRPi/GFR (77±3 vs. 72±2 pg/mm,
NS) and attenuated the UHCO3V (142±37 vs. 644±74
pmols/min, P<O.O5), but the increase lfl UjV was
sustained (12±4 vs. 110±7 Hg/mm, P<O.Ol). The
MA—induced increase in ci—ketoglutarate excretion
was similar in both groups. Group III: In PTH—
intact rats, deprived of dietary Pi for 48 hours,
MA again failed to alter the TRPi/GFR (61±3 vs.
62.3 pg/mm, NS). The increase in UHCOS was at-
tenuated (194±13 vs. 810±40, P<O.OO1) but not the
increase in UG1uV. Group IV: In chronic PTXed
rats, deprived of dietary Pi for 48 hours, MA
again failed to decrease the TRPi/GFR (98±3 vs.
92±4 pg/mm, NS) but UHCO3V (150±15 vs. 789±37
pmola/min, P<O.Ol) was attenuated. Glycosuria
was sustained (16±4 vs. 190±10 pg/mm, P<0.OOl).
These studies suggest that in conditions known
to enchsnce renal tubular Pi reabsorption, the
phosphaturic effect of MA is abolished, the bi—
carbonaturic effect is attenuated, but the
enhanced glucose excretion is unaffected.
THE ACTION OF PARATHYROID HORMDNE (PTH) ON Na—Ca
EXCHANGE IN RENAL CORTICAL CELLS IS UNTED IN THE
AGED RAT. H. Hanai, C—T. Liang,* and B. Sacktor,*
(intr. by G. Kiebzak). NIA, NIH, Baltimore, P40.
We recently reported that PTH modulated Na—Ca
exchange activity by a cAPc mechanism and the sti-
mulations of Na—dependent Ca ef flux and adenylate
cyclase (AC) were blunted in cells from aged (24
mo) compared to 2, 6 and 12 mo rats (3BC 261:5419,
1986). Forskolin—stimulated Ca efflux and AC did
not change with senescence. These findings suggest
desensitization at the receptor or hormone—receptor
coupling to AC. Since coupling of the PTH receptor
to the catalytic unit of the AC complex is mediated
by two GTP—binding proteins, a stimulatory and a
inhibitory protein, which react, respectively, with
cholera toxin (CT) and pertussis toxin (PT), we
used these probes to examine the activities of the
GTP—binding proteins as a function of age. We
found: (1) CT and PT increased Na—dependent Ca
efflux in cells from adult (6 mo), but not from
aged (24 mo), rats; (2) CT, PT, PTH, Ct.F—PNP and
NaF increased cAP.F in cells from adult, but less
in cells from aged, rats; (3) forskolin increased
cAP.F content in cells from both ages; (4) CT—
mediated A—ribosylation of the 45 and 52 Kd
polypeptide bands of the a subunit of the stimula—
tory GTP—binding protein was decreased 50% in the
aged rat; and (5) PT—mediated Ac—ribosylation of
the 41 Kd polypeptide band of the a subunit of the
inhibitory GTP—binding protein was decreased 25%in the aged rat. These findings suggest that the
age—dependent blunting of the response of renal
cells to PTH is due, at least in part, to decre-
ments in the activities of the GTP—binding
proteins of the AC complex.
AGE—RELATED DECREASES IN THE TUBULAR CAPACITY FOR
PHOSPHATE REABSORPTION IN THE RAT. A. Haramati,
S. Mulroney', and B. Sacktor. Dept. of Physiology,
Georgetown Univ. School of Med., Washington, D.C.,
and National Inst. on Aging, NIH, Baltimore, MD.
Phosphate (Pi) excretion has been shown to
increase progressively with age. However, since
the plasma Pi concentration and glomerular
filtration rate (GFR) decrease with age, the
phosphaturia cannot be explained by an elevated
filtered P1 load. In this study we tested the
hyrothesis that changes occur in the tubular
capacity to reabsorb Pi during aging. The maximum
capacity for P1 reabsorption (MAX RPi/GFR) was
determined in senescent rats, 18 and 24 months of
age. The animals were fed a normal phosphate diet
(0.7%) and acutely TPTX to remove the influence of
endogenous parathyroid hormone (PTH). To assess
the MAX RPIIGFR, the filtered phosphate load was
raised with infusion of phosphate at progressively
increasing rates (1—6 umol/min).
Age (months) 3 12 18 24
MAX RPi/GFR 3.93 3.68 3.04 2.05
(umol/min)
MAX RP1/GFR decreased markedly in rats greater
than 12 months old (p< .01). At 24 months the
MAX RP1/GFR was half of that in a young, adult
rat. We conclude that aging is associated with a
PTH—iridependerjt decrease in the tubular capacity
of the kidney to reabsorb phosphate.
EFFECT OF AMINOHYDROXYPROPYLIDEENBISpHOSPHONATE (APD)
ON BONE HISTOLOGY IN RENAL OSTEODYSTROPHY.
RJ Hené WJ Visser EJ Dorhout Mees, WH Boer' JA
Raymakers SA Duursma J Vos RJ de Bos Kuil'
University Hospital Utrecht, the Netherlands.
To investigate the effect of APD on renal
osteodystrophy 5 hypercalcemic patients with
renal insufficiency were treated with this com-
pound. 3 patients on hemodialysis recieved 15 mg
I.V. 3 times a week, 2 patients with severe renal
failure recieved 200 mg daily orally. Serum calcium
dropped from 2.93±0.25 to 2.80±0.19 mmol/l,
alkaline phophatase and serum PTH did not change.
In the 4 patients, whose calcium dropped, treatment
with dihydrotachysterol, was started. Before and
after APD—treatment a bone—biopsy specimen was
taken. In all cases there was an increase in bone—
marrow fibrosis. In all but one (the patient with
the lowest PTH and best renal function) an increase
in the amount of osteoid and number of osteoblasts
(ob) and osteoclasts (oc) was observed. The amount
of bone (bone vol) did not change.
pretreatment
230±60
9.3±3.7
10±7
20.2±8.1
% 4.7±3.1
during APD
290±111
28 .8±22 .9
129±86
31.9±14.0
12.0±6.0
Most striking was the generation of a large number
of polymorphicmultinucleated giants cells (oc),
embedded in fibrous tissue, without active bone
resorption.
CHANGES IN APLASTIC BONE DISEASE AFTER SUBSTITUTION
OF CaCO3 FOR Al—GELS. 0. Hercz, K.C. Norris,* D.L.
Andress, J.H. Shinaberger, E. Slatopoisky, D.J.
Sherrard, & J.W. Coburn. Wellesley Hospital, Toron-
to, Canada; Wadsworth VAMC & UCLA, Los Angeles, CA;
U Wash & VAMC, Seattle, WA; & Wash U, St. Louis, MO
Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) can control serum (S)
phosphorus (P) in dialysis patients, but little is
known of its effect on bone. Aluminum (Al) gels,
8±2 (mean+SE) g/d, were stopped in 6 men, ages 58+4
and on dialysis for 5±1 yrs, and P was controlled
with CaCO3, 5±1 g/d. Bone symptoms were absent but
biopsies showed low bone formation rate (BFR).
SCa, P, alkaline phosphatase (AP) and Al levels
were measured monthly; SiPTH, the rise in SAl after
a deferoxamine infusion test (SA1) and bone biop-
sies were obtained before and 12.5±1.2 sos after
substituting CaCO3 for Al gels. SAl andSAl fell,
SIPTH rose, but other chemistries were unchan ed.
SCa SP SAP SAl SiPTH SAl
mg% mg% l.U./ml uleg/ml ug/l
Pre 5.O±.7 106±36 85±16 105±23 233±50
Post 9.4+.4 5.6±.4 107+26 46+11@ 160±28* 138+24*
* p<O.OS; 9 p<O.OOSOsteoblastjc osteoid (Obl—Ost) and BFR rose; both
surface bone Al (SBA1) and bone Al content (BA1C)
fell in 4/6 patients, but the means did not differ.
SBA1 BFR Obl—Ost BA1C
% mm3/mm2/ 1 ug/kg DW
Pre 40±10 95±27 0.7±0.2 78±21
Post 24+10 362+107* 2.9+0.8* 62+11
In 3 patients, features of Al—bone disease improved
with evidence of less bone Al. Thus, stopping Al
gels led to a fall in SAl, a rise in SiPTH, recov-
ery of osteoblasts and increased BFR. Substituting
CaCO3 for Al gels may be effective therapy for some
patients with asymptomatic aluminum bone disease.
MEMBRANE PHOSPHOLIPID (PL) METABOLISM AND PHOS-
PHATE TRANSPORT IN X—LINKED HYPOPHOSPHATEMIA
(Hyp—Y). K.A. Hruska, N. Robert,* and L.V. Avioli
St. Louis, Missouri.
We have previously shown diminished phospha—
tidyicholine (PC) levels containing increased
levels of saturated fatty acids associated with
decreased activity of tTa+_dependent phosphate
(Pi) transport of the proximal tubular brush
border membrane (BBM) in vitamin D deficiency.
Both 1,25(OH)2D3 in vivo and PC transfer in vitro
restored PC levels and stimulated Pi transport.
In the present studies, BBM of Hyp—Y mice were
compared to BBM from normal B6/R littermates and
normal littermates fed low Pi diets. In Hyp—Y
BBM, PC (76.1±6.0 nllol/mg protein), and phospha—
tidylethanolamine (81.6±5.7) and sphinogomyelin
(103.4±14.6) levels were reduced compared to
normal controls (131.4±10.2, 130.0±7.3 and
180.1±15.0 respectively), p<.Ol for all, N9. Low
P1 diet B6/R were not different from normal B6/R
in BBM PL. Transfer of a PC analogue with a six
carbon fatty acid in the 8 position doubled the
initial rates of Na+ dependent BBH Pi transport
(122±15 pmol/mg protein/b sec) of Hyp—Y to normal
levels of 266±10 and only slightly affected other
transport processes. PC transfer also increased
P1 transport in BBH from normal mice. We conclude
that Hyp—Y expresses abnormal PC biosynthesis of
a more severe nature than vitamin 0 deficiency in
that phosphatidylethanolamjne and sphinogomyelin
are also affected. In addition, the abnormality
of PC biosynthesis of Hyp—Y is associated with the
expression of abnormal P1 transport, but it is not
the sole defect accounting for abnormal Pi trans-
port.
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METABOLIC CLEARANCE OF CALCITRIOL IS
DECREASED IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE.
S Pate 1*, E Young*, R Simpson*. Departments of
Internal Medicine and Pharmacology, Univ. of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Plasma calcitriol concentration is reported to be
low in chronic renal failure (CRF). In this experiment
we have studied the production rate (PR) and
metabolic clearance rate (MCR) of calcitriol in CRF.
Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 220 g were used for this
experiment. CRF of animals was made by removal of
one kidney and two-thirds of the other. MCR of
calcitriol was studied in animals 3 weeks after
nephrectomy or sham operation by using the contin-
uous 20-hr infusion isotope equilibration technique.
Serum creatinine r' 1.26±. 17 mg/dl, N=7) and mean
arterial pressure (MP, 145±2.5 mm Hg, N=7) of CRF
rats were significantly higher than the controls (S r'
0.48.02, MAP, 108±2.3, N=7, both p < 0.01). Bogy
weight was similar between the CRF and sham
animals. Total plasma Ca, P, ionized Ca, pH, and
PCO2 were not different between the two groups. The
measured PR was decreased in CRF (16.3±2.64
ng/day/kg vs 23.4±1.01 ng/day/kg, p < 0.03) as
expected. The basal MCR of CRF animals (0.l65±.002
mI/mm/kg, N7) was significantly lower than the
controls (0.238j.OlO, N=7, p < 0.001). As a result, the
plasma calcitriol of CRF animals (67.6±8.4 pg/mI) was
maintained at normal levels (controls, 68.6±3.2).
Animals with urine-reinfusion for 24-hr also had
decreased MCR (0.171 vs 0.241 mI/mm/Kg, p 0.02).
We conclude that PR of calcitriol is decreased in CRF
in the absence of hyperphosphatemia or acidosis.
Plasma calcitriol remains normal in moderate CRF
because MCR of calcitriol is also decreased. The
decreased MCR is important in maintaining normal Ca
homeostasis in moderate CRF.
FURA 2 MEASUREMENTS OF INTRACELLULAR FREE CALCIUM
(Ca ) IN RENAL CORTICAL TUBULES FROM SHR AND WKY
RAT. William K. Jacobs*, Peter C. Brazy and
Lazaro J. Mandel, Duke Univ. and Durham V.A.,
Depts. of Physiol. and Med., Durham, NC.
Altered cell Ca handling has been implicated as
an important factor in hypertension. Using Fura 2
we have measured Caf in tubule suspensions from
pre (4—6 wk) and early (7—9 wk) hypertensive SHR
and age matched control WKY rats. Basal CSf was
significantly (p < 0.05) lower in SHR compared
with WIlY at both 4—6 wk (144 5, nll, vs 208
1mM, n=l2) and 7—9 wk (176 16, nlO, vs 254
17 nM, n=ll). Ca was independent of cell dye con-
tent in both SHR and WRY. To determine whether the
lower Caf in 4—9 wk SHR was due to a difference in
Ca pumping or Ca permeability the effect of ATP
reduction on Caf was examined. Addition of 300 oN
KCN increased Ca , within 2 mm, in both StIR (from
152 12 to 294 46 nM, n6) and WRY (from 223
16 to 492 48nN, n=6) without altering the dif-
ference between StIR and WRY. Similar results were
obtained with a mitochondrial uncoupler. In con-
trast. when membrane Ca permeability was increased
using the Ca lonophore Er—A23187, the difference
in Caf was no longer observed (for SHR, COf in-
creased from 162 15 to 613 60 nN, n15,and in
WRY from 226 14 to 708 54 nM, n=19). The
effects of Br—A23187 and KCN were additive since
the combination increased Caf above 1 uM in both
StiR and WRY. These results demonstrate that Caf
is lower in tubules from SHR rats and suggest
that the lower Ca is due to a reduced membrane
Ca permeability since the ionophore, but not CN,
eliminated the difference in Caf between SHR and
WRY.
DUODENAL AND CECAL CA TRANSPORT IN VITANIN D-
DEPRIVED SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE EAT (SHE):
EVIDENCE FOR INTRINSICALLY HIGH ABSORPTIVE FLUX.
S.C. Kathpalia, C. Martin , S. Tan , K. Lau.
Michael Reese Hospital and University of Chicago
Pritzker School of Medicine., Chicago, IL.
Reduced Ca absorption by the duodenum of adult
StIR may simply reflect the associated lower serum
1,25(OH) D3 levels. Intrinsic epithelial Ca
transpor rates independent of vitamin D are
unknown. These findings would help differentiate
between the two potential mechanisms postulated
for the reduced serum 1,25(OH)2D3 levels:— a
primary defect in production versus a compensa-
tion to excess Ca retention. We therefore
measured active mucosal to serosal (Jms) and
serosal to mucosal (Jam) fluxes in the Ussing
chambers from tissue of 13 weeks old SHE and WRy
rats after 10 weeks of D deprivation. Secondary
hyperparathyroidism, Ca and P04 deficiency
prevented by augmenting diet Ca (to 1.8%) and P
(to 0.8%). Contrary to the reduced Jets found by
others and us in STIR fed a vitamin D-containing
diet, U deprivation umuaTtd increased absorptive
fluxes (in nmoles.cm .r Ip<O.02 vs WKy).
Duodenum Cecum
Jms Jam Jnet Jms Jsm Jnet
WIry 86.5 17.9 68.6 40.2 7.1 33.1
SHE 109.21 16.0 93.21 57.41 10.6 46.8
These in vitro observations were corroborated by
increased net Ca absorpbion from in vivo balance
studies and by findings of increased tihial Ca
deposits at sacrifice (38.71, vs 32.5 mg).
These data document intrinsically higher rate of
active Ca transport by the duodenum and recoin of
STIR, suggesting that the reduced serum 1,25(OH)2D3
in adulthood is a secondary event.
PHOSPHATURIC ACTION OF NICOTINANIDE IS NOT BLOCKER
BY CYCLOHEXIMIDE OR COLCHICINE. S.Kempson, R.Bacon
* * *A.Ying , K.Wu , and L.Checkley . Physiology Dept.,
Indiana Univ. Med. School, Indianapolis, IN.
Protein synthesis is required for the action of
certain regulators of the phosphate (Pi) transport
system in the brush border membrane (BBT4) of the
renal proximal tubule. We determined if the action
of nicotinamide was dependent on de novo protein
synthesis by using cycloheximide (CMX) to inhibit
this process. Renal protein synthesis, measured as
'4C—leucine incorporation, was reduced by 91% and
54% at 4hr and 9hr, respectively, after a single
C8X injection (1 mg/kg b.wt.). Rats adapted to low
P1 diet received this CHX dose at time 0, followed
by nicotinamide (0.5 g/kg b.wt.) at 1 hr. Controls
received only saline. All rats were killed and
analysed at 9 hr. Plasma Pi was increased in drug
treated rats but creatinine clearance was not
different from controls. Urine Pi was increased
400—fold and initial Na—dependent Pi uptake by BEN
veaicles was decreased by 33% (pO.O5) after drug
treatment. Injection of CHX alone in low P1 diet
rata caused a similar increase in plasma Pi, but
there were no significant changes in urine Pi or
BEN transport of P1. Coichicine, at a dose (0.7 mg
/kg b.wt.) which blocks the antidiuretic action of
vasopresain (JCI 54:252), did not change renal Pi
transport and did not interfere with the action of
nicotinamide in low Pi diet rats.
We conclude that the inhibitory action of
nicotinamide on the Pi transporter in renal BEN
does not require de novo protein synthesis. Thus,
nicotinamide resembles rapidly acting regulators
such as parathyroid hormone. The coichicine expts.
indicate that the action of nicotinamide persists
when microtubules are disrupted.
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THE EFFECT OF RESPIRATORY ACIDOSIS SIMULATED IN
VITRO ON PHOSPHATE TRANSPORT BY RENAL PROXIMAL
TUBULAR BRUSH—BORDER MEMBRANE. K. Knibloe,5 C.J.
Kert* and B.S. Levine. Med & Resch Services, VA
Med Ctr, West Los Angeles and Dept of Med. UCLA
Sch of Med, Los Angeles, CA
The phosphaturia of acute respiratory acidosis(RA) is associated with suppression of P1
transport at the renal proximal tubular brush—
border membrane (BBM). Whether suppressed BBM P1
uptake results from changes in pH or CO2 per Se,
or from other factors altered by RA is difficult
to assess invivo. Therefore, to assess the spe-
cific effect of low pH and high CO2 on BBM Pi
uptake, RA was simulated in vitro. Renal cortex
(RC) obtained from nonacidotic rats was incubated
in buffer containing 10 mM HCO. and gassed with
2.5% CO2, pH 7.4 (C) or 10% to2, pH 6.9 (E).
After 60 mm, BBM were prepared and Na—dependent
Pi and glucose transport measured. When RC from
nonthyroparathyroidectomized (NTPTX) rats was
used, BBMV Pi uptake was 547 44 pmol/mg pro—tein/5 sec in C and 546 39 in E (n.s., n=6). By
contrast when RC from TPTX rats was used, BBM P1
uptake was higher in E, 843 76 pmol/mg protein/S
sec than in C, 751 52 (p < 0.025, n=9). In
both TPTX and NTPTX groups, P1 uptake at equi-
librium and glucose uptake at .25 and 60 mm were
not altered by changes in pH. Thus, in contrast to
RA in vivo, RA simulated in vitro specifically in-
creased Pi transport by BBM prepared from RC ob-
tained from TPTX rats although no effect on BBM
uptake occurred when RC was obtained from NTPTX
rats. Suppressed BBM Pi transport with RA does
not result from changes in pH or CO2 per Se, but
occurs secondarily from other factors altered by
RA such as the rise in serum P associated with RA.
ZIITC(Z) MODULATES 1,25(OH)2D(125)LEVELS IN UREMIC
RATS. PL Kirunel, CD Langman, EB Teller,* DW
Watkins,* and E Slatoplosky. George Washington
Univ., Washington DC, Northwestern Univ., Chicago,
IL and Washington Univ., St. Louis, HO.
To test whether Z balance(B) alters plamma(pl)
125 levels in uremia, 23 1 Lewis rats were random-
ized and pair fed Z deplete(—Z) (2 ppm Z)or replete
+Z(—Z plus 5 mg 21 acetate/day) diets containing
1.2% calcium(Ca)and 0.4% phosphate(P). At 2 wks,
they had 5/6 nephrectomy(N)or sharn(S)operatiom and
continued on +Z or —Z. Four wks later, complete
3 d external B and p1 levels of Z, Ca, P, p1 25—
OIID(25), 125, PTH and creatinine(Cr), and timed
urinary Cr excretion were measured.
CrCl=mL/min/lzg ,Z.1CqL/L, PTHiEqL/L, 125=ng/mL
ZBMJEq/d/lOOg, CaB=msq/d/lOOg, PB=mg/d/lOOg.
*11 vs S, J1+Z vs —21, M-Z/N vs all grouis, p <.01,
vs —Z/N, p <.05. There were no differences
in p1 Ca, P and 25 between any two groups.
+z/S(7) +z/N(4) —21/5(6) —Z/N(6)
Cr Cl 3.6+0.7 1.2±0.3" 4.5±0.9 1.2±0.6*
p1 Z 34.4±4.6 36.4±3.3 1O.1±1.7A 12.1±4.OA
P1 125 20.4±10.9 55.5±12.5L 24.3+7.8 23.7±17
P1 PTH 12.7±4.2 69.5±80 12.0+3.0 103.2±90.3#
Z b 5.5+3.8 6.2±1.7 .013+.026A .O11±.013A
Ca b .252±.154 .353+.133 .076±.284 .452±.165#
P b 2.68+3.26 5.48+1.26 2.66+1.99 6.39+3.49
As expected, PTH was significantly elevated in
—Z/N compared to —Z/S. The +21/N had significantly
elevated 125 compared to all other groups. We
conclude in a normocalcemic, normophosphatemic
model of uremia, —z blocks the response of 125 to
PTH stimulation. Under the condition of high Ca
diet, non 125 mediated mechanisms may normalize
Ca B.
EFFECTS OF METABOLIC ALKALOSIS ON SERUM
l,25(OH)2D3 AND P1W IN THE RAT. Martin Kittaka,
Murray Favus,* Craig Langman, and David
Bushinsky. University of Chicago and Northwestern
University, Chicago, IL.
During chronic metabolic acidosis serum
l,25(OH) D levels (l,25D) are suppressed due to
the acidgss—induced elevation of arterial blood
ionized calcium (Ca÷÷]. Chronic metabolic
alkalosis decreases (Ca÷+) by increasing the
availability of calcium binding sites on serum
proteins. To determine if [Ca++] regulates l,25D
during alkalosis we fed 13 rats a chloride
deficient diet (—Cl) which produces alkalosis in
the growing rodent (ALK1), 12 others were fed —Cl
and drank 75 eM NaHCO3 (ALK2), and 11 others were
fed a matched, chloride replete diet (CU).
After 8 days blood was drawn without anesthesia
through an indwelling arterial catheter placed
prior to the experiment.
Compared to CTL, arterial pH rose from 7.450.01 to 7.52 + 0.01 in ALK1 and to 7.55 + 0.01 in
ALK2 (both p < 0.01 vs CTL). The ilkalosis
induced fall in [Ca++] from 1.24 + 0.02 mM in CU
to 1.20 + 0.02 in ALK1 and to 1.17 0.02 in ALK2
(p < 0.01 vs CU) was associated with an increase
in serum P1W from 88 + 4 pM in CU to 102 6 in
ALK1 and to 106 6 Tn ALK2 (p < 0.05 vs CTL).
There was a tendency for serum l,25D to rise with
alkalosis from 45 + 7 pg,4ul in CU to 56 7 in
ALK]. and to 59 + 4in ALK2. l,25D was correlated
inversely with fCa++j in ALK1 alone (r =
—0.72, p
< 0.003), in CU + ALK1 (r
—0.60, p < 0.002)
and in all 3 groups (r —
—0.51, p < 0.002). In
all 3 groups l,25D was not correlated with PTH (r
= 0.16), pH (r 0.18) or phosphate (r — 0.01).
Chronic metabolic alkalosis appears to
increase l,25D through a primary decrease in
(Ca++ 3.
REGULATION OF PARATHY1ID HOWONE (PTH) -ACTIVATED
ALCIUII CHANNEL BY PHOBBOL ESTER. C. Kleeaan, D.
Yamaguchi,* and S. 1iual1n.* Cedars—Sinai Med Ctr,
UCLA School of Medicine, and VA Med Ctr, West
Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA.
PTH activates a rapid, transient calcium chan-
nel in the osteoblastic osteosarccuna cell line,
IJMR-lO6. The effect of phorbol esters (PE),
phorbol l2-n'ristate—l3-acetate (PHA) and 4 (
phorbol (4cQ) on the PTH-stirnulated calcium chan-
nel was studied in UM—1O6 cells using the fluo-
rescent calcium probe, Fura2. Pre—incubation of
cells with 1 eM PrIA for 5 minutes which did not
increase free cytosolic calcium concentration
(Ca2+) i), inhibited the PTH—stixnulated rise in
(Ca2+) i by 77% +/—5% (n=3). PHA inhibition of
the PTH rise in (Ca2+) was time-dependent. The
inactive 4 p did not cause an inhibition of the
PTH—activated increase in (Ca2+)i. To see if
PHA down-regulated the PI'H receptor in UMR-l06
cells, cAMP was measured after PTH stitmilation in
the presence or absence of PNA as shown: (sles/
100,0(0 cells).
Control 0.10 +/O.O8 (n=4)
PTH 2.5 U/rn]. 1.95 +10.54 (n=6)
P1A 1 eM 0.26 +/0.12 (n3)
piii 1 r1 + P1W 2.5 U/rn]. 2.1 +/1.08 (n=3)
Conclusions: 1) Protein kinase C activation by
Pf IA may inhibit PTH-stizmilated increase in
(Ca2+) i in UHR—l06 cells; 2) the effect of PMA
may be directly on the Pm-stimulated calcium
channel and not on PTH-receptor down-regulation
since PrH-stiimmlated cAMP generation is unchanged
in the presence or absence of PMA.
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EVIDENCE FOR CALCIUM RFXRJIATION OF l,25-(OH)
VIT14IN D P)DUC1'ION IN VITFO. Adel B. Koror.
Medical Cllege of Wisconsin, Dept. of Medicine,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
A role for Ca, independent of PTH or °Al
regulating l,25—D production has been suggsted.
We examined the effect of changing medium Ca
concentration on 1 ,25—D production by souse
cortical kidney cells cultured in serum free
media. At ti zero medium Ca was changed to
either 0 (20x*l M + 0.1 j*I EG'rA), 1.0 or 3.0
nM. After 6 hours, 1 ,25-D production was
measured following the addition of 1 pM
25-OH—D for 1 hour. cNIP was measured in
paralle' cultures. The results (piol/ng
protein/hr SD) were as follows:
Ca 1*1 0 1.0 3.0
1,25—D 0.2±0.1 0.9±0.1 0.5±0.1
cAMP 36±10 42±4 3±6
The effects of A23l87, 4 pM, IBMX 10 M or both
added at tine zero and at 2 hours, were simi-
larly examined. cAMP and 1,25-D productionSD as a percent of production in the absence of
these agents were:
Ca A23187 IBMX IBMX + A23187
i*1 cAMP 1, 25—D cAMP 1 ,25—D cAMP 1, 25—D
0 — — 523±36 280±80 — —
1.0 80±12 24±6 386±18 202±18 485±76 20±9
3.0 — — 502±90 268±62 — —
Conclusion: 1) Basal 1,25—D production is
regulated by medium Ca concentration. 2)
Increased cytosolic Ca (via A23187) inhibits
l,25—D production at 1.0 1*1 Ca. 3) cAMP stiTn—
lated 1, 25—D production (via IWVC) is indepen-
dent of medium Ca and, at 1.0 1*1 Ca, is inhibi-
ted by A23l87. Hence, both medium and cytosolic
Ca regulate 1,25—D production.
THE EFFECT OF SEROSAL pH ON CALCIUM TRANSPORT
IN THE TURTLE BLADDER. N. A. Kurtzman and
S. Sabatini, Texas Tech Univ., Lubbock, TX
Metabolic acidosis causes hypercalciuria.
At least three mechanisms have been proposed:
impaired proximal calcium reabsorption, impaired
distal calcium reabaorption, and an abnormal
response to parathyroid hormone. This study was
designed to examine the effect of pH on calcium
transport in an in vitro model of the collecting
duct. The pH of the serosal solution bathing of
the turtle bladder was adjusted to simulate
metabolic acidosis and metabolic alkalosis; Caks
fluxes were then measured. When pH was
maintained at 7.4, mucosal Ca flux was 176.1
41.3 pmol/mgm/hr (n12). At serosal pH 8.4,
mucosal Ca flux increased to 321.7 49.2
pmol/mgm/hr (n9, P<O.O1). By contrast, when
serossl pH was 6.4, mucosal Ca flux markedly
decreased (63.7 11.8 pmol/mgm/hr, n=9, P<O.O1).
Changes in pH did not significantly affect
serosal Ca flux. When 5xlO-"M ouabain was added
to inhibit sodium transport, mucosal Ca flux at
pH 7.4 was 121.6 27.4 pmols/mgm/hr (n=1O).
Increasing serosal pH did not significantly
affect this value, however decreasing serosal pH
again significantly inhibited Ca absorption.
These results demonstrate that changes in serosal
pH markedly affect Ca transport in a membrane
studied in the absence of electrical, hemodyna—
sic, or hormonal influences. This effect is
independent of sodium transport. Our data
support the notion that metabolic acidosis
directly impairs distal nephron calcium
reabsorption.
BLUNTED DUODENAL RESPONSE TO 1.25(OH)2D3
DESPITE INCREASED 1 .25(OH)2D3—RECEPTOR
NUMBER IN THE ALUMINIUM INTOXICATED RAT
B. Lacour", P.A. Lucas", J. Merke", E. Ritz" and T.
Drüeke" (intr. F. Llach). INSEAM U0, Hôpital Necker.
Paris, France & Dept Int. Medicine. Heidelberg. FRG
Al- induced osteomalacia is frequently refractory to
treatment with 1.25(OH)2D3. We have previously re-
ported increased numbers of 1.25(OH)2D3 receptors in
bone cells and reduced plasma 1.25(OH)2D3 in Wistar
rats intoxicated with AlCl3 i-p over 3 weeks (total A
dose 11 mg). To investigate end-organ response to
1,25(OH)2D3 in this model, duodenal calcium absorp-
tion was determined in the Ussing chamber in groups of
Al and saline control rats, both untreated and after 4
days 50 ng 1.25(OH)2D3 daily. In parallel studies.
intestinal 1 ,25(OH)2D3 receptor characteristics were
determined by sucrose density gradient analysis. Under
baseline conditions reduced mucosa-to-serosa calcium
flux (Jms) was found in Al; Al vs control: 2g.1±3.2 vs
41.1 nmol/cm2.hr. mean p<O.05. After
1,25(OH)2D3, Jms and net calcium flux (Jnet) rose in
both groups (p<O.0O5). but were reduced in Al compared
with controls; Al vs control. Jms: 53.7±5.2 vs 71.0±
5.3. Jnet: 25.0±5.5 vs 43.1±5.7 nmol/cm2.hr. both
p<O.05. In Al. increase in Jnet after 1,25(OH)2D3 was
63% that of controls. Increased binding by a 3.5 S
macromolecule and increased number of receptors
(Scatchard plot) was found in Al compared with con-
trols: 32.4±0.7 vs 24.6±0.7 fmol/mg prot. p<O.Dl.
Thus increased 1,25(OH)2D3 receptors were associated
with reduced end-organ response to 1.25(OH)2D3 in Al
intoxication. Such a post-receptor defect in bone might
be involved in the pathogenesis of osteomalacia.
PWORFIAL £ITL OF ZLCITRIOL SNThSIS(1, 25D SN) BY X1'RAcELLULAR HOSPHORUS ([P)] IS
flDEN] OF aXFRA- (pile) ND INTRACELLUL1R
(pHi) p1. Craig B. Laflgman, Murray J. Favu$
Fredric L. Coe. Ped. Neph. Northwestern Univ and
Renal Med., Univ. of thicago, thicago, IL.
To investigate the control of 1,250 sJn by [P]
and pH during chronic metabolic acidsis (a4l),
proximal tubules (PT) were prepared fran Sherman
rats fed a rormal Ca diet (O.6%Ca, O.65%P) +1.5%
NH Cl for lOd. PT were incubated for 30 mm. in
me.ia with [P]=O.5-4.8i*1, [Ca++]=l.21*1, and pHe=
7.04-7.50 by altered [bicarbonate]. l,25D syn was
measured after 5mm incubation with 25D. PP [ATP]
served as an internal control of cell viability.
At each pHe, pHi did rot differ between control
PP (PT-c) and Q4A PT (PT-ana) irrespective of
[P1. As expected, in PT-c, 1,25D syn was inverse-ly correlated with [P] and was rot influenced by
pHe: [P]=0. 51*1, 1, 25D syn=5 .2+1 piol/eg prot/5min,
pHe=7.08; 4.6-I-O.4,pHe=7.36. [P1=1.21*1, l,25D syn=
3.1+0.7, pHe=7.08; 3.2±0.4, pH3=7.36. In contrast
PT-ana l,25D syn was rot increased by [P]=0.51*i
vs. [P]=1.21*1, and was lower than PT-c 1,25 syn.
[P]=0.5irM, l,25D syn=2.3+0.3, pHe= 7.04; 2.6+0.3,
pHe=7.44. [P1=1.21*1, l,25D syn=2.4÷ O.3,pHe=7.08;
2.l+0.3,pHe=7.36 PT=cma l,25D syn increased in
[P1=2.4 or 4.8 1*1 at pHe=7.O2,7.34, and 7.48 vs.
lower [P] at any pile. At highest [P], l,25D syn
was similar in PT-c and PT-aua (4.1+0.3 vs. 4.5+
0.4, pHe=7.O8; 3.9+0.1 vs. 0.3, pHe=7.34. In
conclusion, regulation of pHi was rot differentin PT-c and PT-ana at each pHe by altered [P1.
Regulation of PT-C 1,250 syn by [P] is indepen-
dent of pHi. The altered regulation of PT-ona
l,25D syn by [PJ is rot dependent on pHi.
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CORTICAL VERSUS TRABECULAR BONE ALUMINIUM IN
HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS (pta)
A. Lefevre*, S. Horlait**, P. Chapuy*** and M.C.
de Vernejoul** Intr by F. Llach —AutA, LaDoratoire de Biochimie***, INSERM U18**
Hopital Lariboisire Paris, France.
Differences among measurement of cortical and
trabecular bone aluminium (Al) has been
observed. Furthermore, its relationship to bone
histology has been variable. In order to clarify
these points we have evaluated measurements of
bone Al in relation to the source of Al and bone
lesion in 25 hemodialysis pts. All pts, were
dialyzed in the same unit since commencement of
dialysis and treated by the same physician. Age
of the pta ranged from 29 to 66 years mean
duration of dialysis was 6.6 + 3.5 years.
Dialysate water has been treate by reverse
osmosis since 1980. Bone biopsy was performed in
all pts after double tetracycline labelling.
Aluminium was measured biochemically in cortical
bone (CAl) and histochemically in trabecular
(TA1) and cortical bone (CBA1). Mean serum Al(36 + 21 jig/l) and CAl (58.9 + 14 iig/g) were
incréäsed. There were signifidant Correlation
between : CAl and serum Al (r = .71), CAl and
duration of dialysis with softened water (r =
.65) but not with duration of dialysis with
reverse osmosis water, CAl and CBA1 with Al gel
ingestion since commencement of dialysis (r
.65 and 0.7) CAl and CBA1 (r = .72), TA1 and
CBA1 (r = .8), and TA1 with CAl. Trabecular Al
was neither correlated with duration of dialysis
with softened water nor with Al gel ingestion.
None of cortical Al measurements were correlated
with bone formation rate (BFR), osteoblastic
surfaces (ObS) or resorption surfaces determined
on trabecular bone, However, TA1 was Inversely
correlated with BFR (r = .5l) and ObS (r = .).
In conclusion : 1) Despite discontinuance of
softened water 6 years ago, Al from this source
remained in cortical bone, 2) Cortical bone Al
may reflect total Al load but not specific bone
lesion, 3) Trabecular Al Is determined by
factors other than dialysate Al or Al gel
Ingestion. ) Trabecular Al correlates with bone
histology.
KHCO , BUT NOT NaHCO , REDUCES URINP,RY CALCIUM
EXCRION IN HEALTHY3MEN DESPITE EXPERIMENTALLY
ELEVATED SERUM CAICITREOL CONCENTRATICS. J.
Lemann, Jr., J.A. Pleuss * and R.W. Gray.* —
Dept. Med. & Biochem. & Clin. Res. Cntr., Medi-
cal College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
K.citrate was reported to reduce urinary Ca
excretion whereas an equirrolar anount of Na.
citrate did not (KI 24:348,1983). To further
evaluate this phencmenon, we studied 6 healthy
man fed constant diets providing only 5.7 0.7
SD umol Ca/day; 3/6 also took calcitriol 0.5 ug
6—hourly. Each was observed continuously during
consecutive 20—day control periods followed by
two 12—day periods of NaHCO3, 20 mEq tid or
KHCO3 20 mEq tid; 4/6 received KHCO3 first and
then NaHCO. Results were similar regardless
of serum clcitriol levels which averaged 80 2
pM for the subjects not given calcitriol and 159
11 pM for the subjects given the hornone. For
all 6 subjects, control U V averaged 4.9 2.1
usiol/day, did not change ring NaHCO3 at 4.8
2.2 nmol/day and fell during KHCO to 4.0 2.1
nitol/day; p = 0.05. Fecal Ca excetion, noni—
tored by the recovery of constantly fed radio—
opaque markers, averaged 3.5 1.8 imol/day and
did not change with alkali. Thus Ca balance
during )01C03 was less negative by + 0.8 0.2
uliol/day than during NSHCO3; p < 0.001. Control
serum [HCO ] averaged 27.3 1.0 mM and did not
change wit alkali while UN V averaged 55
10 mEg/day and fell coarby'uring KHCO
and NaHCO3 to 10 14 and 6 16 mEq/day, red—
pectively; p < 0.001. Our results confirm that
KHCO reduces Ur, V in comparison to equirrolar
NaHC3 despite evated serum calcitriol levels.
THE EFFECTS OF CHRONIC HYPERCALCEMIA
(HCa) ON RENAL PHOSPHATE (P1) METAB-
OLISM. H. Levj, J. Marconi*, and W. van
der Meer*. VAMC and UTHSC, Dallas, TX.
Vitamin 0—Induced HCa of 7 day dur-
ation (SCa, mg/dL, 7.2 vs. 5.1 In Con,
p<.Ol) Increases urinary excretion of P1
(UPI x V, mg/24h, 56.5 vs. 35.3 in Con,
p<.O1) and impairs tubular reabsorption
of ultrafllterable P1 (TRPI, %, 55.0 vs.
70.0 in Con, p<.O1). This effect of HCa
is independent of PTH as in parathy—
roidectomized (PTX) rats HCa (SCa"1' 7.3
vs. 2.3 in Con—PTX, p<.O1) still in-
creases UPI x V (46.3 vs. 21.2 in Con—
PTX, p<.Ol) and impairs TRPI (69.3 vs.
89.8 in Con—PTX, p<.Ol). Furthermore,
in PTX rats fed a low P1 (0.1% P1) diet,
HCa (SCa 7.0 vs. 5.3 in PTX—0.1 P1,
p<.O1) impairs renal tubular adaptation
as Upi x V is increased (22.3 vs. 0.3 in
PTX—0,1 P1, p<.Ol) and TRPi is decreased
(74.1 vs. 99.8 in PTX—0.1 Pt, p<.Ol).
In luminal brush border membranes (BBM)
isolated from the superficial cortex,
the fluorescence anisotropy of diphenyl—
hexatriene (ropH, 0.242 in HCa vs. 0.227
in Con, p.01) is increased in HCa In
each of the three groups which Indicates
HCa causes a decrease in BBM fluidity.
Thus, HCa independent of endogenous PTH
activity or dietary Pi intake impairs
TRP1 in the rat. The decrease in BBM
fluidity may be a common mechanism where-
by HCa impairs lumlrral P1 transport.
EECREASED PCTWITY OF BONE CELLS CONThIBUTES 'ID
THE PATHO3ENESIS OF EARLY RENAL CETEODYSIROPHY--
AN ABNORMALITY REVERSED BY 1,25(OH)2D.
H.H. Mafluche, P. Fanti, R.M. Friedler, M.C.
Faugere, Div. of Nhro1ogy, Bone & Mm. Metab.,
Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky.¶Ib study the pathogenesis of renal osteodys—
trophy tone biopsies (bc) and 5/6 nephrectany were
done in 10 adult Beagle dogs. Bx were repeated
after 3 mo. of moderate renal failure (serum
creat. 2.2±0.3 mg%). Thereafter, 5 dogs were
given s.c. 1,25 D (7.5 ng/kg/day) for 6 no., the
other 5 dogs received vehicle and a third bx was
done in all dogs. Serum levels of Ca, P, creat.
and 1,25 D were measured at time of each tar. After
3 and 9 no. of renal failure there was an increase
in the numtor and a decrease in the activity (act)
of osteoblasts(OB) and osteoclasts(CC) (Table 1),
whereby numl:er and act, correlated inversely(P<.05). 1,25 D adeinistration decreased the
nurnter and increased the act, of tone forming
cells. Crest. levels correlated positively with
numter of tone cells (P<.Ol) and inversely with
the activity (P<.05) in non—treated dogs.¶BtE 1. Before 3 i. 9 iic. 9 i. + 1,25
#cE 817 1550 2155 730
+225 +288 +697 + 54
fCC
—
49 131 267 — 95
8
act—OR 314 130 60 274
act—cC 106 40 12 45
+36 +10 + 5 +10These ata indicte that Tl) decreaed tone
cell activity plays a role in the pathogenesis of
renal osteodystrophy and (2) 1,25 D cen correct
this abnormality.
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RESPONSIVENESS OF OSTEOBLASTIC CELLS ISOLATED
FROM UREMIC PATIENTS ON CAPD TO PARATHYROID
HORMONE (PTH) AND 1 ,25(OH) D
P.J. Marie*, A. Lomri*, 1.C. de Vernejoul* J,
sottemoourg*, M. Gruson* and F. Liach
UlS INSERM, Hop. Laribolsire and Nephrology
dept. Hop. La Pltié, Paris, France
Aplastic bone disease in aluminium (Al)—
loaded dialyzed uremic patients is associated
with diminished number and activity of bone
forming cells. The possibility that the response
of osteoblasts to calcitropic hormones is
altered was evaluated in five male patients on
CAPD for 2—5 years. Iliac crest bone biopsies
revealed, in 2 patients, aplastic bone disease
and moderate elevation of plasma IPTH (1)47—188,
N - 20—145 pg/ml) and three had increased bone
resorption, high iPTH levels (350—510 pg/mi) and
normal or high bone formation. Osteoblastic
cells were isolated from bone biopsy specimens
by migration on a nylon mesh. The cells were
previously shown to have biochemical
characteristics of osteoblasts. In all patients
treatment of primary cultures with 10 nM o'
1,25(OH)2D ('IS h) greatly increased the
production of osteocalcin (OC). The response to
1 25(011)20 (+2)45 to + 1038 %) did not correlate
with plasma OC levels or with bone Al staining
which varied from 0 to 100 % of trabecular bone.
Osteocalcin production by osteoblastic cells in
response to 1,25(OH)2D was maximal in patients
with the highest plasma IPTH levels (23.9 + 2.2
vs 2.1 + 0.05 pg/ig/prot. and 31.0 1- 9.7 v 3.4
+ 0.3 g/ig/prot. p<0.OO1). Cell 5?oliferation
valuated by 3H—thymldine incorporation into DNA
was not affected by (1—311) hPTH treatment while
cAMP production increased markedly (+ 140—2)49 %)in half of the patients. This data show that
1) Osteoblast precursors in uremic patients on
CAPD differentiate in culture into
OC—synthesizing osteoblastic cells. 2)
Osteoblasts from patients with aplastic bone
disease produce large amounts of OC in response
to 1,25(OH)2D despite previous Al exposure. 3)
Osteoblasts from patients with high serum iPTH
levels produce more OC than cells from patients
with low bone turn over.
DEFICIE1Y IN PARAThYROID HORMONE (PTh) ENHANCES
BRAIN ALUMINU1 & l,25(OH)2Vit D ACtIINISThATION
MITIGATFS DNE ALUMINUM UPTAKE IN IXGS WITh RENAL
FAILURE AND IONG-IEF4 ALUMINUM ACNINISThATION.
C. Matthews, R.M. Friedler, and N.H. Malluche,
Div. Nephrology, Baie and Mm. Metab., Dept. of
Medicine, Univ. of Ky, Lexington, Kentucky.Ursia was produced in 40 dogs by 5/6
nephrectany and renal hone disease was allowed to
develop during the subseguent 3 rros. Thereafter,
all canbinations in status of l,25(OH)2Vit 0
(D) and PTh (D+/PTh+, D-./PTh—, D-/PTh+, D+/PTH—;
n=l0 each] were produced by parathyroidectany,
continuous s.c. achinistration of Pm (lu/kg
tw/h) and daily s.c. injections of 1,25 D (9+0.7
ng/kg lu). Aluminum lactate was then athinister—
ed i .v. on 5/7 days (1.25 mg/wk/kg 1) for 37
weeks and dogs were sacrificed. Tissue samples
were obtained fran all organs for determination
of aluminum content. D deficient ths had signi-
ficantly higher aluminum content in hone
(50.4+6.33 vs 31.2±3.18 ug/g dw; P<.05)
independent of presence or absence of PTh. Dogs
with PTH deficiency had significantly higher
brain aluminum (O.66±.il vs 0.46±.16 ug/g dw;
P<.05).
These data show that vitamin D deficiency
worsens the develoxnent of hone aluminum
accumulation in chronic experimental urenia and
deficiency in PTh enhances aluminum uptake by
brain independent of vit D status. The data might
explain clinical differences in prevalence of
encephalopathy and hone disease in patients with
cceparable aluminum exposure.
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SUPRESSION OF SECONDARY HYPERPARATHYROIDISM (2° HP)
AND IMPROVED GROWTH BY DIETARY PHOSPHATE RESTRICTION
AND CALCITRIOL (1,25) IN CHILDREN WITH CHRONIC
RENAL FAILURE (CRF). Wallace W.NcCr, Joseph
Gertner*, Robin Nemery*, and Consolacion Pimentel*.
Cornell Univ. Med. Coll., Dept. Pediatrics, New
York, New York.
While restriction of dietary phosphate (RP)
will prevent uremic osteodystrophy due to 2°HP in
experimental CRF its use in children with CRF has
been considered Impracticable. We evaluated the
effects of prolonged RP (6 mo.) on parathyroid
(PTH) activity and growth rate in 4 children with
CRF (GRF 10—30% NL). During a CRC admission daily
caloric, protein, Ca, and P intake and urinary
excretion of Ca, F, and creatinine (Cr) were
measured first on a self selected diet (ND) and
then on RP. Ca supplements, P binders, and 1,25
were continued throughout. Serum Ca, P, Cr, PTH
N-Terminal PTH and 1,25 were measured serially.
Caloric intake on RP was similar to ND (82 vs. 95
kcal/kg/d), P decreased by 50% (21 vs. 46 mg/kg/d),
protein intake decreased 31% (1.7 vs. 2.5 g/kg/d).
Serum P levels fell initially but returned to
normal by 2 months of RP. Upon initiation of RP
PTH fell to normal (from 22±12 to 16±3 pg/mi).
Two subjects developed hypercalcemia (Ca> 11 mg/dl)
and hypercalciuria within 3 weeks. When calcitriol,
oral P binders and Ca supplements were withdrawn
Ca normalized. PTH then began to rise, reaching
50±25 pg/mi and 1,25 to fall. Nean growth velocity
improved (from —0.69 to +0.66 SD) above mean
for age and renal function was unchanged. This
preliminary study suggests that calcitriol is
required to suppress 2°HP in children with marked
CRF on RP diets and that more extensive trials of
RP to manage 2°HP in children with CRF are warranted.
THE EFFECT OF l,25(OH)2D3 ON PHOSP1-IOLIPID
METABOLISM IN CULTURED PARATHYROID
(PT) CELLS. Charles Mckay, Cynthia Ritter,*
Aubrey Morrison, Eduardo Slatopoisky and
3eremiah Morrissey. Dept. of Pediatrics and
Medicine, Washington University, St. Louis, MO.
There is evidence that l,25(OH)2D3 acts on the
intestine by genomic and liponomic means. We and
others have demonstrated a decrease in PTH se-
cretion from cultured cells with l,25(OH)2D3
administration. Evidence for a genomic effect by
l,25(OH)2D3 on PTH mRNA exists, but the possi-
bility of a liponomic effect remains unexplored.
To investigate the possibility of changes in phos-
pholipid metabolism by l,25(OH)2D3 in parathyroid
tissue we cultured bovine PT cells as previously
reported. After 48 hours exposure of the cells to
10 ng/ml l,25(OH)2D3 or vehicle lipids were
extracted. Phospholipids were separated by TLC
and phosphorus quantitated colorimetrically or as
32P by liquid scintillation after 24 hour exposure of
cultured cells to [32P1-orthophosphate. Finally the
fatty acid content of the phospholipids was de-
termined by gas chromatography of fatty acid
methyl esters. No significant difference was found
in the net phosphorus content of the major phos-
pholipids classes and there was no change in the
fatty acid composition of the phospholipids with
l,25(OH)2D3. However, there was a significant
54% (p < 0.05 paired t) increase from 6.5 to 10.0%
of the labeled phosphate in phosphatidylinositol and
significant 12% (p < 0.02 paired t) decrease from
63.5 to 55.9% of the labeled phosphate in phos-
phatidylcholine. Thus, l,25(OH)2D3 appears to
affect phospholipid metabolism as well as trans-
cription of DNA in parathyroid cells.
ABNORMAL INTERACTION OF PARATHYROID HORMONE (Pm)
WITH THE RENAL CORTICAL ADENYLATE CYCLASE (Ac)
IN RENAL HYPERTROPHY. Carmen L. Nilanes Nidia
Pernalete*, Ulf Lundberg*, Virgilio Paz-Martinez,
Ezequiel Bellorin—Font. Centro Nacional de
Dialisis y Trasplante and the Renal Division,
Hospital Universitario de Caracas, Venezuela.
The loss of renal mass is associated with
functional adaptations in the remaining nephrons
to maintain homeostasis. Although PTH plays a
major role in the adaptations to phosphate the
mechanisms remain unclear. The present studies
examine the interaction of PTN with the Ac system
in renal cortical membranes from hypertrophic
rat kidneys 10 days after unilateral nephrectomy.
The normal kidneys from the initial nephrectomy
were the controls. The weight of the remaining
kidneys increased 23 4.7 % (p < 0.01). Serum
creatinine, BUN and phosphate were unchanged.
The renal hypertrophy resulted in a decrease in
syn bPTH (1-34)-dependent AC activity as compared
to controls (Vmax 807.5 62.7 pmol cAMP/mg
protein/3O mm vs. 1384 116.1 respectively,
p < 0.01). The affinity was similar. However,
the kinetics of AC for the substrates ATP—Mg
or ATP—Mn were similar. In the presence of Gpp
(NH)p the affinity of AC for PTH was higher in the
membranes of hypertrophic kidneys (Kact 1.16±0.16
vs. 3.5 0.75 nmol synthetic bPTH (1—34),
p < 0.02). This resulted in a similar maximal
response to PTH in the two groups. These findings
suggest that the adaptations to phosphate in
renal hypertrophy may relate to an increase in
the response of the regulatory unit of AC to
guanine nucleotides, resulting in an increased
affinity of the system for PTH.
PIOIEIN KIN?iSE C (PKC) ICTIVATION OF A PLr1S MEN-
BRANE CALCIII8 (CA2+) G[PMEL IN A PAT OSTEDSAIDW'
LL LINE. S. Muallii, * D. gu&i * and C.
Kleeinan. Cdars-Sinai Wed Ctr, UCLA School of Wed-
icine, and VA Wed Ctr, West los Angeles, Los
Angeles, CA
Phorbol esters (PE) that sthnulate PKC are able
to stimulate bone resorption. Other hornones that
stimulate bone resorption such as parathyroid hor—
none (PIE) and prostaglandin E2 stinn.ilate an in-
crease in free cytosolic ca1ciin concentration(Ca2+) i) in ostecblasts. Ii1P—l06 cells, an osteo-
blast-like cell line, were loaded with the Ca2+-
sensitive probe, Fura2, and used to study the
effect of PE and l-ollyl-2-acetyl glycerol (OAG)
on (Ca2+) i. The tuIor-prczToting PE, phorbol 12-
myristate-l3-acetate (PNA), phorbol 12, 13—diace-
tate (PDA) and OAG, but not 4çhorto1, a non-stillu-
lator of PKC, increased (Ca2+) i fran a resting
level of 150 nM to about 440 nM. The relative po-
tency of these carx,unds to increase (Ca2+) i was
similar to that of PKC activation. ED5O for P?
was 0.5 UN, for PDA 5 UN, and for OAG 20 uM. The
PE-induced increase in (Ca2+)i was depandent on
airbient Ca2+. The Kin for extracellular Ca2+ was
about 1.5 mM. Further, the increase in (Ca2+) i
caused by the PE was very sensitive to Ca2+ chan-
nel blockers. Fifty percent inhibition was seen
with 15 UN verapanil or 0 •6 UN nicardipine. Five
minutes of preincubation of the cells with 1 nM
PNA, 15 UN forskolin, an activator of adenyl cy-
clase, or 1 U/ml PTh prevented channel activation
by 5 UN PMA. These results indicate that in UMR—
106 cells, the activation of PKC is follced by
the activation of a plasea neirbrane located Ca2+
channel.
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ENHANCED RENAL ADAPTATION TO PHOSPHATE DEPRIVATION
IN IMMATURE RATS. S.E. Mulroney*, and A. Haramati,
Department of Physiology, Georgetown University
School of Medicine, Washington, D.C. 20007.
We recently reported that the maximum capacity
of phosphate reabsorption per ml GFR (MAX RPi/GFR)
is relatively greater in immature compared to
adult rats. Although P1 deprivation increases the
MAX RPI/GFR in adult animals, it is unknown
whether this adaptation occurs in a neonate with
an already elevated MAX RPi/GFR. To examine this
issue, MAX RPi/GFR was determined in 50 acutely
TPTX rats of different ages (3 wk, 6 wk and adult)
fed either normal (O.7%)(N) or low (O.07%)(L)
Pi diet (PD) for 4 days. Pi was infused at
progressively increasing rates (1—6 umol/min) to
raise the filtered Fl load.
MAX RPi/GFR (umol/min)
DIET 3wk 6wk l2wk
NPD 5.6±0.3 4.3±0.2 3.7±0.2
LPD 10.1±0.9 7.0±0.5 5.2±0.2
ADAPTATION: L1= 4.5(80%) 2.7(63%) 1.6(41%)
MAX RPi/GFR in 3 wk old rats fed NPD was
similar to adults fed LPD. During LPD,
MAX RPi/GFR was highest in 3 wk old rats, and
decreased significantly with age (p< .01). The
adaptive increase in immature rats was twice
that in the adult. Thus, not only does
MAX RPi/GFR increase in immature rats during
Pi deprivation, but the adaptation is markedly
enhanced compared to adult rats.
THE RELATIONSHIP OF SERUM CALCIUM, PTH, AND BONE
ALUMINUM IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS WITH0STEOMALACIA.
Beth Piraino, Tai Chen, Gino Segre , and Jules
Puschett. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
PA and Mass. General Hospital, Boston, MA.
Osteomalacia has been shown to be strongly
associated with elevated bone aluminum levels.
It is uncertain whether this relationship is due
to a direct inhibition of mineralization or due
to a suppression of PTH secretion by aluminum.
To investigate this question, we measured intact
PTH and surface bone aluminum in 19 dialysis
patients with a mineralization defect, 9 of whom
were hypercalcemic (mean serum calcium: 11.5
0.6 mg/dl) and 10 who were normocalceniic (mean
serum calcium: 9.3 0.7 mg/dl). The hypercal-
cemic patients were not on calcium supplements
nor on any vitamin 9 metabolite. Bone aluminum
was 2.3 * 1.2 rn/mm in the ypercalcemic
patients and 0.8 0.9 rn/rn in the normocal—
cemic patients (p=O.Ol). Mean intact PTH levels
were the same in the two groups: 63 76 pg/ml
and 60 64 pg/ml, respectively. Serum calcium
levels correlated with bone aluminum (r.0.58, p
<0.01) but not with intact PTH levels. There was
no correlation between bone aluminum and PTH
levels. In surnary, we found bone aluminum
levels to be higher and PTH levels to be the same
in hypercalcemic dialysis patients compared to
normocalcemic dialysis patients with a mineral-
ization defect. Elevated bone aluminum appears
to be important in the pathogenesis of the hyper-
calcemia often seen in osteomalacia, independent
of any effect of aluminum on the PTH level.
Abstracts
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EFFECT OF CIMETADINE ON RENAL FUNCTIONS OF RATS
V.N. Furl, Central Drug Reaearch Institute
Lucknow India
Cimetadine is a very ccxmtnly used H2receptor
antagonist as a gastroprotective agent.Effect
of Cimetadine on renal functions are not properly
evaluated,therefore an attept was made to study
the renal functions of conscious male S. D.rats by
Abstracts
adeinistring the graded doses(30,20,30,6O n*j/Kg B.W
p.o) of Cinietadine.Results of this study indicate
that low doses of Cinetadime 30 ng/Kg didnot cause
significant changes in urine output,however urinary
creatinine excretion was significantly reduced (P4). 0])
Higher doses of Cinetadline produced significant
reduction in urine output and creatinine excretion
(P(0.0]).ED50 value for urineoutput was 35+7.6nq/Kg
p.o.Urinary sodiun and potassium did not change
significantly.Resuits of this study indicate that
Cimetadine effects the renal functions in rats.
SODIUM—INDEPENDENT PHOSPHATE TRANSPORT IN
BRUSH—BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLES PREPARED FROM THE
LATE PROXIMAL TUBULE. Gary Quamme, Jennifer
Walker* and Tie Yan*, Department of Medicine,
Health Sciences centre Hospital, University of
British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C., Canada
Phosphate (Pi) transport was studied in
brush—border membrane (BBN) vesiclea prepared
from late proximal tubules of the porcine
kidney. BBM—vesicles were prepared from outer
medullary tissue sod Pi uptake studies were
performed in the absence of sodium,
voltage—clamped, at 21°C, 4s. A 4—5 fold
overshoot, above equilibrium value was present
at pH in B.O sod pH out 6.5, which was not
evident at pH in = pH out. Pi uptake was
maximally inhibited by 150 uM the stilbene
dervstives DIDS or SITS. Saturation kinetics,
performed by subtracting uptake with a pH
gradient from pH in = pH out or in the presence
of DIDS, demonstrated a single system with Em,
llB 29 uM, and Vasx, 932 25 pmoP
mgproteinmin, mean±SD, n3. The
presence of a trans 25 mM HCOf or cis S
mM HCOf gradient did not affect pH
gradient Pi uptake or induce Pi uptake at pH in
pH out. This data provides evidence that a
high—affinity anion exchange or a proton
cotrsnsport system is present in the late
proximal tubule of the pig, which is capable of
transporting Pi in the absence of sodium.
Further, this transport process is distinct from
the BBM sodium—dependent process in that the
acidic form, H2PO(, may be preferentially
transported.
PARATHYROID HORMONE DEFICIENCY: EFFECTS ON
ALUMINUM INDUCED BONE DISEASE. L.D. QUARLES*,
N.J. Gitelman*, V.W. Dennis and N. K. Drezner*.
Duke Univ., Durham, N.C. and UNC—Chapel Hill,
N. C.
We have reported that in normal beagles alumi-
num treatment results in a proliferation of oa—
teoblasts and accumulation of voven osteoid,
changes which differ dramatically from those of
the aluminum related bone diseases in man, low
turnover osteonalacia (LTON) and aplastic bone
disease (ABD). Whether this disparity is due to
nodulation of aluminum action on bone by a rela-
tive PTH deficiency, an abnormality present in af-
fected humans, remains unknown. In this study we
compared the effects of aluminum on bone in sham
operated (lii and thyroparathyroidectomi red (TFD()
beagles (lii. After surgery i6 weeks elapsed,
during which TPTX animals received CaCO3, calci—
triol and synthroid, and a steady state of de-
creased bone turnover was proven by biopsy. Sub-
sequently, after 8 weeks of aluminum treatment
(1.25 mg/kg IV 3x/vk), serum calcium and calci—triol levels were comparable in the sham and TPDC
dogs (9.8±0.1)4; 9.2±0.10 mg/dl and 44.0±b.3; 28.3±
3.9 pg/mi). In contrast, bone aluminum content
and stainable aluminum were significantly de-
creased in TPL( dogs (62.0±10.2 ug/g, 10.3±3.7%)
compared to shams (litT.9±21.7 pg/g, 32.9±L.1%).
While both TPTX and shams developed a unique bone
disease marked by an abundance of woven osteoid,
the volume of fibrous bone was significantly less
in the TPTX dogs (l.b±O.7; 9.9±2.3%). These data
indicate that PTH can influence bone aluminum ac-
cumulation as well as modulate aluminum effects on
bone histolor. However, PTH deficiency in alumi-
num treated dogs does not predispose to bone his—
tolor similar to that in either LTON or ADD.
DUAL PATHWAY CELL ACTIVATION BY PARATHYROID
HORMONE (PTN). I.R. Reid,* N.S. Coligoraky,
K. Civitelli,* L.W. Avioli, and K.A. Hrusks.
Jewish Hnapital, St. Louis, Niaaouri.
In proximal tubular cells (FTC), and cell lines
representing functional models of FTC and osteo—
blasts, we have demonstrated PTN stimulation of
both the Ca2+ and cAMP messenger systems. In
these studies, we have measured phosphatidylino—
sitol 4'S'bisphosphate specific phospholipase—C
(PLC) activity, cAMP, diacylglycerol (DAC), and
inositol triphosphate (IF3) production, and
[Ca2+}i, the latter by fluoromatric techniques.
PTN receptor coupling stimulated PLC activity.
Increased production of 1P3 and DAC was detected
within 10 sec. This coincided with a rapid
increase in [CsP+] which returned to basal within
3 mm. Cyclic nuclentides and direct stimulation
of adenylate cyclase catalytic unit activity
failed to reproduce the effects of PTN on IF3,
DAC and [Ca2+]i. The role of IF3 in the produc-
tion of PTH stimulated Ca2+ transients was demon-
strated by the finding that inhibition of the Ci,
GTP binding protein, blocked PTH stimulated Ca2+
transients as did agents which impair Ca2+ release
from the endnplasmic reticulum. The Ca2+ tran-
sient in PTC cells also required extracellular
Ca2+, indicating an additional effect of PTN at
the plasma membrane in these cells. Dependency of
PTN's biologic effects on production of Ca2+ tran-
sients was demonstrable for PTN stimulated glucu—
neogenesia in FTC and the effects of PTH nn apical
membrane topography. Thus, besides coupling to
adenylate cyclasa, PTH produces cell activation by
stimulating a specific PLC producing DAC, 1P3 and
increased Ca24ii.
25 (OH) D3 ENHANCES PHOSPHATURIA IN RATS WITH
REDUCED RENAL MASS: EVIDENCE FOR A PARATHYROID
HORMONE (PTH) -DEPENDENT EFFECT. Dvora Rubinger,*
Hanna Wald,* and Mordecai M. Popovtzer, Nephro—
logy and Hypertension Services, Hadassah Univer-
sity Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel.
To evaluate the effect of 25(OH)D3 on renal
handling of phosphate with reduced renal mass,
clearance studies were performed in the following
groups of 5/6 nephrectomized (NPX) rats, 1. non-
parathyroidectomized (non—PTX) controls, 2. non—
PTX, 25(OH)D—infused rats, 3. PTX rats, and 4.
PTX 25(OM)D3—infused rats. Adenylate cyclase (AC)
was measured in renal cell membranes, a) from in-
tact kidneys, and b) from the remnant of 5/6 re-
duced kidney mass, using incubation media con-
taining PTH, and PTh + 25(OH)D3. CR/Cm in 2.
0.281+0.027 was greater than that in 1. 0.195+
0.023 (p<0.05). UcANP however, in 2. 72+15 did
not differ from that in 1. 59+13 pm/mm (p NS).
CR/Cm in 4. 0.062+0.035, did not differ from
that in 3. 0.087+0.056 (p NS). AC in a) with PTH
alone was 13.7+1.75 and fell with PTI-t + 25(OH)D3
to 9.35+1.45 (p<O.Ol), in b) AC with PTH 11.1+1.01
did not differ from that with PTH + 25(OH)D3 12.5
+1.45 pm/mg prot/min (p NS). These experiments
demonstrated a phosphaturic response to 25 (OH) D3
without parallel change in UcAMP in NPX rats with
intact parathyroids. PTX abolished this response.
At variance to intact kidneys in the remnant renal
tissue, 25(OM)D3 did not suppress the PTH—induced
activation of AC. These results suggest that in
rats with reduced renal mass 25(OM)D3 facilitates
the phosphaturic response to PTH, probably by
acting at a post—receptor level.
RENAL BONE DISEASE IN CHILDREN ON CAPD/CCPD. 1.8.
Salusky, W.G. Goodman, J. Brill, J. Foley, E.
Slatopoisky, R.N. Fine & J.W. Coburn. Dept Feds,
UCLA Sch Med; Dept Med, VAMC Wadsworth & Sepulve—
da, Los Angeles, CA; Wash U, St. Louis, MO
Bone disease (BD) is not well defined in asymp—
tomatic children on CAPD/CCPD (PD). We studied 41
pta, ages 12±6.5 (SD) yrs and on PD for 24± 9 mos.
Serum (5) Ca, P (mg/dl), aik P'tase (AP, lU/L),
iPTH (ulEq/ml, ch.9) and Al (ug/L) were measured;
pts had bone biopsies (double tetracycline) and
deferoxamine infusion for delta S—Al (4 Al). Para—
thyroidectomy (PTX) had been done in 6 of the
total (n) patients. They were grouped by his-
tology and bone formation rate (BFR): Osteitis
Fibrosa (OF), fibrosis (F) >0; Mild (M), F=O + BFR
> 150 u3/m3/d; Osteomalacia (OM), osteoid volume,
OV >12% and BFR <150; and Aplastic (A), OV <12% +
BFR <150. Al—related BD (ABD) was defined by sur-
face Al >30% + BFR <150. Groups were compared by
ANOVA. Time of PD did not differ in the groups.
Parathyroidectomy (PTX) had been done in 6 pts.
GROUP: OF N OM A
(PTX/n) (3/15) (1/14) (2/5) (0/7)
Ca 9.7±0.8 9.9±1.0 10.5±1.0 10.4±0.6
P 6.3±1.2 6.0+1.4 6.0±2.2 5.9±2.2
AP 438365a 160±84 559±SôSa 129±111
iPTH 439±468 254±191 199+128 113±108
S—Al 32+18 26+22 435739b 39+42
Al 155+131 96+129 503÷396C 343415C
a: OM & OFM & A; bOM> OF, N & AL; C: OM & A >
THE STRIKINO EFFECT OF KETOACIDS ON THE SERUM
PHOSPHATE AND PARATHYROID HORMONE IN PATIENTS
WITH CHRONIC UREMIA. K. Schaefer and D. von
Herrath, Med. Abt. 11, St. Joseph-Krankenhaus
1, Bumerp1an 2, 1000 Berlin 2, Germany
Hyperphosphatemia and secondary
hyperparathyroidism represent regular
conplications in patients (pta) suffering from
advanced renal failure. Aluminium (Al )—
containing drugs are rrainly used to control the
serum phosphate (P), but this therapy carries
the well knosn risk of an Al— toxicity. As few
reports indicated that ketoacids (KA) might be
capable of lowering the serum P and parathyroid
hormone (PTH) in uremic pts, we were interested
in studying the effect of WA prospectively.
For 8 weeks 17 pts (serum creatinine 8.49 +
1.46 rrj %) received in addition to their
proteinrestricted diet a daily supplement of
KA. After that period the serum P ems lower in
all pta (3.98 1.18 versus 5.44 0.95 rr %, p
<0.01), furthermore the PTH concentration
decreased by 45.3 %. 6 of the pta were on
Al—containing P—binders, v.hich could be
discontinued in all of them. Serum calcium,
1 .25—dihydroxyvi tamin D3, 25—hydroxyvi tamin D3
and the serum creatinin remeined unchanged.
Conclusions:
1) WA are very effective in lowering increased
serum P and serum PTH levels. 2) According to
the presented data, we assume therefore that WA
could replace Al—containing P binders in the
vast rrajority of pts.
EFFECTS OF MAGNESIUM ON RENAL CALCIUM EXCRETION.
Ihab M. Shafik* and Roger Creen* (intr. by G.
Quamme), Department of Physiology, Manchester
University, United Kingdom.
Magnesium (Mg) has been shown to induce hyper—
calciuria in various animal species despite clini-
cal reports of its efficiency in reducing the
recurrence rate of Ca stone formation in humans.
The mechanism of this hypercalciuric effect has
been suggested to involve a common transport
system for Ca and Mg across the tubular cell.
This study investigates the effect of Mg on
renal Ca handling. Clearance experiments were
performed on four groups of rats receiving I.V.
0, 2 mM, 4 mM and 8 mM MgC12. Mg infusion
resulted in an increased Ca excretion (78—83
nmol/min/kidney) compared to the control group
(44 nmol/min/kidney) not accompanied by diuresis
or natriuresis, suggesting a specific effect of
Mg on Ca excretion. Microinjections into prox-
imal and early distal tubules were performed to
investigate the effects of raising Mg concentra-
tion on either side of the4tubular cell on the
unidirectional efflux of [ 5Ca]. In proximal
injections, raising the peritubular capillary Mg
(by adding mM Mg to the I.V. infusion had no
effect on ( 5Ca] efflux). Raising the intra—
luminal Mg (by adding 0.7 mM Mg to he injectate
solution) significantly decreased [ 5Ca] ef—
flux from 90.9+1.3% to 73.7+2.5% (p<O.OOI). In
distal tubules, raising Mg conntrations on
either side had no effect on [ Ca] efflux.
The present data suggests the presence of Ca—Mg
interaction involving, possibly, a common trans-
port system across the tubular cell of the loop
of Henle. The clinical use of Mg as a prophylac-
tic agent in Ca stone disease is questioned.
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OF & A; each, p <.01; n=no. of patients.
In only the OF group, did BFR correlate with iPTH,
r=O.89. SCa, P, iPTH & AP failed to predict histo-
logy. In 1 OM and 4 A, there was no ABD. Thus, the
diagnosis of BD requires biopsy in dialyzed chil-
dren; the cause for resistance" is unknown.
MECHANISM OF NICOTINAMIDE (NM) EFFECT ON
PHOSPHATE (Pi) UPTAKE BY RENAL BRUSH
BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLES (BBMV): POSSIBLE
ROLE OF THIOL REDOX. M. Suzuki*, O.D. Jo*
and N. Yanagawa. Nephr. Div., Sepulveda
VAMC, UCLA Sch. of Med., Los Angeles, CA.
The mechanism whereby an increase in
cellular NAD induced by NM inhibits BBMV
Pi uptake remains unclear. Since our
recent observation suggests a possible re-
gulatory role of thiol redox on BBMV Pi up-
take and a rise in NAD may affect thiol
redox of membrane protein through an in-
crease in NADP and GSSG, we have examined
the interaction between NM and thiol agents.
The in vitro effect of NM was studied by
incubating rabbit proximal tubule (PT) with
NM (5 mM) for 30 mm prior to the isolation
of BBMV. NM pretreatment suppressed BBMV
Pi uptake (from 2254 + 100 to 1893 139
pmol/mg/2 mi n=5, p< 0.02) with a reduc-
tion in Vmax (from 5219 + 337 to 3171 ÷ 385
pmol/mg/2 mm, n=3, p<0.05). With NM pre—
treated BBMV, the stimulatory effect on Pi
uptake by dithiothreitol (DT, 5 mM), a re-
ducing agent, was augmented (from 21.3 +
4.0 to 28.6 + 7.3 %, n=5) , while the inhibi-
tory effect on Pi uptake by diamide (PM, 5
mM), an oxidant, was diminished (from 20.2
+ 3.8 to 7.0 + 3.4%, n=5, p<0.0l). In PT,
NM increased HAD content and raised ratio
of pyruvate/malate (CNADP/NADPH) , but not
pyruvate/lactate (OCNAD/NADH). These re-
sults suggest that the inhibition of BBMV
Pi uptake by NM may involve thiol oxidation
on BBMV, possibly through HAD induced in-
creases in cytosolic NADP/NADPH and GSSC/GSH.
POSSIBLE ROLE OF THIOL GROUP AND ITS REDOX
STATE ON PHOSPHATE (Pi) UPTAKE BY RABBIT
RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLES (BBMV)
M. Suzuki*, O.D. Jo* and N. Yanagawa.
Nephrology Div., Sepulveda VAMC, UCLA Sch.
of Med., Los Angeles, CA.
The possible role of thiol groups and
the effect of sulfhydryl—disulfide (SH—SS)
exchange on Pi uptake by rabbit renal BBMV
were examined. The addition of p—chloro—
mercuribenzoate (PCMB, 0.1 reM), a thiol
reagent, suppressed the BBMV uptakes of Pi
and glucose, indicating the involvement of
thiol groups in these solute transport by
BBMV. The addition of dithiothreitol (DT,
5 mM) , a reducing agent which converts SS
to SH, increased the BBMV Pi uptake from
1756 130 to 2038 + 196 pmol/mg/2 mm
(n=6, p< 0.01). The addition of diamide
(DM, 5 mM), an oxidant which converts SH
to SS, suppressed the BBMV Pi uptake from
1403 + 307 to 1180 + 278 pmol/mg/2 mm
(n=6,p<0.01). The inhibitory effect of
DM, however, was reversed by subsequent
addition of DT (1417 + 272 pmol/mg/2 mm).
Both DT and DM did not affect BBMV glucose
uptake. Kinetic analyses revealed that DM
reduced Vmax (from 2346 50 to 1553 203
pmol/mg/2 rein, n=5, p<0.05) with Km un-
altered, while PT increased both Vmax
(from 2819 + 191 to 3897 246 pmol/mg/2
mm, n=4, p<0.05) and Km (from 88 4 to
122 + 8.2 uM, n=4, p< 0.01). These
results suggest that BBMV Pi transporter
contains thiol groups where SH may relate
to the capacity, while SS the affinity,
of the transporter for Pi.
THE TRANS—INHIBITION OF THE Na—GRADIENT—OEPENDENT
PHOSPHATE (P1) TRANSPORT ACROSS RENAL CORTICAL
BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE (BBM) BY INTRAVESICILAR Na.
H. Szczepanska_Konkel*, M. VarlScoy*, A.N.K. Yusufi
and T.P. Dousa. Nephrol. Res. Unit, Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, Minnesota.
The previous study suggested that (Na0 >
Na)—gradient not only provides the driving forcefor translocation of Pi across 88W, but that Na
also modulates activity of this cotransporter for
P1. We examined the effects of intravesicular
(Na+i) upon Na4-/Pi cotransport across renal BOW.
We employed 14C—phosphonoformic acid (l4C—PFA), a
specific competitive inhibitor of Na/Pi
cotransport as a probe for the P1—binding site on
BBM vesicles (BBMV). The Na—gradient—dependent
32pi uptake and 14C—PFA binding were measured,
with or without preloading BBMV with 10—50 nisI
NaC1, at the same net transmembrane Na+_gradient
(Na0 — Na1 = 90 mM). The increasing (0 — 50 *1)
concentration of Na+i resulted in the decrease of
both the initial 32Pi uptake by BBMV (r =
—0.98;
P<O.05) and binding of 4CPFA on BBMV (r = —0.99;
PcO.Ol). The relative inhibition (— %) of
Na—dependent 32Pi uptake by added PEA also was
lowered with increasing Na4-j (r =
—0.98; P<O.05).
The decline of the initial 2Pi uptake by BBMV
correlated with decrease of 14C—PFA binding onto
BBMV (r = 0.995; P<O.01) in inverse proportion to
increase of Na4-1. We conclude that Na4-1, and by
extension, intracellular Na+, elicits
trans—inhibition of the Na+_Pi cotransport across
renal BOW. Results suggest that the
negativefeedback modulation by Na is due to
diminished Na4-0—dependent binding of P1 onto Na/i
cotransporter on the luminal side of' BOW.
ZINC(Z) NUTRITIONAL STATUS MODULATES THE 1,25
(OH)2D(125) RESPONSE TO LOW CALCIUM(LC) DIET(D).
EN Teller,* FL Kimmel, DW Watkins*and CB Lsngman.
George Washington Univ., Washington, D.C. and
Northwestern Univ., Chicago, Ii.
To test whether the physiologic increase of 125
in response to LCD is diminished by zinc deple-
tion, 27 d' Lewis rats fed from weaning a D con-
taining 1.2% Calcium(Ca), 0.8% Phosphate(P) and 58
ppmZ had evaluation of plasma(pl) Ca, F, Z, 25—OHD
cholecalciferol(25), 125 and PTH at 8wks (Pre).
Thereafter they were fed a LC, Z deplete(—)D
(O.2%Ca, O.4%P, 2ppmZ), randomized and pair fed —z
or Z replete(+)(—Z plus 5 mg Z acetate/d) for 3
wks. Complete 3D external Ca balance(B) and p1
concentrations of Z, Ca, P, 25 and 125 were then
measured.
Pre(27) —Z(13)
p1 Ca mEq/L 4.95±0.31 4.63±0.12*
p1 P mg/dL 7.60±0.48 6.18±0.66*
p Z uEq/L 42.6±3.9 20.6±7.1*
25 ng/mL 19.9±2.2 9.3
125 pg/mL 80.5±18.5 149
CaB mEq/d/lOOgm 14.9±1.7
* Pre vs Z; V —z vs +Z p<.Ol;
Pre vs Z, p<.O5; C —z vs +Z p<.O5 (1 tailed)
P1 Ca, P and 25 decreased in both groups com-
pared to Pre, but were not affected by Z status.
As expected, 125 increased significantly in both
groups compared to Pre, but was significantly
higher in the +Z group compared with —Z.
Calcium balance was not different between the
2 groups. We conclude Z depletion diminishes the
response of 125 to LCD.
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+Z(14)
4.73±0.25
5.84±0.55*
47. 2± 10. 2V
8.4
188
13. 1±2.0
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CLINICAL EVIDENCE OF SUPPRESSION OF PARATHYROID
HORMONE (Pm) SECRETION BY IRON. Norihiko Terao,
Kenkichi Kato*, Shigehiko Taki*, Yasushi Asano*,
and Saichi Hosoda*. Dept. of Cardiol., Jichi
Medical School, Tochigi, Japan.
We have presiously reported the preliminary
result of the inhibition of PTH secretion by iron
in human tissue in vitro (Kidney mt. 29: 173,
1986).
This study was conducted to clinically assess
this finding. 28 patients on chronic hemodialysis
for more than 5 years including 10 patients with
symptomatic hyperparathyroid bone disease (HPT
group) were studied for the serum levels of c—PTH,
ferritin (Fer), and aluminium (Al). Most of these
determinations were made from the same sample of
the individual patient, and otherwise, the
specimens were obtained from the individual
patient at least within two weeks. In HPT group,
c—PTH was above 21 ng/ml in all, Fer below 100
ng/ml in all except for the two patient (300
ng/ml, 2500 ng/ml), all Al ranged from 30 ng/L to
183 ng/L. In non HPT group, c—PTH was below 17.1
ng/ml in all, Fer ranged from 160 ng/ml to 19000
ng/ml, Al from l1 ng/L to 313 ng/L. In all 28
patients, there was significant inverse correla-
tion between c—PTH and Fer (R=O.'23, p<O.05), but
no significant relationship observed between c—PTH
and Al.
These clinical observations are consistent with
the previous in vitro finding, and strongly
suggest that the bodily iron store is one of the
important determinants of PIN secretion especiallyin the chronically dialized population.
pH DEPENDENCE OF ATP—DRIVEN Ca2+ TRANSPORT BY
BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE VESICLE (BLMV) OF RAT KIDNEY
CORTEX. Yusuke Tsukamoto, Teiichi Tamura*,Kitas_
ato Sch.Med. ,Kanagawa,Japan. ,Bruce A. Greenfield
Wadi N. Suki,Baylor Coll.Med. ,Houston,TX.
In the human erythrocyte membrane,Ca2+_ATPase
has been proved to catalyze an electroneutral Ca2+
/H+ exchange. Since this new aspect of Ca2+ pump
has not been investigated in the renal tubules,we
studied the further characterization of ATP—driven
Ca2+ uptake by the BLMV of rat kidney cortex.ATP—
driven 4BCa2+ uptake by BLMV,which activity was
expressed as the difference of specific activity
between the assay with and without ATP at 370C,
was measured by the Millipore rapid filtration
method. Free Ca2+ concentration was maintained
at liM(O.lmM EGTA). This active Ca2+ uptake was
dependent on Mg2+_ATP(Km=561pM) but not on free
MgL+. ATP—driven Ca2+ uptake by BLMV was depend-
ent on pH of inside of BLMV but was not affected
by pH of outside of vesicle in the absence of any
permeable anion(pH6.8:3.47tO.95nmole/3Osec/mg,pH
7.4:2.32±O.85,pH8.O:l.34±O.44,mean±SE,n=3;pH6.8vs
pH7.4,p<O.05;pH7,4 vs pH8.O,p<O.05,paired t.).
This active Ca2+ uptake was also affected by the
C1. In the presence of 50mM C1,ATP—driven Ca2+
uptake was 3.57±O.49nmole/6Osec/mg and was signi-
ficantly higher than the activity in the absence
of any permeable anion(2.23±O.55,p<O.O5,n=4).This
stimulation of Ca2+ uptake by Cl— might be the
result from H+influx into the vesicle generated
by Cl—/OHexchange and/or Cldependent H+_ATPase
activity. These data strongly suggest that ATP—
driven Ca2+ efflux from the proximal tubular cell
across the ELM causes a Ca2+/W exchange or
OH— co—transport.
THE MECHANISM OF PHOSPI-IATURIC ACTION OF
PHOSPHONOFORMIC ACID (PEA) IN VIVO. M. Van Scoy*,
M. Onsgard*, E.G. Knox, M. Szczepanska—Konkel,
Mahmoud Loghman_Adham* and T.P. Dousa. Nephrol.
Res. Unit, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota.
PEA is a specific reversible inhibitor of Na/'1
synport in luninal brush border membrane (BEN) of
renal proximal tubules. We studied whether it
causes phosphaturia through this cellular action.
In the acute clearance studies, TPTX rats were
infused first with saline vehicle and then PFA
(bolus: 15 i.imoles, maintenance dose 45 ijmoles/hr)
or, for comparison, with high dose of parathyroid
hormone (PTH), and the controls with continued
vehicle only. At the end of clearance study, the
initial Na—gradient 32P1 uptake by BEN vesicles
(BBMv) prepared from experimental animals was
determined. Both PEA and PTH increased fractional
excretion of Pi (FEpi) by at least 5 fold but did
not change GER or FENa. In response to PTH,
urinary cAMP increased (> 3 X) but It did not
change in response to PEA or In time—controls.
The rate of 3pj uptake by BBMV from rats
phosphaturic in response to PTH was decreased
(lower Vmax); however, the 32Pi transport rate in
BBMV from rats phosphaturic due to PEA did not
differ from controls. These results indicate that
PEA causes phosphaturia by direct inhibition of
luninal BBM uptake of Pi in proximal tubules and
is washed out during the preparation of BBMV. In
contrast, PTH inhibits P1 reabsorption indirectly,
via cAMP mechanism, and the change in BBM
transporter for Pi persists after preparation of
BBMV. Thus, PEA acts as a direct inhibitor of
proximal tubular reabsorption of P1 in vivo.
EVIDENCE FOR INCREASED EXCRETION IN PREGNANCY OF
NEPHROCALCIN (NC), A URINARY INHIBITOR OF
CALCIUM OXALATE (CaOx) CRYSTAL GRTH.
C. Wabner', D. Sirivongs,* F. Maikranz*,
Y. Nakagawa*, and F. Coe, Univ. of Chicago,
Chicago, IL.
Normal pregnancy causes hypercalciuria of
comparable magnitude to that of CaOx stone
formers, but stone disease does not occur, We
have isolated a urinary glycoprotein,
nephrocalcin, which adsorbs to CaOx crystals and
inhibits further growth. To determine if NC
could prevent CaOx stones during gestation we
measured NC levels by competitive ELISA and the
crystal growth inhibition produced by dialyzed
urine, added at 1:100 dilution, by continuusly
monitoring the initial velocity (umol sec ) of
oxalate disappearance at 2l4niu from a
supersaturated CaOx solution during the initial
400 sec after seeding with CaOx crystals.
NC excretion was 7.88÷0.80MB (÷sem) in the
first trimester vs 4.O3÷.52nM postpartum
(p<O.OOl), reaching maxTmal levels of 18.3+0.8MB
in the third trimester (p<O.OO1 vs postpartum).
Crystal 91owt was 85.6÷0.01 and 84.7±0.01
umol sec XlO for the first and second
trimester, respectve1, (p<O.04 vs postpartum
80.2+O.02mol2sec X1O ) and 82.4÷0.01
umolsec XlO in the third trimester (p>0.05 vs
postpartum). NC levels and inhibitory activity
were not sigificantly correlated during
gestation (r =0.122, p>O.05).
NC excretion during pregnancy may
counterbalance the high risk of stones that
hypercalciuria would otherwise impose, though
growth inhibition did not continue to rise
throughout gestation and was unrelated to NC
levels.
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PROTEIN DEPRIVATION DURING DIETARY PHOSPHATE
RESTRICTION DECREASES TUBULAR CAPACITY FOR PHOS-
PHATE REABSORPTION. Sarah K. Webster, P. J.
Chambers*, J. F. Borgia*. Travenol Laboratories,
Inc., Round Lake, IL.
Selective dietary phosphate (P1) deprivation
results In an Increase in tubular capacity for
P1 reabsorption (TmPi). These studies were
designed to evaluate the role of dietary protein
intake on the development of P1 conservation
mechanisms during P1 deprivation.
Wistar-Munich rats were fed 12 g of low P1 diet
each day for three days. Diet composition was
sucrose, bovine blood fibrin, and P1-free salt
mixture in the control group; and sucrose and
P1—free salt mixture in the experimental group.
Phosphaturic response to 1 U/kg/mm of PTH was
tested. Fractional excretion (FE) of P1 did not
significantly increase in the control group in
response to PTH (from 0.19 0.06 to 2.24 0.97%
after PTH, p > 0.05). However, in the experimen-
tal group with dietary protein deprivation, PTH
infusion significantly increased the FEPI (from
1.18 0.91 to 11.89 5.24%, p < 0.05).
TmP1 was measured in these two groups by evalu-
ating P1 reabsorption during P1 infusions. The
TmPi in the control group was 5.15 0.24 mol/ml
GFR; in the experimental group with dietary pro-
tein deprivation, it was 3.46 0.21 (p < 0.05).
These results demonstrate that dietary protein
deprivation during P1 restriction results in an
Increase in the phosphaturic response to parathy-
rold hormone and a decrease in the maximum capaci-
ty for tubular reabsorption of P1. These results
suggest that dietary protein restriction may be of
some benefit during states of hyperphosphatemla.
REGULATION OF SERUM 1,25(OH)2D3 BY IONIZED
CPLCIUM DURING CONSTANT PHYSIOLOGIC REPLACEMENT
OF PARATHYROID HORMONE IN THE PABATHYROIDEC—
IONIZED RAT. Jose Weisinger, Murray Favus,* Craig
Langman, and David Bushinsky. Universidad
Central de Venezuela, Caracas, and University of
Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Arterial blood ionized calcium concentration
[Ca÷-i-J has been shown to directly regulate serum
l,25(OH)2D3 (l,25D) in non—parathyroidectomized
rats infused with excess parathyroid hormone
(PTh). To determine if [Ca+÷) regulates 1,250 in
the presence of fixed physiologic replacement PTh
we parathyroidectomized (PTX) rats (post PTh
calcium levels < 7.0 mg/dl), inserted arterial
and venous catheters and then replaced Pm via
subcutaneously implanted osmotic pumps. Rats
were randomized and 5 days after surgery infused
through the venous catheter for 24 hr with either
NaC1, 0.46 mmoles/min (CTL), n — 11; EGTA, 0.61
umoles/min, n = 10; CaC12, 0.61 umoles/min (LCa),
n = 7; or CaCl2, 1.22 umoles/min (HCa), n 6.
Blood was then drawn from the awake and
unrestrained rat through the arterial catheter.
Compared to CTh, [Ca++J fell with EGTA from
1.17 + 0.05 mM to 1.00 + 0.07 (p < 0.05), was
unchanged with LCa at l.2 + 0.05 (p > 0.05), and
rose with HCa to 1.53 0.U7 (p < 0.01). l,25D
was correlated inversely with (Ca+÷J in all four
groups together (r = —0.67, p < 0.001), within
the CTh group alone (r =
—0.86, p < 0.001) and
within the EGTA group alone (r =
—0.77, p <
0.001). Serum phosphorus, PTh and arterial blood
pH were not different in any group and none
correlated with 1,250.
1,250 levels are regulated by [Ca++] independ-
ent of serum Pm, phosphorus, and acid—base
status in the rat, supporting our hypothesis that
[Ca++) is a principal regulator of serum l,25D.
CYCLOSPORINE (CyA) INDUCED HYPOMAGNESEMIA IN
RATS. Norman L.M. Wong, and John H. Dirks,
Department of Medicine, Health Sciences Centre
Hospital, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
Recent studies In humans have shown that
cyclosporine neurotoxicity is associated with
hypomagnesemla and may be treated or prevented
with magnesium treatment. The preaent
experiments were undertaken in male Wistar rats
(200—225 g) to determine the effect of CyA on
renal homeostasis using clearance and balance
techniques. Three groups of rats were studied.
Group I and II rats (n=24) were administered CyA
dissolved In olive oil by gavage 10 and 20
mg/kg/day, respectively for two weeks, control
rats (C) (n=12) received olive oil Only. By the
7th day, plasma Mg (PMg) level was lower in
Group I and II than in C (Group I 0.83+0.02 mM,
Group II 0.79±0.001 mM vs C 1.02+0.01 mM
p<O.Ol). At 7—days, 24—hour clearance studies
demonstrated higher fractional excretion (FE) of
Mg in Group I and II than in C (FE Mg Group I
22±1%, Group II 23±2% vs C 19±1% p<O.Ol). By
the 14th day, a greater fall in PMg occurred In
CyA rats than in C (Group I 0.73+0.01 mM, Group
II 0.66+0.01 mM vs C 1.00+0.01 mM p<O.Ol), yet
FE Mg was significantly higher in CyA rats than
in C (FE Mg Group I 25+1%, Group II 26±2% vs C
18±1% p<O.O1). Despite fractional
gastrointestinal Hg absorption and fecal Mg
excretion being the same In CyA and C rats,
24—hour Mg balances were negative in the CyA
rats. These data indicate that cyclosporine
causes renal magnesium wasting and hypomagnesemia
in the rat, resulting in negative magnesium
balance.
RENAL MAGNESIUM TRANSPORT IN CYCLOSPORINE (CyA)
TREATED RATS. Norman L.M. Wong, and John H.
Dirks, Department of Medicine, Health Sciences
Centre Hospital, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
We have recently shown that cyclosporine
treatment in rats is accompanied by hypomagne—
seinia, due to renal Mg wasting. We therefore
examined renal Mg transport in CyA—treated rats
(CyA n=13). Three—phase clearance studies were
performed in acutely thyroparathyroidectomized
(TPTX) rats fed a regular lab chow. They were
administered 20 mg/kg/day CyA, dissolved in olive
oil for 14 days. Control rats (n6) were given
olive oil only. A first control phase with normal
saline (77 ul/min) was followed by magnesium
chloride (MgCl2) infusion (0.5 ml of 100 nimol/1
HgC12 given as a bolus and 20 mmol/1 was added
to the saline solution). In the three successive
phases, GFR was 1.58±0.13, 1.68+0.10 and
1.65±0.13 ml/min in CyA and 2.61+0.02, 2.69±0.02
and 2.61+0.02 al/mm In C, respectively. In
response to MgCl infusion, plasma (P) Mg was
0.60±0.02, 0.73±0.02* and 1.11±0.04* mM in CyA
and 0.69+0.01, 0.79±0.01* and 1.07+0.03* mM in
C, respectively. With MgCl2, fractional
excretion (FR) of Mg increased from 42±7 to
53±5* to 73±5%* in CyA and from 32±1 to 52+5* to
59±7%* in C, respectively. Absolute magnesium
reabsorption was lowered in CyA than C at any
level of Mg delivered load. Thus, in these TPTX
CyA—treated rats there was evidence for renal
magnesium wasting. The data suggests that renal
magnesium reabsorption was reduced compared with
that of normal rats.
* p<0.01
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ZINC METABOLISM AND TASTE ACUITY IN CYCLO-
SPORIN PREDNISONE TREATED RENAL TRANSPLANT
RECIPIENTS. M. Wood,* S. Mahajan, D. Sillix, D. Rye,*
D. Abu-Hamdan, S. Migdal, and F. McDonald. Hutzel
Hospital, Wayne State Univ., Detroit, Ml.
We have previously reported that abnormalities of
zinc (Zn) metabolism and taste acuity of uremia persist
following renal transplantation (RT) in Azathioprine-
prednisone (AP) treated recipients. To determine the
Zn status and taste acuity in cyclosporine (CP) treated
RT recipients, we measured plasma Zn and taste detec-
tion and recognition thresholds for sodium chloride, suc-
rose, hydrochloric acid and urea in 18 CP and 30 AP RT
recipients who were more than 6 months post RT.
Plasma Zn which was subnormal pre RT became normal
in all CP treated recipients. In contrast, subnormal
plasma Zn levels persisted in AP treated RT recipients.
Similarily, taste detection and recognition thresholds
became normal for salt in 12 of 18 (67%), sweet in 16
of 18 (90%), sour in 14 of 18 (78%), and bitter in 15 of
18 (83%) of CP treated recipients while, abnormalities
of taste persisted in all AP treated RT recipeients. The
two groups (CP vs AP) RT recipients were similer in all
aspects except prednisone dosage (18 4 vs 42 10
mg/day). To determine the cause of persistence of
hypozincemia and taste abnormalities in AP vs CP
treated recipients, we determined Zn absorption (oral
Zn tolerance test) and 24 hour urinary Zn excretion.
Zinc absorp tion was normal in both AP and CP treated
recipients, while urinary Zn excretion was higher in AP
than CP treated RT recipients. The results of this
study suggest that abnormalities of Zn metabolism and
taste acuity persist in AP but normalize in CP treated
recipients. The beneficial effect of cyclosporin on Zn
metabolism and taste acuity may be related to its
steroid sparing action or to an inhibitory effect on the
hyperzincuric action of steroids.
MEASUREMENT OF NEPRROCALCIN (NC), A URINARY
GLYCOPROTEIN CRYSTALLIZATION INHIBITOR, BY
ELISA IN NORMAL URINE: CORRELATION WITH
CALCIUM OXALATE (CAOX) CRYSTAL GRTH
INHIBITION. E. Worcester, C. Wabner*, y
Nakagawa*, and F. Coe, Univ. of Chicago,
Chicago, IL.
NC is a glycoprotein isolated from human
urine that inhibits growth of CaOx crystals in
vitro, and may be a normal defense against
CaOx stone formation. No estimates of the
amount of NC in normal urine are available.
We have measured NC in the urines of normal
men (n=8) and women (n=8) by competitive ELISA
using antisera to NC raised in rabbits, and
biotinylated second antibody. The inhibitory
activity of the dialyzed urine was determined
by calculation of the square root of initial
velocity of growth (V.) of CaOx crystal seeds
in a supersaturated aOx solution from which
disappearance of oxalate was continuously
monitored at 214 ma. V. decreased linearly as
purified NC cncenratin was increased, from
95±1 (jim—sec )xlO (uninhibited) to 86±2 (20
75±1 (50 riM), and 66±1 (100 riM).
Iinmunoassayable NC_oncentration in males
was 8.6+3.9 (M x 10
, +SEM), in females
5.2+3. The V. of urie at a1:l00 dilution was
81.÷l.2 pml se 20 for males and
83.6±1.5 umol sec XlO for females. These
first estimates place NC concentration of
human urine cloe to its dissociation
constant, 5 x 10 N. The inhibitory activity
of the native NC may be higher than purified
NC, or there may be other nondialyzable
inhibitors present in urine as urine lowers Vi
more than its expected for its NC
concentration.
PROTON-INDUCED PROTON AND CALCIUM FLUXES FROM
NEONATAL MOUSE CALVARIAE: EFFECTS OF THE
ACCOMPANYING ANION. Luralynn Wright * and David
Bushinsky. University of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Incubation of mouse calvariae in an acid
medium results in net proton (H) influx into bone
(buffering the medium) and net calcium (Ca)
ef flux from bone, similar to the response of bone
in vivo. In vivo the anion accompanying the H
appears to affect the extra—renal response to an
acid load. To determine if the accompanying
anion affects the H and Ca fluxes from bone, we
incubated 3 groups of calvariae for 3 or 24 hr in
medium acidified with either HC1, H2SO4 or HNO3.
After a 3 hr incubation there was a direct
correlation between initial medium pH (pHi) and
net H flux with Nd (r=0.67, n=35), H2S04
(r0.70, n=36) and FINO3 (r0.60, n='29) (all p <
0.001). In all groups H were buffered by the
bone in an acid medium; there was no difference
in the slope or the intercept of the 3
regressions. There was an inverse correlation
between pHi and net Ca flux (JCa) with HC1
(r=—0.92), I-12SO4 (r=—0.87) and HNO3 (r—0.89)
(all p < 0.001). In all groups there was net Ca
efflux into acid medium and no net flux into
neutral medium; the regressions were similar.
After a 24 hr incubation there was an inverse
correlation between pHi and JCa with HC1
(r=—0.90, n=l8), H2SO4 (r=—0.80, n=22) and HNO3
(r=—0.86, n23) (all p < 0.001). In all groups
there was net Ca efflux into acid medium;
regressions were similar.
The anion accompanying the H used to acidify
the culture medium does not influence the magni—
tude of H buffering or Ca release by calvariae.
This suggests that anion—mediated differences in
the extra—renal response to an acid load are not
due to alterations in the response of bone.
CYTOSOLIC FREE CALCIUM (Ca2) IN ISOLATED
PERFUSED RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULES (PT)
EFFECT OF PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH)
N. Yanagawa. Neph. Div., Sepulveda VAMC,
UCLA, Sch. of Med., Los Angeles, CA.
In isolated perfused rabbit PT, PTH in-
hibits phosphate transport (Jp) in proximal
straight tubule (PST) but not proximal con-
voluted tubule (PCT) . We have previously
shown that an increase in bath Ca restored
the effect of PTH on Jp in PCT (Am. J.
Physiol. 259F944l986) . We have now
measured Ca and studied the effect of
PTH in the isolated perfused rabbit PT
using Fura 2. PT were perfused and bathed
in artificial medium (1.5 mM Ca) without
albumin. PT fluorescence prior to, and
after loading with Fura 2/AM (3 urn), were
measured by a microscope spectrofluorometer
with alternate excitation a+36Ø and 380 nm
and emission at 500 nm. Ca was calcu-
lated as descrjd (3. Biol. Chem. 260:
3440,1985). Ca in PCT and PST were 84.7
+ 8.4 nM (n=14) and 85.9 7.7 nM (n=10)
respectively. Addition of ionomyc3 (10 M)
to bath induced a rapid rise in Ca to uM
range, followed by incomplete recovery. Ad-
dition of 434—bPTH (1 U/mi) to bath in-
creased Ca in both PCT (from 97.6 + 14.8
to 221.9 61.9 nM, n=6) and PST (from 92.9
+ 10.1 to 290.1 + 88.2 OM, n=6). In PC4
an increase in bath Ca (3 mM) raised Ca
from 87.5 to 138.8 19.7 nM and
caused a delay2nd reduction in PTH effect
to increase Ca to 174.4 + 41.7 nM (n=5).
These rests indicate that PTH effects on
Jp and Ca in PT may be dissociated.
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INFLUENCE OF CHRONIC DIETARY ACID ON RENAL
TUBULAR HANDLING OF MAGNESIUM. Collin K.K.
R. Jean Shapiro, and Gary A. Quamme,
Department of Medicine, Health Sciences Centre
Hospital, University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada.
Micropuncture and clearance studies were per-
formed on rats with chronic metabolic acidosis
to evaluate the segmental handling of Mg.
Fractional Mg excretion (FE Mg) was 12.6+2.3% in
acidemic rats (blood pH 7.17±0.2) compared to
5.1+1.3% of normal animals (blood pH 7.36+0.05).
Ultrafilterable Mg concentrations were similar
in both normal and acidotic animals, 0.51+0.02
and 0.48+0.03 mM, respectively. Elevation of
urinary Mg excretion was due to diminished
reabsorption in the loop of Henle and segments
beyond the distal sampling site (as the frac-
tional Mg delivery to the distal tubule increas-
ed from 6.6±0.9% to 16.9±2.8%). Acute correction
of the systemic acidosis with NaHCO3 infusions
partially corrected the renal Mg levels as frac-
tional Mg excretion fell from 12.6% to 3.1+0.75%.
This was associated with enhanced reabsorption
of Mg in the loop and distal tubules. To deter-
mine if acidosis may compromise the renal conser-
vation of magnesium, acidotic rats were main-
tained on magnesium—restricted diets. Normal
(FE Mg 1.7±0.5%) and acidotic animals (FE Mg
1.8±0.5%) adapted appropriately and to a similar
extent when challenged by short—term Mg—restrict-
ed diets. Accordingly, elevation of dietary acid
intake and systemic acidosis leads to renal Mg
wasting which is due to diminished reabsorption
in the loop of Henle and distal tubules. However,
chronic acidosis does not compromise the renal
adaptive response to dietary Mg restriction.
PRODUCTION OF CALCITRIOL IN THE
SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS. E Young*,
C Hsu, S Patel*, R Simpson*, P Komanicky*.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, and Wayne State
University, Detroit, Michigan.
Plasma calcifriol concentration is unexpectedly low
in spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) compared
with normotensive Wisfar-Kyoto rats (WKY) in view of
previous findings of low plasma ionized calcium,
hypophosphatemia and hyperparathyroidism in SHR.
Also, PTH and other exogenous stimuli cause a smaller
increment in plasma calcitriol in SHR than in WKY
(Clin. Res. 34:489A, 1986). We investigated whether
these differences in plasma calcifriol levels were due
to decreased production rate (PR) or increased
metabolic clearance rate (MCR) in SHR using the
continuous 20-hr infusion isotope equilibration
technique. Steady state plasma tracer concentrations
were achieved as evidenced by acceptable coefficient
of variation of 6.5±3.6%. In the basal state, MCR was
0.306 .048 mI/mm/kg in SHR (N=6) and 0.284
.026 mI/mm/kg in WKY (N=6, NS). Mean plasma levels
of calcitriol determined in a separate group of SHR
and WKY with similar age and treatment were
51.5 in SHR (N=8) and 82.3± 14.1 in WKY (N=8,
p=0.O6), respectively. Estimated PR was lower in SHR
(22.7 vs 33.7 ng/day/kg). With PTH infusion
(3 units/hr/I 00 g for 17 hours), MCR was 0.220
.011 mI/mm/kg in SHR and 0.256 .017 mI/mm/kg in
WKY (NS). Measured PR was significantly lower in
SHR (154 24 vs 262 27 ng/day/kg; p < .02). Basal
plasma PTH (SHR 847 I 90 vs WKY 983 I 36pM/L),
plasma Ca and P, and renal function were not different
between SHR and WKY. Thus, SHR show diminished
calcitriol production under basal condition and with
PTH stimulation. MCR is not increased in SHR.
PSEUI)HYPERPHOSPHtT4IA SE(X)NDARY W HYPERrRIGLY-
CERID{1A Melvin Yudis, M.D., Robert A. Sirota,
M.D., HarolD. Stein, M.D., Dept. of Medicine,
Abington Mmrorial Hospital, Abington, Pa.
Phosphorous retention is a major factor contri-buting to the developtmait and maintenance of sec-
ondary hyperparatliyroidism in chronic renal fail-
ure. We have recently seen a patient with minimal
azotmnia whose serum phosphorous was disproportion
ately elevated in relationship to her GFR. Her
high serum triglycerides were felt to be possibly
related to the elevated serum phosphorous.
The patient was a 40 y.o. fnale with a histy
of extraphy of the bladder, chronic pyelonephritis
and solitary kidney. Her serum creatinine was 2,
BUN 50, phosphorous 10, calcium 10.9. Triglyceride
level was l,300ng%. The serum was treated with
Liposol which allows renval of the lipid layer.
Repeat studies showed phosphorous before Liposol
was 6.2 and after Liposol treabnent was 3.2. This
suggested that the high level of triglycerides in
the senim falsely elevated the serum phosphorous.
The latter was measured by a standard method using
anhIDflium raDlybdate.
Because phosphorous retention has many deleteri-
ous effects in the renal failure patient, nsjch at-
tention is rightfully directed at maintaining a
normal serum phosphorous. The above studied pa-
tients suggest hypertriglyceridenia can interfere
with a standard method of determining serum phos-
phorous in the laboratory. Such pseudohyperphos-
phateniia would lead to unneeded binding therapy or
dietary phosphorous restriction. Consideration of
pseudohyperphosphatenia should be made whenever a
patient has senan phosphorous elevation dispropor-
tionate to their level of GFR. Serum lipids shou
be checked.
EFFECT OF PHARMACOLOGIC DOSES OF 25,26-DIHYOROXY—
VITAMIN D3 ON SERUM 1,25-DIHYOROXYVITAMIN 0,
SERUM CALCIUM AND INTESTINAL CALCIUM ABSORPTION.
Joseph E. Zerwekh,* Jean A. Harvey* and Charles
Y.C. Pak. Dept. of Internal Medicine, South-
western Medical School, Dallas, Texas.
in order to assess whether pharmacologic doses
of 25,26—dihydroxyvitamlfl 03 [25,26(OH)2D3] might
have a physiological effect, we administered 20
ig/d of this metabolite to rats for 7 days.
Controls received vehicle only. Several ex-
periments disclosed that 25,26(OH)203 promoted a
dose dependent and significant reduction (43 to
63% of control) In serum 1,25—dihydroxyvitamin 0
[1,25(OH)2D]. Administration of 25,26(OH)203 (20
g/d) to rats for 4 days followed by both 25,26—
(OH)2D3 and 1,25(OH)2D3 (0.15 g/d) for 3 days
resulted in a mean serum l,25(OH)2D concen-
tration of 38±6 pg/ml, a value not significantly
different from the controls, despite a mean value
of 180 pg/ml for rats receiving only 1,25(OH)2D3.
Although serum Ca and Intestinal Ca absorption
were significantly higher than the control for
the rats receiving both metabolites, the values
were less than those observed for rats treated
with only 1,25(OH)2D3 (Ca abs. cant. = 226±40 SEN
cpm; 1,25(OH)203 = 690±80, p<O.OO2; 25,26(OH)203
= 347±40, p<O.02). These results suggest that
pharmacologic amounts of 25,26(OH)203 reduce
serum 1,25(OH)20 levels by a mechanlsm of
increased 1,25(OH)20 clearance. Because of its
apparent limited biological activity and the
ability to reduce 1,25(OH)20 levels In serum,
25,26(OH)203 may be of potential therapeutic
value in the treatment of hypercalcitrolemiC
states.
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Pathophysiology of Acute Renal
Failure and Toxic Nephropathy
EFFECTS OF DIETARY PROTEIN IN NEPHROTOXIC
MODELS OF ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF). j,j
Andrews and S.B. Bates. Anatomy Department,
Georgetown University Medical Center, Washington, D.C.
The effects of dietary protein regime prior to and
after administration of the nephrotoxins uranyl nitrate(UN) and gentamicin (G) were studied. Adult male
Sprague-Dawley rats (N=300) were placed on isocaloric
purified test diets containing either restricted (5%),
normal (20%), or high (60%) dietary protein for 8-10 days
prior to administration of nephrotoxin. Both pair-fed and
non pair-fed groups were studied. In one series, rats were
given a single dose of UN (10 mg/kg,i.v.). In another
series, rats were given 6 or 8 daily subcutaneous injections
of G (150 mg/kg). Immediately after UN injection or
after beginning G administration, some rats were switched
from 20% to either 5% or 60% protein regimes, while
other rats were switched from 60% to 5% protein regimes.
Renal function was monitored by measuring serum
creatinine levels and 24 hour urine volumes. Rats
subjected to either UN or G nephrotoxicity responded
similarly in both pair-fed and non pair-fed groups.
Maintaining rats on restricted dietary protein
significantly improved survival (p<0.05), although renal
function was not always improved. Switching rats from
20% to 5% protein coincident with nephrotoxin
administration did not significantly improve survival or
renal function. Maintaining rats on 60% dietary protein
did not significantly alter survival but renal function was
sometimes improved. However, switching rats from 20% to
60% dietary protein regimes coincident with nephrotoxin
administration significantly increased mortality (p<0.05).
Finally, shifting rats from 60% to 5% protein coincident
with nephrotoxin administration significantly improved
both survival (p<0.05) and renal function (p<0.05). These
findings are different in some respects from what we see
in ischemic models of ARF.
REVERSAL OF ANTIGLOMERULAR BASEMENT MEM-
BRANE-ANTIBODY (a-OBM Ab) - INDUCED FALL IN THE
GLOMERULAR ULTRAFILTRATION COEFFICIENT (Kf) BY
LEUKOTRIENE D4 (LTD4) ANTAGONIST SK&F 104353.
KF Badr, A Gung*, GF Schreiner, M Wasserman*, and
I . Ichikawa . Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, TN, Washington
Univ., St. Louis, MO, & Smith/Kline/French Labs., Phil, PA.
LTD4 depresses Kf upon exogenous administration and
contracts mesangial cells in culture. We therefore investigated its
potential role in mediating the reduction in nephron filtration rate
(SNGFR) seen following acute administration of a-OBM Ab in
the rat. Micropuncture measurements were performed in
euvolemic Munich-Wistar rats 2 hours following i.v.
administration of 0.8 ml of rabbit serum (Gp I, n=6), 0.8 ml of
rabbit a-GBM Ab in the absence (Gp 2, n=8), or presence (Op 3,
n=6) of the novel highly specific LTD4 receptor antagonist
SK&F 104353 (1 mg/kg/hr) . Results (mean values: * p<O.O5
vs Op 1, t = p<0.O5 vs Gp 2):SNGFR Qa P Ra Re Kf
nl/min mmHg (lO10dynscm5) nl/(smmHg)
Op 1 40.4 126 34 1.98 1.31 0.070
Op 2 24.8* 9* 46* 2.97* 2.40* 0.020*
Op 3 4O.5 93* 41 2.63 2.47*
Thus, antagonism of endogenous LTD4 had no effect on the
a-GBM Ab-induced increases in afferent (Ra) and efferent (Re)
artenolar resistances, and did not affect nephron plasma flow rate
(Qa) or net transcapillaly hydraulic pressure difference (LW).
However, animals treated with the LTD4 antagonist showed
virtually complete preservation of SNOFR due to lack of the
large fall in Kf. The observed highly localized protective action of
the LTD4 antagonist indicates a major functional role for
intraglomerularly released LTD4, likely originating from
infiltrating leukocytes, in the pathophysiology of this form of
glomerulonephritis.
SUPPRESSION OF OXYGEN FREE RADICALS (FR) ATTENU-
ATES THE RADIOCONTRAST MEDIUM (RCM)-INDUCED
DECLINE IN GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE (GFR). GL.
Bakris,*, 3. Jones, and J.C. Burnett, Jr. Ma
Clinic, Rochester, MN
Injection of RCM results in both a biphasic
renal blood flow (RBF) response--transient vasodi—
lation followed by a prolonged vasoconstriction
(VC)--and a decline in GFR that persists for 30
mm despite return of RBF to baseline (BL). We
hypothesize that reperfusion (R) (resumption of
RBF to BL) may lead to an increase in FR genera-
tion and contribute to the reduction of GFR. To
test this hypothesis, we investigated the effects
of a xanthine oxidase inhibitor, allopurinol
(ALLO), which inhibits FR generation. Intrarenal
bolus injection of the RCM, Renograffin, was given
to 4 non—volume expanded, anesthetized dogs in the
absence and presence of i.v. infusion of ALLO at
50 mg/kg. ALLO was started following return of
GFR to BL. Hypoxanthine (HX) and xanthine (X)
were measured to ensure enzyme blockade.
Control ALLO
BL 30 mm BL 30 mm
Post R Post R
GFR (ml/min) 30+1 22+1* 26+1k 25+1
RBF (ml/min) 213+33 210+31 217+34 21r+36
HX (pmol.L—i) 3+r 7+1w 3+1 81T
X (pmol.L-l) 31 41 0F O
p < 0.05; *diff. BL; t diff. control
Neither arterial pressure nor duration of VC was
significantly affected by ALLO infusion (129+2
mmHg vs 128+3 mmHg; NS, 187+3 sec vs 186+2 sec;
NS). We conclude that ALLO, which prevents oxygen
free radical formation,protects the kidney against
declines in GFR despite an unaltered vasoconstric-
tive response associated with RCM administration.
DURATION OF PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF
RESTRICTED DIETARY PROTEIN PRIOR TO RENAL
ISCHEMIA. S.B. Bates*, C. Johnson and P.M. Andrews.
Anatomy Department, Georgetown University Medical
Center. Washington, D.C.
Recently we have shown that restricted dietary
protein prior to renal ischemia has a protective effect
which results in both improved renal function and
survival. In this study, we wanted to determine how long
this protective effect would last when rats on a restricted
protein diet are returned to a normal dietary protein
regime for different timed periods prior to an ischemic
insult. Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats were pair-fed on
restricted (5%) or normal (20%) protein isocaloric purified
test diets for two weeks. Prior to 60 minutes of bilateral
renal ischemia, groups of rats were switched from 5% to
20% protein regimes for periods of 24,48,72 and 96 hours.
Immediately following renal ischemia, all rats maintained
on 5% protein were switched to 20% protein, and some
rats maintained solely on 20% protein were switched to
5% protein regimes. Following renal ischemia, the
mortality rates and peak serum creatinine values for rats
maintained on 5% protein for the entire pre-ischemic
period were significantly lower (p<0.05) than for rats
maintained on 20% protein regimes for the same period.
Returning rats to 20% protein 24 hours prior to renal
ischemia also resulted in improved survival (p<0.05),
although renal function was not significantly improved.
When rats were returned to 20% protein for longer than
24 hours prior to ischemia, survival and renal function
were no longer significantly improved. Therefore, it
appears that the protection afforded by restricted dietary
protein prior to renal ischemic is significantly diminished
when rats are returned to normal dietary protein regimes
for longer than 24 hours prior to the ischemic insult.
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INHIBITION OF MICROSOMAL PROTEIN SYNTHESIS: AN
EARLY MANIFESTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL GENTANICIN (G)
NEPHROTOXICITY. W. Bennett, L. MelaRiker,* 0.
Houghton; W. Buss.* Depts. of Neph. Surg; Path.
Ore. 111th. Sd. U. Portland, OR; and Pharm.
Albuquerque, NM.
C kills bacteria by causing defective transl.a-
tion of RNA message into protein. To ascertain
if similar processes precede renal tubular cell
necrosis groups of Fisher rats received C 40 mg/
kg bid or saline for 2 to 15 days. At sacrifice
microsomal fractions of kidney cortex and brain
were assayed for protein synthesis by measuring
3H leucine incorporation into protein (3H-Leu).
State 3 mitochondrial respiratory activity (Resp)
was measured using multiple substrates. Renal
function was assessed by inulin clearance (In),
serum creatinine (Cr), in vitro renal cortex
slice/medium ratios (S/H) of tetraethylanimonium
(TEA), fractional excretion of sodium (% Na) and
urinary n.acetylglucosaminidase (NAG). Renal
histopathology was examined by a blinded observer.
Results on day 2 prior to any renal dysfunction:
1Leu (nmol In (ml! TEA (% Na)
(% contr) O2/min)t min)** (S/M)
G $ 78* 46 0.71 22.1 0.46
Cont $ 100 52.5 0.73 19.3 0.55
($ n—8); tglutamate/malate *p < 0.01 **per 100 g
On day 2 there was no enzymuria or tubular necro-
sis. Renal cortex C was 359 pg/gm. 3H Leu in
brain microsomes was normal. Coincident with
evidence of renal regenerative activity, and mild
decreased In, microsomal protein synthesis was
enhanced.
Conclusions: Abnormalities of microsomal protein
synthesis analogous to C action on bacteria pre-
cede other evidence of nephrotoxicity.
THE BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF THE LIPOPHILIC ANTIOXI-
DANT PROBUCOL (P) ON ISCHEMIC RENAL FAILURE
(IRF). J.E.Bird*, K.A. Milhoan*, C.B. Wilson,
S.C. Younj7 Parthasarathy*, and R.C.Blantz.
VAMC, UCSD, and Res. Inst. of Scripps Clinic, La
Jolla, CA.
Nephron filtration rate (SNGFR), proximal
reabsorption (APR), and GFR were measured in
uninephrectomized control (C) rats, rats submit-
ted to 60 mm of renal ischemia and 29 hours
reflow (I), and I rats pretreated with a small
molecular weight antioxidant, probucol (IF) to
determine if trapping of 0 radicals protected
against renal failure. *.p.O5 vs C,.trp<.05 vs I.
Control Isehemic Probucol
GFR(ml/min) 1.39÷0.09 0.16+0.02* 0.09+0.03*
SNGFR(nl/min) 45.2 2.3 19.8 2.3* 28.8 2.8*f
APR(nl/min) 15.9 1.1 5.9 6.1 0.8*
Proximal tubular pressures (Pt) were not dif—
ferent among groups and changes in Pt during
SNGFR collections were prevented in I and IF. The
effect of P was evident for SNGFR but not GFR
suggesting tubular backleak or obstruction. When
14C—inulin was injected (pressure controlled)
into proximal tubules, very low recoveries (<20%)
suggesting tubular obstruction were observed in
87% I, 39% IP, and 0% C. 36% IF exhibited inulin
recoveries of 20—70% suggesting tubular backleak.
Histologic evaluation revealed tubular casts and
a variable distribution of cell necrosis in I and
IP kidneys. Nonischemic P treated renal tubules
generated significantly less malondialdehyde (a
marker of lipid peroxidation) than untreated nor-
mal tubules when exposed in vitro to concentra-
tions of an organic peroxide. P Significantly
improves SNGFR without improving APR, anddecreases tubular obstruction but GFR remains low
due to tubular backleak of solutes. Treatment
with P diminishes the effects of two of the con-
tributing factors in INF (SNGFR and tubular ob-.
struction)and provides new insights into the role
of tubular backleak in the pathogenesis of IRF.
PEFSISThNE CF CELL ILIFF&A.TIct4 fl IA1E-IN
QIRt4IC IWlFITI1L NEPHR1TIS. M. J. Bk,menfzutht*,
C. theeks, and R.P. en. Epts. of Urolry aai
Medicine, VA Medical Center, East Orange, N.J. and
IMENJ, New Jezey Medical Sco1, Newark, N.J.
We used 'H-ttmidine (1+-T) nuclear 1abellir to
examine call proliferaticn in rats with chrcnic tutu—
lointerstitial neçritis (TIN) induced bj i.p. injec—
tionsofNaoxalate, 0.3mM/kg, 5daysaweekfor7
weeks. Rats were sacrificed 1 hr after i.p. 3i-T, 1
nCi/kg. Autcredirapks were prepared by standard
dipçirig technique and lalmelled nuclei caunted in PAS
stained sectians. Intact proxirna.l tihiles (PT) were
identified by PAS pitive brush torders. limediately
after (xmpletian Of the Na-xa].ate injecticns the kid-
neys shried diffuse TIN involvinj axut 1/3 of the in-
ner crrtex. Numerrus Ca-oxalate crystals were present
within tub.ilar lumens. I and 6 weeks later, few
crystals were retained in the kidneys tot the TIN per-
sisted. Serum creatinines renained ntxmal. Ctutrol
kidneys sIaed 1 latelled nucleus per 10,000 nuclei.
Two and six weeks after ccrnpletion of the oxalate
injections lahelling increased to 30/10,000 nuclei.
The increased nuclear labellirr was distrituted as
folkws: 20% in PT, 50% in other tutular segments, 2%
in gkineruli and 30% in interstitial (incledir inflam-
mmtory) calls.
These indicate that repeated i.p.
injections of Na-oxalate induce a new nrxl of chronic
TIN in rats. Calate-induced dircnic TIN is charac-
terized by persistent cellular proliferaticn invlving
renal titular, glcnerular, interstitial, erviDthe]ial
and inflaematory cells. Nuclear lahellir with 11-T
may provide a neans of assessirv3 the activity/prores-
sian of chronic TIN.
K AND Na HANDLING IN ACUTE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS BY
DEEP NEPHRONS. J. Buerkert, E. Simon, 0. Martin*,
0. Trigg*. Wash. Univ., St. Louis, Mo and Univ.
Ark. Med. Sci., Little Rock, AR
Nephrotoxic serum nephritis (AGE) was induced
in 8 rats to study the role of surface (SN) and
deep nephrons (ON) in K and Na homeostasis in AGE.
Fluid (TF) was obtained near the bend of Henle's
loop (BHL) of DE and at the end of the proximal
tubule (EPT) of SN in AGE rats and in 1.1 controls
(C). During AGE, GFR fell from 0.8±0.05 to 0.4±
0.05 ml/min (p<.OOl). While absolute Na excretion
tended to be lower in AGE, K excretion was un-
changed (276±43 vs 271±5]. neq/min in C) because
fractional excretion (FE) increased from 8±1% to
17±4% (p<.O5). In AGN, GFR of SN and ON fell pro-
portionately (12±2 vs 18±3 al/mm in C for SN and
15±2 vs 26±2 al/mm in C for DE, p<.05). Deliv-
ery of Na to the BHL fell from 1453±141 to 841±112
peq/min in AGN (p<.OOS) but fractional delivery
(FD) of Na was the sane in both groups (36±37. in
AGN and 38±3% in C). Similar data were obtained at
the EPT of SN. K delivery to the BHL was lower in
AGE (49±8 vs 84±9 peq/min in C , p<.005). FD(K)
to the EPT (60±5%) was less (p<.05) than to the
BHL (84±7%) in C; thus entry of K prior to the BHL
was suggested. In contrast, FD(K) to the EPT and
BHL did not differ in AGE (61±8% and 59±47., re-
spectively). Since TF(K) and TF(Osm) at the BHL
were similar in both groups, lack of net K entry
prior to the BNL in AGN was not due to an altered
mechanism of concentration.
Thus, the GFR of SN and DN fell equally in AGE.
Na delivery to the BHL was reduced in ACE due to a
lower filtered load and, as in SN, proximal CT
balance was maintained in DN. Finally, AGE de-
creased net entry of K prior to the BHL.
GLOMERULAR PROSTACLANDINS IN CYCLOSPORINE NEPHRO-
TOXICITY. Martin Bunke, L. Wilder,* and Kenneth
R. McLeiah. Univ. of Louiaville, Div. of Nephro—
logy, Louieville, KY.
Cycloaporine A (CyA) ia a potent immunoaup—
press ive agent that can cauae a decreaae in gb—
merular filtration rate. CyA haa been deecribed
to cause an increase in renal vascular reaiatance
(RVR) and a decrease in renal blood flow. To
determine the effect of CyA on gbomerular prosta—
glandin (PC) production, two groups of rats were
pair fed and administered either vehicle or CyA
(20 mg/kg) subcutaneously for 7 days. Twenty
four urine collections for creatinine clearance
(Ccr) were obtained prior to isolation of gb—
meruli from kidneys perfused free of blood. PCa
were determined by KIA. Ccr was significantly
decreased in CyA when compared to vehicle (CyA
= 0.399 0.07 ml/ mm ioo gm 8W vs veh = 0.523
0.095, mean SD, M = 18, p <.05). The data
for PG generation expreaaed as pg/mg protein per
45 incubation (mean SD) are:
Tx8 PGE2 6KF1
CyA 1415 347 4041 1614 3742 25
veh 1927 739 8617 1148 4995 834
p MS p <.001 p <.02
We conclude: 1) glomerular production of the
vaaodilatory PC, PCE2 and 6KF1 is decreased with
CyA, 2) Tx8 production waa not different in CyA;
3) The decrease in glomerular PCE2 and 6KF1 may
play a role in the increased RVR aeen with CyA.
THE ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) AND THE THYROID
HORMONE ARE EFFECTIVE AGENTS TO PROTECT FROM CIS—
PLATTM (CP) NEPHROTOXTCITY. C.Capaaao,P.Maataaio,
D. Ciordano,A.Rufolo,L.Albarano,N. C.De Santo.Chair
of Pediatric Nephrology,lst Faculty of Medicine,
Univeraity of Maplea,Italy.(intr. by S.C.Massry)
Recently the clinical uselfuneaa of CP haa been
greatly facilitated by maneuvera effective in mini-
mizing ita nephrotoxicity.In the present paper we
have teated if the infusion of REF or the admini-
stration of thyroid hormone could protect from the
reduction of CFR induced by CP. Six rats were inje-
cted i.p. with 10 mg/kg b.w. of CP and the CFR mea-
sured 72 hours later by the 3H—inulin clearance.
After two control clearances,the rats received i.v.
synthetic REF at a dose of 12 ug/kg b.w. as a prime
and then at 1 ug/kg mm as costant infuaion.The ANF
administration promptly doubled the CFR from 0.358
+0.079 to 0.603+0.113 ml/min/100 g b.w. (p<O.0O5).
When four rats were daily injected with tri—iodo—
thyronine (T3)(1O ug/100 g b.w.) for aeven days,
the CFR,measured 72 hours later the CP administra—
tion,amounted to 0.995+1.168 ml/min/100 g b.w.Thia
value was not different from the CFR of euthyroid
control rats,while it was several fold higher than
CFR measured in nine rats injected with CP but not
pretreated with T3 (0.308+0.047 ml/min/100 g b.w.).
The data indicate that the infusion of ANF or the
administration of appropriate doses of thyroid
hormone are effective measure to protect against
the reduction of CFR induced by CP.
TRANSPORT—DEPENDENT OXYGEN CONSUMPTION (QO ) AND
PRESEKVATION OF RENAL FUNCTION: EFFECS OF
PERFUSION PRESSURE (P) AND TENPERATURE (T).
R. Chandan*, 8.L. Kasiake, N.P. O'Donnell, and
W.F. Keane, Henn. Co. Ned. Ctr., Npla, Ninn.
Reducing glomerular filtration rate (CFR) may
ameliorate iachemic damage in the isolated
perfused rat kidney (IPRK) by decreasing
transport—dependent QO (Kidney Int 26:375,
1984). To test this ypotheais kidneys were
perfused with reduced T and/or low P. Kidneys
were initially perfuaed for 210 mm (period I)
with oxygenated, cell—free perfusare at 100
mmHg/37°C (group I, n5), 100 mmHg/23°C (group
II, n=4), 70 mmHg/37°C (group ITT, n=6), or 70
mmHg/23°C (group IV, n=6). All groups were then
perfused at 100 mmHg/37°C for an additional 60
mm (period II). Perfueate flow (F; mlmin'
inulin clearance (pL.min'.g ), and Q02(pM.min.g') were monitored. Results (Mean±SE,
shared auperacripta indicate p>O.OS):
Period I at 60 mm Period II at 240 mm
CIn F QO CIn F QO
N I 610÷70a 48+3a—_a-—a 30±10? 413a—5-a-yb
10 II l4O±so 211b 21b 710±30° 48±3a 8±1a
10 III 3O±2Ob 39±la 31b 80±10? 43±2a 4÷1b
IV 2O±2o' 22±lb 31b 630±70° 55÷5a 91a
Low P and low T caused comparable reductions in
CIn, F, and Q02 during period I, but only
kidneya perfused with low T had function that
returned to normal during period II. Thus,
reducing CFR and Q02 by decreasing P was nor
aufficient to preserve function in the IPRK.
Mechanisms other than reduced QO alone muat be
involved in low T preservation of2 renal function
in thia model.
CALCIUM UPTAKE IN HgC12 ILIJURED RENAL TUBULES. C.
Q1ç* aed R.P, Wedeen, VAZC East Oran3e, N.J. aid
kWNJ, New Jersey bdical Scicol, Newark, N.J.
Renal cortical arnilaticn of Ca ars follaving
I-IgCl2—irduced
MN bit whether this represents earlyirreversible injury or late neghrocalcincsis has not
teen determined. In axier to determine the sites of Ca
aoruailation, aitorauicgraghs ware prepared fran rat
slices irnibated in KRB biffer attaining 2mM
Ca 3 days after i.v. Sg019, 1 mg/kg Si. Section
freeze-dry autorauicgrarhs arefautoradiogragis prepared
fran fixed ettethed tissue stoaed that datajed gxinaltutules (PT) in the aiter cortex setered Ca in
intracellular vacuoles while diffuse Ca uptSce was
evident in recrotic PT segtents in the aiter neckilla(nejtrocalcirrsis). Hcwever, i Itssa stairs of en-
bailed tissues slned Ca aily in alter nalallary Pfr.
Its extent of nephrocalcircsis correlated with serum
creatinires whicth ranged fran 2.3 to 9.tg/dl (control
mean=0.4 .04 SEN ng/dl, N=4) aid tie Ca slice—to-
medium aricentraticri ration whith ranged fran 1.0 to(control mean = 0.8 + .02 SEX). Slice tçtake of
Ca is presred to repreent in vitro extharege for Ca
acunilated in vivo.
These sttdies sini that Ibl0 irthces annjlaticn
of Ca in both suixellular vaadles within injured P1'
cells aid in r&tcalcirotiPrs folkwring recrosis.
hey also deinstrate that Ca autoraiiograçkiy at the
litt micrcerpic level can is used to detennire the
smguence of intracellular calcium deprisiticn leading to
irreversible tthilar injury.
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RESPONSE OF RABBIT RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULE SEGMENTS
(PTS) TO OXIDATIVE STRESS WITH TERT—BUTYLHYDRO—
PEROXIDE (T): ROLE OF GLUTATHIONE (8) DEPLETION
AND ci REDUCTASE (ciR) INHIBITION. D.A. Cieslinski,*
R.P. O'Connor,* and H.D. Humes. VA Med Cent and
Univ of Mich, Ann Arbor, MI.
To define the effect of ci on integrated tubule
cell function during oxidative stress, PTS were
incubated for 15' with 1.5 mM diethylmaleate (0)
or 300 M BCNU (B) and for 30' with buthionine
sulfoxamine (BSO) followed by exposure to 1.2 mM
T for 30 or 60', at which time lipid
peroxidation (LP) (nmol MDA/mg prot (P)), total
cellular ci (nmol/mg P), potassium (K) (nmol/mg P)
and CCCLP—uncoupled respiration (R) (natoms 0/mg
P/mm) were measured. Data are presented as
means. * denotes p < .05 or better compared to
control (C) and + denotes p < .05 or better
compared to T; n = 7—8.
_____________ ____________ ____________
R
45' 75'
C
T 177 184
T+D 173 111+
P-B 160+ 103+
60' 90'
C
T 200 170*
T+BSO 176+ 140+
These data suggest that ci depletion with D or
B and inhibition of GR with BCNU potentiates the
degree of LP induced by I and concomitantly
aggravates the early and late changes in K and R
produced by T in PTS. These results support a
role for LP in oxidative injury in PTS and
suggests an important role for G in the PTS
response to oxidative stress.
VITAMIN D (D) POTENTIATES GENTAMICIN (ci) NEPHRO-
TOXICITY. R.A. Cohen*, K. Johnson and H.D. Humes
VA M. Center and Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, MI.
Ca appears to play an important role in evol-
ving cell injury. In contrast to ischemic cell
injury, nephrotoxic injury may be a better model
system to evaluate this issue, since toxic cell
injury occurs in a setting where tissue perfusion
is maintained to rovide a continuous source of
extracellular Ca+ . Consequently, the effect of
O on ci nephrotoxicity was determined by adminis-
tering daily SQ D (50 ng, 1,25—0H2D3) to rats
receiving daily SQ ci 100 mg/kg. Rats were
assigned to one of 4 groups: Control (C), ci, 0,
or G+D. At days 4 and 7, serum Ca (SCa, mg/dl),
renal cortical homogenate Ca (Horn, nmol/rng prot),
and BUN (mg/dl) were measured in all groups. Data
are presented as means; ', + denotes p<.O5 or
better for G+D compared to C and ci, respectively;
n = 5.
SCa
C 9.5
ci 10.7
0 12.0*
G+D 11.9*+
Day4
HOM BUN SCa
Day7
HOM BUN
11.8 19 10.5 11.8 19
14.3 18 10.8 18.0* 34*
15.1*
14.2
20
22
13.5* 20.5*
12.4 1028*+
19
198*+
Histomorphometry demonstrated evidence of advanced
structural injury in G+D which correlated with the
worsening biochemical and functional renal para-
meters compared to G. These results demonstrate
that 0 induced hypercalcemia potentiates G÷ephro—
toxicity, thereby suggesting a role for Ca as an
important endogenous toxin which can modulate
renal cell injury.
REVERSAL OF HEMODYNANIC DEFICIT IN CHRONIC
CYCLOSPORINE NEPHROTOXICITY (CCN) BY VOLUME
EXPANSION. P. Devaraian*, F.J. Kaskel, L.C.
Moore, L.A. Arbeit. Depts. Pediatrics, Medicine
and Physiology, SUM at Stony Brook, NY.
Glonierular filtration (GFR) and renal blood
flow (RBF) are depressed in CCN. We examined the
role of extracellular volume depletion in control
(CON) and CCN rats given 10 mg/kg/day cyclospor—
me A for 7 days i.nI. Metabolic studies (7 day)
showed higher stool Na loss in CCN than in CON
(257±32 ueq/d vs. 139±19), but renal Na excretion
in CCN was reduced correspondingly. The effect
of extracellular volume expansion, both acute
(AyE, 10% bw saline) and chronic (CVE, 10% by/day
saline i.p., 7 days), was measured. In CCN, GFR
and RBF (ml/min/gkw) were normalized by AVE and
partially reversed by CVE at similar BP (mmflg).
CON CON+AVE CCN CCN+AVE CCN+CVE
BP 106±2 111±3 107±1 112±1 108±2
GFR 1.2±0.1 1.5±0.1 0.7±0.1 1.4±0.1 1.0±0.1
RBF 5.4±0.2 6.4+0.3 3.6+0.2 6.3±0.2 5.1±0.2
RBF autoregulation was diminished in CON
(autoregulation index (Al) 0.82±0.04) and
restored by AVE (Al 0.33±0.03). Pre—surgical
plasma volume in CON was 2.4±0.1 mi/lOOg by,
significantly lower than in CON (3.6±0.1). In
conscious rats, urine [Na] in CCN was the same as
in CON (159±5 vs 155±7 meq/l) despite the
reduction in plasma volume, suggestive of a
defect in maximal renal sodium conservation in
CCN: We conclude that part of the functional
deficit in early CCN is related to circulatory
hypovolemia.
CALCIUM ALTERATION OF GENTAMICIN
NEPHROTOXICITY: ROLE OF PARATHYROID
HORMONE. WC Ellit, D Patchiflt, and DB
Jones. SUNY HSC at Syracuse, Depts.of
Medicine & Pathology, Syracuse NY.
Dietary calcium (Ca) content alters
gentamicin (G) nephrotoXiCitY (NTX) in
rats. To determine if this is related to
Ca mediated changes in parathyroid hormone
(PTH) activity, we compared G NTX in
control (C) and parathyrOideCtomized (PTX)
rats, both ingesting 1.2% Ca chow, to rats
ingesting 0.1% Ca chow to stimulate PTH
(PTHS). Pretreatment serum (S) creatiflifles
(Cr) were not ffereflt.G,20mg/kg—Y was
administered for 14 days.MeaflS SE.(N5
10)
pretreatment Treatment Results
Urine cAMP SCa SCr Histo
(nm/mg Cr) (mm/L) (mg/dl) Score
PTX 9+0.6 0.91.06*5 0.9±0.3 l.l±.06
C 13+1.1 1.31.01 0.6.03 1.11.06
PTHS 2l+O.7** l.3+.Ol 3.0+0.8* 2.5+.2O**
*:p<O.O25; **:p<O.OO1, compared to C.
Note: SCa: ionized Ca; Histo Score:
histological injury score(l—4; lnormal).
These data show that stimulation of PTH
by dietary Ca restriction worsens
gentamicin nephrotoxiCity without altering
serum calcium. Since parathyroidectomY did
not alter nephrotOxlCity in spite of frank
hypocalcemia, we conclude that dietary Ca
restriction increases gentamicin
nephrotoxicity via stimulation of PTH
activity.
ci
45' 75'
rn
12.0 14.6
1.5+ O.8-'
2.4k 2.4-'-
60' 90'T7 i
13.5 11.8*
2.2'- 2.0
LP
45' 75'ri
1.9* 2.3*
3.7-'- 3.5k
3,9+ 4.1+
60' 90'
iT-i
2.0* 1.9*
3.O 2.7-'-
K
45' 75'
11_
263* 210*
128-'- 115+
128+ 67+
60' 90'1--
245* 240*
148-'- 1l9
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LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE (LDH) ISOENZYME IN VENOUS
BLOOD AS A MARKER OF EXPERIMENTAL NEPHROTOXIC
RENAL INJURY. L. Elzinga, R. Swanson,* W. M.
Bennett, Depts. of Nephrology and Gun. Path.
Ore. 111th. Sci. U., Portland, Oregon.
Early diagnosis of renal injury is limited by
the lack of sensitivity inherent in the creati-
nine clearance. Nephrologists lack a venous blood
equivalent to the numerous enzymes used to diag-
nose hepatic injury. Increased serum LDH occurs
with renal artery embolism (Lessman et al. Ann
mt Med 89:1978). LDH1 isoenzyme predominates in
the kidney, heart and RaG. Increased serum LDH
with LDH1 >LDH2 has recently been described in a
patient with antibiotic-induced ARF (Fredericks,
et al. West J Med 144, 1986). To investigate if
nephrotoxic renal injury is associated with an
elevation of LDH1, male Fischer rats were treated
with HgCl 4 mg/kg ip xl or tobramycin (Tobra) 40
mg/kg bid sq x l4d. Control animals were treated
with vehicle alone. Serum LDH, LDH isoenzymes,
creatinine, and urine N-acetylglucosaminidase
(NAG) were measured.
LiI LPU1 LQU2 LQII3 Lli4 Lii5 Q i1&
HgGl 833 32±6 15±4 4±1 5±2 44±9 4.6
Cont 619 11±2 13±3 6±1 8±1 62±5 0.6
p NS <.02 MS NS NS NS <.001
Tobra 653 12±1.5 7±1 2±0 8±0 71±2 0.8 32±6
Cont 691 5±0 6±0 2±0 9±1 77±1 0.5 9±1
p NS <.01 NS MS NS NS <.005 <.01
Conclusion: Elevation of serum LDH1 isoenzyme,
with LOH1>LDH2, occurs with nephrotoxic renal
injury despite the absence of increased total
LDH. While promising as a test of renal injury,
in the absence of heart or RBC injury, study of
its sensitivity and applicabiliy to renal failure
of diverse etiologies in man is needed.
SUPPRESSION OF RENAL THROMBOXANE MODIFIES EXPER-
IMENTAL CYCLOSPORINE (CSA) NEPHROTOXICITY. J.
Enzlish,* L. Elzinga, V. Kelley, D. Houghton, W.
Bennett. Dept. Neph. & Path., Ore. 111th. Sci. U.,
Port., OR; Brig. & Woman's Hosp., Boston, MA.
Elevation of thromboxane metabolites have been
associated with CSA administration (Kawaguchi et
al., Transplant 40:1985) and may mediate the
renal vasoconstriction-induced renal dysfunction
seen with GSA use. Eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA),
present in fish oil (FO), inhibits renal produc-
tion of cyclooxygenase metabolites. To study the
effects of FO on GSA nephrotoxicity, groups (n—9)
of male Fischer rats received GSA 50 mg/kg/d, as
well as FO or olive oil (00) in equivalent doses,
xl4 d. Pair fed controls received FO or 00 alone.
Renal nction was assessed by serum creatinine
(Cr), C-inulin clearance (C1 ). Renal cortical
(C) and medullary (M) thromboxne B2(TxB2),
prostaglandin E2 and prostacyclin (6 keto PGF10)
were assayed (pg/mg tissue).
Cr Cm Tx82(C) TxB2(M)
CSA+F0 .60±01 .47±.O7 31±3 276±11
CSA+O0 .65±.02 .28±05 66±7 307±28
p < .05 < .05 <.001 < .025
FO .54±.O2 .74±.O4 30±2 250±16
00 .49±.Ol .7O±.06 47±5 314±13
C and M prostaglandin metabolites were likewise
depressed in all animals receiving FO. Trough
whole blood GSA did not differ FO vs 00. GSA +
FO could be qualitatively differentiated from GSA
+ 00 by marked reduction in proximal tubular
vacuolization under light microscopy.
Conclusion: Concomitant administration of FO
rich in EPA improves function and morphology in
GSA treated animals. This may be due to a
reduction of renal thromboxanes.
MODULATION BY ADENOSINE OF MEDULLARY
INJURY IN ISOLATED PERFUSED KIDNEYS.
F.H. Epstein, S. Rosen, G. Galicka_Piskorska*, K.
Spokes*, S. Lear*, M. Brezis, P. Silva. Depts. of
Medicine and Pathology, Harvard Medical School
and Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, MA.
Adenosine released from hypoxic cells is
thought to regulate cell work via inhibitory recept-
ors in a variety of tissues. We studied its role in
altering hypoxic damage seen in the medulla of
isolated rat kidneys perfused for 90 mm. Adeno-
sine deaminase, 0.1 U/mi, was added to the re-
circulating perfusate in 8 expts. Severe injury to
mTAL cells adjacent to the inner medulla was
significantly exacerbated to involve 89+3% of them
as compared to 75+ 5% in 9 control perfusions
(p(.OZS). 6-nitrobenzylthioinosine, which inhibits
adenosine efflux from hypoxic cells, also worsened
the lesion (n=5, p'(O.OZS). The addition of R(—)PIA,
an adenosine analogue with selective affinity for
A1 (inhibitory) receptors, conferred remarkable
protection, without altering GFR or perfusate
flow, so that only 12.5+2.5% of deep mTAL cells
now exhibited sevee morphological damage (n=7,
p(.OOS). When 10 M 8-phenyltheophylline, which
blocks adenosine receptors, was added together
with R(-)PIA, severe injury was again apparent in
55+6% of deep mTAL cells. These experiments
suggest that endogenous adenosine may play a role
in modifying the injurious effects of anoxia on
medullary cells, by inhibiting active transport.
EFFECT OF CONVERTING ENZYME INHIBITION (CEI) ON
THE PROGRESSION OF URANYL NITRATE (UN)—INDUGED
RENAL FAILURE (RF). M.Fredericks,* K.Munger,*
T.McGallister,* R.Blantz and C.Baylis. Dept. of
Med., UCSD, La Jolla, GA.
Previous studies showed that early post—UN, GEl
exerts a protective effect or GFR (K.I., 28:733,
1985). As CEI may ameliorate functional impair-
ment in several forms of renal failure (RF), we
examined its role in the progression of UN—RF in
conscious chronically catheterized rats before and
at 2U h and 72 h+UN with and without concomitant
CEI. Measurements included blood pressure (BP),
clearance of inulin and PAR (GIN and C ) and
extraction of PAH (EPAH). Data given a% change(c) from control; Mean +SE;*p<0.O5, paired t—
test; #p<O.05 unpaired t—test, UN vs UN+CEI.
Post—UN
211h
Vlh +GEI
BP(% )
—6+2
C (%)
-+8* C (%i) E (%t)
72h
72h i-GEl
+15+8*
23+5II*
In conscious rats, GIN and CPA declined pro-
gressively post—UN to near zero a 72h. Concomi-
tant GEl had no protective effect on C1 and CPAH.
In separate studies, the normal EPAH(O.5;AJP
2z15:F67, 1983) fell progressively to almost zero at
72h, suggesting significant tubular backleak i-UN,
which was not prevented by GEl. The only effects
of GEl on UN—RF were 1) BP was lower at 72 h+GEI
and 2) a transient inorease in calculated 8FF
occurred at 2LIh+CEI. Although GEl exerts an early
protective effect, no long term beneficial effect
on GFR is noted in this toxic model of acute RF.
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CENTAMICIN AFFECTS THE FLUIDITY OF SPIN—LABELED
BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE (BBM) VESICLES. Yoshifumi
Fukuhara, Toshiki Moriyama, Masaru Horio, Hajime
Nakahama, Yoshimasa Orita and Takenobu Kamada.
Dept. of Med., Osaka Univ. Med. School, Fukushima,
Osaka, JAPAN. (introduced by J.S. Handler).
Our previous studies have shown that gentami—
cia inhibits Na+_dependent fl—glucose transport in
rabbit kidney BBM vesicles in vitro and that the
Na+_dependent D—glucose transport system in outer
cortical (OC) BBM vesicles is more susceptible to
gentamicin toxicity than that in outer medullary
(ON) BBM vesicles (Biochim. Biophys. Acta 858:
153, 1986). In this study we used the spin—label
method to examine the effect of gentamiicin on the
fluidity of BBM lipids, since gentamicin is known
to bind to phospholipids of the BBM. The electron
spin resonauca spectra of BBM labeled with 5—doxyl
stearic acid (3 pg/mg protein) were used to moni-
tor the "fluidity" of the lipid environment of the
probe. The fluidity of the membrane—incorporated
label was quantitated by measuring the hyperfine
splitting parameters, S(T11). in control experi-
ments (n=3), S(T11) in OC—BBM vesicles were greater
than those in OM—BBM vesicies at 23°C (0.768±0.004
(A) vs 0.758±0.004 (B), p<O.O5, respectively),
suggesting that the OC—BBM is more rigid than the
OM—BBM. The addition of 10 mM gentamicin to OC—BBM
and OM—BBM vesicles increased S(T15) to 0.799±0.008
(C)(C vs A, p<O.Ol) and 0.770±0.008 (D)(D vs B,
Os, D vs C, p<O.O1), respectively. The data indi-
cate that gentamicin treatment may increase the
rigidity of OC—BBM, which may explain our previous
observation of gentamicin inhibition of Na+_de_
pendent D—glucose transporter.
MASSIVE IMMUNE HEMOLYSIS (IH) AND ACUTE RENAL
FAILURE (ARF) AFTER INGESTION OF CLINORIL (C).
RN Heilman, AA Pineda*, RK Reisner*, Duluth
Clinic, Ltd., Duluth, Minnesota, and Mayo Clinic
Blood Bank, Rochester, Minnesota.
A 37 year old man was hospitalized with mas-
sive IH and ARE (hemoglobin 6.1 g/dl, creatinine
12.5 mg/dl). The patient had taken C (SulindacT)
a year previously and 2 days prior to admission
had self-prescribed a C tablet. Initial testing
showed a 2+ positive direct antiglobulin test
(DAT) with IgG reagents only. Patient's serum
reacted with all panel red blood cells (RBC's) as
did an eluate. Two weeks after hemolysis, the
DAT remained positive with a weakly reactive
eluate, but the serum was nonreactive with all
RBC's tested. The possibility of an idiosyicrtic
reaction to C was investigated. Patient's serum
reacted to a dilution of 1:128 with RBCs pm—
treated with C by a standard method. If the
serum was pre-incubated with C, reactions were
also obtained using untreated RBC's. Appropriate
controls were included in all tests. The eluate
was not investigated due to the presence of the
panagglutinin. Two months post hemolysis, the
DAT ws negdtive but the C antibody was still
demonstrable in the serum. ARE resolved and
hemolysis ceased. We conclude that this patient
experienced ARF after a small dose of C and
developed a C—dependent antibody which induced
severe lB. Whether the ARE was due to IH or c
direct toxic effect of C cannot be ascertained.
IH and ARE should be added to the list of
complications due to C.
CHRONIC TUBULOINTERSTITIAL NEPHROPATHY (TIN) WITH-
OUT PRIOR ACUTE TUBULAR NECROSIS (ATM) WITH LONG
TERS{ GENTAI.IICIN (G) TREATMENT IN THE EAT.
Donald C. Houghton , Jan English and William M.
Bennett. Ore. Health Scs. Univ., Depts. of Path.
and Med., Portland, Oregon.
When given in doses sufficient to induce
initial proximal tubular (PT) necrosis, C causes
progressive TIN snd a modest decline in glomerular
filtration rate (GFR) if treatment is continued
for 3 mo (Houghton et al, Am. J. Path. 123:183—
194, 1986). We gave G in lower doses for a longer
period to determine if chronic active TIN occurs
even in the absence of ATN. Age—matched male
Fisher 344 rats were treated with G, 20 mg/kg/d as
a constant infusion by osmotic pump for up to 6
months. Serum C levels after 1 mo were <2pg/ml.
Age—matched controls were infused with saline
instead. Studies included inulin clearance, renal
C levels, various studies of renal tubular
function (RTF) and renal histology (LM). The
extent of PT nuclear uptake of 3H—thymidine (3Ht)
given 24 hr before sacrifice was determined by
autoradiography as an index of tubular and inter-
stitial cell turnover rates. By LM, focal PT
vacuolization, without ATN, during the 2nd and 3rd
wks was followed by persistent, active TIN. At
6 mo, patchy nuclear 3Ht greatly exceeded that
seen in the age—matched controls. Tissue G
levels were unchanged after the first 4 wks. GFR
fell gradually in the C treated animals. Para-
meters of RTF declined mildly over 6 mo with and
without C treatment. Conclusion: continued, pro-
gressive tubular injury and eventual chronic renal
failure occur during long—term C treatment at
this dose. ATN and acute renal failure are not
necessary for chronic C nephrotoxicity to occur.
THE OXYGEN SPARING EFFECT OF EUROSEMIDE (ES) IN
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF) IS INDEPENDENT OF
ALTERATIONS IN RENAL BLOOD FLOW (RBF). S.
Jahan*, R.L. Baranowskl, and C. Westenfelder.
Univ. of Utah and VA Med. Centers, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
We demonstrated previously that HgC12
administration caused severe mid—cortical and
outer medullary tissue hypoxia (measured in vivo
with a Pt microelectrode) in rats. We suggested
that this low oxygen pressure (p02) augments the
tubular injury and thus the severity of
HgCl—induced ARF. We showed subsequently that
ES, when given 60 mm. after HgC12, caused a
natriuresis and normalization of intrarenal
p02. We concluded that the protective effect of
ES in H9C12—induced ARF resulted from this
oxygen sparing effect (by reducing active
transport) and/or from improved RBE. In order
to assess the extent to which ES enhances RBF
and thus intrarenal p02 in HgC12 treated
animals, 7 adult Sprague—Dawley rats were
studied. Using an electromagnetic flow probe
left RBF was monitored prior to HgC12
administration (3mg/kg 1.rn.), for 60 mm. after
HgC12 and for another 60 mm. following ES
injection (2 mg/kg/i.v.). The mean RBF (± SEM)
per gin kidney wt was 4.4 0.3 before, 4.2 0.5
after HgC12 and 4.0 0.6 mi/mm/gm following ES
administration. These values were statistically
not different from each other. ES caused a
potent diuresis and raised intra—renal p02
towards normal. These data demonstrate, that ES
improves tissue oxygenation in HgC12—mnduced ARE
primarily by a reduction of medullary oxygen
consumption and not by major changes in RBF.
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GENTANICIN INDUCES LOSS OF BASOLATERAL SURFACE
IN PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULES (PCT). DB JONES,
WC ELLIOTT. SUNY HSC Syracuse. Depts. Pathology
and Medicine.
In order to quantitate loss of basolateral
surface of proximal convoluted tubules(PCT) 26
Fisher rats were given 20 mg/kg of gentamicin 2x
daily for 14 days(D), 13 rats, with mean serum
creatinine(Cr) at sacrifice of 0.86/di; for 28
days, 13 rats, Cr O.54/dl; also 19 control rats,
Cr O.39/dl. Perfusion fixed kidney was prepared
for transmission (TEN) and scanning (SEW)
electron microscopy. TEN permitted grading of
tubular lesions into grades I (minimal injury),
II (moderate injury), III (severe injury). With
these criteria SEN permitted counting and grading
of 3400 PCTs; on 14D, Gr1l8%, GrII22% and
GrIII6O%; on 28D, Gr189%, GrII4% and GrIII7Z.
The basolateral surface contours(BSC) of PCT
overlying a standard 40 pm length of tubular
basement membrane were measured on TEN prints
with a computer assisted digitizer. The mean
BSC lengths were: grade I (18 PCT), 249 pm;
grade II (23 PCT), 125 pm; grade III (17 PCTS),
91 pm; and control (27 PCT), 268 pm. Student T
test comparisons revea'ed: control/GrI, PO.47
(NS); GrI/Gril, P=<10 ; and Gril/GrIll,
P<.O05. Using the measurements of the BSC
combined with the percentages of the correspond-
ing grades of lesions we calculate only 27% of
control BLS area is present on l4D and 78% on
28D. This loss and recovery of BLS ares corre-
lates well with Cr levels.
GENTAMICIN (G) INHIBITS DEGRADATION AND STIM—
ULATES SYNTHESIS OF PHOSPHATIDYLINOSITOL (P1) IN
PRIMARY CULTURE OF RABBIT PROXIMAL TUIULAR CELLS.
,.Joseyoyitz, L. Ramsa,nmy5, B. Lane and G. 3.
Kaloyanides. Dept. of Medicine and Pathology,
SUNY, Stony Brook, NY and VA)IC, Northport, NY.
We previously reported that 6 accumulates in
rabbit proximal tubular cells grown in primary
culture and induces a P1—enriched phospholipid—
osis (PL) accompanied by myeloid body formation.
In the present experiments we investigated the
contribution of decreased degradation and in—
creaaed synthesis to the PL. Primary cultures of
rabbit proximal tubular cells were incubated for
2 days in medium containing (3H]inositol to label
the P1 pool after which cells were exposed to
6 (1O3M) for up to 8 days and the decline of
(BJPI was determined. In control cultures the
time for 13H]PI to decline by 50% was 0.8 days
whereas in cultures exposed to G the t 1/2 was
8.1 days. p<.Ol. In other experiments cultures
were pre—incubte4 in 6 (1O3M) for 24 hours fol-
lowing which (H1inositol was added to the med-
ium and the rate of incorporation of label into
P1 was determined at 15—minute intervals. Cells
exposed to G incorporated [3H]inositol into P1 at
twice the rate of control cells, p<.Ol. We con-
clude that the development of a P1—enriched PL is
due not only to impaired degradation of P1, a
finding consistent with the hypothesis that 6 in-
hibits lysosomal phospholipases, but also to
augmented synthesis of P1. These data provide
further evidence that G perturbs P1 metabolism
which may be causally linked to the pathogenesis
f toxicity.
THE EFFECTS OF SUPPLEMENTAL DIETARY CALCIUM (CA)
AND NITRENDIPINE (N) ON GENTAMICIN (G)
NEPHROTOXICITY IN THE RAT. Stanley N. Lee,
Marilyn E. Pattison. Dept. of Internal
Medicine, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ.
Gentamicin nephrotoxicity continues to be a
complication of therapy associated with
significant morbidity. Enhanced dietary CA has
been shown to protect against experimental
aminoglycoside nepflrotoxlcity. This Study was
undertaken to evaluate the effects of
supplemental dietary CA and nitrendipine in G
treated animals. Groups of male Fischer rats
received either G in a dose of 40 mg/kg/day by
IM injection, or rat chow containing 4% calcium
carbonate, or nitrendipine in a dose of 30
mg/kg/day by gavage, or combinations of the
above. CA alone induced widespread granularity
and disruption of proximal tubular cells, but
reduced the degree of necrosis resulting from
G. However N + CA prevented botn CA induced
changes and G induced necrosis. CA alone caused
a significant increase in urinary excretion of
N—acetyl—glucosaminidase and glucosidase, but
reduced the degree of enzymuria resulting from
G. G treated rats receiving N + CA had normal
enzyme excretion. Renal cortical G content was
increased by CA diet as compared to G alone.
Though CA alone causes tubular injury as
evidenced by increased enzymuria, it appears to
mitigate G induced necrosis. This protective
mechanism is independent of absolute G
concentration within the renal cortex. N
enhanced the protective effect of CA against G
nephrotoxicity. The mechanisms underlying the
protective interaction of CA and N on G renal
iIlry remain to be clarified.
TOXIC 02 METABOLITES FROM NEUTROPHILS (PMN)
ACCENTUATE RENAL ISCHEMIA-REPERFUSION INJURY IN
THE ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY. SL Linas, M.D.,
D Whittenburg,* E Berger,* JE Repine, M.D.,*
Department of Medicine, U. of Colorado HSC,
Denver, CO.
The role of PMN in renal ischemia is not known.
To determine the effect of PMN on the function of
ischemic kidneys, we added purified human PMN
during perfusion of ischemic or control kidneys.
In kidneys made ischemic for 20 mm in situ, re-
perfusion with PMN caused more injury than reper-
fusion with buffered albumin alone: PMN, glomer-
ular filtration rate (GFR) 116 18; tubular
sodium reabsorption (TNa) 77 2; buffered albu-
min, CFR 222 15 p1/mm/gm; TNa 87 2%, both
p<.O5 vs reperfusion with PMN. In contrast, PMN
did not cause renal injury in control kidneys
unless the neutrophil activator, phorbol myristate
acetate (PMA) was also added: PMN, GFR 650 25,
TNa 98 1; PMN + PMA GFR 120 16 il/min/g; TNa
81 3%, both p<.O1 vs PMN. Two experiments
suggested that 02 metabolites contributed to in-
creased injury in iachemic kidneys reperfused with
PMN. First, simultaneous addition of the 02
metabolite scavenger superoxide dismutaae (SOD)
prevented the PMN component of reperfusion injury:
GFR 240 18 pl/min/g; TNa 89 2%, p<.O5 vs
reperfusion with PMN. Second, reperfusion of
ischemic kidneys with 02 metabolite-deficjent PMN
from a patient with chronic granulomatous disease
(CGD) did not increase ischemic injury: GFR 255
16 pl/min/g; TNa 89 2%, both p<.OS vs reper-
fusion with normal PMN. We conclude that ischemia
activates PME and that PMN contribute to renal
iachemia-reperfusion injury by an 02 metabolite-
dependent mechanism.
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THE MORPHOPATHOLOGY OF THE KIDNEY
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING RENAL ISCHEMIA. fl
Mahncke*, S.B. Bates and P.M. Andrews. Anatomy
Department, Georgetown University Medical Center,
Washington, D.C.
Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats were subjected to
45 or 60 minutes of renal ischemia induced by renal
pedicle clamping. We found that if vascular fixation of
the kidneys is attempted after even a very brief period of
reflow of blood to the ischemic kidneys, an apparently
immovable stasis of blood in the renal medulla precludes
proper vascular fixation of the kidney medulla. When
,however, vascular perfusion is undertaken without
permitting reflow of blood to the ischemic kidney, this
stasis is almost entirely avoided and the kidneys can be
properly preserved for subsequent light and electron
microscopic evaluation. Using the latter procedure, we
found that following renal ischemia proximal convoluted
tubules exhibited cell swelling, rupturing, and extensive
degeneration of the microvillous brush border. In line
with previous investigations, third segment proximal
tubules exhibited more extensive cellular necrosis than the
proximal convoluted tubules. Ascending distal tubules(ADT) in the inner strip of the outer medulla also
appeared especially susceptible to injury. In this region
the ADT exhibited mitochondrial swelling and swelling of
the apical portion of the cell, often occluding the tubule
lumen. Similar but not as extensive damage was seen in
ADT in the outer stripe of the Outer medulla. Distal
convoluted tubules exhibited widened intercellular spaces
and varying degrees of focal necrosis. These findings
verify the unique susceptibility of third segment proximal
tubules and the ADT in the inner strip of the outer
medulla to ischemic insult. Also, our findings suggest that
the medullary stasis of blood characteristic of renal
ischemia is apparently not immovable until after reflow
of blood to the ischemic kidney.
INC RORATION OF PIARINE LIPItS INlO MIlOCHONDRIAL
NERANFS INCREASES SUSCEPTIBILITY ¶10 C ItND
OXYGEM FREE RADICAL DME. tharles D. J.js*,
ter C. Weber*, and Joseph V. Bonventre, Mass.
Gem. Hosp. and Harvarl Med. Sdi., Boston, 117..
Dietary marine (H) lipids have been proposed to
confer protection in imnuinologic and ischeinic
tissue injury. To evaluate the effects of M lipid
membrane incorporation on determinants of
cellular injury, we studied the effects of Ca and
oxygen free radicals (OS), two potential adiators
of cell injury, on the function of mitochondria(mito) isolated from rats fed H lipids as
cxatpared with raito from rats fed beef talot (B).
Dietary M lipids increased 20:5n—3 and 22:6n-3
fatty acids in mito membranes. With pyruvate and
malate (site I substrates), H Inito exposed to Ca
and O had a reduction in ADP-stinulated (S3)
respiration ctpared to mito exposed to 0 alone(22±3.9 vs 33±1.5 nnl O/ath/in, p<0.05), an
effect not present in B mito. S3 and FCC?-
uncoupled respiration were less in H than B mith
with Ca and O exposure (S3: 22±4 vs 39±3,
p<0.005 and FCC?: 23±4 vs 46±5, p<0.Ol). With
succinate (a site II substrate), there was no
difference in either S3 or uncoupled respiration
between M and B auto. NAE*i C0Q reductase activity(site I) in Ca and O'-exposed mito was 44 and 77%
of control for M and B mito, respectively.
We conclude: 1) Dietary H lipids readily
incorporate into mito membranes; 2) Ccatipared to
dietary B lipids, H lipids enhance snito injury
with exposure to Ca and O, resulting in a nvzre
profound defect in the electron transport chain,
localized to site I; 3) Dietary M lipids may
increase snito susceptibility to toxic and post-
ischemic injury in vivo.
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TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF URINARY SEDI-
MENT IN THE ASSESSMENT OF AMINOGLYCOSIDE NEPHRO-
TOXICITY IN THE RAT. Anil K. Mandal and William
N. Bennett, VA Med. Ctr. and Med. Coil, of GA,
Depts. of Med., Augusta, GA and Oregon Health
Sciences Ctr., Portland, OR.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of uri-
nary sediments (US) provides useful information
about renal tubule changes in acute renal failure
(Kidney Int 28:58—63, 1985). This study examines
TEM of US in the assessment of aminoglycoside
nephrotoxicity in the rat. Groups of 7 Fischer
344 rats received gentamicin (G) or tobramycin (T)
40 mglkg/d BID or sterile water BID (control) sub-
cutaneously for 5 or 10 days. Creatinine
clearance (Ccr) and urinary N—acetyl glucosamini—
dase (NAG) were measured, and US and kidneys were
fixed for TEM after 5 and 10 days. US were ana-
lyzed for myeloid bodies (MB) and renal tubule
cells (RTC's). Kidneys were examined for acute
tubular necrosis (ATN). After 5 days Ccr or NAG
were not different between control and treated
groups. MB and RTC's were found in only T ani-
mals. After 10 days, treated groups showed a sig-
nificant decrement in Ccr (P <.01). NAG was ele-
vated (P< .01) in only C group. MB and RTC's
were found in all animals of both treated groups.
C group showed more RTC's while T group showed
more MB, however, MB and RTC's scores between
groups were not different. Kidneys showed micro—
villi abnormalities and excessive lysosomes in
both treated groups. Focal ATN was found in only
G group. We conclude that TEM of US is more
sensitive than renal function teats or renal
histopathology, and that US correlates better
than renal histopathology with renal dysfunction
after 10 days.
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF SPLENECTOMY IN ISCHEMIC ACUTE
RENAL FAILURE. Anil K. Mandal, Richard C. Treat*,
Christiana E. Hall*, Armand M. Karow*, Anita C.
Wylds* and Rollie J. Harp*, Depta. of Med., Surg.,
Pharm., and Computing and Statistics, VA Med. Ctr.
and Med. Coil, of Georgia, Augusta, Georgia.
Chronic aplenectomy is protective against epi—
nephrine—induced acute renal failure (ARF) (J. Lab
Clin Med 102:377, 1983). This study examines
whether splenectomy is protective against isehemic
ARF. ARF was induced in 6 sham—operated (Sham)
and 5 splenectomized (2 wks prior) (Splx) dogs by
bilateral renal artery occlusion for 120 mm.
Urine samples were collected 1 h pre (1); 1 h (2);
24 h (3); 48 h (4) and 6 d (5) post occlusion
times. Blood samples were drawn at midpoint of
urine collection for creatinine (Scr). Kidneys
were fixed for light microscopy. Urine samples
were analyzed for Cr, Na (UNa) and osmolality
(Uoam) and Cr clearance (Ccr). Analysis of vari-
ance and T tests were used to determine differ-
ences between groups. Scr between groups did not
differ at times 1 and 2 but differed significant-
ly (P<.O5) at times 3, 4 and 5. Mean Scr (mg%)
in Sham vs Splx animals at times 3, 4 and 5 were
3.48 vs 2.08; 3.27 vs 2.12; 2.10 vs 1.24. Ccr at
times 3 (31±16 vs 12±8; P<.O5) and 5 (53±15 vs
28±22; P<.O75) were higher in Splx than in Sham
animals. UNa and Uosm did not differ between
groups. Histopathologically all Sham animals
showed abnormal kidneys consisting of necrosis
and dilatation of tubules. Splx animals showed
essentially intact kidneys. These results
indicate that recovery from ischemic ARF is sig-
nificantly better and more rapid In Splx than
Sham animals.
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THE MECHANISM OF PROTECTION FROM ISCREMIC RENAL
FAILURE WITH HYPERTONIC MA14NITOL. June B.
Joeris*, B. Sauer*, W. Kriz, (intr. by L. Moore)
Physiology Inst., Univ. of Munich, and Anatomy
Dept., Univ. of Heidelberg, Fed. Rep. Germany.
Hypertonic mannitol is known to protect from
ischemic renal failure, but whether its influence
is systemic, by volume expansion, or renal, by
reducing cell swelling, is unclear. Since severe
depletion of plasma water is characteristic for
vascular obstruction (the major cause of the post
ischemic loss of function), a role for mannitol
in opposing cell swelling seemed likely.
To test this assumption, the redistribution of
tissue fluid, the degree of vascular obstruction
and loss of renal function were assessed after 45
mm of ischemia and mannitol—treatment. A mildly
hypertonic solution (460 niOsm/kg) was applied via
the renal artery for just 90 sec before clamping
to avoid systemic effects. Kidneys were shock—
frozen at —200°C and freeze—dried to preserve
tissue geometry for morphometric analysis.
In ischenia, there was no fluid redistribution
in the inner stripe, but in the outer stripe and
cortex, extratubular volume fell to 51% and 68%,
and to only 67% and 84% after mannitol—treatment.
Upon reperfusion, mannitol—treated kidneys showed
much less vascular congestion at 5 mm and a fall
in GFR at 3 hr to only 67%, instead of 23%.
We conclude that extratubular fluid depletion
through cell swelling causes vascular obstruction
and poor reperfusion after ischemia. Mannitol is
protective by combating such fluid uptake in the
proximal convoluted and straight tubules, but not
in the thick ascending limb, which is unable to
swell from the peritubular side.
THE NON-IONIC RADIOCONTRAST (RC) AGENT, IOPAMIDOL
(I), IS LESS TOXIC TO RABBIT RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULE
SEGMENTS (PTS) THAN THE IONIC RC AGENT, DIATRI-
ZOATE (0). J.M. Messana*, D.A. Cieslinski*, V.D.
Nguyen*, M.D. White*, and H.D. Humes, VA Medical
Center and Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, MI.
0 is directly toxic to PTS. This toxicity is
potentiated by hypoxia (H), so that the patho—
genesis of 0 induced acute renal failure appears
to be due to concurrent toxic and hypoxic events.
To compare the toxicities of D and I, suspensions
enriched in PTS were exposed for 82.5'to 25 mM 0
or to 25 mM I with or without 22.5' of concomi-
tant H. Cell viability parameters, including
basal (B) and CCCLP—uncoupled (U) RR (natoms 0/
mm/mg prot (P)), and tubule cell potassium (K)
and calcium (Ca) levels (nmoles/mg P) were
measured. All values are expressed as means:
n = 6; * = p <.05 vs 0; + = p <.05 vs H+D.
K Ca BRR URR
C 345* 11.5*
D 297 31.5 54.5 206
I 315 16.3* 62.7* 219
H 308+ 12.9+ 64.0+ 179+
H+D 100 54.0 27.8 68
H+I 189+ 22.8+ 32.1 102+
Thus, D is more toxic to PTS than I. This differ-
ence is enhanced by concommitent hypoxia. These
results suggest that I may be a useful alternative
to conventional ionic RC's in patients at high
risk for radiocontrast-induced acute renal
failure.
ISCHEMIA: MECHANISM OF REDUCED BRUSH BORDER MEM-
BRANE (BOM) GLUCOSE TRANSPORT. B.A. Molitoris,
VAMC and UCMC, Denver, CO.
We have shown that decreased renal transcell—
ular glucose tranport following ischemia is due
to educed BBM Na
—dependent glucose transport
(Na —DGT) (Clin Res 34:6O3A). To determine the
mechani9 rat renal cortical BBM were isolated
using Mg + precipitation following reersible
ischemic—injury. Initial rates of Na —DGT were
quantitated with 2—sec uptakes using millipore
filtration techniques. As the glucose carrier is
highly sensitive to membrane fluidity (MF) (BRA
770:171), order and kinetic components of HF were
quantitated using DPH fluorescence techniques.
Ischemia had no effect on fluorescence lifetimes
or the kinetic component of HF, but decreased the
order component of HF (r) (0.224 .005 v 0.202
÷ .003, p < .01). Furthermore, initial Na —DGT
rates (90—320 pmol/mg/2sec) correlated inversely
with HF (0.83, P < 0.01). To determine if this
effect was mediated y alterations in the lucose
carrier, specific Na —dependent (150 mM Na
phlorizin binding (0.1—5 M) was quantitated.
Ischemia had no effect on glucose carrier affinity
(Kd) or carrier turnover, hut did reduce carrier
number (379 33 vs 162 25 pmol/mg, p < .01).
Benzyl÷alcohol (20 mM) which is known to reduce
BBM Na —DGT by increasing MF (BBA 857:131), also
reduced carrier number (334 18 vs 118 46, P <
0.01), hut had no effect on Nd, indicating in-
creases in HF decrease existing carrier unit
accessibility. Thesa data indicat, the mechanismby which ischemia decreases BBM Na —DGT is by
increasing HF which inurn reduces tha access-
ibility of existing Na —dependent glucose carrier
units for glucose binding.
THE PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF ATRIAL
NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) ON ISCHEMIC ACUTE
RENAL FAILURE (ARF). M. Nakamoto,* J.I.
Shapiro,* L. Chan, P. Shanley, and R.W. Schrier,
Univ. Cob. Sch. of Med., Denver, CO.
The hallmark of ischemic ARF is a dramatic fall
in GFR. Since ANF has been shown to increase
GFR, vasodilate glomerular afferent and constrict
gbomerular efferent arterioles, block renal hormonal
vasoconstriction, bind to and activate glomerular
receptors, the potential protective effect of ANF
against ARF was examined. To avoid extrarenal
effects of ANF, the intrarenal effect of atriopeptin
III (AP—IbI) to protect against an isehemic insult was
examined in the isolated perfused rat kidney. The
kidney was clamped in vivo for 60 mm., then removed
and perfused for a 30 mm. equilibration period. Per-
fusion was continued for 60 mm. with either no (C)
or 100 ug/di of AP—Ibi. AP—IlI treated kidneys had
higher renal plasma flow (40+2 vs 32+2 ml/minlg), in—
ulin clearance (Cm: 183+49 25+7 1/min/g) and net
tubular sodium reasorptin (TNa: Th1+7 vs 3+1 umol/
min/g) than C. all p<.05. These res1ts theTefore
stimulated further in vivo studies. Bilateral renal
artery clamping for 60 mm. was followed during the
first hour of reflow with either an infusion of AP—bIl
or saline (C). AP—Ifl tested animals exhibited higher
Cm (244+25 vs 16+8 uI/mm/bog body wt., p<.0l) and
TNa (39+5 vs 4+2 umol/min/lOOg body wt., p<.01).
Rats treated wflh AP—IJI also exhibited a milder
course of ARF with lower serum creatinines at 24 hrs
(1.8+.3 vs 3.3+.4 mg/dl, p<.01) and 48 hrs. (1.0+.2 vs
2.4+.4 mg/dl, p<.0l). ATP regeneration as asssed
by 1'—3l NMR was also improved by AP—lIl infusion
(4.0+.5 vs 1.8+.1 umol/g dry wt., at 2 hrs. post—isch—
emia, p<.01). The unique features of ANF in modulat-
ing GFR may be useful in ameliorating ischemic ARF.
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EFFECT OF HYPOXIA ON PHOSPHOLIPID (P) AND FREE
FATTY ACID (FFA) LEVELS IN RABBIT RENAL PROXIMAL
TUBULE SEGMENTS (PTS). V.D. Nguyen*, D.A.
Cieslinski*, and H.D. Humes. VAMC and Univ. of
Mich., Ann Arbor, MI.
Phospholipid alterations are associated with
ischemlc cell injury. Changes in P and FFA levels
of suspensions of isolated rabbit P15 subjected to
30, 45 and 60 mm of hypoxia (H,95% N2/5% CO,)
followed by 60' of reoxygenation (0) were deter-
mined. Various cell viaility parameters, includ-
ing tubule contents of K and ATP (nmol/mg prot),
CCCLP—uncoupled respiratory rates (RR, natom 0/mg
prot/min), P levels (% of total phospholipid P),
including phosphotidyl(P)—choline(C), P—ethanol—
amine(E), lyso(L)—PC, LPE and FFA (ug/mg prot)
were measured. Data are presented as means; *
denotes p <.05 compared to preceding group,
n4—6.
Control
_______
_______
60' H+O
RR 210 87
AlP 7.35 2.68K 330 168*
PC 33.06 32.88
PE 29.69 31.01
LPC .503
.550
LPE .405
.530
FFA 1.042 8.993*
Longer perids of ischemia caused greater declines
in tubule K , ATP contents and RR associated with
increasing levels of FFA. Tubule contents of PC,
PE, LPC and LPE did not significantly change.
These results suggest that FFA accumulation
correlates better with the degree of ischemic
cell injury than the depletion of major membrane
structural P or accumulation of LPC or LPE.
EXOGENOUS GLUTAIHIONE (G) SUPPLEMENTATION AUGMENTS
CELLULAR B LEVELS AND AMELIORATES OXIDATIVE
INJURY IN RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULE SEGMENTS (PTS).
R.P. O'Connor,* and H.D. Humes. VA Med Cent and
Univ of Mich, Ann Arbor, MI.
Since cellular B depletion intensifies cell
injury in PIS exposed to the organic hydro—
peroxide, t—butylhydroperoxide (1), we
investigated whether exogenous G administration
could maintain G levels in PTS during oxidative
stress and ameliorate the magnitude of PTS injury
produced by T. PTS were incubated for 15' with
2.5 or 5 mM G and exposed to 2.4 mM I for 30' or
60' and measured for total cellular G (nmol/mg
prot (P)), lipid peroxidation (LP) (nmol MDA/mg
P), potassium (K) (nmol/mg P), and CCCLP—
uncoupled respiration (R) (natoms 0/mg P/mm).
Data are presented as means. * p < .05 compared
to control (C); + p < .05 compared to I; n = 7.
6 LP K R
45' 75' 45' 75' 45' 75' 45' 7_s_i
C
2.56 28.3* 349* 0.7 0.6 296 301 207 208
5G 343* 50.8* 0.6 0.6 304 284 208 220
T 57* 6.6* 2.7* 2.7* 120* 100* 181* 153*
T2.5G 30.6+ 32.7+ 1.7+ 1.9+ 177+ 301+ 197 193k
T5G 44.2+ 44.1+ 1.3+ 1.4+ 224+ 284+ 197 204+
These results suggest that substantial, dose—
dependent elevations in cellular B accompany
exogenous G supplementation. Such elevations in
cellular G are accompanied by reductions in T—
induced LP and significant preservation of K and
R. These findings document the efficacy of B
supplementation in PTS to maintain B levels and
an important role for G in the cellular response
to oxidative injury.
EFFECT OF GENTAMYCIN (GE) ON INTRACELLULAR
PROTEINASES IN DISSECTED SEGMENTS OF RAT PROXIMAL
'IUBULE (PT).C.J.Olbricht,E.Gutjahr*,M.Fink*
K.M.Koch*. Hannover Med. School,Nephrol. FRG.
Gentamycin accumulates in lysosomes of PT.An
impertant function of lysosomes is the breakdown
of cellular proteins.Major lysosomal enzymes
involved in protein turnover are cathepsin B and
L (CAT B+L).To evaluate the effect of GE on CAT
B÷L we measured the enzyme activities in single
dissected segments of rat PT by ultramicroassay.
The in vitro effect was studied by incubating
10 Si segments of rat PT without GE,i0 Si with
1mg/mi and 10 Si with 10mg/mi GE. The in viva
effect was evaluated by injecting female rats
twice with GE, 100mg/kg BW, in 24h intervals and
by measuring CAT B+L in single dissected Si, S2
and S3 segments of PT.The enzyme activities are
given as mean+SD in pnol/rria tubule length/mm.
The asterisksdenote P <0,05 against control.
Cathepsin B and L activity
In vitro control GEl mg/ml GEl Omg/ml
Si 16.5+3.2 4.8+1.8* 1.0+0.4*
In vivo n ST S S
Control 8 11.3+2.0 12.5±5.7 2.1±0.4
Gentamycin 8 15.36.8 4.8±1.2* 2.9+1.1
In vitro,GE greatlymnhibited CAT B+L activity.
The inhibition was concentration dependent. In
viva, the CAT B+L activity was inhibited in S2
segments of PT, indicating that under present
conditions an inhibitory concentration of GE may
be achieved only in lysosomes of S2 .The results
suggest that GE may interfere with intracellular
protein turnover by inhibiting the lysosomal
proteinases CAT B+L. This may be an important
event in the early phase of GE nephrotoxicity.
DI1IETHYL SULFOXIDE(DMSO) AS A PROTECTIVE AGENT IN
RENAL ISCHENIA. John Paddock* and Jean K. Paddock
Jefferson Ned. College, TJU., Depts of Med. and
Biochem. Phil. Pa.
in order to assess the effect of DMSO, a free
radical scavenger, on ischemis, kidneys of male
Sprague—Dawley rats(250—350g) were made ischemic
by occlusion of the left renal artery with a mi—
croclip. Ischemia was maintained for 25 mm fol-
lowed by 30 mm of blood reflow. In some rats
DIISO was given I.P. (1 gm/kg) 15—20 mm prior to
ischemia or after the ischemic period. Brush
border membranes (EBB) were isolated using centri—
fugstion and MgC12 precipitation. The ratios of
the specific activities(SA) of the BBM marker
enzymes alkaline phosphatase(AP), leucine amino
peptidase (LAP) and gamma glutamyl transpeptidase
(GUlP) found in homogenates (H) and EBB of the
ischemic (I)/Contralateral(C) kidneys were used
to assess damage caused by ischemia.
I/C Ratios
AP LAP CGTP
No H O.69±.03 0.84±.03 0.66±.05
DMSO BBM 0.63±.05 O.60±.04 0.60±.O7
DMSO H 0.89±.06* O.97±.06 0.87±.07
BBM 0.95±.06* 0.92±.05* 1.O2±.05*
*= p<O.05 DMSO VS NO DMSO SEM
Rats which were not given DHSO exhibited a de-
crease in enzyme SA in ischemic kidneys. This de-
crease was blocked by administration of D1fSO when
given prior to ischemia. When given after isehemia
this effect was lacking. There were no signifi-
cant differences in the S.A. of C kidneys from
either group. The addition of DM50 to in vitro
preparations of H or BEN had no effect on enzyme
activity. DMSO appears to have a protective effect
on the BBM when present during ischemia.
30' H+0
157*
5.05*
309*
32.74
30.84
.448
.370
3.730*
45' H+O
111*
3.69*
246*
33.69
30.66
.393
.475
6.659*
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ROLE OF IRON IN ISCHEMIC AND HEMO-
GLOBINURIC ACUTE RENAL FAILURE. Mark S.
Paller, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
Because oxygen free radicals mediate tissue injury
after renal ischemia and reperfusion, we studied the role
of iron (Fe)-mediated formation of hydroxyl radical in
acute renal failure. Male rats underwent right nephrec-
tomy and left renal artery occlusion for 60 mm. To
decrease availability of Fe the chelator deferoxamine
(DFO) was infused during the first 60 mm of reper-
fusion (200 mg/kg/h). To increase the availability of Fe
the Fe-complex EDTA-FeCI3 was infused during reper-
fusion (24 nmol/kg). C18 was measured at 24h. Lipid
peroxidation was determined as the increase in renal
malondialdehyde content (MDA) after 15 mm reper-
fusion. (*p<005; 88p<0 025)
(mt/mint L\MDA (nmol/m8 proll
CONTROL (n=s) 0.31 0.07 0.34 0.09
DFO (n=6) 0.88 0.15°' 0.11 0.08
EDTA (control) (n=5) 0.35 j0.08 0.23 0.10
EDTA FeCI3 (n=5) 0.14 0,80°° 0.42 0.09
To test whether hemoglobinuric acute renal failure is
caused by the Fe in hemoglobin (Hb), a purified solution
of Hb was infused. Hb (40 mg/kg) alone decreased C1
from 1.2 0.1 to 0.8 0.5 mI/mm (p<O.025), an effect
attenuated by DFO. Hb infused after 30 mm of renal
ischemia decreased C1 : 0.54 0.08 vs 0.84 0.05 mI/mm
for ischemia alone (p<?LOl) and increased lipid perox-
idation (p<O.05). DFO infusion reversed the additive
effect of Hb plus 30 mm ischemia on C1. In summary,
Fe exacerbated and DFO attenuated ischemic renal
injury. Hb infusion alone decreased GFR and Hb
exacerbated ischemic injury, effects which could be also
prevented by concomitant administration of the iron
chelator DFO. Therefore, Fe is an important factor in
free radical-mediated acute renal injury.
THE PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF NITRENDIPINE (N) ON
GENTAMICIN (G) NEPHROTOXICITY IN THE RAT.
Marilyn E. Pattison, Stanley M. Lee, Joy L.
Logan*, and Ui rich F. Michael. Dept. of
Medicine, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ.
Aminoglycoside nephrotoxicity Is a coninon
clinical problem occurring in up to 28°/ of
treated patients. These studies were undertaken
to evaluate the protective effects of N, a
dihydropyridine calcium channel blocker, on the
natural history of G nephrotoxicity in the rat.
Male Fischer rats received G, 40 mg/kg day by IM
injection for 12 days. N was given by gavage in
a dose of 10 or 30 mg/kg/day, either
concurrently with G (12 days), three days prior
to G (15 days), or on day 5 of G (7 days).
Controls received 0 or N alone. Pretreatment of
G dosed rats with N ameliorated renal
histopathologic injury, and increased GFR
significantly (p<0.OO1) when compared to B
alone, but did not influence RBF. Both
concurrent N treatment (12 day) and N started on
day 5, also reduced pathologic injury (p<.0O2),
and prevented the Increase in urinary
N—acetyl—glucosamlnidase and glucosidase
excretion. Tubular regeneration as evidenced by
3H-thymidine uptake, was increased by N in B
dosed animals (p<.01). The 10 mg/kg N was more
effective than 30 mg/kg N in its protective
action on renal histology. No regimen altered
renal cortical gentamicin content and no obvious
morbidity was seen with either dose. Thus N
protects against the functional and pathologic
abnormalities commonly seen in experimental B
nephrotoxiclty. Its mechanism of action remains
to be elucidated.
FUROSEMIDE DOES NOT PDTECT AGAINST ISCHEMIC
ACUTE TUBULAR NECROSIS (ATE) IN RAT. Mordecai M.
Popovtzer, and Hanna Wald,* Nephrology and Hyper-
tension Services, Hadassah University Hospital,
Jerusalem, Israel.
To determine whether inhibition of Na re-
absorption along the thick ascending segment of
loop of Henle confers protection against ischemic
ATE, ischexnic insult was induced by acute ligat-
ion (60 mm) of one or of both renal arteries in
the following groups of rats. 1. With two intact
kidneys (n=5), 2. seven days after unilateral
nephrectomy (n=9), and 3. seven days after uni-
lateral nephrectomy and treatment with furosemide
(10 mg/lOO g/d i.p.) (n=9). The basal glomerular
filtration rates (GFR) did not differ between the
groups and were in 1. 0.640+0.034, in 2. 0.630+
0.066, and in 3. 0.680+0.026 ml/min. In this
model of chronic furosemide administration (group
3) GFR and ECV remain unchanged. 24 h after renal
arterial ligation GFR were in 1. 0.230+0.057, in
2. 0.410+0.038 (p<0.025 vs 1) and in 3. 0.300+
0.026 (pcO.05 vs 2). 48 h after the ischemic
insult GFR were in 1. 0.440+0.092, in 2. 0.570+
0.026 and in 3. 0.280+0.050 ml/min (p<O.OOl vs
2). The present experiments confirm the obser-
vation that unilateral nephrectomy protects
against ischemic ATE and show that, 1) chronic
furosemide administration does not protect
against ischemic ATE, and 2. furosemide abolishes
the protective effect of unilateral nephrectomy.
These findings do not support the suggestion that
reduced Na transport in the thick ascending limb
of Henle's loop confers protection against
ischemic ATE.
NEUROLOGIC CAUSE OF DEATH IN RAT MODEL OF CYCLO—
SPORIN A (CsA) NEPHROTOxICITY. LC Racusen, LII
Famiglic$', BA Fivush, BC Kone' RS Fisher K Solez.
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland.
C5A has improved success of organ transplant-
ation, and is being evaluated for treatment of
immune disorders. It has been difficult to devise
a model for its major side effect of nephrotox—
icity, because rats treated chronically with CsA
have a high mortality despite only moderate renal
insufficiency. In male Ilunich—Wistar rats, 4 daily
doses of 60 mg/kg i.p. produce a 28% (7/25) mor-
tality despite a terminal BUN of only 40+3; some
rats given C5A were observed to die in status
epilepticus. At 20 mg/ky i.p., EEG's taken over
3—4 weeks in conscious rats with implanted skull
electrodes showed mildly abnormal epileptiform
(EPI) activity after one i.p. dose in some rats,
with definite EPI activity developing in 75% of
rats at this dose. Slowing on EEG was seen after
one dose of C5A 5 mg/kg i.p. in 3/6 rats, 3/6
developed persistent mild EPI discharges with or
without pre—seizure behavior changes and 2/6 died
during study. Dystonic or catatonic posturing
correlated with EEG abnormalities, with tonic—
clonic seizures seen as a late event in some
rats receiving 20 mg/kg. No definite EPI EEG or
behavioral changes were seen in controls. Serum
electrolytes, bilirubin, and BP were normal, and
body mg++ stores were not decreased in C5A rats.
These results show that CNS toxicity has a major
effect on outcome in rat models of C5A nephrotox—
icity. The cause of this toxicity remains to be
determined. Seizures have been reported as a side
effect of C5A in man. Further studies should be
carried out to evaluate these CNS effects.
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POLYASPARTIC ACID (PM) PROTECTS AGAINST GENTI—
CIN (6) NEPHROTOXICIfl IN TEE RAT. K Ramaammy
C. Josepovits , B. Lane and 6. 1. Kaloyanides.
Departmenta of Medicine and Pathology, SUNK—Stony
Brook, NY and VAMC, Northport, NY
Williams et al. have reported that adminis-
tration of polyaminoacids protected rata againat
aminoglycoaide nephrotoxicity aa aaaeased by
hiatopathology (JPET 237:919,1986). No function-
al data were reported. We have ahowa previoualy
that accelerated lipid peroxidation (LP) ia a
aensitive indicator of 6 nephrotoxicity. In theae
experiments we inveatigated whether the admin—
iatration of PM prevents LP in renal cortex of
6—treated rats. Rats were injected with saline
(5), 6 (100mg/kg per dayx6) or 6-PM (500 mg/kg
per dayx6) and the renal cortex was assayed for
malondialdehyde (MDA), catalase (CAT), total
phospholipids (PL) and 6.
Saline 6 6-PM
MDA nmol/mg prot 0.63±0.02 1.14±0.07:: 0.65±0.02
CAT k/mm 0.13±0.01 0.09±09 0.12±0.21
PL nmol/mg prot 220±18 258±10 271±12 *
6 rig/mg prot — 13.0±2.0
**
18.2a1.8'j mg/dl 0.27±0.02 0.33±0.01 0.29±0.01
significantly different from saline, P<.0l.
a.
significantly different from 6, P<.01.
Cl-PM rats experienced less nephrotoxicity than 6
rats, as assessed by changes in LP and serum
crestinine (Cr), despite higher tissue levels of
6. Total PL were not different and both groups
showed typicsl ultrastructursl alterations of
lysosomes with myeloid bodies. These findings
imply that PM blocks s critical extrslysosomsl
step in the injury cascade of 6 nephrotoxicity.
IN VITRO EFFECT OF HYPOXIA AND SUBSTRATE
LIMITATION ON THE ISOLATED PERFUSED RABBIT
MEDULLARY THICK ASCENDING LIMB OF HENLE
(MTAL) AND INNER OUTER MEDULLARY COLLECT-
ING TUBULE (IOMCT). K.H. Raymond, M.Venkatacha-
lam, and J.B. Stein, Univ. Tx. Hlth. Sci. Ctr., Audie L.
Murphy VA Hospital, San Antonio, TX.
Acute renal ischemia produces extensive, but heter-
ogeneous, damage to the nephron segments located in
the outer medulla. The present in vitro experiments
evaluated the effect of similar conditions of hypoxia
(95%N2, 5%C02-p00=6.5 +3.3 mmHg) and substrte
limitation (glucose=1fl mg%, citrate=1 mM) at 37.5 C
on functional response in two outer medullary
segments, MTAL and IOMCT. In the MTAL, the trans-
epithelial potential difference (PD) was +1.6 + .2 mV
(n=3) during the control period (2l96Oz 5%C09-
p0,165 +1.8 mmHg). The PD decreased significantly(pC0S) to .8
.3, .7 +.3 and .4 + .3 mV after 20, 40 and
60 minutes of hypoxia, respectively. The PD remained
decreased at .6 +.3 mV after 20 minutes of 02 reexpo—
sure (21%02, 5%CO ). The tubular epithelial cells did
not take up FD& (.02%) vital dye throughout the
length of the experiment. In the IOMCT, the ADH (200
uU/ml) stimulated hydraulic conductivity coefficient,
Lp (cm/atm x sec x 10—7) decreased significantly(p<.05) from a control value of 60.9 13.2 (n3) to
2.1 2.7 after 60 minutes of hypoxia. In addition, the
latter stages of the hypoxic period were marked by
severe cellular damage (uptake of vital dye and
sloughing) in all of the IOMCTs studied. In conclusion,
these studies suggest that the isolated perfused IOMCT
may be more sensitive than the MTAL to conditions of
hypoxia and substrate limitation.
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THE ROLES OF CELL CALCIUM (Ca) ANO ENOOTHELIUM—
DERIVED RELAXING FACTOR (EDRF) IN THE LOSS OF
RENAL BL000 FLOW (RBF) AUTOREGULATION IN ISCHEMIC
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF). J.B. Robinette,* J.D.
Conger, and R.W. Schrier. Univ. of Colorado
Health Sciences Center, Denver, CO.
Fresb necrosis lesions (24 h) observed 2—3 wk
after initial causal insult (Solez, Medicine,
1979) nay relate to loss of sutoregulation in is—
cheaic ARF. The present study examined the mech-
anism of loss of autoregulation 1 wk after induc-
tion of norepinephrine ARF in rats using 90—mm
intrarenal infusion of vasodilator agents. In
control (C) sutoregulation was absent (8.4±.4 ml/
mm intercept [A] and .l8±.02 el/nm mmHg slope
[BI). Acetylcholine (AC) did not increase RBF or
correct autoregulatory defect (A B.l±.5, B .lB±
.02). Prostacycline (P), which unlike AC is not
EDRF dependent, increased RBF (A ll.l±.8, p<.OOl
compared to C and AC) but did not correct the
autoregulation defect (B .2O±.02). Dissimilar
calcium entry blockers (CEB), verapamil (v) and
diltiazem (D), both restored autoregulation
(B .04±.02, p<.OO1 compared to C, AC and P). The
exaggerated response to renal nerve stimulation
(RNS) with ischemic ARF was also not abolished by
AC or P (B .5l±.09 and .84±.l9, respectively) but
was abolished by V and D (B .02±.Ol and .O7±.O3,
respectively, both p<.00l compared to AC and F).
In summary, the results provide evidence that
loss of autoregulation and hypersensitivity to
RNS with ischeuic ARF involves increased vas-
cular smooth muscle calcium reversible by CEB.
Iacheaic ARF also causes endotheliun injury re-
sulting in resistance to EDRF—dependent vaso—
dilators such as AC.
TOXICITY OF ADENINE NUCLEOTIDES IN THE
ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY: SELECTIVE
DESTRUCTION OF THE 5, SEGMENT. S. Rosen,
K. Spokes,* M. Brezis, P. Silva, F.H. Epstein.
Depts. of Pathology and Medicine, Harvard Medical
School and Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, MA.
In an attempt to ameliorate the cellular injury
produced in hypoxic perfused kidneys (gassed with
95% N2, 5% CO,) MgATP, 0.5 mM to 10 mM, was
added to the periusion. No improvement was seen
in histological changes or renal function. However,
in oxygenated control kidneys, ATP and other
nucleotides (ADP, AMP) caused extensive injury to
S segments (cell disruption with denuded base-
ment membranes) that correlated with nucleotide
concentration. This severe injury has not been
reproduced by inhibitors of mitochondrial respira-
tion or intermediary metabolism, or by ischemia
for equivalent time periods. While ATP caused
some renal vasoconstriction, the injury was not
observed after equivalent vasoconstriction pro-
duced by norepinephrine. The ATP injury was not
ameliorated by maneuvers designed to reduce prox-
imal tubular transport (hyperoncotic perfusion,
amiloride, pro benecid, ouabain), or by nifedipine or
verapamil. On the other hand, inhibitors of mito-
chondrial function, including rotenone, cyanide,
anoxia and atrsctyloside, greatly diminished the
cellular destruction.
These experiments illustrate a remarkable toxic
effect of adenine nucleotides in the S segment of
proximal tubules, that appears somehow dependent
on mitochondrial oxidative synthesis of ATP.
IM-IIBITIW OF REW4L WA REPLICATICt BY CISPLATIN (CP).
B. Safirstein and J.Beck*. Mount Sinai School of
Medicine, Banal Division, Naw York, tw York.
The primary biochartical lesion thought to he
respansible for the cytotoxicity of CP in rnamelian
tunr cal is is inhibition of WA synthesis due to the
formation of Et—platinun intrastrand crosslinks.
therefore investigated the effect of cisplatin on WA
synthesis in renal tissue taken fran rats at various
tines after a single im/kg dose of CR thanges in WA
synthesis re ccsared to changes in tubule
respiration and Na:H exchange to detect the earliest
cytotoxic effect of C'. E* turnover s neasured by
the incorp)ration of -H-thynidine into WA isolated
fran tissue fran the outer stripe of the cuter nedul la.
Oxy3en consurption s neasured pDlarngraically urrier
basal (glurose, alanire, lactate, and butyrate as
substrates) and stinulated (aXP (10 uM) or nystatin
(40 g,lng protein)) conditions in SuS1SiOnS of
proximal tubules isolated fran the sate region. Na
uptake s neasured in acid londed brush herder
rnarbrane vesicles (BBMV) prepared by Mgc12
precipitation and inoubated in the prese of 1 rrf'1 Na.
WA turnover )PM/ug WA) s redtxed significantly at
24h (52.5+8.9, n=l4 (C) vs 16.7±2.2 (OP) (n=9),
p<.D05)), returned to normal by 72h and s markedly
elevated at 4(284.5+40 (n=3), p'(.CxDl)) and 7 days
(259+102.3 (n=5), p<.C05)) after cisplatin. Basal,
uocoupled and stinulated ratesof respiration by
proximal tubule susrensions re normal at 24 and 48
hours and Na uptake by MV 1 and 7 days after CP s
not reduced. Baduced WA turnover preceeded overt mall
necrosis. The data sh that redixed WA synthesis is
an early effect of CP and st.gest that CP binds to
renal WA in a manner similar to that in cancer malls.
Inhibition of renal WA replication may underlie the
repirotoxicity of cisplatin.
REDUCTION OF ENHANCED MUSCLE PROTEIN DEGRADATION
BY LEUPEPTIN IN ACUTE UREMIA
Roland M. Schaefer, Markus Teschner, and August
Heidland (intr. by Joel D. Kopple)
Dept. of Nephrology, University of Wuerzburg, FRG.
Enhanced protein degradation has been demon-
strated in acute and chronic uremia. In order to
establish the role of proteinases in the catabolic
response to uremia, the effect of leupeptin, a
low—molecular weight proteinase inhibitor, on
muscle protein breakdown was investigated. Rats
were rendered uremic by bilateral nephrectomy (BN)
24 hours after surgery, urea—N appearance, plasma
levels of 3—methylhjstidine and the alkaline myo—
fibrillar proteinase activity from skeletal muscle
were determined. Acute uremia caused a significant
increase in urea—N appearance as compared to sham
operated controls (+ 47 5) . With the administra-
tion of leupeptin to BN rats this increase in urea
formation could be markedly reduced (— 39 %) . 24
hours after SN plasma levels of 3—methylhistidine
were 426 + 30 pg/dl as compared to 276 + 15 eg/dl
in SN rats, receiving leupeptin. Finally, the de—
crease of protein degradation in leupeptin-treated
BN rats could be correlated with a reduction in
the alkaline proteinase activity of skeletal muscle
(1.940 + 220 vs 3.500 + 590 mU/mg protein) as com-
pared to untreated BN animals. Based upon these
findings, we could show that uremia caused enhan-
ced degradation of myofibrillar proteins. Accor-
dingly, the activity of the alkaline myofibrillar
proteinase was enhanced during uremia. Leupeptin
treatment resulted in a clearcut reduction of mus-
cle protein degradation and a decrease of the al-
kaline proteinase activity.
CYTOPROTECT!ON BY ACIPOSIS IN THE ISOLATED PER-
FUSED RAT KIDNEY (IPK). P.F. Shanley,* G.C.
Johnson,* L. Chan, J. Shapiro,* V. Van Putten,*
T,J. Burke. Depts. of Path. & Fled., Univ. Cob.
Hith. Sd. Ctr., Denver, Colorado.
transport dependent, hypoxic fragmentation
necrosis regularly occurs in the medullary thick
ascending limb of the ioop of Henle (mTAL) in the
IPK using Krebs—albumin medium at pH 7.4. The ex-
tent of this lesion was markedly reduced with per-
fusion at pH 7.0 (14% of tubules involved vs 65%;
p<.005). Acidotic perfusion, however, was also
associated with functional impairment: GFR de-
creased 31%, Na reabsorption 35% and 04 consump-
tion 37% compared to pH 7.4 (all p<.O5). Since 02
delivery was not changed, the protection may re-
sult from decreased 04 demand related to transport
inhibition. A direct cellular effect was sugges-
ted by low Na reabsorption and cytoprotection at
pH 7.0 even after normalization of GFR by perfu-
sion at high pressure. The protection was, how-
ever, not associated with preservation of AlP
level in mTAL. ATP in needle biopsy samples from
cortex (C) and inner stripe of the outer medulla
(IS) was measured by HPLC. The control in vivo
levels(pM/g dry wt.) were: C = 5.4 o.T IS =
7.7 0.7. After 20 mm. of perfusion, ATP in C
was 80% of control at pH 7.4 (NS) and 68% at pH
7.0 (p<.05). AlP in IS, which consists mostly of
mTAL tubules, was 29% of control at pH 7.4 and 25%
at pH 7.0 (both p<.OO1). Low AlP in the face of
decreased transport suggests decreased AlP produc-
tion with acidosis. The results support the idea
that the cytoprotection results from a pH related
depression of transport and nitochondrial activity
and that the resultant decreased AlP production is
less important in terms of cell survival.
EFFECTS OF CYCLOSPORINE AND CISPLATIN ON LIPID
PEROXIDATION AND CYTOSOLIC CALCIUM IN VITRO.
Brian Spar,* Myong Kahng,* and Anna Tr.ififlis*
(intr. by Barbara Urbaitis). Univ. of MD Soh. of
Med., Dept. of Path. and Med. and MIEMSS, Baito.,
MD.
The effects of Cyolosporine (C5A) and Cisplatin
(CP) on lipid peroxidatlon and cytosolic calcium,
possible mediators of nephrotoxlcity, were
studied using an in vitro system of human
proximal tubule cells.
Confluent monolayers were exposed to CsA (0,
10, 100 pg/mi for 30, 60, 120 mm) or CP (0, 5,
7.5 pg/mi for 24, 8, 72 hr). Lipid peroxides in
the cell lysates were measured by the fluores-
cence of oarboxydichlorofluorescein (EX 505 nm/EM
530 nm). HgC12 treatment was used as a positive
control. Glutathione (GSH) content was measured
in acid extracts of CsA treated cells. Cytosolic
calcium ([Ca]0) was measured using the intra—
cellularly trapped fluorescent calcium indicator,
Quin—2. C5A (tO pg/mi for 10, 30, 60 sin) was
added to Quin—2 loaded cells and fluorescence was
measured at EX 339 nm/EM 192 nm.
Neither CP, at cytotoxic levels, nor CsA pro-
duced changes in lipid peroxide formation when
compared to the corresponding vehicle controls.
Furthermore, C8A resulted in no changes in GSH
content. HgC12 produced a 60% increase in lipid
peroxide formation and a decrease in GSH content
to 4% of control cells, C5A caused decreases in
[Ca]0 to 95, 85 and 78% of control values (96+8
nM) after 10, 30 and 60 mm treatment. The re-
sults indicate that CsA and CP do not produce
lipid peroxides under these experimental condi-
tions, but C5A, if anything, results in a slight
decrease in cytosolic calcium.
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AUGMENTED VULNERABILITY OF RENAL
MEDULLA TO INJURY PRODUCED BY EN-
HANCEMENT OF Na-K-ATPase. K. Spokes*, S.
Rosen, P. Silva, M. Brezis, F.H. Epstein. Depts. of
Medicine and Pathology, Harvard Medical School
and Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, MA.
Hypoxic injury to cells of the medullary thick
ascending limb (mTAL) of isolated perfused rat
kidneys is prevented by ouabain. We wished to see
if chronic alterations in Na-K-ATPase of the
rnTAL would modify the susceptibility of its cells
to the hypoxic injury produced by perfusion. Rats
were fed a diet high 164%) or low (8%) in protein
for three weeks. Renal medullary Na-K-ATPase
was 75.4÷4.8 units/mg protein/hr in the high pro-
tein group and 43.8+1.4 in rats given low protein.
After 90 mm perfusion, the kidneys of rats fed a
high protein diet showed almost all mTAL cells
near the inner medulla with severe damage(93+2%), whereas the same zone in perfused kid-
neys of rats on a low protein diet showed only
46.9+7.7% injury. Though kidney weight was 25%
greater on the high protein diet, GFR and rate of
perfusion per g kidney weight were comparable in
both groups. In a similar fashion, damage to mTAL
cells seen in perfused kidneys was greatly aug-
mented by a diet high in potassium given for two
weeks or by compensatory renal hypertrophy pro-
duced by removal of the contralateral kidney two
weeks earlier. These procedures are known to
induce elaboration of the basolateral membranes of
mTAL cells and an increase in medullary Na—K-
ATPase.
The results suggest that the level of transport
work mediated by Na-K-ATPsse in mTAL cells is a
major determinant of their vulnerability to hypoxic
injury.
ATP-F1GCL2 AUD THYROXIN (T4) PROTECT THE ISCHEHIC
KIDNEY FRO1 CYCLOSPORIN A (CYA) TOXICITY. Paul M.
Sutter*, . Thulin*, K. Oaudio, ii. Kashqarian and
N. Sieqel, Yale Univ. Sch. of fled., Dent. of Peds
and Path. , lew Haven, Connecticut.
ATP-119C12 and T4 enhance recover.y from acute
renal failure. To determine if a postischemiC
infusion of these aoents could reduce the suscep-
tibility of an ischemic kidney to CyA, rats under-
went 45 sin of bilateral renal artery occlusion
and were infused immediately with either ATP-fl9C12
(25 imoles), T4 (50 n) or normal saline (IS, 0.5
cc). C.yA (25 mg/kg, s.c.) was begun 24 h later
and qiven for 3 days. Inulin clearance (Cm),
fractional excretion of sodium (FEga) and urinary
osmolarity (Jose) were measured one day after the
last CyA dose.
Animals infused with ATP-MqC12 or T4 showed
siqnificantly better (P<0.0l) Cm (536+36 and 585
+52 il/min/lOOqa) as compared to IIS rats (368+36).
i'he ATP-FIo Cl2 and T4 rats achieved a level of Cm
which was similar to non-CyA treated ischemlc con-
trols (545+48). All 3 CyA treated aroups had
FENa (0.18T0.02% NS, 0.19+0.03% ATP-gCl2, 0.16+
0.02% T4) hich was less than (P<0.05) the non-
CvA ischemic controls (0.34÷0.06%). Uosm was
sir'iilar in all qroupS.
These data indicate that in the ischemic kid-
ney: 1) CyA worsens alomerular but not tubular
function; 2) the impairment of qiomerular function
induced by CyA is ameliorated by the postischenic
infusion of ATP-llqCl2 or T4 and 3) CyA decreases
FE1a.
EFFECTS OF CYCLOSPORINE ON PROXIMAL RENAL TUBULE *
CELL VOLUME REGULATION. D.A. Terreros, J. Coombs
Univ. of Utah Med. Ctr. and Affiliated Hosp.,
Dept. of Pathology, Salt Lake City, UT.
The nephrotoxic effects of Cyclosporine (CsA)
have been studied in the whole animal. There is
controversy over possible proximal tubular effects
of CsA. Cell volume regulation by 116 nonperfused
isolated proximal renal tubular segments of
Carassius auratus was studied in vitro in the
presence and absence of CsA. Tubule ends were
occluded with glass pipettes and outer tubular
diameters video—recorded. Data was sampled at ten
second intervals. Tubules were incubated (24'C)
for 3 minutes in salt solutions resembling
Carassius auratus plasma composition (Osm: 290,
pH: 7.6). The bathing media was then changed,
for ten minutes, to a solution made hypotonic
(Osm: 110, pH: 7.6) by NaC1 reduction. Experi-
mental tubules were also exposed to 5 (14 tubules)
10 (18 tubules). 50 (10 tubules) and 100 (4
tubules) igm CsA/ml during the length of the
experiment. Twelve tubules were studied in the
presence of 2 01/ml Cremophore EL (polyoxyethyl—
ated castor oil—ethanol), the compound used to
solubulize CsA. As compared to controls (58
tubules), Cremophore EL did not affect cell volume
regulation. CsA. however, had a dose—related
effect. At 5 igm/ml, no significant differences
were observed. At 10 pgm/ml, CsA significantly
blocked the osmoregulatory phase without altering
the initial isotonic cell volume. At 50 and 100
pgm/ml, measurements became erratic due to cell
lysis. Our results suggest that CsA alters the
ionic conductivity of the bssolateral proximal
renal cell membrane.
K LOADING PROTECTS AGAINST URANYL NI-
TRATE (UN) ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF) AND
PRESERVES RENAL CORTEX Na4K—ATPase. 1..
R. Thompson*, P. Lockhart , and R. E.
Cronin. VAMC & U TX HSC, Dallas, TX
UN Is a late proximal tubular toxin.
in a prior study, 14 protectIon against
UN—ARF correlated with stimulation of
renal cortical homogenate Na,K—ATPase
activity. This study investigates wheth-
er K+ loading, a stimulator of cortical
Na,K—ATPese activity, protects against
UN—ARF. Methods: Hil( rats ate a 3.5% K
diet and drank O.2MKC1 while pair—fed
normal rats, NK+, ate a 1% K+ diet and
drank H2O. After 7 days both groups
received UN (0.5mg/kg b.w. S.Q.).
Results: Prior to UN, HIK+ and NK had
identical plasma creatinines (PCr) (0.53±
.08 vs. O.52±.04 mg/dI, NS), creatinine
clearances (CiCr) and solute excretion.
Na excretion was higher in NK (p<.OS)
and K excretion higher in HiK
(p<.OOS). 5 days post UN, PCr was lower
in HIK, (1.72±.52 vs, 2.85,46 mg/dI,
p<.O5) and ClCr higher (.137± .053 vs.
.O66±.O13 mI/min/100g b.w., p<.O2). K
excretion was higher in the HlK group
(1.90 vs. 0.64 mEq/d p<.OO1).
Na,K—ATPase activity of HlK was higher
in Inner (11.4 1.2 vs. 9.4±1.OuM/mg
protein/hr, p<.O2) and outer (17.1± 1.6
vs. 14.0 2.8uM/mg protein/hr, p<.OS)
renal cortex. Thus, K+ loading protects
against UN—ARF. Protection was
associated with preserved cortical
homogenate Na,K—ATPase activity.
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AMPHOTERICIN B INDUCED RENAL VASOCONSTRICTION:
ROLE OF ANGIOTENSIN It (All). Tolins JP, Raij L,
VANC, Univ. of MN, Minneapolis, MN.
We have shown that the increased renal vascular
resistance (RVR) induced in rats by Ainphoterfcin B
(MIPHO) is blunted by oral NaCL loading (din Res
34:6lla, 1986). Because the renin—angiotensin
axis is suppressed by NaCL loading, we studied
whether MIPHO induced renal vasoconstriction is
mediated by All. First, GFR, renal plasma flow
(RPF) and RVR were determined in rats before and
after ANPHO (1.0mg/kg IV). Control rats received
vehicle (VEil). Results (N=6, +SD, *p<O.O5 pre vs
post, t p<O.O5 AlIPHO vs VEil):
GFR RPF RVR
(mi/mm) (ml/min) (mmllg—min/ml)
pre—AMPHO 1.33+0.29 6.24+0.90 11.25±1.83
post—AMPHO 0.82+0.15*t 3.38±i.06*t 23.55+9.75*1-
pre—VEH 1.41+0.20 6.14+1.84 12.94+4.21
post—VEIl 1.13+0.18* 6.72Tl.98 li.263.58
Next, rats were continuously given the antagon-
ist Sar—gly All (SGAII, lthig/kg/mmn) or VEil, with
or without AMPHO. This dose of SGAII had no
effect on basal renal hemodynamics or systemic
blood pressure, but blocked the pressor response
to Alt (100mg IV). Results (N5—8, pNS VEil vs
SGA2, 'p< 0.05 AMPHO vs No AMPHO):
AMI'HO SGA2 0.79+0.07* 4.01+0.61* 20.35+6.38*
—
VEil 0.87Th.i0° 3.85Th.91° 17.764.33°
NO AMPHO SGA2 l.22O.06 5.20l.13 l3.9O2.49
VEil 1.29+0.08° 5.62±1.01° 12.89+2.53°
Thus, blockade of All did not prevent AMPHO
induced renal vasoconstrjctjon. We conclude that
this effect of ANPHO is not mediated by All.
Therefore, it is unlikely that the protective
effect of NaCL loading is due to suppression of
the renmn—angiotensmn system.
REGIONAL AND SPECIES DIFFERENCES IN FE AND
CYSTEINE (CYS) INDUCED MALONALDEHYDE (MDA)
FORMATION IN HOMOGENATES OF KIDNEY &
LIVER. B.K. Urbaitis, R. Klautky*, C. McRoy* & R.
Peppler*. Nephrology Div., Dept. of Medicine, School of
Medicine & Dept. of Physiology, Dental School. Univ. of
Maryland, Baltimore, MD.
The appearance of MDA in a tissue homogenate is
considered to indicate free radical — initiated lipid
peroxidation. The amount of MDA found in any tissue
should be a function not only of the amount of free
radicals formed but of additional factors including free
radical detoxifying systems, lipid content and catalysts.
Such factors may vary throughout the kidney.
The present experiments were done to determine if
MDA production, as stimulated by Fe and Cys (Searle &
Wilson B.J. 212:1986), was different among cortex,
medulla, papilla and liver from rats and dogs.
Homogenates of rat or dog kidney and liver were
incubated at 37°C for 30 mm with or without FeS04
(5pM), Cys (500iiM) or both Fe and Cys. Data (nM/gm)
from incubated and non-incubated (NI) homogenates of
rat tissue (n'°S) is as follows:
Incubated
NI 0 Fe Cys Fe+CysCortex 18±5 117±12 600±67 245±21 786±72
Medulla 11±4 61±10 30651 126±13 371±64
Papilla 05±2 33±4 229±65 98±44 210±99
Liver 21±4 22±9 372±99 30±1 408±98
Tissue homogenates from dogs (n=3) generated no
malonaldehyde under identical experimental protocol.
Based on observed differences in MDA formation, we
conclude that there may also be important differences
in ability of each renal area, as well as different
species, to generate or detoxify free radicals.
THE EFFECT OF PROTEINURIA AND HYPERFILTRATION ON
THE RENAL CORTICAL UPTAKE OF GENTAMICIN IN RATS.
Gert A. Verpooten,* Viviane M. Pattyn,* Ruben A.
Giuliano,* and Marc E. De Broe,* (intr. by Richard
P. Wedeen). Univ. of Antwerp, Dept. of Nephrol.,
Antwerp, Belgium.
We studied the renal cortical uptake rate of
gentamicin (1) in normal Wistar rats (NR), (2) in
remnant kidney rats receiving a normal protein
diet (RKNP), which showed both hyperfiltration
and proteinuria, (3) in remnant kidney rats
receiving a low protein diet (RKLP), which showed
hyperfiltration and less proteinuria, (4) in
streptozotocin induced diabetic rats (OR), which
showed some degree of hyperfiltration and
proteinuria, and (5) in adriamycin treated rats
(AR), which showed no hyperfiltration and severe
proteinuria. The gentamicin cortical uptake rate
was measured under steady—state conditions
(6—hour—IV—infusion) (Giuliano et al., J. Pharma—
col. Exp. Ther., 236:470—475, 1986).
The gentamicin uptake rate vs. serum concentration
curves followed Michaèlis Menten kinetics.
SNGFR Proteinuria K V
nM/gin mg/day iigml m.1g/h.Xcort.
NR 29.4 1.3 15.0 149.9
RKNP 54.5 30.8 73.9 239.2
RKLP 52.0 14.1 18.9 107.0
DR 58.9 5.2 45.9 157.0
AR 30.0 298 42.8 228.4
It is concluded that hyperfiltration and
proteinuria are associated with a decreased
gentamicin cortical uptake. Proteinuria appears
to have the most pronounced effect.
DURATION OF ISCHEMIA AFFECTS 02 METABOLITE
DEPENDENCE OF RENAL ISCHEMIA-REPERFUSION INJURY.
D Whittenburg,* SL Linas, M.D., JE Repine, M.D.,*
Department of Medicine, University of Colorado
Health Sciences Center, Denver, CO.
It has been postulated that toxic 02 metabo-
lites contribute to renal ischeaia-reperfusion
injury, but their biochemical assessment and role
in relation to the duration of ischemia (I) is
unclear. To address this issue we measured gluta-
thione (GSH) after kidneys were made ischemic in
situ for 20, 30 or 45 mm and after 60 am of
reperfusion by the isolated kidney technique. GSH
did not decrease during I, Following reperfusion,
GSH decreased from 6.9 .5 in non-jschemjc kid-
neys to 4.7 .4 after 20 mm and to 3.2 S 1M/ag
after 45 mm of I and reperfusion (both reperfu-
sion groups p<.05 vs I). To determine the 02
metabolite dependence of injury, we reperfused
ischemic kidneys with the 02 metabolite scavenger
dimethyithiourea (DMTU) or its non-scavenging
analog, urea. Reperfusion with DMTU (but not
urea) prevented GSH consumption and attenuated
reperfusion-induced injury after 20 and 30 mm of
I. For example, after 30 mm of I, glomerular
filtration rate (GFR) and tubular sodium absorp-
tion (TNa) increased from 68 10 and 48 6 to
248 22 p1/mm/gm and 88 3% after reperfusion
with DMTU (both p<.Ol vs urea). In contrast,
reperfusion with DMTU prevented GSH consumption
but did not improve renal function after 45 mm
of I. Conclusions: 1) 2 metabolites are formed
during reperfusion; 2) ischemia-reperfusion injury
is partially mediated by 02 metabolites up to 30
mm of I, but is independent of 02 metabolites by
45 mm of I.
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REGIONAL RENAL PROSTAGLANDIN (PC) PRODUCTION IS
ELEVATED DURING THE RECOVERY PHASE OF GLYCEROL—
INDUCED ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (G—ARF). Barry N.
Wilkes, Ira Pion* arid George Kiesel*. Div. of
Nephrology/Hypertension, North Shore University
Hospital, Manhasset, New York
PGs have multiple actions which include promo-
tion of DNA turnover and maintenance of renal
blood flow during renal dysfunction. These experi-
ments were performed to measure regional PG pro-
duction during the early maintenance (24h) and re-
covery (2 wk) phases of G—ARF in the rat. Kidneys
were fractionated into glomeruli (GLOM), cortical
tubules (CT) and medullary tubules (NT), and
tissue incubated for 60 sin in RPNI medium. PGs
were measured by direct RIA. Results (X±SE):
PGE2 control 9.2±0.5
2 wk ARF 11.8±0.9
8.5±0.5l2.9±l.2 22.0±2.03l.O±3.O
PGF2 control 15.8±1.1
2 wk ARF 13.6±2.4
12.7±1.1
2O.7±2.B
20.0±2.0
39.0
TXB2 control 1.7±0.12 wk ARE 1.8±0,1
0.8±0.1
2.O±O.4
1.2±0.1
2.O±O.3
During the recovery phase of 6—ARE glomerular PG
production was unchanged, but tubular PGs were
stimulated. Renal PGs were unalatered 24h after
C—ARE. In separate experiments, renal blood flow
measured 24h and 2 wks after G—ARF was normal
and not inhibited by indoaethacin. The findings
of stimulated tubular PG production during recov-
ery but not during early maintenance suggests that
PGs either promote tubular regeneration or are
produced by regenerating tubules.
CYI1OSSORINE NE[WCIOXICITY WRI MPflSA5ORY RN1%L
QtTH qG):IMP1CF OF FCXD IAJ J. Winston, R.irold, R.Safirsteiri. Mt. Sinai 5th of Med., NY, NY
have previously shewn that cyclosprine inhibits
CFG err] now rxrt on the effect of prior focr] intake
on cyclosporine neçiirotoxicity. Experrnents ware
perfornd i- rats al lowad either unrestricted (UR)
accs to a starr]ard (22.8% protein) rat pellet foniila(n=76) or restricted (R) to 15g of the saie diet per
day (n=74). After 2-6 days all rats urr]erwant
uninerectcmy (tJNX) aed recoived either cyclospDrina
3Qrg/kg or olive oil vshicle im daily. Measuretent
of (R, REF, cardiac outpot (CD) ard kidney growth was
perfonred 7 days later in cyclospDrine arr] control (JR
arr] R animals. (JR gained 29.3+1.9 shile R lost
19.7+3.lg of waight prior to U1D(. In (JR rats
cyclosporine reduced GFR, PBF ard kidney growth
significantly. Iri P rats closporine also reducad (FR
significantly but, in contrast to (JR cyclosporine, REF
ard renal growth was not different frcia pair—fed R
control. 4iole kidney filtration fraction was
significantly lowar in all cyclosporine—treated groupa.
CD arr] plasa protein was the sai in all groupa
stodied. CtJA turnover in (JR was not different in
cyclosporine ard control anindls 2 ard 7 days after
UNX. Control (JR had significantly higher (FR err] terr]ed
to have more renal growth after WX than R controls.
By contrast cyclosporine (JR had significantly lowar REF
ard renal growth than cyclosçorine R animals. The data
show that cyclosporine reduces (FR durir CRG Prior
food restriction dissociates redu.ed (FR frail thanges
in RBF &r] renal growth suggestir±g a primary role for
reduced glaierular ultrafiltration fficient or
transglairular hrostatic pressure. ucad renal
growth in cyclosporine (JR is not dne to reduced Ct
turnover. concl that prior food intake is an
irportant determinant of cyclosporine nephrotoxicity.
HYPOPERFUSION INDUCED RENAL FAILURE. Richard A.
University of Washington, Seattle, WA.
Ischemic acute renal failure (IARF) in humans
typically results from hypoperfusion, not total
blood flow interruption. However, experimental
studies of IARF have used total blood flow cess-
ation models (renal artery occlusion, RAO; nor-
epinephrine infusion) because renal hypoperfusion
has not been shown to cause functionally signif-
icant tubular necrosis. Thus, the goal of this
study was to develop a reproducible hypoperfusion
model of IARF and then contrast it to a blood flow
cessation model (RAO). Rats were uninephrectomized
and temporary (30 or 45 mm) partial aortic ligat-
ion (PAL) was created just above the left renal
artery, yielding a perfusion pressure of 15-20 mm
Hg and a renal blood flow of 0.11±0.02 ml/min.
Renal injury was assessed 24hr later. Azotemia (30
mm PAL: BUN 475; 45 mm PAL: 118±11 mg/dl), de-
pressed inulin clearances (60-98%), and extensive
proximal tubular pars recta necrosis resulted.
Comparison of 30 mm PAL with 30 mm RAO revealed
6 times higher renal AlP levels but twice as much
glutathione loss from the PAL kidneys (p <0.01).
Despite the different degrees of AlP depletion,
the amount of tubular necrosis was comparable in
the 2 models. However, cast formation, medullary
vascular congestion, and azotemia (BUN 87±12) were
all greater (p 0.01) with RAO. Control rats
subjected to infrarenal PAL developed no renal
injury. Conclusions: Major biochemical, morpho-
logic, and functional differences exist between
hypoperfusion and blood flow cessation induced
IARF, suggesting that RAO and norepinephrine
models do not closely simulate human ischemic
renal injury. PAL may be more suitable for this
purpose.
TRANSIENT RENAL ISCHEMIA (TRI) FOLLOWING UROGRAPHY
(U) WITH MEGLUMINE-DIATRIZOATE (MD).N.Zerefos,i.
Kyriazi s and G.Digenis .Hippokration Hospital -lini —
versity of Athens-3reece.
The goal of our study was to evaluate the imme-
diate effects of U with MD on renal performance,in
individuals with normal renal function (NRF) and
absence of vascular,liver,rnyocardial or metabolic
disease.Ten men and 10 women (mean age 34±9) fil-
ling the above criteria,were selected from the out-
patient clinic,for symptoms referring to the uri-
nary tract.All had NRF as evidenced by the 24h
creatinine (C) clearance,routine blood Chemistries
and urine analysis.Glomerular filtration rate (GFR)
and effective renal plasma flow (ERPF)were measu-
red simultaneously by the (51Cr) E.D.T.A. and (1311)
Hippuran plasma clearance method,2h before and 2h
following the I.V.administration of MD.The filtra-
tion fraction was calculated (F.FFR/ERPFx10O).The
results (Mean±SD) are shown below.
GFR(ml/min/ ERPF(ml/min/ FF(GFR/
1.73m2) l.73m2) ERPFx100)
Before I.V.D. 108±28.4 443.8±63.6 24±5.5
After 1.V.D. 86.3±21.2 277.8±70.6 32±6.6
p >0.05 p < 0.001 p>D.05
Thus IVD significantly reduced ERPF.The observed
reductions of GFR and FF were riot statistically
significant.BUN and serum C were normal in all our
patients 24 and 48h later.We conclude that:1)I.V.
MD in individuals with NRF,significantly reduces
ERPF and to a lesser degree GFR and the FF (auto-
regulation?)and 2)the above effects were short—li-
ved as evidenced by normal renal function 24 and
48h later.TRI in patients with vascular or renal
disease may lead to acute renal failure.
*pg/pg/60 sin tp < 0.05'
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PRESERVATION OF CLOMERULAR SIZE—SELECTIVE BARRIER
BY MTTINYPERTENSIVE THERAPY IN NEPHROTOXIC SERUM
NEPHRITIS (NSN). P Alfino, J Neugarten,
RG Schacht, L Dworkin and DS Baldwin. NYU Sch Ned
and VA Med Ctr, NY, NY.
We have previoualy demonatrated in a model of
hypertenaive NSN that urinary protein excretion
and glomerular atructural damage are ameliorated
by antihypertenaive therapy with hydralazine,
hydrochlorothiazide and reserpine (NHR). Reductiona
in P8 , SNCFR and A accompanied the salutary
effeca of hypertenaion treatment. Ue now compare
glomerular size—selective harrier function in
hypertensive NSN and in rats rendered normotensive
with treatment.
NSN was induced in 17 male uninephrectomized
Sprague—Dawley rats. Blood pressure was maintained
at normotensive levels with lINE in 8 of the rats
(121±3mmllg), while the others remained hyperten-
sive (164±l6mmllg). At 6 weeks, treated animals
excreted less protein (107±15 vs. 207±68 mgl24hrs.
pcO.05) and less gamma globulin (8.1±3.5 mg vs.
35.3±B.4 ng, p<O.Ol). Fractional clearances of
polydisperse neutral dextrans were significantly
greater for molecular radii exceeding 50 K in
hypertensive nephritic rats as compared to those
rendered normotensive. The percent of filtrate
passing through a non—size discriminatory shunt
pathway was calculated to be 0.15% in normotensive
rats as compared to 2% in those who were untreated
and remained hypertensive. Thus, antihypertensive
therapy, in ameliorating structural damage in MSN,
also prevents the development of shunt pathways in
the GBN.
GLOMERULAR HYPERTENSION: A MALADAPTATION OF
RECOVERY FROM ACUTE GLOMERULAR INJURY.
S. Anderson, J.R. Diamond, M.J. Karnovsky, and
B.M. Brenner. Brigham and Women's Hospital and
Hsrvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
Jugular venous puromycin aminonucleoside (PAN)
administration produces a 2—4 week episode of
severe nephrosis and acute renal failure followed
by temporary recovery, but eventual recurrence of
proteinuria (UprotV) and onset of glomerulsr
sclerosis (GS) (Am J Pathol 122:481). We studied
renal hemodynsmics at 2 wks during acute nephros—
is, and sgain at 9 wks during the recovery period
in rats receiving either PAN (50 mg/kg IV) or sham
(5) injection: (Mesn±SE;*pc.O5 v S,tp<.O5 v PAN):
UprotV AP FCC SMGFR Kf
2 weeks mg/d ————mmNg———— ni/n nl/(s.mmNg)
S(n=6) 6±1 106±4 48±1 39±5 0.08±0.01
PAN(n6) 118±18* 117±4 48±2 15±2* 0.02±0.01*
9 weeks
S(n7) 8±1 116±2 46±1 51±2 0.09±0.04
PAN(n=8) 14±3 121±2 68±2* 49±3 0.04±0.01
PAN/CEI(n=8) 13±2 lOO±l't 46±1t 61±3t O.14±O.O3t
At 2 wks, PAN rats had depressed values for the
single nephron giomerulsr filtration rate (SMGFR)
due to a decreased capillary ultrafiltration
coefficient (Kf), with no chsnge in arterial
pressure (Afl, glomerular capillary pressure (GC)
or plasma flow rate. At 9 wks, PAN rats
demonstrated improved SNGFR and Kf but also
glomerulsr hypertension, which was prevented in a
subgroup of PAN rsts by the converting enzyme
inhibitor (CEI) enslapril (50 mg/L) (PAN/CEI).
The emergence of glomerular hypertension, despite
apparent recovery, may explain late GS in
experimental as well as clinical renal disease.
THE COMPOSITIONAL ABNORMALITIES IN LIPOPROTEIN
DENSITY CLASSES OF PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC RENAL
FAILURE. Per—Ola Attman' Petar Alaupovic*and
Narcelo Tavella* (intro. by Mattias Aurell). Univ.
of Coteborg, Dept. of Nephrol., Gtiteborg, Sweden
and Okla. Ned. Rea. Fdn., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
To identify abnormalities in plasma lipopro—
teins that may represent risk factors for develo-
ping and/or accelerating vascular disease in chro-
nic renal failure (CRF), very low— (VLDL), low—
(LDL1 and LDL2), and high (MDL) density lipopro—
teins isolated from 22 nondisbetic patients with
CRF and 13 control subjects were characterized
and compared on the basis of their lipid and apo—
lipoprotein (apo) profiles. In CRF, levels of li-
pids and apos were increased 4—fold in VLDL, 3—
fold in LDL1, but only 1.1—fold in LDL2; they were
reduced by 25% in MDL. This was accompanied by a
shift of apos B, C—I, C—Il, C—Ill and E from high-
er to lower density lipoproteina. The levels of
ApoA—I and ApoA—II were decreased in MDL, but
their distribution remained unchanged. Triglyce-
ride (TC)—rich LDL1 and LDL2 were characterized
by a decrease in the percent content of ApoE and
an increase of ApoC—Ill. As a consequence, the
ratios of ApoB/ApoE, ApoC—III/ApoE and ApoC—III/
ApoB were increased in these two density classes.
TO—enrichment of LDL2 caused a reduction in the
cholesterol/ApoB ratio. These results suggest
that, if ApoE facilitates the removal of remnant
TO—rich lipoproteins, their accumulation in LDL1
and LDL2 of patients with CRF may be due to a
relative deficiency of ApoE and an elevation of
ApoC—Ill. Reduced levels of MDL and increased
levels of remnant TC—rich lipoproteins may repre-
sent risk factors for atherogenesis.
INFLUENCE OF FLUID INTAKE ON PROTEIN—INDUCED
INIREASE IN GFR AND KIDNEY MASS. Lise Bankir*, N.
Bouby, A. El Kaki, and M.t1. Trinh" (intr. by F.
Wright). INSERFI U go, Hbpital Necker, Paris, France.
High protein diet (HP) has been shown to induce a
marked hypertrophy of the inedullary thick ascending
limb, and an increase in Na—K—ATPase activity and
salt transport in this segment. These findings
suggest that the osmotic work performed by the kidney
to eliminate urea as a concentrated solution in the
urine is involved in the effects dietary proteins
exert on the kidney (Kd). In the present study. HP
was associated with an increased water intake in
order to reduce the osmotic work (negative free
water clearance = TCH2O). Three groups of Sprague
Dawley rats drinking ad lib (n = 8 in each) were fed
ad lib either dry powder diet containing 10% or 32%
casein (DLP and DHP. respectively), or 32% casein
mixed in 1.5% agar gel(powder diet: gel, 20: 8O)(WHP).
Renal function and Kd wt were assessed after 4 weeks.
Uosm TH2O Ccreat Kidney wt
'iosri/kg 1120 rul/day. lOOg OW ag/bOg OIl
DLP 2067±1g8 8.0±0.6 312±30 310± 7
DHP 2204± 194 ig.g 1.1* 429±23* 387± 10
iP 563± 20 14.2s1.0 440±27 347± 12
p <0.05 or less by t test vs 0LP () or vs DHP ('). In spite of a
marked decrease in Uosm., T°k20 decreased by only 28%
because WHP had a higher osmolar excretion than DHP
(due to a greater food intake). This reduction in
TH20 resulted in a smaller Kd hypertrophy in WHP than
in DHP rats, but was without effect on GFR. These
results further suggest that osmotic work plays a
role in the protein—induced kidney enlargement.
Whether it also plays a role in GFR increase is not
apparent here but requires further experiments with
greater reduction of TH20 and/or pair—feeding.
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IS THE PROTEINURIA IN EARLY STAGE DIABETES OF
GLOMERIJLAR ORIGIN J,N RATS? John 14. Bauman, Jr.
and Fernando Petry . UMDNJ—New Jersey Med
School, Newark, NJ 07103
Streptozotocin induced diabetes and galactose
regimens have been found to increase protein ex-
cretion during the first 6 weeks by 50% in male
S-D rats. Both treatments produce an osmotic
diuresis. Electrophoresis of excreted proteins
indicated no change in selectivity, nor were any
differences in the glomeruli observed by TEN.
To test whether this early stage protelnurla
could be due to a tubular effect Induced by
chronic osmotic diuresis, we measured the effect
of decreased diuresis produced by fasting and by
pair—feeding in diabetic rats. In the Wistar
rat proteinuria was found to be 16.7 + 4.4 mg
per day prior to streptozotocin treatment. Pro-
tein excretion increased progressively with the
duration of the diabetic state while diuresis
was relatively constant. On day 42 protein ex-
cretion was 53.8 + 10.8 mg per day in the ad—lib
fed diabetic rats, and had decreased to 9.7 +
2.4 mg per day in normal controls. Fasting re-
duced IJprV and IJNaV to normal levels; pair—
feeding reduced both measures to a lesser
extent. Proteinuria was positively correlated
with CNa/ticreat in the normal, and in the ad—
lib and pair—fed diabetic rats. Proteinuria was
negatively correlated to this estimate of FENa
in the fasted diabetics. It is concluded that
proteinuria in early stages of experimental
diabetes is at least partly due to tubular
effects of chronic osmotic diuresis.
GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE (GFR) IN AWAKE BABOON
(PAPIO HAMADRYAS). Jacques J. Bourgoignie, George
Gavellas. Michael R. Disbrow*, Kuo H. Hwang*, and
Donald K. Hinkle*. Mannheimer Primatological
Foundation. Homestead, FL and Univ. of Miami
School of Medicine, Miami, FL.
Non—invasive techniques were used to collect
urine with an external catheter together with
automated monitoring of arterial blood pressure
and heart rate in male awake baboons. These meth-
ods were used to measure 24—hr endogenous creati—
nine clearances for 2 to 3 consecutive days in 4
baboons before and 4 to 9 months after unine—
phrectomy. Despite large differences in urine
volume and sodium excretion, reproducibility on
different daya of 24—hr creatinine clearance was
within 15 percent in 6 of 8 animals.
In short studies, simultaneous endogenous
creatinine and inulin clearances were compared in
the same 4 baboons awake and under anesthesia.
The results (means±SE) were as followa. in mi/mm:
Thus, 24—hr urines can be collected and renal
function, including inulin clearance, can be
reproducibly evaluated in awake baboon. Like in
humans, endogenous creatinine clearance overesti-
matea giomerular filtration rate.
BENEFICIAL EFFECT OF MODERATE PHOSPHATE (PHOS)
RESTRICTION IN PARTIALLY NEPHRECTOMIZED DOGS ON A
LOW PROTEIN DIET. S. Brown*, D. Finco, W. Cr0—
well*, J. Barsanti. Dept. of Physiology, College
of Veterinary Ned., Univ. of Georgia, Athens, GA
We studied the effects of moderate phos restric-
tion in 1-7/8 nephrectomized dogs. Partially
nephrectomized dogs were fed either a low phos,
low protein diet (LoPhos group, n=12, GFRO.76+
0.06 ml/min/kg, 0.44% phos, 17% protein) or
normal phos, low protein diet (NormPhos group,
n=12, GFR=O.73+O.O7 ml/min/kg, 1.50% phos, 17%
protein). Caloric, protein, Na, and K intakes were
the same for both groups. Exogenous creatinine
clearance (CrC1), fractional excretion of phos-
phate (FEP),mean systemic arterial pressure (MAP),
and proteinuria (assessed by urine protein-to-
creatinine ratio) were determined at 0,4,8, and 12
months. Plasma immunoreactive parathyroid hormone
concentration (PTH) was measured at 4 months.
One year mortality rate was significantly lower
for the LoPhos group (8.3% VS 66.7%, P <0.01).
Progressive decline in renal function was signifi-
cantly reduced in dogs on a LoPhos diet (P<0.01).
The mean final CrC1 was significantly higher in
the LoPhos group (0.71+0.12 ml/rnin/kg VS 0.42+
0.14 mI/mm/kg, P<0.05). Mean plasma PTH and FE
were lower in the LoPhos group (P <0.05). Plasma
phos, degree of proteinuria, and MAP were not
significantly different between the groups.
It was concluded that: (1) Moderate dietary phos
restriction prevents or delays progressive renal
functional deterioration in dogs with experimental
chronic renal failure. (2) The degree of phos
restriction imposed in this study results in
significant reductions of FEP and PTH, but does
not cause phos depletion.
LONGTERM ENALAPRIL (E) AND VERAPAMIL (V) IN RATS
WITH REDUCED RENAL MASS. Felix P. Brunner, * Gil-
bert Thiel,* Monika Hermle,* and Michael Mihatsch,*
intr.by Floyd C. Rector, Jr. Dept.of Medicine,
Pathol. and Research, Univ. of Base!, Switzerland.
The effect of longterm treatment with either E
(0.1 gm/L drinking water) or high dose V (0.5—0.7
gm/L drinking water) on survival, proteinuria, BP,
and renal morphology was studied in female Wistar
rats with reduced renal mass. Five groups were
formed with equal levels of proteinuria and hyper-
tension 4 wks. after renal ablation (right NX 1 wk
after left partial infarction). Diet protein 30%,
NaCl 20 mM/kg (control,E20,V20) or 100 mM/kg
(E100,VIOO), daily food allowance 14 gm/rat.
Mortality was 1/18 (E100), 0/18 (E20), 7/18 (V100),
8/18 (V20) vs. 3/18 (control). Surviving rats were
sacrificed after 15 weeks of treatment, median
results are shown below:
proteinuria BP awake kidn. %(range)
Group rng/uMcreat mm Hg wght. sclerosed
mit. 15 wk mit. 15 wk gm/kg glomeruli
E100(n=17) 1.6k 0.5* 190+++120***4.1 0(0-70)
E 20(n=18) 2.1+++O.4***185+++110* 3.9
V1OO(n11) 1.2++ 8.8* 160 158 93** 18(0-75)
V 20(n=1O) 1.4++ 6.6* 173 158 73** 21 (4-68)
control 1.6 1.9 175 175 4.2 4(0-56)
(+ Wilcoxon r vs.init.* Mann—Whitney u vs.control)
E normalized BP, reduced proteinuria and almost
prevented glomeruloscl. and mortality. Despite the
high dose, V barely reduced BP, but increased
proteinuria, glomerulosci. and mortality at least
compared to E. The adverse effect of V might be
explained by increased hyperfiltration which is
suggested by preliminary studies showing increased
RBF and prox. tub, stop-flow P after V.
Baboons C.Creat.
Intact—asleep 36. 7±1.5
Unmnx—asleep 30.9±1.1
Uninx—awake 40.5±1.4
* Significantly greater
C.Inui. C.Creat/C.Inui.
33.2±1.0 1.10±0.05
25.3±1.3 1.24±0.03*
31.1±1.2 1.32±0.05*
than 1.0 (p<O.OOl).
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FLUORESCENT MORPHOMETRIC AMALYSIS OF SPERMINE
INDUCED I1ESAF1flIAL CIIAIIOES. Robert A. Cannhell,
Soveth Nhounq*, Julia Beth Russi*, Oregon Health
Sciences University, Dept. of Pediatrics,
Portland, Oregon.
Hynerpolyaninenia is a consistent feature of
uremia (Campbell, Nephron 41:299, 1985). Poly—
arlines (PAs) stimulate in vitro arterial snooth
muscle cell proliferation and can alter renal
blood flow. This study asks whether or not PA5
nay play a role in nesangial expansion as seen
with conoronised renal function. DalbC nice treat-
ed with i.p. spernine (s) 15 nq/kn/d x 21d reveal-
ed no significant cvtotoxjc or tubular lesions b"
routine histolonical exaniriation. One micron thin
II & E sections of 60 outer cortical (OCR) and
juxtamedullar' (JXR) gloneruli from S treated,
n=7, and control (C) n=7, were photonicrogranhed
(x 1000) following ultraviolet excitation (450—
490 no) and enlarried to 8 x 10. The nesanaiuri
fluoresced brightly facilitating direct boundary
deterriinations. Mornhonetri c analysis qf gl oner—
ular, capillary 3nd nesangial areas (a'-) revealed
several changes in qiomeruli of S treated animals.
Corinared to normals, S treated JXG total area
increased 12%, the nesanpiun 69%, and capillary
space 27%. lthile both OCG and JXG changes were
qualitatively similar, JXG changes were ouch more
pronounced and uniformly sinificant. 110th OCR
and JXG were hynertrophic (p'-) and hypernlastic
(nuclear counts). Increased cell nunbers 'dere
proportionate to increased glorierular area.
Calculated area of diffusion serviced by the
capillaries sugnested S induced changes were
consistent with hyperfiltration.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSE OF DISEASED GLOMERULI TO A
LARGE PROTEIN MEAL. A.Y.M.Chan,* M.L. Cheng,*
B.D. Myers. Div. Nephrol., Stanford Univ., CA.
Differential solute clearances and hormone
assays were used to characterize the effect of
a large protein meal (1.5 g/kg) on glomerular
function in 12 proteinuric patients with biopsy
proven glomerular disease. Changes from base-
line during 3 hr following protein ingestion
included sustained antidiuresis, 6 to 2.1—3.2
al/mm (p<O.O1), and increases in plasma renin
(hr 1) and vasopressin levels (hrs 2 and 3,
p<O.05). Despite constrictor hormone activity,
PAll (RPF) and inulin (GFR) clearances increased
respectively from I52 + 86 to 588 + 10i4 and 53
÷ 8 to 61 9 al/mm (p<O.02). &wresponding
fractional clearances (0) of albumin and IgG
declined by 22 and 37%, respectively (p<O.05).
0 of dextrans in the 3Z_5i4 radius interval
were similarly lowered, a change calculated to
reflect solely increases in RPF (+31%) and AP
(+12%) with no alteration in glomerular mem-
brane—pore structure. Control observations in
12 healthy subjects revealed identical
responses of similar magnitude. We conclude
that diseased glomeruli respond to high protein
intake with an increase in ultrafiltration
pressure. The response, (1) is undiminished vs
normal, i.e. there is no loss of functional
reserve, (2) may be mediated partly by
constrictor hormones, and (3) results in in-
creased transmural water but not protein flux.
We propose that any role of high protein intake
to accelerate glomerular disease is more likely
related to enhanced filtration pressure than
increased transglomerular protein traffic.
POTENTIAL MECHANISM OF PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
VERAPA14IL (V) IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF). L.
Chan, D.C.H. Harris,* and R.W. Schrier. Dept.
Med., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med., Denver, CO.
The progression of experimental CRF is slowed
by the chronic administration of V (Harris et al,
Kid Int, in press). However, the mechanism for
this blood—pressure independent effect of V has
not been delineated. This Study was designed to
examine the effect of V on oxygen consumption
(QO2, imol/inin/g perfused viable tissue),
glucose production (GP, imol/in/g), clearance of
inulin (CIN, il/min/g) and Na reabsorption (TNa,
iEq/min/g) in isolated lactate—perfused normal
(N) and remnant (R) kidneys 4 wks after 5/6
nephrectomy. CIN was higher in N than R (383±77
vs 65+19, mean+SD,p<.OOl) as was TNa (52.5+10.4
vs 4.8±2.4,p<.OO1). However, there was no signi-
ficant difference between N and R in perfused
viable kidney weight (l.53+.l4 vs l.47±.ll g
respectively,NS), GP (.34±.lO vs .46+.l7,NS)
or AQO (3.14±.82 vs 2.78 vs .16,NS). Perfusion
of R with V (5OpM) had no significant effect on
CIN (107±87 vs 65±19,NS), TNa (18.4+9.9 vs 4.8±
2.4,NS) or GP (.64+.19 vs .46±.17,NS) compared to
perfusion without V. However, V significantly
decreased AQO2 (l.74±.53 vs 2.78+.l6,p<.O2).
Thus, TNa/AQO2 was higher in R perfused with V
than R perfused without V (9.21±2.95 vs l.12+.91,
p<.OOS). V had no effect on CIN, TNa, GP or AQO2
in N. In summary: 1) R is significantly more
metabolically active than N when assessed by AQO2
and GP relative to CIN and TNa; 2) V diminishes
enhanced metabolic activity of R which is inde-
pendent of TNa and GP; and 3) V may protect
against progression of CRF, at least in part, by
diminishing renal tissue metabolic demands.
THE PROTECTIVE MECHANISM OF THYROIDECTOMY IN
CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF). J.D. Conger, and
S.A. Falk.* Univ. of Colorado Health Sciences
and V.A. Medical Centers, Denver, CO.
The present study was designed to determine
the roles of glomerular dynamics and tubular
function in the protection from progressive
uremia zith thyroidectomy in a remnant model of
CRF. Following thyroidectomy, 21 Hunich—Wis tar
rats were divided into 3 equal groups: Tx14—
thyroxine replaced; Tx—no treatment; TxI—isopro—
terenol by intraperitoneal osmotic pump. After 2
wk all rats underwent right nephrectomy and 2/3
infarction of the left kidney. Serum 14, car-
diac output (CO), nephron filtration rate (NFR),
glomerular plasma flow QA' glomerular trans—
capillary hydraulic (ap), colloid osmotic pres-
sures (as), proximal reabsorption (iv) and 24—h
urine protein (Upr) were measured 1 wk later.
14 levels were 5.7±1.1* in TxT4, 0.4±0.5 in Ix
and 0.6±0.5 tg/ml in TxI. CO were 58±8 in TxT4,
34±2* in Tx and 54±7 mi/mm in TxI. BP were
not different.
Gr NFR QA v 11pr
nl/min nl/min .smHg÷ nl/inin mg/24h
TxT4 47±8 138±20 46±7 15±3 25±8 151±46
Tx 23±7* 69±17* 33±3* 14±3 lO±5** 9±5*
TxI 56±12 210±89 43±4 15±3 20±13 93±26
*Different from other groups at p<.Ol. **Dif_
ferent from TxT4 at p<.Ol. Thyroidectonly reduced
NFR, at', - and U0r in this CRF model. Correc-
tion of NFR and a? without significantly raising
or serum T4 in TxI increased Upr to levels
similar to TxT4. These data support a predomi-
nant role of reduced NFR and a in the protection
from progressive CRF with thyroidectotny.
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UREMIA AFFECTS THE STOICHIOMETRY OF Na AND K
FLUXES THROUGH THE BUMETANIDE—SENSITIVE Na,K
COTRANSPORT. 0.8. Corty, M.L. Tuck* and D.B.N.
Lee. Olive View and Sepulveda VA Medical Centers
and U.C.L.A. School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA
We have reported red cell (RBC) reduced Na
efflux (Ex) rates through the cotransport (Cot) in
dialysis patients (0). In this study, we examined
inward activity of the system when stimulated by
increasing concentrations in external K. We
measured simultaneous Na Ex and Na, Rb influxes
(Ix), using Na22, and Rb86 in RBC from 7D and 7
controls (C) loaded with Na (15mM) by nystatin.
Fluxes were measured in the presence of ouabain
(0.1mM) with and without bumetanide (0.01mM) in
media containing 150mM Na and 3 different K con-
centrations (4,8,12mM). Intracellular [Na] was
not different between D and C in fresh (7.71±0.79
vs 8.53±0.32 mmole/L RBC) or in loaded RBC
(13.89±0.62 vs 14.62±0.82). Mean S.E.M. flux
rates expressed in mmole/L RBC/hr were:
[K] 4mM 8mM 12mM
Na Ex 0.38±0.08 0.42±0.10 0.39±0.09
C Ma Ix 0.32±0.04 0.45±0.08 0.56±0.13
Rb Ix 0.34±0.06± 0.60±0.05± 0.71±0.05±
vs NaIx (NS)
Na Ex 0.14±0.01 0.17±0.01 0.17±0.01
D Na Ix 0.64±0.18 0.97±0.16 1.87±0.38
Rb Ix 0.13±0.04* O.16±0.iO** O.28±O.13**
* vs NaIx p<O.O5,* p<O.O1
Thus: 1) NaEx in 0 as compared to C were reduced
(p<O.Ol) at all [K]. 2) In C, the ratio Na:Rb
approximates 1:1 while in D, it exceeds unity.
These data suggest that the iNa to 1K flux ratio
of CoT is uncoupled in uremia. It is also possible
that these ions are not transported through a
single mechanism.
INCREASED EXTRARENAL OXALATE CLEARANCE IN CHRONIC
RENAL FAILURE. J.F. Costello*, K. Krall*, M.
Plantilla* & D.M. Landwehr. Allegheny—Singer Re-
search Institute, Allegheny General Hospital,
Pittsburgh, PA.
To determine whether oxalate metabolism is alter-
ed in renal failure, balance studies were carried
Out fl age—matched control, (C) & 5/6 riephrectomized,
(CRF) rats fed identical diets. 1C—oxalate was ad-
ministered in food, & by intraperitoneal (II') & intra-
venous (IV) injection, after which 14C was measured
in expired C02, feces(F) & urine (U) for 72h. Follow-
ing oral administration there was no significant
difference between C & CRF as regards %1C excreted
in expired C02(C,1O.O±7.4vs CRF,6.9±3.8), F(C,84.5
U(C,3.2±.7vsCRF,2.8±.7)or
total recovery (C,97.]±5.7 vs CRF,97.3±5.8). How-
ever, as shown below, F 1C was significantly great-
er in CRF following IP & IV administration.
IP IV
%1C C(N"9) CRF(N=7) c(N=7) CRF(N=6)
CO2 1.2±.3 1.1±.2 1.4±.57 1.4±.6
U 89.4±4.0 81.2±4.8 89.7±7.5 79.6±8.6
F 6.4±.7 13.0±4.7* 5.6±1.6 12.8±2.3*
Recovery 97.0±4.3 95.3±4.2 96.7±7.5 93.8±10.5
P creat.' .7±.1 1.4±.6* .7±.2 1.5±.6*
mg/dl, *p<O.OO5
Enzymatic analysis demonstrated that approximate-
ly 85% of 1"C in F was present as 1C—oxalate in both
C & CRF. We conclude that there is no significant
change in handling of dietary oxalate in CRF, but that
extrarenal oxalate clearance is significantly in-
creased in CRF, probably as a result of greater
intestinal transport. Thus, use of urinary oxalate
excretion as a measure of oxalate production, ac
frequently employed, may significantly underesti-
mate endogenous oxalate synthesis.
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SUPPRESSION OF PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH)
BY INTRAVENOUS I,25(Ol-02D3: A ROLE FOR A
LOWERED "SET POINT". 3ames A. Delmez, Carol A.
Tindira,* Patricia Grooms,* David Windus, Eduardo
Slatopoisky. Department of Medicine, Washington
University, St. Louis, MO.
Recently it has been demonstrated in vitro that
l,25(OH)2D3 has an direct inhibitory effect on the
synthesis and secretion of PTH. Also, it is known that
a shift in the "set point" for calcium-regulated PTH
secretion may participate in the genesis of secondary
hyperparathyroidism. To further elucidate if alter-
ations in vitamin 0 metabolism play a role in the
abnormal "set point', studies were performed in a
group of seven dialysis patients. A calcium infusion (3
mg/Kg/hr) was given during dialysis and frequent blood
samples were obtained for ionized Ca++ and amino-
terminal PTH. Subsequently, the patients received
l,25(OH)2D3, 3 pg I.V. after each dialysis for a period
of two weeks. Calcium supplementation was stopped
and dialysate calcium was decreased to prevent the
development of hypercalcemia. Ionized Ca decreased
slightly from 4.89 -s- .18 to 4.68 1- .17 after the admini-
stration of 1,25(01-1)203. However, i-PTH decreased
also by 21%, from 375 66 pg/mI to 295 + 50 pg/mI (p
< 0.05). A repeat calcium infusion revealed that the
"set point" for calcium also decreased from 5.23 .15
to 5.06 .15 mg/dl (p < 0.05). In summary, these
results confirm our initial observations that
l,25(OH)2D3 given I.V. has a direct inhibitory effect on
PTH release. Moreover, part of this effect may be
mediated by lowering the "set point" making the para-
thyroid glands more sensitive to calcium. Low levels
of 1,25(OH)2D3 may potentially be one of the factors
responsible for the abnormal secretion of PTH in
chronic renal failure.
EFFECTS OF ORAL INDIVIDUAL AMINO-ACIDS (AA) ON
GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE (GFR). Michel Ohaene*,
Yvan Philippart' and Jean—Louis Vanherweghema(intr. by R.E. Bulger). C.U.B. H6pital Erasme,
Dept of Nephrology, Brussels, Belgium.
The mechanism by which protein ingestion
increases GFR remains unexplained. MM are tought
to stimulate the release of a circulating hormone,
and some of them are also known to influence the
hypothalamohypophyseal axis which seems necessary
for the enhancement of the GFR.
In this study, six healthy subjects, aged 21 to
30 years, were given orally, at one week interval,
three individual MM : L—threonine, L-arginine and
glycine. Inulin clearances and urea excretion
were measured before and after an acute load of
3.7 gm threonine, 5.0 gm arginine and 3.9 gm gly-
cine, corresponding to their respective content in
a 80 gm protein meat meal. Urinary and blood
samples were collected every 45 minutes. Compared
to the basal values, no change was observed in GFR
after any of the three
2GFR + SEN (ml/min/1.73 a—)
Basal Mfter MA load
Glycine 97.2 ÷ 2.4 100.9 ÷ 2.1
Threonjne 100.1 ÷ 2.9 101.1 2.8
Arginine 100.4 ÷ 5.4 99.1 3.2
Postprandial peak GFR was also not significantly
different and urea excretion rate remained unaf-
fected by the AM load. These date indicate that
contrary to what have been noted with dogs, acute
oral loads of individual MA, are not able to incre-
ase SF8. The near constancy of the urea excretion
rate suggests that the loads may have been insuf-
ficient to induce the release of a circulating
factor.
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ALIMENTARY HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA SELECTIVELY AG-
GRAVATES GLOMERULAR INJURY. J. R. Diamond and N.
J. Karnovsky. Dept. Pathol., Harvard Med. Sch.,
Boston, MA.
Focal glomeruloscierosis (FGS) develops 18 wks
after jugular venous puromycin aminonucleoside(PA) bolus injection. Hyperlipidemia, secondary
to nephrosis, may account for this progressive
glomerulopathy, although the exact injuriouslipid moiety is unclear. We studied the effect
of a 4% cholesterol/l% cholic acid supplement
(CS) to normal rodent chow (N) because, in normal
rats. CS significantly elevates only the fasting
total serum cholesterol (FTC) but not the trigly-
cerides (FTG). Rats made nephrotic (PA, 5 mg/
100 gm IV) were fed either (N) or (CS) for 18
wks. Urine and serum values (mean + SE) were
obtained at 2 wks (acute nephrosis) and 18 wks:
_BgL4 mg/dl
PA+N (n = 7) 235 + 49 170 + 24 360 + 82
PA+CS (n=7) 163 + 26 559 + 37** 410 ÷ 73
18 Wks
PA+N (n=7) 119 + 18 72 + 20 223 + 24
PA+CS (n=7) 450 97* 529 + 65** 225 + 35
* p ( 0.025, ** p < 0.001 vs. N
At 2 wks, FTC was raised only in the CS group
despite similar Uprot' V. At 18 wks, both Uprot V
and FTC were elevated in the CS group. FTG was
similar in the two groups at both intervals.
Also, GFR was significantly lower and the BUN
higher in the CS group at 18 wks. Histological-
ly, the features of FGS were all significantly
more prevalent in the CS group. We conclude that
alimentary hypercholesterolemia, by itself, ag-
gravates glomerular injury and the subsequent
development of FGS in this model.
INTRINSIC VISCOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF TUBULE BASE-
MENT MEMBRANES IN EXPERIMENTAL RENAL CYSTIC DIS-
EASE INDICATED BY ANALYSIS OF MICROPIPET DEFORMA-
TION. V.5. Don050*, J.J. Grantham, A.P. Evan, F.A.
Carone and K.D. Gardner, Jr. Univ. of Kansas Med.
Ctr., K.C. KS; Indiana Univ., Indianapolis, IN;
Northwestern Univ., Chicago, IL; Univ. of New Mex-
ico, Albuquerque, NM
We determined if cysts might develop by passive
extension of abnormally compliant tubule basement
membrane in response to normal or increased trans—
tubule hydrostatic pressures. Deformability was
measured in vitro by a micropipet aspiration tech-
nique that related negative pressures within the
pipet to the distance the tubule or cyst walls were
aspirated into the pipet. Proximal and collecting
tubules, giomerular capsules and cysts were micro—
dissected from controls and animals with acquired
(Diphenyithiazole [rats), Nordihydroguaiaretic ac-
id [rats]) hereditary (C57 BL/6J [cpk/cpk] mice) and
spontaneous (CFWW mice) renal cystic diseases. The
major resistance to deformation was localized to the
basement membrane since collagenase destroyed the
elasticity of tubule and cyst walls. Measurements
of deformability showed no differences between
normal and cystic tubules in any animal model.
Deformability values of cysts (7.7 + 1.1, 10.9
1.1, 11.2 + 6, 9.4 + .8 x lO cm/dyne in DPT, NGDA,
C57 BL/6J and CFWw, respectively) indicate that
high transtubule pressures (39 to 134 cm H2O) would
be required for cysts to form by passive stretching
of the basement membrane. Since in vivo measure-
ments of hydrostatic pressures across cyst walls are
not that high we conclude that cysts do not enlarge
due to increased deformability of tubule basement
membranes.
ABNORMAL CATION FLUX IN CHRONIC UREMIA (CRF):
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE DEFECT IN ADIPOCYTES AND
SKELETAL MUSCLE. W.Druml,* R. Kelly, R. May,*
U. Mitch, Harvard Med. Sch., Boston, NA.
The nature and extent of abnormalities in
cation transport in CRF remain controversial.
Therefore, we characterized cation flux and NaK--
ATPase density in metabolically active tissues,
isolated adipocytes and skeletal muscle incubated
in plasma--free media. CRF rats (SUN 115±10 mg/dl,
mean were pair- -fed with sham—operated (SO)
rats for >21 days. Adipocytes were isolated by
collagenase digestion of epididymal fat pads.
Ouabain--sensitive 861'b influx and furosemide-
sensitive cotransport were 301 lower (p<O.O5) and
NaK-•ATPase determined by 311--ouabain binding, was
reduced (18.0+1.2 x i04 sites/cell vs 34.0+6.4
SO, p<O.O25) in CliP adipocytes. In epitrochlearis
muscle from CRF rats, ouabain--sensitive '6Rb flux
was reduced —35% (p<O.O1), but not Na pump number
(--9%); ouabain—insensitive 8bRb flux was pre-
served. intracellular (IC) Na was increased in
both tissues of CRF rats (p<O.O5). One possible
mechanism for these defects is linked to increas-
ed free fatty acids (FFA) which can inhibit ca-
tion transport and impair 31-1—ouabainbinding to
NaK—ATPase (Kelly et al, JBC, 1986). Even though
rats were pair—fed and had comparable weights, the
ratio of fat pad to body weight was less (—29%,
p<O.Ol) and plasma FFA were higher (+21%, p<O.O25)
in CRF. Thus, CRF profoundly affects cation
transport and IC electrolytes in metabolically
active tissues. Enhanced lipolysis and high FFA
levels in CRF may contribute to decreased H—
ouabain binding in adipocytes and ouabain--sensi—
tive cation flux in both adipocytes and skeletal
muscle.
3YIH QDNVERflG ENZYME fl}UBTIORS (CEI) ?D V?SO-
D]IMORS RELUCE GI3IAR CAPILlARY PRESSURE(P) AND INJURY IN 1JNThERECIt4IZED (LTNX) SR)N-
TANDJSLY HYPffENSIVE RATS (SHR). L. Thcrkin, N.
Grosser,* H. Feiner, H. tJ].lian,* J. Randazzo,* N.Pe,*NyorkJpjv, Med. Ctr. N.Y., N.Y.
In sane medels of hypertension and renal di-
sease, CEI seem preferable because they retard
rena]. injury by re±ucir efferent arteriolar
resistance (RE) and, therefore, P, while vaso-
dilators cause only afferent resistance (RA) to
fall, allowing glcanerular hypertension and injury
to persist. To examine the effects of these
agents on mean arterial pressure (AP), inti-arenal
hypertension and Injury in SNR, we stie rats,
UNX at 6 weeks of age, given tap water (O)N);
water with hydrodilorthiazide, hydralazine and
reserpine (}); or captopril (CAP). Micropunc-
ture studies 5 weeks after IJNX revealed:GJP AP RA R
nTrnHg nimlIg nes'cm5 x ol0N (rl0) 155±2 67±1 2.5±0.2 1.8±0.2
H[ (rll) 108±2* 61±1* 1.0±0.1* 1.2±0.2*
CAP (rF=ll) 88±3*1- 59±2* 0.6±0.1* 1.1±0.1*
Mean±S.E.; * P<O.05 vs. a)N; 1- P<0.05 vs. HHR
In 3 additional grpe of identically treated S1]R
followed for 32 weeks, proteinuria, glcsnerular
sclerosis and mesangial expansion were signifi-
cantly less in }1I and CAP than in )N rats.
Thus, unlike In rats with remnant kidneys, in UNX
SHP. both HHR and CEI reduce RE and, therefore,
are equally effective in lessenix intrarenal
hypertension and injuy. The close rrelationbetween elevation in P( and glanen2J.ar damage
suorts the hypothesis that glanerular hyperten-
sion predisposes to glanerular injury in this
iadel of hypertension with reduced renal mass.
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CELLULAR BASIS OF CYST FORMATION AND GROWTH IN
AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE. A.P.
Evan, J.L. Geiser* and ,J.J. Grantham, Indiana
Univ., Indianapolis, IN and Kansas Univ. Med. Cen-
ter, Kansas City, KS.
Previous studies on kidneys from adult PKD
patients indicated that the cysts developed from
nephrons and collecting ducts. To determine the
extent to which tubule cell morphology is preserved
in relatively large cysts, we systematically eval-
uated by scanning electron microscopy 387 cysts in
polycystic kidneys obtained from 10 adult patients.
Cysts were lined by cells typical of collecting duct
(7.2%), proximal tubule (1.8%) or glomerular vis-
ceral (2.1%) epithelium; remaining cysts were lined
by a single layer of phenotypically undefined
(84.0%) or markedly hyperplastic (4.9%) epithelium.
EpitheliaJ. cell plane surface area ranged betseen 22
and 2530 x 10—8 cm2 overall, but within individual
cysts the range was narrower. Median plane surface
area of individual cells was 182 x 10—8 cm2. Cell
surface area did not increase in direct proportion
to cyst diameter; thus, epithelia]. hyperplasia is a
central element in the progressive enlargement of
cysts. Hyperpiasia was accented by polyps, small
adenomas arid cord—like arrangements of cells. In 11
cysts bisected and then both halves thoroughly
examined by scanning electron microscopy, one or two
tubule openings were seen in one of the hemisections
in 3 cysts (27.3%); thus, the intracavitary fluid
probably derives from net transepithelial secretion
in most mature cysts. We suggest that in autosomal
dominant PKD the major determinants of cyst en—
largement are sustained epithelial hyperplasia and
the sequestration of fluid delivered to cysts by
transepithelial secretion and glomeru].ar filtra—
tion.
1)II1ECT EVIDENCE FOR AN IN1ITI3ITORY EFFECT
OF PARATIIYROID UORMONE (PTII) ON INSULIN
RELEASE IN ChRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF).
* *C. Fadda , It. A<rnal, F. Primdas
L. Lipson* and S.C. Massry. Dept.
Med. USC Seb. Med. Los Angeles, CA.
Insulin secret ion may be impaired in
uremia and this abnormality may be due to
excess PTII. We directly measured insulin
release from isolated islets of Langerhan
(IL) obtained from (1 normal rats, and
rats with hi weeks of CRF; 6 with intact
parathyroid glands (CRF-PT) and hi
normocalcemic-parathyroideetomi zed (CRF-
I'Tx). Insulin release under static
conditions from IL of CRF—PT rats (54÷4.3
pg/islet/mm) was lower (p<O.O1) than in
those from normal (98÷10 pg/islet/mm)
and from CRF-PTx (85÷G.5 pg/islet/mm)
rats. Indynamicstudiesbothearly(1o
mm) and total (30 mm) insulin release
was lower (p<0.01) from IL of CRF-PT rats
compared to normal and CRF-PTX rats.
Early Phase Total
pg/islet/i0min pg/islet/3Omin
Normal 610+32 3197+216
CRF-PT 180+52 l082104
CRF—PTX 537+93 2856+35.3
The results show that 1) CRF impairs
insulin release from islets of Langerhari,
and 2) this abnormality is reversed in
the ebsence of excess PTU. The data
provide a direct evidence for the role of
secondary hyperparathyroidjsm in the
genesis of carbohydrate intolerance in
CUF.
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SERIAL MICROPUNCTURE ANALYSIS OF THE SAME
NEPHRONS IN CHRONIC RENAL DISEASES (CRD):
STUDIES IN TWO RAT MODELS OF GLOMERULAR
SCLEROSIS (OS). A. Fogp* Y. Yoshida*, T. Kikuchi*,
A. Glick* and I. lchikawa. Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, TN.
Marked internephron heterogeneity of CRD often precludes
meaningful analysis of structure-function relationship by
conventional methodology. We developed a technique to 1)
repeatedly perform functional analysis by micropuncture for the
same glomeruli in CRD and 2) subsequently examine the
morphology of these glomeruli by serial section histological
analysis. Using this approach, a potential causal link between
early functional pattern and late structural abnormalities was
examined in glomeruli of 2 established rat models of OS. Models
are 1) puromycin aminonucleoside (PAN) administration in 8
unilaterally-nephrectomized (NPX) Munich-WIstar rats or 2)
adriamycin treatment (ADM) in 9 non-NPX rats. SNGFR and
glomerular capillary hydraulic pressure (Pgc) were measured
repeatedly for 8 (Group 1) and 24 wks (Group 2). During these
periods, animals remained normotensive. None of the glomerular
values for SNGFR or Pgc exceeded those of NPX and non-NPX
controls throughout the study. While Pgc remained at, or below,
pre-PAN and pre-ADM levels, SNGFR declined progressively in
all glomeruli. Histological analysis has been performed only in
PAN thus far: Each of these glomeruli had varying degrees of OS
with involvement ranging from 9-53% of glomerular corpuscle.
Chronic oral administration of captopnl (CEI) in PAN rats
substantially attenuated development of OS without affecting
SNGFR and Pgc in earlier stages. Thus, in these models 1) there
are no specific abnormal glomerular hemodynamic patterns which
can be incriminated for the subsequent glomerular structural
damage, and 2) CEI can exert its protective effect independent of
its effect on glomerular hemodynamics.
PROTEIN RESTRICTION IN CHRONIC RENAL
INSUFFICIENCY (CR1) IN THE YOUNG RAT: EFFECT OF
DIETARY PHOSPHORUS (P). AL Friedman and R Pityer.
Department of Pediatrics, University of
Wisconsin, Madison, WI.
Both protein restriction and phosphate
restriction have been shown to slow the
progression to renal failure. Mild protein
restriction has been shown compatible with both
growth and prolonged survival In young rats with
CR1. 3 wk old female rats underwent unilateral
nephrectomy and contralateral heminephrectomy,
then placed on 1 of 2 14% protein (casein based)
diets. Diet A containad 0.9% P and diet B, 0.3%.
Diets were otherwise isocaloric and contained
equal amounts of calcium and vitamins. Growth
(weight and length) was assessed over 12 wks.
Creatinine clearances (CrC1) were measured at 6
and 12 wks. Serum calcium (Ca) and P were
measured at 12 weeks.
12th Week Wt Lt P
Diet
0.9% (A) 260 34 22 1.2 7.4 0.6
0.3% (8) 178 47 19 1.0 4.3 0.5
P restriction resulted in lower serum P (p <
0.05) without evident changes in serum Ca or CrC1
during the study period. Growth was diminished
by the lower P diet. Wt. and Lt. were both lower
(p < .05) in 0.3% vs 0.9%. We conclude that 1)
Reducing serum P does not increase serum Ca or
improve CrC1 during the maximum growth phase of
the rat. 2) Although P restriction may be a
reasonable strategy for slowing the rate of
progression of CR1 in the adult animal it may
lead to further growth failure in the young,
actively growing animal.
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HEMODYNAMIC BASIS FOR GLUCOCORTICOID—INDUCED
ACCELERATION OF GLOMERULAR INJURY IN RATS WITH
RENAL ABLATION. D.L. Garcia,* S. Anderson, H.G.
Rennke, and B.M. Brenner, Brigham and Women's
Hospital and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
Chronic glucocorticoid administration enhances
glomerular structural injury in renal ablation,
a nonimmunologic model of progressive
renal disease. Concurrent converting enzyme
inhibitor (CEI) therapy affords protection in
this model (Clin. Res. 34:697A). Since
glucocorticoids are potent renal vasodilators, we
investigated the potential hemodynamic basis for
the amplified injury. Munich Wistar rats were
subjected to 5/6 nephrectomy and given no therapy
(C), methylprednisolone (15 mg/kg/d i.p.) (MP) or
MP plus the CEI CGS14824A (100 mg/L) (MP/CEI).
Micropuncture studies were performed 2 weeks after
ablation: (Mean±SEM; *p <.05 vs C; %p <.05 vs MP)
Al' GC SNGFR QA
nl/min
C (n7) 136±6 69±2 71±4 203±11
MP (n=5) 137±6 82±3* 91±4* 248±9*
NP/CEI (n7) ll4±5 52÷l*f 89±4* 267±19*
Without affecting the mean arterial pressure
(Al'), HP further increased the supranormal single
nephron glomerular filtration rate (SNGFR),
plasma flow rate (QA and capillary hydraulic
pressure compared to C rats. Concurrent
CEI administration selectively normalized
glomerular hypertension. Thus augmented
glomerular capillary hydraulic pressure
contributes to MP—induced acceleration of
glomerular injury. Control of glomerular
hypertension with CEI confers protection against
this form of glomerular injury.
EFFECTS OF ENDOTOXIN AND NORDI}IYDROGUAIARETIC ACID
ON LEUKOCYTE COUNTS AND RENAL MORPHOLOGY IN GERM—
FREE RATS. lCD. Gardner, W.R. Reed*, A.P. Evan and
J. Zedalis*. Depts. of Medicine and Anatomy,
University of New Mexico School of Medicine,
Albuquerque, NM, and Indiana University School of
Medicine, Indianapolis, IN.
Germfree rats provide a unique model in which to
assess biological response to environmental change.
We examined the consequences of controlled oral
exposure to NDGA, a nephrotoxin; Staph epi (StE) +
bacillus (B), non—endotoxin producing bacteria;
E. coil (EC)+Proteus (P), endotoxin producing bac-
teria; and injected EC endotoxin (Endo) on peri-
pheral leukocyte counts and renal morphology (10
parameters quantified by light microscopy on a
0—4+ scale and averaged——"pathoiogy score" (PaSc))
in 48 germfree Sprague—Dawley male rats. Mean
(±SEM) results were as follows:
Group n PMN's/mm3 LYM's/mm3 PaSc's
Germfree 5 268± 15 1536±111 0.0
No NDGA & EC+P 5 1312± 347 3649± 86 0.0
No NDGA + Endo 5 1125± 172 2291+ 667 0.0
NDGA & StE + B 8 1120± 139 3566± 420 0.iO.1
NDGA 9 824± 192 2369+ 412 0.4O.2
NDGA & EC + P 9 3014 7096±2601 O.8O.3
NDGA + Endo 7 3533± 758 8271±2886 1.9'U.1
PaSc's correlated with PMN and LYM counts (r
0.57; P<0.O01). PaSc's, PMN, and LYM counts were
increased (P<0.O1) in rats given NDGA plus Endo.
Counts and PaSc's were similar but lower in rats
exposed to non—endotoxin producing bacteria plus
NDGA and toNDGAwith or without Endo. We conclude
that endotoxin, not bacterial colonization per Se,
promotes leukocytosis and enhances renal damage,
probably leukocyte mediated, in deconditioned
NDGA—fed rats.
KIDNEY DEVELOPMENT IN A GENETIC MURINE MODEL OF
AUTOSOMAL RECESSIVE POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE
V.H. Gattone, T.S. Shaver*, K. Helmstadter*, A.P.
Evan and J. Grantham, Depts. of Anat. & Med.,
Univ. of Kansas Med. Ctr., Kansas City, KS.,
Hershey Med. Ctr., Hershey, PA., and Indiana
Univ. Sch. of Med., Inpis. IN.
Jackson C57BL/6J-cpk mice were studied to gain
insight into the pathobiology of renal cystic
disease. Fetal, newborn (NB), 1,2 and 3 week
honiozygous affected animals were compared to
phenotypically normal littermates for a number of
gross, microscopic and functional parameters.
The kidneys weighed more in the cpk from birth
(wet wt.) or I week (dry wt.), a time when their
BUN was not elevated. Wet kidney weight
increased exponentially from birth to 3 weeks at
which time 67% of the weight was due to cyst
fluid. Total body weight growth curves were
similar, however anephric body weight dropped
after the second week associated with severe
azoteniia. Mitotic and necrotic cell indices were
increased in cpk at birth but not different
thereafter. The fetal and NB cpk had focal
duplication of glomerular basement membrane and
dilated proximal tubules (some of whose cells
exhibited microvillus abnormalities) while in the
later stage (1,2 & 3 week) collecting duct cysts
developed. In conclusion there were two stages
in the ontogeny of cystic disease in cpk; the
first characterized by glomerular and proximal
tubular alterations along with accelerated
mitosis-necrosis; the second characterized by
collecting duct cystic enlargement.
EFFECT OF DIETARY SALT SUPPLEMENTATION ON RENAL
FUNCTION AND MORPHOLOGY IN PARTIALLY NEPHRECTO-
MI/ED RATS. D.F.Geary,* P. Thorner,* T.L. Berman*
0. Baumal , The Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto
Ont. CANADA.
The effect of dietary salt on the development of
chronic renal insufficiency and focal segmental
glomeruloscierosis (FSGS) was investigated in 3
groups of 1-2/3 nephrectomized Wistar rats. The
groups were matched for overall intake of food,
which was identical except for the salt content.
Group A diet contained 0.3% Na+, group B 1.2% Na-f,
and group C 1.2% Na+ and hydrochiorothiazide (HCT).
One and 12 weeks after 1-2/3 nephrectomy BP, GFR
(3H inulin), urinary protein, and Na+ and osmolar
excretion were measured; renal morphology was eval-
uated by light microscopy (LM). Statistical anal-
ysis was by Bonferronis method.
1 week
BP GFR
A (n7) 130 3.7
B (n=7) 127 2.4
C (n=7) 121 3.0
12 weeks
A (n8) 161*
B (n=6) 204±
C (n7) 151
*p<.O5 AvsB,
An additional
3.4 .369 .0O3tt* Q49-.*
2.0 .595-i- .015 .076
3.0 .313 .016 .075
p<.05 BvsC, t-i-p<.O5 AvsC
3 animals in group B died. There was
no difference in BP, GFR, or renal morphology bet-
ween the groups at 1 week; after 12 weeks group B
animals had the highest BP, heaviest proteinuria
and the most severe FSGS with tubulointerstitial
damage. Dietary salt, independent of other nutr-
ient elements, adversely affects outcome in part-
ially nephrectomized rats; the addition of HCT
lowers the BP and reduces renal damage.
UVprot.
.041*
.130%
.037
UVNa+
.004ti-*
.019
.021
UVosm.
059t±*
.090
.097
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EVALUATION OF TUBULOGLOMERULAR FEEDBACK (TGF)
ACTIVITY IN MARKED ANTIGLOMERULAR BASEMENT MEM-
BRANE ANTIBODY NEPHRITIS (GN). L.C. Gushwa*, O.W.
Peterson*, C.B. Wilson, and R.C. Blantz. VAMC,
UCSD, and Res. Inst. Scripps Clinic, La Jolla, CA.
We examined the profiles of TGF activity in
Munich—Wistar rats with more severe GN and atten-
dant glomerular abnormalities than previously
described and the effects of late proximal tubular
perfusion with both native harvested (NTF) and
artificial (ATF) perfusion fluids in both control
(C) and GN rats (GNu) under euvolemic conditions
at 14 weeks. Nephron filtration rate (SNGFR) and
TGF activity were measured at 0,10,20,30,40 nl/min
late proximal perfusion rates. SNGFR was lower in
both GN4—NTF and GNI4_ATF than C at all rates
—
(p<O.O5). *p<O.O5 vs Onl/min,
. p<O.O5 vs GN4—ATF (see fig-.
ure). Further studies were per..
40,0 formed on GN rats at 12 weeks
with regular (214%)(RP) and low
* (8%)(LP) protein intake measur-
ing SNGFR at Oni/min, distal
* tubular SNGFR, and 40 ni/mm
* Gt5-NTr late proximal perfusion. SNGFR
+ 044-OTt values were 39÷1,34+3,27+2 (RP)
* and 28+14, 20+3, 22+2 ni/mm
0 20 00 40 (LP)(:p<O.05 vs B?) respec—
N14' RATT tively.
Conclusion:(1) Although SNGFR is reduced in severe
GM the T activity is basically normal in
response characteristics. (2) The GN TGF response
is retained regardless of the constituency of the
perfusion fluid, ATF or NTF. (3) LP lowered SNGFR
in chronic severe GM at all tested values of
distal delivery, but did not alter the maximal TGF
response.
THE CRITICAL ROLE OF ACIDOSIS IN PROMOTING
ABNORMAL BRANCHED—CHAIN MIINO ACID (BCAA)
METABOLISM IN UREMIA. Y._Hara,* R. May,* R. Kelly,
W. Mitch, Brigham and Women's Hosp., Boston, MA.
BCAA may regulate muscle protein degradation
(PD) and plasma BCAAs are low in uremic patients.
Since we showed that the high muscle PD of uremia
is due to acidosis and that chronic acidosis
stimulates muscle branched—chain ketoacid dehy—
drogenase activity in nonuremic rats, we studied
whether abnormal BCP.A metabolism in uremia is due
to acidosis. Subtotal nephrectomy (CRF) and
sham (SO) rats were pair—fed for >10 days. In
another study, rats were pair—fed the diet con-
taining 1.7% N5HCO3 (CRF—HCO3 and S0—HCO3). Both
CRF and CRF—11C03 rats had comparable SUNs ('-110
mg/dl) but CRF rats had blood {HCO3} 18+1 vs 24±1
mEq/L, CRF--HCO3 (mean p<O.Ol). Plasma BCAA
in CRF rats were 14% lower and muscle valine was
reduced 92 iM (p<O.OB). In contrast, plasma and
muscle BCAA were higher in CRF—HCO3 vs pair—fed
SO—HCO3 rats (p<O.O5). Epitroclilearis muscles
were incubated with l—14C BCAAs 1 mlJ/ml insulin.
The insulin—induced increase in BCAA flux into
protein was impaired (p<O.O5) in both uremic
groups. Valine decarboxylation ooas increased by
uremia but this catabolic effect was eliminated
by preventing acidosis. *, p<O.O5 vs SO.
Valine Decarboxylation
(nMol/g/h)
CRF SO CRF—HCO3 SO—HCO3
Basal 110+34* 36±4 26+2 397
+Inauljn 73±28* 21±6 12±2 17±3
Leucine catabolism showed a similar response.
Thus, it is acidosis that causes increased BCAA
catabolism in uremia.
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EXERCISE TRAINING IMPROVES RENAL FUNCTION IN RATS
WITH A REMNANT KIDNEY. N. Heifets*, T.A. Davis,
and S. Klahr. Washington Univ., St. Louis, MO
Exercise increases the life span of rats.
Since a major cause of mortality in rodents is
glomeruloeclerosis and uremia, we investigated
the effects of exercise on renal function in rats
with a remnant kidney. Female rats with 1—1/2
nephrectomy were subjected to swimming for 2
hours daily for 2 months (n=41) or remained
sedentary (n39). Serum creatinine (SCR), 24
hour urine protein (UP), systolic blood pressure
(SB?) were determined at 1 and 2 months. After 2
months, inulin (C) and paraaminohippurate
clearances (Cpj), and filtration fraction (FF)
were determined in awake rats. All measurements
were obtained 24 hours after the last bout of
exercise. Mean values + SEM are shown below:
Cm CpAH if SCR UP
mi/mm ml/min 1 mg/dL mg/24 hr
Exercise 1.89 4.87 39.2 0.62 15.20
+0.07 ÷0.87 +0.04
Sedentary 1.52 4.57 33.9 0.90 34.17
+0.11 +0.26 +1.66 +0.05 +7.09
p <0.01 N.S. <0.05 <0.01 <0.05
Differences in between groups were not due to
differences in kidney or body weight. SBP were
elevated compared to baseline, but there were no
differences between groups. Thus, chronic
exercise improves renal function in rats with a
remnant kidney independent of renal hypertrophy,
renal blood flow, or the degree of hypertension.
This suggests that exercise training has the
potential to reduce the progression of renal
disease in moderate renal insufficiency.
FISH OIL HAS BENEFICIAL EFFECTS ON SERUM LIPIDS
AND CREATTNINE IN NEPEROTIC RATS. Y. Ito,'4'
W. Yamashita,'4' U. Barcelli, M. Weiss, V.E.
Pollak. Dept. of Medicine and Pathology, Univ. of
Cincinnati Med. Ctr., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hyperlipidemia may accelerate glomerulosciero—
sis. We studied the effects of dietary fish oil
(MaxEPA) on serum triglycerides (TG), LD and MD
cholesterol (Chol) and creatinine (Cr) in female
rats with nephrotic syndrome induced by Iv
adriamycin, 7.5 mg/Kg. One week later, matched by
urine protein excretion, they were allocated to 3
groups of 7 rats each. The groups were pair fed
diets with equal caloric, fat (17%) , protein
(18%) , and fiber content. Diets differed in fat
composition, containing 14% beef fat, 3% fish oil,
and 14% fish oil. At week 4, body weight, serum
albumin, and urine protein were similar in all
groups. Lipids and Cr differed; geometric mean
(—SEM, +SEM) values were:
14% beef 3% fish 14% fish
TG 11711 2158b
(10848, 12636) (1127, 4127) (597, 1275)
Chol 1479 719b 3995
(1377, 1589) (566, 916) (358, 446)
LDL Chol 156 156
(149, 162) (140, 175) (102, 119)
HDL Chol 49 64 69
(44, 55) (55, 73) (61, 78)
Cr 0.98 083b 082b
(0.93, 1.03) (0.78), 0.89) (0.79, 0.85)
a= b <.05 vs beef.
Fish oil diets attenuate elevations of TG,
total and LDL Chol, and Cr in this model of
nephrotic syndrome with progressive renal failure.
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RBF—AUTOREGULATION IN SHR WITH NEPHRON LOSS IS
PROSTAGLANDINDIN OEPENOENT.B.N Iversen,I.Sekse and
J.Ofstad(indr.by L.G.Navar)7MdTOëpiTK.
University of Bergen,Norway.
Earlier observations have revealed that RBF—
autoregulation is lost when old SHR with nephron
loss is treated with indomethacin(indo).RBF_auto_
regulation in this model was further studied
during prostacyclin(PGJ,) and Sar—Ala—angiotensin
II infusion,and after pPetreatment with captopril.
RBF was measured by an electromagnetic flowmeter
and the perfusion pressure was regulated by an
adjustable aortic clamp.
SHR SHR SHR
(controls) (indo) (indo/PG2)
141+6 135±5 114+6*
6.9+0.6 6.8±0.7 7.2±0.7
RVR(mm Hg/ml/min)20.1+2.j 19.0±2.3 17.9±2.6*
Lower pressure
limit of RBF—
autoregulation
(mm Hg) 116±6*
•No of rats 7
*:significant different from SHR-indo.
Neither Sar—Ala—angiotensin II nor Captopril
did normalize RBF—autoregulation.ln old SHR with
nephron loss,RBF—autoregulation is inhibited by
indomethacin treatment,but can be restored by
infusion of prostacyclin.
VANADATE LIKE INHIBITION OF Na—K PUHP IN UREMIC
EKYTHROCYTES. D. Kaji, K. 000dman*, and T. Kahn,
with technical assiatance of J. Amblard. Veterans
Administration Medical center, Bronx, New York
and Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York,N.Y.
In normal RBCa the addition of in—vitro vana—
date reaults iu inhibition of Na—K pomp activity.
In high Na media vanadate inhibition ia ohaerved
only at external K concentration (K0) above 10mM,
whereas in low Na media inhibition is enhanced
and is observed at lower K0. Alterations in pump
transport have been reported in uremic BBCs. To
examine the possible role of vanadium accumulation
in uremic KBCs, K pump influx (ouabatn—aenaitive
component) was measured with 86Kb at K0 ranging
from 0.2 tn 30mM in both high (140) and low (20)
Na media.
In high Na media K0 activation in normal KBCa
was best fitted with a two—site model for exter-
nal K, with a K½ of 1.34mM. In uremic KBCs K0
activation up to lOmN was similar with a K½ of
1.27mM. K pump influx at 10mM K0 was also not
significantly different between the normal and
uremic celia (1.26 vs. 1.12 mmol/L cells.hr).
However, at 30mM K0 a significantly lower K pump
influx was observed in uremic cells (n16)
compared to normmls (n5) (0.85 vs. 1.11 mmol/L
cells.hr 0<0.05).
In low Na media K activation in normal RBCs
was similar to that seen in high Na media. How-
ever, in uremic KBCa inhibition of K pump influx
was observed between K0 4—10mM. The inhibition of
the Na—K pump at high (30mM) K0 and the enhance-
ment of inhibition with low Na0 suggest that
intracellular accumulation of an inhibitor like
vanadate may cause an abnormality of the Na—K
pump in uremia not described previously.
CMOLESTEKOt (CH0L) SYNTHESIS INHIBITION REDUCES
GLONERULAK INJURY IN OBESE ZUCKEK RATS (0Z).
B.L. Kasiake, N.?. O'Donnell, and W.F. Keane,
Menn. Co. Med. Ctr., U. of Minn., Mpla, Minn.
Clofibric acid amelioration of glomerular
injury in OZ (Clin. Res. 34:600A, 1986)
suggested abnormal lipid metabolism may be
important in the pathogenesis of focal
glomeruloscierosis (FGS). To further test thia
hypothesis, mewinolin (N), a specific inhibitor
of 3—hydroxy—3—methylglutaryl coenzyme A
(HMG—CoA) reductaae, was used to block
CHOL synthesis. 8 oz were treated from 8 to 40
wka of age with daily subcutaneous injections of
M. 8 controls were sham injected (5). Urine
albumin excretion (UalbV), fasting CHOL, and
triglycerides (TG) were measured every 6 wks.
Systolic blood pressure (B?), body weight and
food intake were also monitored. Tissue was
obtained at 40 wka of age to assess mesangial
matrix and cellularity, as well as percent FGS.
Results at 40 wks (Mean SE, *plJ.01):
CHOL TG B? UalbV %FGS
mg/dL mg/dL mmHg mg/24h
5 123±3 443±34 106±11 49±5 4.3±1.3
M 91±6* 204± 7* 111±14 13±4* 0.4±0.1*
CHOL, TC and UaibV were significantly reduced by
M at all times during the study. Body weight,
B?, and food intake were not altered. Mesangial
matrix was reduced by 40% (91±12 vs. 55±10,
p<O.O5). Meaangial cellularity was also reduced
(52±4 vs. 35±5, p<O.O5). Thus, amelioration of
glomerular injury by the HMG CoA reductase
inhibitor M provides additional evidence that
lipid abnormalities participate in the
pathogenesis of FGS.
DIETARY INOSITOL SUPPLEMENT LOWERS GLOMERULAR
HYPEREILTRATION AND NORMALIZES GLOMERULAR RESPONSE
TO CAPTOPRIL IN ACUTE EXPERIMENTAL DIABETES.
E.0.Kern*, D.Simmons* and S.Goldfarb, Renal
section and Cox Inst., Univ. of Pa., Phila., Pa.
Tissue myo—Inositol (m—I) deficiency in
Diabetes Mellitus (ON) reduces nerve conduction,
increases vascular permeability, and alters
retinal function. We have reported that 1.0%
dietary (m—I) reduces the increased GFR of
streptozotocin (STZ)—induced ON without altering
blood glucose (GUn Res 34, 725a l986)
suggesting a central role for n—f deficiency in
the glomerular hyperfiltration (hyperGER) of early
experimental ON:
Diet n—I ON n GFR
ml /mi n/K
.01 — 7 7.4
.01 + 10 11.1 .3
1.0 - 5 7.1 .2
1.0 * 10 9.4 .3
To test if altered glomerular response to
Angiotensin II (All) contributes to the hyperGFR
and whether m—I feeding corrects this defect, STZ—
treated rats (65 mg/Kg, 8 days prior to study)
were examined by acute clearance of 3H Inulin
over 100 mm during Captopril infusion (ACEin, 14
pg/Kg/ mm blood glucose in ON: 300-400 mg/dl):
Diet m—I ON n BP GER % a GER vs
sin/Hg. ml/min/Kq non—ACEin
.01 — 6 115 9.3±.6 +26
.01 * 7 110 10.2 .6
—8 11.0 + 7 112 12.7 .3 +35J p<.02
ACEin raises GER in normal rats, but reduces it
in ON. One % dietary n—I significantly normalizes
response to ACEin in ON. Thus, the reduction in
GER seen in ON rats fed 1% n—I (no ACEin) may
result frcm normalization of the glomerular
response to All. These data support the
hypothesis that the hyper—GFR of ON may result
from tissue n—I deficiency causing aberrations in
normal All response pathways.
AP(mm Hg)
RBF(mI/min)
133+7 93±3*
7 6
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EFFECTS OF INSULIN AND ENDOTOXIN ON SKELETAL
MUSCLE AMINO ACID UPTAKE IN RENAL FAILURE.
G. Kozeny, V. Bansal, M. Saybeed, L. Vertuno, J.
Hano. Loyola University Medical Center, Maywood,
IL.
This study evaluated the invivo effects of
endotoxemia on insulin dependent transmembrane
amino acid (AA) uptake in renal failure (CR?).
Male Noltzman rats (8/group) were sham operated
(C) (SUN 19 + 3, creat 0.4 ÷ .1) or had 7/8
nephrectomy (N), BUN 160 14, crest 1.9 .3,
and pair fed for 12 days. 19 hours after
injection i .v. with the AA analog 14C —
aminoisobutyric acid (Ala) the rats were injected
With Salmonella enteritides endotoxin (K), S
mg/kg, (LD30) or saline (SI followed in 3 hours
by i.v. insulin (0, .25, 1.0, 2.5 u/kg). 2 hours
later the rats were sacrificed and in v'ivo
soleoUs muscle AIm content and extracellular
inulin space determined. This allowed
calculation of AIB intracellular to extracullular
ratio (OR).
Insulin 0.0 0.25 1.0 2.5 u/Kg
I •t
CeS 9.2+.6l 10.9+1.5 l5.4+.9 l6.2f.8
C&E 5.3+.33 7.9+.8 l3.2÷.5 13.8+.6
N&S 5.8±.8, 7.9+1.0 11.4+1.8 9.3-i-.6
N&K 4.1+.4 8.1+.8 10.8+1.9 8.7+.6
values given mean + SE; ' = p <0.05
These results demonstrate (1) CRF lowers basal
AA flux; (2) CR? impairs insulin's ability to
increase AA flux but not insulin's hypoglycemic
action; (3) endotoxemia enhances the depressive
effect of CR? on basal AA flux.
GENETIC PREDISPOSITION TO HYPERTENSION AS A MAJOR
DETERMINANT OF DEVELOPMENT OF DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY
A.S. Krolewski*, M. Canessa*, L.I. Rand*,
J.H. Warram*, A.R. Christlieb*, W.C. Knowler,
C.R. Kahn*: (intr. by J. A. DElia).
Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, Massachusetts.
Only 30-45% of the patients with juvenile onset
Type I diabetes develop nephropathy. This could
mean that susceptibility to it is not universal.
To test whether this susceptibility might be rela-
ted to predisposition to hypertension, we investi-
gated the association of nephropathy with parental
history of hypertension and with Li—Na counter-
transport, a possible marker of hypertension risk.
A random sample of juveniles seen in clinic in
1968—72 at diagnosis of diabetes were invited
for examination in 1985—86. Microalbuminuria was
measured in a 3-hr collection while drinking 250rn1
water each half—hour. Those with microalbuminuria
30 ,ig/min (N=16) were compared to controls with-
out (N=22). Age, hemoglobin Aic, and systolic and
diastolic 2ressures (SBP,DBP) were corna red: —
—
Age(s.d.T AlcTs.d.) SBP(s.d.T DBPTs.d.)
CASE 31,1(8.0) 10.2(1.4) 135(23) 89(12)
CONT. 31.26.1J — 9.1.8) 117(13) — 75( 9) —
A history of hypertension in a parent was reported
by 81% of the cases and only 32% of controls, a
relative risk (RR) of 9.3 (p<.O05). Values of
Li-Na countertransport .40 were found in 81%
of cases and 41% of controls, RR = 6.3 (p<.025).
CONCLUSIONS: These findings support the hypothesis
that genetic predisposition to hypertension is a
a major determinant of diabetic nephropathy. Dif-
ferences in renal hernodynamics between normal
children of hypertensives and non—hypertensives
may underly the susceptibility (Kid. Int. 23:870).
** p<.O1
RBC INSULIN RECEPTOR DEFECT IN UREMIA. Hi Bahi
Lee, Seong Hee Lee*, Don Cheol Han*, Seung Duk
Hwang*, and Myung Hi Yoo . Dept. of Intern. Meo.
Soon Chun Hyang Univ. Hosp., Seoul, Korea.
To investigate the mechanism (s) of glucose
intolerance and insulin resistance in patients
with chronic renal failure, we performed intrave-
nous glucose tolerance test (IV OTT) and RBC in-
sulin receptor assay in 11 normal control subjects
(NC), 13 uremic patients not yet on dialysis (UC),
10 patients receiving hemodialysis (HD) and 10
patients on continuous ambulatory peritoneal dia-
lysis (CAPD). Glucose decay constant(K) was
calculated and basal serum insulin level and in-
sulin response during IV OTT were measured.
Of 33 uremic patients 17 had normal K (K>1)
and enhanced insulin response and 16 had subnormal
K(K<1) and normal insulin response. Basal serum
insulin levels were elevated in all 3 uremic gro-
ups (UC, I-ID and CAPD). Insulin response was
exaggerated during IV OTT in UC but was normal in
HO and CARD. RBC 1251-insulin binding percents
and high affinity receptor concentrations were
decreased in all 3 urernic groups regardless of K.
No significant correlation was observed between
basal serum insulin levels and RBC '251—insulin
binding percents. Conclusion; 1) Insulin resis-
tance and RBC insulin receptor defect were obser-
ved in all uremic groups. 2) RBC insulin receptor
defect cannot be explained by downregulation alone.
3) The observation that HO and CAPO normalized
the exaggerated insulin response in uremia but not
RBC insulin receptor defect suggests that nondialy-
sable substance(s) in uremic serum may play a role
in RBC insulin receptor defect.
CASTRATION INHIBITS RENAL COMPENSATORY MYPERTRO-
PHY, PROTEINURIA AND FOCAL CLOMERULOSCLEROSIS
(Fos) IN UNINEPHRECTOMIZED MALE (M) RATS. J.
Levi', U. Gsfter' and M. Ben—Bassat'. Depts.
of Nephrology and Pathology, Hasharon and Beilinson
Hosps. , Petah-Tikva; Tel—Aviv Univ. Med Sch.
Israel
Renal mass reduction may lead to compensatory
hypertrophy proteinuria and FGS in human and M
rats. In humans and rats, females (F) are less
susceptible than males to this phenomena. This st-
udy was undertaken to evaluate the role of testo-
sterone in the pathogenesis. Urinary protein was
measured in 60 days old M and F rats. Uninephrec-
tomy was performed in all rats, and castration in
half of the M (CM). After 180 days proteinuria GFR
and blood biochemistry were determined. Kidneys
were resected weighed and subjected to morphologic
studies. At 60 days proteinuria was similar in M
and F rats 13.0+1.5 mg/kg BW/24h and 12.0+2.4 mg/
kg BW/24h. After uninephrectomy proteinurfa rose
in M rats to 343.8+104.3 mg/kg BW/24h pO.O1, wh-
ile no change was seen in F and CM rats 16.2+1.6
and 8.0+1.8 mg/kg BW/24h. Blood testosterone was
1,013+0.031 ng/ml in M rats but less than 0.15 ng/
ml in F and CM rats. Remnant kidneys weighed 5.58+
0.24 mg/kg 8W in M higher than their weight in CM
3.9+0.14 mg/kg BW p<O.Ol and F 5.05+0.05 mg/kg BW
p<O.Ol. Only M kidneys revealed mesngial pathol-
ogic changes in light and electromicroscopy.
In conclusion, castrated male rats as well as
female rats are more resistant than male rats to
the development of compensatory hypertrophy, prot-
einuria and focal glomeruloscierosis following un—
iriephrectomy. Testosterone most probably affects
the pathogenesis of these phenomena.
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PROPERTIES OF HUMAN RED CELL GHOSTS IN UREMIA.
R.D. London, M.S. Lipkowitz, and P.C. Abramson. Mount
Sinai School of Medicine, Ne York, N.Y.
lb determine .thether the RR Cl,41C03 antiçorter and/
or ionic conductances are altered in uremia, the
kinetics of the antiparter and the conductanzes of Cl,
Na and (Thol me relative to that of K (GUi/GE, GSa/GE,
and GChol/GK) were determined in normals and
chronically uremic nondialyzed adults. Kinetics of the
antiporter were measured using the pr-I sensitive
fluorescent probe acridine orange. Relative
conductances were determined with the PD sensitive
fluorescent probe DIS-C3—(5). The following data were
obtained:
Control Uremia p
0.61 (3) 4.27 + 0.36 (5) ns
Krrt-l33out 0.40±0.11 (6) 0.66 TO.14 (4) nsI-Cl 1.95 + 0.30 (6) 2.61 + 0.35 (4) ns
G/GK 0.23+0.04 (9) O.5lT 0.01 (8) <.031
GNa/GK 0.62 + 0.09 (9) 0.55 + 0.04 (8) ns
Oiol/GK 0.52 0.02 (9) 0.62 0.02 (8) <.095
These stadies daTonstrate that the inetic proporties
of the RBC Cl/HCO3 antiporter are not affected by
uremia. In contrast, urairic ghosts demonstrate
selective changes in membrane conductances: the
relative corductances of CL and Chol increase Wnile
that for Na is unchanged. In conclusion, RIIC Cl
permeability is increased in urea-ia: this increase is
solely consequent to changes in (Ill, not in its carrier
mediated transport. The increased CXII detected in the
uremic PIIC membranes may be reflective of similar
alterations in diverse call irerbranes. Specifically,
the increased Cr1/GE nay acoount for the depolarization
of rruscle calls previously reported by others. Finally,it is possible that these changes in Cr1 may alter
rrerbcsTe transport and iripulse conduction in uremia.
SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF IOTHALAMATE
AND CREATININE CLEARANCES WITH HIGH PRES-
SURE LIQUID CIIROMATOGRAPI-IY (HPLC). A.G.
Lowe*, D. Friedenberg*, and D.G. Warnock. Dept.
Medicine, VA Medical Center and Univ. California, San
Francisco, CA.
The use of creatinine clearance (Ccr) and iothala-
mate clearance (Cio) for assessing GFR have recently
been questioned (Kid. Int. 27:9,1985). Our purpose was
to evaluate these clearances with simultaneous deter-
mination of iothalamate and creatinine by HPLC. Plas-
ma ultrafiltrates were obtained with a Centricon—30
micro-concentrator. Samples were analyzed on a
reverse phase column (C18, 5 u Ultrasphere), with a
mobile phase of water: acetonitrile: phosphoric acid
(990:10:0.5) at p11 2.65 and a flow rate of 1.5 ml/min. UV
absorbance was monitored at 236 nm, and the retention
times were: creatinine, 2.8 mm; and iothalamate, 8.5
mm. The iothalamate level in serum blanks was zero.
Inulin clearance (Cip; autoanalyzer) was analyzed in 20
subjects (mean 75 — ii ml/min). The clearance ratios
(mean SEM) in different groups were:
Cm n Cio/Cin Ccr/Cin
17.3±11.3 7 l.1407 2.03 14
54•Q± 0.7 3 1.02±.04 1.46-.32
121.7± 4.4 10 1.01.05 1.31-. 15
Conclusions: 1). Creatinine clearance overestimates
GFR, presumably due to creatinine secretion. This prob-
lem is especially severe as GFR is reduced by renal
disease. 2). lothalamate clearance appears to be an
adequate measure of GFR throughout a wide range of
inulin clearances. 4). HPLC analysis provides a convien—
ent, non-isotopic method for measurement of iothala-
mate clearance.
CONVERTING ENZYME INHIBITOR (CEI) HAS NO EFFECT IN
A MODEL OF GLOMERULAR SCLEROSIS. G.N. Marinides*,
G.C. Groggel, A.H. Cohen, 1. Cook', R.L.
Baranowski, C. Westenfelder, and W.A. Border.
Univ of Utah and VA Med Centers, Salt Lake City,
UT, Harbor UCLA Medical Center, Torrance, CA.
CEI Enalapril (E) has been shown to ameliorate
focal glonierular sclerosis hyalinosis (FGSH) in
the remnant kidney model. Chronic puromycin
aminonucleoside nephropathy (AN) leads to FGSH as
well. To assess if the renin—angiotensin system
plays a role in the pathogenesis of FGSH in AN we
induced AN in male, Sprague—Dawley rats by
injecting puromycin aminonucleoside 20 mg/kg SQ, 7
times over 10 weeks. Group I (n=1O) served as
controls; group II (n=8) received E 10 mg/kg/day
in the drinking water throughout the study (12
weeks). Proteinuria was similar in both groups
(386÷44 vs. 408÷44 mg/24 hr, p>O.O5). Serum
creatinines did not change in group I, but rose
from 0.71+0.05 to 1.18+0.12 (p<O.O1) in group II.
FGSH, assessed blinThy by two independent
observers, was 13.8% in group I and 12.9% in group
II (p>O.O5). There was no significant difference
in glonierular lipid content (Oil Red—O stain) and
in imrnunofluorescence for rat albumin, fibrin,
1gM, IgG, C3 between the groups. To check the
degree of CE inhibition by E, angiotensin I, 100
ng/100 gum, was infused in rats identically
treated with E. There was a 50% inhibition of
blood pressure response to angiotensin I in E—
treated rats vs. controls. CE—activity was
inhibited by 87% in Serum and 95% in lungs of E—
treated rats vs. controls. In summary I inhibi-
tion of CE has no effect on proteinuria and on
FGSH in this model.
MECHANISMS FOR DEFECTiVE MUSCLE METABOLISM IN
CIILIONIC UREMIA: THE SEPARATE INFLUENCES OF INSULIN
RESISTANCE AND ACIDOSIS. R.May,* R. Kelly,
H. Mitch, Brigham and Women's Hosp. , Bostc,n, MA.
Muscle protein loss in uremia is caused by an
imbalance between protein synthesis (PS) and de-
gradation (PD), but how uremia changes control of
these processes is unknown. We showed that acido—
sis in nonuremic rats increases muscle PD by a
glucocort icoid—dependent mechanism and largely
mediates the muscle catabolism of uremia. To
study how insulin and acidosia interact in uremia,
subtotal nephrectomy (CRF) or sham surgery (SO)
rats were pair—fed for 2 weeks. in another study,
rats were pair—fed the diet containing 1.7% Na—
11C03 (CRF—11C03 and SO—HCO3). CRF and CRF—HCO3
rats had comparable SUNs (11O mg/dl) but only CRF
rats were acidotic ((HCO3}, 18±1 vs 24±0.5 mEg/h
in CRF—HCO3 and SO—11C03, mean Muscle PS
and PD were measured in perfused hindquarters.
Without insulin, there was a 99% increase in net
PD in CRF rats; this difference was absent when
NaIICO3 was fed (40±6, CRF—UCO3 vs 38±6 nNol tyr/g/
h S0--HCQ3). NaHCO3 did not stimulate muscle PS(24±4, CRF vs 20+4 ntIol phe/g/Ir, CRF—11C03). In
the presence of 1 mU/mi insulin (Table), Na(1C03improved but did not correct tire high rate of net
PD. PS was resistant to insulin in CRF and CRF—
11C03 rats; this may be linked to increased corti—
costerone production (16±3, uremic vs 7+1 pg/kg/d,
control; p<O.Ol). 5p<O.O5 vs SO; p<O.O5 vs CEF--
HCO3.
CRF SO CRF—HCO3 S0—HCO3
Net PD 29±6*1- —12+5 9±5* —7±3
PS 35+5* 53+8 38±11* 78±13
Thus, in CRF, increased muscle PD is due to acido—
sis but insulin—resistant PS is independent of it.
THE EFFECTS OF CHRONIC ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING EN-
ZYME INHIBITION (CCI) ARE INDEPENDENT OF PLASMA
ANGIOTENSIN II (All). Peter Mento*, Ann Lubiesski*
and Barry Wilkes. Div. of NephroL/Ilyperterrsion,
North Shore Univ. Hosp. , Manhasset, New York
Chronic CEI by enalapril has been shown to be
effective in blunting the progression of chronic
renal disease caused by renal ablation or diabetes
mellitus. The current investigation was performed
to study the plasma renin—All system during acute
and chronic CEI. Normal niale SD rats were given
enalapril (35 mg/kg/day) and studied at 3 hrs.,
7 days or 2 months. Plasma All was measured by ex-
traction, HPLC separation and RIA. Mean blood
pressure (MAP) and responses to AT (lpg/kg,iv)
were measured in awake rats. Results (X±SE):
MAP All Al
pq/ml) P841 (MAP) ACE1
control: 111±3 9.9±1.8 7.7±1.1 58±3 225±21
enalapril:
3 hra. 77±2* 2.3±0.6* 21.3±4.3 3±2* <15
7 days 87±3 32.4±8.3* 9.9±1.6 13±2* <15
2 months 85±5 24.3±14.4 9.3±1.4 35±6* <15
*
-I §p<O.Ol vs. control ng/ml/h neal/mi/sin.
In contrast with acute CCI, chronic CEI was asso-
ciated with restoration of PRA to normal, eleva-
tions in plasma All, arid return of AT responsive-
ness towards normal. We conclude that the effects
of chronic CEI on blood pressure are independent
of inhibition of the plasma renin—All system, and
that effects of CLI on target tissues are likely
to involve mechanisms other than inhibition of All
formation.
ABNORMAL PROTEINS IN UREMIC CARDIOMYOPATHY. Salim
K. Mujais, Chung Lee*, Departments of Medicine and
Surgery, Northwestern University and VA Lakeside
Medical Center, Chicago, IL
Uremia leads to the development of left
ventricular hypertrophy (LVh) and myocytolysis.
To examine the associated changes in cardiac
proteins we performed two—dimensional gel
electrophoresis (ISO—DALT system) on cardiac
proteins fran male Sprague—Dawley rats with 5/6
nephrectcmy and pair—fed sham controls 8 to 12
days after surgery. The procedure involved
separation by isoelectric focusing in 5%
acrylamide followed by SDS—PAGE in a 9—18%
gradient of acrylamide. Protein spots were
visualized by sliver staining, the intensity of
which was quantitated by ccenputerized scanning.
Sham Ureisic P
Body weight (g) 348+17 341+15 NS
LV weight (mg) 754+27 912+43 0.01
BP (mm Hg) 124+6 156+5 0.01
BUN (mg/dl) 19+3 104+17 0.01
MP—l 221+103 1894+391 0.01
MP—2 188+157 2088+266 0.01
MP—3 322+195 1964+391 0.01
MP—4 38+22 965+212 0.01
Reduction of renal mass led to the development of
azotensia, hypertension, LVII and the appearance of
a family of 4 abnormal proteins with molecular
weight of 68000 daltons and p1 4.5 to 5.5. Each
of the 4 proteins, labelled MP1 to MP4, was
present in a higher concentration in uremic than
in sham rats. These findings suggest that the
myocardiopathy of uremia is associated with
increased synthesis of abnormal cardiac proteins.
NONHEMODYNAMIC FACTORS CONTRIBUTE TO ACCELERATED
GLOMERULAR INJURY IN NEPHRECTOMIZED RATS FED A
HIGH PROTEIN DIET. M.P. O'Donnell, B.L.
Kasiske, W.F. Keane. Henn. Co. Med. Ctr.,
Univ. of Minn., Mpls, MN.
After nephrectomy (Mx), rats fed high
(40—50%) protein develop more extensive focal
glomerulosclerosis (FGS) than rats fed
restricted (6—12%) protein. This difference in
FGS may be due to increased glomerular pressures
and flows in high protein rats. Comparison with
Nx rats fed normal (20—24%) protein has not been
reported. Seven months after unilateral Mx,
Sprague—Dawley rats fed 40% casein diet thigh
casein (MC); n=9) had 19.0±7.7% FGS, vs.
3.2±2.0% in rats fed 20% casejn diet [normal
casein (NC); n9J (p<O.O5). None of the rats
were hypertensive. Micropuncture studies were
performed in additional HC and NC rats 2—3
months after Nx. Results (mean±SE;t p<O.O5 vs.
2—kidney controls (CON) fed 20% casein):
B1 KW SNGFR SNPF P
E2AE j jj -—(nl/min)—— (mm)
NC (n6) 529 2.501 67.31 2181 52.2
12 1.5
MC (n7) 504 2.621 79.9f 259± 51.8
3 0.12 3.4 13 1.6
CON (n=4) 532 1.38 30.6 126 48.8
8 0.01 1.7 11 1.8
Superficial nephron function (SNGFR, SNPF) was
comparably elevated in NC and HC. Glomerular
capillary pressure was not aignificantly
different between groups. Since glomerular
hemodynamics were similar in NC and HC, we
conclude that nonhemodynamic factors contributed
to accelerated FGS in long—term HC rats.
HYPERTENSIVE RESETTING OF RBF—AUTOREGULATJON (RA)
IN 4 WEEKS 2K—ic RATS IS NOT DOE TO STRUCTURAL
VASCULAR ADAPTATION. J.Ofstad, B.M.Iversen and
I.Sekse (intr. by L.G.Nevar). Med.Dept.A, Univers-
ity of Bergen, Norway.
We have earlier shown that RA in hypertensive rats
is reset to higher perfusion pressure levels with
increased lower pressure limit (LL) of RA. To
study whether this resetting is due to permanent
structural changes caused by the high blood press-
ure or due to reversible contraction of resistance
vessels we studied RA (flowmeter, aortic clamp) in
the non—clipped kidney in 2K—iC 4 weeks after cli-
pping, before, 30 mm and 5 days after nephrectomy
(MX) of the clipped kidney.
2K—iC Controls
Before MX After MX
30 sin 5 days
MAP(rnm Hg) 147+5* 107÷9 94+3k 114±3
RBF(ml/min) 5.0±0.5 5.5±0.6 6.0±0.4 5.3±0.6
RVR(mm Hg!
ml/min) 32÷4* 20+2 16+2* 23+1
LL(mm Hg) 113±5* 91±3 734* 84±6
RVR t LL 23±3* 15÷1 12÷3* 17÷1
*significgnt different from controls.
The blood pressure, renal vascular resistance at
control blood pressure and at the lower limit of
RBF—autoregulation are normalized 30 mm after MX
of the clipped kidney. It is therefore reason to
believe that the hypertensive resetting of RA in
the non—clipped idney of 4 weeks 2K—ic is not due
to structural vascular changes.
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LrFi ut bXtrCi,t, Os eUdCLt sUb-StI/1es Is uR5LsJ. U1US.
.s.L.karr1sn, 1s.Sikria*, C.Fomasellj*,
5.5. Keriney. bepta of IeU icine ano
Pnysiology, (eorge aashington Univ.
med. encer, eascIIngton,o.2.
Clinicel observations 1ave
suggested that patients with renaldisease develop nih blood lactate
levels on exercise. this nas now been
repeated in rabbits. The soliu muscle
of subtotaly nephrectonizej rabbits
was stinulated i/sec until the
aeplitude of contraction was reduced
by 5U. rhe lyophilizeu muscle and it
unexerciseci coutralataral muscle were
then analyzed for lactate, pyruvate,
glycogen, alanine, glutainine, and
aipha-ketoglutarate. the results of lu
paired normal and nephrectomized
studies showed a significant increase
in lactate and aipha-ketoglutarate in
operated anicals, decraase in g.lycoqen
and alanine anu no change in glutaninelevels. mis appears to confirm the
clinical observation of increasedblood lactate in azotenic humans
during exercise. it is postulated that
at least part of this increase in
lactate is uue to an alteration in
branched chain amino acid netabolise.
EFFECT OF VERAPAMIL (vER) ON GLOMERULAR HEMODY-
NAMICS IN RATS WITH PARTIAL NEPHRECTOMY (PN)
Juan C. Pelayo, David C.H. Harris*, Robert W.
Schrier. Dept of Med. and Ped., Univ of Colorado
School of Medicine, Denver, Colorado
Chronic administration of VER reduces function-
al impairment, histological damage and mortality
of rats with 5/6 PN (Harris, et al., Kidney tnt.,
in press). This protection is independent of
changes in systemic blood pressure snd the protec-
tive mechanism is unknown. To investigate the
mechanism of this protection Munich—Wistar rats
were treated with VER (0.1 Mg/g body wt. IM, bid,
N7) or saline (SAL, 0.1 ml IM, bid, N=7) for 4
weeks following 5/6 PN. After 4 weeks micropunc—
ture studies were performed in a blind manner; in
these studies volume plasma losses were replaced
with plasma from donors of the same group. Results
are expressed as Mean cf,='P<O.OS.
MAP AP SNGFR SNPF Kf
F mmHg I [ ni/mm I [nl/sec.mmi-ig I
SAL 123±5 47.2±1.3 57±5 233±20 0.047±0.004
VER 134±6 42.4±1.2 60±5 303±56 D.085±0.O15
(SNGFRsingle nephron GFR, SNPF=single nephron
plasma flow) The decrease in mean glomerular hy-
drostatic pressure gradient (AP) resulted from an
increase in Bowman space hydrostatic pressure (PBs
12.0±0.7 vs. 15.5±0.8 mmHg, p<O.O5) as glomerulsr
capillary hydrostatic pressure was no different
between SAL and VER (59.3±1.3 vs. 57.9±1.0 mrnHg,
NS). The reduction in lP in VER was counteracted
by a higher glomerular ultrafiltration coefficient
(1(f). In summary: VER lowers ltP by increasing 'BS
and normalizes Kf in rats with PN. VER may pro-
tect, at least in part, against progression in
this model of CRF by the resultant reduction in tIP
across the glomerular capillary wall.
RELATIONSHIP OF PLASMA CONCENTRATIONS OF
HUMAN ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (cx-hANP)
TO RENAL FUNCTION AND BLOOD PRESSURE (BP)
IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE. H.G. Predel,* A.
Bcker,* J.Kipnowski,* R.DUsing, H.J,Krarner,
Medizinische Poliklinik,University of Bonn,West Germany.
The potential role of o(-hANP in clinical states of
chronic changes in sodium and water homeostasis as in
edema and elevated blood pressure (BP) is still unsett-
led.Therefore,the role of o-hANP may be of particular
interest in chronic renal failure,in which 1st, sodium
and water retention plays a major pathogenetic role in
the development of hypertension and 2nd,altered secre-
tion and metabolism ofo(—hANP may occur.To evaluate
the relationship between renal impairment,BP and o—
hANP we determined plasma o-hANP concentrations in
14 nondialyzed patients with chronic renal failure of
various degree.Serum creatinine concentrations ranged
from 127 to 716 pmol/l (396-65 pmol/l),systolic BP fimm
135 to 200 mmHg (157-4 mmHg) and diastolic BP from
80 to 105 (93-2 mmHg),resp..Plasma o(-hANP concentra-
tions ranged from 49 to 308 pg/mI with a mean of 183
-23.7 pg/mI as compared to 90.85.8 pg/mi in healthy
volunteers (p<0.05).Significant positive correlations (p <
0.05) of plasma o-hANP with serum creatinine concen-
trations (r=0.89) and with systolic BP (r=0.5) were ob-
served.This positive correlation of plasma e-hANP with
serum creatinine was independent from systolic BP.Thus,
with regard to the elevated plasma o-hANP concentra-
tions in chronic renal failure at least two mechanisms
must be considered:ist,mechanical stimulation of the left
atrial wall via elevated BP and volume overload,and,
2nd,an impaired metabolism of o,-hANP depending on the
degree of chrontc renal failure.it is suggested that plas-
mao-hANP,which is inversely correlated with the num-
ber of functioning nephrons,contributes to sodium and
water homeostasis in chronic renal failure.
FATTY ACID UTILIZATION BY SKELETAL MUSCLE IN
UREMIA. Antonio P. Quirtanilla and Mark Palmer*.
Dept. of Medicine, VA Lakeside Medical Center and
Northwestern Univ. Med. School, Chicago, Illinois.
Myopathic changes have been described in
uremia. However, the effect of uremia on skel-
etal muscle metabolism is not well understood.
Previous work has shown accumulation of lipid
droplets in skeletal muscle of urenic rats and
humans, suggesting a defect in fatty acid
metabolism. Therefore we examined the 1-4C--C02
production fran fatty acids (FA) by rat anterior
gastrocnemius muscle. Chronic uremia was induced
in Sprsgue—Dawley rats by a 5/6 nephrectany. Pair—
fed control animals underwent a sham operation.
The weights of urmnic and control rats were not
different at the time of sacrifice. Muscle slices
were incubated in a modified Krebs—Ringer—
Bicarbonate containing 5 mM of either palmitate
(Palm), palmitate+carnitine (Cam), or butyrate,
labeled with 14c. The CO2 was captured and its
production calculated. The results, expressed as
nancsnoles of FA—derived CO2 per gram of control
(C) and urennic (U) muscle were:
SUN Palmitate Palm+Csrn Butyrate
(N—19) (N=6) (N=6) (N7)
C U C U C U C U
Mean+ 16.8 89.2 9.30 5.91 27.7 17.7 725 650
SEM 1.9 9.9 0.99 1.03 3.4 1.7 92 50
P <0.001 0.019 0.013 MS
Utilization of short—chain FA (butyrate) was much
higher and not different fran normal. Carnitine
(5 mM) enhanced the utilization of palmitate by
both C and U muscle, but the difference between
both persisted. These results are consistent with
defective utilization of long—chain FA by urenic
muscle.
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INTERSTRAIN VARIATIONS IN URINARY PROTEIN EXCRE-
TION RATES AND PROGRESSIVE CLOMERULOSCLEROSIS IN
IMMUNE COMPLEX NEPHRITIS IN TIlE RAT. Helmut C.
Reunke, Jochen W.U. Fries*, Charles E. Alpers.
and Donna L. Mendrick. Brigham and Womens Ilospi—
tal, Dept. of Pathology, Bostoc• Massachusetts.
The occurence of end stage renal failure fol—
loving an episode of immune complex (IC) nephri—
tis in man is highly variable. The pathogenesis
and predisposing factors of this process are
poorly understood. We investigated the number of
nephrons in three strains of rats and their re-
sponse to unilateral (left kidney) subepithelial
IC planting fol loved by right nephrectomy (Mx)
three weeks later. The evolution of urinary
protein excretion rates (mg/day;mean± SEW) during
the heterologous (2d), autologous (14d) and post—
Mx phases is given below for Sprague—Dawley (SD),
Brown—Norway (EN). and Wistar—Kyoto (WKY) rats;
SSsegmental glomerulosclerosis at week 12.
n 2d 14d 21d N 42d 78d %SS
SD 14 57±10 19± 3 21* 7 31± 7 ND ND
BN 9 32± 8 65±16 43±13 129±31 52±23 0.9±0.3
WRY 8 14± 2 49±13 24± 4 126±24 254±26 35±3
The number of glomeruli/kidney was 40,985 1,993
for SD, 27,656 751 for RN, and 29.383 436 for
WRY. Antibody titers to exogenous antigens were
similar in all strains when measured at various
time intervals by RIA. We conclude that the level
of proteinuria following the initial immunologi-
cal injury, variations in antibody titer and the
number of nephrona/kidney are poor predictors of
progressive renal disease. The results further
suggest that additional factors, possibly varia-
tions in the hemodynamic response to the initial
immune insult, may be key elements in the
progression to end stage renal failure.
CORRELATION OF GLOMERULAR ULTRAFILTRATION COEFFI-
CIENT WITH STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION IN HUMAN RENAL
DISEASE. W.P. Richardson, R.V. Pinnick, C.L.
Beason_Griffin* and V.J. Savin. Univ. of Kansas
Medical Center, Kansas City, KS
Filtration was studied in isolated glomeruli
from renal biopsies of 28 patients (ages 1 to 72
years) with serum creatinine 1 to 16 mg/dl.
Glomeruli were examined by light, immunofluores—
cence and electron microscopy and capillary dam-
age, epithelial foot process fusion and mosangial
proliferation were graded 1 through 4. The
percent obsolescent glomeruli was estimated and
basement membrane (BM) thickness was measured.
Filtration was induced by an oncotic gradient and
ultrafiltration coefficient (Kf) calculated us-
ing videomicroscopy. Average glomerular diameter
(D) ranged from 131 to 315pM. K varied from 5.7
to 51 nl/minmmHg and was strongly correlated with
O (r=.7158, p<0.00l). Multiple regression anal-
ysis showed that 0, mesangial proliferation,
capillary damage and BM thickness accounted for
66% of the observed variation in Kf. 1/serum
creatinine, on estimate of relative creatinine
clearance, was negatively correlated with body
surface area, with capillary damage, percent
obsolescent glomeruli and with diastolic blood
pressure. Together these variables accounted for
76% of the observed variation in 1/serum cre—
atinine. We conclude that in renal disease, as in
normal glomeruli, diameter is the strongest de-
terminant of Ef. Kf is correlated with mesangial
proliferation and with alterations in the cap-
illary wall. Creatinine clearance may be pre-
dicated on the number of functioning glomeruli and
on capillary integrity rather than on Kf of these
glomeruli.
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INTERNEPHRON HETEROGENEITY OF CHRONIC
RENAL INJURY. Mark E. Roscn berg, Thomas H.
Hostetter. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
A differential susceptibility to injury among nephron
populations may underlie the more favorable course of
some types of chronic renal disease. We compared 2
diffcrcnt models of ablative renal injury in the rat.
Nephrectomy and partial infarction (REM) yields
constant proportions of remnant deep and superficial
ncphrons, while bromocthylamine (BEA) injection (50 mg
iv) selectively destroys deep nephrons leaving superficial
ones. BEA-treated rats underwent uninephrectomy prior
to chemical ablation. Serum creatinine was comparable
one week following ablation (REM: 0.71±0.04; BEA:
0.71±0.05 mg/dl) thus assuring similar degrees of renal
reduction. At 10 wks post ablation there were no
differences in wt. gain, BP, Hct, serum protein, or whole
kidney hemodynamics between the 2 groups. However,
the greater urinary protein excretion in REM (64±10 vs
23±2 mg/24h; p<.05; n=18 each group) attested to the
increased renal injury in REM. Microcirculatory and
glomerular permeability differences were detailed (mean
SEM, *p<.o5; n=9):
SNGFR Fr,.ctional CIerance (io)
(mmHgl
REM 77±1 67±3 315±16.6' 8.4j4.4'
BEA 71±6 65±1 3.8±0.6 1.6±0.4
Despise equivalent degrees of superficial nephron hyper-
filtration and glomerular hypertension, greater whole
kidney permselective defects indicative of worse injury
occurred in REM. The major initial difference between
the 2 groups was the presence of deep glomeruli in REM.
Therefore, we conclude that following loss of renal mass
deep nephrons are most susceptible to injury and are
likely to be the major source of the proteinuria, perhaps
due to greater hemodynamic Stresses on the deeper
glomeruli.
CHRONIC FUNCTIONAL CHANGES IN CYSTIC DISEASE ARE
TUBULAR AND INTERSTITIAL IN ORIGIN. Shoji Samma,*
Frank A. Carone, Seiichio Ozono,* Yashpal S.
Kanwar and Ryoichi Oyasu*. Northwestern Univ.
School of Medicine, Chicago, Illinois.
In polycystic kidney disease (PKD) factors
responsible for the variable progression of the
disease to renal failure are unknown. Loss of
renal function in PKD could be due to tubulo—
interstitial, glomerular or vascular changes.
Renal structural and function changes were
assessed over a 30 week period in rats with
diphenylthiazole (DPT) induced PKD. OPT induced
two types of progressive tubular change: cystic
transformation of collecting tubules and foci of
reactive—regressive tubulointerstitial changes in
the cortex. These two types of tubular change
were independent of each other and appeared to
represent different biological responses to
drug—induced cellular injury. There were no
detectable light and electron microscopic or
histochemical alterations in glomeruli or vascu-
lar structures. Renal functional changes con-
sisted of an early (4 weeks) and persistent
impairment of concentrating ability, a progres-
sive drop in creatinine clearance and elevation
in NUN and the late onset (30 weeks) of moderate
proteinnuria. The foci of tubulointerstitial
changes, independent of cystic transformation,
appeared to contribute to the loss of renal func-
tion in this model of PKD and may have a similar
role in other types of experimental and clinical
PKD. These findings suggest that DPT—induced
cystic and reactive—regressive tubulointerstitial
changes, but not secondary glomerular or vascu—
lar changes, account for loss of tubular and
renal function in this model of P1(0.
REDUCING GLOMERULAR CAPILLARY PRESSURE (PGC) DOES
NOT REDUCE PROTEINURIA IN RATS WITH ADRIANYCIN
NEPMROSIS. JW Scholey* and TW Meyer. Stanford
Univ. and VA Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA.
Early treatment with the converting enzyme
inhibitor (CR1) enalapril has been shown to re-
duce PGC and prevent development of proteinuria
in rats with renal ablation and diabetes melli—
tus. The current study examined whether CEI
therapy would reduce PGC and lessen proteinuria
(UproV) in rats with established nephrotic syn-
drome. Baseline proteinuria (UproVO) was deter-
mined 4 weeks after administration of adriamycin
(3.3 mg/kg) to Munich—Wistar rats. Rats then re-
ceived either enalapril 400 mg/l in the drinking
water (Group CET) or no therapy (Group C) for 10
days prior to repeat determination of protein—
uris (UproVlO) and micropuncture study. Results:
(mean±1SE, tp<.05 vs C).
UproVO UproVlO MAP PGC SNGFR QA
mg/day mm Hg nl/min
C 594 670 122 63 45 165
(n7) 3 3 12
CEI 654 656 101± 55± 39 165
(n=6) 50 50 2 1 5 18
CEI therapy lowered mean arterial pressure (MAP)
and PGC without reducing single nephron plasma
flow rate QA) or glomerular filtration rate
(SNGFR). The glomerular hemodynamic effect of
enalapril was not associated with a reduction in
proteinuria after 10 days of treatment. We con-
clude that use of CEI to lower glomerular capil—
lary pressure may not lessen proteinuria in the
setting of established nephrosis.
CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (cRF), PARATHYROID
HORMONE (PTH), AND OXIDATION OF LONG
CHAIN (L) AND SHORT CHAIN (S) FATTY AC1lS
(FA) by SKLETAL MUSCLE. l. Smogorzewski
G. Piskorska , P. Borum and S.G. Massry.
USC, Sch. Med. Los Angeles, CA Univ.
Miami, Gainsvjlle, FL.
PTH enhances proteolysis and
impairs bioenergetics of muscle; these
effects may cause myopathy. FA are
important source of muscle energy;
clinical data suggest that oxidation of
LFAmaybe impaired in uremia affecting
muscle metabolism. We examined effects of
PTH and CRF with and without excess PTH
on oxidation of LFA and SFA. Both 1-84
and 1-34 PTH impaired oxidation of LFA
but not of SFA and 1-84 PTH was more
potent than 1-34 moiety. PTH inhibited
the activity of carnitine palmitoyl
transferase (CPT). Inactive PTH had no
effects. CRF rats with excess PTH had
impaired oxidation of LFA and CPT
activity. PTX in CRF reversed these
derangements. Carnitine contents of
muscle were not altered. Data show that
1) PTH impairs oxidation of LFA , 2) CRF
exerts a similar effect which is induced
by excess PTH of CRF, and 3) the effect
of PTH on LFA oxidation is due to
inhibition of CPT, a key enzyme for the
transport of LFA to mitochondrial matrix
for8-oxidation. The data show another
toxic effect of PTH on muscle in CRF and
provide another pathogenetic mechanism
for uremic myopathy.
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CHRONIC PARTIAL URETEIIAL OBSTRUCTION IN THE WEAN-
LING RAT. G. Steinhardt,* L. Salinas-Madrigal,
0. Evans,* and L. Spry. St. Louis VA Med. Ctr.,
Cardinal Glennon Children's Hospital, and
St. Louis Univ., St. Louis, NO.
Partial ureteral obstruction has been shown to
decrease functioning nephrons while maintaining
whole kidney GFR. Single nephron GFR has been
shown to be high in those remaining nephrons (by-
perfiltration). We used 6 week old Munich-Wistar
rats partially obstructed by placement of one
ureter into the psoas muscle (Duo) versus sham op-
erated rats and studied at 6 months of age. There
was no difference in weight or serum creatinine
(UU0 vs. sham) but BUN was significantly differ-
ent, 30.4 5.0 vs. 34.3 5.3 mgT, sham vs. UUO,
respectively. Histologically, UUO kidneys demon-
strated moderate to marked interstitial nephritis
compared to sham and contralateral kidney. Focal
segmental glomerulosclerosis was not seen. Bladder
urine demonstrated a significantly higher POE2
concentration in sham vs. UUO (24.5 14.4 vs.
12.9 8.2 ng PGE2/mg creatinine, respectively,
p < 0.05). Following 5 ml of saline intravenously,
left and right ureters were cannulated and there
was an increase in PGE2 excretion in sham (66.5
34.4 and 70.1 44.5 ng/mg creatinine, left and
right, respectively) but in UUO the obstructed
ureter demonstrated a smaller increase (32.1
16.0 vs. 62.3 40.4 ng/mg creatinine, obstructed
vs. contralateral, respectively, p = 0.08). Urine
Thromboxane B2 could not be detected at any time.
We conclude that chronic partial ureteral obstruc-
tion in the weanling rat produces interstitial
nephritis without focal segmental glomerulosclero-
sis. Urinary PGE2 is significantly less in UUO
compared to sham.
GLOMERULAR HETEROGENEITY AND PATHOLOGY IN LATE
HEYMANN NEPI-IRITIS. Judith B. Van Liew, Bernice
Noble and Jan Brentjens*. Depts. of Microbiology,
Pathology and Physiology, University at Buffalo
and VA Medical Center, Buffalo, NY.
In active Heymann nephritis (MN) increased gb—
merular permeability to protein develops early in
the disease, affecting all nephrons uniformly
(mean TFalbumin = 22.0*1.9 mg/dl, all values >5 mg/
dl). In early HN glomerular immunopathology is
also expressed uniformly with no nephron loss.
Progressive and degenerative changes in kidney
function and morphology, which continue after the
cessation of active immunological injury, were
studied. Glomerular pathology in late HN (4—12
months after the onset of proteinuria) was charac-
terized by basement membrane thickening, reduced
number of capillary loops/glomerulus and decreased
area and cellularity of the mesangium. Typical
mesangial sclerosis was not observed. Significant
heterogeneity in glomerular permeability to macro-
molecules was observed. Some nephrons exhibited a
near normal barrier to the passage of albumin into
proximal tubule fluid (TFalbumin < 5 mg/dl) not
seen in early HN, indicating some reversal of dam-
age. Others showed an exacerbation of the macro—
molecular leak that was established in an early
stage of disease. In parallel with these func-
tional changes there was an increasing incidence
of tubule dilation, cast formation and expansion of
Bowman's space. Ultimately, a large fraction of
nephrons (>2O?) became obsolescent, blocked with
inspissated casts. These obsolescent nephrons may
represent the population that has progressively
lost selectivity in permeability to macromolecules
during the late course of HN.
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EVIDENCE AGAINST ANGIOTF.NSIN II (All) OR THRON—
BOX.ANE A (TxA2) AS MEDIATORS OF THE INCREASED
RENAL VACULAR RESISTANCE (RVR) FOUND FOLLOWING
UNILATERAL URETERAL OCCLUSION (UUO). E.Darracott
Vaughan, Jr., Donald Mation*, Diane Felsen*,
Steven N. Weisman*. Cornell Univ. Med. Ctr., Div.
of Urology, New York, New York.
All and TxA have been implicated as mediators
of the decreases renal blood flow (RBF) and
increased RVR found following UUO. Utilizing the
TxA synthesis inhibitor OKY—046, we have been
unale to affect the RVR. This study was per-
formed using the TxA2 receptor blocker S029548, at
a dose which completely blocked the effect of the
TxA2 analogue U46619 on REF. Responses were
compared to control animals and to the effect of
the All converting enzyme inhibitor, MK422.
Female dogs, 15—20 kg, were studied 48 hrs after
insertion of arterial and venous lines and elec-
tromagnetic flow nrobes. Baseline REF and aortic
blood pressure were deter-mined and then either
SO29548 (0.5 ug/kg/min intrarenal artery) (n9)
Mk422 (5 ug/kg/min: i.v.) (n=6) or both agents
(n=5) were given. There was no difference in pre—
obstructive RBF among the groups. UUO resulted in
a progressive fall in REF over 8 hours, which was
unaffected by either S029548 alone, or in combi-
nation with MK422. ME422 alone caused a signifi-
cant rise in pre—obstructive RB? from 4 to 5.5
mi/gm/mm (p.O5). The flow remained higher in
this grouo than in the others. but then fell
progressively with time. SO29548 reversed the
effect of t4K422 on pre—obstructive RBF. These
resulta argue against All or TxA as major
mediators of the increased RVR fund after UUO,
and suggest that other hormones are responsible.
ADAPTATION OF TRANSPORT FUNCTIONS III THE CORTICAL
COLLECTING TUBULE (CCT) AFTER REDUCTION IN
RENAL I1ASS. V.1-I. Vehaskari, S. Klahr, K. Hering—
Snlith*, and L. Hamm. Depts. of I-led. & Pediatrics,
Washington University, St. Louis,f1O.
A reduction in renal mass results in hyper—
trophy of the remaining nephrons and adaptation
of their transport function to maintain fluid
and electrolyte balance. Our purpose was to
characterize some of the intrinsic segmental
adaptations which occur in CCT from rabbits 3
weeks after 3/4—5/6 reduction in renal mass (lix).
CCT from either control (C) or Nx rabbits were
perfused in vitro. Sodium resorption (JNa)
was studied as lumen—to—bath Na flux. Ilaximum
HCO3 secretory capacity (BS) and reabsorptive
capacity (BR) were_studied using a HCO3 free
perfusate and a Cl free perfusate, respectively.
All fluxes are in pmol/mm ruin. The outer diameter
of CCT from lix were 46 1 i as compared to 37
1 from C. JNa (and ouabain inhibitable JNa)
was higher in Nx than in C (112 19 vs. 54 7,
p < 0.05). In contrast, BS after in vivo bicarb-
onate loading was not higher in lix than in C
(16 5 vs. 11 3, p > 0.25). And BR in acid
loaded animals was not higher in Nx than in C
(5.7 1.4 vs 7.1 1.3). In conclusion: l)hyper—
trophy and adaptation in transport can be demon-
strated in CCT with Nx; 2) however,the adaptation
in transport is specific for sodium reabsorption
and is not demonstrable for bicarbonate secretion
or reabsorption; and 3) any adaptations in whole
nephron bicarbonate transport in Nx to maintain
acid—base balance are not found as intrinsic
adaptations of the CCT.
CELLULAR AND TRANSPORT—RELATED DEFECTS IN CULTURES
OF CONGENITAL MURINE POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE
(PKD) EPITHELIA. Patricia D. Wilson, David
Hreniuk and Ellis D. Avner* UMDNJ—Dept.
Physiol., Piscataway, NJ. *Children's Hosp.,
Fittsburg, PA
Lethal autosomal recessive PKD develops in
C57BL/6J mice and cyst formation is associated
with elevated levels of NaK—ATPase. Normal
proximal straight (PST) and collecting tubules
(CCT) and PKD cyst epithelia were microdissected
and grown in culture. PKD monolayers had abnormal
morphology containing strap— and polygonal cells
often only loosely associated and with large
intracellular spaces. The epithelial nature of
all cultured PRO cells was confirmed by the
immunolocalisation of s kidney—tubule specific
cytokeratin. Cytochemical staining for NaK ATPase
on basolateral membranes was much stronger in PKD
epithelia than PSI or CCT. Staining of the
carbohydrate component of cell plasma membrane
associated glycocalyx by peroxidase—labelled
lectins showed increases in peanut agglutinin
(PNA) and Ulex europaeus I(UEA—I) labelling in
PKD cultures, indicative of elevated levels of
D—galactose and L—fucose. Adenylate cylase levels
in PKD were similar to PSI in the basal and PTN—
stimulated states but were elevated by comparison
to PST in the presence of AVP and forskolin, con-
sistent with receptor and catalytic enhancement.
We conclude that activation at the cell
plasma membrane level associated with trans—
epithelial ion transport (Nak ATPase) sugar moiety
of carbohydrates (lectins) and cAMP generation
maybe involved in the pathogenesis of autosomal
ressive PKD.
SERIAL MICROPUNCTURE ANALYSES OF THE SAME
NEPHRONS IN CHRONIC RENAL DISEASES: A TEST FOR
THE HYPERFILTRATION THEORY. Y. Yoshida5. A. Fogo*,
T. Kikuchi*, A. Glick* & I. Ichikawa. Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, TN.
The hyperfiltration theory, which provides an attractive
explanation for the progression of chronic renal failure (CRF),
rests on two heretofore untested assumptions. Namely, I)
hyperfunetion of glomeruli is the common and primary cause for
their subsequent fimctional and structural deterioration, and 2) this
deterioration occurring in some glomeruli leads to hyperfunction
of other glomeruli. An attempt was made to verify these
assumptions by repeatedly measuring single nephron GFR
(SNGFR) and glomerular capillary pressure (Pgc) in the same
glomeruli (5-12 glomeruli/kidney) of six Munich-Wistar rats up
to 6 weeks after surgical removal of 5/6-7/8 of total renal mass.
During the first 2 weeks, all glomerular SNGFR and Pgc values
increased uniformly but to markedly varying degrees within each
remnant kidney. Maximum percentage increase in SNGFR and
Pgc from baseline values ranged as much as 30-505% and
25-89%, respectively. Thereafter, values for SNGFR were highly
variable, many declining while others increased in the same
kidney. Histological analysis of serial sections revealed that the
degree of glomerular sclerosis (range: 0-55%) had a reciprocal
relationship with SNGFR at time of sacrifice (range: 5.5-66.9
nI/mm) in those glomeruli with a significant decrease from earlier
SNGFR values. However, within a given kidney, the degree of
sclerosis had no tendency to correlate with the level of SNGFR or
Pgc recorded in earlier stage. Thus, in this CRF model, while
functional and structural deterioration of some glomeruli is
accompanied by augmentation of the function of other glomeruli,
the magnitude of early hyperfunction does not determine the
extent of subsequent functional and structural damage.
LOWERING OF OLOOD PRESSURE WITH HYDRALA -
ZINE DOES NOT PREVENT ALRUMINURIA IN DIA-
BETIC RATS.R._Zatz.D.Gianella_Neto*,A.M.5.
Cavaleiro* and C.K.Fujihara*.Univ. of So
Paulo Medical School,So Paulo, Brasil.
Enalaprjl has been shown to prevent
both glomerular hypertension and glomerular
sclerosis in diabetic rats.To determine
whether other antihypertensive drugs also
prevent diabetic glomerulopathy,34 Munich-
Wistar rats received streptozotocin,65 mgi
Kg,and were kept moderately hyperglycemic
with protamine-zinc insulin.Three groups
of diabetic rats were studied: DMC(no ad-
ditional treatment,n=9) ,DMH(hydralazine,
l2Omg/l in the drinking water,n=8),and
DME(enalapril.20 mg/l in the drinking Wa—
ter,n=8).A group of normal control rats(C)
was studied.Results after 6 months of dia-
betes (Means+SE,BW=hody weight,BG=hlood
glucose concentration, BP=tail-cuff pressure
U1 .V=albumin excretion rate.*p<O.05 vs C
+p<.O5 vs DMC).
Group NW BG HP U .V
g mg/'dl mmHg mg3'4h
C 355±13 —- 116±2 9±2
DMC 284±12* 310±21 120±3 24±7*
DMH 296±12* 322±15 lO8+2*+ 22±4*
OME 2R4+1 * 304±15 1O643*.I. 2±1 +Unlike groups DMC end DMH, DN1F. rats showed
no increase in albuminurja. Since HP was
lowered to a similar extent in DME and DI1H
rats,we conclude that some intrarenal,
rather than systemic effect of antihyper-
tensive therapy, is crucial to prevent
albuminurja in experimental diabetes.
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MODULATION OF RENAL ALPHA-i AND -2 ADRENERGIC
RESPONSES BY GLUCOSE AND CALCIUM. A.D. Baines and
P. Ho*. Dept. of Clinical Biochemistry, Univ. of
Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Abnormal sensitivity to Ca may be responsible
for increased alpha-2/aipha-1 responses in tissue
from diabetic rats (Scarborough JPET 231:603).
Since these changes could be related to the avail-
ability of intracellular glucose we examined the
effects of glucose and Ca on responses to adrener-
gic agoists in rat kidneys perfused with 5 mM
lactate, 2 mM alanine, 0.5 mM pyruvate, 0.15 mM
mercaptopicolinate (to inhibit gluconeogenesis),
and 1.2 or 2.5 mM Ca with and without 5 mM glucose.
Glucose doubled vasoconstriction with 0.6 uM meth-
oxamine (p<O.Ol) but did not alter responses to
0.5 uM clonidine (C) or 0.06 uM norepinephrine(NE).
2.5 mM Ca increased vasoconstriction twofold with
NE and threefold with C (p<O.Oi) but did not alter
the methoxamine response. Glucose increased anti-
natriuresis with methoxamine (p<O.Ol) but not with
C. The glucose effect was inhibited by 0.1 mM
phiorizin therefore cellular glucose uptake was a
prerequisite. Glucose and Ca increased the anti-
natriuretic response to NE without changing frac-
tional Li excretion. Myoinositol (1mM) did not
reproduce the effect of glucose. In the presence
of glucose, pretreatment with phorbol ester (TPA
0.1 ng/mL) inhibited the antinatriuretic but not
the vascular response to NE. Thus renal alpha-i
responses require glucose but not external Ca while
responses to combined alpha-i and -2 agonists (C
and NE) are very sensitive to external Ca but not
to glucose. The tubular alpha-i response to NE
may involve the diacyiglycerol-protein kinase-C
pathway.
ARACHIDONIC ACID METABOUSM BY RAT RENAL
CORTICAL TUBULES PRODUCES INI-IIBITOR(S) OF
SODIUM PUMP ACTIVITY. Peter Brazy, Carolyn Ferrari,
and Paul Kiotman. Durham VA and Duke Med. Centers,
Durham, NC.
Arachidonic acid (AA) is released from plasma membranes
in response to stimuli and injuly. AA is metabolized to a
number of products which may have direct effects on renal
cell function. Previously we showed that acute addition of
AA to suspensions of cortical tubules stimulates oxygen
consumption (QO2) and uncouples oxidative phosphorylation(JCI i: 1812). In this study we examined the effects on renal
cell metabolism of a 30 minute incubation with AA.
Suspensions of rat cortical tubules were prepared by partial
digestion with collagenase and separated on a Ficoll density
gradient. QO2 was measured with an oxygen electrode under
conditions to evaluate selected components of oxidative
metabolism.
A 30 minute incubation with 1 l.LM AA reduced basal QO2
from 47.0±1.3 to 40.5±1.4 nmol/mg protein/mm (N,17;
P<0.O05). The inhibition occuffed in the ouabain sensitive
component of QO2 reducing the maximal value of this
component from 32.0 to 20.4 nmol/mg protein/mm
(P<0.005). This indicates an inhibition of sodium pump
activity. The inhibitory factor was present in the medium
(inhibiting fresh cells) and in the cells (inhibition persisted in
fresh medium). The presence of 5RM indomethacin or NDGA
(inhibitors of AA metabolism) blocked the effects of AA
incubation on basal and sodium pump dependent Q02.
Furthermore, incubation with l!.LM eicosapentanoic acid (a
substrate for AA metabolism that produces inactive products)
had no effect on basal or pump dependent QO2 (42.6 vs. 41.8
and 29.4 vs. 28.5 nmol/mg protein/mm).
These data suggest that products of AA metabolism inhibit
sodium pump activity in cortical renal tubules. This effect may
regulate renal cell function during disease states.
RENAL DISPOSITION OF INSULIN DURING
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE IN THE ISOLATED
PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY. ME Brier*, PR
Mayer*, and 08 Aronoff, School of
Pharmacy, Purdue Univ., W Lafayette, IN,
and Dept. of Med., Indiana Univ. Sch.
of Med. and VAMC Indianapolis, IN.
The renal disposition of insulin in
acute renal failure (ARF) has not been
evaluated. We used the isolated
perfused rat kidney (IPK) to test the
hypothesis that ARF decreases insulin
clearance. We used warm ischemia (ISC),
uranyl nitrate (UN), and non—filtering
(OF) kidneys as methods of inducing ARF.
Comparisons were made to control (CTL)
kidneys. Insulin concentration was
det.ermined by RIA. The total insulin
clearance (Cli), fractional excretion of
insulin (FEi), and glomerular filtration
rote (GFR) are shown below (mean+/—SD):
Cli (ul/min) FEi () GFR (ul/min)
CTL 1'460(630) 1l.1I( 14.9) 1497( 27)
1SC 780(130)11 19.1(19.7)1! 52( 18)11
UN 61O(l10)# 79.5(114.8)11171(131)1!
OF 1140(120)11 — —#different than control (p<O.O5)
ARF caused a significant decrease in the
renal clearance of insulin and
filtration was necessary for insulin
clearance from perfusate. Further,
tubular reabsorption of insulin was
decreased in TOC and in UN. We conclude
that ARF decreased the renal clearance
of insulin through a decrease in insulin
uptake from the tubular lumen.
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EFFECT OF VANADATE (V) ON ADENTNE NUCLEOTIDE CON-
CENTRATION IN RAT RENAL CORTEX AND RED MEDULLA.
N. J. Bullis* and B.K. Urbaitis. Dept. of
Phyaiology, Dental School & Nephrology Div.
Dept. of Nedicine, School of Medicine, Univeraity
of Maryland, Baltimore MO.
Renal tubular cells may utilize over half
their ATP (derived primarily from oxidative mete—
bolism) to drive Na tranaport via the MaKATPa5e.
Inhibition of the NaKATPase might therefore, have
major effecta on the rate of utilization of ATP
and accumulation of ADP. The rate of utilization
of AT? is postulated to be reflected in the rate
of decay of AT? during ischemia.
The present study examines the effects of V,
an inhibitor of the NsKATFa5e, on Ma reabsorption,
and the change in ATP and ADP during ischemia. AT?
and AD? were determined in cortex and red medulla
of rats given i.v, saline (controls, C) or saline
plus V. GFR and Na excretion were assessed. The
reoal artery was then ligated for 0 or 30 sec.
Data (umol/gm dry wt SE) at 0 sod 30 sec.
were (*sig. different from control)
cortex AIR Medulla Cortex AD? Medulla
O C 8.7 0.4 10.9 0.4 3.6 + 0.2 3.5-1-0.2
V 8.9 0.1 8.5 0.4* 4.0 0.2* 4.4 0.2*
30C 3.0 0.1 7.5 0.5 4.9 0.2 5.1 0.4
4.2 0.5 6.0 0.3* 6.2 0.5* 5.6 0.4
In summery, 10% inhibition of Na reabsorption
by V was associated with small differences in AT?
snd AD?. In conclusion: 1. this degree of inhib-
ition may not be great enough to be associated
with marked changes in ATP or ADP. 2. based on
the increase in ADP, V—induced inhibition of
phosphorylstion of AD? to ATP may not be ruled
out.
MECHANISN WHEREBY A CHANGE IN pH MAY MODULATE THE
RATE OF UREA SYNTHESIS IN VIVO. 5, Cheema—
Dhadli,0 R.L. Jungss* end N.L. Halperin. Univ. of
Toronto, Canada and Univ. of Connecticut,
FarmiogtOo, CT.
Ths metabolism of the daily protein load
produces 1200 amol of NH4 end a slightly lesser
qusntity of bicsrbonste; the vast majority of
these ions are converted into urea. During
metabolic scidosis, less ures sod more NH4t is
excreted. Our purpose was to determine how s pH
change regulates urea synthesis invivo.
Recently (Al? 19:F605—612, 1086), we showed that
the nitrogen load rather than changes in pH sod
HCO3 regulated urea synthesis in vivo. To
explore this more directly, the rate of urea
synthesis was examined as a function of the [NH4']
or the [NH3] in 8 rats infused with NH4HCO3 or 6
with NH4C1 (c-so pmol/min). At s constant NNLtt
infusion rate (18 mol/min), virtuslly all the
NH4t infused was converted to urea. The plasma
[NH4t] was higher in the acidemic rats infused
with HH4C1 (pH 7.27) as compared to the rsts
infused with NH4HCO3 (blood pH 7,'43)(950 vs 694
pN, p <.01). The cslculsted [NH] (16 pN) was
equsl in both groups of rats, Hence, the rate of
urea synthesis correlated with the [NH3] rather
than the [NH4t]. In 22 edditiOflml rats given 5
0—50 M HH4t load, the rate of urea synthesis wee
directly related to the [NH3] with an apparent Km
of 2 0N for NH3 end a Vmax of 30 pmol urea H/rat!
sin. We conclude that pH influences urea
synthesis indirectly by modulating the [NH3].
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PHORBOL ESTERS INHIBIT ANHONIACENESIS AND
CLUCONEOCENESIS IN CANINE RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULAR
SEGMENTS. M.C. Chobanian,* V.A. Hsnsen,* arid N.R.
Mammerman. Washington University School of Med.,
Depts. of Internal Med. and ?ed., St. Louis, MO.
To characterize the regulstion of ammonisgene—
sis and gluconeogenasis in proximal tubula, ammo-
nia and glucose productions from L—glutsmine were
measured in csoine proximal tubular segments sus-
pended in Krebs—Henseleit saline. ?roductions
were linear functions of time of incubation at
37C° for 2 hours and sversged 61.1 umol
ammonia/gram protsin/12D sin and 106 nmol
glucose/mg protein/i20 sin measured at pH 7.5.
Lowering the pH of incubation media to 7.0 signif—
icsntly increased productions of ammonia and of
glucose. To determine whether sctivation of pro-
tein kinsse C in proximal tubule affected either
process, we incubated segments with tumor-promoting
phorbol esters. We have shown that these com-
pounds stimulate proximal tubular Ns+_H+ exchange.
Incubation with 1C6 N of 12—O—tetradecanoyl—
phorbol—13—scetate or phorbol 12,13 dibutyrate,
resulted in significantly decreased productions of
ammonia and glucose. Neither effect was observed
following incubstion with the inactive phorbol
ester 4 phorbol. Substitution of choline+ for
Na+ in Krebe—Meneeleit buffer so as to eliminate
the Na+_gradient (extracellular > intracellular)
reduced absolute productions. Under these latter
conditions, tumor—promoting phorbol esters did not
inhibit production of ammonia or of glucose. Our
findings are consistent with a role for protein
kinese C in the control of amsoniagenesis and
gluconeogenesis in proximal tubule. Such control
could be mediated via stimulation of Na+_H+
exchange resulting in intracellular alkalinizstion.
RELATIONSHIP OF PROTEIN INTAKE AND GLOMERIJLAR
URIDINE UTILIZATION. Pedro Cortes, Francis
Dumler, Danica A. Kontich*, Dell L. Paielli*,
Nathan N. Levin. Henry Ford Hospital , Department
of Medicine, Detroit, MI.
Uracil ribonucleotides are precursors for RNA
synthesis and their sugar derivatives are
necessary for basement membrane material
formation during glomerular growth. In rats fed
diets containing 5,23, or 60% protein during 4
days plasma uridine concentrations were 1.7tD.2,
2.5tD.9, and 3.1±0.6 pM, respectively. Since
plasma uridine may be used for synthesis of these
nucleotides, glomerular utilization of uridine
was studied. Isolated rat glomeruli were
incubated in vitro for periods of 20 to 90 mm in
media containing 1 or 10 pM radiolabeled uridine,
20 pM glucose, 1 pM glutamine. Uridine was
continuously added to the incubation vials to
maintain a constant substrate concentration
during incubation. At the end of incubation,
uridine, uridine diphosphate, uridine
triphosphate, cytidine triphosphate, uridine
diphosphosugars, RNA and DNA were measured.
Glomeruli utilized uridine at a rate of 0.17 and
1.51 nmole/min!mg DNA at 1 and 10 pM uridine,
respectively (about 0.05 and 0.48
nmoles!min!total glomeruli contained in 1
kidney). Of this, 3.1 and 5.4% was used for
nucleotide synthesis at 10 pM and 1 pM uridine
concentration, respectively. It is concluded
that high protein intake may facilitate
glomerular growth and basement membrane synthesis
by increasing the concentration of plasma uridine
acting as substrate available for nucleotide
synthesis.
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EFFECT OF INHIBITION AND MODULATION OF 1-GLUTMtYL—
TRANSFERASE ON CLUTM4INE METABOLISM IN RAT
PROXIMAL TUBULES. Proveen 8. Dass Lydia Lawson,*
Vera Delaney and Edmund Bourke. Div. of Nephroi.,
Dept. of Ned., Emory Univ., Atlanta, CA
The possible role of 1—glutamyltransferase
(1—CT) in renal ammonia production from glutamine
remains controversial, prompting the current in-
vestigation. Collagenase isolated, percoll frac-
tionated rat proximal tubules were incubated in
Krebs Henseleit medium with glutamine (gin) 2 mM
for 30 mm. Compounds known to activate 1—CT,
hippurate (hip) and maleate (mal) induced a signi-
ficant increase in gin utilization both in chronic
metabolic acidosis (A) and non—acidosis (NA). In
NA, hip (4 mM) increased gin utilization 60% and
NH4+ formation 105% above the control. Mal (8 mM)
increased gin utilization and NH4+ formation 44
and 59% respectively. In A, hip (4 mM) increased
gln utilization and NH4+ formation 26 and 37% re-
spectively above the control. AT—125 (0.5 mM)
which irreversibly inactivates 1—CT but not phos-
phate dependent glutaminase, reduced gin utiliza-
tion 41% and NH4+ formation 31% in NA. The stim—
ulatory effects of mal and hip were abolished by
AT—125. In A gin utilization was reduced 23% and
NH4+ formation 15%. In absolute terms, however,
this reduction was similar under both conditions.
The results indicate that mal stimulated gin
ammoniagenesis, recently attributed to its intra—
mitochondrial inhibitory effect in the dog, is
substantially due to the activation of 1—CT in rat
proximal tubules. The results also imply an un-
important role for 1—CT in—vitro in the augmenta-
tion in renal ammoniagenesis induced by chronic
metabolic acidosis.
INCREASES OF TUBULE CELL ATP PRODUCED BY
EXOGENOUS ADENINE NUCLEOTIDES ARE
EN1]RELY MEDIATED BY ADENOSINE UPTAKE.
J.A. Davis*, M. Abarzuo*, A. Lawton*, and
J.M. Weinberg. VA Medical Center and University of
Michigan. Ann Arbor, Ml.
Cell ATP levels of suspensions of rabbit proximal
tubules can be increased several-fold by incubation
with exogenous purines. Exogenous adenine
nucleotides are more effective than nucleosides when
administered as single doses, although the effects of
adenosine (A) can be enhanced by delivering it incre-
mentally (Clin. Res. 34:6l2A, 1986). To clarify the
role of A, 10 pM erythrohydroxynonyladenine (EHNA)
was used to inhibit A degradation by A deaminase and
5-iodotubercidin (5-IT) was used to inhibit conversion
of A to AMP by A kinase. EHNA completely pre-
vented metabolism of A to inosine and enhanced the
increase of tule cell AlP levels produced by
exogenous A. However, cell ATP was higher after
50 pM A+EHNA (14.4*0.5) than after 250 p M
A+EHNA (12.2*0.6), N=6, p < 0.05. This observation
suggests the occurrence of substrate inhibition by A of
A kinase in tubule cells similar to that previously
reported for isolated A kinase. Comparison of the
time course of changes in A concentrations after ex-
ogenous A and ATP indicated that inhibition of A
kinase by A con account for the differences in efficacy
between the two purines. 5-IT at I and 10 PM mildly
decreased AlP levels of control tubules but did not
damage them. Both concentrations of 5-IT completely
blocked the increases of cell ATP which followed
treatment with A or ATP, indicating A kinase is re-
quired for this response. These observations demon-
strate tnat the increases of cell AlP produced by
exogenous adenine nucleotides are entirely mediated
by uptake of A and synthesis of AMP by A kinase.
EFFECTS OF ACUTE AND CHRONIC CHANCES IN EXTERNAL
PH (pHe) ON INTRACELLULAR pH (pHi) AND METABOLISM
IN RAT PROXIMAL TUBULES. V.5. Delaney, P.D. Dass*
M. Clark*, E. Bourke. Div. of Nephrol., Dept.
of Med., Emory University, Atlanta, CA.
The metabolic changes induced by acidosis have
been attributed to pHi or transcellular pH gra-
dients. To investigate the relationships between
pHe, pHi and metabolism, isolated proximal tubules
were incubated in K—R bicarbonate, for 30 mm at
37°C using 1mM glutamine and 1mM citrate (cit) as
substrates, pHi was measured by DM0 distribution.
pHe was varied acutely by altering the HCO3 con-
centration (5—50 mmol/L) or CO2 content (pCO2 10—
120 mmHg). Tubules from rats with chronic metabo-
lic acidosis were incubated at 10 mmol/L 1-ICO3
and compared to control tubules also at lOmmol/L
Acid Base HCO3 pCO2 pHe pHi
Change mmol/L mmHg
Clucose
umol/g
NH4 Cit.
wet wt
Acute 5 40 7.10 7.45 10 44 21
Metabolic 25 40 7.45* 745 6* 43 11*
50 40 7.84* 7.45 3* 51 8*
Acute 10 20 7.44 7.52 12 49 19
Resp. 10 120 6.76* 7.29* 9 46 21
Control 10 40 7.11 7.52 11 49 18
vs vs vs vs vs vs vs vs
Chronic
Metabolic 10 40 7.11 7.55 22* 74* 35*
in reference to column above.
Conclusions: 1. Chronic metabolic acidosis,
while increasing gluconeogenesis, glutammne ammon—
iagenesis and cit. utilization, does not alter
pHi. 2. Acute metabolic acidosis increased glucose
production and cit. utilization but did not change
pHi.3, Acute resp acidosis decreased pHi but with
no metabolic changes.
EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) ON
CYCLIC GMP (cGMP) METABOLISM IN RAT AND HUMAN
MESANGIAL CELLS AND CULTURED FIBROBLASTS.
Francis Dumler, Stuart Smith* and Pedro Cortes.
Henry Ford Hospital, Dept. of Medicine, Detroit,
Michigan.
ANF is a regulatory hormone known to affect
cGMP metabolism in rat mesangial cells. We have
studied the effects of ANF on the concentration
of cGMP/DNA (pmol/mg) in rat (RMC) and human
(HMC) glomerular mesangial cells in tissue
culture, and in another mesenchymal cell, the 313
fibroblast. Confluent primary cultures were
studied 4 minutes after the addition of ANF in
the presence or absence of a 1 mM concentration
of a phosphodiesterase inhibitor (MIX). Results,
expressed as mean±SEM(number) were as follows:
Control 0.5 uM ANF* 1.0 uM ANF*
RMC+MIX 18±2(4) 5136±139(4) 10788±75(4)
RMC 19±10(4) 2641±28(4) 319±69(4)
HMC 7±0.5(2) 716±8(2) —
3T3+MIX 17±2(7) — 989±195(3)
(*p <0.05 when compared to controls).
No changes in the cellular content of GTP were
observed during the study period. In addition,
the response of mesangial cells to ANF was not
decreased by up to 12 cell passages. These data
demonstrate that HMC, RMC and 3T3 cells respond
to ANF stimulation by increasing their
intracellular concentration of cGMP. This effect
is the result of increased synthesis as suggested
by an increased response in the presence of MIX.
ANF may influence metabolic events unrelated to
cell contractility, such as collagen formation,
which is common to both mesangial cells and
fi brobl asts.
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THE RENAL DEGRADATION OF PROINSULIN.
L £b.t, H. P. Ryan, W. C.
Duckworth, (Intro by F. C. Luft). Dept.
of Medicine, VAMC, and Indiana
University Med. Ctr., Indianapolis, IN
Proinsulin (P1) has a longer Tl/2
than insulin (I) and say be therapeutic.
Renal degradation accounts for P1's
systemic clearance; however the
mechanism is not known. To characterize
the renal P1 degrading activity (PIDA),
we purified PIDA by ammonium sulfate
fractionation, chromatography with DEAE
Sephacel, and with phenyl Sepharose.
Renal PIDA was a single species which
co—eluted with I degrading activity.
Renal PIDA was active at pH 6.5 against
both P1 and I. Using 1251—rnonoiodinated
substrates, renal PIDA produced 2I% TCA
soluble products/mm/mg protein from I
and 13% TCA soluble products/mm/mg
protein from P1. There was no activity
at pH 8.5. The activity was inhibited
by N—ethyl maleimide, but not by EDTA,
o—phenanthroline, phenylmethylsulfonyl
fluoride, or pepstatin—A. Renal PIDA
was not stimulated by Ca, Mn, or Zn. In
contrast, muscle insulin protease was
active at p!-1 8.5, degraded I 50 times as
fast as P1, was inactivated by EDTA,
and was stimulated by divalent cations.
Thus, renal PIDA is a cytosolic thiol
protease, which is distinct from that in
muscle in its specificity, pH optimum,
and metal dependence. These results may
explain the preferential renal
degradation of P1.
POTENTIAL MECHANISM OF PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF
PHOSPHATE RESTRICTION (PR) IN CHRONIC RENAL
FAILURE (CRF). D.C.H. Harris,* L. Chan, R.W.
Schrier. Dept. Med. Univ. Colorado Sch. Med.,
Denver, CO.
PR slows the progression of CRF, but the
mechanism of this protection remains unknown. The
present study was undertaken to examine the
effect of PR on oxygen consumption (LQO2, pmol/
min/g perfused kidney), glucose production (GP,
imol/min/g), clearance of inlin (CIN, pl/min/g)
and sodium reabsorption (TNa ueq/min/g) in
isolated perfused normal (N) and remnant (R)
kidneys. R were examined 4 wks after 5/6 nephrec—
tomy. The above parameters were assessed after 4
wks of low (PR) or normal (NP) phosphorus diet.
Serum phosphate (mg/cU) was lower in R—PR than
R—NP (2.8+1.1 vs 6.8+1.9, mean+SD, p<.OO5) and
N—PR (4.5±1.4, p<.OS). With NP diet, CIN was
higher in than it (341±149 vs 149+124, p<.O5),
as was TNa (43.5+16.0 vs 14.7+15.0, p<.O5).
However, LQO was similar in N and R (3.20+.30 vs
3.05+.9O, NS and GP was lower in N than R
(.49+.14 vs ,87+.26, p<.O25). In R, PR as com-
pared to NP diet, lowered GP (.46+.09 vs .87±.26,
p<.O2) andQO2 (1.8l±.50 vs 3.05±.90, p<.OS) but
had+no effect on CIN (145+80 vs 149±124, NS) or
TNa (15.3±9.5 vs 14.7+15.0, NS). In N, PR had no
effect on any of these variables. Thus, in
summsry: (1) R is significantly more metabolical-
ly active than N when asessed by Q02 and GP
relative to CIN and TNa ; (2) PR diminished this
enhanced metabolic activity, Including GP
and QO2, in R; and (3) PR may protect against
the progression of CRF by diminishing renal
tissue metabolic demands.
THE KIDNEY AND CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
IN OBSTRUCTIVE JAUNDICE. FUNCTIONAL
AND METABOLIC STUDIS IN CONSCIOU
RATS. Stefan Ileidenreich Erich Brinkema
Andreas Vlartin , Herbert J. Kramer. University
of bonn, Med. Poliklinik. F.E.C.
The effects of jaundice on renal and circulatory
function were investigated in chronic bileduct ligated (CBDL) rats six days after surgery.
Sham operated (SO) animals served as controls.
The following parameters were studied: blood
pressure (HP), renal excretory function, in
vitro prostaglandin (PC) and thrornboxane (TXL32)
synthesis in isolated aortic rings, ATP content
of kidney cortex and heart muscle, as well
as tissue and microsomal ATPase activities
and mitochondrial function of heart muscle
and kidney. No differences were found in body
weight, HP, urinary PGE2 and TXB2 excretion
rates, 6keto_PGFia, PGE2 and TXH2 synthesis
of aorta, renal and cardiac ATPase activities
or renal mitochondrial function. However,
urinary volume (10.6+0.5 before vs. 19.3+0.6
mI/24h after ligation), U •aV (1.2+0.1 before
vs. 0.8+0.2 mmol/24h a(er ligation), UKV(3,1+0.3 vs. 2.2÷0.3) and UCIV (1.5÷0.2 vs.
1.0÷0.2) were increased after Ci3CL (p 0.05).
ATP content of kdney cortex (CBDL: 1.1÷0.1,
SO: 1.4+0.1 x 10 rnol ATP/g) and RCR of
cardiac mitochondria (CUDL: 1,13÷0.05 vs.
SO: 1.43+0.05) were depressed in CBDL rats
(p < 0.05). The results demonstrate that jaundicein CBDL rats is associated with functional
and metabolic disturbances of the kidney and
cardiac muscle, respectively. These alterations
may contribute to the renal and hetnodynanhic
characteristics observed in jaundiced animals.
METABOLIC SUPPORT OF TRANSPORT IN THE CORTICAL
COLLECTING TUBULE (CCT). K. Hering_Smith*
and L. l-lamm. Dept.of Med. Washington University,
St. Louis,MO.
The present studies were designed to delineate
the metabolic substrates and pathways which
support transport in the rabbit CCT. Isolated CCT
were perfused in vitro without luminal bicarb-
onate and metabolic substrates. The peritubular
solutions initially contained a mixture of glucose
(G), alanine and acetate (Ac) as metabolic sub-
strates and in some cases 5 vol % fetal calf
serum (FCS). Sodium transport (JNa) was assessed
by lumen-to-bath 22Na flux and bicarbonate secre-
tion (BS) was measured by microcalorimetry. In
time control experiments (in which removal of
FCS was tested) neither JNa nor BS declined sig-
nificantly. With the addition of antimycin A
(5 xD6H to block oxidation metabolism) or 0.5
all iodoacetate (to block glycolysis) both JFIa and
BS declined significantly (>60%). With removal
of all metabolic substrates (in the absence of
FCS) both JNa and BS decreased significantly (58
and 63%, respectively). However, in experiments
where only a single substrate was present (8 or
Ac) JNa declined significantly (54 and 76% with
G and Ac, respectively) but BS decreased <20% in
both cases. In summary, both JNa and BS in the
CCI appear to be sensitive to various metabolic
inhibitors and deletions of substrates. However,
BS appears to be supported well with either C or
Ac. These studies demonstrate the utility of this
approach to identify separate metabolic processes
which support separate transport functions in the
CCI.
REGULATION OF CALCIUM/LIPID DEPENDENT PROTEIN
KINASE (PKC) FOLLOWING NEPHRON LOSS. M.K. Hise.
Univ. of Texas Medical School, Houston, Texas.
PKC plays an important role in the regulation
of cell growth. To examine the activity of PKC,
rats were subjected to sham (SN) or unilateral
(UNx) nephrectomy. Whole kidney proteins incxeased
from 139.2 + 6.4 to 178.1 + 11.6 (n=4, p<.U3) at
144 hrs. C7tosolic (1OO,OOg supernatant) proteins
increased rapidly from 40.9 + 1.6 to 48.0 + 1.8 at
4 hrs (n=4, p<.03). Similar changes were observed
at 6, 24, and 144 hrs. PKC was assayed by apply-
ing 25mg of cytosolic protein to 10 x 0.9 c anion
exchange columns. PKC activity peaked at 6 hrs
following UNx and soluble PKC increased from
1667.0 + 278.4 pmol/min/kidney to 3067.7 + 415.4
(n=4, p<.O4) at 4 hrs.
Brush border (BBH) and basolateral (But) nierii—
branes were prepared by standard techniques. Mem-
branes were solubilized in 1% NP—4O and applied to
anion exchange colurins. PKC activity in SNx BLM'S
averaged 30.5 + 5.6 pmol/mg/rin while UNx BLI'i's
averaged 55.3 4.0 (n=4, p<.02) at 24 hrs. At 24
hrs UN BBN's averaged 193.8 + 14.9 pmol/mg/rnin
while SN BBM's averaged 76.6 + 8.0 (n=5, p<.001).
Similar àata was observed at 48 hrs. SDS-Page
autoradiography revealed that PKC substrate
proteins were primarily cytosolic in distribution.
These studies demonstrate that following UNx:
1) cytosolic protein synthesis is rapidly stiniula—
ted; 2) whole kidney soluble PKC increases rapidly;
3) BBN PKC activity is dramatically increased
during cell hypertrophy.
CHRONIC METABOLIC ACIDOSIS INCREASES GLUTAMINE
TRANSPORT IN RAT OUTER CORTICAL BASOLATERAL
MEMBRANE (BLM) VESICLES. Masaru Horio, Yoshifumi
Fukuhara, Yoshimasa Orita, Hajime Nakahama,
Toshiki Moriyama, Masahiro Yanase and Takenobu
Kamada. Dept. of Med., Osaka Univ. Med. Sch.,
Osaka, Japan. (introduced by J.S. Handler),
In chronic metabolic acidosis, renal uptake of
glutamine and ammonia production are increased.
The increase in ammonia production occurrs mainly
in proximal segments Si and S2 (Good, D.W. et al.
J. Clin. Invest. 73: 602, 1984). The effect of
acidosis on glutamine transport in these segments
is unknown. This study was undertaken to
characterize the transport of glutamine in brush
border membrane (BBM) and BLM vesjcles from outer
cortex (Sli-S2) and outer medulla (S3) of normal
and chronic metabolic acidotjc rats. Outer
cortical BBM vesicles have a high capacity
(Km3.18±0.5lmM, Vmax=99.8±22 .4nmol/min/mg
protein) compared to outer medullary BBM vesicles
(Km=3.10±1.13mM, Vmaxl6.1±9.2). Acidosis did not
alter these characteristics. In contrast, Vmax was
increased in BLM vesicles from outer cortex of
acidotic rats (Km=1 .44±0.36mM, Vmax8.12±1 .45nmol/
mm/mg protein) compared to controls (Km=i.17±
0.08, Vmax=5.34±1.73), P<0,05. Acidosis did not
affect in outer medullary BLM vesicles
(Km=1.63±0.28mM, Vmaxl .7O±O.79nmol/min/mg protein
in control rats VS. Kml.ó8±O.55, Vmax2.33±O.7O
in acidotic rats). Km in BLM vesicles was also
unaffected. The increased glutamine transport in
Si and S2 would contribute to the increased
ammonia production by these segments in chronic
metabolic acidosjs.
GLOMERULAR CALCITONIN DEGRADATION. C.Mahoney,
R.Simmons,* & R.Rabkin. Stanford Univ., VAMC,
Palo Alto, CA.
Two renal pathways of peptide hormone metabo—
ham have been described: one involves filtration
followed by proximal tubular uptake; the other
Involves peritubular removal at the basolateral
membrane. Our prior studies revealed that 60% of
the metabolism of calcitonin (CT) occurs via non—
filtration pathways, yet proximal basolateral mem-
branes have little degrading activity. This sug-
gests the presence of degradation sites either
within proximal cells or elsewhere along the
nephron. To evaluate a possible role for glomer—
uli (GLOM), we examined CT and insulin (INS) deg-
radation by isolated rat GLOM and cortical tubules.
(GLOM are known to have negligible INS degrading
aqivity.) Degradation was measured by loss of
I—labeled hormone precipitability in trichloro—
acetic acid. At 25°C GLOM degradation of CT was
linear over protein concentrations up to 2 mg/ml.
Degradation of 1-251—labeled CT was inhibited by
1O6M unlabeled CT (50%) or glucagon (90%) but not
by INS, growth hormone or ACTH. GLOM degradation
of CT exceeded that of INS by an order of magni-
tude (12.2±2.5 vs O.7±O.3%/lOmin/lOOpg protein.
Indeed, when corrected for protein concentration,
GLOM CT degradation was similar to that of tubules
(15.9±2%). In contrast, INS degradation by tu-
bules (5.3±0.7%) far exceeded that by GLOM. Thus
GLOM have the capacity to degrade CT and may con-
tribute significantly to renal CT removal. We
postulate that GLOM degradation may be of more
general importance, constituting a third pathway
of renal metabolism for small peptide hormones,
but not for more complex hormones such as INS.
INCREASED CA2+ UPTAKE BY ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM
(ER) IS AN EARLY EVENT IN RENAL HYPERTROPHY.
D.W. Moskowitz,* S. Westbrook,* and K.A. Hruska.
Renal Division, Jewish Hosp., St. Louis, Missouri.
Although the factors involved in compensatory
renal growth after uninephrectomy are unknown, an
early response to growth stimuli in other systems
involves a change in cytosolic Ca2+ concentration.
Because the ER plays a major role in cellular Ca2+
homeostasis, we examined the ATP—dependent, azide—
and oligomycin—mnsensitive, ionomycin—releasable
4SCa2+ uptake activity of a rough Eil fraction from
canine renal cortical homogenates of control and
hypertrophying kidneys. Mongrel dogs of both
sexes underwent uninephrectomy (1st kidney) , fol-
lowed either 30 mm or 24 h later by removal of
the 2nd kidney. In ER from normal dogs, Ca2+ up-
take was increased significantly in the 2nd kidney
at 30 mm (1st kidney 635±233 pmol Ca2+/mg prot/5
mm, 2nd kidney 924±246, p.OO4), but not at 24 h
(1st kidney 564±86, 2nd kidney 673±97, p=NS). ER
from the 2nd kidney of dogs thyroparathyroidec—
tomized (TPTX) 48 h previously, also had increased
Ca2+ uptake at 30 sin after uninephrectomy (1st
kidney 126±42, 2nd kidney 222±29, p.O33), indi-
cating that PTH and calcitonin were not required
for this early event in compensatory renal growth.
Finally, in normal dogs ER Ca2+ uptake was un-
changed 30 mm after renal denervation (control
kidney 691±96 pmol Ca2+/mg prot/l mm, denervated
kidney 725±115, p=NS), suggesting that denervation
is not an early signal in compensatory renal
growth. We conclude that stimulated Ca2+ pump
activity in the ER is an early but transient event
in the onset of compensatory renal growth, which
occurs in the absence of PTH and calcitonin, and
is not triggered neurally.
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EFFECT OF LUMINAL PERFUSION ON GLUCOSE PRODUCTION
BY ISOLATED PROXIMAL TUBULES. G. T. Nagami and P.
Lee*. Res and Med Svcs, VA Med Ctr West Los
Angeles, and Dept of Med, UCLA School of Med, Los
Angeles, CA.
Glucose production (GP) and active fluid re-
absorption are ATP—consuming processes in the
proximal tubule. Isolated perfused mouse proximal
tubule segments actively reabsorb fluid while
isolated unperfused tubules reabsorb little fluid
because their lumina are collapsed. To assess the
effect of luminal perfusion on GP, we developed a
method for measuring the small amounts of glucose
produced by individual proximal tubule segments.
Tubule segments consisting of the late convoluted
and early straight portions of the mouse proximal
tubule were dissected and cannulated in a modi-
fied gerfusion chamber. All tubules were bathed
at 37 C in Krebs—Ringer bicarbonate (KRB) buf f—
er containing 0.5 mM L—glutamine and 1.0 mM so-
dium acetate gassed with 95% 02: 5% C02, pH
7.4, and covered with pre—gassed mineral oil.
Bath medium samples were assayed for glucose
using an enzymatic bioluminescence technique. One
group of proximal tubule segments (N=5) was per-
fused with KRB buffer without substrates at flow
rates of 20.8±1.2 nl/min and another group of
segments (N=6) remained unperfused. The rate of
GP in perfused segments was 0.13+0.02 pmol/min/mm
which was significantly lower than the rate
observed in unperf used segments, 0.36+0.03
(p<O.OO1). These data indicate that luminal per-
fusion inhibits GP in the proximal tubule. Stimu-
lation of active transport by luminal perfusion
may inhibit GP by lowering the ATP available for
GP.
METAB CL IS M OF '5N LAB ELLED CL tYrANTNE AND GL17rAM.TE
BY CULTURED HUMAN RENAL CORTICAL EPITHELIA.
Itzhak Misaim, Marc Yudkoff, Beatrice States and
Stanton Segal, Univ. of Penna. School of Med.,
Dept. of Pediatrics, Phila., PA.
The role of pH in mediating human renal
ammoniagenesia from glutamine and glutamate was
evaluated by a novel approach involving the use of
cultured human renal cortical epithelial cells and
15N CC—MS. Experiments either at p1-1 7.0 or 7.4
were conducted with phosphate buffered saline
supplemented with either I aiM [2—'5N]glutamine,
[5—15N]glutamine, or (15N]glutamate. Incubation
for 60 minutes with [5—15N]glutamine showed that
approximately 80% and 60% of total ammonia pro-
duction was derived from 5—N of glutamine at pH
7.0 and 7.4, respectively. Experiments with (2—
1SN]glutamine or [15N}glutamste indicated that
approximately l/ and 7% of ammonia nitrogen was
derived from 2—N of glutamine or glutamate—N at pH
7.0 and 7.4, respectively, by the activity of
glutamate dehydrogenase. In addition to
formation, four primary metabolic pathways of (2—
15N]glutamine or [l5N]glutamate disposition were
identified: (I) transamination reactions; (II)
formation of ['5N]—CABA by glutamate decarboxy—
lase; (III) formation of ISN labelled (6—amino]—
adenine nucleotides by the activity of adenylo—
succinate synthetase; and (IV) formation of [5—
15Nlglutamine from ('5N]glutamate by glutamine
synthetase.
The data indicate that the cultured human
epithelial cells reflect a variety of biochemical
characteristics associated with the proximal
tubule. These cell lines provide a useful model
for studying various aspects of human renal
physiology and biochemistry.
EXOGENOUS APP RESTORES THE RESPONSE OF ISOLATED
PERFUSED KIONEY TO PARATHYROID HORMONE.
D.I. Rubinger,* Z. Weshler, A. Eldor,* and
M.M. Popovtzer, Nephrology and Hypertension
Services, and Departments of Hematology and
Oncology, Hadassab Univ. Hosp., Jerusalem,
Israel.
The effect of exogenous parathyroid hormone
on renal production of adenosine cyclic mono—
phosphate (cAMP) was evaluated in isolated per-
fused kidneys using as perfusate a cell—free
non—recirculating Krebs solution. cAMP was
measured in the urine and in the venous effluent,
(a) without and (b) with the addition of APP to
the perfusate at the concentration of 1.23 IrIM/L.
Parathyroid hormone (Beckman) 5 U were injected
into the renal artery. When (a) APP—free per—
fusate was used, cAMP was undetectable both in
the urine and in the venous effluents during the
control and during 3 15 minutes collection
periods. When (b) APP was added to the perfusate,
during the control periods cAMP was 42 + 28 nmol/
mm in the urine and 3.48 x 103 + 0.77 x nmol
/min in the venous effluent. After parathyroid
hormone injection the maximum excretion of cAMP
in the urine was 113 + 51 nmol/min (p<O.Ol vs
control) and in the venous effluent 10.4 x 103 +
2.2 x l0 nmol (p<0.OS vs control). These experi-
ments indicate that 1. isolated perfused kidney
is refractory to parathyroid hormone with regard
to cAMP—formation, 2. addition of exogenous APP
restores the renal responsiveness to parathyroid
hormone, and 3. in this model most of cAMP
generated is detected in the venous effluent.
SIMILARITY BETWEEN THE PATHWAYS AND
REGULATION OF AMMONIAGENESIS BY THE
KIDNEY IN VIVO AND LLC-PK1 CELLS IN
CULTURE. A Sahai, LA Cole, RL Tannen. Univ. of
Michigan, Dept. of Internal Medicine, Ann Arbor, MI.
LLC-PK1 cells grown on a rocker alter glutamine
(gin) dependent NH production in response to acute
pH changes and exhibit adaptation with chronic pH
changes (AJP 251 :C293, I 986), but the metabolic
pathways and their alterations in response to
perturbations in pH require delineation.
When LLC-PK cells are incubated at pH 7.4 with
2 mM gin, NH3 and alanine are the predominant
nitrogen products. Asportate and glutamate
production are negligible. Acivicin (I mM) addition to
the media inhibits y giutamyl transpeptidose activity
by 95%, but has no effect on NH3 production,
indicating that this pathway is unimportant. Pulse
chase experiments with l4C gin using gIn starved cells
show a striking delay in the conversion of intracellular
gin to glutamate. Gin conversion to glutamate ond its
metabolites (o KG, succinate, malate) was 29% during
the 20-second pulse and reached only 57% at the end
of a 5-minute chose period. Thus the mitochondriai
pathway is functional in these cells, and gin entry is on
important, rate-limiting step. Increased NH1
production at pH 7.0 vs. 7.6 was accompanied by
increased olanine production and a decrease in
intracellular alpha KG and glutamate concentration.
Thus, similar to the kidney in vivo, a low pH stimulates
NH3 production by activating alpha KG dehydrogenase;
however, the increased flux from glutamate to alpha
KG is via transamination rather than deamination.
In summary, LLC-PK1 cells exhibit mitochondriol
gin metabolism, an apparent rate-limiting
mitochondrial gin transport step, and a response to
acute pH alterations that resembles the intact kidney.
INNUNOULTRASTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE CELLULAR
SPECIFICITY OF NONOCLONAL ANTIBOOIF.S (Nab) TO
RABBIT OISTAL TUBULE. Sahali D,° Chatelet F,*
Ronco P,° Vandewalle A,* Verroust P. INSERM 1164
and U246, HOpital Tenon, CEA Saclay, France.
(intr. by C. Le Orimellec).
Using microdissection techniques, the distal
segments of the rabbit nephron have been dividedin various subsegments which closely correspond
with physiological and biochemical properties. We
have previously shown that Nab specific for these
segments could be obtained. In this work using
immunoperoxidase and immunogold techniques, wehave analysed at the ultrastructural level the
cell types identified by 3 of the Nab Nab 236
is specific for the cortical ascending limb of
Henle's loop (CAL) and the distal convoluted
tubule (DCTb), Nab 298 and Nab 181 for the connec
ting and collecting tubules (CNT, CCT). Nab 236
reacts with all OCTb cells and 25 1 of the CAL
cells. The latter are characterized by the
presence of apical microprojections similar to
those observed on DCTb cells. Nab 298 reacts with
62 1 and 72 1 of the cells from the CNT and CCT
respectively. Binding is detectable over the
entire surface of connecting and principal cells.
Intercalated cells are negative in both CNT and
CCT. Nab 181 reacts with 34 % of the CNT cells,
identified ultrastructurally as intercalated
cells. In the CCT, almost 100 1 of the cells are
stained,thus including both principal and
intercalated cells. In conclusion, membrane
antigens specific for 0CTb, connecting—principal
or intercalated cells can be defined, thus
confirming previously established morphological
distinctions. However, cells considered as
distinct may share common antigens.
ESTIMATION OF PROTON COMPARTMENTATION IN
SUSPENSIONS OF RAT RENAL CORTICAL TUBULES. .Q.,.
Schoolwerth, T. Strzelecki*, J.P. Cainea*, and
R.M. Culpepper. Medical College of Virginia,
Richmond, Virginia and Pennsylvania State
University, Hershey, Pennsylvania.
To gain further insight on the control of
renal metabolism, a technique was developed to
estimate cytosolic (pHj) and mitochondrial matrix
pH (pHm) in rat renal tubules. Tubules were
incubated in non-bicarbonate medium (NBM) or
Krebs-Henseleit buffer (KHB) at varied external
pH (pHe). 11i was measured as the fluorescence of
intracellular 2' ,7' -bis(carboxyethyl)5 ,6-carboxy-
fluorescein (BCECF). PHm was determined from pH
by the DM0-distribution ratio method. Using HI-TB
at PHe 7.0, 7.4 and 7.7, pHi was 6.92±04,
7.O8±.05, and 7.28±03 (n—4). Mean p11 gradients
across the cell membrane (ApHc) were 0.12, 0.36
and 0.46, respectively, varying directly with
P11e Similar results were obtained with NBM
(n—4). At pHe 7.4 in KHB, PHm averaged 7.63 and
the mitochondrial p11 gradient (APHm) was 0.55.
P11m was even more alkaline in NBM, and double
that with KITS. Surprisingly, EspHm was also
directly correlated with medium pH, such that no
increase in ApHm was found at acid ph5, in
contrast to findings with isolated mitochondria.
Ammonia and glucose production were both greater
at reduced P11e (7.0>7.4>7.7). The results
indicate that P11i and P14m can be determined
simultsneously in suspended renal tubules. Both
dPHc and ApHm were found to correlate positively
with PHe. The striking decrease in PHm and ApHm
may be important in activating renal
2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase in acidosis.
ZONAL DISTRIBUTION OF FRUCTOSE 2,6 BISPHOSPNATE
(Fru 2,6—P2) IN THE RAT KIDNEY. RICHER LEVELS IN
GLYCOLYTIC MEDULLA THAN CLUCONEOCENIC CORTEX.
J.L. Seifter, C. Schubert*. Brigham and Women's
Hospital, Boston, MA and Albert Einstein Coll. of
Medicine, NY, NY.
In liver, high levels of Fru 2,6—P2 activate
rstes of glycolysis whereas low levels of this
potent regulatory sugar favor gluconeogenesis.
Since renal medulla has a high rate of glycolysis
and cortex a high capacity for gluconeogenesis.
we determined whether a zonal separation of Fru
2,6—P2 occurs in kidney. Fru 2,6—P2 was assayed
following the method of Van Schaftingen et al.
(Eur. J. Biochem.129:191, 1982). Renal cortex and
medulla were separated and homogenized in alka-
line buffer. After neutralization, homogenates
were heated and centrifuged; the supernatant
assayed spectrophotometricslly in a reaction
coupled to NADH oxidation. Tissue Fru 2,6—P2
levels were determined by comparing extent of
activation of potato tuber 6—phosphofructo 1—
kinase (PFK—1) with known amounts of Fru 2,6—P2.
Levels of Fru 2,6—P in medulla were 2.6—7.1 fold
greater than cortexb.56± O.6OSE nmol Fru 2,6—F2!
g wet wt. vs 0.35 0.13, n=3 preparations). Renal
tissue also contained 6—phosphofructo 2—kinmse
(PFK—2) the enzyme that forms Fru 2,6—P2. At pH
7.50, in the presence of 10 mM ATP to inhibit
PPK—1, values for PFK—2 were 1.288 0.294 nmolea
of Fru 2,6—P2 formed/mm at 37°C, in cortex and
0.709± 0.181 in medulla. Thua, Fru 2,6—P2, a po-
tent activator of hepatic PFK—1 and glycolysis is
present in renal medulla where glycolytic rate is
high. Lower levels of Fru 2,6—P2 are found in the
gluconeogenic cortex. Fru 2,6—P., may be an impor-
tant zonsl regulator of renal glucose metabolism.
P-3I NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE (NMR)
STUDY OF URETERAL OBSTRUCTION IN THE RAT.
J.I. Shapiro* and L. Chan. Univ. Cob. Sch. of Med.,
Dept. of Med., Denver, Colorado.
Urinary obstruction is accompanied by changes in
energy expenditure as well as energy supply to the
kidney. We used P—31 NMR spectroscopy to
investigate the changes in energy metabolism which
accompany urinary obstruction. The ureter of the
kidney was left undisturbed (C) or ligated (0) while
P—3l NMR spectra of that kidney were obtained.
After 3 hours kidneys were freeze—clamped and
extracted with percholoric acid for measurement of
tissue adenosine triphosphate (ATP) concentration.
The areas under the sugar phosphate (SP), inorganic
phosphate (Pi), gamma (), alpha (o), and beta (II)
ATP spectral peaks were calculated. A peak (X)
resonating in the phosphodiester region was also
studied. Representative spectra below:
Normal Obstructed
O kidneys showed no changes in the relative
proportions of the SP, Pi or ATP peaks or the tissue
ATP concentration compared with C. However,
during obstruction, peak X increased by 400% by 3
hours becoming the major spectral peak. Further
NMR studies demonstrated that changes in X are due
to increases in the signal from urine inorganic
phosphate. This finding may be of fundamental
interest as well as clinical relevance.
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DETERMINATION OF CYTOSOLIC pH IN RENAL CORTICAL
TIJEULES FROM CONTROL AND ACIDOTIC DOGS. Brenda C.
and Anton C. Schoolwerth. Medical College
of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.
The effect of medium (pHe) and cytoplasmic pH
(pHj) on renal glutamine metabolism was evaluated
in suspensions of canine renal tubules. In
control and acidotic dogs (NH4CI x 7d), ammonia
(ANC) and glucose (GNG) production from 1mM
glutamine were measured in Krebs-Henseleit
buffer at pHe 7.0, 7.4 and 7.7. pH was
determined at each P5 from the fluorescence of
tubules loaded with 2',7'-bis(carboxyethyl)-
5,6-carboxyfluorescein (BCECF). In control dog
tubules, AMG was 53±6, 43±3, and 36±5
(nmol.mg1-.3Omin) at pHë 7.0, 7.4 and 7.7,
respectively. CNG also varied inversely with
pile. As pHe varied, mean pHj was 7.01, 7.32, and
7.40, respectively, such that the pH gradient
(APHc) rose at increasing pHe (yO.43x3.O,
r—.96). In tubules from acidotic dogs, 0MG
and AMG were twice that of controls at Pe 7.4,
and also varied inversely with PHe. As in control
tubules, pHi was acid compared to PHe. However,
at each PHe value, pHj was more acid than
in control tubules, such that the APHC averaged
0.l5+.O3 more than in controls, As in controls,
the PHc was correlated positively with Pile
(y—O.50x-3.4, r—.99). The persistently more acid
pHi in suspensions of tubules harvested from
acidotic dogs is consistent with a retained
conditioned effect of pH1 regulation in acidosis.
The strong correlation between pH and ANC and
0MG in control and acidotic animals suggests that
pHj may be regulated to accelerate glutamine
metabolism in acidosis.
PURIFICATION AND METABOLIC ASSESSMENT OF RAT PAP-
ILLARY COLLECTING DUCT (PCD) CELLS. J.B. Stokes,
C. Grupp, and R. Kinne.* Max—Planek Institute
fur Systemphysiologie, Dortmund, FRG, and Univer-
sity of Iowa, Iowa City, IA.
The PCD plays an important role in the bio-
chemical, hormonal, and transport functions of
the medulla. As a first step in understanding
the physiologic role of these cells, we developed
a method to purify PCD fragments using collagen—
ase—hyaluronidase digestion and low speed cen—
trifugation. Binding of FITC—labelled Dolichoa
biflorus lectin indicated that >90% of the cells
were PCD cells. Enrichment of the preparation
(compared to a crude preparation) was assessed by
measuring the increment in Na—K ATPase activity
and vasopressin—sensitive adenylate cyclase ac-
tivity. The viability of the cells was docu-
mented by measuring the ATP/ADP ratio (2.25),
intracellular K and Na concentration (ratio5.1),
and the increment in °2 consumption following
addition of I UN carboxyl—cyanid—m—chlorophenyl—
hydrazon, an uncoupler of oxidative phosphoryla—
tion (>2 fold). Approximately 257. of the 02 con-
sumption was ouabain—inhibitable. In the pres-
ence of 02 and with glucose as the only sub-
strate, the cells produced lactate. Aerobic gly—
colysis accounted for approximately 20% of the
ATP production. In the absence of exogenous sub-
strate 02 consumption and cell AlP Content were
nearly normal but lactate production was markedly
reduced. These studies demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of using a purified population of native PCD
cells for functional studies. The cells display
metabolic features not commonly found in other
renal epithelial cells, but which have been
described in tumor cells.
EXOGENOUS ATP EX)ES NOT AUG?'lENT AlP LEVELS OR META-
BOLIC FUNCTION IN VIVO. Michael Stromski*, K.
Gaudio, C. ThulTh and N. Sieqel. Yale Univ. Sch.
of Med., Dept. of Peds. and Mo]. Biophy./Biochem.,
New Haven, Connecticut.
Recent studies have shown that the addition of
adenine nucleotides in vitro to suspensions en-
riched in proximal tubule segments increases cel-
lular nucleotide content and metabolic function.
To determine if similar effects would occur when
the nucleotides were given in vivo, non—injured
control animals were infused wT€Weither normal
saline (NS, 0.5 cc) or ATP-!igCl2 (25 Umoles; a
dose sufficient to increase ATP levels after renal
injury). Cellular ATP levels were determined
prior to, during and for 120 mm after the infu-
sion using 3lP NliRinvivo. Baseline (B) nysta-
tin stimulation (11), oubain inhibited (0) respi-
ratory rate (RR) and LDH release were assessed in
proximal tubule segments harvested after the in
vivo infusions.
The infusion of ATP-P1qCl had no effect on cor-
tical ATP levels. At 120 mm after the infusion,
t—ATP was 101±3% of preinfusion values and the
regression line for all values had a flat slope
(0.04±0.05). Tubules obtained after the infusion
of ATP-liqCl2 had BRR (33±2 nmol 02/mg protein/mm),
NRR (51+4), ORR (12+1) and LDH release (1.9%)
which were not significantly different from rats
receiving only NS (BRR 37+1 nmol O2/mq protein/
mm, NRR 56+2, ORR 13+1 and LDH release 2.2%).
These data indicate that the in viva admini-
stration of ATP—MqC12 to control non-injured
kidneys failed to augment cellular AlP levels or
enhance metabolic function of proximal tubule
segments.
THE PRIMACY OF GLYCOLYTIC INDUCTION IN
THE ADAPTATION OF PROXIMAL TUBULE CELLS
TO THE CULTURE ENVIRONMENT. MJ Tang* and
RL Tannen. Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.
The induction of glycolysis, a feature of adaptation
to culture, was evaluated in proximal tubule cells,
which display predominantly gluconeogenic arid
minimal glycolytic activity in vivo. Primary cultures
of rabbit proximal tubules, grown in hormone defined
serum free media, undergo logarithmic growth
begirviing at 24 hours, achieve confluency by 6 days
and exhibit cAMP responsiveness to PTH but not to
ADH and calcitonin, similar to intact proximal tubules.
Glucose consumption and lactate production
increased 3-4 fold from day 4 to 6, paralleled by an
increase in pyruvate kinase activity (40.3*17.4 to
123±39 mU/mg), which remains similar to fresh tubules
(31.5*8.8) until day 4. LDH activity was 5 fold higher
than fresh tubules on day 6. Surprisingly, PEPCK also
exhibited kinetics similar to PK and increased
dramatically from the 4th to 6th day. The brush
border enzymes alkaline phosphotose and y GT were
lower than fresh tubules on day 6.
ATP levels on day 6 were higher than in fresh
tubules (18.3±1.8 vs 5.2±.3 nmol/mg). In addition,
rocked, adequately oxygenated cultures exhibited
metabolic and enzymatic profiles similar to standard
cultures, which are hypoxic. Finally, both PK and
PEPCK activity were induced to a greater extent by
culture in 0.5 mM as contrasted with 5 or 25 mM
glucose.
Thus increased enzymatic activity and capacity for
glycolytic metabolism is not induced in response to
reduced ATP, hypoxia or a high glucose environment.
Rather it seems linked in some primary fashion to the
process of cell differentiation, since it parallels the
appearance of hemicysts in the culture.
CONTRIBUTION OF Na ,K'—ATPase TO RESPIRATION IN
SUSPENSIONS OF NEPERON SEGMENTS OF THE DOG.
Alberto Tejedor, Josette No1, Patrick Vinay and
André Gougoux. Nephrology service, Notre—Dame
Hospital and Department of Medicine, University
of Montreal, Montreal, Canada.
Suspensions of proximal tubules (PROX) of dog
kidney incubated with 10 mM lactate, 10 mM gluta—
mine or both are gluconeogenic and respire (K)
rapidly (297—353 imol.g.h) to maintain cell
ATP at 1.5 imol/g wet wt. R is stimulated by
Ns+,Kf_ATPase activation induced by Na+_cotrans_
ported substrates (saturable phenomenon). Na+_
ionophores (monensin, nystatin (N]) stimulate R
to 60% of the maximal uncoupled (CCCP) respira-
tion. R is acutely dependent upon substrate up-
take driven by both the Na'—gradient and the
substrate gradient. With/without N, ouabain 1 mM
(0) inhibits R by 30% (5 min)—40% (120 mm.).
Thus 60% of K is not linked to Na, K—ATPase in
dog proximal tubules. Thick ascending limbs (TAL)
are not gluconeogenic, respire rapidly (320—360
imol.g.h), and present a higher ATP content
(3 ,umol/g wet wt) than PROX. Their R (lactate 10
mM) is 70% 0 sensitive (5 and 120 mm.). N and
CCCP stimulate R twice as much as in PROX. Again
K is acutely dependent upon substrate uptake.
Papillary collecting ducts are anaerobic, glyco—
lytic and 0 insensitive. It is concluded: 1) that
a major ATPase not related to active Na+ trans-
port exists in PROX but not in TAL; 2) that some
Na+,K_ATPase units are not immediately acces-
sible to 0 in PROX but not in TAL ; 3) that
respiration and substrate utilization are tightly
coupled to ATP turnover in aerobic nephron seg-
ments of the dog kidney.
METABOLIC EFFECTS OF DD IN SUSP1SIONS OF DOG NEPH-
-. SETS. Alberto Tejedor, Josette No'l, Patrick
Vinay and André Cougoux. Nephrology service, Notre—
Dame Hospital and Department of Medicine, University
of Montreal, Montreal, Canada.
DCCD is an inhibitor of the FO unit of H—ATPases
which has been used to evaluate the contribution of
this enzyme to protons secretion along the nephron.
In proximal tubules (PROX) of the dog, ouabain (0) (1
mM) inhibits respiration maximally to 60% of con-
trol. The addition of DCCD (25,i.iM) further decreases
respiration to 30% of control. In thick ascending
limbs (TAL), 0 depresses respiration to 30% of con-
trol, and DCCD 25 iM has no further effect. In both
cases, the maximal respiratory capacities of mito—
chondria (assessed by the response to the uncoupler
CCCP) is intact. At higher concentrations, DCCD
abolishes coupled and uncoupled respiration in both
tissues. It appears therefore that DCCD 25 ,a.4 in-
hibits a ouabain—insensitive activity responsible for
respiration in PROX but not in TAL. However, the
measurement of cellular ATP, ADP and AMP demonstrates
that DCCD 25,uM decreases ATP (1.5 to 1.2 unol/g wet
Vt in PROX and from 3.3 to 2.9 in TAL), and increases
ADP (0.3 to 0.6jtinoVg1 in PROX and from 0.5 to 0.9
in TAL) without changing the adenylate pool. This
demonstrates that low concentration of DCCD 25 ,sjM
interferes with phosphorylat ion but not respiration
in aerobic tissues, probably at the FO unit of mito—
chondrial H'—ATPase. In papillary collecting ducts
(PCD) studied under anaerobic conditions, 0 has no
effect but DCCD (0.5 mM) inhibits glycolysis by 60%
and lowers the cell ATP content. Thus the effect of
DCCD on ATP turnover of PCD may not reflect direct
inhibition of a membrane proton pump.
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AIIINOACID UTILIZATION BY RAT MEDULLARY ThICK
ASCENDING LIMB. Marie—Marcelle Trinh_Trang_Tan*,
Nadine Bouby*, and Lise Bankir' (intr. by F.
Wright). INSERM U 90, Hôpital Necker, Paris, France.
Carbohydrate utilization by medullary thick
ascending limb (MTAL) has been well studied, but
little is known about the capacity of this segment to
use aminoacids (AA) as energetic substrate. Burch et
al (Kidney Int,1985, 28:114—117) recently showed
that, in the rat, branched-chain aminoacid (BCAA)
amino—transf erase (BCMTase) activity is
severalfold higher in MTAL than in other nephron
segments. In the present study, BCAATase activity,
and utilization of branched— and unbranched—AA for
oxidative metabolism were studied. MTAL segments
were isolated from inner stripe of outer medulla of
Sprague Dawley rats ( 200g 8W) by mild collagenase
digestion and appropriate sieving (PflOgers Arch
1986, in press). BCAATa5e activity was measured in
homogenates of MTAL segments and of whole cortex and
expressed as pmol o ketoglutarate formed / ig
protein.hr. It amounted 535 126 (SE) in MTAL and
98 4.6 in cortex (n=4). Production of 14C02 from
uniformely 14C—labeled glycine (unbranched AA).
leucine (branched M) or glucose was assessed in
aliquots of MTAL segments suspended in modified HEM
medium containing one of the substrates (1 nt1).
Results in pmol C02 / ig protein.hr were 0.29 *
0. 1O(SE) for glycine. 42.2 18.6 for leucine - and
288 SO for glucose (n = 3). These results confirm
the high SCMTase activity of the rat MTAL and reveal
the ability of this segment to catabolize BCAA but
not unbranched AA. This metabolic pathway could
contribute significantly to support active
transport in MTAL after protein meal, when 8CM
plasma concentration raises severalfold.
URIDINE PROVIDES GLYCOLYTIC AlP AND SALVAGES LLC—
PK1 CELLS DEPRIVED OF OXIDATIVE PHOSPI-IORYLATION.
Manjeri Venkatachalam, Yogi Patel, and Jeffrey
Kreisberg. Univ. Texas HSC, San Antonio, Texas.
Cells were exposed 6 hr. to medium with 10 mM
glucose(GL), no GL, or 10 mM Uridine(UR) with 1.5
TiM antimycin(AM). Cell AlP (nMol/mg prot, n4),
phosphol ipids (PL—tig P/mg prot, data shown for PC
= phosphatidyl choline, n=k), and medium lactate
(iig/ml, n=3) were measured. Lipids were pre—
labelled with 3H—arachidonic acid, cells treated
as above, and radiolabel in lipids measured (un—
esterified fatty acids—UFA;triglyceridesTG; DPM
x io3 mg prot, n=+).
MEAN CONTROL
S.E. 0 TIME
________ ________ ________
ATP 19,9±0.5
LACTATE 0
PC 2.3±0.05
UFA 8,1±0.03
TG 2899±i1
GL provided glycolytic ATP. To a lesser extent,
cells treated with UR also showed lactate and ATP
production, Cells treated with (U_l'+C) UR showed
1.5i of total label in chromatographically sepa-
rated lactate, Without GL, PL declined and UFA
increased, UR prevented elevation of UFA, but not
decline of PL, and induced increase of radiolabel
in TG, Both GL and UR prevented cell damage, and
equally promoted survival, The data suggest
strategies to generate glycolytic ATP from ribo—
nucleosides via pentose shunt pathways, and that
low levels of ATP prevent catastrophic increases
of UFA, and cell death.
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NO GL
AM 6 hr.
0.1±0,01
15±0. 6
1,7±0.02
519.8±13.1
3272±71
GL—lOrnM UR-1OmM
AM 6 hr. AM 6 hr.
9.7±0.1 1.6±0.1
355±5 62±0.9
2,1±0.02 1.6±0.03
15,6±0.3 17.3±0.3
3298±31 Ol±il
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RESPONSE OF RABBIT RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULE SEGMENTS
(PTS) TO GLUTATHIONE (G) DEPLETION OR G REOUCTASE
(GR) INHIBITION. M.D. White,* R.P. O'Connor,*
N.M. Jackson,* and H.D. Humes. VA Medical Center
and University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Cellular G levels and metabolism may be
important modifiers of both toxic and ischemic
cell injury. Since a recent report has suggested
that PTS may be resistant to GSH depletion (K.I.
29:858), we characterized the integrated
metabolic response of PTS to 6 depletion by
diethylmaleate (DEM) and buthionine sulfoximine
(BSO) and to GR inhibition by BCNU. P15 were
incubated for 45' and 75' with 1.5 nfl DEM or
100 M BCNU or for 60' or 90' with 1 mM BSO and
measured for total cellular 6 (nmol/mg prot (P)),
lipid peroxidation (LP) (nmol MDA/mg P),
potassium (K) (nmol/mg P) and CCCLP—uncoupled
respiration (R) (natoms 0/mg P/mm). Data are
presented as means; * denotes p < .05 or better
compared to control for n = 8—10.
8 LP K R
45' 75' 451 75 451 75C 1 11T I TT T7 285 T T
OEM 33* 3.6* 1.4 1.3 319 287 176 182
BCNU 7.6* 8.3* 0.6 0.6 318 318 201 217
60' 90' 60 90' 60' 90' 60' 90'C T T7 T 1 7 310 T 206
BSO 5.6* 5.2* 1.3 1.3 288 312 178 200
8 depletion is achievable with OEM or BSO and
occurs without evidence of LP or alterations in
cellular K or R. Further, 6 depletion
accompanies GR inhibition without definable LP or
alterations in cell viability parameters. These
results suggest that this system provides a
useful model for study of the role of 6 depletion
and metabolism in various injury states.
GLUCOSE (G) METABOLISM IN ISOLATED PERFUSED
RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULES (PT): AN OPTICAL
APPROACH. N. Yanagawa. Neph. Div.,
Sepulveda VAMC, UCLA Sch. of Med.,
Los Angeles, CA.
G is available to PT through luminal (L)
and basolateral (B) uptake and gluconeogene—
mis (GNG). It remains unclear whether, and
via which route, G is utilized. Since gly—
colysis (GC) may affect cellular respira-
tion and alter its autofluorescence (AF) , G
metabolism was monitored in isolated per-
fused PT in substrate—free medium with AF
measured by a microscope spectrofluorometer
(MPVSP, Leitz) at 450 nm peak emission. In
proximal convoluted tubules (PCT) , addition
of L as well as B G increased AF by two
folds. The effects of L and B G were sup-
pressed by L phiorizin (10 uM) by 70 and
50%, by B phloretin (10 uM) by 30 and 50%,
and by B 2—deoxyglucose (DG, 10 mM) by 50
and 50%, respectively. With B a—ketoglutar—
ate (KG, 5 mM) as GNG substrate, addition
of B DG suppressed AF by 20%. In proximal
straight tubules (PST), addition of L as
well as B G also increased AF but only by
30%. In the presence of L G or B KG, ad-
dition of B DC, however, caused a transient
increase in AF by 55%. Since, anaerobic GC
may decrease AF, the effect of DC in PST
may indicate the presence of significant
anaerobic GC in PSI. These results suggest
that G in PT, via L, B or GNG, can all be
utilized. In PCT, aerobic CC predominates
with L C as the major source. In PST,
higher activity of anaerobic CC may partly
account for the lower aerobic GC activity.
Renal Physiology—Acid Base
EFFECT OF ACUTE HVPERK.ALEMIA (AHK) ON RAT BRAIN
pH AND BUFFERING MEASURED BY 31p NMR. S. Adler,
V. Simplaceanu and C. Ho Dept. Medicine,
Montefiore Hosp., Univ. Pittsburgh Sch. Med. and
Dept. Biol. Sci., Carnegie-Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Last year we reported that chronic K depletion
altered rat brain buffering (RBB) presumably by
increasing passive H+ influx. AHK, however, re-
duces blood pH and raises muscle pH. The present
study was performed to determine if AHK alters
brain pH and whether AHK, induced by the Na:H
exchange blocker amiloride (A), alters RBB. Rats
ventilated on a constant volume respirator were
placed in an NMR spectrometer operating at 121.5
MHz for 31P, Spectra were obtained in two minute
blocks and brain pH determined from the chemical
shift of inorganic phosphate relative to phospho-
creatine. Rats were infused with 0.121 M KC1/
OO3 M NaCl for 60 minutes. Blood (K) rose from
27 to 5,9 mEq/l (p<.OOl) then fell to 4.3 sEq/i(p<Ol) when the infusion was stopped. Despite
a 0,1 drop in blood pH brain pH remained constant.
Rats were then given either saline or A, 3 mg/kg
IP, Three groups of rats were studied; saline
controls, A rats whose blood (K) remained normal
and A rats whose blood (K) rose significantly.
Blood (K) was 3.7, 4.1 and 6.8 mEq/1 in the three
groups respectively. To determine RBB each group
was exposed for 60 minutes to hypercarbia (20%
CO2), Measured RBB was identical in all three
groups, Thus, in contradistinction to K deple-
tion AHK does not affect RBB, The absence of an
A effect suggests either an insignificant role
for Na:H exchange in RBB or inability of the drug
administered IP to reach brain sensitive sites.
PARALLEL ADAPTATION OF THE RABBIT RENAL
CORTICAL Na/H ANTIPORTER AND Na/HCO CO-
TRANSPORTER IN SUBACUTE METABOLIC ACI3IJOSIS
AND ALKALOSIS. T. Akiba*, V. Rocco*, and D.G.
Warnock. Dept. Medicine, VA Med. Ctr., and CVRI,
Univ. Calif., San Francisco, CA.
Recent studies have found that the Vmax of the
Ne/H antiporter and the bicarbonate reabsorptive capa-
city of the in situ proximal tubule are increased in
metabolic acidosis. The control of bicarbonate reab—
sorption may involve regulation of the rate of apical
proton secretion as well as the basolateral HCO, exit
step. The present studies examined Na/H exchange
(acridine orange method) and Na/HCO3 contransport(22Na uptake) in renal cortical apical end basolatral
membrane vesicles. Ammonium chloride treatment (24
hrs) was used to produce metabolic acidosis (pH = 7.27 —
0.03), and chloride—deficient diet with furosemie (48
hrs) was used for metabolic alkalosis (pH = 7.51
—0.02).
The Vmax's of the Na/H antiporter end of the Na/HCO3
cotransporter were inversely correlated to plasma bi-
carbonate concentrations between 6 to 39 mM. In
addition, the Vmax's for both systems varied in parallel;
when the Vmax for the Na/HCO cotransporter was
plotted against the Vmax of the 3Na/H antiporter for
each of the 24 sets of rabbits, the regression coeffici-
ent (r) was 0.648 (p 0.001). Acid-base disturbances did
not affect the Km for Na of either system.
Conclusions: 1). H/HCO3 transporters adapt during
subacute acid—base challenges. 2). Vmax's of both
systems adapt in parallel to changes in the systemic
bicarbonate concentration. 3). These parallel adaptive
changes may protect cellular pH during chronic changes
in systemic pH, and provide for the coordinated regula-
tion of proximal tubule bicarbonate reabsorption.
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AMMONIA SECRETION BY PROXIMAL TUBULE MONOLAYERS IN
PRIMARY CULTURE. 3. Bayliss , 3. Scoble*, K.
Thomasson*, 0. Trigg*, 3. Buerkert. Univ. Ark.
Med. Sci. Little Rock, AR and Wash. Univ., St.
Louis, MO.
Ammonia (NH3) secretion from renal proximal
cell monolayers (PCM) into apical fluid (AF) and
basolateral fluid (BLF) was studied. The PCM were
grown in primary culture from canine proximal tub-
ule fragments seeded onto collagen coated polycar—
bonate filters. All PCM used had transepithelial
voltage gradients (—0.2±0.1 mY, n=24) and were im-
permeable to Inulin (AF to BLF<2%). Total ammon—
ium (NH4+) and pH were measured at time 0 (T0)
and 1 hr (Tj) after equilibration in buffer con-
taining either 5mM HCO3 in AF and 25 aM HCO3 in
BLF (Group I, n=l2) or 5 mM HCO3 on both sides
(Group II, n=12). All solutions were equilibrated
with 5% CO2 at 37'C. At T1 the NH4+ content was
higher in AF than in BLF in group I (46±7 vs 22±3
3113, p<.O01) and in Group II (53±11 vs 28±4 viM,
p<.025). Also, the pH of AF was lower than BLF
(6.90±0.03 vs 7.50±0.03, p<.OO1) in group I. In
group II the pH of AF and BLF did not differ (6.84
vs 6.87±0.02). 13133 secretion into AF ex-
ceeded that into BLF (1.35±0.20 vs 0.65±0.10
nmol/min p<O.OOS) in group I. AF pH rose from
to T1 (It pH=0.O8±0.03, p<O.OS) but BLF did not
rise. In group II NH3 entry into AF exceeded that
of BLF (1.29±0.26 vs 0.69±0.11 nmol/min p<.025).
BLF pM rose from T0 to T1 in group II (ItpH=
0.15±0.05, p<.O2S), but AR pH did not change.
We conclude that PCM produce 13133, and maintain
pH and 13114+ gradients. Under the imposed pH con-
ditions, PCM preferentially secreted 13133 into AF.
Finally, the rise in AF pH in group I suggests
that 13133 was secreted in excess of hydrogen ion.
ACUTE HYPOCAPNIA SUPPRESSES ACIDIFICATION ALONG
THE INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT. H.H.
BenRele, E.R. McNamara*, J.H. Schwartz and E.A.
Alexander. Thorndike Mem. Lab., Renal Sect.,
Boston City Hosp., Depts. Med. and Physiol.,
Boston Univ. School of Med., Boston, MA.
Acidemia stimulates acid secretion along the
inner medullary collecting duct (IMCD) but the
effect of alkalemia has not been tested directly.
Our purpose was to evaluate the effect of acute
respiratory alkalosis (ARA) on IMCD
acidification. Microcatheterization was used to
measure pH and PCO, and samples were
simultaneously obtained for measurement of
bicarbonate, titratable acid (TA) and ammonium.
Results were analyzed by comparison of paired
measurements obtained at deep and tip IMCD sites.
In 10 ARA rats (arterial pH=7.50+O.O3; PCO
=22+3mnillg) IMCD equilibrium pH and PCO2 were no
different; deep 5.54±0.07, 22+O.6mmHg and tip
5.65±0.06, 2O+O.7mmHg. Delivery of bicarbonate,
TA and ammonium also did not differ between
collection sites. Thus, net acidification along
the IMCD was negligible. In 10 control rats
(arterial pH=7 .38±0.01; PCO.,=4O+lmmHg)
equilibrium pH decreased from 5.93÷OM8 deep to
5.36±0.03 tip while PCO2 was not different,
34lamHg. Net acidification was 219 nmoles/min
between collection sites (P<O.OO1). To test if
the absence of acidification in ARA was because
of the lack of IMCD buffer, creatinine was
infused and buffer delivery to the IMCD increased
markedly. No acidification was noted. We
conclude that ARA abolishes acidification along
the IMCD. These data provide further evidence
that the IMCD responds to systemic demands for
control of 11+ secretion.
ANTIDIURETIC HORNONE (ADH) STIMULATES URINARY
ACIDIFICATION. M.Bichara*, O.Mercier*,M.Paillard,
and F.Leviel*. Laboratoire de Physiologie Rénale,
Université Paris VII, Colombes, France.
Stimulation of urinary acidification during
chronic ADH administration was ascribed to sti-
mulation of aldosterone secretion secondary to
chronic hyponatremia (J.C. I. ,58.j.I201,1976). Howe-
ver, direct effects of ADH on H /HCO transports
were reported in the isolated perfusd rat corti-
cal collecting duct (J.C.I.,77:136,1986). We stu-
died, for the first time, the acute effects of
ADH on urinary acidification by paired micropunc—
ture experiments in 5 intact (Group 1) and 7 TPTX
Somatostatin—infused (Group 2) Sprague—Dawley
rats. Group 2 was designed because we recently
demonstrated that PTH and glucagon affect urinary
acidification. The animals were studied twice
1) during hypotonic volume expansion (EXP) to
inhibit the endogenous ADH aecrtion, and
during dDAVP infusion (0.2 pg.mln .g body wt
while adjusting the rate of infused solutions to
the reduced urinary flow rate to maintain cons-
tant the extracellulaç 1,luid volume and plasma
sodium concentration (LNaIp). Results for Group 1
(means SEM) are shown iii the table.
Urinary excretin rate
Urine pH HO3 T.A1 NH N.1—nmol.min .g kidney wt —a
EXP 6.74+0.07 309+95 204+64 774+72 668+131
dDAVP 5.45O.O7 i.i-1o.i 42876 71435 1,142 84
P<O.0O1 P<o:02 P<0:05 N P<O.0Th
(T.A., titratable acid ; N.A., net acid). The re-
sults obtained in Group 2 were similar. The sin-
gle nephron GFR decreased but the early distal
total CO delivery rate did not signfficantl
vary duri4ig dDAVP infusion in both groups; dDAV
decreased the fractional absorption of total CO
in Henle's loop while increasing that of chlorid
significantly only in Group 2. We conclude 1)
that ADH inhibits bicarbonate absorption while
stimulating chloride absorption in the thick
ascending limb of Henle's loop ; and 2) that ADH
stimulates urinary acidification probably 4n
collecting ducts independent of changes in ENa p
and thus probably in aldosterone secretion.
PERITUBULAR HCO CONCENTRATION CHCO] MODULATES
H BUT NOT HCO SECRETION IN RABBIT CORTICAL
COLLECTING TUB&ES (CCT). M.D.Breyer.*
(Intr.H.R. Jacobson) Div. of Neph. Vanderbilt
University, Nashville. TN.
Net HCO transport in the CCT is mediated
by 2 unidirectional processes H+ secretion and
HCO secretion. Our recent in vitro micro—
perusion studies demonstrat t}iatan acute
—rise in peritubular [HCO] stimulates net HCO3
secretion. This stimulation could result from
changes in H+ secretion and/or HCO3secretion.
The present studies separately examine the
effects of elevated peritubular [HCO3] on H
and HCO secretion by taking advantage of the
dependence of -I secretion on peritubu!ar C1
and HCO secretion on luminal Cl. HCO3sec—
retion was assessed by complete bath Cl re-
placement with gluconate. H+ secretion was stud-
ied by replacement of luminal Cl with gluconate.
In both groups bath HCO was increased from a
control value of 25 mM IpH 7.45) to an experi-
mental value of 50 mM (pH 7.75). Control and re-
covery transport rates were not significantly
different and were thus meaned ().Microcalori—
metric deterination of total CO2 flux (pmol/mm/—
mm) demonstrated: 1) Elevation of peritubular
CHCO] does not stimulate HCO secretion,
-l2. 0.88, EXP.-1O.8 p=NS; 2) Ele-
vation of peritubular [HC0J supresses H+ se-
cretion, CJ 6.75 0.87, EXP.4.07 0.73,
p < 0.05. We conclude that the regulatory in-
fluence of peritubular [HCO] on net HCO
+transport in CCT is due to modulation of H but
not HCOsecretion. A predominant effect of pen—
tubular [HCO] on H+ secretion is consistent
with the current model of CCT HCO transport.
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VANADATE—SENSITIVE PROTON TRANSPORT IN ISOLATEO
MEMBRANES AND URINARY ACIDIFICATION IN TURTLE
BLADDERS. W.A. Brodsky and S.J. Youmans*
Mt. Sinai Sch. Med., NY, NY
Kinetic patterns of vanadate—induced and
NEM—induced inhibition of ATP—dependent proton
transport and Mg ATPase activity were evaluated in
4 separate sub-sets of membrane vesicles (F—I to
F—IV), obtained by free flow electrophoresis of a
single set of mixed membranes from epithelial cell
homogenates. Using acridine orange as the pH
gradient probe, the findings were as follows.
(I) Membranes carrying the vanadate—sensitive moi-
ety (25-30%) of the proton transport function mi-
grate into a single electrophoretic region, F-Il;
while those carrying the NEM sensitive moiety
(65-70%) migrate less specifically into regions,
F—Ill and F—Il, indicating that there are at least
two kinds of proton transporting membranes in the
bladder. (ii) The I (50) concentrations (which
induce half maximal inhibition of transport), 45
nanomolar for vanadate and 7 nicromolar for NEM,
show that the apparent affinity of vanadate for
30% of the proton transport function is 150 times
more intense that that of NEM for 70% of the
transport function. (iii) Mg ATPase activity
cannot be correlated with the proton transport in
these membranes. (iv) In intact bladders, vanadate
inhibits luminal aZTTfication (Ehrenspeck, 1980)
while NEM does not; and apical membrane recycling
increases with increasing acidification (Gluck et
al, 1982). It can be inferred that vanadate—sensi—
tivity is a marker of the in—vivo luminal acidifi-
cation function; and NEM—sensitivity, of in—vivo
proton pumping by intracytosolic membranes.
DETERMINATION OF NET ACID—BASE FLUXES BY A NEW
METHOD —A ALKALINITY — SHOWS PROXIMAL TUBULE (PT)
CELLS ACCUMULATE PROTONS. Z.H. Burbea and S.R.
Gullans. Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA.
Accurate quantitative determination of H+
fluxes across cell plasma membranes requires
assumptions about intracellular or extracellular
buffer properties. We used an acid titration
technique to measure directly the total quantity
of proton combining species in the physiological
pH range, known as total alkalinity (Alk). Alk =
(HC03) + 2(C032) + (HPO42) + 2(PO43) + (OW)
— (H+). Since changes in 11+ content cause
equivalent changes in Alk, cellular net acid—base
fluxes were measured by extracellular Alk (A1k0)
changes, termed AA1k. Suspensions of rabbit PT,
prepared by collagenase digestion, were incubated
at 37°C and sampled at various timepoints by
centrifugation through oil for determination of
Alko. Cells incubated in 25 mM HCO3/5%CO2, pH
7.39 and an Alk of 25.1 mM produced a 1.7±0.1 mI-I
(n=12) increase in Alko in 5 minutes. This A Alk
represented an increase in extracellular HCO3 and
a corresponding cellular accumulation of 410 20
nmol H+/mg prot. Elevation o pCO2 (10%) at
constant HCO3 did not alter H uptake whereas a
decrease in HCO3 at constant pH (2.5% C02)
reduced the rate but not the magnitude of the H+
accumulation. Acetazolamide and SITS did not
alter the H+ flux; however, it was abolished by
ouabain. We conclude that: 1. A Alk accurately
quantitates net changes in acid—base transport by
PT cells. 2. PT cells rapidly accumulate H+ in a
standard 25 mM RCO3/5%CO2 buffered solution.
3. The H+ accumulation depends on Na/K transport
and/or cellular ATP turnover.
INFLUENCE OF OSMOLARITY ON THE Na-H EXCHANGEP
IN RAT RENAL BRUSH-BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLES. G.
Burckhardt*, F. Turrini*, and I. Saboljc* (intr.
by G. Giebisch). Max—Planck—Institute for Bio-
physics, Frankfurt/Main, Fed. Rep. Germany
After initial shrinkage many cells restore
their normal volume despite continuous exposure
to hypertonic medium. Some of these cells activ-
ate their Na+_}F_exehanger to increase salt and
water uptake (Grinstein and Rothstein, 3. Membr.
Biol. 90:1—12, 1986). To investigate the mechan-
ism of activation we tested the influence of Os—
molarity on Na+_H+ exchange in isolated renal
brush—border membrane vesicles. Na+_driven in—
travesicular acidification was visualized by
scridine orange fluorescence changes. Na+_H ex-
changer activity was proportional to medium os—
molarity between 250 to 400 mosmol/l and declin-
ed again beyond 400 mosmol/l despite further yes-
ide shrinking. Osmotic activation of Na+_H+ ex-
changer was independent of pH (6.5—8.0) ruling
out an influence of the modifier site. Vesicle
shrinkage increased Vmax but left apparent Km for
Na unchanged. In contrast, Nef_H+ exchange via
gramicidin was independent of medium osmolarity
after irreversible inhibition of the intrinsic
antiporter by dicydlohexylcarbodiimide. K—H ex-
change via valinomycin/CCCP was also unaffected
by osmolarity changes as were Na+_dependent D-
glucose and L—alanine uptake tested with a volt-
age—sensitive dye. The results demonstrate a spe-
cific effect of medium osmolarity on the renal
Na_H+ exchanger in isolated membranes. As the
observed changes occurred in the absence of Ca2+
and APP we hypothetizo a direct effect of physi-
cal membrane parameters on the exchanger activity
as a possible mechanism for volume regulation.
IMMUNODISSECTION OF MITOCHONDRIAL-RICH CELLS
FROM RABBIT OUTER MEDULLARY COLLECTING TUBULE
(OMCT). Maria Burnatowska_Hledin* and William S.
Spielman. Michigan State University, East
Lansing, Michigan.
Two types of mitochondrial rich (MR) cells
have been identified in the rabbit collecting
tubule, based on differences in immuno— and
lectin cytochamistry (Schuster et al.,
AJP.251:1986). We have produced a monoclonal
antibody, IgGl(rmc—x), that reacts specifically
with the MR cell (identified by positive
histochemical staining for succinate
dehydrogenase) found predominately in the outer
medulla. IgGI(rmc—x) reacts with 18±2% (424 of
2315 cells, 61 tubules) of the cells of the
outer medullary collecting tubule and does not
colocalize with peanut lectin—binding MR cells
in the cortex. To isolate medullary MR cells,
collecting tubules cells from collagenase—
dispersions of the outer medulla (OM) were
first adsorbed onto plates treated with a
monoclonal antibody reactive against all
collecting tubule (CT) cells as previously
described (Spielman et al. AJP.250:F346,1986).
Of the isolated OMCT cells, 15% reacted with
IgG1(rmc—x). Cells were then detached from the
plate, and transferred to plates coated with
IgGl(rmc—x). Greater than 65% of the adsorbed
cells were MR as determined by positive staining
with IgGl(rmc—x). In summary, we report the
selection of a monoclonal antibody, IgGl(rmc—x),
that reacts specifically with MR cells in the
medulla and which serves as a convenient
antigenic—surface marker and affinity reagent
for cell isolation.
EFFECT OF CHRONIC METABOLIC AND RESPIRATORY ACIDO—
SIS ON RABBIT MEDULLARY H -ATPASE. C.S. Chang*,
S. Hatseras, Z. Taor & J.A.L. Arruda, Univ of IL
and West Side V.A. Medical Center, Chicago IL.
Distal urinay acidification is thought to be
mediated by a H —ATPase sensitive to REM and DCCD.
We studied the effect of chronic metabolic acido—
sis (NHCl for 3 days) or respiratory acidois
(inhalation of 10% C0, for 2 days) on the H —
ATPase of plasma membP'anes prepared from the
medulla by differential centrifugation and sucrose
gradient centrifugation. The enzymatic assay for
the H ATPase was performed in the presence of÷ou-
bain, oligomycin and in the absence of Ca. H
transport activity was assessed by quenching of ac—
ridine orange in the presence of Alp. After suc-
rose gradient ceritrifugation, the 15—25% fraction
was enriched 40-fold in enzyme activity over homo-
genate, ad 8—fold in enzymatic activity and 4—
fold in H transport activity over the fluffy frac-
tion (38,000g). Metabolic acidosis (pH<7.31) or
chronic hypercapnia (pC0,>6 mmHg) was induced for
2—3 days. Enzymatic and H transport activities,
were not different between animals with resira—
tory acidosis and controls (REM sensitive H —
AlPase 535 vs 81 nmole inorganic phosphate/mg pro—
tein/min and H transport expressed as the initial
slope of quenching of acridine orange in fluores-
cene units/mg protein/sec, 14.4x10 vs 14.20x
10 ). Kinetic studies failed to disclose an in-
crease in Vmax (673 vs 702) or a decrease in Km
(0.43 vs 0.48mM). Metabolic acidosis also failed
to increase H+_ATPase activity. These data demon-
strate that the H+_ATPase of renal medulla does not
display the expected increased activity during
acidosis.
(T.A., titratable acid ; LA. net acid).
In 5 time control rats studied with the same
protocol, no variation was observed in urinar
acidification. We conclude 1) that physiologica
increment in plasma GLU (corresponding to the
stimulation of endogenous secretion by arginine
infusion in rats) inhibits urinary acidification
by a direct effect on tubular bicarbonate trans-
port ; and 2) that GLU, in addition to FIR and
ADH, could be involved in a short term control of
urinary acidification by peptidic hormones.
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EFFECT OF SELECTIVE ALDOSTER ONE DEFICIENCY
(SAD) ON PAPILLARY ACIDIFICATION PARAMETERS
IN ThE RAT. T.D. DuBose, Jr. and C.R. Caflisch*.
Univ. of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX.
The medullary collecting duct has been reported to
respond to chronic metabolic acidosis (MA) and
aldosterone by increasing acid secretion. The purposes
of this study were to develop a model of MA in SAD
and to determine if papillary collecting duct (PCD
acidification is impaired in this model. Munich—Wistar
rats were subjected to papillary micropuncture 4—6 days
after either a sham procedure (C) or bilateral adre—
nalectomy and implantation of osmotic minipumps for
delivery of dexamethasone (5ug'lOO kg.BW1.day—l).Controls drank 280 mM NH4C1 for 4—6 days so that
both C and SAD rats had an equivalent degree of MA
at the time of study. pH, titratable acidity (TA), and
total ammonium (NH4I were measured at the base(ROD) and tip (TCD) of the collecting duct and loop
of Henle (LOH). pH was indistinguishable for C and
SAD rats at the B and TCD (6.28 and 6.22). Values
for fractional TA (PTA) and NH4 delivery (FNH4)
and absolute delivery (ATA, ANH4) (nmoles/min) were:
Control (9) Select. Aldo. Defic.(8)
PTA FNH4 ATA ANR4 PTA FNR4 ATA ANH4
BCD .20 1.61 156 1208 .06 .53 36 267
TCD .20 1.51 153 1129 .06 .50 24 245
LOH .16 2.84 127 2201 .03 .31 24 193
All acidification parameters in SAD were lower than
in C (p<0.O0l). Absolute delivery of NH4 to the LOH
was markedly reduced, indicating impaired roduction(or secretion) at a prior sic. TA and ?'1114 delivery
to the BCD was reduced, but there was no change in
NAE along the PCD. Thus, the acidosis in selective
aldo deficiency may be due to both a reduction in
buffer delivery to, and H secretion by the CD.
ELECTROGENIC TRANSEPITRELIAL BICARBONATE (HCO3)
TRANSPORT IN VITRO. George M. Feldman and Robert
Stephenson' VAI4C, U of Pa, Dept of Ned, Phila, Pa.
Evidence suggests that }1C03 ion flux across
cell membranes is conductive, but electrogenic
transepithelial NCO3 flux has not been demonstrat-
ed. To explore this possibility, we developed a
rechnique to study net transepithelial HCO3 flux
under external voltage control with solutions of
pH 7.4 (CRCO3 = 24 mEq/L, PCO2 40 mmhg) bathing
mucosal and serosal surfaces. We examined net
l{C03 flux in rat distal colon. In vivo studies
have shown that this epithelia secretes HCO3
(JsHCO3) in a manner similar to rabbit cortical
collecting duct: J5HCO3 is dependent on luininal
chloride, is altered by acute systemic metabolic
acidosis and alkalosis, and adapts to chronic
metabolic acidosis and alkalosis. In vitro we ob-
served: (1) JsHCO3 varied linearly with imposed
voltage, increasing with mucosal positivity and
decreasing with mucosal negativity (r=O.99); muco—
sa —68 mV stopped JsHCO3. (2) J5RCO3 was inhibited
by serosal SITS, a putative inhibitor of neutral
chloride/HCO3 exchange, but not by mucosal SITS.
Serosal SITS inhibited short—circuit current
(Isc), but inucosal SITS did not. (3) Varying sero—
sal 01C033 from 10 to 40 mEq/L increased JsHCO3
and Isc, but varying mucosal (8C03) did not. In
protocols 2 and 3, the stoichiotnetry between
changes in JsHCO3 and Isc was approximately 1 to
1. (4) Oubain inhibited JsHCO3 and Isc.
Since changes in J5HCO3 correlate with changes
in Isc, the colon may secrete HCO3 by an electro—
genic process. This HCO3 transport process re-
quires Na—K—ATPase activity, and, given the above
putative action of SITS, the HCO3 conductive site
is located at the apical cell surface.
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GLUCAGON (GLU) INHIBITS URINARY ACIDIFICATION. M.
Delahousse*, 0.Mercier*, M.Bichara*, M. Paillar7
Laboratoire de Physiologie Rénale, Universite Pa-
ris VII, H6pital L. Mourier, Colombes, France.
GLU was previously shown to induce bicarbona—
tuna in man together with an increase in glonie—
rular filtration rate (GFR)(Kidney Int., 2g:413,
1986, Abstract). Moreover, we recently demonstra-
ted that peptidic hormones, FIR and ADH, stimula-
te urinary acidification in rat (Am.J.Physiol.,
vol.251 and companion abstract). This prompted
us to fetermine whether physiological levels of
GLU affect urinary bicarbonate excretion inde-
pendently of changes in GFR, and in circulating
levels of PTII and ADR. Ten plasma replete
Sprague—Dawley rats acutely thyroparathyroidec—
tomized (TPTX) and whose endogenous ADH secretion
was depressed by a hypotonic volume expansion
were studied twice : 1) during somatostatin infu-
sion (SI) anj 2) during 4ow dose GLU infusion
(0.02 ng.min .g body wt ) that raised plasma
GLU to 1100 pgfml withouj affecting QF1R (1.04±
0.04 vs. 0.98+0.07 ml.min .g kidney wt ). Plas-
ma volume remained Constant, as reflected by
stability of hematocrit and plasma protein. Re-
sults are shown in the table (meana+SEM).
_Urinary excretion rate
Urine ph
Rca3 T.A._1 NH N.+.L.nmol.min .g kidney wt —
ST 6.07+0.13 46+24 14+7 852+98 820+115
GLU 6.95 0.09 238+84 53 7846O 55012O
r<o:o P<ooi NS NS p<0.o1
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BICARBONATE AND ANMONIA TRANSPORT BY ISOLATED PER-
FUSED PROXIMAL STRAIGHT TUBULES FROM RATS. J.
Garvin*, M. Burg and M. Knepper. NHLBI, NIH,
Bethesda, MD.
Rat proximal straight tubules (PST) have not
been perfused in vitro previously. To study acid-
base transport, we developed a method for dissect-
ing and perfusing PST from pathogen—free Sprague-
Dawley rats. To obtain viable tubules, it was
necessary to chill the kidneys in vivo before
removing them. With 25 inN HCO3 in perfusate and
bath and 6g/dl albumin in the bath, the PST
absorbed fluid (0.77 nl/mm.min) and absorbed HCO,
(41.7 pmol/mm.min). The mean transepithelial
voltage was -0.5 mV. To determine the limiting
luminal HCO, concentration with 25 mM HCO, in the
bath, tubules were perfused at slow flow rates
with 8.5, 4.8 or 2.8 inN total CO2 (TCO2). The mean
TCO2 concentrations in collected fluid were 5.5,
)1.8 and 5.0 mM, respectively. In additional
studies, the perfusate and peritubular bath
contained 25 mM HCO3 and 1 mM NH,C1. NH3 and NH,
concentrations were calculated assuming luminal pH
equilibrium:
TCO2(mN) NH4(mM) NH3(1iM)
Bath 25.3 0.98 23.1
Perfusate 26.3 0.89 22.0
Collected 15.2 1.62 21.2
Thus, luminal acidification was associated with a
rise in luminal NH, concentration, Conclusions:
1) Rat PST can be dissected and perfused in vitro.
2) Rat PST absorb TCO2. 3) The limiting luminal
TCO2 concentration is approximately 5mM, similar
to that in the late proximal convoluted tubule in
vivo. 4) Rat PST secrete ammonia, although the
mechanism cannot be determined from the present
data.
EFFECTS OF ACETATE ON 0C05 TRANSPORT IN S3 SEG-
MENT OF THE RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULE. I. Geibel*,
W.F. Boron, 0. Giebisch. Yale University.
Department of Physiology, New Haven, CT.
Because previous studies have shown that, in
the absence of HCO, acetate (Ac) transport pro-
foundly alkalinizes the cell, we have examined
the effects on HCO transport of adding or remov-
ing Ac (10mM) from the lumen CL) and/or the bath
(B). In initial studies, in which tubules were
perfused with 25 mM HCO at both low (<5 nI/mm)
and high (—10 al/mm) flow rates, we determined
[11C031 in the collected fluid (cf). At low flow
rates, [I1CO]cf was 6.7±0.6 mM (n8), and at high
flow rates, 8.5±0.5 mM (n=8). Therefore, we per-
fused tubules at —10 nI/mm with solutions con-
taining 3H—inulin in order to test the effects of
Ac on the reabsorption of volume and BCO
(THCO3). With Ac absent from both B and L (con-
trol conditions), Tv was 0.37±0.07 nI/mm (n8),
[HCO)cf was 7.4+0.3, and llCO3 was 3.10±0.06
pmol cm s (pcs). In the same tubules, adding
Ac to both B and L caused Tv to rise to 0,47±0.03
ni/mm, IHCO)cf to rise to 15.7±0.7 jaM, and
THCO3 to fall to 2.12±0.13 pcs. When Ac was
present in L only, [HCO]cf was 11.7±0.7 mM (con-
trol, 8.9±0.6) and THCO3 was 2.28±0.12 pcs (con-
trol, 2.73±0.10), n=8. When Ac was present in B
only, [HCOflcf was 14.1±0.58 mM (control,
9.07+0.46) and THCO3 was 1.96±0.10 pcs (control,
2.77±0.08), n8. The addition of 0.5mM SITS to B
caused [UCO]cf to rise to 21.8±0.45 mM (control.
7.99±0.42) and 111C03 to fall to 0.59±0.07 pcs(control. 2.96+0.07), n=8. This is an 80% inhi-bition. Therefore. Ac enhances J,, but reduces
10C03.
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NH3 PEEMEATF.S APICAL MEMBRANE OF NIXI< CELLS
VIA A LIPID PATHWAY. Kevin Golchinl*, Ira Kurtz.
Division of Nephrology, UCLA School of Medicine,
Iris Angeles, CA.
Passive transcellular diffusion of NH3 contri-butes irrportantly to renal amnnia excretion.
However, the pathway for NH3 diffusion across theplasma nmbrane of renal tubular cells is not)oiown. To clarify this pathway, we measured the
NH3 permeability (NP) of the apical membrane ofNDCK cells in monolayer and determined the
activation energy (P.E) for NH3 permeation. NP was
determined by exposing the cells to 20mM NH4C1, pH7.4, and measuring the initial rate (2 sec) ofincrease in intracellular pH and intracellular
buffering capacity with the fluorescent pH probe
BCECF. NP was calculated from the volume/surface
area of the cells arid the time constant for NH3influx. AE for NH3 permeation was calculated from
an Arrhenius analysis of the dependence of NP on
temperature (l5—40C). NP at 37C was 2.7xl04
alVsec (ri=19). AE was 13.0 Kcal/mol (ri=28). In
the presence of 10mM heptanol, a membrane fluidiz-
ing agent, AE decreased to 5.8 la1/mo1 (n=21)
(p<0. 001). Sulphydzyl reactive agents (]rM POIBS,hull dithioerythritol), amino reactive agents (LnM
picylsulphonic acid, 50M DICE), and, the carboxyl
reactive agent (flnM catr had no effect on AT or
NP.
Conclusion: 1) the NH3 permeability of the
apical niernbrane in M1XK cells is 2. 7xlo4y'sec.
2) The activation energy for NH3 pen'cwation is
13.0 la1/mol. 3) NH diffusion across the apicalmembrane is via a lipid pathway.
EFFEC OF POTASSIUM CONCENTRATION ON
AMMONIUM TRANSPORT BY MEDULLARY THICK
ASCENDING LIMB. David W. Good. Univ. of Texas
Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas.
Renal ammonium excretion decreases with
potassium loading and increases with potassium
depletion. To determine whether changes in potassium
concentration ([K] ) affect ammonia transport in
medullary thick ascending limb (MAL), tubules from
rats were perfused in vitro at 2 ni/mm/mm with
solutions containing 25 mM HCO3 and 4 mM total
ammonia. Increasing [K) in perfusate and bath from
4 to 24 mM (K replaced Na or N-methyl-D—glucamine)
caused collected total ammonia concentration ([Am))
to increase from 1.7 to 2.7 mM (p<0.00l) with no
significant effect on transepithelial voltage (VTE).
Increasing [K I in perfusate alone gave similar results,
Increasing [K] in bath alone increased collected [Am)
from 1.7 to 2.1 mM (p<0.00l) and increased YTE from
5.6 to 10.3 mV (p<0.O0l). At a higher flow rate (10
ni/mm/mm), increasing [K) in perfusate and bath
reduced total ammonia absorption rate from 15 to 8
pmol/min/mm (p<0.00l) and increased VTE from 2.4
to 5.5 mV (p<0.00S). Increasing [K] in perfusate and
bath had no significant effect on stop-flow voltage or
HCO3 absorption rate. In conclusion: 1) increasing[K) inhibits total ammonia absorption in the absence
of a change in luminal acidification rate and with no
change or an increase in the driving force favoring
paracellular NH4 absorption; 2) these results are
consistent with inhibition by potassium of a
transcellular pathway for NH4 absorption in the MAL;
3) K-loading may reduce ammonium excretion in part
by inhibiting NH4 absorption in the MAL and impairing
transfer of ammonia from loops of Henle to medullary
collecting ducts.
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RECOVERY OF CELL pH FROM RESPIRATORY
ACIDOSIS IN THE TURTLE BLADDER Mark
Graber, Doug DiLillo5, and Enrique
Pastoriza*. SUNY at Stony Brook, NY.
When turtle bladders in HCO3—tree
buffer are isohydrically exposed to 10 mM
HCO /5% CO , cell pH rapidly falls .l—.2
unis and hen recovers. Using the pH—
sensitive fluorescence of lMU we studied
the mechanism of this recovery in
identified cells of intact bladders. In
control bladders both CA and granular
cells recovered at an initial rate of
O.Olb+ .006 pH units/mm. The recovery
rate as proportional to the HCO3 grad—
lent from serosa—to—cell, and recovery
was not affected by lnhbiting mucosal
acidification using 10 M ACZL or a
mucosal pH of I•5• In contrast, recovery
was abolished in the absence of a serosa—
to—cell HCO3 gradient (exposure to CO2
at a constant HCO1 of 0 or 10 mM) , or in
the presence of SITS. CA and granular
cells behaved identically under all
these conditions. We conclude that 1)
The recovery of cell pH after C02—induced
acidification is predominantly mediated
by serosal entry of HCO3 via Cl/HCO3
exchange; and 2) The rate and mechanisms
of recovery are the same in CA and
granular cells.
Ci/ECO EXCRANCE IN RAT RENAL CORTICAL BASO—
LATER4 HEMBRANE VESICI.ES* (BLMV). Steven N.
Grassl , Peter D. Rolohan and Charles R. Ross.
Department of Pharmacol., SWY Health Science
Center at Syracuse, Syracuse, New York
Cl/HCO. exchange was evaluated in BLMV
isolated from rat renal cortex by Percoll 36
gradient centrifugation. Uptake of 4.8 mM Cl
at 37 C was assayed by filtration. An inside
alkaline pH gradient (7.5/6.0 ) stimulated 30s
Cl uptake 70% and 211% in the absence and
presence of CO2—HCO, respectively suggesting RCO3
over OH as the prefrred anion exchanged. The
same pH gradient induced an overshoot in the
presence but not the absence of C02—RCO . Inward
gradients of K stimulated Cl uptake in he pre-
sence but not the absence of valinomycin indica-
ting an absence of K—Cl cotransport and the
presence of a Cl conductive pathway in these
membranes. HCO3 gradient induced Cl uptake was
only slightly reduced by valinomycin with
which suggests an absence of conductive Cl uptike
under these conditions. DIDS (.01 mM— .25 mM)
caused a dose dependent inhibition of RCO. grad-ient induced Cl uptake but had no effect n the
conductive uptake of Cl. A coupling of Na to
C1/RC03 exchange was suggested in other experi-
ments performed at 20°C. With C1C1 , Cl > Cl
,d Cl < Cl0 HCO. gradient driven °Na uptake was l5Z, 208% and 44% of control(OC1) respectiv,y. The Cl — Cl and Cl > Cl
stimulation of Na uptake was rgduced 7% and°
95% respectively by 1 mM furosemide. These data
indicate that rat renal BLMV contain a DIDS—
sensitive C1/HCO3 exchange transport pathway
which may be coupled to Na.
CONTROL OF BICARBONATE TRANSPORT IN THE CORTICAL
COLLECTING TUBULE (CCT) OF NORMAL AND PARTIALLY
NEPHRECTOMIZED RABBITS. L. Hamm, K. Hering-
Smith*, S. Klahr and V.M. Vehaskari. Depts.of
Med. & Pediatrics, Washington Un. ,St.LouisMO.
The CCT in vitro demonstrates adaptation of
bicarbonate transport in response to acid or
base loads administered in vivo. The present
study examines the contribution of the separate
processes of bicarbonate secretion (BS) and
bicarbonate reabsorption (BR) to the changes in
net bicarbonate transport (NBT) seen with acid
and base loads in normal (C) and 3/4-5/6 nephrect—
omized rabbits (Nx). CCT were studied in vitro
with microperfusion; bicarbonate flux (in pmole/
mm mm) was measured with microcalorimetry.NBT,
assessed with symmetrical 25 mM bicarbonate in
the perfusate and bath, was not different betneen
C and Nx in untreated animals. BS was studied
using a perfusate containing no bicarbonate;and
BR was_studied using symmetrical 25mM bicarbonate
but Cl free perfusate (replaced with gluconate).
BR was not different between non-loaded and acid-
loaded C animals. Also, BS in both C and Nx was
not different between non—loaded and alkali—loaded
animals (range of means -9 to -16 for 4 groups).
However, acid loading significantly decreased OS
to -3 1 in Nx has has previously been demonstra-
ted for nornial animals. In conclusion, modulation
of CCT bicarbonate transport in vitro in response
to in vivo acid and base loads appears to depend
predominantly on down regulation of BS with acid
loads and not on increases in BR or BS in
response to acid or base loads, respectively.
1FFEcP OF Cl—ChARNEL INHI]3LLOCS ARD DIUCETICS 01:
RENAL (X)RTICAL II AfPase. S hiluen*, C JOhns*, anu
N Ladias. N Engl Nec Ctr, lioston, hA
Stiirulation of ATP—ariven proton pumps in
endosomes by Cl has led to the suggestion that a
Cl—channel might ae present. he have studieo the
effect of Cl channel inhibitors and diuretics
knoiin to iniiioit Cl transport on renal ccrtical 13
ATPase.
Renal membranes with H 1Ehase activity were
prepared by differential centrifugation of rabbit
kiuney cortex homogenates. ATP—depenuent transport
of protons was analyzed by measuring the A'iP—
inoucea quenching of acrioine orange fluorescence.
The Ii ATPase activity was measured in the absence
ano presence of aifferent concentrations of the Cl
channel inhibitors: anthracene— 9—carboxylate (9AC)
anu uipnenylantine—2—carboxylate (D2C). i;oth in-
hibited H ATPase activity. The concentratjon(nli)
for 50% inhibition wan O.35±.l2 tar 9AC ann
0.O8±.02 for D2C. Derivatives of these compounds
were also testeu. host were inhibitory at ith, but
sheu little mnnibition at O.lrrii, with the
exception or 9—hyOroxy—9--tluorenecarboxylate ('HFC)
which was comparable to D2C. Inhibition by these
conunos was specific since lr'L 9AC, D2C and gIiFC
clu not inhibit Na—dendent glucose enc glutamate
transport aria Na/i: exchange oy brush boroer
menurane vesicles or Na—13C03 transport by
oasolateral membranes. The erfect of turo—
semide (F), bumetanide (13) and rnersalyl (ii) was also
testeh. At 0.1mb, inhibition was: F —18%, C —40%,
and H —97%.
These results supuort the Hypothesis that the
stmmelation of 1-i A'fPases by Cl is mediated by a Cl
channel which is also sensitive to loop aiuretics.
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RESPIRATORY ACID3SIS AND ALKALOSIS REGULATE
KETOACID PRODUCTION IN RATS. V.L.Hood and B.M.
LaGrange, Un. of' Vermont, Burlington, VT
Ketoacid production in ketotic humans and rats
is suppressed by metabolic acidosis and enhanced
by metabolic alkalosis, contributing to acid—
base homeostasis. — To investigate whether pH
(rather than HCOs ) regulates this process,
respiratory acidosis (RAc) or alkalosis (RA1k)
was produced in ketotic rats. Awake rats with
indwelling catheters, fed a diet of fat, miner-
als and vitamins for 7—21 days were studied.
Baseline values were obtained during exposure to
room air two hours after saline and inulin infu-
sion was started. The acute respiratory con-
ditions were obtained by exposure to 10% CO2
balance air for RAc and an air—nitrogen mixture
to cause hyperventilation for RA1k. Arterial
blood (B) and urine (U) were collected each hour
for the 3 hr gassing and the 2 hr recovery
period when the rat was breathing room air. PCO2
increased from 39±1 to 73±2 during RAc, and fell
from 39±3 to 27±1 during RA1k. The maximum
effect on ketones occurred at 1—2 hr. Changes
from baseline to 1 hr are shown below.
tB.pH B.HCO3 B.ket iU.ket
units n*'i rrt'l nmol/min
RAc N=8 -.22±.02 2.7±0.8 -1.4±0.3 -77±45
RA1k N=6 .1O±.01 -3.3±0.6 1.4±0.4 700±200
RAc vs. RA1k, p<.005. PCO2 returned to baseline
during recovery and ketone excretion reversed in
direction. These results indicate that acidemia
suppresses, and alkalemia stimulates, cell acid
production regardless of whether pH is changed
by a metabolic or respiratory disorder.
GLUCOCORTICOIDS AND HINDQUARTER GLUTAMINE PRO-
DUCTION IN ACIDOSIS. Sudhir Joshi* and Tomas
C. Welbourne. LSUMC, Dept. of Physiology and
Biophysics, Shreveport, LA.
Net giutamine, gin, release by the hind-
quarters may be rate limiting for renal base
generation. To evaluate the roles of gluco—
corticoids and acidosis on this extrarenal gin
source, studies were performed on intact
acidotic, adrenalectomized acidotic and
adrenalectomized acidotic plus supplementation
with triamcinolone. Chronic metabolic acidosis,
CMA, was induced by maintaining rats on NH4C1
solutions for 4 days; triamcinolone supplement
was given in pellet form (constant release of
5Oug/day). Net release of gin was determined
from hindquarter plasma flow and arteriovenous
concentration difference. Results are expressed
as nmole/min/lOOg. CMA intact rts produced
391±59 gin and removed 132±30 NH4; CMA adx fats
produced 336±38 gin and removed only 3±27 NH;
CMA adx plus triamcinolone÷rats produced 682±79
gin and removed 545±116 NHh. The results in-
dicate acidosis alone can Increase gin release
while glucocort$coid augments this release rate;
furthermore, NH extraction by the hindquarter
is glucocorticod dependent consistent with a
role for giucocorticoids in regulating glutamine
synthetase levels.
EFFECTS OF K, CL OR KC1 DEPLETION ON BASE EXCRE-
TION DURING A CHRONIC BICARBONATE LOAD. Allen N.
Kaufman and Thomas Kahn. V.A. Medical Center,
Bronx, N.Y. and Mt. Sinai School of Med., N.Y.
Studies were designed to evaluate the excre-
tion of HCO3 and citrate (CII), a metabolic pre-
cursor of HCO3, in response to chronic NaHCO3
administration in K, Cl or KC1 depletion. Rats
were fed a fixed amount of the same diet except
that K depletion (K—Depl) was produced by replac-
ing KC1 with MaCi; Cl depletion (Cl—Depl) by
replacing KC1 with K2S04; and KC1 depletion
(KC1—Depi) by omitting Ed. On days 4—10 of deple-
tion 4000uEq/day NaHCO3 was added to the diet of
all rats. Mean daily excretion is shown from days
7—10 with blood from day 10.
NL Cl—Depl K—Depl KC1—Depl
UHCO,*V, usq/24h 1708 1366* 2202* 1557
UCITV, uEq/24h 531 819* 194* 575
PHCO3, mEq/L 22.6 22.1 21.6 23.8
In Ci—Depi daily HCO3 excretion was lower than
normal. Surprisingly, in K—Depl daily HCO3
excretion was higher than normal. The effects of
Cl and K depletion appeared additive in KC1—Depl
where HCO3 excretion was normal.
The lower daily HCO3 excretion in Ci—Depi and
higher daily HCO3 excretion in K—Depl did not
alter PHCO3. In Cl—Depl less HCO3 excretion is
balanced by more base excretion in the form of
CIT. In K—Depl more HCO3 excretion is balanced
by less CIT excretion.
In rats C1—Depl decreases and K—Depl increases
HCO3 excretion in response to an exogenous HCO3
load. Concoinmitant changes in CIT excretion help
to maintain acid—base balance.
PROTON SECRETION BY THE RABBIT OUTER IIEDULLARY
COLLECTING DUCT: EFFECT OF INHIBITORS.
Bruce Koeppen, University of Connecticut Health
Center, Farmington, CT.
Intracellular microelectrodes were used to
study the electrophysiological properties of the
H+ secreting cell of the outer medullary collect-
ing duct. The basolateral membrane voltage (Vb)
averaged —29.7±2.0 my (ni5). This membrane
was highly C selective. Reducing the bath
[HCO) from 25 to 5 Ml caused a slow (10-30 5cc)
depolarization of Vb, which was attributed to an
increase in intracellular CI via a C/HCO
exchanger in the basolateral membrane. The effects
of SITS and acetazolamide were determined by
adding both inhibitors to the bath at IO' M.
SITS (n6) hyperpolarized Vb by 27.3±5.5 my within
I mm. (n6). SITS did not alter the C1 selecti-
vity of the basolateral membrane. However, the
slow HCO-induced depolarization was conletely
blocked; With averaging 8.0±0.8 my before and
0.8±0.4 my after SITS. Acetazolamide hyperpola—
rized V by 20.7±3.2 my within 1 mm. (nr9).
Acetazolamide did not alter the C1 selectivity of
the basolateral membrane, nor did it significantly
alter the slow HCO—induced depolarization,
Conclusions: The results of the present study
support a ridel of H' secretion in Which the
apical cell membrane contains an H'—pun, and the
basolateral cell membrane a Cl"/HC0 exchanger
with a parallel C1 conductance. Both SITS and
acetazolamide hyperpolarize Vb probably by reduc-
ing intracellular Cl levels. SITS acts by block-
ing the exchanger. Acetazolamide does not appear
to directly block the exchanger, but may reduce
its activity by decreasing the availability of
intracellular HC0.
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C02/HCO3-DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT BASOLATERAL
MEMBRANE (ELM) Na-COUPLED BASE TRANSPORT
MECHANISMS IN RABBIT PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULES
(PCT). Reto Krapf*, Robert Alpern, Floyd Rector
apd Christine Berry. UCSF, San Francisco, CA.
The purpose of these studies was to examine
the CO2/HCO dependence of BLM base transport
in the mammalian PCT. Cell pH (pHi) of in vitro
perfused PCT was measured fluorimetrically using
BCECF. pH change (ExpHi) and rate of pHi change
(dpH/dt, pH/mm) in response to lowering pen-
tubular pH (7.4 to 6.8) or peritubular Na (150
to 0mM) in the presence and absence of CO2/HCO
are presented below.
ApR
(7.4-6.8)
0.37 3.28
eO.03
0.27 2.25
ANa
(150-0)
0.39 3.04
LO.04
0.22 1.47
All of the above changes are significantly differ-
ent from zero and they are significantly smaller
in the absence than in the presence of CO2/HCO.
The effects of lowering peritubular pH and Na
were all inhibited (>9O7) by 1mM peritubular
SITS. In contrast, laM peritubular amilonide
had no effect.
Conclusions: (1) In the ELM of rabbit PCT
there is stilbene-inhibitable Na-coupled base
exit, but no apparent Na/H antiporter acti-
vity. (2) The higher rate of cotransport in
the presence of CO2/HCO indicates an important
role for HC0, but the persistence of significant
activity in the absence of CO2/HCO indicates
that 0H as well as }1C05 can be transported
by the Na:base cotransport system.
ACIDIFICATION IN THE SUPERFICIAL DISTAL
TUBULE OF RATS WITH RENAL INSUFFICIENCY. R.
Kunau and K. Walker*. Univ. Tx. Hlth. Sci. Ctr., San
Antonio, TX.
Previous studies have suggested an increased
capacity for acidification in the proximal nephron after
reduction of renal mass. The present experiments
assessed total CO2 (tCO2) absorption, JtCO2, in the
superficial distal tubule (sdt) of sham (S) and 3/4
nephrectomized (N) rats. Rats were studied 10-14 days
after sham or nephrectomy surgery. The GFR was
reduced from 3.29 4-.08 (SE) ml/min inS to 1.29 +.06 in
N, p<.OOl. The sdt were perfused in vivo with an
isohydric solution. All rats ate 18 gm of rat chow for 5
days before study. This diet, and degree of renal
insufficiency, caused a slight reduction in plasma tCO2
in N, 28.5 4- 1.32 mM vs. 29.6 + .67 in S, p< .05. Urine
pH was 7.05 + .05 in S and 6.11 4- .10 in1 N, p.00l.JtCO2 in sdt of S was 12.5 + 4.3 pmol.mm •min (n=5
tubules) and 42.3 4- 4.5 (n=4) in N, p<.O. Flttid absorp-
tion in sdt, Jv, was 0.74 + .08 nl.mm •min in S and
2.34 +.30 in N, p<.0Ol. Relative to changes in JtCO2
and Jv in N vs S, mean luminal tCO2 concentration was
31.3 + .66 mM in S and 35.1 + 1.17 in N, p<.025. To
examine the effect of the higher luminal tCO2, the sdt
in another group of S was microperfused with an initial
perfusate tCO2 of 39.6 mM. The JtCO2 in 6 sdt
perfused with the higher tCO9 concentration was
26.3 4- 5.1, p<.05 vs. N. The rate of acidification is
increased in the sdt of N in the absence of a systemic
acidosis. The increase in acidification in this distal
nephron segment likely contributes to the maintenance
of acid-base homeostasis as renal mass is reduced.
APICAL NA+/H+ ANTIFCRER AND H-ATPASE REXIIIJiTE
ThTRACELT.DIAR pH (pHj) IN Tl PABBIT S3 PXDIAL
STRAIIP TUBUlE. Ira Eurtz. Division of Nephrol-
oy, UCLA School of Nedicine, Los Angeles, CA.
We previously dnstrated that S3 proximal
tubules generate an acidic luniirial disequilibrium
pH of -0.46 indicating lumirial 1{f secretion. In
the present study, the apical transport mechanismsfor H secretion were investigated. pH was
measured with the fluorescent pH probe BCECF and a
microfluorcineter. 'lubules were perfused (L) and
bathed (B) in hepes buffered naninally HC03-free
solutions, pH 7.4. In 53, St5dJ state pH was
7.01 0.03 (n=20). Rencval of Na+ (L) caused a
reversible decrease in pHj of 0.35 (n=9, p<0. 001
The decrease in pH was inhibited 76% by l0
amiloride (L) (ri6) and was unaffected by 501114
DIt$ (L). addition of Na to (L) yielded a Km
for Na+ of 28mM arid 5nax of 0.47 pH/mm (n=ll). S3
tubules were then acidified by a brief exposure to
20mM NH4C1 in the absence of Na+ (L,B) and organic
anions (L,B). pHj fell by -0.9, then recovered
exponentially at an initial rate of 0.86 pH/mm(n=lO). In contrast, in S2 tubules, pHi failed to
recover in the absence of Na (L,B) arid organic
anions (L,B). fli11 D (L) (x8), 0.5mM colchi-
cine (B) (r8), and 0.5mM iodoacetic acid (L,B)(ri=8) decreased the pHi recovery rate in S3 by
76%, 74%, 71%, respectively. In the presence of0.25 niH NIP (L,B), 0.5 niH iodoacetic acid failed
to inhibit the pHi recovery rate. In addition,
0 1 niH antimycin A (L, B) did not decrease the rate
of pH1 rvezy. Conclusions: 1) The S3 proximal
tubule has an apical Na/H antiporter with a Km
for Na+ of 28mM and Vinax of 0.47 pH/mm. 2) S3
tubules also possess a H-M?ase coupled to
glycolysis which can regulate pH1.
ROLE OF THE NA/H-ANTIPORTER IN
INTRACELLULAR PH REGULATION OP LLC-PKI
CELLS. M.D. Lifschitz and H.A. Bock*,Univ. Tx. 111th.
Sci. Ctr., and V.A. Hospital, San Antonio, Tx.
We measured intracellular pl in cultured LLC-PK1
cells to evaluate the role of H —extrusion systems in
cellular pH regulation. Intracellular pH was measpfed
by determining the equilibrium14distribution of C-dimethyloxazolidine-2-4-dione ( C-DMO) after a 30
minute equilibration at room temperature in HEPES-
buffered DMEM. The transmembrane pH gradient
(delta-pH = intracellular pH minus extracellular pH)
increased in a strictly linear fashion (r0.96), when
medium pH was decreased from 7.40 (mean delta-
pH + 0.07) to 6.00 (mean delta-PH + 0.51). The proton-
ioophore FCCP caused dose—dependent inhibition. The
H —ATPase inhibitor N-ethyl-maleimide (NEM)
decreased delta—PH at both pH 7.4 and 6.0. In contrast,
the+ response of delta—PH to replacement of medium-
Na with choline decreased with extracellular pH
(means + SEM; * p<0.05 vs control):
: 6.0 6.6 7 7.4
Confiol •49 + .03 .10 + .04
NEM 10M .15 + .03* —.14 +.02*
N 6 4
Control .45 4- .04 .31 4- .04 .23 4- .01 .11 + .02
Choline .51 + .04 .26 + .02 .11 + •Q5* —.07 +.Ol*
N 8 5 5 8
These data a,re consistent with a substantial antiporter-
mediated H —extrusion at pH 7.4. At lower PHe values
however, the trnsmembrane pH gradient, possibly
generated y a 1-1 -tranlocating ATPase, might be large
enough ([H 1e" =3:1) to neutralize the Na -gradient
driving the antiporler.
+CO2/HC03
ApH dpHm/dt
-CO2/MC03
ApHi dpHj/dt
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ACIDIFICATION IN THE LATE PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED
TUBULE (PCT) IS INHIBITED DURING CHRONIC METABOLIC
ALKALOSIS (CMA). Fu-Ying Liu* and Martin C. Cogan.
CVRI and Dept. Med., U. of CA, San Francisco.
Net HCO3 absorption (Jj3) in the PCT during
CMA has been classically assumed to be stimula-
ted, due to increased cellular proton secretion
and diminished HCO3 permeability (HCO3
and hence back-leak ). In vivo microper-
fusion was used in late 1'CT of normal hydropenic
Munich-Wistar rats and of CHA rats (electrolyte-
deficient diet, Na2SO4 ÷ DOCA; plasma [RCO3]
43±3 toM). At 15, 30 and 45 ni/mm microperfusion
rates (PR), was less in CMA than in normals
perfused with 1co3] of either 25 mM (*p<O.025)
or 40 mM (p<O.OOl).
Perfusate
---J3 (peq/mm'min)---
Condition jjQ PR:15 30 45n1/min
Normal 25 95±4 147±1 183±9
Normal 40 138±6 219±11 258±16
CMA 40 81±4*+ 113±9*+ 129±5*+
To determine Jiv? 2HCO was separately defined
at each PR using a HCO3-free (+ACTZ) perfusate.
HCO3 (x10'7cm2/s) was low and flow-dependent
in normals (1.6±0.2, 4.6±0.4 and 8.3±0.4) and
even lower but still' flow-dependent in CMA (0.4±
0.05, 1.2±0.1 and 2.1±0.1). H (Jj3 - j5ive)
was markedly inhibited during CMA:
Perfusate ""H (peq/mmmmn)---
Condition j!](mM) PR:15 30 45 ni/mitt
Normal 25 101±4 152±8 185±12
Normal 40 132±6 199±10 216±15
-CMA 40 84±3*+ 117±9*+ 133±10*+
In conclusion, despite volume contraction,
K deficiency and reduced HC03 during CMA,
and 3H are inhibited by alkalemia.
pH-COUPLED LACTATE TRANSPORT IN RENAL
MICROVILLUS MEMBRANE VESICLES (MMv).
Massad.5 J.P. Ach* and P.S. Aronson. Yale Sch.
Med., Depts. of Med. and Physlol., New Haven, CT
Mechanisms of lactate transport were studied in
MMV Isolated from the rabbit renal cortex. In the
absence of Na, an Inside—alkaline pH gradient
caused uphill lactate uptake, indicating pH—coupled
lactate transport. pH—coupled lactate uptake was
Inhibited 70—80% by 1 mM furosemide or probenecid,
reflecting carrier—mediated H—lactate cotransport or
OH-lactate exchange rather than passive nonionic
diffusion of lactic acid. As described in non—
epithelial cells, pH—coupled lactate transport was
more sensitive to inhibition by c*—cyano—4—
hydroxycinnamate (cHC, < 0,3 mM) than by
DIDS or SITS (150> 1 mM). Pyruvate was also a
substrate for the system, as it Inhibited pH—coupled
lactate uptake when added to the external medium,
and stimulated lactate uptake when preloaded into
the vesicles. The system was not shared by Cl,
HCO3, formate, oxalate, PAM or sulfate. pH-coupled
lactate transport was distinct from the Na—lactate
cotransport system, which was not inhibited by 1
mM furosemide or CHC. However, after its Na
gradient-driven uptake, ef flux of lactate was
inhibited by CHC or furosemide, indicating that
Na—lactate cotransport and pH—coupled lactate
transport occur in a common population of vesicles.
We conclude that distinct systems mediating
Na-lactate cotransport and pH—coupled lactate
transport coexist in the luminal membrane of the
rabbit proximal tubule cell. Na—coupled lactate
uptake with recycling of lactate into the lumen by
pH—coupled transport is a potential mechanism for
active acid secretion in the proximal tubule.
CHARACTERISTICS OF BICARBONATE TRANSPORT
IN COLLECTING TUBULES FROM THE OUTER
STRIPE OF THE OUTER MEDULLA (OMCTos). T.D.
MeKinney and K.K. Davidson5 Univ. Tx. Health
Science Ctr. and V.A. Med. Ctr., San Antonio, TX.
Bicarbonate transport in OMCTos has not been well
characterized. The present studies examined several
aspects of this by measurement of total CO2 transport
in tubules obtained from normal rabbits and perfused
and bathed in vitro With 25 mM bicarbonate containing
solutions. All tubules absorbed total CO . The mean
rate of absorption, JtCO2 (pmol/mmmin), under
control conditions was 8.45 + 0.48 (n34).
Transepithelial electrical potential difference (my)
averaged 1.0 + 1.4 (n29) and ranted from 12.7 to —27.8.
JtCO was not altered by 10 oualain in the bath
(8.10; 0.86 vs 7.02 + 0.79, n=4). 10 M DIDS in the
bath reduced JtCO2 from 7.33 +1.03_4to 3.63 +0.69
p< .005 (n=5). Acetazolamide (ACZ) 10 M in the bath
did not significantly affec JtCO., (8.54 + 1.12 vs
7.65 + 1.80 n=6). ACZ, 10 M in the bath, reduced
JtCO2 by only 314% from 9.36 + 1.30 to 6.44 + 0.70,
p<.O5 (n=7). 10 hI ACZ in the bath and perlusate
reduced JtCO2 by only 12% from 10.24 + 1.97 to
9.04 + 2.14, p<.O5 (n=4). Reduction of bath pH from
7.41 to 7.06 by addition of 15% CO increased JtCO
from 8.14 + 1.08 to 11.88 + 1.14, p.025, (n=5). Th
results indicate that OMCT0s absorb bicarbonate at
rates similar to those reported previously for tubules
from the inner stripe (OMCTis). Like OMCTis,
absorption is independent of sodium transport and may
be dependent on basolateral anion exchange. However,
unlike OMCTis, cortical collecting tubules, and
proximal tubules, bicarbonate absorption in OMCT0s
appears to be much less dependent on carbonic
anhydrase. Acute respiratory acidosis in vitro increases
bicarbonate absorption in OMCT05.
P11i RB3ULATION IN ThE S3 PROXIMAL TUBULE: A NOVEL
llCO—DEPFNDEl4T ACID—EXTRUDER AT THE BASOLATERAL
MEMBRANE. Ii.k. Nakhouj5 and W.F. Boron. Yale
University, Dept. of Physiology, New Haven, CT.
We studied the effect of CO2/HCO on intra—
cellular ph (phI1) regulation in isolated perfused
rabbit tubules. pH1 was calculated from absor—
bsnce spectra of dimethylcarboxyflourescein. Solu-
tions contained nomonocarboxylates. Switching
from IIEPES to C02(5%)/HCO(24 mM) buffer at pH0
7.4 in bath (B) and lumen (L) caused an instantan-
eous ph1 decrease (CO2 influx), followed by rapid
recovery to a pH1 "0.2 higher than the initial one
('7.2). This P11j recovery could not have been due
to passive processes, given a pIli approaching p110
and an expected negative membrane voltage. HC0—
independent transporters (e.g., luminal Na—H ex-
change) are expected to cause recovery to, at
most, the initial phi1. Recovery to a higher—than—
initial P'1j suggests net HCO—depcndent acid ex-
trusion. Switching to a C02/HC0 solution in only
L produced the C02—induced P11i decrease without
recovery, whereas switching to C02/UC0 in only B
produced a rapid pllj decrease followed by recovery
to a higher—than—initial pHi. This basolateral
HC0—dependent P'1i recovery was not blocked by 0.5
mM SITS or by C1 removal. It was also not block-
ed by Na+ removal, provided phi remained above
6.6. If Na removal caused p111 to fall below 6.6,
phj recovery was blocked, though it was activated
after p11k increased due to either (I) Na—H ex-
change stimulated by adding Na to L only, or (ii)
the slow Na—independent process previously de-
scribed. We conclude that there is a basolateral
HC0—dependent acid—extruder that is SITS insen-
sitive, independent of Na and Cl, stimulated at
moderately low pIlj. but blocked at very low P11i'
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VANADATE—SENSITIVE (AND OUABAIN—INSENSITIVE)
ATPASE ACTIVITY IN MEDULLARY SEGMENTS OF RAT
NEPHRON. Neelam Narang* and Lal C. Garg, Dept. of
Pharmacology, Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
An ouabin—insensitive but vanadate—sensitive
ATPase (V—ATPase) has been reported to be present
in the gastric mucosa. The enzyme is dependent on
K+ and is involved in H+ secretion in the stomach.
In order to determine if such an ATPase is present
in the medullary collecting duct (MCD) which
secretes H+ and reabsorhs K+, we determined V-
ATPase activity in two rnedullary segments of rat
nephron: medullary thick ascending limb (MTAL) and
MCD. The enzyme activity was determined in pres-
ence and absence of (300 pM) vanadate but in pres-
ence of (150 mM)K and (4mM) ouabain by modifica—
ation of our fluorometric microassay used for Na—
K—ATPase, and is expressed as p.mol.min
n MTAL MCD
6 2.0± 0.7 17±4*
Values are mean SE of n animals. < 0.05
vs 0.
There was a significant V—ATPase activity in
the MCD but not in the MTAL. Vandate does not in-
hibit F0—F1 ATPases such as H—ATPase but inhibits
E1 and E2 type of ATPases such as Iia—K—ATPase, Ca—
ATPase and K—H—ATPase. Because we had ouabain but
no Ca' in our assay, V—ATPase activity in the MCD
probably represents K—H—ATPase which may be in-
volved in K+ reabsorption and/or H+ secretion in
the MCD.
FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY OF CARBONIC ANHYDRASE
(CA) CELLS OF THE B TYPE IN TURTLE BLADDERS. 3.
Palmisano*, P. Mitchell*, and P.R. Steinnietz.
Univ. of Conn. Health Center, Farmington, CT.
Ultrastructure studies of turtle bladder
(TB) describe and B subpopulations f CA
cells thought to be responsible for H
secretion and HCO3 secretion, respectively. To
identify the B CA cells we examined the mucosal
uptake of NBD—taurine (NBD—T), a fluorescent
substrate for the anion exchanger in red blood
cells, and carboxyfluorescein diacetate (CBF—D)
which accumulates in CA cells. TB segments were
incubated with fluorescent probes in Ringers
containing serosal HCO and CO
Photomicrographs of bldders exosed to mucosal
NBD—T revealed a sparse population of
fluorescent cells with small apical areas while
CBF-D exposed bladders showed fluorescence in a
larger population of cells with varying apical
areas. Counts of fluorescent cells were
compared with total cell counts. Total counts
were obtained by light microscopy or by the use
of a fluorescent nuclear stain ethidium bromide
(average count per field 228 15). NBD-T
fluorescence was observed in 81 0.7% of
cells (n=16 TB); CBF—D fluorescence was
observed in 15.4 1.1% of cells (n=8 TB). The
uptake of the NBD—T in a subpopulation of cells
exhibiting CBF-D fluorescence suggests that
NBD—T may serve to identify CA cells with an
apical anion exchanger, presumably the B type
cells.
PTH INCREASES pH IN RAT PROXIMAL
CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PCT) CELLS Enrigue
Pastoriza*, Robin Harrington*, and Mark
Graber. SUNY at Stony Brook, NY.
We have previously shown that PTH
inhibits HCO3 reabsorption in the PCT of
the rat, It has been proposed that cAMP
mediates this effect by decreasing luminal
H+ extrusion via the Na/H exchanger, an
effect which would acidify the cell. To
test this hypothesis cell pH was measured
in early PCT cells using the pH—sensitive
fluorescence ratio (365/331) of I4MU.
Rats were thyroparathyroidectomized(TPTX) and studied before and after PTH
or dibutyryl cAMP:
365/3314
PTH but not cAMP increased cell pH in PCT
cells. We conclude that the decrease in
proximal HCO reabsorption by PTH is most
likely mediaed by inhibiting base exit
across the basolateral membrane, an action
which is not reproduced by cAMP.
ANOMALOUS ALKALINIZATION OF CELL ph (ph.) IN THE
PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULE OF NECTURÔS DURING
STEP—DECREASES OF PERITUBULAR HCO OR NA CONCEN
TRATION. 0. Planelles* J. leulon, A. Edelman*,F.
Moret*, I. Anagnostopoulos. H.Necker,Paris,France
The baslaterarl Na/HCO3 symport was challenged
by decreasing LN8]Q or [HCO3]0 via peritubular
microperfusions, while recording simultaneously
membrane potential and ph.. Lowering rHCO3i0 from
10 to 5 mM at constant CO2 1% resulted in 6.2
0.8 mV depolarization and a rise of ph., by 0.05
0.01 U n9. Removing external Na (co1ine was
the substitute) at constant [hcOJ0 = 10 mM and
CO2 1 % brought about 21.0 3.0 mV depolariza-
tion and a rise of ph. by 0.08 0.02 U, n=5. De-
creasing [HcoJ0 from'42 to 21 mM at constant CU2
5 % produced 13.1 1.2 mV depolarization with rio
significant change in ph1, + 0.03 + 0.02 U n=l5.
Substituting choline for Na at constant LHC030
= 42 mM and CO2 5 N resulted in 21.0 ÷ 2.7 iiiV de-
polarization and a rise of pH1 by U.Li9 0.02 U,
n=l2. Standara thermodynamic analysis was used to
assess the change in driving force across the
Na/HCO3 carrier during these transitions, over a
wide range of possible HCO3:Na stoichiometries
(Sn) ; nominally Na—free media were assumed to
reduce [Na]0 50f old. The ph1 alkalinization occu—
ring upon Na+ removal cannot be accounted for,
unless n is greater than 7. Furthermore, no fixed
stoichiometry can explain the initial rise of pH
when [HCO3J0 is lowered at constant CO2 only a
decrease from n to n—2 (or less) in the acid
state could achieve this effect. In conclusion,
barring unidentified Na— and HCO3—dependent me-
chanisms, the Na/NCO3 aymport exhibits higher n
than generally assumed, and n varies with pH0.
TPTX
TPTX + PTH
TPTX
TPTX +cAMP
.6±.o2
.714±.02 P.c. .001
.6ot.o2
.614±.o3 > .2
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Na/H ANTIPORTER MEDIATES 657 OF NaHCO3 ABSORP-
TION HCO ) AND ALL OF TRANSCELLULAR MaCi ABSORP-
TION IN THE RAT PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PcT).
P.A. Preisig, H.E. Ives, E.J. Cragoe, Jr.*,
R.J. Alpern, and F.C. Rector, Jr. UCSF, San
Francisco, CA, and MSD Res. Lab., West Point, PA.
Amiloride (Am) and t-butylamiloride (TBAm)
were used to examine the role of Na/H exchange
in iico3 and chloride absorption in the
in vivo microperfused PCT. The potency of these
inhibitors against the antiporter in vivo was
affirmed from the response of cell pH to luminal
Na removal and addition using the fluorescence
of intracellular BCECF. dpH/dt (pH/mm) was
2.18±0.24 in the absence of inhibitor, 0.25±0.06
with 3.6 mM Am, and 0.28±0.04 with 0.35 mM TB/Us.
4.3 mM Am and 1 mM TBAm inhibited HCO3 46
and 47L respectively, in tubules perfused with
a 25rsM HCO3 perfusate. A kinetic model was used
to correct for axial changes in driving forces
for HCO3 (luminal pH and flow rate) and for
diminishing [inhibitor] along the tubule (measured
using fluorescence of Am and TBAm). After consi-
deration of these factors both inhibitor studies
concluded that 657 of NC03 was effected by
apical membrane Am-sensitive Na/H antiport.
To examine the role of Na/H exchange in
tubules were perfused with a low HCO3, high
Cl solution. 4.3 mM Am inhibited Cl from 493±60
to 281±44 pmol/mnrmmn (p<0.025), a degree of
inhibition similar to that seen with cyanide.
In conclusion 1) At the concentrations used,
Am and TB/Un are potent inhibitors of Na/N antiport
in vivo, 2) Na/H mediates 651 of HC03 3) 3
of HCO3 is mediated by a Na-independent, Am-in-
sensitive mechanism, 4) Na/H mediates all of
transcellular MaCi absorption.
NA INDEPENDENT Cl-HC03 FIANGE IN 14LXK CELLS:
IE IN STEADY STATE AND AWTE INI'RACELUJLAR pH
RDYLATION. Chris Puthey*, Kevin Golchini*, Ira
Kurtz. Division of Nephrolcgy, uClA School of
Medicine, Los Angeles, California.
The role of plasma membrane C1-HCOf exchange
in regulating intracellular pH (pHi) was examined
in NIXK cell monolayers (D-1 clone). In cells
bathed in 25mM HC03, pH 7.4, steady state pH1 was
7.10 0.03 (n=l4) measured with the fluorescent
pH probe BCECF. At an extracellular pH (p110) of
7.4, pHi remained unchanged when the cells were
bathed in either Cl free media, HCO3 free i.ia,
or in the presence of 50 M DIES. As pH,, was
prngressively increased to 8.0, steady state pHi
was significantly greater than control in C1 free
media and in the presence of 5OiM DIES, indicating
that C1-HC03 exchange was stimulated by an
elevation of pHi above 7.1. Following acute
alkaline loading, pHj recovered exponentially in
-4 nun. The recovery rate was significantlydecreased by C1 or HCOf removal and in the
presence of 50 iM DIES. Na+ reiival or lO M
amiloride did not inhibit the pH1 recovery
rate after an acute alkaline load. Following
acute intracellular acidification, the pHi
recovery rate was significantly inhibited by lOM ainiloride, but was not altered by C1 rval
or SOH DIES.
In conclusion, in MtK cells, the Na+_indepen_
dent anion exchanger plays an iortant role in
pHi regulation following intracellular alkaliniza-tion. Recovery of pH1 following intracellular
acidification is mediated by the Na/ff antiporter
and not the anion exchanger.
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CYCLOSPORINE (CYS) STIMULATES ACID SECRETION (H+)
IN TURTLE URINARY BLADDER: EFFECT OF INHIBITORS.
A.Rodriguez*, L. Naskell, P. Lief. Montefiore
Med. Ctr., Bronx, New York.
Previous studies from our laboratory showed
that CYS unexpectedly increased N+ in isolated
turtle bladders. To clarify this, we studied
various inhibitors in CYS—treated paired bladders
by the pH—stat technique.
pre—treatment with acetazolatnide to inhibit
carbonic anhydrase, did not prevent stimulation
of H+ by CYS in bladders gassed with air.
Pretreatment with colchicine to inhibit
microtubule formation and vesicle insertion,
reduced baseline H+ but had no effect on
CYS—stimulated N+. DCCD, an inhibitor of
N+-ATPase, markedly reduced H+, but DCCD-treated
bladders had substantially increased N-f- after
CYS. DNP, an uncoupler of oxidation, inhibited
baseline H+ but these bladders responded to CYS
with increased N+. Finally, bladders gassed with
excess C02 (5%) which stimulated baseline N+
showed further increases in H+ after addition of
CYS.
Since inhibition of known mechanisms of H+
secretion did not prevent the effect of CYS, we
examined acid secretion by reverse short—circuit
current (RSCC). CYS—treated bladders did NOT
increase RSCC (8pH = .022 tiM/hr) though
simultaneous pN-stat N+ was increased as before
pH = 1.90 tiM/hr p<.OOl N=6). There was no
evidence of electrogenic H+ release in these
tissues. these data are consistent with the
release of neutral acid from the mucosal surface
of the epithelium and may be related to an early
toxic effect of CYS.
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE H—ATPASE IN RAT
COLLECTING TUBULE. S. Sabatini, M. E, Laski and
N. A. Kurtzman, Texas Tech Univ, Lubbock, TX
Hydrogen secretion in the collecting tubule
is mediated by a proton translocating ATPase
(H—ATPase). We characterized this enzyme in
microdissected rat cortical (CCT) and medullary
(NCT) collecting tubules. The pH optimum is
between 7.0—7.4 in CCT; in MCT it Is discreet at
7.4. The optimum temperature Is 37°C in both
segments, however the activity—temperature curves
are markedly different from those obtained for
Na—K—ATPase. In both segments enzyme activity
is linear to 30 mm and proportional to tubule
length. H—ATPase activity is maximum when the
ATP concentration is 4.5 mM (CCT) and 11.5 mM
(MCT). Maximum N—ethyl—maleimide inhibition is
seen at 0.5 mM (CCT) and 1.0 mM (MCT). At optimum
conditions the specific activity for H—ATPase is
275.6 18.7 pmol/mm/hr in the CCT and 280.3
35.2 pmol/mm/hr in the MCT. NH,,Cl acidosis (3d)
increased H—ATPase activity in CCT; activity in
MCT did not change. Metabolic alkalosis (3d) did
not affect H—ATPase activity in either segment.
These data support the view that the CCT is the
regulatory site of distal nephron acidification,
a conclusion suggested by numerous clearance
studies in man, dog and rat, and the finding of
an adaptive response In rabbit tubule limited to
CCT In vitro. Our data further suggest that the
inhibitory effect of alkali loading on distal
acidification is not mediated by suppression of
the proton pump. Delineation of the characteris-
tics of the H—ATPase in the collecting tubule
will allow future study of the enzyme at these
anatomic sites under optimal conditions.
CL/HCO3 EXCHANGE AT BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE OF
RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULE. Sei Sasaki, 5Kenichi
Ishibashi, *Naoki Yoshiyama, 5Tatsuo Shiigai, and
*Jugoro Takeuchi. Dept. of Internal Medicine,
Tokyo Medical & Dental Univ. Tokyo, Japan
A role of Cl/HCO3 exchange in basolateral HCO3
transport was examined in isolated perfused
rabbit proximal straight tubules using double
barreled pH and Cl microelectrodes. Initial
rates of cell acidification(RpHi) induced by bath
HCO3 reduction (from 25 to 5mM at constant pCO2)
was significantly reduced by 26%(1.8O vs
l.33pH/min) by total replacement of ambient Cl
with isethionate(n=6), indicating that some of
HCO3 exit is coupled to Cl. To determine whether
this coupling occurs at the previously demon-
strated Na-HCO3 cotransporter, RpHi induced by
total bath Na removal was compared in presence
and absence of ambient Cl. Cl removal significa-
ntly reduced RpHi by 20%(n=6) indicating that
most of the Cl coupling is Na dependent(Na-
HCO3/Cl exchange). RpHi induced by bath HCO3
reduction was measurable in absence of ambient
Na(O.l9pH/min, n=1O), and it was inhibited by
SITS. In ambient Na free condition, bath HCO3
reduction slightly increased cell Cl activity
(Cli) from 20.8 to 22.2mN(at 15s, n6). Finally,
to assess physiological role of these transpor-
ters, SITS(upto 2mM) was applied to the bath.
SITS instantaneously alkalinized the cell from
7.27 to 7.36(pO.OOl, n=7), whereas it did not
alter Cli(23.7 VS 2k.OmM, n=8).
These data suggest that 1) basolateral HCO3
transport Is mediated by 3 transporters, Na-HCO3
cotransporter, Na-HCO3/Cl exchanger, and Cl/HCO3
exchanger, and 2) contributions of the latter 2
transporters are small in normal condition.
CELLULAR HETEROGENEITY OF THE RABBIT
COLLECTING DUCT (CD). George 1. schwartz
and John E. Bergmann5. A'bert Einstein
Coil, of fled. end Columbia University
Depte. of Peds., Physiol., and Anet./CelI
Biol., Bronx and NY, NY.
In order to identify different cell
types that might play a role in H
transport, we have used 3 fluorescent
probes to label specific cellular
proertiea: rhodamine BSA (rESA) forlumxnal endocytosis, rhodaisine peanut
agglutinin (rPNA) for apical surface
binding, and 6-carboxyfluorescein (6CF)
diacetate for' cell pH--carbonic
anhydrase. Using these probes in
combination, we have identif led 6 cell
types in perfused cortical (C) CD. Type
I, principal cells, do not fluoresce with
any of these compounds. Type II bind
rPNA and are positive for 6CF but not for
rBSA. They comprise 25's of cells in CCD
but are absent from inner stripe (IS)
outer medullary (OM) CD. Type III are
r'BSA and GCF poaitive but rPNA negative.
Type IV cells uncommon in CCD, take up
6CF, but are rt'NA and rBSA negative. Type
V cells take up rBSA but fail to bind
rPNA or to take up 6Ct. Type VI cells
bind rPNA, but are rBSA and 6CF negative.
Measurements with 6CF indicate that type
II cells secrete HCO3 end types III and
IV secrete H. The staining pattern of
type IV cells is similar to that seen
with the major cell type of the IS OMCD,
which has a pH of 7.25+0.1 and secretes
H by a basolatersl cr-HC03 dependent,
luminal Na independent mechanism, i.e.
removal of bath Cl (p<O.05) or addition
of 50 uN bIDS (p<0.01) increased cell pH
by 0.2-0.3 U, while removal of Na had no
effect (p>O.S). In addition to the
principal cells, types V and VI failed to
concentrate 6CF. The functions of these
two cell types have not been established.
The distribution of these 6 cell types in
CCD and OMCD may determine the direction
and magnitude of H transport.
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PHOSPHATE (P) LEAK IN FANCONI SYNDRG4E (FS) :THE
ROLE OF ACIDOSIS AND OF P DEPLETION. Yigal Shvil,*
Hanna Wald,* and Mordecai M. Popovtzer. Nephrolo-
gy and Hypertension Services, Hadassah University
Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel.
The role of acidosis in renal P leak in FS was
studied in maleate-induced FS in rats. Clearance
experiments were performed in the following grou-
ps: 1. control-intact rats, 2.FS rats, 3. PS rats
receiving i.v. HCO, 4. intact rats receiving
i.v. 0.03 N l$Cl, 5. FS rats receiving i.v. P bu-
ffer and NaCl, and, 6. FS rats receiving i.v. P
buffer with HCO3. In group 2 pH and CP/GFR were
7.31±0.08 ( meanSE) and 1.00±0.06 respectively
and differed significantly from group 1 in which
the corresponding values were 7.41±0.01 and 0.12
respectively. In group 3 HCO infusion co-
rrected the pH to 7.43±0.01 and CP/GFR to 0.33±
0.05 ( p<O.OOl vs group 2 ). In 4 HC1 reduced the
pH to 7.31±0.02 ( p NS vs group 2 ) and increased
CP/GFR to 0.19±0.03 ( p<O.Ol vs group 1 )but
these values were lower than those in group 3( pcO.Ol ). In group 5 the pH was 7.31±0.021 si-
milar to group 2, the CP/GFR was 0.84±0.031 lower
than that in group 2 ( p<O.O5 ). In grnup 6 the
pH was 7.43±0.013 and CP/GFR was 0.860±0.044 ( p
NS vs groups ). These data show that a) correct-
ion of acidosis with HCO in maleate— induced FS
improved the urinary P leak, b) HC1-induced aci-dosis increased CP/GFR in intact rats but less
than in FS, and c) correction of P depletion
improved CP/GFR to a level that was not further
corrected by HCO infusion. The results of the
present study indicate that both, acidosis and
P depletion contribute to renal P loss in maleate
—induced FS in rats.
LUMINAL AND BASOLATERAL TRANSPORT MECHANISMS
INVOLVED IN DEPOLARIZATION—INDUCED ALL AL IN IZ AT ION
IN ANBYSTOMA PROXIMAL TUBULES. Arthur Siebens
and Walter F. Boron. Dept. of Physiology, Yale
School of Medicine, New Haven, CIT.
We have previously reported that raising bath
(B) [K] from 2.5 to 50 mM in nominally HCO3—free
solutions ([HCO 0.3 mM) produces a depolariza-
tion—induced alkalinization (DIA) of —0.25 pH
units. The DIA is blocked by (I) bilateral remo-
val of Na, or (ii) SiTS in B plus bilateral remov-
al of lactate (Lac). This suggests that the DIA
is produced by two additive effects: (i) luminal
Na/Lac uptake followed by basolateral liLac ef—
flux, and (ii) basolateral SITS—sensitive influx
of Na/HCO3. Here we determine whether the effects
of inhibiting these two transport systems on the
DIA are additive. Intracellular pH P1i was
measured with liquid—membrane electrodes in iso-
lated perfused tubules. Removing Na from only the
lumen (L, blocking Na/Lac entry), only B (block-
ing Na/1C03 entry), or both B and L, decreased the
initial rate of the DIAby 65+7(n=5), 40+6(n5),
and 97±2%(n8), respectively. When Na/Lac trans-
port was blocked either by removing 3.6 mM Lac
from only L or by removing Na from only L, the
additional blockade of Na/Hc03 transport by 0.5 mM
SITS resulted in an inhibition of the DIA by
99±0.2% (n—4) and 97±2% (n=4), respectively. When
basolateral liLac cotransport was partially inhi-
bited with 2 mM a—cyano—4—hydrozycinnamate (QIC)
in only B, the DIA was inhibited by 30±3% (n=3).In the same tubules, SITS inhibited the DIA by
53±17%, whereas SITS and Q1C together reduced theDIA by 70±2%. Thus, the data suggest that depo-larization produces a pHi increase via two separ-
ate transport mechanisms, one involving Lac trans-
port, and the other involving HC0 transport.
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IMMUNOCYTOCHEMICAL LOCALIZATION OF THE CLATHRIN-
COATED VESICLE PROTON PUMP (CCV-PP). F. Silva,
W. Schu1z, L. Davis*, X.-S. Xie*, and O.K.
Stone, UTHSCD, Dallas, TX.
Two rabbit polyclonal antibodies have been
generated to the purified bovine brain CCV-PP.
Both antibodies inhibit ATPase and proton
pumping activities and, by Western blot, are
directed against the 116, 70, and 58 kDa sub-
units of the 530 kDa holoenzyme. Localization
of the CCV-PP in Lewis rat kidneys was examined
in formalin—fixed, paraffin-embedded or frozen
sections. By light microscopy, using the
peroxidase-antiperoxidase method, prominent
apical membrane staining was observed only in
selected cells in the collecting ducts, although
diffuse intracytoplasmic staining was noted in
the thick ascending limb of Henle, the distal
convoluted tubule, and collecting ducts. In
proximal tubular epithelium there was staining
of cytoplasmic granules and slight staining at
the base of the brush border. Electronmicro-
scopy was performed utilizing the immuno-gold
technique on ultrathin cryosections. Staining
was seen throughout the cytoplasm of the entire
distal nephron; in some cortical collecting
tubular epithelial cells there was apical
staining, and some osmiophilic vacuoles stained
intensely in the proximal tubular epithelium.
Controls included the use of pre-immune and
non-immune serum. In conclusion, our preliminary
findings suggest that the CCV-PP or an immuno-
logically identical pump is present intracel—
lularly throughout the distal nephron, on the
apical surface of selected cortical collecting
tubular cells, and in a subpopulation of
proximal tubular intracellular organelles.
DETERMINANTS OF AMMONIA (Am) ENTRY ALONG THE RAT
PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PCT) STUDIED IN
VIVO. E.E. Simon, C. Mer1i' B. Fry'' L.L. Hamm.
Jewish Hosp. and Washington Univ., St. Louis, MO.
According to traditional tenets Am enters
the PCT as the free base, NH3. Neither this
nor other factors governing Am entry have been
rigorously examined in vivo. In vivo micro-
perfusion of the PCT was used to examine factors
influencing Am entry under conditions of altered
perfusate bicarbonate ([HCO3]p) and flow rate
(V). Collected [Am] was measured by fluorometry
and [HCO3] by microcalorimetry. Compared to
control (C) conditions ([HCO3]p—25 mM, V'=l5
nl/min), raising [HCO3]p to 100 mM decreased
collected [Am] from 0.61±0.08 to 0.22±0.05 mM
(p<O.OO5) while collected [HCO3] increased from
9.5±1.1 to 34.7±5.1 mM. Am entry also fell
significantly (1.5±0.4 vs 3.1±0.4 pmoles/min/mm
in C). Thus, the importance of non-ionic dif
fusion of NH3 was established. When V was
increased to 30 nl/min with [HCO3]p..25mM,
collected [HCO3] increased to 15.7±0.9 mM.
However, the [Am] of 0,56±0.08 aM was similar to
C and consequently, the Am entry of 6.5±0.9
pmoles/min/mm was more than twice that of C
(p<O.Ol). Calculated [NH3] averaged 5.4±1.0
pM when V3O compared to 3.6±0.4 in C. The
unexpectedly high [Am] and [NH3] with increased V
is Consistent with entry of ionic NH4+ and/or a
flow-rate dependent enhancement of Am synthesis.
In summary: 1) NH3 diffusion and trapping
of Am are important determinants of PCT Am entry.
2) Am entry along the PCT is highly flow-rate
dependent in vivo.
EFFECT OF ACETAZOLAMIDE (ACTZ) ON NA/HCO3
COTRANSPORT IN RENAL BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE
VESICLES (BLMV). M. Soleimanl* and P.S.
Aronson. Yale Sch. Med., Depts. of Med. and
Physiol., New Haven, CT
ACTZ Inhibits the exit of base across the
basolateral membrane of the intact proximal tubule
cell. To examine the mechanism for this
'inhibition, we evaluated the effects of ACTZ on
Na/HCO3 cotransport in BLMV isolated from the
rabbit renal cortex.
Na uptake stimulated by an imposed inward
HCO3 gradient was not significantly reduced by 1
mM ACTZ, Indicating that ACTZ does not directly
inhibit Na/HCO3 cotransport. In the presence of a
C02/HCO3 buffer system but absence of an initial
HC gradient, Na influx was stimulated 5-7-fold
by an outward NH4 gradient, as outward diffusion
of NH3 liberates internal protons that titrate
internal HCO3, generating an inward HCO3 gradient.
This stimulation of Na influx by an outward NH4
gradient was inhibited >90% by 0.6 mM ACTZ,
suggesting that ACTZ blocked the ability of the NH4
gradient to generate an inward HCO3 gradient.
In the presence of an inward HCO3 gradient, Na
Influx was inhibited 75% by an inward NH4
gradient, as inward NH3 diffusion consumes
internal protons, thereby generating internal HCO3
and collapsing the inward HCO3 gradient. This
inhibition of Na influx was only 20% in the presence
of 0.6 mM ACTZ, suggesting that ACTZ blocked the
ability of NH4 to collapse the HCO3 gradient.
We conclude that ACTZ does not directly interact
with the Na/HCO3 cotransport system, but alters its
activity Indirectly by affecting the availability of
HCO3 at the basolateral rnernbane.
DISEQUILIBRIUM PH IN THE CORTICAL COLLECTING DUCT:
ROLE IN AMMONIA SECRETION. R. Star, I. Kurtz, R.
Mejia,* M. Burg, and M. Knepper, NHLBI, NIH,
Bethesda, MD.
Based on previous studies showing simultaneous
ammonia and HCO', secretion, we proposed that an
acidic pH disequilibrium is normally present in
the cortical collecting duct (CCD). To test
directly for a spontaneous pH disequilibrium and
to determine the effective rate constant (k,) for
carbonic acid dehydration in the lumen, we mea-
sured luminal pH in isolated perfused rabbit CCD.
Luininal pH was determined by perfusing with a pH
sensitive fluorescent dye (DHPN). When CCD were
perfused and bathed with 25 niH HCO; and 1 nfl
total ammonia, there was a significant end—luminal
disequilibrium pH (—0.111±0.03 units). To esti-
mate k., and NH, permeability (Pn), a lumen-to-
bath NH3 gradient was imposed (perfusate: l5 gill
HCO, 10 mM total ammonia; bath: 25 mM HCO, 10
mM total ammonia) and the luminal pH was measured
along the tubule. NH3 absorption causes a lupina1
disequilirium pH (due to dissociation of NH., to
Nil, and H ) whose profile along the lumen is de-
pendent on Pn and k_,. Pn and k, were estimated
from the pH profiles using a mathematical model of
proton and buffer transport. The values were: Pn,
2±1 x 1O' cm/s; k,, 37±11 s'. The value for
k., is consistent with values reported for uncat-
alyzed carbonic acid dehydration (32-80 s').
Calculations demonstrate that the measured Pn is
high enough and the measured k.., is low enough to
explain the ammonia secretion rates observed in
previous studies. Conclusion: The rabbit CCD
generates an acidic luminal disequilibrium pH
which can account for ammonia secretion even in
the presence of bicarbonate secretion.
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CHLORIDE DIRECTLY STIMULATES THE BOVINE BRAIN
CLATHRIN—COATED VESICLE (CCV) AND RENAL MEDULLA
(RM) PROTON PUMPS (PP). O.K. Stone, S.J. Tsai'
and X. -S. Xie*. UTHSCD, Dallas, TX.
Chloride modulates medullary collecting duct
acidification by facilitating cellular HCO3 exit
and by serving as a co-ion counterbalancing
electrogenic acidification. The direct effect
of chloride (Cl) on the functionally and immuno-
logically related CCV and RM PPs was examined.
ATPase activity of the solubilized, purified CCV
PP was directly Cl stimulated. Experiments were
conducted with varying concentrations of KC1; K
gluconate was added to maintain a constant
[anion]!lOO m. Specific activities (pmol P. mg
protein 1min 1) of the CCVPP at designated Cl]
(mM) follow: [0]7.5, [7]12.3, [153=16.2,
[303=16.8. To assess the effect of Cl on proton
pumping, proteoliposomes were prepared with [K
gluconate). =100 mM and [KC1+K gluconate] ut°°
mM. AcidWication was measured using AlP-
generated acriding orange (AO) quenching; no
acidification occurred without valinomycin,
demonstrating that external Cl was not serving
as a co-ion. Initial slopes of A0 quenching at
designated [Cl) mM follow: [0]12, [l0]17,
[20]25. RM vesicles by electonmicroscopy were
CCV-free. ATPase activity attributable to RMPP
was assessed with an anti—CCVPP antibody which
was inhibitory to RH vesicle proton pumping.
Antibody sensitive ATPase activities (nmol P. mg
protein 1'min 1) at designated [Cl] mM follow:
[O]l4.2, [103=20.7, [203=28.9, [303=31.6. It
is concluded that both PPs are stimulated by Cl,
suggesting a third direct mechanism by which Cl
modulates collecting duct acidification.
LOCALIZATION OF ACIDIC COMPARTMENTS IN RAT OUTER
MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT (OMCD). J. Verlander*,
L. Larsson*, W. Clapp, C. Wingo, K. Madsen and
C.C. Tisher. Division of Nephrology and Hyperten-
sion, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
Recently, we described the use of the dinitro—
phenol (DNP) congener, 3—(2,4—dinitroanilino)—
3' —amino—N—methyldipropylamine) (DAMP) to identify
acidic intracellular compartments in the rat
proximal tubule (din. Res. 34:698a, 1986). In
this study we analyzed the intracellular distri-
bution of acidic compartments in cells of the OMCD
to better characterize the function of subceliular
organelies in intercalated cells (IC). Sprague—
Dawley rats were infused for 30 mm with DAMP (1.46
mg/mi vehicle) via the internal carotid artery
before the kidneys were preserved in vivo with
glutaraldehyde. Kidney tissue from €TIouter
medulla was embedded in Lowicryl, and sections were
exposed to anti—DNP IgG followed by colloidal gold-
conjugated IgG. Anti—DNP antibody was located
in lysosomes in both principal cells and IC. In
IC antibody was also evident in the small apical
vesicles and tubulovesicular organelles which we
have proposed are involved in the cellular process
of hydrogen ion secretion by type A IC (Am. J.
Physiol. 25O:Fl, 1986). Mitochondria, the Golgi
apparatus and nuclei were consistently negative.
In conclusion, these studies demonstrate for the
first time at the ultrastructural level that apical
vesicles and tubulocisternal organelles in IC are
acidic in character, thus making it increasingly
likely that they are involved in the cellular pro-
cess of acidification. Since the IC in the OMCD
are primarily type A in nature, these studies pro-
vide additional evidence for the suspected role of
these cells in hydrogen ion secretion.
THE ROLE OF ALDOSTERONE (ALDO) IN THE
MAINTENANCE OF CHRONIC CHLORIDE
DEPLETION METABOLIC ALKALOSIS (CMA).
M. Wall,* John H. Galla and Robert C. Luke.
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Nephrology
Research and Training Center, Birmingham, Alabama.
To determine whether Aldo has a permissive or
regulatory role in maintenance of CMA, 3 groups of
normal K rats ate a low Cl diet and ingested 0.25M
NaHCO3: Sham-control, n=23; Adrenalectomy (Adx)-
Dexamethasone (Dex) replaced, n=l7; Adx-Dex plus
Aldo replaced, n=ll. Adx-Dex drank 0.l5M NaHCO3
due to polydypsia. Dex (lopgm/day) and Aldo (0.9
pgm/l00 gm BW/day) were replaced by subcutaneous
osmotic mini-pump, which produced a fixed "normal"
plasma Aldo of 3.5±1.0 ng/dl. After 7 days plasma
electrolytes were:
Na K Cl HCO3
mEq/L mEq/L mEq/L mEq/L
Sham 140 1 2.2 0.1 84 1 33 1
Adx-Dex 141 1 2.6 0.1* 81 1 29 1*
Adx-Dex/Aldo 144± l*+ 2.2 0.1 88±l*+ 33 1.
< 0.05 compared to SHAM; p < 0.05 compared to
Adx-Dex
SHAM and Adx-Dex/Aldo had the same degree of
CMA, weight gain, Hct and plasma protein
concentrations. Despite a greater NaHCO3 intake,
the Adx-Dex group lost 7% body weight, were volume
contracted (increased Hct and plasma protein
concentration), and were less alkalotic.
We conclude that, although aldosterone ispermissive, an increase in Aldo above normal
physiological levels is not necessary for maintenance
of CMA.
GLUCOCORTICOIDS ON RENAL GLUTANINE UTILIZATION
IN ACIDOSIS, Gregory Givens* and Tomas C.
Welbourne. LSUMC, Dept. Physiology and
Biophysics, Shreveport, LA.
The homeostatic response to metabolic
acidosis involves glucocorticoids (Endocrinol
99:1071, 1976). To determine whether glu—
cocorticoids influence renal glutamine, gln,
uptake in vivo, studies were performed on intact,
adrenalectomized, adx, and adx plus triamcinolone
5Oug/day, acidotic rats. Chronic metabolic
acidosis, CMA, was induced by maintaining the
animals on NH4C1 solutions for 3 days. Net gln
extraction was determined from measured renal
plasma flow, PAN extraction, and arteriovenous
gln concentration differences under mactin
anesthesia, Intact CMA rat kidneys extracted
980±92 nmole/min/lOOg in contrast to adx CMA rat
kidneys which removed only 273±27 nmole/min/lOOg,
p <0.01. This difference was not a limitation
of hindquarter gln production by the adx animala
since CMA increased hindquarter gln release.
A clear cut role of glucocorticoids in glutamine
uptake was shown in CMA adx supplemented with
triamcinolone: gln extraction increased to
1058±148 nmole/min/lOOg or 4 fold the CMA adx
extraction rate. Therefore CNA in the absence
of glucocorticoids is ineffective in increasing
gln extraction. Glucocorticoids appear to play
a more critical role in renal gb utilization
rather than in extrarenal gln mobilization.
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EFFECT OF AMILORIDE ON RENAL BICARBONATE HANDLING
DURING ACIJFE BICARBONATE LOADING (ABL) IN THE RAT.
D.E. Wesson. V.A. Med. Ctr., Baylor College of
Medicine, Houston, Tx.
Mniloride (AM) inhibits cortical collecting
duct bicarbonate reabsorption; whether this re-
suits in greater urinary HCO3 excretion CUBE) dur-
ing ABL is not known. Free-flow micropuncture
studies were done in two groups of Munich-Wistar
rats after ABL by the i.v. infusion of 250mM Na-
HCO3 equal to 10% BW over 1 hr followed by 5% BW/hr.
Six experimental animals (Exp) received AM 2.5 mgI
kg BW/hr and were compared to seven control animals
(Con) which did not. Neither plasma HCO nor f ii-
tered load (FL) of HCO were different between
groups. Fractional HCO3 deliveries to late pro-
ximal (LP), early distal (ED), and late distal (LD)
segments of superficial nephrons, loop of Henle
(UI) of deep nephrons, papillary base (B), and
fractional HCO excretion of the contralateral
kidney urine (IJ expressed as % of FL were:
Con 59 43 38 32 394 364
Exp 59-6 45-4 43-6 41-3 35-3 36-3
* p<O.OS vs Con; t <O.OS vs LD
Absolute HCO3 delivery to LD as significntly
greater in Exp vs Con animals (0.7-0.06 vs 0.5-0.03
nflq/min, p<0.OSTbut was not different Tr the re-
maining respective tubular segments nor for final
urine. The data indicate that although AM in-
creases both absolute and fractional HCO delivery
to the LD site of superficial nephroTs of Exp
animals, net reabsorption occurs between LD and B,
as contrasted with net addition between these two
sites in control animals. The net result of these
dual but opposing effects is that UBE remains un-
changed when AM is administered during ABL.
CORRELATION BETWEEN Na-H AI4TIPORTER ACTIVITY AND
HCG, REABSORPTION IN ThE POST-HYPERCAPNIC STATE.
W.C. Yang, J.A.L. Arruda and Z. Talor, Univ of
Ill, and WSVA Ned. Ctr., Chicago, IL.
Chronic hypercapnia enhances the Vmax of the
Na-H antiporter. We therefore reasoned that if
this increase in Vmax were to persist in post—
hypercapnia, it could play a role in the mainte-
nance of post-hypercapnic metabolic alkalosis. We
measured the kinetics of the Na-H antiporter by
acridine orange fluorescence in purified brush
border membranes from control rabbits and from
rabbits exposed to hypercapnia for 48h and then
allowed to breathe room air for 3, 24 and 48h. The
Vmax of the Na—H antiporter was significantly in-
creased after 3 and 24h (930 + 60 and 917 + 27 Fu/
min/300pg protein) as compare to controls (604 +
36, p<0.01). Glucose uptake, however, was not dTf—
ferent indicating a selective increase in Na—H
antiporter activity. At 3 and 24h post—hypercapnia
plasma HCO levels decreased as compared to chronic
hypercapni but they were still significantly high-
er than controls. This decrease in plasma HC0 was
due to extrarenal buffering. At comparable levels
of plasma HC0, K, GFR and fractional Na excretion,
HC0. reabsorption was significantly higher in 24h
post—hypercapnic rabbits as compared to controls
(33.4 + 0.4 vs 30.6 + 0.5 mEq/l GFR, p<O.Ol). Af-
ter 48E of post-hypercapnia, both the activity of
the Na-H antiporter and plasma HCO3 returned to
normal. Thus, post—hypercapnia is associated with
increased Vmax of the Na-H antiporter and with in-
creased HC0 reabsorption. We propose that the in-
crease in Viliax of the Na-H antiporter plays a role
in the maintenance of post—hypercapnic metabolic
alkalosis.
BICARBONATE TRANSPORT (JHco3) BY THE AMPHIBIAN
INITIAL COLLECTING TUBULE (ICT). C.B. Yucha* and
L.C. Stoner. SUNY Health Science Center,
Syracuse, N.Y.
Previously we had observed that some, but not
all, amphibian ICT reabsorb bicarbonate. To test
whether or not the equivocal nature of this date
was due to tubular function or technical limita-
tions, we perfused isolated ICT of the salamander
nephron (Ambystoma tigrinum) at a slow rate and
determined total CO2 of collected fluid by repe-
titive sampling on a picapnotherm. The ICT reab—
sorbed bicarbonate (JHCO3 16.8±3.8 pmol/rm.mln,
n6, p<.01) under control conditions. JHCO3 was
significantly different from zero (p<.01) but not
from control values when animals were placed in
either 10 nfl NH,,Cl for 5—6 days (JHCO3 = 12.3±2.5
pmol/mm.min, n=7) or 50 mM NaHCO3 for 3 days
followed by 100 nfl NaHCO5 for 2—3 days (JHCO3
16.3±3.7 pmol/nun.min, n=6). These perturbations
affected the bicarbonate concentrations in the
plasma and urine In the expected directions.
In 9 ICT 1 nfl ltininal amlloride reduced JHCO3
from 9.2±2.9 to 2.0±2.3 pmol/nm.rnin (p<.05). JHCO3
dropped In 3 ICT when perfused with a sodium—free
solution from 23.9 to 10.5 lxnol/nnn.min, but was
not affected by perfusion with a chloride-free
SOlUtIOfl(JHCo3 —3.0±2.9 pmol/mm.min. n=8, NS).
In 8 tubules, Juco3 (8.1±1.8 pmol/mm.min) was
insensitive to 0.1 mM ethoxzolamide (7.4±1.6
pmol/m.min).
We conclude that the isolated amphibian ICT
reabsorbs bicarbonate independent of the acid—base
status of the animal. Reduction of the transport
by amiloride and sodium—free perfusate are
consistent with the presence of a sodium—proton
exchanger on the apical membrane.
Renal Physiology—Hemodynamics
AMINO ACID (AA)-INDIJCED HYPERFILTRATION IN MAN IS
A GLUCAGON (GLU)-MEDIATED EFFECT. C.Amiel,
G.Friedlander, F.Blanchet, A.Nitenberg',
R.Assan (lntr. by C.Le Grimellec).INSERN U251
and Fac.Xavier—Bichat,Univ.Paris ?,Paris, France.
U or GUI adeinistration was shown to induce
increases in renal blood flow (RBF) and glomerular
fitration rate (GFR) in man. Since U are known to
stimulate the pancreatic release of GLU, the role
of GUi in U-induced alterations of renal hemody—
namics was evaluated. Left RBF (continuous ther-
modilution) and GFR (polyfructosan extraction),
and iniieinoreactive GLU (IRO) were measured in 12
subjects with normal renal function. In a first
group, PA were infused (45 mm; 8.2 mg/kmin). In
a second group, U were infused similarly but GLU
release was blocked with a concomitant soinato-
statin (SRIF) infusion. In a third group, GLU was
infused (45 mm; 10 ng/kg/mmn) together with SRIF.
(a—control; Eexperimental; *.=p(.O1)
Infusion RBF(ml/min) GFR(ml/min) IRG(p/ml)U C 430±24 50*4 378*130
(n=4) B 520±32* 64±5* 2123±955*
U+SRIF C 499133 62*6 120*54
(n—4) B 490*24 62*4 288*136
GLU+SRIF C 398*54 50*6 140*28(n4) B 506*50* 6514* 26301636*
Increases in RBF and GFR were accompanied by a
decrease of renal vascular resistance, whereas
systemic vascular resistance, cardiac output, mean
aortic and rit atrial pressures were unchanged.
These data suggest that, in man, U-induced
hyperfiltratlon is a GLU-mediated effect, and that
intermittent post—prandial hypergiucagonemia mit
participate in a hyperfiltration-dependent
Impairment of renal function.
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DOES POSTPRANDIAL RENAL RYPERPERFUS ION OCCUR IN
DENERVATED HUMAN KIDNEYS? Pratap S. Avasthi,
Ernest R. Greene*. VANC and Lovelace Medical
Foundation, Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque, MN
The mechanisms for acute postprandial renal
hyperperfusion are unknown. To assess the role
of neurogenic mechanisms in postprandial renal
hyperperfusion, we compared the postprandial
increment in renal blood flow in denervated and
in innervated kidneys. Kidneys (except one)
studied within four months of transplant were
considered to be denervated. The remaining
kidney of renal donors was considered innervated
and served as control.
Renal blood flows were measured by the nonin—
vasive Doppler ultrasonic method which we have
validated and described previously (J Ultrasound
Med 3:213, 1984). Eight transplant recipients
(TX) (mean serum creatinine 1.8 mg SD 0.4)
and four kidney donors (D) were studied. Renal
blood flow measurements were made at fasting (F)
and at 1,2 and 3 hours following ingestion of a
500 ml protein rich meal (150g protein, 30g
carbohydrate, 30g fat). Resuite are given as
mean SD; #p <0.05 vs F, * p <0.05 vs Donor.
Renal blood flow (ml/min)
F lhr 2hr 3hr
Tx 480+102 577+134 601+152# 611+148#
D 667114* 734±162* 784±187#* 754±117*#
These results suggest that both denervated
and innervated kidneys show a similar acute
increase in renal blood flow following ingestion
of a high protein meal. These data are
consistent with the conclusion that neurogenic
controls do not regulate the postprandial renal
hyperperfusion.
CHRONIC SALINE LOADING DOES NOT ALTER INTRARENAL
ANGIOTENSIM CONVERTING ENZYME ACTIVITY (ACE) NOR
ANGIOTENSIN II (All) SENSITIVITY. Robert L.
Baranowski and Christof Westenfelder, Univ. of
Utah and VA Medical Centers, Salt Lake City, UT.
Chronic salt loading has been reported to
increase the sensitivity of the renal vasculature
to All. A possible mechanism for this response is
receptor upregulation because of attenuated
osynthesis of All. A large decrease in renin
activity has been demonstrated under these
circumstances and is thought to be responsible for
the decrease in All production. An alternative
hypothesis is that chronic salt loading decreases
intrarenal ACE activity, a key regulatory enzyme
in the production of intrarenal All. In order to
test the latter hypothesis intrarenal ACE activity
was determined invivo by laser doppler velocimetry
(LDV). Furthermore, the sensitivity of the renal
cortical circulation to exogenous All was tested.
Two groups of rats were studied: normal water
drinking rats (n7) and rats which drank 0.9%
saline for one month prior to study (n=8).
Infusion of Al (4g/kg/min) for 5 minutes followed
by application of Al (5.ig) directly on the kidney
and subsequent All (5g) application elicited a
similar blood pressure rise in both groups.
Likewise, the Al- or All-induced fall in renal
blood flow, as measured by LDV (index of
intrarenal ACE activity), was the same in both
groups of rats as was the sensitivity to topical
All. All responses except that of All could be
blocked by enalaprilat confirming intrarenal ACE
activity. These data demonstrate therefore that
renal conversion of Al to AU does not differ in
chronically salt loaded rats and that their renal
sensitivity to All is unaltered as assesed by LDV.
GLOMERULAR HEMODYNAMICS AND "RENAL RESERVE" IN
UNINEPHRECTOMIZED (UNX), 40% CASEIN—FED (140%C),
REPETITIVELY PREGNANT (RP) RATS CCNPARED TO VIR-
GINS (V). Baylis C. and Collins R.* Dept. Med.
UCSD, La Jolla, CA.
Earlier studies have indicated that the hyper—
filtration stimulus of NP in normal rats does not
produce adverse effects on the kidney (El 28:1110,
1985). The present studies investigate whether NP
superimposed on chronic hyperfiltration due to
UNX+110%C would cause cumulative kidney dasage.
Studies were in euvolemic V and NP Munich—Wistar
rats in control (C) and +glycine (÷G). Measure-
ments included single nephron (SN)GFR, glomerular
plasma flow (Q ), systemic oncotic pressure (hA),
glomerular caphiary pressure gradient (P),
afferent and efferent arteriolar resistances (NA
and RE). Data; Mean+SE, *p<0.O5, paired t—test,
#p <0.05, unpaired t—test.
SNGFR A A P NA RE
——nl/min——— .-——mmHg-.—— dyn.s.cm5XlO1
RP C 39+2 129+ 5d 19÷1 111+1 1.3+O.1# l.340.1#
+0 50÷14 * 182+23* 1 61 38+1 0. 8±0. 1 1. 0+0. 2*
V C 11711 208+10 20+1 Lj 1+1 0. 9+0. 1 0. 9±0. 1
+0 55+3 205+15 18±1 140+2 0.7+0.1 0.9+0.1
Both NP and V exhibited similar renal hypertro—
phy. was lower, NA and R were higher in NP vs
V rats in C while values of and LxP were simi-
lar; the giomerular ultrafiltration coefficient,
K , was low in both NP and V rats in C
(&0i41I+0.005 and 0.056÷0.OO6nl/s.mmHg). +0 led to
significant increases In and SNR, falls in NA
and RE in RP but no effect in V. Thus, although
SNGFR and Q In the RP kidney are lower in C than
in the V, significant renal reserve (+0) is evi-
dent in NP but not V rats following these long
term hyperfiltration stimuli.
EFFECT OF INTRARENP.L INFUSION OF A BRADYKININ
ANTAGONIST (811162) UPON AUTOREGULATION OF
GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE AND RENAL BLOOD FLOW.
William H. Beierwaltes, Oscar A. Carretero, and
A. Guillermo Scioli*, Hypertension Research Div.,
Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, MI.
Kinins have been suggested as regulators of
renal hemodynamics, but their precise role
remains undefined. Studies were performed in 9
anesthetized dogs which had been fed a low sodium
diet for ten days. To determine the influence of
endogenous kinins upon renal function, the
novel bradykinin analog antagonist 811162 was
infused into the renal artery at 50 .sig/min. This
dose totally blocked the increase in renal blood
flow (RBF) Induced by a 20 ng bolus of
bradykinin. Continuous infusion of the antagonist
did not alter blood pressure (129±5 mmHg),
glomerular filtration rate (GFR, 1.3*0.1 ml/min/g
kidney wt), or RBF (6.3±0.3 ml/min/g kidney wt).
Reduction of renal perfusion pressure to 95 mmHg
during vehicle infusion did not change either GFR
or RBF. However, during infusion of B11162,
reduction of renal perfusion pressure to 95 mmHg
resulted in a significant decrease (p(O.O05) in
GFR to 63±10% (0.8+0.1 al/min/g kidney wt) of the
control value. The filtration fraction was
similarly decreased to 61±7% of control (p(
0.001), as RBF remained unchanged. Because there
was no change in total renal vascular resistance,
we oonclude that the kinin antagonist either
altered the relationship between afferent and
efferent arteriolar resistance or resulted In a
decrease in the coefficient of filtration (Kf) at
the lower renal perfusion pressure.
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CONTRACTION OF ISOLATED CANINE RENAL ARTERIES
INDUCED BY THE RADI-OCONTRAST MEDIUM, SODIUN/MEGLU—
NINE DIATRIZOATE. M.D. Bentley*, V. Vanhoutte*,
S.M. Schryver*, J.C. Romero, P.M. Vanhoutte*. Mayo
Medical School, Dept. of Physiol, Rochester, MN.
Nolus injections of the commonly used anglo—
graphic contrast medium, sodium/meglumine diatri—
zoate (which has an osmolarity greater than 1400
mOsm/L) causes an initial transient increase in
renal blood flow followed by a prolonged reduc-
tion. To determine whether or not the contrast
medium has a direct effect on renal vascular
smooth muscle, rings of canine renal arteries,
with and without endothelium, were mounted in
organ chambers filled with modified Krebs—Ringer
bicarbonate solution. The contractile responses
of the rings to increasing concentrations of
either the contrast medium or osmotically—matched
solutions of glucose were recorded. The concen-
tration—response curves to the contrast medium
and glucose were similar: 50% of the maximal
contractions were reached at 415—430 mOsm/L; all
the maximal contractions averaged 5—7 gm at 600
mOsm/L. No significant differences were observed
between the responses of rings with and without
endothelium. Treatment either with 6—hydroxydopa—
mine (1Ol4) to denervate the preparations or with
a combination of phentolamine (5x10M) and pro—
panolol (1OM) to block adrenergic receptors did
not affect the contractile response to hyper—
osmotic solutions. These results indicate that
sodium/meglumine diatrizoate has a constrictor
effect on the renal artery which is related to
increased osmolarity. This effect appears to be
directly on the arterial smooth muscle and is not
influenced by the presence of endothelium or
adrenergic nerves.
RENAL HYPERPERFUSION AND IMPAIRED SODIUM CONSERV-
ATION IN EATS WITH PREHEPATIC PORTAL HYPERTENSION.
OS Better*, .1 Polio, A Reuben*, RJ Groszmann',
RB Sterzel. Yale Univ. — VAMC, West Haven, CT.
While portal hypertension (PH) due to parenchy—
mal liver disease is often associated with renal
hypoperfusion and Na retention, renal effects of
prehepatic PH have not been characterized. We in-
duced prehepatic PH in rats by partial portal vein
ligation (PVL) and studied its effects on renal
hemodynamics, Na handling and arterial bile acids
(ABA), which have natriuretic and vasodilatory
properties (KI, 29:598,1986). After 2 weeks of'
PVL (n8) or sham surgery (Co;na8), we determined
renal plasma flow by CPAH and GFR by CInulin 1r
anesthetized rats, and after 2 and 26 weeks PVL
UNaV in conscious rats following 211 h Na depriva-
tion. Results after 2 weeks PVL (mean±SEM;*p<.05):
MAP CPAH CIN EVE UNaV
(mmHg) (ml/min/lOOg) (mmHg/ml/min) (meq/21th)
Co 1211±3 l.711±.l .73j.12 38.2±2.6 .116±.08
PH 116±11 2.211±.11* .87±.13 31.1±1.5* .82±.12*
Increased renal blood flow in PVL was confirmed
by microsphere technique. Splenic pulp pressure in
PVL was elevated (15 3; Co 9 1 mmHg; p.Ol),
indicating PH. ABA in PVL were increased (85.0
15.7; Co 18.5 3.6 )lmol/l;p.Ol). At 26 weeks of
PVL, PH persisted yet renal blood flow, UNaV and
ABA normalized. Conclusions: 1) short—term pre—
hepatic PH induced by PVL is associated with renal
hyperperfusion and impaired Na conservation de-
spite trend to arterial hypotension. 2) ABA eleva-
tion due to portosystemic shunting in PH may con-
tribute to the hyperdynamic renal circulation and
obligatory natriuresis. 3) In long—term prehepatic
PH, renal function is normal and not compromised,
in contrast to PH of chronic liver disease.
SIGNAL FOR TUBULOGLOMERULAR FEEDBACK CONTROL OF
GFR: RESPONSES TO BOTH SODIUM AND CHLORIDE.
Ulf Boberg*, Frank 0. Seney*, A. Erik G. Persson*
and Fred S. Wright. Yale University School of
Medicine and VA Medical Center, New Haven, CT.
We previously reported that the tubuloglomeru—
lar feedback (TGF) system responds to both Na and
Cl in the distal nephron (ASN,85). To examine
further the specificity of the TGF signal, loops
of Henle of rats were perfused backwards. (Nal or
[cii was varied separately while the counter ion
was held constant at either 15, 30, 60, or 145 mM.
Na was replaced with choline, and Ci with isethio—
nate. Physiological levels of K, Ca, Mg, 11C03,
P04, S04 and urea were present. TGF responses
were measured as decreases in stop flow pressure
(P5f), or as decreases in early proximal flow rate
(Vep). Decreases in P5f, amfig, were:
[Nal: 15 30 60 145
C1]: 15 0.7 2.1 2.0 2.9
30 2.6 4.8 5.7 6.3
60 2.6 5.5 11.5
145 3.3 6.1 ——— 9.9
Vep results were similar. Responses were maximal
with 60 mM NaCI, small with 15 eN MaCI, and inter-
mediate with 30 inl4 MaCI, With either (Na] or [Cli
held at 15 eM increasing the counter ion increased
the TGF response, but only to 30% of that seen
with 60 mM NaC1. With either (Hal or (Cli held at
30 mM the TGF response did not exceed 55% of that
seen with 60 mM, These increases in the TGF
response were independent of perfusete osmolality.
We conclude that the TGF system: 1) requires both
Na and Cl, 2) responds similarly to both, 3) is
limited by the ion present in the lowest concen-
tration, and 4) responds to NaCI rather than the
total solute concentration,
SONATOSTATIN LIMITS THE RISE IN GFR AFTER A
PROTEIN LOAD. Ben H. Brouhard, Lavenia LaGrone,
Gail Richards, Luther B. Travis. Univ. of Texas
Med. Br., Dept. of Pediatrics, Galveston, Texas.
Initial studies by us and others have shown
that an acute protein load will increase GFR by
5O7 in normal subjects and insulin-dependent
diabetics. The mechanism of the GFR-response is
not known although increased glucagon after the
protein meal has been implicated. To further
assess the role of glucagon in the GFR response, 8
subjects (5 diabetics, 3 controls) who had demon-
strated a normal rise in GFR after a protein meal
were re-tested with a simultaneous infusion of
somatoststin (S). All subjects were fasting;
after an intravenous fluid load, an infusion of
inulin was begun. Baseline GFR snd plasma gluca-
gon were measured, then protein was ingested (red
meat), 50g/sq m. Subsequently, 6 more 30-mm
clearances were obtained. Two to 4 months later
the procedure was repeated except that through a
separate IV, S was infused. Without S plasma
glucagon increased at 1 hr after the meal 518±300
(x±SEM) pg/el; with S, G was significantly lower
at all time periods 45±9 pg/mI (p<O.05). Without
S peak GFR post-meal averaged 20.6±1.5 mi/mm/sq m
while with S the GFR peak was only 6.0±1.8 above
baseline (p<O.0l). These represent increases of
40.6±4.5% and 11.3±3.2%, respectively. Neither
glycemic control nor baseline renal function
changed between the two test periods. Growth hor-
mone was not significantly lower with S (p>O.05).
Thus glucagon may play a role in the rise in CFR
after a protein meal in man.
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EXISTENCE OF TUBULOGLOMERULAR FEEDBACK (TGF)
MECHANISM IN IN VITRO BLOOD PERFUSED JUXTA—
MEDULLARY NEPHRONS (JMN) FROM RATS. Daniel
Casellas, Peter Morsing,-Arn Stenberg,and A.
Erik G.Persson (intr. by L.Gabriel Navar). INSERM
U227 Montpellier France, Depts Physiol. Univ. Lund
and Uppsala Sweden, Univ. Alabama at Birmingham.
The in vivo study of TGF mechanism in JMN is
hampered by their inaccessibility. Recent studies
showed that the in vitro perfused JMN preparation
provides directly accessible and viable JMN. In
the present studies we assessed TGF responses in
this in vitro setting. These responses were
compared to those obtained in vivo in superficial
nephrons (SN) in the same rat strain. Responses
were quantitated in vitro and in vivo as decreases
in proximal tubular stop—flow pressure (Psf,mmHg)
induced by microperfusion of late proximal tubules
with artificial tubular fluid at flows of 10 to
40n1/min. The fol'owing results were obtained,
expressed as mean—SEM:
Ps APf APsf%
36—1 —8—1 _24±3 19—1
JMN(1O) 106±4 30±3 11±1 _42±5 20±3
Psf,APsf%: maximal Psf response in mmHg and % of
Psf. TP: turning point, i.e. calculated perfusion
rate at 50% of Psf. PP: blood perfusion pressure
mmHg., : P 0.005 when compared to SN. Number of
nephrons in parenthesis. TOF responses were
similar in SN and JMN. However, relative Psf was
significantly higher in JMN.
These results demonstrate that the in vitro
technique presents a unique opportunity to study
TGF mechanism in JMN and support the view of a
stronger TGF responsiveness in JMN.
RELIEF OF (JNILPTERAL CHRONIC PRRTIAL LIRETERAL
OBSTRUCTION (CRUD) RECIPRUCRLLY P.LTERS PNGIO-
TENSIN—MEDIATED VASCULAR TONE OF BOTH KIDNEYS.
L cbRs88C, N. Ariel Gomez, and
Catherine E. Jones,* Univeristy of Virginia,
Dept. of Pediatrics, Charlottesville, Virginia.
We have previously shown that angiotensin
converting enzyme inhibition with enalapril (El
attenuates renal vasoconstriction due to
ipsilateral CRUD Kidney Int 28:891, 1985). To
study the effects of relief of obstruction, the
left ureter was partially obstructed within the
first 48 hrs of life and was relieved 5 (Group
SN) or 10 (Group bR) days later. These animals,
as well as a group without relief (DB), were
studied at 3—4 weeks of age. Three additional
groups received E (30 mg/kg/day) for 1—2 weeks
before study. Cardiac output and renal blood
flow were measured using microspheres. Shown in
the table is the ratio of renal to total vascular
resistance for each kidney (mean + SE *p<O.O5 vs
E group or contralateral kidney *p-(O.OS vs 08):
Group 08 OBE (OR (ORE SR SRE
N 15 iS 12 8 12 9
CRUD 35.1 * 19.9 28.7 26.0 17.B# 14.5
kidney +4.8 +3.5 +1.7 +1.0
* * a * *
Intact 10.5 10.2 13.3 * 7.6 13.4 * 9.2
kidney +1.0 +1.1 +1.4 +0.6 +1.5 +1.0
We conclude that angiotensin—mediated vasocon—
striction of the kidney with ipsilateral CRUD is
reduced by early relief of obstruction. In con-
trast, angiotensin—dependent vascular tone of the
contralateral kidney is increased following re-
lief of obstruction. The balance of vascular
resistance between kidneys may therefore be me-
diated by the intrarenal renin—angiotensin system.
CYCLIC NUCLEOTIDES IN PREGNANCY.Kirk P.
Conrad. Dept. Medicine, Case Western Reserve
University,University Hospitals, Cleveland, OH
Maternal renal and cardiovascular adaptation to
pregnancy includes vasodilation and attenuated pressor
responsiveness to vasoconstrictors. Because cyclic
nucleotides mediate vasorelaxation, we hypothesize that
these compounds contribute to the vasodepressor
phenomena of pregnancy. Initial studies were conducted
to assess the overall status 01 cGMP and cAMP during rat
gestation. In 7 animals, 24-h urinary excretory rates of
cGMP and cAMP were assessed before, during, and after
pregnancy (nmole/24 h). Plasma was obtained by
decapitation of other rats, and cyclic nucleotides were
assayed following TCA/ether extraction (pmole/ml).
Urinary cGMP Urinary cAMP
Prepreg. 47.2+1.6 116.8+10.4
Preg. day 7 85.5+10.4 136.7+13.2
day 13 112.1+4.5 140.3+11.1
day 20 103.3+16. 178.3+12.3
Post-partum 48.9+1.5 148.0+12.3
p.cO.00l by ANOVA for cGMP and cAMP.
Plasma cGMP Plasma cAMP
Virgin 19.8+0.9 43.7+3.6
Day 12-14 30.9+4.0** 44.1+4.0
Virgin 25.6+1.8 41.7+3.4
Day 18-21 36.6+4.7* 36.6+3.8
n= 11-13 rats per group.**p< 0.01, *p< 0.05 preg. vs virg.
Production of cyclic nucleotides, especially cGMP, most
likely increases during pregnancy. Although this event
could be related to cellular proliferation of the feto—
placental Unit, the data are also consistent with the
hypothesis that cGMP may mediate the vasodepressor
phenomena of pregnancy. Additional studies of vascular
and glomerular cGMP content are needed.
CAPTOPRIL RAISES RED CELL FLOW IN DESCENDING VASA
RECTA (DVR) OF RENAL MEDULLA. WA.
D.J. Marsh. Dept. of Physiol. and Biophys. , Univ.
of So. Calif., Los Angeles, CA, 90033.
It is clear from simulation studies that
medullary blood flow must be tightly regulated,
and from physiological and anatomical consider-
ations that angiotensin II is well situated to do
so. Red cell velocity (Vrbc) was measured by a
modified dual slit method in DVR of adult, male
Munich-Wistar rats (207 + 7 g) . After an initial
control period, 7 rats received captopril [1
mg/kg plus 1 mg/(kg*hr)] and 7 received vehicle.
Four more recordings were made after 10, 25, 00,
and 55 mm. Renal blood flow, measured by an
electromagnetic flow probe in 10 rats (246 9 g)
using the same protocols, was not altered by time
or by captopril. Control period DVR Vrbc and
diameters were not different, being .88 .12
mm/sec and 15.3 .8 um for vehicle rats, and .85
+ .08 mm/sec and 14.9 .6 um for captopril rats.
Diameter did not change with time or due to
captopril. Vehicle infusion had no consistent
effect on Vrbc which tended to decrease with
time, averaging 93 ÷ 8, 85 10, 80 -i- 8 (p <
0.05), and 95 8 % of initial values. Captopril
increased Vrbc at 10 mm and the increase was
maintained for an hour; Vrbc averaged 155 22,
138 17, 144 22, and 148 + 25 % of initial
values (all p < 0.05). The results show that
captopril causes a sustained increase in Vrbc of
DVR, presumably by reducing endogenous angio-
tensin II. They suggest the presence of tonic,
angiotensin II dependent vasoconstriction.
Supported by Am. Heart Assn. and NIH.
SN(14) 108±4
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CHARACTERIZATION OF ce-ADRENOCEPTORS ON ISOLATED
RABBIT RENAL ARTERIOLES. Richard Ii. Edwards,
Smith Kline & French Labs., Swedeland, PA
Although the renal cortex contains both a—i
and cz—2 adrenoceptors, the exact anatomical
location and function of these receptors is
unclear. In the present study, a—adrenoceptor
subtypes were characterized in afferent and
efferent arterioles isolated from rabbit renal
cortex. All experiments were performed in the
presence of 1 oil propranolol to block a—receptors.
In both the afferent and efferent arteriole the
selective a-i adrenoceptor agonists, phenylephrine
and cirazoline, produced concentration—dependent
vasoconstrictor responses with maximum responses
being equal to that of norepinephrine (NE). The
selective a—2 receptor agonists, B-HT 933 and
UK 14304, were either inactive (B-HI 933) or
produced maximum contractile responses only 60%
(UK 14304) of that produced by NE or the a-i
receptor agonists. Prazosin (1O—7M), an a—i
receptor antagonist, produced a rightward shift
in the concentration-response curve to NE
yielding dissociation constants of 12.9 and
11.2 nM for the afferent and efferent arteriole,
respectively. Prazosin also antagonized the
contractile effects of UK 14304 (dissociation
constants, 8.9 and 8.7 nM), suggesting that this
compound is a partial agonist at the a—i
adrenoceptor. The selective a-2 receptor
antagonist, raulwoscine (1O—ll), had no effect on
NE—mediated vasoconstriction. These results
confirm the presence of alpha adrenoceptors on
the glomerular arterioles that mediated
vasoconstriction. Furthermore, these receptors
appear to be exclusively of the a_i subtype.
ROLE OF ANCIOTENSIN II AND PROSTAGLANDINS IN THE
ALTERED RENAL HEMODYNANICS OF THE LOW_PROTEIN FED
RAT. E. Fern4nd pallet, and M. MartInez—Maldo—
nado, Depts. of Pharmacol and Med., UPR Sch. of
Med., and VA Center, San Juan, Puerto Rico
We assessed the role of angiotensin II (All) in
mediating the alterations in renal hemodynamics
known to result from low protein (LP) feeding to
normal rats by examining the effect of the anglo—
tensin converting enzyme inhibitor captopril. Two
weeks of LP (6% casein) diet resulted in decreased
glomerular filtration rate (NP: 1.3 + 0.1 vs. LP:
0.7 + O.lml/min, p<O.O5) and renal plasma flow
(NP:6.5 0.5 vs. LP: 4.3 O.3ml/min, P<O.O5);
renal vascular resistance rose (NP: 7.4 + 0.5 vs.
LP: 11.9 1.3 dynes.sec.cm5, p<O.05). In addition,
plasma renin activity (NP: 7.0 0.7 vs. LP: 4.4 +
O.8ngAI/ml/hr, P<O.05), plasma aldosterone concen-
tration (NP:7.O + 0.6 vs. LP: 4.1 O.7ng/dl, P <
0.05) and urinary PCE2 excretion (NP: 3120 + 511
vs. LP: 648 95pg/mgCr, p<O.O5) decreased while
renal renin content increased (NP: 104 11 vs.
LP: 281 26ngAI/mg prot. ,P<O.O5). Csptopril
treatment (30mg/kg/day) raised GFR (LP+Capt.: 1.1
+ 0.iml/min) and RPF (LP+Capt.: 6.9 + O.8ml/min),
and reduced RVR (LP+Capt.: 7.5 0.9 dyn.sec.cm5)
in LP fed animals to values not different from
those measured in rats fed a normal (23%) protein
diet. These data indicate that intrarenal All
partly mediates the changes in renal hemodynamics
induced by LP intake. The effects of LP feeding,
may be potentiated by the reduction in PGE2 syn-
thesis, however, the normalization of GFR and RPF
without a complete restoration of PGE2 excretion
(LP+Capt: 1131 82pg/mgCr) suggests that PGE2
plays a permissive but not essential role in the
increased renovascular resistance.
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RENAL EFFECTS OF SUBSTANCE P (SP) IN THE
UNANESTRETIZD CHICKEN. Robert D. Fildes, James
E. Springate and Margaret Acara. Georgetown Univ
and SUNY at Buffalo, Dept. Peds. and Pharmacol.
SP produces a marked increase in renal plasma
flow (RPF), glomerular filtration (GFR), urine
flow Cv), fractional sodium (FENa) and potassium
(FEK) excretion in several species. Rat micro—
puncture studies suggest a direct tubular effect
of 5? on sodium excretion. The renal portal
system of the chicken (Sperber) allows direct
unilateral access to the renal peritubular space
independent of GFR. We studied the renal effects
of right unilateral SP infusion on RPF (mi/mm),
GFR (mi/mm), V (ui/mm), FENa (%) and FEE (%) in
euvoiemic adult hens (n6). Results, infused (I)
and noninfused (N) kidneys, M±SEM, are:
Dcse () Control (1 ng/kg/min)(5 ng/kg/ndn)(l0 ngfkg(nlin)
11FF I 39.87.7 47.6±12.6 33.0± 4.5 42.1±10.7
N 40.1*9.6 46.5±14.2 46.4±14.4 43.1±12.7
(FR I 1.5±0.3 1.9± 0.5 1.5± 0.4 1.4± 0.4
N 1.7±0.5 2.0± 0.7 1.5± 0.5 1.5± 0.5
V I 34.5±9.5 74.50.l* 45.0±15.1 37.3l2.5
N 39.38.7 77.5±21.5* 46.5±14.2 42.7±16.4FEII I 0.9±0.4 3.1* 0.9* 3.5± 0.9' 3.5± 1.2'
N 1.1*0.5 3.3± 1.1* 3.4± 1.1' 4.1± 1.5*
FEE I 3.5±1.1 7.7± 2.5* 12.1* 6.5* ll.2t 5.8*
N 3.8±1.3 8.6k .3 13.4± 54* 13.3± 4.8'
* = p 0.05 versus control.
SP mediated a bilateral natriuresis and kali—
uresis without increasing RPF or GFR. V increa-
sed only at the lowest dose. The natriuresis/
kaliuresis persisted independent of V. We con-
clude that SF affects sodium transport in the
chicken via tubular mechanisms. Renal portal SP
infusion plays no role in eliciting these
effects. SF induced ADH release may affect V.
THE EFFECTS OF DIETARY PROTEIN AND ACUTE PROTEIN
LOADING ON CFR IN DOGS. A.FINE, Dept. of Med.,
St. Boniface Hospital, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
Considerable variat ion in the response of
glomerular filtration rate to protein loading in
omnivores has been reported itt the literature. In
those reports the rise in GFR has ranged from 0%
to 100%. None of these studies were strictly con
trailed for dietary protein intake These
experiments were designed to examine under care
fully controlled conditions the effects of
different acute protein loads given to a group of
dogs (n=5) placed on a normal protein (NP) intake
for four weeks and on the same dogs when on a low
protein (LP) intake for the same duration. Both
pre—wei.ghed diets were similar in sodium phos-.
phate and calorie content.. CFR. measured by
both inulin and creatinine clearance, did not
change when the dogs were changed from NP to LP
diets 67 4 9 (NP) vs 71.3 5.4 (LP) mi/mm.
Intravenous amino acid (Travesol 10%) was in-
fused at iS 25 and 40 mI/hr for 4—5 hours on
different days and GFR measured hourly. Regard -
less of whether on a low or high protein diet,
the GFR did not change.. Similar studies were
performed in another Canadian cent cc 2000 miles
away. In these studies on a similar normal
protein diets a striking rise in GFR occurred
following amino—acid infusion at 25 mi/hr
52 + 7.5 vs 81 + 10 (p(O.ool).
These results demonstrate that. contrary to pre-
vious reports dietary protein changes do not.
effect the GFR. Furthermore the GFR response t.o
an acute protein load does not depend on the
amount, of protein given nor the previous protein
diet but appears t.o be dependant. on other factors
which may be environmental or congenital.
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EVALUATION OF PROSTAGLANDINS AS MEDIATORS OF
TUBULOGLOMERIJLAR FEEDBACK. M. Franco * P.D.
Bell and L.G. Navar. University of Alabama at
Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama.
It has been suggested that prostaglandins
participate in mediation of tubuloglomerular
feedback (TGF) signals. The nature of this
interaction is unclear, but previous experiments
have indicated that a vasoconstrictor meta—
bolite of arachidonic acid may elicit feedback-.
mediated reductions in glomerular pressure. To
test this hypothesis, orthograde and retrograde
microperfusion experiments were conducted in
Sprague—Dawley rats to evaluate the participa-
tion of thromboxane A2 (TxA2) or a lipoxygenase
end product in the mediation of TGF signals.
Systemic administration of a TxA2 receptor
blocker (EPO92, 1.2mg/kg/hr) did not alter the
SFP feedback response (4 rats) to orthograde
perfusion with an isotonic solution (9.9±0.5 vs
8.4±0.4 mmHg, NS). Also, retrograde perfusion
with EP092 (10 mM, 10 tubules) did not signifi-
cantly attenuate the maximal SFP response
(9.2±0.8 vs 8.5±0.8 mniHg). Further, the maximal
SFP response to retrograde perfusion was not
altered by intraluminal administration of 25 M
UK38485, a TxA2 synthesis inhibitor (9.0±0.7 vs
8.6±0.8 mHg, 9 tubules). Retrograde perfusion
experiments (14 tubules) using the lipoxygenase
inhibitor, nordihydroguaiaretic acid (50 gM— 5
mM) resulted in only a minor decrease in the
SFP response from 8.9±0.4 to 7.9±0.4 mmHg
(p<0.O5). These data indicate that neither TxA2
nor lipoxygenase end products have a major role
in mediation of TGF signals.
ACUTE EFFECTS OF BETA(1)-BLOCKADE WITH ES-
MOLOL ON RENAL HEMODYNAMICS. D.S.
LK. Auer*, J.G. Gambertoglio*, and D.G.
Warnock. VA Med. Ctr, and Schools of Medicine and
Pharmacy, Univ. Calif., San Francisco, CA.
Beta-blockade may be used in critical care patients
with reduced renal function. This study examined the
renal effect of these agents. Eighteen subjects were
studied; 6 controls (C1CR over 60 mi/mm), 6 with
moderate impairment (C1CR 21 to 60 mi/mm) and 6
pre-dialysis patients (C1CR 6 to 20 mi/mm). Beta-
blockade was achieved with esmolol, an ultra-short
acting (9 mm. t4) beta(1) antagonist. Renal function
was evaluated with PAH and inulin clearances, before,
during and post beta—blockade. Inulin clearance was not
significantly altered by aeute beta(1)-blockade. PAH
clearance was significantly decreased in 16 of 18 sub-jects during beta-blockade when compared to the pre'
treatment period; the mean PAH clearance in all 18
subje4ts was decreased 31%, from 254 - 252 mi/mm to
153 — 145 ml/min (P 0.05). The greatest decreases
were found in the pre—dialysis patients and the control
group with 43% and 54% reductions, respectively. The
patients with moderate impairment had an average
reduction of 18%. Seventeen subjects were evaluated
in the post beta-blocker phase; 12 of the subjects still
had reduced PAH clearance, while in the other 5 it
returned to pretreatment values or greater. The mean
AH clearance for the 17 subjects decreased froni 233
— 243 mI/mm in the pre—beta blocker phase to 167 - 156
ml/min (p 0.05) in post—beta-blockade. In conclusion,
acute beta(1) blockade reduces renal blood flow, but
does not affect glomerular filtration rate; this acute
change in filtration fraction is mostly reversible. While
glomerular filtration is not changed, it is possible that
the clearance of drugs which are secreted may be
reduced during acute beta(1) blockade.
EXTRACELLULAR FLUID PARTITION AND RENAL FUNCTION
IN THE ANALBUMINEMIC RAT. Clarice K. Fujihara*,
Raul C. Teixeira* and Roberto Zatz. Univ. of
So Paulo Medical School, So Paulo, Brasil.
Albumin exerts a key role in the maintenance
of plasma oncotic pressure (ir), thus influencing
plasma volume and glomerular filtration rate (GFR).
The Nagase Analbuminemic Rat (NAR), a mutant
Sprague—Dawley (SD) strain, affords a unique
opportunity to Study these parameters in the
setting of permanent and virtually complete
absence of circulating albumin. Thirteen NAR
and 11 SD rats, weighing 298 to 426 g, were
submitted to functional studies under mactin
anesthesia. Extracellular fluid volume (ECFV),
plasma volume (PV), kidney weight (KW), GFR and
IT were evaluated by conventional methods. Results
(Means±SE, *p <0.05 vs. SD)
Group KW GFR IT PV ECFV
g ml/min mmHg - ml/Kg -
NAR 0.9±0.1* 1.1±0.1 15±0.3* 40±1* 273±13
SD 1.2±0.1 1.2±0.2 19±0.5 45±1 271±10
Despite the expectedly low s, and despite a
slight decrease in PV, no increase in ECFV was
observed. Moreover, GFR was not increased in
NAR rats, also a paradox in the face of the low
IT . Interestingly, 1Kw was substantially decreased
in NAR rats. Conclusions: 1—Lowering of IT alone
is not sufficient to trigger edema formation.
2—Intrarenal adaptation must occur to prevent
GFR from increasing during sustained hypooncoticity
PROSTAGLANDINS AS MODULATORS OF THE
VASOCONSTRICTOR EFFECT OF 2-CHLOROADEN-
OSINE IN ISOLATED CANINE AFFERENT
ARTERIOLES. C. Hura,* T. Tamaki,* and R. Kunau.
Univ. Tx. Hlth. Sd. Ctr., San Antonio, TX.
Intrarenal administration of adenosine (A) produces
a brief vasoconstriction followed by a return to baseline
or modestly increased blood flow. We examined the
effect of 2—chloroadenosine (2CA), a non-metabolized A
analogue With A1 > A receptor affinity, on canine
afferent arterioles (AA. Individual AA from either the
superficial 25% or juxtamedullary 25% of the renal
cortex were statically perfused at 80 mmHg in—vitro.
Agents were added to the bathing solution. Arteriolar
response was determined by measuring changes in
vessel lumen diameter. The effect of endogenous A
was removed by the administration of adenosine deami-
nase (ADA) (0.1 units/mm). A1A alone had no effect
on lumen diameter. 2CA (10 M) produced vasocon—
striction with a maximum decrease in lumen diameter
of 20.3 + 4.8% from control. However, lumen diameter
returned to control within 4—10 minutes despite
continued infusion of 2CA. To examine the role of
prostaglandmns as modulators of the 2CA response, the
same studies were performeg after preincubation of the
AA for 30 minutes with 10 M meclofenamate (M). M
alone had no effect on lumen diameter. 2CA admini-
stration resulted in sustained AA vasoconstriction with
lumen diameter decreasing 17.6 + 3.2% from control for
the entire 30 minute infusion period. Lumen diameter
returned to control values within 3 minutes after 2CA
was withdrawn. The response to 2CA of AA from the
superficial 25% and juxtamedullary 25% of the renal
cortex was compared and was not different. In isolated
canine AA, 2CA is a vasoconstrictor whose effect is
attenuated by vasodilatory prostaglandmns produced by
the AA in response to 2CA.
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BASIS FOR LACK OF CORRELATION BETWEEN CHANGES
IN GLOMERULAR STRUCTURE AND PERMSELECTIVITy
JN INDIVIDUAL NEPHRONS IN CHRONIC RENAL DISEASE.
I. Ichikawa, H. Shiraga*, Y. Yoshida*, T. Yoshioka*, A. Fogo*,
A. Glick* & J. Hoyer. Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN, and
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA.
In the chronic renal disease model of 5/6 nephrectomy (NPX),
proteinuria develops along with marked heterogeneity in
glomerular structure. To define the origin of this proteinuria we
used micropuncture method to measure single nephron filtration
rate of albumin (F-Alb) in 6 Munich-Wjstar rats 4-6 weeks after
NPX. Serial section histological analysis of the same surface
glomeruli was then assessed by light microscopy. F-AIb ranged
from 1.0 to 15.0 times normal. However, within a given kidney,
no uniform relationship between changes in structure and function
was seen, e.g., the glomeruli with least structural changes and
marked hyperfiltration often had the highest F-Alb. Normali-
zation of markedly elevated glomerular capillary pressure (Pgc) in
these glomeruli by acute i.v. infusion of verapamil decreased
F-Alb by 9 - 83% without changing SNGFR. To further charac-
terize this Pgc-dependent glomerular sieving defect in hyperfilter-
jag glomeruli, fractional clearance (FC) of neutral dextrans with
molecular radii of 1 8-60A was measured together with glomerular
microcireulatoiy parameters in 7 rats 1-2 weeks after NPX. In
these animals, homogeneously hyperfiltering glomeruli, elevated
Pgc and lack of structural damage were associated with a selective
increase in FC of larger (>36A) dextrans. Verapamil infusion
normalized Pgc and reduced proteinuria to 48±4 % of baseline
value. Thus, proteinuria after NPX originates, to a large extent,
from glomeruli with minimal structural abnormalities. These
glomeruli have high Pgc which presents to macromolecules, on
the glomerular capillary wall, large channels that lack size-
selectivity, in a fashion comparable to that shown by us in other
models of glomerular hypertension.
EVALUATION OF SPONTANEOUS VARIABILITY OF INULIN
AND PAH CLEARANCES IN 12 NORMAL SUBJECTS. C.
Kindermans, M. Dechaux, K. Laborde, C. Sage,
J.M. Maurette, C. Sachs. Department of Physiol-
ogy, Hopital Necker, Paris, France.
Determination of glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and renal
plasma flow (RPF) are frequently iteratively performed but
few data are available in the litterature to ascertain sponta
neous variability of GFR (inulin clearance) and RPF (PAH
clearance). The aim of this study was then to evaluate GFR
and RPF variations during a month—period. Twelve young
paid male volonteers were studied iteratively 5 different
days. They were submitted to a standardized normal diet.
This study was approved by the local ethic committee. mu
Un and PAH clearances were measured after intra venous
single injections (50 mg/kg body weight for inulin and 10
mg/kg b.w. fcr PAH). Clearances were calculated from pla-
sma disapearance curves as described by Ladegaard Peder
sen. Clearances were performed on days 1,3,8,10, and
25 of the same month. Mean of Inulin and PAH clearanc
es were calculated on each subject with the 5 IteratIve de
terminations : intra individual variability was then calculated
as this SD/mean clearance it ranged between 2 and 27%,
mean 12% for inulin clearance and between 5 and 15%,
mean 10.3% for PAH clearance. By contrast, day to day
variation in mean inulin and PAN clearances (calculated on
the 12 subjects> were not significantly different mean mu
un clearance was 123±18 (range 97 tc152) and mean PAN
clearance was 695±1 lOmi/mln/1.73m (range 503 to 909).
Our study stressed out that spontaneous day to day variabi
lity of inulin and PAH clearance determinations could be
very high in some subjects. This point has to be considered
when evaluating GFR or RPF variations.
NOREPINEPHRINE REVERSIBLY DECREASES PLANAR
SURFACE AREA OF RAT MESANGIAL CELLS. V. Kpn and
M.J. Kamovsky. Dpts. of Pediatrics and Cell Biology, Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA.
Our previous qualitative morphological study showed that direct
renal nerve stimulation causes selective obliteration of glomerular
capillary tufts peripheral to the base of glomerular capillary stalk.
While functional consequence of this phenomenon, i.e., reduction
in ultrafiltration coefficient, has been documented by in vivo
micropuncture study, the kinetics involved in the phenomenon
have not been well delineated. The present study aims to define
the potential effect of norepinephnne (NE) on mesangial matrix
interposing glomerular capillaries. First-passage mesangial cells
-4 weeks following explantation from normal healthy Sprague
Dawley rats were studied by phase-contrast microscopy, their
image magnified l000x and recorded on time-lapse video-recorder.
Cellular planar surface area (S) was then measured by electronic
planimetiy from photographs of video images. In response to
NE (l0-°M), S of 20 individual mesangial cells decreased
significantly, on average, from 2.72 0.45 (SE) x iø mm2 to
2.52 (P<0.001). Washout of NE and replacement with
NE-free media in six cells led to a significant increase in S
toward baseline values (from 2.47±0.43 to 2.61±0.40, P<0.005).
No changes were seen in six cells observed over 45-60 mm with
only NE-free media: S averaged 2.97±0.73 at the begining of the
study and 2.98±0.74 at 20 mm, when reduction was maximal in
the NE-treated cells. Thus, single mesangial cells reversibly
decrease their surface area in response to NE. The subtle
NE-induced changes in individual mesangial cells may be a
constituent of an integrated traction system capable of selective
obliteration of glomerular capillary tufts during renal nerve
stimulation.
LACK OF RENAL AUTOREGULATION DURING HYPERKALEMIA
IN THE RABBIT. Huabao Lin*, David B. Young, and
Keith W. Mann*. Univ. of Mississippi Med. Ctr.,
Dept. of Physiol. & Biophys., Jackson, MS
Many studies have demonstrated that high K
concentrations are vasodilators in most tissues
and organs. The influence of physiologic ele-
vations in K on renal hemodynamics and autoreg—
ulation were investigated in this study. We
compared the autoregulating ability of 24 control
rabbits (plasma K = 3.18±0.06 mEq/L) with that of
20 rabbits with elevated plasma K (5.70±0.13 mEq
IL) resulting from iv infusion of KC1. Measure-
ments were made starting 30 to 45 mm after
achieving a stable plasma K. The mean systemic
arterial blood pressure was 96.8±2.3 mmHg in the
control experiment and 99.1±2.7 mmHg in the KC1
infusion experiment (p> 0.05). The renal blood
flow (RBF) was 5.0±0.22 ml/min/g and 3.83±0.12
ml/min/g kw (p < .005) in the high K and control
groups, respectively, and the glomerular filtra-
tion rate (GFR) was 0.76±0.06 ml/min/g kw and
0.58±0.03 ml/min/g kw (p< .05) in the high K and
control groups. In the control group autoregu—
lation of RBF and GFR was highly efficient above
75 mxnHg, but the autoregulation was abolished in
the high K group. The renal resistance did not
change significantly in the KC1 infused rabbits
during reduction of renal arterial pressure. The
filtration fraction of the control and high K
groups were very similar. This fact suggests
that increased GFR is dependent upon the increas-
ed RBF. These results are consistent with the
hypothesis that physiologic elevations in K
affect renal hemodynamics and impair autoregula—
tion of RBF and GFR.
EFFECT OF DIETARY PROTEIN (DI') ON RENAL VASCULAR
REACTIVITY IN THE RAT. Brian M. Murray, SUN? at
Buffalo, Department of Medicine, Buffalo, N.Y.
Changes in OP are known to have profound ef-
fects on renal blood flow (RBF), the renin—angio—
tensin and prostaglandin (PG) systems. The pre-
sent study was designed to assess the effect of
altered DI' on renal vascular reactivity in normal
rats. Male SD rats (l9O—25Og BW) were fed isoca—
loric diets containing 50% (HP) or 6% (LP) pro-
tein. After 2 wks, a flow probe was placed under
mactin anesthesia and the systemic blood pressure
(104A2) and renal blood flow (iRBF) responses to 5
mm infusions of All measured. A third group of
rats fed regular rat chow served as controls (CON).
Despite similar MAP, HP rats had a higher base-
line RBF compared to both LP and CON (HP 7.7
0.6, LP 5.9 1.2, CON 5.8 0.2 ml/min) and also
exhibited significantly lower MAP (mmHg) and
tRBF (mi/mm) responses to All (See Table).
M4AP (A) and RBF (B) Responses to All.
Dose All 62.5 125 250 375
(nglKg/m) A B A B A B A B
CON (n5) 9 0.9 15 1.8 21 2.9 30 3.2
LI' (n5) 8 0.4 13 1.5 24 2.6 31 3.2
HP (n5) 3 0.3 7 0.2 10 1.4 17 2.5
Pretreatment with meclofenamate (5 mg/Kg iv)
restored REF in HP rats to that seen in LP rats
(HP 6.3 0.5, LI': 5.6 0.2, P=NS) and also re-
stored the tMAP (HP:8,17,26,32,LP:1O,2O,29,36, P=
NS) and RBF(HP:l,1.9,2.9,3.5,LP:1.l,2.4,3.3,3.7,
PNS) responses to All. Thus, HP diet led to
renal vasodilatation and smaller falls in RBF dur-
ing All infusion, probably mediated by increased
PG. The defect could reside either in the direct
constrictor response to All or represent impaired
sutoregulation in the HP rat.
RENAL 3-ADRENOCEPTOR VASODILATION IN FETAL (F)
AND ADULT (A) SHEEP: COMPARISON BETWEEN
ENDOGENOUS CATECHOLANINES. Kenneth T.
Nakamura*, Beth M. Alden*, Pedro A. Jose and
Jean E. Robillard. Univ Iowa, Iowa City, IA &
Georgetown Univ. Washington, D.C.
Since peripheral vasodilation with epineph-
rifle (E) and norepinephrine (NE) is felt to
differ, effects of intrarenal E and NE infu-
sions (0.0125-0.4 pg/kg BW) on renal blood flow
(RBF) were compared in chronically instrumented
F (127-141 days gestation, term 145 days) and A
sheep. % changes (%t) in RBF were measured by
doppler flowmeter. During renal a-adrenoceptor
blockade with phentolamine, E and NE produced
renal vasodilation in F and A without change in
blood pressure and heart rate; however, this
renal vasodilation was significantly greater in
F than in A using either E or NE.
Dose Fetus (n5) Adult (n5)
(ijg/kg) %RBF-E 7.dRBF-NE %dRBF-E ZRBF-NE
0.0125 12±4(SE) 7±4 15±6 4±1
0.025 22±7 17±6 16±5 15±5
0.05 39±11 34±12 16±4 10±3
0.1 37±9 38±11 18±5 22±4
0.2 49±6 51±12 24±5 21±6
0.4 62±8 60±6 23±5 31±8
ICI 118,551 (B2 antagonist), infused intra-
renally (10 ig/kg/min) inhibited vasodilation
with E and NE in both groups. Results demon-
strate: 1) E and NE produce greater renal
vasodilation in F compared to A during renal a-
adrenoceptor blockade; 2) E and NE are equipo-
tent renal B agonists in both F and A; 3) a
renal vasocular B2-adrenergic mechanisms is
involved in this response.
TUBULOGLOMERULAR FEEDBACK SIGNAL TRANSMISSION:
CONCENTRATION AMPLIFICATION ACROSS MACULA DENSA
CELLS. A. Rich* and L.C. Moore, Dept. Physiology
and Biophysics, SUNY at Stony Brook, NY.
We developed a model of a new mechanism of
tubulo—glomerular feedback (TGF) signal transmis-
sion across the macula densa (MD) to the extra—
glomerular Inesangium (MS). It is based on two
JGA features: the lack of capillaries in the MS
and the presence of a narrow cleft between the MD
and MS. These features should limit dissipation
of the MD reabsorbate and produce cleft concen-
trations much different than in plasma or MD
lumen. The model describes MD transport, and
diffusion and convection in the cleft. It calcu-
lates the effect of changes in luminal [MaCi] on
cleft water flow and [MaCli. The model shows
cleft [MaCli to vary directly with luminal INaCI]
and net MD MaCi transport, and inversely with
cleft width and MD water permeability (Lp).
Changes in luminal concentration are amplified in
the cleft, with gain a function of cleft width.
Narrow Cleft Wide Cleft
Low Lp High Lp Low Lp High Lp
Lumen [MaCli mM 20 40 20 40 20 40 20 40
Cleft [NaC1] mM 140 278 117 209 140 175 132 166
Gain 6.90 4.60 1.75 1.70
At high Lp, cleft [NaCli also rises with luminal
osmolarity. If such changes in cleft composition
occur j, yj, and elicit appropriate responses in
the MS, then this mechanism would provide a
unified explanation for 1) feedback signal ampli-
fication, 2) TGF stimulation by changes in both
luminal osmolarity and [Cl 1, and 3) resetting of
TGF via modulation of cleft width.
INCREASED RENAL B-ADRENOCEPTOR VASODILATION
IN FETAL (F) COMPARED TO ADULT (A) SHEEP
WITH RENAL NERVE STIMULATION (RNS) AND INFUSED
NOREPINEPHRINE (NE). Jean E. Robillard, Kenneth
T. Nakamura*, Gerald F. DiBona. University of
Iowa, Iowa City, IA.
The neurosympathetic development of renal
vasodilator response to RNS and intrarenal NE
during intrarenal a-adrenoceptor blockade was
compared in conscious and chronically-instru-
mented F (127-142 days gestation) and A sheep.
1 changes (18) in RBF velocity were measured by
doppler flowmeter. ENS and NE produced renal
vasodilation in F and A without changes in MABP
and HR. RNS with 2, 4, and 8 Hz in F (n=8)
increased %8RBF by 29±8, 32±5, and 22±2%,
respectively; compared with %8RBF of 1.6±1.4,
3.8±2.1, and 3.8±1.8% in A (n4) at the same
frequencies (p<O.OS). Intrarenal infusion of
NE at 0.01-0.4 ug/kg produced dose-related in-
creases in %8RBF from 7±4 to 60±6 in F (n5),
and from 4±1 to 31±8 in A (n5), respectively
(p<O.05). Intrarenal ICI 118,551 (B2 antago-
nist), inhibited vasodilation to both ENS and
NE in F and A. Results demonstrate: 1) an
age-dependent neural renal vasodilator mecha-
nism in sheep; 2) NE infusion confirms that the
neurotransmitter, NE, produces greater renal
vasodilation in F compared to A; and 3) the
renal vascular 132-adrenoceptor is innervated in
F.
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ULTRAFILTRATION COEFFICIENT OF ISOLATED GLOMERULI
IS DIMINISHED AFTER SYSTEMIC INFUSION OF ANGlO-
TENSIN II. V.J. Savin and C.L. Beason_Griffin*
Univ. of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, KS
We have shown that glomeruli contract but their
ultrafiltration coefficient (Kf) is not changed
by incubation with angiotensin II (All) In vitro
(Am. J. Physiol, in press). In contrast, Ef
determined from micropuncture is decreased during
All infusion. In order to reconcile this dis-
crepancy we have studied glomeruli of mole Munich—
Wistar rats (214— 350g) following infusion of All
(50 zig/hr) for 60 mm. prior to nephrectomy.
Control rats received an identical infusion of
saline. Kf was measured using videomicroscopy and
filtration induced by an oncotic gradient. All
infusion increased mean arterial pressure by an
average of 60 mmHg.
Glom. Vol. Kf Lp
(nl) (nl/minmmHg) (p14s1nsir&i3an2)
All (N=6) 1.2±0.1 2.88±0.27 1.96±0.13
C (N=5) 1.3±0.1 5.38±0.37* 3.19±0.19*
*p<°.001
Ejection of erythrocytes, a qualitative measure
of intraglomerular resistance, was not affected
by prior All administration. We conclude that Kf
is diminished following All infusion and that this
decrease persists following glomerular isolation.
Since there is no perfusion during measurement of
Kf, altered intraglomerular perfusion patterns
caused by mesangial contraction cannot account
for decreased Kf. Since Kf is decreased following
All infusion into the intact animal but not
incubation of isolated glomeruli In vitro, a
secondary process may be required for All to alter
Kf.
INSULIN INFUSION NORMALIZES GLOMERULAR CAPILLARY
PRESSURE IN EXPERIMENTAL DIABETES MELLITUS. JW
Scholey* and TW Meyer. Stanford University and
VA Medical Center, Palo Alto, CA.
Glomerular capillary hypertension has been as-
sociated with elevation of the GFR in experimental
diabetes. The current study examined the acute
dependence of glomerular capillary pressure (P
on insulinopenia in streptozotocin diabetic ras
given daily low dose insulin to maintain blood
glucose (BG) between 200 and 400 mg/dl. Groups
with equivalent BG before anesthesia (EGo) were
studied at 4-9 weeks. Group D received no insulin
during micropuncture. Group DI received an
insulin infusion to lower BG during micropuncture
(BGmp) to normal levels, while Group DIG received
insulin plus sufficient glucose to maintain hyper-
glycemia. Results: (mean±1SE,j-P<.05 vs D)
EGO BGmp MAP SNGFR A GC Kf
--mg/dl--— ami-Ig -ni/mm--- rnmHg nl/s/mmHg
D 302 265 108 53 150 61 .037(n=8) 11 12 3 2 7 2 .002
DI 299 1171- 107 47 158 511- .063(n=8) 13 3 3 2 9 1 .009
DIG 294 275 113 50 144 521- .0551-(n=8) 12 9 3 2 8 1 .006
Insulin infusion reduced GC near to normal
without altering arterial pressure (MAP). Insulin
evoked an increase in afferent resistance offset
by a fall in efferent resistance (both p<.OS) with
an increase in the ultrafiltration coefficient
(Kf) so that single nephron plasma flow and
filtration rate (SNGFR) were stable despite
reduction in GC The insulin effect did not
depend on reduction of 5G. We conclude that gb—
merular capillary hypertension in diabetes is an
acutely reversible consequence of insulmnopenia.
BRADYKININ INDUCED CHANGES IN RENAL PROSTAGLANDIN
FORMATION, RENAL FUNCTION AND RENIM RELEASE.
U.S. Schwertschlag, P.M. Dennis,* A.R. Uhorton*
and W.E. Yarger. Duke University, Durham, NC.
Rat kidneys were isolated and perfused with
a Krebs—Henseleit buffer containing albumin!
hydroxyethylstarch as oncotic compounds.
Bradykinin (BK) was infused to give a final
concentration of 0.01, 0.1 and 1 ull BK in the
perfusate. Renal vascular resistance (RVR,'gK)
and urine flow (UV) were measured continuously.
Renal venous renin activity (RR), GFR, and urinary
sodium excretion were measured. Renal
prostaglandin production was determined as PGE—2
and 6—keto PGF—la excretion into the urine.
BK stimulated RR from 253+89 (control) to 369±113
(0.Olurl) (p<0.O5) to 47+14o (O.lufl) (p<O.O5)
and to 432+130 ng ANG I!h/min (lull) (p<O.O5).
Urinary prostaglandin excretion increased from
7.8+2ng/min to 72+5 ng!min (6—keto PGF—la; lull
BK) and from 15.2+5 to 68+11 ng!min (PGE-2;
lull BK). RVR/gK was unchanged at 0.01 and 0.1
uFi BK but increased by 19±6% at luti BK.
Pretreatment of perfused kidneys with indomethacin
(INDO,5ut1) decreased urinary PGE-2 and 6—keto
PGF—la to undetectable levels. RR stimulation
by BK was blunted 180+70 (control) to 300±110(0.01 ull), to 303±92 (.i utl) and to 206±110
ng AuG I,'h/min (lull). RVR increased by 26±9%
at lull BK (p<0.05 compared to non—INDO response).
SFR, UV and UNaXV remained unchanged during
all treatment periods. We conclude from our
results that BK stimulates RR by a partially
rostaglandin dependent mechanism. Enhanced
vasoconstriction by BK in the presence of IP1DO
indicates a vasoactive mechanism of BK independent
of prostaglandin formation.
RENAL FUNCTION AND DIETARY PROTEIN INTAKE IN
PREGNANCY. Rebecca Shiffman,* Nergesh Tejani,*
Uma Verma,* and Rosemary McNerney* (intr. by Amir
Tejani). Nassau County Medical Ctr., Dept. of
Ob/Gyn, East Meadow, New York; Health Sciences
Ctr., State Univ. of New York at Stony Brook.
Nigh dietary protein increases glomerular fil-
tration rate in the non—pregnant state; however,
this effect has not been studied in pregnancy.
We studied 392 patients with singleton uncompli-
cated pregnancies at gestational ages varying from
7 to 40 weeks. Creatinine clearance (Cr Cl) was
calculated from 24-hour urine collection. An es-
timate of protein intake from 24—hour dietary re-
call during the time of 24-hour urine collection
was made. We found that:
1. There was no correlation between mean Cr Cl
and gestational age beyond 7 weeks.
2. A trend of increasing Cr Cl was seen with
increasing dietary protein. Cr Cl was signifi-
cantly higher when dietary protein was > 50 grams
than if less (P <.00). (Figure 1)
130
Cr Cl 120(mi/mm.)
110
100
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Daily Protein Intake (Gm.)
<50 Gm. (N = 101) >50 Gm. (N = 291)
Mean Cr Cl 106.6 + 31.6 117.3 + 34.2 P <.00
In summary, normal pregnant patients on high
dietary protein showed higher Cr Cl, irrespective
of gestational age. The implications of these
findings are conjectural.
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A ROLE FOR THROMBOXANE IN THE TUBULOGLOMERULAR
FEEDBACK RESPONSE. WJ Welch and CS Wilcox. Div. of
Nephrology, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
Renal thromboxane (Tx) release is increased by Cl
loading (KI, 28:43, 1985). Since Cl delivery to the
loop of Henle (LH) activates tubuloglomerular feed-
back (TGF), we measured proximal tubule stop-flow
pressure (SFP) in rats during perfusion of LH with
artificial tubular fluid after administration of a
Tx synthetase inhibitor, UK 38485 (UK; 100 mg/kg),
a cyclooxygenase inhibitor, indomethacin (Indo;
5 mg/kg) or vehicle. Urinary TxB9 and 6—kPGF1
were separated by extraction and TtC before RIA?
Excretion of TxB2 (pg/mm) was 24.0±4.5 after the
vehicle but was lower after UK (8.9±1.9; p<O.Ol)
and Indo (10.5±3.2; p<0.025). In contrast, 6—kPGF
was 75±14 after the vehicle and was similar aft
UK (79±20) but lower after Indo (45±9; p<0.O5).
The LH was perfused at 0 and 40 nl/mmn. The mean
values for SFP (mmHg), number of rats(n), and
significance (+, pcO.05) were:
0 40 1: 0-40
Vehicle (n=12) 34.7±1.4 23.4±1.2 11.5±0.9
UK (n=8) 35.5±1.6 30.0±1.5+ 5.5±0.8+
Indo (n=8) 30.4±1.3+ 26.6±1.1+ 3.8±0.6+
Inhibition of vasodilator and vasoconstrictor PG
formation by Indo blunted both the rise in SFP at
zero LH flow (vasodilitation) and the fall at high
flow (vasoconstriction), whereas inhibition of Tx
formation by UK blunted only the vasoconstriction.
Increasing perfusion of LH from 0 to 40 nl/min
reduced SNGFR by 44±2% after the vehicle, but by
only 20±2% (pcO.O01) after UK. In conclusion: Tx
can restrain both glomerular capillary hydraulic
pressure and SNGFR during increased delivery of
filtrate and Cl to the LH during TGF. Thus, Tx may
regulate pre—glomerular vasoconstriction.
POSTGLOMERULAR CAPILLARY SOLUTE FLUX IN THE DOG
RESTRICTED BY SHAPE AND CHARGE
C.Whiteside and M. Silverman, Membrane Biology
Group, Dept. of Medicine, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Canada.
To identify postglomerular (PG) capillary
charge and shape restriction, solute flux patterns
of cationic (DEAEd) and anionic (S04d) 3H—dextrans
were compared using the multiple indicator dil-
ution (MID method. In anesthetized mongrel dogs
(N=10, , a bolus including 1251—albuain (plasma
referenced , 14C—inulin and/or creatinine (glomer—
ular and inteAstitial reference ) and DEAEd or
S04d 19 - 20 A Stokes Einstein Radius (SER was
injected into the left renal artery. Serial left
renal venous and urine outflow samples were col-
lected. Charge interaction was analyzed by re-
peating the MID run in the presence of excess un-
labelled DEAE or sulfated dextran or following
protamine sulfate (ps) infusion into the left
renal artery. With sulfated dextran the renal vein
mean transit time (t) and recoveries of SD4d re-
mained unchanged. In contrast, unlabelled DEAE
dextran resulted in decreased T of DEAEd relative
to 14C—inulin, indicating saturable binding of
DEAEd in the PG. After pa the renal vein and
urine recoveries of 504d decreased significantly
and t increased relative to 14C—inulin, implying
charge interact ion of S04d to pa bound to negative
charged sites in the PG and glomernlar capillaries.
To identify shape importance DEAEd, S04d and
neutral 3H-dextrans of 27.5 A SER were compared.
Similar toSO4d (AJP 247:F96S—F975, 1984) the
fl251-alb/t3H for DEAEd was reduced compared to
neutral 3H dextran. Therefore, PG capillariea
also limit solute flux on the basis of molecular
shape.
EFFECT OF ANGIOTENSIN II (All) ON NENODYNAMICS AND
ULTRAFILTRATION COEFFICIENT (1(f) IN THE ISOLATED
PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY (IPK). TB fmann*, ML
NacDougall and VJ Savin. Univ. of Kansas Ned.
Ctr., K.C. KS and Veterans Admin. Hasp., K.C. MO
All infusion in viva causes renal arteriolar
constriction and diminishes Kf. In vitro, ef—
ferent arterioles and glomeruli contract but
mfferent arterioles and Kf are not affected.
Isolated kidneys were perfused with cell free
medium and GFR and renal resistance (ER) measured
prier to and during a 20—30 Bin infusion of All
(3—Gng/min;n=5) or vehicle alone (n=4) . Glomeruli
were then isolated and Kf and hydraulic con-
ductivity (Lp) determined.
PreRx Vehicle All
GFR (nd/Bin) o.01t0.lo 0.3720.06+ 0.9420.216
RR(mmHg'min/ml) 2.692.0.15 2.0120.18+ 3.lltO.44+#
Kf(nl/minmmNg) ND 5.2BtO.l6 3.7720.194
Lp (p1/mm mmNg/cm2) ND 3.56t0.07 2.3720.071
+p<0.05 compared to PreRx; (p<0.05 compared
to Vehicle; ND, not done
In control kidneys, RR and GFR fell. In contrast,
RE increased and GFR was maintained during All
infusion, we infer that the efferent arteriole
of IPK is mare responsive to All than the afferent
areriole and that the increase in GFR is secondary
to increased intraglamular pressure. Since in-
fusion of All decreased Kf and Lp while incubation
of isolated nonperfused glomeruii with All did not
alter these parameters (AJP, in press) , mod-
ulation of glomerular hydraulic permeability may
depend on intrsrensl events such as altered pres-
sure or flow, tubula—glomerular interactions or
locally generated mediators in addition to direct
effects of All.
CONTROL OF RENAL HENODYNANICS DURING AMINO ACID
INFUSION: ROLE OF THE LIVER. Len L. Woods,* H.
Leland Nizelle,* and John E. Hall. Univ. of
Mississippi Ned. Ctr., Dept. of Physiology and
Biophysics, Jackson, Mississippi.
A pufmtive hormone released by the liver has
been postulated to mediate the increases in renal
blood flaw and glomerulsr filtration rate (GFR)
that occur following a high protein meal. These
studies were designed to determine whether the
renal vasodilation and increases in GFR following
elevation of plasma amino acids are impaired in
the absence of a functional liver. A mixture of
4 amino acids (gly, san, ala, pro) was infused
intravenously (.075 mmol/kg/min total) into anes-
thetized normal dogs (n=7) and into a second
group of dogs after ligating all blood vessels
supplying the liver and inserting a hepatic
portal—femoral venous shunt (n=7). In normal
dogs, renal blood flow and GFR rose by an average
of 20±3% and 15±4%, respectively, after 30 mm of
amino acids and renal vascular resistance fell
16% from 0.51±0.16 to 0.43±0.16 mmHg/(ml/min).
The renal hemodynamic responses of dogs in which
the hepatic circulation was ligated were not
impaired relative to those in normal animals;
renal blood flow and GFR increased by 20±3% and
31±7%, respectively, and renal vascular resis-
tance fell 26% from 0.80±0.13 to 0.59±0.08 mmHg/
(ml/min) after 30 mm of amino acid infusion.
These data suggest that the liver or a factor
released by the liver does not play a major role
in mediating renal vaaodilation and increased GFR
during elevation of plasma amino acids.
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IMPAIRMENT OF THE FAST RESPONSE TO HYPERKALEMIA
BY BETA ADRENERGIC BLOCKADE. David B. Young,
Thomas E. Jackson*, Manis J. Smith, Jr.*, and
Randolph M. Richards*. Dept. of Physiology and
Biophysics, Univ. of Miss. Med. Ctr., Jackson, MS
We have developed a system to measure arterial
K and pH continuously in conscious animals using
ion selective electrodes. Using this system we
analyzed the fast response to hyperkalemia re-
sulting from an iv injection of 1 meq KC1 over 30
sec., and the involvement of the beta adrenergic
system in the response. The normal response to
the K challenge was an Increase in arterial K
followed by a complete return to the control
level over a period of 5 mm. The return was a 2
component exponential decay, one component re-
lated to mixing, the other a function of transfer
of K out of the plasma. pH remained unchanged
throughout the response. In 5 large (20 kg)
dogs, the response was recorded before and 20 mm
after iv injection of 4 mg propranolol. Before
beta blockade, the K challenge resulted in a
maximum increase in K of 0.60±.O3 meq/l; after
beta blockade the increase was O.73±.03 meq/l (p
<
.0125). Beta blockade did not affect arterial
glucose, insulin, aldosterone or PRA. We propose
that there is a mechanism which responds within
seconds to increases in extracellular K which
transfers K into cells. The mechanism has a very
high negative feedback gain, returning plasma K
nearly completely to the control level within 5
mm. The response is impaired by beta antagon-
ists. A component of the mechanism may be Na—K—
ATPase which is substrate activated.
Renal Physiology—Na, K & CI
APICAL MEMBRANE Cl/BASE EXCHANGE IN THE RAT
PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PCT). Robert J.
Alpern, Dept. Med., CVRI, Univ. of Calif., San
Francisco, CA.
The purpose of the present studies was to
examine whether Cl/base exchange was present
on the apical membrane of the mammalian proximal
tubule. Cell pH (pHi) was measured fluorimetri-
cally in the in vivo microperfused rat PCT using
the intracellularly trapped pH-sensitive dye,
BCECF. In tubules perfused symmetrically with
Cl-free solutions, luminal Cl addition did not
affect pH either in the presence or absence
of 1 mM formate. After inhibition of basolateral
membrane HCO3 transport with peritubular SITS
(to amplify effects of apical membrane transport
on pHi), luminal Cl addition decreased pH from
7.63±0.04 to 7.60±0.04 (+pHO.O2±O.Ol, p<O.OO5).
When similar studies were performed in the pre-
sence of luminal and peritubular 1mM formate,
luminal Cl addition caused pH to decrease from
7.45±0.03 to 7.38±0.02 (+pH=O.O6±O.Ol, p<O.OO1).
The magnitude of +pH was greater in the presence
than in the absence of formate (p<O.OOl). Apical
membrane Cl/base exchange in the presence of
formate was inhibited by 0.2 mM luminal DIDS
(pHi 7.46±0.01 (-Cl) vs. 7.47±0.02 (+C1); NS).
In conclusion: 1) DIDS-sensitive Cl/base
exchange is present on the apical membrane of
the rat PCT. 2) A major fraction of Cl/base
exchange is formate-dependent and probably repre-
sents Cl/formate exchange, as described by
<arniski and Aronson (PNAS 82:6362, 1985). In
parallel with Na/H antiport, Cl/base exchange
provides a mechanism for apical membrane Mad
transport in the mammalian PCT.
QUANTITL'ION OF THE NUMBER OF /Ii
ON A PXIM?,L IUaJLAR (PT) CELL. Behnam
Dezfooly*, Michele Fine*, Maryaiu Broukhin*, and
Leon G. Fine. Division of Nephrology, UA School
of Medicine, Ice J½ngeles, Ch.
The kinetics of Na'/M exchange in the PT cell
have been well characterized and adaptations of
this transport system (e.g. uninephrectcmy,
metabolic acidosis, etc) have been ascribed to
changes in Vmax. Since it has not been possible
to quantitate the number of antiporters on a
single PT cell, it has not been feasible to
determine whether such adaptations are related to
changes in number vs turnover of the antiporter.
We have quantitated the binding characteristics
of the Na1'/ff" antiporter in a purified preparation
of morphologically-polarized rabbit PT cells using
(3H)methyl-isobutyl-amiloride (NTh) as a ligand.Studies were performed at 4 C to inhibit transport
of MIA into the cell. Equilibrium binding in
Na-free solution was attained at 30 nib and was
not affected by the anion present (Cl vs gluco-
nate). Specific binding was approxinately 50-60%
of total binding. Scatchard analysis revealed a
single class of binding sites with a RD of 3(*iM
and a Baax of approx 5-10 nmols/l06 cells. The
affinity of this analog for the exchanger liesbetween values described for amiloride and
ethyl-propyl-amiloride. Conclusion: 1) There
are approxinately 3-6 x i08 Na/H antiporters on
the rabbit PT cell. 2) It should be possible to
determine whether changes in Vmax of the antiport-
er are due to insertion or removal of transporters
fron the brush border membrane using this cell
model.
INSULIN STIMULATES TRANSPORT IN THE RABBIT
PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PCT). Michel Baum.
Southwestern Medical School, Dept. of Pediatrics,
Dallas, TX.
Although several studies have demonstrated
that insulin decreases sodium excretion, indirect
studies have suggested that insulin inhibits vol-
ume absorption (Jv, nl/nim'min) in the PCT. The
present in vitro miffoperfJsion study examined
directly whether 10 M-1O M insulin affects Jv
in the PCT. 51 PCI were perfused with an ultra-
filtrate-like solution and wer0 bathed in a
serum-like albumin solution. 10 M bath insulin
stimulated Jv (0.69±0.06 to 0,78±0.08*) and
potential difference(PD) (-3.3±0.6 to 4.O+O.7*),
There was a progressive stimulation of the lumen
negative PD and Jv with higher bath insulin con-
cenrations. Maximal stimulation occurred at
10 M bath insulin (Jv 0.65+0.108 to 0.88±0.13*,
PD -4.2±0.4 to 5.4±O,2*). 10 M bath insulin
not only stimulated glucose absorption (J
39.9±2.1 to 46.9±3.4* pmol/mmmin) but a8
stimulated chloride (ar, 39.2±6.3 to 68.6±11.6*
pmol/mmmin) and bicarbonate TCO 5.2±3.7 to
65.9±4.1* pmol/mm'min) transport. I0 M insulin
also stimulated Jv when glucose and amino acids
were removed from the luminal perfusate (Jv
0.36±0.04 to 0.49±0.08*). Addition of insulin to
the luminal perfusate had no affect on Jv or PD.
(*p<0O5)
The present study demonstrates that insulin
has a direct dose dependent effect to stimulate
transport in the PCT when added to the bath but
not the lumen. The insulin induced stimulation
in transport is present at physiologic concentra-
tions. Insulin stimulates glucose as well as bi-
carbonate and chloride absorption in the PCI.
EFFECT OF cYTOSICELETAL DISRUPTION ON REGULATION
OF RENAL TUBULE CELL VOLUME IN HYPOTONIC ENVIRON-
MENT. Cathryn A. Bauman* and Michael_A. Linshaw
Univ. of Conn. Health Ctr., Dept. of Peds.,
Farmingron, CT.
When external osmolality is suddenly reduced,
renal tubule cells typically swell rapidly to a
maximum volume, then undergo a slower phase termed
volume regulatory decrease during which intracell-
ular solute (K4 through Basensitive channels
and anion) and water are extruded and cell size
decreases to a steady state. tie determined the
potential role of the cytoskeleton in volume regu-
lation of 28 rabbit proximal convoluted tubules
(PCT). Collapsed PCT were tightly crimped at both
ends with micropipets and incubated for 60 mm. at
37 C in balanced isotonic Ringer solution contain-
ing a microtubule inhibitor_Vmncristine (Vin) 5ui,
a microfilament inhibitor—Cytochalasmn B (CytoB)
5OuM or both. Tubule volume as assessed from
outer diameter increased from a control volume of
10.36 0.23 nl/cm (Mean SE) to a peak by a
factor of 1.92 0.03 above control in hypotonic
medium, but volume regulatory decrease was altered
by the presence of inhibitor as follows: Control
tubules (no inhibitor) regulated 72.3 2.6% be-
low peak swelling. Vin as well as the vehicle
dimethyl sulfoxide had no effect on volume regu-
lation. Tubules in CytoB volume regulated 55.3±
7.8%, a value significantly different from control
(pco.05). However in the presence of both Viii
and CytoB, tubules volume regulated even less,
Only 37.3 3.1% below peak swelling which was
also significantly below control (p<O.OO1), and
below CytoB tubules (p<O.O2). We conclude that
the cytoskeleton must be intact for hypotonic
volume regulation of PCI to proceed.
DEVELOPMENTAL CHP.NGES IN CONDUCTIVE PROPERTIES OF
R1BBIT RAL BRUSH RO1)ER MEMBRE VESICLES (BBMv).
_____ , M.S. Lipkowitz, R.G. P,brarison. Mount SinaiSchool of Medicine, l York, NY
Tb determine i4ther the conductive properties of the
brush border nsa-brane change during developasit, BBMV
ware prepared by M precipitetion fran the renal cortex
of young (1-25 days of age) and adults rabbits. Purityof the BBMV preparations, as assessed by marker
enzyses, was similar, regardless of the age of the
animal. The P.O. sensitive fluorescent probe DiS-.C3—(5)
was used to assess rnarbrane permeability and relative
conducta-ic in PBMV after a 3 hr iixiibation in 1CC) mMMCi. [K]10 was calculated fran the [K] at wbich
valinomycin produced no P.O. H4 permeility wasmeasured from the rate of collapse of pH gradients
using acridine orange fluorescence eoohing. EKJin' ameasure of total KC1 permeability, was significantly
lowar in BBMV of young rabbits (39.9 + 4.8) ccnpared toadults (67.0 + 1.6), p < .COi. C1 Cta relativeto that of K (1/c}c) increased as development
occurred [young 0.53 ÷ 0.03 vs adult 0.96 + 0.10 (p <
.05)]. In contrast, GNa/GK decreased with Tncreasing
age [young 0.84 + 0.06 vs adult 0.50 + 0.08 (p < .05)].Thus, GCI/GNa increased from 0.6 to 2 duringdevelopini- Finally, proton an tai decreased with
increasing age. Taken together, these data indicate
that the conductive pathways for H, Na4, K, and C1
change as development proceeds. These changes in
conductive pathways may be responsible for thedifferences in solute transport observed in young and
adult animals. Specifically, previously describeddifferences in the nagniti.rje of the glurose overshoot(an electrogenic transport process) in newborn and
adult BBMV nay reflect the reversal in relative Na4 andC1 anndrtan detected in this stu5y.
RENAL MEMORY AFTER POTASSIUM ADAPTATION: ROLE OF
Na—K—ATpase. C. Bennett*, S. Mujais. Northwestern
Univ. and VA Lakeside Medical Center, Chicago, IL.
Potassium adaptation is characterized by
increased Na—K—ATpase activity in the cortical
collecting tubule and enhanced ability to excrete
an acute K load. The resolution of these findings
after cessation of K loading was explored in male
Sprague—Dawley rats (180—220 g) distributed into a
group on a normal K diet (1K) and a group on a
diet with a fourfold increase in K content (4K).
CCT Na—K—ATpase and the ability to excrete an
acute K load (150 1iEq/lOOg/h) were evaluated after
7 days in 1K rats, in 4K rats and in a subset of
4K rats 2 days after resumption of a 1K diet
(4K/1K). (*p<0.05 vs 1K group; tp<0.05 vs 4K
group; mean + SE; FEK fractional excretion.)
FEK (1) % K Load Na—K—ATPasegps Basal Peak Excreted lh Ti/mM/hr)
1K 27.1 40.5 40.3 1249
+2.9 +5.8 +5.5 + 484K 47.1 66.3 85.7 2333
+33* +4.8* +7.1* +183*
4K/lK 40.3 56.3 60.3 T7o8
+5.3* 1-54* +9.4*1 +210*1
Potassium adaptation (4K) led to an increased
ability to excrete an acute K load and an
enhancement of CCT Na—K—ATP555. These biochemical
and functional changes persisted, albeit reduced,
after Cessation of dietary K loading (4K/1K) and
there was a parallel recovery of excretory
ability
and Na—K—ATpase. These results suggest that
Na—K—ATPase may play a role in mediating enhanced
excretory function during adaptation and may
function as renal memory during resolution of the
adaptive state.
EFFECT OF pH AND BA ON BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE
CONDUCTANCE IN AMBYSTOMA ISOLATED PROXIMAL TUBULE.
Jeffrey S. Berns and Emile L. Boulpaep. Yale Univ.
Sch. of Med. New Haven, CT
In order to examine the effect of K4conductance
blockade and pH changes on basolateral membrane
(blm)conductance, studies with intracellular micro
electrodes and cable—analysis were performed in
isolated perfused proximal tubules using symmetric
HCO—contamning solutions at pH 7.5 (HCO=10mM) or
pH 6.8 (HCO=2mM) at constant CO2 (1.5%) in the
absence or presence of 2mM BaCl2. Transepithelial
(V3) and bin (V1) potential differences (mV),
transepithelial resistances (Rt,Scm2) and voltage—
divider ratios .=apjcal membrane resistance (R2)/
hIm resistance (R1)J are shown in the table:pH Ba
V3 —3.6±0.2 —1.6±0.3 —2.1±0.2 —1.3±0.1
V1 —63.4±2.0 —36.9±3.2 —40.6±2.9 —18.0±3.2
Rt 46.3±1.2 42.8±2.3 45.2±2.4 45.2±1.9
2.3±0.1 0.5±0.1 0.7±0.1 0.4±0.1
The him potential is depolarized to a similar
extent by either low external pH or bath Ba; a
combined effect further depolarizes the bin.
Assuming R2 remains constant,.indicates that K1
increases 3.4—fold with lowered pH and 4.2—fold
with Ba, but 6.2—fold with a combination of
these treatments. While the Ba effect is
compatible with blockade of blm K+ channels, the
pH effect may be a result of inhibition of bits K4
conductance and/or the electrogenic Na4/HCO
symporter. It is concluded that the additive
effects of Ba and pH indicate that external pH
affects the blm conductance through the Na+/HCO
symporter in addition to its effect on K4
channels.
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TUBULAR SODIUM HANDLING DURING MINERALDCORTICDID
ESCAPE (ME); AN ANALYSIS USING FREE WATER AND
LITHIUM CLEARANCE. Boer, W.H.7 Koomans, H.A4
Dorhout Mees , E.J., Dept. of Nephrology, Univ.
Hospital, Utrecht, The Netherlands.
The established technique to study tubular Na
handling in man is the maximal free water
clearance. Using this technique, ME has been
shown to result fros a rise in GER and a fall in
fractional proximal reabsorption (FPR). The
model of ME was chosen to test lithium (Li) as a
quantitative marker of proximal Na reabsorption.
Simultaneous free water (C—H2O) and Li
clearances (C—Li) were performed in B normal men
before and after ME (6 daya fludrocortiaonm
acetate). FPR was calculated from C—H20 as well
as C—Li: FPR—H2O and FPR—Li respectively. All
changes were significant (P<D.UD1).
GER C-H20 C—Li FPR—H2D FPR—Li
Contr. 125 mI/s 15 mI/s 42 ml/m 85.7% 67.5%
Eacape 149 ml/m 24 ml/m 76 ml/m 81.3% 49.7%
As shown, the Li—method yields much lower con-
trol values for FPR than the conventional
method. It confirms that FPR is depressed during
ME, but the observed fall ('-'18%) is much more
pronounced than that obtained by the C-H2D
method (....4%). The difference in FPR calculated
by the two methods is moat readily exp'lsined by
overestimation of FPR by the CH2O-mmthod due to
ADH-indmpmndmnt H2O bsckdiffusion. However,
alternative explanations for the large rise in
C—Li (and fall in FPR—Li) such as suppressed Li
reabsorption in Henle's loop or diatal tubular
Li secretion ahould be considered.
INFLUENCE OF DIETARY PROTEIN ON ADENYLATE CYCLASE
ACTIVITY OF THE IIEDULLARY ThICK ASCENDING LIMB
(MTAL). Nadine Bouby", Marie—Ilarcelle Trinh", and
Lime Bankir" (intr. by 7. Anagnostopoulos). INSERM
Unite 90. Hôpital Necker, Paris, France.
We have previously shown that high protein (HP) diet
induces a selective hypertrophy of MTAL cells and an
increase in Na/K ATPase activity (Kidney Int 1986,
in press, and Néphrologie, 1986,7:69). In addition
it has been recently reported that HP diet increases
NaCl reabsorption in the TAL and depresses
tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF) (Seney et al. Kidney
Int, 1985, 27:299). The present study investigates
the effect of HP diet on adenylate cyclase
sensitivity to peptidic hormones in MTAL. Two groups
of Sprague Dawley rats, ThUg 8W. were pair-fed
isocaloric diets containing 10% (LP) or 32% (HP)
casein respectively. After 4 wks MTAL segments were
isolated from inner stripe of outer medulla by mild
collagenase digestion and appropriate sieving (Pflu—
gers Arch, 185 in press). Protein content, length
of tubular segments, and hormone(104M)—stimulated
adenylate cyclase activity (measured with
[mt_.32PJATP) were assessed in aliquots of MTAL
suspension. Results (mean SE, n = 4) were:
pmoIcAMP/gprotein. 30mm fmolcAMP/mlength. 30mm
vasopressin glucagon vasopressin glucagon
HP 7.61±0.67 5.96±0.80 1216±141 950±125
LP 5.51±0.56 5.26±0.70 730±58 725±145
HP/LP 1.40 1.20 1.65 1.43
: significantly different from HP by paired t test.
These results show that HP diet increases the
sensitivity of MTAL to peptidic hormones, thus
possibly contributing to increase solute transport.
decrease salt concentration at the macula dens; and
increase GFR by depressing TOF.
IN VIVO MONITORING OP SODIUM IN KIDNEY TUBULES BY
NMR. Yvan Boulangefl' Patrick Vinay, Alberto Teje—
dor' and Josette Noelt' Univ. de Montréal, Inst. de
Genie Bioméd. and Dept de Physiol. et Med., Mont—
rAa3 Qoe., Canada.
Na NMR was used to monitor the intracellular
sodium levels in isolated kidney tubules under
both physiological and non—physiological condi-
tions. Proximal (cortical) tubules and thick as-
cending limbs were isolated from dog or rabbit
kidney. The intracellular sodium concentrations
determined by NMR were compared with those deter-
mined by flame photometry in ordm3to assess the
NIlE visibility. The intensity of Na NMR signals
were not significantly modified upon addition of
detergent or water. Nowever, the fNsJ determined
by flame photometry were 27—41% higher than those
measured by NNR on water—diluted samples of kid-
ney tubules. A visibility of shout 30% can be
calculated from these measurements. A partial
visibility was also apparent from influx (addi-
tion of nystatin) or efflux (removal of Na) ex-
periments. A visibility of 60% for Na. was measu-
red in this case, corresponding to a i¾ore mobile
fraction of sodium that is transportable. Using
a specially—designed NMR probe where the kidney
tubules are inserted in dialysis microfibers and
maintained under stable metabolic conditions for
prolonged periods, the intensity of the Na. was
monitored as a function of time, substrate avsi—
lability, [Na J, presence of ouabain and nyststin.
These experimnta allowed to follow the [Na.) in
real time and to estimate the value of [Nat in-
dependently of the NMR visibility. This va±ue was
approximately 55 mM when the [Na) was 140 mM.
PAPILLARY COLLECTING DUCT (PCD). TRANSPORT DURING
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTTDE (AMP) ADMINISTRATION.
JP Brigga and J Schnermann. Dept. of mt. Med.,
and Physiol., Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.
AMP administration alters the peritubular
environment of the PCD by dissipating medullary
NaCl and urea gradients, and may bind directly
to receptors on the PCD. Micropuncture studies
were performed to evaluate the effeot of ANP on
PCD transport in situ. In anesthetized male
rats (SW 80—120 g) infused with 3H—inulin,
samples of collecting duct fluid were obtained
from the PCD at the base and tip of the papilla,
in a control period, and during infusion of
atriopeptin II at 0.2 ug/kg.min, or furosemide(FURO) 20 ug/kg.min Tubular fluid concen-
trations of Cl and H inulin were determined.
AMP
Base
Tip
FURO
Bwse
Tip
156±4. 3 7.56±0.68 5.06±0.42 9
150±10.6 4.91±0.57 3.36±0.23 7
All values after AMP & FURO increased (p <.05).
Conclusions: During AN? administration NaCl
delivery to the base of the PCD is substantially
increased and duct chloride transport riaea.
Comparable augmentation of Cl transport occurs
when delivery is increased by FURO. Inhibition
of NaCl transport along the accessible portions
of the PCD cannot explain the natriuresis
produced by AMP.
CONTROL
Base
Tip
Cl
meq/l
71.2± 8.6
84.3±11.5
Cl Delivery
0.93±0.21
0.68±0.4 1
1789. 5 6.28±1.22
184±11.5 3.79*0.64
1120 Delivery
1.19±0.16 16
0.72±0.12 19
3.98±0.81 13
2.27t0.39 13
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FLOW—DEPENDENT HYPERPOLARIZATION IN A CLONED
MONKEY PROXIMAL TUBULE CELL LINE (JTC—12). H.
*, N. Yamashita* and K. Kurokawa. IVth Dept
mt Med, Univ Tokyo Sch Med, Tokyo, Japan.
JTC—12 is a cloned monkey kidney cell line with
chracteristics of proximal tubular cells such as
Na —dependent glucose and phosphate transport,
microvilli on apical membranes, and adenylate
cyclase sensitive to parathyroid hormone. We have
found that application of flow elicited membrane
potential hyperpolarization in 29.4% of the cells.
Their amplitude and duration were 7.7±0.7 (SD) mY
and 19.0±16.2 sec, respectively. The reversal
potential of these hyperpolarizationstas
—80.O-i-4.2 mV, and removal of extracellular Ca or
addition of quinidine (1 uM) completely suppressed
these hyperpolariza4ons, suggest$ng that they are
du to increased Ca —activated K conductance. In
Na —free solution, the flow—dependent hyper—
polarizations appeared more often (59.7% of the
cells) and with greater amplitude, phenomena
similar to those reported previously by us for
spontaneous and mechanically elicited hyper—
polarizations in JTC—12 cells (Pflugers Arch 405:
223, 1985). Colchicine (1 uM) and cytochalasin B
(20 uM) had no effect, suggesting the cytoskeletal
systems sensitive to these agents may not be
involved. The flow—dependent hyperpolarization was
also observed by whole cell variation of patch
electrode voltage clamp technique, suggesting t1
these hyperpolarizations are not due to Ca
leakage around the microelectrode impalement site.
These data document the presence of fl—dependent
mmbrane hyperpolarizations due to Ca —activated
K conductance and suggest they may constitue an
important physiological function of proximal
tubules.
CA-ACTIVATED K CHANNELS IN CULTURED MEDULLARY
THICK ASCENDING LIME CELLS: MODIFICATION OF THE
CA++ AFFINITY WITH pH AND n-BROMOACETAMIDE. L
Corneio*, S.E.Guggino*, and W.B.Guggino. Dept.
of Physiology, Johns Hopkins Univ. and The
Gerontology Research Center. NIA, NIH,
Baltimore ,MD.
We have shown that Ca.activated K+
channels are present in the apical cell membrane
of cultured medullary thick ascending limb
(mtal) cells. Because the Ca site is important
in channel regulation, we studied the influence
of Ca, pH, and n-bromoacetamide (NBA) on
channel activity using the excised patch clamp
technique. At pH 7.4, 0 mV, the fraction of time
spend in the open state, is Ca dependent
being .70±10 and .82±.06, at 5 and 7 uM Ca
respectively. Decreasing pH to 5.8 reduces
to .09±03 and to .51±.1O, respectively. The
distribution of channel open times shows at
least two exponential components with mean open
times, T0, of 4 and 35 ms. Likewise, the closed
times present at least 3 components with of
1, 9, and 95 ms at pH 7.4, OmV, and 5 uM Ca,
At pH 5.8, the decrease to <1, and 13 ms and
the increase to 11, 39, and 440 ms. Brief
treatment with 1 mM n-bromoacetamide decreases
at pH 7.4, OmV, and 5 UN to <.01. NBA reduces
the calcium affinity such that 25 mM Ca is
needed to increase to .18±01. These results
suggest that the effects of pH and the protein
cleaving agent, NBA, are at the Ca++ binding
site to decrease the Ca affinity of Ca++
activated K+ channels in mtal cells.
)OTJPALE DEPENDAN OF THE NWK ATPASE IN AN
EPflELThL flfl L—PK1. ?(iyse alos* and
Horacio F. Cantiello*, mt. by D.A. Ausiello.
Renal Unit, Mass. Gen. Homp., Boston, MA
LT.C-PK1 is an epithelial cell line that has
many properties of the renal proximal tubole. As
the stochi try of the Na/K M'Pase (N1<A) is
3Naj/2K0 and the rnimber of pumps is particularly
large in these cells (106 /fl) may
contribute to the transisbrane potential.
Moreover, it has been proposed, WAS, 82:6869;
1985, that N might be voltage regulated. We
used ouabain-sensitive 86PJ uptake (Oua-J); the
voltage sensitive dye OxonolV(OxV) and 3H-ouabain
biix5irg to assess the electrogenic contribution
of NI in LIC-PK1 cells and its possible
ncdulation by the transoellular potential. OxV
absorbance (602-660 rim) in cells maximally
d.ecreased by 34.5% upon increasing cuabain
concentration. po1arization of cells with 10
ug,/ml of Valinauycin (Val.) and different [K)0
(1-60 xr) shed biasic response. Val. reducedOua-Jj by 70% at 2 u4 K, and stimulated it by
18.1% at 30 n'X Ic,. 3H-ouabain binding at 50 nf
was similar in the absence or presence of Val.
These data suggest that intracellular
depolarization increases the turnover of NKA and
not the number of pumps. Usirg 5n Bad2 to
depolarize the cells by bloc]d.ng K channels we
decreased Oua-Jin by 14.7%, p<0.05, at
FrQu these experiments we conclixe that NI<A in
LTC-PK1 cells is markedly electrogenic and is
also voltage regulated. By this means the
continuous hyperpolarizing contrihition of both,
K leak through K channels and NI activity
might medulate each other and possibly other
cellular parameters.
APICAL MEMBRANE K CONDUCTANCE IN RABBIT PROXIMAL
STRAIGHT TUBULES (PST). G. M. Dolson* and
T. E. Andreoll. University of Texas Medical
School, Houston, Texas.
Transepithelial conductance (Ge, iS/cm2) cal-
culated from dissipative 22Na+ and 3°C1 tracer
fluxes is 40 of the Ge measured electrically in
the isolated rabbit PST (Am J Physiol, 233:Fl54,
1977). To determine whether an apical membrane
K+ conductance might account for this disparity,
we evaluated the effects of luminal zero K+, with
varying luminal Ba, on Ge in the rabbit PST.
The PST were bathed and perfused with HC0—free
HEPES Ringer solutions; in control cases, the Na+,
K1' and C1 concentrations in bath and perfusate
were equal. With luminal 5 mM K1', zero Ba'1'1', Ge
was 103+12 (SEM) and fell to 88+11 with luminal
zero K, 10 Ba1"1' (nl5; p<.OOl); returning to
control solutions reversed the effect entirely.
In paired dose-response curves, the maximal reduc-
tion In Ge occurred with luminal zero K+, 7 .j4
Ba'1'1'. The Ge measured in control tubules was non—
rectifying; with luminal zero K+, 5 Ba"', Ge was
greater with negative than with positive current
Injections. Evidence that luminal Ba'1'1' acts on a
K'1' conductance was obtained by reversing the
luminal Ba1'1'—mediated decrease in Ge with in-
creasing luminal K'1'. In paired measurements of Ge
with the followin9 luminal solutions: 30 K,
zero Ba'1"1'; zero K", 7 Ba'1"1'; and 30 K+, 7 Ba"1',
the corresponding Ge values were: 100+12, 80+11
and 90+12, respectively (p<.05 between categories,
n..lO). Thus apical membranes of rabbit PST con-
tain a Ba""'sensitive K+ conductance which
accounts partially for the disparity between
tracer and electrical conductance.
DISSOCIATION OF CFLL HYPERTROPHY AND NaC1
TRANSPORT CAPACITY IN DISTAL TUBULE. David H.
Ellison, Heino VelAzquez*, and Fred S. Wright.
Yale Univ. and VA Med Ctr., West Haven, CT.
When sodium delivery to the distal nephron is
increased chronically, distal convoluted tubule
(DCT) cells hypertrophy. To test the hypothesis
that hypertrophy indicates increased transport
capacity, we measured Na and CI transport by
distal tubules (DT) in three groups of rats: fed a
low Na diet (5 mmol NaC1/kg chow), fed a high Na
diet (500 mmol NaC1/kg chow), and infused with
furosemide (F) for 7—14 days (.67 imnol/kg body wt
per day by osmotic pump). F rats drank .14 N MaCi
to replace urinary losses. Nigh Na and F have
been shown to increase Na excretion and csuse
hyperthrophy of DOT cells. Hct increased in F.
DT were perfused in vivo with an artificial plasma
ultrafiltrate (APU), or APU with i0 M chioro—
thiazide to abolish NaC1 absorption by DCT cells
of DT. Ion absorption (J1, pinol/min) was:
Low Na High Na Furosemide
N3 Cl 3Na Na Cl
APU 394 280 208 139 527 483
CTZ 193 58 111 26 238 140
APU—CTZ 201 222 97 113 289 343
In DT (APU line), Na and Cl absorption were lower
in high Na and higher in F compsred with low Na.
In DCT (APU—CTZ line), Na and Cl absorption were
higher in F than in high Na. Thus transport was
increased both in F (high NaC1 delivery) and in
low Na (low MaCi delivery). We conclude that 1)
chronic high NaCl delivery to DT does not by
itself increase transport in DT or DCT, 2) trans-
port may depend on other factors such as volume
depletion, and 3) it cannot be assumed that hyper—
trophied cells have increased transport capacity.
t4—lPE.UPT PCI/\SSiUti SECr[IiO: (J ) It °POIT
CCITIC1L C.CLLCCTiC TC.L:LE (COT). BrencaC.
Eiobrotson,* Lurr- C. Stoner. SUPY iait
Science Center at Svrcuse, Syracuse, ew York -
Prnlirnir.ary experiments Cicated elat CCI
Ssected tnun rahbt L'ci- V+ diet secreteC
a rote Cb1C tended or flew rate (VL) ir
toe rarec cf 0.4 tO: S.C rl/ir ( 21.0 VL +Sd: r 0.75). Tils ro1atiorshp was not eviovot
o tubules true arisel a s:,irtei ned on ste Card laC
chow. When tie ra!ow'jt fi iw rates was exparded
= C tubuIe), dK acrsarec to peak Ct flows of
S—C rl/rrr. or.d then fnled to- increase despite
furtr:cr elevation c-f VL to 12 rl/rrir. Since
lorriral lC concentratior rCa been established as e
ueterrninar;t of flcw—deuer:ert 2s in distal
cnvol nIce tuLtd e, ow cerfnsed U CC.T with both S
nd 50 inC portusates. Potassi urn and sdi urn
were reasured by Cel irn—C1 ow phctorntry ii
collected samples at two flow rates (srprox. 1.5
ano 4.0 nl/nn) jr each case. Paired analyses
soc-wec a siorificant increase in 5cth Je (15.7 ÷
S.C ul/rn mm: u<.Ci) ane dNa (11.5 + n2 OM/rdp
sin: p<.05) in tubules perfused with 5 eti K+.
I ranscp Lid U vol t.Or was unaffected by flew
(—52 5.1 vs —50 + 6.1 mV). In contrast, no5.niticCnt effect of Vi- on either Js, Ja or
vcitoe was oosc-rvec jr tubules perfused with SC
These data show that COT from rabbits exposed
to a hiph K+ diet express flow—dependent JK at
physiolouicl flow rates. rims flow—eepereer.t ]e
may ht, ir port, explained cy tne rcciprccsl
relatorrshir between lemma! r concentration and
flow rate but does net apocar to be mediated by
chanpes jr transepithelial voltaoe.
KCI TRANSPORT SYSTEMS IN RENAL BASOLATERAL
MEMBRANE (BLM) VESICLES. J. Eveloff', and D.G.
Warnock. VA Med. Ctr, Depts. of Physiol. and Med., CVRI
and Univ. of Calif., San Francisco, San Francisco, CA.
The effect of Mg on the Cl transport pathways in BLM
vesicles from rabbit renal cortex was investigated. BLM
vesicles were prepared by differential and sucrose density
centrifugation (JBC 258:13513, 1983). 86Rb and 36Cl
uptake were measured in an uptake buffer containing, in
mM: 1 K, 80 Na, 100 sucrose, 50 HEPES/Tris, pH 7.6, 81
chloride, nitrate or gluconate and 0.25 mCi/ml 86—Rb.
Valinomycin (Va!) was added at 7 uM.
86Rb uptake (pmol/mg/5 see)
0Mg lmMMg
-Val +Val
Chloride 48.31 53.l3 62.48 7Ø59*
—10.99 —15.16 —60.69 —52.49
Gluconate 15.52 43Q4* l2.l5 62.38*
—3.63 —17.78 —4.29 — 16.58
(*p< 0.5; —Va! compared to + Val)
In the absence of Mg, Val did not stimulate Cl-
dependent 86—Rb uptake, however stimulation was seen in
the presensce of Mg. Additionally, in the absence of Mg,
Val and an inwardly directed K gradient did not stimulate
36—C! uptake and anthracene—9—carboxylic acid, an
inhibitor of Cl conductance pathways did not inhibit 36-Cl
uptake. In the presence of 1 mM Mg, Val and an inwardly
directed K gradient stimulated 36—Cl uptake and
anthracene inhibited 36—Cl uptake. Conclusions: (1)
Electroneutral KC1 cotransport could be demonstrated in
the absence of Val; (2) Mg activated a Cl conductance in
the BLM vesicles; (3) Mg did not have an effect on the K
conductance or the KC1 cotransport system.
AUTORADIOGRAPHIC LOCALIZATION OF DA-l DOPAMINE
RECEPTORS IN MICRODISSECTED RAT PROXIMAL
CONVOLUTED TUBULE. Robin A. Felder.* intr by
Pedro A. Jose, University of Virginia Medical
Center, Charlottesville, Va.
A physiologic role for dopamine in the
regulation of sodium excretion has been
postulated. We have previously demonstrated the
presence of dopamine receptors in the proximal
convoluted tubule of the rabbit by a
microfiltration technique. To visualize the
spacial distribution of DA-l receptors in the
proximal tubule, we performed quantitative
autoradiography on microdissected proximal
tubules from 32 week old retired breeder Wistar
Kyoto Rats (WKY). WKY kidneys were perfused with
collagenase for 10 mm. at 25°C. Sections of
renal cortex were incubated at 32°C for 30—50
mm. in an oxygenated shaking water bath.
Proximal tubules with attached glomeruli (1—3mm)
were microdissected and placed on glass slides.
Incubation buffer containing 125I-SCH-2339O (a
specific D—l receptor antagonist), was placed as
a deoplet on each nephron segment. Non-specific
binding was defined as binding in the presence of
lOuM trifluperidol. Specific binding (50-60%) was
found evenly distributed along the entire length
of the proximal tubule. Binding was quantitated
by grain counting, and quantitative densitometry.
The affinity of specific 1251-SCH- 23390 binding
was found to be 1O±2nM with a Bmax of 0.20±0.05
pmol/m tubule (N=lO). Therefore, dopamine
receptors can be visualized in a nephron segment
where active Na+ transport is known to occur.
This technique will allow the mapping of dopamine
receptors along specific segments of the nephron.
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Anion -Val +Val
Nitrate 97.69 278.53
—34.82 —115.38 80.65
1105.67*
—23.48 96.23
NATRIURESIS BUT NOT RISC IN GLOMERULAR FILTRATION
RATE (GIR) AFTER ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP)
IS BLUNTED IN SODIUM (Na) RESTRICTED NORMAL MAN
C. Gaillard H. Koomans P. Boer'aod E.J. Dorhout
Mees . Univ. of Utrecht, Dept. of Nephrology,
Utrecht, The Netherlands
We studied the effect of an intravenous bolus
of 100 jig o human ANP on renal Na handling in 10
healthy subjects twice, on a 20 and on a 200 mmol
Na diet. Clearance studies, using 20 sin urine
collections showed that the rise in GFR (inulin
clearance) was similar (—.12%) on the two diets,
but the rise in Na excretion (UN If, umol/min)
much less during the low Na intake.a
Na intake 20 mrsol 200 mmol
Baseline ANP Baseline ANP
GFR(ml/min) 111+7 * 123+8 116+8 * 130÷8
FPRNa(%) 91.0+0.5* 88.1+0.7 88.6+0.6* 82.5+0.5
FDRNa(%) 96.7+0.5' 90.0+1.5 86.8+1.5* 68.3+2.7
FELi(%) 26.8+1.6* 33.0+1.8 29.0÷1.3' 38.2±1.7
UNaV 47÷11 * 177+23 226+20 * 899÷76
Uosmol 61.0+4.0 64.5+4.1 66.8+4.5* 94.1+6.7
*, p <0.05
Fractional proximal and distal Na reabsorption
(FPRNa and FDRNa), estimated from maximal free
water clearance dropped after ANP, the fall being
more pronounced during the 200 mmol Na diet.
Fractional excretions of lithium, phosphate,
calcium, uric acid and magnesium increased more
when ANP was given during the 200 mmol Na diet.
Minimal urine osmolality (Uosmol, moss/kg) rose
after ANP administration during the 200 mmol Na
diet only. These results indicate that the
variability of ANP induced natriuresis with Na
intake is not caused by different effects on GFR,
but by different Na handling at proximal and
distal nephron levels.
DIETARY NaCI INTAKE ALTERS CHLORIDE
REABSORPTION IN THE LOOP SEGMENT OF
SUPERFICIAL NEPHRONS (SLS). John H. Galla,
Beverly B. Booker,* and Robert C. Luke. University
of Alabama at Birmingham, Nephrology Research and
Training Center, Birmingham, Alabama.
Rats received a low or high NaCI intake by drink
(A) or food and drink (B) for 7-10
days. Contemporaneous low and high NaCI groups
were studied at two different times. SLS were
perfused in vivo from late proximal to early distal(ED) sites at 20 nI/mm with artificial late proximal
fluid (Cl 130 meq/L with 36C1 as a measure of
unidirectional Cl efflux). To maintain a constant
plasma chloride during microperfusion a modified
HCO3 Ringer with Cl of 106 and 96 meq/L for low and
high NaCI intakes respectively was infused at I mi/IOU
g BW/hour.
Fluid 36C1
Reab. Cl Reab. Reab. ED Cl
n % % meq/L7 41±2 66 389±274 4
6 35±3 52±5 78±3 98±7
NS 0.05 0.05 0.0255 43±3 74±1 93±! 60±2
5 28±5 60±2 85±2 75±3
0.05 0.001 0.01 0.005
Plasma aldosterone levels were significantly (p < .001)
higher in both protocols A and B in low NaCI groups (A
-91+9 vs 399±71; B - 17±2 vs 60±8 ng/dL, high NaCl vs
low NaCI - two different assays were used). We
conclude that Cl reabsorption in the SLS is under
physiological regulation and is altered by dietary NaCI
independently of load.
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ALDOSTERONE-INDEPENDENT STIMULATION OF NA—K—ATPASE
IN CORTICAL THICK ASCENDING LIMB (CTAL) BY K
LOADING. Lal C. Garg and Neelan Narang*, Dept. of
Pharmacol., Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
It has been demonstrated that net K+ secretion
is induced in the diluting senent of amphiuma ex-
posed to high K (Pflugers Arch. 396:185, 1983).
The purpose of the present study was 2—fold: a)
to determine if K loading of the rabbit induces
K secretion in its diluting segment, i.e. CTAL;
and b) if K secretion in the CTAL can be induced
by K+ loading independent of aldosterone. Because
net K secretion depends on peritubular Na-K-
ATPase activity and luminal K+ conductance, we
determined Na—K—ATPase activity in CTAL of ADX
rabbits given 4 different diets. All diets were
similar in composition except for their K+ con-
tents which were 100, 300, 500 and 700 meg/kg
given to animal groups I to IV, respectively.
Na—K—ATPase activity in the CTAL of all animals
was determined by micr9fluorometric assay and is
expressed as pmol.min'.a.n
I II III IV
18±2 22±4 26±2 32±2*
Values are mean SE of 5—6 animals. < 0.05 vs
There was an 80% increase in Na-K-ATPase
activity in the CTAL in group IV as compared to
group I when plasma K+ was increased 4.6 to 6.1
meq/l and K+ excretion was increased from 2 to 17
meq/day. It is concluded that dietary K intake
can influence Na—K—ATPase activity in the CTAL and
the effect can be produced in absence of adrenal
steroids.
PCO2 EFFECTS ON EPITHELIAL MaCi ABSORPTION
David S. Goldfarb,* Richard Egnor,* Alan
N. Charney. Nephrology Section, VAMC. NYU
School of Medicine, New York, New York.
We previously showed that increases in
arterial PCO2 increase colonic Na and Cl
absorption in vivo. To examine how such
effects are mediated, we measured unidi-
rectional 22Na and 36C1 fluxes under short
circuited conditions across segments of
distal colon from Sprague Dawley rats.
Segments were stripped of serosa, bathed
in Ringer's solution (HCO3 21mM), oxygen-
ated at 37° and exposed to PCO2 4, 22, 34
and 70 mmHg. As PCO2 was increased, ms
and 3net for Na and Cl increased from 0 to
7 ueq/cm2hr, associated with small de-
creases in 15c and PD. We then studied
the increase in MaCi absorption seen when
PCO2 was changed from 22 to 70 mmHg in the
presence of specific inhibitors of ion
transport. The increments in Ned absorp-
tion seen with increasing PCO2 were not
altered in the presence of 0.1mM acetazol—
amide or 0.1mM luminal furosemide. Luminal
amiloride 0.75mM prevented 80% of the in-
crease in Na absorption, but did not
affect the increase in Cl absorption
caused by increases in PCO2. We conclude
that 11 alterations in PCO2 affect active,
electroneutral NaC1 absorption in the
distal colon; 2) PCO2—sensitive NaC1 ab-
sorption is the predominant absorptive
process in this segment and 31 this pro-
cess probably represents parallel luminal
Na/H and Cl/HCO3 exchange processes.
Abstracts
GROUP
(A) Low NaCI
High NaCI
p<
(B) Low NaCI
High NaCI
p<
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ASSYNETRIC 1TThITY OF NA FOR THE C?IOPLISMIC VS
DCPERN7L '1BANSFORT SITES OF THE NA-H DNGER
fl NDCK CELlS. D. Goldfarb* and E.P. Norti.
Division of Nerology UCLA School of Medicine,
Los angeles, CA.
The affinity for Na of the cytlasmic (IN) vs
external (DC) transport sites of the amiloride—
sensitive, plasma meithrane Na-1f antiporter wasstudied in confluent cultures of MDCK cells.
Na-& antiport activity was fluorcanetrically
determined by monitoring changes in intracellular
ph (ph1) using the ph-sensitive probe, BCECF-AM.To monitor antiport activity in the functionallyerative mode (Na entry/ff exit) cells were
Na-depleted and phj set at 7.0 using the K-
nigericin technique. Cells treated in this manner
were exposed in the cuvette to different Na
concentrations. miloride-sensitjve cytcplasmic
alkalinizatjon rate (linear up to 1 sin) was used
as an estinate of the initial rate of phj recov-
ex. Ur.er conditions of pH'.pH,,=7.0 and Naj=OirM,a at the external site was 24 31*1 (n=7). To
examine Na exit/ff entry, ph1 was set at 7.0 (see
above), and Na set by incubation in the presence
of monensin in media with different [Na4]. Cells
were exposed in the cuvette to a Nat-free medium
at pH 7.0, and the initial rate of cytoplasmic
acidification observed. Under conditions of
ph1='ph'7.O and Na1=O-35uM, yNa at the internal
site was 7 1 1*1. 1nde4,endent experiments estab-
lished that ph1 and [Na jj had indeed been set atthe desired value. Conclusions: 1. The Na-H
exchanger exhinits assymetric affinity for Na atthe IN vs DC transport site. 2. Under ccaarable
pH conditions, the affinity of the Na-ff1 antipor-ter for Na is 3-4 fold greater at the IN vs DC
transport site.
Na—DEPENDENT MODULATION OF Na—K ATPASE ACTIVITY
IN MOUSE MEDULLARY THICK ASCENDING LIMBS (MTAL).
Eric B. Grossinan* and Steven C. Hebert, Dept. of
Med., Brigham & Women's Hospital and Harvard Med.
School, Boston, MA.
Both Na delivery and mineralocorticoids are
known to modulate Na—K ATPase activity (NaK) in
the distal nephron. We previously demonstrated
that chronic DOCA administration also increases
NaK in mouse MTAL (Clin.Res.34:596A,1986). To
assess the interaction of Na intake and endogenous
aldosterone (AL,ng/dl by RIA) on NaK in MTAL, we
modified Na intake by feeding mice a Na poor
(O.2g/kg) or a Na replete (3.9g/kg) diet. We also
inhibited Na entry into the ffAL cell in Na
replete mice by continuous Furosemide (F)
administration. NaK was measured in single MTAL
segments by microfluorometry as ouabain—sensitive
ATPase activity (nmol ADP formed/hr/mm tubule
length).
Diet F #Days n NaK AL
Na replete — 10—15 10 4410±300 33±11
Na replete + 9—11 4 *2470+760 —
Na poor — 3..4 9 *3480±250 * 84±21
Na poor — 10—15 22 *3700±190 *191±12
Mean±SEM;*p value<O.05 vs Na replete—F;for AL(n=3)
We conclude that NaK in the mouse MIAL is
decreased within 3—4d following reduction in Na
intake despite significant increases in AL. Since
F causes NaK to fall in mice fed a Na replete
diet, the decrease in NaK in mice fed the Na poor
diet may be due to a reduction in Na delivery.
Thus the delivery and subsequent entry of Na into
MTAL cells may predominate over any physiologic
effect of AL in this segment.
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VOLUME REGULATION IN NECTURUS PROXIMAL TUBULE
CELLS: ROLE OF THE BASOLATERAL K CONDUCTANCE.
W.B. Guasino and A.G. Lopes*, Departments of
Physiology Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
M.D. and The University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo,
Brazil.
The basolateral K+ conductance in the
proximal tubule is well known to play an
important role in net Na+ reabsorption. To
determine if it also is involved in the
regulation of cell volume, measurements of cell
volume (Vc), basolateral cell membrane potential
(Vbl), and resistance ratio (Ra/Rbl) were made
in isolated and perfused Necturus early proximal
tubules. Decreasing lumen and bath osmolality
by 50 mOamol causes proximal tubule cells to
increase V by 15±2% (n—l2), a value less than
predicted or an osmometer (33%). In addition,
hyposmotic solutions increase Ra/Rbl from
5.0±0.7 in control to 7.2±1.4 in low osmolality
(n—8) without a change in Vbl, -56±3mV (nl4).
Raising basolateral K+ to 20mM depolarizes Vbl
by l2±4mV while the same maneuver in hyposmotic
solutions depolarizes Vbl by l9±3mV (n—7), a
value 58% higher than at control osmolality.
Decreasing osmo1alit in the presence of 1mM
Ba, a blocker of K channels in epithelia,
causes Vc to increase by 37±5% (n—5), a value
not significantly different from that expected
for an osmometer. We conclude that: 1. Necturus
proximal tubule cells can regulate cell volume
in response to a hyposmotic challenge, 2, the
relative K+ conductance of the basolateral
membrane is enhanced in low osmolality, and 3.
the basolateral K+ conductance is an important
component in cell volume regulation.
ROLE OF PROSTAGLANDINS IN MEDIATING INCREASES IN
SODIII'1 EXCRETION INDICED BY ELEVATED RENAL
INTERSTITIAL HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE. 3. A. Haas",
0. Pawlowska", 3. P. Granger, 3. C. Rornero, and
F. C. Knox, Mayo Medical School, Rochester, P't
55905
Previous studies have shown that renal
interstitial voltane expansion (RIVE) increases
renal interstitial hydrostatic pressure (P1) and
urinary fractional sodium excretion (FENa). The
present study investigated the role of prosta—
glandins in mediating increases in FENa induced
by RIVE. RIVE was achieved by acute 50 Ml
injection of 2.5% albtnnin solution into
chronically implanted renal capsules in Sprague—
Dawley rats. Subcapsular pressures were measured
using a servonulling device for estimations of P1.
Urinary prostagiandin E2 excretion (1GE2), P1,
and FENa were measured before and after RIVE in 8
control, 7 meclofenamate—treated (M), and 8
indomethacin—treated (I) animals.
P1 FENa kGE
(nnnHg) (%)
RIVE +4.2+0.8* +l.cQ+,27* +212+67*
RIVE + H +4.l0.3* +O.23+.21 31J+7*
RIVE + I +3.O4-O.6 —O.61.22
_51±13*
Values are mean differences during control and
after RIVE. *p<O5
Average control values for 1GE2 ranged from
15±6 in RIVE to 5+3 in RIVE+M and 4+1 pg/mi in
RIVE+I. RIVE increased P1, FENa, and 'PGE2.
Prostagiandin inhibition attenuates the
natriuretic response and reverses the increase in
UPGE2 associated with RIVE. These studies
establish that prostaglandins have an important
role in mediating the natriuresis of renal
interstitial volume expansion.
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RAT RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS (RPTC)
INCREASE NET IONIC CONTENT FOLLOWING
RETURN TO ISOTONICITY FROM HYPOTONICITY.
R.C. Harris? V.J. Savin, and C. Lechene. Harvard Med.
School and Brigham & Women's Hosp., Boston, Mass.
We have studied primary cultures of RPTC following
return from hypotonic (140 mOsm) to isotonic (310
mOsm) media, using electron probe analysis. After hypo-
tonic pre-equilibration, intracellular K content (K,,,)
decreased from 1.17±0.05 to 0.70±0.05 mM K/mM P.
After return to isotonicity, K,, increased to 1.15±0.09
within 30 mm. Ouabain (1mM) or removal of external Na
completely prevented recovery of K, . Amiloride (1mM)inhibited Km reaccumulation by 619g. Rate of Na influx
was increased 66% during isotonic return. Sum
(Naj,,+Km) were equivalent after return to isotonicity
whether or not the Na-K pump was inhibited. Amiloride,
500iM and 1mM, inhibited Na influx by 36% and 78%
respectively. K influx (an estimate of Na-K pump
activity,JK) and Rb effiux (an estimate of K leak,JRb)
were simulataneously measured in Rb preloaded cells
returned to K containing medium. JK and JRb were
equivalent in control cells. After return to isotonicity JK
(mM/mM P/mm) increased 39% from 0.035±0.001 to
0.048±0.001 and JRb decreased 68% from 0.041±0.006
to 0.015±0.003 (n=4, p.c(.O5). In summary, RPTC pre-
equilibrated in hypotonic media reaccumulate intracellu-
lar K (pump active) or Na (pump inhibited) so that sum
(K1,,+Na,,) returns to control levels following return to
isotonicity, consistent with volume regulatory increase
(VRI). Increase in Km is mediated both by a decreased
rate of K efflux, and by an increased Na influx, amiloride
sensitive, with secondary Na-K exchange via increased
Na-K pump activity. In conclusion, during VRI in RPTC,
activation of Na-H exchange mediates an increase in net
ionic content, and reaccumulation of K by the Na-K
pump is a secondary event.
TEI' OIAN SENSITIVITY tO AN ENDZGENCUS NA, K-
M'Pase INHIBflOR F HYIO'flThIAMLJS • G.T. Haupert,Jr., T.R. Stephan and M Crabos. Renal Unit,
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, NA.
Inhibitors of the marmualian Na, K-ATPase (NKA)
have been extracted and partially purified fran
plasma, urine and hypothalamus. It has been
postulated that such a substance(s) may be
involved in natriuresis, neurotransinission, and
the genesis of essential hypertension. While at
least some of the substances appear to be potentinhibitors of m, the issue of target organ
specificity has not been addressed. We examined
the effects of the specific, high-affinity
reversible NI inhibitor isolated in our
laboratory frau bovine hypothalamus (Hypothalamic
Factor, HF) on N1(A purified fran kidney (K),brain (B), and heart (H) of the guinea pig.Specific activities were: K, 0.770, B, 0.756, H,
0.724 mol m-l xnin-l. Enzyme activity was
measured as the hydrolysis of ATP using both a
kinetic coupled-enzyme assay, and the release of
the gaama phosphate of 32P-ATP. Results for 1 and
2 units (U) HF (concentration close to Y for
inhibition of purified canine kidney N1A) showed:
% Inhibition N Activity SEN
K B H
1 U HF 23±5 (r'6) 80±6* (8) 16±2 (6)
2 U HF 95±2k (5) l00±0 (4) 23±3 (5)
*p<0.000l vs K and H; +p<O.000l vs H
We conclude 1) H frau B and K is more
susceptible to inhibition by HF thanN frau H;
and 2) steepness of the dose-response
relationship differs for NI frau K and B. These
f1nings may indicate important differences in
target organ regulation by an endogenous N1inhibitor.
PHORBOL ESTERS INHIBIT SODIUM ABSORPTION AND K
SECRETION IN THE RABBIT CORTICAL COLLECTING
TUBULE (CCT). Steven R. Hays*, N. Baum, and
J.P. Kokko, UTHSCD, Dallas, TX.
Activation of protein kinase C (PK-C) with
phorbol esters has been shown to alter the
sodium transport properties of certain epithe-
ha. The present in vitro microperfusion study
examined the effects of bath addition of phor-
bol 12—myristate 13-acetate (PMA) or the parent
alcohol 4a-phorbol (4aP), a nonstimulator of
PK-C, on net Na, K, Cl and TCO2 transport in
the CCI. CCTs were bathed and perfused with an
ultrafiltrate of plasma:hike solution. Addi-
tion of either 2.5 x 108 M PMA, or 4aP to the
bath had the following effects on solute trans-
port (pmol/mm/min):
Net Flux Ctrl. Exptl. Recov. N
Na 29.2±5.2 5.4±1.4* 13.1±2.91' 9
K -27.8±5.6 -9.0±1.0 9
Cl 1.5±0.8 1.8±0.5 1.3±0.4 6
TCO2 -1.6±0.8 -0.1±0.6 -0.0±0.6 8
V -38.8±4.0 15
N 46.8±4.4 45.1±5.6 4
K -25.5±1.0 -24.0±1.4 4
V -34.7±4.9 -32.4±3.8 4
*p<O.02 (C vs E); tp<0.O5, **p<O 005 (E vs R)
Unidirectional 1-b Na22 flux was also signi-
ficantly inhibited with PMA, 52.2±7.6 to 25.7±
4.6 pmol/mm/min, p<O.OOS.
The present study demonstrates that PMA
results in significant inhibition of Na absorp-
tion and K secretion in the CCT without alter-
ing Cl or TCO2 transport. The parent alcohol
4eP had no effect. Thus, a factor which
stimulates PK—C has a selective effect on Na
and K transport in the CCI.
CHARACTERISTICS OF APICAL CHLORIDE CHANNELS IN
HUMAN COLON CELLS (HT29). John P. Hayslett, Heinz
Gdgelein* and Rainer Greger*. Max—Planck—Institut
für Biophysik, Frankfurt, Fed. Rep. Germany.
Recent studies have demonstrated that active
chloride secretion in mamalian colon and other
epithelia, is dependent on the occurrence or
increase of apical chloride conductance. Since
the physical characteristics of apcial chloride
channels have not been elucidated, patch clamp
analysis of human colon cells (HT29), in culture,
was performed, after stimulation with db—cAMP
10—4 M. In excised inside out patches of apical
membranes two channels with mean conductances of
42.4±3.8 pS (n=21) and 14.6±2.1 pS (n=6),
respectively, were found. The more frequently
observed larger conductance channel was selective
for small anions and was impermeable to Na and K.
Regarding anion selectivity, the channel was
similarly permeable to Cl, Br, I, and NO3, but
was impermeable to gluconate. The channel was
completely inhibited by the potent Cl channel
blocker 5—nitro—2—(3—phenylpropylamino)—benzoate.
The channel exhibited rectification; the
conductance was 45+5 pS at positive clamp
potentials (sign referred to bath with respect to
pipette interior) and 34+4 pS (n=21) at negative
voltages. Moreover, the open state probability
was increased with positive and reduced with
negative potentials. These results demonstrate
the existence of chloride channels in the apical
membrane of db—cAMP treated colonic carcinoma
cells. The channels compare well with the
chloride channels observed in the rectal gland of
the shark and of the trachea.
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SODIUM HOMEOSTASIS IN THE RAT DIFFERS
FROM MAN: VERY RAPID EXCRETION AND
EQUILIBRATION RATES. E Holtzman, GH
Williams and NK Hollenberg. Harvard
Medical School and Brigham & Women's
Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts.
In normal man when Na intake is
abruptly reduced from a high to a
very low level, renal Na excretion
falls exponentially (t½ 24h) and
external Na balance is achieved in
several days. As much of our
knowledge of intrarenal mechanisms
comes from the rat we studied their
capacity to handle Na. In two
strains of concious rat (SD & WKY),
whether the sodium load was
intravenous, by gavage or spontaneous
feeding, the t½ relative sodium
excretion to time is 7 to 10 times
more rapid in the rat (t½ 2.1 and 2.9
h in SD and WKY) than in man. After
nephrectomy, and with increasing age
t½ became slower, but still remained
more rapid than in man (2.8 and 4.5
h). Normal rat nocturnal feeding
patterns and the rapidity of the
response result in a daily
spontaneous transition from a
high—salt to a low—salt state,
Studies designed to assess sodium
homeostasis in rats must consider
these rapid transitions, which are
perhaps related to the rats'
persistent rapid growth.
REDUCED PROXIMAL FLUID REABSORVFION IN ACUTE
ECF DEPLETION INVOLVES REDUCED SODIUM HYDRO-
GEN ANTIPORTER ACTIVITY DEMONSTRABLE IN
VITRO. T. Homma*, B. Fleischer*, H. Jacobson, S. Fleischer*
and I. Ichikawa. Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, TN.
A previous micropuncture study demonstrated that in a rat
model of acute ECF volume depletion induced by water
deprivation for 48 hrs (AWD) a marked reduction in GFR is
accompanied by a proportional reduction in proximal fluid
reabsorption rate. To characterize the mechanism underlying this
altered proximal tubule function, Na/H antiporter activity was
examined in proximal tubule brush border membrane vesicles
(BBMV) prepared from AWD rats. While AWD rats had higher
values of arterial hematocrit (55.3±0.9%) than those of non
water-deprived control rats (C) (44.7±1.7%, P<.005), their serum
pH and pCO2 (7.40±0.03, 42.8±5.3 mmHg) were comparable to
those of C (7.40±0.02, 43.0±2.9 mmHg). The degree of
enrichment of a BBMV marker, alkaline phosphatase, was
comparable between AWD (7.8±0.8 fold) and C (8.6±1.0 fold).
In the presence of outwardly directed pH gradient, 22-Na uptake
was measured to be significantly less in AWD than C. Thus,
initial rate of 22-Na uptake determined at 5 seconds averaged
0.92±0.10 nmol/mg protein in AWD vs 1.75 in C
(P<0.01). These results indicate that the preservation of
glomerulotubular balance during reduction in GFR in acute ECF
volume depletion involves reduced activity of Na/H antiporter
demonstrable in vitro. Since a few biological substances known
to affect Na/H antiporter activity, including angiotensin II, are
expected to augment this transporter in AWD, the observed
alteration in intrinsic cell function may reflect the ability of
proximal epithelial cells to acutely adjust the number or kinetics
of Na/H antiporters on their apical surface in response to
alteration in filtered load.
NA/K ATPASE ACTIVITY IN THE RABBIT PROXIMAL
CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PCT) IN RESPONSE TO INSULIN.
Thomas Hunley*, Michel Baum, Diana Marver.
Depts. of Pediatrics and Medicine, UTHSCD, South-
western Medical School, Dallas, Tx.
It has been recently shown that insulin in-
creases volume reabsorption within 30 mm in iso-
lated perfused normal rabbit PCT. The present
study examined PCT Na/K ATPase activity in res-
ponse to insulin to determine if there was a
direct correlation between insulin effects on
volume reabsorption and enzyme activity. Intact
rabbit PCT's were microdissecte from superficial
nephrons and incubated 10 M insulin in a
serum-like albumin solution for 30 mm. at 37°C.
Under these conditions, there was no evidence of
tubular damage nor were there changes in control
Na/K ATPase activity measured pre- and post-
incubation. To monitor ATPase activity, PCT's
were snap-frozen, and a cupled assay was per-
formed which monitored NAD levels as a function
of ADP produced/unit time, using optimal concen-
trations of substrates (± 1.5mM ouabain). Values
were normalized/ mm tubule length.
ATPase Activity
(nmoles ADP produced/mm/hr, 37°C)
ATPase + insulin — insulin p Value*
Total 5.22 0.45 5.28 0.33 MS
Mg 0.99 0.16 1.09 0.12 NS
Na/K 4.23 0.51 4.19 0.37 MS
* p > 0.05; n 11 rabbits & 44—50 tubules either
+/— insulin
Thus, under the conditions of assay, there was no
evidence for a direct effect of insulin on Na/K
ATPase activity. Therefore, the mechanism by
which insulin stimulates volume reabsorption in
the PCT remains unclear.
ATP-SENSITIVITY OF K+-CHANNELS FROM THE
APICAL MEMBRANE OF AMPHIBIAN DILUTING
SEGMENT. M. Hunter* and G. Giebisch.
Dept. Physiology, Yale University School
of Medicine, New Haven, CT 06510.
Single early distal tubules of
Amphiuma were prepared for patch-clamp
studies. One type of K+—channel found in
the apical membrane is Ca—activated
(CaK). It has a slope conductance of
—150 pS in symmetrical 100 mM K+ solu-
tions. Experiments with inside-out
patches (100 mM K+ in the pipette solu-
tion and 2.5 mM K+ in the bath) showed
that in the presence of 1 mM Ca++ the
open probability approaches 1.0 at 0 mV
holding potential. Addition of ATP to
the bathing solution causes a dose-
dependent decrease in open probability
(apparent Ki of —5 mM). This inhibition
could be overcome by increasing the
total calcium in the bath. ATP itself
binds Ca++ and reduces the Ca++-activity
in the bath solution. However, reducing
the Ca—concentration to levels equiva-
lent to those in the presence of ATP
alone had no effect on open probability.
The effect is not phosphorylation-
mediated since inhibition continued in
both the presence and absence of Mg++.
It was also evident with the non-hydro-
lysable analog ANP—PNP. Conclusion:
ATP, in physiological concentrations,
decreases the sensitivity of the CaK to
calcium, causing a decreased potassium
conductance.
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RENAL VESICLE CHLORIDE TRANSPORT MEASURED BY
A NOVEL Cl-SENSITIVE FLUORESCENT INDICATOR.
N.P. Illsley*, P.-Y. Chen*, and A.S. Verkman.
CVRI, UCSF, San Francisco, CA.
We have found that 6-methoxyN(3sulfoProPYl)
quinolinium (SPQ) is a sensitive, specific and
rspid (response <1 ma) fluorescent indicator
for Cl in biological systems. SPQ fluorescence
(excitation 350 nm, emission 450 nm) is decreased
2.5%/nt Cl by a collisional quenching mechsnism,
snd is not altered by Ma, K, HCO3, SO4, P04
or pH. By loading vesicles with SPQ (10 mM,
12 hr - 4°C; 15 mm - 37°C) it was possible
to measure the time course of veeicle fCl] in
response to a 1 mM change in solution LC1] using
a dilute vesicle suspension (0.02 mg total pro-
tein). In a well-characterized system (sealed
red cell ghosts containing SPQ), Cl/NCO3 exchange
inhibited >99.9% by H2DIDS was readily demon-
strable. This new method was applied to examine
several questions in proximal tubule Cl transport
using rabbit brush border (BBNV) and basolateral
(BLN) vesicles. In BBNV containing 50 mM
K+/valinomycin/nigericin, a Cl conductance (CC1)
was blocked 60% by the Cl channel blocker
diphenylamine2carbOxylate (100 pM). Inwardly
directed Na gradients did not alter Cl influx
in BBNV, but enhanced Cl influx by 31% in BLNV
(voltage and pH clamped). In BLMV, H2DIDS sensi-
tive Cl/NCO3 and Cl/SO4 exchange were shown
from Cl efflux trans-stimulated by SO4 and MCO3.
These studies demonstrate the presence of BBNV
GC1 and BLMV C1/NCO3, Cl/So4 and some form of
coupled Na/Cl transport. SPQ should have applica-
tion to study Cl transport mechanisms in a wide
variety of biological tissues where time resolu-
tion and sensitivity limit tracer uptake methods.
INTRACELLULAR CHLORIDE ACTIVITY OF RABBIT PROXIMAL
STRAIGHT TUBULES(PST).*Kenichi Ishibashi, Sei
Saaaki, 'Maoki Yoahiyama, "Tatsuo Shiigai, and
Jugoro Takeuchi. Dept. of Internal Medicine,
Tokyo Medical & Dental Univ. Tokyo, Japan
To examine the mechanisms of Cl transport in
the proximal tubule, cell Cl activity(Cli) was
measured with double-barreled Cl selective
microelectrodea in rabbit PST perfused in vitro.
When tubules were perfused and bathed with
ultrafiltrate-like solution, Cli was 17.7÷0.5mM
(n=90), and this value was 1.3 times higher then
that predicted for equilibrium distribution
(basolateral membrane potential ,Vbl: -5l.9+0.8aV).
Cli was close to the equilibrium across
baaolateral membrane when luminal Cl was removed
whereas Cli was above equilibrium across luminal
membrane on bath Cl removal. Reducing luminal
and bath Cl leaa than 5mM reduced Cli at rates of
4.l+0.6(n=l6) and l6.l4÷2.OmM/min(n=l3), respecti-
vely. Cli reduction rates induced by luminal Cl
reduction was inhibited significantly by luminal
1mM SITS application by 75%(n=5), but not by
furosemide(0.lmM). Appilication of SITS in the
lumen did not change Cli appreciably. Replacing
luminal Na with choline decreased Cli from
19.9+1.6 to l3.8+l.lmM(n=l2) which was still
above equilibrium due to concomitant hyperpolari-
zation of Vbl. Transcellular Cl flux was
estimated based on the initial rates of Cli
decline upon reducing luminal Cl less than 5mM,
and it was 2.9pEq/min/mm.
These data suggeat that 1) Cl is uphill tran-
sported at luminal membrane, possibly by anion
exchanger, and Na dependent process, and 2) the
component of transcellular Cl transport is
relatively small in rabbit PST.
HYPOPROI[INtMIA AND FLUID VOLUM[S IN DOGS. J.a. Joles, H.A.
Kooeanat W. Kortlandtf P. Boermand [.5. Dorhout Bees . Dept.
of Nephrology, Utrerht University, lire Netherlands.
Batch—piaseapheresis (P1 ) arid a low—protein diet were used
in 9 esperiments to obtain hypoproteinemia in S otherwise
healthy splenectomized eale beagles (16÷1 kg). Blood volume
(By; calculated from [vans blue space and hematocrit) arid
evtracellu)ar volume ([CV; estimated from 82-bromide
space) were measured in the control state; 21 hours after P1;
45—69 hours after PC arid during recovery. In addition in 4
dogs interstitial colloid oseotic pressure (COP) in fluid
collected Iros subcutaneous wicks was measured, allowing
calculation of the transcapillary COP—gradient
(lCOPrplasea(p)COP—interstittal COP).
control 211n 45-69 h
after Pf after PU
rerovmry
pCOP(mmHg;nv9) 21.6÷2.6 10.0+1.4° 12.2+2.9' 18.1±2.8
pProtein(g/l;nv9) 59.1±4.3 32.2±4.2' 43.3+5.4° 57.6±6.5
pAlbumvn(g/l;na9) 34.4+5.0 12.7±5.6 + 14.1±6.0 + 21.9±7.5
81 (l;nv7) 1.44+0.07 1.34±0.08 1.46+0.19 1. 58±0.17
[CV (l;nv8) 4.25+0.29 5.01±0.90 4.44+0.89' 4.39±0.45
ACOP (meHg;nv4) 6.1+0.1 5.6±1.2 5.6±3.5 4. 1±1.4
mean±SD, p<O.O5:as compared to control,+as compared to
recovery,°as compared to P1
Assessing sodium escretion post—PU we have observed that
retained fluid was escreted at a plasma COP of 9—10 mmHg
(plasma protein 26-33 g/l) in three dogs in which we wmre able
to depress plasma protein under this level. We conclude that
(I) although BC is depressed 21 hours after PU,
hypoproteinemia as such is not associated with hypovolemia.
(2) Fluid rmtained during Pr can be escreted at a plasma COP
of 9-10 mmHg and possibly less, and (3) the transcapillary
gradient is not reduced at the level of hypupruteinemia
achieved in this study.
ADAPTATION OF DISTAL TUBULE TO INCREASED FLUID
DELIVERY. B. Kaissling* and B. Stanton. Anat.
Inst., Univ. Basal, Switzerland and Dartmouth
Medical School, Hanover, NH.
We examined the effects of increased fluid and
electrolyte delivery on the structure and function
of the distal tubule. Adrenalectomized rats
receiving aldosterone (1.2 pg/d) and dexamethasone
(3 pg/d) were given furosemide (F, 12 gm/d) or
vehicle for 6 days. F increased urine flow lOX and
decreased Uosa ÔX versus contro. Te area of the
basolateral membrane (BLM in m /pm basement
membrane) of distal convoluted tubule cells (DCT),
connecting tubule cells (CNT) and principal cells
(PC) in the distal tubule were:
DCT CNT PC
Cont. 23.3±3.6k 21.4±3.7k 12.6±1.9,,
F 39.2±3.6 * 32.2±4.7 22.9±2.2
(n—5 animals/group. P<O.00l vs control). Cell and
mitochondria volume of all cells also increased
but their luminal membrane did not. F increased
renal acid excretion and luminal membrane of
intercalated cells in the distal tubule. This is
consistent with a role for IC in H accretion. Sim-
ilar rwaults wera obtained with F when ADM levels
were constant. A glucose/saline diuresis produced
equivalent results. In microperfusion experiments
of the superficial distal tubule (12 ni/mm: 12
hra after withdrawal of F) pretreatment with F
Increased Na reabsorption from 118 to 380 pmol/ain
(P<D.OO1), and K accretion from 48 to BB pmol/amn
(P<D.05). Conclusion. An increase in fluid and
electrolyte delivery to the distal tubule induces
hypertrophy of DCT, CNT and PC and stimulates Na
and K transport independently of changes in
aldosterone and ADM.
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EVIDENCE FOR TWO SEPARATE ABION EXCHANGE PATHWAYS
FOR Cl TRANSPORT IN RABBIT RENAL MICROVILLUS MEM-
BRANE VESICLES (MNV). L.P. Karniski and P.S.
Aronson. Univ. of Iowa, Dept. of Med., Iowa
City, IA; and Yale Univ., Depts. of Med. and
Physiol., New Haven, CT.
A major pathway for Cl transport across the
luminal membrane of the rabbit proximal tubule
cell is Cl—formate exchange. We tested whether
other anions can exchange for Cl in rabbit renal
Mliv. Outward gradients of various anions includ-
ing HCO3, acetate, lactate, PAM, succinate, and
sulfate stimulated the initial rate of Cl uptake
minimally (<25%) or not at all. However, an out-
ward oxalate gradient stimulated Cl uptake by
70%, and an outward Cl gradient induced uphill
oxalate uptake confirming that the Cl-oxalate ex-
changer previously identified in dog MNV is also
present in the rabbit. We therefore examined
whether Cl—oxalate and Ci—formate exchange are
mediated by the same system. Cl—oxalate exchange
and Cl—formate exchange were found to differ in
their relative affinities for inhibitors and sub-
strates: 100 M D1DS inhibited Cl—oxalate more
than Cl—formate exchange (80% vs 20%); 0.5 mM
furosemide inhibited Cl—formate more than
Ci—oxalate exchange (60% y 40%); 4 mM unlabelled
oxalate 36inhibited Cl—[ C] oxalate more than
formate— Cl exchange (90% vs 20%). Finally,
using K and valinomycin to induce changes in
membrane potential, Cl—formate exchange was found
to be electroneutral whereas Cl—oxalate exchange
was electrogenic. We conclude that at least two
separate exchange processes mediate Cl transport
acroaa the luminal membrane of the proximal
tubule cell: electroneutral Cl—formate exchange,
and electrogenic Cl—oxalate exchange.
INTRACELLULAR SODIUM BLOCKS CA++-SENSI-
TIVE K+-CHANNEL IN AMPHIUMA DILUTING
SEGMENT. K. Kawahara,* M. Hunter,* and
G. Giebisch. Dept. Physiology, Yale
Univ. School of Medicine, New Haven, CT
Single early distal tubules of
Amphiuma were dissected and prepared for
apical membrane patch-clamp recording.
Single calcium—activated potassium chan-
nel activity (CaK) was observed in the
cell-attached mode with 100 mM KC1 as
the pipette solution and Amphibian
Ringer (2.5 mM K in the bath. The chan-
nel was highly selective for K:Na
(-30:1). With no applied potential, CaK
activity was absent. Following depolari-
zation of the membrane patch, channel
activity became evident, corresponding
to the outward flow of potassium from
the cell into pipette (single channel
conductance -100 p5). At very high de-
polarizing potentials (>200 my) the
channel currents decreased, such that
the conductance became negative. To
test whether intracellular sodium
blocked the CaK at these strongly depo-
larizing potentials, furosemide (l0-4M),
known to lower cell sodium activity, was
added to the bath. This resulted in a
relief of the apparent block by sodium.
Conclusion: These results are consistent
with intracellular Na blocking the out-
ward flow of potassium through the api-
cal CaK in a voltage and concentration-
dependent manner.
COMPARISON OF LITHIUM CLEARANCE TO MICROPUNCTURE
(MP) MEASUREMENTS OF PROXIMAL DELIVERY (PD)
DURING DIETARY SODIUM RESTRICTION. K. Kirchner,
Univ. of Mississippi Med. Ctr., Jackson, MS.
To evaluate lithium clearance as a measure of
PD during dietary sodium restriction, fractional
lithium clearance (FeLi), transit time/occlusion
time (11/01), and late proximal [1/(TF/P)In]
collected by MP were determined from the same
kidney during Inactin anesthesia. In rats fed a
sodium restricted (SR) (<2 iiEq/g diet), standard
(20 pEq/g diet), or augmented sodium (0.5% MaCi
drink) diet, there were linear relationships be-
tween TT/OT and MP (r=O.93, P<O.OO1) and between
FeLi and TI/OT (r=O.65, P<O.005) or FeLi and MP
(r=0.59, P<O.005). Quantitative values for PD
by TI/OT or MP were similar. Estimates of PD by
FeLi were lower (P<0.05) than values obtained by
TT/OT or MP at each intake even after the latter
were corrected for pars recta reabsorption. SR
rats receiving acetazolamide or amiloride showed
linear correlation between FeLi and 11/01 (r
0.95, P<0.OO1) or MP (r=O.95, P<O.O01). Values
for PD by each technique correlated quantita-
tively with each other. Proximal [1(TF/P)In]
was not different between nondiuretic SR and
amiloride—treated SR rats. To determine the
FeNa where FeLl is a quantitative marker for PD,
rats were expanded with 2% SW 0.15 M NaC1 prior
to study. At an FeNa of 0.65±0.8%, FeLi
slightly (PNS) underestimated PD compared to MP
or 01/TI. We conclude FeLi is not a quantita-
tive estimate of PD when FeNa Is less than
0.65%. The lack of agreement between FeLi and
direct methods results from distal lithium
reabsorption. During SR. FeLi determined after
amiloride may be a correct estimate of PD.
BASOLATERAL ANION CURRENT (IA) DURING TRANSCELL-
ULAR ELECTRONEUTRAL NaC1 TRANSPORT NaCl IN
RABBIT PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULES (PCT). Michio
Kuwahara*, Floyd Rector, Jr., and Christine
Berry. Univ. of Calif., San Francisco, CA.
The nature of basolateral Cl exit during
NaCl is unknown. For a 3:2 Na:K ATPase pump
ratio at least 1/3 of Cl exit must be current-
carrying; however, a simple Cl conductance is
absent. Cl might exit via current-carrying combin-
ation of a Cl:Na(HCO3)2 antiporter in parallel
with a Na:(BCO3)3 symporter. We tested for 1A
by examining the response of steady-state basola-
teral membrane potential difference (Vbl) to
changes in luminal and bath composition in the
rabbit PCT perfused in vitro. Bath pH was main-
tained constant at 7.4. Luminal and bath solutions
were identical and contained in mM: 137 NaCl,
5 NaHCO3, 5 KC1, 4 Na2HPO4 and 1 CaCl2, unless
otherwise noted. Data in mV.
Total Cl removal hyperpolarized Vbl (-50
55); stinulation of NaCl with formate depolar-
ized Vbl (-50 *
-38), findings consistent with
TA during N5Cl• Participation of a Cl:Na(HCO3)2
symporter in 'A' however, is ruled out because,
in the presence of formate, removal of bath
NCO3 did not hyperpolarize Vbl. Bath SITS hyper-
polarized Vbl (-55 -86) more than total Cl
removal, suggesting that most of the TA was
Cl-independent. In the total absence of Cl and
HCO3 bath SITS still hyperpolarized Vbl (-
-90), suggesting a SITS-sensitive, outward
0H current.
We conclude that Cl transport can contribute
slightly to basolateral 1A' but that there is
a quantitatively more important SITS-sensitive,
unidentified 'A (probably OH) in rabbit PCT.
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ION MOVEMENT AND FLUIDITY IN BRUSH BORDER (BB) AND
HALATERL (BL) M4BRANE VESICLES. M.S. Lipkowitz,
J.C. Beck , and R.G. Abramson. Mount Sinai School of
Medicine, Naw York, N.Y.To evaluate the relaticnship tet ion transçort
and membrane fluidity, KC1 permeability, the
cndtstarrs of Cl and Na relative to K (C11/Q( &xQa,tQ, and fluidity re moasured in rat BB and BL
nrbrane vesicles prepared by free—flow electrcresis
(FFE), and BB prepared by Mg and Ca aggregation. The
RD sensitive fluorescent probe DiS-C.-(5) wes used to
assess iasrbrane parneability and relative cux3uotances
in vesicles itxbated 3 h in lCO mM }E1. Fluidity 'as
estiirated fran diphenyihexatriene anisotropy (r) at
2cPc. The following data were obtained:[El]in cEl,'ti G.a,/CX r
BL 1992,0a 3304a .85+.08 262002a
n 15 15 8 839.7+2.' 30b,c .78+.O7
n 15 Ts 10 8
51.7±3.8 .?Of.O .7l+.03 .285+.l
n 6 6
Ca 50.1+1.9 l.04+.O5 .68+.Ol .2834-.(X)2
n 6 6 6
p <0.05 for: a = BL vs BB (paired), b = BB vs Mg, c =
ES vs Ca, and d = Mg vs Ca.
These stndies thmnstrate that nerbrane origin and
preparative tethniquss affect both meibrane fluidity
and Ion movement. Although variations in EKC1)in
parallelled r, with greater permeability (higher
[IlJin) associated with less fluid iasrbrai, ionic
cenduotances and r varied independently. Increased
nwbrane fluidity has been suggested to enhance passive
ion movement. These studies, however, suggest that
otir factors (i.e. thannels, proteins) rust dominate
in cxntrol hog txananethrane ion lyoveTents.
HIGH CHLORIDE PERMEABILITY OF RAT PROXI-
MAL TUBULE CELLS (RPTC) IN PRIMARY CUL-
TURES. Lioman. R.C. Harris, and C. Lechene.
Brigham & Women's Hosp. and Harvard Med. School,
Boston MA.
Net chloride fluxes were studied in 3 day cultures of
RPTC using electron probe analysis and
microfluorescence. Cellular Cl content (ci1) in control
RPTC was 0.35 Cl/mM P; cellular Ci cone.
was estimated to be 32 mM. After gluconate (Gin) substi-
tution for external Cl (Cl0), Cl1 decreased 81% within 2
mm. to 0.065mM Cl/mM P, with a t½ of 20 sec. Na1 did
not change with GIn substitution but K, (1.22mM K/mM
P in control cells) decreased 9% (0.11mM K/mM P)
within 2 mm. RPTC lost Cl and K in a ratio of 2.5:1.
DIDS (10 4M) and probenicid (1o3M) inhibited CI efflux
by 23% and 25% respectively without inhibiting
decreases in K,. Barium (2mM) inhibited Cl efflux by
22% and inhibited K1 decreases by 55%. Individual cells
pH, was monitored using dimethyl carboxyfluorescein
loaded RPTC. In the presence of HCO, removal of Cl0
led to cytoplasmic alkalinization. This effect was inhi-
bited by DIDS and probenicid, and was reversed when Cl,,
was returned. In the absence of HCO,, , Cl1 decreased by
26% within 3 mm. Cl effiux rate was not altered in Na
loaded cells after Na-K pump inhibition by ouabain. In
Na loaded cells, amiloride (1mM) did not inhibit Cl efflux.
When Cl depleted RPTC were returned to Cl,,, Cl1
increased to control levels with t½ of 30 sec. With
medium containing Cl:Gln (1:1), Cl1 rose to 0.18 mM
Cl/mM P with a t½ of =25 sec. In Cl:N03 (1:1) t% was
prolonged to 100 sec. In conclusion RPTC have a high Cl
effective net permeability. Cl movements are at least thru
conductive pathway and anion exchange. Maintenance of
ci, is partially dependent upon external HCO3
EFFECT OF ORGANIC ACIDS ON CL SELF—EXCHANGE IN
RABBIT CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULE (CCT). K. Mat—
suzaki' J.B. Stokes, and V.L. Schuster. Univ. of
Iowa, Dept. of lot. Med., Iowa City, IA.
Organic acids have been shown to have a vari-
ety of effects on anion transport. These experi-
ments describe their effects on Cl self—exchange
in the CCT. In HEPES—Ringer solution, 25 aM
iso—butyrate (IB) added to the bath reversibly
decreased the Cl rate coefficient (Kci) by
75—85%. These results indicate a nearly complete
inhibition of (cellular) Cl self—exchange. The
concentration of lB required to inhibit 50% of Cl
self—exchange was - 3 mM. In another series of
experiments, we determined the rank order of
potency of several acids at a concentration of 10
mM from the bath. Formate had no effect. Ace-
tate, L—lactate, n—valerate, n—butyrate, proplo—
nate, IB,benzoate, and caprylate showed increas-
ing potency. The ability of 3 mM bath IN to
reduce Cl self—exchange was enhanced as bath p11
was lowered from 7.4 to 7.0 (47% vs 64% inhibi-
tion), demonstrating that the degree of inhibi-
tion varies with the concentration of the pro—
tonated form. Bath pH changes without lB had no
effect. In paired sidedness experiments we tested
the effect of 25 mE lumen vs bath iso—butyrate on
Cl self—exchange. Inhibition from the lum was
only 25% that from the bath. Studies using C IN
in the perfusate showed that this sidedness could
not be attributed to a fall in concentration of
the organic acid along the length of the tubule.
We conclude that organic acids inhibit Cl
self—exchange in the rabbit CCT by a process
dependent on non—ionic diffusion. The sidadness
experiments suggest that the predominant effect
is localized to the basolateral membrane.
RERITUBuLAR ft,.RT0NlCITY REDUCES TRANSELLULAR
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTANCE AND HYPERPOLARIZES BASO-
LATERAL MEMBRANES OF ISOLATED MOUSE MEDULLARY
THICK ASCENDING LIMBS (mTALH). D.A. Molony and
1. E. Andreoli. University of Texas Medical
School, Houston, Texas.
Peritubular hypertonlcity abolishes net salt
absorption and spontaneous transepithelial vol-
tage in isolatea mouse mTALH (Am J Physiol, 241:
F443, 1981). We assessed the effects of adding
600 nil urea to external solutions on the elec-
trical properties of isolated mouse mTALH seg-
ments. Specifically, we made paired measurements
of the following variables in isotonic (300
mOsmli :j') tonic (900 mOsm/kg H2O)
peritubular soluti'ns: transepithelial conduc-
tance C (mS cm); :anscellular conductahce G
(mS cai), i.e., the e component blocked by
luminal 20 mM Ba, zero K (J Gen Physiol, 83:
543, 1986); spontaneous transepithelial voltage
V (my); basolateral membrane voltage bl (my);
and the apical—to—basolateral membrane resistance
ratio (Ra/Rbl). The paired results were (p<O.02):
Ge G bl R/Rbl V
control 120.8 56.8 —35.0 7.5 6.5
hypertonic 112.4 45.6 —55.5 0.6 1.8
Clearly, the fall in Ge was due to a fall in Gc
accompanied by hyperpolarization of bl Indis-
tinguishable results attained with hypertonic
lumlnal and perltubular solutions. Thus pen—
tubular hypertonicity abolished salt absorption
in the mTALH by inhibiting apical Na:K:2Cl
activity and/or blocking basolateral C1 conduc-
tance.
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KINETIC CHARACTERIZATION OF A K CHANNEL AT THE
BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE OF THE PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED
TUBULE (PCT): A SINGLE CHANNEL STUDY. Lucie
Parent*, Jean—Yves Lapointe* and Rémy
(intr. by Jean Cardinal). Membrane Transport
Research Group, Univ. de Montréal, Canada.
The basolateral membrane of the rabbit PCT is
known to be largely permeable to K ions. We used
the patch—clamp technique in order to investigate
the molecular basis of this K permeability. At
room temperature and with a high K saline solu-
tion in both the bath and the pipette, current
jumps associated to an inward rectifying channel
could be detected in more than 80% of the active
patches. When the K concentration in the pipette
solution was changed from 200 rrtl to 5 ntl KC1
(NaC1 replacement), the single channel conduct-
ance for inward currents changed from 60 to
10 pS. In addition, the measured shift in zero
current potential as a function of Kout could be
fitted using the Goldmann—Hodgkin—Katz equation
with a permeability ratio NA/K = 0.1. The
channel was found to be moderately voltage
dependent. The open channel probability (P0)
increased from 0.1 to 0.4 following a membrane
potential change from —50 mV to +50 mV. This
effect may not be however strong enough to
consider the membrane potential as a sensitive
control mechanism of the channel activity. A
time interval distribution analysis showed a
single time constant of 20 ms for the open state
and two time constants of 1 ms (flickering) and
40 ms for the closed states. At negative poten-
tials (—50 mV), a third closed time constant
which account for the voltage dependency of P0
could also be included.
Na [NO K PIURhAL EXCRETORY CYCLES IN ADPEr!ALEC—
TOMIZEL (ADx) RATS. L. aUirowitz and d.C.
Rutledge. University of California, Davis, CA.
It rev neen known for nary years that diurnal
excretory cycles for Na, K, cther electrolytes
and water exist in rats maintained in a 12 h
liht—cark environment but the responsible moor—
anisnis rove rot been riucicated. We recently
fouro ([i. U. Physiol. 250: F930, 1986) that ha
anc K cycles are' retained in LOX rats either
with or without a supplement of albosterone at a
casul level (1 iic/day.lOOg 000y ut). Tee present
stucy evaluated urinary cyclic excretion of Na
and K in LOX rats receivin aldo fron 0.1 to 10
x basal rat , (aexaniethasone at 1.43 iq/day.lOOq
body wo, both oldo and dcx giver at constant
rates by irplrtec osmotic puBes), era Na intake
at d.1, C.7 cr17 meg/cay, and K intake at 2.o,
10.6, or 18.7 nieq/day. Twenty—seven conbiriations
of a, K, and alao levels were studied, each in
6 rats. Urine woo collected in 18 1.5 h Ceriods.
Oats were fee a liquid diet. There was a remark—
cole. constancy cf the diurnal cycle periodicityfor excretion of Na (arid K) despite the imposec
large variations in daily quantities of Na (or
K) excreted or ongoing level of albo release.
For Na (or K) thy cycle amplitude varied
directly with Na (or K) intake ecu was indepen—
bert of the other ions cycle amplitude. Plasma
K, measured immediately following the peak in
potassiun excretion, correlated poorly with peak
potassium excretion (r = 0.2). Whatever may be
the mechanisms which produce the cyclic pattern
of Na (or K excretion), they seem to ne
undisturbed by known factors widely considered
to influence the excretion of Na (or K).
VOLUME REGULATION OF ISOLATED RAT MEDULLARYTHICK
ASCENDING LIMB OF HENLE'S LOOP (MAL) IN ISOTONIC
MEDIA. Rabary M. RajerisonY May Faure*and Frarçois
Morel*(intr. by Christian Le Grimellec) , Lab. Phy—
siol. Cell.,College de France 75231 Paris, France
MAL volume changes at 30°C were studied photo-
graphically by using isotonic Mad (A), Na2SO4
(B) and choline Cl (C) solutions (330 mOsm/l) in
the presence or absence of 1 mM ouabain and/or
5 mM K. When incubated with A + K + ouabain, rat
HAL did not swell. Repeated rinsing with K-free A
increased volume by 75 and 200 per cent in absen-
ce and oresence of ouabain resoectively. With
B or C, eventhough resting volume oer length unit
was similar to that observed with A, ouabain did
not produce swelling. When A was mixed with B or
C in variable proportion, the results showed that
ouabain iduced volume increase was limited by ex-
ternal Na or Cl concentration indicating that
swelling involved a coupled Na and Cl entry. Tubu-
les swollen in K-free A + ouabain medium restored
their initial volume either after K addition or
after transfer into B or C solutions. Finally,
ouabain effect was slowed down by lowering tempe-
rature and was partly inhibited by 5 mM barium
or 10 PM bumetanide. These observations suggest
that rat HAL cell volume is the result of balance
between continuous extrusion of Na by the Na—pump
and coupled NaCl movement (oartly through bumeta—
nide-sensitive Na-K-2C1 cotransport) which depeids
on the value and direction of Na and/or Cl elec—
trochemical gradients.
MEDIUM HYPERTONICITY INHIBITS Na:K:2Cl CO—
TRANSPORT ACTIVITY IN RAT RENAL MEDULLARY
VESICLES. W. B. Reeves*, M. A. Dudley*, and
T. E. Andreoli. University of Texas Medical
School, Houston, Texas.
Peritubular hypertonicity abolishes salt ab-
sorption in mouse medullary thick limbs (Am J
Physiol, 214l:F443, 1981). We examined the effect
of medium plus intravesicular urea hypertonicity
on bumetanide—sensitive 22Na+ uptake in rat renal
rnedullary vesicles prepared by differential cen—
trifugation. Z2Na+ uptake driven by an inwardly
directed KCI gradient was 387.'i+22.9 pmoles/mg
prot (SEM) at 15 sec and 463.4+109.3 pmoles/mg
prot at 30 sac, and was inhibited 38 by 1 mM
bumetanide. Omission of K or C1 inhibited
bumetarride-sensitive 22Na uptake by 64 and 4O
respectively. We also measured 22Na+ uptake
driven by an outward Na+ gradient: the Na+ uptake
of 1355÷87 pmoles/mg prot at 10 mm was three-
fold greater than at equilibrium, and 1 n*
bumetanide inhibited 25 of 22Na uptake. Using
this exchange technique, we compared bumetanide-
sensitive 2ZNa+ uptake into control vesicles
(350 mOsm/kg H20) with that in vesicles with 600
mOsm/kg H20 urea. The control (isotonic) vs.
experimental (hypertonicity) values for
bumetanide-sensitive 22Na+ uptake were, respec-
tively: at 5 mm, 127+145 pinoles/mg prot and
15+37 (p<.02); and at 10 mm, 239+74 and 85+47
(p<.02, n5). 22Na uptake at equilibrium was
unaffected by medium hypertonicity, and the
hypertonicity—Induced inhibition of bumetanide—
sensitive Z2Na+ uptake was reversed by removing
urea from the media. Thus medium plus vesicular
urea hypertonicity inhibits medullary thick limb
Na:K':2C1 activity.
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RABBIT COLLECTING DUCT HETEROGENEITY: LOCALIZATION
OF CARBONIC ANHYDRASE AND Na-K-ATPase. Y.
Ridderstrale*, M. Kashgarian, G. Giebisch, B.
Koeppen, and B. Stanton. Univ. Sweden and Yale,
Univ. Conn., and Dartmouth Medical Schools.
The localization of carbonic anhydrase (CA) by
histochemistry and of Na—K—ATPase by monoclonal
antibody, was determined in the collecting duct of
rabbits. In the cortex (CCD), the cell membranes
and cytoplasm of intercalated cells (IC) stained
for CA, while principal cells (PC) did not. A sim-
ilar pattern was seen in the outermost portion of
the outer stripe (OMCD0). In a zone at the bound-
ary between the OMCDo and the inner stripe (OMCDi)
no celia stained for CA. In the innermost portion
of the OMCD1 the apical and lateral membranes of
all cells stained for CA. Cytoplasmic staining was
not observed. A similar pattern was seen in the
outer 1/3 of the inner medullary collecting duct
(IMCD), while the remainder of the IMCD did not
stain. Na—K—ATPase was localized to the basolat—
eral membrane of PC in the CCD, and to a lesser
degree in IC. In the OMCDo, staining was equal in
both PC and IC. Thus, the amount of ATFase in IC
relative to PC differs from that reported in rat
(Kidney mt 28:899, 1985). All cells of the OMCDi
stained for Na—K—ATPase. Conclusion: The localiza-
tion of enzymes associated with Na4, K , and H4
transport shows both segmental and cellular heter-
ogeneity, and correlates with the known transport
properties of these segments. The distribution of
these enzymes is different in rabbits and rats,
and may explain some of the functional differences
between homologous segments in these species.
MINERALOCORTICOID REGULATION OF INTRACELLULAR K
ACTIVITY (Ki) OF PRIlCIPAL CELLS (PC) OF ISOLATED
CORTICAL COLLECTING DUCT (CCD). S. Sansom, S.
Agulian*, and G. Giebisch. Dept. of Physiol.,
Yale Univ. Sch. of Med., New Haven, CT.
Using liquid ion—exchanger and conventional
micro—electrodes we measured Ki and basolateral
membrane potentials (Vb) of PC and intercalated
cells (IC) from normal rabbits (group A), and PC
from DcCA—treated rabbits (2mg/Kg/day for 7 days;
group B). With K—selective microelectrodes the
apical membrane fractional resistance (fRa) in A
and B was 0.75, not significantly different from
fRa measured with conventional microelectrodes
(0.70). IC were characterized by low Ki (58.6
meq/L), low —Vb (—26mV), high fRa (0.99), absence
of effect of luminal Ba, and Cl—selective baso—
lateral membrane conductive properties. In B, Vb
was hyperpolarized (—93.5mV), compared with PC of
A (Vb= —74.3 mV), reflecting electrogenic baso—
lateral pump stimulation. Ki was higher in B
(117.4 meq/L) compared with PC of A (Ki = 85.7
meq/L). The net driving force for cell to lumen K
exit (Va—EK) was higher in B (36.9 my) compared
with A (16.0 mV). In all tubules there was a
significant correlation between —Vb and yb—ER
(r=0.95). Potassium was near equilibrium for Vb
between —77 and —94 mV, below for —Vb >—94 my (K
cell entry), and above for —Vb<—77 my (K cell
exit). These studies directly demonstrate that:
1) Ri in IC is low compared with Ki in PC. 2)
Mineralocorticoids increase Ki in PC. 3) Minera—
locorticoids increase Va—Ek of PC, and 4) minera—
locorticoid—induced hyperpolarization of Vb may
increase passive K cell entry across the baso—
lateral cell membrane of PC.
ADH INCREASES APICAL Na' CONDUCTANCE OF PRINCIPLE
CELLS OF RAT CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULES (CCI).
Eberhard Schlatter* and James A. Schafer.
Nephrol. Res. & Tr. Ctr., UAB, Birmingam, AL.
ADH has+ been shown to increase Na reabsorp-
tion and K secretion in rat CCI. Isolated CCT's
from rats treated 4-9 days with deoxycortico—
sterone were perfused in vitro. Transepithelial
(PD—te), apical (PD—a) and basolateral (PD—bl)
membrane voltages, ana transepithelial (R—te) and
apical fractional (FR—a) resistances were
measured. ADH (100 iU/ml in the bath) depolarized
PD—bl in principle cells (PC), hyperpolarized
PD—te, and reduced R-te (Mean + SEM, *p<.05):
PC: PD-te PD—a PD-bi R-te FR-a
(n) mV (29) mV (22) mV (22) ohm-cm2 (22) (13)
-ADH -4.5 +79 -84 45 0.78
+0.8 +1 +1 +4 +0.04
+ADH _13.2* +2* _78* 3* U74*
+1.7 +1 +1 +3 +0.05
Whereas in PC's both membranes depolarized with
ADH, in intercalated cells (IC) the apical mem-
brane depolarized only from +79+1 to +71+2 and
PD-bl hyperpolarized from —84T1 to -87+1 mV
(n=12). This can be explained bycircular current
induced by the increased lumen-negative PD-te.
FR-a of IC's did not change with ADH. ADH
depolarized primarily PD-a in PC's and slightly
decreased FR-a. These ADH effects were inhibited
by imultaneous addition luminal amiloride
(10 M) but not luminal Ba (3 mM). We conclude
that ADH cts primarily on PC's by increasing the
apical Na conductance, and thus transcellular
Na absorption. The increased K secretion may
b entirely due to an increased driving force for
K exit across the apical membrane of PC's.
THIAZIDE DIURETICS INHIBIT ELECTRONEUTRAL Cl ENTRY
ACROSS APICAL MEMBRANE IN DISTAL TUBULE.
B. Stanton, Dartmouth Medical Sch. Hanover, N.H.
In vitro microperfusion and electrophysiological
techniques were used to study the cellular actions
of hydochiorothiazide (HCTZ) on Cl transport by
late distal tubule of the salamander, Amphiuma.
The transepithelial voltage (Vt) was not different
from 0 (—0.4 mV, n=1l). Two cell types were ident-
ified. Type I cells had a basolateral membrane
voltage (Vbl) of —67.7 3.6 mV (n11). These
cells were insensitive to HCTZ. Type II cells were
sensitive to HCTZ. In these sensitive cells Vbl
was —76.1 1.8 mV (n15) and the basolateral mem-
brane (BLM) was conductive to K and CL. The apical
membrane did not contain appreciable conductive
pathways, as evidence by a high apical fractional
resistance (Ra/Ra + Rbl = 0.98 0.01). HCTZ (10—a
H) in the lumen hyperpolarized Vbl by 13 2.8 my
(n=13) but had no effect on Vt. This is consistent
with inhibition of electroneutral apical Cl uptake
which decreases cell Cl activity thereby reducing
the Nernst equilibrium for Cl across the BLM. Sim-
ilarly, removal of Cl from the lumen hyperpolar—
ized Vbl by 8.8 1.6 mV. To characterize further
the nature of electroneutral Cl uptake the effects
of HCO3 removal and SITS (l0— M) were examined.
SITS in the lumen hyperpolarized Vbl by 4.3 0.3
mV and 0 HCO3 in the lumen depolarized Vbl by
4.7 1.1 mV. Ainiloride (10 M) or 0 Na in the
lumen hyperpolarized Vbl by 3.2 mV. Conclusion.
The late distal tubule of Amphiuma Is a heteroge-
neous epithelium that Is homologous to the mammal-
ian distal convoluted tubule. Cell type II is sen-
sitive to HCTZ and may contain parallel
Na/H—C1/HCO3 exchangers in the apical membrane.
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A NON—SELECTIVE CATION CHANNEL IN THE 8A.JLATEHAL
MEMBRANE Of THE MOUSE CORTICAL THICK ACENDING
LIMB OF HENLE (CAL). 3. Teulon*, M. Bouth4r*,
6. Planelles*, A. Edelman*, T. Anaor'..istopoulos.
HôpitaI Necker, Paris, France.
We used the patch clamp tecfrmn..que to investiga-
te the properties of an ionic cnannel in the baso—
lateral membrane of microdissected, collagenase—
treated segments of CAL from the mouse. The treat-
ment by collayenase was necessary not only to
facilitate the microdissectlon but also to get
access to the basolateral membrane by removing the
basement membrane. Measurements were performed at
room temperature on excised patches (seal resis—
tance:4—20 Ga) with pipets coated with Sylgard.
Conductance through the channel was ohmic and ran-
ged between 24 and 35 p5 (28+3 pS, n=lO) when the
pipet and the bath contained a Ringer's solution
(NaCI:140 mM). When Ned was replaced in the bath
by KC1 (n=6) or by Na—Gluconate (n2),single chan-
nel currents still reversed sign at U volt and
the conductance was unchanged. When a NaCl gra-
dient was applied across the membrane by reducing
the bath NaCI2 to 42 mM, the reversal potential
was found to be within 2 mV of +30 mV (n:6), which
is the expected value for a perfectly cation—se-
lective channel. The activity of this channel did
not show any clear dependence on membrane poten-
tial but appears to be sensitive to the free
(Ca*] present in the bath (n3). In conclusion:
1/ A non—selective cation channel is present in
the basolateral membrane of the mouse CAL whose
physiological significance is still to be found.
2/ This channel resembles the non—selective cation
channel already described in rat cultured caroiac
cells, mouse neuroblastoma cells and mouse
pancreas.
ALDUSTERONE (A) AND bA EFFECTS UN APICAL
CATION SELECTIVITY IN CULTURED KIDNEY lIGHT
EPITHELIUM (Ab). S.R. Thomas* and E. Nintz*
(intr. by T. Anagnostopoulos). INSERN U.192,
Paris and CEN/Dil, Saclay, France.
After about ten days on filters, apical mem-
branes of A6 epithelia switch from K'— to N&'—
selectivity. We tested a role for A in this
switch and tried to show Ba—sensitivity of the
early K—se1ectivity.We did transepithelial mea-
surements of resistance (Rms),potential (Vms)
and short—circuit current (lsc),in the presence
and absence of Ba and/or high apical K+ before
and after 18 hrs of A (107M).Aloo increased Isc
and Vms by 106% and 149% (P<.0O1),resp.,but had
no effect on Rms.Partlal replacement of apical
Na4- by K4- "high K4-' led to an 11.4% (P<.UUI)
increase in Has after but no change before A.
Thus,A induces the switch from apical K— to
Na+_selectivity previously found using intracel—
cellular microelectroues on A6 (biophys. 3. 47:
443a). Addition of ba4-4-,a known blocker of K—
channels,gave unexpected results.Bef ore A,apicsl
in the presence of high K tenOeo to cause
an expected increase of Rms (4.4%,NS),but in
control Ringer it unexpecteoly decreasea Rms by
b.b% (P<.0U5).After A,when apical K4-—conductance
is very low,apical Ba again aecreeseo Has with
both high K (IU.7%,P<.0U5) and normal Ringer
(18%,P<.UU1).These results suggest that ba4- has
not only the expected effect (block of K4-—chan—
nels) but that it also opens" a parallel con-
ductive pathway,perhaps the intercellular shunt.
In summary, A can trigger the switch from apical
K+_ to Na—selectivity and,Ba4-' may open a pare—
cellular conductive pathway.
ENHANCED GLOMERULAR FILTRATION AND ACTIVATION OF
DISTAL NEPHRON Na-K-ATP ase: UNEXPECTED CONSEQUENC-
ES OF CHRONIC FUROSEMIDE (F) ADMINISTRATION IN
RAT. Henna Wald,* Pnina Scherzer,* and Mordecai
H. Popovtzer, Hadassah Univ. Hosp., Nephrology and
Hypertension Services, Jerusalem, Israel.
To evaluate the effect of F on kidney function,
GFR, UNaV, Na reabsorption (NAR) and Na-K-ATPase
in isolated nephron segments were measured in 1)
rats treated with F 10 mg/100 g/24 h i.p. for 7
days, and 2) rats receiving oral Na load for 11
days. In F—treated rats GFR rose from 0.61+0.03
(x+SD) to 0.83+0.06 mi/mm (p<O.Ol), UNaV rose
from 904+71 to 1402+85 iEq/d (p<O.OO1) and net NAR
rose from 87.5+3.7 to 116.7+9.0 1JEq/d (p<O.Ol).
Na—K—ATPase remained unchanged in Pc, PS, CTP,L and
MTAL but was increased in the DC and in CCD from
48.5+1.2 to 75.3+0.7 (p<O.OO1) and from 18.6+0.7
to 27.1+2.7 (p<O.O2) 10—11 mol/mm/min respective—
ly. In Na—loaded rats GFR rose from 0.61+0.04 to
0.86+0.03 al/mm (p<O.OO1). UNaV rose from 1064+
118 to 18532+2045 3jEq/d (p<O.OOl), net NAR from
88.1-4-3.0 to 107.8-4-3.9 Eq/min (p<O.OO5) and Na—K—
ATPase in the MTAL rose from 40.3+1.4 to 56.2+2.11
(p<O.OOl). These results show 1) that similar in-
creases in GFR and in tubular Na delivery are
associated with a rise of Na—K—ATPase in MTAL in
Na—loaded but not in F—treated rats, 2) that the
lack of inhibition of Na—K—ATPase by F in the PAL
may result from increased Na delivery to this seg-
ment which counteracts the effect of F, 3) the in-
creases in Na—X—ATPase in the distal nephron may
represent a corqensatory response to the effect of
F on Na-transport in the TP.L, and 4) these find-
ings may explain the limited natriuretic response
to chronic administration of F.
REGULATION OF SODIUM HYDROGEN EXCHANGE IN THE RAT
PAPILLARY COLLECTING DUCT BY INTRACELLULAR SODIUM.
S.M. Wa1l, J.A. Kraut, and S. Muallem*, Med and
Resch Services, VA Med Ctr West LA, and CedarsSinai Med Ctr, and Dept Med, UCLA School of
Medicine, Los Angeles, Ca.
In previous studies from our laboratory, Na
dependent proton efflux was detected in cultured
rat papillary collecting duct cells (PCD). This
process was found to be membrane potential
independent and inhibited by amiloride (Ki 10—
l2uM), consistent with a Na/H antiporter. Its rate
was a function of intracellular pH (pHi),
extracellular sodium (Nao), and pH gradient across
the cell. To examine a possible regulatory role
for intracellular Na concentration (Nai), Na
dependent hydrogen ef flux was measured at various
levels of Nai and pHi. Hydrogen efflux was
evaluated by monitoring changes in pHi using the
pH sensitive fluorescent probe, 2', 7'
biscarboxyethyl carboxyfluorescein acetomethoxy
ester (BCECF). PCD cells in suspension were
loaded with BCECF and p141 clamped at 6.3 or 7.1.
With each pHi, pHo was set to maintain a constant
pH gradient across the cell. Cells set at each pHi
were then loaded to Nai levels ranging from 0 to
140mM. Studies were performed at a Mao of 140mM.
At pHi of 7.1, Na dependent H efflux was inhibited
by 60% with a Nai of 10mM and abolished with a Nai
of 30mM. At pHi of 6.3, Na dependent H efflux was
reduced by 20% at Nai of 10mM but 25% Of activity
persisted at Nai of 140mM. These data suggest
that Nai is an important regulator of Na dependent
H efflux in the PCD. This effect may be due to
competition of Na with H for the regulatory site
rather than an effect of the Na gradient across
the cell.
COMPARISON OF Rb AND K TRANSPORT IN THE RABBIT
CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULE (CCT). D.H. Warden*,
V.L. Schuster, and .J.B. Stokes. Univ. of Iowa
Coll. of Med., Dept. of mt. Med., Iowa City, IA.
The CCT secretes K via a two—step process con-
sisting of a basolateral Na—K ATPase and an api-
cal K channel. We examined the ability of Rb to
substitute for K in this system. Three experi-
mental spproache2were employed.861) The passive
lumen—to—bath K (KR) and Rb (KRb) rate
coefficients were measured simultaneously in CCT
in which active transport was inhibited by
amiloride. The rate coefficients for both
species were proportional to the transepithelisl
conductance (GT) measured in the same tubule;
however, for any given conductance the ratio
was 2. 2) The effect of symmetrical
replacement of K (5 mM) by Rb on CT was deter-
mined. GT of amiloride—treated CCT was revers-
ibly decreased by Rb substitution to one—half the
value observed in K solutions. However, after
blockade of apical K channels with Ba (4 aN), Rb
substitution did not affect GT. 3) Net secretion
of K or Rb was measured when active transport was
allowed to1proced. K secretion (bath K=5) was
17 peq.mm .rnfn ,yhile Rb secretion (bath Rb5)
was 6 peq.mm •min (unpaired, p<.O5). Net Na
reabsorption also was reduce in Rb containing
solutions (27 vs 13 peq.mm.min ). We conclude
that; 1) Passive movement of K tracer across CCT
is greater than that of Rb; 2) This selectivity
occurs at a transcellular pathway and involves
(at least in part) a conductive process; 3) The
selectivity for K over Rb affects net transport
of Na and K.
CHLORIDE MODIFIES THE INHIBITORY EFFECT OF
AMILORIDE ON THE RENAL Na/H ANTIPORTER. Wu-
Chang Yang*, Andrew Lowe*, and David G. Warnock.
Depts. Med., Veterans Gen. Hosp., Taipei, Tiawan, ROC
and VA Med. Ctr., UCSF, San Francisco, CA.
The mode of inhibition (e.g., mixed or simple com-
petitive) of amiloride on the Na/H antiporter is contro-
versial. AlkyI substitutions on the 5—amino group of
amiloride make the 6-chloro group more electronegative,
and enhance the inhibition of the Na/H antiporter. The
present studies examined the effects of chloride (Cl) on
the kinetics amiloride inhibition of the Na/H antiporter.
Brush border vesicles were prepared at pH 6.0 by Mg
aggregation, and Na/H exchange measured with acridine
orange (AO). The uptake buffer contained 6 uM AO, 100
mM NMG—gluconate, 10 mM Hepes/Tris, and 50 mM K-
gluconate or 50 mM KC1. Vmax (FU/mg protein/sec) and
Km (m'4) were obtained from Eadie—Hofstee plots
(means —SEM; n = 5 preparations).
Amil Vmax Km
(uM) Chhride Gluonate Chloride Gluconate0 3.5— .2 3.3— .2 11.8— 0.6 13.6 —1.2
25 3.3 .3 2.8 .3# 21.0 2.3 16.5
50 3.4 .3 2.7 — .2# 22.6— 3.3 17.8
( p< 0.02; chloride versus gluconate)
22Na uptake studies gave similar results. CI was more
like gluconate when used with 5—amino substituted ana-
logues of amiloride. The effect of Cl with amiloride was
concentration dependent, and half maximal at 50 mM.
Conclusions: 1). Amiloride produces either mixed or
simple competitive inhibition depending on the amount
of Cl in the uptake buffer. 2). Cl blunts the effect of
amiloride on Vmax of the Na/H antiporter, but enhances
the effect on Km. 3). The lack of effect of Cl with more
potent analogues is consistent with an interaction of Cl
and the 6—chloro group of amiloride at an external site
on the Na/H antiporter.
AOJTE POTASSIIJM LOAD-INfUCED KALIURESIS IN AMILO-
RIDE (A) TREATED DOGS. NL Yeyati*, JC Etcheverry*
and HJ Adrogue Hosp. de Clinicas, BsAs, and VANC-
Baylor CQ11. Med. HoustQo Tx. +To dissoc4ate the ettects on K secretion of
changes in [ K I in renal tubular cells from those
due to alterations in transepithelial PD, this
study evaluates kaliuresis resulting from an acute
K load during A infusion. Pretreatment with DOCA
was done 24 hrs before the acute study. Under
general anesthesia the left ureter was catheterized
and GFR measured by inulin clearance. A bolus 1
mg/kg A followed a constant infusion of 1 mg/kg
/hr was given. K load consisted of a 0.4 M KC1
solution infuseat11/in. Mean val(n=) were:
10-15 ign* 20-25 Jgn*
[K] mM 3.5 3.2 6. 6.68l•
j. •111FE+ % 33.1 4.9 7.8 11.5
FE + % 2.8 4.0.4. 4.9 6.4
U1JEq/min 16.2 2.1 6.7 ll.6
U VpEq/min 62.0 81.6 104.5 134.3
start o KC1, t p<0.05 vs Cont. ¶ p<0,.D5 vs A
Thus, A sharply reduced rri paral!CeT[ K4) nd
FE ÷. We propose that the increment in [K JU in-
crased kaliuresis due to an enhancemnt in [ ic in
distal tubular cells, thus favoring K secretion by
a more favorable chemical gradient from cell to
lumen despite the A-induced electrical barrier
(hyperpolarization of luminal membrane). The % in-
crement in kaliuresis observed after KC1 infusion
was similar to that reported in dogs without A (Am
J Physiol 212:1365, 1967). However, the absolute
rates of Kexcretion in the current study were only
2.7% and 7.3% (before and after KC1 infusion, re-
spectively) of the values reported in anesthetized
dogs not receiving A.
RENAL MECHANISMS LIMITING K EXCRETION DURING
HYFOKALEMIA INDUCED BY CHRONIC ADMINISTRATION OF
DEOXYCORTICOSTERONE ACETATE (DOCA). R.M.
Zettle,* M.L. West, C.B. Chen' and MHalperin.
Deflt. of Medicine, Univ. of Toronto, Toronto,
Canada.
Mineralocorticoid excess can cause severe life—
threatening hvookalemia in the absence of an
adaptive renal mechanism diminishing the rate of
K excretion. The rurpose of this study was to
examine If there are mechanisms limiting renal 1<
loss with mineralocorticoid induced hypokalemia.
Hvpokalemia (serum [K] 2.5 + .1 mM) was induced
in rabbits by daily administration of 5 mg DOCA
for 9—13 days. Infusion of K—free isotonic
solutions resulted in more severe hvpokalemia
(1.7 1 .1 mM). The distal neohron transtuhular
[K] gradient (TTKG) which is reflected in vivo
by the (urine CK]/(U/P)osm/serum CR] was 4•3 + .5
at this time. 60 mM KC1 solution was infused
until the serum CR] was 5.11 -4. .1 mM. At this
time, the TTKG was 5.9 + .U ( <.01). A K-free
solution was then infusd and the serum [K] fell
to 3.4 + .1 mM; the TTKG fell promptly to + .3
(p <.O1T and was equal to the pre—infusion value.
Conclusion: Severe mineralocorticoid—induced
hynokalemia is associated with a decrease in the
TTKG thereby limiting renal K losses. Elevation
of the serum CR] to normal increased the TTKG
whereas lowering the serum [K] results in a
prompt fall in the TTKG. Thus, the kidney
appears to limit K excretion during severe
hynokalemia. Furthermore, at a constant TTKG,
hvookalemia will cause a lower urine [K].
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DIAZEPAM STIMULATES Na TRANSPORT IN FROG SKIN.
FM Ziyadeh*, E Kelepouris and ZS Agus. Dept. of
Med., Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Receptors for diazepani (U) and other benzo-
diazepines (BZ) have recently been identified
outside the brain, e.g., in kidney, adrenals,
heart, and mononuclear cells. The function of
peripheral BZ receptors (BZR) is unclear, but
micromolar bindin9 of BZ to low affinity BZR in
brain and heart displaces dihydropyridine ligands,
e.g., nifedipine (N), from binding to Ca channels
and modulates voltage-dependent Ca conductance.
We examined the effects of BZ and N on Na
transport in frog skin. Serosal addition of D to
short—circuited skins mounted in double Ussing
chambers increased tissue conductance (g) and
short—circuit current (Isc) dose—dependently, with
half—maximal stimulation at 3pM. At 10 pM, D
resulted in maximal stimulation of Isc (42 8%
above control, n = 9). Mucosal addition of D
similarly increased Isc and g. Ainiloride
inhibited the 0—stimulated Isc to near zero (n =
6), while pretreatment with amiloride or ouabain
(n = 5 each) abolished the U response, thus
confirming that U stimulates active Na transport.
Mucosal or serosal treatment with Ro—5-4864 (10pM,
n 9), a specific peripheral BZR agonist, or with
N (10pM, n = 7) also significantly stimulated Na
transport. Moreover, maximal stimulatory doses of
U and N given to the same skin in either sequence(n = 6 each) were not additive, while addition of
vasopressin (VP, 100 rrJ/ml) signi'icantly
augmented Isc by 19.8 3.5 pA/cm above peak
response to U, although this increase was less
marked than in control hemi,kins treated with VP
but not D (26.9 3.6 pA/cmc, n = 7, p < 0.005).
In conclusion, micromolar doses of BZ stimulate
active Na transport in frog skin epithelium,
probably by increasing mucosal membrane
conductance to Na. This effect may be mediated
via low affinity BZR (micrornolar bindin9) and
possible modulation of Ca channel activity.
Renal Physiology—Other
Solutes and Water
CITRATE REABSORPTION (Jcit) WITH ALKALOSIS (ALK)
AND WITH ACETAZOLAMIDE (Az) IN THE RABBIT
PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PCT). S. Brennan,
K. Hering_Smith*, S. Klahr, L. Hamm. Dept. of
Medicine, Washington Univ., St. Louis, MO
Previous in vitro microperfusion experiments
have demonstrated that either luminal (lum) or
peritubular (pt) pH alters Jcit; and that the in-
crease in Jcit with acid solutions is predominant-
ly an effect of lum pH. The present studies
examine other determinants of Jcit with acid—base
disturbances. Jcit (in pmole/nim mm) was measured
in isolated PCT using 1 mIl 14C—citrate in the
perfusate (pH 7.4). Raising pt pH from 7.4 to 7.6
(by raising HC03) with no pt citrate decreased
Jcit from 3.6 0.4 to 3.3 0.4
—a smaller de-
cline than expected from the in vivo observation
that alkalosis causes a large increase in citrate
excretion. However, with I mIl pt citrate, rais-
ing pt pH from 7.4 to 7.6 decreased Jcit from
6.2 1.2 to 5.1 0.8 (paired p<O.05). Citrate
secretion should not account for the change since
other experiments showed nearly no bath to lumen
flux. Az causes Jcit to rise in vivo. However,
in vitro, with the addition of iü4 II Az Jcit in
PCI fell 30 5%(p<O.O5). In conclusion: l)In
contrast to the effect of acidic solutions, the
effect of alkaline pt pH to decrease Jcit depends
on factors other than lum pH — namely pt citrate.
2) The increase in Jcit with Az in vivo must de-
pend on factors not present in vitro, such as the
development of metabolic acidosis.
WATER DIFFUSIVE PERMEABILITY (P ) OF ISOLATED PRO
XIMAL TUBULE KIDNEY CELLS MEASURED WITH PROTON
NMR. P. Carpi_Medina*, V. Leon, J. Espidel5 and
G. Whitternbury, IVIC, Caracas, Venezuela.
was measured in rabbit kidney proximal
cells isolated by mechanical means to disrupt the
tissue (no collagenase) and intracellular—like so
lotions. Cells were incubated in artificial plas-
ma with 5 mM MnC12. The relaxation time T2 was
measured in a Var.an XL—100 spectrometer with the
Carr—Purcell—Meiboom—Gill sequence. Mathematical
analysis of the relaxation curves used standard e
quations for water exchange between cells and
plasma (J Membrane Biol 42:375:1978). Plasma and
intracellular relaxation times and cytocrit were
also measured. P of the who)e sell memrane at
25°C is 197+17 pm/sec or 10 cm /sec.cm cell sur
face area (uncorrected for infoldings). Using va-
lues for the apical and basolateral osmotic per-
meability (P ) (Pflflgers Arch 400:343,1984 & Car—
pi—Medina Phc. Thesis, IVIC) and morphological
considerations = p decreases in a do-
se—dependent manr with parachloromercuribenzene
sulfonate (pCMBS) to 116+11 pm/sec (2.5 mM pCMBS).
Using P values with pCMBS (B B Acta 775:365,
1984) P /P decreases to 3. The apparent activat
ion eney or P is 5.2+1.0 (control) and 9.1+
2.2 (pCMBS) Kcalmol. These and previous observat
ions ( B B Acta, above) lead to the conclusion
that proximal cell membranes must be pierced by
continuous water pathways. From either the
pathways have a radius of 10 A (unreasonable sin-
ce o=1 for molecules like raffinose, molecular
radius 6 A) or several water molecules single
file through the pathways.
BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE SO4 TRANSPORTER CHARACTERIZED
BY A FLUORESCENT STILBENE. Pei-Yuan Chen* and
A.S. Verkman. CVRI, UCSF, San Francisco, CA.
The fluorescence of the stilbene derivative
4,4'-dibenzamjdo-2,2'-djsulfonjc stilbene (DBDS)
increases as its environment becomes less polar(protein binding). When viewed under a fluores-
cence microscope, addition of 10 pM DBDS to
suspended proximal tubules results in a marked
fluorescence signal over the tubule. By measuring
the fluorescence of vesicles mixed with increasing
[DEDSI (0-20 pM), we found that DBDS binds rever-
sibly to a single class of sites on renal cortical
basolateral membrane vesicles (BLMV) isolated
from rabbit (Kd3.8 pM) and rat (3.2 pM); 100
pM H2DIDS blocked >957. of binding. No DBDS binding
was detected using rat or rabbit brush border
vesicles. In rabbit BLMV, DBDS Kd doubled with
100 mM Cl, 10 mM SO4 and 50 mM HCO3, but was
not altered by Na or pH (6-8). In stopped-flow
experiments the exponential time constant for
DBDS binding (150 ma) slowed with (all 25 mM)
SO4 (320 ms) and HCO3 (800 ms) and was unaffected
by Na and Cl. The data are consistent with com-
petitive binding of DBDS and SO4 or HCO3 at
the BLM anion transport site. To relate DBDS
binding data to anion transport inhibition,
we used 35S04 uptake and acridine orange quenching
to identify several modes of BLM anion transport.
We identified H/SO4 cotransport and Cl/SO4 and
HCO3/S04 countertransport. Each transport process
was electroneutral and inhibited by H2DIDS,
furosemide, probenecid and DBDS (apparent K1's
3-10 pM). These studies define a class of
anion transport sites on BLM measureable optically
by a fluorescent stilbene.
PHOSPHATE, GLUCOSE AND VALINE TRANSPORT ACROSS
KIDNEY BRUSH—BORDER MEMBRANES OF AGING RATS.
Bruno Corman*,Jean Pratz* and Philippe Poujeol*
(intr.by Michel Paillard). Dept. of Biol., CEN
Saclay, Gif—sur—Yvette, France.
Transport experiments were performed to
assess whether or not the age—related phosphatu—
na reported in old rats corresponds to a change
in phosphate transport across the luminal
membrane of the proximal tubule. Kidney brush—
border membranes from 6 and 30 month—old female
Wistar rats were prepared in parallel by the
calcium precipitation method. Uptake measurements
of 3H—D—glucose, 32P—phosphate and 3H—L—valine
were made at room temperature in the presence of
a MaCi gradient and a potassium—induced valino—
mycin diffusion potential. The apparent Km (in
mM) and 11max (in imoles/mg prot./1O sec) of the
transport systems were
Phosphate 0—glucose L—valine
Vmax Km Vmax Km Vmax Km
6 months (nl)
1.72 O.11
0.23 0.03
30 months (n=LI)
1.27* 0.12 11.8 2.69 '1.97 0.83
0.18 0.02 1.5 0.18 0.20 0.09
* p<O.05 (paired Wilcoxon non parametric test).
The 26% decrease in the phosphate transport of
30 month—old rats but unchanged glucose and
valine uptakes suggests that the efficiency of
the Na—gradient driving force is unaltered with
age but that the phosphate carrier capacity is
modified in senescent rats.
TIME COURSE OF MEDULLARY SOLUTE GRADIENT RECON-
STITUTION. Connie L. Davis* and Juha P. Kokko,
UTHSCD, Dallas, TX.
The purpose of the present studies was to
examine the rapidity of medullary solute recon-
stitution after acute medullary wash-out pro-
duced in anesthetized rats using furosemide
(Fur) or atrial natriuretic peptide (AMP 8—33).
Papillary (PAP), inner and outer medullary
slices were removed 5 and 35 mm after IV Fur
(75pg) and ANP (8-33) (1000 rig). Tissue osm,
urea, and Na were determined by extraction of
solute from the dried pieces. V and UNaV rose
from 3.29 p1/mm and 0.23 pEq/min to a maximum
of 25.57 p1/mm and 3.21 pEq/min and returned to
a 4.04 p1/mm and 0.43 pEq/min by 35 mm after
ANP infusion. V and UNaV in furosemide animals
rose from 5.49 p1/mm and 0.47 pEq/min to 42.42
p1/mm and 3.88 pEq/min, then fell to 5.99
p1/mm and 0.64 pEq/min by 35 mm.
PAP osm-m0sm/L Na-pEg/L urea-pmol/L
control 1125 189 436
5 mm ANP 539* 106* 96*
35 mm AMP 1219 154 540
35 mm Fur 1066 180 392 +PAP H20(pl/mg) Na(pEg/mg) urea(pmol/mg )
control 7.36 1.37 3.08
5 mm ANP 8.97 0.93 0.85*
35 mm ANP 7.72 1.13 4.07
35 mm Fur 8.04 1.12 2.24
*P,(005 vs control + mg solute free dry tissue.
As expressed per mg of solute free dry tissue,
the reconstitution of solutes was observed by 35
mm after the infusion of furosemide and ANP.
We conclude that reconstitution of the medullary
solute gradient is rapid process if the gradient
dissolution has been rapid.
EVIDENCE FOR A FUNCTIONAL GUANYLATE
CYCLASE/CYCLIC GMP SYSTEM WHICH INCREASES
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY IN RABBIT CORTICAL
COLLECTING TUBULE. Mark A. Dillingham and
Robert J. Anderson. Denver VA and Univ. of Cob.
HIth. Sci. Ctr., Denver, Colorado.
Guanylate cyclase (GC) and cyclic 3'5'—guanosine
monophosphate (cGMP) are found in all cells. In
intestinal epithelial and retinal rod cells, cGMP is a
regulator of cation conductance. Since there is no
information on GC and cGMP effects on nephron
transport events, we measured hydraulic conductivity(Lp, cm/atms1O7) in response to peritubular
exposure to activators of GC in perfused rabbit
cortical collecting tubules. Nitroprusside (103M), an
activator of cytosolic GC, increased basal Lp (16+5
to 45+10, p<.025) in each of 5 tubules. Hematin —
(103M), an activator of membrane—bound GC, did not
significantly increase basal Lp (n=4). To confirm the
nitroprusside results, the effect of 8—bromocyclic GMP
(10—6 through 104M) on Lp was measured and dose—
dependent sustained increases occurred at i0 and
lO5M (n=16, p<.025). At lrr4M (n=8), 8—bromocyclic
GMP increased Lp with respect to time course and
magnitude comparable to that observed with 104M
cAMP (n=5) and with maximal concentrations of
arginine vasopressin (50 pU/mi, n=7). To examine the
possibility that cGMP increases Lp by inhibiting
cAMP phosphodiesterase, the effect of 104M 8—
bromocyclic GMP on Lp was measured in tubules
pretreated with 103M methylisobutylxanthine (MIX,
n=4). MIX did not inhibit the effect of 8—bromocyclic
GMP to increase Lp. These results support the
presence of a functional cytosolic guanylate
cyclase/cGMP system which acts independent of
phosphodiesterase to increase Lp in the mammalian
collecting tubule.
DEMONSTRATION OF AN ORGANIC ANION TRANSPORT
LESION IN MEMBRANE VESICLES FROM RATS WITH
HEYMANN NEPHRITIS (RN). James N. Goldinger*,
Asmahan Raddad*, and Bernice Noble. Depta of
Micro, and Physiol., SUNYAB, Buffalo, NY.
In RN, deposition of autoantibodies causes
severe damage to kidney proximal tubules,
including loss of microvilli and basal
invaginationa and impairment of reabsorption and
secretion. To Study the potential contribution
of basolateral (BLM) and brush border (BEN)
membrane defects to the overall expression of
proximal tubule function, we have measured two
prototypical transport function8 (probenecid—
inhibitable p—aminohippurate (PAN) transport and
phiorizin—senaitive glucose transport) in
purified membrane vesiclea prepared from well—
defined stages of disease. BLM and BBM were
isolated using differential and density gradient
centrifugation. Enrichment of marker enzymes,
Na, K — ATPase (ELM) and alkaline phosphatase
(BBM) were 13 and 24 fold, respectively; both
preparations were osmotically active. BBI'I
exhibited a classical sodium dependent overshoot
for glucose transport. However, no difference
in glucose transport was observed in either BLM
or BBM from diseased rats compared to controls.
In contrast, organic anion uptake (PAR) was
severely inhibited in BLM of rats with damaged
proximal tubules; 215 pmoles/mg compared to 337
pmoles/mg in the control vesicles. Inhibition
of PAR transport in the BBM was also observed.
Defective PAR transport in RN appears to result
from a specific membrane lesion rather than
general metabolic deterioration of proximal
tubule cells.
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REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS FOR SOLUTES IN RAT RENAL
PROXIMAL TUBULES. R. Creen* and 0. Gleblsch,
Oepts of Physiology, University of Manchester,
Manchester, England and Yale University School of
Medicine, New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.A.
Oetails of the mechanism of water transport
across renal proximal convoluted tubules are not
yet resolved, primarily because of inadequate
Information about solute reflection coefficients.
Since in middle and late portions of the proximal
tubules there are solute gradients across the
eplthellum, there might be a considerable
effective osmotic force to drive water
reabsorption.
Simultaneous in situ perfusion of randomly
selected, cyanide—poisoned tubules and peritubular
capillaries allowed the measurement of water flux
in a variety of experimental conditions when there
was no transeplthelial gradient (both perfusates
containing NaCl,l48; KC1,5; CaC12,1; NaCN,2 mM) or
when the capillary perfusate was made hypertonic
by addition of (a) 25 mM NaC1, (b) 25 mM NaHCO3,
(c) 40 mM L—glucose or (d) 13.2 mM Na4Fe(CN)6.
Ionic fluxes and mean Ionic gradients were
calculated.
With no initial gradient there was no water or
ionic flux, but when gradients were Imposed
considerable movements of water and Ions occurred.
These altered the Initial apparent gradients
across the tubule. Assuming L-glucose had a
reflection coefficient of 1, that for Na4Fe(CN)6
was 0.96 0.07, for N5HCO3 was 0.87 0.04 and
for NaC1 0.59 0.01. The calculated water
permeability was 1030 pm/sec. Thus there Is a
considerable effective osmotIc gradient across the
renal proximal tubule even though cryoscopically
measured osmotic gradients are small.
EFFECTS OF ANTIDIURETIC HORMONE (ADH) ON VOLUME
REGULATORY DECREASE(VRD) AND INCREASE(VRI)
RESPONSES IN THE MOUSE MEDULLARY THICR LIMB(mTAL).
Steven C. Hebert. Brigham and Wnmen's Hospital and
Harvard Medical School, Boaton, NA.
The mTAL exiata in an environment of varying
osmolality dependin5 on the state of water
balance. Previous studies [AJP:25O,1986]
demonstrated that the mouse mTAL is capable of
volume regulating in an hypertonic environment
(VRI) by an ADH—dependent NaC1 transport process.
The present studies assessed both the ability of
mTAL cells to volume regulate in an hypotonic
environment (VRD) and the effect of ADH on this
process. Cell volume was determined by computer
assisted analysis of differential interference
contrast images in the isolated perfused mouse
mTAL before and after reducing perfusate and bath
osmolality from 290 to 240 mOsm/kg H20. In
hypotonic media, an initial increase ot 18±3% was
seen with or without ADH. Cell volume then
returned to the isotonic value (VRD) in 12±2.5 mm
in the absence of ADH(n3), but was only 71%
complete at this time with ADH(n=3). Re—exposure
to isotonic media caused cell volume to decrease
to a similar level with or without ADE [87.6±1.9%
and 89.8±0.2% of the isotonic value; (NS)].
Subsequently, cell volume incteased to the control
value (VRI) only when ADH was present [rate of
VRI(nl/minJcm tubule length) :+ADH= .448±.21;
—ADM=—.0O4±.0O5 (p<.05)].
Thus, ADH is not required for, and in fact
impairs, VRD in the mTAL. However, ADH is required
for VRI whether induced directly by media
hypertonicity or indirectly after return to
isotonic media following VBD response.
GLUCOCORTICOID5 DIRECTLY ALTER DISTAL TUBULE
wATER PERMEABILITY. David 2. Hirsch and Roy
w.M. Hirtle*, Dalhouaie University Oepts. of
Medicine and Physiology/Bioohysica, Halifax,
Canada.
Bscklesk of diluted tubular fluid across
distal nephron epithelia has been suggested
as a possible explanation for the impaired
diluting capacity of adrenalectonized (sdx)
mammala. Previous studied failed to control for
the elevated vssopreasin (AVP) levels of mdx
animals, which might explain the observed
permeability changes.
We determined diffuaional 1d' cm/sec.lO5)
and osmotic (L,[ml/sec/cif2/cm-H2ol .l0)
permeability coefficients in late surface distal
tubules of Brattleboro rats using in vivo
microperfusion. Groups studied were intact,
adx, adx with dexamethasone )dex) replacement
(1.2 ug/lOO gm mw/day) and adx with aldosterone
(aldo) replacement (1 ug/lOO gm Mw/day).
Group
Intact
Adx
Dex
Aldo
82.9±10 (12)
124.3±14 (7)
70.0±10 (6)
127.0±13 (4)
The Pdand L0for mdx tubules were significant-
ly larger than fur intact (p<O.03 and <0.05
respectively). Oex corrected this defect, but
not aldo (p<0.02). we conclude that glucocorti-
coids can directly influence water permeability
independent of AON effects.
PROTEIN SYNTHESIS INHIBITORS (PSIs) ATTENUATE
WATER FLOW IN TOAD URINARY BLADDER (TUB) AFTER
MULTIPLE VASOPRESSIN (VP) CHALLENGES. 8.5. Hoch*,
M.B. Ast*, M.d. Fusco*, M. Jacoby*, anTSTDT
Levine. Dept Med, A. Einstein Coil Ned, Bronx, NY.
VP stimulates the introduction of aggregated
particles, which may represent pathways for water
flow, into the luminal membrane of TUB. It is not
known whether the water transport pathways are
degraded upon removal from the membrane or whether
they are recycled. We examined the effect of the
PSIs puromycin and cycloheximide (CYC) using
repeated 30 mm cycles of VP 24 mU/mi followed by
washout of VP, a)) in the presence of an osmotic
gradient, a protocol which maximizes aggregate
turnover. CYC (1 ug/ml) did not affect initial
flow. Flow was inhibited, however, by the 4th
restimulation (29+2 vs. 38+2 ul/min control, n=14
p<.OO1), whereas the cAMP—dependent protein kinase
ratio (—cAMP/+cAMP), an index of in—vivo cAMP
effect, was unaltered (.36i-.04 vs .33+.O1, n4).
Upon further rechallenge, inhibition persisted,
but did not increase. CYC inhibited flow when .2mM
8-BrcAMP or 10 uM forskolin was substituted for VP
in the 4th period; wever IBMX (4mM)—stimulated
flow was enhanced. C urea permeability was4not
inhibited by CYC. Like CYC, puromycin (5x10 M)
inhibited water flow by the 4th challenge with VP
(23+2 vs. 36+2 ui/mm, n=4 p<.O1).
The data suggest that PSIs inhibit flow at a
site which is distal to cAMP, however the
reversal of the inhibition by IBMX suggests that
the water pathway can be fully manifested given
suitable stimulation. We conclude that either
large stores are available or, more likely, that
the transport system is extensively recycled after
its retrieval from the membrane.
0.011±0.003 (4)
0.066±0.016 (6)
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INTRACELLULAR Na AND K, PUMP ACTIVITY AND
MEMBRANE CONDUCTANCES IN AMPHIUMA COLLEC-
TING TUBULES. Jean-D. Horisberger*, and
Gerhard Giebisch, Dept. of Physiology,
Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, CT.
Intracellular Na (aNai) and K (aKi) acti-
vities were measured using liquid ion ex-
changer double-barreled iuicroelectrodes
in isolated perfused collecting tubules
of Amphiuma. Apical and basolateral
membrane conductances were estimated by
cable analysis. The effects of apical
conductance inhibition by 10-5 N amilori-
de and of inhibition of the basolateral
Na-K-pump by either a 0.1 mM K bath or
10-4 N ouabain were studied. aNai was
8.4 1.9 mM and aKi 57 3 mM in control
conditions. aNai decreased to 2.2 0.4
and aKi increased to 69 3 with luminal
amiloride. Inhibition of the pump produ-
ced an increase of aNai and a decrease of
aKi. Along the same time course there was
a progressive decrease of the K-selective
basolateral membrane conductance from 3.3
0.8 to 0.4 0.1 mS.cm-2 and of the
apical Na permeability from 16.3 4.8 to
1.3 10—6 cm/sec. Upon K reintro-
duction, a —23 4 my basolateral membra-
ne hyperpolarization indicated immediate
electrogenic pump reactivation. However,
the recovery of the membrane conduc—
tances occured over a much longer time
course. The data imply that both membrane
conductances are regulated according to
the intracellular ionic composition. The
basolateral potassium conductance is not
directly linked to the pump activity.
NOREPINEPHRINE ALTERS ORGANIC ION TRANSPORT BY
BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE VESICLES. R. Jensen*and W.O.
Berndt. Department of Pharmacology, University
of Nebraska Medical Center, Omaha, Nebraska.
Proximal tubule microperfusion studies have
demonstrated that norepinephrine (NE) can increase
tubular salt and water reabsorption. This effect
has been localized to the antiluminal aspect of
the tubule. Utilizing right—side—out, baso—
lateral (BL) membrane vesicles, the present Study
examined the in vitro effects of NE on organic
ion transport. Homogeneous BL membrane vesicles
were isolated and analyzed for sidedness through
assay of Na+—K+ATPase and H3—ousbain binding in
control and deoxycholate—treated vesicles.
p—Aminohippurate (PAR) and tetraethylammonium
(TEA) transport were assayed in control and NE—
pretreated vesicles. PAM transport could be
enhanced by an inward sodium gradient and was
probenecid inhibitable. Probenecid permitted PAN
transport equivalent to that seen in the absence
of sodium. Transport of PAR in the presence of
NE and sodium was significantly greater than
transport in the presence of either NE or sodium
alone. Sodium had little effect on TEA transport
while NE significantly reduced TEA uptake below
control and sodium gradient levels.
Preloading of vesicles with either PAR or TEA
had no effect on the various transport assays.
These data represent the initial demonstration of
an effect of an endogenous neurotransmitter on
the direct transport of organic ions by renal
tissue.
CELLULAR MECHANISM OF ACTION OF MUZOLIMINE ON
EPITHELIAL TRANSPORT. H. Johnson,* A. Fracasso,
N. A. Kurtzman and S. Sabatini, Texas Tech Univ.
Lubbock, TX.
In the past several years the diuretic
muzolimine (HZ) has gained widespread usage in
Europe for the treatment of hypertension and
edematous states. The drug is thought to act in
a manner similar to that of furosemide in that
it inhibits Na—2C1—K cotransport at the luminal
surface of the thick ascending limb. HZ is also
thought to hyperpolarize the mucosal and serosal
membrane in a reversible manner. As with
furosemide, HZ in vivo should indirectly
stimulate acidification, by increasing distal Na
delivery while decreasing Cl permeability. Our
studies were designed to examine the in vitro
effect of MZ on Na transport and proton
secretion in turtle bladder. MZ inhibits Na
transport in concentrations varying from 1O-5M
to I0-3M. The onset for the decrease in
short—circuit current occurred immediately and
was not reversible; tissue resistance was
unchanged. The effect of HZ on proton secretion
was biphasic. At low concentrations proton
secretion was significantly enhanced; at higher
concentrations proton secretion was decreased.
Like furosemide, HZ inhibits Na transport;
unlike furosemide. it both stimulates and
inhibits acidification. Furosemide has been
reported to have no direct effect on
acidification or to inhibit it. This study
suggests that the action of these two agents on
transport may not be identical.
VARIABILITY OF CELLULAR RESPONSE TO ADM IN TOAD
URINARY BLADDER. W.A. Kachadorian, J. Muller,'and
V.A. DiScala. Dept. of Med., Div. of Nephrology,
Winthrop—University Hosp., Mineola, NY.
The hydroamotic response of toad bladder to ADD
involves a permeability increase of the luminal
membrane of granular cells which is directly re-
lated to hormone concentration. We attempted to
assess a) the extent to which the change in lumin—
al membrane water permeability induced by a con-
stant concentration of ADU was uniform from cell
to cell and b) how cell participation pattern ex-
plains the difference in tissue water permeability
in maximally vs. submaximally stimulated bladders.
To quantify ADH—induced changes In granular cell
luminal membrane water permeability, intra(lumin—
al)membrane particle aggregate frequency, as re-
vealed by freeze fracture electron microscopy, was
used. In randomly selected areas of luminal membr-
ane of randomly selected cells from bladders (n=6)
treated with a maximally stimulating dose of ADH
(20 mU/mi), the frequency of aggregates per micro-
scopic field (23.5 pm2) ranged from less than lOto
more than 70. The relative incidence of these fre-
quencies, grouped in intervals of 10, followed a
distribution that was positively skewed. In paired
tissue treated with a concentration of ADH that
caused a standard submaximal hydrosmotic response
(67.3±4.1% of maximum), the relative Incidence of
microscopic fields with more than 10 aggregates de-
creased (P<0.05), with 1 to 10 aggregates increas-
ed (P<O.O5), and without aggregates (rare) did not
change. These observations are consistent with the
view that the ADH sensitivity of granular cells in
toad bladder Is variable and that cells responding
to ADH, whatever their sensitivity, do so in a
graded, rather than "all—or—none" manner.
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EFFECTS OF FORSKOLIN (FSK), CYCLIC AMP (cAMP) AND
VASOPRESSIN (VP) ON Pf/Pd(W) OF TOAD URINARY
BLADDER. S.D. Levine and M. Jacoby*. Albert
Einstein Coll of Medicine, Bronx, NY
We have reported that Pf/Pd(w) (the ratio of
osmotic and diffusional water permeabilities) for
the luminal membrane of toad urinary bladder is
approximately 17 for tissues stimulated with
either VP or 8—bromo cAMP (J. Gen. Phys 83:543).
A recent abstract by Kachadorian, et al (Proc ASN,
1985) showed a discrepancy between aggregates on
the flat portion of the luminal membrane and water
flow in tissues stimulated with cAMP or FSK,
compared with VP—treated tissues. We report here
Pf/Pd(w) for tissues receiving these agents:
Pf/Pd(w) for subinaximally stimulated tissues was
the same, regardless of whether the stimulant was
VP (12.7+0.3), FSK (13.7+0.9), or cAt'IP (12.0+1.3).
The calculated series barrier Pd(w)s were alo
identical (6.8+0.5, 6.5+0.3, and 8.2+1.0 x10
cm/sec respectTvely).
Our data are consistent with a number of possi-
bilities including 1) A post—luminal barrier which
is rate—limiting for Pf, but not for Pd(w) in FSK
and cAMP tissues, 2) A parallel decrease in both
Pf and Pd(w) of the aggregates, so that Pf/Pd(w)
remains constant, and 3) A diminished frequency of
fused aggregrate-rich aggrephores, but not of
aggregates which are on the flat portion of the
luminal membrane. Only the latter can be unequivo-
cally quantitated using freeze fracture electron
microscopy. We have suggested that the majority of
water flow passes through the fused aggrephores,
whose geometry determines Pf/Pd(w). If this true,
then a decreased aggrephore frequency, with aggre-
gates maintained constant, would decrease both Pf
and Pd(w), but not alter their ratio.
FRACTIONAL CLEARANCES OF DEXTRAN (FC0) IN YOUNG
(Y) AND OLD (0) RATS. J Leypoldt,* M Fredericks ,*
R Frigon,' L Henderson and C Baylis. VAMC and
UCSD, Depts. of Med., La Jolla, CA.
Rats exhibit an age—dependent proteinuria, the
mechanism of which is unknown. Folydisperse dcx—
trans have been used to study glomerular permea-
bility i.e. glomerular pere size/nunber in various
models of proteinuria. These studies were con-
ducted in conscious young (Y) 4—Sm (n:5) and pro—
teinuric old (0) 18—VIm rats (nr5) to measure 24h
protein excretion (U r'' (FR, renal plasma flow
(RPF), blood pressur (B?) and fractional clear-
ance of neutral dextran (FCD) over a wide range of
effective molecular radii (r). tta:Mean+SE;
'p<0.O1 by unpaired t—test.
U V GFR RPF B? FC
mg,4h/ mi/min/ mmHg r16A r:2 rr36A
100gBW lOOgBW
Y LI 0.93 3.7 117 1.00 0.45 0.11
+1 +0.08 0.3 +0.06 +0.03 +0.01
O 46' 0.51' 2.2' 149' 0.86 0.50 0.16*
+6 +0.09 +0.4 40.05*0.02 40.01
Aging is associated with increases in B? and
U V and declines In (FR and RPF. The FC for
orlow— and middle-sized molecules (lcsi and iA) was
not different in 0 and Y rats. However at 36A,
FC was significantly enhanced in 0 vs Y rats
in5icating increased gianerular permeability to
large molecules with aging. If the proteinuria is
of glcmerular origin, the change in excretion
predicted by the change in FC at 36A (albumin—
sized) falls a log order shore of explaining the
observed proteinuria. Therefore, other deter-
minants of macromolecular clearance must also be
altered with aging.
URATE EXCRETION IN ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY
(IPK) AND MODIFICATION BY INHIBITORS OF SECRE2TON
OR REABSORPTION. M.L. MacDouil, T.B. Wieg—
mann*. Univ. of Kansas Med. Ctr., K.C. KS and
Veterans Admin. Med. Ctr., K.C. MO
In vivo urate secretion and reabsorption in the
rat are thought to be of equal magnitude. We
investigated the renal transport of urate in IPK
over a wide range of perfusate urate concen-
trations (15—400.&xM) . Net reabsorption of urate
was found at all perfusate urate concentrations.
Fractional excretion of urate (FEu) remained
constant (61.3±1.7%). Transport was evaluated
using known inhibitors of urate secretion and/or
reabsorption. Salicylate had no effect on FEu at
either uricosuric (l500pM) or antiuricosuric
(6OOQit4) concentrations. Furosemjcle had no effect
on FEu at low (350JM) or high (75O,iM) perfusate
concentrations. Probenecjd (l00QM) decreased
FEu (58.5±3.8% vs 51.9±4.0%, p0.05) , but a higher
concentration (25OQpM) did not alter FEu. Py—
razinoic acid produced antiuricosuric effects at
both low (200pM) (FEu=65.22.7% vs 56.3±2.6%, p(
0.05) and high concentrations (800pM) (FEu=61.9±
3.0% vs 46.7±2.3%, p40.05). Finally, 100pM
oxonate also decreased FEu (75.2t4.2% vs 66.6±
2.0%, p0.05). These drug effects were similar
with all perfusate urate concentrations. Drug
responses were small, with only pyrazinoic acid
and the low concentration of probenecid affecting
urate excretion. Urate transport in IPK is
partially modulated by uricase. Thus, the high
capacity of urate reabsorption obscures drug
effects on active processes. This extensive uni-
form reabsorption provides a model for selective
investigation of tubu).ar reabsorption of urate in
an intact kidney.
A SORBITOL GRADIENT IN RAT RENAL MEDULLA. Peter
J. 0ates and Kym J. Goddu* (Intr. by M. A.
Acara). Pfizer Inc., Central Res. Div., Dept. of
Pharmacol., Groton, Connecticut.
Sorbitol (S) and several other putative
osmolytes occur in relatively high amounts in rat
and rabbit renal medulla (RM) (Bagnasco et a].,
J. Biol. Chem., 261:5872—77, 1986). On a molar
basis, S constitutes some 10—20% of the total
pool of medullary osmolytes (op. cit.). We have
determined S's distribution within the rat RM.
Beginning at the papillary tip (PT), we cut 4
contiguous 1 mm-thick slices from one of the
kidneys of each of 18 rats, 9 of which had been
allowed water ad lib. (+H20) and 9 of which had
been deprived of water for 48 h (—H20). Each
slice was analyzed for S by an enzymatic method
(Diabetes, 29:861—4, 1980). As anticipated from
the structure of the medullopapillary intersti-
tial Na+/urea gradient, a pronounced gradient of
S, highest at the PT, was found in both groups:
Tissue slice umole sorbitol/gm wet wt
1 m thick + SD (n=9)
+H20 —
-H20
1st (PT) 45.4 + 12.9 61.2 + 16.4*
2nd 17.6 T 5.3 25.3 + 8.6*
3rd 5.9 T 1.6 8.3 + 1.8*
4th 3.1 T 0.8 4.8 + 1.1*
*pO5 vs. +H20 slice
Antidiuresis caused a significant elevation of S
concentration in all slices; tissue wet weights
were unchanged. To our knowledge, these data
comprise the first evidence in any species for
the existence of a renal medullary S gradient.
They support the concept that S plays a small but
significant role in maintaining intracellular
osmotic balance in the RM.
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ROLE OF UREA IN THE RENAL CONCENTRATING DEFECT
INDUCED BY DIETARY PROTEIN RESTRICTION IN THE RAT.
S. Opava—Stitzer, E. Fernndez—Repo1let, and
N. Martfnez—Maldonado. Depts. of Physiol.,
Pharmacol., and Ned., UPR School of Med. and VA
Center, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Low protein diet (LP) reduces GFR and U.X in
normal rats. To evaluate the response to anti—
diuretic hormone (ADH) and the role of urea in
the concentrating defect associated with LP, free
water reabsorption (TCH2O/GFR) was measured in
Brattleboro (DI) rats fed a normal (NP=23%), low
(LP=6%) or urea—supplemented LP diet (LP + U).
Diets were fed for 2 wks prior to stUdy. TCH2O/
GFR was measured during infusion of 2% saline at
progressively increasing rates (0.1 to 0.4 ml/min).
No differences in TcH2O/GFR were found between the
groups at any given osmolar clearance (Cosm!GFR).
LP rats, however, did not achieve the high osmolar
clearances found in NP. Thus, maximal TCH2O/GFR
was lower in this group. Urea supplementation
restored maximal osmolar clearance and TcH2O in
LP rats.
Max. Cosm/GFR Max.TcH2O/GFR
NP (n=4) 0.45 + 0.07 0.160 0.020
LP (n5) 0.31 + O.Ol*+ 0.097 + O.OO6*+
LP + U (N=6) 0.44 0.03 0.156 + 0.014
Significantly different from NP (*) or LP + U (+).
These data indicate that the response to ADH, as
assessed from the slope of TcH2O vs Cosm, was not
impaired by LP feeding. Addition of urea to the
LP diet restored maximal TcH2O/GFR, suggesting that
lack of urea and not diminished ADH responsiveness
underlies the concentrating defect.
"P1[SIOLOGICAL FLU9UATIONS IN INTRACELLULAR
CaL ACTIVITY ([Ca I.) MODULATE BOTH TIGHT
JUNCTION (TJ) AND CELL MEMBRANE (CM) PERM-
EABILITY. Carlos E. Palant* and David B.N.
Lee. Seoulveda VAMC and UCLA Sch. of Med.,
Los Angeles, CA
The effect of small changes in [Ca2ji on the
relative permeabilities of the TJ and CM was
examined in Necturus gallbladder (Gb) mounted in
an Ussing chamber and bathed in amphibian Ringer
(AR) (1.6mM 2+). Lateral space pressure was
controlled by a —3cm 1120 serosal pressure.
Transepithelial potential (Vms,mV) and
transepithelial resistance (Rt, 0cm2), mucosal
membrane potential (Vmc,mV), fractional membrane
resistance (fR) and [Ca2+]j (nM) were measured
using conventional 1 M KC1 and Ca2+ sensitive
intracellular microelectrodes. Measurements
were made under control conditions (C) and
during exposure to the Ca2+ ionophore lonomycin
(10, i7 M). Results in 10 Gb's were as
follows:
Vms Rt Vmc fR [Ca2+Ji*
C
—O.7±.4 160±21 58±1(n4l) 0.87±0.6 132±31
10
—O.5±.3 188±20t 58±1(n42) 0.81±0.71 227±2ltt
*:N4; t:p<O.0O1; tt:p<O.02 (paired t test).
10 increased Rt and decreased fR within 1
minute. Mucosal Ca2 free—EGTA (2mM) AR
prevented 10 induced Rt increments which were
restored upon reintroduction of mucosal Ca2+.
Conclusion: lonomycin is a fast tight
junctional reactive agent. Its effects indicate
that physiological levels of intracellular Ca2+
modulate tight junctional and cell membrane
permeability in leaky epithelia.
RENAL TUBULAR UPTAKE OF PROTEINS: COMPETITION
BETWEEN ANIONIC PROTEINS. C.H. Park, Division of
Nephrology and Hypertension, University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida.
Proximal tubule cells absorb filtered proteins
by endocytosis. To examine further the mechanism of
the uptake of proteins, competition studies were
carried out using albumin (ALB) and 1—lactoglobulin
(LG) in isolated perfused rabbit proximal convo-
luted tubules. The p1 of ALB and BLG was 4.8 and
.2, respectively. Each protein was labeled with
H. In paired experiments tubules were perfused
with one of the tritiated proteins at 10.0±0.5
ni/mm during the control periods and 10.3±0.5
nl/min in the presence of the competing protein.
The uptake of ALB AL ) at 36.4 pg/ml was inhi-
bited by 50% in the presence of 0.2 mg/ml BLG
(0.0418±0.0046 vs 0.0218±0.0035 ng/mm/min, n = 9,
p<O.OO1). The uptake of LG (J ,) at 9.7, 36.4
and 100 pg/ml was 20 to 30% lowein the presence
of 0.2 mg/ml ALB, although the decrease was not
statistically significant. The greater inhibition
of J by BLG may be due to the smaller size of
LG 1ch gives a higher molar ratio of LG:ALB.
Kinetic analysis showed that J r conforms to the
Michaelis—Menten xe kinetics.TP(e maximal rate of
uptake of BLG L was 0.167 ng/mm/min, and the
Michaelis constaXkKM) was 52 pg/mi. In the pre-
sence of ALB, J remained essentially unchanged
at 0.172 ng/mm/1, but K increased by 63% to
85 pg/mi. These results sugst that the inhibition
of J = by ALB is by competition for the same bind-
ing 1'te which is characteristic of a competitive
inhibition. In conclusion, the proximal tubule
uptake of anionic proteins at low concentrations
occurs by an adsorptive endocytosis in which the
anionic proteins share a common receptor.
VASOPRESSIN INDUCED INCREASES OF
CYTOSOLIC CALCIUM IN CULTURED RENAL
TUBULAR CELLS (LLC-PK1). T Rajan*, MJ Tang*,
and JM Weinberg. VA Medical Center and University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Although vasopressin (V) induced rises of cytosolic
calcium (Caf) have been well documented in
hepatocytes and smooth muscle cells, a role for
increases of Caf in the actions of V on kidney tubules
has been uncertain. LLC-PK cells, a permanent cell
line of renal tubule origin, have V receptors and a
cAMP response to V. Cells were grown to confluence
on gloss coverslips and loaded for 30-45 minutes with
fura-2. Exposure to fura-2 did not affect cell viability
> 99%), K, or ATP levels. Caf was estimated
spectrofluorometrically on washed coverslips. Basal
levels (iSE) averaged 73±3 nM (N=32). Peak Caf levels
induced (means f,or N=6-l8) were: 108M V -
128±24 nM, 10'M V - 3OltSl nM, lO6M V -
537± 117. Peak Ca1 after 10 M V was reached in
42±5 sec. followed by a return toward basal levels.
Addition of a secopd dose of l0°M V following an
initial dosef l0°M V did not raise Caf. helation of
medium Ca + with EGTA just prior to l0 M V did not
reduce the response pf Caf (peak of 359±53 nM, N=6).
In contrast to V, l0°M colcitonin and PTH did got
significantly increase Caf. The response to l0°M V
was not significantly modified by prior PGE2 (3 iM)
or dibutyryl cAMP (100 pM). The response of Caf to
DDAVP was less than that to V. Studies with a panel
of V receptor agonists and antagonists did not allow
delineation of the receptor as V1 or V7, but in all cases
Caf and cAMP responses correlated. No Caf response
to V was seen in MDCK cells or primary cultures of
rabbit proximal tubules. LLC-PK1 cells will be useful
for further studies of the mechanisms of hormonal
activation in renal epithelium.
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ACTIVE UREA TRANSPORT IN TOAD SKIN. J. Rapoport,*
A. Abufui,* and R.M. Hays. Dept. of Nephroiogy,
Soroka Med. Cntr., Beer Sheva, Israel; Albert
Einstein College of Med., Bronx, New York.
Active urea transport takes place across the
skin of Bufo viridis and is greatly enhanced by
adaptation to hypertonic saline (HS) (Katz, Pfi.
Arch. 390:299, 1981). We have examined the
kinetics of the active transport system, and its
location in the skin. In skins from toads
adapted to tap water (1W), urea ijfiux (Ji) was
5.4+0.8, and efflux 0.9+0.4 nM/cm/hr; these
became 15.6+4.8, and 0.34+0.17 respectively
following HS adaptation. Phloretin (Phi), an
inhibitor of urea transport, inhibited Ji in HS—
adapted toads by 57% (p=O.O5), but had no effect
on Ji in 1W—adapted toads. Removal of Na from
the outside medium decreased Ji by 22% (p<0.O1);
Na removal from both outside and inside
decreased Ji comparably (29%, p<0.05). 10 M
amiloride (Am) inhibited Ji close to 70% both in
the presence and absence of Na (p<O.O1). Sumary
+ SEM of 7—10 paired experiments:
—Na
C Phi I C -Na I C Am I —Na +Mi
50.2 21.2 22.1 17.3 20.4 6.8 I 17.3 5.3
+14.4 +5.7 I +4.8 +3.6 I +3.6 +2.5 +3.6 + 1
—
14—C urea distribution acrossthe skTn, —
determined by autoradiography, showed accumula—
lation at the outer (granulosum) layer.
Thus, urea entry across an outer—facing per-
meability barrier of the skin is partly Na—depen—
dent,but is predominantly via an amiloride—sensi—
tive Na—independent pathway. Hypertonic saline
appears to induce the addition to the barrier of
new,phloretin—sensitive urea entry sites, enhanc-
ing urea transport.
EFFECTS OF VASOPRESSIN AND ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
FACTOR ON OSMOTIC WATER PERMEABILITY AND UREA
PERMEABILITY OF RAT INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING
DUCT SEGMENTS. ,J.M. Sands, H. Nonoguchi, and
M.A. Knepper. NHLBI, NIH, Bethesda, MD.
The inner medullary collecting duct consists of
two morphologically and functionally distinct
segments: the initial part (IMCDi) consisting of
the initial third of the total length and the
terminal part (IMCDt) consisting of the distal
two—thirds. To localize sites of action of
arginine vasopressin (AVP) and atrial natriuretic
factor (ANF 1—28), we measured osmotic water
permeability (Pr) and urea permeability (Pu) in
isolated perfused IMCDi and IMCDt segments from
rats. Pf was determined by measuring the water
flux resulting from an osmotic gradient created by
adding 100 mM NaCl to the bath. Pu was determined
by measuring the urea flux resulting from a 5 mM
bath-to-lumen urea concentration gradient.
Effects of 10 nIl vasopressin:
Pf (llm/s) Pu (tim/s)
basal AVP basal AVP
IMCDi 15±8 1148±50* 0.3±0.1 0.14±0.1
IMCDt 67±13& 181±28* i.8±O.5& 6.5±1.8*&
*P<O.O5, AVP vs. basal. &P<O.O5, IMCDt vs. IMCDI.
In IMCDt, ANF 1-28 (100nM) had no demonstrable
effect on basal Pu and had no effect on basal or
AVP—stimulated Pf. Conclusions: 1) The initial
IMCD has a low basal water permeability which
increases with AVP and a low basal urea
permeability which is unaffected by AVP. 2) The
terminal IMCD has relatively high basal water and
urea permeabilities, both of which increase with
AVP.
INTERTUBULAR VARIATION IN ORGANIC ION UPTAKE BY
RABBIT ISOLATED PROXIMAL S2 SEGMENTS. K.V. Speeg,*
Carrie DeLeon,* and T.D. McKinney, Dept. Med.,
Univ. of Texas Hlth. Sd. Ctr. and VA Hospital,
San Antonio, TX.
The basis for interindividual variation in rate
of renal drug clearance is unknown but may be as
much as 5—fold. We have assessed whether a given
kidney is composed of a homogenous population of
S2 tubular segments having similar rates of
organic ion uptake as a first step in secretion.
Rabbit proximal renal tubules were dissected from
renal slices and S2 segments isolated. These were
incubated individually with a 3}i and 14C—organic
ion at 37C for 30 mm. The segment was then
washed, digested and tissue to medium ratio (T/M)
calculated. With 3H—PAH and 14C—PAH (19 tubules),
the mean TIM (3H) was 39.57 and the range was
18—82; the mean TIM (14C) was 41.41 and the range
was 20—82, pNS for means; Spearinan=O.98, p<O.OO1.
With 3H—procainamide and 14C—PAH (10 tubules), the
mean T/M (3H) was 7.67 and the range was 5—10; the
mean T/M (14C) was 18.43 and the range was 8—26,
Spearman= —0.05, pNS. With 3H—cimetidine and
14C—PAH (15 tubules), the mean T/M (3H) was 97.37
and the range was 34—180; the mean TIM (14C) was
34.26 and the range was 16—88, Spearman 0.82,
p<O.Ol. The numbers above are representative of at
least 3 experiments with each set of probes. In
SUMMARY: There is marked heterogeneity in T/M be-
tween individual S2 segments for PAM, cimetidine
and procainamide. The excellent correlation found
in a given tubule when 3H—PAH and 14C—PAH were
used and the discordance found in a given tubule
when 14C—PAII and 3H—procainamide were used suggest
that the observed heterogeneity was not related to
differences in tubule viability.
ABSENCE OF SIGNIFICANT CYTOPLASNIC DILUTION
DURING ADH-STIMULATED WATER REABSORPTION IN
CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULE (CCT). JCStran&e*
and K. R. Spring. UrN, Bethesda, MD.
Our direct measurements using quantitative
microscopy demonstrated that basolateral/apical
'osm in ADH—stimulated rabbit CCT is at least
7:1 and is due to the large amplification of
basolateral surface area. Numerous earlier
studies have indirectly estimated a basolateral/
apical osm of Ca. 1:1 in both CCT and amphibian
bladder and have observed large apparent cell
volume (CV) increases (30—50%) during
ADH-induced water reabsorption. These CV
estimates were obtained indirectly from
measurements of epithelial thickness. Our Osm
measurements predicted little CV change under
similar experimental conditions. We tested
this prediction by measuring CV directly using
optical sectioning techniques and by measuring
epithelial volume (EV) as described by others
in ADH—stimulated CCT perfused with 130 mOsm
saline. CCT EV increased 31.6 5.3% (n=7) as
shown previously, but principal and
intercalated CV changed only 2.3 + 0.8% (n28)
and —0.2 + 1.5% (n=ll), respectively. Optical
sections of cells showing "intracellular
vacuoles" indicated that these structures are
most likely basal membrane infoldings distended
with fluid. EV increases because fluid
accumulates in basal and lateral interspaces
generating hydrostatic pressures which cause
the cells to bulge out into the tubule lumen.
CV remains relatively constant because of the
extremely high basolateral osm which prevents
significant variation in cytoplasmic osmolality.
pH GRADIENT-STIMULATED LONG CHAIN FATTY ACID
(LCFA) TRANSPORT IN RAT RENAL BASOLATERAL MEM-
BRANE VESICLES (BLMV), Mary Ellen Trimble, VA
Medical Center, Syracuse, New York.
LCFA represent an important source of energy
for the kidney, Understanding mechanisms by which
LCFA enter tubular cells will allow study of ways
in which this transport might be regulated. Up-
take of l4C—palmitate into BLMV was measured using
a rapid filtration technique. In the presence of
an inwardly directed proton gradient (pHo=6, pH=
7.4) concentrative uptake (overshoot) of 0.26 LIM
l4C-palmitate was observeth An inwardly directed
Na+ gradient produced no overshoot. Binding, i.e.
14C retained by membranes after lysis of vesicles
with distilled water, accounted for approx. one-
half of initial l4C—palmitate uptake. Free 14C-
palmitate uptake was calculated as total uptake
minus amount bound. Peak values were 31 9
pmoles/mg protein, significantly higher than 60
mm. equilibrium values of 10 2 pmoles/mg pro-
tein (n=5 membrane preps., p <0.05). Concentra-
tive l4C—palmitate uptake was not due to voltage
changes since voltage clamping in the presence of
K and valinomycin did not abolish overshoot (n=4).
Also, generation of an inside positive K diffu-
sion potential did not affect 14C—palmitate up-
take (n=4). Agents which act to dissipate the
inwardly directed H gradient, such as FCCP (7iiM),
abolished overshoot (n=4). Initial l4C-palmitate
uptake was inhibitable by cold palmitate and
olate but not by DIDS under the conditions used.
It is concluded that LCFA transport across the BLM
is mediated and most likely represents a LCFA—H
cotransport.
EFFECTS OF NEUROHYPOPHYSEAL HORMONES ON ION CHAN-
NELS, (MOTIC WATER FLOW AND MRMBRANE CAPACITAN-
CES IN DIFFERENT AMPHIBIAN EPITHELIA. Willy Van
Driessche, David Erlij and Isabelle Aelvoet (intr.
by Fnile Boulpaep). K.U.Leuven, Labo voor Fysio—
logie, Leuven, Belgium, and SUNY, Down State
Medical Center, Dept. of Physiol., Brooklyn NY.
We have simultaneously measured osmotic water—
flow, electric AC impedance function and short—
circuit current (I ) in the bladder of Bufo marl—
nus and skins of RRa temporaria and Rana pipiens.
Impedance functions were used to calculate the
capacitance of the apical membrane. I was deter-
mined under conditions that allowed i movements
through to channels in the apical membrane: the
apical Na —selective amilode—sensitive channel;
the other, a monovalent Ca —sensitive channel. In
all three epithelia, oxytocin (0.1 U/mi) increased
the apical membrane capacitance by about 30 % as
well as ion movement through the Na+_selective
channel. In contrast, osmotic water flow and the
ion movent through the monovalent—cation selec-
tive Ca —sensitive channel were stimulated by
oxytocin only in the urinary bladder of the toad.
Provided that changes in the apical membrane capa-
citance are caused by changes in membrane area,
these results indicate that oxytocin increases
apical membrane area in all three epithelia exa-
mined. Moreover, the osmotic water peruieability is
caused by fusion of cytoplasmic vesicles contain-
ing water channels. The vesicles incorporated into
the apical membrane of the skins of Rana tempor—
aria and Rana pipiens contain very few or no water
channels. Finally, it is interesting that the sti-
mulation by oxytocin of the osmotic water pernea—
bility and the monovalent—cation selective pathway
follow a similar pattern in these epithelia.
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NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE MEASUREMENT OF
DIFFUSIONAL WATER PERMEABILITY IN PROXIMAL
TUBULES. A.S. Verkman and K.R. Wong*. Cardio-
vascular Research Institute, University of
California, San Francisco, CA.
Proximal convoluted tubule (PCT) cell membrane
Pd was measured by pulsed NMR using proton T1
relaxation times in viable suspensions of rabbit
PCTs. Whereas H2O methods are inadequate to
measure Pd in this system because of rapid 1120
exchange (<10 ms) and extracellular unstirred
layers, NNR methods apply. T1 measured in suspen-
ded PCTs (201 of total sample volume intracellular
1120) containing 20 mM extracellular Mn was
biexponential with time constants 1.8 0.1
ms and 8.3 0.2 ma (SD, n8, 37°C). Mn was
added to quench magnetization of extracellular
protons (fast T1) to unmask the signal arising
from cell protons. The slower time constant,
representing the exchange time for H2O diffusion
Out of the PCT cell, increased to 11.6 0.6
ms (n6) after 60 mm incubation of PCTs at
4°C with 5 mM pCMBS, and was temperature dependent
with activation energy (Ea) 2.9 0.4 kcal/mole.
To relate T1 to membrane d' a 3-compartment
exchange model was developed. The mathematical
model predicted that T1 was sensitive to baso-
lateral (BLM) and not to luminal membrane
because of the low luminal compartment:cell
volume ratio. BLM d (corrected for PCT folding)
was 2.0 x lO cm/a, lower than BLM osmotic
water permeability measured previously (Pf =
10-30 x l0- cm/s). The measured f'd >
low Ea and pCMBS inhibition provide strong
evidence that BLM water transport is facili-
tated by a specialized aqueous pore or channel.
EFFECTS OF PERITUBULAR GLUCOSE ON BASOLATERAL
MEMBRANE POTENTIAL IN TEE ISOLATED PERFUSED
AMBYSTOMA PROXIMAL TUBULE. Weinstein and I.
Canin , Div. of Nephrology. StINT at Stony Brook.
Early segments of the Ambystoma tigrinum proximal
tubule were perfused in vitro. Changes in baso—
lateral transmembrane potential (BMP) and in
potential response to a 10 sec. bath pulse with
18mM potassium (Ep) caused by variation in pen—
tubular glucose with and without glucose in the
tubular lumen were measured. Lumen glucose. 10mM,
reduced the steady state BMP from —55±2.3mv to
—29±l.4mv and [p from 17±1.lmv to 7.O±O.9mv. BMP
remained constant without evidence for repolar—
ization for >20 minutes. 6Osec. bath additions of
5. 10 and 30mM glucose with 10mM lumen glucose
present repolarized the BMP —3.O±0.3mv, —6.4±0.8mw
and —9.3±O.Smv respectively. 10 minute additions
of 30mM glucose to the bath with 10mM lumen glu-
cose present repolarized the BMP in two phases, a
short term (<60sec) —9.7±1.OmV response, followed
by a slower repolarization resulting in a new
steady state BMP equal to control (without glu-
cose) and an increase in [p to 140% of control
within 10 minutes. 60 sec. bath addition of 30mM
glucose without lumen glucose rapidly hyperpolar—
ized BMP —4.2±0.8mv. 10mM lumen glucose added to
30mM bath glucose depolarized, then repolarized
BMP without the rapid initial phase. These re—
suits are consistent with increased peritubular
glucose initially reducing iuminal Na—glucose co—
transport into the cell by reducing its exit
across the basolateral membrane, then causing an
adaptive response possibly, as suggested by
Schultz (AJP 241:F579,1981), a consequence of
cell volume expansion.
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CELL SWELLING INCREASES BASOLATERAL MEMBRANE
CL AND K CONDUCTANCES OF THE RABBIT PROXIMAL
STRAIGHT TUBULE (PST) P.A. Welling* and R.G.
O'Neil*, Univ. of Texas Health Science Center,
Houston, (intr. by D.A. Molony).
The ionic basis of volume regulation was
assessed in non-perfused PST using simultaneous
measurements of tubule volume via video record-
ing techniques and basolateral membrane voltage
(Vbl) via conventional microelectrodes, Both
cell volume and Vbl(-42 2mV) were stable in
the control isotonic Ringer (290 mOsm/kg). On
exposure to hypotonic Ringer (150 mOsm/kg),
tubules rapidly swelled to a peak volume in < 1
mm, then regulated towards the initial volume
as before (AJP 249:F20, 1985). Cell swelling
was accompanied by a transient hyperpolariz-
ation of Vbl of -14 2mV (HCO3-containing
Ringer) and -10 lmV (HCO3-free Ringer).
Addition of 2mM Ba depolarized Vbl by 17 2
mV and abolished both the apparent basolateral
membrane K conductance (gK) and the swelling-
induced hyperpolorization of Vbl (HCO3-free
Ringer). In parallel studies, the change in
Vbl upon a rapid step change in bath Cl (40 to
4 mM) averaged 5 1 mV in isotonic Ringer, but
more than doubled (P<0.O01) within 1 mm
exposure to hypotonic Ringer. It was
demonstrated that this could only be attributed
to an increase in basolateral membrane Cl
conductance (gCl) and not to a reduction in
other major basolateral membrane conductances.
It is concluded that cell swelling results in
an increase in both gCl and gK which may
underly subsequent cell volume regulation.
COMPOSITION OF RENAL CORTICAL INTERSTITIAL FLUID
MAY BE DOMINATED BY PROXIMAL TUBULAR ABSORBATE.
James C. Williams, Jr.* and James A. Schafer.
Dept. of Physiol. and Biophysics, and NRTC, Univ.
of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham AL.
A computer simulation model of the proximal
tubule with interstitium and capillaries was
constructed to examine the influence of solute
and water absorption on the composition of the
fluid directly bathing the tubule. The tubule and
capillaries were modelled as simple membranes
bounding a fixed volume of interstitium. For a
solute such as glucose, bejng aborbed from the
tubule at 100 pmol min mm
,
interstitial
concentration varied greatly with capillary
permeability: For a capillary permeability to
glucose of 1 tim/s, which is low for a fenestrated
capillary, interstitial concentration was 9.6 mM
greater than in the capillary. With a
permeability of 10 rim/s, which is higher than any
yet reported for capillaries, the interstitium
still was 1.0 mM higher in glucose than capillary
plasma. Thus, the proximal tubule may be bathed
in part in its own absorbate, rather than in a
plasma—like fluid. Interstitial composition can
be even more different from plasma if a gradient
is placed between tubular and capillary lumens.
Thus, in vivo microperfusion studies that have
attempted to measure the osmotic water
permeability of the tubule, or that have assessed
the electrochemical gradient of a solute across
the tubular epithelium, may have had quite
different gradients across the tubule wall from
those assumed. Testing these possibilities will
require the measurement of the perrneabilities of
renal peritubular capillaries to small solutes.
Na-TAURINE SYMPORT ACROSS RAT RENAL BRUSH BORDER
MEMBRANE VESICLES (BBMV) IS ENHANCED BY CV AND Br
Israel Zelikovic,Elizabeth Stejskal—Lorenz,Russell
W. Chesney, Department of Pediatrics, University
of California—Davis, Davis, California
Taurine is an osmoregulator whose body homeo-
stasis is maintained by the kidney. External Cl
supports the full overshoot of the Na—taurine sym—
port across renal BBMV (Chesney BBA 812:702,1985).
Time course and concentration dependency of uptake
into renal BBMV in the presence of various anions
(100mM) were measured:
Taurine uptake (pmole/mg protein) Vmax
(pmol/
Ext Rel Rel Km mg pr
Med Initial(15) Peak(120) j4p kJ15")
NaC1 34.86±2.39 1.00 104.52±3.96 1.00 23 77
NaBr 29.01±2.52*0.83 83.42±4.35 0.80 20* 69*
'Cl/Br 38.44±2.24*1.10 113.25±2.72* 1.08 14* 95*
X±SEM; p<0.01 *NS(vs NaCl); °NaCl/NaBr:5OmM/5OmM
No active uptake could be shown in the presence
of external (100mM) NaF, NaI, NaPAH or Na gluconate.
Hill plot analysis of the initial uptake revealed a
Na+:taurine stoichiometry of 1:1.94 and 1:1.98 in
tho presence of constant and varying external Cl—.
Na+:taurine stoichiometry in the presence of Br
was 1:3.11. When the external anion gluconate or
SOa2was used, taurine uptake was—j 0 over the whole
raIge of Na+ concentrations used. Cl— :taurine stoi—
chiometry in the presence of external Na+ was 1:
1.33.
These data suggest that Na-taurine cotransport
into rat renal BBMV is Cl and Br dependent and
probably operates by means of 2—3 Na+/1-1.3 C1 or
Br/ 1 taurine carrier complex.
Transplantation
CYCLOSPORINE (CyA) DISPOSITION (PK) AND
PHARMOCODYNAMICS (PD) IN PRETRANSPLANT ESRD
PATIENTS. D. Alexander,* K. Servilla, C.
DeWitt,*, B. Araneo,* E. Nelson*. College of
Pharmacy, Dept. of Med., Pathol. and Surgery,
Univ. of Utah Med. Ctr., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Individualized dosing, monitoring and therapeu-
tic endpoints of CyA immunosuppression are not
well defined. We investigated the PK and PD of an
oral dose of CyA (15 mg/kg) in 5 pre—transplant
ESRD patients. Blood was collected at specified
times throughout a 24 hr period. CyA was measured
in whole blood (WB) and plasma (P1) separated at
37'C using RIA and HPLC. Peripheral blood lympho-
cytes (PBL) separated by Ficoll-Hypaque, were used
to measure lymphocyte responsiveness in a 2—way
MLR and by interleukin—2 (IL—2) assays. Immunosup—
pression could not be demonstrated with either MLR
or IL—2 assays despite positive controls. Four
distinct CyA concentration time curves were
observed (RIA: WB, P1; HPLC: WB, P1) in each
patient. Four of 5 subjects showed apparent
second elevations in CyA concentration between 6
and 16 hours after the dose. Mean concentration
ratios of CyA were as follows.
WB/Pl RIA/HPLC
RIA HPLC WB P1
2 hr i.T.ii 1.!T19 1.2T.13 1.3T.3O
12 hr 1.48.27 1.29.21 2.6Fi.87 2.29.78
24 hr 1.94T.30 1.47T.50 3.63T.87 2.76T.90
The differee in W8/P1 of CyA bI RIA vs. 1TPLC
increased with time. The rate of rise in RIA/HPLC
over time in WB vs. P1 supports that cross reac-
tive substances accumulate in RBCs over time.
Our results suggest that caution is necessary in
using WB RIA monitoring in that it may lead to an
over estimation of true CyA disposition.
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CLINICAL EVALUATION OF A NEW KIDNEY COLD
STORAGE SOLUTION. M.R. Aliiani*, G.B. Helfrich*, A.
Fawzy*, J.A. Cut1er, S.B. Bates* and P.M. Andrews.
Departments of Surgery and Anatomy, Georgetown
University Medical Center, Washington, D.C.
In vitro animal studies and canine transplantation
studies have indicated that a new phosphate buffered
sucrose solution (PBS) is (1) superior to Euro-Collins (EC)in the cold storage of kidneys prior to their
transplantation, and (2) unlike EC is protective during
normothermic ischemia. This new solution consists of 7.41
g/L Na2HPO4, 2.16 g/L NaH2PO4, and 51.3 g/L sucrose.
During the past year, a clinical trial was initiated in
which each cadaver donor kidney was perfused in Situ,
alternating with either EC or PBS. Each pair of cadaver
kidneys was then separated and one was reflushed with
the other preservation solution. Thus far, 25 pairs of
cadaver kidneys from this study have been transplanted
and their post-transplant function compared. In recipients
of PBS and EC grafts, there has been no significant
difference in rejection episodes, early graft loss, or
cyclosporine therapy. Mean storage time was 30.lt9.5(SD)
hours for kidneys stored in PBS versus 26.3±9.l(SD) hours
for kidneys stored in EC. Acute tubular necrosis defined
as the requirement of dialysis in the first week post-
transplant was seen in 17% of the PBS kidneys compared
to 29% of the EC group. Mean patient serum creatinine
levels before transplantation were nearly identical (i.e.
11.9±4.1 vs 11.5±3.9 mg/dL). However, patients receiving
kidneys stored in PBS had lower daily mean serum
creatinine levels during the first 7 days post-transplant
and during the next 3 weeks, Biopsies taken immediately
before and 1 hour after revascularization in 4 pairs of
kidneys revealed less tubular necrosis in kidneys stored in
PBS. These preliminary results show cold storage in PBS is
at least equal to EC and may be superior.
IMMINENT REJECTION IN INTRA-OPERATIVE RENAL
ALLOGRAFT BIOPSY. M.R. Alijani, Sharda Sabnis,*
Ahmed Fawzy, Marie L. Foegh, G. Baird Uelfrich,
T.T. Antonovych.* *Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology, Washington, D.C. Georgetown
University Hospital, Washington, D.C.
The potential of intraoperative renal trans-
plant biopsy to predict inmunologic injury was
evaluated in 115 consecutive allografts taken one
hour Biopsies were blindly
evaluated by two nephropathologistS. Interstit-
ial arid giceterular capillary inflarrtuatory call
infiltration and glomarular capillary thrombi
were studied and graded 1+ to 3+. These two
morphological changes were collectively desig-
nated as "iminent rejection" in 28 of 115 biop-
sies by T.T. 1ntonovych. These patients showed
clinical rejection in 22 cases at 2—27 days (nean
7.3 days) with 14 of 28 allografts lost to
rejection within 40 days; three additional allo—
grafts were lost before six months. In the 17
patients with rejected kidneys, additional
therapy such as antithymocyte globulin or
apheres is was required and they expariencadhigher morbidity with four deaths. Results of
the grading did not correlate with cadaver or
related allograft, methxI and duration of preser-
vation, histoccmpatibility matching, splenectomy,
pretransplant blocid transfusions, or recipient
antibcxiy titers.
In conclusion, we find that post—vascular—
ization allograft biopsy is helpful in predicting
patients who will demonstrate early or severe
rejection.
THE OUTCOME OF DONOR—SPECIFIC TRANSFUSED COST)
RENAL TRANSPLANT (TX) RECIPIENTS WITH AND WITH-
OUT PRE—TX AZATHIOPRINE (AZA). W. Amend, B.
Columbe*, F.Vincenti, S.Toinlanovich, M.Garovoy,
J.Melzer*, N.Feduska and O.Salvatierra, Univ. of
Calif. Med. Ctr., San Francisco, California.
AZA administration during DSTs has been demon-
strated to lower DST—induced donor sensitization
rates. It has yet to be demonstrated, however,
whether this beneficial pre—Tx effect is associat-
ed with equally good post—Tx clinical outcomes.
We analyzed (2) concurrent groups with (Group A)
and without AZA (Group B) during DSTs transplant-
ed between 1982—85. All were 0— or 1—haplotype
matched. Tx function was graded (A through D) and
types and severity of rejections noted.
Pts
'( 1st week REJ
1st MO REJ
REJ (plus ALG Rx)
1st YR REJ 43
DEATHS (4 YRS) 3
GRADE A—B FUNCTION(2 YR) (50/57)
(Excellent—Very Good)
RET. DIALYSIS (2 YR) 6
*ND = No Difference
There were no differences between the (2)
groups in clinical Tx grades at intervals from 1/2
to 4 yrs. A few (3/13) Tx failed 2° recurrent dis-
ease 4 Tx failed in diabetic Pts (4/4 Group B).
Six deaths were in diabetic Pts (4—Group 8,2—A).
Besides improving DST—induced sensitization
rates, AZA use pre—Tx during DST's confers ex-
cellent and comparable clinical Outcomes to those
pre—Tx strategies employing unmodified DST's.
TISSUE EOSINOPHILIA AS A DIAGNOSTIC SIGN IN
RENAL ALLOGRAFT REJECTION. Amend WJC,
Kormendi F, Tomlanovich SJ, Vincenti F.
University of California, San Francisco.
The intragraft cellular infiltration
was studied in 83 renal allograft recipients
with the technique of fine needle aspiration
cytology in a prospective study. The
percentage of eosinophil cells in the
aspirate of patients having irreversible
rejections was significantly higher than in
the aspirate of those who had reversible
rejections. The aspirate of patients who
had serious rejections also contained
higher percentage of eosinophils than the
aspirate of those having reversible
rejections. Based on our observations, the
presence of eosinophils in the tissue
inflammatory exudate if greater than 4%, is
a highly specific (91.1%) and fairly
sensitive (77.7%) indicator of irreversible
and serious rejection with a high predictive
value (80.8% in a population where the
prevalence of the disorder is 32.5%) This
accumulation of excessive eosinophils in
the graft preceded the clinically
detectable onset of rejection by 2.15±2.45
days (mean +SD) in irreversible and serious
cases. ThFs diagnostic sign provides the
possibility for the early assessment of
prognosis of rejection episodes.
AZA(+) AZA(-)
Group A Group B
82 84
8 16
25 34
13 14
47
4
(57/70)
N.D.*
N.D.
M.D.
N.D.
N.D.
M.D.
4 N.D.
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EXPERIENCE WITH CONVERSION FROM CYCLOSPORIN A (CYC
A) TO STANDARD IMMUNOSUPPRESSION IN RENAL TRANS-
PLANT RECIPIENTS. S.H. Ballal,* P. Garvin,*
V. Gardikas,* K. Carney,* and L. Spry. St. Louis
VA Med. Ctr. and St. Louis Univ. St. Louis, MO.
Cyc A is a new and expensive immunosuppressive
drug used in renal transplantation. Long term
consequences of Cyc A therapy on renal allograft
function are unknown. A previous study has shown
7% late graft failure over 2 years with Cyc A.
Cyc A therapy in cardiac transplantation has been
associated with significant late nephrotoxicity.
53 consecutive renal transplant recipients with
stable renal function at 6 months were converted
from Cyc A and low dose prednisone therapy to aza-
thioprine (1-1.5 mg/kg/day) and prednisone (.5 mg/
kg/day tapered to .l5-.2 mg/kg/day over 3 months).
Demographics: Age from 11 months to 63 years
(mean 34 yrs), 32 males and 21 females, 22 were
living donor transplants and 31 cadaveric, and in-
cluded 2 simultaneous pancreas-kidney recipients.
The patients were followed for 2 to 22 (11 6)
months after conversion. 15 of 53 patients (28%)
developed acute or chronic rejection 1 month to 1
year post conversion and 3 (6%) went on to graft
failure. Rejection developed in 23% of living
donor and 32% of cadaveric transplants. Excluding
patients who experienced graft failure, the pre
conversion, 1-2 months post and present creatinine
were 1.6 0.6 mg%, 1.4 0.5 mg%, and 1.7 1.1
mg%, respectively (not significant by ANOVA). We
conclude that conversion from Cyc A to standard
immunotherapy is possible but at some risk of
rejection and graft loss. A prospective randomized
study of rejection and graft failure in transplant
recipients with and without conversion to standard
imxnunosuppression is necessary.
COMPENSATORY RENAL HYPERTROPHY (CRH) AFTER CHRONIC
UNILATERAL NEPHRECTOMY (Ux): EFFECT OF CYCLOSPORIN
(CyA) AND RENAL DENERVATION (RD). D.C. Bathe,
C. Gutterman, A. Valles and M. LaPointe.
Northwestern Univ. and Lakeside VANC, Chicago, IL.
CyA, a drug known to decrease GFR, has been
reported to impair CRH following Ux. This study
was aimed to elucidate (1) the effect of CyA (12.5
mg/KBW x 3 wks) on the relationship between body
growth, GFR, and CRH after chronic Ux and (2) the
effect of RD on the reduction in GFR caused by CyA.
Because CyA failed to increase body weight (wt) to
the level of controls on an ad libitum diet, all
experiments were performed under strict pair—feed-
ing conditions. This resulted in identical gain
in both body wt and kidney wt in CyA and control
(C) rats studied 3 wks following Ux (Table).
EXP WT. GAIN (g) KIDNEY WT (g) GFR(inhtnt/lOOg)
C 51±11 1.55±0.09 0.67±0.06
CyA 62±15 1.54±0.09 0.39±0.01*
CyA + RD 52±13 1.45±0.15 O.51±O.O6**
*CyA vs C; **CyA plus RD vs CyA, 0therwise MS
We found a strong positive correlation between GFR
and either body wt gain or kidney wt in both
groups. For any kidney wt, however, GFR was lower
in CyA than in C. PD at the time of Ux prevented
the CyA—induced fall in GFR without affecting CRH.
The data demonstrate: (1) CyA does not interfere
with CRH. (2) Normal CRH can occur despite re-
duced GFR, and (3) A single kidney chronically
denervated is protected against CyA induced GFR
reduction, suggesting that renal sympathetic
overactivity is a major mechanism underlying the
nephrotoxicity of the drug.
RANDOMIZED TRIAL OF ANTI-TIIYMOCYTE GLOBULIN
(ATG) VS NIGH-DOSE STEROIDS FOR ACUTE REJECTION
(RJXN) OF RENAL TRANSPLANTS: LONG-TERM FOLLOW-UP
K.Beekman*, DJ Cohen, GB Appel, MA Hardy*,
Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center, NY,NY.
We have examined long term renal allograft
survival of pta entered into 2 prospectively
randomized controlled trials (1978-1981)
comparing the effectiveness of ATG (ATGAM,
Upjohn) versus high-dose methylprednisolone (MP)
treatment of acute rjxn episodes. Thirty-nine
pts were treated with ATG (15 mg/kg/d) for 15-21
days for first and all subsequent rjxn episodes,
either as initial treatment (n=21), or following
3 days of MP (n"8). Twenty control pts received
only high-dose MP (500 mg/d x 3d, followed by
taper). All pt were maintained on azathioprine.
ATG and control groups were comparable in terms
of age (32.9 vs 36.1 yrs), race of patients (60%
White, 24% Black vs. 53% White, 24% Black),
number of pretransplant transfusions, donor age,
and degree of HLA A,B matching (1.3 vs 1.2
antigens). DR typing was not available in most
cases. Results of life table analysis of long-
term allograft survival are shown below:
% functioning grafts
6 mos 12 mos 24 mos 36 mos 48 mos
ATG 77.5% 75% 55% 47.5% 40%
Control 50% 37.5% 32.5% 20% 20%
The benefit of increased reversal of early
rjxn episodes (1st 6 mos) by ATG was maintained
over 4 yrs of follow-up. At no point was there
a significant difference in pt survival between
the 2 treatment groups. Thus, ATG is more
effective in rjxn reversal, and promotes
increased long-term renal allograft survival.
PREVENTION OF ACUTE CYCLOSPORINE(Cs) NEPHROTOX—
ICIlY BY CALCIUM CHANNEL BLOCKADE. Margaret Bia,
Karen Tyler*. Yale School of Med., New Haven, Ct.
We have previously shown that Cs, administered
after ischemia, exacerbates the renal injury and
lowers GFR from 260±50 pl/min/lOOg with ischemia
to 150±90 with ischemia + Cs (Clin Res 34:589A,
'86). This likely explains the increased incidence
of acute renal failure following surgery in Cs
treated patients. To evaluate whether pretreat-
ment with calcium channel blockade could prevent
this adverse effect of Cs, rats subjected to 30
mm ischemia + Cs 5 mg/kg IV after ischemia were
studied either alone (Gp 1, n=28) or after pre-
treatment with verapamil 10 pg/kg/mm (Gp II,n=21)
or nitrendipine 1 pg/kg/mm (Gp III, n=12). Both
calcium channel blockers were given intravenously
for 2 hrs before ischemia and GFR was measured as
inulin clearance 24 hrs after the insult. Results:
Gp. GFR(pl/mmn/lOOg) B.P.(mm Hg) UNaV(pEq/min)
I 190±30 105±2 0.3±0.1
II 320 70 115 3* 0.7 0.2*
III 460 90* 107 3 0.2 0.1
*
— p < 0.05 versus Group I
Mean GFR was 60—170% higher in rats pretreated
with calcium channel blockade, a difference that
reached statistical significance with nitrendi—
pine. Only 33% of verapamil treated and 17% of
nitrendipine treated rats had a GFR <200 p1/minI
lOOg compared to 61% of rats in Gp I (p<O.05).
Sodium excretion was higher with verapamil while
urinary flow rates and potassium excretion were
similar in all groups. Conclusion: The exacer-
bation of renal ischemia by Cs can be effectively
prevented by pretreatment with calcium channel
blocking agents administered intravenously before
the ischemia—Cs insult.
SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS OF CYCLOSPORINE (CY) AND
RABBIT ANTITHYMOCYTE SERUM (RATS) ON
SUPPRESSION OF THE MIXED LYMPHOCYTE CULTURE (MLC)
Hugh R. Bradv Pearl Petersr Carl J. Cardella,
Department of Medicine, University of Toronto,
Toronto Western Hospital.
The correct doses of CY and anti—lymphocyte
preparations when used together in patients re-
ceiving allografts is unknown. To further
understand these dose requirements we have eval-
uated the effect of these drugs on a standard
one way mixed lymphocyte culture using normal
cells. The following table illustrates the
effect of the drugs on MLC inhibition (I)
RATS (ug/ml)
alone
2.9
16.6
These data indicate that the two drugs are at
least additive (Tukey test pO.O5). When the
combination of several concentrations of CY
(0 to 25 ng/ml) and RATS (0 to 16.6 ug/ml)
which inhibited the MLC by 50% were plotted on
an arithmetic scale an leobole curve resulted
which is characteristic of synergism. These
data support the use of low dose combination
therapy in the modification of the immune re-
sponse to an allograft and suggest a method of
avoiding the toxicity associated with the full
therapeutic doses of each drug.
OPTIMIZATION OF DONOR SPECIFIC BLOOD TRANSFUSION
(DST) IN KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION. Jhoong S. Cheigh,
Nanikkam Suthanthiran, William T. Stubenbord,
Narilena Fotino, Naomi Schechter, Robert R. Riggio,
Kurt H. Stenzel sod Albert Rubin. The Rogosin
Kidney Center, The New York Hospital, New York.
We developed 3 methods of OST for prospective
kidney transplant recipients CR) from living
related donors and examined its immunologic
effects and clinical efficacy. Sixty R were trans-
fused with lOOml of one—haplotype mismatched
donor's whole blood at 1,8 and 15 days of storage.
Among these 30 received DST alone. Thirty others
received azathioprine (Az:lmg/kg/day:n=1O) or
cyclosporine (Cy:6mg/kg/day:n=20) along with DST
for 3 weeks. R were monitored serially with donor
specific crossmatch and MLC. Following DST,
sensitization rates were 10% for both R of DST
alone and R of DST+Az, but 5% for K of DST+Cy.
One week post DST, donor specific MLC was signi-
ficantly suppressed. One to two months post OST
(the day before transplantation), however NLC was
considerably increased. Forty R subsequently
underwent transplant from the blood donor (20 from
DST alone, 6 DST+Az and 14 DST+Cy). Overall graft
survival rates were 98% and 95% at 1 and 2 years
respectively. In conclusion, 1) lOOml of stored,
whole blood DST, 3 times at weekly intervals,
along with a small dose of Cy for 3 weeks, is a
simple, lees immunizing and effective approach to
enhance graft survival, 2) 051 produces signif i—
cantly suppressed donor specific MLC responses in
the early post 051 period, but increases it at a
later time, and 3) DST appears to modulate immune
responses in such a way that secondary responses
upon grafting are more readily reversible by
immunosuppressive regimens.
HOW DUES THE PANEL OF HYPERSENSITIZED PATI-
ENTS BEHAVE AFTER RENAL TRANSPLANTATION?
Pedro R.Chocair, Luiz E.Ianhez, H.Rodrgues, Jorge
E.Kalil. Jorge Neuman, Maria A.Xavier and Emil Sab-
baga. Unidade de Tr0rsplante Renal do Hospital das
Clinicas - SP - Brasil.
Fifteen hypersensitized adult patients (50 to 100%)
were evalueted 4 to 16 months after Kidney trans-
plantation. Immunossupression was done with azathio
prine and preinisone in the usual fashion and no pa
tients received post transplant blood transfusion.
Ten of 15 patients (67%) showed a marked decresse
in the sensitization rate. In this groun the avera
ge decrease was 56% (26 to 100%). One patient sho-
wed a variation from 100% to 0% after 6 months. The
same behavior was also seen in two of the 4 retrans
planted patients.
Five of 10 patients didn't show any decrease in the
sensitization rate. In this group the follow-up pe-
riod. number of blood transfusion and the pattern
of immunossupression were comparable to the fort -tr
group.
In conclusion: Immunossupyession with Azathioprine.
Prednisone end abscences of blood transfusion decra
seed the sensitization rate of 67% in hypersensiti-
red patients after 4 to 16 months of renal trans-
plantation.
A NEW METHOD FOR PNARMACOKINETIC MODELING OF
CYCLOSPORINE COy). C. Clardy, T. Schroeder, N.
Wadhwa, P. McEnery, A. Pesce, D. Melvin & N.
First. Children's Hosp. Med. Center, Cinti., 0.
Due to variations in absorption, distribution,
metabolism, and elimination of Cy, it is advis-
able to perform pharmacokinetic analysis to
determine proper doses and regimens. The
adequacy of a 1—compartment as opposed to a 2—
compartment model was examined to determine the
best method for pharmacokinetic analysis of
individuals on oral Cy. Sixteen cardiac and
renal transplant recipients were given oral Cy
(6—12 mg/kg) and venous samples were obtained
hourly for 9 to 12 hours (9.9+/—O.9 samples per
subject). Samples were stored at 4°C and whole
blood Cy concentrations were analyzed during a
single run by HPLC. The least square fit
pharmacokinetic parameters were determined by
breakpoint analysis of the time versus log
concentration curve. The method of superposition
was used to correct for multiple dosing. The
added descriptive value of a 2—compartment over a
1—compartment model was determined by comparing
the sums of the squared residuals using the
F—test. Of the 16 analyses performed, only 2 had
a significantly better fit with the 2—compartment
model. 1—compartment analysis of the above 6
renal transplant patients plus an additional 21
pharmscokinetic profiles on another 11 renal
transplant patients for a total of 27 profiles
(6.9+/—l.2 data points per profile) gave an
excretory rate constant, Ke, of O.206+/O.062
hr, and a Vd/F of 4.O7+/—3.05 L/kg. We
conclude that the pharmacokinetics of oral Cy are
adequately described in the individual patient by
a 1—compartment model.
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% I CY (ng/ml)
alone
25. 1.36
50 25.
75 90
CY (ng/ml)+
RATS (ug/ml)(0.1+1.3)
(1.0+9.5)
(10 + 10)
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CHRONIC TREATMENT WITH A THROMBOXANE
SYNTHETASE INHIBITOR IMPROVES RENAL
ALLOGRAFT FUNCTION IN RATS. T.M. Coffman*, D.
Yohay*, D.R. Carr*, and P.E. Klotman. Duke University
and Durham VA Medical Centers, Durham, North Carolina.
Acute renal allograft rejection is associated with
increased production of the vasoconstrictor eicosanoid
thromboxane (TX). Furthermore, acute inhibition of TX
synthetase increases GFR and RBF in rejecting rat renal
allografts 3 days following transplantation. In this study we
evaluated the effect of chronic administration of a specific TX
synthetase inhibitor (OKY-046) on rat renal allograft function.
Kidneys from inbred ACT rats were transplanted into fully
allogeneic PVG recipients. After transplantation, OKY-046
(75 mg/kg/day) or its saline vehicle was administered by TID
intraperitoneal (IF) injection or by continuous intraarterial (IA)
infusion, Animals were then studied 6 days after
transplantation. Following measurement of Cm and CPAH
in vivo, transplanted kidneys were removed and perfused
ex vivo. Renal venous effluent was collected and assayed for
TXB2 by radioimmunoassay. In the group which received IF
OKY-046, allograft excretory function was negligible at 6
days and not different from controls. In addition, renal TXB2
production was not significantly reduced (5433 2443
pg/mm) compared to controls (7662 3696 pg/mm). In
contrast, in the group given OKY-046 by IA infusion, GFR
and CPAH were significantly higher than controls 6 days after
transplantation (1.76 0.43 vs. 0.21 0.12; p<.025 and
9.86 3.06 vs. 1.18 0.83 ml/min/kg; p<.Ol, respectively).
Thus, administration of the TX synthetase inhibitor
(OKY-046) by chronic IA infusion markedly improved
excretory function in rat renal allografts at 6 days after
transplantation. An equivalent dose of this agent administered
IP did not improve renal function and did not significantly
inhibit renal TX production. Effective renal TX inhibition may
play an important role in the treatment of acute renal allograft
rejection.
OKT3 TREATMENT OF ACUTE RENAL ALLOGRAFT REJECTION
(RJXN) RESISTANT TO HIGH—DOSE HETHYLPREDNISOLONE
(MP) AND/OR ANTI—THYMOCYTE GLOBULIN (ATG). DJ
Cohen, Al Benvenisty' GB Appel, MA Hardy'
Columbia—Presbyterian Medical Center, NY,NY.
Non—reversal of acute rjxn remains a major
cause of renal allograft loss. We used the mono—
clonal antibody OKT3 to treat 17 pts with acute
rjxns which were (a) resistant to MP, with either
ATG contraindicated due to thrombocytopenia (n=l2)
or ATG resistant (n=2) or (h) NP contraindicated,
with either ATG not available (n=2) or ATG resis-
tant (n=l). Twelve of the 17 had cadaver grafts,
II were on maintenance cyclosporine (CYA). During
OKT3 therapy, CYA was discontinued in 6 prs, and
continued in 5 pta, at reduced doses in 3. Thir-
teen 1st rlxns,1 second rjxn, and 3 third rjxns
were treated; 12/17 rjxns occurred within 2 mos
of transplant. Twelve of 17 rixns were reversed
(70%), while 5 grafts were lost. Four patients
with reversed rjns had subsequent rixn episodes
within 2 sos of 0813 — 1 reversed, 3 grafts lost.
At mean follow—up of 6 cog (range 1—14 mos), 9 pts
(53%) have functioning grafts (mean treat 2.6
mg/dl, range 1.5—5.0 mg/dl). Complications in-
cluded "first dose reactions' in 16/17 (fever,
chills 15 pts, g.i. symptoms 8 pta, arthralgias 3
pta, dyspnea 3 pta) all resolved within 72 hrs,
despite continued 0813. One Pt developed dlgsem—
mated nocardia. Thus, OKT3 proved relatively
safe (even while continuing CIA) and effective
therapy for acute rjxns where ATG and NP were in-
effective or contraindicated, salvaging 53% of
grafts with otherwise "irreversible" rjxns.
TRANSPLANT OUTCOMES IN PATIENTS OVER THE AGE
OF 50. Devney P, Amend WJC, Tomlanovich SJ,
Vincenti F. University of California, San
Francisco.
Greater numbers of elderly patients (pts)
are routinely being accepted into chronic
dialysis programs. Retrospective analysis of
the elderly transplant (tx) Pt population at
UCSF was performed to determine whether age
influenced txoutcome. Of 1,100 txs performed
in the past 6 yrs, 150 were in pts over 50
(Group I) and 276 in pta 30—40 yrs (Group II).
These 2 groups (gps) were compared for graft
and Pt survival and post—op morbidity.
Seventy percent of Group I received cadaver
tx as compared to 55% of Group II. Despite
this donor difference Pt (87% & 90%) and graft
(58% & 64%) survival at 2 yrs was no
different. The majority of tx losses in both
gps were predictably from rejection (25% &
36%). The frequency of rejection episodes was
no different between the 2 gps (0.9 Group I &
1.0 Group II). There was a predictably higher
incidence of coronary artery disease in Group
1(17% vs. 4.7%). Post—op complications of
GI bleeding, wound dehiscence, wound
infections and urologic complications were
no different between the 2 gps. In
conclusion, age alone does not appear to put
pta at higher riskwhen considering renal tx.
(1) Overall Pt and graft survival is similar.
(2) There is no higher risk of rejection in
the older age gp. (3) There is a higher
expected incidence of coronary artery
disease in the older pt which does not seem to
put them at risk. (4) Post—op morbidity in
terms of GI and wound complications is no
different between the 2 gps.
AIDS AND POSSIBLY RELATED CONDITIONS (PRCs)
IN KIDNEY TRANSPLANT (KT) RECIPIENTS (Rs).
NJ Feduska, HAPerkins,*JMelzer,*WAmend,
F Vincenti, S Tomlanovich,* M Garovoy, and 0
Salvatierra. Univ. of Cal. San Francisco.
There were 15,948 cases of AIDS in the U.S.
as of 12/31/85, of which 286 (1.8%) were
transfusion (BT)—related. KTRs are at risk
because of numerous BT5, immunosuppression,
and the donor kidney. The illcidence of AIDS in
our city is 147 cases/lO (highest in the
world), and 22 of 1,744 cases (1.3%) were BT—
related. We analyzed the incidence of AIDS
and PRCs in Rs of 2,550 consecutive KTs. Re
after 1978 may be at greater risk, as AIDS was
first diagnosed in 1981 and the mean
incubation period is about 3 yrs. Since
1/8/78, 439 of 520 Rs of related KTs (85%)
received pre—transpiant BTs (pre—BTs) (mean
4.9 u), 698 of 847 Rs of cadaver KTs (82%)
received pre—BT5 (mean 6.8 u), and 166 of 486
cadaver donors (34%) received BTs (mean 6.8
u). The lifestyle of many donors also
suggested an increased risk for AIDS. Dsta
were compiled for Rs of KTs performed before
and after 1/1/78 (n=l,126 vs n1,424,
respectively) and showed: AIDS—O vs 3 (0.2%);,
pneumocystis carinii pneumonia—23 (2.0%) vs
6 (0.4%); Kaposi' s sarcoma—0 vs 2 (0.1%);
viral hepatitis—32 (2.8%) vs 12 (0.8%);
lymphoma—7 (0.6%) vs 2 (0.1%); fungal
infectiona—15 (1.3%) vs 14 (1.0%); CMV
pneumonia—Ova 9 (0.6%); disseminated CMV—6
(0.5%) vs 14(1.0%); and other disseminated
viral infections—l3 (1.2%) vs 19 (1.3%).
Conclusions; AIDS and PRC8 are infrequent
among KTRs, but maybe occurring with greater
frequency than in Lbs past.
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MgXIM.L URINPRY IHI)MBOXANE SUPPRESSION WITh
TRIPLE DRUG ThERAPY IN RENAL ThANSPLP.NTATION
M.L. Foegh, M.D., L.—K. Lim, Ph.D., M.R. A1±jani,
M.D., and G.B. Heltrich, M.D.
Division of Transplantation, Dept. of Surgery,
Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. 20007
Urinary imunoreactive thramboxane—B2 (i—1X82)is an early indicator of transplant rejection(ref. 1,2). The effects of iimnunosuppressants on
urine i—TXB2 Of kidney transplant patients were
evaluated by following daily urine i—ThB2 values
fran the second post—transplant day. Patients
received the same schedule of prednisone (P) and
were maintained on azathioprine (A), cyclo-
sporine—A (C5A), or both (C5A+A). The mean
i—TXB2 values were datermined in each group ofpatients with stable renal transplant function.
Patients treated with A plus P exhibited
0.91±0.14 ng i—IXB2/ml urine (N=44), while those
patients prescribed CsA plus P had 0.70±0.10 ng
i—D(B2/ml urine (N=55). Patients on the triple
drug therapy (A+CsA+P) showed significantly lower
urine i—ThB2 values of 0.42±0.13 ng/ml urine
(N=11, p<0.0l). The lower urine i—TXB values
show objective evidence of possible synergistic
effects of triple drug therapy. These prelim-
mary results may help explain why triple drug
therapy is a nore effective iirmunosuppressive
regimen.
1) Foegh ML, Alijani MR, Helfrich GB, Khirabadi
BS, Goldman MH, Lower RR, Ramwell PW. Mv. in
Prcstaglandin, Thrathoxane, Leukotrienes.
13.209, 1985.
2) Foegh ML, nudha M, Ololy C, Winchester JF,
Helfrich GB, Ramwell PW. Lancet II: 431, 1981.
THIRD PARTY TRANSFUSIONS PROTECT AGAINST SENSITIZA-
TION. MR Garovoy, R Juster,* J Melzer,* 0 Salvati—
erra,* SW Colombe,* Depts of Surgery, Medicine &
Biostatistic Unit,Unlv. of CA, San Francisco,
Based on an analysis of 174 patients who under-
went Donor Specific Transfusion (DST), we earlier
developed a linear logistic regression model for
predicting the risk of donor—specific sensitiza-
tion. Our initial study revealed that increasing
the number of third party transfusions (TPT) had
two independent and opposite effects, Increasing
TPT decreased the risk of sensitization (p= .0074)
while, conversely, it led to an increase in PRA
(p= .0035) which in turn was associated with an in-
creased risk of sensitization (p=.0O98). In the
present study, we examined the independent behavi-
or of these two opposite effects and their net im-
pact on the Probability of Sensitization (PS).
From our model we can derive the effect of increas-
ing the number of transfusions on PS both with and
without considering the influence of its effect
via PRA, as shown in the following table.
Net Effect
Direct Effect on PS on PS includ—
# Transfusion Unmodified By PRA [NC PRA
0
From this table, it can easily be seen that the
increasing risk of sensitization due to transfusion
through its PRA effect is overcome by the primari..
ly beneficial direct effect of an increasing num-
ber of transfusions. Thus, prior third party
transfusions appear to protect against the risk of
zlonor—specific sensitization in the DST protocol.
CYCLOSPORINE INHIBITS PROSTACYCLIN FORMATION IN
CULTURED HUMAN ENDOTHELIAL CELLS. JA Gordon, C
Hadjiagapiou*, and AA Spector*, Departments of
Internal Medicine and Biochemistry, University of
Iowa, Iowa City, IA.
How cyclosporine (CSA) potentiates venous
thromboembolism and arteriolar microvascular
thrombosis is not known. Possibly CSA alters
prostacyclin (PCI,) production in endothelial
cells. To test this hypothesis, we incubated
human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC)
with CSA and measured the stable metabolite
6—keto PGF1 by RIA. CSA produced a 25—30% inhi-
bition of CI formation in both a concentration
(1—10 M) and ime (0.5—8.0 hr) dependent manner.
Higher concentrations (100 pM) and longer incuba-
tion times (24 h) produced a 75—80% reduction in
PCI formation. Following an 8 hr incubation
witi 10 pM CSA, the HUVEC recovered 95% of their
ability to synthesize PCI2 within 24 hs; de novo
protein synthesis as measured by [ H}—leucine
incorporation was not affected. PCI formation
from endogenous arachidonate stimulates by iono—
phore A23187 (2 pM) was decreased after incuba-
tion with 10 pM CSA. Even when exogenous
arachidonate (7.5 pM) was provided for PCI2 syn-
thesis, the HUVEC incubated with CSA produced O%
less PGI2. When HUVEC were incubated with [ HJ
arachidonic acid in the presence of CSA, HPLC
analysis revealed a 14% decrease in radioactive
cyclooxygenase products and a 16% increase in
radioactivity remaining as arachidonic acid.
Therefore, we conclude that GSA inhibits PCI2
formation in HUVEC by reversibly inhibiting
cyclooxygenase. This inhibition of PGI
formation may in part explain the enhance
thrombosis seen in patients receiving CSA.
ANALYSIS OF RENAL ALLOGRAFT FINE NEEDLE ASPIRATE
(FNA) BY FLOW YT0METRY AND IMMUNOLOGIC PITENOTYPING
Wayne F. Green , RobertC. MacDonell, H. Keith Johp
son, Gary D. Niblack , and Robert E. Richie
Vanderbilt Univ. Medical Center, Nashville, TN.
The renal biopsy provides a primary means o
characterizing rejection, ATN and Cyclosporin toxic
ity. Use of FNA biopsy (FNAB) has allowed increase
frequency of biopsies in managing allograft recip
ients. Identification of inflammatory cells in th
FNAB is used to characterize the immunologic proces
ses active in the graft. The current investigatio
used flow cytometery to analyze the cells in FNAB
because: Large numbers of cells can be evaluated
cell types can be differentiated on light scatterin
properties, functional lymphocyte subtypes and acti
vation markers can be identified with monoelona
antibodies, and the flow cytometer allows multipl
combinations of these parameters to be measured o
each cell. Results of 43 biopsies indicated tha
the extent of T cell infiltrate correlated with lb
immunologic intensity of rejection for acut
(68.5%), mild acute (54.4%) or chronic (43.0%) re
jection (P<O.025), and that the expression of th
activation marker DR was also increased on both
helper and T suppressor/cytotoxic cells (P<O.O1 an
0.025 respectively). The I helper/T suppressor cel
ratio and extent of B cell infiltrate showed
changes in the various rejection categories. Tb
activation markers IL—2 and TM did not vary I
pooled data, however sequential sampling of a fe
individuals indicated these markers were elevated I
early samples and decreased rapidly. This procedur
therefore appears to offer a rapid means for asses
sing the immunologic character of a FNAB and evalu
sting the extent of immune activation (and severity
1—5
6+
0.39
0.19
0.39
0.21
0.10 0.14
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CYCLOSPORINE USE LOWERS RISK OF THROMBOEMBOLISM IN
DIABETIC RENAL ALLOGRAFT RECIPIENTS. S. Gruber,*
N. Pescovitz,* R. Sirsnons, D. Frydt Univ. of Minn-
esota, Dept. of Surgery, Hinneaoolis, Minnesota
To determine whether cyclosporine therany is a
risk factor for posttransplant thrornboemholism
(PT), we compared the incidence of arterial and
venous thromboembolic events (TE) in 125 diabetics
and 99 nondiabetics prospectively randomized to
either cvclosporine-prednisone (CSA) (N=117) or
azathioprine-orednisone-ALG (AZA) (N=I07). All pa-
tients were followed from 1 to 4 vrs. In diabet-
ics, the incidence of both major (MI, stroke) and
minor (PE, DVT, TIA, superficial thrombonhlebitis,
renal artery thrombosis, renal vein thrombosis,
peripheral arterial occlusion) TE was hi9her in
AZA-treated patients (Table). This trend became
statistically significant when major and minor TE
were totalled. No significant differences were no-
ted between the 2 regimens in nondiabetics. Thus,
CSA does not aopear to increase the risk of PT and
may in fact lower the incidence of TE in diabetic
renal allonraft recipients.
Table
Group Regimen No. (%) natients with
Major TE Minor TE Total
-
2(3) (g)*
6(10) 13(22)*
STATISTICAL APPROACH TO ASSESS EFFICACY OF
INTERVENTION THERAPY FROM CREATININE—TIME DATA IN
TRANSPLANT PATIENTS WITH PROGRESSIVE RENAL
FAILURE. R.H. Haachemeyer, R.R. Riggio, L.
Tapia and N.H. Stenzel. Dept. of Biochem. & The
Rogoain Inatitute, The New York Hoapital—Cornell
Univ. Medical College, New York, N.Y.
Uae of recipro.al creatinine (Cr) va time
plota to detect changea in kidney function
following therapy (N.E.J.M. 331:623, 1984) may
require statistical aida for confident
assessment. We deacribe auch a method with
extenaiona to more complex functions. If aome
function of Cr and time, F(Cr,t) deacribea the
rate at which renal failure occure, meaningful
changes in F(Cr,t) related to therapy can be
detected by the "extra sum of squares"
principle. F(Cr,t) requires minimum parameters
and weighting to attain constant variance. To
achieve this end, we first explored data from
patients who rejected grafts after 2 yrs.
Example results showed 1/Cr vs t and Ln Cr vs t
were statistically linear in 90% of cases despite
exclusiveness of the 2 functions. No general
form for proper weighting was obvious. We
therefore combined data sets by transformation of
equations polynomial in time. Individual data
were fit by least—squares, ordinate data divided
by the intercept, coefficients of t redefined to
convert the abscissa to % of rejection time and
the combined data set reanalyzed. Trial weights
were tested until proven reasonable by residual
analysis. These weights can then be applied to
other data and used to compare single—function
overall fit with that obtained separately before
and after therapy. A common intercept (start of
therapy) was forced with dummy variables.
CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF MONITORING ACTIVATED
I-CELLS IN RENAL ALLOGRAFT RECIPIENTS BY TWO—
COLOR FLOW CYTOMETRY. Joseph N. Hsyes,* Andrew
C. Novick, Rafael Vslenzuela,* and Donald R.
Steinmuller, Cleveland Clinic Foundation,
Clevelsnd, Ohio.
Two—color fluorescence flow cytometry and the
monoc].onal antibodies T—ll and HLA—DR were used
to sequentially monitor the changing patterns in
the specific activated I—cell subpopulstion of 68
renal sllograft recipients. Data was analyzed by
subdividing patients according to 4 immunosup-
pressive protocols.
In csdsveric recipients treated with ALG, the
absolute numbers of both total sod sctivsted I—
cells decreased in the early post—transplant
period, with total I—cells affected to a signifi—
cantly greater extent than sctivated I—cells. In
living—related donor recipients not on ALG, the
absolute number of the total I—cells remained re-
latively stable post—transplant, while the ab-
solute numbers and % activated I—cells increased
significantly.
For all patients, regardless of the type of
transplant or immunosuppressive treatment, there
was a significant trend toward an increased post—
transplant mean % sctivsted I—cells with a de-
crease 3 to 4 days prior to rejection, and s sub-
sequent peak during rejection. This trend was
exaggerated by the effects of ALG, but did not
seem to be solely dependent on ALG therapy.
These findings suggest that more specific peri-
pheral blood multicolor analysis, especially of
lymphocyte activation psrsmeters, may be helpful
in the early diagnosis and treatment of sllo—
graft rejection.
RANDOMIZED, PROSPECTIVE, CODED TRIAL OF FINE
NEEDLE ASPIRATION BIOPSY (FMAB) IN RENAL TRANS-
PLANTATION. J.H. Helderman, J. Hernandez5, J.
Glennie5, D. Womble5, R. Toto, K. Brinker, A.
Hull, and J.P. Kokko, UTHSCD, Dallas, TX.
We have subjected the FNAB technique to a
randomized, prospective, coded trial to discern
its usefulness in the clinical practice of renal
transplantation.
All consenting renal allograft recipients
from 2/86-6/86 underwent an aspiration on P0 day
3 and qod thereafter until discharge. Samples
were coded by a computer generated sequence of
random numbers and submitted to pathology for
histologic diagnosis. At the same time the
clinical staff rendered a diagnosis using stan-
dard laboratory and clinical data without bene-
fit of FMAB reading. This diagnosis was often
confirmed by response to appropriate therapeutic
maneuvers. Ninety-four diagnostic aspirates
were performed in 22 patients with a mean of 4±1
per patient (range 2-13). In 80/94 the sample
was histologically diagnostic (85%). 15/17
clinical rejections were diagnosed pathological-
ly on coded specimens for a sensitivity index of
90%. There was 1 false positive diagnosis of
rejection, specificity = 9. 29/3D instances
of acute renal failure were diagnosed pathologi-
cally while 25/27 instances of normal function
were correctly diagnosed. All 3 instances of
cyclosporine toxicity were discerned on the
coded specimens. Conclusion: this severe test
has demonstrated that the FNAB is highly sensi-
tive and specific for the diagnosis of rejec-
tion, acute renal failure, cyclosporine toxici-
ty, and normal function of the renal transplant.
Diabetics USM(r4=oh)
(N=125) AZA(N=59)
3( 5)
702)
Nondiabetics CSA(N=51) 5(10) 5(10) 10(20)
(N=99) AZA(N=48) 1(2) 5(11) 6(13)
*p0 045
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RESULTS OF TRANSPLANTATION OF NON-UTILIZED
KIDNEYS FROM U.S. CENTERS. G.B. Heifrich,
B.M. Pechan, M.R. Alijani, G.E. Schreiner.
Division of Transplantation, Department of
Surgery, Division of Nephrology, Department of
Medicine, Georgetown University Medical Center,
Washington, D.C.
Seventy—eight consecutive renal transplants
were performed frau 1979 to 1986 in non—ininigrant
aliens from 16 countries. All were informed of
institutional policy that kidneys utilized were
first refused by all U.S. centers. No exceptions
occurred.
The average waiting time on the computer list
was 2.1 nonths for A11 group A patients (23), 2.2
months for group B patients (14), and 4.8 months
for group 0 patients (31). Mean preservation
was 37 hrs. 7 mm. for machine perfused (28) and
44 hrs. 51 mm. for cold stored (50) kidneys.
Dialysis was required the first week post—
transplant in 34.6% of these recipients. Success
rates* were 89% one year patient survival and 68%
one year graft function. Eata for less than one
year is 95% patient survival and 76% graft
function. Currently, at least 10% of kidneys
recovered in the U.S. are not transplanted. The
reasons for non—utilization appear to he that
either no recipients accepted the kidney,
preservation time was excessive, anatomical
abnormalities or that donors were under five
years of age. Results of transplantation of
non—utilized kidneys appear to be acceptable.
*Non_actuarial, deaths counted as graft failures.
CV A/PREDNISONE CONVERSION IN STABLE PATIENTS 1
YEAR POST-TRANSPLANT. A.R. Hull, J.H.
Helderman, A. Sagalowsky, R. Toto, and I.
Dawidson*. JTHSCD, Dallas, TX.
Cy A has been implicated in irreversible
chronic renal damage after chronic administra-
tion in normal and transplanted kidneys. To
assess the fate of patients slowly converted to
conventional imuran and prednisone at 1 year and
to assess the impact of Cy A when chronically
used in low dose, a randomized prospective study
has been performed. Renal transplant recipients
with stable renal function, no recent rejec-
tions, and on a Cy A dose 5 mg/kg at 1 year
were randomized to remain on their low dose Cy A
or to be converted to imuran (2 mg/kg) while Cy
A was slowly tapered over 5 weeks. Of the 10
patients converted, the postconversion serum
creatinine fell from 2.2 to 1.9 mg/kg (pO.Ol),
7 required a return to Cy A, 6 are on triple
therapy. 6 acute rejection episodes were
experienced with 1 graft loss. Hyperbilirubin-
emia (1) and severe leukopenia (1) were compli-
cations. The 9 patients remaining on Cy A were
stable without rejection. Serum creatinine fell
in this group, while GFR by isotopic measure-
ments rose over 18 months follow—up. Conclu-
sion: slow conversion of stable patients at 1
year does not prevent rejection on the one hand,
while low dose Cy A is not associated with loss
of renal function.
SUCCESSFULL RENAL TRANSPLANTATION USING UNRELATED
LIVING DONORS (ULO) WITH DONOR SPECIFIC BLOOD
TRANSFUSIONS (O.S.T.). Luiz E.Ianhez. LuIz S.Azeve
do, 3010 E.Romlo Jr., Elias David Neto, Maria P.
Galvlo and Emil Sabbaga. Unidada be Transpiante
Renal do Hospital das Clinicas da Universidade de
Sb Paulo BrasH.
The graft survival rate of 55 cases of U.L.O. with
D.S.T. was compared with 39 cases of U.L.D. without
D.S.T., and 59 cases of related living donors (R.L.
0.) without O.S.T.. receiving steroids and azathi
oprine.
The sensibilization rate was 335 with fresh hood.
1055 with fresh hood and azathioprine and 6.25
with stored blood.
The number of rejection crises was lower and the
first crises was more precocious in the cases of
D.S.T.
The rate of first graft lost by rejection was lo
wer in the group U.L.O. with LJ.S.T. being simi
lar to the one observed in the R.L.O. without 0.
S.T. Rate of graft lost by rejection: 5.55 - U.L.
0. with D.S.T.. 17.85 U.L.O. without O.S.T. and
7,05 - R.L.D. without O.S.T.
In conclusion: Unrelated living donors with D.S.T.
can successfully be used in lieu of the first de-
gree living related donors. We can recommend the
use of U.L.O. in situations when a medically and
ethically accepted unrelated donors is available.
CICLOSPORINE IN RENAL TRANSPLANTATIONS TN PATIENTS
WITH DIABETIC NEPHROPATHY. Luiz E.Ianhez, Pedro R.
Chocair, Arthur C.P.Silva and Emil Sabbaga. Unida-
de de Transplants Renal do Hospital das Clinicas
be Universidade de SIc Paulo - Brasil.
Ciclosporine IC A) associated to 20 mg of predniso
ne was given as5immunessupression to 18 patients
(F) with diabetic nephropathy. transplanted with
living relatad donor IL.R.D.) 13 cases. cadbver
donor IC.D.) 4 cases and unrelated living donor
(U.L.O.) 1 case. Some collateral effect was noted
in all patients as follow: hepatotoxicity (10),
hireutism (8). hyperuricemia 16). nephrotoxicity
(6), hypertension (3) and tremors (2)
One graft was lost due to rejection after 3 months.
Fifteen patients were electively converted to aza
thioprine between the 3 and 10° months after
transplant, and in one case during the first month
because of nephrotoxicity. Two patients presented
rejection after conversion reverted without seque
le with Methylprednisolone.
No death was observed and renal Function was nor-
mal in the 16 P.
In one group of 17 P. with diabetic nephropathy
transplanted with conventional therapy )Azathio-
prine and prednisone) with P.L.O. 13 cases. U.L.D.
4 cases, was used as control and we noted 5 graft
lost and 4 death in the same follow up period (3
to 21 months).
The insuline requirement was not different in both
groups.
In conclusion: Ciclosporine was superior to conven
tional immunassupression in patients with diabetic
nephropatby.
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CYCLOSPORINE-INDUCED CELL PROLIFERATION IS UNIQUE
TO THE KIDNEY. N.N. Jackson*, M.E. Convery* and
H.D. Humes, VAMC and U of MI, Ann Arbor, NI.
We have shown that cyclosporine (Cs) adminis-
tration t rats increases the in vivo incorpor-
ation of H-thaidine (T) in the kidney, primarily
in the interstitium. studies were performed to
determine whether this proliferative response was
unique to the kidney. The in vivo incorporation
of T into DNA in the heart, liver, spleen and
kidney was examined in control and CS (100 mg/kg!
day) treated1rats. Although higher levels of T
(18.9±14 xlO dpm/ml) in the serum of3CS treated
rats compared to control (15.5+11 xlO , p <.05)
occurred so that the non-specilic uptake of radio—
label was higher in all organs of CS treated rats,
there was no significant increase in the specific
T incorporation into DNA of spleen, liver or
heart. * denotes p < 0.05 compared to control
vaues.10 dpm/mg DNA in: Kidney Spleen Liver Heart
Control 5.0+3.1 32+27 7.9+5.6 5.1+1.2
CS 11.5T6.3* 45111 8,912.3 7.613.2
These results show tEat CS induced cell prolifer-
ation is unique to the kidney. Histoautoradio—
graphic examination of the kidney revealed that
mononuclear interstitial cells and not tubule
cells were the predominant site of T incorpor-
ation. Only a mild increase in renal interstitial
cells staining positive with fluorescent mono—
clonal antibodies to leukocyte common antigen and
to T—cell surface antigens were seen after CS,
suggesting that the interstitial cell prolifer-
ation is due to cells other than infiltrating
inflammatory cells, most likely fibroblasts.
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF RABBIT ANTI-THYNOCYTE SERUM
(ATS) IN THE REVERSAL OF ACUTE ALLOGRAFT REJEC-
TION — A MULTICENTER STUDY. Keith Johnson, Gary
Nihlsck*, William Vaughn*, Vanderbilt University
Department of Nedicine and Biostatistica,
Nashville, Tennessee, and the ATS Study Group.
The Nashville Transplant Program has utilized
rabbit AIS as part of its immunosuppressive regi-
men since 1977. In June 1984 we embarked upon a
multicenter randomized prospective study to
compare the effectiveness of rabbit ATS with horse
anti—thymocyte serum (ATC) in the reversal of
acute allograft rejection. Both living relsted
and cadaveric allograft recipients were included
in the study. To date, 5 centers have participated
and contributed data on 166 acute rejection epi—
sodea. Thus far, 54 of 64 (B4%) rejections were
successfully reversed with ATG and 82 of 95 (B6%)
by the ATS. Subsequent rejection episodes
occurred in 2B% of those patients treated with
ATG and 35% of those patients receiving ATS. One
year actuarial functional graft survival rate was
80% with ATG and B5% with ATS. Adverse reactions
occurred in 77% of the patients receiving ATG and
29% of the patients receiving ATS. The moat
common adverse reactiona for both were fever (28%)
and chills (17%).
Our data indicates that ATG and ATS are
equally effective in reversing acute allograft
rejection. ATS seems to have clinical advantage
in that it requirea less dilution for admini—
atration, can be adminiatered through peripheral
veins, and the incidence of side effects is
less.
GROWTH AFTER PEDIATRIC RENAL TRANSPLANTATION;
INPORTANCE OF ALTERNATE DAY STEROIDS. Bruce
Kaiser, Martin Polinaky, Jean Stover, H. Jorge
Baluarte. St.Christopher'a Hospital for
Children, Temple Univ. Sch. of Ned., Phila. PA
The restoration of normal growth for children
with chronic renal failure remains one of the
most important goals of pediatric renal
transplantation. In order to maximize growth we
attempt to place all children with growth
potential on alternate day steroids 6 to 9
montha poat transplant. We compared growth
during dialysis and after transplantation in 26
children atarting dialysis for the firat time
and remaining on dialysia for at least 9 to 12
months. During dialysis growth, expreaaed as
percent of expected height velocity for bone age,
waa 57 + 27% of normal compared to 74 44
(pna) during the firat year post transplant.
During the firat year post transplantation the
children remained on daily ateroida for a
majority of the time. Fifteen children were
changed to alternate day steroids and followed
for at least 10 montha. Creatinine remained
atable with the change to alternate day steroids
1.1 + .4 mg!dl before and 1.2 .5 mg!dl after.
However, the percent of expected height velocity
increased to 116 + 46% in the firat year of
alternate day ateroida which was significantly
greater than during dialyaia and the first year
poat transplant (p<0.00l). Normal growth can
occur with renal transplantation and steroid
dose seems to be more critical than normal renal
function.
CYCLOSPORINE(CaA) MAY ACT VIA RECEPTORS. BoydM.
Koffaan,* Nasir Bashirelahi,* and Steve Y. Shen.
Dept. of Biochemistry, sod Div. of Neph. , Univ. of
MD. Baltimore, MD.
CsA is s widely used immunosuppressive drug.
One complication of treatment with CsA is nephro—
toxicity. The possibility that C5A acts via cel-
lular receptors was studied with human kidney. We
have developed a methodology for separation of
bound and free CaA. Binding assays were performed
in the CsA concentration rangof 0.5 to 10 nM on
membrane, cytoaol. and nuclear fractions. Speci-
fic saturable binding was observed in both cytoaol
and nuclear fractions. Time course and tempera-
ture dependence studies were also performed. Max-
imum binding was aeeo at 4°C and one hour incuba-
tion. The B and K values for CaA binding to
max D
each fraction were 244 fmolea!mg protein and 0.54
nM, respectively, for the cytoaol fraction; and
354 fmolea!mg protein aod 0.53 nN, respectively
for the nuclear fraction. The possibility that
CaA could act through the glucocorticeid receptors
was examined. Competition studies were performed
with excess unlabelled cortiael, corticoaterone,
dexaaethaaooe, and triamcinolone acetonide. These
glucocorticoida were unable to displace specific-
ally bound CaA in either the cytosol or nuclear
fractiona. We are currently further inveatigating
the localization of the receptors in the renal
cortex and medulla. We are also examining the
correlation between C5A nephretexicity and the
degree of saturation and numbers of the receptors
in the different parts of the kidney.
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SYNTHETIC HLA PEPTIDES INHIBIT HUMAN ALLOGENEIC
CYTOTOXIC T LYMPHOCYTES. Alan M. Krensky, Carol
Clayberger,* Sherri L. Zorn,* David Ludwig *
Gary Schloonik,* and Peter Parham.* Departments
of Pediatrics, Medical Microbiology and Cell
Biology, Stanford University Medical Center,
Stanford, CA.
Understanding the nature of Major Histo-
compatibility Complex (MHC) recognition by
lymphocytes is fundamental to solving transplant
rejection. Our approach to this problem has
been to study the relationship between the pri-
mary structure of HLA molecules and recognition
by alloreactive cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL)
(J. Exp. Med. 162: 1709; 1985). The amino
acid sequence of HLA-A2 and HLA-Aw68 are identi-
cal from residues 98 to 113 with one exception:
HLA-A2 has a tryptophan at position 107 whereas
HLA-Aw68 has a glycine. We have made synthetic
peptides corresponding to residues 98-113 for
both HLA-A2 and HLA-Aw68. The peptide with
tryptophan at position 107 inhibits lysis by
HLA-A2 specific CTL whereas the peptide with
glycine does not. Furthermore, inhibition is
lost if the peptide is enzymatically degraded
with proteinase K. These studies show that
some allospecific 01 can recognize short
linear amino acid sequences or "processed"
ElLA. Definition of the molecular basis of
the CTL-HLA interaction will be useful in
designing strategies for specific immunotherapy
of transplant rejection.
ELEVATED SERUM B2 MICROGLOBULIN LEVELS ASSOCIATED
WITH ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS) IN
A RENAL ALLOGRAFT RECIPIENT. Prem Kumar*, James
Pearson, David Martin*, Stephen Leech*, Paul
Buisseret*, Helen Bezbak*, Francisco Gonzalez,
John Royer*, H.Z. Streicher*(1) and W. Carl
Saxinger*(1). LSU Medical Center, New Orleans,
Louisiana and (1) National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, Maryland.
In renal allograft recipients, serial
measurements of serum B2 microglobulin are per-
formed as one of the early indicators for the
diagnosis of rejections. We report here a living
donor—related renal allograft recipient in whom a
progressive rise in B2 microglobulin levels was
observed in the post—transplant period in spite of
normal renal function. This patient, a 38—year—
old female, received an HLA—identical transplant
from her brother. Her post—operative course was
complicated by serious opportunistic infections
such as pneumocystitis carinii pneumonia,
systemic histoplasmosis, disseminated herpes
simplex and, in addition, she developed Kaposi's
sarcoma in spite of withdrawal of immunosuppres-
sive therapy. She subsequently died of hepatic
failure. The donor was later discovered to have
been strongly positive for HTLV—III antibodies.
The serologic studies on stored serum samples
from the patient demonstrated sero—conversion for
HTLV—III antibodies 7 weeks post—transplant with
the development of P41 antibody (Western Blot
Method). The rise in B2 microglobulins coincided
with clinical findings consistent with AIDS and
preceeded sero—conversion by 5 weeks. Based on
the findings observed in this patient, elevated B2
microglobulins may be an early marker of AIDS.
RENAL SCANS ARE NEITHER COST EFFECTIVE NOR SENSI-
TIVE IN THE LONGTERM MANAGEMENT OF RENAL ALLO-
GRAFTS. Sunder M. Lal, Alan M. Luger, Antonio
Scalamogna, K.M. Alfieri, and C.S. Brooks. Univ.
of Missouri and VA Hospitals, Columbia, Missouri.
A retrospective analysis of 20 cases of renal
transplantation was performed to determine the
cost—effectiveness of renal scan in the diagnosis
of renal allograft rejection. Comparisons were
made between percutaneous biopsy findings and
renal scan results and a cost analysis performed.
RENAL Rejection
SCAN Negative
RENAL BIOPSY
Rejection Negative
7 0
11 2
Total costs for performing and interpreting renal
scan and renal biopsies were $57,171 and $7,421
respectively. The sensitivity of renal scan for
allograft rejection was only 39% (7/18) although
false positive findings on renal scan were not
identified. Only 1 patient had changes made in
imunosuppressive therapy based entirely on renal
scan results. Our findings indicate that, at
least at our institution, renal scan is an expen-
sive and insensitive indicator of rejection and
that considerable savings can be attained without
compromise of patient care if the use of renal
scan is restricted to documentation of blood flow
in the immediate post—operative period. Other
more direct, more sensitive, less expensive
methods such as fine needle aspiration biopsy are
available.
NEPHROTOXICITY OF CYCLOSPORINE A (GsA) AND CYCLO—
SPORINE G (CsG) IN A RAT MODEL. I. Lancman, A.
Tejani, A. Pomrantz, M. Khawar, C. Chen. Dept. of
Pediatrics, SUNY—DMC, Brooklyn, New York.
Cyclosporine C like Cyclosporine A is a cyclic
endecapeptide where the alpha—amino butyric acid
residue in position 2 is replaced by nor—valine.
We studied the effects of both drugs on renal
function in a non transplant rat model to avoid the
additional variable of rejection. Age and weight
matched pairs of male Sprauge—Dawley rats were
treated with either powdered CsA or CsG 25mg/kg
dissolved in 1cc of olive oil daily subcutaneously
for 21 days. A control group (C) received olive
oil only. Blood pressure (BP) and creatinine (Cr)
were measured on days 0, 7, 14 and 21. On day 22
animals were weighed, anesthetized and glomerular
filtration rate (GFR) and renal plasma flow (RPF)
were measured using c14 inulin and 3H para amino
hippurate respectively. GFR and RPF are expressed
as ml/mn/lOOgm body weight (BW). Kidneys were
processed for histology.
Results: No differences were noted between the
C5A, C5G or C Group as for B.P. and Cr.
C(n9) CsA(n=13) CsG(n=13)
B.W. (gms) 265±8 238±15* 257±24**
RPF 0.84±0.08 0.50±0.2* O.86±0.l**
GFR 0.60±0.04 0.26±0.08* 0.56±0.l**
*p<000l vs C **p MS vs C
Light microscopy showed calcification at the
cortico medullary junction in 8 of 10 C5A and 0/6
CsG animals (p<.Ol). Patchy tubular atrophy was
seen in 40% C5A and none of CsG animals (p NS).
Our study shows that (1) Cr is not an adequate
marker for nephrotoxicity and (2) unlike CsA,
short term use of C5G in the rat model does not
induce nephrotoxicity.
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NATURAL KILLER (NK) ACTIVITY IN CYCLOSPORINE (CYA)
TREATED RENAL TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS.
N. Lefkowitz,* J. Kornbluth,* J. Tomaszewski,*
D. Jorkasky. Univ. of Penn., Phila., PA.
Recent experiments from our laboratory indicate
that NK cells are resistant to the imunosuppres—
sive effects of CYA in vitro. Since NK cells can
infiltrate allografts and may be resistant to CYA
invivo, their activity may be relevant to graft
rejection. To test this hypothesis, we prospec-
tively studied 15 CYA treated renal transplant
(tx) recipients. NK activity was assessed in a
4—h chromium release assay and measured twice
pre—tx to establish a baseline and at frequent
intervals post—tx. Representative time periods
are indicated below (means SEM):
Wks Post—tx 0 1 4 8 12
Lytic Units 111±14 102±22 83±24 80±18 76±14
p<0.05 all times vs. time 0, paired T—test
Eleven rejection episodes occurred in 10 patients.
Although no correlation was observed between pretx
NK activity and subsequent rejection (116±30 rej.
vs. 108±28 no rej.), a large increase in lytic
activity occurred in 8 of 11 rejection episodes
which subsequently returned to baseline following
treatment. A similar increase in lytic activity
was rarely seen (11 of 132) in the absence of
rejection. An influx of NK cells could not be
demonstrated, however, in stained biopsy specimens
obtained during rejection.
Thus, in contrast to severely depressed NK
levels reported in azathioprine treated patients,
no significant depression in NK activity was
observed in CYA treated patients. In addition,
our results suggest that NK cells are activated
during allograft rejection, but their exact role
in the rejection process remains to be defined.
CYCLOSPORINE LIMITS COMPENSATORY RENAL GROWTH
AND ORNITHINE DECARBOXYLASE ACTIVITY. Joy L.
and Bryant Benson* (Intr. by Stanley N.'
Lee). V.A. Med. Ctr., Univ. of Az., Depts. of
Tnt. Med. and Anat., Tucson, Az.
Compensatory renal growth (CRC) may be stim-
ulated by a serum renotropic factor (RF) which
appears to induce renal ornithine decarboxylase
(ODC), the rate—limiting enzyme for synthesis
of growth—regulating polyamines. Cycloaporine
(Cy) attenuates renal ODC activity in response
to other tropic hormones (Molec and Cell Endocr
35:159, 1984). In order to evaluate the effects
of Cy on renal ODC and growth in response to the
RF, groups of 9—10 adult male rats were given 15
or 25 mg/kg/day of Cy s.c. for six days after
left nephrectomy (LN). Aa Cy induces anorexia,
which retards CRC, vehicle—treated controls were
pair—fed to animals treated with both doses.
Right Kidney
Cain in Dry Wt (mg) RNA/DNA
46.0 + 7.1 2.3 ÷ 0.04
20.2 + 9.0* 2.1 + 0.04*
Renal ODC was measured 24 and 48 hours after
LN. 25 mg/kg/day of Cy prevented the 24 hour
peak in ODC activity seen in vehicle—treated
controls (p<O.O5). Cy may limit CRC by inter-
fering with the induction of renal ODC in
response to the RF.
CLINICAL UTILITY OF ULTRASONICALLY GUIDED FINE
NEEDLE ASPIRATION BIOPSY OF TRANSPLANT KIDNEY. A.
M. Luger, S.M. Lal*, J. Miller*, D. Witten*, and
C.S. Brooks. University of Missouri, Columbia,
Missouri.
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the
clinical utility of ultrasonic guidance of fine
needle aspiration biopsies of renal allografts.
Since June 1985 we have performed 55 FNAB using
the technique of Hayry and von Willerbrand; 24% of
these specimens have been inadequate because of
poor sampling. Hence, we modified the original
technique by using ultrasonic guidance with a
Philips SDU 2000 Real Time Ultrasound Unit and a
Cevco Medical Instrument Co. RNG Series "Needle!
Biopsy System. With this instrument a bright spot
at the needle tip can be watched on the monitor to
ascertain the exact position of the needle, assur-
ing adequate biopsy of the renal cortex. To date,
those biopsies performed with this technique have
been uniformly adequate. We recommend the use of
this technique during the imediate post—operative
period if the patient's abdomen is too tender for
good manual localization of the allograft; in
obese patients; in patients with small pediatric
allografts; in the presence of lymphoceles or
perirenal hematomas; in any patient in whom manual
localization of the allograft is uncertain.
LIPOSOME DELIVERY OF CYCLOSPORINE (C) PREVENTS
ACUTE RENAL HEMODYNANIC CHANGES. D.R. Luke,
B.L. Kasiske, C.R. Matzke, W.M. Awni, W.F.
Keane. Henn. Co. Med. Ctr, School of Med. and
College of Pharmacy, Univ. of Minn., Mpls, MN.
Intravenous C (C—IV) may cause acute altera-
tions in renal function. We compared the
effects of C—IV on renal function with C
dispersed in liposomes (C—L) in the constant
pressure perfused isolated rat kidney. After
baseline function (pre) was assessed, 5mg C—IV,
25 mg C—L or saline (S) were added. Inulin
clearance (GFR), vascular resistance (R) and
sodium excretion (FENa) were reassessed (post).
Concentrations of C in kidney, perfusate and
urine were measured by HPLC. Since adrenergic
activity may mediate renal functional changes in
vivo, C—L was also evaluated in norepinephrine
(NE) perfused kidneys. Results (Mean±SE):
Group n R(pre) R(post) GFR(pre) GFR(post)
(mmHg.g.min/ml) (pl/min/g)
C—IV 5 1.62±.24 17622a 820±140
C—L 5 1.78±.15 1.78±.15 840±110 790±110
S 5 1.8±.14 1.82±.12 750±140 690±140
ap<Q5 p<.O1 vs. pre; c<01 vs. S
C—IV caused renal vasoconstrjction and a marked
decline in GFR. In contrast, C—L did not affect
R or GFR, despite comparable concentrations of C
in the kidney parenchyma (55.1 7.2 ug/g). FENa
was not different between groups. Similarly,
C—L did not affect kidneys vasoconstrjcted with
NE. Liposome delivery of C prevented acute
changes in renal hemodynamics seen with C—IV
even when a five—fold greater dose was adminis-
tered. Liposomes may provide an alternative
vehicle for IV administration of C.
Vehicle
Cy—15
Vehicle
Cy—25
23.1 4.0
14.0 + 3.7
Values are means
1.7 + 0.03
1.6 + 0.04*
SEM,*p<O.05
IN VIVO MODULATION OF MAJOR HISTOCOMPATIBILITY
COMPLEX (MHC) ANTIGENS IN THE MURINE KIDNEY BY
INTERFERON a/U (IFNa/U). JE Maauire*, AN
Williams*, CL George*, I Cresser*, and RB Colvin.
Mass Gen Hosp, Boston, MA and CNRS, Villejuif,
FR.
We have analysed the in vivo effects of IFNa/$
and found certain important differences from
IFNy. Natural purified murine IFNa/ with an
antiviral titer of 1/800,000, was given i.p. to
B1O.BR mice (H-2k) (0.25m1 bid for 3 days). The
effect on the expression of MHC antigens was
assessed on day 4 by immunoperoxidase staining
with biotinylated monoclonal antibodies to class
I (K D , 3-83P) and class II (IAk, 10-2.16)
antigens. IFNa/U induced marked class I staining
in the glomerulus, arterial endothelium, and
Bowman's capsule. Proximal tubule cells also
showed increased class I expression, but were
less responsive than glomeruli. Little or no
change of class II expression in proximal tubules
or glomeruli was observed. IFNa/8 caused a
significant decrease in the number of class II
positive corical dendritic cells (12.6±4.1 vs
62.0±13.0/mm , p<O.OO1). A similar, although
less dramatic decrease was seen in dendritic
cells in the heart. Thus, the effects of IFNa/U
contrast with those of IFN, which increases
class II expression in proximal tubules, induces
relatively more class I expression in proximal
tubules than glomeruli, and increases dendritic
cells. These data suggest a mechanism by which
viral infection may promote graft rejection at
the level of glomeruli and vessels through IFNcr/U
mediated class I MHC antigen induction.
LACK OF POST-TRANSPLANT HYPOPHOSPHATEMIA IN CYCLO-
SPORIN-PREDNISONE TREATED RENAL TRANSPLANT RECIP-
IENTS. S. Mahajan, D. Sillix, N. Wood*, S. Bhat, J.
Martin*, D. Abu-Hamdan, S. Migdal and F. McDonald.
Hutzel Hospital, Wayne State Univ., Detroit, MI
Azathioprine-prednisone (AP) treated renal trans-
plant (RT) recipients often develop hypophosphatem
ia (hypoPO ) following RT. To determine if cyclo-
sporin-prenisone (CP) treatedRT recipients devel-
op post RT hypoPo4 as often as AP treated RT, we
followed serum phosphate (P04) in 36 CP and 65 AP
treated RT who were more than 6 months post RT.
Twenty-six of 65 AP (407.) treated had hypoPO4 while
only one of 36 C? treated (37.) had serum P04 less
than 2.5 mg/dl. All hypoPO4 patients had normal
graft function (serum creatinine <1.5 mgldl). The
two groups (CP vs AP) of hypoPo4 RT were similar
in age, sex, serum calcium, albumin and number of
patients receiving antacids, diuretics, cadaveric
or living related RT but were different in regard
to prednisone (P) dosage (14±5 vs 28±6 mg/day).
Serum P0 correlated significantly with P dosage
(r O.6, p<.Ol). To determine if hypoPO4 is re-
lated to the phosphaturic action of high parathy-
roid hormone (PTH) or steroids, we measured PTH
levels and 24 hour urinary P04 excretion inhypoPo4
A? and CP RI recipients. C? treated RT had signi-
cantly higher PTH levels but lower P0 clearance
(CP04/C ) than those in A? treated R. Urinary
P04 corlated significantly and reciprocally with
serum P0 in both C? and A? RT. The results of
this stuy suggest that hypoP04 is uncommon among
CP treated RT. The beneficial effect of cyclospor-
in on post RI hypoPo4 may be related either to its
steroid sparing action or to a specific inhibitory
effect on the phosphaturic action of PTH and
steroids.
LINEAR C—3 DEPOSITS ON THE TUBULAR BASEMENT MEM-
BRANE (TBM) — PREDICTIVE VALUE IN RENAL ALLOGRAFT
SURVIVAL. M. Mathew* and K. Bolton. Univ. of Va
Med. Ctr., Charlottesville, VA.
We have observed linear and granular IBM depo-
sits of C—3 in renal allograft biopsies (Bx). The
significance of these deposits has not been estab-
lished. We have analyzed the predictive impor-
tance of these deposits on renal allograft survi-
val. From 1974—84, 88 transplant (Tx) patients
(pts) had Tx Bx for reasons of allograft dysfunc-
tion. Eight grafts lost due to technical failures
were excluded. All pta were followed for a mini-
mum period of 2 yrs from the Bx. Bx were process-
ed for light, electron, and imunofluorescence mi-
croscopy. On the basis of C—3 deposits on the
TBM, pts were divided into 3 groups. Group I, no
C—3 deposits, 47 pts; Group II, granular deposits
of C—3, 28 pts; and Group III, linear deposits of
C—3, 13 pts. Years I II III
4 1 57% 28% 62%Tx loss 4 5 64% 61% 92%
Still Functioning 21% 18% 8%
The incidence of acute and chronic rejection
was not different. In Group III, 12 Tx were lost
by 5 yrs (92%) and the remaining 1 pt has chronic
rejection at 2 yrs post Tx. Graft survival of
Group III was significantly less than Groups I
and II (Kaplan—Mefer curves) P=O.O2. There was
no difference in graft survival between Groups I
and II. There was no association of anti—IBM
antibody deposits with C—3, and the mechanism of
deposition Is unknown. We conclude that the pre-
sence of linear C—3 deposits along the TBM, in
the setting of allograft dysfunction, conveys a
oor prognosis in ultimate allograft survival.
Cappel Labs
CYCLOSPORINE INDUCED PRERENAL AZOTEMIA IN
HEART TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS; EASILY REVERSIBLE
WITH BRIEF DOSE REDUCTION. David N. Gillum,*
Mary Anne McDonald,I and Eleanor D. Lederer.
Baylor College of Medicine, Department of Ned—
lame, Houston, Texas.
Recent evidence in animals and man
demonstrates acute and chronic reductions in
RBF mediated by cyclosporine (Cy). The postop-
erative course of 24 heart transplant (tx)
recipients, 2 heart—lung, and 1 liver tx reci-
pient were reviewed for evidence of Cy induced
prerenal azotemia using BUN/Cr ratio, UNa+
and measurements of systemic hemodynamics.
Severe prerenal azotemia attributable to Cy
was identified in 2 heart tx reoeipients and
1 liver tx recipient (BUN 116 12.5, Cr 3.1
— 0.7, UN + 6.3 4.7). Mean C.O. in the 3
patients as 7.75 2.4 L/min and no other
factors known to cause renal hypoperfusion
were present. The time to maximum renal dys-function was 8.7 . 3.8 days following surgery
and there was no difference in whole blood Cy
levels between the 2 groups during the time to
development of the prerenal state (739 vs
738). Withholding one or two doses or dose
reduction was associated with rapid return of
renal function with return to baseline in 5—6
days in each case. Reinstitution of the pre-
vious Cy dose following return to baseline did
not result in further renal dysfunction. We
conclude that Cy may cause marked prerenal
azotemia in the early postoperative period
following heart and liver transplantation
which is rapidly reversible with brief dose
reduction.
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POTENTIAL MECHANISM FOR CYCLOSPORIN (CsA)—INDUCED
HYPERTENSION:NHANCEMENT OF VASOPRESSIN (AVP)—
STIMULATED Ca MOBILIZATION AND CELL CONTRACTION
IN VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS (VSMC).
H. Meyer_Lehnert*, and R.W. Schrier. Dept. Med.,
Univ. Colorado Sch. Med., Denver, CO.
The mechanisms in the development of hyperten-
sion with CsA therapy are still unknown. We exam-
ined the effect of CsA (lOiig/ml) on C kinetics
in prima cultures of VSMC. AVP (10 N) in-
creased Ca efflux (1644±146 vs 2591+373 cpm/mg
prot/3Osec,p<.O05), but this transient effect was
significantly greater (p<.OOl) with AVP plus CsA
(1702+133 vs 56O5+l235,p(.Ol). This differential
increment was not abolished by Ca—free medium
(462+lO2 vs 2l24±586,p<.OOl). CsA alone did not
affect basal Ca efflux (1339+155 vs 1283+128,NS).
Dantrolene, which inhibits Ca rease from sarco—
plasmic reticulum (SR), blocked Ca efflux stim-
ulated by AVP alone (859+169 vs 9l5+204,NS), but
in the presence of AVP plus C5A, efflux was still
increased (792+115 vs 1204±15l,p<.OO1). C5A did
not $fect resting intracellular free Ca levels
([Ca (141.0±11.7 vs 135.4+8.1 nM,NS)4but
augmented the AVP—induced increase of [Ca 1.
(45.0±7.7 vs 581.1±18.6 nM, p<.OO1). AVP—inuced
VSMC contrgtion was also enhanced by C5A. C5A
increased Ca uptake vs control (7132+445 vs
9991+612 cpm/mg prot, p<.OO1), this effect was
not blocked by verapamil (7132+445 vs 10257+478,
p<.OO1). C5A thus increases AVP—sensitive intra-
cellular Ca pools, i.e. SR and presumably mito—
chondria, by stimulation of transmembrane Ca
influx via nonvoltage—dependent channels. The
effect of CsA to enhance vasoconstrictor mediated
Ca mobilization and contraction in VSMC may be a
causal factor in CsA—induced hypertension.
VERAPAMIL IMPROVES RENAL PRESERVATION BY
24 HOUR COLD PERFUSION IN THE ISOLATED
KIDNEY. S. Mills,* M. Nakamoto,* J.I. Shapiro,
R.W. Schrier, and L. Chan, Dept. Med., Univ. Co.
Sch. Med., Denver, CO.
There is substantial evidence that increased
cellular calcium may activate processes which lead to
cellular injury and death, and calcium entry blockers
(CEB) have been shown to protect against renal
ischemic injury. This approach has been used experi-
mentally to enhance kidney preservation during both
warm and cold ischemia. In the present study, the
effect of the CEB, verapamil, on kidney function
after 24 hrs. of hypothermic (4—7°C) perfusion was
examined. The cold perfusion media consisted of 3%
albumin in phosphate—free Krebs Henseleit saline
supplemented with 5 mM glucose. Cold perfusion was
performed at 40 mmHg perfusion pressure for 24 hrs.
with either 0 (C) or 5 uM verapamil (V) added to the
cold perfusion media. Renal functional parameters of
plasma flow (RPF), inulin clearance (Cm), fractional
(FRNa) and net sodium reabsorption (TNa) were
assessed during 60 mins. of reperfusion at 37°C using
6.7% albumin in Krebs Henseleit saline supplemented
with glucose. inuljn and 20 aminoacids, There was no
increase in RPF with V (32+2 vs 33+1 pl/min/g, NS)
but Cm was significantly hfher (271+30 vs 168+20
pl/min/g, p<.0l) with V. Preservation of tubuli
function by V was demonstrated by an increase in
FRNa (57+8 vs 84+5%, p<.01), TNa (15+3 vs 32+6
simol/minTh, p<.O1T and renal ATP conentration
(4.7+1.0 vs 8.0+.5 umol/g dry tissue, p<.01). Thus, V
appears not onTy to enhance kidney preservation with
warm and cold ischemia (Shapiro et al, Transplan-
tation 40:496, 1985) but also improves renal function
as assessed by GFR, tubular function and tissue ATP
concentration with 24 hour perfusion.
RECURRENCE OF LUPUS NEPHRITIS (LN) AFTER RENAL
TRANSPLANTATION (RTX). A. Vishnu Moorthy, S. W.
Zimmerman, 5. Mejia, H.W. SOllinger* and F. 0.
Belzer.* V.A. Hosp. and Ctr. for Hith. Sci.,
Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison.
We have previously reported our experience in
RTX in patients (pts) with LN. (Arch Intern Med
143:2089, 1983). We now describe the recurrence
of LN in 1 of these pts. 18 pts received 20 renal
allografts. 8 kidneys were lost to acute reject-
ion in the first year. 10 other pts have been
followed for at least 4 years. One pt (#9 in the
previous report) developed skin rash, hematuria,
nephrotic syndrome (urine protein 6.1 g/day) and
renal insufficiency (Ccr 55 mi/mm), 3-1/4 years
after receiving a 4 antigen matched renal graft
from her brother. Her initial post—transplant
course was uneventful apart from a mild acute
rejection. Subsequently she was maintained on low
doses of immunosuppressive agents (IA) (prednisone
12.5 mg and azathioprine 25 mg/day). A biopsy of
her renal allograft showed diffuse proliferative
changes with granular capillary deposits of 196,
1gM, IgA and C3 and dense deposits with finçier
print appearance on EM. With increase in dose of
IA, renal function stabilized over the next 2 yrs.
This patient differed from the other 9 pts in that
her course of LN preceding RTX was short (4 yrs);
she received low dose IA; she had persistent low
levels of C3/C4 (40—65/6.5-10 mg/dl respectively),
positive ANA (1:40 honiogenous) and she was the
only one to have circulating immune complexes
(500-1000 mg/L Clq assay). We document a rare
recurrence of LN in an allograft and suggest
persistent serologic abnormalities may increase
the risk.
CYCLOSPORINE (CyA) ASSOCIATED ADULT RESPIRATORY
DISTRESS SYNDROME (ARDS). Shamkant jnkar*,
Neil Lyman, Ronald Viscuso, Carry Carbone' Mario
Comesanas' Martin Jacobs. Saint Barnabas Medical
Center. Livingston, New Jersey.
CyA and prednisone have been used as the major
immunosuppressants in our center since 1984 in 135
renal rransolant recipients. These patients re-
ceived CyA 5mg/kg Intravenously (IV) via central
vein pre—operatively as well as on daya one and
two post—operatively. Three patients developed
sudden and progressive dysonea within 24—48 hours
post—transplantation requiring reintubation.
Diagnostically, chest x—rays revealed extensive
bilateral infiltrates. Pulmonary capillary wedge
pressures, as measured by Swan—Canz catheters,
were 15—18mm/Mg and bronchoscot,ic cultures were
negative. All natlents required at least three
days of ventilatory support due to hyPoxia.
Treatment included IV methyiprednisolone, high
dose loon diuretics, and empiric broad spectrum
antibiotics. CyA was continued via nasogastric
tube in all patients at a dosage of 14mg/kg/day.
All three natients survived but two of three
suffered irreversible acute cellular rejection.
We conclude that CyA given IV via a central vein
may precipitate a severe life—threatening reaction
characterized by ARDS. The cause of this syndrome
may be the agent CyA or the cremaphor solvent. In
the presence of ARDS, immunosuopression may be
continued via nasogastric tube once infection has
been ruled out. Graft loss In these patients is
high.
TEE RILE CF H'PERTEUSICA A1k) H EPFIICLJ IN CYCLOORINE
(GSA) NEROTCD(ICITY IN RATS. US Uhn Jr*, FG Cosio, LA
I-bert, JO tbhan, II.. Enryk, 1111 Fersor', Depts of Edicine
and Surgery, Chio State lkiiversity, Coluibus, 0-I.
Fnal vascular lesions occur freiently in GSA—treated
renal alloyraft recipients. I evaluated the role of
I'pertension and/or t'perperfi.tsion in the devel cpient of
renal vascular lesions in spontaneously hypertensive rats
(SIR) and nonixtensive controls (W<R). 8-week old rats
received oral GSA (25 mgJkg) or OIL daily for 4 or 8 weeks.
Systolic awake BP was reasured Iry tail cuff. WN and
creatinine ware detarnined at 0, 4, and 8 weeks of
treabint. lnal tissues were obtained at sacrifice and
examined by liit (LJ1) and electron (84) microsccpy.
istaiiorphzeetry was used to evaluate vascular thaoyes.
Conpared to OIL/SIR, CSWSIR dauistrateo siificantly
hier B? and (p = .(X07 and p = .017, respectively) at
4 weeks but not at 8 weeks. In 14CR, GSA had no effect on BUN
or B? after 4 or 8 weeks. By IM, 3 of 8 GSWSHR developed
arta'iolar hyaline dosits at 4 weeks but no vascular
lesions were daionstrated at 8 weeks. By B'l arteriolar
dqosits ware caxsed of intracytcplamiic granules in
arteriolar wall cells. Arteriolar hyaline lesions were not
seen in 11CR. Vascular nr1on1ry did not dauistrate
sigiificant differerces belen GSA or OIL/SIR at 4 or 8
weeks. In 2 grots of SIR, unilateral nqhrecta' (IlIx) was
perfomd 1 week before starting 4 weeks of GSPIOIL
treal]lent. After UI'l, GSA and OIL/SIR did not differ
sigiificantly in El? levels, 8114, or IN findings.
Corclusions: 1) 1rteriolar hyaline dosits in SIR are
likely due to acciaulation of reni n granules early during
GSA treabnt. 2) GSA-treated 514k dnstrate mild,
nooprogressive elevation of 8114 after 4 weeks. 3) GSA does
not accelerate the deve1cgtamt of typertensive vascular
lesions in 514k and neither hypertension nor UNx enhaite GSA
nephrotcici1'.
PARATHYR(JI[) FUNCTII)h IN THANSPLANTLD
PMTILNTS : A OLEVALUATIUN. Dania Nehmé,Marc Levy, Lric Oondeau, FrancoisePaillard, Flarie—NoAile l'eraldl, Jean—Daniel Sraer. lOpital Tenon, Paris.
Paruthyroid function was investigatedin 87 kidney transplanted patients withgood renal func tion(GRF) and in 14 with
impaired renal function(1OF). Results are:
GF1F IOU pGreat: 122+3.94 305+35 <.001
Ca++: 2.308+0.018 2.237+0.036 ns
0.97 +0.025 1.485+0.106 <.001
TOP: 0.73 +0.013 0.515+0.045 <.001
cAMP: 23.87-s-1.64 29.3 +5.05 ns
iPTII: 1.48 +0.095 2.12+0.27 <.01
The results of the iRE group are those ofhyperparathyroidisiii (HPT) due to renalfailure. In the GRE group, 313 have no
biological sign of OPT, 8 of them have
aseptic osteonecrosis (AUN). There is no
significant difference in steroid doses
between patients with or without AON. 49
have biological signs of OPT, 20 with ADO.
In this group : 15 have increased cAliF
excretion, 2 with echographic abnormality
(parathyroid glands hyperplasia); 5 have
elevated iPTH without echographic anomaly;
and 21 have typical biological OPT, 9 were
operated, all with positive results. In
conclusion parathyroid abnormalities are
found in 56 % of patients with GRE,
frequently associated with ADO.
Consequently prevention of AON after
kidney transplantation requires systematic
biological and echographic exploration of
parathyroId glands.
PREVENTION OF DELAYED GRAFT FUNCTION IN CADAVER
KIDNEY TRANSPLANTS BY DILTIAZEM. H.—H. Neumayer
and K. Wagner. Dept.of Nephrol.,FU Berlin, F.R.G.
We previously demonstrated that the calcium
channel blocker Diltiazem (0) ameliorates postis—
chemic acute renal failure (ARF) in conscious dogs
(Klin.Wochenschr.64:135,1986). Since delayed graft
function (DGF) in cadaver kidney transplants is in
part due to postischemic ARF, we initiated 2 pro-
spective randomized clinical trials.
Study I (n=42) D was added to Eurocollin's solu-
tion at a dose of 20 mg/i. If the donor had been
treated with D, the recipient got a bolus injec-
tion of 0.28 mg/kg D and a continuous infusion of
0.002 mg/mm/kg D for the first 2 days. 60 mg D
was then given orally twice daily.
Study II (n=21): We used the same regimen without
donor pretreatment. All patients had immunosup—
pression with Ciclosporin A (CsA) and low—dose
steroids. Primary graft function (PGF) was defined
as vital kidney function without hemodialysis
(MD) during the first week.
PGF MD! GFR (ml/min) CsA(ng/ml)
n 1 patient day 4 day 7 1st week
D—group I 20 9O O.6 29 115O
Control I 22 59 3.6 20 25 728
0—group II 10 70 1.9 29 33 I735
Control II 11 55 4.9 41 50 1078
*p<O.O5, p<O.Ol, D vs. Control
Our data show that combined treatment of donor and
recipient with 0 lowers the incidence of DGF in
C5A—treated recipients despite significantly high-
er CsA—levels in the D groups. Recipient treat-
ment alone was less effective. Thus, due to its
vascular and cytoprotective effects, D may amelio-
rate not only ischemic but also toxic renal fail-
ure.
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LOCAL GRAFT IRRADIATION (LGI)
IN THE TREATMENT OF ACUTE RENAL ALLOGRAFT
REJECTION. William Nylander*, Keith Johnson,
Arnold Malcolm*, S. Al_Abdulla*, S. Fertman*,
Robert Richie*, Gary Niblack*, Wayne Green*,
Robert Macoonell*. Departments of Medicine,
Surgery and Radiology, Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tennessee.
During the period 10/82 through 5/86, 279 reci-
pients of cadaveric renal allografts (CAD) and 127
recipients of living related donor (LRD) renal
transplants were entered into a prospective, ran-
domized, double—blind study to evaluate the effi-
cacy of local graft irradiation in the treatment
of acute rejection. Methylprednisolone (NP) and
Rabbit Anti—Thymocyte Serum (ATS) were also used
as part of the anti—rejection protocol. One
hundred fifty one CAD and 49 LRD recipients
underwent acute rejection and were randomized
to an irradiation (IG) or mock irradiation (MIG)
group. The IG received LGI at 150 rads per treat-
ment to a maximum of 1200R. The MIG received no
irradiation. The mean followup time is 20 months
and all patients have been followed at least 6
months. One year functional graft survival (FGS)
for the LRD group was 83% for the IG and 72% for
the MIG while for the CAD group the FGS was 68%
for the IG and 60% for the MIG group. Patient
survival was similar in all groups. We conclude
from this data that local graft irradiation is an
effective modality of treatment for acute
rejection when used in conjunction with NP and
ATS.
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RENAL HEMODYNAMIC EFFECTS OF NVA2-
CYCLOSPORINE. Mark S. Paller and Thomas F. Ferris,
University of Minnesota, 121inneapolis, MN.
Nva -cyclosporinc (Nva -Cy) or cyclosporine G is an
analog of cyclosporin A (Cy) claimed to be less nephro
toxic. We studied the effects of Nva2-Cy on renal
plasma flow (RPF) and GFR in acute and chronic
studies. Anesthetized male S-D rats were infused first
with an ethanol-fat emulsion vehicle and then with
Nva2-Cy (10 or 20 mg/kg) or Cy (20 mg/kg). GFR was
measured by C1, RPF by the renal extraction of inulin,
renal blood flow (RBF) from RPF and Hct (all expressed
as mI/mm; *p<0.05 vs vehicle, ** p<0.0l vs vehicle).
Vehicle Drug
GFR RPF REF GFR RPF RBF
Nv2-Cy 1.0 3.2 5.9 0.47 1.6 3.0
(20mg/kg) jO.04 jO.09" jO.8'
Nva2-Cy 1.0 3.1 5.7 0.48 1.6 2.7
(10mg/kg) jO.04 jO.3 jO.4" jO.7"
Cy 1.0 2.6 4.8 0.51 0.9 1.4
(20,g/kg) jO.6 jO.3" jO.5"Nva -Cy (20mg/kg) also caused mean arterial pressure to
fall from 118±5 to 111±6 mHg (p<0.05). To study the
short-term effects of Nv4,'-Cy rats received a daily i.p.
injection of vehicle, Nva'-Cy (20mg/kg) or Cy(20mg/kg) for 7 days. Rats given vehicle hd a
creatinine clearance of 2.0±0.1 mI/mm, Nva -Cy l.69.I
mI/mm and Cy 1.5±0.1 (p<O.O5 vs vehicle, NS vs Nva -
Cy). In summary, Nva2- Cy had profound renal
hemodynamic effects when infused intravenously in a
dose of either 10 or 20 mg/kg. GFR, RPF and RBF fell
by approximately 50%, effects mi1ar to those produced
by Cy. When given for 7d Nva -Cy decreased creatinine
clearance by 19% compared to 27% with Cy. We
conclude that the acute renal toxicity of Nva2-Cy is
comparable to that due to Cy.
CYQ.OSPORINE (CYA) MARKEDLY IMPROVES PATIENT
AND GRAFT SURVIVAL IN RENAL TRANSPLANIATION
FOR LUPUS NEPHROPATHY NA Perxi*, GS Lipkowitz',
JH Hong, T Maths, BA Friedman, and KMH Butt. SUNY
Health Science Center at Brooklyn, Bklyn, NY.
Previous reports have documented poor survival and
high morbidity in renal transplantation for uremia induced
by lupus nephritis (LN). Following our introduction of
CYA (in combination with prednisone) as a primary jim-
munosuppressant, there has been a substantial improve-
ment in both cadaveric and living related renal aliograft
survival. To ascertain the value of this drug regimen in
LN, we evaluated the outcome of all transplants for LN at
our center. By retrospective chart review, we analyzed
the course of 36 kidney transplants performed in 31
recipients with LN (out of a total of 770 transplants in
756 recipients performed during this period) from 1973
through January 1986. Recipients were grouped according
to whether their principal immunosuppressive regimen was
based on azathioprine (AZA) or CYA; all received corticos-
teroids (prednisone initially and methylprednisolone during
rejections). There were 19 in the AZA group and 17 in
the CYA group. AZA and CYC groups were equivalent in
age (22.6 yrs vs 23.4 yrs) duration of LN (5.2 yrs vs 6.4
yrs) and sex distribuition (58% vs 76% female). Patient
OT) and graft survival at one year in both groups are
tabulated:
PATIT AND GRAFT SURVIVAL AT ONE YEAR
CADAV DONOR LIVING REAT) TOTAL
n PT Graft n PT Graft n PT Graft
AZA 15 67% 20% 4 75% 75% 19 68% 32%
CYA 9 100% 65% 8 100% 80% 17 100% 75%
LN recipients treated with CYA had significantly supe-
rior patient (p<.05) and graft (p<.05) survival compared to
those on AZA. We conclude that renal transplantation
using CYA is the therapy of choice in uremia due to LN.
T HELPER-INDUCER CELLS ARE DECREASED IN STABLE
RENAL ALLOGRART RECIPIENTS. E.L. Ralflos,* L.A.
Turka,* E.L. Milford,* I.G. Wood,* and C.B.
Carpenter. Brigham and Worsen's Hasp., Boston, MA
Consistent changes in the %T4+ and T8+
lymphocytes have not been shown in allograft
recipients with stable function vs acute
rejection. T4+ cells can be divided into
suppressor inducer and helper inducer subsets
respectively by the MoAbs anti—2H4 and anti—4B4
(Morimoto, C., ni. .1, J. Immunol., 134:3762,
1985) . T8+2H4+ and T8+4B4+ cells also exist, but
their functional properties are unknown. To
examine whether allograft function correlates
with quantitative changes in these subgroups, we
performed flow cytornetric analyses of mixed PBL's
on 86 occasions in 55 transplant recipients.
Virtually all patients received CyA and
prednisone. The data is summarized below: (PRE
pre—transplantation(Tx); POST = <1 month post—Tx
and without rejection; AR = acute rejection; SF =
stable graft function and >3 months post—Tx)
Ii T4/2H4 T4/4B4 T8/2H4 TS/4B4
PRE 24 42±10 20±9 12±7 21±5 15±10 11±7
POST 24 48±13 16±9 12±7 21±7 14±12 10±6
AR 18 33±14 25±16 10±7 17±8 15±9 13±7
SF 20 35±15 33±16 14±12 15±7 22±10 19±12
In all four groups, %T8/2H4 + %T8/4B4 exceeded
total %T8+ cells, indicating that the T8/2H4 and
T8/4B4 populations overlap. This was not observed
with T4+ cells. The %T4+ cells was reduced in
patients with SF vs PRE (p<0.OS) due solely to a
decrease in the T4/4B4 subgroup (p<0.0125). The
%T8+ was increased (p<O.0005), reflected in both
T8+2H4+ and T8+4B4+ cells (p<O.O25) . Patients
with AR had a decrease in the %T4+ cells
(p<0.025), but not in either T4 subpopulation.
Renal transplant recipients with SF have a
decreased proportion of helper inducer cells.
THE IMPACT OF PREEXISTING VASCULAR DISEASE ON
PATIENT AND GRAFT OUTCOME OF CADAVER RENAL
TRANSPLANTATION K.V. Rao, Hennepin County
Med. Ctr., Minneapolis, MN
We analyzed the patient and graft survival
results in 99 Diabetics (D) and 283 nondiabetics
(ND) who received primary cadaver renal trans-
plants (Tx) at our Center between 1—1—76 and
12—31—85. Both D and ND patients were subdivided
into Group A If they had pre—Tx coronary artery
disease, cerebrovaaeular disease, or peripheral
vascular disease, or any combination; and Group
B if they had no such prior evidence of vascu-
lar disease. During a mean observation of 28.4
months, of the 33 D in Group A, 11 (33%) died
compared to 7 deaths (11%) in 66 Group B D
(p.Ol3). Among the 37 Group A ND, 16 (43%)
died compared to 46 deaths (19%) in 246 Group B
ND (p=.OOI). The kidney loss in Group AD was
45% (15/33) compared to 42% (28/66) In Group B
(p=.94). In the ND patients the graft loss was
43% (16/37) in Group A and 40% (98/246) in
Group B (p=.83). The actuarial patient and
graft survival rates in D Groups A and B, and
ND, Groups A and B, are shown below:
PATIENT SURVIVAL GRAFT SURVIVAL
Diabetics: 1 year, 2 year 1 year, 2 year
Group A 76% 71% 67% 63%
Group B 96% 94% 73% 66%
Nondiabetics:
Group A 83% 70% 83% 70%
Group B 90% 85% 78% 72%
The results Indicate an adverse effect of
pretransplant vascular disease on patient
survival, but not on graft survival In both
the diabetic and nondiabetic patients.
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CYCLOSPORINE (CSA)—INDUCED CHANGES IN
THE FACIAL APPEARANCE OF PEDIATRIC RENAL
TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS V.M. Rezni, W.R.
Griswo'd, N.A. Halaz , B. Durham , E.A.
Gamboa , K.L. Jones , S.A. Mendoza. UCSD
Med. School, La Jolla, CA.
Nineteen children have received renal
transplants in the past 3 years. All
received prednisone and CSA. Patient
survival was 100%. There were 6 parental
and 13 cadaveric donors. Four cadaveric
transplants never functioned. The
remaining 15 patients are doing well,
18 3 months after transplant. CSA is
given twice daily; trough CSA levels age
50—100 ng/ml.
Plasma creatinine CSA dose
1.44 0.11 8.1 1 1.0
1.37 . 0.09 7.1 j. 0.9
In addition to hirsutisn, all 11
children followed for at least 6 months
developed a syndrome of generalized
coarsening of facial features with
thickening of the nares, lips, and ears;
puffiness of the cheeks; prominence of
the supraorbital ridges; and mandibular
prognathism. These striking changes in
appearance may significantly increase
the risk of non—compliance with
medications.
CADAVER RENAL TRANSPLANTATION: IS CYCLOSPORINE'S
EFFECTIVENESS AS AN INMUNOSUPPRESSANT SEPARABLE
FROM ITS NEPNROTOXIC EFFECT? R.R.Riggio, J.S.
Cheigh, R.N. Haschemeyer, L.A. Tapia, N.
Suthanthiran, K.N. Stenzel and A.L. Rubin. The
Rogoain Inatitute, The New York Moapital—Cornell
Nedical Center, New York, N.Y.
Our incidence of acute renal failure (ARF) for
202 cadaver graft recipienta on azathioprine (AZA)
therapy waa 71 percent. While ARF impacted little
on reaidual creatinine (Cr) values in aurvivora,
it bore a positive correlation with a decreaaed
graft survival rate (CSR). When immunoauppreaaion
was switched to cyclosporine (CyA) in 1983, we
subsequently found a "reversal" in our results.
Using doses of CyA that produced serum trough
levels between 150 and 200 ng/ml (approximately 5
mg/kg/BID during hospitalization) we found higher
residual Cr values in recipients with ARF but no
difference in the 1 year CSR between these
recipients and those with spontaneously
functioning grafts (NRF). Since nephron loss
itself may pressage the "progressive" nature
of renal insufficiency (Brenner et sl), s lower
dose of CyA was studied (trough levels between 50
snd 125 ng/ml—spproximstely 3.5 mg/kg/BID). The
results of this sod prior studies appear below.
DAILY #TXPs CSR 1 YR Cr(N) 1 Yr
DRUG DOSE (%ARF) ARF NRF ARF NRF P
AZA ——— 202(71) 43% 71% 0.007 1.7 1.5 0.28
CyA 10Mg/kg 45(80) 81% 89% 0.61 2.6 1.8 0.27
CyA 7mg/kg 38(63) 78% 88% 0.16 2.3 1.9 0.56
These results suggest that while ARF may be
mitigated by smaller dose of CyA, residual Cr
values still remain elevated overall. The effect
of a yet further reduction in CyA dosing during
the postoperative period is under study.
ANALYSIS OF RENAL TRANSPLANTATION (RT) RESULTS IN
SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTBEMATOSUS (SLE). David Roth,
Martin Milgrom*, George Kyriakides*, Joshua
Miller . Univ. of Miami, Miami, FL.
Renal allograft survival has been reported to
be interior in patients with SLE receiving LILA—
identical sod hsploidenticsl related living donor
(LRD) allografts when compared to results obtained
in compsrable recipient patient populations. Both
recurrent disesse and a vulnerability fsctor re-
lated to LILA specificities have been implicated.
This study reviews a single transplant centers
experience with 15 lupus patients over a 7 yr.
period. The analysis includes histocompstibility
matching, incidence of rejection, cyclosporine use
in this group, length of time on dialysis pre—RT,
and serological assessment of lupus activity (AMA,
anti—DS DNA, C3, C4, immune complexes) both pre—
and at intervals post—RT. Eight patients received
MLA—identical grafts, 4 hsploidentical and 3
cadaveric. Actuarial patient and graft survival
was 93% sod 84% at 6 yrs. We conclude from our
analysis: 1. Patients with SLE should be encour-
aged to undergo RT if medically appropriate. Our
results are in contrast to published reports of
poor success using LRD's in SLE. 2. Graft function
is superior in those patients who had a prolonged
hemodialysis (ND) period pre—RT. Serum creatinioe
was < 2 mg/dl in those patients who underwent RD
for a period of 26±5 mos. and > 2 mg/dl for those
on HD for 13±4 mos. (p < .05). The suppression of
immune responsiveness which can be demonstrated in
uremic pstients appears to persist post RT. 3. Se-
rological markers are not useful in the management
of these patients post—RT.
INDUCTION OF POTENT NONSPECIFIC IN VIVO AND IN
VIrRO SUPPRESSOR ACTIVITY IN ALLOACTIVATED T
CELLS.D.N. Rothsteio*, C.Kwok*,E.L.Nilford*, and
C.B. Carpenter. Brigham & Women's Noap.,Nsrvard
Medical School, Boston, Ma.
Previous work in our lab has demonstrated
that slloactivsted T cells with antigen—specific
suppressor activity (Ta) can be recovered from
the 10 ret NLR. (Selomon et el,J. Immunol 133:
3075,1984) . This activity peaks on dS, and is
found in Ta purified for the W3125, Dx8+ pheno-
type (d5Ta) . dSTs depress 3NTdR incorporation
when added to a teat NLR. dSTa become inactive
when incubated for 2 days in fresh media
(dSTsM) . Nowever, when dSTs are incubated in d5
MLR supernatant, non—specific Ta (dSTsS) are
induced with s 10—fold increase in potency.
% Ta IN TEST NLR
TYPE OF TS 15 7.5 1.5 .75 .38
dSTs 9* 16 113 112 —
dSTsM 65 80 103 92 101
d5TsS 2 2 9 15 22
(*) — Numbers are % of control 3HTdR (n=7)
d5TaS were equally potent in suppressing test
NLRs with stimulator strains different from
those to which they were primed. Irradiation
(1000 reds) of dSTs prior to incubation with d5
supernatant still permits the induction of
d5TsS, implying that proliferation is not
necessary. When -io7 d5TsS plus d5 MLR
supernstant are injected I.V. into unmodified WE'
(RT1u) strain hosts receiving heterotopic
cardiac allografta from LEW (RTil) donors, graft
survival was prolonged to 14—18 days. (Control
7—8 days.) We conclude that a suppressor—
inducer factor(s) produced in the 1° rat NLR is
capable of inducing potent nonspecific Is which
are active both in vivo and in vitro.
All pts.
n=l5
Follow—up
>6 mos. n=ll
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QUADRUPLE INDUCTION THERAPY FOR RENAL CADAVER
TRANSPLANTATION. A. Sagalowsky*, J.H. Helderman,
I. Dawidson, R. Toto, K. Brinker, and A. Hull.
UTHSCD, Southwestern Med. Sch. , Dallas, Texas.
Since the advent of cyclosporine A for renal
transplant immunosuppression, the occurrence of
post surgical acute renal failure (ARF) has been
a harbinger of significant clinical problems.
Although the incidence of ARF has not increased
under cyclosporine, its length and the number of
dialysis treatments have. Moreover graft survi-
val is substantially reduced by 23% (83-60% 1
year graft survival). We developed a treatment
strategy to avoid perioperative cyclosporine and
to prevent under immunosuppression at the time
cyclosporine is begun. All patients regardless
of post surgical function receive prednisolone
(100 mg/qd), imuran (25 mg/gd) and ALG (14
mg/kg) for the first 5 post operative days.
With renal clearance, cyclosporine (7 mg/kg) is
added to the triple regimen on the P0 day 5. On
day 6, cyclosporine is raised (12 mg/kg), ALG
and imuran are stopped, prednisolone is contin-
ued. Twenty consecutive patients have been so
treated with a follow up of 5 months. Graft
survival is 95% (19/20) with the one loss in a
redo, high reactor. Six instances of ARF were
encountered; all still have their grafts. Mean
creatinine is 1.7±0.2 mg/dl which is not dif-
ferent from the mean of those with ARF (2.2±0.4
mg/dl). Importantly, only 2/20 experienced any
rejection episodes while 18/20 (90%) were rejec-
tion free. We conclude that quadruple induction
therapy is very effective in abrogating acute
renal allograft rejection while avoiding the
difficulties of ARF in the cyclosporine era.
CYCLOSPORINE PERMITS SUPPRESSOR T CELL INDUCTION
BUT INHIBITS AN AMPLIFICATION CIRCUIT DEPENDENT ON
IL 2 AND A SUPPRESSOR—INDUCER LYMPHOKINE (SIL).
D.R.Salomon and L.L.Pickard.* Div. of Nephrology and
Hypertension, Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
Though Cy is a potent immunosuppressive drug,
even in toxic doses it has not abolished rejec-
tion. We have recently developed assays defining Ts
inducer and Ts precursor cell activity in the rat
MLR providing an opportunity to study the effect of
Cy on the MLR's Is induction circuits.
Is inducer cells express the helper I cell
phenotype (W3/25) and produce a lymphokine activity
(SIL) distinct from that of 1L2 and yINF. Our assay
defines SIL (MW 30-24K) by the maintenance of Ts
activity in extended culture. SIL activity requires
either allo- or mitogen activated Ts precursors
expressing the rat Ts/cytotoxic T cell phenotype
(0X8). Thus, Ts precursor activity can be assayed
with a stock preparation of SIL. Addition of Cy
(125—250 ngm/ml) to the MLR potently inhibits cell
proliferation, IL2 and CTL generation. In contrast,
Is and SIL activity are generated. However, net Is
and SIL activity is 30% lower than the unmodified
MLR. Addition of exogenous SIL to both Cy and con-
trol cultures results in a log—fold increase in Ts
activity. Addition of exogenous IL2 to the MLR also
results in a 30% increase in Ts activity.
We conclude that SIL is a limiting factor in Ts
induction. Ts precursor numbers must greatly exceed
those of Ts to explain the effect of exogenous SIL.
SIL is partially inhibited by Cy defining a Ts
amplification circuit which appears to involve IL2
receptors on Ts inducer cells. The combination of
Cy to inhibit classic helper cells and exogenous
SIL to bypass the Cy effect on Ts amplification may
be a clue to a new immunosuppressive strategy.
ATTITUDES OF NON—PHYSICIAN HOSPITAL PERSONNEL
TOWARD LIVING KIDNEY DONATION. Aaron Spital.
Univ. of Roch. Sch. of Med., Rochester, NY.
Previous studies have shown that most trans—
plsnt physicians do not support the use of
genetically unrelated kidney donors (Transplant
Proc 1985;17, suppi 3:85) and do not allow donors
at added risk to determine whether the risk is
acceptable (Arch Intern Med 1985;145:1297). To
see what non—physicians think about these issues,
I administered a questionnaire to hospital per-
sonnel. Based on the 124 respondents to date
(83% female, 90% age 20—50, 44% nurses, 56% not
directly involved in patient care): 98% would
likely donate to a loved family member; 74% would
accept a great deal of added risk to donate to
their children and 41% would accept such risk to
donate to their siblings; another 37% would
accept a moderate amount of risk to donate to
their siblings; 79% think they (rather than their
doctor) should have the final say when there is
added risk.
With regard to genetically unrelated donation:
94% would likely donate to a spouse and 55% to a
close friend; over 90% believe people should be
allowed to donate to friends and even strangers.
We conclude that in contrast to most trans-
plant physicians, most non—physician hospital
personnel: 1) are willing to accept substantial
risk to donate to loved family members;
2) believe that donors at added risk should have
a greater voice in determining their own medical
suitability; and 3) view genetically unrelated
(as well as genetically related) living kidney
donation favorably.
INDIUN—lll—LABELED WHITE BLOOD CELL RENAL SCAN
(IND—SCAN) TO DETECT ACUTE REJECTION IN RENAL
TRANSPLANT (RT) RECIPIENTS. Donald Steinmuller,
Ernest IIodge' David Feiglin5, James O'Donnell',
Raymundo G Andrew Novick, Steven Streem Carol
Buszta Diane Steinhilber' Dawn Bailey' and
Claudia Swift5, Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleve-
land, Ohio.
From 1/85 to 12/85, 24 RT recipients were eval-
uated with Ind—acans in an effort to different-
iate deteriorating renal function secondary to
acute rejection from other causes. Twenty seven
scans were performed in 24 patients. Four scans
interpreted as positive were obtained in patients
at the time of or immediately after the diagnosis
of rejection was made by renal biopsy. Four pos-
itive scans preceded (i.e. correctly predicted)
clinical rejection episodes by 1—5 days. Two
patients had a positive scan with minimal eleva-
tion of the serum creatinine and remained stable
with only an increased dose of oral cyclosporine.
There were two falsescana: one patient had a
UTI, the other patient had cyclosporine nephro—
toxicity. Nine patients with a negative scan were
felt to have no evidence of clinical rejection for
2 weeks after the scan; one patient with a nega-
tive scan required anti—rejection therapy one
week post scan (falseO). Five scans could not be
adequately interpreted and/or correlated with the
clinical course. The scans therefore expressed a
sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 83%. It
is concluded that the Ind—scan may prove bene-
ficial in differentiating rejection from other
causes of diminished renal function in RT recip-
ients. A positive scan may precede the usual
clinical stigmata of rejection.
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EVALUATION OF RENAL ISCUEMIC DAMAGE BY 31P
MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY (MRS) IN AN
AUTOTRANSPLANTED CANINE KIDNEY MODEL. N. 1'.
Strive, K. Jojiisa*, H.A. Rolin*, T.C. Ng*, WJ
Maclntyre*, M.O. Magnusson*, A.C. Novick, T.F.
Meaney* Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio
Prediction of renal viability following
harvesting, preservation, and transplantation
procedures is a vexing problem. The purpose of
this study was to study changes in intracellular
pho?horus
metabolite levels and p11 as monitored
by P MRS in autotransplanted kidneys suj1jected
to D or 3D mm warm ischesia. The P LIRS
studies were obtained on a 1.4 Tesla Lunger
using a 6 cm diameter surface coil. Spectra
obtained from kidneys not subjected to ischemia,
identified three individual phosphorus nuclei of
ATP and the inorganic phosphate peak,
During occlusion of th1renal artery, serial
measurements of the P spectra showed a
reduction in the three ATP peaks within B mm.
Upon reperfusion, ATP and pH levels returned to
control values. Adenine nucleotide levels wore
also verified by HPLC. Control kidneys (0
ischemia) showed a total energy charge (APP +
of 0.43 0.06, (n=7) versus a
significantly siLlaller, 0.14 0.07 (ri=3) energy
charge determined in kidneys subjected to 3D mm
ischemia. In general, the changes observed in
the intracellu1f phosphorus metabolite levels
observed with P31MRS parallel those obtained
with HPLC. P MRS is a sensitive
nondestructive, noninvasivs technique which can
assess chemical energy utilization and
intracellular pH changes which may be useful
predictors of kidney viability.
T CELL ACTIVATION INITIATED VIA THE INVARIANT COM-
PONENT (C03,T,gp.50) OF THE ANTIGEN RECOGNITION
COMPLEX (ARC) IS DEPENDENT UPON SIGNALS GENERATED
AND/OR TRANSDUCED VIA TME CD2 (T,gp.50) MOLECULES
N. Suthsnthirsn snd KM Stenzel, The Rogosin Insti-
tute, Oepts. of Medicine snd Biochemistry, Cornell
University Medicsl College, New York, NY.
We investigsted the role of CD2 in trsnsmembr—
sne signslling processes critical to T cell acti—
vation. Anti-CD3(OKT3 or snti-Leu-4), soluble
phsse or in cross-linked fors, fsiled to activate
T cells in the sbsence of additionsl signsls pro-
vided by cross-linked snti-CD2(snti-Leu-5b or
OKT11) or sccessory cells (AC). Cross-linking of
snti-C02 also resulted in the generation of acc-
essory signals for oxidizing mitogen modified T
cells. Anti-CD2, uhen cross-linked, medisted sn
incresse in intracellular free cslcium concentra-
tion in quin—2 losded T cells. The effects of non-
cross—linked snti—CD2 uere distinctly different.
Anti-CD2 inhibited T cell activation induced by
snti-C03 or oxidizing mitogens snd AC. Three diff-
erent procedures thst diminish the availsbility of
the CR2, modulation, pretrestment of T cells uith
snti-CD2 or trypsin inhibit physicsl contsct smong
T cells snd AC. Tsken together, these dsts suggest
thst the CD2 antigen psrticipstes in the generat-
ion snd/or trsnsduction of obligatory AC signsls
critical to T cell sctivstion. Moreover, T cell
activation is dependent upon simultaneous genera-
tion of complementary activating signals initiated
via the CR3 and the C1)2 molecules. Because of the
central role of the CD2 in T cell activation init-
iated via the invariant component of the ARC,
therapeutic modalities that interrupt CR2 based
signals might be beneficial in clinical organ
transplantation.
UROSEPSIS IN LONG TERM SURVIVERS OF KIDNEY
TRANSPLANTS. Luis A. Tapia, Jhoong Cheigh, Robert
Riggio, Rudy Rsschmeyer, and Kurt Stenzel.
Rogosin Institute/Cornell Medical College, New
York, N.Y.
The purpose of this study was to review the in-
cidence of urosepsis and its effect on the over-
all morbidity and mortality of long term survivers
of kidney transplants. One hundred and fifty four
patients (88 males, 66 females) with a functioning
graft (cr 1.8 . .6) for an average of 7 years
(range 1—23 years) were evaluated. Fifty six
(36%) patients (17 males, 39 females) had recurr-
ent urinary tract infections (UTI) (average 10.5
per patient) of which 13 patients (23%) had 21
episodes of urosepsis. Females were more suscep-
tible (70%) than males (4%) [P0.00071 to urosep—
sis. Patients with urosepsia had an average of
14.2 UTI and patients without urosepsis 8.6 UTI
[P0.021. Patienta with urosepsis had worse renal
function (mean cr 2.4ng%) than patients without
urosepsis (mean cr 1.7ng%) [P0.031. Over 50% of
uroseptic episodes occurred between the 4th and
8th post transplant year. None of the uroseptic
episodes were associated with septic shock, DIG,
or death. Long tern prophylaxis with TNP 8Omg/
SNZ 400mg was effective in 64.3% of patients with
recurrent UTI in reducing the number of UTI, how-
ever, 10 out of 31 patients on prophylaxis and 3
out of 25 patients without prophylaxis 1P0.221
had more than one episode of urosepsis one year or
longer after transplantation. In conclusion, uro—
sepsis is a common complication in patients with
recurrent UTI and renal insufficiency (cr 2.4mg/
dl). Chemoprophylaxia seems not to be effective
in preventing urosepsis in these patients.
15 YEARS EXPERIENCE OF ONE EAPLOIDENTICAL LIVE RE-
LATED PRIMARY DONOR TRANSPLANTS IN CHILDREN. Amir
Tejani, Rhalid N.H. Butt, Andrew Pomrantz, Nohamed
Rashid Rhawar. Depts of Pediatrics & Surgery, SUNY
Health Science Center at Brooklyn, New York.
48 children ranging in age fron 6 months to 17
years received a live related one haploidentical
transplant at our institution fron 1972 to 1986.
25% of the transplants were for focal segmental
sclerosis, 25% were for posterior urethral valves.
Results: 4, 8, 12 and 15 year patient survival and
graft survival was 92%, 83%, 83%, 83% and 64%, 33%,
26% and 26% respectively. When patients were com-
pared by type of imnunosuppression, differences
were noted. The mean age of patienta treated with
azathioprine therapy (n=36) (Az Group) at time of
transplantation was 13.2 years conpared to the nemn
age of patients treated with cyclosporine (CY
Group) of 9.2 years (nl2) (p<.O3). Donor specific
transfusions (DST) were routinely done in all Az
Group patients from 1981, but no (DST) have been
used in CY Group patients. 1 year graft survival
for Az Group was 88% compared to 100% for CY Group
(P.N.S.). 50% of the CY Group patients have been
able to discontinue prednisone from 3—24 months
without an epiaode of rejection.
Growth: Of 15 prepubertal children in Az Group,
catch up growth was seen in 2 patients, of 5 pre—
pubertal children in CY Group, 4 showed catch up
growth (pc.Ol).
Conclusion: Our results show that 1) long term
graft survival continues to slowly decline with
time, 2) that excellent short term graft survival
is seen in CY users, 3) (DST) can be avoided in CY
users eliminating the risk of sensitization, and
4) accelerated growth is possible under CY
therapy.
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PEDIATRIC EXPERIENCE WITH TRIPLE THERAPY(TT):
ADDITION OF AZATHIOPRINE(AZ) TO PREDNISONE(P) AND
CYCLOSPORINE(CY) FOR POST TRANSPLANT(PT)
IUNOSUPPRESSION. M.C. Turner, C. Grushkin, E.
Lieberman. Childrens Hospital Of Los Angeles,CA.
TT was given to 23/49 patients (pts) originally
treated with Cy & P. PT immunosuppression was
changed due to toxicity, noncompliance, duration
of Cy and pts return to homeland. Az was begun and
Cy decreased the next day. Mean Az dose was
1.4±.5lmg/kg. Mean Cy dose at start TT was
6.7±2.4mg/kg & final TT, Cy was 3.7±1.5mg/kg. P
dose was stable at mean of.29mg/kg.
MEAN MEAN MEAN
MEAN GFR FINAL DAYS
DAYS AT TT GFR % POST
NO PT cc/min/1.73m2 GFR TT
Cy toxicity 10 340 52.4 63.8 100 134
Noncompliance 5 299 75.0 60.5 40 232
Duration on Cy 6 408 71.0 70.4 66 167
Homeland 2 324 95.3 64 50 113
Pre—TT, 21 rejection episodes occurred in 15
pts; post TT, 3 rejection episodes occurred in 3
pts, 6—70 days after TT. 2 of 3 rejections led to
permanent doubling of creatinine; no kidneys were
lost. 4/6 converted for duration on Cy had 13—30%
improvement of GFR indicating unsuspected Cy toxi-
city. Of 14 pta hypertensive pre—TT, 9 had low
GFR. 7 had improved BP post TT despite persistent-
ly low GFR in 6/7. Leukopenia or systemic infec-
tion did not occur. Conversion to TT in young pts
may be safe and is efficacious as treatment for
suspected nephrotoxicity. No rejections occurred
post TT in pta converted for Cy toxicity. TT for
pta with long duration on Cy should be considered.
Improved BP control occurred in 50% despite
persistently abnormal GFR.
DIFFERENTIATION OF REJECTION FROM INFECTION IN
CADAVER RENAL ALLOORAFT RECIPIENTS BY MONONUCLEAR
CELL DNA ANT) RNA CONTENT. AJ Wallea, H. Suthan-
thiran, GY Wong*, 1. Darzynkiewicz*, AL Rubin and
RH Stenzel. The Rogosin Institute, Depts. of Med-
icine and Biochemistry, Cornell University Medical
College, New York, NY.
Nucleic acid content of blood mononuclear cells
reflecting the cells' progression through the cell
cycle was measured by acridine orange flow cytom-
etry in 29 patients to assess activation of immun-
ocompetent cells. The study included 8 clinically
stable patients (SP),14 rejecting patients whose
measurements were taken within 72 hours prior to
clinical perception of rejection (UP), and 7
infected patients (Ip). The percentage (7) and UNA
content (F) of cells in the cell cycle compart-
ments CO/l(cells with Cl DNA content), 28(00/1
cells uith RITA content 2 standard deviations above
mean UNA content of control lymphocytes), and 80211
(cells with DNA content higher than that of Cl
cells) were measured. Activity index (Al) was de-
fined as 2S7 x SC2Tf7. Univariate and multivariate
analysis of the cell cycle related parameters
showed that Al was the only parameter significant
for distinguishing 8? from UP. To differentiate
UP from IF, 502117. and FCO/1 were important. A mul-
tivariate logistic model using combinations of
SC2H7. and FCO/1 values (P(x)=ex/1±ec, with x=19.13
-O.91SC2N7.-l5.23FC0/l)was derived which predicted
the probability of rejection or infection in a
given patient. Since DTTA/RNA measurements are
obtained in approximately 60 minutes, such a math-
ematical model might be a useful tool in the diff-
erential diagnosis of rejection versus infection
in renal allograft recipients.
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ULTRASONOGRAPHY AND RENAL ALLOORAFT DYSFUNCTION: IS
THERE A ROLE? Warvariv V. Linkowski G, Filly R A,
Vincenti F. Department of Radiology and Transplant
Service, University of California, San Francisco.
Renal allograft dysfunction can result from a
variety of causes. Several imaging
modalities,including sonography,have been advocated
in differentiating acute rejection from other
etiologies of graft dysfunction, including
cyclosporine (CsA) nephrotoxicity. Sonographic
features of rejection have been delineated in
clinical and animal studies. We reviewed s000graphic
findings, obtained at time of biopsy, in 58 transplant
recipients with allograft dysfunction. All biopsies
were performed within three months of
transplantation. Of these, 54 patients were on CsA—
prednisone and 4 on Azathioprine—prednisone
immunosuppression. Features of acute rejection
included transplant swelling, medullary pyramid
conspicuity, medullary pyramid enlargement,
decreased renal sinus fat and pelvi—infundjbulsr
thickening. Acute rejection was diagnosed if one or
more of the features were present. Correlation of
ultrasound and histopathologic findings showed that
ultrasound cannot independently diagnose acute
rejection. Statistical analysis showed sonographic
diagnostic sensitivity of 73%, specificity 29% and
accuracy of 72%. The accuracy of a positive
prediction was 88% (equal to the histopathologic
prevalence). The accuracy of a negative prediction
was 13%. We were unable to define a creatinine level
at which a normal sonogram confirms clinico—
pathologically defined C8A nephrotoxicity. We
conclude that ultrasonography has a minimal
independent diagnostic role in the evaluation of
transplant dysfunction.
LOW-DOSE CYCLOSPORINE THERAPY AFTER
RENAL TRANSPLANTATION : THREE YEARS
EXPERIENCE. Jean—Pierre Wauters, Michel
Burnier*, Jean—Christophe Stauffer*,
Roger Mosimann*. University Hospital,
Lausanne, Switzerland.
To avoid nephrotoxicity, a very low
cyclosporine dosage, aiming at throughblood levels between 100—400 ng/ml, was
applied in 59 renal transplant patients
with a mean follow—up of 15 months (3—36
months). Decreasing low—dose prednisone
(0.7 mg/kg/day) was associated during
the initial months. Mean age was 42
years (18—64) and 25 patients were con-
sidered at risk (age 50, second graft,
diabetes, lupus). During 3 years of
observation, 1 death (disseminated mela-
noma) and 6 graft failures were noted
acute rejection 4, graft necrosis 1,
withdrawal of therapy 1. Actuarial graft
survival was 95% at 3 months, 90% at
12 months (n46) and 86% at 24 months
(n=15) (67% in the previous conventional
therapy group). In those patients trea-
ted for at least 1 year, the reciprocal
of serum creatinine remained stable at
0.7 troughout the observation period and
was comparable to the conventional the-
rapy group. In the 16 patients who un-
derwent a renal biopsy up to 24 months
after grafting, no lesions of cyclospo—
rine toxicity were observed. Conclusion:
based on our observation, it appears
that a low—dose cyclosporine regimen al-
lows to avoid long—term nephrotoxicity.
INHIBITION OF HUMAN PERIPHERAL BLOOD
MONONUCLEAR CELL (PBM) FUNCTION BY
VERAPAMIL. Matthew R. Welt, Richard Peopler and
Barry S. Handwerger. Laboratory of Renal
Immunology, Divisions of Nephrology & Rheumatology,
Univ. of Maryland Hospital.
An increase in intracellular Ca++ concentration (C)
appears to be essential for lymphocyte activation. To
explore the role of membrane Ca++ channels in
lymphocyte activation,..pe studie the effets of 4 C
of Verpamil (V) (5X10 M, 5X10 M, 5X10 M,
5X10 M) on the function of human PBM. The optimal
proliferative response of PBM to varying C of
phytohemagglutinin (PH A) after a 72 hour (H)
incubation was inhibited in a concentration-dependent
fashion (CUP) by the above C of V: 5.4%, 25.4%,
87.6%, 98.4% (% inhibition). Sinlarly, intracellular
production of ATP (nMoles ATP/10 cells) in PBM after
optimal PHA stimulation (S) for 72 H was inhibited in a
CUP by the above C of V: 7.1%, 11.7%, 58.8%, 93.6%
(% inhibition). The generation of cytotoxic T
lymphocytes (CTL) following in vitro allogeneic S was
also inhibited in a CUP With 5.5%, 36.2%, 85.8%, 100%
inhiblon, respectively, with above C of V in a
4 H Cr release assay system. As measfd in a 3 H
assay, natural killer (N{) activity against Cr-labeled
K562 target ceUs was inhibited by increasli C (as
above) of V: 2.9%, 17.6%, 60.5%, no 10 values(%inhibition). These studies strongly suggest that V-
sensitive Ca++ channels may play an important role in
activation, proliferation and effector cell function of
various lymphocyte subpopulations.
HE flAIRED G1R OF RENAL TBANSPLAN PATITS ON
Iø FS OF CIC1)SIORINE (CIA) RHDIS SIABLE
OVER A ONE-YEAR P011W-UP PERIOD. A. Wilidxson*,
R. Hawkins*, E. Ross *, G.M. Danovitch. Divisions
of Nero1ogy and Nuclear Medicine, UCLA School of
Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.Purate ineasurenents of true GFR in stable
renal transplant patients on CIA have shown the
mean level to be iaired to aproxisately 40
ml/min. We were concerned that this degree ofinairment would lead to progressive deterioration
of renal function in patients continuing to
receive CIA. We thus perforn repeat measure-
ments of true GFR in 20 patients. Tc99m DI'PA
clearance was used to measure GPR since DIPA has
been shown to be an accurate filtration marker.
Initial Repeat
Studies (j 5fl4) Studies Ci 5)24)
Tine Post Dc (no) 8 • 2 0.4 18 • 6 1.4
Dase of CIA (ng/]cg) 5.1 0.4 4 • 3 0.4
Though CIA (ng/ml RIA) 121 12 94 9S. eat m/dl 1.85 0.14 1.95 0.16C. eat inl/xnin 55.8 3.9 58.8 5.1
C. DI'PA ml/rnin 41.8 3.2 44.5 3.8
C. creat/C. DI'PA 1.36 0.08 1.35 0.08
Overestimation % —12 to +141 —23 to 138
There was no statistical difference in any of
these parameters over the follow—up period and in
only 2 patients did GPR fall by mere than 5m1/min.
The use of creatinine as a filtration marker leads
to marked overestimation of true GPR and creati-
nine is not ideally suited for precise follow-up
of renal dysfunction. Our preliminary evidence
suggests that CIA nephrotoxicity may not lead to
progressive loss of renal function when a rela-
tively low-dose protocol is used.
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EFFICAcY OF RFNAL TRANSPLANTATION IN THE ELDERLY
Duane Wombolt, Marvin Goldberg, Richard Hurwitz,
Eastern Virginia Medical School, Division of
Nephrology and Vascular & Transplant Surgery,
Norfolk, VA
Since Dec. 1983, we have performed 20 trans-
plants in 19 pts over age 60 at the tine of
grafting (group A). Their outcc*ne is presented
as canpared to results in 128 transplants in pts
less than age 60 (group B). The oldest Pt was 69
mean 62.5. There has been 1 death (95% pt
survival). One kidney was lost due to infarction
and 2 pts have lost 3 kidneys due to hunoral
rejection. Actuarial survival at 1 yr. is 70%.
Hospitalization for transplantation ranged fran
6—32 days (median=10 days, mean=12.5 days).
Desgraphics (group A) included race (12 white),6 black), etiology of renal disease (12
hypertensive, 1 diabetic, 3 polycystic, 2 misc.)
and medical casplications, (3 with coronary
artery disease, 4 requiring postoperative
urologic surgery). Group B contained 56 black, 69
white pta with 30 hypertensive,22 diabetic, 40
with nephritis with mean age 37. The overall
dosage of CyA was low with the average dose at 1
no.=400 n (6.3 ng/kg), 6 no300 op (3.7 op/kg),
1 yr27O op (3.3 rag/kg) range (1 .84.6
op/kg) .Serum creatinine in those with
functioning kidneys was 1.7 mg% at 6 no and 1 .6
rng% at 1 yr. Their dosage and serum creatinine
was not significantly different fran group B.
Thus transplantation is a safe and effective
means of treating elderly pta with ENRD.
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